
Dispozitivele de înregistrare a datelor tehnice 
Autovehiculul dumneavoastră este dotat cu câteva dispozitive 
denumite Dispozitive de înregistrare a datelor tehnice. Acestea 
înregistrează diferite tipuri de date în timp real, precum declanşarea 
airbagului SRS şi nefuncţionarea componentelor sistemului SRS. 
Aceste date tehnice aparţin proprietarului autovehiculului şi nu pot 
fi accesate de nimeni altcineva decât în condiţiile prevăzute de lege 
sau cu permisiunea proprietarului. 
Cu toate acestea, aceste date tehnice pot fi accesate de Honda, 
angajaţii, reprezentanţii şi antreprenorii săi autorizaţi, numai în 
scopul efectuării de diagnoze tehnice, de studii şi dezvoltări ale 
autovehiculului.

Dispozitivele de înregistrare a diagnozelor de service
Autovehiculul dumneavoastră este prevăzut cu dispozitive pentru 
operaţiunile de service, care înregistrează informaţii tehnice cu 
privire la performanţa grupului propulsor şi a condiţiilor de mers. 
Datele pot fi folosite pentru a-i ajuta pe mecanici în operaţiunile  
de diagnosticare, reparare şi întreţinere a autovehiculului. 
Aceste date tehnice nu pot fi accesate de nimeni altcineva decât  
în condiţiile prevăzute de lege sau cu permisiunea proprietarului. 
Cu toate acestea, aceste date pot fi accesate de Honda, de 
reprezentanţii săi autorizaţi de mecanicii, angajaţii autorizaţi, 
numai în scopul efectuării de diagnoze tehnice, de studii şi 
dezvoltări ale autovehiculului.
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This owner’s manual should be considered a permanent part of the 
vehicle and should remain with the vehicle when it is sold.

This owner’s manual covers all models of your vehicle. You may find 
descriptions of equipment and features that are not on your 
particular model.

Images throughout this owner’s manual represent features and 
equipment that are available on some, but not all, models. Your 
particular model may not have some of these features.

The information and specifications included in this publication were 
in effect at the time of approval for printing. Honda Motor Co., Ltd. 
reserves the right, however, to discontinue or change specifications 
or design at any time without notice and without incurring any 
obligation.
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Acest manual al proprietarului trebuie considerat o parte 
permanentă a vehiculului și trebuie să rămână la vehicul atunci  
când este vândut.

Acest manual de utilizare acoperă toate modelele vehiculului dvs. 
Puteţi găsi descrieri ale echipamentelor și funcţiilor care nu aparțin 
modelului dvs.

Imaginile din acest manual de utilizare reprezintă caracteristici 
și echipamente disponibile pentru unele, dar nu pentru toate 
modelele. Este posibil ca modelul dvs. special să nu aibă unele  
dintre aceste funcţii.

Informațiile și specificaţiile incluse în această publicaţie au fost 
în vigoare la momentul aprobării pentru tipărire. Honda Motor 
Co., Ltd. își rezervă totuși dreptul de a întrerupe sau de a schimba 
specificaţiile sau designul în orice moment fără notificare și  
fără a-și asuma nici o obligație.
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Quick Reference Guide

Visual Index

❙ Ignition Switch* (P197)

❙ ENGINE START/STOP Button* (P198)

❙ Steering Wheel Adjustments (P219)

❙ Information Display* (P152)

❙ Gauges (P151)

❙ Driver Information 
Interface* (P155)

❙ System Indicators (P94)

❙ Front Seat Heater Buttons* (P242)

❙ Climate Control System (P244)

❙ Headlight Adjuster* (P211)

❙ Collision Mitigation Braking System 
(CMBS) OFF Button* (P569)

❙ Headlight Washer Button* (P215)

❙  (Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) 
System OFF) Button (P551)

❙ Deflation Warning System (DWS) 
Button* (P556)

❙ Road Departure Mitigation 
Button* (P532)

❙ Parking Sensor System Button* 
(P579, 583)

❙ Heated Door Mirror Button* (P218)

❙ Rear Window Demister (P218)

❙ Navigation System* 
() See the Navigation System Manual

❙ Audio System (P261, 286)

❙ Hazard Warning Button
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Indicatoare de sistem P.94

Indicatoare P.151

Afișaj de informaţii * P.152

Driver information interface 
(Interfaţa de informaţii 
pentru şofer) P.155

Buton pentru sistemul cu  
senzor de parcare* P.579,583

Ajustarea farurilor* P.211

Buton de spălare a farurilor* P.215

Buton sistemul de avertizare  
pentru deflaţie (DWS) * P.556

Buton asistenţă pentru stabilitatea  
vehiculelor (VSA) P.532

Sistem de asistare a menţinerii benzii de circulaţie 
cu intervenţie activă asupra traiectoriei* P.551

Buton sistemul de frânare pentru  
prevenirea coliziunilor (CMBS) P.569

Butonul de avarie
Sistemul audio* P.261,286

Sistemul de navigaţie*
      a se vedea manualul sistemului de navigaţie

Buton degivrare lunetă P.218

Butonul pentru oglinzile cu încălzire* P.218

Sistemul de climatizare P.244

Butoane pentru încălzirea scaunelor din faţă* P.242

Butonul START/STOP MOTOR* P.198

Contactul de pornire* P.197

Reglare volan P.2194
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System OFF) Button (P551)
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Button* (P532)

❙ Parking Sensor System Button* 
(P579, 583)

❙ Heated Door Mirror Button* (P218)
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❙ Navigation System* 
() See the Navigation System Manual
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❙ (+ / (- /  /  Buttons* (P257)

❙  /  /  /  Buttons* (P155, 257)3 4

❙ Headlights/Turn Signals (P202)

❙  (TRIP) Knob (P152, 156)

❙ SOURCE Button* (P257)

❙ Brightness Control (P216)

❙ Front Fog Lights* (P206)

❙ Wipers/Washers (P213)

❙  (Display/Information) Button* (P155)

❙ Voice Control Buttons* (P311)

() See the Navigation System Manual

❙ Hands-Free Telephone System Buttons 
(P394, 415)❙ ENTER Button* (P155, 257)

❙ Horn (Press an area around .)

❙ Rear Fog Light* (P206)

❙ Interval Button* (P512)

❙ CRUISE Button* (P484)

❙ Paddle Shifter (Shift Down)* (P472)

❙ Paddle Shifter (Shift Up)* (P472)

❙ MAIN Button* (P487, 490)

❙ Adjustable Speed Limiter Buttons* (P490)

❙ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low 
Speed Follow (LSF) Buttons* (P503)

❙ Cruise Control Buttons* (P484, 487)

❙ Intelligent Speed Limiter Buttons* (P494)

❙ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) Buttons* (P518)

❙ Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS) Button* 
(P543)

* Not available on all models
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Faruri/Semnalizatoare P.202

Proiectoare de ceaţă* P.206

Lumină de ceaţă spate* P.206

Padela de schimbare a vitezei (schimbare în jos)* P.472

Padela de schimbare a vitezei (schimbare în sus)* P.472

Buton SEL/RESET P.152,156

Controlul luminozităţii P.216

Ștergătoare P.213

Butoane de control al vitezei de croazieră* P.484,487

Butoane limitator reglabil de viteză* P.490

Butoane limitator inteligent de viteză* P.494

Butoane Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu  
Low Speed Folow (LSF)* P.503

Butoane adaptive de control al vitezei de croazieră (ACC)* P.518

Buton Interval* P.512

Buton pentru sistemul de asistenţă pentru menţinerea  
benzii de circulaţie (LKAS) P.543

Buton CRUISE* P.484

Buton MAIN* P.487,490

Claxon (Apăsaţi o zonă în jur         )
          Buton (Afișaj/Informaţii)* P.155

Butoane de control vocal* P.311

     a se vedea manualul sistemului de navigaţie

Butoane Hands-Free pentru sistemul de telefonie
P.394,415
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* Not available on all models
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Buton SOURCE * P.257

Buton ENTER * P.155,257

Butoane* P.257

Butoane* P.155,257

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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❙ Rearview Mirror (P220)

❙ Accessory Power Socket 
(P237)

❙ Bonnet Release Handle (P619)

❙ Boot Release (P186)

❙ Interior Fuse Box (P713)

❙ Driver’s Front Airbag (P54)

❙ ECON Button (P483)

❙ Electric Parking Brake Switch (P560)

❙ Automatic Brake Hold Button (P563)

❙ Door Mirror Controls (P221)

❙ Master Door Lock Switch (P185)

❙ Power Window Switches (P192)

❙ USB Port (P253)

❙ USB Port* (P253)

❙ Glove Box (P233)

❙ HDMITM Port* (P255)

❙ Wireless Charger* (P238)

❙ Passenger’s Front Airbag 
(P54)

❙ Shift Lever
Continuously Variable 
Transmission (P468)

Manual Transmission (P475)

❙ Auto Idle Stop OFF Button* 
(P479)
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Index vizual

Oglinda retrovizoare P.220

Cutia interioară cu siguranţe P.713

Airbag-ul frontal al şoferului P.54

Airbag-ul frontal  
al pasagerului P.54

Port USB P.253

Port HDMITM* P.255

Încărcător wireless* P.238

Torpedou P.233

Schimbător de viteze
Transmisie automată P.468

Transmisie manuală P.475

Soclu de alimentare auxiliar P.237

Buton ECON P.483

Buton Auto Idle Stop OFF* P.479

Port USB P.253

Comenzi pentru geamurile electrice P.192

Butonul închidere uşi P.185

Butoanele de reglare a oglinzilor P.221

Comutator frână electrică de parcare P.560

Buton pentru frână automată P.563Mâner deschidere a capotei motor P.619

Mâner deschidere portbagaj P.186
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❙ Seat Belt to Secure a Child Restraint System (P86)

❙ Seat Belt (Installing a Child Restraint System) (P83)

❙ Sunroof Switch* (P196)

❙ Front Seat (P222)

❙ Seat Belts (P40)

❙ Side Airbags* (P59)

❙ Lower Anchorage Points to Secure a Child Restraint System (P79)

❙ Ceiling Light (P231)

❙ Side Curtain Airbags* (P61)

❙ Coat Hook* (P240)

❙ Coat Hook (P240)

❙ Sun Visors

❙ Vanity Mirrors

❙ Map Lights (P232)

❙ Grab Handle

❙ Rear Seat (P229)

* Not available on all models
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Centură de siguranţă (instalarea unui sistem de reţinere pentru copii) P.83

Centură de siguranţă pentru a asigura un sistem de siguranţă pentru copii P.86

Airbaguri laterale cortină* P.61

Cârlig haine* P.240

Mâner de prindere

Cârlig haine P.240

Centuri de siguranţă P.40

Plafonieră P.232

Comutator trapă* P.196

Parasolare 

Oglinzi parasolar 

Scaun faţă P.222

Airbag-uri laterale P.59

Plafonieră spate P.231

Banchetă spate P.229

Inele de prindere inferioară pentru unui sistem de reţinere pentru copii P.79
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❙ Maintenance Under the Bonnet (P617)

❙ Windscreen Wipers (P213, 646)

❙ Tyres (P649, 675)

❙ Front Fog Lights* (P206, 636)

❙ Power Door Mirrors (P221)

❙ How to Refuel (P592)

❙ High-Mount Brake Light (P642)

❙ Opening/Closing the Boot (P186)

❙ Multi-View Rear Camera* (P589)

❙ Door Lock/Unlock Control (P176)

❙ Side Turn Signal Lights (P202, 640)

❙ Headlights (P202, 634)

❙ Front Turn Signal Lights (P202, 638)

❙ Position/Daytime Running Lights (P202, 212, 640)

❙ Front Side Marker Lights (P639)

❙ Taillights (P642)

❙ Rear Turn Signal Lights (P641)

❙ Brake/Taillights (P641)

❙ Rear Fog Light* (P206, 641)

❙ Boot Release Button* (P188)

❙ Licence Plate Light (P642)

❙ Back-Up Lights (P641)
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Index vizual

Verificări compartiment motor P.617

Ştergătoare parbriz P.213,646

Oglinzi electrice P.221

Semnalizatoare (oglinzi) laterale P.202,640

Comandă încuiere/descuiere a uşii P.176

Faruri P.202,634

Semnalizatoare faţă P.202,638

Lumini de poziţie/de conducere pe timp de zi P.202,212,640

Lămpi de marcaj laterale P.639

Cauciucuri P.649,675

Proiectoare de ceaţă* P.206,636

Realimentare P.592

Lampa de frână superioară P.646

Deschiderea/închiderea hayonului P.186

Camera de mers înapoi* P.589

Butonul de deschidere a hayonului* P.188

Lumini numere de înmatriculare P.642

Stopuri P.642

Lumini de frână P.641

Semnalizatoare spate P.641

Lumini pentru mersul înapoi P.641

Stopul de ceaţă* P.206,641
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Sistemul ECO Assist*
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Eco Assist System

Ambient Meter
● Changes colour to reflect your driving 

style.
Green: Fuel efficient driving
White green: Moderate acceleration/
deceleration
White: Aggressive acceleration/
deceleration

● The ambient meter colour changes in 
accordance with your brake or 
accelerator pedal operation.

ECON Button (P483)
Helps maximise fuel economy.

ECON Mode Indicator (P111)
Comes on when the ECON button is pressed.

The message is displayed for a few seconds 
when the ECON button is pressed.

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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Indicatorul ecologic
•  Îşi schimbă culoarea pentru a reflecta 

stilul dumneavoastră de condus. 
Verde: conducere economică 
Verde deschis: Acceleraţie/deceleraţie 
moderată 
Alb: Acceleraţie/deceleraţie agresivă

•  Indicatorul ecologic îşi schimbă culoarea  
în funcţie de apăsarea pedalelor  
de frână şi de acceleraţie.

Butonul ECON
Contribuie la creşterea economiei de combustibil

Indicatorul modului ECON
Se aprinde în momentul activării modului ECON.

P.483

P.111

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Acest mesaj este afişat timp de câteva secunde
după apăsarea butonului ECON.

Modele cu driver information interface
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Funcţia de oprire automată a motorului
Pentru a creşte economia de combustibil, motorul se opreşte şi reporneşte conform descrierii de mai jos. Când funcţia de
oprire automată a motorului este activată, se aprinde indicatorul Auto Idle Stop (culoarea verde). P.478
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Auto Idle Stop Function
To improve fuel economy, the engine stops and then restarts as detailed below. When Auto Idle Stop is on, the Auto Idle Stop indicator 
(green) comes on. (P478)

At Manual transmission Engine status

Deceleration

Stop

Start-up

a
b

1. Depress the brake pedal.
2. Fully depress the clutch pedal.

On

● Continue to depress the brake pedal.
● Move the shift lever to (N.
● Release the clutch pedal.

Off

● Depress the clutch pedal again.
● Move the shift lever to (1.
● Depress the accelerator pedal to resume 

driving.

Restarting
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1.Apăsaţi pedala de frână.
2.Apăsaţi pedala de ambreiaj, la cursa maximă.

• Continuaţi să apăsaţi pedala de frână
•  Deplasaţi schimbătorul de viteze în poziţia N  (neutru)
• Eliberaţi pedala de ambreiaj
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Auto Idle Stop Function
To improve fuel economy, the engine stops and then restarts as detailed below. When Auto Idle Stop is on, the Auto Idle Stop indicator 
(green) comes on. (P478)

At Manual transmission Engine status

Deceleration

Stop

Start-up

a
b

1. Depress the brake pedal.
2. Fully depress the clutch pedal.

On

● Continue to depress the brake pedal.
● Move the shift lever to (N.
● Release the clutch pedal.

Off

● Depress the clutch pedal again.
● Move the shift lever to (1.
● Depress the accelerator pedal to resume 

driving.

Restarting
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Auto Idle Stop Function
To improve fuel economy, the engine stops and then restarts as detailed below. When Auto Idle Stop is on, the Auto Idle Stop indicator 
(green) comes on. (P478)

At Manual transmission Engine status

Deceleration

Stop

Start-up

a
b

1. Depress the brake pedal.
2. Fully depress the clutch pedal.

On

● Continue to depress the brake pedal.
● Move the shift lever to (N.
● Release the clutch pedal.

Off

● Depress the clutch pedal again.
● Move the shift lever to (1.
● Depress the accelerator pedal to resume 

driving.

Restarting
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• Apăsaţi din nou pedala de ambreiaj.
• Deplasaţi schimbătorul de viteze în treapta      .
•  Apăsaţi pedala de acceleraţie pentru a vă 

continua deplasarea.
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Auto Idle Stop Function
To improve fuel economy, the engine stops and then restarts as detailed below. When Auto Idle Stop is on, the Auto Idle Stop indicator 
(green) comes on. (P478)

At Manual transmission Engine status

Deceleration

Stop

Start-up

a
b

1. Depress the brake pedal.
2. Fully depress the clutch pedal.

On

● Continue to depress the brake pedal.
● Move the shift lever to (N.
● Release the clutch pedal.

Off

● Depress the clutch pedal again.
● Move the shift lever to (1.
● Depress the accelerator pedal to resume 

driving.

Restarting
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La

decelerare

oprire

pornire

Transmisie manuală Starea motorului

Pornit

Oprit

Reporneşte
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Conducere sigură P.35
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Safe Driving (P35)

Airbags (P52)

● Your vehicle is fitted with airbags to help to protect you and 
your passengers during a moderate-to-severe collision.

Child Safety (P66)

● All children 12 and younger should be seated in the rear seat.
● Small children should be properly restrained in a front facing child restraint system.
● Infants must be properly restrained in a rear-facing child restraint system on a rear 

seat.

Exhaust Gas Hazard (P90)

● Your vehicle emits dangerous exhaust gases that contain carbon 
monoxide. Do not run the engine in confined spaces where carbon 
monoxide gas can accumulate.

Before Driving Checklist (P448)

● Before driving, check that the front seats, head restraints, 
steering wheel, and mirrors have been properly adjusted.

Seat Belts (P40)

● Fasten your seat belt and sit upright well 
back in the seat.

● Check that your passengers are wearing 
their seat belts correctly.

Fasten your lap belt as 
low as possible.
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Airbag-uri  P.52

Siguranţa copiilor  P.54

Centuri de siguranţă  P.42

Lista de verificări înainte de conducere  P.41

Pericolul de intoxicare cu gaze de eşapament   P.54

Vehiculul dumneavoastră este dotat cu airbag-uri care vă protejează pe dumneavoastră  
şi pasagerii însoţitori în cazul unei coliziuni moderat-severe.

Toţi copiii în vârstă de maximum 12 ani trebuie să fie aşezaţi pe bancheta din spate.
Copiii mici trebuie să fie aşezaţi într-un sistem de reţinere orientat în direcţia înainte.
Sugarii trebuie să fie aşezaţi pe bancheta din spate, într-un sistem de reţinere
orientat în poziţie inversă.

Vehiculul dumneavoastră emite gaze de eşapament periculoase,  
ce conţin monoxid de carbon. Nu lăsaţi motorul să funcţioneze  
în spaţii închise care permit acumularea de monoxid de carbon.

Fixaţi cureaua de abdomen în
cea mai joasă poziţie posibilă.

Prindeţi-vă centura de siguranţă şi
aşezaţi-vă într-o poziţie corectă.
Verificaţi dacă pasagerii şi-au prins
centura de siguranţă în mod corect.

Înainte de conducere, verificaţi dacă scaunele faţă,  
tetierele, volanul şi oglinzile sunt reglate în poziţia corectă.
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Indicatoare P.151  / Afişare informaţii* P.152  / Driver information interface* P.155  / Indicatoare de sistem P.94

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele12
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Instrument Panel (P93)

System Indicators

Malfunction Indicator 
Lamp

Charging System 
Indicator

Anti-lock Brake System 
(ABS) Indicator

Vehicle Stability Assist 
(VSA) System Indicator

Lights Indicators

Lights On Indicator

High Beam Indicator

Seat Belt Reminder 
Indicator

System Indicators

CRUISE CONTROL 
Indicator

Parking Brake and 
Brake System Indicator 
(Red)

Supplemental Restraint 
System Indicator

Door and Boot Open 
Indicator

CRUISE MAIN Indicator

Tachometer

SpeedometerTemperature Gauge

Immobilizer System Indicator/
Security System Alarm Indicator

Shift Lever Position Indicator*

Low Fuel Indicator

Gauges (P151)/Information Display* (P152)/
Driver Information Interface* (P155)/System Indicators (P94)

ECON Mode Indicator

Low Tyre Pressure/
Deflation Warning System 
Indicator*

Turn Signal and Hazard 
Warning Indicators

Starter System Indicator*

Fuel Gauge

Keyless Access System 
Indicator*

Electric Power Steering 
(EPS) System Indicator

Speed Alarm Indicator*

Information Display

Rear Fog Light 
Indicator*

Parking Brake and 
Brake System Indicator 
(Amber)

Low Oil Pressure 
Indicator

Models with information display

System Indicators

Transmission Temperature 
Indicator*

Light Control Indicator*

Automatic Brake Hold 
System Indicator

Automatic Brake Hold 
Indicator

Shift to Park Indicator*

Continuously variable 
transmission models

Brake Depressing 
Indicator
Rotate Wheel Indicator*

Brake Depressing 
Indicator
Manual transmission 
models

VSA OFF Indicator

Low Oil Level 
Indicator*

Front Fog Light 
Indicator*

Shift UP/DOWN Indicator*
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Tahometru

Indicatori de sistemIndicatori de sistem Indicator al poziţiei schimbătorului de viteze*

Indicator schimbare viteză (SUS/JOS)Sistemul de imobilizare Indicator /  
Sistem de securitate Indicator de alarmă

Vitezometru Indicator nivel 
combustibil*Ecran multifuncţional

Indicator de temperatură

Indicatori de sistem Indicatoare luminoase

Lampa indicatorului de 
defecţiune

Indicatorul de presiune  
scăzută la ulei

Indicatorul nivel scăzut de ulei

Indicatorul sistemului de 
încărcare

Indicator frânare (ABS)

Indicator sistem de asistenţă la 
stabilitatea autovehiculului (VSA)

Indicator de dezactivare a VSA

Indicator deschidere hayon și 
portiere

Indicatorul mod ECON

Indicator frână de parcare 
şi sistem de frânare (roşu)

Indicator frână de parcare 
şi sistem de frânare (portocaliu)

Indicator sistem de acces  
fără cheie*

Indicator de avertizare  
a dezumflării pneurilor

Indicator nivel redus  
de combustibil

Indicator prindere  
centură de siguranţă

Indicator SRS

Indicator CRUISE MAIN

Indicator CONTROL

Indicator de alarmă de viteză

Indicator sistem de pornire *

Indicator sistem automatic 
de frânare

Indicator frână automată activă

Shift to Park Indicator *

Indicator de deplasare a frânei

Indicator de deplasare a frânei

Indicator rotiți volan

Modele cu transmisie automată

Modele cu transmisie manuală

Indicator de servodirecţie 
electrică (EPS)

Indicatoarele de 
semnalizare şi de avarie

Indicator temperatură  
transmisie *

Indicator de control al iluminării *

Indicator aprindere  
lumini poziţie

Indicator aprindere  
lumini fază lungă

Indicator aprindere 
proiectoare ceaţă faţă*

Indicator aprindere  
stop de ceaţă

Modele cu afișare de informaţii

Tabloul de bord P.93
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Modele cu interfaţă de informaţii pentru șofer
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System Indicators

Malfunction Indicator 
Lamp

Low Oil Pressure 
Indicator

Charging System 
Indicator

Anti-lock Brake System 
(ABS) Indicator

Vehicle Stability Assist 
(VSA) System Indicator

VSA OFF Indicator

Low Tyre Pressure/
Deflation Warning 
System Indicator*

Electric Power 
Steering (EPS) System 
Indicator

Seat Belt Reminder 
Indicator

System Indicators

Parking Brake and 
Brake System 
Indicator (Red)

Supplemental 
Restraint System 
Indicator

Tachometer

Driver Information 
Interface

Fuel Gauge

Immobilizer System 
Indicator/Security System 
Alarm Indicator

Shift Lever Position 
Indicator*

Low Fuel Indicator

ECON Mode Indicator

Turn Signal and 
Hazard Warning 
Indicators

Models with driver information interface

Parking Brake and 
Brake System 
Indicator (Amber)

Automatic Brake Hold 
System Indicator

Automatic Brake Hold 
Indicator

Temperature 
Gauge

Lights Indicators

Lights On Indicator

High Beam Indicator

Front Fog Light Indicator

System Message 
Indicator

Door and Boot Open 
Indicator

Rear Fog Light Indicator*

Speedometer

CRUISE MAIN 
Indicator*

CRUISE CONTROL 
Indicator*

Shift UP/DOWN Indicator*

System Indicators

Auto Idle Stop 
Indicator (Green)*

Auto Idle Stop System 
Indicator (Amber)*

Auto High-Beam 
Indicator*

Road Departure 
Mitigation Indicator*

Lane Keeping Assist 
System (LKAS) Indicator 
(Amber/Green)*

Collision Mitigation 
Braking System 
(CMBS) Indicator*

Adaptive Cruise Control 
(ACC) with Low Speed 
Follow (LSF) Indicator 
(Amber/Green)*

Blind Spot Information 
(BSI) Indicator*

Shift Up/Down 
Indicator*

* Not available on all models
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Indicatori de sistem Indicatori de sistem

Lampa indicatorului de 
defecţiune

Indicatorul de presiune  
scăzută la ulei

Indicatorul sistemului de 
încărcare

Indicator frânare (ABS)

Indicator sistem de asistenţă 
la stabilitatea autovehiculului 
(VSA)

Indicator de dezactivare a VSA

Indicator deschidere 
hayon și portiere

Indicator sistem automatic 
de frânare

Indicator frână automată 
activă

Indicatorul mod ECON

Indicator frână de parcare 
şi sistem de frânare (roşu)

Indicator frână de parcare 
şi sistem de frânare 
(portocaliu)

Indicator aprindere lumini poziţie

Indicator aprindere lumini 
 fază lungă

Indicator aprindere  
proiectoare ceaţă faţă*

Indicator aprindere stop de ceaţă

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) 
cu indicator de viteză redusă 
(LSF) (galben / verde) *

Indicator atenţionare părăsirii 
benzii de circulaţie *

Indicator sistemul de frânare 
pentru atenuarea coliziunilor 
(CMBS) *

Indicator pentru sistemul de 
asistență pentru menținerea 
benzii de circulaţie (LKAS) 
(ambră / verde) *

Indicator unghi mort (BSI) *

Vitezometru

Tahometru

Indicator nivel 
combustibil*

Ecran multifuncţional

Sistemul de imobilizare Indicator /  
Sistem de securitate Indicator de alarmă

Indicator de 
temperatură

Indicatoare luminoase

Indicatori de sistem

Indicator mesaj sistem

Indicator de avertizare  
a dezumflării pneurilor

Indicatoarele de 
semnalizare şi de avarie

Indicator de servodirecţie 
electrică (EPS)

Indicator nivel redus  
de combustibil

Indicator prindere  
centură de siguranţă

Indicator SRS

Indicator CRUISE MAIN

Indicator CONTROL

Indicator  oprire automată a 
motorului (verde)*

Indicator  oprire automată a 
motorului (portocaliu)*

Indicator sistem de asistenţă 
pentru luminile de drum

Indicator 
al poziţiei 
schimbătorului 
de viteze*

Indicator schimbare viteză (SUS/JOS)
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Controale P.169

Ceasul P.170

Modele cu sistem de navigaţie

Sistemul de navigaţie actualizează 
ceasul automat, pe baza semnalelor 
primite de la sateliţii GPS.
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Controls (P169)

Clock (P170)

a Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK 
button.

b Rotate  to change hour, then press 
.

c Rotate  to change minute, then 
press .

d Select Set, then press .

These indications are used to show how to 
operate the selector knob.
• Rotate  to select.
• Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

The audio system receives signals from GPS 
satellites, updating the clock automatically.

a Select the  (HOME) icon, then select 
Settings.

b Select Clock, then Clock Adjustment.

c Touch the respective  /  icon to 
adjust the hours or minutes up or 
down.

d Select OK.

Models with Display Audio

3 4

a Press the  button to select , 
then press the ENTER button.

b Press the /  button until Clock 
Setup appears on the display.

c Press the ENTER button.

d Press the ENTER button to select Adjust 
Clock.

e Press the /  button to change hour, 
then press the ENTER button.

f Press the /  button to change 
minute, then press the ENTER button.

Models without audio system

3 4

3 4

3 4
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Apăsaţi şi ţineţi apăsat butonul 
MENU/CLOCK

Rotiţi      pentru a schimba ora, apoi 
apăsaţi    .

Rotiţi      pentru a schimba minutele, 
apoi apăsaţi    .

Selectaţi Set, apoi apăsaţi    .

Aceste indicaţii sunt folosite pentru  
a vă arăta cum să acţionaţi selectorul.

Rotiţi      pentru a selecta.
Apăsaţi     pentru a intra.

Selectaţi        (Home), apoi selectaţi 
Settings.

Selectaţi Clock, apoi Clock 
Adjustment.
Apăsaţi butoanele 
pentru a ajusta orele sau 
minutele în sus, respectiv, în jos.

Selectaţi OK.

/

Modele cu sistem audio color

Modele fără sistem audio

Apăsaţi butonul            pentru a selecta 
      , apoi apăsaţi butonul ENTER.

Apăsaţi butonul              până când  
apare pe ecran Clock Setup.

Apăsaţi butonul              pentru a schimba 
ora, apoi apăsaţi butonul ENTER.

Apăsaţi butonul              pentru a schimba 
minutul, apoi apăsaţi butonul ENTER.

Apăsaţi butonul ENTER.

Apăsaţi butonul ENTER  
pentru a selecta Adjust Clock.

/

/

/
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ENGINE START/STOP 
Button* (P198)

● Press the button to change the vehicle’s 
power mode.

Turn Signals (P202)

Turn Signal Control Lever

Right

Left

Lights (P202)

Light Control Switches

Low Beam

High Beam

Flashing

* Not available on all models
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Butonul Pornire/Oprire  
motor* P.198

Apăsaţi butonul pentru a schimba 
modul de funcţionare a vehiculului.

Semnalizatorul P.202

Deplasaţi maneta de control  
al semnalizatorului.

Dreapta

Stânga

Lumini P.202

Comutatoare lumini
Lumini 

fază lungă

Lumini 
fază scuză

Semnalizare 
cu farurile (flash)
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Wipers and Washers 
(P213)

*1:Models with automatic intermittent 
wipers

*2:Models without automatic intermittent 
wipers

AUTO should always be turned OFF before 
cleaning the windscreen or driving through 
a car wash.

Wiper/Washer Control Lever

Adjustment Ring*

(-: Low sensitivity*1

(-: Lower speed, fewer sweeps*2

(+: High sensitivity*1

(+: Higher speed, more sweeps*2

MIST
OFF
AUTO*1: Wiper speed varies automatically
INT*2: Low speed with intermittent
LO: Low speed wipe
HI: High speed wipe

Pull towards 
you to spray 
washer fluid.

Models with automatic intermittent wipers

Steering Wheel (P219)

● To adjust, pull the adjustment lever 
towards you, adjust to the desired 
position, then lock the lever back in place.

Unlocking the Front 
Doors from the Inside 
(P184)

● Pull either front door inner handle to 
unlock and open it at the same time.

Boot (P186)

● To unlock and open the boot:
• Press the boot release button on the 

driver’s door.
• Press the boot release button on the 

remote transmitter or the keyless remote.
• Press the boot release button* on the 

boot lid, with carrying the keyless 
remote.

Boot Release Button
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Ştergătoare şi spălătoare 
P.213

Maneta de control a
ştergătoarelor/spălătoarelor

MIST
OFF
AUTO*1: Viteza ştergătorului variază  
în mod automat
INT*2: Viteză redusă cu  
funcţionare intermitentă
LO: Funcţionare cu viteză redusă
HI: Funcţionare cu viteză ridicată

*1: Vehicul cu ştergătoare automate
*2: Vehicul fără ştergătoare automate

Trageţi spre
dumneavoastră
pentru a pulveriza
lichid de spălare.

Funcţia AUTO ar trebui să fie întotdeauna în 
poziţia OFF înainte de a curăţa parbrizul sau  
de a conduce printr-o spălătorie auto.

Modele cu ștergătoare automate intermitente

Comutatorul de reglare a intervalului de ştergere
Sensibilitate redusă*1

Viteză redusă, mai puţine curse*2

Sensibilitate mare*1

Viteză mare, mai multe curse*2 

Volan P.219

Pentru reglare, trageţi maneta de reglare 
spre dumneavoastră, plasaţi volanul în poziţia 
dorită, apoi blocaţi maneta în poziţia iniţială.

Deblocarea din interior 
a uşilor faţă

P.184

Trageţi mânerele interioare ale uşilor faţă pentru 
a le descuia şi a le deschide în acelaşi timp.

Hayon P.186

Butonul de deschidere al hayonului

Pentru a debloca și a deschide hayonul:
Apăsaţi butonul de eliberare a portbagajului 
de pe ușa șoferului.

Apăsaţi butonul de eliberare de pe 
telecomandă.

Apăsaţi butonul de deblocare * pe capacul 
portbagajului, purtând keyless remote.
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Power Door Mirrors 
(P221)

● With the ignition switch in ON (w*1, move 
the selector switch to L or R.

● Push the appropriate edge of the 
adjustment switch to adjust the mirror.

● Press the fold button* to fold in and out 
the door mirrors.

*1:Models with the keyless access system 
have an ENGINE START/STOP button 
instead of an ignition switch.

Selector Switch

Adjustment Switch

Fold Button

Power Windows (P192)

● With the ignition switch in ON (w*1, open 
and close the power windows.

● If the power window lock button is in the 
off position, each passenger’s window 
can be opened and closed with its own 
switch.

● If the power window lock button is in the 
on position (indicator is on), each 
passenger’s window switch is disabled.

*1:Models with the keyless access system 
have an ENGINE START/STOP button 
instead of an ignition switch.

Power Window Lock Button

Window 
Switch

Indicator

* Not available on all models
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Când contactul se află în poziţia ON      *1, mutaţi 
butonul de selectare din poziţia L sau în poziţia R.
Apăsaţi marginea corespunzătoare a butonului  
de reglare pentru a modifica poziţia oglinzii.
Apăsaţi butonul de rabatare* pentru  a rabata 
oglinzile.
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Power Door Mirrors 
(P221)

● With the ignition switch in ON (w*1, move 
the selector switch to L or R.

● Push the appropriate edge of the 
adjustment switch to adjust the mirror.

● Press the fold button* to fold in and out 
the door mirrors.

*1:Models with the keyless access system 
have an ENGINE START/STOP button 
instead of an ignition switch.

Selector Switch

Adjustment Switch

Fold Button

Power Windows (P192)

● With the ignition switch in ON (w*1, open 
and close the power windows.

● If the power window lock button is in the 
off position, each passenger’s window 
can be opened and closed with its own 
switch.

● If the power window lock button is in the 
on position (indicator is on), each 
passenger’s window switch is disabled.

*1:Models with the keyless access system 
have an ENGINE START/STOP button 
instead of an ignition switch.

Power Window Lock Button

Window 
Switch

Indicator

* Not available on all models
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Oglinzile electrice
P.221

Butonul de rabatare Butonul de selectare

Butonul de reglare

*1:  Modelele dotate cu sistemul de acces fără 
cheie sunt prevăzute cu un BUTON DE 
PORNIRE / OPRIRE a motorului în locul 
contactului de pornire.

Geamurile electrice P.192

Când contactul se află în poziţia ON      *1, 
deschideţi şi închideţi geamurile electrice.
Dacă butonul de blocare a geamurilor
electrice se află în poziţia OFF, geamul
fiecărui pasager poate fi închis şi deschis de
la propriul buton.
Dacă butonul de blocare a geamurilor
electrice se află în poziţia ON (indicatorul
este activ), comutatoarele de la geamurile
pasagerilor sunt inactive.
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Power Door Mirrors 
(P221)

● With the ignition switch in ON (w*1, move 
the selector switch to L or R.

● Push the appropriate edge of the 
adjustment switch to adjust the mirror.

● Press the fold button* to fold in and out 
the door mirrors.

*1:Models with the keyless access system 
have an ENGINE START/STOP button 
instead of an ignition switch.

Selector Switch

Adjustment Switch

Fold Button

Power Windows (P192)

● With the ignition switch in ON (w*1, open 
and close the power windows.

● If the power window lock button is in the 
off position, each passenger’s window 
can be opened and closed with its own 
switch.

● If the power window lock button is in the 
on position (indicator is on), each 
passenger’s window switch is disabled.

*1:Models with the keyless access system 
have an ENGINE START/STOP button 
instead of an ignition switch.

Power Window Lock Button

Window 
Switch

Indicator

* Not available on all models
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Buton
geam

Butonul de blocare  
a geamurilor electrice

*1:  Modelele dotate cu sistemul de acces 
fără cheie sunt prevăzute cu un BUTON 
DE PORNIRE/OPRIRE a motorului în locul 
contactului de pornire.
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Climate Control System* (P244)

● Press the AUTO button to activate the climate control system.
● Press the  button to turn the system on or off.
● Press the  button to defrost the windscreen.

Models with colour audio system

Fan Control Dial

 (Windscreen Demister) Button

Temperature Control Dial

Air flows from floor and 
windscreen demister vents.
Air flows from floor vents.

Air flows from floor and 
dashboard vents.

Air flows from dashboard vents.

 (Recirculation) Button

 (MODE Control) Button

 (ON/OFF) ButtonAUTO Button

A/C (Air Conditioning) Button

* Not available on all models

Sistemul de climatizare P.244

Apăsaţi butonul AUTO pentru a activa sistemul de climatizare.
Apăsaţi butonul         pentru a porni sau opri sistemul.
Apăsaţi butonul      pentru a dezgheţa parbrizul.

Butonul (PORNIRE/OPRIRE)

Butonul (schimbare a MODULUI)

Butonul (aer condiţionat)

Butonul (degivrare parbriz)

Butonul AUTO

Butonul (Recirculare)

Flux de aer de la grilele de ventilaţie  
orientate către podea şi de la cele de 
dezaburire a parbrizului. 
Flux de aer de la grilele de ventilaţie  
orientate către podea.
Flux de aer de la grilele de ventilaţie  
orientate către podea şi de pe planşa de bord.
Flux de aer de la grilele de ventilaţie  
de pe planşa de bord.

Modele cu sistem audio color

Butonul de control  
al temperaturii Butonul de control al ventilatorului
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Models with Display Audio
Models without SYNC button

Air flows from floor and 
windscreen demister vents.

Fan Control Dial

 (Windscreen Demister) Button

Temperature Control Dial

Air flows from floor vents.

Air flows from floor and 
dashboard vents.

Air flows from dashboard vents.

 (Recirculation) Button

 (CLIMATE) Button

 (Fresh Air) Button

 (ON/OFF) Button

AUTO Button

Audio/Information Screen
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Modele cu ecran pentru sistemul audio
Modele fără butonul SYNC

Ecran Audio/Informaţii

Butonul (CLIMĂ)

Butonul de control  
al temperaturii

Butonul AUTO

Butonul (PORNIRE/OPRIRE)

Butonul (Recirculare)

   Butonul (Aer din exterior)

 Butonul (degivrare parbriz)

Butonul de control al ventilatorului

Flux de aer de la grilele de ventilaţie orientate către 
podea şi de la cele de dezaburire a parbrizului. 
Flux de aer de la grilele de ventilaţie  
orientate către podea.
Flux de aer de la grilele de ventilaţie  
orientate către podea şi de pe planşa de bord.
Flux de aer de la grilele de ventilaţie  
de pe planşa de bord.
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Modele cu ecran pentru sistemul audio
Modele cu butonul SYNC
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Models with Display Audio
Models with SYNC button

Passenger side Temperature 
Control Dial

 (Windscreen Demister) Button

Driver side Temperature 
Control Dial

 (Recirculation) Button

 (CLIMATE) Button

 (ON/OFF) Button

AUTO Button

Audio/Information Screen

SYNC (Synchronized) Button

Air flows from floor and 
windscreen demister vents.

Air flows from floor vents.

Air flows from floor and 
dashboard vents.

Air flows from dashboard vents.
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Ecran Audio/Informaţii

Butonul SYNC (sincronizat)Butonul (CLIMĂ)

Butonul de control  
al temperaturii
din partea şoferului

Butonul AUTO

Butonul (PORNIRE/OPRIRE)

Butonul (Recirculare)
 Butonul (degivrare parbriz) Flux de aer de la grilele de ventilaţie orientate către 

podea şi de la cele de dezaburire a parbrizului. 
Flux de aer de la grilele de ventilaţie  
orientate către podea.
Flux de aer de la grilele de ventilaţie  
orientate către podea şi de pe planşa de bord.
Flux de aer de la grilele de ventilaţie  
de pe planşa de bord.

Butonul de control  
al temperaturii
din partea pasagerului
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Features (P251)

Audio Remote Controls 
(P257)

● (+ / (- Button
Press to adjust the volume up/down.

● SOURCE Button
Press to change the audio mode: FM1/
FM2/DAB1*/DAB2*/LW*/AM (MW*)/USB/
iPod/Bluetooth® Audio.

●  /  Button
Radio:Press to change the preset station.

Press and hold to select the next or 
previous strong station.

USB device:
Press to skip to the beginning of 
the next song or return to the 
beginning of the current song.
Press and hold to change a folder.

Models with information display

SOURCE Button

(+ / (- /  /  Button

● (+ / (- Bar

Press to adjust the volume up/down.
Sliding up or down also increases or 
decreases the volume.
Swipe down quickly to mute the volume 
or swipe up to cancel the mute.

●  /  Button
Press  or  to cycle through the audio 
mode as follows:

FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW AM 
(MW*) USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

FM DAB* LW* AM MW* USB iPod
Bluetooth® Audio Apps*

Audio Apps* AUX-HDMITM

Models with driver information interface

ENTER Button

 /  /  /  Button3 4

(+ / (- Bar

Models with Display Audio

3 4

3 4

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

● ENTER Button
• When listening to the radio

a Press ENTER to switch the display to a 
preset list you stored in the preset 
buttons.b Press  or  to select a preset, then 
press ENTER.

• When listening to a USB flash drive

a Press ENTER to display the folder list.

b Press  or  to select a folder.

c Press ENTER to display a list of tracks in 
that folder.d Press  or  to select a track, then 
press ENTER.

You can also swipe up or down to scroll 
through the list of tracks alphabetically.

Models with Display Audio

3 4

3 4

3 4

* Not available on all models
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Dotări P.251

Comenzile audio  
de pe volan* P.257

Modele cu afișare de informaţii

Modele cu informaţii pentru șofer

Buton SOURCE

Buton

Buton

Buton

Apăsaţi pentru a regla volumul în sus / în jos.
Buton SOURCE
Apăsaţi pentru a schimba modul audio: FM1/
FM2/DAB1*/DAB2*/LW*/AM (MW*)/USB/
iPod/Bluetooth® Audio.

Radio:   Apăsaţi pentru a schimba postul radio presetat. 
Apăsaţi și menţineţi apăsat pentru a selecta alt 
post radio sau cel anterior.

Dispozitiv USB:
Apăsaţi pentru a trece la începutul următoarei 
melodii sau pentru a reveni la începutul melodiei 
curente. Ţineţi apăsat pentru a schimba un 
folder.

Buton
Buton

Butonul ENTER

Buton

Buton

Modele cu display audio
Apăsaţi pentru a regla volumul în sus / în jos.
Glisarea în sus sau în jos crește sau scade 
volumul. 
Glisaţi rapid pentru a dezactiva volumul sau 
glisaţi în sus pentru a anula comanda.

Apăsaţi     sau     pentru a trece prin modul 
audio după cum urmează:
Modele cu ecran pentru sistemul audio

Modele cu ecran color pentru sistemul audio

Apăsaţi     sau     pentru a selecta  
o presetare, apoi apăsaţi ENTER.

Apăsaţi     sau     pentru  
a selecta un dosar.

Apăsaţi     sau     pentru a selecta  
o melodie, apoi apăsaţi ENTER.

Butonul ENTER
Când ascultaţi radioul

Când ascultaţi de la un stick USB

Apăsaţi ENTER pentru a comuta 
afișajul într-o listă presetată pe care 
aţi stocat-o în butoanele presetate.

Apăsaţi ENTER pentru a afișa  
lista de dosare.

Apăsaţi ENTER pentru a afișa  
o listă de piese din acel dosar.

Modele cu ecran pentru sistemul audio

De asemenea, puteţi să glisaţi în sus sau în jos 
pentru a derula lista de piese în ordine alfabetică.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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• When listening to an iPod

a Press ENTER to display the iPod music 
list.b Press  or  to select a category.

c Press ENTER to display a list of items in 
the category.d Press  or  to select an item, then 
press ENTER.

u Press ENTER and press  or  repeatedly 
until a desired item you want to listen is 
displayed.

You can also swipe up or down to scroll 
through the list of tracks alphabetically.

• When listening to Bluetooth® Audio

a Press ENTER to display the track list.

b Press  or  to select a track, then 
press ENTER.

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4

●  /  Button
Radio:Press to change the preset station.

Press and hold to select the next or 
previous strong station.

USB device:
Press to skip to the beginning of 
the next song or return to the 
beginning of the current song.
Press and hold to change a folder.

 Button:
Press to change contents.

2 Driver Information 
Interface*(P155)
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Apăsaţi     sau     pentru a selecta  
o melodie, apoi apăsaţi ENTER.

Când ascultaţi de la Audio BluetoothR

Apăsaţi ENTER pentru a afișa lista  
de melodii.

Apăsaţi     sau     pentru  
a selecta o categorie.

Apăsaţi     sau     pentru a selecta  
un element, apoi apăsaţi ENTER.

Când ascultaţi de la un iPod

Apăsaţi ENTER pentru a afișa lista  
de muzică din iPod.

Apăsaţi ENTER pentru a afișa o listă  
de elemente din categorie.

Apăsaţi ENTER apoi apăsaţi     sau      
în mod repetat până când este afișat 
elementul pe care doriţi să-l ascultaţi.

De asemenea, puteţi să glisaţi în sus sau în jos 
pentru a derula lista de piese în ordine alfabetică.

Buton

Apăsaţi pentru a trece la începutul 
următoarei melodii sau pentru a reveni 
la începutul melodiei curente. Ţineţi 
apăsat pentru a schimba un folder.

Apăsaţi pentru schimba conţinutul:
Interfaţa cu informaţii  
pentru şofer P.155

Buton
Apăsaţi pentru a schimba staţia 
presetată. Apăsaţi și menţineţi apăsat 
pentru a selecta postul. 

Radio:

Dispozitiv USB:
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Audio system (P252)

 (P261)Models with colour audio system

 (Seek/Skip) Button

RADIO Button

 (Day/Night) Button

MEDIA Button

Preset Buttons (1-6)

 (Seek/Skip) Button

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob

Audio/Information Screen

 (Back) Button

 (Sound) Button*

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button

TA Button*

* Not available on all models
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Sistemul audio P.252

Modele cu ecran color pentru sistemul audio  P.261

Buton (Zi / Noapte)

Buton RADIO

Buton MEDIA

(Volum / Putere) Buton

(Caută / Sări) Buton

(Caută / Sări) Buton

Butoane presetate (1-6)

(Înapoi) Buton

(MENIU / CEAS) Buton

Buton selector

Buton sunet*

Buton TA

Ecran audio / informaţii
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 (P286)
For navigation system operation () See the Navigation System Manual
Models with Display Audio

 (Menu) Icon

VOL (Volume) Icons

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

Audio/Information Screen

/AUDIO (Power/Audio) 
Icon

Driver Information Interface

 (Instrument Panel) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button

*

*
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Modele cu ecran pentru sistemul audio

Pentru funcţiile sistemului de navigaţie        Vezi manualul sistemului de navigaţie

P.286

Interfaţa cu informaţii  
pentru şofer

Ecran Audio/Informaţii

(Zi-noapte) Buton

(Pornire/Audio)

VOL Icon (Volum)

Icon (Panou de 
instrumente) 

Icon (Acasă)

 Icon (Meniu) 

 Icon (Înapoi)
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Driving (P447)

Depress the brake pedal and 
press the release button to 
move out of (P.
Move the shift lever without 
pressing the release button.

Press the release button to 
move the shift lever.

Manual Transmission* (P475)

Continuously Variable Transmission* 
(P468, 470)
● Shift to (P and depress the brake pedal when starting the engine.

Paddle 
Shifter ( + )

Paddle 
Shifter ( – )

Paddle Shifters* (P472)
● Paddle shifters allow you to shift gears much like a manual 

transmission (1st through 7th). This is useful for engine braking.
● D-paddle shift mode: The transmission will shift back to 

automatic mode once the system detects that the vehicle is 
cruising.

● Sequential shift mode: Holds the selected gear, and the M 
indicator comes on.

● The selected gear 
position is shown in 
the instrument panel.

Park
Turn off or start the engine.
Transmission is locked.
Reverse
Used when reversing.

Neutral
Transmission is not locked.

Drive
● Normal driving.
● On models with paddle shifter, 7-

speed mode can be used temporarily.

Models with 
paddle shifter

Models without 
paddle shifter

Shifting

Shift Lever Position Indicator
M Indicator

Selected 
Gear 
Number

Low*

● Further increased engine 
braking.

● Going up or down hills.

Release 
Button

Shift Lever

Gear 
Position 
Indicator

Drive (S)
● Better acceleration.
● Increased engine braking.
● Going up or down hills.
● On models with paddle shifter, 7-speed 

manual shift mode can be used.

* Not available on all models
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Conducere P.447

Transmisie manuală P.475

Transmisie automată P.468,470

Cuplaţi poziţia și apăsaţi pedala de frână atunci când porniţi motorul.
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Driving (P447)

Depress the brake pedal and 
press the release button to 
move out of (P.
Move the shift lever without 
pressing the release button.

Press the release button to 
move the shift lever.

Manual Transmission* (P475)

Continuously Variable Transmission* 
(P468, 470)
● Shift to (P and depress the brake pedal when starting the engine.

Paddle 
Shifter ( + )

Paddle 
Shifter ( – )

Paddle Shifters* (P472)
● Paddle shifters allow you to shift gears much like a manual 

transmission (1st through 7th). This is useful for engine braking.
● D-paddle shift mode: The transmission will shift back to 

automatic mode once the system detects that the vehicle is 
cruising.

● Sequential shift mode: Holds the selected gear, and the M 
indicator comes on.

● The selected gear 
position is shown in 
the instrument panel.

Park
Turn off or start the engine.
Transmission is locked.
Reverse
Used when reversing.

Neutral
Transmission is not locked.

Drive
● Normal driving.
● On models with paddle shifter, 7-

speed mode can be used temporarily.

Models with 
paddle shifter

Models without 
paddle shifter

Shifting

Shift Lever Position Indicator
M Indicator

Selected 
Gear 
Number

Low*

● Further increased engine 
braking.

● Going up or down hills.

Release 
Button

Shift Lever

Gear 
Position 
Indicator

Drive (S)
● Better acceleration.
● Increased engine braking.
● Going up or down hills.
● On models with paddle shifter, 7-speed 

manual shift mode can be used.

* Not available on all models
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Cuplare trepte de viteză

Deplasaţi schimbătorul fără a 
apăsa butonul de deblocare.

Apăsaţi butonul de deblocare 
pentru a deplasa schimbătorul.

Apăsaţi pedala de frână, apoi 
apăsaţi butonul de deblocare pentru 
a deplasa schimbătorul din poziţia .

Modele cu 
schimbător  
cu padele

Modele fără 
schimbător
cu padele

Parcare
Opriţi sau porniţi motorul.
Transmisia este blocată.

Marșarier
Se utilizează pentru mers înapoi.

Neutru
Transmisia este liberă.

Schimbător 
de vitezeButon

de deblocare

Drive
Conducere normală.
Pentru modelele cu schimbător cu padele, 
modul 7 poate fi folosit temporar.

Acceleraţie mai energică.
Creșterea frânării motorului.
Mergând în sus sau în jos dealuri.
La modelele cu schimbător de viteze,  
se poate utiliza modul 7.

Frână de motor şi mai bună.
Pentru urcarea sau coborârea dealurilor. 
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Driving (P447)

Depress the brake pedal and 
press the release button to 
move out of (P.
Move the shift lever without 
pressing the release button.

Press the release button to 
move the shift lever.

Manual Transmission* (P475)

Continuously Variable Transmission* 
(P468, 470)
● Shift to (P and depress the brake pedal when starting the engine.

Paddle 
Shifter ( + )

Paddle 
Shifter ( – )

Paddle Shifters* (P472)
● Paddle shifters allow you to shift gears much like a manual 

transmission (1st through 7th). This is useful for engine braking.
● D-paddle shift mode: The transmission will shift back to 

automatic mode once the system detects that the vehicle is 
cruising.

● Sequential shift mode: Holds the selected gear, and the M 
indicator comes on.

● The selected gear 
position is shown in 
the instrument panel.

Park
Turn off or start the engine.
Transmission is locked.
Reverse
Used when reversing.

Neutral
Transmission is not locked.

Drive
● Normal driving.
● On models with paddle shifter, 7-

speed mode can be used temporarily.

Models with 
paddle shifter

Models without 
paddle shifter

Shifting

Shift Lever Position Indicator
M Indicator

Selected 
Gear 
Number

Low*

● Further increased engine 
braking.

● Going up or down hills.

Release 
Button

Shift Lever

Gear 
Position 
Indicator

Drive (S)
● Better acceleration.
● Increased engine braking.
● Going up or down hills.
● On models with paddle shifter, 7-speed 

manual shift mode can be used.

* Not available on all models
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Schimbătorul de viteze cu padele P.472

Padelele vă permit să schimbaţi treptele de viteză într-un mod similar 
unei transmisii manuale (de la treapta 1 la treapta 7). Acest mod este util 
când se dorește utilizarea frânei de motor.
Schimbare a treptelor de viteză cu ajutorul padelelor: transmisia revine în 
modul automat după ce sistemul detectează că vehiculul se deplasează în 
modul Cruise Control.
Modul secvenţial: menţine treapta selectată, se aprinde indicatorul M.
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Driving (P447)

Depress the brake pedal and 
press the release button to 
move out of (P.
Move the shift lever without 
pressing the release button.

Press the release button to 
move the shift lever.

Manual Transmission* (P475)

Continuously Variable Transmission* 
(P468, 470)
● Shift to (P and depress the brake pedal when starting the engine.

Paddle 
Shifter ( + )

Paddle 
Shifter ( – )

Paddle Shifters* (P472)
● Paddle shifters allow you to shift gears much like a manual 

transmission (1st through 7th). This is useful for engine braking.
● D-paddle shift mode: The transmission will shift back to 

automatic mode once the system detects that the vehicle is 
cruising.

● Sequential shift mode: Holds the selected gear, and the M 
indicator comes on.

● The selected gear 
position is shown in 
the instrument panel.

Park
Turn off or start the engine.
Transmission is locked.
Reverse
Used when reversing.

Neutral
Transmission is not locked.

Drive
● Normal driving.
● On models with paddle shifter, 7-

speed mode can be used temporarily.

Models with 
paddle shifter

Models without 
paddle shifter

Shifting

Shift Lever Position Indicator
M Indicator

Selected 
Gear 
Number

Low*

● Further increased engine 
braking.

● Going up or down hills.

Release 
Button

Shift Lever

Gear 
Position 
Indicator

Drive (S)
● Better acceleration.
● Increased engine braking.
● Going up or down hills.
● On models with paddle shifter, 7-speed 

manual shift mode can be used.

* Not available on all models
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Driving (P447)

Depress the brake pedal and 
press the release button to 
move out of (P.
Move the shift lever without 
pressing the release button.

Press the release button to 
move the shift lever.

Manual Transmission* (P475)

Continuously Variable Transmission* 
(P468, 470)
● Shift to (P and depress the brake pedal when starting the engine.

Paddle 
Shifter ( + )

Paddle 
Shifter ( – )

Paddle Shifters* (P472)
● Paddle shifters allow you to shift gears much like a manual 

transmission (1st through 7th). This is useful for engine braking.
● D-paddle shift mode: The transmission will shift back to 

automatic mode once the system detects that the vehicle is 
cruising.

● Sequential shift mode: Holds the selected gear, and the M 
indicator comes on.

● The selected gear 
position is shown in 
the instrument panel.

Park
Turn off or start the engine.
Transmission is locked.
Reverse
Used when reversing.

Neutral
Transmission is not locked.

Drive
● Normal driving.
● On models with paddle shifter, 7-

speed mode can be used temporarily.

Models with 
paddle shifter

Models without 
paddle shifter

Shifting

Shift Lever Position Indicator
M Indicator

Selected 
Gear 
Number

Low*

● Further increased engine 
braking.

● Going up or down hills.

Release 
Button

Shift Lever

Gear 
Position 
Indicator

Drive (S)
● Better acceleration.
● Increased engine braking.
● Going up or down hills.
● On models with paddle shifter, 7-speed 

manual shift mode can be used.

* Not available on all models
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Indicatorul poziţiei schimbătorului de viteze
Indicatorul M Indicatorul

treptei de
viteză

Numărul 
treptei
selectate

Treapta selectată  
este indicată pe tabloul 
de bord.

Padela (-) Padela (+)
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Butonul de dezactivare a VSA
P.551
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Sistemul de asistenţă la stabilitatea 
vehiculului (VSA) ajută la stabilizarea 
vehiculului în viraje şi ajută la 
menţinerea tracţiunii în timpul 
accelerării pe suprafeţe de drum 
necompacte sau alunecoase.
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  VSA se activează automat la fiecare 
pornire a motorului.
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Pentru a activa sau dezactiva VSA, ţineţi 
apăsat butonul până auziţi un semnal 
sonor.

Cruise Control* P.464,487
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Sistemul Cruise Control vă permite să 
menţineţi o viteză prestabilită fără a ţine 
piciorul pe pedala de acceleraţie.

Modele fără limitator de viteză reglabil
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Pentru a utiliza sistemul de control al 
vitezei de croazieră, apăsaţi butonul 
CRUISE, apoi apăsaţi - / SET odată ce aţi 
atins viteza dorită (peste 40 km / h).

Modele cu limitator reglabil de viteză
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  To use cruise control, press the MAIN 
button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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Limitatorul de viteză  
reglabil* P.490
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Acest sistem vă permite să setaţi o viteză 
maximă care nu poate fi depășită chiar 
dacă apăsaţi pedala de acceleraţie.
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Pentru a utiliza limitatorul de viteză 
reglabil, apăsaţi butonul MAIN. Selectaţi 
limitatorul de viteză reglabil prin apăsarea 
butonului LIM, apoi apăsaţi - / SET atunci 
când vehiculul atinge viteza dorită.
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Limita de viteză a vehiculului poate fi 
setată de la 30 km/h la 250 km/h.

Pornire/Oprire CMBS P569  
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Atunci când o eventuală coliziune este 
probabil inevitabilă, CMBS vă poate 
ajuta să reduceţi viteza vehiculului și 
severitatea coliziunii.
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Pentru a activa sau dezactiva CMBS, 
apăsaţi și menţineţi apăsat butonul până 
când auziţi un semnal sonor.

Cu excepţia modelelor egiptene

Sistemul de avertizare a  
dezumflării pneurilor (DWS) 

P.556
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Detectează o schimbare a condiţiilor de 
anvelopă și a dimensiunilor generale 
datorită scăderii presiunilor în anvelope.
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Sistemul de avertizare de dezumflare 
este pornit automat de fiecare dată când 
porniţi motorul.
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Trebuie efectuată o procedură de calibrare 
atunci când apar anumite condiţii.
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Refueling (P591)

a Press the edge of the fuel fill door to make it pop up 
slightly.

b After refueling, wait for about five seconds before 
removing the filler nozzle.

Fuel recommendation:
Unleaded petrol, research octane number 91 or higher

Unleaded premium petrol, research octane number 95 or higher

Unleaded premium petrol/gasohol up to E10 (90% petrol and 10% ethanol), research octane 
number 95 or higher

Fuel tank capacity: 46.9 L

1.6 L engine models for Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish

1.6 L engine models for Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern

1.5 L engine models

Wait for five seconds

* Not available on all models
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Realimentare P.591

Combustibil recomandat: Motoarele de 1,6 litri pentru modelele din Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia Israel și Turcia
Benzină fără plumb, cifră octanică de 91 sau mai mare
Motoarele de 1.6 litri pentru modelele din Israel, Turcia, cu excepţia Orientului Mijlociu
Benzină premium fără plumb, cifră octanică de 95 sau mai mare
Motoarele de 1,5 litri
Benzină premium / benzină fără plumb până la E10 (benzină 90% și etanol 10%),cifră octanică 95 sau mai mare

Capacitatea rezervorului de combustibil: 46,9 L

Apăsaţi marginea ușii de umplere a carburantului 
pentru a o face ușor să apară.

După realimentare, așteptaţi aproximativ cinci 
secunde înainte de a scoate duza de umplere. Așteptaţi cinci secunde
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Maintenance (P597)

Under the Bonnet (P617)

● Check engine oil, engine coolant, and washer fluid. Add 
when necessary.

● Check brake fluid and clutch fluid*.
● Check the battery condition monthly.

a Pull the bonnet release handle under the corner of the 
dashboard.

b Locate the bonnet latch lever, pull it up, and then raise the 
bonnet. Once you have raised the bonnet slightly, you can 
release the lever.

c When finished, close the bonnet and make sure it is firmly 
locked in place.

Lights (P634)

● Inspect all lights regularly.

Wiper Blades (P646)

● Replace blades if they leave streaks 
across the windscreen.

Tyres (P649)

● Inspect tyres and wheels 
regularly.

● Check tyre pressures 
regularly.

● Install winter tyres for 
winter driving.
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Întreţinere P.597

După ce aţi terminat, închideţi capota 
și asiguraţi-vă că este bine fixată.

Localizaţi mânerul zăvorului de blocare a capotei,
trageţi-l în sus și ridicaţi capota.

Trageţi mânerul de deschidere a capotei 
din colţul planșei de bord.

Lumini P.634
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Controlaţi toate 
luminile în mod 
regulat.

Pneuri P.649
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Verificaţi presiunea 
pneurilor în mod regulat.
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Montaţi pneuri de iarnă 
atunci când conduceţi  
în timpul iernii.

Ștergătoare P.646
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Înlocuiţi ștergătoarele atunci 
când acestea lasă urme pe 
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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29

Handling the Unexpected (P673)

Flat Tyre (P675)

● Park in a safe location and replace the 
flat tyre with the spare tyre in the boot.

● Park in a safe place and repair the flat 
tyre using the tyre repair kit.

Indicators Come On 
(P702)

● Identify the indicator and consult the 
owner's manual.

Models with a spare tyre

Models with tyre repair kit

Engine Won't Start (P692)

● If the battery is dead, jump start using a 
booster battery.

Blown Fuse (P710)

● Check for a blown fuse if an electrical 
device does not operate.

Overheating (P699)

● Park in a safe location. If you do not see 
steam under the bonnet, open the 
bonnet, and let the engine cool down.

Emergency Towing (P717)

● Call a professional towing service if you 
need to tow your vehicle.

* Not available on all models
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Dacă trebuie să tractaţi vehiculul, utilizaţi 
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  În cazul în care un dispozitiv electric 
nu funcţionează, verificaţi dacă există 
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Identificaţi indicatorul și consultaţi 
cartea tehnică.

Pană de cauciuc P.675

Modele cu roată de rezervă
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Parcaţi în siguranţă și înlocuiţi roata dezumflată 
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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Acest lucru se poate întâmpla când ABS se 
activează și nu indică o problemă. Aplicaţi o 
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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The rear door cannot be opened 
from inside the vehicle. Why?

Check if the childproof 
lock is in the lock 
position. If so, open the 
rear door with the 
outside door handle.
To cancel this function, 
slide the lever up to the 
unlock position.

Why do the doors lock after I 
unlocked the doors?

If you do not open a door within 30 seconds, the doors 
are relocked automatically for security.

Why does the beeper sound when I 
open the driver's door?

The beeper sounds when:
● The exterior lights are left on.
● The Auto Idle Stop* is in operation.

● The key is left in the ignition switch.

● The power mode is in ACCESSORY.

Why does the beeper sound when I 
start driving?

The beeper sounds when the driver and/or front 
passenger* are not wearing their seat belts.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

* Not available on all models
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Ușa spate nu se deschide din
interiorul vehiculului. De ce?

De ce se aude un semnal sonor
atunci când încep să conduc?

De ce se aude un semnal sonor
atunci când deschid ușa șoferului?

De ce se încuie ușile după ce
le-am descuiat cu telecomanda?

Șoferul și/sau pasagerul din faţă nu poartă 
centurile de siguranţă.

Verificaţi dacă încuietoarea 
pentru copii este în 
poziţia „lock”. În acest 
caz, deschideţi ușa spate 
cu ajutorul mânerului 
exterior. Pentru a 
dezactiva această funcţie, 
împingeţi maneta în 
poziţia „unlock”.

Dacă nu deschideţi o ușă în termen de 30 de secunde,  
ușile se reîncuie automat din motive de securitate.

Semnalul sonor pornește atunci când:
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Cheia se afă în contact.
Modele cu sistem keyless
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Modul de alimentare este în ACCESSORY.
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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Apăsarea comutatorului frânei de parcare 
nu eliberează frâna de mână. De ce?

De ce aud un sunet scrâșnit atunci când 
aplic pedala de frână?

Apăsarea pedalei de acceleraţie nu 
eliberează automat frâna de mână. De ce?

Apăsaţi comutatorul frânei de mână cu pedala de 
frână apăsată.

Poate fi necesară înlocuirea plăcuţelor de frână. 
Inspectaţi autovehiculul de către un dealer.
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Puneţi centura de siguranţă a șoferului.
Modele cu transmisie automată
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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.  
Dacă da, selectaţi orice altă poziţie.

Modele cu transmisie manuală
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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Dacă da, selectaţi orice altă poziţie.
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VSA On and Off Button 
(P551)

● The vehicle stability assist (VSA) system 
helps to stabilise the vehicle during 
cornering, and helps to maintain traction 
while accelerating on loose or slippery 
road surfaces.

● VSA comes on automatically every time 
you start the engine.

● To partially disable or fully restore VSA 
function, press and hold the button until 
you hear a beep.

Cruise Control* (P484, 487)

● Cruise control allows you to maintain a 
set speed without keeping your foot on 
the accelerator pedal.

 
● To use cruise control, press the CRUISE 

button, then press –/SET once you have 
achieved the desired speed (above 40 km/
h).

 
● To use cruise control, press the MAIN 

button. Select cruise control by pressing 
the LIM button, then press –/SET once 
you have achieved the desired speed 
(above 30 km/h).

Models without adjustable speed limiter

Models with adjustable speed limiter

Adjustable Speed 
Limiter* (P490)

● This system enables you to set a maximum 
speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.

● To use the adjustable speed limiter, press 
the MAIN button. Select the adjustable 
speed limiter by pressing the LIM button, 
then press the –/SET when your vehicle 
reaches the desired speed.

● The vehicle speed limit can be set from 30 
km/h to 250 km/h.

CMBS On and Off (P569)

● When a possible collision is likely 
unavoidable, the CMBS can help you to 
reduce the vehicle speed and the severity 
of the collision.

● To turn the CMBS on or off, press and 
hold the button until you hear a beep.

Deflation Warning 
System (DWS) (P556)

● Detects a change in tyre conditions and 
overall dimensions due to decrease in tyre 
pressures.

● Deflation warning system is turned on 
automatically every time you start the 
engine.

● A calibration procedure must be 
performed when certain conditions arise.

Except Egyptian models
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  Apăsaţi complet pedala de ambreiaj. Apoi, în timp 
ce apăsaţi ușor pedala de acceleraţie, eliberaţi 
treptat pedala de ambreiaj.
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Is it possible to use unleaded petrol with a 
Research Octane Number (RON) of 91 or 
higher on this vehicle?

Your vehicle is designed to operate on 
premium unleaded petrol with a research 
octane of 95 or higher. If this octane grade is 
unavailable, regular unleaded petrol with a 
research octane of 91 or higher may be used 
temporarily.
The use of regular unleaded petrol can cause 
metallic knocking noises in the engine and will 
result in decreased engine performance. The 
long-term use of regular-grade petrol can lead 
to engine damage.

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
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Vehiculul dumneavoastră este proiectat să 
funcţioneze cu benzină premium fără plumb cu o 
cifră octanică de minimum 95. Dacă această benzină 
nu este disponibilă, poate  utilizată temporar benzină 
regular fără plumb cu o cifră octanică de minimum 91. 
Utilizarea benzinei regular fără plumb poate provoca 
zgomote metalice în interiorul motorului și scăderea 
performanţelor motorului. Utilizarea pe termen lung 
a benzinei regular poate conduce la deteriorarea 
motorului.

Modele comercializate în Israel, Turcia, cu 
excepţia modelelor din Orientul Mijlociu
Acest vehicul poate  folosit cu benzină fără plumb 
cu cifră octanică (RON) 91 sau mai mare?
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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Pentru o conducere în condiţii de siguranţă

În următoarele pagini sunt prezentate dotările de siguranţă ale 
vehiculului și modul de utilizare corectă a acestora. Precauţiile de 
siguranţă de mai jos sunt considerate  dintre cele mai importante.

Precauţii importante pentru siguranţă
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Purtaţi întotdeauna centura de siguranţă
Centura de siguranţă este cea mai bună protecţie în toate tipurile de coliziune.
Airbagurile sunt concepute pentru a completa centurile de siguranţă, nu pentru
a le înlocui. Așadar, chiar dacă autovehiculul dumneavoastră este prevăzut cu 
airbaguri, asiguraţi-vă că atât dumneavoastră cât și pasagerii dumneavoastră 
purtaţi întotdeauna centurile de siguranţă și că le prindeţi corespunzător.
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properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
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■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
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So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Folosiţi sisteme de reţinere pentru toţi copii pe care îi transportaţi
Copii cu vârste de până la 12 ani trebuie să poarte dispozitive adecvate de 
reţinere și să stea pe unul din locurile din spate, nu pe locul din faţă. Sugarii și 
copii de vârste mici trebuie să stea într-un scaun pentru copii. Copii mai mari 
trebuie să folosească un scaun de înălţare și o centură peste abdomen/umeri 
până când sunt destul de mari pentru a folosi centura fără scaun de înălţare.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Atenţie la pericolele legate de airbaguri
Cu toate că pot salva vieţi, airbagurile pot, de asemenea, produce răniri grave 
sau mortale persoanelor care stau prea aproape de ele sau care nu poartă 
dispozitive adecvate de reţinere. Sugarii, copii de vârste mici și adulţii de statură 
mică sunt ameninţaţi cel mai mult de acest pericol. Respectaţi cu atenţie toate 
instrucţiunile și avertizările din această carte tehnică.
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The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.
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A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
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1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Nu consumaţi alcool la volan
Alcoolul și șofatul nu se potrivesc. Chiar și un singur pahar vă poate reduce 
capacitatea de a răspunde la condiţiile schimbătoare iar timpul dumneavoastră 
de reacţie este mai lent cu  ecare pahar în plus. Așadar, nu consumaţi alcool la 
volan și nu permiteţi nici prietenilor dumneavoastră acest lucru.

Precauţii importante pentru siguranţă:
Unele ţări interzic utilizarea telefoanelor 
mobile de către șofer în timpul conducerii, 
cu excepţia dispozitivelor hands-free.
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■ Pay appropriate attention to the task of driving safely
Engaging in mobile phone conversation or other activities that keep you from paying 
close attention to the road, other vehicles, and pedestrians could lead to a crash. 
Remember, situations can change quickly, and only you can decide when it is safe to 
divert some attention away from driving.

■ Control your speed
Excessive speed is a major factor in crash injuries and deaths. Generally, the higher 
the speed, the greater the risk, but serious injuries can also occur at lower speeds. 
Never drive faster than is safe for current conditions, regardless of the maximum 
speed posted.

■ Keep your vehicle in safe condition
Having a tyre blowout or a mechanical failure can be extremely hazardous.
To reduce the possibility of such problems, check your tyre pressures and condition 
frequently, and perform all regularly scheduled maintenance.
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The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Acordaţi atenţia corespunzătoare șofatului în condiţii de siguranţă
Conversaţiile la telefonul mobil și celelalte activităţi care vă distrag atenţia de 
la drum, alte autovehicule și pietoni pot cauza accidente. Ţineţi cont de faptul 
că situaţiile se pot schimba repede și numai dumneavoastră puteţi decide când 
puteţi să vă mutaţi atenţia de la șofat, în condiţii de siguranţă.
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changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
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 Controlaţi viteza la volan
Viteza excesivă reprezintă un factor major în rănirile și decesele cauzate de 
accidente. De obicei, cu cât viteza este mai mare, cu atât riscul crește, însă pot 
surveni răniri grave și la viteze mai mici. Nu conduceţi niciodată cu o viteză 
care să vă pună în pericol siguranţa, indiferent de viteza maximă permisă.
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 Păstraţi autovehiculul într-o stare care să vă asigure siguranţa
O pană de cauciuc sau o problemă mecanică pot extrem de periculoase. Pentru 
a reduce posibilitatea apariţiei unor astfel de probleme, verificaţi presiunea și 
starea pneurilor în mod frecvent

▶▶ Conducere în condiţii de siguranţă ▶ Precauţii importante pentru siguranţă
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Your Vehicle's Safety Features

The following checklist will help you take an active role in protecting yourself and 
your passengers.

1Your Vehicle's Safety Features

Your vehicle is equipped with many features that 
work together to help to protect you and your 
passengers during a crash.

Some features do not require any action on your part. 
These include a strong steel framework that forms a 
safety cage around the passenger compartment, 
front and rear crush zones, a collapsible steering 
column, and tensioners that tighten the front seat 
belts in a sufficient crash.

However, you and your passengers cannot take full 
advantage of these features unless you remain seated 
in the correct position and always wear your seat 
belts. In fact, some safety features can contribute to 
injuries if they are not used properly.

Safety Cage

6

7

8 9

11

6

7

8

9

10

Crush Zones
Seats and Seat-Backs
Head Restraints
Collapsible Steering Column
Seat Belts
Front Airbags
Side Airbags*

Side Curtain Airbags*

Door Locks

9

8

7

10

10

11 Seat Belt Tensioners

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Conducere în condiţii de siguranţă ▶ Precauţii importante pentru siguranţă

Dotările de siguranţă ale autovehiculului dumneavoastră

Celulă de protecţie
Zone de coliziune
Scaune și spătare
Tetiere
Coloană de direcţie reglabilă în înălţime
Centuri de siguranţă
Airbaguri frontale
Airbaguri laterale*
Airbaguri laterale tip cortină*
Încuietori uși 
Dispozitivele de tensionare a centurilor
de siguranţă

Dotările de siguranţă ale autovehiculului dumneavoastră

Autovehiculul dumneavoastră este 
prevăzut cu multe dotări care, împreună, vă 
protejează pe dumneavoastră și pe pasagerii 
dumneavoastră în cazul unui accident. 

Anumite dotări nu necesită nici o acţiune 
din partea dumneavoastră. Printre acestea 
se numără un cadru puternic de oţel care 
formează o cușcă de protecţie în jurul 
habitaclului, zone anterioare și posterioare 
de coliziune, o coloană de direcţie reglabilă 
în înălţime și dispozitive de tensionare care 
strâng centurile de siguranţă din faţă în cazul 
unui accident. 

Cu toate acestea, nici dumneavoastră și nici 
pasagerii dumneavoastră nu veţi pro ta la 
maxim de aceste dotări, decât dacă păstraţi o 
poziţie corectă și purtaţi întotdeauna centura 
de siguranţă. Mai mult decât atât, unele 
dintre dotările de siguranţă pot contribui 
la rănire, în cazul în care nu sunt folosite în 
mod adecvat.

Următoarea listă vă va ajuta să contribuiţi în mod activ la securitatea 
dumneavoastră și a pasagerilor dumneavoastră.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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Lista de verificări de siguranţă

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

▶▶ Conducere în condiţii de siguranţă ▶ Precauţii importante pentru siguranţă

Lista de verificare a siguranţei

Modele cu afișare de informaţii
Dacă indicatorul de deschidere a ușii / 
portbagajului este pornit, o ușă și / sau un 
portbagaj nu este complet închis. Închideţi toate 
ușile strâns până când indicatorul se stinge. 

Modele cu interfaţă informaţii șofer
Dacă apare mesajul de ușă și de pornire deschisă 
pe interfaţa șofer de informaţii, o ușă și / sau 
portbagajul nu este complet închisă. Închideţi 
toate ușile și portbagajul strâns până când 
mesajul dispare. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Informaţiile de avertizare * p. 126
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Indicator 
de deschidere 
a ușii și a 
portbagajului * 
p. 105

Pentru siguranţa dvs. și a pasagerilor dvs., faceţi obiceiul de a verifica aceste 
articole de fiecare dată înainte de a conduce vehicule.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Blocarea / deblocarea ușilor din interior p. 184
•  Reglaţi scaunul într-o poziţie potrivită pentru conducere. Asiguraţi-vă 

că scaunele din faţă sunt ajustate cât mai departe în spate, permiţând în 
același timp șoferului să controleze vehiculul. Dacă vă aflaţi prea aproape 
de airbagul frontal, puteţi provoca vătămări grave sau fatale în cazul unui 
accident. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Reglarea scaunelor p. 222
•  Reglaţi tetierele în poziţia corectă. Tetierele sunt cele mai eficiente atunci 

când centrul tetierei se aliniază cu centrul capului. Persoanele mai înalte ar 
trebui să își ajusteze tetiera în cea mai înaltă poziţie. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Reglarea tetierelor faţă p. 226
•  Purtaţi întotdeauna centura de siguranţă și asiguraţi-vă că o purtaţi 

corespunzător. Confirmaţi că toţi pasagerii sunt în mod corespunzător de 
asemenea legaţi. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Fixarea centurii de siguranţă p. 46
•  Protejaţi copiii prin utilizarea centurilor de siguranţă sau a sistemelor de 

siguranţă pentru copii în funcţie de vârsta, înălţimea și greutatea copilului.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Fixarea centurii de siguranţă p. 66
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Seat Belts

About Your Seat Belts
Seat belts are the single most effective safety device because they keep you 
connected to the vehicle so that you can take advantage of many built-in safety 
features. They also help to keep you from being thrown against the inside of the 
vehicle, against any passengers, or out of the vehicle. When worn properly, seat 
belts also keep your body properly positioned in a crash so that you can take full 
advantage of the additional protection provided by the airbags.

In addition, seat belts help to protect you in almost every type of crash, including:
- frontal impacts
- side impacts
- rear impacts
- rollovers

1About Your Seat Belts

WARNING: Seat belts are designed to bear upon the 
bony structure of the body, and should be worn low 
across the front of the pelvis or the pelvis, chest and 
shoulders, as applicable; wearing the lap section of 
the belt across the abdominal area must be avoided.

WARNING: Seat belts should be adjusted as firmly as 
possible, consistent with comfort, to provide the 
protection for which they have been designed. A 
slack belt will greatly reduce the protection afforded 
to the wearer.

WARNING: Belts should not be worn with straps 
twisted.

WARNING: Each belt assembly must only be used by 
one occupant; it is dangerous to put a belt around a 
child being carried on the occupant’s lap.

3WARNING
Not wearing a seat belt properly increases 
the chance of serious injury or death in a 
crash, even though your vehicle has 
airbags.

Be sure you and your passengers always 
wear seat belts and wear them properly.
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Centuri de siguranţă

Despre centurile de siguranţă

Centurile de siguranţă reprezintă cel mai e cient dispozitiv de siguranţă, 
deoarece vă ţin prins de autovehicul, astfel încât să puteţi pro ta de dotările 
de siguranţă cu care este prevăzut acesta. În plus, acestea vă protejează 
împotriva proiectării înspre interiorul sau spre exteriorul vehiculului sau 
spre alţi pasageri. Atunci când sunt purtate corect, centurile de siguranţă vă 
menţin corpul bine poziţionat în caz de accident, astfel încât să puteţi bene 
cia pe deplin de protecţia suplimentară oferită de airbaguri.
De asemenea, centurile de siguranţă vă protejează în aproape orice tip de 
accident, inclusiv în:
- coliziunile frontale
- impacturile laterale
- impacturile posterioare
- răsturnări

Despre centurile de siguranţă

AVERTIZARE
Nefolosirea centurilor de siguranţă crește semni cativ 
riscul producerii unor răni grave sau a deceselor în 
cazul unui accident, chiar dacă autovehiculul este 
prevăzut cu airbaguri.
Asiguraţi-vă că atât dumneavoastră cât și pasagerii 
dumneavoastră purtaţi întotdeauna centurile de 
siguranţă și că le prindeţi în mod corespunzător.

AVERTIZARE: Centurile de siguranţă sunt concepute 
pentru a  purtate peste structura osoasă a corpului, 
și trebuie purtate peste partea din faţă a pelvisului, 
sau peste pelvis, piept și umeri, după cum este 
cazul; trebuie evitată purtarea centurii peste zona 
abdominală.

AVERTIZARE: Centurile de siguranţă trebuie reglate 
cât mai strâns posibil, într-un mod confortabil, pentru 
a se asigura protecţia pentru care au fost concepute. 
În cazul în care centura nu este bine strânsă, aceasta 
va oferi o protecţie mult mai mică celui care o poartă.

AVERTIZARE: Asiguraţi-vă că centurile nu sunt 
răsucite.

AVERTIZARE: Fiecare centură trebuie folosită de 
un singur ocupant; purtarea centurii de către un 
copil care este ţinut în braţe de un alt pasager este 
periculoasă.
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■ Lap/shoulder seat belts
All five seating positions are equipped with lap/shoulder seat belts with emergency 
locking retractors. In normal driving the retractor lets you move freely while keeping 
some tension on the belt. During a collision or sudden stop the retractor locks to 
restrain your body.

The front passenger's* and rear seat belts also have a lockable retractor for use with 
child restraint systems. 

2 Installing a Child Restraint System with a Lap/Shoulder Seat Belt P. 83

1About Your Seat Belts

The emergency locking retractor may lock if you lean 
forward too quickly. Slower movements will allow 
the belt to extend fully without locking.

Seat belts cannot completely protect you in every 
crash. But in most cases, seat belts can reduce your 
risk of serious injury.

Most countries require you to wear seat belts. Take 
time to familiarise with the legal requirements of the 
countries in which you will drive.

Models with lockable retractor seat belts

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Centuri de siguranţă pentru abdomen/umeri
Toate cele cinci locuri sunt dotate cu centuri de siguranţă pentru abdomen/
umeri cu retractoare blocabile de urgenţă. În timpul unei rulări normale, 
retractoarele vă permit să vă mișcaţi liber, dar menţinând o anumită 
tensionare a curelei. În caz de coliziune sau de oprire bruscă, retractorul se 
blochează pentru a vă ţine corpul FIx.

Modele cu centuri de siguranţă cu retractor blocabil

Scaunele spate sunt dotate cu un retractor blocabil care se utilizează 
împreună cu sistemele de reţinere pentru copii.. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Instalarea unui sistem de reţinere pentru copii cu centură de siguranţă 
pentru abdomen/umeri* p. 83

Despre centurile de siguranţă

Centurile de siguranţă nu vă pot proteja complet
în orice tip de accident. Cu toate acestea, în
majoritatea cazurilor, centurile de siguranţă reduc
riscul de rănire gravă.

Purtarea centurilor de siguranţă este obligatorie
în majoritatea ţărilor. Faceţi-vă timp pentru a vă
informa cu privire la prevederile legale din ţările în
care conduceţi.

▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶ Despre centurile de siguranţă
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■ Proper use of seat belts
Follow these guidelines for proper use:
• All occupants should sit upright, well back in the seat, and remain in that position 

for the duration of the trip. Slouching and leaning reduce the effectiveness of the 
belt and can increase the chance of serious injury in a crash.

• Never place the shoulder part of a lap/shoulder seat belt under your arm or 
behind your back. This could cause very serious injuries in a crash.

• Two people should never use the same seat belt. If they do, they could be very 
seriously injured in a crash.

• Do not put any accessories on the seat belts. Devices intended to improve comfort 
or reposition the shoulder part of a seat belt can reduce the protective capability 
and increase the chance of serious injury in a crash.

1About Your Seat Belts

If a rear seat passenger moves around and extends 
the seat belt, the lockable retractor may activate. If 
this happens, release the retractor by unfastening the 
seat belt and allow the belt to retract completely. 
Then refasten the belt.

Models with lockable retractor seat belts
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶ Despre centurile de siguranţă

Despre centurile de siguranţă

Modele cu centuri de siguranţă retractoare blocabile
Dacă un pasager al scaunului din spate se 
deplasează în jurul și extinde centura de 
siguranţă, retractorul care se poate bloca poate 
fi activat. Dacă se întâmplă acest lucru, eliberaţi 
retractorul prin desfacerea centurii de siguranţă 
și lăsaţi centura să se retragă complet. După 
aceasta, recuplaţi centura.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Utilizarea corectă a centurilor de siguranţă
Respectaţi următoarele recomandări de utilizare corectă:
•  Toţi ocupanţii trebuie să stea în poziţie dreaptă, rezemaţi complet de spătar, 

și să rămână în această poziţie pe toată durata călătoriei. Relaxarea și 
aplecarea reduc e cienţa centurii și cresc riscul de rănire gravă în cazul unui 
accident.

•  Nu treceţi niciodată partea de centură care trebuie să treacă peste umăr, pe 
sub braţ sau pe la spate. În caz contrar, acest lucru ar putea duce la răniri 
foarte grave în cazul unui accident.

•  O centură de siguranţă nu trebuie folosită simultan de două persoane. În caz 
contrar, acestea ar putea  foarte grav rănite în cazul unui accident.

•  Nu puneţi nici un accesoriu pe centurile de siguranţă. Dispozitivele concepute 
pentru a mări confortul ocupantului sau pentru a repoziţiona partea de peste 
umăr a centurii pot reduce capacitatea de protecţie a centurii de siguranţă și 
pot crește riscul de rănire gravă în cazul unui accident.
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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Indicator prindere centură de siguranţă

Indicatorul se va aprinde și în cazul în care pasagerul 
din faţă nu își fixează centura de siguranţă în decurs 
de șase secunde după ce comutatorul de contact 
este rotit în poziţia ON 
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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 .

Când nimeni nu stă pe scaunul pasagerului din 
faţă, indicatorul nu se va aprinde și beeper-ul nu 
va suna.

Dacă se aprinde indicatorul sau se aude beep-ul 
fără ca nimeni să stea pe scaunul pasagerului din 
faţă. Verificaţi dacă:
•  Pe scaunul pasagerului din faţă nu se află nimic 

greu.
•  Centura de siguranţă a șoferului este fixată.

Dacă indicatorul nu se aprinde atunci când 
pasagerul este așezat și nu este fixat, este posibil 
ca ceva să interfereze cu senzorul de detectare a 
ocupanţilor. Verificaţi dacă:
•  O pernă este așezată pe scaun.
•  Pasagerul din faţă nu este așezat corect.

Dacă nu există niciuna dintre aceste condiţii, 
trebuie verificat de o reprezentanţă cât mai 
repede posibil.

Sistemul centurii de siguranţă include un 
indicator de pe panoul de bord pentru a 
reaminti șoferului sau pasagerului din faţă 
sau ambelor persoane să-și fixeze centurile 
de siguranţă.

Dacă butonul de aprindere este rotit în 
poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
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If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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 și o centură de siguranţă nu 
este fixată, se aude un beeper și indicatorul 
va clipi.) După câteva secunde beeperul 
se va opri și indicatorul se va aprinde și va 
rămâne iluminat până când scaunul Centura 
este fixată.

Beeper-ul va suna periodic și indicatorul va 
clipi în timp ce autovehiculul se mișcă până 
când centura de siguranţă nu este fixată.

Scaunele din faţă

Indicator prindere centură de siguranţă

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton ENGINE START / STOP 
în locul unui comutator de aprindere.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Modele cu afișare de informaţii

Modele cu interfaţă informaţii 
pentru șofer

Continuare
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■ Rear seats*

Your vehicle monitors rear seat belt use. A 
driver information interface notifies you if any 
of the rear seat belts are used.

The display appears when:
• A rear door is opened or closed.
• Any of the rear passengers latches or 

unlatches their seat belt.
The beeper sounds if any rear passenger’s seat 
belt is unlatched while driving.

To see the display:
Press the  (display/information) button.

: Unlatched

: Latched

* Not available on all models
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driver information interface notifies you if any 
of the rear seat belts are used.

The display appears when:
• A rear door is opened or closed.
• Any of the rear passengers latches or 

unlatches their seat belt.
The beeper sounds if any rear passenger’s seat 
belt is unlatched while driving.
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Vehiculul monitorizează utilizarea centurii 
de siguranţă din spate. O interfaţă de 
informaţii despre șofer vă anunţă dacă 
se utilizează oricare dintre centurile de 
siguranţă din spate.

Afișajul apare atunci când:
• Ușa din spate este deschisă sau închisă.
•  Oricare dintre pasagerii din spate 

blochează sau descuie centura de 
siguranţă.

Beeper-ul se aude dacă centura de siguranţă 
a pasagerului din spate este decuplată în 
timp ce conduceţi.

Pentru a vedea afișajul:
Apăsaţi butonul             (afișare / informații).

Scaune spate *

Cuplat

Decuplat

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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The front seats are equipped with automatic seat belt tensioners to enhance safety.

The tensioners automatically tighten the front seat belts during a moderate-to-
severe frontal collision, sometimes even if the collision is not severe enough to 
inflate the front airbags.

■Automatic Seat Belt Tensioners 1Automatic Seat Belt Tensioners

The seat belt tensioners can only operate once.
If a tensioner is activated, the SRS indicator will come 
on. Have a dealer replace the tensioner and 
thoroughly inspect the seat belt system as it may not 
offer protection in a subsequent crash.

During a moderate-to-severe side impact, the 
tensioner on that side of the vehicle also activates.

Models with side curtain airbags
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Dispozitive automate de tensionare a centurii de siguranţă
Pentru creșterea siguranţei, scaunele din faţă sunt echipate cu dispozitive 
automate de tensionare a centurii de siguranţă.

Dispozitivele de tensionare strâng centurile de siguranţă în cazul unei coliziuni
frontale moderat-severe, uneori chiar și atunci când coliziunea nu este su cient
de puternică pentru a um a airbagurile frontale.

Dispozitive automate de tensionare a centurii de siguranţă

Dispozitivele automate de tensionare a centurii
de siguranţă funcţionează o singură dată.
Atunci când un astfel de dispozitiv este activat,
indicatorul SRS se aprinde. Înlocuiţi dispozitivul de
tensionare la o reprezentanţă și verificaţi centurile
de siguranţă, deoarece acestea ar putea să nu mai
ofere protecţie în cazul unui nou accident.

Modele cu airbag-uri cortină laterale
În timpul unui impact lateral moderat până la sever, 
se activează și dispozitivul de tensionare de pe acea 
parte a vehiculului.
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Fastening a Seat Belt
After adjusting a front seat to the proper position, and while sitting upright and well 
back in the seat:

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

1. Pull the seat belt out slowly.

2. Insert the latch plate into the buckle, then 
tug on the belt to make sure the buckle is 
secure.
u Make sure that the belt is not twisted or 

caught on anything.

1Fastening a Seat Belt

No one should sit in a seat with an inoperative seat 
belt or one that does not appear to be working 
correctly. Using a seat belt that is not working 
properly may not protect the occupant in a crash. 
Have a dealer check the belt as soon as possible.

Never insert any foreign objects into the buckle or 
retractor mechanism.

Pull out slowly.

Correct 
Seated 
Posture

Latch 
Plate

Buckle
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Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă
După ce aţi reglat un scaun faţă în poziţia corectă și în timp ce ședeţi  
în poziţie dreaptă și rezemat complet de spătar: 

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Reglarea scaunelor p. 222

Targeţi încet

Poziţie 
așezată 
corect

Plăcuţă de 
prindere

Lăcașul de 
prindere

1. Trageţi încet centura de siguranţă.

2.  Introduceţi plăcuţa de prindere în 
lăcașulde prindere, apoi smuciţi centura 
pentru a vă asigura că este bine prinsă.

Asiguraţi-vă că centura nu este 
răsucită sau prinsă.

Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă

În cazul unei centuri nefuncţionale sau care pare
să nu funcţioneze corect, pe locul respectiv nu
trebuie să călătorească nimeni. Folosirea unei
centuri care nu funcţionează corect nu asigură
protecţia ocupantului în cazul unui accident.
Consultaţi reprezentanţa pentru verificarea centurii
cât mai repede.

Nu introduceţi alte obiecte în lăcașul de prindere
sau în mecanismul de retractare.
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3. Position the lap part of the belt as low as 
possible across your hips, then pull up on 
the shoulder part of the belt so the lap part 
fits snugly. This lets your strong pelvic 
bones take the force of a crash and reduces 
the chance of internal injuries.

4. If necessary, pull up on the belt again to 
remove any slack, then check that the belt 
rests across the centre of your chest and 
over your shoulder. This spreads the forces 
of a crash over the strongest bones in your 
upper body.

1Fastening a Seat Belt

To release the belt, push the red PRESS button then 
guide the belt by hand until it has retracted 
completely.
When exiting the vehicle, be sure the belt is out of 
the way and will not get caught by closing the door.

3WARNING
Improperly positioning the seat belts can 
cause serious injury or death in a crash.

Make sure all seat belts are properly 
positioned before driving.

Lap belt 
as low as 
possible
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3.  Treceţi partea inferioară a centurii cât mai 
jos cu putinţă peste șolduri, apoi trageţi 
de partea superioară a centurii pentru ca 
partea inferioară să se strângă. Acest lucru 
va permite oaselor puternice din zona 
pelviană să suporte forţa unui eventual 
accident, reducând riscul de răniri interne.

4.  Dacă este necesar, trageţi din nou de 
centură pentru a elimina un eventual joc 
al acesteia, apoi asiguraţi-vă că centura vă 
trece pe mijlocul pieptului și peste umăr. 
Acest lucru transmite forţele unui eventual 
accident la oasele cele mai puternice din 
partea superioară a corpului.

Partea 
inferioară a 

centurii trebuie 
așezată cât mai 

jos posibil.

Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă

AVERTIZARE
Fixarea incorectă a centurilor de siguranţă poate 
produce răniri grave sau decesul, în cazul unui accident.

Asiguraţi-vă că toate centurile de siguranţă sunt 
fixate în mod corect, înainte de a porni la drum. 

Pentru a elibera centura, apăsaţi butonul roșu 
PRESS, apoi ghidaţi centura cu ajutorul mâinii, astfel 
încât aceasta să  e retractată complet. La ieșirea din 
autovehicul, asiguraţi-vă că centura nu atârnă și că nu 
va  prinsă la închiderea ușii.

Continuare
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The front seats have adjustable shoulder anchors to accommodate taller and shorter 
occupants.

1. Move the anchor up and down while 
pulling the release outward.

2. Position the anchor so that the belt rests 
across the centre of your chest and over 
your shoulder.

■Adjusting the Shoulder Anchor 1Adjusting the Shoulder Anchor

The shoulder anchor height can be adjusted to four 
levels. If the belt contacts your neck, lower the height 
one level at a time.

After an adjustment, make sure that the shoulder 
anchor position is secure.

Pull 
outward
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Reglarea înălţimii centurii Reglarea înălţimii centurii

Înălţimea armăturii de ghidare poate  reglată
pe patru niveluri. Dacă centura vă atinge gâtul,
coborâţi înălţimea cu câte un nivel.
După reglare, asiguraţi-vă că armătura de ghidare
este blocată.

Scaunele faţă sunt dotate cu dispozitive reglabile a înălţimii  
pentru ocupanţii de talii diferite.

1.  Deplasaţi armătura de ghidare în 
direcţia sus jos în timp ce ţineţi apăsat 
butonul de deblocare.

2.  Poziţionaţi armătura astfel încât 
centura să  e așezată pe mijlocul 
pieptului și peste umăr.

Continuare

Împingeţi
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pentru ocupanţii de talii diferite.
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If you are pregnant, the best way to protect yourself and your unborn child when 
driving or riding in a vehicle is to always wear a seat belt and keep the lap part of the 
belt as low as possible across the hips.

■Advice for Pregnant Women 1Advice for Pregnant Women

Each time you have a checkup, ask your doctor if it is 
okay for you to drive.

To reduce the risk of injuries to both you and your 
unborn child that can be caused by an inflating front 
airbag:
• When driving, sit upright and adjust the seat as far 
back as possible while allowing full control of the 
vehicle.

• When sitting in the front passenger's seat, adjust 
the seat as far back as possible.

Wear the shoulder belt 
across the chest avoiding 
the abdomen.

Wear the lap part of the 
belt as low as possible 
across the hips.
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Sfaturi pentru femeile însărcinate

Purtaţi centura peste umăr și piept, 
evitând abdomenul.

Partea inferioară a centurii trebuie 
așezată cât mai jos de șolduri posibil.

Sfaturi pentru femeile însărcinate

De fiecare dată când vă prezentaţi la medic, 
întrebaţi-l dacă puteţi conduce.
Pentru a reduce riscul de rănire al dumneavoastră 
și al copilului dumneavoastră în cazul umfării unui 
airbag frontal:
•  Când conduceţi, staţi într-o poziţie dreaptă și 

reglaţi scaunul cât mai în spate posibil, în așa fel 
încât să păstraţi în același timp și controlul deplin 
asupra autovehiculului.

•  Dacă ocupaţi locul din faţă al pasagerului, reglaţi 
scaunul cât mai în spate posibil.

În cazul în care sunteţi însărcinată, cel mai bun mod de a vă proteja pe dumneavoastră și 
pe copilul dumneavoastră atunci când conduceţi sau călătoriţi într-un autovehicul este de a 
purta centura de siguranţă, pe care trebuie să o treceţi cât mai jos de șolduri cu putinţă.
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Seat Belt Inspection
Regularly check the condition of your seat belts as follows:

• Pull each belt out fully, and look for frays, cuts, burns, and wear.
• Check that the latch plates and buckles work smoothly and the belts retract 

easily.
u If a belt does not retract easily, cleaning the belt may correct the problem. Only 

use a mild soap and warm water. Do not use bleach or cleaning solvents. Make 
sure the belt is completely dry before allowing it to retract.

Any belt that is not in good condition or working properly will not provide proper 
protection and should be replaced as soon as possible.
A belt that has been worn during a crash may not provide the same level of 
protection in a subsequent crash. Have your seat belts inspected by a dealer after 
any collision.

1Anchorage Points

WARNING: No modifications or additions should be 
made by the user which will either prevent the seat 
belt adjusting devices from operating to remove 
slack, or prevent the seat belt assembly from being 
adjusted to remove slack.

WARNING: It is essential to replace the entire 
assembly after it has been worn in a severe impact 
even if damage to the assembly is not obvious.

WARNING: Care should be taken to avoid 
contamination of the webbing with polishes, oils and 
chemicals, and particularly battery acid. Cleaning 
may safely be carried out using mild soap and water. 
The belt should be replaced if webbing becomes 
frayed, contaminated or damaged.

3WARNING
Not checking or maintaining seat belts can 
result in serious injury or death if the seat 
belts do not work properly when needed.

Check your seat belts regularly and have 
any problem corrected as soon as possible.
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Verificarea centurii de siguranţă

Verificarea centurii de siguranţă

Se verifică periodic starea centurii de siguranţă, după cum urmează:

• Derulaţi complet centrele de centură și verificaţi dacă nu există tensiuni, 
arsuri sau uzuri.
• Verificaţi dacă dispozitivul de prindere funcţionează și se rotește fără 
probleme.

▶ În cazul în care o centură nu se execută, încercaţi să o curăţaţi. Utilizaţi 
numai săpun cu concentraţie mică și apă. Nu utilizaţi inhalatorii sau solvenţii 
de curgere.

Asiguraţi-vă că centura este uscată înainte de a reveni în poziţia iniţială.
O centură care nu se află în stare bună sau care nu funcţioneazã corect nu 
oferã protecţia adecvată și trebuie înlocuită cât mai repede.
Este posibil ca o centură purtată într-un accident să nu ofere același nivel de
protecţie în eventualitatea unui alt accident. După orice coliziune, centurile de
siguranţă trebuie să fie verficate de către reprezentanţă.

Verificarea centurii de siguranţă

AVERTIZARE

 

Centurile care nu sunt verificate sau bine întreţinute 
pot cauza răniri grave sau decesul, în cazul în care nu 
funcţionează corect atunci când este nevoie.

Verificaţi în mod regulat centurile de siguranţă și 
rezolvaţi orice problemă legată de acestea cât mai 
repede.

AVERTIZARE: Utilizatorul nu trebuie să modifice sau 
să adauge nimic ce ar putea împiedica funcţionarea 
dispozitivelor de reglare a centurii pentru eliminarea 
jocului sau care ar putea împiedica ajustarea strânsă a 
centurii astfel încât orice joc al centurii să fie eliminat.

AVERTIZARE: Este esenţial să înlocuiţi întregul 
dispozitiv după ce a fost purtat în timpul unui impact 
sever, chiar dacă, aparent, dispozitivul nu a fost 
avariat.

AVERTIZARE: Aveţi grijă să nu pătaţi ţesătura cu 
lacuri, uleiuri și substanţe chimice și, în special cu 
acid de baterie. Curăţarea se poate efectua folosind 
săpun cu concentraţie mică și apă. Centura trebuie 
înlocuită în cazul în care ţesătura este deteriorată, 
contaminată sau avariată.

Continuare
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Anchorage Points
When replacing the seat belts, use the 
anchorage points shown in the images.
The front seat has a lap/shoulder belt.

The rear seat has three lap/shoulder belts.

Front Seat

Rear Seat
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Puncte de ancorare

Puncte de ancorare
La înlocuirea centurilor de siguranţă, folosiţi 
punctele de ancorare indicate în imagini. 
Locul din faţă este dotat cu o centură peste 
poală/umăr.

Bancheta din spate este prevăzută cu trei 
centuri peste poală/umăr.

Scaun faţă

Scaun spate
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Airbags

Airbag System Components
The front, front side*, and side curtain 
airbags* are deployed according to the 
direction and severity of impact. The airbag 
system includes:

• Two SRS (Supplemental Restraint System) 
front airbags. The driver's airbag is stored 
in the centre of the steering wheel; the 
front passenger's airbag is stored in the 
dashboard. Both are marked SRS 
AIRBAG.

    
• Two side airbags, one for the driver and 

one for a front passenger. The airbags are 
stored in the outer edges of the seat-
backs. Both are marked SIDE AIRBAG.

    
• Two side curtain airbags, one for each 

side of the vehicle. The airbags are stored 
in the ceiling, above the side windows. 
The front and rear pillars are marked 
SIDE CURTAIN AIRBAG.

Models with side airbags

Models with side curtain airbags

• An electronic control unit that, when the 
vehicle is on, continually monitors 
information about the sensors, the airbag 
activators, the seat belt tensioners, 
passenger front airbag off indicator, 
passenger front airbag ON/OFF switch 
and driver's seat belt.
During a crash event the unit can record 
such information.

• Automatic front seat belt tensioners. 

    
• Impact sensors that can detect a 

moderate-to-severe front impact.

    
• Impact sensors that can detect a 

moderate-to-severe front or side impact.

• An indicator on the instrument panel that 
alerts you to a possible problem with your 
airbag system or seat belt tensioners. 

• An indicator on the instrument panel that 
alerts you that the front passenger's side 
airbag has been turned off. 

Models without side airbags

Models with side airbags

    

• An indicator on the dashboard that alerts 
you that the passenger’s front airbag has 
been turned off. 

Models with passenger front airbag off 
system

* Not available on all models
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Airbag-uri

Airbagurile frontale, laterale faţă și 
laterale cortină* sunt declanșate în funcţie 
de direcţia și puterea impactului. Sistemul 
de airbaguri include:

•  Două airbaguri frontale SRS (sistem 
de reţinere suplimentară). Airbagul 
șoferului este amplasat în centrul 
volanului; airbagul pasagerului din faţă 
este amplasat în bord. Ambele sunt 
marcate SRS AIRBAG.

   Modele cu airbaguri laterale

•  Două airbaguri laterale, unul pentru 
șofer și unul pentru pasagerul din 
faţă. Aceste airbaguri sunt amplasate 
în marginile exterioare ale spătarelor. 
Ambele sunt marcate SIDE AIRBAG.

  Modele cu airbaguri laterale de tip cortină

•  Două airbaguri laterale superioare, unul 
pentru  ecare parte a autovehiculului. 
Airbagurile sunt amplasate în plafon, 
deasupra geamurilor laterale. Montanţii 
din faţă și din spate de pe ambele părţi 
ale autovehiculului sunt marcaţi SIDE 
CURTAIN AIRBAG.

Despre centurile de siguranţă

•  O unitate de comandă electronică 
care, atunci când vehiculul este pornit, 
monitorizează continuu informaţiile 
despre senzori, activatoarele airbagurilor, 
dispozitivele de pretensionare a 
centurilor de siguranţă, indicatorul 
de oprire a airbagului frontal pentru 
pasager, comutatorul ON / OFF al airbag-
ului frontal al pasagerului și centura 
de siguranţă a șoferului. În timpul unui 
accident, unitatea poate înregistra astfel 
de informaţii.

•  Opritorii centurilor de siguranţă faţă 
automate.

  Modele fără airbaguri laterale

•  Senzorii de impact care detectează un 
impact frontal moderat-până la sever.

  Modele cu airbaguri laterale

•  Senzori de impact care pot detecta  
un impact frontal sau lateral  
moderat-la-sever.

•  Un indicator de pe panoul de bord care vă 
avertizează asupra unei eventuale probleme 
cu sistemul de airbaguri sau cu dispozitivele 
de pretensionare a centurilor de siguranţă.

•  Un indicator de pe panoul de bord care vă 
avertizează că airbagul lateral al pasagerului 
din faţă a fost oprit.

  
Modele cu sistem de dezactivare  
a airbagului frontal al pasagerului

•  Un indicator de pe tabloul de bord care vă 
avertizează că airbagul frontal al pasagerului 
a fost oprit.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Airbags can pose serious hazards. To do their job, airbags must inflate with 
tremendous force. So, while airbags help to save lives, they can cause burns, bruises, 
and other minor injuries, sometimes even fatal ones if occupants are not wearing 
their seat belts properly and sitting correctly.

What you should do: Always wear your seat belt properly, and sit upright and as 
far back from the steering wheel as possible while allowing full control of the 
vehicle. A front passenger should move their seat as far back from the dashboard as 
possible.

Remember, however, that no safety system can prevent all injuries or deaths that 
can occur in a severe crash, even when seat belts are properly worn and the airbags 
deploy.

Do not place hard or sharp objects between yourself and a front airbag. 
Carrying hard or sharp objects on your lap, or driving with a pipe or other sharp 
object in your mouth, can result in injuries if your front airbag inflates.

Do not attach or place objects on the front airbag covers. Objects on the 
covers marked SRS AIRBAG could interfere with the proper operation of the airbags 
or be propelled inside the vehicle and hurt someone if the airbags inflate.

■ Important Facts About Your Airbags 1Important Facts About Your Airbags

Do not attempt to deactivate your airbags. Together, 
airbags and seat belts provide the best protection.

When driving, keep hands and arms out of the 
deployment path of the front airbag by holding each 
side of the steering wheel. Do not cross an arm over 
the airbag cover.
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▶▶ Airbaguri ▶  Componentele sistemului airbag

Aspecte importante privind airbagurile
Airbagurile implică pericole serioase. Pentru a îndeplini funcţia pentru care au 
fost concepute, airbagurile se um ă cu o forţă imensă. Așadar, deși airbagurile pot 
ajuta la salvarea vieţii, ele pot, de asemenea, provoca răniri minore, mai grave 
sau chiar fatale, în cazul în care ocupanţii nu poartă în mod corect centurile de 
siguranţă sau nu au o poziţie corectă.

Ce trebuie făcut: Purtaţi întotdeauna centura de siguranţă în mod corect și staţi 
în poziţie dreaptă, cât mai departe de volan, păstrând în același timp controlul 
asupra autovehiculului. Pasagerul din faţă trebuie să își tragă scaunul cât mai 
departe de bord.

Nu uitaţi totuși că nici un sistem de siguranţă nu poate preveni toate rănirile sau 
decesele care pot surveni în urma unui accident sever, chiar dacă centurile de 
siguranţă sunt purtate corect iar airbagurile se declanșează.

Nu puneţi obiecte grele sau ascuţite între dumneavoastră și airbagul frontal.
Transportarea de obiecte grele sau ascuţite în poală sau șofatul în timp ce fumaţi 
pipă sau în timp ce aveţi un alt obiect ascuţit în gură, poate duce la răni grave în 
cazul declanșării airbagului frontal.

Nu lipiţi și nu puneţi obiecte pe capacele airbag-urilor frontale. Obiectele care 
sunt puse pe capacele marcate cu SRS AIRBAG pot împiedica funcţionarea corectă 
a airbagurilor sau pot  aruncate în interiorul vehiculului rănind pe cineva, în cazul 
declanșării airbagului.

Aspecte importante privind airbagurile

 Nu încercaţi să dezactivaţi airbag-urile. Împreună, 
airbag-urile și centurile de siguranţă oferă cea mai 
bună protecţie. Când conduceţi, menţineţi și braţele 
în exteriorul zonei de um are a airbagului frontal, 
ţinând mâinile pe părţile laterale ale volanului.  
Nu ţineţi braţele încrucișate în faţa airbagului.
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Types of Airbags
Your vehicle is equipped with three types of airbags:
• Front airbags: Airbags in front of the driver's and front passenger's seats.
• Side airbags*: Airbags in the driver's and front passenger's seat-backs.
• Side curtain airbags*: Airbags above the side windows.
Each is discussed in the following pages.

Front Airbags (SRS)
The front SRS airbags inflate in a moderate-to-severe frontal collision to help to 
protect the head and chest of the driver and/or front passenger.

SRS (Supplemental Restraint System) indicates that the airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. Seat belts are the occupant's primary 
restraint system.

The front airbags are housed in the centre of the steering wheel for the driver, and 
in the dashboard for the front passenger. Both airbags are marked SRS AIRBAG.

■Housing Locations

1Types of Airbags

The airbags can inflate whenever the ignition switch 
is in ON (w*1.

After an airbag inflates in a crash, you may see a 
small amount of smoke. This is from the combustion 
process of the inflator material and is not harmful. 
People with respiratory problems may experience 
some temporary discomfort. If this occurs, get out of 
the vehicle as soon as it is safe to do so.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE        
START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Airbaguri ▶  Tipuri de airbag

Tipuri de airbaguri

     Amplasare
Airbagurile frontale sunt amplasate în centrul volanului, în cazul 
șoferului, și în centrul planșei de bord, în cazul pasagerului. Ambele 
airbaguri sunt marcate SRS AIRBAG.

Vehiculul dumneavoastră este echipat cu trei tipuri de airbaguri:
•  Airbaguri frontale: Airbaguri a ate în faţa scaunelor șoferului și  

pasagerului faţă.
•  Airbaguri laterale: Airbaguri a ate în spătarele scaunelor șoferului și  

pasagerului faţă.
• Airbaguri laterale cortină: Airbaguri plasate deasupra geamurilor laterale.
Fiecare dintre aceste airbaguri este prezentat în următoarele pagini:

Airbaguri frontale (SRS)
Airbagurile SRS frontale se um ă în cazul unei coliziuni moderat-severe,  
pentru a proteja capul și pieptul șoferului și/sau al pasagerului faţă.

SRS (Supplemental Restraint System – sistem de reţinere suplimentară) sunt 
concepute pentru a completa centurile de siguranţă, nu pentru a le înlocui. 
Centurile de siguranţă reprezintă principalul sistem de reţinere a ocupantului.
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Types of Airbags
Your vehicle is equipped with three types of airbags:
• Front airbags: Airbags in front of the driver's and front passenger's seats.
• Side airbags*: Airbags in the driver's and front passenger's seat-backs.
• Side curtain airbags*: Airbags above the side windows.
Each is discussed in the following pages.

Front Airbags (SRS)
The front SRS airbags inflate in a moderate-to-severe frontal collision to help to 
protect the head and chest of the driver and/or front passenger.

SRS (Supplemental Restraint System) indicates that the airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. Seat belts are the occupant's primary 
restraint system.

The front airbags are housed in the centre of the steering wheel for the driver, and 
in the dashboard for the front passenger. Both airbags are marked SRS AIRBAG.

■Housing Locations

1Types of Airbags

The airbags can inflate whenever the ignition switch 
is in ON (w*1.

After an airbag inflates in a crash, you may see a 
small amount of smoke. This is from the combustion 
process of the inflator material and is not harmful. 
People with respiratory problems may experience 
some temporary discomfort. If this occurs, get out of 
the vehicle as soon as it is safe to do so.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE        
START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

* Not available on all models
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Tipuri de airbaguri

 Airbagurile se pot umfla ori de câte ori comutatorul 
de aprindere este în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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.

După ce airbagul se umflă într-un accident, este 
posibil să observaţi o cantitate mică de fum. Aceasta 
provine din procesul de ardere a materialului 
de umflare și nu este dăunătoare. Persoanele cu 
probleme respiratorii pot prezenta un disconfort 
temporar. Dacă se întâmplă acest lucru, ieșiţi din 
vehicul imediat ce este în siguranţă.

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton ENGINE 
START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Front airbags are designed to inflate during moderate-to-severe frontal collisions. 
When the vehicle decelerates suddenly, the sensors send information to the control 
unit which signals one or both front airbags to inflate.

A frontal collision can be either head-on or angled between two vehicles, or when a 
vehicle crashes into a stationary object, such as a concrete wall.

While your seat belt restrains your torso, the 
front airbag provides supplemental protection 
for your head and chest.

The front airbags deflate immediately so that 
they won't interfere with the driver's visibility 
or the ability to steer or operate other 
controls.

The total time for inflation and deflation is so fast that most occupants are not 
aware that the airbags deployed until they see them lying in front of them.

■Operation

■How the Front Airbags Work
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▶▶ Airbaguri ▶  Airbaguri frontale (SRS)

Aspecte importante privind airbagurile

Funcţionarea airbagurilor frontale

Airbagurile frontale sunt proiectate să se umfle în cazul coliziunilor frontale 
moderat- severe. Atunci când vehiculul decelerează brusc, senzorii transmit 
informaţii către unitatea de control, care dă comanda declanșării unuia sau 
ambelor airbaguri.

O coliziune frontală poate avea loc pe direcţie perpendiculară sau în unghi între
două vehicule, sau între un vehicul și un obiect staţionar precum un zid de ciment.

În timp ce centura de siguranţă vă reţine 
trunchiul, airbagul asigură protecţie 
suplimentară pentru cap și piept. 

După um are, airbagurile frontale se dezum 
ă imediat pentru a nu afecta vizibilitatea 
șoferului sau capacitatea de a roti volanul 
sau de a se folosi de alte comenzi.

Timpul total de umflare și dezumflare este de o zecime de secundă, atât de rapid
încât majoritatea ocupanţilor nu își dau seama că airbagurile s-au declanșat decât 
după ce le văd atârnându-le în poală.

Continuare
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■ When front airbags should not deploy
Minor frontal crashes: Front airbags were designed to supplement seat belts and 
help to save lives, not to prevent minor scrapes, or even broken bones that might 
occur during a less than moderate-to-severe frontal crash.
Side impacts: Front airbags can provide protection when a sudden deceleration 
causes a driver or front passenger to move towards the front of the vehicle. Side 
airbags and side curtain airbags have been specifically designed to help to reduce 
the severity of injuries that can occur during a moderate-to-severe side impact which 
can cause the driver or passenger to move towards the side of the vehicle.
Rear impacts: Head restraints and seat belts are your best protection during a rear 
impact. Front airbags cannot provide any significant protection and are not designed 
to deploy in such collisions.
Rollovers: Seat belts, side airbags* and side curtain airbags* offer the best 
protection in a rollover. Because front airbags could provide little if any protection, 
they are not designed to deploy during a rollover.
■ When front airbags deploy with little or no visible damage
Because the airbag system senses sudden deceleration, a strong impact to the 
vehicle framework or suspension might cause one or more of the airbags to deploy. 
Examples include running into a curb, the edge of a hole, or other low fixed object 
that causes a sudden deceleration in the vehicle chassis. Since the impact is 
underneath the vehicle, damage may not be readily apparent.
■ When front airbags may not deploy, even though exterior damage 

appears severe
Since crushable body parts absorb crash energy during an impact, the amount of 
visible damage does not always indicate proper airbag operation. In fact, some 
collisions can result in severe damage but no airbag deployment because the airbags 
would not have been needed or would not have provided protection even if they 
had deployed.

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Situaţii în care airbagurile nu trebuie să se declanșeze
Coliziuni frontale minore: Airbagurile frontale sunt proiectate să completeze
centurile de siguranţă și să salveze vieţi, nu să prevină contuziile minore sau chiar
fracturile care pot apare în cazul unei coliziuni frontale moderat-severe.
Impacturi laterale: Airbagurile frontale pot oferi protecţie atunci când, din cauza
unei deceleraţii bruște, șoferul sau pasagerul sunt împinși către faţa autovehiculului.
Airbagurile laterale și laterale cortină au fost special proiectate să reducă
gravitatea rănilor care pot apare în cazul unei coliziuni laterale moderat-severe,
care poate provoca împingerea șoferului sau a pasagerului către partea laterală a
autovehiculului.
Impacturi posterioare: Tetierele și centurile de siguranţă reprezintă cel mai bun
mijloc de protecţie în cazul unui impact din spate. Airbagurile frontale nu pot
oferi protecţie semnificativă și nu sunt proiectate să se declanșeze în astfel de
coliziuni.
Răsturnare: Centurile de siguranţă și, în autovehiculele cu senzor de răsturnare,
airbagurile laterale și airbagurile laterale cortină oferă cea mai bună protecţie în
caz de răsturnare. Deoarece airbagurile frontale oferă o protecţie insuficientă,
acestea nu sunt proiectate să se declanșeze în caz de răsturnare.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Situaţii în care airbagurile frontale se declanșează cu daune reduse sau nevizibile
Deoarece sistemul de airbaguri detectează deceleraţiile bruște, un impact puternic
asupra cadrului sau suspensiei autovehiculului pot provoca declanșarea unuia
sau mai multora dintre airbaguri. Între exemple se numără lovirea unei borduri,
a marginii unei gropi sau cu obiecte fixe de la suprafaţa solului care provoacă o
decelerare bruscă a șasiului autovehiculului. Deoarece impactul are loc sub autovehicul,
avariile pot să nu fie imediat vizibile.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Situaţii în care airbagurile frontale pot să nu se declanșeze, chiar dacă avariile 
exterioare par severe

Deoarece părţile deformabile ale caroseriei absorb energia în momentul impactului,
avariile vizibile nu indică întotdeauna o funcţionare corectă a airbagurilor. De
fapt, unele coliziuni pot provoca avarii severe, dar nu și declanșarea airbagurilor,
deoarece airbagurile nu ar fi fost necesare sau nu ar fi oferit protecţie nici chiar
dacă s-ar fi declanșat.

Continuare
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If it is unavoidable to install a rear-facing child restraint system in the front passenger seat, you 
must manually deactivate the passenger front airbag system, using the ignition key.

■ Passenger front airbag ON/OFF switch 
When the passenger front airbag ON/OFF 
switch is in:
OFF: The passenger front airbag is 
deactivated. The passenger front airbag does 
not inflate during a frontal crash that inflates 
driver's front airbag.
The passenger front airbag off indicator stays 
on as a reminder.
ON: The passenger front airbag is activated. The 
passenger front airbag on indicator is comes on 
and remain on for about 60 seconds.

■ To deactivate the passenger front airbag system 
1. Set the parking brake, and turn the ignition 

switch to LOCK (0*1. Remove the key. 
2. Open the front passenger’s door. 
3. Insert the ignition key to the passenger 

front airbag ON/OFF switch. 
u The switch is located at the side panel of 

the front passenger side instrument panel.
4. Turn the key to OFF, and remove it from 

the switch. 
*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Passenger Front Airbag Off System* 1Passenger Front Airbag Off System*

3WARNING
The passenger front airbag system must be 
turned off, if it is not avoidable to put a 
rear-facing child restraint system in the 
front passenger seat.

If the front passenger airbag inflates, it can 
hit the rear-facing child restraint system 
with enough force to kill or cause a very 
serious injury to the infant.

3WARNING
Make sure to turn on the passenger front 
airbag system when a rear-facing child 
restraint system is not used on the front 
passenger seat.

Leaving the passenger front airbag system 
deactivated can result in serious injury or 
death in a crash.

Passenger 
Front Airbag 
ON/OFF 
Indicator

System Warning Label

ON/OFF Switch

Passenger Front 
Airbag ON/OFF 
Switch

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Airbaguri ▶  Airbaguri frontale (SRS)

Sistemul de dezactivare a airbagului frontal al pasagerului
Dacă este necesară instalarea unui sistem de reţinere pentru copii întors cu 
faţa spre spătar pe scaunul pasagerului din faţă, trebuie să dezactivaţi manual 
airbagul pasagerului din faţă cu ajutorul cheii de contact.

Comutatorul de pornire/oprire al airbagului pasagerului din faţă.

Dezactivarea airbagului frontal al pasagerului

Când comutatorul ON / OFF al airbag-ului 
frontal al pasagerului este în poziţia:
OFF: Airbagul frontal al pasagerului este 
dezactivat. Airbagul frontal al pasagerului nu 
se umflă în cazul unui impact frontal sever care 
umflă airbagul frontal al șoferului. Indicatorul 
de dezactivare a airbagului frontal al 
pasagerului râmâne aprins.
ON: Airbagul frontal al pasagerului este 
activat. Indicatorul de activare a airbagului 
frontal al pasagerului se aprinde și rămâne 
aprins timp de aproximativ 60 de secunde.

1.  Activaţi frâna de parcare și cheia de contact 
în poziţia LOCK 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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 *1. Scoateţi cheia.
2. Deschideţi ușa din faţă a pasagerului.
3.  Introduceţi cheia de contact în comutatorul 

ON/OFF al airbagului frontal al pasagerului  
▶ Comutatorul este localizat pe panoul 
lateral al planșei de bord a pasagerului

4.  Întoarceţi cheia în poziţia OFF și scoateţi-o 
din comutator.

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.

Sistemul de dezactivare a airbagului frontal al pasagerului

AVERTIZARE

AVERTIZARE

Sistemul airbagului frontal al pasagerului trebuie 
oprit în cazul în care nu se poate evita montarea unui 
sistem de reţinere pentru copil cu faţa spre spătar pe 
scaunul din faţă. 

În cazul în care airbagul frontal se declanșează, 
acesta poate lovi sistemul de prindere a copilului cu o 
forţă suficient de mare încât să producă moartea sau 
rănirea foarte gravă a sugarului.

Asiguraţi-vă că aţi pornit airbagul frontal al pasagerului 
atunci când nu se folosește sistemul de prindere a 
copilului cu faţa spre spătar pe locul din faţă. 

Dezactivarea sistemului de airbag frontal al 
pasagerului poate produce rănirea gravă sau decesul 
în cazul unui accident. 

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Etichetă de avertizare

comutator activare/
dezactivare a airbagului 
pasagerului din faţă

comutator activare/
dezactivare

Indicatorul de ON 
/ OFF a airbagului 
pasagerului  
din faţă
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■ Passenger front airbag off indicator 
When the passenger front airbag system is activated, the indicator goes off after a 
few seconds when you turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.

When the passenger front airbag system is deactivated, the indicator stays on, or 
goes off momentarily and comes back on. 

■ Passenger front airbag off system label 
The label is located at the side panel of the front passenger side instrument panel. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Passenger Front Airbag Off System*

NOTICE
• Use your vehicle’s ignition key to turn the 

passenger front airbag ON/OFF switch. If you use a 
different key, the switch can be damaged, or the 
passenger front airbag system may not work 
properly.

• Do not close the door or apply excessive load on 
the ignition key while the key is in the passenger 
front airbag ON/OFF switch. The switch or the key 
can be damaged.

We strongly recommend that you do not install a 
rear-facing child restraint system in the front 
passenger seat.

2 Protecting Infants P. 69

It is your responsibility to change the setting of the 
passenger front airbag system to OFF when you put 
a rear-facing child restraint system on the front 
passenger seat. 

When a rear-facing child restraint system is not in use 
in the front passenger seat, turn the system back on. 

Infant in a rear-facing child restraint 
system: May ride in front if it is unavoidable

Cannot ride in the front

Front passenger front airbag is: Active

Inactive

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Airbaguri ▶  Airbaguri frontale (SRS)

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.

Sugar într-un sistem de prindere a copilului
cu faţa spre spătar: poate călători în faţă
dacă nu există altă alternativă.

Este interzisă călătoria pe scaunul din faţă

Airbagul frontal al pasagerului este: activ

Inactiv36
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Indicatorul de oprire al airbagului frontal pasager
După ce airbagul frontal al pasagerului este activat, indicatorul se stinge la 
câteva secunde după ce aţi comutat contactul în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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.

Atunci când airbagul frontal al pasagerului este dezactivat, indicatorul rămâne 
aprins sau se stinge pentru scurt timp și se reaprinde.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Eticheta pentru dezactivarea airbagului frontal al pasagerului
Eticheta se află pe panoul lateral al planșei de bord din dreptul pasagerului.

Comutatorul de dezactivare a airbagului pasagerului faţă

 Observaţie
• Folosiţi cheia de contact a autovehiculului pentru 
a roti comutatorul ON/OFF al airbagului frontal 
al pasagerului. Dacă folosiţi o cheie diferită, 
comutatorul se poate deteriora sau airbagul frontal 
al pasagerului poate să nu funcţioneze corect.

• Nu închideţi ușa și nu exercitaţi o presiune prea 
mare asupra cheii de contact aflate în comutatorul 
ON/OFF al airbagului frontal al pasagerului. 
Comutatorul sau cheia se pot deteriora.

Vă recomandăm să nu instalaţi un sistem de 
prindere pentru copil cu faţa spre spătar pe scaunul 
pasagerului din faţă.

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Protecţia sugarului p. 63

Este responsabilitatea dumneavoastră să schimbaţi 
setarea sistemului de airbag frontal al pasagerului 
în poziţia OFF (oprit) atunci când puneţi un sistem 
de reţinere pentru copil cu faţa spre spătar pe locul 
pasagerului din faţă.

În cazul în care nu se folosește sistem de reţinere 
pentru copil cu faţa spre spătar pe scaunul din faţă al 
pasagerului, reactivaţi sistemul.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Side Airbags*

The side airbags help to protect the upper torso of the driver or a front passenger 
during a moderate-to-severe side impact.

The side airbags are housed in the outside 
edge of the driver's and passenger's seat-
backs.

Both are marked SIDE AIRBAG.

■Housing Locations

1Side Airbags*

Do not let the front passenger lean sideways with 
their head in the deployment path of the side airbag.
An inflating side airbag can strike with strong force 
and seriously injure the passenger.

Do not attach accessories on or near the side airbags. 
They can interfere with the proper operation of the 
airbags, or hurt someone if an airbag inflates.

Housing 
Location

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Airbaguri ▶  Airbaguri laterale

Amplasare

Amplasare

Tipuri de airbaguri

Airbagurile laterale contribuie la protejarea părţii superioare a trunchiului 
șoferului sau a pasagerului faţă în cazul unei coliziuni moderat-severe.

Airbagurile laterale sunt amplasate  
în  marginea exterioară a spătarelor  
de la scaunele șoferului și pasagerului.

Ambele sunt marcate cu inscripţia  
SIDE AIRBAG.

Airbaguri laterale

 Nu lăsaţi pasagerul faţă să se încline în lateral cu 
capul în direcţia de desfășurare a airbagului lateral. 
Un airbag lateral declanșat poate lovi cu forţă 
puternică și poate răni grav pasagerul.

Nu conectaţi accesorii pe sau în apropierea 
airbagurilor laterale. Acestea pot împiedica 
funcţionarea corectă a airbagurilor sau pot răni  
pe cineva în cazul declanșării unui airbag.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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When the sensors detect a moderate-to-
severe side impact, the control unit signals the 
side airbag on the impact side to immediately 
inflate.

■ When a side airbag deploys with little or no visible damage
Because the airbag system senses sudden acceleration, a strong impact to the side 
of the vehicle's framework can cause a side airbag to deploy. In such cases, there 
may be little or no damage, but the side impact sensors detected a severe enough 
impact to deploy the airbag.

■ When a side airbag may not deploy, even though visible damage appears 
severe

It is possible for a side airbag to not deploy during an impact that results in 
apparently severe damage. This can occur when the point of impact was towards 
the far front or rear of the vehicle, or when the vehicle's crushable body parts 
absorbed most of the crash energy. In either case, the side airbag would not have 
been needed nor provided protection even if it had deployed.

■Operation 1Side Airbags*

Do not cover or replace the front seat-back covers 
without consulting a dealer.
Improperly replacing or covering front seat-back 
covers can prevent your side airbags from properly 
deploying during a side impact.

When 
inflated

Side 
Airbag

* Not available on all models
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Airbagurile laterale

 Nu acoperiţi și nu înlocuiţi husele spătarelor 
scaunelor din faţă fără a întreba reprezentanţa. 
Înlocuirea sau acoperirea necorespunzătoare a 
huselor spătarelor scaunelor din faţă poate împiedica 
declanșarea airbagurilor laterale în cazul unui impact 
lateral.

airbag
lateral

Când este
umflată

Declanșare

Atunci când senzorii detectează un 
impact lateral moderat-sever, unitatea 
de control dă comanda de declanșare 
imediată a airbagului lateral de pe 
partea unde are loc impactul.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Declanșare a unui airbag lateral în caz de avariere ușoară sau nevizibilă
Deoarece sistemul airbagului detectează o acceleraţie bruscă, un impact puternic
în partea laterală a cadrului autovehiculului va provoca deschiderea airbagului
lateral. În astfel de cazuri, avariile pot  reduse sau inexistente, dar senzorii de
impact lateral au detectat o coliziune su cient de puternică pentru a deschide
airbagul.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Nedeclanșarea unui airbag lateral, chiar și în cazul unei deteriorări severe
Este posibil ca un airbag lateral să nu se deschidă în timpul unui impact cu avariere
severă vizibilă. Aceasta se poate întâmpla când punctul de impact a fost
situat în colţuri sau în spatele autovehiculului, sau când părţile deformabile ale
acestuia au absorbit cea mai mare parte a energiei de impact. În oricare din aceste
cazuri, airbagul lateral nu ar  fost necesar și nici nu ar  asigurat protecţie dacă
s-ar  declanșat.
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Side Curtain Airbags*

The side curtain airbags help to protect the heads of the driver and any passengers 
during a moderate-to-severe side impact.

The side curtain airbags are located in the 
ceiling above the side windows on both sides 
of the vehicle.

■Housing Locations

1Side Curtain Airbags*

The side curtain airbags are most effective when an 
occupant is wearing their seat belt properly and 
sitting upright, well back in their seat.

Do not attach any objects to the side windows or roof 
pillars as they can interfere with the proper operation 
of the side curtain airbags.

Do not put a coat hanger or hard objects on a coat 
hook. This could result in injuries if your side curtain 
airbag inflates.

Side Curtain Airbag Storage

* Not available on all models
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Amplasare

Amplasarea airbagului lateral cortină

Airbagurile laterale cortină sunt amplasate 
în plafon, deasupra geamurilor laterale,  
pe ambele părţi ale autovehiculului.

Airbagurile laterale cortină contribuie la protejarea capului șoferului și 
pasagerilor de pe locurile din margini în cazul unui impact moderat-sever.

Airbagurile laterale cortină

 Airbagurile laterale cortină sunt cele mai eficiente 
atunci când ocupantul scaunului poartă centura de 
siguranţă în mod corect și stă în poziţie dreaptă și 
rezemat complet de spătar.

Nu atașaţi obiecte de ferestrele laterale sau 
de montanţi, deoarece acestea pot împiedica 
funcţionarea corectă a airbagurilor laterale cortină.

Nu puneţi umerașe de haine sau obiecte dure pe un 
cârlig de haine. Acest lucru ar cauza răniri grave în 
cazul declanșării airbagurilor laterale cortină.

Airbaguri laterale cortină*

Continuare*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

▶▶ Airbaguri ▶  Airbaguri laterale cortină*
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The side curtain airbag is designed to deploy 
in a moderate-to-severe side impact.

■ When side curtain airbags deploy in a frontal collision
One or both side curtain airbags may also inflate in a moderate-to-severe angled 
frontal collision.

■Operation

Deployed Side Curtain Airbag
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Declanșare

Airbagul lateral cortină este proiectat să 
se deschidă în cazul unui impact lateral 
moderat-sever.

Airbag lateral cortină deschis
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Deschiderea airbagului lateral cortină în caz de coliziune frontală
Unul sau ambele airbaguri laterale cortină se pot deschide în cazul unui impact
lateral în unghi moderat-sever.

▶▶ Airbaguri ▶  Airbaguri laterale cortină*
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Airbag System Indicators
If a problem occurs in the airbag system, the SRS indicator will come on and a 
message appears on the driver information interface*.

■ When the ignition switch is turned to 
ON (w*1

The indicator comes on for a few seconds, 
then goes off. This tells you the system is 
working properly.

If the indicator comes on at any other time, or does not come on at all, have the 
system checked by a dealer as soon as possible. If you don't, your airbags and seat 
belt tensioners may not work properly when they are needed.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) Indicator

1Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) Indicator

3WARNING
Ignoring the SRS indicator can result in 
serious injury or death if the airbag systems 
or tensioners do not work properly.

Have your vehicle checked by a dealer as 
soon as possible if the SRS indicator alerts 
you to a possible problem.

3WARNING
Remove the rear-facing child restraint 
system immediately from the front 
passenger seat if the SRS indicator comes 
on. Even if the passenger front airbag has 
been deactivated, do not ignore the SRS 
indicator.

The SRS system may have a fault which 
could cause the passenger front airbag to 
be activated, causing serious injury or 
death.

Models with passenger front airbag off system

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Airbaguri ▶  Indicatoarele sistemului airbag

Indicatorul SRS (Sistem de reţinere suplimentar)

AVERTIZARE

AVERTIZARE

Ignorarea indicatorului SRS poate duce la rănirea 
gravă sau la deces în cazul în care sistemele airbag 
sau dispozitivele de tensionare nu funcţionează 
corect.

În cazul în care indicatorul SRS vă indică o eventuală 
problemă, duceţi autovehiculul la reprezentanţă 
pentru verificare cât mai repede.

Scoateţi imediat sistemul de reţinere pentru copil cu 
faţa spre spătar de pe locul pasagerului din faţă, în 
cazul în care indicatorul SRS se aprinde. Chiar dacă 
airbagul frontal al pasagerului a fost dezactivat, nu 
ignoraţi indicatorul SRS.

Sistemul SRS poate avea o defecţiune care ar putea 
cauza activarea airbagului frontal, producând rănirea 
gravă sau moartea.

Modele cu sistem de dezactivare a airbagului frontal

Indicatorul SRS (Sistem de reţinere suplimentar)

Modele cu afișare de informaţii

Modele cu interfaţă de informaţii

Dacă în sistemul airbagurilor defecţiuni, indicatorul SRS se aprinde și pe ecranul
multiplu* se a șează un mesaj.

În cazul în care indicatorul se aprinde într-un alt moment, sau nu se aprinde deloc, duceţi 
autovehiculul la reprezentanţă pentru verificarea sistemului. În caz contrar, airbagurile și 
dispozitivele de tensionare ale centurilor de siguranţă ar putea să nu funcţioneze corect în 
caz de necesitate.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Când comutatorul de aprindere este 
rotit în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats

The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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Indicatorul se aprinde pentru câteva 
secunde, apoi se stinge. Acest lucru vă arată 
că sistemul funcţionează corect.

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton ENGINE START/STOP în locul unui contact de pornire

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Indicatoarele sistemului airbag

Continuare
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■ When the passenger airbag off 
indicator comes on

The indicator stays on while the passenger’s 
front airbag system is deactivated.

When a rear-facing child restraint system is 
not in use in the front passenger seat, 
manually turn the system back on. The 
indicator should go off.

■ Passenger Front Airbag Off Indicator*

* Not available on all models
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Indicatorul de dezactivare a airbagului pasagerului*
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Aprinderea indicatorului de 
dezactivare a airbagului pasagerului

Indicatorul rămâne aprins în timp ce sistemul 
airbagului frontal al pasagerului este 
dezactivat.

Atunci când nu este utilizat un sistem de 
reţinere pentru copil cu faţa spre spătar pe 
scaunul pasagerului din faţă, reactivaţi sistemul 
manual. Indicatorul trebuie să se stingă.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

▶▶ Airbaguri ▶  Indicatoarele sistemului airbag
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Airbag Care
You do not need to, and should not, perform any maintenance on or replace any 
airbag system components yourself. However, you should have your vehicle 
inspected by a dealer in the following situations:

■ When the airbags have deployed
If an airbag has inflated, the control unit and other related parts must be replaced. 
Similarly, once an automatic seat belt tensioner has been activated, it must be 
replaced.

■ When the vehicle has been in a moderate-to-severe collision
Even if the airbags did not inflate, have your dealer inspect the following: front seat 
belt tensioners and each seat belt that was worn during the crash.

1Airbag Care

The removal of airbag components from the vehicle is 
prohibited.

In case of malfunction, or shutdown, or after the 
airbag inflation/seat belt tensioner operation, ask a 
qualified personnel for handling.

We recommend against the use of salvaged airbag 
system components, including the airbag, tensioners, 
sensors, and control unit.
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Nu aveţi obligaţia și nu trebuie să întreţineţi sau să înlocuiţi singur componente
ale sistemului airbag. Totuși, trebuie să prezentaţi autovehiculul la reprezentanţă
în următoarele situaţii:

Întreţinerea airbagurilor
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Când airbagurile s-au deschis
Atunci când un airbag s-a umflat, unitatea de control și celelalte părţi aferente
trebuie să fie înlocuite. De asemenea, un dispozitiv de tensionare a centurii de
siguranţă trebuie să fie înlocuit după ce a fost activat.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Când vehiculul a fost implicat într-o coliziune moderat-severă
Chiar dacă airbagurile nu s-au umflat, reprezentanţa dumneavoastră trebuie
să verifice următoarele: dispozitivele de tensionare a centurilor faţă și fiecare
centură de siguranţă purtată în timpul coliziunii.

Întreţinerea airbagurilor

 Demontarea componentelor airbagului de pe 
autovehicul este interzisă.

În caz de defecţiune, oprire sau după o deschidere a 
airbagului/activare a dispozitivului de tensionare a 
centurii, solicitaţi intervenţia unui personal calificat.

Vă recomandăm să nu utilizaţi componente 
recuperate ale sistemului airbag, inclusiv airbagul, 
dispozitivele de tensionare, senzorii și unitatea de 
control.

▶▶ Airbaguri ▶  Întreţinerea airbagurilor
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Child Safety

Protecting Child Passengers
Each year, many children are injured or killed in vehicle crashes because they are 
either unrestrained or not properly restrained. In fact, vehicle crashes are the 
number one cause of death of children aged 12 and under.

To reduce the number of child deaths and injuries, infants and children should be 
properly restrained when they ride in a vehicle.

1Protecting Child Passengers

In many countries, the law requires all children aged 
12 and under, and whose height are shorter than 
150 cm be properly restrained in a rear seat.

In many countries, it is required to use an officially 
approved and suitable child restraint system for 
transporting a child on any passenger seat. Check 
your local legal requirement.

Child restraint systems must meet UN Regulation 
No. 44 or No. 129, or the regulations of the subject 
countries.

2 Selecting a Child Restraint System P. 72

We recommend that child restraint systems meet UN 
Regulation No. 44 or No. 129*, or the regulations of 
the subject countries.

2 Selecting a Child Restraint System P. 72

3WARNING
Children who are unrestrained or 
improperly restrained can be seriously 
injured or killed in a crash.

Any child too small for a seat belt should be 
properly restrained in an approved child 
restraint system. A larger child should be 
properly restrained with a seat belt, using a 
booster seat if necessary.

European models

Except European models

* Not available on all models
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Siguranţa copiilor

Protejarea copiilor pasageri

AVERTIZARE

Protejarea copiilor pasageri

În fiecare an, numeroși copii sunt răniţi sau uciși în accidente rutiere 
deoarece fie nu poartă dispozitive de reţinere, fie nu le poartă corect. De 
fapt, accidentele rutiere reprezintă cea mai importantă cauză a decesului la 
copii mai mici de 12 ani.

Pentru a reduce numărul de decese sau răniri la copii, sugarii și copiii trebuie 
să poarte dispozitive de reţinere atunci când călătoresc cu un autovehicul.

Copii care nu poartă dispozitive de reţinere, sau 
care nu le poartă corect, pot fi grav răniţi sau chiar 
uciși într-un accident. 

Orice copil care este prea mic pentru a purta 
centura de siguranţă trebuie să poarte un sistem de 
reţinere pentru copii aprobat. Un copil mai mare 
trebuie să poarte centura de siguranţă și să fie 
așezat pe un scaun de înălţare dacă este necesar.

În multe ţări, legea prevede ca toţi copii în vârstă 
de maximum 12 ani și care au mai puţin de 150 
de cm în înălţime să fie așezaţi într-un scaun 
spate cu sistem de reţinere. În multe ţări, este 
obligatoriu ca orice copil transportat pe bancheta 
din spate să fie așezat într-un sistem de reţinere 
aprobat oficial și adecvat. Vă rugăm să verificaţi 
cerinţele legale din ţara dumneavoastră.

Modele comercializate în Europa
Sistemele de reţinere pentru copii trebuie să
îndeplinească specificaţiile reglementării ECE 44. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Selectarea unui sistem de reţinere 
pentru copii p. 65

Modele altele decât cele comercializate în Europa

Vă recomandăm ca sistemul de reţinere pentru 
copii să îndeplinească specificaţiile reglementării 
europene ECE 44.
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Children should sit properly restrained in a rear seat. This is because:
• An inflating front or side airbag* can injure 

or kill a child sitting in the front seat.

• A child in the front seat is more likely to 
interfere with the driver's ability to safely 
control the vehicle.

• Statistics show that children of all sizes and 
ages are safer when they are properly 
restrained in a rear seat.

• Any child who is too small to wear a seat belt must be properly restrained in an 
approved child restraint system that is properly secured to the vehicle using the 
seat belt or the child restraint anchorage system.

• Never hold a child on your lap because it is impossible to protect them in the 
event of a collision.

• Never put a seat belt over yourself and a child. During a crash, the belt would 
likely press deep into the child and cause serious or fatal injuries.

• Never let two children use the same seat belt. Both children could be very 
seriously injured in a crash.

1Protecting Child Passengers

Front Passenger's Sun Visor

3WARNING
Allowing a child to play with a seat belt or 
wrap one around their neck can result in 
serious injury or death.

Instruct children not to play with any seat 
belts and make sure any unused seat belts a 
child can reach is buckled, fully retracted, 
and locked.

3WARNING

NEVER use a rearward facing child restraint 
on a seat protected by an ACTIVE AIRBAG 
in front of it, DEATH or SERIOUS INJURY to 
the CHILD can occur.

Models with lockable retractor

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Siguranţa copiilor ▶  Protejarea pasagerilor copii

Modele cu retractor încuiabil

AVERTIZARE

AVERTIZARE

Protejarea copiilor pasageri

Parasolarul pasagerului din faţă

Copiii trebuie să fie bine fixaţi într-un scaun din spate. Aceasta deoarece:
•  Un airbag frontal sau lateral care se 

deschide poate răni sau ucide un copil 
așezat pe scaunul din faţă.

•  Un copil așezat pe scaunul din faţă 
este mai susceptibil să distragă atenţia 
șoferului de la drum.

•  Conform statisticilor, copiii de toate 
dimensiunile și vârstele sunt mai în 
siguranţă atunci când sunt așezaţi 
corespunzător într-un scaun cu reţinere  
pe bancheta din spate.

•  Orice copil care este prea mic pentru a purta o centură de siguranţă trebuie să 
fie bine fixat într-un sistem de siguranţă pentru copii aprobat care este fixat 
corespunzător pe vehicul, folosind centura de siguranţă sau sistemul de ancorare 
pentru sistemul de siguranţă pentru copii.

•  Nu ţineţi niciodată un copil în poală, deoarece este imposibil să-i protejaţi în caz 
de coliziune.

•  Nu puneţi niciodată o centură de siguranţă peste dvs. și un copil. În timpul unui 
accident, centura ar putea să apese adânc în copil și să provoace vătămări grave 
sau mortale.

•  Nu lăsaţi niciodată doi copii să folosească aceeași centură de siguranţă. Ambii 
copii ar putea fi foarte răniţi într-un accident.

Nu permiteţi copiilor să se joace cu centurile 
de siguranţă sau să și le înfășoare în jurul 
gâtului. Aceasta poate provoca rănirea gravă 
sau decesul.
Interziceţi copiilor să se joace cu centurile 
de siguranţă și asiguraţi-vă că centurile 
neutilizate a ate la îndemâna copiilor sunt 
complet strânse și blocate.

NU puneţi scaunul de copii cu faţa întoarsă
spre spătar pe acest scaun prevăzut cu airbag.

Pericol de MOARTE SAU RĂNIRE GRAVĂ.

Continuare*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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• Do not allow children to operate the doors, windows or seat adjustments.

• Do not leave children in the vehicle unattended, especially in hot weather when 
the inside of the vehicle can get hot enough to kill them. They could also activate 
vehicle controls causing it to move unexpectedly.

1Protecting Child Passengers

WARNING: Use the power window lock button to 
prevent children from opening the windows. Using 
this feature will prevent children from playing with 
the windows, which could expose them to hazards or 
distract the driver.

2 Opening/Closing the Power Windows P. 192

WARNING: Always take the ignition key with you 
whenever you leave the vehicle alone (with other 
occupants).

To deactivate a lockable retractor, release the buckle 
and allow the seat belt to wind up all the way.

To remind you of the passenger's front airbag 
hazards and child safety, your vehicle has the 
warning label on the passenger's side sun visor.
Please read and follow the instructions on this label.

2 Safety Labels P. 91

Models with lockable retractor
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▶▶ Siguranţa copiilor ▶  Protejarea pasagerilor copii

•  Nu permiteţi copiilor să acţioneze ușile, ferestrele sau reglajele scaunelor.

•  Nu lăsaţi copiii în vehicul nesupravegheaţi, în special în vreme caldă, când 
interiorul vehiculului poate ajunge suficient de fierbinte încât poate ucide. De 
asemenea, acestea ar putea activa comenzile vehiculului, determinând-o să se 
miște în mod neașteptat.

Protejarea copiilor pasageri

AVERTISMENT: Utilizaţi butonul de blocare a geamului 
pentru a împiedica copiii să deschidă ferestrele. 
Utilizarea acestei funcţii va împiedica copiii să se joace 
cu ferestrele, ceea ce i-ar putea expune la pericole sau 
poate distrage atenţia conducătorului auto.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Deschiderea / închiderea geamurilor  
P. 192

AVERTISMENT: Luaţi întotdeauna cheia de contact 
cu dvs. ori de câte ori părăsiţi autovehiculul (cu alţi 
ocupanţi).

Modele cu retractor încuiabil

Pentru a dezactiva un retractor care poate fi blocat, 
eliberaţi catarama și lăsaţi centura de siguranţă să se 
sfârșească până la capăt. 

Pentru a vă reaminti pericolele airbagului frontal 
al pasagerului și siguranţa copiilor, vehiculul dvs. 
are eticheta de avertizare de pe parasolarul lateral 
al pasagerului. Citiţi și urmaţi instrucţiunile de pe 
această etichetă.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Etichete de siguranţă P. 91
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Safety of Infants and Small Children

An infant must be properly restrained in a rear-facing, reclining child restraint system 
until the infant reaches the seat maker's weight or height limit for the seat, and the 
infant is at least one year old.

■ Positioning a rear-facing child restraint 
system

Child restraint system must be placed and 
secured in a rear seating position.

■ Protecting Infants 1Protecting Infants

As required by UN Regulation No. 94:

3WARNING
Placing a rear-facing child restraint system 
in the front seat can result in serious injury 
or death if the passenger’s front airbag 
inflates.

Always place a rear-facing child restraint 
system in the back seat, not the front.

3WARNING

NEVER use a rearward facing child restraint 
on a seat protected by an ACTIVE AIRBAG 
in front of it, DEATH or SERIOUS INJURY to 
the CHILD can occur.
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AVERTIZARE

AVERTIZARE

Protejarea copiilor pasageri

Etichetă conformă cu Regulamentul ECE nr. 94:

Așezarea unui sistem de reţinere a copiilor cu
faţa înspre spătar pe locul din faţă poate 
provoca decesul sau rănirea gravă a sugarului, 
în cazul în care airbagul frontal al pasagerului 
se umflă.
Puneţi întotdeauna sistemul de reţinere a 
copiilor cu faţa înspre spătar pe unul din 
locurile din spate, nu pe locul din faţă.

NU utilizaţi NICIODATĂ un sistem de siguranţă 
pentru copii orientat spre spate pe un scaun protejat 
de un AIRBAG ACTIV în faţa acestuia, PERICOL DE 
MOARTE sau vătămarea gravă a COPILULUI.

Continuare

▶▶ Siguranţa copiilor ▶  Protejarea sugarilor și a copiilor mici

Protejarea copiilor pasageri

Protejarea sugarilor

Sugarii trebuie să călătorească într-un sistem de reţinere cu faţa spre spătar 
și înclinat, până când sugarul respectiv atinge limita de greutate sau înălţime 
prevăzută de producătorul scaunului respectiv, și până la vârsta de cel puţin un an.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Așezarea unui sistem de reţinere  
a copiilor cu faţa înspre spătar

Acesta trebuie așezat pe scaunul din spate.
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When properly installed, a rear-facing child restraint system may prevent the driver 
or a front passenger from moving their seat all the way back, or from locking their 
seat-back in the desired position.

1Protecting Infants

If the passenger’s front airbag inflates, it can hit the 
rear-facing child restraint system with great force, 
which can dislodge or strike the system, and seriously 
injure the child.

Rear-facing child restraint systems should never be 
installed in a front facing position.

Always refer to the child restraint system 
manufacturer’s instructions before installation.

If it is absolutely unavoidable to install a rear-facing child 
restraint system in the front passenger seat, manually 
turn off the passenger front airbag system.

2 Passenger Front Airbag Off System* P. 57

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Siguranţa copiilor ▶  Protejarea sugarilor și a copiilor mici

Odată instalat în mod corespunzător, sistemul de reţinere a copiilor cu faţa 
înspre spătar poate împiedica reglarea la distanţa maximă a scaunului șoferului 
sau al pasagerului din faţă sau poate împiedica reglarea spătarelor acestora în 
poziţia dorită.

Protejarea sugarilor

În cazul declanșării airbagului pasagerului din faţă, 
acesta poate lovi sistemul de reţinere cu o forţă su cient 
de mare pentru a disloca sau deteriora sistemul și a răni 
grav copilul.

Sistemele de reţinere a copiilor cu faţa spătar nu trebuie 
să  e niciodată instalate cu faţa spre direcţia de mers.

Consultaţi întotdeauna instrucţiunile producătorului 
sistemului de siguranţă pentru copii înainte de instalare.

Dacă instalarea unui sistem de reţinere a copiilor cu 
faţa spre spătar pe scaunul din faţă este inevitabilă, 
dezactivaţi manual airbagul pasagerului faţă.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Dezactivarea airbagului frontal al 
pasagerului * P. 57

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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If a child is at least one year old and has exceeded the weight and height limitations 
of a rear-facing child restraint system, the child should be properly restrained in a 
firmly secured front facing child restraint system until they exceed the weight and 
height limitations for the front facing child restraint system.

■ Front facing child restraint system 
placement

We strongly recommend placing a front 
facing child restraint system in a rear seating 
position.

Placing a front facing child restraint system in the front seat can be hazardous. A 
rear seat is the safest place for a child.

■ Protecting Smaller Children 1Protecting Smaller Children

Educate yourself about the laws and regulations 
regarding child restraint system use where you are 
driving, and follow the child restraint system 
manufacturer's instructions.

Many experts recommend use of a rear-facing child 
restraint system for a child up to two years old, if the 
child’s height and weight are appropriate for a rear-
facing child restraint system.

3WARNING
Placing a front facing child restraint system 
in the front seat can result in serious injury 
or death if the front airbag inflates.

If you must place a front facing child 
restraint system in front, move the vehicle 
seat as far back as possible, and properly 
restrain the child.
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▶▶ Siguranţa copiilor ▶  Protejarea sugarilor și a copiilor mici

Continuare

Protejarea copiilor mici

Dacă un copil are vârsta de cel puţin un an și a depășit limitele de greutate și de înălţime ale 
unui sistem de reţinere pentru copii orientat spre spate, copilul trebuie fixat corespunzător 
într-un sistem de fixare a scaunelor pentru copii, fixat în faţă, până când acestea depășesc 
limitele de greutate și înălţime sistemul de reţinere pentru copii din faţă.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Plasarea sistemului de reţinere a 
copiilor orientat spre direcţia de mers

Recomandăm insistent plasarea sistemului de
reţinere cu faţa înainte pe unul din locurile 
din spate.

AVERTIZARE

Protejarea copiilor mici

Așezarea unui sistem de reţinere a copiilor cu
faţa înainte pe locul din faţă poate duce la
rănirea gravă sau moartea copilului, în cazul 
în care airbagul frontal se umflă. 

În cazul în care sunteţi nevoit să puneţi un 
sistem de reţinere a copiilor cu faţa înainte pe 
locul din faţă, reglaţi scaunul din faţă cât mai 
în spate posibil și prindeţi bine copilul.

Așezarea unui sistem de reţinere a copiilor cu faţa înainte pe locul din faţă al unui
autovehicul poate fi periculoasă.

 Informaţi-vă cu privire la legile și reglementările 
referitoare la utilizarea sistemului de reţinere 
a copiilor atunci când conduceţi și respectaţi 
instrucţiunile producătorului sistemului de reţinere a 
copilului.

Mai mulţi experţi recomandă utilizarea unui sistem 
de reţinere a copiilor cu faţa spre spătar până 
la vârsta de doi ani, dacă înălţimea și greutatea 
copilului sunt adecvate pentru un astfel de sistem.
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Some child restraint systems are lower anchorage compatible. Some have a rigid-
type connector while others have a flexible-type connector. Both are equally easy to 
use. Some existing and previously owned child restraint systems can only be installed 
using the seat belt. Whichever type you choose, follow the child restraint system 
manufacturer’s use and care instructions as well as the instructions in this manual. 
Proper installation is key to maximizing your child’s safety. 

The flexible type may not be available in your country.

In seating positions and vehicles not equipped with lower anchorages, install a child 
restraint system using the seat belt and a top tether for added security. This is 
because all child restraint systems must be secured with the seat belt when not using 
the lower anchorage system. In addition, the child restraint system manufacturer 
may advise that a seat belt be used to attach an ISO FIX* restraint system once a child 
reaches a specified weight. Please read the child restraint system owner’s manual for 
proper installation instructions. 

■ Important consideration when selecting a child restraint system
Make sure the child restraint system meets the following three requirements:
• The child restraint system is the correct type and size for the child.
• The child restraint system is the correct type for the seating position.
• Child restrain system is compliant with safety standard. We recommend the child 

restraint system with UN Regulation No. 44 or No. 129*, or the regulations of the 
subject countries. Look for the approval mark on the system and the 
manufacturer’s statement of compliance on the box.

■ Selecting a Child Restraint System 1Selecting a Child Restraint System

Installation of a lower anchorage-compatible child 
restraint system is simple.

Lower anchorage-compatible child restraint systems 
have been developed to simplify the installation 
process and reduce the likelihood of injuries caused 
by incorrect installation.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Siguranţa copiilor ▶  Protejarea sugarilor și a copiilor mici

Selectarea unui sistem de reţinere a copiilor

Instalarea unui sistem de reţinere a copiilor cu
dispozitive inferioare de prindere este simplă.

Sistemele de reţinere a copiilor compatibile cu
dispozitivele inferioare de prindere au fost
dezvoltate pentru a simplifica instalarea și a
reduce riscul de răniri provocate de instalarea
incorectă.

Alegerea unui sistem de reţinere a copiilor

Unele sisteme de reţinere a copiilor sunt compatibile cu dispozitivele inferioare 
de prindere. Unele sunt dotate cu un conector de tip rigid, în timp ce altele au 
un conector flexibil. Ambele sunt la fel de ușor de utilizat. Unele sisteme de 
reţinere a copiilor existente și utilizate pot fi instalate doar cu ajutorul centurii 
de siguranţă. Indiferent de tipul pe care îl alegeţi, respectaţi instrucţiunile 
producătorului și instrucţiunile din această carte tehnică. O instalare corectă este
esenţială pentru creșterea siguranţei copilului.

Tipul flexibil poate să nu fie disponibil în ţara dumneavoastră.

Pe locurile care nu sunt dotate cu sistem de dispozitive inferioare de prindere, 
instalaţi un sistem de reţinere a copilului cu ajutorul centurii de siguranţă și un 
ataș superior pentru siguranţă sporită, deoarece toate sistemele de reţinere 
a copiilor trebuie să fie fixate cu o centură pentru poală sau cu partea pentru 
poală a unei centuri pentru poală/umăr atunci când nu se folosește sistemul cu 
prindere inferioară. În plus, producătorul sistemului de reţinere a copiilor poate 
recomanda utilizarea unei centuri de siguranţă pentru a atașa un sistem de 
reţinere de tip ISOFIX* după ce copilul atinge o anumită greutate. Vă rugăm să 
consultaţi cartea tehnică a sistemului de reţinere a copilului pentru instrucţiunile 
corecte de instalare.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Aspecte importante în selectarea unui sistem de reţinere a copiilor
Asiguraţi-vă că sistemul de reţinere a copiilor îndeplinește următoarele trei cerinţe:
• Este de tipul corect și adecvat dimensiunilor copilului.
• Este de tipul corect pentru scaun.
•  Este conform cu standardul de siguranţă. Recomandăm sistemul de reţinere a 

copilului care îndeplinește specificaţiile regulamentului ECE 44. Căutaţi marca 
de omologare a sistemului și declaraţia de conformitate a producătorului de 
pe cutie.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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■ Child Restraint Systems Standards
If a child restraint system (whether an i-Size*/ISOFIX type or one that is fitted with a 
seat belt) meets the relevant UN Regulation, it will be affixed with an approval label 
as shown in the adjacent table. Before purchasing or using any child restraint 
system, make sure to check the approval label and ensure that it is compatible with 
your vehicle and the child, and that it complies with the relevant UN/ECE Regulation.

1Selecting a Child Restraint System

Example of UN Regulation No. 44 approval label

Example of UN Regulation No. 129 approval label*

Regulation number

Category

“Mass group”

Approval 
number

Country code

Size and weight 
indication

Category

Approval number
Regulation number

Country code

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Standardele privind sistemele de reţinere a copiilor
În cazul în care un sistem de siguranţă pentru copii (dacă este vorba de un tip 
i-Size * / ISOFIX sau unul dotat cu centură de siguranţă) respectă regulamentul 
UE, acesta va fi aplicat cu o etichetă de omologare, așa cum se arată în tabelul 
adiacent. Înainte de a cumpăra sau de a folosi un sistem de siguranţă pentru copii, 
asiguraţi-vă că verificaţi eticheta de omologare și asiguraţi-vă că este compatibilă 
cu autovehiculul și cu copilul și că respectă Regulamentul CEE-UE relevant.

Selectarea unui sistem de reţinere pentru copii

Exemplu de etichetă de aprobare a Regulamentului UE nr. 44

Exemplu de etichetă de aprobare a Regulamentului UE nr. 129*

Număr kilograme

Numărul etichetei 

Categorie

Număr 
aprobare

Codul ţării

Categorie

Mărime / Greutate

Număr aprobare

Numărul etichetei 

Codul ţării

Continuare*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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The two outer rear seats in your vehicle are equipped with lower anchorages. 
However, not all of the various types of child restraint systems are suitable for use in 
your vehicle. Before you purchase or use any lower anchorage-compatible (i-Size*/
ISOFIX) child restraint system, refer to the following tables to ensure that the 
restraint system is appropriate for the vehicle, the seating position, and the child’s 
weight (mass group) and size.

■ Lower Anchorage-Compatible Child Restraint Systems 1Lower Anchorage-Compatible Child Restraint Systems

Mass group is specified for some child restraint 
systems. Make sure to check the mass group as 
indicated in the manufacturer’s instructions as well as 
on the package and labels of the child restraint 
system.
The particular child restraint systems listed in the 
table are genuine Honda products. They are available 
from your dealer.
For correct installation, refer to the instructions 
manual that came with the child restraint system.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Siguranţa copiilor ▶  Protejarea sugarilor și a copiilor mici

Selectarea unui sistem de reţinere a copiilor

Grupa de greutate este specificată pentru unele 
sisteme de siguranţă pentru copii. Asiguraţi-vă că 
verificaţi grupul de masă indicat în instrucţiunile 
producătorului, precum și pe ambalajul și etichetele 
sistemului de siguranţă pentru copii. Sistemele speciale 
de reţinere pentru copii enumerate în tabel sunt 
produse originale Honda. Acestea sunt disponibile 
de la distribuitorul dvs. Pentru o instalare corectă, 
consultaţi manualul de instrucţiuni furnizat împreună 
cu sistemul de siguranţă pentru copii.

Alegerea unui sistem de reţinere a copiilor

Cele două scaune din spatele din vehiculul dvs. sunt echipate cu sistem de 
reţinere. Cu toate acestea, nu toate tipurile de sisteme de reţinere pentru copii 
sunt adecvate pentru utilizarea în vehiculul dumneavoastră. Înainte de a cumpăra 
sau de a folosi orice sistem de fixare pentru copii, compatibil cu ancorajul (i-Size * 
/ ISOFIX), consultaţi tabelele următoare pentru a vă asigura că sistemul de reţinere 
este adecvat pentru vehicul, poziţia scaunului, greutatea copilului și mărimea.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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■ ISOFIX Child Restraint Systems

MASS 
Group

Size 
Class

Fixture

Vehicle ISOFIX positions

Recommended Child 
Restraint Systems*1Front 

passenger

Rear seat

L-
Side

R-
Side

Centre

Carrycot
F ISO/L1 — X X —

G ISO/L2 — X X —

group 0
up to 10 kg

E ISO/R1 — IL IL — Honda Baby Safe ISOFIX

group 0+
up to 13 kg

E ISO/R1 — IL IL — Honda Baby Safe ISOFIX

D ISO/R2 — IL IL — Honda Baby Safe ISOFIX

C ISO/R3 — IL IL — Honda Baby Safe ISOFIX

group I
9 to 18 kg

D ISO/R2 — IL IL —

C ISO/R3 — IL IL —

B ISO/F2 — IUF IUF — Honda ISOFIX

B1 ISO/F2X — IUF IUF — Honda ISOFIX

A ISO/F3 — IUF IUF — Honda ISOFIX

group II
15 to 25 kg

— X X —

group III
22 to 36 kg

— X X —

1Lower Anchorage-Compatible Child Restraint Systems

When purchasing a child restraint systems, make sure 
to check the ISOFIX size class or the fixture to ensure 
that the seat is compatible with your vehicle.

ISOFIX 
Size Class

Fixture 
(CRF)

Description

G ISO/L2
Right lateral-facing (carrycot) 
infant seat

F ISO/L1
Left lateral-facing (carrycot) 
infant seat

E ISO/R1 Rearward-facing infant seat

D ISO/R2
Reduced-size rearward-facing 
child restraint systems

C ISO/R3
Full-size rearward-facing child 
restraint systems

B1 ISO/F2X
Reduced-height forward-facing 
child restraint systems

B ISO/F2
Reduced-height forward-facing 
child restraint systems

A ISO/F3
Full-height, forward-facing child 
restraint systems

European models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Sisteme de fixare pentru copii ISOFIX

Grupa de 
greutate

Grupa de 
greutate

Mărime
ISOFIX

Mărime
Fixare 
(CRF) Descriere

Sistem
Loc faţă Stînga 

(L)
Dreapta

(R) Centru

Locuri spate

Poziţiile ISOFIX ale vehiculului

Cărucior

Grupa 0
pînă la 10 kg

Grupa 0+
pînă la 13 kg

Grupa I
9 la 18 kg

Grupa II
15 la 25 kg

Grupa III
22 la 36 kg

Atunci când achiziţionaţi un sistem de siguranţă pentru copii, 
asiguraţi-vă că verificaţi clasa de mărime ISOFIX sau dispozitivul 
de fixare pentru a vă asigura că scaunul este compatibil cu 
autovehiculul dumneavoastră.

Sisteme de siguranţă 
recomandate pentru copii * 1

Spătarul scaunului pentru copii  
orientat lateral dreapta

Spătarul scaunului pentru copii  
orientat lateral stînga

Sisteme de reţinere pentru copii  
cu dimensiuni reduse

Sisteme de reţinere pentru copii cu 
dimensiune totală orientată spre spate

Sisteme de siguranţă pentru copii 
orientate în faţă cu înălţime redusă

Sisteme de siguranţă pentru copii 
orientate în faţă cu înălţime redusă

Sisteme de siguranţă pentru copii  
în faţă cu înălţime deplină

Spătarul orientat spre spate

Continuare
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■ i-Size Child Restraint Systems

*1: The named Child Restraint Systems (CRS) reflect Honda’s 
recommendations at the date of publication. You should speak to an 
authorised dealer for up-to-date information on our recommended CRSs. 
Other CRSs may also be suitable for use. Refer to the CRS manufacturer’s 
list of recommended vehicles for the CRS in question.

IUF: Suitable for forward-facing ISOFIX child restraints system of universal 
category approved for use in this mass group.

IL: Suitable for particular ISOFIX child restraint systems (CRS), including those 
listed in the corresponding box in the right column of the table. These 
ISOFIX CRS are those of the ‘specific vehicle’, ‘restricted’ or ‘semiuniversal’ 
categories.
Honda Baby Safe ISOFIX is able to equipped for rear-facing.

X: Seat position not suitable for children in this mass group.

Seating position in the vehicle

Front seat
Rear outer 

seat
Rear centre 

seat
i-Size child restraint system — i-U —

i-U: Suitable for forward- and rearward-facing i-Size “universal” child restraint 
systems.
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Sistemele de siguranţă pentru copii (SSC) numesc recomandările Honda la data 
publicării. Trebuie să discutaţi cu un distribuitor autorizat pentru informaţii 
actualizate despre CRS-urile recomandate. Alte SSC pot fi, de asemenea, adecvate 
pentru utilizare. Consultaţi lista producătorilor SSC a vehiculelor recomandate pentru 
SSC în cauză.

Adecvat pentru sistemul ISOFIX pentru scaune pentru copii orientat în faţă, de 
categorie universală aprobat pentru utilizare în acest grup de greutate.

Adecvat pentru sistemele ISOFIX speciale pentru sistemele de siguranţă pentru 
copii (SSC), inclusiv cele enumerate în caseta corespunzătoare din coloana din 
dreapta a tabelului. Aceste SSC ISOFIX sunt cele din categoriile "vehicule specifice", 
"restricţionate" sau "semiuniversale".

Honda Baby Safe ISOFIX este capabil să fie poziţionat cu spatele.

Grupa de greutate
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 i-Size  Sisteme de siguranţă pentru copii

Scaun faţă
Scaune laterale 

spate
Scaun Centru 

spate

i-Size:  Sisteme de siguranţă pentru copii

Adecvat pentru sistemele de siguranţă "copii universale" orientate în față și spre înapoi.
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Not all of the various types of child restraint systems are suitable for use in your 
vehicle. Before you purchase or use a child restraint system, refer to the following 
table to ensure that the restraint system is appropriate for the vehicle, the seating 
position, and the child’s weight (mass group) and size.

■ Child Restraint Systems to be Installed with a Lap/Shoulder 
Seat Belt

1Child Restraint Systems to be Installed with a Lap/Shoulder Seat 
Belt

Mass group is specified for some child restraint 
systems. Make sure to check the mass group as 
indicated in the manufacturer’s instructions as well as 
on the package and labels of the child restraint 
system.
The particular child restraint systems listed in the 
table are genuine Honda products. They are available 
from your dealer.
For correct installation, refer to the instructions 
manual that came with the child restraint system.
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Sisteme de reţinere pentru copii care trebuie instalate  
cu o centură de siguranţă pentru buclă

Nu toate tipurile de sisteme de siguranţă pentru copii sunt adecvate pentru 
utilizarea în vehiculul dvs. Înainte de a cumpăra sau utiliza un sistem de reţinere 
pentru copii, consultaţi tabelul următor pentru a vă asigura că sistemul de 
reţinere este adecvat pentru vehicul, poziţia scaunului și greutatea copilului 
(grupul de masă) și mărimea acestuia.

Sisteme de reţinere pentru copii care trebuie instalate 
cu o centură de siguranţă pentru buclă

Grupul de masă este specificat pentru unele sisteme de 
siguranţă pentru copii. Asiguraţi-vă că verificaţi grupul de 
masă indicat în instrucţiunile producătorului, precum și pe 
ambalajul și etichetele sistemului de siguranţă pentru copii.

Sistemele speciale de reţinere pentru copii enumerate în tabel 
sunt produse originale Honda. Acestea sunt disponibile de la 
distribuitorul dvs.

Pentru o instalare corectă, consultaţi manualul de instrucţiuni 
furnizat împreună cu sistemul de siguranţă pentru copii.
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■ Child Restraint Systems installed with Seat Belt

MASS Group

Seating position

Recommended Child Restraint Systems*1

Front passenger Rear seat
Passenger front airbag 
ON/OFF switch position L-Side R-Side Centre

ON OFF
group 0

up to 10 kg
X U*2 U U U Honda Baby Safe

group 0+
up to 13 kg

X U*2 U U U Honda Baby Safe

group I
9 to 18 kg

UF*2 U*2 U U U
Honda ISOFIX (Belted)
Honda Eclipse

group II
15 to 25 kg

UF*2 U*2 U, L U, L U
Honda KID FIX XP SICT
L; Honda KID FIX XP SICT with ISOFIX mounted

group III
22 to 36 kg

UF*2 U*2 U, L U, L U
Honda KID FIX XP SICT
L; Honda KID FIX XP SICT with ISOFIX mounted

U: Suitable for “universal” category restraints approved for use in this mass group.
UF: Suitable for forward-facing “universal” category restraints approved for use in this mass group.
L: Suitable for particular child restraint systems (CRS) given in the table.
X: Seat position not suitable for children in this mass group.
*1: The named Child Restraint Systems (CRS) reflect Honda’s recommendations at the date of publication. You should speak to an 

authorised dealer for up-to-date information on our recommended CRSs. Other CRSs may also be suitable for use. Refer to the 
CRS manufacturer’s list of recommended vehicles for the CRS in question.

*2: Move the front seat to its slide rail rearmost and adjust the front seat-back angle to its most upright position.

European models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Sisteme de fixare pentru copii instalate cu centura de siguranţă

Airbag frontal pasager
Poziţia comutatorului ON / OFF

Locurile

Loc faţă Locuri spate
Grupa de 
greutate

Stînga (L) Dreapta (R) Centru

Sisteme de siguranţă recomandate pentru copii * 1

adecvat pentru sisteme de reţinere de categorie „universală” aprobate pentru utilizarea la această grupă de greutate.

adecvat pentru sisteme de reţinere de categorie „universală” cu faţa înainte aprobate pentru utilizarea la această grupă de greutate.

adecvat pentru anumite sisteme de reţinere din acest tabel. Aceste sisteme de reţinere pot  de categorie „autovehicul special”, „restricţionată” sau „semi-universală”.

loc nepotrivit pentru copii din această grupă de greutate.

Deplasaţi scaunul din faţă cât mai în spate posibil.

Reglaţi spătarul scaunului în poziţia cea mai dreaptă (la două trepte de poziţia cea mai dreaptă).

Grupa 0
pînă la 10 kg

Grupa 0+
pînă la 13 kg

Grupa I
9 la 18 kg

Grupa II
15 la 25 kg

Grupa III
22 la 36 kg
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A lower anchorage-compatible child restraint system can be installed in either of the 
two rear outer seats. A child restraint system is attached to the lower anchorages 
with either the flexible or rigid type of connectors.

1. Locate the anchor marks affixed to the base 
of the seat cushion.

2. Pull out the anchor covers* under the marks 
to expose the lower anchorages.

■ Installing a Lower Anchorage-Compatible Child Restraint 
System

1Installing a Lower Anchorage-Compatible Child Restraint System

Some child restraint systems come with optional 
guide-cups, which avoid possible damage to the seat 
surface. Follow the manufacturer’s instructions when 
using the guide-cups, and attach them to the lower 
anchorages as shown in the image.

Lower 
Anchorages

Guide-Cup

Marks
*

*

*

Covers*

* Not available on all models
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Instalarea unui sistem de reţinere a copiilor compatibil cu 
dispozitive inferioare de prindere*

Un sistem de reţinere a copiilor compatibil cu dispozitive inferioare de prindere poate  
instalat în oricare dintre cele două locuri exterioare ale banchetei spate. Un sistem de 
reţinere a copiilor este prins de dispozitivele inferioare de prindere cu ajutorul unor 
conectori de tip x sau rigid.

1.   Localizaţi marcajele de ancorare atașate  
la baza pernei scaunului.

2.  Scoateţi capacele de ancorare * sub marcajele 
pentru a expune ancorajele inferioare.

Instalarea unui sistem de reţinere a copiilor compatibil 
cu dispozitive inferioare de prindere

Unele sisteme de reţinere a copiilor sunt dotate cu manșete 
de ghidare opţionale, care previn deteriorarea suprafeţei 
scaunului. Respectaţi instrucţiunile producătorului atunci 
când folosiţi manșetele de ghidare și atașaţi-le la dispozitivele 
inferioare de prindere, conform imaginii.

Repere

Capace

Dispozitive
inferioare
de prindere

Manșon de prindere
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3. Place the child restraint system on the 
vehicle seat, then attach the child restraint 
system to the lower anchorages according 
to the instructions that came with the child 
restraint system.
u When installing the child restraint 

system, make sure that the lower 
anchorages are not obstructed by the 
seat belt or any other object.

Rigid Type

Lower Anchorages

Flexible Type
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Dispozitive inferioare de prindere

Model rigid

Model flexibil

Așezaţi scaunul pentru copii pe scaunul 
autovehiculului, apoi atașaţi sistemul 
de siguranţă pentru copii la ancorajele 
inferioare conform instrucţiunilor 
livrate împreună cu sistemul de 
siguranţă pentru copii.

La instalarea scaunului pentru copii, 
asiguraţi-vă că ancorajele inferioare 
nu sunt obstrucţionate de centura 
de siguranţă sau de orice alt obiect.
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4. Open the tether anchorage cover behind 
the head restraint.

5. Raise the head restraint to its highest 
position, then route the tether strap 
through the head restraint legs, and secure 
the tether strap hook to the anchorage. 
Make sure the strap is not twisted.

6. Tighten the tether strap as instructed by the 
child restraint system manufacturer.

7. Make sure the child restraint system is 
firmly secured by rocking it forward and 
back and side to side; little movement 
should be felt.

8. Make sure any unused seat belt that a child 
can reach is buckled, the lockable retractor 
is activated, and the belt is fully retracted 
and locked. 

1Installing a Lower Anchorage-Compatible Child Restraint System

WARNING: Never use a hook that does not come 
with a Top Tether anchor symbol when securing an 
installed child restraint system.

For your child's safety, when using a child restraint 
system installed using the lower anchorage system, 
make sure that the child restraint system is properly 
secured to the vehicle. A child restraint system that is 
not properly secured will not adequately protect a 
child in a crash and may cause injury to the child or 
other vehicle occupants.

The flexible type may not be available in your country.

* *

(On some models)

Top Tether Anchor Symbol

Child restraint system with tether strap

Tether 
Strap Hook

Straight Top Tether Type

Anchor

FR

Tether 
Strap Hook

Other Top Tether Type

Anchor

FR

* Not available on all models
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Instalarea unui sistem de reţinere a copiilor compatibil 
cu dispozitive inferioare de prindere

AVERTISMENT: Nu utilizaţi niciodată un cârlig care nu este 
prevăzut cu un simbol de ancorare Top Tether atunci când 
asiguraţi un sistem de siguranţă pentru copii instalat.

Pentru siguranţa copilului dumneavoastră, atunci când utilizaţi 
un sistem de siguranţă pentru copii instalat folosind sistemul 
de ancorare inferior, asiguraţi-vă că sistemul de siguranţă 
pentru copii este fixat corespunzător pe vehicul. Un sistem de 
siguranţă pentru copii care nu este asigurat corespunzător 
nu protejează în mod corespunzător un copil într-un accident 
și poate cauza un prejudiciu copilului sau altor ocupanţi ai 
vehiculului.

Este posibil ca tipul flexibil să nu fie disponibil în ţara dvs.

Deschideţi capacul de ancorare din 
spatele tetierei.

Ridicaţi tetiera în poziţia cea mai înaltă, 
apoi trageţi cureaua de prindere prin 
picioarele tetierei și asiguraţi cârligul 
curelei de prindere la ancoraj. Asiguraţi-vă 
că cureaua nu este răsucită.

Strângeţi cureaua de prindere conform 
instrucţiunilor producătorului sistemului de 
siguranţă pentru copii.

Asiguraţi-vă că sistemul de reţinere pentru 
copii este bine fixat prin rotirea înainte 
și înapoi și de la o parte la alta; o mică 
mișcare ar trebui simţită.

Asiguraţi-vă că orice centură de siguranţă 
pe care copilul o poate ajunge este în 
cataramă, retractorul care se blochează 
este activat și centura este retrasă complet 
și blocată.

Sistem de fixare pentru copii cu curea de prindere

Pe unele modele

Punctul superior

Simbol de ancorare punct superior

Cârligul de ancorare din partea dreptă

Alt tip de Cârlig de ancorare

Cârligul
de ancorare

Cârligul
de ancorare

Ancorare

Ancorare

Continuare*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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4. Stretch the support leg until it touches the 
floor as instructed by the child restraint 
system manufacturer.

Support Leg

Child restraint system with support leg
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▶▶ Siguranţa copiilor ▶  Protejarea sugarilor și a copiilor mici

Împingeţi piciorul de sprijin până când 
atinge podeaua conform instrucţiunilor 
producătorului sistemului de siguranţă 
pentru copii.

picior de sprijin
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1. Place the child restraint system on the 
vehicle seat.

2. Route the seat belt through the child 
restraint system according to the child 
restraint system manufacturer's 
instructions, and insert the latch plate into 
the buckle.
u Insert the latch plate fully until it clicks.

3. Slowly pull the shoulder part of the belt all 
the way out until it stops. This activates the 
lockable retractor.

4. Let the seat belt retract a few inches and 
check that the retractor has switched 
modes by pulling on the webbing. It should 
not pull out again until it is reset by 
removing the latch plate from the buckle.
u If you are able to pull the shoulder belt 

out, the lockable retractor is not 
activated. Slowly pull the seat belt all the 
way out, and repeat steps 2 – 4.

■ Installing a Child Restraint System with a Lap/Shoulder Seat Belt 1Installing a Child Restraint System with a Lap/Shoulder Seat Belt

To check if the lap/shoulder belt is equipped with the 
lockable retractor, pull the shoulder part of the lap/ 
shoulder belt all the way out, let the belt retract 
slowly, then pull the belt again gently. If the belt is 
locked, the belt is equipped with the lockable 
retractor.

The seat belt with a lockable retractor has a label as 
shown in the image.

Models with lockable retractor

Models with lockable retractor
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Instalarea unui sistem de reţinere pentru copii cu o centură de siguranţă Poală / Umăr

Așezaţi sistemul de reţinere pentru copii  
pe scaunul vehiculului.

Deplasaţi centura de siguranţă prin sistemul de 
siguranţă pentru copii conform instrucţiunilor 
producătorului sistemului de siguranţă 
pentru copii și introduceţi placa de blocare în 
cataramă.

Introduceţi complet placa de blocare până 
când se aude un clic.

Modele cu retractor încuiabil

Modele cu retractor încuiabil

Trageţi ușor centura peste umăr până când 
se oprește. Aceasta activează retractorul care 
poate fi blocat.

Lăsaţi centura de siguranţă să se retragă la 
câţiva centimetri și verificaţi dacă retractorul 
a schimbat modurile trăgând chinga. Nu 
trebuie să se scoată din nou până când nu este 
resetată prin scoaterea plăcii de blocare de pe 
cataramă.

Dacă sunteţi în stare să scoateţi centura, 
retractorul care se blochează nu este 
activat. Trageţi încet complet centura de 
siguranţă și repetaţi pașii 2 - 4.

Instalarea unui sistem de reţinere pentru copii  
cu o centură de siguranţă Poală / Umăr

Pentru a verifica dacă centura de poală / umăr este echipată 
cu dispozitivul de retractare care se încuie, trageţi complet 
partea din poală a centurii de siguranţă / centurii de 
umăr, lăsaţi centura să se retragă încet, apoi trageţi ușor 
centura. Dacă centura este blocată, centura este echipată cu 
retractorul care poate fi blocat.

Centura de siguranţă cu retractor care se încuie are o etichetă 
așa cum este prezentată în imagine.

Continuare
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5. Grab the shoulder part of the seat belt near 
the buckle, and pull up to remove any slack 
from the lap part of the belt.
u When doing this, place your weight on 

the child restraint system and push it into 
the vehicle seat.

3. Push down the tab. Route the shoulder part 
of the belt into the slit at the side of the 
restraint. 

4. Grab the shoulder part of the belt near the 
buckle, and pull up to remove any slack 
from the lap part of the belt. 
u When doing this, place your weight on 

the child restraint system and push it into 
the vehicle seat.

5. Position the belt properly and push up the 
tab. Make sure the belt is not twisted. 
u When pushing up the tab, pull up the 

upper shoulder part of the belt to 
remove any slack from the belt.

1Installing a Child Restraint System with a Lap/Shoulder Seat Belt

A child restraint system that is not properly secured 
will not adequately protect a child in a crash and may 
cause injury to the child or other vehicle occupants.

After the child restraint system is installed properly, 
check if the lockable retractor is activated and the 
belt is fully retracted and locked. To deactivate a 
lockable retractor, release the buckle and allow the 
seat belt to wind up all the way.

Models with lockable retractor

Tab

Models without lockable retractor
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Împingeţi piciorul de sprijin până când 
atinge podeaua conform instrucţiunilor 
producătorului sistemului de siguranţă 
pentru copii.

Instalarea unui sistem de reţinere pentru copii  
cu o centură de siguranţă Poală / Umăr

Un sistem de siguranţă pentru copii care nu este asigurat 
corespunzător nu protejează în mod corespunzător un 
copil într-un accident și poate cauza un prejudiciu copilului 
sau altor ocupanţi ai vehiculului.

După instalarea corectă a sistemului de reţinere pentru 
copii, verificaţi dacă retractorul este blocat și centura este 
retrasă complet și blocată. Pentru a dezactiva un retractor 
care poate fi blocat, eliberaţi catarama și lăsaţi centura de 
siguranţă să se încheie până la capăt.

Prindeţi partea de zona umărului a centurii de siguranţă 
în apropierea cataramei și trageţi în sus pentru a 
îndepărta orice slăbiciune din partea laterală a centurii.

Când faceţi acest lucru, plasaţi greutatea pe 
sistemul de reţinere pentru copii și împingeţi-l 
în scaunul vehiculului.

Apăsaţi în jos butonul. Trageţi partea de 
umăr a centurii în fanta din partea laterală a 
dispozitivului de reţinere.

Prindeţi partea de zona umărului a centurii în 
apropierea cataramei și trageţi în sus pentru a 
îndepărta orice slăbiciune din partea laterală a centurii.

Poziţionaţi corect cureaua și împingeţi în sus urechea. 
Asiguraţi-vă că centura nu este răsucite.

Când faceţi acest lucru, plasaţi greutatea pe 
sistemul de reţinere pentru copii și împingeţi-l în 
scaunul vehiculului.

Când împingeţi catarama, trageţi în sus partea 
superioară a umărului centurii pentru a îndepărta 
orice îndoire din centură.

Modele fără retractor blocabil

Modele fără retractor blocabil
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6. Make sure the child restraint system is 
firmly secured by rocking it forward and 
back and side to side; little movement 
should be felt.

7. Make sure any unused seat belt that a child 
can reach is buckled.

If your child restraint system does not come 
with a mechanism that secures the belt, install 
a locking clip on the seat belt.

After going through the step 1 and 2, pull up 
the shoulder part of the belt and make sure 
there is no slack in the lap portion.
3. Tightly grasp the belt near the latch plate. 

Pinch both parts of the belt together so 
they do not slip through the latch plate. 
Unbuckle the seat belt.

4. Install the locking clip as shown in the 
image. Position the clip as close as possible 
to the latch plate.

5. Insert the latch plate into the buckle. Go to 
step 6 and 7.

All models

Models without lockable retractor

Locking Clip
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Toate modele

Modele fără retractor blocabil

Asiguraţi-vă că sistemul de siguranţă pentru 
copii este fixat ferm prin rotirea acestuia 
înainte și înapoi și de la o parte la alta; ar 
trebui simţit un mic joc.

Asiguraţi-vă că orice centură de siguranță 
neutilizată pe care un copil o poate atinge 
este îndoită.

Strângeţi bine centura în apropierea plăcii de 
blocare. Strângeţi ambele părţi ale centurii 
împreună pentru a nu aluneca prin placa de 
blocare. Demontaţi centura de siguranţă.

Instalaţi clema de blocare așa cum este 
prezentat în imagine. Poziţionaţi clema cât 
mai aproape posibil de placa de zăvor.

Introduceţi placa de blocare în cataramă. 
Mergeţi la pasul 6 și 7.

Dacă sistemul de reţinere pentru copii nu este 
prevăzut cu un mecanism care asigură centura, 
instalaţi o clemă de blocare pe centura de 
siguranţă.

După ce treceţi prin etapele 1 și 2, trageţi în sus 
partea de umăr a centurii și asiguraţi-vă că nu 
există o slăbiciune în zona poalei.

Clip blocare

Continuare
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A tether anchorage point is provided behind 
each rear outer seating position. A child 
restraint system that is installed with a seat 
belt and comes with a tether can use the 
tether for additional security.

1. Locate the appropriate tether anchorage 
point and lift the cover.

2. Raise the head restraint to its highest 
position, then route the tether strap 
through the head restraint legs, and secure 
the tether strap hook to the anchorage.
Make sure the strap is not twisted.

3. Secure the tether strap hook onto the 
anchorage.

4. Tighten the tether strap as instructed by the 
child restraint system manufacturer.

■Adding Security with a Tether 1Adding Security with a Tether

WARNING: Child restraint anchorages are designed 
to withstand only those loads imposed by correctly 
fitted child restraints. Under no circumstances are 
they to be used for adult seat belts, harnesses or for 
attaching other items or equipment to the vehicle.

Always use a tether for forward facing child seats 
when using the seat belt or lower anchors.

Tether Anchor Points

Cover

Anchor

FR

Straight Top Tether 
Type in Outer Position

Anchor

Tether 
Strap Hook

FR

Tether 
Strap Hook

Other Top Tether Type 
in Outer Position

Anchor

FR
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▶▶ Siguranţa copiilor ▶  Protejarea sugarilor și a copiilor mici

Creșterea siguranţei cu ajutorul unui ataș

În spatele fiecărui loc lateral de pe bancheta din 
spate se află câte un punct de prindere pentru 
un ataș. Un sistem de reţinere a copiilor care este 
instalat împreună cu o centură de siguranţă și este 
dotat cu un ataș poate folosi punctul de prindere 
a atașului pentru creșterea siguranţei.

Localizaţi punctul corespunzător de prindere 
a atașului.

Ridicaţi tetiera în poziţia cea mai înaltă, 
apoi treceţi banda atașului printre picioarele 
tetierei. Asiguraţi-vă că banda nu este 
răsucită.

Atașaţi cârligul benzii atașului la punctul de 
prindere.

Strângeţi banda atașului conform 
instrucţiunilor producătorul sistemului de 
reţinere.

Puncte de prindere a ataşului

Poziţie laterală

Capac

Loc de
prindere

Cârlig pentru
banda ataşului

Cârlig pentru
banda ataşului

Loc de 
prindere

Loc de 
prindere

Poziţie centrală

Creșterea siguranţei cu ajutorul unui ataș

AVERTIZARE: Ancorajele de reţinere pentru copii sunt 
proiectate să reziste numai acelor sarcini impuse de 
sistemele de siguranţă pentru copii. În niciun caz acestea 
nu trebuie utilizate pentru centurile de siguranţă pentru 
adulţi, hamuri sau pentru atașarea altor elemente sau 
echipamente la vehicul.

Pentru a utiliza centura de siguranţă sau ancorele 
inferioare, utilizaţi întotdeauna un punct corespunzător 
de prindere pentru scaune pentru copii orientate în faţă.
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Safety of Larger Children

The following pages give instructions on how to check proper seat belt fit, what kind 
of booster seat to use if one is needed, and important precautions for a child who 
must sit in front.

When a child is too big for a child restraint system, secure the child in a rear seat 
using the lap/shoulder seat belt. Have the child sit upright and all the way back, then 
answer the following questions.

■ Checklist
• Do the child's knees bend comfortably over 

the edge of the seat?
• Does the shoulder belt cross between the 

child's neck and arm?
• Is the lap part of the seat belt as low as 

possible, touching the child's thighs?
• Will the child be able to stay seated like this 

for the whole trip?
If you answer yes to all these questions, the child is ready to wear the lap/shoulder 
seat belt correctly. If you answer no to any question, the child needs to ride on a 
booster seat until the seat belt fits properly without a booster seat.

■ Protecting Larger Children

■ Checking Seat Belt Fit

1Safety of Larger Children

3WARNING
Allowing a child aged 12 or under to sit in 
front can result in injury or death if the 
passenger's front airbag inflates.

If a larger child must ride in front, move the 
vehicle seat as far to the rear as possible, 
have the child sit up properly and wear the 
seat belt properly, using a booster seat if 
needed.
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▶▶ Siguranţa copiilor ▶  Siguranţa copiilor mai mari

Creșterea siguranţei cu ajutorul unui ataș

Protejarea copiilor mai mari

Protejarea copiilor mai mari

Veri carea potrivirii centurii de siguranţă

Paginile următoare vă oferă instrucţiuni despre modul în care trebuie să verificaţi 
dacă centura de siguranţă se potrivește, tipul de scaun de înălţare necesar, precum
și precauţii importante în cazul în care copilul trebuie să stea pe locul din faţă.

Atunci când copilul este prea mare pentru sistemul de reţinere, așezaţi-l într-un scaun 
posterior și protejaţi-l cu ajutorul unei centuri de siguranţă pentru poală/umăr. După 
ce aţi așezat copilul în poziţie dreaptă și în spate la maximum, verificaţi următoarele:
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Listă de verificare
Genunchii copilului sunt îndoiţi în mod 
confortabil peste marginea scaunului?
Partea pentru umăr a centurii trece între 
gâtul și braţul copilului?
Partea pentru poală a centurii este cât mai 
coborâtă cu putinţă, atingând coapsele copilului?
Va putea copilul să stea așezat în acest mod pe
toată durata călătoriei?

În cazul în care răspunsul la toate aceste întrebări este da, copilul poate purta centura 
pentru poală/umăr în mod corect. Dacă răspundeţi nu la una din întrebări, copilul trebuie 
să călătorească pe un scaun de înălţare până când centura de siguranţă va  potrivită 
dimensiunilor lui.

AVERTIZARE
Copii cu vârste de până la 12 ani pot fi răniţi 
sau uciși în cazul în care călătoresc pe locul 
din faţă iar airbagul frontal se umflă.

În cazul în care un copil mai mare trebuie să 
călătorească pe locul din faţă, reglaţi scaunul 
autovehiculului cât mai în spate posibil, 
cereţi-i copilului să stea drept și să poarte 
centura de siguranţă în mod corespunzător, și 
folosiţi un scaun de înălţare dacă este necesar.

Continuare
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If a lap/shoulder seat belt cannot be used 
properly, position the child in a booster seat in 
the rear seat. For the child's safety, check that 
the child meets the booster seat 
manufacturer's recommendations.

A back-rest is available for a specific booster 
seat. Install the back-rest to the booster seat 
and adjust it to the vehicle seat according to 
the booster seat manufacturer's instructions. 
Make sure the seat belt is properly routed 
through the guide at the shoulder of the back-
rest and the belt does not touch and cross the 
child’s neck.

■ Booster Seats 1Booster Seats

When installing a booster seat, make sure to read the 
instructions that came with it, and install the seat 
accordingly.
There are high- and low-type booster seats. Choose a 
booster seat that allows the child to wear the seat 
belt correctly.

We recommend a booster seat with a backrest as it is 
easier to adjust the shoulder belt.

Guide
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▶▶ Siguranţa copiilor ▶  Siguranţa copiilor mai mari

Scaunele de înălţare

Atunci când o centură pentru poală/umăr nu 
poate  utilizată în mod corect, așezaţi copilul 
într-un scaun de înălţare pe unul din locurile din 
spate. Pentru siguranţa copilului, veri caţi dacă  
acesta îndeplinește recomandările producătorului 
scaunelor de înălţare.

Este posibil ca pentru anumite scaune de 
înălţare să existe spătare disponibile. Instalaţi 
spătarul la scaunul de înălţare și prindeţi-l de 
scaunul autovehiculului, conform indicaţiilor 
producătorului scaunului de înălţare. Asiguraţi-vă 
că centura este trecută corect prin ghidajul de la 
colţul spătarului și că centura nu atinge și nu trece 
peste gâtul copilului.

Ghid

Scaunele de înălţare

Atunci când instalaţi un scaun de înălţare, asiguraţi-vă că 
aţi citit instrucţiunile acestuia și că montaţi scaunul în mod 
corespunzător.

Scaunele de înălţare pot  de tipul înalt sau coborât. Alegeţi 
un scaun care permite copilului să poarte centura de 
siguranţă în mod corect.

Vă recomandăm un scaun rapel cu o spătar, deoarece este 
mai ușor să reglaţi centura de umăr.
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Your vehicle has a rear seat where children can be properly restrained. If you ever 
have to carry a group of children, and a child must ride in front:
• Make sure you read and fully understand the instructions and safety information 

in this manual.
• Move the front passenger seat as far back as possible.
• Have the child sit upright and well back in the seat.
• Check that the seat belt is properly positioned so that the child is secure in the 

seat.

■ Monitoring child passengers
We strongly recommend that you keep an eye on child passengers. Even older, more 
mature children sometimes need to be reminded to fasten their seat belts and sit up 
properly.

■ Protecting Larger Children - Final Checks
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▶▶ Siguranţa copiilor ▶  Siguranţa copiilor mai mari

Protejarea copiilor mai mari – verificări finale
Autovehiculul dumneavoastră are o banchetă în spate, pe care copiii pot asiguraţi cu 
dispozitivele de prindere. În cazul în care trebuie să transportaţi mai mulţi copii iar unul 
dintre ei trebuie să stea pe scaunul din faţă:

•  Asiguraţi-vă că aţi citit și înţeles instrucţiunile și informaţiile de siguranţă din acest 
manual.

• Împingeţi scaunul pasagerului din faţă cât mai în spate posibil.
• Spuneţi-i copilului să stea drept și sprijinit de spătar.
•  Verificaţi dacă centura este corect poziţionată, astfel încât șederea copilului în scaun  

săfie sigură.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Supravegherea copiilor pasageri
Vă recomandăm insistent să supravegheaţi copiii pasageri. Chiar și copiilor mai mari 
trebuie să li se reamintească să își fixeze centura de siguranţă și să stea drepţi.
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Exhaust Gas Hazard

Carbon Monoxide Gas
The engine exhaust from this vehicle contains carbon monoxide, a colourless, 
odourless, and highly toxic gas. As long as you properly maintain your vehicle, 
carbon monoxide gas will not get into the interior.

■ Have the exhaust system inspected for leaks whenever
• The exhaust system is making an unusual noise.
• The exhaust system may have been damaged.
• The vehicle is raised for an oil change.

When you operate a vehicle with the boot open, airflow can pull exhaust gas into 
the interior and create a hazardous condition. If you must drive with the boot open, 
open all the windows and set the climate control system as shown below.

1. Select the fresh air mode.
2. Select the  mode.
3. Set the fan speed to high.
4. Set the temperature control to a comfortable setting.

Adjust the climate control system in the same manner if you sit in your parked 
vehicle with the engine running.

1Carbon Monoxide Gas

An enclosed area such as a garage can quickly fill up 
with carbon monoxide gas.
Do not run the engine with the garage door closed. 
Even when the garage door is open, drive out of the 
garage immediately after starting the engine.

3WARNING
Carbon monoxide gas is toxic.

Breathing it can cause unconsciousness and 
even kill you.

Avoid any enclosed areas or activities that 
expose you to carbon monoxide.
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Pericolul de intoxicare cu gaze de eșapament

Monoxidul de carbon

În spaţiile închise precum garajele se poate 
acumula imediat monoxid de carbon. Nu 
porniţi motorul cu ușa de la garaj închisă. Chiar 
și în cazul în care ușa este deschisă, scoateţi 
autovehiculul din garaj imediat după pornirea 
motorului.

Monoxidul de carbon

Gazele de eșapament ale acestui autovehicul conţin monoxid de carbon, 
un gaz incolor, inodor și foarte toxic. Atât timp cât rămâneţi în interiorul 
autovehiculului cu respectarea anumitor condiţii, monoxidul de carbon nu va 
pătrunde în interior.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Cereţi veri carea sistemului de eșapament pentru a vedea dacă nu 
există scurgeri, ori de câte ori:

• Sistemul de evacuare produce sunete neobișnuite.
• Există riscul ca sistemul de evacuare să  fost avariat.
• Autovehiculul este ridicat pentru schimbarea uleiului.

În cazul în care portbagajul este deschis,  uxul de aer poate trage gaze de 
eșapament în interiorul autovehiculului, creând condiţii periculoase. Dacă 
trebuie să conduceţi cu portbagajul deschis, deschideţi toate geamurile și reglaţi 
sistemul de răcire*/sistemul de climatizare* după cum se arată mai jos.

1. Selectaţi modul aer proaspăt
2. Selectaţi modul 
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Exhaust Gas Hazard

Carbon Monoxide Gas
The engine exhaust from this vehicle contains carbon monoxide, a colourless, 
odourless, and highly toxic gas. As long as you properly maintain your vehicle, 
carbon monoxide gas will not get into the interior.

■ Have the exhaust system inspected for leaks whenever
• The exhaust system is making an unusual noise.
• The exhaust system may have been damaged.
• The vehicle is raised for an oil change.

When you operate a vehicle with the boot open, airflow can pull exhaust gas into 
the interior and create a hazardous condition. If you must drive with the boot open, 
open all the windows and set the climate control system as shown below.

1. Select the fresh air mode.
2. Select the  mode.
3. Set the fan speed to high.
4. Set the temperature control to a comfortable setting.

Adjust the climate control system in the same manner if you sit in your parked 
vehicle with the engine running.

1Carbon Monoxide Gas

An enclosed area such as a garage can quickly fill up 
with carbon monoxide gas.
Do not run the engine with the garage door closed. 
Even when the garage door is open, drive out of the 
garage immediately after starting the engine.

3WARNING
Carbon monoxide gas is toxic.

Breathing it can cause unconsciousness and 
even kill you.

Avoid any enclosed areas or activities that 
expose you to carbon monoxide.
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3. Puneţi ventilatorul pe viteză mare.
4. Reglaţi temperatura pe o setare confortabilă.

Reglaţi sistemul de răcire*/sistemul de climatizare* ca și cum autovehiculul ar 
parcat și cu motorul pornit.

Monoxidul de carbon este un gaz toxic. 
Inhalarea acestuia poate duce la pierderea 
cunoștinţei și chiar la deces.

Evitaţi orice zonă închisă și orice activitate 
care vă expune la monoxid de carbon.

AVERTIZARE

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Etichetele de siguranţă
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Safety Labels

Label Locations
These labels are in the locations shown. They warn you of potential hazards that can cause serious injury or death. Read these labels 
carefully.

If a label comes off or becomes hard to read, contact a dealer for a replacement.

*1:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

Radiator Cap
Radiator Cap Danger Label

Passenger Front Airbag 
Off System Label*1

Battery Danger Label

Sun Visor
Child Safety/SRS Airbag

Front Bulkhead Cover

Air Conditioner Label
 P. 663

 P. 67

 P. 58

Front Bulkhead Cover Label
 P. 620

 P. 660
 P. 629
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Amplasarea etichetelor

Aceste etichete sunt dispuse în locurile indicate. Ele vă indică eventualele pericole care ar putea cauza rănirea gravă.  
Citiţi cu atenţie aceste etichete.

În cazul în care una dintre etichete se desprinde sau devine ilizibilă, contactaţi reprezentanţa pentru a o înlocui.

Parasolar
Siguranţa copiilor / 
airbag SRS 
p.67

Eticheta de dezactivare
a airbagului frontal al 
pasagerului*1  
p. 58

Capacul 
radiatorului
Eticheta pentru pericol la 
capacul radiatorului p. 629

Capacul peretelui superior
Eticheta pentru capacul 
peretelui superior p.620

Eticheta pentru aer 
condiţionat p. 663

Eticheta pentru pericol 
la baterie p.660

* 1: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu
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Afișaje de avertizare și mesaje de informare *............................125
Informaţii de avertizare și informaţii de informare a 
conducătorului auto *...................................................................126

Calibre și afișaje
Măsurători......................................................................................151
Afișajul de informaţii * .................................................................152
Interfaţa pentru informaţii despre șofer * ...................................155

Tabloul de bord
Acest capitol descrie butoanele și indicatoarele utilizate în timpul conducerii.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System 
Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you turn the ignition 
switch to ON (w*1, then 
goes off if the parking brake 
has been released.

● Comes on when the parking 
brake is applied and goes 
off when it is released.

● Comes on when the brake 
fluid level is low.

● Comes on if there is a 
problem with the brake 
system.

● The beeper sounds and the 
indicator comes on if you 
drive with the parking brake 
not fully released.

● Comes on for about 15 
seconds when you pull the 
electric parking brake switch 
while the ignition switch is 
in LOCK (0*1.

● Stays on for about 15 
seconds when you turn the 
ignition switch to LOCK 
(0*1 while the electric 
parking brake is set.

● Comes on while driving - Make 
sure the parking brake is released. 
Check the brake fluid level.

2 What to do when the 
indicator comes on P. 702

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator 
(Red) Comes On or Blinks 
P. 704

● Blinks and the brake system 
indicator (amber) comes on at 
the same time - There is a 
problem with the electric parking 
brake system. The parking brake 
may not be set.
Avoid using the parking brake and 
have your vehicle checked by a 
dealer immediately.

2 If the Brake System Indicator 
(Red) comes on or blinks at 
the same time when the 
Brake System Indicator 
(Amber) comes on P. 705

(Red)

*2 *3

* Not available on all models
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Indicatori

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj

Indicatorul
pentru frâna 
de parcare 
și sistemul 
de frânare. 
(roșu)

•  Se aprinde pentru câteva 
secunde când rotiţi cheia de 
contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts
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rivin

g

■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, 
apoi se oprește dacă frâna de 
mână a fost eliberată.

•  Se aprinde când frâna de 
parcare este acţionată și se 
stinge când este eliberată.

•  Se aprinde când nivelul 
lichidului de frână este scăzut.

•  Se aprinde dacă există o 
problemă cu sistemul de frânare.

•  Beeper-ul se aude și indicatorul 
se aprinde dacă conduceţi cu 
frâna de mână care nu a fost 
complet eliberată.

•  Apare timp de aproximativ 
15 secunde când trageţi 
comutatorul frânei de 
parcare electrice în timp ce 
comutatorul de contact este în 
poziţia LOCK 

30
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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*1.
•  Se aprinde timp de 

aproximativ 15 secunde când 
rotiţi cheia de contact în 
poziţia LOCK 

30
Q
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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*1 în timp ce 
frâna de mână este setată.

•  Se aprinde în timpul condusului – 
asiguraţi-vă că frâna de parcare este 
eliberată. Verificaţi nivelul lichidului 
de frână.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Ce trebuie făcut când indicatorul 
se aprinde în timpul condusului 
p. 702

•  Se aprinde împreună cu indicatorul 
ABS – Vehiculul trebuie verificat de 
reprezentanţă.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Dacă indicatorul sistemului de 
frânare se aprinde p. 704

•  Clipește și indicatorul sistemului de 
frânare se aprinde în același timp 
- Există o problemă cu sistemul de 
frânare de mână electric. Este posibil 
ca frâna de mână să nu fie reglată.  
Evitaţi să utilizaţi frâna de mână și 
verificaţi imediat vehiculul dvs. de 
către un dealer.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Dacă indicatorul sistemului de 
frânare (roșu) se aprinde sau 
clipește în același timp când se 
aprinde indicatorul sistemului de 
frânare p. 705

(roșu)

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
* 2: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 3: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System 
Indicator 
(Amber)

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you turn the ignition 
switch to ON (w*1, then goes 
off.

● Comes on if there is a problem 
with a system related to braking 
other than the conventional 
brake system.

● Comes on if there is a problem 
with the electric parking brake 
system or the automatic brake 
hold system.

● Stays on constantly - Have 
your vehicle checked by a 
dealer.

● Comes on while driving - 
Avoid using the parking brake 
and have your vehicle checked 
by a dealer immediately.

Automatic 
Brake Hold 
System 
Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you turn the ignition 
switch to ON (w*1, then goes 
off.

● Comes on when the automatic 
brake hold system is on.

2 Automatic Brake Hold 
P. 563

(Amber)

*2 *3

*2 *3

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj

(portocaliu)

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
* 2: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 3: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.

Indicatorul
pentru frâna 
de parcare 
și sistemul 
de frânare. 
(portocaliu)

Indicator 
automat al 
frânei de 
parcare

•  Apare timp de câteva secunde 
când rotiţi cheia de contact în 
poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, apoi se stinge.
•  Se aprinde dacă există o problemă 

cu un sistem legat de frânare, 
altul decât sistemul de frânare 
convenţional.

•  Se aprinde dacă există o problemă 
cu sistemul electric de frânare de 
mână sau cu sistemul de frânare 
automată.

•  Apare timp de câteva secunde 
când rotiţi cheia de contact în 
poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, apoi se stinge.
•  Se aprinde când sistemul de 

frânare automată este pornit.

•  Aprins în permanenţă - 
Verificaţi autovehiculul de către 
un dealer.

•  Se aprinde în timpul conducerii 
- Evitaţi utilizarea frânei de 
mână și verificaţi imediat 
autovehiculul de către un 
dealer.

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Oprire frână automată p. 563

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Automatic Brake 
Hold Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you turn the ignition 
switch to ON (w*1, then goes 
off.

● Comes on when the 
automatic brake hold is 
activated.

2 Automatic Brake Hold 
P. 563

—

Low Oil Pressure 
Indicator (Red)

● Comes on when you turn the 
ignition switch to ON (w*1, 
and goes off when the 
engine starts.

● Comes on when the engine 
oil pressure is low.

● Comes on while driving - 
Immediately stop in a safe 
place.

2 If the Low Oil Pressure 
Indicator Comes On P. 702

Low Oil Level 
Indicator* 
(Amber)

● Comes on when the engine 
oil level is low while the 
engine is running.

● Comes on with amber while 
driving - Immediately stop in a 
safe place.

2 If the Low Oil Pressure 
Indicator Comes On P. 702

—

● Blinks when the engine is 
running, there is a system 
problem in the engine oil 
level sensor.

● Have your vehicle checked by a 
dealer. —

(Red)

*2 *3

(Amber)

* Not available on all models
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Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
* 2: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 3: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.

Indicator 
automat al 
frânei de 
parcare

Indicatorul
pentru 
presiunea
scăzută a
uleiului (roșu)

Indicatorul
pentru 
presiunea
scăzută a
uleiului 
(portocaliu)

•  Apare timp de câteva secunde 
când rotiţi cheia de contact 
în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, apoi se 
stinge.

•  Se aprinde când este activată 
oprirea automată a frânei.

•  Se aprinde când rotiţi cheia 
de contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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și se stinge când motorul 
pornește.

•  Se aprinde când presiunea 
uleiului de motor este scăzută.

•  Se aprinde când nivelul uleiului 
de motor este scăzut în timp ce 
motorul funcţionează.

•  Se aprinde portocaliu în timpul 
conducerii - Opriţi imediat  
într-un loc sigur.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Dacă indicatorul de presiune 
scăzută a uleiului este pornit 
p. 702

•  Verificaţi autovehiculul de către 
un dealer.

•  Clipește când motorul 
funcţionează, există o 
problemă de sistem în senzorul 
de nivel al uleiului de motor.

•  Se aprinde în timpul conducerii - 
Opriţi imediat într-un loc sigur.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Dacă indicatorul de presiune 
scăzută a uleiului este pornit 
p. 702
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Oprire frână automată p. 563

(roșu)

(portocaliu)
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Malfunction 
Indicator Lamp

● Comes on when you turn the 
ignition switch to ON (w*1, 
and goes off either when the 
engine starts, or after several 
seconds if the engine did not 
start.

● Comes on if there is a 
problem with the emissions 
control systems.

● Blinks when a misfire in the 
engine's cylinders is detected.

● Comes on while driving - 
Have your vehicle checked by a 
dealer.

● Shows the self-testing 
condition of the diagnostics of 
the emission control system.

● Blinks while driving - Stop in 
a safe place where there are no 
flammable objects. Stop the 
engine for 10 minutes or more, 
and wait for it to cool down. 
Then, take the vehicle to a dealer.

2 If the Malfunction 
Indicator Lamp Comes On 
or Blinks P. 703

Charging System 
Indicator

● Comes on when you turn the 
ignition switch to ON (w*1, 
and goes off when the 
engine starts.

● Comes on when the battery 
is not charging.

● Comes on while driving - 
Turn off the climate control 
system and rear demister in 
order to reduce electricity 
consumption.

2 If the Charging System 
Indicator Comes On P. 702

*2 *3

*2 *3

* Not available on all models
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*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
* 2: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 3: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.

Lampa 
indicatoare a 
defecţiunilor

•  Se aprinde când rotiţi cheia de 
contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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 și se 
stinge fie la pornirea motorului, 
fie după câteva secunde dacă 
motorul nu a pornit.

•  Se întâmplă dacă există o 
problemă cu sistemele de 
control al emisiilor.

•  Clipește când se detectează o 
incendiu în cilindrii motorului.

•  Se aprinde când rotiţi cheia 
de contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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și se stinge fie la pornirea 
motorului.

•  Se aprinde când bateria nu se 
încarcă.

•  Se aprinde în timpul conducerii 
- Opriţi sistemul de control al 
climatizării și dispozitivul de 
dezaburire pentru a reduce 
consumul de energie electrică.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Dacă indicatorul sistemului de 
încărcare este pornit, p. 702

•  În timpul conducerii - Verificaţi 
autovehiculul de către un dealer.

•  Afișează condiţia de auto-testare 
a diagnosticării sistemului de 
control al emisiilor.

•  Clipește în timpul condusului - 
Opriţi-vă într-un loc sigur în care 
nu există obiecte inflamabile. 
Opriţi motorul timp de 10 minute 
sau mai mult și așteptaţi să se 
răcească. Apoi, duceţi vehiculul la 
un dealer.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Dacă indicatorul Lampă de 
funcţionare apare sau clipește 
p. 703

Indicatorul 
sistemului de 
încărcare
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Shift Lever 
Position 
Indicator*

● Indicates the current shift 
lever position.

2 Shifting P. 468, 475 —

Transmission 
System 
Indicator*

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you turn the ignition 
switch to ON (w*1, then goes 
off.

● Blinks if the transmission 
system has a problem.

● Blinks while driving - Avoid 
sudden starts and acceleration 
and have your vehicle checked 
by a dealer immediately.

M (7-speed 
manual shift 
mode) Indicator/
Shift Indicator*

● Comes on when the 7-speed 
manual shift mode is applied.

● Blinks if the transmission 
system has a problem.

2 7-Speed Manual Shift 
Mode P. 472

—

Shift Up 
Indicator*

● Comes on briefly when you 
turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when shifting up is 
recommended.

2 Shift Up/Down 
Indicators* P. 476

—

*2 *3

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
* 2: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 3: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.

Indicatorul 
poziţiei 
manetei de 
schimbare *

Indicatorul 
sistemului de 
transmisie *

Indicator 
schimbare M  
(mod de schimbare 
manuală cu  
7 trepte)  *

Indicator 
schimbare 
treaptă de viteză 
superioară *

•  Indică poziţia curentă a 
manetei schimbătorului.

•  Se aprinde pentru câteva 
secunde când rotiţi cheia de 
contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats

The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, 
apoi se stinge.

•  Clipește dacă sistemul de 
transmisie are o problemă.

•  Se aprinde când se aplică modul  
de schimbare manuală cu 7 trepte.

•  Clipește dacă sistemul de 
transmisie are o problemă.

•  Mod de schimbare manuală  
cu 7 trepte p. 472

•  Indicatoar de schimbare treaptă 
viteză superioară / inferioară* 
p. 476

•  Se aprinde scurt când rotiţi 
cheia de contact în poziţia ON  

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, apoi se stinge.
•  Se aprinde când se recomandă 

schimbare treaptă de viteză.

•  Clipește în timp ce conduceţi 
- Evitaţi pornirea bruscă și 
acceleraţia și verificaţi-vă 
vehiculul imediat de către un 
dealer.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Schimbarea vitezelor  
p. 468, 475
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Shift Down 
Indicator*

● Comes on briefly when you 
turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when shifting 
down is recommended.

2 Shift Up/Down 
Indicators* P. 476

—

Seat Belt 
Reminder 
Indicator

● Comes on and the beeper 
sounds* if you are not 
wearing a seat belt when you 
turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1.

● Blinks while driving if either 
you or the front passenger* 
has not fastened a seat belt. 
The beeper sounds* and the 
indicator blinks at regular 
intervals.

● If the front passenger is not 
wearing a seat belt, the 
indicator comes on a few 
seconds later.

● The beeper stops and the 
indicator goes off when you 
and the front passenger* fasten 
their seat belts.

● Stays on after you or the 
front passenger* has 
fastened the seat belt - A 
detection error may have 
occurred in the sensor. Have 
your vehicle checked by a 
dealer.

2 Seat Belt Reminder P. 43Models with front passenger 
seat belt reminder

*2 *3

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicator 
schimbare 
treaptă de viteză 
inferioară *

Indicator centură 
de siguranţă

•  Se aprinde scurt când rotiţi 
cheia de contact în poziţia ON  

Continued 43

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts
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rivin

g

■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, apoi se stinge.
•  Se aprinde când se recomandă 

retrogradarea treaptei de 
viteză.

•  Se aude sunetul sonor * dacă nu 
porţi centura de siguranţă atunci 
când rotiţi cheia de contact în 
poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats

The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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.
•  Clipește în timp ce conduceţi, 

dacă dumneavoastră sau 
pasagerul din faţă * nu aţi fixat 
centura de siguranţă. Semnalul 
sonor se aude * și indicatorul 
clipește la intervale regulate.

Modele cu memento pentru centura  
de siguranţă pentru pasagerul din faţă

•  Dacă pasagerul din faţă nu 
poartă centură de siguranţă, 
indicatorul se aprinde câteva 
secunde mai târziu.

•  Indicatoar de schimbare treaptă 
viteză superioară / inferioară* 
p. 476

•  Beeper-ul se oprește și indicatorul 
se stinge când dumneavoastră și 
pasagerul din faţă fixaţi centurile 
de siguranţă.

•  Se aprinde după ce 
dumneavoastră sau pasagerul 
din faţă* aţi fixat centura de 
siguranţă - Este posibil să apară o 
eroare de detectare a senzorului. 
Verificaţi autovehiculul de către 
un dealer.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Reminderul centurii de 
siguranţă p. 43

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Low Fuel 
Indicator

● Comes on when the fuel 
reserve is running low 
(approximately 7.0 litres left).

● Blinks if there is a problem 
with the fuel gauge.

● Comes on - Refuel your vehicle 
as soon as possible.

● Blinks - Have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Anti-lock Brake 
System (ABS) 
Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you turn the ignition 
switch to ON (w*1, then goes 
off.

● If it comes on at any other 
time, there is a problem with 
the ABS.

● Stays on constantly - Have 
your vehicle checked by a 
dealer. With this indicator on, 
your vehicle still has normal 
braking ability but no anti-lock 
function.

2 Anti-lock Brake System 
(ABS) P. 566

*2 *3

*2 *3

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj

Indicator de 
carburant 
scăzut

Sistemul 
antiblocare a 
sistemului de 
frânare (ABS)

•  Se aprinde când rezerva 
de carburant este scăzută 
(aproximativ 7,0 litri rămase).

•  Clipește dacă există o 
problemă cu ecartamentul de 
combustibil.

•  Se aprinde pentru câteva secunde 
când rotiţi cheia de contact în 
poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats

The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, apoi se stinge.
•  Dacă apare în orice moment, 

există o problemă cu ABS.

•  Aprins în permanenţă - 
Verificaţi autovehiculul de către 
un dealer. Cu acest indicator 
activat, autovehiculul are încă o 
capacitate normală de frânare, 
dar nu are funcţie anti-blocare.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Sistem antiblocare frână 
(ABS) p. 566

•  Se aprinde - Alimentaţi 
vehiculul cât mai curând posibil.

•  Clipește - Verificaţi 
autovehiculul de către un 
dealer.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
* 2: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 3: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.
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101*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
* 2: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 3: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Supplemental 
Restraint System 
Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you turn the ignition 
switch to ON (w*1, then goes 
off.

● Comes on if a problem with 
any of the following is 
detected:
- Supplemental restraint 

system
- Side airbag system*

- Side curtain airbag system*

- Seat belt tensioner

● Stays on constantly or does 
not come on at all - Have 
your vehicle checked by a 
dealer.

*2 *3

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicator 
suplimentar 
sistem de 
reţinere

•  Se aprinde pentru câteva 
secunde când rotiţi cheia de 
contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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,  
apoi se stinge.

•  Se afișează dacă este detectată 
o problemă cu oricare dintre 
următoarele:

- Sistem de reţinere suplimentar
- Sistem airbag lateral *
- Sistem airbag lateral cortina*
- Întinzătorul centurii de siguranţă

•  Se aprinde continuu sau  
nu se aprinde deloc - Verificaţi 
dacă vehiculul dvs. este verificat 
de un dealer.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Passenger Front 
Airbag On/Off 
Indicators*

● Both indicators come on for a 
few seconds when you turn 
the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off after a 
system check up.
When the passenger front 
airbag is active: The on 
indicator comes back on and 
remains on for about 60 
seconds.
When the passenger front 
airbag is inactive: The off 
indicator comes back on and 
stays on. This is a reminder 
that the passenger front 
airbag is deactivated.

2 Passenger Front Airbag 
Off System* P. 57

—

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicatoarele 
de pornire/ 
oprire a 
airbagului 
frontal al 
pasagerului *

•  Ambii indicatori se aprind 
câteva secunde când rotiţi cheia 
de contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, 
apoi se stinge după o verificare 
a sistemului. 
Când airbagul frontal al 
pasagerului este activ: 
Indicatorul de pornire se 
aprinde și rămâne aprins timp 
de aproximativ 60 de secunde. 
Când airbagul frontal al 
pasagerului este inactiv: 
Indicatorul oprit se aprinde și 
rămâne aprins. Amintiţi-vă că 
airbagul frontal al pasagerului 
este dezactivat.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Sistemul de oprire al 
airbagului frontal al 
pasagerului* p.57

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
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* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
* 2: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 3: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Vehicle Stability 
Assist (VSA) 
System Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you turn the ignition 
switch to ON (w*1, then goes 
off.

● Blinks when VSA is active.
● Comes on if there is a problem 

with the VSA system or hill 
start assist system.

● Stays on constantly - Have 
your vehicle checked by a 
dealer.

2 Vehicle Stability Assist 
(VSA) System P. 550

● Comes on if the VSA system 
is deactivated temporarily 
after the battery has been 
disconnected, then re-
connected.

● Drive a short distance at more 
than 20 km/h. The indicator 
should go off. If it does not, 
have your vehicle checked by a 
dealer.

*2 *3

*2 *3

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Sistemul de 
asistenţă pentru 
stabilitatea 
vehiculului (VSA)

•  Se aprinde pentru câteva 
secunde când rotiţi cheia de 
contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, 
apoi se stinge.

•  Clipește când VSA este activă.
•  Se întâmplă dacă există o 

problemă cu sistemul VSA 
sau sistemul de asistenţă la 
pornirea în colină.

•  Se aprinde dacă sistemul VSA 
este dezactivat temporar după 
ce bateria a fost deconectată, 
apoi reconectată.

•  Aprins în permanenţă - Verificaţi 
autovehiculul de către un dealer.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Sistemul de asistenţă pentru 
stabilitatea vehiculului (VSA) 
p. 550

•  Conduceţi o distanţă scurtă la 
peste 20 km / h. Indicatorul ar 
trebui să se stingă. Dacă nu, 
verificaţi vehiculul de către un 
dealer.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Vehicle Stability 
Assist (VSA) OFF 
Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you turn the ignition 
switch to ON (w*1, then goes 
off.

● Comes on when you 
deactivate VSA.

2 VSA On and Off P. 551

● Comes on if the VSA system 
is deactivated temporarily 
after the battery has been 
disconnected, then re-
connected.

● Drive a short distance at more 
than 20 km/h. The indicator 
should go off. If it does not, 
have your vehicle checked by a 
dealer.

*2 *3

*2 *3

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Asistenţa 
pentru 
stabilitatea 
vehiculului 
(VSA) Oprit

•  Apare timp de câteva secunde 
când rotiţi cheia de contact 
în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, apoi se 
stinge.

•  Apare atunci când dezactivaţi 
VSA.

•  Se aprinde dacă sistemul VSA 
este dezactivat temporar după 
ce bateria a fost deconectată, 
apoi reconectată.

•  Conduceţi o distanţă scurtă  
la peste 20 km/h. Indicatorul 
ar trebui să se stingă. Dacă nu, 
verificaţi vehiculul de către  
un dealer.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   VSA Pornit și Oprit p.551

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
* 2: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 3: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
* 2: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 3: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Door and Boot 
Open Indicator*

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you turn the ignition 
switch to ON (w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on if any door or the boot 
is not completely closed.

● The beeper sounds and the 
indicator comes on if any door or 
the boot is opened while driving.

● Goes off when all doors and 
boot are closed.

—

Transmission 
Temperature 
Indicator*

● Comes on when the transmission 
fluid temperature is too high.

● Stop in a safe place and 
move the shift position to 
(P .

—

Electric Power 
Steering (EPS) 
System Indicator

● Comes on when you turn the 
ignition switch to ON (w*1, and 
goes off when the engine starts.

● Comes on if there is a problem 
with the EPS System.

● Stays on constantly or 
does not come on at all - 
Have your vehicle checked 
by a dealer.

2 If the Electric Power 
Steering (EPS) System 
Indicator Comes On 
P. 706

*2 *3

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicator  
de deschidere  
a ușii și a 
portbagajului*

Indicator 
temperatură de 
transmisie *

Indicator sistem 
de direcţie 
electrică (EPS)

•  Se aprinde pentru câteva secunde 
când rotiţi cheia de contact în poziţia 
ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, apoi se stinge.
•  Se aprinde dacă orice ușă sau 

portbagaj nu este complet închisă.
•  Se aude beeper-ul și se aprinde 

indicatorul dacă orice ușă sau portbagaj 
este deschis în timpul conducerii.

•  Se aprinde când temperatura 
lichidului de transmisie este prea 
mare.

•  Se aprinde când rotiţi cheia de 
contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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 și se 
stinge când motorul pornește.

•  Se întâmplă dacă există o problemă 
cu sistemul EPS.

•  Se oprește când toate ușile și 
portbagaj sunt închise.

•  Opriţi-vă într-un loc sigur și 
deplasaţi poziţia de schimbare 
în poziţia .

•  Se aprinde continuu sau nu 
se aprinde deloc - Verificaţi 
autovehiculul de către un 
dealer.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Dacă indicatorul sistemului 
de servodirecţie electrică (EPS) 
pornește p. 706

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Low Tyre 
Pressure/
Deflation 
Warning System 
Indicator*

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you turn the ignition 
switch to ON (w*1, then goes 
off.

● May come on briefly if the 
ignition switch is turned to ON 
(w*1 and the vehicle is not 
moved within 45 seconds, to 
indicate the calibration process 
is not yet complete.

● Comes on and stays on when:
- One or more tyres’ pressures 
are determined to be 
significantly low.

- The system has not been 
calibrated.

● Comes on while driving - Stop 
in a safe place, check tyre 
pressures, and inflate the tyre(s) if 
necessary.

● Stays on after the tyres are 
inflated to the recommended 
pressures - The system needs to 
be calibrated.

2 Deflation Warning System 
Calibration P. 556

● Blinks for about one minute, 
and then stays on if there is a 
problem with the deflation 
warning system.

● Blinks and remains on - Have your 
vehicle checked by a dealer.

*2

*3

*2

*3

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicator sistem 
de avertizare 
de presiune 
presiune scăzută 
/ deflaţie 
anvelope *

•  Se aprinde pentru câteva 
secunde când rotiţi cheia de 
contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, 
apoi se stinge.

•  Poate apare scurt dacă 
comutatorul de aprindere 
este rotit în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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și vehiculul nu este deplasat în 
45 de secunde, indică faptul că 
procesul de calibrare nu este 
încă finalizat.

•   Apare și rămâne pe când: 
- Presiunile uneia sau mai 
multor anvelope sunt 
determinate a fi semnificativ 
scăzute. 
- Sistemul nu a fost calibrat.

•  Clipește pentru aproximativ un 
minut și apoi rămâne aprins 
dacă există o problemă cu 
sistemul de avertizare pentru 
deflaţie.

•  Apare în timpul conducerii 
- Opriţi-vă într-un loc sigur, 
verificaţi presiunea în anvelope 
și umflaţi anvelopele, dacă este 
necesar.

•  Rămâne aprins după ce 
anvelopele sunt umflate la 
presiunile recomandate - 
Sistemul trebuie calibrat.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Calibrare sistem avertizare 
deflaţie p. 556

•  Clipește și rămâne aprins - 
Verificaţi autovehiculul de către 
un dealer.

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
* 2: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 3: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Low Tyre 
Pressure/
Deflation 
Warning System 
Indicator*

● Comes on if the deflation 
warning system is 
deactivated temporarily after 
the battery has been 
disconnected, then re-
connected.

● Drive a short distance at more 
than 20 km/h. The indicator 
should go off. If it does not, 
have your vehicle checked by a 
dealer.

System Message 
Indicator*

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you turn the ignition 
switch to ON (w*1, then goes 
off.

● Comes on along with a beep 
when a problem is detected. 
A system message on the 
driver information interface 
appears at the same time.

● While the indicator is on, press 

the  (display/information) 
button to see the message again.

● Refer to the Indicators 
information in this chapter 
when a system message 
appears on the driver 
information interface. Respond 
to the message accordingly.

● The driver information interface does 
not return to the normal screen 
unless the warning is cancelled, or 

the  button is pressed.

—

*2

*3

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicator sistem 
de avertizare 
de presiune 
scăzută / 
deflaţie în 
anvelope *

Indicatorul 
mesajului de 
sistem *

•  Se aprinde dacă sistemul de 
avertizare pentru deflaţie este 
dezactivat temporar după 
deconectarea bateriei, apoi 
reconectată.

•  Se aprinde pentru câteva 
secunde când rotiţi cheia de 
contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts

Safe D
rivin
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, 
apoi se stinge.

•  Se afișează împreună cu un bip 
atunci când se detectează o 
problemă. În același timp, apare 
un mesaj de sistem pe interfaţa 
cu informaţii pentru șofer.

•  Conduceţi o distanţă scurtă la 
peste 20 km / h. Indicatorul ar 
trebui să se stingă. Dacă nu, 
verificaţi vehiculul de către un 
dealer.

•  În timp ce indicatorul este aprins, 
apăsaţi butonul 

44

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts
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■ Rear seats*

Your vehicle monitors rear seat belt use. A 
driver information interface notifies you if any 
of the rear seat belts are used.

The display appears when:
• A rear door is opened or closed.
• Any of the rear passengers latches or 

unlatches their seat belt.
The beeper sounds if any rear passenger’s seat 
belt is unlatched while driving.

To see the display:
Press the  (display/information) button.

: Unlatched

: Latched

* Not available on all models
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 (afișare 
/ informaţii) pentru a vedea din 
nou mesajul.

•  Consultaţi informaţiile despre 
indicatori din acest capitol atunci 
când apare un mesaj de sistem 
pe interfaţa cu informaţii pentru 
șofer. Răspundeţi la mesaj în 
consecinţă.

•  Interfaţa cu informaţii pentru 
șofer nu revine la ecranul normal 
decât dacă avertismentul este 
anulat sau butonul 

44

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts
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■ Rear seats*

Your vehicle monitors rear seat belt use. A 
driver information interface notifies you if any 
of the rear seat belts are used.

The display appears when:
• A rear door is opened or closed.
• Any of the rear passengers latches or 

unlatches their seat belt.
The beeper sounds if any rear passenger’s seat 
belt is unlatched while driving.

To see the display:
Press the  (display/information) button.

: Unlatched

: Latched

* Not available on all models
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 este 
apăsat.

Continuare

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
* 2: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 3: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Turn Signal and 
Hazard Warning 
Indicators

● Blink when you operate the 
turn signal lever.

● If you press the hazard 
warning button, both 
indicators and all turn signals 
blink at the same time.

● Does not blink or blinks 
rapidly - A turn signal light 
bulb has blown. Change the 
bulb immediately.

2 Replacing Light Bulbs 
P. 638, 640, 641 —

● Blink four times when the 
emergency stop signal is 
active.

2 Emergency Stop Signal 
P. 568

High Beam 
Indicator

● Comes on when the high 
beam headlights are on. — —

Lights On 
Indicator

● Comes on whenever the light 
switch is on, or in AUTO* 
when the exterior lights are 
on.

● If you remove the key from the 
ignition switch*1 while the lights 
are on, a chime sounds when the 
driver's door is opened.

—

Front Fog Light 
Indicator*

● Comes on when the front fog 
lights are on. — —

Rear Fog Light 
Indicator*

● Comes on when the rear fog 
light is on. — —

Models with emergency stop signal

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicator  
avarie

Indicator fază 
lungă

Indicator faruri 
aprinse

Indicator lumini 
de ceaţă faţă *

Indicator lumini 
ceaţă spate *

•  Clipește când acţionaţi maneta 
de semnalizare.

•  Dacă apăsaţi butonul de 
avertizare pentru pericol, 
ambele indicatoare și toate 
semnalele de semnalizare 
clipesc în același timp.

Modele cu semnal de oprire de urgenţă

•  Clipește de patru ori când 
semnalul de oprire de urgenţă 
este activ.

•  Se aprinde când farurile cu 
fază lungă sunt aprinse.

•  Apare ori de câte ori 
comutatorul de lumini este 
pornit sau în AUTO * când 
luminile exterioare sunt aprinse.

•  Se aprinde când luminile de 
ceaţă faţă sunt aprinse.

• Se aprinde când luminile de 
ceaţă spate sunt aprinse.

•  Dacă scoateţi cheia din contactul 
de aprindere*1 în timp ce luminile 
sunt aprinse, se aude un sunet când 
portiera șoferului este deschisă.

•  Nu clipește sau clipește rapid - 
Un bec cu semnalizator s-a ars. 
Schimbaţi becul imediat. 

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Înlocuirea becurilor  
P. 638, 640, 641
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Semnal de oprire de urgenţă 
P. 568

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Light Control 
Indicator*

● Comes on if there is a 
problem with the light 
control system.

● Comes on while driving - 
Manually turn the lights on, 
and have your vehicle checked 
by a dealer.

—

● Comes on if there is a 
problem with the headlights.

● Comes on while driving - 
The headlights may not be on. 
When conditions allow you to 
drive safely, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer as soon as 
possible.

—

Auto High-Beam 
(High Beam 
Support System) 
Indicator*

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you turn the ignition 
switch to ON (w*1, then goes 
off.

● Comes on when all the 
operating conditions of the 
auto high-beam are met.

2 Auto High-Beam (High 
Beam Support System)* 
P. 208

—

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicator de 
control al 
iluminării *

Indicator 
sistem automat  
pentru faza 
lungă (sistem 
de susţinere a 
fasciculului)

•  Se aprinde dacă există o 
problemă cu sistemul de lumini.

•  Se aprinde dacă există o 
problemă cu farurile.

•  Se aprinde în timpul conducerii 
- Este posibil ca farurile să nu 
fie aprinse. Când condiţiile vă 
permit să conduceţi în siguranţă, 
verificaţi-vă de un dealer cât mai 
curând posibil.

•  Se aprinde pentru câteva 
secunde când rotiţi cheia de 
contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, 
apoi se stinge.

•  Se aprinde când sunt îndeplinite 
toate condiţiile de funcţionare 
a luminii de întâlnire automată.

•  Acţionează în timp ce conduceţi 
- Porniţi manual luminile și 
verificaţi vehiculul de către un 
dealer.

Continuare

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Sistem automat  pentru 
faza lungă (sistem de 
susţinere a fasciculului)
P. 208
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Immobilizer 
System Indicator

● Blinks if the immobilizer 
system cannot recognize the 
key information.

● Blinks - You cannot start the 
engine. Turn the ignition switch 
to LOCK (0*1, pull the key out, 
and then insert the key and 
turn it to ON (w*1 again.

● Repeatedly blinks - The 
system may be malfunctioning. 
Have your vehicle checked by a 
dealer.

● Do not attempt to alter this 
system or add other devices to 
it. Electrical problems can 
occur.

—

Security System 
Alarm Indicator

● Blinks when the security 
system alarm has been set.

2 Security System Alarm 
P. 189

—

Indicator

Indicator

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicator sistem 
de imobilizare

Indicator de 
alarmă al 
sistemului de 
securitate

•  Clipește dacă sistemul 
imobilizator nu poate 
recunoaște informaţiile cheie.

•  Clipește când a fost setată 
alarma de sistem de securitate.

•  Clipește - Nu puteţi porni 
motorul. Rotiţi cheia de contact 
în poziţia LOCK (0 * 1, scoateţi 
cheia afară, apoi introduceţi 
cheia și rotiţi-o pe ON (w * 1 din 
nou.

•  Clipește intermitent - Este 
posibil ca sistemul să 
funcţioneze defectuos. Verificaţi 
autovehiculul de către un dealer.

•  Nu încercaţi să modificaţi acest 
sistem sau să adăugaţi alte 
dispozitive la acesta. Pot apărea 
probleme electrice.

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Alarmă sistem de securitate 
P. 189

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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*1:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*2:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Keyless Access 
System 
Indicator*

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you change the power 
mode to ON, then goes off.

● Comes on as soon as a 
problem is detected in the 
keyless access system or 
keyless starting system.

• Have your vehicle checked by a 
dealer.

—

ECON Mode 
Indicator

● Comes on when ECON mode 
is on.

2 ECON Button P. 483

Speed Alarm 
Indicator*

● Comes on when your vehicle 
speed exceeds 120 km/h.

● If your vehicle speed exceeds 
120 km/h, a reminder tone 
sounds once and the speed 
alarm indicator starts to blink. 
The indicator will stay blinking 
as long as you drive your vehicle 
faster than120 km/h.

—

*1 *2

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicator sistem 
Keyless Access *

Indicator  
Mod ECO

Indicator de 
alarmă de 
viteză *

•  Apare timp de câteva secunde 
atunci când schimbaţi modul 
de alimentare la ON, apoi se 
stinge.

•  Se aprinde imediat ce se 
detectează o problemăa 
sistemului Keyless.

•  Verificaţi autovehiculul de către 
un dealer.

•  Se aprinde când este pornit 
modul ECO.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Buton ECO P. 483

•  Se aprinde când viteza 
vehiculului  
depășește 120 km / h.

•  Dacă viteza autovehiculului 
depășește 120 km / h, un sunet 
de avertizare se aude o dată și 
indicatorul de alarmă de viteză 
începe să clipească. Indicatorul va 
rămâne aprins intermitent atâta 
timp cât conduceţi vehiculul cu o 
viteză mai mare de 120 km / h.

Continuare*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 2: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.
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Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

CRUISE MAIN 
Indicator*

● Comes on when you press 
the CRUISE button. 2 Cruise Control* P. 484 —

CRUISE 
CONTROL 
Indicator*

● Comes on when you have set 
a speed for cruise control. 2 Cruise Control* P. 484 —

Cruise Main 
Indicator*

● Comes on when you press 
the MAIN button. If a 
different indicator comes on, 
subsequently press the LIM 
button.

2 Cruise Control* P. 487 —

Adjustable 
Speed Limiter 
Indicator*

● Comes on when you press 
the MAIN button. If a 
different indicator comes on, 
subsequently press the LIM 
button.

2 Adjustable Speed Limiter* 
P. 490

—

Cruise Control 
and Adjustable 
Speed Limiter 
Set Speed 
Indicator*

● Comes on when you have set 
a speed for cruise control.

● Comes on when you have set 
a speed for adjustable speed 
limiter.

2 Cruise Control* P. 488
2 Adjustable Speed Limiter* 

P. 491
—

Indicator

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicator 
controlul vitezei 
de croazieră *

Indicator
CRUISE MAIN *

Indicator
CRUISE MAIN *

Indicator 
limitator de 
viteză reglabil *

Controlul vitezei 
de croazieră 
și setarea 
limitatorului 
vitezei reglabile *

•   Apare atunci când apăsaţi 
butonul CRUISE.

•   Se aprinde când aţi setat o 
viteză pentru controlul vitezei 
de croazieră.

•   Apare atunci când apăsaţi 
butonul MAIN. Dacă se 
aprinde un alt indicator, 
apăsaţi apoi butonul LIM.

•  Se aprinde când apăsaţi 
butonul MAIN. Dacă se 
aprinde un alt indicator, 
apăsaţi apoi butonul LIM.

•  Apare când aţi setat o viteză 
pentru controlul vitezei de 
croazieră.

•  Se aprinde când aţi setat o 
viteză pentru limitatorul de 
viteză reglabil.

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Controlul vitezei de croazieră * 
P. 484
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Controlul vitezei de croazieră * 
P. 484
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Controlul vitezei de croazieră * 
 P. 487
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Limitator de viteză reglabil * 
P. 490
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Controlul vitezei de croazieră * 
 P. 488
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Limitator de viteză reglabil * 
P. 491

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Intelligent Speed 
Limiter Indicator*

● Comes on when you press 
the MAIN button. If a 
different indicator comes on, 
subsequently press the LIM 
button.

2 Intelligent Speed Limiter 
P. 494

—

Adaptive Cruise 
Control (ACC) 
and Intelligent 
Speed Limiter 
Set Speed 
Indicator*

● Comes on when the 
intelligent speed limiter is set 
to the speed limit that the 
traffic sign recognition 
system detects.

● Comes on when you have set 
a speed for intelligent speed 
limiter.

2 Adaptive Cruise Control 
(ACC) with Low Speed 
Follow (LSF)* P. 503

2 Intelligent Speed Limiter 
P. 494

—

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicator 
de limitare 
a vitezei 
inteligent *

Adaptor de 
control al vitezei 
de croazieră 
(ACC) și indicator 
de viteză setat 
pentru limitatorul 
de viteză 
inteligent *

•  Apare atunci când apăsaţi 
butonul MAIN. Dacă se aprinde 
un alt indicator, apăsaţi apoi 
butonul LIM.

•  Se activează când limitatorul 
inteligent de viteză este setat 
la limita de viteză detectată 
de sistemul de recunoaștere a 
semnelor de trafic.

•  Se aprinde când aţi setat 
o viteză pentru limitatorul 
inteligent de viteză.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Limitare a vitezei inteligent * 
P. 484
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) 
cu urmărire la viteză mică (LSF)* 
P. 503
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Controlul vitezei de croazieră * 
P. 484
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Starter System 
Indicator*

● Comes on when the starting 
system has a problem.

● As a temporary measure, press 
and hold the ENGINE START/
STOP button for 15 seconds 
while depressing the brake 
pedal and manually start the 
engine.
Have the vehicle checked by a 
dealer.

—

Rotate Wheel 
Indicator*

● Comes on when the steering 
wheel is locked.

● Move the steering wheel left 
and right while pressing the 
ENGINE START/STOP button.

—

Shift to Park 
Indicator*

● Blinks if you push the 
ENGINE START/STOP 
button to turn the engine off 
without the shift lever in (P .

● Push the ENGINE START/
STOP button twice after 
moving the shift lever to (P .

—

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicator rotiţi  
volanul*

Indicatorul 
sistemului de 
pornire *

Indicator 
schimbător 
parcare

•   Se aprinde când sistemul de 
pornire are o problemă.

•   Ca măsură temporară, apăsaţi și 
menţineţi apăsat butonul ENGINE 
START / STOP timp de 15 secunde 
în timp ce apăsaţi pedala de 
frână și porniţi manual motorul. 
Verificaţi autovehiculul de către 
un dealer.

•   Apare când volanul este 
blocat.

•  Deplasaţi volanul spre stânga și 
spre dreapta în timp ce apăsaţi 
butonul START / STOP.

•  Clipește dacă apăsaţi butonul 
de pornire / oprire a motorului 
pentru a opri motorul fără ca 
schimbătorul să fie în poziţia 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
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Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Auto Idle Stop 
Indicator 
(Green)*

● Comes on when Auto Idle Stop 
is in operation. The engine 
automatically shuts off.

2 Auto Idle Stop* P. 478

● Blinks when the ambient 
conditions may cause the 
windows to fog up.

● Blinks when the ambient 
conditions may become 
different from the climate 
control settings you have 
selected.

● Blinks when the  
(windscreen demister) button 
is pressed.

● Depress the clutch pedal. The 
engine automatically restarts.

2 Auto Idle Stop* P. 478

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicator Oprire 
automată a 
motorului* 
(verde)

•  Se aprinde când funcţia Auto 
Idle Stop este în funcţiune. 
Motorul se oprește automat.

•  Clipește când condiţiile 
ambientale pot cauza ca 
geamurile să se aburească.

•  Clipește când condiţiile 
ambientale pot deveni diferite 
de setările de control al climei 
pe care le-aţi selectat.

•  Clipește când este apăsat 
butonul 
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Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Auto Idle Stop 
Indicator 
(Green)*

● Comes on when Auto Idle Stop 
is in operation. The engine 
automatically shuts off.

2 Auto Idle Stop* P. 478

● Blinks when the ambient 
conditions may cause the 
windows to fog up.

● Blinks when the ambient 
conditions may become 
different from the climate 
control settings you have 
selected.

● Blinks when the  
(windscreen demister) button 
is pressed.

● Depress the clutch pedal. The 
engine automatically restarts.

2 Auto Idle Stop* P. 478

* Not available on all models
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 (dezaburire 
parbriz).
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Oprire automată a motorului* 
P. 478

•  Apăsaţi pedala de ambreiaj. 
Motorul repornește automat. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Oprire automată a 
motorului* P. 478

Continuare
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Auto Idle Stop 
System Indicator 
(Amber)*

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you turn the ignition 
switch to ON (w*1, then goes 
off.

— —

● Comes on when the Auto Idle 
Stop system has been turned 
off by the Auto Idle Stop 
system OFF button.

2 Auto Idle Stop System 
ON/OFF P. 479

● Blinks if there is a problem 
with the auto idle stop 
system.

● Blinks - Have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

•   Se aprinde pentru câteva 
secunde când rotiţi cheia de 
contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts

Safe D
rivin

g

■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, 
apoi se stinge.

•   Se aprinde când sistemul 
oprire automată a motorului a 
fost oprit prin butonul OFF al 
sistemului oprire automată a 
motorului.

•  Intermitent - Verificaţi 
autovehiculul de către un dealer.

•  Oprire automată a motorului 
pornit / oprit P. 479

•   Clipește dacă există o problemă 
cu sistemul de oprire automată a 
motorului.

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.

Indicator Oprire 
automată a 
motorului* 
(portocaliu)
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* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Brake 
Depressing 
Indicator*

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Blinks when the electric parking 
brake switch is pressed without 
depressing the brake pedal while 
the electric parking brake is in 
operation.

● Blinks while driving - Press the electric 
parking brake switch with the brake pedal 
depressed.

2 Parking Brake P. 560

—

● Blinks when the automatic brake 
hold button is pressed without 
depressing the brake pedal while 
the automatic brake hold is in 
operation.

● Blinks if the automatic brake hold 
is automatically cancelled while it 
is in operation. The beeper 
sounds.

● Blinks while driving - Press the 
automatic brake hold button with the 
brake pedal depressed.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 563

● Immediately depress the brake pedal.
—

Continuously 
variable 
transmission 
models

Manual 
transmission 
models

Electric Parking Brake System

Automatic Brake Hold System

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicator 
detensionare  
a frânei *

•  Apare timp de câteva secunde când 
rotiţi cheia de contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, apoi se stinge.

Sistemul de frânare cu parcare electrică

•  Clipește când comutatorul frânei 
de mână este apăsat fără să apăsaţi 
pedala de frână în timp ce frâna de 
mână electrică este în funcţiune.

Sistemul automat de frânare

•  Clipește când este apăsat butonul 
de frână automată fără a apăsa 
pedala de frână în timp ce funcţia 
de frânare automată este în 
funcţiune.

•  Clipește dacă întreruperea 
automată a frânării este anulată 
automat în timpul funcţionării. Se 
aude beeper-ul.

•  Clipește în timpul conducerii - Apăsaţi 
comutatorul frânei de mână cu pedala de 
frână apăsată.

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Frână de parcare P. 560

•  Clipește în timpul conducerii -  
Apăsaţi butonul de frână automată  
cu pedala de frână apăsată. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Frână de parcare automată P. 563
•  Apăsaţi imediat pedala de frână.

Modele 
transmisie 
automată

Modele 
transmisie 
manuală
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Road Departure 
Mitigation 
Indicator*

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you turn the ignition switch 
to ON (w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on if there is a problem 
with the road departure 
mitigation system.

● Stays on constantly - Have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie

•   Apare timp de câteva secunde când 
rotiţi cheia de contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, apoi se stinge.
•   Se întâmplă dacă există o problemă 

cu sistemul de avertizare în caz de 
părăsire a carosabilului.

•  Aprins în permanenţă - Verificaţi 
autovehiculul de către un dealer.

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.

Indicatorul 
sistemul de 
avertizare în 
caz de părăsire 
a carosabilului.

Mesaj*
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* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
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Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Road Departure 
Mitigation 
Indicator*

● Comes on when the road 
departure mitigation system shuts 
itself off.

● Stays on - The temperature inside the 
camera is too high.
Use the climate control system to cool 
down the camera.
The system activates when the 
temperature inside the camera cools 
down.

2 Front Sensor Camera* P. 501

● Stays on - The area around the camera is 
blocked by dirt, mud, etc. Stop your 
vehicle in a safe place, and wipe it off with 
a soft cloth.

● Have your vehicle checked by a dealer if 
the indicator and message come back on 
after you cleaned the area around the 
camera.

2 Front Sensor Camera* P. 501

● When the radar sensor gets dirty, stop 
your vehicle in a safe place, and wipe off 
dirt using a soft cloth.

● Have your vehicle checked by a dealer if 
the message does not disappear even 
after you clean the sensor cover.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicatorul 
sistemul de 
avertizare în 
caz de părăsire 
a carosabilului.

•  Apare atunci când sistemul de 
avertizare în caz de părăsire a 
carosabilului se oprește.

•  Rămâne aprins - Temperatura camerei este 
prea mare. Utilizaţi sistemul de climatizare 
pentru a răci camera. Sistemul se activează 
când temperatura din cameră se răcește. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Senzorul frontal al camerei * P. 501

•  Rămâne aprins - Zona din jurul camerei este 
blocată de murdărie, noroi etc. Opriţi-vă 
vehiculul într-un loc sigur și ștergeţi-l cu o 
cârpă moale.

•  Verificaţi vehiculul dvs. de un dealer dacă 
indicatorul și mesajul revin după ce aţi 
curăţat zona din jurul camerei. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Senzorul frontal al camerei * P. 501

•  Când senzorul radar se murdărește, opriţi 
vehiculul într-un loc sigur și ștergeţi 
murdăria cu o cârpă moale.

•  Verificaţi vehiculul dvs. de un dealer dacă  
mesajul nu dispare nici după ce aţi curăţat 
capacul senzorului.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Adaptive Cruise 
Control (ACC) 
with Low Speed 
Follow (LSF) 
Indicator 
(Amber)*

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on if there is a problem 
with ACC with LSF.

● Comes on while driving - Have your 
vehicle checked by a dealer.

● Comes on if anything covers the 
radar sensor cover and prevents 
the sensor from detecting a 
vehicle in front.

● May come on when driving in bad 
weather (rain, snow, fog, etc.)

● ACC with LSF has been 
automatically cancelled.

● When the radar sensor gets dirty, stop 
your vehicle in a safe place, and wipe off 
dirt using a soft cloth.

● Have your vehicle checked by a dealer if 
the indicator does not go off even after 
you clean the sensor cover.

Adaptive Cruise 
Control (ACC) 
with Low Speed 
Follow (LSF) 
Indicator 
(Green)*

● Comes on when you press the 
MAIN button.

2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with 
Low Speed Follow (LSF)* P. 503

—

● Comes on when ACC with LSF is 
in operation, but the temperature 
inside the front sensor camera is 
too high. ACC with LSF cancels 
automatically. The beeper sounds 
simultaneously.

● Use the climate control system to cool 
down the camera.

● Goes off - The camera has been cooled 
down and the system activates normally.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie

•  Apare timp de câteva secunde când 
rotiţi cheia de contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts

Safe D
rivin
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, apoi se stinge.
•  Se întâmplă dacă există o problemă 

cu ACC cu LSF.

•  Se aprinde dacă ceva acoperă 
capacul senzorului radar și 
împiedică senzorul să detecteze 
vehiculul din faţă.

•  Poate să apară când conduceţi în 
condiţii meteorologice nefavorabile 
(ploaie, zăpadă, ceaţă etc.)

•  ACC cu LSF a fost anulat automat.

•  Se aprinde când apăsaţi butonul 
MAIN.

•  Apare atunci când ACC cu LSF este 
în funcţiune, dar temperatura din 
camera senzorului frontal este 
prea mare. ACC cu LSF se anulează 
automat. Beeper-ul sună simultan.

•  Utilizaţi sistemul de climatizare pentru a răci 
camera.

•  Este deconectat - Camera a fost racita si 
sistemul se activeaza in mod normal.

•  Se aprinde în timpul conducerii - Verificaţi 
autovehiculul de către un dealer.

•  Când senzorul radar se murdărește, opriţi 
vehiculul într-un loc sigur și ștergeţi 
murdăria cu o cârpă moale.

•  Verificaţi autovehiculul de către un 
distribuitor dacă indicatorul nu se stinge 
chiar după ce aţi curăţat capacul senzorului.

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.

Indicator 
Adaptive Cruise 
Control (ACC) 
cu indicator 
de viteză 
redusă (LSF) 
(portocaliu) *

Indicator 
Adaptive Cruise 
Control (ACC) 
cu indicator de 
viteză redusă 
(LSF) (verde) *

Mesaj*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu indicator 
de viteză redusă (LSF) * P. 503
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* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Lane Keeping 
Assist System 
(LKAS) Indicator 
(Amber)*

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you turn the ignition switch 
to ON (w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on if there is a problem 
with the LKAS.

● Stays on constantly - Have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Lane Keeping 
Assist System 
(LKAS) Indicator 
(Green)*

● Comes on when you press the 
MAIN button.

2 Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS)* 
P. 543

—

● Comes on when the LKAS is in 
operation, or the LKAS button is 
pressed, but the temperature 
inside the front sensor camera is 
too high. The LKAS cancels 
automatically. The beeper sounds 
simultaneously.

● Use the climate control system to cool 
down the camera.

● Goes off - The camera has cooled down 
and the system activates normally.

2 Front Sensor Camera* P. 501

● Comes on when the area around 
the camera is blocked by dirt, 
mud, etc. Stop your vehicle in a 
safe place, and wipe it off with a 
soft cloth.

● May come on when driving in bad 
weather (rain, snow, fog, etc.)

● Have your vehicle checked by a dealer if 
the indicator and message come back on 
after you cleaned the area around the 
camera.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicatorul 
sistemului de 
asistenţă pentru 
menţinerea 
benzii de 
circulaţie (LKAS) 
(verde) *

Indicatorul 
sistemului de 
asistenţă pentru 
menţinerea benzii 
de circulaţie (LKAS) 
(portocaliu) *

•  Se aprinde pentru câteva secunde 
când rotiţi cheia de contact în 
poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, apoi se stinge.
•  Se întâmplă dacă există o problemă 

cu LKAS.

•  Se aprinde când apăsaţi butonul 
MAIN.

•  Se aprinde când LKAS este în 
funcţiune sau este apăsat butonul 
LKAS, dar temperatura din camera 
senzorului frontal este prea mare. 
LKAS se anulează automat.  
Beeper-ul sună simultan.

•  Apare atunci când zona din jurul 
camerei este blocată de murdărie, 
noroi etc. Opriţi vehiculul într-un 
loc sigur și ștergeţi-l cu o cârpă 
moale.

•  Poate să apară când conduceţi în 
condiţii meteorologice nefavorabile 
(ploaie, zăpadă, ceaţă etc.)

•  Aprins în permanenţă - Verificaţi 
autovehiculul de către un dealer.

•  Utilizaţi sistemul de climatizare pentru a răci 
camera.

•  Este deconectat - Camera a fost racita si 
sistemul se activeaza in mod normal. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Senzorul frontal al camerei * P. 501

•  Verificaţi autovehiculul de către un 
distribuitor dacă indicatorul și mesajul revin 
după ce aţi curăţat zona din jurul camerei.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Sistemul de asistenţă pentru menţinerea 
benzii de circulaţie (LKAS) * P. 543
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Blind Spot 
Information (BSI) 
Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds 
when you turn the ignition switch 
to ON (w*1, then goes off.

● Stays on while BSI is turned off.

—

● Comes on when mud, snow, or 
ice accumulates in the vicinity of 
sensor.

● Comes on while driving - Remove the 
obstacle in the vicinity of sensor.

2 Blind spot information (BSI) System* 
P. 553

● Comes on if there is a problem 
with the system.

● Comes on while driving - Have your 
vehicle checked by a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent

•  Apare timp de câteva secunde când 
rotiţi cheia de contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, apoi se stinge.
•  Rămâne aprins în timp ce BSI este oprit.

•  Apare atunci când noroiul, zăpada 
sau gheaţa se acumulează în 
apropierea senzorului.

• Apare dacă există o problemă cu 
sistemul.

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.

Indicator de 
informaţie 
unghi Orb
(BSI)

Explicaţie Mesaj*

•  Se aprinde în timpul conducerii - Curaţaţi 
murdăra din apropierea senzorului. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Sistem informaţie unghi orb (BSI) * P. 553

•  Se aprinde în timpul conducerii - Verificaţi 
autovehiculul de către un dealer.
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* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Collision 
Mitigation 
Braking System 
(CMBS) 
Indicator*

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when you deactivate 
the CMBS. A driver information 
interface message appears for five 
seconds.

● Comes on if there is a problem 
with the CMBS.

● Stays on constantly without the CMBS 
off - Have your vehicle checked by a 
dealer.

2 Collision Mitigation Braking System 
(CMBS)* P. 569

● Comes on if the CMBS is 
deactivated temporarily after the 
battery has been disconnected, 
then re-connected.

● Drive a short distance at more than 20 km/
h. The indicator should go off. If it does 
not, have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent Explicaţie Mesaj*

Indicator 
Sistemul de 
frânare pentru 
atenuarea 
coliziunilor 
(CMBS) *

•  Se aprinde pentru câteva secunde 
când rotiţi cheia de contact în 
poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, apoi se stinge.
•  Apare atunci când dezactivaţi 

CMBS. Un mesaj de interfaţă cu 
informaţii despre șofer apare timp 
de cinci secunde.

•  Se întâmplă dacă există o problemă 
cu CMBS.

•  Se activează dacă CMBS este 
dezactivat temporar după ce 
bateria a fost deconectată, apoi 
conectată din nou.

•  Rămâne aprins continuu fără oprirea CMBS 
- Verificaţi dacă vehiculul dvs. este verificat 
de un dealer. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Sistem de frânare de atenuare a coliziunii 
(CMBS) * P. 569

•  Conduceţi o distanţă scurtă la peste 20 km/h. 
Indicatorul ar trebui să se stingă. Dacă nu, 
verificaţi vehiculul de către un dealer.
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Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message*

Collision 
Mitigation 
Braking System 
(CMBS) 
Indicator*

● Comes on when the CMBS system 
shuts itself off.

● Stays on - The area around the camera is 
blocked by dirt, mud, etc. Stop your 
vehicle in a safe place, and wipe it off with 
a soft cloth.

2 Front Sensor Camera* P. 501

● When the radar sensor gets dirty, stop 
your vehicle in a safe place, and wipe off 
dirt using a soft cloth.

● Have your vehicle checked by a dealer if 
the indicator does not go off even after 
you clean the sensor cover.

● Stays on - The temperature inside the 
camera is too high. Use the climate control 
system to cool down the camera. The 
system activates when the temperature 
inside the camera cools down.

2 Front Sensor Camera* P. 501

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶

Indicator Denumire Aprins/Intermitent

•  Apare atunci când sistemul CMBS  
se oprește.

Indicator 
Sistemul de 
frânare pentru 
atenuarea 
coliziunilor 
(CMBS) *

Explicaţie Mesaj*

•  Rămâne aprins - Zona din jurul camerei este 
blocată de murdărie, noroi etc. Opriţi-vă 
vehiculul într-un loc sigur și ștergeţi-l cu o 
cârpă moale.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Senzorul frontal al camerei * P. 501

•  Rămâne aprins - Temperatura camerei este 
prea mare. Utilizaţi sistemul de climatizare 
pentru a răci camera. Sistemul se activează 
când temperatura din cameră se răcește. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Senzorul frontal al camerei * P. 501

•  Când senzorul radar se murdărește, opriţi 
vehiculul într-un loc sigur și ștergeţi murdăria 
cu o cârpă moale.

•  Verificaţi autovehiculul de către un 
distribuitor dacă indicatorul nu se stinge chiar 
după ce aţi curăţat capacul senzorului.
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Information Display Warning and Information Messages*

The following messages appear only on the information display.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when there is a problem with the sensor on 
the battery.

● Stays on constantly - Have your vehicle checked by a 
dealer.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when you close the door with the power 
mode in ON, without the keyless remote inside the 
vehicle.

● Disappears when you bring the keyless remote back 
inside the vehicle and close the door.

2 Keyless Remote Reminder P. 200

● Appears when the keyless remote’s battery becomes 
weak.

● Replace the battery as soon as possible.
2 Keyless Remote* P. 662

Models with keyless access system

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj

Mesaj

Stare

Stare

Explicaţie

Explicaţie

•  Apare atunci când există o problemă cu senzorul 
bateriei.

•  Apare când închideţi ușa cu modul de alimentare 
în poziţia PORNIT, fără telecomanda din interiorul 
vehiculului.

• Apare când bateria telecomandă Keyless este slabă.

•  Rămâne aprins continuu - Verificaţi autovehiculul de 
către un dealer.

•  Dispare când aduceţi telecomanda înapoi în interiorul 
vehiculului și închideţi ușa. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Atenţionare la distanţă pentru sistemul Keyless P. 200

•   Înlocuiţi acumulatorul cât mai curând posibil. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Telecomanda Keyless * P. 662

Următoarele mesaje apar numai pe ecranul de informaţii.

Modele cu sistem Keyless
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Driver Information Interface Warning and Information Messages*

The following messages appear only on the driver information interface. Press the  (display/information) button to see the message 
again with the system message indicator on.

*1:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*2:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears if any door or the boot is not 
completely closed.

● Appears if any door or the boot is opened while 
driving. The beeper sounds.

● Goes off when all doors and the boot are 
closed.

● Appears if there is a problem with the parking 
sensor system.

● If there is a problem with any of the sensors, 
the all sensor indicator(s) comes on in red.

● Check if the area around the sensor(s) is 
covered with mud, ice, snow, etc. If the 
indicator(s) stays on or the beeper does not 
stop even after you clean the area, have the 
system checked by a dealer.

● Appears when there is a problem with the 
sensor on the battery.

● Have your vehicle checked by a dealer.
2 Checking the Battery P. 656

● Appears along with the battery charging 
system indicator when the battery is not 
charging.

● Turn off the climate control system and rear 
defogger to reduce electricity consumption.

2 If the Charging System Indicator Comes 
On P. 702

Models with parking sensor system

*1 *2

Models with rearview camera system

*1 *2

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Următoarele mesaje apar numai pe interfaţa cu 
informaţii pentru șofer. Apăsaţi butonul (afișare 
/ informaţii) pentru a vedea din nou mesajul cu 
indicatorul de mesaje al sistemului.

•  Se stinge când toate ușile și portbagajul 
sunt închise.

•  Apare în cazul în care există o problemă cu 
sistemul de senzori de parcare.

•  Dacă există o problemă cu oricare dintre senzori, 
indicatorul de senzor se aprind în roșu.

•  Verificaţi dacă zona din jurul senzorului 
(senzorilor) este acoperită de noroi, gheaţă, 
zăpadă etc. Dacă indicatorul rămâne aprins sau 
beeper-ul nu se oprește nici după ce aţi curăţat 
zona, verificaţi sistemul de către un dealer.

•  Apare atunci când există o problemă cu senzorul 
bateriei.

•  Se afișează împreună cu indicatorul sistemului 
de încărcare a bateriei atunci când bateria nu se 
încarcă.

Informaţii de avertizare și mesaje de informare pentru șofer*

Următoarele mesaje apar numai pe ecranul de informaţii.

Modele cu senzori de parcare

Modele cu sistem cameră video spate

•  Verificaţi autovehiculul de către un dealer. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Verificarea bateriei P. 656

•  Opriţi sistemul de control al climatizării și dezaburirea 
pentru a reduce consumul de energie electrică. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Dacă indicatorul sistemului de încărcare  
se aprinde P. 702

* 1: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 2: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine coolant temperature 
gets abnormally high.

2 Overheating P. 699

● Appears once if the outside temperature is 
below 3°C while the ignition switch is in ON 
(w*1.

● There is a possibility that the road surface is 
icy and slippery.

● Appears when the starting system has a 
problem. ● As a temporary measure, hold the turn the 

ignition switch to START (e  for up to 15 
seconds while pressing the brake pedal and 
clutch pedal (manual transmission only), and 
manually start the engine. Have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

● As a temporary measure, press and hold the 
ENGINE START/STOP button for 15 seconds 
while depressing the brake pedal. Then 
manually start the engine.
Have the vehicle checked by a dealer.

*2 *3

*2 *3

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare atunci când temperatura lichidului de răcire 
al motorului este anormal de ridicată.

•  Apare atunci când sistemul de pornire are o 
problemă.

•  Apare o dată dacă temperatura exterioară este 
sub 3 ° C în timp ce comutatorul de contact este în 
poziţia ON 

Continued 43

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts
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■ Front seats

The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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.

•  Există posibilitatea ca suprafaţa drumului să fie 
îngheţată și alunecoasă.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Supraîncălzirea P. 699

Modele fără sistem Keyless

•  Ca o măsură temporară, ţineţi comutatorul 
de aprindere în poziţia START 
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine coolant temperature 
gets abnormally high.

2 Overheating P. 699

● Appears once if the outside temperature is 
below 3°C while the ignition switch is in ON 
(w*1.

● There is a possibility that the road surface is 
icy and slippery.

● Appears when the starting system has a 
problem. ● As a temporary measure, hold the turn the 

ignition switch to START (e  for up to 15 
seconds while pressing the brake pedal and 
clutch pedal (manual transmission only), and 
manually start the engine. Have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

● As a temporary measure, press and hold the 
ENGINE START/STOP button for 15 seconds 
while depressing the brake pedal. Then 
manually start the engine.
Have the vehicle checked by a dealer.

*2 *3

*2 *3

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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 (e timp de 
până la 15 secunde în timp ce apăsaţi pedala de 
frână și pedala de ambreiaj (numai transmisia 
manuală) și porniţi manual motorul.

Modele cu sistem Keyless

• Ca măsură temporară, apăsaţi și ţineţi apăsat 
butonul START / STOP timp de 15 secunde în timp 
ce apăsaţi pedala de frână. Apoi porniţi motorul 
manual. Verificaţi autovehiculul de către un 
dealer.

Continuare

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
* 2: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 3: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the steering wheel is locked. ● Move the steering wheel left and right while 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

● Appears when you turn the ignition switch to 
ON (w*1 without fastening the driver's seat 
belt.

● Fasten the seat belt properly before you start 
to drive.

● Appears when the washer fluid gets low. ● Refill the washer fluid.
2 Refilling Window Washer Fluid P. 632

*2 *3

*2 *3

*

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare atunci când volanul este blocat.

•  Apare atunci când lichidul de spălare devine 
scăzut.

• Deplasaţi volanul spre stânga și spre 
dreapta în timp ce apăsaţi butonul START / 
STOP.

•  Apare când rotiţi cheia de contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts

Safe D
rivin

g

■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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 fără a fixa centura de siguranţă a șoferului.
•  Fixaţi corect centura de siguranţă înainte de 

a începe să conduceţi.

•  Reumpleţi lichidul de spălare. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Reumplerea lichidului de spălare P. 632

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
* 2: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 3: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.
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*1:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*2:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine oil level is low 
while the engine is running.

● Appears while driving - Immediately 
stop in a safe place.

2 If the Low Oil Level Symbol 
Appears* P. 709

● Appears when the engine is running, there 
is a system problem in the engine oil level 
sensor.

● Have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

● Appears if the automatic brake hold is 
automatically cancelled while it is in 
operation.

● Immediately depress the brake pedal.

*1

*1

Continuously variable 
transmission models

*1

*2

Manual transmission 
models

*1

*2

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare când nivelul uleiului de motor este 
scăzut în timp ce motorul funcţionează.

•  Apare când motorul este în funcţiune, există 
o problemă de sistem în senzorul de nivel al 
uleiului de motor.

•  Apare dacă întreruperea automată a frânării 
este anulată automat în timpul funcţionării.

• Verificaţi autovehiculul de către un dealer.

• Apăsaţi imediat pedala de frână.

•  Apare în timpul conducerii -  
Opriţi imediat într-un loc sigur. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Dacă apare simbolul nivelului scăzut  
al uleiului * P. 709

* 1: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 2: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Modele transmisie 
automată

Modele transmisie 
manuală
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*1:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*2:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the automatic brake hold 
system is turned off.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 563

● Appears when the automatic brake hold 
button is pressed without wearing the 
driver’s seat belt.

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.
2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 563

● Appears when the automatic brake hold 
button is pressed without depressing the 
brake pedal while the automatic brake hold 
is in operation.

● Press the automatic brake hold button 
with the brake pedal depressed.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 563

*1 *2

*1 *2

Continuously variable 
transmission models

*1

*2

Manual transmission 
models

*1

*2
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare

•  Apare atunci când sistemul automat de frânare 
este oprit.

•  Apare atunci când butonul de frânare  
automată este apăsat fără a purta centura  
de siguranţă a șoferului.

•  Apare când se apasă butonul de frânare 
automată fără a apăsa pedala de frână în 
timp ce funcţia de frânare automată este în 
funcţiune.

Explicaţie
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Susţinerea automată a maşinii la 
staţionare P. 563

•  Cuplaţi centura de siguranţă a șoferului. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Susţinerea automată a maşinii  
la staţionare P. 563

•  Apăsaţi butonul de frână automată cu 
pedala de frână apăsată. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Susţinerea automată a maşinii  
la staţionare P. 563

* 1: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 2: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.

Modele transmisie 
automată

Modele transmisie 
manuală
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*1:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*2:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the parking brake is applied 
automatically while it is in operation.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 563
2 Parking Brake P. 560

● Appears when the electric parking brake 
switch is pressed without depressing the 
brake pedal while the electric parking brake 
is in operation.

● Appears while driving - Press the 
electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

2 Parking Brake P. 560

*1 *2

Continuously variable transmission models

*1 *2

Manual transmission models

*1 *2
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare atunci când frâna de mână este 
acţionată automat în timpul funcţionării.

•  Apare atunci când comutatorul frânei de 
mână este apăsat fără a apăsa pedala de 
frână în timp ce frâna de mână electrică este 
în funcţiune.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Susţinerea automată a maşinii la 
staţionare P. 563
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Frână de parcare P. 560

•  Apare în timpul conducerii - Apăsaţi 
comutatorul frânei de mână cu pedala de 
frână apăsată. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Frână de parcare P. 560

* 1: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 2: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.

Modele transmisie automată

Modele transmisie manuală
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when you turn the Auto Idle Stop system on.

2 Auto Idle Stop* P. 478

● Appears when Auto Idle Stop does not activate for some 
reason.

● Appears when the engine restarts automatically.
● Appears when the battery temperature is around 5°C or 

lower.

2 Auto Idle Stop Activates When: P. 480

● Appears when Auto Idle Stop does not activate because 
the battery charge level is low.

● Appears when the battery is low performance.

● Comes on even though the battery is fully 
charged - The system may not read the battery 
amount correctly. Drive for a few minutes.

● Comes on after charging the battery or jump 
starting - Disconnect the negative - cable once and 
reconnect it again to the battery. Drive a few minutes.

2 Auto Idle Stop* P. 478

Models with Auto Idle Stop System

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare atunci când porniţi sistemul de Oprire Automată a 
motorului.

•  Apare când opţiunea Oprire Automată a motorului nu este 
activată din anumite motive.

•  Apare atunci când motorul repornește automat.
•  Apare atunci când temperatura bateriei este de aproximativ 

5 ° C sau mai mică. 

•  Apare atunci când opţiunea Oprire Automată a motorului 
nu se activează deoarece nivelul de încărcare al bateriei este 
scăzut.

•  Apare atunci când bateria are performanţe scăzute.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Sistemul de Oprire Automată a 
motorului P. 478
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Când se activează Oprire Automată a motorului 
P. 480

•  Apare chiar dacă bateria este încărcată complet - Este 
posibil ca sistemul să nu citească corect cantitatea bateriei. 
Conduceţi câteva minute.

•  Se aprinde după încărcarea acumulatorului sau pornirea 
sarcinii - Deconectaţi cablul negativ - o dată și reconectaţi-l 
din nou la baterie. Conduceţi câteva minute. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Sistemul de Oprire Automată a motorului P. 478

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Modele cu sistemul de Oprire Automată a motorului
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the Auto Idle Stop does not activate 
because the battery charge level is low performance.

● Appears when the battery is low performance.
2 Auto Idle Stop Activates When: P. 480

● Appears when the system is under the following 
conditions while Auto Idle Stop activates:
- The battery charge level is low.

● The engine restarts automatically in a few seconds.

● Appears when Auto Idle Stop does not activate 
because the engine coolant temperature is low or high. 2 Auto Idle Stop Activates When: P. 480

● Appears when Auto Idle Stop does not activate 
because the climate control system is in use, and the 
difference between the set temperature and actual 
interior temperature becomes significant.

2 Auto Idle Stop Activates When: P. 480

● Appears when the bonnet is opened. ● Close the bonnet.
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare când opţiunea de Oprire Automată a motorului nu se 
activează deoarece nivelul de încărcare al bateriei este scăzut.

• Apare atunci când bateria are performanţe scăzute.

•  Apare când sistemul este în următoarele condiţii în timp ce 
opţiunea Oprire Automată a motorului se activează: - Nivelul 
de încărcare a bateriei este scăzut.

•  Apare când Oprire Automată a motorului nu se activează 
deoarece temperatura lichidului de răcire a motorului este 
scăzută sau ridicată.

•  Apare când Oprire Automată a motorului nu se activează 
deoarece sistemul de control al climatizării este în uz și 
diferenţa dintre temperatura setată și temperatura internă 
reală devine semnificativă.

• Apare când capota motorului este deschisă. • Închideţi capota motorului.

•  Motorul repornește automat în câteva secunde.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Când se activează Oprire Automată 
a motorului P. 480
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Când se activează Oprire Automată 
a motorului P. 480
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Când se activează Oprire Automată 
a motorului P. 480
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when you move the shift lever 
from (N  to any other position without 
depressing the clutch pedal while Auto Idle 
Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the 
battery charge becomes low. Shift to (N  
to avoid the battery charge becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop* P. 478

● Appears in white when you turn the 
ignition switch to START (e*1 before fully 
depressing the clutch pedal.

● Appears in white when the ambient 
conditions may cause the windows to fog 
up or may become different from the 
climate control settings you have selected 
while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following 
conditions are kept while Auto Idle Stop is 
in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N .

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat 
belt immediately, and continue to keep 
the shift lever in (N  next time Auto Idle 
Stop activates.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare când deplasaţi maneta schimbătorului 
de viteze de la 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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 la oricare altă poziţie fără a 
apăsa pedala de ambreiaj în timp ce oprirea de 
oprire automată este în funcţiune.

•  Apare în alb când rotiţi cheia de contact 
în poziţia START 
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when you move the shift lever 
from (N  to any other position without 
depressing the clutch pedal while Auto Idle 
Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the 
battery charge becomes low. Shift to (N  
to avoid the battery charge becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop* P. 478

● Appears in white when you turn the 
ignition switch to START (e*1 before fully 
depressing the clutch pedal.

● Appears in white when the ambient 
conditions may cause the windows to fog 
up or may become different from the 
climate control settings you have selected 
while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following 
conditions are kept while Auto Idle Stop is 
in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N .

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat 
belt immediately, and continue to keep 
the shift lever in (N  next time Auto Idle 
Stop activates.

* Not available on all models
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 înainte de a apăsa 
complet pedala de ambreiaj.

•  Apare în alb atunci când condiţiile ambientale 
pot determina aburirea geamurilor sau pot 
deveni diferite de setările de control al climei 
pe care le-aţi selectat în timp ce funcţia 
de Oprire Automată a motorului este în 
funcţiune.

•  Apare în portocaliu atunci când următoarele 
condiţii sunt menţinute în timp ce Oprire 
Automată a motorului este în funcţiune:

- Nu purtaţi o centură de siguranţă.
-  Schimbătorul este în orice poziţie,  

cu excepţia
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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 .

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

•  Motorul nu pornește chiar și atunci când 
încărcarea bateriei devine scăzută. Treceţi la 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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pentru a evita încărcarea bateriei devine scăzută. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Sistemul de Oprire Automată  
a motorului P. 478

•  Apăsaţi pedala de ambreiaj. Purtaţi imediat 
centura de siguranţă și menţineţi în continuare 
maneta schimbătorului de viteze 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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  (data 
viitoare când funcţia Oprire Automată  
a motorului se activează.

•  Apăsaţi pedala de ambreiaj.

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
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*1:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*2:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the vehicle speed reaches 
the set speed. You can set two different 
speeds for the alarm.

2 Speed Alarm* P. 159

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when you open the driver’s door 
while the ignition key is in ACCESSORY (q.

● Turn the ignition switch to LOCK (0 , then 
remove the key.

● Appears when the ignition key is turned to 
ACCESSORY (q  from ON (w . (The driver's 
door is closed.) —

● Appears when you open the driver’s door 
while the ignition key is in LOCK (0.

● Remove the key from the ignition switch.

Models with speed alarm

Models without keyless access system

*1 *2

*1 *2

*1 *2

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj

Mesaj

Stare

Stare

Explicaţie

Explicaţie

•  Apare atunci când viteza vehiculului atinge 
viteza setată. Puteţi seta două viteze diferite 
pentru alarma.

•  Apare când deschideţi ușa șoferului în timp ce 
cheia de contact este în ACCESSORY 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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.
•  Rotiţi cheia de contact în poziţia LOCK 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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, 
apoi scoateţi cheia.

•  Scoateţi cheia din contact.

•  Apare atunci când cheia de contact este rotită 
în ACCESSORY 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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 din poziţia ON 

Continued 43

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts

Safe D
rivin
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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. (Ușa 
șoferului este închisă.)

•  Apare când deschideţi ușa șoferului în timp ce 
cheia de contact este în LOCK 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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.

Modele cu alarmă de viteză

Modele fără sistemul Keyless

* 1: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 2: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Alarmă viteză P. 150
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uu IndicatorsuDriver Information Interface Warning and Information Messages*
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears in white when you turn the 
ignition switch to START (e*1 before fully 
depressing the clutch pedal.

● Turn the ignition switch after fully 
depressing the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the engine does 
not restart automatically due to the 
following reasons:
- The bonnet is open.
- There is a problem in the system that 

disables Auto Idle Stop.

● Follow the normal procedure to start the 
engine.

2 Starting the Engine P. 458

*2 *3 Models with Auto Idle Stop System
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare în alb atunci când rotiţi cheia de contact 
în poziţia START 

134

uu IndicatorsuDriver Information Interface Warning and Information Messages*
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when you move the shift lever 
from (N  to any other position without 
depressing the clutch pedal while Auto Idle 
Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the 
battery charge becomes low. Shift to (N  
to avoid the battery charge becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop* P. 478

● Appears in white when you turn the 
ignition switch to START (e*1 before fully 
depressing the clutch pedal.

● Appears in white when the ambient 
conditions may cause the windows to fog 
up or may become different from the 
climate control settings you have selected 
while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following 
conditions are kept while Auto Idle Stop is 
in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N .

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat 
belt immediately, and continue to keep 
the shift lever in (N  next time Auto Idle 
Stop activates.

* Not available on all models
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 înainte de a apăsa 
complet pedala de ambreiaj.

•  Rotiţi cheia de contact după ce aţi apăsat  
complet pedala de ambreiaj.

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
* 2: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 3: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.

Modele cu Oprirea Automată a motorului

•  Apare în culoarea portocalie atunci când 
motorul nu se repornește automat din 
următoarele motive:

- Capota este deschisă.
-  Există o problemă în sistem care dezactivează 

oprirea automată a motorului.

•  Urmaţi procedura normală pentru  
pornirea motorului. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Pornirea motorului P. 458
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uu IndicatorsuDriver Information Interface Warning and Information Messages*
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*1:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*2:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears as soon as a problem is detected in 
the keyless access system or keyless starting 
system.

● Have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

● Appears when you close the door with the 
power mode on without the keyless remote 
inside the vehicle.

● The message goes away when you bring 
the keyless remote back inside the vehicle, 
and close the door.

2 Keyless Remote Reminder P. 200

● Appears when the keyless remote battery 
becomes weak.

● Replace the battery as soon as possible.
2 Keyless Remote* P. 662

Models with keyless access system

*1 *2

*1 *2

*1 *2

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare imediat ce se detectează o problemă în 
sistemul de acces fără cheie sau în sistemul de 
pornire fără cheie.

•  Apare când închideţi ușa cu modul de 
alimentare fără telecomanda din interiorul 
vehiculului.

•  Apare când bateria telecomenzii keyless este 
slabă.

Modele cu sistemul Keyless

* 1: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 2: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare

•  Verificaţi autovehiculul de către un dealer.

•  Mesajul dispare când aduceţi 
telecomanda înapoi în interiorul 
vehiculului și închideţi ușa. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Atenţionare telecomandă keyless P. 200

•  Înlocuiţi bateria cât mai curând posibil. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Telecomandă keyless P. 662
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*1:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*2:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears after you set the power mode to 
ACCESSORY or ON.

● Appears in amber when the engine does 
not restart automatically due to the 
following reason:
- The bonnet is open.
- There is a problem in the system that 

disables Auto Idle Stop.

2 Starting the Engine P. 461

Continuously variable 
transmission models

*1

*2

Manual transmission 
models

*1

*2

Models with Auto Idle Stop System
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare după ce aţi setat modul de alimentare 
la ACCESSORY sau pe ON.

Modele cu Oprirea Automată a motorului

•  Apare în culoarea portocalie atunci când 
motorul nu se repornește automat din 
următoarele motive:

- Capota este deschisă.
-  Există o problemă în sistem care dezactivează 

oprirea automată a motorului.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Pornirea motorului P. 461

Modele transmisie 
automată

Modele transmisie 
manuală

* 1: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 2: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.
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*1:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*2:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the power mode is 
ACCESSORY.

—

● Appears after the driver’s door is opened 
when the power mode is ACCESSORY.

● Press the ENGINE START/STOP button 
twice with your foot off the brake pedal 
(continuously variable transmission) or the 
clutch pedal (manual transmission) to 
change the power mode to VEHICLE OFF 
(LOCK).

● Appears if the keyless remote’s battery is 
too weak to start the engine or the key is 
not within operating range to start the 
engine. The beeper sounds six times.

● Bring the keyless remote in front of the 
ENGINE START/STOP button to be 
touched with.

2 If the Keyless Remote Battery is 
Weak P. 693

*1 *2

*1 *2

*1 *2
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare când modul de alimentare este 
ACCESORY.

•  Apare după ce ușa șoferului este deschisă când 
modul de alimentare este ACCESORY.

•  Apăsaţi butonul START / STOP de două ori cu 
pedala de frână (transmisie automată) sau 
cu pedala de ambreiaj (transmisie manuală) 
pentru a schimba modul de alimentare la 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).

•  Apare dacă bateria telecomandă keyless este 
prea slabă pentru a porni motorul sau cheia nu 
este în raza de acţiune pentru a porni motorul. 
Beeper-ul sună de șase ori.

•  Atingeţi butonului START / STOP cu 
telecomanda keyless. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Dacă bateria keyless este slabă P. 693

* 1: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 2: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.

Continuare
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the system predicts the vehicle 
cutting in in front of you from the right and 
decrease your vehicle speed according to the cut-in 
vehicle.

● The system automatically keeps a safe distance from the 
cut-in vehicle when the system predicts the cutting in.

2 How the System Activates P. 533

● Appears when the system predicts the vehicle 
cutting in in front of you from the left and decrease 
your vehicle speed according to the cut-in vehicle.

● The system automatically keeps a safe distance from the 
cut-in vehicle when the system predicts the cutting in.

2 How the System Activates P. 533

● Appears when ACC with LSF has been 
automatically cancelled.

● You can resume the set speed after the condition that 
caused ACC with LSF to cancel improves. Press the RES/
+ button.

2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 
Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the distance between your vehicle 
and the vehicle ahead of you is too close while ACC 
with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
distance between your vehicle and the vehicle 
ahead of you is too close.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare când sistemul calculează viteza autovehiculului 
din faţa ta sau din dreapta ta și reduce viteza vehiculului 
în funcţie de vehiculul din faţa ta sau din dreapta ta.

•  Apare atunci când sistemul calculează viteza 
autovehiculului în faţa ta sau din stânga ta și reduce 
viteza vehiculului în funcţie de vehiculul din faţa ta sau 
din stânga ta.

• Apare când ACC cu LSF a fost anulată automat.

•  Apare atunci când distanţa dintre autovehicul și 
vehiculul din faţa dvs. este prea apropiată, în timp ce 
ACC cu LSF este în funcţiune.

•  Apare când apăsaţi butonul - / SET în timp ce distanţa 
dintre autovehicul și vehiculul din faţa dvs. este prea 
apropiată.

•  Sistemul păstrează automat o distanţă sigură de vehiculul 
din faţă când sistemul prezice frânarea. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Modul în care sistemul activează P. 533

•  Sistemul păstrează automat o distanţă sigură de vehiculul 
din faţă când sistemul prezice frânarea. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Modul în care sistemul activează P. 533

•  Puteţi relua viteza setată după condiţia care a cauzat ACC cu 
LSF pentru a anula îmbunătăţiri. Apăsaţi butonul RES / +. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire la viteză mică 
(LSF) * P. 503

•  ACC cu LSF a fost anulată automat. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire la viteză mică 
(LSF) * P. 503

•  ACC cu LSF nu poate fi setat. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire la viteză mică 
(LSF) * P. 503

Modele cu opţiunea ACC cu LSF

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the driver’s seat belt is unfastened 
while your vehicle is automatically stopped by ACC 
with LSF.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
driver’s seat belt is unfastened.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle in front of you starts 
moving while your vehicle is stopped automatically 
by ACC with LSF.

● Either press the RES/+ button or –/SET button, or 
depress the accelerator pedal.

2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 
Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare atunci când centura de siguranţă a șoferului 
este decuplată în timp ce autovehiculul este oprit 
automat de către ACC cu LSF.

•  Apare când apăsaţi butonul - / SET în timp ce centura 
de siguranţă a șoferului este decuplată.

•  Apare când autovehiculul din faţa dvs. începe să se 
miște în timp ce autovehiculul este oprit automat de 
către ACC cu LSF.

Modele cu opţiunea ACC cu LSF

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare

•  ACC cu LSF a fost anulată automat. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire la viteză mică 
(LSF) * P. 503

•  ACC cu LSF nu poate fi setat. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire la viteză mică 
(LSF) * P. 503

•  Apăsaţi butonul RES / + sau - / SET sau apăsaţi pedala de 
acceleraţie. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire la viteză mică 
(LSF) * P. 503
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare când apăsaţi butonul - / SET în timp ce 
schimbătorul este în orice altă poziţie decât 
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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 .

•  Apare când autovehiculul este oprit pe o pantă foarte 
abruptă în timp ce ACC cu LSF este în funcţiune.

•  Apare când apăsaţi butonul - / SET în timp ce 
autovehiculul este oprit pe o pantă foarte abruptă.

•  ACC cu LSF nu poate fi setat. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire la viteză mică 
(LSF) * P. 503

•  ACC cu LSF nu poate fi setat. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire la viteză mică 
(LSF) * P. 503

•  ACC cu LSF a fost anulată automat. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire la viteză mică 
(LSF) * P. 503

Modele cu opţiunea ACC cu LSF

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the parking brake is applied 
automatically while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503
2 Parking Brake P. 560

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
parking brake is applied.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503
2 Parking Brake P. 560

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is moving and the brake pedal is depressed.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears if ACC with LSF is cancelled while your 
vehicle is automatically stopped by ACC with LSF.

● Immediately depress the brake pedal.

Models with ACC with LSF

Continuously 
variable 
transmission models

Manual transmission 
models

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare când frâna de mână este acţionată automat  
în timp ce ACC cu LSF este în funcţiune.

•  Apare când apăsaţi butonul - / SET în timp ce frâna 
de parcare este acţionată.

•  Apare când apăsaţi butonul - / SET în timp ce 
autovehiculul se mișcă și pedala de frână este apăsată.

•  Apare dacă ACC cu LSF este anulată în timp ce 
autovehiculul dvs. este oprit automat de ACC cu LSF.

Modele cu opţiunea ACC cu LSF

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare

•  ACC cu LSF a fost anulată automat. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire  
     la viteză mică (LSF) * P. 503 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Frână de parcare P. 560

•  ACC cu LSF nu poate fi setat. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire  
     la viteză mică (LSF) * P. 503 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Frână de parcare P. 560

•  ACC cu LSF nu poate fi setat. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire  
     la viteză mică (LSF) * P. 503

•  Apăsaţi imediat pedala de frână.

Modele transmisie 
automată

Modele transmisie 
manuală
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Message Condition Explanation

● Flashes when the system senses a likely collision 
with a vehicle in front of you.

● Take appropriate action to prevent a collision (apply the 
brakes, change lanes, etc.)

2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 
Follow (LSF)* P. 503

2 Collision Mitigation Braking System (CMBS)* P. 569

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the vehicle is driving out of a detected 
lane. The steering wheel vibrates rapidly.

● Keep the vehicle within the lane you are driving.
2 Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS)* P. 543

● Appears when the vehicle is driving out of a detected 
lane.

- The steering wheel vibrates rapidly when the 
vehicle is drifting out of a detected lane.

- The steering wheel vibrates rapidly when the 
vehicle is drifting out of a detected lane. The system 
also steers the vehicle to help you remain within 
your driving lane.

● Keep the vehicle within the lane you are driving.
2 Road Departure Mitigation System* P. 532

● You can change the setting for the road departure 
mitigation system. Normal, Delayed, and Warning 
Only can be selected.

2 Customized Features P. 359

● Blinks when you fail to steer the vehicle. The beeper 
sounds simultaneously.

● Operate the steering wheel to resume the LKAS.

Models with LKAS

Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS)

Road Departure Mitigation System

When you selected Warning Only

When you selected Early, Normal or Delayed

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj

Mesaj

Stare

Stare

Explicaţie

Explicaţie

•  Clipește când sistemul simte o coliziune 
probabilă cu un vehicul în faţa dvs.

Sistemul de asistenţă pentru menţinerea benzii de circulaţie (LKAS)

•  Apare atunci când vehiculul se deplasează dintr-o 
bandă detectată. Volanul vibrează rapid.

Sistemul de avertizare în caz de părăsire a carosabilului

•   Apare atunci când vehiculul se deplasează dintr-o 
bandă detectată. 
Când aţi selectat numai Warning  
- Volanul vibrează rapid când vehiculul se 
îndepărtează dintr-o bandă detectată. 
Când aţi selectat Early, Normal sau Delayed  
- Volanul vibrează rapid când vehiculul se 
îndepărtează dintr-o bandă detectată. Sistemul de 
asemenea intervine asupra vehiculului pentru a vă 
ajuta să rămâneţi în banda de navigare.

•  Luaţi măsurile corespunzătoare pentru a preveni o coliziune 
(aplicaţi frânele, schimbaţi benzile etc.) 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire la viteză mică 
(LSF) * P. 503
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Sistemul de frânare de atenuare a coliziunii (CMBS) * P. 569

•  Acţionaţi volanul pentru a relua LKAS.

•  Păstraţi vehiculul în banda pe care o conduceţi. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Sistemul de asistenţă pentru menţinerea benzii de circulaţie 
(LKAS) P. 543

•  Păstraţi vehiculul în banda pe care o conduceţi. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Sistemul de avertizare în caz de părăsire a carosabilului P. 532
•  Puteţi schimba setarea pentru sistemul de reducere a decolării 

rutiere. Numai Normal,Delayed și Warning pot fi selectate. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

•  Clipește când nu reușiţi să conduceţi vehiculul.  
Beeper-ul sună simultan.

Modele cu opţiunea LKAS
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears if the VSA or traction control function 
operates while ACC is in operation.

● ACC has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the speed of the vehicle is too high 
for you to set ACC.

● Reduce the speed, then set ACC.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when ACC is cancelled due to excessive 
high vehicle speed.

● Reduce the speed, then reset ACC.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the speed of the vehicle is too low for 
you to set ACC.

● Raise the speed, then set ACC.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when ACC is cancelled due to excessive low 
vehicle speed.

● Raise the speed, then reset ACC.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the RES/+ or –/SET button 
while the vehicle is moving and the clutch pedal is 
depressed.

● ACC cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the clutch pedal is applied too long 
while ACC is in operation.

● ACC cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

Manual transmission models

Manual transmission models

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare dacă funcţia VSA sau controlul tracţiunii 
funcţionează în timp ce ACC este în funcţiune.

•  Apare atunci când viteza vehiculului este prea mare 
pentru a seta ACC.

•  Apare când ACC este anulat din cauza vitezei excesive 
a vehiculului.

•  Apare când viteza vehiculului este prea mică pentru a 
seta ACC.

•  Apare atunci când ACC este anulat din cauza vitezei 
excesive a autovehiculului.

Modele cu opţiunea ACC cu LSF

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare

•  ACC cu LSF a fost anulată automat. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire  
     la viteză mică (LSF) * P. 503 

•  Reduceţi viteza, apoi setaţi ACC. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire  
     la viteză mică (LSF) * P. 503

•  Reduceţi viteza, apoi resetaţi ACC. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire  
     la viteză mică (LSF) * P. 503

•  Ridicaţi viteza, apoi setaţi ACC. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire  
     la viteză mică (LSF) * P. 503

•  Ridicaţi viteza, apoi resetaţi ACC. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire  
     la viteză mică (LSF) * P. 503

•  ACC nu poate fi setat. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire  
     la viteză mică (LSF) * P. 503

•  ACC nu poate fi setat. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu urmărire  
     la viteză mică (LSF) * P. 503

Modele transmisie manuală

•  Apare când apăsaţi butonul RES / + sau - / SET în timp 
ce autovehiculul se mișcă și pedala de ambreiaj este 
apăsată.

Modele transmisie manuală

•  Apare când pedala de ambreiaj este aplicată prea mult 
în timp ce ACC este în funcţiune.
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*1:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*2:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears if there is a problem with the light 
control system.

● Appears while driving - Manually turn 
the lights on, and have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears if there is a problem with the 
headlights.

● Appears while driving - The headlights 
may not be on.
When conditions allow you to drive safely, 
have your vehicle checked by a dealer as 
soon as possible.

Models with light control system

*1 *2

Models with LED headlights

*1 *2
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj

Mesaj

Stare

Stare

Explicaţie

Explicaţie

•  Apare dacă există o problemă cu sistemul de 
control al luminii.

•  Apare dacă există o problemă cu farurile.

•  Apare în timpul conducerii - Porniţi manual 
luminile și verificaţi vehiculul de către un 
dealer.

•  Apare în timpul conducerii - Este posibil ca 
farurile să nu fie aprinse. 
Când condiţiile vă permit să conduceţi în 
siguranţă, verificaţi la un dealer  
cât mai curând posibil.

Modele cu sistem de control al luminii

Modele cu faruri cu LED

* 1: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 2: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.
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* 1: Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia celor din Orientul Mijlociu.
* 2: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia.
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*1:Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*2:Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the transmission fluid 
temperature is too high.

● Stop in a safe place and move the shift 
position to (P. Let the engine idle until 
the message disappears.

● Appears if you press the ENGINE START/
STOP button to turn the engine off without 
the shift lever in (P .

● Move the shift lever to (P , then push the 
ENGINE START/STOP button twice.

● Appears when the engine stops without the 
shift lever in (P , and does not restart 
automatically.

● Appears if you open the bonnet while Auto 
Idle Stop activates.

● If you want to set the power mode to ON, 
move the shift lever to (P .

● If you want to start the engine, follow the 
normal procedure.

2 Starting the Engine P. 458, 461

Continuously variable transmission models

*1 *2

*1 *2 Models with Auto Idle Stop System
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare când temperatura lichidului de 
transmisie este prea mare.

•  Opriţi-vă într-un loc sigur și deplasaţi poziţia 
chimbătorului în poziţia 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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. Lăsaţi motorul să 
se funcţioneze până când mesajul dispare.

•  Deplasaţi maneta schimbătorului de viteze în 
poziţia 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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, apoi apăsaţi de două ori butonul 
START / STOP.

•  Dacă doriţi să setaţi modul de alimentare 
în poziţia PORNIT, deplasaţi maneta de 
schimbare în poziţia 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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.
•  Dacă doriţi să porniţi motorul, urmaţi 

procedura normală. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Pornirea motorului P. 458, 461

•  Se afișează dacă apăsaţi butonul START / 
STOP pentru a opri motorul fără schimbătorul 
să fie în poziţia 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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.

Modele transmisie automată

Modele cu Oprirea Automată a motorului

•   Apare atunci când motorul se oprește fără 
schimbătorul de viteză 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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 și nu se repornește 
automat.

•   Apare dacă deschideţi capota motorului 
în timp ce opţiunea Oprirea Automată a 
motorului se activează.

Continuare
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when you unlock and open the driver’s door 
while the engine is running by remote engine start. 2 Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback* P. 463

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when any of the service items is required in less 
than 30 days.

● The remaining days will be counted down per day.
2 Service Reminder System* P. 601

● Appears when any of the service items is required in less 
than 10 days.

● Have the indicated service performed as soon as 
possible.

2 Service Reminder System* P. 601

● Appears when the indicated maintenance service is still 
not done after the remaining time.

● Your vehicle has passed the service required point. 
Immediately have the service performed and make sure 
to reset the service reminder.

2 Service Reminder System* P. 601

Models with remote engine starter

Models with service reminder system

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj

Mesaj

Stare

Stare

Explicaţie

Explicaţie

•  Apare când deblocaţi și deschideţi ușa șoferului în timp 
ce motorul funcţionează prin pornirea de la distanţă a 
motorului.

•  Apare atunci când revizia este necesară în mai puţin de 
30 de zile.

•  Apare atunci când revizia este necesară în mai puţin de 
10 zile.

•  Apare atunci când intervalul reviziei indicat nu este încă 
executat după timpul rămas.

Modele cu pornire motor de la distanţă

Modele cu Serviciul de reamintire interval revizie

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Pornirea motorului la distanţă cu feedback de la vehicul * P. 463

• Zilele rămase vor fi contorizate în fiecare zi. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Serviciul de reamintire interval revizie* P. 601

•  Serviciului de întreţinere indicată trebuie efectuată cât mai 
curând posibil. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Serviciul de reamintire interval revizie* P. 601

•  Autovehiculul dvs. a trecut punctul reviziei. Imediat efectuaţi 
revizia și asiguraţi-vă că aţi resetat memento-ul revizie. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Serviciul de reamintire interval revizie* P. 601

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the maintenance service item which 
distance to the next maintenance period is less than 
3,000 km.

● The remaining days will be counted down per 10 
kilometres

2 Oil Monitor System* P. 606

● Appears when the maintenance service item which 
distance to the next maintenance period is less than 
1,000 km.

● Have the indicated service performed as soon as 
possible.

2 Oil Monitor System* P. 606

● Appears when the indicated maintenance service is still 
not done after the remaining distance reaches 0.

● Your vehicle has passed the service required point.
Immediately have the service performed and make sure 
to reset the oil monitor.

2 Oil Monitor System* P. 606

Models with oil monitor system

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj Stare Explicaţie

•  Apare atunci când distanţa intervalului schimb ulei este mai 
mică de 3.000 km.

• Zilele rămase vor fi contorizate la 10 kilometri. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Schimb ulei* P. 606

• Serviciul trebuie efectuat cât mai curând posibil. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Schimb ulei* P. 606

• Autovehiculul dvs. a trecut punctul necesar serviciului. Imediat 
efectuaţi serviciul și asiguraţi-vă că resetaţi monitorul de ulei. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Schimb ulei* P. 606

•  Apare atunci când distanţa intervalului schimb ulei este mai 
mică de 1.000 km.

•  Apare atunci când intervalul schimb ulei indicat nu este încă 
efectuat după ce distanţa rămasă ajunge la 0.

Modele cu sistem de monitorizare a uleiului

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears if there is a problem with the auto high-beam 
system.

● Manually operate the headlight switch.
● If you are driving with the high-beam headlights when 

this happens, the headlights are changed to low beams.

● Appears when the area around the camera on the 
windshield is blocked by dirt, mud, etc.

● Stop your vehicle in a safe place, and wipe it off with a 
soft cloth.

● If the message does not disappear after cleaning the 
lens, have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when any of the rear seat belts are latched or 
unlatched, or either rear door is opened and closed. 2 Seat Belt Reminder P. 43

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and the 
shift lever is moved out of (P. 2 Customized Features P. 161

Models with auto high-beam system

Models with rear seatbelt reminder

Models with colour audio system with driver information interface
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▶▶ Indicatori ▶  Mesaje de avertizare și informare pe afișajul multiplu*

Mesaj

Mesaj

Mesaj

Stare

Stare

Stare

Explicaţie

Explicaţie

Explicaţie

•  Apare dacă există o problemă cu sistemul fază lungă 
automată.

•  Apare atunci când oricare dintre centurile de siguranţă 
din spate este blocată sau dezactivată, fie ușa din spate 
este deschisă și închisă.

•  Apare în timp ce personalizaţi setările și schimbătorul de 
viteze este mutat în poziţia 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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.

•  Apare atunci când zona din jurul camerei de pe parbriz 
este blocată de murdărie, noroi etc.

• Porniţi manual întrerupătorul farurilor.
•  Dacă conduceţi cu farurile cu faza lungă atunci când 

acest lucru se întâmplă, farurile se schimbă în fază 
scurtă.

•  Opriţi vehiculul într-un loc sigur și ștergeţi-l cu o cârpă 
moale.

•  Dacă mesajul nu dispare după curăţarea obiectivului, 
verificaţi-l de către un dealer.

Modele cu sistem fază lungă automată

Modele cu memento pentru centura spate

Modele cu sistem audio color cu interfaţă de informaţii pentru șofer
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Memento centura de siguranţă P. 43
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Caracteristici personalizate P. 161

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Gauges and Displays

Gauges
Gauges include the speedometer, tachometer, fuel gauge, and related indicators. 
They are displayed when the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

Displays your driving speed in km/h.

Shows the number of engine revolutions per minute.

Displays the amount of fuel left in the fuel tank.

Displays the temperature of the engine coolant.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Speedometer

■ Tachometer

■ Fuel Gauge

■ Temperature Gauge

1Fuel Gauge

NOTICE
You should refuel when the reading approaches (0 
or .
Running out of fuel can cause the engine to misfire, 
damaging the catalytic converter.

The actual amount of remaining fuel may differ from 
the fuel gauge reading.

E

1Temperature Gauge

NOTICE
Driving with the temperature gauge pointer in the 
upper zone can cause serious engine damage. Pull 
safely to the side of the road and allow engine 
temperature to return to normal.

2 Overheating P. 699
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Indicatoare

Vitezometru

Turometru

Indicator de combustibil

Dispozitiv de măsurare a temperaturii

Afișează viteza de deplasare în km / h.

Indicatoare includ vitezometrul, tahometrul, indicatorul de combustibil și 
indicatorii aferenţi. Acestea sunt afișate când comutatorul de contact este în 
poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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.

Afișează numărul de rotaţii ale motorului pe minut.

Afișează cantitatea de combustibil rămasă în rezervorul de combustibil.

Afișează temperatura lichidului de răcire al motorului.

Indicator de combustibil

Dispozitiv de măsurare a temperaturii

NOTĂ
Ar trebui să alimentaţi carburantul când se apropie citirea 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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Gauges and Displays

Gauges
Gauges include the speedometer, tachometer, fuel gauge, and related indicators. 
They are displayed when the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

Displays your driving speed in km/h.

Shows the number of engine revolutions per minute.

Displays the amount of fuel left in the fuel tank.

Displays the temperature of the engine coolant.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Speedometer

■ Tachometer

■ Fuel Gauge

■ Temperature Gauge

1Fuel Gauge

NOTICE
You should refuel when the reading approaches (0 
or .
Running out of fuel can cause the engine to misfire, 
damaging the catalytic converter.

The actual amount of remaining fuel may differ from 
the fuel gauge reading.

E

1Temperature Gauge

NOTICE
Driving with the temperature gauge pointer in the 
upper zone can cause serious engine damage. Pull 
safely to the side of the road and allow engine 
temperature to return to normal.

2 Overheating P. 699
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.
În cazul în care rămâneţi fără combustibil poate provoca 
incendiul motorului, dăunând catalizatorului.
Cantitatea reală de combustibil rămas poate fi diferită de 
citirea ecartamentului carburantului.

NOTĂ
Conducerea cu indicatorul de temperatură în zona 
superioară poate provoca o deteriorare gravă a motorului. 
Trageţi în siguranţă în partea laterală a drumului și lăsaţi 
temperatura motorului să revină la normal.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Supraîncălzirea P. 699

* 1:  Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui 
comutator de aprindere.
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Information Display*

The information display shows the odometer, trip meter, and other gauges.

Press the  (TRIP) knob to change the display.

Shows the total number of kilometres that your vehicle has accumulated.

■ Switching the Display

1Switching the Display

Each time you press the  knob, the information 
display changes as follows:

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Odometer, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Range, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy A, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy B, Trip Meter B, 
Outside Temperature

■Odometer

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatoare și afișaj ▶  Afișare informaţii *

Afișare informaţii *

Afișajul de informaţii afișează odometrul, contorul de parcurs și alte indicatoare.

Comutarea afișajului

Odometru

Apăsaţi butonul 

152
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Information Display*

The information display shows the odometer, trip meter, and other gauges.

Press the  (TRIP) knob to change the display.

Shows the total number of kilometres that your vehicle has accumulated.

■ Switching the Display

1Switching the Display

Each time you press the  knob, the information 
display changes as follows:

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Odometer, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Range, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy A, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy B, Trip Meter B, 
Outside Temperature

■Odometer

* Not available on all models
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 (TRIP) pentru a schimba afișajul.

Afișează numărul total de kilometri pe care vehiculul dvs. le-a acumulat.

Economie instantanee a 
combustibilului, Odometru, 
Contor de călătorie A, 
Temperatură exterioară

Economie instantanee a 
combustibilului, autonomie, 
contor de călătorie A, 
temperatură exterioară

Economie de combustibil 
instantanee, economie medie de 
carburant A, contorizare km A, 
temperatura exterioară

Economie de combustibil 
instantanee, economie medie de 
carburant B, contorizare km B, 
temperatura exterioară

De fiecare dată când apăsaţi butonul 
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Information Display*

The information display shows the odometer, trip meter, and other gauges.

Press the  (TRIP) knob to change the display.

Shows the total number of kilometres that your vehicle has accumulated.

■ Switching the Display

1Switching the Display

Each time you press the  knob, the information 
display changes as follows:

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Odometer, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Range, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy A, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy B, Trip Meter B, 
Outside Temperature

■Odometer

* Not available on all models
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, afișajul 
informaţiilor se modifică după cum urmează:

Comutarea afișajului
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Shows the total number of kilometres driven since the last reset. Meters A and B can 
be used to measure two separate trips.

■ Resetting a trip meter
To reset a trip meter, display it, then press and hold the  knob. The trip meter is 
reset to 0.0.

Shows the estimated average fuel economy of each trip meter in l/100 km. The 
display is updated at set intervals. When a trip meter is reset, the average fuel 
economy is also reset.

Shows the instant fuel economy as a bar graph in l/100km.

Shows the estimated distance you can travel on the remaining fuel. This distance is 
estimated from the fuel economy of your previous trips.

■ Trip Meter

■Average Fuel Economy

■ Instant Fuel Economy Gauge

■ Range
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▶  Afișare informaţii * ▶▶ Indicatoare și afișaj 

Contorul de parcurs

Economie medie de combustibil

Indicator consum instant

Autonomie

Afișează numărul total de kilometri de la ultima resetare. Contoarele A și B pot fi 
utilizate pentru măsurarea a două călătorii separate.

Afișează economia medie estimată a consumului de carburant pentru fiecare 
contor de parcurs în l / 100 km. Afișajul este actualizat la intervale stabilite. Atunci 
când un contor de parcurs este resetat, economia medie de combustibil este de 
asemenea resetată.

Afișează economia instantanee de combustibil ca un grafic în l / 100 km.

Indică distanţa aproximativă pe care o puteţi parcurge cu combustibilul rămas.
Distanţa este estimată pe baza consumului de pe rutele anterioare.

Pentru a reseta un contor de parcurs, afișaţi-l, apoi apăsaţi și ţineţi  
apăsat butonul 

152
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Information Display*

The information display shows the odometer, trip meter, and other gauges.

Press the  (TRIP) knob to change the display.

Shows the total number of kilometres that your vehicle has accumulated.

■ Switching the Display

1Switching the Display

Each time you press the  knob, the information 
display changes as follows:

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Odometer, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Range, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy A, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy B, Trip Meter B, 
Outside Temperature

■Odometer

* Not available on all models
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. Contorul de declanșare este resetat la 0.0.

Resetarea contorului de parcurs

Continuare
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Shows the outside temperature in Celsius.

■ Adjusting the outside temperature indicator
Adjust the temperature reading up to ±3°C if the temperature reading seems 
incorrect.
1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press and hold the  (TRIP) knob for 10 seconds or more while the outside 

temperature is shown on the information display.
u The information display goes into temperature adjustment mode. The display 

starts showing from -3°C to +3°C.
3. Release the  knob when the right adjustment amount is shown.
u The adjustment is complete.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Outside Temperature 1Outside Temperature

The temperature sensor is in the front bumper.
Road heat and exhaust from another vehicle can 
affect the temperature reading when your vehicle 
speed is less than 30 km/h.

It may take several minutes for the display to be 
updated after the temperature reading has stabilized.
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▶▶ Indicatoare și afișaj ▶  Afișare informaţii *

Temperatura exterioară

Afișează temperatura exterioară în grade Celsius.
Senzorul de temperatură se află în bara de protecţie 
din faţă. Căldura pe șosea și evacuarea din alt vehicul 
pot afecta citirea temperaturii când viteza vehiculului 
este mai mică de 30 km / h.
Este posibil să dureze câteva minute pentru ca afișajul 
să fie actualizat după stabilizarea temperaturii.

Temperatura exterioară

Reglaţi citirea temperaturii la ± 3 ° C dacă citirea temperaturii pare incorectă.
1. Rotiţi cheia de contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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.
2. Apăsaţi și ţineţi apăsat butonul 
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Information Display*

The information display shows the odometer, trip meter, and other gauges.

Press the  (TRIP) knob to change the display.

Shows the total number of kilometres that your vehicle has accumulated.

■ Switching the Display

1Switching the Display

Each time you press the  knob, the information 
display changes as follows:

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Odometer, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Range, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy A, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy B, Trip Meter B, 
Outside Temperature

■Odometer

* Not available on all models
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 (TRIP) timp de 10 secunde sau mai mult în 
timp ce temperatura exterioară este afișată pe ecranul de informaţii.
    ▶  Afișajul informaţiilor intră în modul de reglare a temperaturii. Afișajul începe 

să se afișeze între -3 ° C și + 3 ° C.
3. Eliberaţi butonul când se afișează valoarea corectă de reglare.
    ▶ Reglarea este completă.

Reglarea indicatorului de temperatură exterioară

* 1:  Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui 
comutator de aprindere.
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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 Interfaţă informaţii pentru șofer

Comutarea afișajului

Interfaţa de informaţii pentru șofer afișează contorul de parcurs, contorul de 
zbor, indicatorul de temperatură exterioară și alte calibre. De asemenea, afișează 
mesaje importante precum avertismente și alte informaţii utile.

▶  Afișare informaţii * ▶▶ Interfaţă informaţii pentru șofer*

Afișaje principale
Apăsaţi butonul 

44
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■ Rear seats*

Your vehicle monitors rear seat belt use. A 
driver information interface notifies you if any 
of the rear seat belts are used.

The display appears when:
• A rear door is opened or closed.
• Any of the rear passengers latches or 

unlatches their seat belt.
The beeper sounds if any rear passenger’s seat 
belt is unlatched while driving.

To see the display:
Press the  (display/information) button.

: Unlatched

: Latched

* Not available on all models
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 (afișare / informaţii), apoi apăsaţi 
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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  pentru a 
schimba afișajul. Apăsaţi ENTER pentru a vedea informaţii detaliate.

Buton Afișaj /  
Informaţii

Apasă

Apasă ENTER

sau

Autonomie și 
combustibil

Viteza 
medie & 
timpul 
scurs

Contor 
Turbo *

Navigare * 
și compas *

Recunoașterea 
semnelor de 
circulaţie *

Alarmă de 
viteză *

Mesaje de 
avertizare

Dispaly oprit Telefon* Audio* Personalizaţi* Memento 
service

Cuplare centurii de 
siguranţă spate *

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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■ Trip computer
Press the  (TRIP) knob to change display.

Shows the total number of kilometres that your vehicle has accumulated.

Shows the total number of kilometres driven since the last reset. Meters A and B can 
be used to measure two separate trips.

■Odometer

■ Trip Meter

AA AA AA

Odometer
Outside temperature

Trip A Trip B

 (TRIP) 
Knob

1Trip Meter

Switch between trip meter A and trip meter B by 
pressing the  knob.
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▶▶ Indicatoare și afișaj ▶  Interfaţă informaţii pentru șofer*

Afișaje principale
Apăsaţi butonul 

152
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Information Display*

The information display shows the odometer, trip meter, and other gauges.

Press the  (TRIP) knob to change the display.

Shows the total number of kilometres that your vehicle has accumulated.

■ Switching the Display

1Switching the Display

Each time you press the  knob, the information 
display changes as follows:

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Odometer, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Range, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy A, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy B, Trip Meter B, 
Outside Temperature

■Odometer

* Not available on all models
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 (TRIP) pentru a schimba afișajul.

Odometru

Contor de parcurs
Comutaţi între contorul de parcurs A și contorul de 
parcurs B prin apăsarea butonului 

152
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Information Display*

The information display shows the odometer, trip meter, and other gauges.

Press the  (TRIP) knob to change the display.

Shows the total number of kilometres that your vehicle has accumulated.

■ Switching the Display

1Switching the Display

Each time you press the  knob, the information 
display changes as follows:

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Odometer, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Range, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy A, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy B, Trip Meter B, 
Outside Temperature

■Odometer

* Not available on all models
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.

Contor de parcurs

Afișează numărul total de kilometri pe care vehiculul dvs. le-a acumulat.

Afișează numărul total de kilometri de la ultima resetare. Contoarele A și B 
pot fi utilizate pentru măsurarea a două călătorii separate.

Odometru Parcurs A Parcurs B

(Parcurs)

Buton

Temperatură exterioară
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■ Resetting a trip meter
To reset a trip meter, display it, then press and hold the  knob. The trip meter is 
reset to 0.0.

Shows the estimated average fuel economy of each trip meter in l/100 km. The 
display is updated at set intervals. When a trip meter is reset, the average fuel 
economy is also reset.

Shows the estimated distance you can travel on the remaining fuel. This distance is 
estimated from the fuel economy of your previous trips.

Shows the time elapsed since the last time Trip A or Trip B was reset.

Shows the average speed in km/h since the last time Trip A or Trip B was reset.

Shows the instant fuel economy as a bar graph in l/100 km.

Shows the remaining oil life and service reminder.
2 Service Reminder System* P. 601

■Average Fuel Economy

■ Range

■ Elapsed Time

■Average Speed

■ Instant Fuel Economy Gauge

■ Engine Oil Life*

1Average Fuel Economy

You can change when to reset the average fuel 
economy.

2 Customized Features P. 161, 359

1Elapsed Time

You can change when to reset the elapsed time.
2 Customized Features P. 161, 359

1Average Speed

You can change when to reset the average speed.
2 Customized Features P. 161, 359

* Not available on all models
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▶  Afișare informaţii * ▶▶ Interfaţă informaţii pentru șofer*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare

Puteţi schimba când doriţi să resetaţi economia  
medie de combustibil.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Caracteristici personalizate P. 161, 359

Puteţi schimba momentul când doriţi să resetaţi 
timpul scurs.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Caracteristici personalizate P. 161, 359

Puteţi schimba când doriţi să resetaţi viteza medie.

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Caracteristici personalizate P. 161, 359

Economie medie de combustibil

Timpul scurs

Viteza medie

Resetarea contorului de parcurs
Pentru a reseta un contor de parcurs, afișaţi-l, apoi apăsaţi și ţineţi apăsat 
butonul 

152
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Information Display*

The information display shows the odometer, trip meter, and other gauges.

Press the  (TRIP) knob to change the display.

Shows the total number of kilometres that your vehicle has accumulated.

■ Switching the Display

1Switching the Display

Each time you press the  knob, the information 
display changes as follows:

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Odometer, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Range, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy A, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy B, Trip Meter B, 
Outside Temperature

■Odometer

* Not available on all models
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. Contorul de declanșare este resetat la 0.0.

Economie medie de combustibil

Autonomie

Timpul scurs

Viteza medie

Indicator consum instant

Uleiul de motor *

Afișează economia medie estimată a consumului de carburant pentru fiecare 
contor de parcurs în l / 100 km. Afișajul este actualizat la intervale stabilite. Atunci 
când un contor de parcurs este resetat, economia medie de combustibil este de 
asemenea resetată.

Afișează distanţa estimată pentru călătoria pe combustibilul rămas. Această 
distanţă este estimată din economia de combustibil a călătoriilor dvs. anterioare.

Afișează timpul scurs de la ultima dată când Trip A sau Trip B a fost resetat.

Afișează viteza medie în km / h de la resetarea ultimei călătorii Trip A sau Trip B.

Afișează economia instantanee a combustibilului ca un grafic în l / 100 km.

Afișează când trebuie făcut schimbul de ulei și revizia.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Serviciul de reamintire interval revizie* P. 601
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Shows the outside temperature in Celsius.
If the outside temperature has been below 3°C at the time you set the power mode 
to ON, the outside temperature indicator blinks for ten seconds.

■ Adjusting the outside temperature display
Adjust the temperature reading up to ±3°C if the temperature reading seems 
incorrect.

When the turbo charger is activated, this 
meter shows the boost pressure.

Shows the traffic sign recognition.

Shows the rear seatbelt reminder.

■Outside Temperature

■ Turbo Meter*

1Outside Temperature

The temperature sensor is in the front bumper.
Road heat and exhaust from another vehicle can 
affect the temperature reading when your vehicle 
speed is less than 30 km/h.

It may take several minutes for the display to be 
updated after the temperature reading has stabilized.

Use the Driver Information Interface's customized 
features to correct the temperature.

2 Customized Features P. 161, 359

■ Traffic Sign Recognition*

■ Rear Seatbelt Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatoare și afișaj ▶  Interfaţă informaţii pentru șofer*

Senzorul de temperatură se află în bara de protecţie 
din faţă. Căldura pe șosea și evacuarea din alt vehicul 
pot afecta citirea temperaturii când viteza vehiculului 
este mai mică de 30 km / h. Este posibil să dureze 
câteva minute pentru ca afișajul să fie actualizat după 
stabilizarea temperaturii. Utilizaţi caracteristicile 
personalizate ale Interfeţei Informaţii pentru șofer 
pentru a corecta temperatura.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Caracteristici personalizate P. 161, 359

Temperatura exterioarăTemperatura exterioară

Presiune turbocompresor

Recunoașterea semnelor din trafic *

Memento centri spate

Afișează temperatura exterioară în grade Celsius.
Dacă temperatura exterioară a fost sub 3 ° C în momentul în care aţi setat modul 
de alimentare la ON, indicatorul de temperatură exterioară clipește timp de zece 
secunde.

Reglaţi citirea temperaturii la ± 3 ° C dacă citirea temperaturii pare incorectă.

Reglarea afișajului temperaturii exterioare

Când este activat turbocompresorul, acest 
contor arată presiunea de creștere.

Afișează recunoașterea semnulor din trafic.

Afișează memento-ul centurii de siguranţă din spate.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Sets the speed alarm on and changes the speed alarm setting.

Each time you press the /  button, the speed alarm setting changes as follows:

*1: Default Setting

■ Speed Alarm*

 Speed Alarm 1 On/Off*1

 Speed Alarm 2 On/Off*1

 Speed Alarm 1 Speed Setting (50km/h*1)

 Speed Alarm 2 Speed Setting (80km/h*1)

 Exit

* Not available on all models
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▶  Afișare informaţii * ▶▶ Interfaţă informaţii pentru șofer*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Setare implicită

Continuare

Alarmă de viteză

Setează alarma de viteză și modifică setarea alarmei de viteză.

De fiecare dată când apăsaţi butonul 
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, setarea alarmei de viteză se 
modifică după cum urmează:

Alarma de viteză 1 Pornit / Oprit *1

Alarma de viteză 2 Pornit / Oprit *1

Alarma viteză 1 Setarea vitezei (50 km / h *1)

Alarma viteză 2 Setarea vitezei (80 km / h *1)

Ieșire
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Shows you turn-by-turn driving directions to your destination linked with the 
navigation system.

2 Refer to the Navigation System Manual

Show the current audio information.
2 Audio System Basic Operation P. 286

Show the current phone information.
2 Hands-Free Telephone System P. 394

■ Turn-by-Turn Directions*

■Audio*

■ Phone*

1Turn-by-Turn Directions*

The driver information interface shows a compass 
when the route guidance is not used.

You can select whether the turn-by-turn display 
comes on during the route guidance.

2 Customized Features P. 161, 359

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatoare și afișaj ▶  Interfaţă informaţii pentru șofer*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Indicaţii destinaţie de pas cu pas

Audio *

Telefon*

Vă arată direcţiile de rulare direcţionate spre destinaţie, legate de sistemul 
de navigaţie.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Consultaţi Manualul sistemului de navigaţie

Afișaţi informaţiile audio curente.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Sistemul audio funcţii de bază P. 286

Afișaţi informaţii despre telefonul.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Sistem de telefonie handsfree P. 394

Interfaţa cu informaţii pentru șofer afișează o busolă 
atunci când ghidarea pentru traseu nu este utilizată.
Puteţi selecta dacă afișajul pas cu pas va apărea în 
timpul ghidării pentru traseu.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Caracteristici personalizate P. 161, 359

Temperatura exterioară
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Use the driver information interface to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
Select the  (Customize Settings) screen by pressing the  button while the 
ignition switch is in ON (w*1, and the vehicle is at a complete stop, and the shift lever 
is in (P  (continuously variable transmission), and the parking brake is set (manual 
transmission). Select , then press the ENTER button.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition 
switch.

■ Customized Features

Models with colour audio system with driver information interface

1Customized Features

To customize other features, press the /  
button.

2 List of customizable options P. 164
2 Example of customization settings P. 167

When you customize settings:

Shift to (P.

Set the parking brake.

Models with continuously variable transmission

Models with manual transmission

ENTER Button
Press to set your selection.

  Button
Press to go to .

  Button
Press to go to the next 
display.

  Button
Press to go back to the 
previous display.

  Button
Press to scroll upwards.

  Button
Press to scroll downwards.
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▶  Afișare informaţii * ▶▶ Interfaţă informaţii pentru șofer*

Continuare

Caracteristici personalizate

Modele cu sistem audio color cu interfaţă de informaţii pentru șofer

Pentru a personaliza alte funcţii, apăsaţi pe 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Lista opţiunilor personalizabile P. 164
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Exemplu de setări de personalizare P. 167

Când particularizaţi setările:
Modele cu transmisie automată
Schimbaţi în poziţia 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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.

Modele cu transmisie manuală

Setaţi frâna de mână.

Caracteristici personalizate

Utilizaţi interfaţa cu informaţii pentru șofer pentru a personaliza anumite 
caracteristici.

Selectaţi ecranul 
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Use the driver information interface to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
Select the  (Customize Settings) screen by pressing the  button while the 
ignition switch is in ON (w*1, and the vehicle is at a complete stop, and the shift lever 
is in (P  (continuously variable transmission), and the parking brake is set (manual 
transmission). Select , then press the ENTER button.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition 
switch.

■ Customized Features

Models with colour audio system with driver information interface

1Customized Features

To customize other features, press the /  
button.

2 List of customizable options P. 164
2 Example of customization settings P. 167

When you customize settings:

Shift to (P.

Set the parking brake.

Models with continuously variable transmission

Models with manual transmission

ENTER Button
Press to set your selection.

  Button
Press to go to .

  Button
Press to go to the next 
display.

  Button
Press to go back to the 
previous display.

  Button
Press to scroll upwards.

  Button
Press to scroll downwards.
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 (Personalizaţi setările) apăsând butonul 
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■ Rear seats*

Your vehicle monitors rear seat belt use. A 
driver information interface notifies you if any 
of the rear seat belts are used.

The display appears when:
• A rear door is opened or closed.
• Any of the rear passengers latches or 

unlatches their seat belt.
The beeper sounds if any rear passenger’s seat 
belt is unlatched while driving.

To see the display:
Press the  (display/information) button.

: Unlatched

: Latched

* Not available on all models
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 în timp ce 
comutatorul de contact este în poziţia ON 
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, autovehiculul se oprește complet 
și maneta schimbătorului este în poziţia 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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 (transmisie automată) Este setat 
(transmisie manuală). Selectaţi 
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Use the driver information interface to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
Select the  (Customize Settings) screen by pressing the  button while the 
ignition switch is in ON (w*1, and the vehicle is at a complete stop, and the shift lever 
is in (P  (continuously variable transmission), and the parking brake is set (manual 
transmission). Select , then press the ENTER button.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition 
switch.

■ Customized Features

Models with colour audio system with driver information interface

1Customized Features

To customize other features, press the /  
button.

2 List of customizable options P. 164
2 Example of customization settings P. 167

When you customize settings:

Shift to (P.

Set the parking brake.

Models with continuously variable transmission

Models with manual transmission

ENTER Button
Press to set your selection.

  Button
Press to go to .

  Button
Press to go to the next 
display.

  Button
Press to go back to the 
previous display.

  Button
Press to scroll upwards.

  Button
Press to scroll downwards.
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 , apoi apăsaţi butonul ENTER.

Cum să personalizaţi

Buton Buton ENTER.
Apăsaţi pentru a seta selecţia.

Buton

Buton

Apăsaţi pentru a trece la afișajul 
următor.

Apăsaţi pentru a merge la 

Continued 161
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Use the driver information interface to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
Select the  (Customize Settings) screen by pressing the  button while the 
ignition switch is in ON (w*1, and the vehicle is at a complete stop, and the shift lever 
is in (P  (continuously variable transmission), and the parking brake is set (manual 
transmission). Select , then press the ENTER button.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition 
switch.

■ Customized Features

Models with colour audio system with driver information interface

1Customized Features

To customize other features, press the /  
button.

2 List of customizable options P. 164
2 Example of customization settings P. 167

When you customize settings:

Shift to (P.

Set the parking brake.

Models with continuously variable transmission

Models with manual transmission

ENTER Button
Press to set your selection.

  Button
Press to go to .

  Button
Press to go to the next 
display.

  Button
Press to go back to the 
previous display.

  Button
Press to scroll upwards.

  Button
Press to scroll downwards.
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.

Buton

Apăsaţi pentru a derula în sus.

Apăsaţi pentru a derula în jos.

Apăsaţi pentru a reveni  
la afișajul anterior.

Buton

* 1:  Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton motor START / STOP în locul unui 
comutator de aprindere.
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■ Customization Flow

Press the  button.

Deflation Warning System

Clock Setup

Meter Setup

Driver Assist System Setup

ENTER

ENTER

ENTER

ACC Vehicle Ahead Detect Beep
Road Departure Mitigation Setting

Blind Spot Information
Lane Keep Assist Beep

ACC Cut-in Prediction Control
Language

Warning Message
Adjust Outside Temp. Display

“Trip A” Reset Timing

Adjust Clock

Clock Display

Tachometer

Auto Idle Stop Display
Reverse Position Alert Tone*

Traffic Sign Recognition System

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Alarm Volume Control

Fuel Efficiency Backlight

Preceding Vehicle Proximity Warning Distance

ENTER

ENTER

(Customize Settings)

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Indicatoare și afișaj ▶  Interfaţă informaţii pentru șofer*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

(Personalizaţi setările)
Sistem avertizare presiune în pneuri

Configurarea ceasului

Sistemul de asistenţă șofer

Instalarea contoarelor

ACC detectează vehicul din faţă - semnal sonor

Informaţie Unghi Orb

Sistemul de avertizare în caz de părăsire a carosabilului

Semnal sonor pentru păstrarea benzilor

Sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de circulaţie

Mesaj de avertizare

"Parcusul A" Resetarea temporizării

Reglaj temperatura exterioară. Afişaj

"Parcusul B" Resetarea temporizării

Control al volumului alarmei

Iluminarea din spate a eficienţei consumului de combustibil

Afișare oprire automată a motorului

Tonul de alertă pentru marșalier *

Turometrul

Limba

Controlul anticipării ACC-Cut

Distanta de avertizare de proximitate a vehiculului precedent
Afișajul ceasului

Reglaţi ceasul

Flux de personalizare

Apasă
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Maintenance Info.

Lighting Setup

Exit

Door Setup

ENTER

ENTER

Headlight Auto Off Timer

Instrument Illumination Sensitivity

Headlight Integration With Wipers

Interior Light Dimmer Duration

Keyless Lock Notification

Security Relock Timer

Key And Remote Unlock Mode

Default All

ENTER
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▶  Afișare informaţii * ▶▶ Interfaţă informaţii pentru șofer*

Continuare

Configurarea iluminării
Temporizator de oprire automată a farurilor

Sensibilitatea luminozităţii panoului de instrumente

Notificare închidere keyles

Securizare reblocare temporizator

Modul de deblocare de la telecomandă și de la distanţă

Integrarea farurilor cu ștergătoarele

Durată lumină de ambianţă

Configurarea ușilor

Informaţii despre întreţinere

Implicit Toate
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■ List of customizable options

*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Deflation 
Warning 
System

— Initialises the deflation warning system. Cancel/Initialise

Clock Setup
Adjust Clock Adjust Clock.

2 Clock P. 170 —

Clock Display Selects the digital clock display from 12H to 24H. 12h*1/24h

Driver Assist 
System 
Setup

Preceding Vehicle 
Proximity Warning 
Distance

Changes the distance at which CMBS alerts. Far/Normal*1/Near

ACC Vehicle Ahead 
Detect Beep

Causes the system to beep when the system detects a 
vehicle, or when the vehicle goes out of ACC range. ON/OFF*1

Road Departure 
Mitigation Setting

Changes the setting for the road departure 
mitigation system.

Normal/Delayed*1/Warning 
Only/Early

Blind Spot Information Changes the setting for the blind spot information. Audible And Visual Alert*1/
Visual Alert Only/OFF

Lane Keep Assist Beep Causes the system to beep when the LKAS is 
suspended. ON/OFF*1

Traffic Sign Recognition 
System

Selects whether the traffic sign recognition is 
displayed on the driver information interface.

Small Icons ON/Small Icons 
OFF*1

ACC Cut-in Prediction 
Control

Selects whether the traffic sign recognition is 
displayed on the driver information interface. ON/OFF*1
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▶▶ Indicatoare și afișaj ▶  Interfaţă informaţii pentru șofer*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Listă de opţiuni personalizabile

Grup de instalare

Sistem de 
avertizare  
pană

Setarea ceasului

Sistemul  
de asistenţă 
șofer

Reglaţi ceasul Reglaţi ceasul

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ceas P. 170

Afișajul ceasului

Distanta de avertizare 
de proximitate a 
vehiculului precedent

Semnal sonor când ACC 
detectează vehicul în faţă

Sistemul de avertizare în caz 
de părăsire a carosabilului

Semnal sonor pentru 
păstrarea benzilor

Sistemul de recunoaștere  
a semnelor de circulaţie

Controlul anticipării ACC-Cut

Informaţie Unghi Orb

Selectează afișarea ceasului digital de la 12H la 24H.

Modifică distanţa la care CMBS avertizează.

Cauzează sistemul să emită un semnal sonor când sistemul 
detectează un vehicul sau când vehiculul iese din zona ACC.

Modifică setarea pentru sistemul de avertizare în caz de 
părăsire a carosabilului.

Modifică setarea pentru informaţia privind unghiul orb.

Cauzează sistemul să emită un semnal sonor când  
LKAS este suspendat.

Selectează dacă recunoașterea semnului de trafic  
este afișată pe interfaţa cu informaţii pentru șofer.

Selectează dacă recunoașterea semnului de trafic  
este afișată pe interfaţa cu informaţii pentru șofer.

Far/Normal*1/Near

Pornit/Oprit*1

Pornit/Oprit*1

Pornit/Oprit*1

Normal / Delayed*1 /
Warning Only / Early

Semnal sonor și vizual *1 / 
Doar Alertă vizuală / Oprit

Imagine mică Pornit /  
Imagine mică Oprit*1

12h*1/24h

Iniţializează sistemul de avertizare pentru pană. Anulare / Iniţializare—

Funcţii personalizabile Descriere Setări selectabile
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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▶  Afișare informaţii * ▶▶ Interfaţă informaţii pentru șofer*

Continuare

Grup de instalare

Sistemul  
de asistenţă 
șofer

Limba

Reglaj pentru temperatura 
exterioară. Afişaj

Iluminarea din spate a eficienţei 
consumului de combustibil

Control al volumului 
alarmei

Afișare oprire automată  
a motorului

Tonul de alertă pentru 
marșalier *

Turometru

Resetarea temporizării 
"Parcursului A" 

Resetarea temporizării 
"Parcursului B" 

Modifică limba afișată.

Reglează citirea temperaturii cu câteva grade.

Activează și dezactivează caracteristica contorului ambiental.

Modifică volumul alarmei, cum ar fi sonerii, avertizările, 
sunetul de semnalizare și așa mai departe.

Selectaţi opţiunile ecrane de orientare 
de oprire automată a motorului.

În cazul în care schimbătorul în poziţia 

165
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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.

Selectează dacă turometru este afișat pe interfaţa  
cu informaţii pentru șofer.

Modifică setarea modului de resetare a contorului de 
parcurs A, consumul mediu de combustibil A, viteza 
medie A și timpul scurs A.

Modifică setarea modului de resetare a contorului de 
parcurs B, consumul mediu de combustibil B, viteza 
medie B și timpul scurs B.

Engleză *1 / germană / italiană / 
franceză / spaniolă / portugheză 
/ olandeză / daneză / suedeză / 
norvegiană / finlandeză / rusă / 
polonă / turcă

-3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

Pornit/Oprit*1

Pornit/Oprit*1

Pornit/Oprit*1

Pornit/Oprit*1

Max / Mid *1 / Min

Atunci când este alimentată 
complet / când aprinderea este 
oprită / resetarea manuală *1

Atunci când este alimentată 
complet / când aprinderea este 
oprită / resetarea manuală *1

Funcţii personalizabile Descriere Setări selectabile

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
* 1: Setare implicită
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Lighting 
Setup

Interior Light Dimmer 
Duration

Changes the length of time the interior lights stay on 
after you close the doors.

60sec/30sec*1/15sec

Headlight Auto Off 
Timer

Changes the length of time the exterior lights stay on 
after you close the driver's door.

60sec/30sec/15sec*1/0sec

Instrument Illumination 
Sensitivity

Changes the sensitivity of the brightness of the 
instrument panel when the headlight switch is in the 
AUTO position.

Max/High/Mid*1/Low/Min

Headlight Integration 
With Wipers

Changes the settings for the wiper operation when 
the headlights automatically come on while the 
headlight switch is in the AUTO position.

ON*1/OFF

Door Setup

Key And Remote Unlock 
Mode

Sets up either the driver's door or all doors to unlock 
on the first operation of the remote or ignition key.

Driver Door Only*1/All Doors

Keyless Lock 
Notification

LOCK/UNLOCK- The exterior lights flash. LOCK (2nd 
push)- The beeper sounds.

ON*1/OFF

Security Relock Timer
Changes the time it takes for the doors to relock and 
the security system to set after you unlock the vehicle 
without opening any door.

90sec/60sec/30sec*1

Maintenance 
Info.

— Cancel/Reset

Default All — Cancel/OK
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▶▶ Indicatoare și afișaj ▶  Interfaţă informaţii pentru șofer*

Grup de instalare

—

Funcţii personalizabile Descriere Setări selectabile

Instalarea 
iluminării

Configurarea 
ușilor

Informaţii despre 
întreţinere

Toate Implicit

Durată lumină  
de ambianţă

—

Temporizator de oprire 
automată a farurilor

Sensibilitatea luminozităţii 
panoului de instrumente

Integrarea farurilor  
cu ștergătoarele

Modul de deblocare de la 
telecomandă și de la distanţă

Notificare închidere keyless

Securizare reblocare temporizator

Schimbă durata de timp în care luminile interioare 
rămân aprinse după închiderea ușilor.

Modifică durata de timp în care lumina exterioară 
rămâne aprinsă după închiderea ușii șoferului.

Modifică sensibilitatea luminozităţii panoului de 
instrumente atunci când comutatorul farurilor se află 
în poziţia AUTO.

Modifică setările pentru funcţionarea ștergătorului 
când farurile se aprind automat în timp ce 
comutatorul farurilor se află în poziţia AUTO.

Setează ușa șoferului sau toate ușile pentru a debloca 
la prima operaţie a telecomenzii sau a cheii de contact.

Închis / deschis - Luminile exterioare bliţ.  
Închis (a doua apăsare) - Sună semnalul sonor.

Modifică timpul necesar pentru a porni ușile și a 
instala sistemul de securitate după ce aţi deblocat 
autovehiculul fără a deschide nici o ușă.

60sec / 30sec*1 / 15sec

60sec / 30sec*1 / 15sec

Max / High / Mid*1 /Low / Min

Pornit/Oprit*1

Numai ușile de comandă *1 / 
Toate ușile

90 sec / 60 sec / 30 sec*1

Cancel / Reset

Cancel / OK

Pornit/Oprit*1

* 1: Setare implicită
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■ Example of customization settings
The steps for changing the “Trip A” Reset Timing setting to When Fully Refueled 
are shown below. The default setting for “Trip A” Reset Timing is Manual Reset.

1. Press the  button to select , then 
press the ENTER button.

2. Press the /  button until Meter Setup 
appears on the display.

3. Press the ENTER button.
u Language appears first in the display.
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▶  Afișare informaţii * ▶▶ Interfaţă informaţii pentru șofer*

Continuare

Pașii de modificare a setării "Restabilire temporizată" "Parcursul A" când este complet reîncărcată sunt 
prezentate mai jos. Setarea implicită pentru resetarea temporizării "Parcursul A" este resetată manuală.

Exemplu de setări de personalizare

1.  Apăsaţi butonul 

44

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts

Safe D
rivin

g

■ Rear seats*

Your vehicle monitors rear seat belt use. A 
driver information interface notifies you if any 
of the rear seat belts are used.

The display appears when:
• A rear door is opened or closed.
• Any of the rear passengers latches or 

unlatches their seat belt.
The beeper sounds if any rear passenger’s seat 
belt is unlatched while driving.

To see the display:
Press the  (display/information) button.

: Unlatched

: Latched

* Not available on all models
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Use the driver information interface to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
Select the  (Customize Settings) screen by pressing the  button while the 
ignition switch is in ON (w*1, and the vehicle is at a complete stop, and the shift lever 
is in (P  (continuously variable transmission), and the parking brake is set (manual 
transmission). Select , then press the ENTER button.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition 
switch.

■ Customized Features

Models with colour audio system with driver information interface

1Customized Features

To customize other features, press the /  
button.

2 List of customizable options P. 164
2 Example of customization settings P. 167

When you customize settings:

Shift to (P.

Set the parking brake.

Models with continuously variable transmission

Models with manual transmission

ENTER Button
Press to set your selection.

  Button
Press to go to .

  Button
Press to go to the next 
display.

  Button
Press to go back to the 
previous display.

  Button
Press to scroll upwards.

  Button
Press to scroll downwards.
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3.  Apăsaţi butonul ENTER. 
▶ Limba apare prima dată pe afișaj.
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uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*
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m
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t Pan
el

4. Press the /  button until “Trip A” 
Reset Timing appears on the display, then 
press the ENTER button.
u The display switches to the 

customization setup screen, where you 
can select When Fully Refueled, When 
Ignition Is Turned Off, Manual Reset, 
or  (exit).

5. Press the /  button and select When 
Fully Refueled, then press the ENTER 
button.
u The When Fully Refueled Setup screen 

appears, then the display returns to the 
customization menu screen.

6. Press the /  button until  (exit) 
appears on the display, then press the 
ENTER button.

7. Repeat Step 6 until you return to the 
normal screen.
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apare "Parcursul A", apoi apăsaţi butonul 
ENTER. 
▶ Afișajul trece la ecranul de configurare a 
personalizării, unde puteţi selecta când este 
alimentat complet, când motorul este oprit, 
resetare manuală sau 

168

uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*

In
stru

m
en

t Pan
el

4. Press the /  button until “Trip A” 
Reset Timing appears on the display, then 
press the ENTER button.
u The display switches to the 

customization setup screen, where you 
can select When Fully Refueled, When 
Ignition Is Turned Off, Manual Reset, 
or  (exit).

5. Press the /  button and select When 
Fully Refueled, then press the ENTER 
button.
u The When Fully Refueled Setup screen 

appears, then the display returns to the 
customization menu screen.

6. Press the /  button until  (exit) 
appears on the display, then press the 
ENTER button.

7. Repeat Step 6 until you return to the 
normal screen.
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4. Press the /  button until “Trip A” 
Reset Timing appears on the display, then 
press the ENTER button.
u The display switches to the 

customization setup screen, where you 
can select When Fully Refueled, When 
Ignition Is Turned Off, Manual Reset, 
or  (exit).

5. Press the /  button and select When 
Fully Refueled, then press the ENTER 
button.
u The When Fully Refueled Setup screen 

appears, then the display returns to the 
customization menu screen.

6. Press the /  button until  (exit) 
appears on the display, then press the 
ENTER button.

7. Repeat Step 6 until you return to the 
normal screen.
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(ieșire) pe afișaj, apoi apăsaţi butonul ENTER.

7.  Repetaţi pasul 6 până când reveniţi la ecranul 
normal.
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Ceas ....................................................................170
Blocarea și deblocarea ușilor

Tipuri și funcţii cheie ..................................173
Sarcină mică a semnalului la distanţă  
keyless * ......................................................175
Blocarea / deblocarea ușilor din exterior...176
Blocarea / deblocarea ușilor din interior....184
Sisteme de închidere a ușii pentru copii.....185
Deschiderea și închiderea portbagajului....186

Sistem de securitate
Sistemul de imobilizare ..............................189
Alarma sistemului de securitate ................189

Deschiderea și închiderea geamuri...................192
Deschiderea și închiderea trapei *....................196
Operarea comutatoarelor de pe volan

Comutator de aprindere * .........................197
Butonul de pornire / oprire a motorului*..198

Comutatorul de aprindere și modul de 
alimentare. Comparaţie ...............................201
Indicatoarele de semnalizare ......................202
Comutatoare de lumină .............................. 202
Luminile de ceaţă * ......................................206
Suport automată cu fază lungă  
(Sistem suport cu fază lungă) * ....................208
Ajustarea farurilor * .....................................211
Lumini de funcţionare în timpul zilei ..........212
Ștergătoarele și duze stropire ......................213
Controlul luminozităţii .................................216
Oglindă retrovizoare din spate / oglindă 
încălzită *
Buton .............................................................218
Reglarea volanului ........................................219

Reglarea oglinzilor
Oglinda retrovizoare interioară ..................220

Oglinzile din oglinzile electrice .................221
Reglarea scaunelor .............................................222
Lumini interioare / confort interior
Articole

Luminile interioare .....................................231
Articole de confort interior ........................233

Sistemul de control al climei
Utilizarea funcţiei de climatizare  
automată .....................................................244
Senzori automaţi de control  
al climatizării ..............................................250

Comenzi
Acest capitol explică modul de operare al diferitelor comenzi necesare în timpul conducerii.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Ceasul

Precauţii importante pentru siguranţă:
Unele ţări interzic utilizarea telefoanelor 
mobile de către șofer în timpul conducerii, 
cu excepţia dispozitivelor hands-free.

Setarea ceasului

Modele fără sistem de navigaţie

 

 

Modele cu Display Audio
Ceasul este actualizat automat prin intermediul 
sistemului audio, deci timpul nu trebuie ajustat.
Puteţi personaliza afișarea ceasului pentru a afișa 
12 ore sau ceasul de 24 de ore.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359

Modele cu Display Audio
Modele cu sistem audio color cu interfaţă de  
informaţii pentru șofer
Nu puteţi regla ceasul în timp ce autovehiculul  
se mișcă.

Modele cu sistem audio color
Aceste indicaţii sunt folosite pentru a arăta cum 
să acţionaţi butonul selector.
Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta.
Apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a intra.

Reglarea ceasului

Utilizând butonul MENU / CLOCK

Puteţi regla ora afișajului ceasului cu comutatorul de contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts

Safe D
rivin

g

■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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Ajustarea timpului

Modele cu sistem audio color
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Utilizarea butonului MENU / CLOCK
1.  Apăsaţi și menţineţi apăsat butonul  

MENU / CLOCK. 
▶ Reglaţi ceasul este selectat.

2.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a schimba ora,  
apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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3.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a schimba minutul,  
apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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4.  Pentru a introduce selecţia, rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Setaţi, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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.

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.
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■ Using the Settings menu on the audio/
information screen

1. Select Settings.
2. Select Clock.
3. Select Clock Adjustment.
4. Select  or  to change hour.
5. Select  or  to change minute, then 

select OK.

Models with Display Audio 1Using the Settings menu on the audio/information screen

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You can customize the clock display.
2 Customized Features P. 359

The clock is automatically updated when your 
smartphone is connected to the audio system.
You can also adjust the clock by touching the clock 
displayed on the upper right corner of the display.
1. Touch the clock on the display for a few seconds.
2. Select Clock Adjustment.
3. Select  or  to change hour.
4. Select  or  to change minute, then select OK.

Models with Display Audio

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Utilizarea meniul Setări de pe ecranul 
audio / informaţii
1. Selectaţi Setări.
2. Selectaţi Ceas.
3. Selectaţi Reglare ceas.
4. Selectaţi 
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Continuare

Precauţii importante pentru siguranţă:
Unele ţări interzic utilizarea telefoanelor 
mobile de către șofer în timpul conducerii, 
cu excepţia dispozitivelor hands-free.

 Modele cu Display Audio
Puteţi personaliza afișarea ceasului pentru a afișa 
12 ore sau 24 ore.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359

Puteţi personaliza afișarea ceasului.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359

Ceasul este actualizat automat atunci când 
telefonul dvs. smartphone este conectat la 
sistemul audio.
De asemenea, puteţi regla ceasul atingând 
ceasul afișat în colţul din dreapta sus al 
afișajului.
1.  Atingeţi ceasul de pe ecran timp de câteva 

secunde.
2. Selectaţi Reglare ceas.
3. Selectaţi 
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uuClockuAdjusting the Clock
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■ Using the settings menu on the driver 
information interface

1. Press the  button to select , then 
press the ENTER button.

2. Press the /  button until Clock Setup 
appears on the display.

3. Press the ENTER button.

4. Press the ENTER button to select Adjust 
Clock.

5. Press the /  button to change hour, 
then press the ENTER button.

6. Press the /  button to change minute, 
then press the ENTER button.
u The display will return to the normal 

screen.

Models without audio system

3 4

3 4

3 4

17 CIVIC 4D HTR (TR KG KY KY-E) -32TEZ6000.book  172 ページ  ２０１７年２月９日　木曜日　午後４時２８分

▶▶ Ceasul ▶  Setarea ceasului

Modele fără sistem audio

36

Safe D
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.

17 CIVIC 4D HTR (TR KG KY KY-E) -32TEZ6000.book  36 ページ  ２０１７年２月９日　木曜日　午後４時２８分

  Utilizarea meniului de setări de pe interfaţa 
cu informaţii pentru șofer

1.  Apăsaţi butonul 
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■ Rear seats*

Your vehicle monitors rear seat belt use. A 
driver information interface notifies you if any 
of the rear seat belts are used.

The display appears when:
• A rear door is opened or closed.
• Any of the rear passengers latches or 

unlatches their seat belt.
The beeper sounds if any rear passenger’s seat 
belt is unlatched while driving.

To see the display:
Press the  (display/information) button.

: Unlatched

: Latched

* Not available on all models

17 CIVIC 4D HTR (TR KG KY KY-E) -32TEZ6000.book  44 ページ  ２０１７年２月９日　木曜日　午後４時２８分
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Locking and Unlocking the Doors

Key Types and Functions
This vehicle comes with the following keys:

Use the key to start and stop the engine, and to lock and unlock all the doors. You 
can also use the remote transmitter to lock and unlock the doors and to open the 
boot.

■ Keyless remote*

The built-in key can be used to lock/unlock the 
doors when the keyless remote battery 
becomes weak and the power door lock/
unlock operation is disabled.
To remove the built-in key, slide the release 
knob and then pull out the key. To reinstall 
the built-in key, push the built-in key into the 
keyless remote until it clicks.

■ Keys

1Key Types and Functions

All the keys have an immobilizer system. The 
immobilizer system helps to protect against vehicle 
theft.

2 Immobilizer System P. 189

Follow the advice below to prevent damage to the 
keys:
• Do not leave the keys in direct sunlight, or in 

locations with high temperature or high humidity.
• Do not drop the keys or set heavy objects on them.
• Keep the keys away from liquids, dust and sand.
• Do not take the keys apart except for replacing the 
battery.

If the circuits in the keys are damaged, the engine 
may not start, and the remote transmitter may not 
work.
If the keys do not work properly, have them 
inspected by a dealer.

You can remotely start the engine using the remote 
engine start.

2 Remote Engine Start with Vehicle 
Feedback* P. 463

Models with remote engine starter

Retractable Keys* Keyless Remote*

Built-in Key 

Release Knob 

* Not available on all models
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*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Blocarea și deblocarea ușilor

 Toate cheile au un sistem de imobilizare. Sistemul 
de imobilizare ajută la protejarea împotriva 
furtului vehiculului.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Sistemul de imobilizare P. 189

Urmaţi sfaturile de mai jos pentru a preveni 
deteriorarea cheilor:
•  Nu lăsaţi cheile în lumina directă a soarelui sau 

în locuri cu temperatură ridicată sau umiditate 
ridicată.

•  Nu aruncaţi cheile sau nu fixaţi obiecte grele 
pe ele.

•  Ţineţi cheile departe de lichide, praf și nisip.
•  Nu scoateţi cheile în afară de înlocuirea bateriei.
Dacă circuitele din chei sunt deteriorate, este 
posibil ca motorul să nu pornească, iar emiţătorul 
la distanţă poate să nu funcţioneze.
Dacă cheile nu funcţionează corect, verificaţi-le 
de un dealer.

Modele cu demaror de la distanţă pentru motor

Puteţi porni de la distanţă motorul cu pornirea 
motorului la distanţă.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Demaror de la distanţă pentru motor* 
P. 463

Tipuri și funcţii ale cheielor

Tipuri și funcţii ale cheielor

Chei

Telecomandă  keyless*

Acest vehicul este livrat cu următoarele taste:

Cheie retractabilă *

Cheie încorporată

Buton eliberare

Telecomandă keyless *

Utilizaţi tasta pentru a porni și opri motorul și pentru a bloca și debloca toate 
ușile. De asemenea, puteţi utiliza transmiţătorul la distanţă pentru a bloca și 
debloca ușile și pentru a deschide portbagajul.

Cheia încorporată poate fi utilizată pentru 
blocarea / deblocarea ușilor atunci când bateria 
cu telecomandă fără cheie este slabă și funcţia 
de blocare / deblocare a ușii este dezactivată. 
Pentru a scoate cheia încorporată, glisaţi 
butonul de deblocare și apoi scoateţi cheia. 
Pentru a reinstala cheia încorporată, împingeţi 
cheia încorporată în telecomanda fără cheie 
fără să faceţi clic.

Continuare
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■ Retractable keys*

The key folds up inside the remote 
transmitter.
1. Press the release button to release the key 

out from the transmitter.
u Make sure to fully extend the key.

2. To close the key, press the release button 
then push the key inside the transmitter 
until you hear a click.

Contains a number that you will need if you 
purchase a replacement key.

1Retractable keys*

If the key is not fully extended, the immobilizer 
system may not work properly, and the engine may 
not start.
Avoid contact with the key whenever it extends or 
retracts.

Release Button

Push

■ Key Number Tag 1Key Number Tag

Keep the key number tag separate from the key in a 
safe place outside of your vehicle.
If you wish to purchase an additional key, contact a 
dealer.

If you lose your key and you cannot start the engine, 
contact a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Încuierea și descuierea ușilor ▶  Tipuri de chei și funcţii

Cheie retractabilă *
 

 

Dacă cheia nu este complet extinsă, este posibil ca 
sistemul imobilizatorului să nu funcţioneze corect 
și motorul să nu pornească.
Evitaţi contactul cu cheia ori de câte ori se extinde 
sau se retrage.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359

Butonul de eliberare

Apasă

Păstraţi eticheta numărului de cheie separat 
de cheie într-un loc sigur în afara vehiculului. 
Dacă doriţi să achiziţionaţi o cheie suplimentară, 
contactaţi un distribuitor.
Dacă vă pierdeţi cheia și nu puteţi porni motorul, 
contactaţi un dealer.

Etichetă

Cheie retractabilă *
Cheia se rabatează în interiorul 
transmiţătorului la distanţă.
1.  Apăsaţi butonul de eliberare pentru a 

elibera cheia din emiţător. 
▶ Asiguraţi-vă că aţi extins complet cheia.

2.  Pentru a închide cheia, apăsaţi butonul de 
eliberare, apoi apăsaţi tasta din interiorul 
transmiţătorului până când auziţi un clic.

Conţine un număr de care veţi avea nevoie 
dacă achiziţionaţi o cheie de înlocuire.

Etichetă

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Low Keyless Remote Signal Strength*

The vehicle transmits radio waves to locate the keyless remote when locking/
unlocking the doors, opening the boot, or to start the engine.

In the following cases, locking/unlocking the doors or opening the boot or starting 
the engine may be inhibited or operation may be unstable:
• Strong radio waves are being transmitted by nearby equipment.
• You are carrying the keyless remote together with telecommunications 

equipment, laptop computers, mobile phones, or wireless devices.
• A metallic object is touching or covering the keyless remote.

1Low Keyless Remote Signal Strength*

Communication between the keyless remote and the 
vehicle consumes the keyless remote's battery.
The keyless remote battery lasts about two years. This 
changes by how often you use the remote.
The battery is consumed whenever the keyless 
remote is receiving strong radio waves. Avoid placing 
it near electrical appliances such as televisions and 
personal computers.

* Not available on all models
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▶  Tipuri de chei și funcţii ▶▶ Încuierea și descuierea ușilor

 Comunicarea dintre telecomanda keyless și 
vehiculul consumă bateria telecomenzii keyless. 
Bateria telecomandă fără cheie durează 
aproximativ doi ani. Acest lucru se schimbă în 
funcţie de frecvenţa utilizării telecomenzii. Bateria 
este consumată ori de câte ori telecomanda keyless 
primește unde radio puternice. Evitaţi amplasarea 
acestuia lângă aparatele electrice, cum ar fi 
televizoarele și calculatoarele personale.

Semnal slab telecomandă keyless*

Semnal slab telecomandă keyless*

Vehiculul transmite undele radio pentru a localiza telecomanda fără cheie atunci 
când blochează / deblochează ușile, deschiderea portbagajului sau pornirea 
motorului. În următoarele cazuri, blocarea / deblocarea ușilor sau deschiderea 
portbagajului sau pornirea motorului pot fi inhibate sau funcţionarea poate fi 
instabilă:
• Undele radio puternice sunt transmise de echipamentele din apropiere.
•  Transportaţi telecomanda keyless, împreună cu echipamente de 

telecomunicaţii, laptopuri, telefoane mobile sau dispozitive fără fir.
• Un obiect metalic atinge sau acoperă telecomanda fără cheie.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Outside

When you carry the keyless remote, you can 
lock/unlock the doors and open the boot.
You can lock/unlock the doors within a radius 
of about 80 cm of the outside door handle. 
You can open the boot within about 80 cm 
radius from the boot release button.

■ Locking the vehicle

Press the door lock button on a front door.
u Some exterior lights flash: the beeper 

sounds: all the doors lock; and the 
security system sets.

Press the door lock button on a front door.
u Some exterior lights flash three times; 

the beeper sounds; all the doors lock; 
and the security system sets.

■Using the Keyless Access System*
1Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Outside

If the interior light switch is in the door activated 
position, the interior lights come on when you press 
the unlock button.
No doors opened: The lights fade out after 30 
seconds.
Doors relocked with the remote: The lights go off 
immediately.

2 Interior Lights P. 231

1Using the Keyless Access System*

If you do not open a door within 30 seconds of 
unlocking the vehicle with the remote transmitter, 
the doors will automatically relock.
You can change the relock timer setting.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You can lock or unlock doors using the keyless access 
system only when the power mode is in VEHICLE OFF 
(LOCK).

Door Lock Button Models with 1.6 L engine and Turkish models

Except models with 1.6 L engine and Turkish 
models

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Încuierea și descuierea ușilor ▶  Blocarea / deblocarea ușilor din exterior

 

 

Dacă comutatorul lămpii interioare se află în 
poziţia activată a ușii, lămpile de interior se 
aprind când apăsaţi butonul de deblocare. Nu se 
deschid ușile: luminile se estompează după 30 de 
secunde.
Ușile închise cu telecomanda: luminile se sting 
imediat.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Luminile interioare P. 231

Dacă nu deschideţi o ușă în decurs de 30 de 
secunde de la deblocarea autovehiculului cu 
emiţătorul la distanţă, ușile se vor închide automat.
Puteţi schimba setarea timerului de resetare.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359

Puteţi bloca sau debloca ușile utilizând sistemul 
de acces fără cheie numai atunci când modul de 
alimentare este în VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).

Blocarea / deblocarea ușilor din exterior

Utilizarea sistemului de acces Keyless*

Blocarea / deblocarea ușilor din exterior

Utilizarea sistemului de acces Keyless*
Când purtaţi telecomanda Keyless, puteţi 
bloca / debloca ușile și să deschideţi 
portbagajul. Puteţi bloca / debloca portierele 
într-o rază de aproximativ 80 cm de mânerul 
exterior al ușii. Puteţi deschide portbagajul în 
raza de aproximativ 80 cm de la butonul de 
eliberare a portbagajului.

Apăsaţi butonul de blocare a ușii de pe o ușă frontală.
▶ Unele lumini exterioare luminează intermitent: 
beep-ul se aude: toate ușile se blochează și setările 
sistemului de securitate se activează.

Apăsaţi butonul de blocare a ușii de pe o ușă frontală.
▶ Unele lumini exterioare  luminează intermitent 
de trei ori: beep-ul se aude: toate ușile se blochează 
și setările sistemului de securitate se activează.

Închiderea ușilor
Modele cu motor de 1,6 litri și modele din Turcia

Cu excepţia modelelor cu motor de 1,6 litri și și 
modele din Turcia

Butonul de 
blocare a ușilor

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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■ Locking the vehicle (Walk away auto 
lock*)

When you walk away from the vehicle while 
carrying the keyless remote, the doors will 
automatically lock.
The auto lock function activates when all 
doors are closed, and the keyless remote is 
within about 2.5 m radius of the outside door 
handle.
Exit vehicle while carrying keyless remote and 
close door(s).
1. While within about 2.5 m radius of the 

vehicle.
u The beeper sounds; the auto lock 

function will be activated.
2. Carry the keyless remote beyond about 1.5 

m from the vehicle and remain outside this 
range for 2 or more seconds.
u Some exterior lights flash; the beeper 

sounds; all doors will then lock.

1Locking the vehicle (Walk away auto lock*)

The auto lock function is set to OFF as the factory 
default setting. The auto lock function can be set to 
ON using the audio/information screen.
If you set the auto lock function to ON using the 
audio/information screen, only the remote 
transmitter that was used to unlock the driver's door 
prior to the setting change can activate auto lock.

2 Customized Features P. 359
After the auto lock function has been activated, 
when you stay within the locking/unlocking 
operation range, the indicator on the keyless remote 
will continue to flash until the doors are locked.

When you stay beside the vehicle within the 
operation range, the doors will automatically lock 
approximately 30 seconds after the auto lock 
function activating beeper sounds.

When you open a door after the auto lock function 
activating beeper sounds, the auto lock function will 
be cancelled.

When all doors have been closed and the keyless 
remote is inside the vehicle, or if the keyless remote is 
not detected within about 2.5 m of the vehicle, auto 
lock function will not be activated.

The activation range of 
the auto lock function is 
about 2.5 m

* Not available on all models
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▶  Blocarea / deblocarea ușilor din exterior▶▶ Încuierea și descuierea ușilor

 Funcţia de blocare automată este setată la OFF 
ca setare implicită din fabrică. Funcţia de blocare 
automată poate fi setată pe ON utilizând ecranul 
audio / informaţii.
Dacă setaţi funcţia de blocare automată la 
ON utilizând ecranul audio / informaţii, numai 
transmiţătorul la distanţă care a fost utilizat 
pentru a debloca ușa șoferului înainte de 
schimbarea setării poate activa blocarea automată.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359
După ce aţi activat funcţia de blocare automată, 
atunci când rămâneţi în domeniul de blocare / 
deblocare, indicatorul telecomenzii keyless va 
continua să clipească până când ușile sunt blocate.

Când rămâneţi lângă vehicul în intervalul 
de funcţionare, ușile vor fi blocate automat 
aproximativ 30 de secunde după ce funcţia de 
blocare automată va declanșa sunetul sonor.

Când deschideţi o ușă după ce funcţia de blocare 
automată activează semnalul sonor, funcţia de 
blocare automată va fi anulată.

Când toate ușile au fost închise și telecomanda 
keyless este în interiorul autovehiculului sau 
dacă telecomanda keyless nu este detectată în 
aproximativ 2,5 m de vehicul, funcţia de blocare 
automată nu va fi activată.

  Închiderea autovehiculului (Închiderea automată *)

Intervalul de activare al 
funcţiei de blocare automată 
este de aproximativ 2,5 m
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Închiderea autovehiculului  
(Închiderea automată *)

Când mergeţi departe de vehicul în timp ce 
transportaţi telecomanda keyless, ușile se vor 
bloca automat.
Funcţia de blocare automată se activează 
când toate ușile sunt închise, iar telecomanda 
keyless este în raza de aproximativ 2,5 m a 
mânerului ușii exterioare.
Ieșiţi vehiculul în timp ce duceţi telecomanda 
și ușa închisă fără cheie.
1.  În raza de aproximativ 2,5 m a vehiculului. 

▶  Sună semnalul sonor; funcţia de blocare 
automată va fi activată.

2.  Trageţi telecomanda keyless fără să 
depășiţi distanţa de aproximativ 1,5 m 
faţă de vehicul și rămâneţi în afara acestui 
interval timp de 2 secunde sau mai mult. 
▶  Unele lumini exterioare se aprind; 

Sună semnalul sonor; Toate ușile se vor 
închide.
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To temporarily deactivate the function:
1. Set the power mode to OFF.
2. Open the driver's door.
3. Using the master door lock switch, operate 

the lock as follows:
Lock  Unlock  Lock  Unlock.
u The beeper sounds and the function is 

deactivated.

To restore the function:
• Set the power mode to ON.
• Lock the vehicle without using the auto lock 

function
• With the keyless remote on you, move out 

of the auto lock function operation range.
• Open any door.

1Locking the vehicle (Walk away auto lock*)

The auto lock function does not operate when any of 
the following conditions are met.
• The keyless remote is inside the vehicle.
• A door or the bonnet is not closed.
• The power mode is set to any mode other than 

OFF.
• The keyless remote is not located within a radius of 
about 2.5 m from the vehicle when you get out of 
the vehicle and close the doors.

Auto lock function operation stop beeper
After the auto lock function has been activated, the 
auto lock operation stop beeper sounds for 
approximately two seconds in the following cases.
• The keyless remote is put inside the vehicle through 
a window.

• You are located too close to the vehicle.
• The keyless remote is put inside the boot.
If the warning beeper sounds, check that you are 
carrying the keyless remote. Then, open/close a door 
and confirm the auto lock activation beeper sounds 
once.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Încuierea și descuierea ușilor ▶  Blocarea / deblocarea ușilor din exterior

Pentru a dezactiva temporar funcţia:
1. Setaţi modul de alimentare la OFF.
2. Deschideţi ușa șoferului.
3.  Cu ajutorul comutatorului de blocare a ușii, 

acţionaţi blocatorul după cum urmează: 
Blocare → Deblocare → Blocare → Deblocare. 
▶  Sună semnalul sonor și funcţia este 

dezactivată.
Pentru a restabili funcţia:
•  Setaţi modul de alimentare în poziţia 

PORNIT.
•  Blocaţi autovehiculul fără a utiliza funcţia 

de blocare automată
•  Cu telecomanda keyless, scoateţi din funcţia 

de blocare a funcţiei de blocare automată.
• Deschideţi orice ușă.

 Funcţia de blocare automată nu funcţionează 
atunci când sunt îndeplinite oricare dintre 
următoarele condiţii.
• Telecomanda keyless este în interiorul vehiculului.
• O ușă sau capota nu este închisă.
•  Modul de alimentare este setat la orice alt mod 

decât OFF.
•  Telecomanda keyless nu este situată la o rază 

de aproximativ 2,5 m faţă de autovehicul atunci 
când ieșiţi din mașină și închideţi ușile.

Funcţia de blocare automată oprește beeper-ul
După ce funcţia de blocare automată a fost 
activată, funcţia de oprire a avertizării de oprire 
automată se aude timp de aproximativ două 
secunde în următoarele cazuri.
•  Telecomanda keyless este pusă în interiorul 

vehiculului printr-o fereastră.
• Sunteţi situat prea aproape de vehicul.
•  Telecomanda fără cheie este pusă în interiorul 

portbagajului.
Dacă se aude semnalul de avertizare, verificaţi 
dacă purtaţi telecomanda keyless. Apoi, deschideţi 
/ închideţi o ușă și confirmaţi o alarmă de activare 
automată a blocării o dată.

  Închiderea autovehiculului (Închiderea automată *)
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■ Unlocking the vehicle

Grab the driver's door handle:
u All doors, fuel fill door unlock.
u Some exterior lights flash twice and the 

beeper sounds.

Grab the driver's door handle:
u The driver's door and fuel fill door 

unlocks.
u Some exterior lights and indicators flash 

once and the beeper sounds.
Grab the front passenger’s door handle:
u All the doors unlock.
u Some exterior lights and indicators flash 

once and the beeper sounds.

Press the boot release button:
u The boot unlocks and opens.
u Some exterior lights flash twice and the 

beeper sounds.

Press the boot release button:
u The boot unlocks and opens.
u Some exterior lights flash once and the 

beeper sounds.
2 Using the Boot Release Button P. 186

1Using the Keyless Access System*

• Do not leave the keyless remote in the vehicle 
when you get out. Carry it with you.

• Even if you are not carrying the keyless remote, you 
can lock/unlock the doors while someone else with 
the remote is within range.

• The door may be unlocked if the door handle is 
covered with water in heavy rain or in a car wash if 
the keyless remote is within range.

• If you grip a front door handle wearing gloves, the 
door sensor may be slow to respond or may not 
respond by unlocking the doors.

• After locking the door, you have up to 2 seconds 
during which you can pull the door handle to 
confirm whether the door is locked. If you need to 
unlock the door immediately after locking it, wait 
at least 2 seconds before gripping the handle, 
otherwise the door will not unlock.

• The door may not open if you pull it immediately 
after gripping the door handle. Grip the handle 
again and confirm that the door is unlocked before 
pulling the handle.

• Even within the 80 cm radius, you may not be able 
to lock/unlock the doors with the keyless remote if 
it is above or below the outside handle.

• The keyless remote may not operate if it is too close 
to the door and door glass.

If you do not open a door within 30 seconds of 
unlocking the vehicle, the doors will automatically 
relock.

The light flash, beep, and unlock settings can be 
customized.

2 Customized Features P. 359

Models with 1.6 L engine and Turkish models

Except models with 1.6 L engine and Turkish 
models

Boot Release Button Models with 1.6 L engine and Turkish models

Except models with 1.6 L engine and Turkish 
models

* Not available on all models
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▶  Blocarea / deblocarea ușilor din exterior▶▶ Încuierea și descuierea ușilor

Utilizarea sistemului de acces keyless*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare

 •  Nu lăsaţi telecomanda în mașină când ieșiţi. 
Luaţi-o cu dumneavoastră.

•  Chiar dacă nu transportaţi telecomanda keyless, 
puteţi bloca / debloca ușile în timp ce altcineva cu 
telecomanda se află în raza de acţiune.

•  Ușa poate fi deblocată dacă mânerul ușii este 
acoperit cu apă în ploaie sau la spălatoria auto 
dacă telecomanda keyless este în raza de acţiune.

•  Dacă prindeţi un mâner al portierei frontale 
purtând mănuși, senzorul ușii poate să reacţioneze 
lent sau să nu răspundă prin deblocarea ușilor.

•  După blocarea ușii, aveţi până la 2 secunde în care 
puteţi trage mânerul pentru a confirma dacă ușa 
este blocată. Dacă trebuie să deblocaţi ușa imediat 
după blocare, așteptaţi cel puţin 2 secunde înainte 
de a prinde mânerul, în caz contrar ușa nu se va 
debloca.

•  Este posibil ca ușa să nu se deschidă dacă trageţi 
imediat după prinderea mânerului ușii. Apucaţi 
mânerul din nou și confirmaţi că ușa este 
deblocată înainte de a trage mânerul.

•  Chiar și în raza de 80 cm, este posibil să nu puteţi 
bloca / debloca portierele cu ajutorul telecomenzii 
keyless dacă aceasta se află deasupra sau 
dedesubtul mânerului exterior.

•  Telecomanda  keyless poate să nu funcţioneze 
dacă este prea aproape de ușă și geamul 
portierelor.

Dacă nu deschideţi o ușă în decurs de 30 de secunde 
de la deblocarea autovehiculului, ușile se vor închide 
automat.
Setările de bliţ, sunet și deblocare pot fi 
personalizate.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359

Deblocarea ușilor

Butonul pentru deblocarea portbagajului

Apucaţi mânerul ușii șoferului:
▶  Toate ușile, ușa de umplere a carburantului 

deblocaţi.
▶  Unele lumini de exterior clipesc de două ori și 

sună semnalul sonor.

Cu excepţia modelelor cu motor de 1,6 litri și și 
modele din Turcia

Apucaţi mânerul ușii șoferului:
▶  Ușa șoferului și ușa de umplere a carburantului 

se deblochează.
▶  Unele lumini și indicatoare exterioare clipesc o 

dată și sună semnalul sonor.
Luaţi mânerul ușii pasagerului din faţă:

▶ Toate ușile se deblochează.
▶  Unele lumini și indicatoare exterioare clipesc o 

dată și sună semnalul sonor.

Modele cu motor de 1,6 litri și modele din Turcia

Apucaţi butonul de eliberare a portbagajului:
▶  Boot-ul se deblochează și se deschide.
▶  Unele lumini de exterior clipește de două ori și 

sună semnalul sonor.

Cu excepţia modelelor cu motor de 1,6 litri și și 
modele din Turcia

Apăsaţi butonul de eliberare a portbagajului:
▶  Portbagajul se deblochează și se deschide.
▶  Unele luminatoare exterioare clipesc o dată și 

sună semnalul sonor.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Folosirea butonului pentru 
deblocarea portbagajului P. 186

Modele cu motor de 1,6 litri și modele din Turcia
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■ Locking the doors

Press the lock button.
u Some exterior lights flash, all the doors, 

and fuel fill door lock, and the security 
system sets.

Press the lock button.
u Some exterior lights flash three times, all 

the doors, and fuel fill door lock, and the 
security system sets.

■Using the Remote Transmitter 1Using the Remote Transmitter

The remote transmitter uses low-power signals, so 
the operating range may vary depending on the 
surroundings.

You can lock or unlock doors using the remote 
transmitter or keyless access system only when the 
power mode is in VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).

The remote will not lock the vehicle when a door is 
open.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

All models

LED

Lock 
Button

Unlock Button

LED

Unlock Button

Models with 1.6 L engine and Turkish models

Except models with 1.6 L engine and Turkish 
models
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▶▶ Încuierea și descuierea ușilor ▶  Blocarea / deblocarea ușilor din exterior

Utilizarea telecomenzii
 Modele fără sistem keyless

Emiţătorul la distanţă utilizează semnale de putere 
redusă, astfel încât intervalul de operare poate 
varia în funcţie de împrejurimi.

Modele cu sistem keyless

Puteţi bloca sau debloca uși utilizând 
transmiţătorul la distanţă sau sistemul de acces 
fără cheie numai când modul de alimentare este în 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).

Toate modelele

Telecomanda nu va bloca autovehiculul când o ușă 
este deschisă.

Utilizarea telecomenzii

Buton 
deblocare 

a uși

Buton 
deblocare 

a uși

Buton de 
blocare uși

Apăsaţi butonul de blocare a ușii.
▶ Unele lumini exterioare luminează intermitent: 
beep-ul se aude: toate ușile se blochează și setările 
sistemului de securitate se activează.

Apăsaţi butonul de blocare a ușii.
▶ Unele lumini exterioare  luminează intermitent 
de trei ori: beep-ul se aude: toate ușile se blochează 
și setările sistemului de securitate se activează.

Modele cu motor de 1,6 litri și modele din Turcia

Cu excepţia modelelor cu motor de 1,6 litri și și 
modele din Turcia
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Închiderea ușilor
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■ Unlocking the doors

Press the unlock button.
u Some exterior lights flash twice, and all doors, and fuel fill door unlock.

Press the unlock button.
Once:
u Some exterior lights flash once, and the driver's door and fuel fill door unlocks.

Twice:
u The remaining doors and unlock.

1Using the Remote Transmitter

If the distance at which the remote transmitter works 
varies, the battery is probably low.
If the LED does not come on when you press a 
button, the battery is dead.

2 Replacing the Button Battery P. 661

You can customize the door unlock mode setting.
2 Customized Features P. 359

Models with 1.6 L engine and Turkish models

Except models with 1.6 L engine and Turkish models
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▶  Blocarea / deblocarea ușilor din exterior▶▶ Încuierea și descuierea ușilor
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Deblocarea ușilor

Apăsaţi butonul de deblocare.
▶  Unele lumini exterioare clipesc de două ori, iar 

toate ușile și ușa de umplere a carburantului se 
deblochează.

Apăsaţi butonul de deblocare.
O singura dată:
▶  Unele lumini exterioare clipesc o dată, ușa 

șoferului și ușa de umplere a carburantului se 
deblochează.

De două ori:
▶  Se deschid celelalte uși rămase și deblocaţi.

Modele cu motor de 1,6 litri și modele din Turcia

Cu excepţia modelelor cu motor de 1,6 litri și și 
modele din Turcia

Utilizarea telecomenzii
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If the keyless remote battery or the vehicle battery is dead, use the key instead of the 
keyless remote. 

Fully insert the key and turn it.

■ Locking/Unlocking the Doors Using a Key 1Locking/Unlocking the Doors Using a Key

You can customize the door unlock mode setting.
2 Customized Features P. 359

When you lock/unlock the driver’s door with a key, all 
the other doors lock/unlock at the same time.

When you lock the driver's door with the key, all the 
other doors lock at the same time.
When unlocking, the driver's door unlocks first. 
Turning the key a second time within a few seconds 
does not unlock the remaining doors and the 
tailgate.

Unlocking the doors with the key causes the security 
system to alarm. Always unlock the doors with the 
remote transmitter.

Models with driver information interface

Models with 1.6 L engine and Turkish models

Except models with 1.6 L engine and Turkish models

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

Lock

Unlock

Models with 1.6 L engine and 
Turkish models

Lock

Unlock

Except models with 1.6 L engine 
and Turkish models
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▶▶ Încuierea și descuierea ușilor ▶  Blocarea / deblocarea ușilor din exterior

Blocarea / deblocarea ușilor utilizând o cheie

Modele cu motor de 1,6 litri și 
modele din Turcia

blocare

blocare

deblocare

deblocare

Cu excepţia modelelor cu motor 
de 1,6 litri și și modele din Turcia

Dacă bateria telecomandă keyless sau bateria vehiculului este moartă, 
utilizaţi cheia în locul telecomenzii fără cheie.

 
Modele cu interfaţă de informaţii pentru șofer

Puteţi personaliza setarea modului de deblocare 
a ușii.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359

Modele cu motor de 1,6 litri și modele din Turcia

Când blocaţi / deblocaţi ușa șoferului cu o cheie, 
toate celelalte uși sunt blocate / deblocate în 
același timp.

Cu excepţia modelelor cu motor de 1,6 litri și și 
modele din Turcia
Când blocaţi ușa șoferului cu cheia, toate celelalte 
uși se blochează în același timp.
La deblocare, ușa șoferului se deblochează mai 
întâi. Dacă rotiţi cheia a doua oară în câteva 
secunde, nu deblocaţi ușile rămase și hayonul.

Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia modelelor din 
Orientul Mijlociu

Deblocarea ușilor cu cheia determină alarmarea 
sistemului de securitate. Deblocaţi întotdeauna 
ușile cu emiţătorul la distanţă.

Blocarea / deblocarea ușilor utilizând o cheie

Introduceţi complet cheia și rotiţi-o.
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If you do not have the remote key on you, or if the battery of the remote key is dead, 
you can lock the doors without a key. 

■ Locking the driver’s door
Push the lock tab forward (1) or push the 
master door lock switch in the lock direction 
(2), then pull and hold the outside door 
handle (3). Close the door, then release the 
handle.
u The doors cannot be locked when the 

key is in the ignition switch*, or the 
keyless remote* is inside the vehicle.

■ Locking the passenger’s doors
Push the lock tab forward and close the door.

■ Lockout prevention system

The doors cannot be locked when the key is in the ignition switch, and any door is 
open.

The doors cannot be locked when the keyless remote is inside the vehicle.

■ Locking a Door Without Using a Key 1Locking a Door Without Using a Key

When you lock the driver’s door, all the other doors 
lock at the same time.
Before locking a door, make sure that the key is not 
inside the vehicle. 

(1)

(2)
(3)

Ignition keys with remote transmitter

Models with keyless remote

* Not available on all models
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▶  Blocarea / deblocarea ușilor din exterior▶▶ Încuierea și descuierea ușilor

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Blocarea unei usi fără a folosi o cheie
Dacă nu aveţi chei de la închiderea centralizată la dumneavostră sau bateria 
de la telecomandă este consumată, puteţi închide ușile fără cheie.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Blocarea ușii șoferului
Împingeţi clapeta de blocare înainte (1) sau 
împingeţi comutatorul de blocare a ușii în 
direcţia de blocare (2), apoi trageţi și ţineţi 
mânerul mânerului exterior (3). Închideţi ușa, 
apoi eliberaţi mânerul.

▶Ușile nu pot fi blocate când cheia este în 
contactul de aprindere* sau telecomanda* 
este în interiorul autovehiculului.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Blocarea ușii pasagerului
Împingeţi clapeta de blocare înainte și 
închideţi ușa.

Cheile de contact cu telecomandă

Modele cu telecomandă keyless
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Sistem de prevenire a blocării

Ușile nu pot fi blocate atunci când cheia este în 
contactul de aprindere și orice ușă este deschisă.

Ușile nu pot fi blocate atunci când telecomanda fără 
cheie este în interiorul vehiculului.

Blocarea unei usi fără a folosi o cheie

 Când blocaţi ușa șoferului, toate celelalte uși se 
blochează în același timp.
Înainte de a bloca o ușă, asiguraţi-vă că în interiorul 
vehiculului nu este cheia.
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Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside

■ Locking a door
Push the lock tab forward.

■ Unlocking a door
Pull the lock tab rearward.

Pull the front door inner handle.
u The door unlocks and opens in one 

motion.

■Using the Lock Tab 1Using the Lock Tab

When you lock/unlock the door using the lock tab on 
the driver’s door, all the other doors lock/unlock at 
the same time.

To Unlock

Lock TabTo Lock

■Unlocking Using the Front Door Inner Handle 1Unlocking Using the Front Door Inner Handle

The front door inner handles are designed to allow 
front seat occupants to open the door in one motion. 
However, this feature requires that front seat 
occupants never pull a front door inner handle while 
the vehicle is in motion.

Children should always ride in a rear seat where 
childproof door locks are provided.

2 Childproof Door Locks P. 185

Inner 
Handle
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▶▶ Încuierea și descuierea ușilor ▶  Blocarea / deblocarea ușilor din interior

Blocarea / deblocarea ușilor din interior

Utilizarea încuietorii

Deblocare cu ajutorul mânerului interior al ușilor faţă

încuietoareBlocare

Deblocare

Mâner 
interior
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Încuierea unei uși 
Împingeţi încuietoarea în faţă.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Descuierea unei uși 
Trageţi încuietoarea în spate.

Trageţi mânerul interior al ușii din faţă.
▶  Ușa se deschide și se deschide într-o 

singură mișcare.

 

 

Când blocaţi / deblocaţi ușa utilizând încuietoarea 
de pe ușa șoferului, toate celelalte uși sunt blocate 
/ deblocate în același timp

Mânerele interioare ale ușii faţă sunt proiectate 
pentru a permite pasagerilor din faţă să deschidă 
ușa într-o singură mișcare. Cu toate acestea, 
această caracteristică necesită ca ocupanţii 
scaunelor din faţă să nu tragă niciodată un mâner 
interior al ușii faţă în timp ce vehiculul este în 
mișcare.

Copiii ar trebui să călătorească întotdeauna 
pe scaunele din spate, unde sunt prevăzute 
încuietorile pentru protecţia copiilor.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Încuietorile pentru protecţia copiilor P. 185

Utilizarea încuietorii

Deblocare cu ajutorul mânerului interior al ușilor faţă
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Press the master door lock switch in as shown 
to lock or unlock all doors.

Childproof Door Locks
The childproof door locks prevent the rear doors from being opened from the inside 
regardless of the position of the lock tab.

Slide the lever in the rear door to the lock 
position, and close the door.

■ When opening the door
Open the door using the outside door handle.

■Using the Master Door Lock Switch* 1Using the Master Door Lock Switch*

When you lock/unlock the front door using the 
master door lock switch, all the other doors lock/
unlock at the same time.

To Unlock

Master Door 
Lock Switch

To Lock

■ Setting the Childproof Door Locks

1Childproof Door Locks

To open the door from the inside when the 
childproof door lock is on, put the lock tab in the 
unlock position, lower the rear window, put your 
hand out of the window, and pull the outside door 
handle.

Lock

Unlock

* Not available on all models
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▶  Încuietorile pentru protecţia copiilor▶▶ Încuierea și descuierea ușilor

Utilizarea comutatorului de blocare a ușii principale *

Încuietorile pentru protecţia copiilor

 

 

Când blocaţi / deblocaţi ușa din faţă utilizând 
comutatorul de blocare a ușilor principale, toate 
celelalte ușile se blochează / deblochează în același 
timp.

Pentru a deschide ușa din interior când siguranţa 
ușii pentru copii este aprinsă, așezaţi clapeta de 
blocare în poziţia de deblocare, coborâţi geamul din 
spate, puneţi mâna pe fereastră și trageţi mânerul 
ușii exterioare.

Utilizarea comutatorului de blocare a ușii principale *

Reglarea încuietorii ușilor pentru copii

Deblocare

Deblocare

Blocare

Blocare

Comutator de 
blocare a portierei 
principale

Apăsaţi comutatorul de blocare a portierei 
principale așa cum arată imaginile alăturate 
pentru a bloca sau debloca toate ușile.

Glisaţi maneta din ușa din spate în poziţia de 
blocare și închideţi ușa.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Când deschideţi ușa
Deschideţi ușa utilizând mânerul ușii exterioare.

Blocarea ușilor pentru copii împiedică deschiderea ușilor din spate din interior, 
indiferent de poziţia încuietorii.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Încuietorile pentru protecţia copiilor
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Opening and Closing the Boot

Precautions for Opening/Closing the Boot
■ Opening the boot
Open the boot all the way.
u If it is not fully opened, the boot lid may begin to close under its own weight.

■ Closing the boot
Keep the boot lid closed while driving to: 
u Avoid possible damage.
u Prevent exhaust gas from leaking into the vehicle.
2 Carbon Monoxide Gas P. 90

Using the Boot Release Button
Pressing the boot release button on the 
driver’s door.

2 When You Cannot Open the Boot P. 720

Boot Release 
Button
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Deschiderea și închiderea portbagajului

Precauţii pentru deschiderea /portbagajului

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Deschiderea portbagajului
Deschideţi portbagajul până la capăt.

▶  Dacă nu este complet deschis, capacul portbagajului 
poate începe să se închidă sub propria greutate.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Închiderea portbagajului
Păstraţi capacul portbagajului în timp ce conduceţi:

▶ Evitaţi posibilele deteriorări.
▶  Evitaţi scurgerea gazelor de eșapament în vehicul.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Gaz de monoxid de carbon P. 90

Apăsând butonul de eliberare a 
portbagajului de pe ușa șoferului.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Când nu puteţi deschide  
portbagajul P. 720
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Utilizarea butonului pentru deschiderea portbagajului

Butonul deschiderea 
portbagajului
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Using the Remote Transmitter*

Press the boot release button for 
approximately one second to unlock and open 
the boot.

1Using the Remote Transmitter*

If the driver's door is locked, the boot will 
automatically lock when you close it. Otherwise, you 
will have to lock it manually.

Models with keyless access system

Boot Release Button

* Not available on all models
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▶  Deschiderea și închiderea portbagajului▶▶ Utilizarea telecomenzii

Utilizarea telecomenzii*

Butonul deschiderea 
portbagajului

Apăsaţi butonul de deschidere pentru 
aproximativ o secundă pentru a debloca și 
a deschide portbagajul.

Utilizarea telecomenzii*

 Modele cu sistem pentru acces keyless
Dacă ușa șoferului este blocată, portbagajul se va 
bloca automat când îl închideţi. În caz contrar, va 
trebui să o blocaţi manual.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Using the Boot Release*

Push up the release button on the boot lid 
after the doors are unlocked.

Even if the boot is locked, you can open the 
boot if you are carrying the keyless remote.
u Some exterior lights flash and the beeper 

sounds.

1Using the Boot Release*

• If you forget the remote inside, the beeper will 
sound and the boot will not close.

• A person who is not carrying the keyless remote 
can unlock the boot if a person who is carrying it is 
within range.

• If the beeper sounds after you close the boot, move 
the keyless remote away from the boot and close 
again.

• The keyless remote may not operate if it is too close 
to the rear boot.

Boot Release 
Button

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Deschiderea și închiderea portbagajului▶ Utilizarea butonului de deschidere a portbagajului

Utilizarea butonului de deschidere a portbagajului

Împingeţi butonul de deblocare de pe 
capacul portbagajului după ce ușile sunt 
deblocate.
Chiar dacă boot-ul este blocat, puteţi 
deschide portbagajul dacă transportaţi 
telecomanda keyless.
▶  Unele lumini exterioare luminează 

intermitent și sună beep-ul.Butonul deschiderea 
portbagajului

 
•  Dacă uitaţi telecomanda în interior, sonorul se va 

auzi și porbagajul nu se va închide.
•  O persoană care nu transporta telecomanda 

keyless poate debloca porbagajul, dacă o 
persoană care are telecomanda keyless este în 
raza de acţiune.

•  Dacă semnalul sonor se aude după ce închideţi 
portbagajul, deplasaţi telecomanda keyless fără a 
fi închisă și închideţi-o din nou.

•  Este posibil ca telecomanda keyless să nu 
funcţioneze dacă este prea aproape de 
portbagajul din spate.

Utilizarea butonului de deschidere a portbagajului
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Security System

Immobilizer System
The immobilizer system prevents a key that has not been pre-registered from 
starting the engine. Each key contains electronic transmitters that use electronic 
signals to verify the key.

Pay attention to the following when inserting the key into the ignition switch or 
selecting the ENGINE START/STOP button*:
• Do not allow objects that emit strong radio waves near the ignition switch or the 

ENGINE START/STOP button*.
• Make sure the key is not covered by or touching a metal object.
• Do not bring a key from another vehicle's immobilizer system near the ignition 

switch* or the ENGINE START/STOP button*.
• Do not put the key near magnetic items. Electronic devices such as televisions and 

audio systems emit strong magnetic fields. Note that even a key chain can 
become magnetic.

Security System Alarm

The security system alarm activates when the boot, bonnet, or doors are opened 
without the remote transmitter, or keyless access system.

The security system alarm activates when the boot, bonnet, or doors are opened 
without the key, remote transmitter, or keyless access system.

■ When the security system alarm activates
The horn sounds intermittently, and the some exterior lights flash.

1Immobilizer System

NOTICE
Leaving the key in the vehicle can result in theft or 
accidental movement of the vehicle. Always take the 
key with you whenever you leave the vehicle 
unattended.

If the system repeatedly does not recognized the 
coding of your key, contact your dealer. If you have 
lost your key and cannot start your engine, contact a 
dealer.

Do not alter the system or add other devices to it.
Doing so may damage the system and make your 
vehicle inoperable.

1Security System Alarm

Do not alter the system or add other devices to it.
Doing so may damage the system and make your 
vehicle inoperable.
The security alarm will continue for approximately 5 
minutes before the security system deactivates. 
The system will go through ten 30-second cycles, 
during which the beeper will sound and an 
emergency indicator will flash.
Depending on circumstances, the security system 
may continue operating for more than 5 minutes.

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

* Not available on all models
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Sistemul de securitate

Sistemul de imobilizare

Alarma sistemului de securitate

Sistemul de imobilizare

Alarma sistemului de securitate

 

 

NOTĂ
Lăsarea cheii în vehicul poate duce la furt sau 
la mișcarea accidentală a vehiculului. Luaţi 
întotdeauna cheia cu dvs. ori de câte ori părăsiţi 
vehiculul nesupravegheat.

Dacă sistemul nu recunoaște în mod repetat codarea 
cheii, contactaţi distribuitorul. Dacă aţi pierdut cheia 
și nu puteţi porni motorul, contactaţi un distribuitor.
Nu modificaţi sistemul sau nu adăugaţi alte 
dispozitive.

Acest lucru poate dăuna sistemului și poate face 
vehiculul inoperabil.

Nu modificaţi sistemul sau nu adăugaţi alte 
dispozitive.
Acest lucru poate dăuna sistemului și poate 
face vehiculul inoperabil. Alarma de securitate 
va continua aproximativ 5 minute înainte de 
dezactivarea sistemului de securitate. Sistemul va 
trece prin zece cicluri de 30 de secunde, timp în care 
beepul va suna și un indicator de urgenţă va clipi.
În funcţie de circumstanţe, sistemul de securitate 
poate continua să funcţioneze mai mult de 5 
minute.

Sistemul de imobilizare împiedică pornirea motorului cu o cheie care nu a fost 
preînregistrată. Fiecare cheie conţine emiţătoare electronice care utilizează 
semnale electronice pentru a verifica cheia.
Aveţi grijă la următoarele, atunci când introduceţi cheia în comutatorul de 
aprindere sau selectând butonul START / STOP*:
•  Nu permiteţi obiectelor care emit unde radio puternice lângă comutatorul 

de aprindere sau butonul START / STOP*.
• Asiguraţi-vă că cheia nu este acoperită de sau atinge un obiect metalic.
•  Nu aduceţi o cheie din sistemul de imobilizare a unui alt vehicul lângă 

contact* sau butonul START / STOP*.
•  Nu puneţi cheia în apropierea obiectelor magnetice. Dispozitivele 

electronice, cum ar fi televizoarele și sistemele audio, emit câmpuri 
magnetice puternice. Reţineţi că și un lanţ cheie poate deveni magnetic.

Modelel din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia modelelor din Orientul Mijlociu
Alarma de sistem de securitate se activează atunci când portbagajul, capota sau ușile 
sunt deschise fără telecomandă sau fără acces keyless.
Modele din Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia
Alarma de sistem de securitate se activează atunci când portbagajul, capota sau ușile 
sunt deschise fără cheie, fără telecomandă sau fără acces keyless.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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■ To deactivate the security system alarm

Unlock the vehicle using the remote transmitter, keyless access system*, or turning 
the ignition switch to ON (w*1. The system, along with the horn and flashing lights, 
is deactivated.

Unlock the vehicle using the key, remote transmitter, keyless access system*, or 
turning the ignition switch to ON (w*1. The system, along with the horn and flashing 
lights, is deactivated.

■ Setting the security system alarm

The security system alarm automatically sets when the following conditions have 
been met:
• The ignition switch is in LOCK (0 , and the key has been removed from the 

ignition switch.
• The bonnet is closed.
• All doors are locked with the key or remote transmitter.

The security system alarm automatically sets when the following conditions have 
been met:
• The power mode is set to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).
• The bonnet is closed.
• All doors are locked from outside with the key, remote transmitter, or keyless 

access system.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button 
instead of an ignition switch.

1Security System Alarm

Do not set the security system alarm when someone 
is in the vehicle or a window is open. The system can 
accidentally activate when:
• Unlocking the door with the lock tab.
• Opening the boot with the boot release button.

If the 12-volt battery goes dead after you have set the 
security system alarm, the security alarm may go off 
once the 12-volt battery is recharged or replaced.
If this occurs, deactivate the security system alarm by 
unlocking a door using the remote transmitter or 
keyless access system*.

If the 12-volt battery goes dead after you have set the 
security system alarm, the security alarm may go off 
once the 12-volt battery is recharged or replaced.
If this occurs, deactivate the security system alarm by 
unlocking a door using the key, remote transmitter or 
keyless access system*.

Do not attempt to alter this system or add another 
device to it.

Do not unlock the door using the key. The security 
system alarm goes off.

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Dezactivarea alarmei sistemului de securitate
Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia modelelor din Orientul Mijlociu

Deblocaţi vehiculul utilizând telecomanda, sistemul de acces keyless * sau 
rotiţi cheia de contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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. Sistemul, împreună cu claxonul și 
luminile intermitente, este dezactivat.
Modele din Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia
Deblocaţi autovehiculul utilizând cheia, telecomanda, sistemul de acces 
keyless* sau rotiţi cheia de contact în poziţia ON 
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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. Sistemul, împreună cu 
claxonul și luminile intermitente, este dezactivat.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Setarea alarmei sistemului de securitate
Modele fără sistem keyless
Alarma de sistem de securitate setează automat când sunt îndeplinite 
următoarele condiţii:
•  Contactul este în poziţia LOCK 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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 și cheia a fost scoasă din contact.
• Capota este închisă.
• Toate ușile sunt blocate cu cheia sau cu telecomanda.
Modele cu sistem keyless
Alarma de sistem de securitate setează automat atunci când au fost 
îndeplinite următoarele condiţii:
• Modul de alimentare este setat la VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).
• Capota este închisă.
•  Toate ușile sunt blocate din exterior cu cheia, telecomanda sau keyless.

 Nu setaţi alarma sistemului de securitate atunci 
când cineva se află în autovehicul sau când o 
fereastră este deschisă. Sistemul se poate activa 
accidental atunci când:
• Deblocarea ușii cu urechea de blocare.
•  Deschiderea portbagajului cu ajutorul butonului 

de eliberare a portbagajului.

Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia  
modelelor din Orientul Mijlociu
Dacă bateria de 12 volţi se consumă după ce aţi 
setat alarma de sistem de securitate, alarma de 
securitate poate să se stingă odată ce bateria de 
12 volţi este reîncărcată sau înlocuită. În acest caz, 
dezactivaţi alarma sistemului de securitate prin 
deblocarea unei uși folosind telecomanda sau 
sistemul de acces keyless*.

Modele din Orientul Mijlociu,  
cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia
Dacă bateria de 12 volţi se consumă după ce aţi 
setat alarma de sistem de securitate, alarma de 
securitate poate să se stingă odată ce bateria de 
12 volţi este reîncărcată sau înlocuită. Dacă se 
întâmplă acest lucru, dezactivaţi alarma sistemului 
de securitate deblocând o ușă folosind cheia, 
telecomanda sau sistemul de acces keyless*.

Nu încercaţi să modificaţi acest sistem sau să 
adăugaţi alt dispozitiv la acesta.

Modelel din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia  
modelelor din Orientul Mijlociu
Nu deblocaţi ușa folosind cheia. Alarmul sistemului 
de securitate se poate porni.

Alarmă pentru sistemul de securitate

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.
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■ When the security system alarm sets
The security system alarm indicator in the instrument panel blinks. When the 
blinking interval changes after about 15 seconds, the security system alarm is set.

■ To cancel the security system alarm

The security system alarm is cancelled when the vehicle is unlocked using the key*1 
and remote transmitter, or the ignition switch is turned to ON. The security system 
alarm indicator goes off at the same time.

The security system alarm is cancelled when the vehicle is unlocked using the key*1, 
remote transmitter, or keyless access system, or the power mode is set to ON. The 
security system alarm indicator goes off at the same time.

*1: Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Când este setată alarma de sistem de securitate
Indicatorul de alarmă al sistemului de securitate din panoul de instrumente clipește. 
Când intervalul clipește după aproximativ 15 secunde, este setată alarma de sistem 
de securitate.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a anula alarma sistemului de securitate
Modelel fără sistem keyless
Alarmarea sistemului de securitate este anulată când autovehiculul este deblocat 
folosind cheia*1 și telecomanda, sau contactul este rotit în poziţia ON. Indicatorul de 
alarmă al sistemului de securitate se stinge în același timp.
Modelel cu sistem keyless
Alarmarea sistemului de securitate este anulată atunci când autovehiculul este 
deblocat utilizând cheia*1, telecomanda sau sistemul de acces keyless sau dacă 
modul de alimentare este activat. Indicatorul de alarmă al sistemului de securitate 
se stinge în același timp.

*1 Modele din Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia
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Opening and Closing the Windows

Opening/Closing the Power Windows
The power windows can be opened and closed when the ignition switch is in ON 
(w*1, using the switches on the doors. The driver's side switches can be used to 
open and close all the windows.

The power window lock button on the driver's side must be switched off (not 
pushed in, indicator off) to open and close the windows from anywhere other than 
the driver's seat.

When the power window lock button is pushed in, you can only operate the driver's 
window. Turn the power window lock button on if a child is in the vehicle.

■ Automatic operation
To open: Push the switch down firmly.
To close: Pull the switch up firmly.

The window opens or closes completely. To 
stop the window at any time, push or pull the 
switch briefly.

■ Manual operation
To open: Push the switch down lightly, and 
hold it until the desired position is reached.
To close: Pull the switch up lightly, and hold it 
until the desired position is reached.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Opening/Closing Windows with Auto-Open/Close Function

1Opening/Closing the Power Windows

WARNING: Always take the ignition key with you 
whenever you leave the vehicle alone (with other 
occupants).

The power windows can be operated for up to 10 
minutes after you turn the ignition switch to LOCK 
(0*1.
Opening either front door cancels this function.

Auto Reverse
If a power window senses resistance when closing 
automatically, it stops closing and reverse direction.

The driver’s window auto reverse function is disabled 
when you continuously pull up the switch.

The auto reverse function stops sensing when the 
window is almost closed to ensure that it fully closes.

3WARNING
Closing a power window on someone's 
hands or fingers can cause serious injury.

Make sure your passengers are away from 
the windows before closing them.

Power Window 
Lock Button

Indicator

Driver’s 
Window 
Switch

Front Passenger’s 
Window Switch
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Deschiderea / închiderea geamurilor electrice

Deschiderea / închiderea geamurilor electrice

Geamurile electrice pot fi deschise și închise când contactul este în poziţia 
PORNIT 
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, cu ajutorul întrerupătoarelor de pe ușă. Comutatoarele 
laterale ale șoferului pot fi utilizate pentru deschiderea și închiderea tuturor 
ferestrelor.
Butonul de blocare a geamului electric de pe partea șoferului trebuie să 
fie oprit (nu este apăsat, indicatorul oprit) pentru a deschide și a închide 
geamurile de la alt loc decât scaunul șoferului.
Când butonul de blocare a geamului electric este apăsat, puteţi utiliza numai 
fereastra șoferului. Rotiţi butonul de blocare a geamului electric dacă un copil 
se află în autovehicul.

Deschiderea / închiderea geamurilor cu funcţia Auto-Deschidere / Închidere
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Funcţionarea automată
Pentru a deschide: Apăsaţi comutatorul în 
jos ferm.
Pentru închidere: Apăsaţi ferm butonul.
Fereastra se deschide sau se închide 
complet. Pentru a opri fereastra în orice 
moment, apăsaţi scurt butonul.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Funcţionare manuală
Pentru a deschide: Apăsaţi ușor 
comutatorul și ţineţi-l până se ajunge la 
poziţia dorită.
Pentru închidere: Apăsaţi ușor butonul și 
menţineţi-l până când se atinge poziţia 
dorită.

Indicator

Întrerupător 
geam șofer

Butonul de blocare a 
geamurilor electrice

Întrerupător  
geam pasager

 
ATENŢIE: Luaţi întotdeauna cheia de contact cu 
dvs. ori de câte ori părăsiţi autovehiculul (cu alţi 
ocupanţi).

Geamurile electrice pot fi acţionate timp de până 
la 10 minute după ce comutaţi cheia de contact în 
poziţia LOCK 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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1.
Deschiderea ușilor din faţă anulează această 
funcţie.

Auto Reverse
Dacă un geam electric sesizează rezistenţa la 
închidere automată, aceasta oprește închiderea 
și se retrag în direcţia inversă. Funcţia de revenire 
automată a geamului șoferului este dezactivată 
atunci când trageţi continuu comutatorul.

Funcţia de revenire automată oprește detectarea 
când geamul este aproape închis pentru a se 
asigura că aceasta se închide complet.

Deschiderea / închiderea geamurilor electrice

AvERTIzARE
Închiderea unui geam electric pe mâinile sau 
degetele cuiva poate provoca vătămări grave. 
Asiguraţi-vă că pasagerii dvs. sunt departe de 
geamuri înainte de a le închide.

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.
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To open: Push the switch down.
To close: Pull the switch up.

Release the switch when the window reaches 
the desired position.

■Opening/Closing Windows without Auto-Open/Close 
Function

Close

Open
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▶▶ Deschiderea / închiderea geamurilor▶ Deschiderea / închiderea geamurilor electrice

Deschiderea / închiderea geamurilor  
fără funcţia Auto-Deschidere / Închidere

Închis

Deschis

Pentru a deschide:  
Împingeţi comutatorul în jos.
Pentru a închide:  
Trageţi comutatorul în sus.
Eliberaţi comutatorul când fereastra atinge 
poziţia dorită.
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To open: Press the unlock button, and then 
within 10 seconds, press it again and keep it 
pressed.
To close*: Press the lock button, and then 
within 10 seconds, press it again and keep it 
pressed.

If the windows stop midway, repeat the 
procedure.

■Opening Windows and Sunroof* with the Remote

Unlock Button

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Deschiderea / închiderea geamurilor▶ Deschiderea / închiderea geamurilor electrice

Deschiderea ferestrelor și trapa* cu telecomanda

Buton deschidere

Pentru a deschide: Apăsaţi butonul de 
deblocare și apoi în 10 secunde, apăsaţi din 
nou și menţineţi-l apăsat.
Pentru a închide*: Apăsaţi butonul de blocare 
și apoi în 10 secunde, apăsaţi din nou și 
menţineţi apăsat.

Dacă ferestrele se opresc la jumătatea 
drumului, repetaţi procedura.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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To open*: Unlock the driver’s door with the 
key. Within 10 seconds of returning the key to 
the central position, turn the key in the unlock 
direction and hold it there.
To close: Lock the driver’s door with the key. 
Within 10 seconds of returning the key to the 
central position, turn the key in the lock 
direction and hold it there.

Release the key to stop the windows and 
sunroof at the desired position. If you want 
further adjustment, repeat the same 
operation.

■ Opening/Closing the Windows and Sunroof* with the Key

Close

Open

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Deschiderea / închiderea geamurilor▶ Deschiderea / închiderea geamurilor electrice

Închis

Deschis

Pentru a deschide*: Deblocaţi ușa șoferului 
cu cheia. În 10 secunde de la revenirea cheii 
în poziţia centrală, rotiţi cheia în direcţia de 
deblocare și ţineţi-o acolo.

Pentru a închide: Blocaţi ușa șoferului cu 
cheia. În 10 secunde de la revenirea cheii în 
poziţia centrală, rotiţi cheia în direcţia de 
blocare și ţineţi-o acolo.

Eliberaţi cheia pentru a opri ferestrele și 
trapa în poziţia dorită. Dacă doriţi ajustări 
ulterioare, repetaţi aceeași operaţie.

Deschiderea / închiderea geamurilor și trapa* cu cheia
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Opening and Closing the Sunroof*

You can operate the sunroof only when the ignition switch is in ON (w*1. Use the 
switch in the front of the ceiling to open and close the sunroof.

■ Automatic operation
To open: Pull the switch back firmly.
To close: Push the switch forward firmly.

The sunroof automatically opens or closes all 
the way. To stop the sunroof midway, push 
the switch briefly.

■ Manual operation
To open: Pull the switch back lightly, and 
hold it until the desired position is reached.
To close: Push the switch forward lightly, and 
hold it until the desired position is reached.

■ Tilting the sunroof up
To tilt: Push on the centre of the sunroof 
switch.
To close: Push the switch forward firmly, then 
release.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Opening/Closing the Sunroof 1Opening/Closing the Sunroof

WARNING: Always take the ignition key with you 
whenever you leave the vehicle alone (with other 
occupants).

NOTICE
Opening the sunroof in below freezing temperature 
or when it is covered with snow or ice can damage 
the sunroof panel or motor.

The power sunroof can be operated for up to 10 
minutes after you turn the ignition switch off*1.
Opening either front door cancels this function.

When resistance is detected, the auto reverse 
function causes the sunroof to change directions, 
then stop. Auto reverse stops sensing when the 
sunroof is almost closed to ensure that it fully closes. 

You can use the remote transmitter or the key to 
operate the sunroof.

2 Opening Windows and Sunroof* with the 
Remote P. 194

2 Opening/Closing the Windows and 
Sunroof* with the Key P. 195

3WARNING
Opening or closing the sunroof on 
someone's hands or fingers can cause 
serious injury.

Make sure all hands and fingers are clear of 
the sunroof before opening or closing it.

Open

Close Tilt

* Not available on all models
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Deschiderea și închiderea trapei*

Deschiderea / închiderea trapei

 
ATENŢIE: Luaţi întotdeauna cheia de contact cu 
dvs. ori de câte ori părăsiţi autovehiculul (cu alţi 
ocupanţi).

NOTĂ
Deschiderea trapei sub temperatura de îngheţ 
sau sub acoperire cu zăpadă sau gheaţă poate 
deteriora panoul sau motorul trapei.
Trapa electrică poate fi acţionată timp de până la 
10 minute după oprirea contactului *1.
Deschiderea oricărei porţi frontale anulează 
această funcţie.

Când se detectează rezistenţă, funcţia de revers 
automat face ca trapa să schimbe direcţia, apoi 
se oprește. Oprirea automată oprește detectarea 
când trapa este aproape închisă pentru a se 
asigura că aceasta se închide complet.
Puteţi utiliza transmiţătorul la distanţă sau cheia 
pentru a acţiona trapa.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Deschiderea ferestrelor și trapa*  
cu telecomanda P. 194
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Deschiderea / închiderea ferestrelor și 
a trapei* cu ajutorul cheii P. 195

Deschiderea / închiderea trapei

AvERTIzARE
Deschiderea sau închiderea trapei pe mâinile sau 
degetele cuiva poate provoca vătămări grave.
Asiguraţi-vă că  mâinile și degetele nu se află 
lângă trapă înainte de deschiderea sau închiderea 
acesteia.

Puteţi acţiona trapa numai când contactul este în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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. Utilizaţi 
comutatorul din partea din faţă a tavanului pentru a deschide și a închide trapa.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Funcţionarea automată
Pentru a deschide: Împingeţi comutatorul 
înpoi ferm.
Pentru închidere: Împingeţi comutatorul 
înainte ferm.

Trapa se deschide sau se închide automat 
în totalitate. Pentru a opri trapa de la 
jumătatea distanţei, împingeţi scurt butonul.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Funcţionare manuală
Pentru a deschide: Împingeţi ușor 
comutatorul înapoi și menţineţi-l până se 
ajunge la poziţia dorită.
Pentru închidere: Împingeţi ușor comutatorul 
înainte și menţineţi-l până se ajunge la 
poziţia dorită.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Înclinarea trapei
Pentru înclinare: Apăsaţi centrul 
comutatorului trapei.
Pentru închidere: Împingeţi comutatorul 
înainte ferm, apoi eliberaţi-l.

Închis Înclinat

Deschis

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Operating the Switches Around the Steering Wheel

Ignition Switch*

1Ignition Switch*

You cannot take the key out unless the shift lever is 
in (P.

If you open the driver's door when the key is in LOCK 
(0 or ACCESSORY (q, a warning buzzer will sound 
to remind you to take the key out.
When this happens, the following messages appear 
on the driver information interface*:
• In LOCK (0:  or the symbol with a Ignition 

Key
• In ACCESSORY (q:  or the symbol with a 

Return IGN Switch To (0) Position
The buzzer will stop when you take the key out.

If the key won't turn from LOCK (0 to ACCESSORY 
(q, turn the key while moving the steering wheel left 
and right. The steering wheel will unlock, allowing 
the key to turn.

3WARNING
Removing the key from the ignition switch 
while driving locks the steering. This can 
cause you to lose control of the vehicle.

Remove the key from the ignition switch 
only when parked.

Manual transmission models

Continuously variable transmission models

All models

(0 LOCK: Insert and remove the key in this 
position.

(q ACCESSORY: Operate the audio system and 
other accessories in this position.

(w ON: This is the position when driving.

(e START: This position is for starting the engine. 
The switch returns to ON (w when you let go of 
the key.

* Not available on all models
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Sistemul de securitateUtilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului

Contactul*

 

Nu puteţi scoate cheia dacă schimbătorul nu este în 
poziţia 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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Alte modele
Dacă deschideţi ușa șoferului când cheia este în 
poziţia LOCK 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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, se va auzi un 
sunet de avertizare pentru a vă reaminti să scoateţi 
cheia.
Când se întâmplă acest lucru, următoarele mesaje 
apar pe interfaţa cu informaţii pentru*:
• În LOCK 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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Operating the Switches Around the Steering Wheel

Ignition Switch*

1Ignition Switch*

You cannot take the key out unless the shift lever is 
in (P.

If you open the driver's door when the key is in LOCK 
(0 or ACCESSORY (q, a warning buzzer will sound 
to remind you to take the key out.
When this happens, the following messages appear 
on the driver information interface*:
• In LOCK (0:  or the symbol with a Ignition 

Key
• In ACCESSORY (q:  or the symbol with a 

Return IGN Switch To (0) Position
The buzzer will stop when you take the key out.

If the key won't turn from LOCK (0 to ACCESSORY 
(q, turn the key while moving the steering wheel left 
and right. The steering wheel will unlock, allowing 
the key to turn.

3WARNING
Removing the key from the ignition switch 
while driving locks the steering. This can 
cause you to lose control of the vehicle.

Remove the key from the ignition switch 
only when parked.

Manual transmission models

Continuously variable transmission models

All models

(0 LOCK: Insert and remove the key in this 
position.

(q ACCESSORY: Operate the audio system and 
other accessories in this position.

(w ON: This is the position when driving.

(e START: This position is for starting the engine. 
The switch returns to ON (w when you let go of 
the key.

* Not available on all models
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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Operating the Switches Around the Steering Wheel

Ignition Switch*

1Ignition Switch*

You cannot take the key out unless the shift lever is 
in (P.

If you open the driver's door when the key is in LOCK 
(0 or ACCESSORY (q, a warning buzzer will sound 
to remind you to take the key out.
When this happens, the following messages appear 
on the driver information interface*:
• In LOCK (0:  or the symbol with a Ignition 

Key
• In ACCESSORY (q:  or the symbol with a 

Return IGN Switch To (0) Position
The buzzer will stop when you take the key out.

If the key won't turn from LOCK (0 to ACCESSORY 
(q, turn the key while moving the steering wheel left 
and right. The steering wheel will unlock, allowing 
the key to turn.

3WARNING
Removing the key from the ignition switch 
while driving locks the steering. This can 
cause you to lose control of the vehicle.

Remove the key from the ignition switch 
only when parked.

Manual transmission models

Continuously variable transmission models

All models

(0 LOCK: Insert and remove the key in this 
position.

(q ACCESSORY: Operate the audio system and 
other accessories in this position.

(w ON: This is the position when driving.

(e START: This position is for starting the engine. 
The switch returns to ON (w when you let go of 
the key.

* Not available on all models
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 sau simbolul cu a

Întoarceţi contactul IGN la poziţia (0)
Sunetul se va opri când scoateţi cheia. Dacă cheia nu 
se va întoarce de la LOCK 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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 la ACCESSORY 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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, rotiţi 
cheia în timp ce rotiţi volanul la stânga și la dreapta. 
Volanul se va debloca, permiţând cheii să se rotească.

Contactul*

AvERTIzARE

Scoaterea cheii din contact în timp ce 
conduceţi blochează direcţia. Acest lucru 
vă poate face să pierdeţi controlul asupra 
vehiculului. Scoateţi cheia din contact numai 
când sunteţi parcat.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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 LOCK: Introduceţi și scoateţi cheia în 
această poziţie.
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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 ACCESSOR Y: Acţionaţi sistemul audio și 
alte accesorii în această poziţie.

Continued 43

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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 ON: Aceasta este poziţia în timpul 
conducerii.

134

uu IndicatorsuDriver Information Interface Warning and Information Messages*
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when you move the shift lever 
from (N  to any other position without 
depressing the clutch pedal while Auto Idle 
Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the 
battery charge becomes low. Shift to (N  
to avoid the battery charge becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop* P. 478

● Appears in white when you turn the 
ignition switch to START (e*1 before fully 
depressing the clutch pedal.

● Appears in white when the ambient 
conditions may cause the windows to fog 
up or may become different from the 
climate control settings you have selected 
while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following 
conditions are kept while Auto Idle Stop is 
in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N .

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat 
belt immediately, and continue to keep 
the shift lever in (N  next time Auto Idle 
Stop activates.

* Not available on all models
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 START: Această poziţie este pentru 
pornirea motorului. Contactul.

Modele cu transmisie manuală

Modele cu transmisie automată
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ENGINE START/STOP Button*

■ Changing the Power Mode 1ENGINE START/STOP Button*

ENGINE START/STOP Button Operating Range

You can start the engine when the keyless remote is 
inside the vehicle.
The engine may also run if the keyless remote is close 
to a door or window, even if it is outside the vehicle.

ON mode:
The ENGINE START/STOP button is red when the
engine is running.

If the keyless remote battery is weak, the beeper 
sounds and the To Start, Hold Remote Near Start 
Button message appears on the driver information 
interface*.

2 If the Keyless Remote Battery is Weak 
P. 693

Operating Range

Continuously Variable Transmission Manual Transmission

Without pressing the brake pedal Without pressing 
the clutch pedal

Press the button without the 
shift lever in (P.

Shift to (P, then press the 
button.

Press the button.

VEHICLE OFF (LOCK)
The button is off.
The steering wheel is locked. The 
power to all electrical 
components is turned off.
Blinking in white (When the door 
is opened).

ACCESSORY
The button blinks (in red).
Operate the audio system and 
other accessories in this position.

ON
The button blinks (in red).
All electrical components can be 
used.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Buton motor START / STOP

Buton MOTOR START / STOP*

Buton MOTOR START / STOP*

Raza de acţiune a butonului MOTOR START / STOP*
Schimbarea modului de alimentare

Transmisie automată
vEHICULUL OPRIT (LOCK)
Butonul este oprit.
Volanul este blocat. Puterea la 
toate componentele electrice 
este oprită. Clipește în alb 
(când ușa este deschisă).

ACCESORY
Butonul clipește (în roșu).
Acţionaţi sistemul audio și alte 
accesorii în această poziţie

ON
Butonul clipește (în roșu).
Toate componentele 
electrice pot fi utilizate.

Transmisie manuală

Fără apăsarea pedalei de frână Fără apăsarea 
pedalei ambreiajuluiApăsaţi butonul fără ca 

schimbătorul să fie în poziţia 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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Treceţi în 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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, apoi apăsaţi butonul. 
Apăsaţi butonul. 

Raza de acţiune

Puteţi porni motorul atunci când telecomanda 
keyless este în interiorul vehiculului.
De asemenea, motorul poate funcţiona dacă 
telecomanda keyless este aproape de o ușă sau de 
o fereastră, chiar dacă este în afara vehiculului.

Mod ON:
Butonul START / STOP MOTOR este roșu atunci 
când motorul este în funcţiune.
Dacă bateria telecomandă keyless este slabă, 
semnalul sonor se aude și pe interfaţa cu informaţii 
pentru șofer* se afișează mesajul Start, Hold 
Remote Near Start.

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Dacă bateria keyless este slabă P. 693
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If you leave the vehicle for 30 to 60 minutes with the shift lever in (P  and the power 
mode in ACCESSORY, the vehicle automatically goes into the mode similar to 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to avoid draining the battery.

When in this mode:
The steering wheel does not lock. You cannot lock or unlock doors with the remote 
transmitter or the keyless access system.

Press the ENGINE START/STOP button twice to switch the mode to VEHICLE OFF 
(LOCK).

If you open the driver’s door when the power mode is set to ACCESSORY, a warning 
buzzer sounds.

■Automatic Power Off

■ Power Mode Reminder
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Buton motor START / STOP

Oprire automată

Avetizare modul de alimentare

Dacă părăsiţi autovehiculul timp de 30 până la 60 de minute cu maneta 
schimbătorului de viteze în 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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 și modul de alimentare în ACCESORY, 
autovehiculul intră automat în modul similar cu VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) pentru a 
evita scurgerea bateriei.

În acest mod:
Volanul nu se blochează. Nu puteţi bloca sau debloca uși cu telecomanda sau cu 
sistemul de acces keyless.
Apăsaţi de două ori butonul START / STOP pentru a comuta modul la VEHICLE 
OFF (LOCK).

Dacă deschideţi ușa șoferului când modul de alimentare este setat la 
ACCESSORY, se aude un semnal sonor de avertizare.

Continuare
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Warning buzzers may sound from inside or/
and outside the vehicle to remind you that the 
keyless remote is out of the vehicle. If the 
buzzer continues even after the remote is put 
back inside, place it to be within its 
operational range.

■ When the power mode is in ON
If the keyless remote is taken out of the 
vehicle, and the driver’s door is closed, 
warning buzzer sounds from both inside and 
outside the vehicle. A warning message on 
the driver information interface notifies the 
driver inside that the remote is outside of the 
vehicle.

■ When the power mode is in 
ACCESSORY

If the keyless remote is taken out of the 
vehicle, and the driver’s door is closed, a 
warning buzzer sounds from outside the 
vehicle.

■ Keyless Remote Reminder 1Keyless Remote Reminder

When the keyless remote is within the system’s 
operational range, and the driver’s door is closed, the 
warning function cancels.

If the keyless remote is taken out of the vehicle after 
the engine has been started, you can no longer 
change the ENGINE START/STOP button mode or 
restart the engine. Always make sure if the remote is 
in your vehicle when you operate the ENGINE 
START/STOP button.

Removing the keyless remote from the vehicle 
through a window does not activate the warning 
buzzer.

Do not put the keyless remote on the dashboard or in 
the glove box. It may cause the warning buzzer to go 
off. Under some other conditions that can prevent 
the vehicle from locating the remote, the warning 
buzzer may also go off even if the remote is within 
the system’s operational range.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

Middle Eastern except Israeli and 
Turkish models

Israeli, Turkish, and except 
Middle Eastern models
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Buton motor START / STOP

Atenţionare telecomandă keyless
Modele cu afișare de informaţii

Modele cu interfaţă de informaţii 
pentru șofer
Modele din Orientul Mijlociu, cu 
excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia

Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia  
modelelor din Orientul Mijlociu

Atenţionare telecomandă keyless

Când telecomanda  keyless este în zona de 
funcţionare al sistemului și ușa șoferului este 
închisă, funcţia de avertizare se anulează.

Dacă telecomanda  keyless este scoasă din 
autovehicul după pornirea motorului, nu mai 
puteţi schimba modul de pornire / oprire a 
motorului sau reporniţi motorul. Asiguraţi-
vă întotdeauna că telecomanda se află în 
autovehiculul dumneavoastră atunci când acţionaţi 
butonul START / STOP. Scoaterea telecomenzii  
keyless prin intermediul unui geam nu acţionează 
semnalul de avertizare.

Nu puneţi telecomanda  keyless pe tabloul de 
bord sau în torpedou. Este posibil ca semnalul 
de avertizare să se stingă. În alte condiţii 
care pot împiedica localizarea telecomenzii, 
soneria de avertizare poate să se stingă, chiar 
dacă telecomanda se află în raza de acţiune a 
sistemului.

Bujiile de avertizare pot suna din interiorul 
și / sau în afara vehiculului pentru a vă 
reaminti că telecomanda keyless este în afara 
vehiculului. Dacă soneria continuă chiar și 
după ce telecomanda este readusă înăuntru, 
plasaţi-o în zona sa operaţională.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Când modul de alimentare este ON
Dacă telecomanda keyless este scosă din 
vehicul și ușa șoferului este închisă, sunetul 
de avertizare se aude atât din interiorul cât 
și din exteriorul autovehiculului. Un mesaj de 
avertizare pe interfaţa cu informaţii pentru 
șofer îl atenţionează că telecomanda keyless 
este în afara vehiculului.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Când modul de alimentare este  
în ACCESORY 

Dacă telecomanda keyless este scoasă din 
autovehicul și ușa șoferului este închisă, 
un sunet de avertizare se aude din afara 
vehiculului.
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Ignition Switch and Power Mode Comparison

Ignition Switch 
Position

LOCK (0) 
(with/without 
the key)

ACCESSORY (I) ON (II) START (III)

Without Keyless 
Access System

● Engine is turned off and 
power is shut down.

● The steering wheel is 
locked.

● No electrical 
components can be 
used.

● Engine is turned off.
● Some electrical 
components such as the 
audio system and the 
accessory power socket 
can be operated.

● Normal key position 
while driving.

● All electrical components 
can be used.

● Use this position to start 
the engine.

● The ignition switch 
returns to the ON (II) 
position when you 
release the key.

Power Mode VEHICLE OFF 
(LOCK)

ACCESSORY ON START

With Keyless Access 
System and ENGINE 
START/STOP 
Button

Button-Off
● Engine is turned off and 

power is shut down.
● The steering wheel is 

locked.
● No electrical 
components can be 
used.

Button-Blinking
● Engine is turned off.
● Some electrical 
components such as the 
audio system and the 
accessory power socket 
can be operated.

Button- 
Blinking (engine is turned 
off)
On (engine is running)
● All electrical components 
can be used.

Button-On
● The mode automatically 

returns to ON after the 
engine starts.

Button is: Blinking     On
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Contactul și compararea modului de alimentare

Poziţie  
contact

Fără sistem de 
acces keyless

Mod de 
alimentare

Cu sistemul de 
acces keyless și 
butonul START / 
STOP

Butonul - Off
•  Motorul este oprit 

și alimentarea este 
oprită.

•  Volanul este blocat.
•  Nu pot fi utilizate 

componente electrice.

•  Motorul este oprit 
și alimentarea este 
oprită.

•  Volanul este blocat.
•  Nu pot fi utilizate 

componente electrice.

(Cu / fără cheie)

Butonul - Clipește
•  Motorul este oprit.
•  Pot fi operate unele 

componente electrice, 
cum ar fi sistemul 
audio și priza de 
alimentare auxiliară.

•  Motorul este oprit.
•  Pot fi operate unele 

componente electrice, 
cum ar fi sistemul 
audio și priza de 
alimentare auxiliară.

Butonul - Clipește 
(motorul este oprit)
On (motorul este în 
funcţiune)
•  Toate componentele 

electrice pot fi 
utilizate.

•  Poziţia normală 
a cheii în timpul 
conducerii.

•  Toate componentele 
electrice pot fi 
utilizate.

Butonul - On
• Modul revine 
automat la ON după 
pornirea motorului.

•  Utilizaţi această 
poziţie pentru a porni 
motorul.

•  Contactul se întoarce 
în poziţia ON (II) 
atunci când eliberaţi 
cheia.

Contactul și compararea modului de alimentare

Butonul: Clipește      ON
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Turn Signals
The turn signals can be used when the ignition 
switch is in ON (w*1.

■ One-touch turn signal
When you lightly push up or down and release 
the turn signal lever, the exterior turn signals 
and turn signal indicator blink three times. 
This feature can be used when signaling for a 
lane change.

Light Switches

Rotating the light switch turns the lights on 
and off, regardless of the power mode setting 
or position of the ignition switch.
■ High beams
Push the lever forward until you hear a click.
■ Low beams
When in high beams, pull the lever back to 
return to low beams.
■ Flashing the high beams
Pull the lever back, and release it.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

Right Turn

Left Turn

■Manual Operation 1Light Switches

If you leave the power mode in VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) 
while the lights are on, a chime sounds when the 
driver’s door is opened.

If you remove the key from the ignition switch while 
the lights are on, a chime sounds when the driver’s 
door is opened.

When the lights are on, the lights on indicator in the 
instrument panel will be on.

2 Lights On Indicator P. 108

Do not leave the lights on when the engine is off 
because it will cause the battery to discharge.

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

High Beams

Flashing the high beams

Low Beams

Turns on position/daytime 
running lights, side marker, tail, 
and rear licence plate lights
Turns on headlights, position, side 
marker, tail, and rear licence plate 
lights
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Maneta de semnalizare

Maneta de semnalizare

Comutatoare de lumină

La dreapta

La stânga

Lumini de întâlnire
Lumini de drum

Flash cu luminile de drum

Se aprind luminile de poziţie, 
stopurile şi iluminarea 
plăcuţelor de înmatriculare

Se aprind farurile, poziţiile, 
stopurile şi iluminarea 
plăcuţelor de înmatriculare

Acţionare manuală Comutatoare de lumină

Modelel fără sistem keyless
Dacă lăsaţi modul de alimentare în VEHICLE OFF 
(LOCK) în timp ce luminile sunt aprinse, se aude un 
sunet când portiera șoferului este deschisă.

Modelel cu sistem keyless
Dacă scoateţi cheia din contact în timp ce luminile 
sunt aprinse, se aude un sunet când portiera 
șoferului este deschisă.
Când luminile sunt aprinse, indicatorul luminos de 
pe panoul de bord va fi aprins.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Indicator faruri aprinse P. 108

Nu lăsaţi lămpile aprinse atunci când motorul este 
oprit, deoarece va cauza descărcarea bateriei.

Semnalizatoare de direcţie pot fi utilizate 
când comutatorul de contact este în poziţia 
ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Semnalizatoare de direcţie cu o singură atingere
Când împingeţi ușor în sus sau în jos și eliberaţi 
maneta de semnalizare, semnalele de direcţie 
exterioară și indicatorul de semnalizare 
clipește de trei ori. Această caracteristică poate 
fi utilizată la semnalizarea pentru o modificare 
a benzii de circulaţie.

La rotirea comutatorului de lumini, acestea 
sunt aprinse indiferent de poziţia contactului 
de pornire.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Luminile de drum
Împingeţi maneta în faţă până când auziţi un 
clic.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Luminile de întâlnire
Când luminile de drum sunt aprinse, trageţi 
maneta pentru a reveni la luminile de 
întâlnire.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Semnalizare cu luminile de drum
Trageţi maneta, apoi eliberaţi-o.

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.
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■ Lights off
Turn the lever to OFF either when:
• The shift lever is in (P . (Continuously 

Variable Transmission models)
• The parking brake is applied.

To turn the lights on again, turn the lever to 
OFF to cancel the lights off mode. Even if you 
do not cancel the lights off mode, the lights 
come on automatically when:
• The shift lever is moved out of (P. 

(Continuously Variable Transmission 
models)

• The parking brake is released.
• The vehicle starts to move.
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Comanda luminilor
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Faruri stinse
Rotiţi maneta în poziţia OFF dacă:
• Schimbătorul este în 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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. (Modele ce 
transmisie automată)
• Frâna de mână este acţionată.

Pentru a activa din nou luminile, 
rotiţi maneta în poziţia OFF pentru 
a anula modul de oprire a luminilor. 
Chiar dacă nu anulaţi modul luminos, 
luminile se aprind automat când:
•  Pârghia de schimbare este deplasată 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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.
(Modele ce transmisie automată)
• Frâna de mână este eliberată.
• Vehiculul începe să se miște.
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Automatic lighting control can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

When you turn the light switch to AUTO, the 
headlights and other exterior lights will switch 
on and off automatically depending on the 
ambient brightness.
u You can change the auto light sensitivity 

setting.
2 Customized Features P. 359

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Automatic Operation (automatic lighting control)* 1Automatic Operation (automatic lighting control)*

We recommend that you turn on the lights manually 
when driving at night, in a dense fog, or in dark areas 
such as long tunnels or parking facilities.

The light sensor is in the location shown below.
Do not cover this light sensor with anything; 
otherwise, the automatic lighting system may not 
work properly.

Light Sensor

Models without automatic 
intermittent wiper

Light Sensor

Models with automatic intermittent 
wiper

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Comanda luminilor

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.

Funcţionarea automată (control automat al luminilor) * Funcţionarea automată (control automat al luminilor) *

Vă recomandăm să activaţi luminile manual când 
conduceţi noaptea, într-o ceaţă densă sau în zone 
întunecate, cum ar fi tuneluri lungi sau locuri de 
parcare.  Senzorul de lumină se află în locaţia 
prezentată mai jos. Nu acoperiţi acest senzor de 
lumină cu nimic; În caz contrar, este posibil ca sistemul 
de iluminare automată să nu funcţioneze corect.

Controlul automat al luminilor poate fi 
utilizat când contactul este în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats

The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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Când rotiţi comutatorul de lumini în poziţia 
AUTO, farurile și alte stopuri exterioare se 
vor activa și dezactiva automat în funcţie de 
luminozitatea ambientală.
▶ Puteţi schimba setarea de sensibilitate a 
luminii auto.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Caracteristici personalizate P. 359

Modele fără ștergător  
automat intermitent

Modele cu ștergător  
automat intermitent

Senzor lumini

Senzor lumini
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The headlights automatically come on when the wipers are used several times within 
a certain number of intervals with the headlight switch in AUTO.
The headlights automatically go off a few minutes later if the wipers are stopped.

The headlights, all other exterior lights, and the instrument panel lights turn off 15 
seconds after you remove the key, and close the driver's door. 

The headlights, all other exterior lights, and the instrument panel lights turn off 15 
seconds after you set the power mode to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK), take the remote with 
you, and close the driver’s door. 

If you turn the ignition switch to LOCK (0*1 with the headlight switch on, but do 
not open the door, the lights turn off after 10 minutes (three minutes, if the switch 
is in the AUTO position).

The lights turn on again when you unlock or open the driver's door. If you unlock 
the door, but do not open it within 15 seconds, the lights go off. If you open the 
driver's door, you will hear a lights on reminder chime.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Headlight Integration with Wipers*

■Automatic Lighting Off Feature*

1Headlight Integration with Wipers*

This feature activates while the headlights are off in 
AUTO.
The instrument panel brightness does not change 
when the headlights come on.

At dark ambient light levels, the automatic lighting 
control feature turns on the headlights, regardless of 
the number of wiper sweeps.Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Comanda luminilor

Corelarea farurilor cu ștergătoarele *

Funcţia de iluminare automată oprită *

Farurile se aprind automat când ștergătoarele sunt utilizate de mai multe ori 
într-un anumit număr de intervale, cu comutatorul farurilor în AUTO. Farurile se 
sting automat după câteva minute dacă ștergătoarele sunt oprite.

Modelel fără sistem keyless
Farurile, toate celelalte lumini exterioare și luminile de pe panoul de bord se sting 
după 15 secunde după scoaterea cheii și închiderea ușii șoferului.
Modelel cu sistem keyless
Farurile, toate celelalte lumini exterioare și luminile de pe panoul de bord se sting 
după 15 secunde după ce aţi setat modul de alimentare la VEHICLE OFF (LOCK), luaţi 
telecomanda împreună cu dvs. și închideţi ușa șoferului.

Dacă rotiţi cheia de contact în poziţia LOCK 
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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 cu butonul de pornire a farurilor, 
dar nu deschideţi ușa, lumina se stinge după 10 minute (trei minute, dacă 
comutatorul se află în poziţia AUTO).

Luminile se aprind din nou când deblocaţi sau deschideţi ușa șoferului. Dacă 
deblocaţi ușa, dar nu o deschideţi în decurs de 15 secunde, luminile se sting. Dacă 
deschideţi ușa șoferului, veţi auzi un semnal sonor de avertizare.

Corelarea farurilor cu ștergătoarele *

 Această funcţie se activează în timp ce farurile sunt 
oprite în modul AUTO.
Luminozitatea panoului de bord nu se schimbă când 
farurile se aprind.

La niveluri luminoase ambientale întunecate, funcţia 
de control automat al iluminării activează farurile, 
indiferent de modelele fără sistem de acces keyless și 
intervalul de funcţionare al ștergătoarelor.

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.
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Fog Lights*

■ Front fog lights
Can be used when the position lights or the headlights are on.

■ Rear fog light
Can be used when the headlights or the front fog lights are on.

■ To turn the front fog lights on
Rotate the switch up from the OFF position to 
the  position. The  indicator comes on. 

■ To turn the front and rear fog lights on
Rotate the switch one position up from the  
position. The  and  indicators come on.

■ To turn the rear fog light on
Rotate the switch down from the OFF 
position. The  indicator comes on.

■ Front and Rear Fog Lights

Front and Rear 
Fog Light Switch

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Proiectoarele de ceaţă*

Proiectoarele de ceaţă*
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Proiectoarele de ceaţă
Pot fi utilizate atunci când poziţiile sau farurile sunt aprinse.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Stopul de ceaţă
Pot fi utilizat atunci când farurile sunt aprinse.

Proiectoarele și stopul de ceaţă

Comutator pentru
proiectoar şi stop ceaţă
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Aprinderea proiectoarelor de ceaţă
Rotiţi comutatorul din poziţia OFF în poziţia 
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Fog Lights*

■ Front fog lights
Can be used when the position lights or the headlights are on.

■ Rear fog light
Can be used when the headlights or the front fog lights are on.

■ To turn the front fog lights on
Rotate the switch up from the OFF position to 
the  position. The  indicator comes on. 

■ To turn the front and rear fog lights on
Rotate the switch one position up from the  
position. The  and  indicators come on.

■ To turn the rear fog light on
Rotate the switch down from the OFF 
position. The  indicator comes on.

■ Front and Rear Fog Lights

Front and Rear 
Fog Light Switch

* Not available on all models
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Fog Lights*

■ Front fog lights
Can be used when the position lights or the headlights are on.

■ Rear fog light
Can be used when the headlights or the front fog lights are on.

■ To turn the front fog lights on
Rotate the switch up from the OFF position to 
the  position. The  indicator comes on. 

■ To turn the front and rear fog lights on
Rotate the switch one position up from the  
position. The  and  indicators come on.

■ To turn the rear fog light on
Rotate the switch down from the OFF 
position. The  indicator comes on.

■ Front and Rear Fog Lights

Front and Rear 
Fog Light Switch

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Aprinderea proiectoarelor și  
a stopului de ceaţă 

Rotiţi comutatorul cu o poziţie în sus din 
poziţia 
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Fog Lights*

■ Front fog lights
Can be used when the position lights or the headlights are on.

■ Rear fog light
Can be used when the headlights or the front fog lights are on.

■ To turn the front fog lights on
Rotate the switch up from the OFF position to 
the  position. The  indicator comes on. 

■ To turn the front and rear fog lights on
Rotate the switch one position up from the  
position. The  and  indicators come on.

■ To turn the rear fog light on
Rotate the switch down from the OFF 
position. The  indicator comes on.

■ Front and Rear Fog Lights

Front and Rear 
Fog Light Switch

* Not available on all models
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. Se aprind indicatoarele 
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Fog Lights*

■ Front fog lights
Can be used when the position lights or the headlights are on.

■ Rear fog light
Can be used when the headlights or the front fog lights are on.

■ To turn the front fog lights on
Rotate the switch up from the OFF position to 
the  position. The  indicator comes on. 

■ To turn the front and rear fog lights on
Rotate the switch one position up from the  
position. The  and  indicators come on.

■ To turn the rear fog light on
Rotate the switch down from the OFF 
position. The  indicator comes on.

■ Front and Rear Fog Lights

Front and Rear 
Fog Light Switch

* Not available on all models
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Fog Lights*

■ Front fog lights
Can be used when the position lights or the headlights are on.

■ Rear fog light
Can be used when the headlights or the front fog lights are on.

■ To turn the front fog lights on
Rotate the switch up from the OFF position to 
the  position. The  indicator comes on. 

■ To turn the front and rear fog lights on
Rotate the switch one position up from the  
position. The  and  indicators come on.

■ To turn the rear fog light on
Rotate the switch down from the OFF 
position. The  indicator comes on.

■ Front and Rear Fog Lights

Front and Rear 
Fog Light Switch

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Aprinderea stopului de ceaţă
Rotiţi comutatorul din poziţia OFF în jos. Se
aprinde indicatorul 
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Fog Lights*

■ Front fog lights
Can be used when the position lights or the headlights are on.

■ Rear fog light
Can be used when the headlights or the front fog lights are on.

■ To turn the front fog lights on
Rotate the switch up from the OFF position to 
the  position. The  indicator comes on. 

■ To turn the front and rear fog lights on
Rotate the switch one position up from the  
position. The  and  indicators come on.

■ To turn the rear fog light on
Rotate the switch down from the OFF 
position. The  indicator comes on.

■ Front and Rear Fog Lights

Front and Rear 
Fog Light Switch

* Not available on all models
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■ To turn the front fog lights on
Rotate the switch to . The  indicator 
comes on.

■ To turn the rear fog light on
Rotate the switch to . The  indicator 
comes on. 

■ Front Fog Lights

Front Fog Light Switch

■ Rear Fog Light

Rear Fog Light Switch
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Comanda luminilor

Proiectoarele de ceaţă

Stopul de ceaţă
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a aprinde proiectoarele de ceaţă
Rotiţi comutatorul în poziţia 
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Fog Lights*

■ Front fog lights
Can be used when the position lights or the headlights are on.

■ Rear fog light
Can be used when the headlights or the front fog lights are on.

■ To turn the front fog lights on
Rotate the switch up from the OFF position to 
the  position. The  indicator comes on. 

■ To turn the front and rear fog lights on
Rotate the switch one position up from the  
position. The  and  indicators come on.

■ To turn the rear fog light on
Rotate the switch down from the OFF 
position. The  indicator comes on.

■ Front and Rear Fog Lights

Front and Rear 
Fog Light Switch

* Not available on all models
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Fog Lights*

■ Front fog lights
Can be used when the position lights or the headlights are on.

■ Rear fog light
Can be used when the headlights or the front fog lights are on.

■ To turn the front fog lights on
Rotate the switch up from the OFF position to 
the  position. The  indicator comes on. 

■ To turn the front and rear fog lights on
Rotate the switch one position up from the  
position. The  and  indicators come on.

■ To turn the rear fog light on
Rotate the switch down from the OFF 
position. The  indicator comes on.

■ Front and Rear Fog Lights

Front and Rear 
Fog Light Switch

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a aprinde stopul de ceaţă
Rotiţi comutatorul în poziţia 
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Fog Lights*

■ Front fog lights
Can be used when the position lights or the headlights are on.

■ Rear fog light
Can be used when the headlights or the front fog lights are on.

■ To turn the front fog lights on
Rotate the switch up from the OFF position to 
the  position. The  indicator comes on. 

■ To turn the front and rear fog lights on
Rotate the switch one position up from the  
position. The  and  indicators come on.

■ To turn the rear fog light on
Rotate the switch down from the OFF 
position. The  indicator comes on.

■ Front and Rear Fog Lights

Front and Rear 
Fog Light Switch

* Not available on all models
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Fog Lights*

■ Front fog lights
Can be used when the position lights or the headlights are on.

■ Rear fog light
Can be used when the headlights or the front fog lights are on.

■ To turn the front fog lights on
Rotate the switch up from the OFF position to 
the  position. The  indicator comes on. 

■ To turn the front and rear fog lights on
Rotate the switch one position up from the  
position. The  and  indicators come on.

■ To turn the rear fog light on
Rotate the switch down from the OFF 
position. The  indicator comes on.

■ Front and Rear Fog Lights

Front and Rear 
Fog Light Switch

* Not available on all models
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Auto High-Beam (High Beam Support System)*

Uses the camera attached to the windscreen, monitors the space ahead of your 
vehicle, and automatically changes the low beam headlights to high beam 
headlights when necessary.

1Auto High-Beam (High Beam Support System)*

The auto high-beam may not work under certain 
conditions.
The system is for your convenience only. Always 
confirm the surroundings, and if necessary, change 
the headlight beams manually.

The auto high-beam determines when to change the 
headlight beams by responding to the brightness of 
the lights ahead of your vehicle. In the following 
cases, however, the system may not respond to the 
lights properly:
• The brightness of the lights from the preceding or 

oncoming vehicle is intense or poor.
• Visibility is poor due to the weather (rain, snow, 

fog, windscreen frost, etc.).
• Other light sources, such as streetlights and electric 
billboards are illuminating the road ahead.

• The brightness level of the road ahead constantly 
changes.

• The road is bumpy or has many curves.
• A vehicle ahead of you suddenly cuts you off or is 

not travelling in the appropriate direction.
• Your vehicle is tilted due to a heavy load in the rear.

If you find the timing of beam changes inconvenient 
for driving, change the headlight beams manually.

■The headlight switch is in 
AUTO.

■The lever is in the low beam 
position.

■The system recognizes that you 
are driving at night and the 
low beam headlights come on.

■The vehicle speed is above 40 
km/h. 

The system operates when:

The camera is not detecting any lights coming from preceding or oncoming 
vehicles: The headlights change to high beams.

The camera detects lights coming from a preceding or oncoming vehicle: The 
headlights are returned to low beams.

The view angle or distance that the camera can detect lights ahead differs 
depending on conditions, such as the brightness of the lights and the weather.

The system changes between high and low beam headlights when:

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Sistem de control automat fază lungă

Sistem de control automat fază lungă (Asistenţă Sistem de control automat fază lungă)*

Sistem de control automat fază lungă (Asistenţă Sistem automat fază lungă)*

Sistemul auto poate să nu funcţioneze în anumite 
condiţii.
Sistemul este destinat numai dvs., confirmaţi 
întotdeauna împrejurimile și, dacă este necesar, 
schimbaţi manual fazele farurilor.

Luminile de întâlnire automată determină momentul 
de schimbare a fasciculelor farurilor, răspunzând 
la luminozitatea luminilor din faţa vehiculului. În 
următoarele cazuri, însă, este posibil ca sistemul să nu 
răspundă corespunzător la lumini:
•  Luminozitatea luminilor de la vehiculul precedent 

sau vehiculul care se apropie este intensă sau slabă.
•  Vizibilitatea este slabă datorită vremii (ploaie, 

zăpadă, ceaţă, îngheţ de parbriz etc.).
•  Alte surse de lumină, cum ar fi luminile stradale și 

panourile electrice, luminează drumul din faţă.
•  Nivelul de luminozitate al drumului din faţă se 

schimbă constant.
• Drumul este accidentat sau are multe curbe.
•  Un vehicul înaintea ta virează brusc sau nu 

călătorește în direcţia potrivită.
•  Vehiculul dvs. este înclinat datorită încărcăturii grele 

din spate.

Dacă descoperiţi că timpul de schimbare a fasciculului 
este incomod pentru conducere, schimbaţi manual 
fazele farurilor.

Sistemul funcţionează atunci când:

Sistemul se schimbă între farurile cu fază lungă și cu fază scurtă atunci când:

Utilizează camera atașată pe parbriz, monitorizează spaţiul din faţa vehiculului 
și schimbă automat luminile fază scurtă în lumini cu fază lungă atunci când 
este necesar.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Comutatorul farurilor se află  
în poziţia AUTO.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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   Comutatorul se află în poziţia 
fază scurtă.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Sistemul recunoaște că 
conduceţi noaptea, iar farurile 
cu lumină de drum se aprind.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Viteza vehiculului este mai 
mare de 40 km / h.

Camera nu detectează nici o lumină provenită de la vehiculele din faţă sau 
care se află în mișcare: Farurile se schimbă în fază lungă.
Camera detectează luminile provenite de la un vehicul din faţă sau care se 
apropie: Farurile sunt readuse la faza scurtă.
Unghiul de vizualizare sau distanţa pe care camera le poate detecta luminile 
din faţă diferă în funcţie de condiţii, cum ar fi luminozitatea luminilor și 
vremea.
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Turn the headlight switch in AUTO and pull 
the headlight lever to low beam.

2 Light Switches P. 202

The auto high-beam indicator comes on.

■ Temporary cancellation
The auto high-beam operation is temporarily cancelled while: 
• You are continuously driving at a speed below 24 km/h.
• The vehicle speed is below 10 km/h.
• The windscreen wipers run at high speed for more than a few seconds.

The system operation resumes once the condition that caused it to cancel improves.

■ To Operate the System 1To Operate the System

For the auto high-beam to work properly:
• Do not place an object that reflects light on the 

dashboard.
• Keep the windscreen around the camera clean. 

When cleaning the windscreen, be careful not to 
apply the windscreen cleanser to the camera lens.

• Do not attach an object, sticker or film in the area 
around the camera.

• Do not touch the camera lens.

If the camera receives a strong impact, or repairing of 
the area near the camera is required, consult a dealer.

Headlight 
Switch
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Sistem de control automat fază lungă

Pentru a opera sistemul

 Pentru funcţionarea corectă a fasciculului auto:
•  Nu așezaţi un obiect care să reflecte lumina pe 

tabloul de bord.
•  Ţineţi parbrizul în jurul camerei curat. Când 

curăţaţi parbrizul, aveţi grijă să nu aplicaţi soluţia 
de curăţare a parbrizului la obiectivul camerei.

•  Nu atașaţi un obiect sau autocolant în zona din 
jurul camerei.

• Nu atingeţi obiectivul camere.

Dacă camera are un impact puternic sau este 
necesară repararea zonei din apropierea camerei, 
consultaţi un dealer.

Proiectoarele și stopul de ceaţă

Comutator  
faruri

Rotiţi comutatorul farurilor în poziţia AUTO 
și trageţi maneta farurilor pe faza scurtă.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Comutatoare de lumină P. 202
Indicatorul luminii de întâlnire automată se 
aprinde.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Anulare temporară
Sistem de control automat fază lungă este anulat temporar în timp ce:
• Continuaţi să conduceţi cu o viteză mai mică de 24 km / h.
• Viteza vehiculului este sub 10 km / h.
• Ștergătoarele de parbriz funcţionează la viteză mare pentru mai mult 
de câteva secunde.
Operaţia sistemului revine odată ce starea care a determinat-o 
anularea se îmbunătăţește.
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■ To manually cancel the system temporarily
You can cancel the operation when you manually change the headlights to high 
beams. Push the lever forward until you hear a click, or lightly pull the lever towards 
you to flash high beams. The auto high-beam indicator goes off. 

If you want the auto high-beam operation to resume at once, pull and hold the lever 
towards you for a few seconds.

Disable the system when the vehicle is parked 
with the power mode in ON.
To disable the system: Press the auto 
button for about more than 40 seconds. The 
indicator blinks twice.
To enable the system: Press the auto button 
for about more than 30 seconds. The indicator 
blinks once.

■ To Disable the System

1To Operate the System

If the  message appears:
• Park your vehicle in a safe place, and clean the 

windscreen. If the message does not disappear 
after you have cleaned the windscreen and driven 
for a while, have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

1To Disable the System

The auto high-beam is in the previously selected 
disabled or enabled setting each time you start the 
engine.
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Sistem de control automat fază lungă
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a anula manual sistemul temporar
Puteţi anula sistemul atunci când schimbaţi manual farurile la fază lungă. 
Împingeţi maneta înainte până când auziţi un clic sau trageţi ușor maneta 
spre dumneavoastră pentru a bloca fază lungă. Indicatorul luminii de întâlnire 
automată se stinge.

Dacă doriţi ca sistemul cu fază lungă automat să se reia simultan, trageţi și 
menţineţi apăsată maneta spre dumneavoastră timp de câteva secunde.

Dezactivaţi sistemul când autovehiculul este 
parcat cu modul de alimentare în poziţia 
PORNIT.
Pentru a dezactiva sistemul: Apăsaţi 
butonul auto pentru mai mult de 40 de 
secunde. Indicatorul clipește de două ori.
Pentru a activa sistemul: Apăsaţi butonul 
auto pentru mai mult de 30 de secunde. 
Indicatorul clipește o dată.

Pentru a opera sistemul

Pentru a dezactiva sistemul

Dacă apare mesajul 

uuOperating the Switches Around the Steering WheeluAuto High-Beam (High Beam Support System)*
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■ To manually cancel the system temporarily
You can cancel the operation when you manually change the headlights to high 
beams. Push the lever forward until you hear a click, or lightly pull the lever towards 
you to flash high beams. The auto high-beam indicator goes off. 

If you want the auto high-beam operation to resume at once, pull and hold the lever 
towards you for a few seconds.

Disable the system when the vehicle is parked 
with the power mode in ON.
To disable the system: Press the auto 
button for about more than 40 seconds. The 
indicator blinks twice.
To enable the system: Press the auto button 
for about more than 30 seconds. The indicator 
blinks once.

■ To Disable the System

1To Operate the System

If the  message appears:
• Park your vehicle in a safe place, and clean the 

windscreen. If the message does not disappear 
after you have cleaned the windscreen and driven 
for a while, have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

1To Disable the System

The auto high-beam is in the previously selected 
disabled or enabled setting each time you start the 
engine.
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:
• Opriţi vehiculul într-un loc sigur și curăţaţi parbrizul. 
Dacă mesajul nu dispare după ce aţi curăţat parbrizul 
și aţi condus o vreme, verificaţi vehiculul de către un 
dealer.

Faza de întâlnire automată este în setarea dezactivată 
sau activată selectată anterior de fiecare dată când 
porniţi motorul.

Pentru a dezactiva sistemul
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Headlight Adjuster*

You can adjust the vertical angle of the low 
beam headlights when the ignition switch is in 
ON (w*1.

Turn the adjustment dial to select an 
appropriate angle for the headlights.

The larger dial number indicates the lower 
angle.
1. Push the dial to pop it out, then turn it to 

select a number.
2. Push it again after selecting.

■ To select the adjustment dial position
Refer to the below table for the appropriate dial position for your vehicle's riding 
and loading conditions.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Headlight Adjuster*

Your vehicle is equipped with the automatic 
headlight adjusting system that automatically adjusts 
the vertical angle of the low beam headlights. If you 
find a significant change in the vertical angle of the 
headlights, there may be a problem with the system. 
Have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

The headlights are suitable for left hand drive and 
right hand drive, without the need to make any 
adjustments or masking, as per UN Regulation No. 48 
Dover Regulation.

The headlights are suitable for both right and left 
hand traffic.You do not need to alter the headlight 
beam distribution.

You may need to alter the headlight beam 
distribution.

2 Adjusting Headlight Distribution P. 559

Models with automatic headlight adjuster system

Models with halogen headlights

Models with LED headlight

Condition Dial position
A driver

0
A driver and a front passenger
Five persons in the front and rear seats 1
Five persons in the front and rear seats and luggage in 
the boot, within the limits of maximum permissible axle 
weight and maximum permissible vehicle weight

2

A driver and luggage in the boot, within the limits of 
maximum permissible axle weight and maximum 
permissible vehicle weight

3

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Ajustarea farurilor*

Ajustarea farurilor*

Ajustarea farurilor*

 Modele cu sistem automat de reglare a farurilor
Vehiculul dvs. este echipat cu sistemul automat de 
reglare a farurilor, care reglează automat unghiul 
vertical al farurilor cu lumină de drum. Dacă găsiţi 
o modificare semnificativă a unghiului vertical 
al farurilor, este posibil să existe o problemă cu 
sistemul. Verificaţi autovehiculul de către un 
dealer.

Modele cu faruri cu halogen
Farurile sunt potrivite pentru acţionarea pe partea 
stângă și pentru acţionarea pe partea dreaptă, fără 
a fi nevoie să efectuaţi nicio ajustare sau mascare, 
conform Regulamentului ONU nr. 48 de la Dover.

Farurile sunt potrivite atât pentru circulaţia pe 
dreapta cât și pe partea stângă. Nu este necesar să 
modificaţi distribuţia fasciculului farurilor.

Modele cu faruri LED
Poate fi necesar să modificaţi distribuţia 
fasciculului farurilor.

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Reglarea distribuţiei farurilor P. 559

Puteţi regla unghiul vertical al farurilor 
cu lumină de drum când contactul este în 
poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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.
Rotiţi selectorul de reglare pentru a selecta 
un unghi adecvat pentru faruri. Numărul de 
cadran mai mare indică unghiul inferior.
1.  Împingeţi cadranul pentru a ieși, apoi 

rotiţi-l pentru a selecta un număr.
2. Apăsaţi din nou după ce aţi selectat.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a selecta poziţia cadranului de reglare
Consultaţi tabelul de mai jos pentru poziţia corespunzătoare a cadranului 
pentru condiţiile de echitatie și de încărcare ale vehiculului.

Condiţii Poziţia cadranului
Șoferul
Șoferul și pasagerul din faţă
Cinci persoane în scaunele din faţă și din spate
Cinci persoane pe scaunele din faţă și spate și bagajele în 
portbagaj, în limitele greutăţii maxime permise a osiei și a 
greutăţii maxime admise a vehiculului
Un conducător auto și cu bagaje în portbagaj, 
în limitele greutăţii maxime permise a osiei și a 
greutăţii maxime admise a vehiculului

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Daytime Running Lights

The daytime running lights come on when the following conditions have been met:
• The ignition switch is in ON (w*1.
• The headlight switch is AUTO and it is bright outside.

The daytime running lights turn off when the following conditions have been met:
• Turning off the ignition switch or setting the power mode to VEHICLE OFF will 

turn off the daytime running lights.
• The headlight switch is turned on or position, or when the headlight switch is in 

AUTO and it is getting darker outside.
• The vehicle is stopped, and the shift lever is in (P  and the headlight switch is in 

the OFF position.

The daytime running lights turn on again when the shift lever is out of (P  and the 
parking brake is released, or the light switch is moved from AUTO to OFF.

When the following conditions have been met:
• The ignition switch is in ON (w*1.
• The headlight switch is OFF.

The daytime running lights turn off when the following conditions have been met:
• Turning off the ignition switch or setting the power mode to VEHICLE OFF will 

turn off the daytime running lights.
• The headlight switch is turned on or position.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Daytime Running Lights

The daytime running lights come on dimmer when 
the headlight switch is in OFF than when it is in 
AUTO. In AUTO, if the ambient brightness is dark, 
the low beam headlights come on.

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Lumini de funcţionare pe timp de zi

Lumini de funcţionare pe timp de zi

Lumini de funcţionare pe timp de zi

Luminile de funcţionare pe timp de zi se aprind mai 
greu când întrerupătorul farurilor este în poziţia OFF, 
decât atunci când este în poziţia AUTO. În AUTO, dacă 
luminozitatea ambientală este întunecată, farurile cu 
fază scurtă se aprind.

Modele din Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia modelelor din Orientul Mijlociu

Lumini de funcţionare pe timp de zi se aprind când sunt îndeplinite 
următoarele condiţii:
• Contactul este în poziţia PORNIT 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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.
• Comutatorul farurilor este AUTO și este lumină afară.

Luminile de funcţionare în timpul zilei se opresc atunci când sunt îndeplinite 
următoarele condiţii:
•  Oprirea contactul sau setarea modului de alimentare la VEHICLE OFF va opri 

luminile de funcţionare în timpul zilei.
•  Comutatorul farurilor este pornit sau poziţionat sau când comutatorul 

farurilor este în poziţia AUTO și devine mai întunecat afară.
•  Vehiculul este oprit și maneta schimbătorului de viteze este în poziţia 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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 și 
comutatorul farurilor este în poziţia OFF.

Luminile de funcţionare în timpul zilei se aprind din nou când maneta 
schimbătorului de viteze nu este în poziţia 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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 și frâna de mână este eliberată 
sau comutatorul de lumină este mutat de la AUTO la OFF.

Modele din Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia
Când au fost îndeplinite următoarele condiţii:
• Contactul este în poziţia PORNIT 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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.
• Comutatorul farurilor este oprit.

Luminile de funcţionare în timpul zilei se opresc atunci când sunt îndeplinite 
următoarele condiţii:
•  Oprirea contactului sau setarea modului de alimentare la VEHICLE OFF va opri 

luminile de funcţionare în timpul zilei.
• Comutatorul farurilor este pornit sau poziţionat.

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.
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Wipers and Washers

The windscreen wipers and washers can be 
used when the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ MIST
The wipers run at high speed until you release 
the lever.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT*, LO, HI)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ AUTO*

2 Automatic Intermittent Wipers* P. 214

■ Adjusting wiper operation*

Turn the adjustment ring to adjust the wiper 
delay.

■ Washer
Sprays while you pull the lever towards you.
When you release the lever for more than one 
second, the spray stops, the wipers sweep two 
or three more times to clear the windscreen, 
then stop.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Windscreen Wipers/Washers 1Wipers and Washers

NOTICE
Do not use the wipers when the windscreen is dry.
The windscreen will get scratched, or the rubber 
blades will get damaged.

NOTICE
In cold weather, the blades may freeze to the 
windscreen.
Operating the wipers in this condition may damage 
the wipers. Use the demister to warm the 
windscreen, then turn the wipers on.

If the vehicle speeds up while the wipers are 
operating intermittently, the length of the wipe 
interval shortens. When the vehicle starts moving, the 
wipers make a single sweep.
When the vehicle speeds up, the wiper operation’s shortest 
delay setting ( ) and the LO setting become the same.

Turn the washers off if no washer fluid comes out.
The pump may get damaged.

The wiper motor may stop motor operation 
temporarily to prevent an overload. Wiper operation 
will return to normal within a few minutes, once the 
circuit has returned to normal.

If the wiper stops operating due to an obstacle such as 
the build-up of snow, park the vehicle in a safe place.

Rotate the wiper switch to OFF, and turn the ignition 
switch to ACCESSORY (q or LOCK (0*1, then 
remove the obstacle.

Models with adjustment ring

All models

Intermittent Time 
Adjustment Ring*

MIST

INT*:

OFF

LO: Low speed wipe

HI: High speed wipe

Pull to 
use 
washer.

Low speed with 
intermittent

AUTO*:Automatic intermittent 
operation

Lower speed, fewer sweeps

Higher speed, more sweeps

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Ștergătoare și spălatoare

Ștergătoare și spălatoare

Ștergătoare / spălatoare de parbriz Ștergătoare și spălatoare

 NOTĂ
Nu utilizaţi ștergătoarele atunci când parbrizul 
este uscat. Parbrizul se va zgâria sau lamele de 
cauciuc se vor deteriora.

NOTĂ
În vreme rece, lamele pot îngheţa la parbriz.
Utilizarea ștergătoarelor în această stare poate 
deteriora ștergătoarele. Utilizaţi dispozitivul de 
dezaburire pentru a încălzi parbrizul, apoi porniţi 
ștergătoarele.

Modele cu inel de ajustare
Dacă autovehiculul accelerează în timp ce 
ștergătoarele funcţionează intermitent, lungimea 
intervalului de ștergere se scurtează. Când 
autovehiculul începe să se miște, ștergătoarele 
efectuează o singură mișcare. Când autovehiculul 
accelerează, setarea celui mai scurt timp de 
întârziere 
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Wipers and Washers

The windscreen wipers and washers can be 
used when the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ MIST
The wipers run at high speed until you release 
the lever.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT*, LO, HI)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ AUTO*

2 Automatic Intermittent Wipers* P. 214

■ Adjusting wiper operation*

Turn the adjustment ring to adjust the wiper 
delay.

■ Washer
Sprays while you pull the lever towards you.
When you release the lever for more than one 
second, the spray stops, the wipers sweep two 
or three more times to clear the windscreen, 
then stop.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Windscreen Wipers/Washers 1Wipers and Washers

NOTICE
Do not use the wipers when the windscreen is dry.
The windscreen will get scratched, or the rubber 
blades will get damaged.

NOTICE
In cold weather, the blades may freeze to the 
windscreen.
Operating the wipers in this condition may damage 
the wipers. Use the demister to warm the 
windscreen, then turn the wipers on.

If the vehicle speeds up while the wipers are 
operating intermittently, the length of the wipe 
interval shortens. When the vehicle starts moving, the 
wipers make a single sweep.
When the vehicle speeds up, the wiper operation’s shortest 
delay setting ( ) and the LO setting become the same.

Turn the washers off if no washer fluid comes out.
The pump may get damaged.

The wiper motor may stop motor operation 
temporarily to prevent an overload. Wiper operation 
will return to normal within a few minutes, once the 
circuit has returned to normal.

If the wiper stops operating due to an obstacle such as 
the build-up of snow, park the vehicle in a safe place.

Rotate the wiper switch to OFF, and turn the ignition 
switch to ACCESSORY (q or LOCK (0*1, then 
remove the obstacle.

Models with adjustment ring

All models

Intermittent Time 
Adjustment Ring*

MIST

INT*:

OFF

LO: Low speed wipe

HI: High speed wipe

Pull to 
use 
washer.

Low speed with 
intermittent

AUTO*:Automatic intermittent 
operation

Lower speed, fewer sweeps

Higher speed, more sweeps

* Not available on all models
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 al lunetei și setarea LO devin aceleași.

Toate modelele
Opriţi spălatoare dacă nu iese lichidul de spălare.
Pompa se poate deteriora. Motorul ștergătorului 
poate întrerupe temporar funcţionarea motorului 
pentru a preveni supraîncărcarea. Operarea 
ștergătorului va reveni la normal în câteva minute, 
odată ce circuitul va reveni la normal.

Dacă ștergătorul se oprește din cauza unui 
obstacol cum ar fi acumularea zăpezii, parcaţi 
vehiculul într-un loc sigur.

Rotiţi comutatorul ștergătorului în poziţia OFF și 
rotiţi cheia de contact în ACCESORY 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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1, apoi îndepărtaţi obstacolul.

Ștergătoarele și spălatoarele de parbriz pot fi 
utilizate când contactul de aprindere este în 
poziţia PORNIT 
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 MIST
Ștergătoarele funcţionează la viteză mare până 
când eliberaţi levierul.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Comutatorul ștergătorului (OFF, INT *, LO, HI)
Schimbaţi setarea comutatorului ștergătorului 
în funcţie de cantitatea de ploaie.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 AUTO*
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Ștergătoare automate intermitente* P. 214
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Reglarea funcţionării ștergătoarelor*
Rotiţi inelul de reglare pentru a regla 
întârzierea ștergătoarelor.

Frecvenţă redusă

Frecvenţă ridicată

Viteză redusă cu ştergere 
intermitentă
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Spălător
Pulverizează lichid de spălare în timp ce trageţi 
maneta spre dumneavoastră. Când eliberaţi 
maneta mai mult de o secundă, pulverizatorul 
se oprește, ștergătoarele mai efectuează două 
sau trei mișcări înainte de a se opri.

Ștergere automată 
intermitentă

Ştergere cu viteză redusă

Ştergere cu viteză ridicată

Comutatorul de reglare a
ştergerii intermitente

Trageţi
pentru a
folosi
spălătorul

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces 
fără cheie sunt dotate cu un 
buton ENGINE START/ STOP în 
locul unui contact de pornire.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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uuOperating the Switches Around the Steering WheeluWipers and Washers
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When you push the lever down to AUTO, the 
windscreen wipers sweep once, and go into 
the automatic mode.

The wipers operate intermittently, at low 
speed, or at high speed and stops in 
accordance with the amount of rainfall the 
rainfall sensor detects.

■ AUTO sensitivity adjustment
When in AUTO, you can also adjust the 
rainfall sensor sensitivity using the intermittent 
time adjustment ring.

Sensor sensitivity

■Automatic Intermittent Wipers* 1Automatic Intermittent Wipers*

The rainfall sensor is in the location shown below.

AUTO should always be turned OFF before the 
following situation in order to severe damage to the 
wiper system:
• Cleaning the windscreen
• Driving through a car wash

Sensor

Adjustment Ring

Low sensitivity

High sensitivity

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Ștergătoare și spălatoare

Ștergătoarele intermitente automate*

Senzorul de precipitaţii se află în locaţia 
prezentată mai jos.

AUTO ar trebui să fie întotdeauna oprit înainte 
de următoarele situaţii, pentru a nu deteriora 
grav sistemul de ștergere:
• Curăţarea parbrizului
• Conducerea printr-o spălătorie auto.

Ștergătoarele intermitente automate*

Inel de ajustare

Senzor

Când apăsaţi maneta în jos pe AUTO, 
ștergătoarele de parbriz se mută o dată și 
intră în modul automat.
Ștergătoarele funcţionează intermitent, la 
viteză mică sau la viteză mare și se opresc 
în funcţie de cantitatea de precipitaţii 
detectată de senzorul de precipitaţii.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Reglarea sensibilităţii AUTO
Când se află în modul AUTO, puteţi ajusta 
sensibilitatea senzorului de precipitaţii 
utilizând inelul de reglare a timpului 
intermitent.

Sensibilitatea senzorului

Sensibilitate mică

Sensibilitate mare

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Turn the headlights on and press the 
headlight washers button to operate.
The headlight washers also operate when you 
turn the windscreen washers for the first time 
after the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Headlight Washers* 1Headlight Washers*

The headlight washers use the same fluid reservoir as 
the windscreen washers.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Ștergătoare și spălatoare

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Spălător faruri*
Porniţi farurile și apăsaţi butonul de spălare a 
farurilor pentru a funcţiona.
Spălătorul farurilor funcţionează de asemenea 
atunci când rotiţi spălătorii de parbriz pentru 
prima dată după ce contactul este rotit în 
poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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.

Spălător faruri*

 Spălătorul pentru faruri utilizează același rezervor 
de lichid ca și spălătorul de parbriz.

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.
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Brightness Control
When the position lights are turned on and 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1, you can use 
the brightness control knob to adjust 
instrument panel brightness.
Brighten: Turn the knob to the right.
Dim: Turn the knob to the left.

You will hear a beeper* when the brightness 
reaches minimum or maximum. Several 
seconds after you have adjusted the 
brightness, you will be returned to the 
previous screen.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Brightness Control

Instrument panel brightness varies, depending on 
whether the exterior lights are on or off. The 
instrument panel dims to reduce glare when they are 
on.

To cancels the reduced instrument panel brightness 
when the exterior lights are on, turn the knob to the 
right until the brightness display is up to max, the 
beeper* sounds.

The brightness can be set differently for when the 
exterior lights are on, and when they are off.

 Control Knob

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Controlul luminozităţii

Controlul luminozităţii

Controlul luminozităţii

Luminozitatea panoului de bord variază, în 
funcţie de faptul dacă luminile exterioare sunt 
pornite sau oprite. Panoul de instrumente se 
reduce la minimum atunci când farurile sunt 
aprinse.

Pentru a anula luminozitatea redusă a panoului 
de bord atunci când luminile exterioare sunt 
aprinse, rotiţi butonul spre dreapta până când 
afișajul de luminozitate atinge valoarea maximă, 
sună semnalul sonor.

Luminozitatea poate fi setată diferit atunci când 
luminile exterioare sunt aprinse și când sunt 
oprite.

Când becurile de poziţie sunt aprinse și 
contactul este în poziţia PORNIT 
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, puteţi 
utiliza butonul de reglare a luminozităţii 
pentru a regla luminozitatea panoului de 
bord.

Creșterea luminozităţii:  
Rotiţi butonul spre dreapta.
Reducerea luminozităţii:  
Rotiţi butonul spre stânga.

Veţi auzi un semnal sonor* când 
luminozitatea atinge valoarea minimă sau 
maximă. După câteva secunde după ce aţi 
ajustat luminozitatea, veţi reveni la ecranul 
anterior.

Buton control

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.
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■ Brightness level indicator
The brightness level is shown on the display 
while you are adjusting it.

On information display

On driver information interface
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Controlul luminozităţii

Pe afișajul informaţional

Pe interfaţa cu informaţii pentru șofer
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Indicator luminozitate
Nivelul luminozităţii este indicat pe afișaj  
în timp ce îl ajustaţi.
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Rear Demister/Heated Door Mirror* Button
Press the rear demister and heated door mirror button to defog the rear window 
and mirrors when the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

The rear demister and heated door mirrors 
automatically switch off after 10-30 minutes 
depending on the outside temperature.
However, if the outside temperature is 0°C or 
below, they do not automatically switch off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Rear Demister/Heated Door Mirror* Button

NOTICE
When cleaning the inside of the rear window, be 
careful not to damage the heating wires.
It is critical to wipe the window from side to side 
along the demister heating wires.

This system consumes a lot of power, and may 
weaken the battery, making it difficult to start the 
engine. Turn it off when the window has been 
defogged.
Also, do not use the system for a long period even if 
the engine is idling.

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Buton degivrare lunetă/încălzire oglinzi*

Buton degivrare lunetă/încălzire oglinzi*

Apăsaţi butonul de dezaburire din spate și butonul oglinzii exterioare încălzite 
pentru a degivrare luneta și oglinzile când contactul este în poziţia PORNIT 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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Modele cu sistem audio color

Modele cu Display Audio

Dezaburirea spate și oglinzile exterioare 
încălzite se opresc automat după 10-30 
de minute, în funcţie de temperatura 
exterioară. Cu toate acestea, dacă 
temperatura exterioară este de 0 ° C sau mai 
mică, acestea nu se opresc automat.

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.
*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Buton degivrare lunetă/încălzire oglinzi*

NOTĂ
Când curăţaţi interiorul lunetei, aveţi grijă să 
nu deterioraţi firele de încălzire. Este esenţial să 
ștergeţi fereastra dintr-o parte în alta de-a lungul 
firelor de încălzire a degivrării.

Acest sistem consumă o mulţime de energie și 
poate slăbi bateria, ceea ce face dificilă pornirea 
motorului. Opriţi-l când geamul a fost dezaburit.
De asemenea, nu utilizaţi sistemul pentru o 
perioadă lungă de timp, chiar dacă motorul este 
în ralanti.
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Adjusting the Steering Wheel
The steering wheel height and distance from your body can be adjusted so that you 
can comfortably grip the steering wheel in an appropriate driving posture.

1. Pull the steering wheel adjustment lever up.
u The steering wheel adjustment lever is 

under the steering column.
2. Move the steering wheel up or down, and 

in or out.
u Make sure you can see the instrument 

panel gauges and indicators.
3. Push the steering wheel adjustment lever 

down to lock the steering wheel in position.
u After adjusting the position, make sure 

you have securely locked the steering 
wheel in place by trying to move it up, 
down, in, and out.

1Adjusting the Steering Wheel

Make any steering wheel adjustments before you 
start driving.

3WARNING
Adjusting the steering wheel position while 
driving may cause you to lose control of the 
vehicle and be seriously injured in a crash.

Adjust the steering wheel only when the 
vehicle is stopped.

To adjust

To lock
Lever
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▶▶ Utilizarea comutatoarelor în jurul volanului▶ Reglarea volanului

Reglarea volanului

 Efectuaţi reglajele volanului înainte de a începe să 
conduceţi.

Reglarea volanului

AvERTIzARE
Reglarea poziţiei volanului în timpul 
conducerii vă poate duce la pierderea 
controlului asupra autovehiculului și vă 
puteţi răni grav în caz de accident.
Reglaţi volanul numai când autovehiculul 
este oprit.

Manetă
Blocare

Pentru reglare

Înălţimea volanului și distanţa faţă de corp pot fi ajustate astfel încât să puteţi 
ajunge confortabil volanul într-o poziţie adecvată de conducere.

1.  Trageţi maneta de reglare a volanului în sus. 
▶  Manetă de reglare a volanului se găsește 

sub coloana de direcţie.
2.  Deplasaţi volanul în sus sau în jos,  

în interiorul sau în afară. 
▶  Asiguraţi-vă că puteţi vedea 

manometrele și indicatoarele panoului de 
instrumente.

3.  Apăsaţi maneta de reglare a volanului în 
jos pentru a bloca volanul în poziţie. 
▶  După ajustarea poziţiei, asiguraţi-vă că 

aţi fixat bine volanul în loc, încercând să 
mutaţi-l în sus, în jos, în interior și în afară.
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Adjusting the Mirrors

Interior Rearview Mirror
Adjust the angle of the rearview mirror when you are sitting in the correct driving position.

Flip the tab to switch the position.
The night position helps to reduce the glare 
from headlights behind you when driving 
after dark.

When you are driving after dark, the 
automatic dimming rearview mirror and 
power door reduces the glare from headlights 
behind you, based in inputs from the mirror 
sensor. This feature is always active.

■ Rearview Mirror with Day and Night Positions*

1Adjusting the Mirrors

Keep the inside and outside mirrors clean and 
adjusted for best visibility.

Adjust the mirrors before you start driving.
2 Front Seat P. 222

Tab

Daytime 
Position

Night Position

Up

Down

■Automatic Dimming Rearview Mirror* 1Automatic Dimming Rearview Mirror*

The auto dimming function cancels when the shift 
position is in (R.

Indicator Sensor

* Not available on all models
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Reglarea oglinzilor

Oglinda retrovizoare interioară

Reglaţi unghiul oglinzii retrovizoare atunci când vă aflaţi în poziţia corectă  
de conducere.

Buton degivrare lunetă/încălzire oglinzi*

Oglindă retrovizoare cu întunecare automată*

Păstraţi oglinzile interioare și exterioare curate și 
reglate pentru o vizibilitate optimă.
Reglaţi oglinzile înainte de a începe să conduceţi.

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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   Scaun faţă P. 222

Funcţia de întunecare automată se anulează când 
poziţia de schimbare se află în 

165
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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Oglinda retrovizoare cu poziţii de zi și noapte*

Oglindă retrovizoare cu întunecare automată*

Răsuciţi clapeta pentru a comuta poziţia.
Poziţia de noapte vă ajută să reduceţi 
orbirea de la farurile din spatele dvs. atunci 
când conduceţi după întuneric.

Când conduceţi după întuneric, oglinda 
retrovizoare automată reduce efectul de 
orbire de la farurile din spatele dvs., bazate 
pe intrările senzorului de oglindă. Această 
caracteristică este întotdeauna activă.

Poziţia în 
timpul zilei

Poziţia în 
timpul nopţii

Manetă
Sus

Jos

Indicator Senzor

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Power Door Mirrors
You can adjust the door mirrors when the 
ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Mirror position adjustment
L/R selector switch: Select the left or right 
mirror. After adjusting the mirror, return the 
switch to the centre position.
Mirror position adjustment switch: Press 
the switch left, right, up, or down to move the 
mirror.

■ Folding door mirrors*

Press the fold button to fold in and out the 
door mirrors.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

Fold Button

Adjustment Switch

Selector 
Switch

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Reglarea oglinzilor▶ Oglinzi electrice

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.

Oglinzi electrice

Puteţi regla oglinzile exterioare când 
contactul este în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Reglarea poziţiei oglinzii comutator 
selector L / R: Selectaţi oglinda stângă (L) sau 
dreapta (R). După reglarea oglinzii, întoarceţi 
comutatorul în poziţia centrală. 

Întrerupător de reglare a poziţiei oglinzii: 
Apăsaţi butonul spre stânga, dreapta, sus sau 
în jos pentru a muta oglinda.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Oglinzi exterioare îndoite*
Apăsaţi butonul rotativ pentru a îndoi și  
a scoate oglinzile exterioare.

Buton de rabatare

Buton de
selectare

Buton de reglare
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Adjusting the Seats

Front Seat
Adjust the driver's seat as far back as possible 
while allowing you to maintain full control of 
the vehicle. You should be able to sit upright, 
well back in the seat and be able to 
adequately press the pedals without leaning 
forward, and grip the steering wheel 
comfortably. The passenger's seat should be 
adjusted in a similar manner, so that it is as far 
back from the front airbag in the dashboard 
as possible.

1Adjusting the Seats

Allow at least 25 cm between the centre of the 
steering wheel and the chest.

Always make seat adjustments before driving.

3WARNING
Sitting too close to a front airbag can result 
in serious injury or death if the front 
airbags inflate.

Always sit as far back from the front 
airbags as possible while maintaining 
control of the vehicle.

Move back.

Allow sufficient 
space.
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Reglarea scaunelor

Scaunul din faţă

 Lăsaţi cel puţin 25 cm între volanului și piept.
Faceţi întotdeauna ajustări ale scaunelor înainte  
de a conduce vehicule.

Reglarea scaunelor

AvERTIzARE

O poziţie prea aproape de airbagul frontal, 
poate provoca vătămări grave sau deces 
dacă airbagurile frontale se umflă.
Întotdeauna staţi cât mai departe de 
airbagurile frontale, menţinând în același 
timp controlul asupra autovehiculului.

Reglaţi scaunul șoferului cât mai 
departe posibil, permiţând în același 
timp menţinerea controlului complet al 
vehiculului. Ar trebui să puteţi să vă așezaţi 
în poziţie verticală, bine în spate pe scaun 
și să puteţi apăsa în mod adecvat pedalele 
fără a vă apleca în faţă și să strângeţi 
ușor volanul. Scaunul pasagerului trebuie 
ajustat în mod similar, astfel încât acesta să 
se afle cât mai departe de airbagul frontal 
din bord.

Mişcaţi-vă 
spre spate

Păstraţi un spaţiu
suficient
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■ Adjusting the front manual seat(s)

■Adjusting the Seat Positions 1Adjusting the front manual seat(s)

Once a seat is adjusted correctly, rock it back and 
forth to make sure it is locked in position.

Horizontal Position 
Adjustment
Pull up on the bar to move the 
seat, then release the bar.

Height Adjustment
Driver’s seat only
Pull up or push down the lever 
to raise or lower the seat.

Seat-back Angle 
Adjustment
Pull up the lever to 
change the angle.

Driver’s seat is shown.
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▶▶ Reglarea scaunelor▶ Reglarea poziţiilor scaunului

 Odată ce scaunul este reglat corect, rotiţi-l înainte 
și înapoi pentru a vă asigura că acesta este blocat în 
poziţie.

Reglarea scaunului (scaunelor) manuale din faţăReglarea poziţiilor scaunului
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Reglarea scaunului (scaunelor) manuale din faţă

Reglarea înălţimii
Numai scaunul șoferului
Trageţi în sus sau împingeţi în jos maneta 
pentru a ridica sau coborî scaunul.

Scaunul șoferului

Reglarea unghiului 
spătarului
Trageţi maneta pentru
a modifica unghiulReglarea poziţiei orizontale

Trageţi în sus bara pentru  
a muta scaunul, apoi 
eliberaţi bara.

Continuare
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■ Lumbar Support Adjustment Switch*

Press the front: To increase the entire 
lumbar support.
Press the rear: To decrease the entire lumbar 
support.

Lumbar 
Support 
Adjustment 
Switch

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Reglarea scaunelor▶ Scaunul din faţă

Comutator 
de ajustare 
a suportului 
lombar
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Comutator de reglare  
a suportului lombar *

Apăsaţi în faţă: Pentru a mări întregul 
suport lombar.
Apăsaţi în spate: Pentru a micșora 
întregul suport lombar.
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Adjust the driver's seat-back to a comfortable, 
upright position, leaving ample space 
between your chest and the airbag cover in 
the centre of the steering wheel.

The front seat passenger should also adjust 
their seat-back to a comfortable, upright 
position.

Reclining a seat-back so that the shoulder part of the belt no longer rests against the 
occupant's chest reduces the protective capability of the belt. It also increases the 
chance of sliding under the belt in a crash and being seriously injured. The farther a 
seat-back is reclined, the greater the risk of injury.

■Adjusting the Seat-Backs 1Adjusting the Seat-Backs

Do not put a cushion, or other object, between the 
seat-back and your back.

Doing so may interfere with proper seat belt or airbag 
operation.

If you cannot get far enough away from the steering 
wheel and still reach the controls, we recommend 
that you investigate whether some type of adaptive 
equipment may help.

3WARNING
Reclining the seat-back too far can result in 
serious injury or death in a crash.

Adjust the seat-back to an upright position, 
and sit well back in the seat.
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▶▶ Reglarea scaunelor▶ Scaunul din faţă

 Nu puneţi o pernă sau alt obiect între spătarul 
scaunului și spatele dumneavoastră.
Acest lucru poate interfera cu funcţionarea corectă a 
centurii de siguranţă sau a airbagului.
Dacă nu reușiţi să ajungeţi suficient de departe 
de volan și în continuare ajungeţi la controale, vă 
recomandăm să investigaţi dacă un anumit tip de 
echipament adaptiv poate ajuta.

Reglarea spătarelor

AvERTIzARE
Înclinarea spătarului în spate poate duce 
la vătămări grave sau la moarte în caz de 
accident.
Reglaţi spătarul în poziţie verticală și staţi 
bine în scaun.

Reglaţi scaunul șoferului într-o poziţie 
confortabilă, în poziţie verticală, lăsând un 
spaţiu amplu între piept și airbagului din 
volanului.
Pasagerul din faţă trebuie, de asemenea, să-și 
ajusteze spătarul în poziţie confortabilă, în 
poziţie verticală.

Reglarea spătarelor

Dacă înclinaţi spătarul prea tare, astfel încât partea care trece peste umăr 
a centurii de siguranţă nu mai este pe pieptul ocupantului, capacitatea de 
protecţie a centurii este redusă. De asemenea, în acest mod, riscul alunecării pe 
sub centură în caz de accident, și, astfel, de rănire, este mai mare. Cu cât spătarul 
este înclinat mai mult, cu atât este mai mare riscul de rănire.

Continuare
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Head Restraints
Your vehicle is equipped with head restraints in all seating positions.

Front head restraints are most effective for 
protection against whiplash and other rear-
impact crash injuries when the centre of the 
back of the occupant’s head rests against the 
centre of the restraint. The tops of the 
occupant’s ears should be level with the 
centre height of the restraint.

To raise the head restraint:
Pull it upward.
To lower the head restraint:
Push it down while pressing the release 
button.

■Adjusting the Front Head Restraints 1Adjusting the Front Head Restraints

In order for the head restraint system to work 
properly:
• Do not hang any items on the head restraints, or 

from the restraint legs.
• Do not place any object between an occupant and 

the seat-back.
• Install each restraint in its proper location.

3WARNING
Improperly positioning head restraints 
reduces their effectiveness and increases 
the likelihood of serious injury in a crash.

Make sure head restraints are in place and 
positioned properly before driving.

Position head in the centre 
of the head restraint.
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▶▶ Reglarea scaunelor▶ Reglarea tetierelor

Reglarea tetierelor

Reglarea tetierelor faţă

Vehiculul dvs. este echipat cu tetiere în toate locurile.

Rezemaţi capul de centrul tetierei  Pentru ca sistemul de tetiere să funcţioneze corect:
•  Nu atârnaţi obiecte pe tetiere sau pe picioarele  

de reţinere.
•  Nu așezaţi nici un obiect între un ocupant  

și spătarul scaunului.
•  Instalaţi fiecare sistem de reţinere în poziţia 

corectă.

Reglarea tetierelor faţă

AvERTIzARE
Poziţionarea incorectă a tetierelor reduce 
eficacitatea acestora și crește probabilitatea 
de rănire gravă în cazul unui accident.
Asiguraţi-vă că tetierele sunt în poziţie și 
poziţionate corespunzător înainte de a 
conduce.

Tetierele din faţă sunt cele mai eficiente 
pentru protecţie împotriva traumatismelor 
cervicale și a altor răniri accidentale 
din spate atunci când centrul spatelui 
capului ocupantului se sprijină pe centrul 
dispozitivului de reţinere. Vârfurile 
urechilor ocupanţilor trebuie să fie la 
același nivel cu înălţimea centrală a 
dispozitivului de reţinere.

Pentru a ridica tetiera:  
Trageţi-o în sus.
Pentru a coborî tetiera:  
Apăsaţi-o în jos în timp ce acţionaţi 
butonul de eliberare.
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A passenger sitting in a back seating position 
should adjust the height of their head restraint 
to an appropriate position before the vehicle 
begins moving.
To raise the head restraint:
Pull it upward.
To lower the head restraint:
Push it down while pressing the release 
button.

■ Changing the Rear Seat Head Restraint Position
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▶▶ Reglarea scaunelor▶ Reglarea tetierelor

Modificarea poziţiei tetierelor spate

Un pasager care se află într-o poziţie în 
spate trebuie să regleze înălţimea tetierei 
într-o poziţie adecvată înainte ca vehiculul  
să înceapă să se deplaseze.
Pentru ridicarea tetierei:
Trageţi-l în sus.
Pentru a coborî tetiera:
Împingeţi-l în jos în timp ce apăsaţi butonul 
de eliberare.
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Head restraints can be removed for cleaning or repair.

To remove a head restraint:
Pull the restraint up as far as it will go. Then push the release button, and pull the 
restraint up and out.

To reinstall a head restraint:
Insert the legs back in place, then adjust the head restraint to an appropriate height 
while pressing the release button. Pull up on the restraint to make sure it is locked 
in position.

Maintain a Proper Sitting Position
After all occupants have adjusted their seats and head restraints, and put on their 
seat belts, it is very important that they continue to sit upright, well back in their 
seats, with their feet on the floor, until the vehicle is safely parked and the engine is 
off.

Sitting improperly can increase the chance of injury during a crash. For example, if 
an occupant slouches, lies down, turns sideways, sits forward, leans forward or 
sideways, or puts one or both feet up, the chance of injury during a crash is greatly 
increased.

In addition, an occupant who is out of position in the front seat can be seriously or 
fatally injured in a crash by striking interior parts of the vehicle or being struck by an 
inflating front airbag.

■ Removing and Reinstalling the Head Restraints 1Removing and Reinstalling the Head Restraints

3WARNING
Failure to reinstall, or correctly reinstall, the 
head restraints can result in severe injury 
during a crash.

Always replace the head restraints before 
driving.

1Maintain a Proper Sitting Position

3WARNING
Sitting improperly or out of position can 
result in serious injury or death in a crash.

Always sit upright, well back in the seat, 
with your feet on the floor.
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▶▶ Reglarea scaunelor▶ Menţineţi o poziţie corectă de ședere

Scoaterea și reinstalarea tetierelor

Menţineţi o poziţie corectă de ședere

AvERTIzARE

AvERTIzARE

În cazul în care nu se reinstalează sau nu 
se instalează corect tetierele, pot apărea 
vătămări grave în timpul unui accident.

Înlocuiţi întotdeauna tetierele înainte de a 
conduce vehicule.

Așezaţi în mod necorespunzător sau în 
afara poziţiei poate duce la vătămări grave 
sau la moarte în caz de accident.
Întotdeauna stai în poziţie verticală, bine în 
spate pe scaun, cu picioarele pe podea.

Scoaterea și reinstalarea tetierelor
Tetierele pot fi scoase pentru curăţare sau reparaţii.

Pentru a scoate tetiera:
Ridicaţi-o până la capăt. Apoi apăsaţi butonul de eliberare și trageţi dispozitivul 
de susţinere în sus și în afară.

Pentru a reinstala o tetieră:
Introduceţi picioarele în loc, apoi reglaţi tetiera la o înălţime corespunzătoare 
în timp ce apăsaţi butonul de eliberare. Trageţi în sus dispozitivul de blocare 
pentru a vă asigura că acesta este blocat în poziţie.

Menţineţi o poziţie corectă de ședere
După ce toţi ocupanţii și-au ajustat scaunele și tetierele și și-au pus centurile de 
siguranţă, este foarte important să rămână în poziţie verticală, bine în spate pe 
locurile lor, cu picioarele pe podea, până când vehiculul este parcat în siguranţă 
și motorul este oprit.

O poziţie  necorespunzătoare poate crește șansele de accidentare în timpul 
unui accident. De exemplu, dacă un ocupant se hrănește, se culcă, se întoarce 
lateral, se așează în faţă, se sprijină în faţă sau în lateral sau pune unul sau 
ambele picioare în sus, șansele de rănire în timpul unui accident sunt mult mai 
mari.

În plus, un ocupant care nu se află pe scaunul din faţă poate fi grav rănit sau 
chiar la moarte într-un accident prin lovirea părţilor interioare ale vehiculului 
sau lovit de un airbag frontal declanșat.
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Rear Seats

1. Remove the centre shoulder belt* from the 
guide.

2. Pull the release lever* in the boot to release 
the lock.

3. Fold the seat-back down.

■ Folding Down the Rear Seats 1Folding Down the Rear Seats

The rear seat-back(s*) can be folded down to 
accommodate bulkier items in the boot.

Never drive with the seat-back folded down and the 
boot lid open.

2 Exhaust Gas Hazard P. 90

To lock a seat-back upright, push it backwards until it 
locks.
When returning the seat-back to its original position, 
push it firmly back. Also, make sure all rear shoulder 
belts are positioned in front of the seat-back.

Make sure all items in the boot or items 
extending through the opening into the rear 
seats are properly secured. Loose items can fly 
forward if you have to brake hard.

The front seat(s) must be far enough forward so they 
do not interfere with the rear seats as they fold 
down.

Guide

Centre 
Shoulder 
Belt

Release 
Lever

Release Lever

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Reglarea scaunelor▶ Scaunul din faţă

 Spătarul scaunului din spate (scaunele*) poate fi pliat 
în jos pentru a găzdui articolele mai voluminoase din 
portbagaj.

Nu conduceţi niciodată cu spătarul scaunului în jos și 
cu capacul portbagajului deschis.

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Pericol de gaze de eșapament P. 90

Pentru a bloca un spătar în picioare, împingeţi-l 
înapoi până când se blochează.
Atunci când întoarceţi spătarul scaunului în poziţia 
iniţială, împingeţi-l ferm înapoi. De asemenea, 
asiguraţi-vă că toate centurile din spate sunt 
poziţionate în faţa spătarului scaunului.

Asiguraţi-vă că toate elementele din portbagaj 
sau elementele care se extind prin deschiderea în 
scaunele din spate sunt securizate corespunzător. 
Articolele libere pot zbura înainte dacă trebuie să 
frânţi brusc.

Scaunele din faţă trebuie să fie suficient de departe 
pentru a nu interfera cu scaunele din spate atunci 
când se îndoaie.

Rabatarea scaunelor din spateRabatarea scaunelor din spate

Scaunele din spate

1. Scoateţi centura din centru* din ghidaj.

2. Trageţi maneta de deblocare * în 
portbagaj pentru a elibera încuietoarea.

3. Rabataţi spătarul scaunului în jos.

Ghidaj

Manetă 
eliberare

Manetă eliberare

Centura 
din centru

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Armrest

The console lid can be used as an armrest.
To adjust:
Slide the armrest to desired position.

Pull down the armrest in the centre seat-back.

■Using the Front Seat Armrest

■Using the Rear Seat Armrest
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▶▶ Reglarea scaunelor▶ Cotiera

Cotiera

Utilizarea cotiera scaunului faţă

Utilizarea cotierei din bancheta spate*

Capacul consolei poate avea funcţia de cotieră.
Pentru reglare*:
Glisaţi cotiera în poziţia dorită.

Trageţi cotiera din centrul banchetei.
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Interior Lights/Interior Convenience Items

Interior Lights

■ ON
The interior lights come on regardless of 
whether the doors are open or closed.
■ Door activated
The interior lights come on in the following 
situations:
• When any doors are opened.
• You unlock the driver’s door.

• You remove the key from the ignition 
switch.

• When the power mode is set to VEHICLE 
OFF (LOCK).

■ OFF
The interior lights remain off regardless of 
whether the doors are open or closed.

■ Interior Light Switches 1Interior Light Switches

In the door activated position, the interior lights fade out 
and go off about 30 seconds after the doors are closed.
The lights go off after 30 seconds in the following 
situations:
• When you unlock the driver’s door but do not open it.

• When you remove the key from the ignition switch 
but do not open a door.

• When you set the power mode to VEHICLE OFF 
(LOCK) but do not open a door.

You can change the interior lights dimming time.
2 Customized Features P. 359

The interior lights go off immediately in the following 
situations:
• When you lock the driver’s door.
• When you turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.

• When you close the driver’s door with the key in 
the ignition switch.

• When you close the driver’s door in ACCESSORY 
mode.

If you leave any of the doors open in VEHICLE OFF 
(LOCK) mode, or without the key in the ignition 
switch, the interior lights go off after about 15 
minutes.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE 
START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models with driver information interface

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Door Activated Position

Off

Door Activated Position

On

Off

Front
Models with sunroof

Rear
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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Sistemul de securitateLumini interioare/Obiectele pentru confort din habitaclu

Lumini interioare

Continuare

Butoane pentru luminile interioare
 

Butoane pentru luminile interioare

În poziţia activată a ușii, luminile interioare se 
estompează și se sting aproximativ 30 de secunde 
după închiderea ușilor.
Luminile se sting după 30 de secunde în 
următoarele situaţii:
• Când deblocaţi ușa șoferului, dar nu-l deschideţi.

Modele fără sistem keyless

• Când scoateţi cheia din contact, dar nu deschideţi 
o ușă.

Modele cu sistem keyless

• Când setaţi modul de alimentare la VEHICLE OFF 
(LOCK), dar nu deschideţi o ușă.

Modele cu interfaţă de informaţii pentru șofer

Puteţi schimba timpul de diminuare a luminii interioare.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359
Luminile interioare se sting imediat în următoarele 
situaţii:
• Când blocaţi ușa șoferului.
• Când rotiţi cheia de contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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.

Modele fără sistem keyless

• Când închideţi ușa șoferului cu cheia din contact.

Modele cu sistem keyless

• Când închideţi ușa șoferului în modul 
ACCESSORY.
Dacă lăsaţi oricare dintre ușile deschise în modul 
VEHICLE OFF (blocare) sau fără cheia din contact, 
luminile de interior se sting după aproximativ 15 
minute.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  PORNIT (ON) 
Luminile de interior se aprind, indiferent 
dacă ușile sunt deschise sau închise.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Activare la deschiderea ușii 
Luminile interioare se aprind în 
următoarele situaţii: 
• Când toate ușile sunt deschise. 
• Deblocaţi ușa șoferului.

Modele fără sistem keyless
Scoateţi cheia din contact.
Modele cu sistem keyless
•  Când modul de alimentare este setat la 

VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  OFF 
Luminile interioare rămân oprite, 
indiferent dacă ușile sunt deschise sau 
închise.

Faţă

Spate

Modele cu trapă

Aprindere la deschiderea uşii

Aprindere la deschiderea uşii

Oprit

Oprit

Pornit

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.
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uu Interior Lights/Interior Convenience Itemsu Interior Lights
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The map lights can be turned on and off by 
pressing the lenses.

■Map Lights 1Map Lights

When the ceiling light switch is in the door activated 
position and any door is open, the map light will not 
go off when you press the lens.

Models with sunroof
Models with sunroof

Models without sunroof
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▶▶ Lumini interioare/Obiectele pentru confort din habitaclu▶ Lumini interioare

Luminile de lectură
Luminile de lectură pot fi activate și 
dezactivate prin apăsarea lentilelor.

Modele cu trapă

Modele fără trapă

Luminile de lectură

 Când întrerupătorul pentru plafon este în poziţia 
activată a ușii și dacă orice ușă este deschisă, lumina 
de lectură nu se va stinge atunci când apăsaţi 
lentila.

Modele cu trapă
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uuInterior Lights/Interior Convenience Itemsu Interior Convenience Items

Continued
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Interior Convenience Items

Pull the handle to open the glove box.

■Glove Box 1Glove Box

3WARNING
An open glove box can cause serious injury 
to your passenger in a crash, even if the 
passenger is wearing the seat belt.

Always keep the glove box closed while 
driving.

Band*

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Lumini interioare/Obiectele pentru confort din habitaclu▶ Elemente de confort interior

Elemente de confort interior

Torpedou
Trageţi mânerul pentru a deschide 
torpedoul.Bandă*

Torpedou

AvERTIzARE
Un torpedou deschis poate provoca 
vătămări grave pasagerului dvs. în caz 
de accident, chiar dacă pasagerul poartă 
centura de siguranţă.
Păstraţi întotdeauna torpedou închis 
în timp ce conduceţi.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Your vehicle has a multi-function centre 
console. It includes a storage compartment 
and an armrest.
Slide the armrest to the rearmost position. Pull 
up on the handle to open the console 
compartment.

You can create more storage space by 
removing the removable beverage holder tray.

If you want to make greater use of the console 
box:
1. Raise the removable beverage holder tray 

and reverse its orientation.
2. Put the removable beverage holder on the 

beverage holder which is in front.

■ Console Compartment

Removable 
Beverage 
Holder Tray
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▶▶ Lumini interioare/Obiectele pentru confort din habitaclu▶  Elemente de confort interior

Compartiment consolă centrală
Vehiculul dvs. are o consolă centrală 
multifuncţională. Acesta include un 
compartiment de depozitare și o cotieră.
Glisaţi cotiera în poziţia cea mai din spate. 
Trageţi în sus mânerul pentru a deschide 
compartimentul consolei.

Puteţi crea mai mult spaţiu de stocare prin 
scoaterea tăvii detașabile a suportului pentru 
băuturi.

Dacă doriţi să utilizaţi mai mult compartiment 
de consolă:
1.  Ridicaţi tava suportului pentru băuturi 

detașabile și inversaţi orientarea acesteia.
2.  Puneţi suportul pentru băuturi detașabil pe 

suportul pentru băuturi care este în faţă.

Carcasă 
detașabilă 
pentru suportul 
pentru băuturi
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■ Front seat beverage holders
Are located in the console between the front 
seats.
u Move the armrest rearward to use the 

beverage holders.

■ Rear seat beverage holders
Fold the armrest down to use the rear seat 
beverage holders.

■ Beverage Holders 1Beverage Holders

NOTICE
Spilled liquids damage the upholstery, carpeting, and 
electrical components in the interior.

Be careful when you are using the beverage holders. 
Hot liquid can scald you.
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▶▶ Lumini interioare/Obiectele pentru confort din habitaclu▶ Elemente de confort interior

Suport băuturi
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Suporturi de băuturi pentru scaunele  
din faţă
Sunt amplasate în consolă între scaunele  
din faţă.

▶  Deplasaţi cotiera spre spate pentru a 
folosi suporturile pentru băuturi.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Suporturi pentru băuturi din spate
Rabataţi cotiera în jos pentru a utiliza 
suporturile pentru băuturile din spate.

Suport băuturi

 
NOTĂ

Lichidul lichid afectează tapiţeria, mocheta și 
componentele electrice din interior.
Aveţi grijă când folosiţi suporturile pentru băuturi.
Lichidul fierbinte te poate arde.

Continuare
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■ Door beverage holdersFront seat

Rear seat
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▶▶ Lumini interioare/Obiectele pentru confort din habitaclu▶  Elemente de confort interior

Scaun faţă

Scaun spate
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Suport de băuturi pentru usi
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The accessory power socket can be used when the ignition switch is in ACCESSORY 
(q or ON (w*1.

Open the cover to use it.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Accessory Power Socket 1Accessory Power Socket

NOTICE
Do not insert an automotive type cigarette lighter 
element: The power socket can overheat.

The accessory power socket is designed to supply 
power for 12-volt DC accessories that are rated 180 
watts (15 amps) or less.

To prevent battery drain, use the power socket only 
when the engine is running.
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▶▶ Lumini interioare/Obiectele pentru confort din habitaclu▶ Elemente de confort interior

Priza de curent pentru accesorii*

Deschideţi capacul pentru a o utiliza.

Priza de curent pentru accesorii*

 
NOTĂ

Nu introduceţi un element de brichetă pentru 
automobile: Priza de alimentare se poate 
supraîncălzi.
Priza de alimentare auxiliară este proiectată 
pentru a furniza energie pentru accesorii DC de 
12 volţi, care au o putere nominală de 180 W (15 
amperi) sau mai puţin.
Pentru a preveni descărcarea bateriei, utilizaţi 
priza electrică numai atunci când motorul 
funcţionează.

Priza de alimentare auxiliară poate fi utilizată atunci când contactul de 
aprindere este în ACCESORY 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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Continuare

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.
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To use the wireless charger, the power mode must be in ACCESSORY or ON.
Charge a compatible device on the area indicated by the  mark as follows:

1. To turn the system on and off, press and 
hold the  (power) button.
u When the system is activated, the green 

indicator light comes on.
2. Place the device you want to charge on the 

charging area.
u The system will automatically start 

charging the device, and the amber 
indicator light will come on.

u Make sure that the device is compatible 
with the system, and placed with the 
chargeable side in the centre of the 
charging area.

3. When charging is completed, the green 
indicator light will come on.
u Depending on the device, the amber 

indicator light will stay on.

■Wireless Charger* 1Wireless Charger*

This system consumes a lot of power. Do not use the 
system for a long time when the engine is not 
running. This may weaken the battery, making it 
difficult to start the engine.

When using the wireless charger, check the user's 
manual that came with the compatible device you 
want to charge.

"Qi" and  marks are the registered trademarks 
owned by Wireless Power Consortium (WPC).

3WARNING
Metal objects between the charge pad and 
the device to be charged will get hot and can 
burn you. 

• Always remove foreign objects from the 
charge pad before charging the device.

• Be sure the surface is clear of dust and other 
debris before charging.

• Do not spill liquids (i. e. water, drinks, etc.) on 
the charger and the device.

• Do not use oil, grease, alcohol, benzine or 
thinner for cleaning the charge pad.

• Do not cover the system with towels, clothing, 
or other objects while charging etc.

• Avoid spraying aerosols which may come in 
contact with the change pad surface.

Green indicator
Amber indicator

Charging area

(power) button

* Not available on all models
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*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Încărcător fără fir *

1.  Pentru a porni și opri sistemul, apăsaţi și 
menţineţi apăsat butonul 
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To use the wireless charger, the power mode must be in ACCESSORY or ON.
Charge a compatible device on the area indicated by the  mark as follows:

1. To turn the system on and off, press and 
hold the  (power) button.
u When the system is activated, the green 

indicator light comes on.
2. Place the device you want to charge on the 

charging area.
u The system will automatically start 

charging the device, and the amber 
indicator light will come on.

u Make sure that the device is compatible 
with the system, and placed with the 
chargeable side in the centre of the 
charging area.

3. When charging is completed, the green 
indicator light will come on.
u Depending on the device, the amber 

indicator light will stay on.

■Wireless Charger* 1Wireless Charger*

This system consumes a lot of power. Do not use the 
system for a long time when the engine is not 
running. This may weaken the battery, making it 
difficult to start the engine.

When using the wireless charger, check the user's 
manual that came with the compatible device you 
want to charge.

"Qi" and  marks are the registered trademarks 
owned by Wireless Power Consortium (WPC).

3WARNING
Metal objects between the charge pad and 
the device to be charged will get hot and can 
burn you. 

• Always remove foreign objects from the 
charge pad before charging the device.

• Be sure the surface is clear of dust and other 
debris before charging.

• Do not spill liquids (i. e. water, drinks, etc.) on 
the charger and the device.

• Do not use oil, grease, alcohol, benzine or 
thinner for cleaning the charge pad.

• Do not cover the system with towels, clothing, 
or other objects while charging etc.

• Avoid spraying aerosols which may come in 
contact with the change pad surface.

Green indicator
Amber indicator

Charging area

(power) button

* Not available on all models
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 (alimentare). 
▶ Când sistemul este activat, indicatorul 
luminos verde se aprinde.

2.  Așezaţi dispozitivul pe care doriţi să-l 
încărcaţi în zona de încărcare. 
▶ Sistemul va începe să încarce automat 
dispozitivul, iar indicatorul luminos de 
culoare portocalie se va aprinde. 
▶ Asiguraţi-vă că dispozitivul este compatibil 
cu sistemul și plasat cu partea de încărcare în 
centrul zonei de încărcare.

3.  După terminarea încărcării, indicatorul 
luminos verde se aprinde. 
▶ În funcţie de dispozitiv, indicatorul luminos 
de culoare portocalie rămâne aprins.

Butonul de pornire
Indicator verde

Încărcător fără fir *

AvERTIzARE
Elementele metalice dintre zona de încărcare 
și dispozitivul de încărcat se vor încălzi și vă 
vor arde.
•  Înainte de încărcarea dispozitivului, 

îndepărtaţi întotdeauna obiectele străine de 
pe zona de încărcare.

•  Asiguraţi-vă că suprafaţa este lipsită de praf 
și alte resturi înainte de încărcare.

•  Nu puneţi lichide (de ex. apă, băuturi etc.) 
pe încărcător și pe dispozitiv.

•  Nu utilizaţi ulei, grăsime, alcool, benzină sau 
diluant pentru curăţarea zonei de încărcare.

•  Nu acoperiţi sistemul cu prosoape, 
îmbrăcăminte sau alte obiecte în timpul 
încărcării etc.

•  Evitaţi pulverizarea aerosolilor care pot veni 
în contact cu suprafaţa zonei de încărcare.

 Acest sistem consumă multă energie. Nu utilizaţi 
sistemul mult timp când motorul nu funcţionează. 
Acest lucru poate descărca bateria, ceea ce face 
dificilă pornirea motorului.

Când utilizaţi încărcătorul fără fir, verificaţi 
manualul de utilizare livrat împreună cu dispozitivul 
compatibil pe care doriţi să îl încărcaţi.

"Qi" și marcajele 
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To use the wireless charger, the power mode must be in ACCESSORY or ON.
Charge a compatible device on the area indicated by the  mark as follows:

1. To turn the system on and off, press and 
hold the  (power) button.
u When the system is activated, the green 

indicator light comes on.
2. Place the device you want to charge on the 

charging area.
u The system will automatically start 

charging the device, and the amber 
indicator light will come on.

u Make sure that the device is compatible 
with the system, and placed with the 
chargeable side in the centre of the 
charging area.

3. When charging is completed, the green 
indicator light will come on.
u Depending on the device, the amber 

indicator light will stay on.

■Wireless Charger* 1Wireless Charger*

This system consumes a lot of power. Do not use the 
system for a long time when the engine is not 
running. This may weaken the battery, making it 
difficult to start the engine.

When using the wireless charger, check the user's 
manual that came with the compatible device you 
want to charge.

"Qi" and  marks are the registered trademarks 
owned by Wireless Power Consortium (WPC).

3WARNING
Metal objects between the charge pad and 
the device to be charged will get hot and can 
burn you. 

• Always remove foreign objects from the 
charge pad before charging the device.

• Be sure the surface is clear of dust and other 
debris before charging.

• Do not spill liquids (i. e. water, drinks, etc.) on 
the charger and the device.

• Do not use oil, grease, alcohol, benzine or 
thinner for cleaning the charge pad.

• Do not cover the system with towels, clothing, 
or other objects while charging etc.

• Avoid spraying aerosols which may come in 
contact with the change pad surface.

Green indicator
Amber indicator

Charging area

(power) button

* Not available on all models
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 sunt mărcile comerciale 
înregistrate deţinute de Wireless Power Consortium 
(WPC).

Pentru a utiliza încărcătorul fără fir, modul de alimentare trebuie să fie în 
ACCESORY sau ON. Încărcaţi un dispozitiv compatibil în zona indicată de marcaj 
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To use the wireless charger, the power mode must be in ACCESSORY or ON.
Charge a compatible device on the area indicated by the  mark as follows:

1. To turn the system on and off, press and 
hold the  (power) button.
u When the system is activated, the green 

indicator light comes on.
2. Place the device you want to charge on the 

charging area.
u The system will automatically start 

charging the device, and the amber 
indicator light will come on.

u Make sure that the device is compatible 
with the system, and placed with the 
chargeable side in the centre of the 
charging area.

3. When charging is completed, the green 
indicator light will come on.
u Depending on the device, the amber 

indicator light will stay on.

■Wireless Charger* 1Wireless Charger*

This system consumes a lot of power. Do not use the 
system for a long time when the engine is not 
running. This may weaken the battery, making it 
difficult to start the engine.

When using the wireless charger, check the user's 
manual that came with the compatible device you 
want to charge.

"Qi" and  marks are the registered trademarks 
owned by Wireless Power Consortium (WPC).

3WARNING
Metal objects between the charge pad and 
the device to be charged will get hot and can 
burn you. 

• Always remove foreign objects from the 
charge pad before charging the device.

• Be sure the surface is clear of dust and other 
debris before charging.

• Do not spill liquids (i. e. water, drinks, etc.) on 
the charger and the device.

• Do not use oil, grease, alcohol, benzine or 
thinner for cleaning the charge pad.

• Do not cover the system with towels, clothing, 
or other objects while charging etc.

• Avoid spraying aerosols which may come in 
contact with the change pad surface.

Green indicator
Amber indicator

Charging area

(power) button

* Not available on all models
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 după cum urmează:

Indicator portocaliu

Zonă de încărcare
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■ When charging does not start
Perform one of the solutions in the following table.

Indicator Cause Solution

Green & 
Amber

Blinking 
simulta-
neously

There is an obstacle(s) 
between the charging 
area and the device.

Remove the obstacle(s).

The device is not within 
the charging area.

Move the device to the 
centre of the charging 
area where  is 
located.

Amber Blinking
The wireless charger is 
faulty.

Contact a dealer for 
repairs.

1Wireless Charger*

NOTICE
Do not place any magnetic recording media or precision 
machines within the charge area while charging.
The data on your cards such as credit cards can be lost 
because of the magnetic effect. Also precision machines 
such as watches can go wrong.

In the following cases, charging may stop or not start:
• The device is already fully charged.
• The temperature of the device is extremely high 

while charging.
• You are at a place that emits strong 

electromagnetic wave or noises, such as TV station, 
electric power plant, or gas station.

A device may not charge if the size or shape of its 
chargeable side is not appropriate for use with the 
charging area.

Not all devices are compatible with the system.

During the charging phase, it is normal for the 
charging area and the device to heat up.

Charging may be briefly interrupted when:
• All doors or the boot are closed.

To avoid interference with the proper functioning 
of the keyless access system.

• The position of the device is altered.

Do not charge more than one device at a time on a 
charging area.

* Not available on all models
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NOTĂ

Nu plasaţi nici un suport de înregistrare magnetică 
sau mașini de precizie în zona de încărcare în 
timpul încărcării.
Datele de pe cardurile dvs., cum ar fi cărţile 
de credit, pot fi pierdute din cauza efectului 
magnetic. De asemenea, mașinile de precizie, cum 
ar fi ceasurile, pot merge prost.
În următoarele cazuri, încărcarea se poate opri sau 
nu începe:
• Dispozitivul este deja complet încărcat.
•  Temperatura dispozitivului este extrem de 

ridicată în timpul încărcării.
•  Sunteţi într-un loc care emite valuri 

electromagnetice puternice sau zgomote, cum 
ar fi postul de televiziune, centrala electrică sau 
staţia de benzină.

Este posibil ca un dispozitiv să nu se încarce dacă 
dimensiunea sau forma părţii sale de încărcare 
nu este adecvată pentru utilizarea în zona de 
încărcare.
Nu toate dispozitivele sunt compatibile cu sistemul.
În timpul fazei de încărcare, este normal ca zona 
de încărcare și dispozitivul să se încălzească.
Încărcarea poate fi întreruptă pentru scurt timp 
atunci când:
•  Toate ușile sau portbagajul sunt închise.
Pentru a evita interferenţa cu funcţionarea corectă 
a sistemului de acces keyless.
• Poziţia dispozitivului este modificată.
Nu încărcaţi mai multe dispozitive simultan pe o 
zonă de încărcare.

Efectuaţi una dintre soluţiile din tabelul următor.

Continuare

Încărcător fără fir *

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Când încărcarea nu pornește

Indicatori Cauza Soluţii

Verde și 
portocaliu

Clipește 
simultan

Există un obstacol 
(obstacole) între zona de 
încărcare și dispozitiv.

Dispozitivul nu se află  
în zona de încărcare.

Îndepărtaţi obstacolul 
(obstacolele).

Deplasaţi dispozitivul 
în centrul zonei de 
încărcare unde se află 
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To use the wireless charger, the power mode must be in ACCESSORY or ON.
Charge a compatible device on the area indicated by the  mark as follows:

1. To turn the system on and off, press and 
hold the  (power) button.
u When the system is activated, the green 

indicator light comes on.
2. Place the device you want to charge on the 

charging area.
u The system will automatically start 

charging the device, and the amber 
indicator light will come on.

u Make sure that the device is compatible 
with the system, and placed with the 
chargeable side in the centre of the 
charging area.

3. When charging is completed, the green 
indicator light will come on.
u Depending on the device, the amber 

indicator light will stay on.

■Wireless Charger* 1Wireless Charger*

This system consumes a lot of power. Do not use the 
system for a long time when the engine is not 
running. This may weaken the battery, making it 
difficult to start the engine.

When using the wireless charger, check the user's 
manual that came with the compatible device you 
want to charge.

"Qi" and  marks are the registered trademarks 
owned by Wireless Power Consortium (WPC).

3WARNING
Metal objects between the charge pad and 
the device to be charged will get hot and can 
burn you. 

• Always remove foreign objects from the 
charge pad before charging the device.

• Be sure the surface is clear of dust and other 
debris before charging.

• Do not spill liquids (i. e. water, drinks, etc.) on 
the charger and the device.

• Do not use oil, grease, alcohol, benzine or 
thinner for cleaning the charge pad.

• Do not cover the system with towels, clothing, 
or other objects while charging etc.

• Avoid spraying aerosols which may come in 
contact with the change pad surface.

Green indicator
Amber indicator

Charging area

(power) button

* Not available on all models
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Portocaliu Clipește Încărcătorul fără fir 
este defect.

Contactaţi un dealer 
pentru reparaţii.
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There is a coat hook on the rear left grab 
handle. Pull it down to use it.

There are coat hooks on the left and right 
door pillars.

■ Coat Hooks 1Coat Hooks

The coat hook is not designed for large or heavy 
items.
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Cuier pentru haină

 Cuierul pentru haină nu este proiectat pentru 
obiecte mari sau grele.

Cuier pentru haină
Există un Cuier pentru haină pe mânerul din 
spate stânga. Trageţi-l pentru al folosi.

Cuierle pentru haine sunt pe stâlpii mașinii din 
stînga și din dreapta.
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The ashtray that fits in the front beverage 
holders is removable. Pull up on the lid to 
open. 

■Ashtray* 1Ashtray*

To prevent a possible fire and damage to your 
vehicle, use the ashtray only for discarding cigarettes 
and cigars. 

* Not available on all models
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Continuare*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Scrumiera

 Pentru a preveni posibilele incendii și deteriorarea 
vehiculului, utilizaţi scrumiera numai pentru a 
elimina ţigările și trabucurile.

Scrumiera
Scrumiera care se potrivește în suporturile din 
faţă este detașabilă. Trageţi în sus pe capac 
pentru a o scoate.
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The ignition switch must be in ON (w*1 to use 
the seat heaters.

Press the seat heater button:
Once - The HI setting (three indicators on)
Twice - The MID setting (two indicators on)
Three times - The LO setting (one indicator on)
Four times - The OFF setting (no indicators on)

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Front Seat Heaters* 1Front Seat Heaters*

Do not use the seat heaters even in LO when the 
engine is off. Under such conditions, the battery may 
be weakened, making the engine difficult to start.

3WARNING
Heat induced burns are possible when 
using seat heaters. 

Persons with a diminished ability to sense 
temperature (e.g., persons with diabetes, 
lower-limb nerve damage, or paralysis) or 
with sensitive skin should not use seat 
heaters.

* Not available on all models
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Scaune faţă încălzite*

 Nu utilizaţi scaunele încălzite în LO când motorul 
este oprit. În aceste condiţii, bateria poate fi 
descărcată, ceea ce face dificilă pornirea motorului.

Scaune faţă încălzite*
Contactul trebuie să fie în poziţia ON 

Continued 43

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts

Safe D
rivin
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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pentru a utiliza scaunele încălzite.

Apăsaţi butonul încălzitorului scaunului:
Odată - Setarea HI (trei indicatoare activate)
De două ori - Setarea MID (sunt activate două 
indicatoare)
De trei ori - Setarea LO (un indicator activat)
De patru ori - Setarea OFF (fără indicatoare)

AvERTIzARE
Arsurile induse de căldură sunt posibile atunci 
când se folosesc încălzitoare de scaun.
Persoanele cu o capacitate scăzută de a 
detecta temperatura (de exemplu, persoanele 
cu diabet zaharat, leziuni nervoase ale 
membrelor inferioare sau paralizie) sau 
cu piele sensibilă nu ar trebui să utilizeze 
scaunele încălzite.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.
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The ignition switch must be in ON (w*1 to use 
the seat heaters.

There is no heater in the rear centre seating 
position.

While in HI, the heater cycles on and off.
u The appropriate indicator will be on 

while the seat heater is on. When a 
comfortable temperature is reached, 
select LO to keep the seat warm.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Seat Heaters* 1Rear Seat Heaters*

Do not use the seat heaters even in LO when the 
engine is off. Under such conditions, the battery may 
be weakened, making the engine difficult to start.

3WARNING
Heat induced burns are possible when 
using seat heaters. 

Persons with a diminished ability to sense 
temperature (e.g., persons with diabetes, 
lower-limb nerve damage, or paralysis) or 
with sensitive skin should not use seat 
heaters.

* Not available on all models
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Continuare*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Scaune spate încălzite*

 
Nu utilizaţi scaunele încălzite în LO când motorul 
este oprit. În aceste condiţii, bateria poate fi 
descărcată, ceea ce face dificilă pornirea motorului.

Scaune spate încălzite*
Contactul trebuie să fie în poziţia ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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pentru a utiliza scaunele încălzite.
Nu există încălzire independentă în poziţia 
centrală a scaunului din spate.
În timp ce se află în HI, încălzitorul se rotește și 
se stinge.
▶  Indicatorul corespunzător va fi aprins în timp 

ce încălzirea scaunului este aprinsă. Când se 
atinge o temperatură confortabilă, selectaţi 
LO pentru a menţine scaunul cald.

AvERTIzARE
Arsurile induse de căldură sunt posibile atunci 
când se folosesc încălzitoare de scaun.
Persoanele cu o capacitate scăzută de a 
detecta temperatura (de exemplu, persoanele 
cu diabet zaharat, leziuni nervoase ale 
membrelor inferioare sau paralizie) sau 
cu piele sensibilă nu ar trebui să utilizeze 
scaunele încălzite.

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie sunt dotate cu un buton  
ENGINE START/ STOP în locul unui contact de pornire.
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Climate Control System

Using Automatic Climate Control
The automatic climate control system maintains the interior temperature you select. 
The system also selects the proper mix of heated or cooled air that raises or lowers 
the interior temperature to your preference as quickly as possible.

Use the system when the engine is running.
1. Press the AUTO button.
2. Adjust the interior temperature using the temperature control dial.
3. Press the  (on/off) button to cancel.

1Using Automatic Climate Control

If any buttons are pressed while using the climate 
control system in auto, the function of the button 
that was pressed will take priority.

The AUTO indicator will go off, but functions 
unrelated to the button that were pressed will be 
controlled automatically.

During idle-stops, air-conditioning is suspended, and 
only the blower remains active.
If you do not want air-conditioning suspended, press 

 to cancel Auto idle stop.

To prevent cold air from blowing in from outside, the 
fan may not start immediately when the AUTO 
button is pressed.

If the interior is very warm, you can cool it down 
more rapidly by partially opening the windows, 
turning the system on AUTO, and setting the 
temperature to low. Change the fresh mode to 
recirculation mode until the temperature cools down.

When you set the temperature to the lower or upper 
limit, Lo or Hi is displayed.

Models with Auto Idle Stop

Models with colour audio system Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button
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Sistemul de control al climatizării

Utilizarea controlului automat al climatizării

Sistemul automat de climatizare menţine temperatura interioară selectată.
Sistemul selectează, de asemenea, amestecul adecvat de aer încălzit sau răcit, care 
ridică sau coboară temperatura interioară la preferinţele dvs. cât mai repede posibil.

Utilizaţi sistemul când motorul funcţionează.
1. Apăsaţi butonul AUTO.
2. Reglaţi temperatura interioară cu ajutorul cadranului de reglare a temperaturii.
3. Apăsaţi butonul (on / off) 
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Climate Control System

Using Automatic Climate Control
The automatic climate control system maintains the interior temperature you select. 
The system also selects the proper mix of heated or cooled air that raises or lowers 
the interior temperature to your preference as quickly as possible.

Use the system when the engine is running.
1. Press the AUTO button.
2. Adjust the interior temperature using the temperature control dial.
3. Press the  (on/off) button to cancel.

1Using Automatic Climate Control

If any buttons are pressed while using the climate 
control system in auto, the function of the button 
that was pressed will take priority.

The AUTO indicator will go off, but functions 
unrelated to the button that were pressed will be 
controlled automatically.

During idle-stops, air-conditioning is suspended, and 
only the blower remains active.
If you do not want air-conditioning suspended, press 

 to cancel Auto idle stop.

To prevent cold air from blowing in from outside, the 
fan may not start immediately when the AUTO 
button is pressed.

If the interior is very warm, you can cool it down 
more rapidly by partially opening the windows, 
turning the system on AUTO, and setting the 
temperature to low. Change the fresh mode to 
recirculation mode until the temperature cools down.

When you set the temperature to the lower or upper 
limit, Lo or Hi is displayed.

Models with Auto Idle Stop

Models with colour audio system Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button
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 pentru a anula.

Utilizarea controlului automat al climatizării

 Dacă sunt apăsate orice dintre butoane în timpul 
utilizării sistemului de climatizare în mod automat, 
funcţia butonului care a fost apăsat va avea 
prioritate.

Indicatorul AUTO se va stinge, dar funcţiile care 
nu au legătură cu butonul care a fost apăsat vor fi 
controlate automat.

Modele cu funcţia oprire automată a motorului

În timpul opriri automate a motorului, aerul 
condiţionat este suspendat și numai suflanta 
rămâne activă.
Dacă nu doriţi ca aer condiţionat să fie suspendat, 
apăsaţi 
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Climate Control System

Using Automatic Climate Control
The automatic climate control system maintains the interior temperature you select. 
The system also selects the proper mix of heated or cooled air that raises or lowers 
the interior temperature to your preference as quickly as possible.

Use the system when the engine is running.
1. Press the AUTO button.
2. Adjust the interior temperature using the temperature control dial.
3. Press the  (on/off) button to cancel.

1Using Automatic Climate Control

If any buttons are pressed while using the climate 
control system in auto, the function of the button 
that was pressed will take priority.

The AUTO indicator will go off, but functions 
unrelated to the button that were pressed will be 
controlled automatically.

During idle-stops, air-conditioning is suspended, and 
only the blower remains active.
If you do not want air-conditioning suspended, press 

 to cancel Auto idle stop.

To prevent cold air from blowing in from outside, the 
fan may not start immediately when the AUTO 
button is pressed.

If the interior is very warm, you can cool it down 
more rapidly by partially opening the windows, 
turning the system on AUTO, and setting the 
temperature to low. Change the fresh mode to 
recirculation mode until the temperature cools down.

When you set the temperature to the lower or upper 
limit, Lo or Hi is displayed.

Models with Auto Idle Stop

Models with colour audio system Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button
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 pentru a anula oprirea automată a 
motorului.
Pentru a împiedica pătrunderea aerului rece din 
exterior, este posibil ca ventilatorul să nu pornească 
imediat când este apăsat butonul AUTO.
Dacă interiorul este foarte cald, îl puteţi răci mai 
repede prin deschiderea parţială a geamurilor, 
prin rotirea sistemului pe AUTO și prin stabilirea 
temperaturii scăzute. Modificaţi modul proaspăt 
la modul de recirculare până când temperatura se 
răcește.
Când setaţi temperatura la limita inferioară sau 
superioară, se afișează Lo sau Hi.

Modele cu Display Audio

Modele fără buton SYNC

Modele cu sistem audio color
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Use the system when the engine is running.
1. Press the AUTO button.
2. Adjust the interior temperature using the driver’s side or passenger’s side control 

dial.
3. Press the  button to cancel.

1Using Automatic Climate Control

Pressing the  button switches the climate control 
system between on and off. When turned on, the 
system returns to your last selection.

While ECON mode is active, the climate control 
system may have reduced cooling performance.

Models with Display Audio

Models with SYNC button
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▶▶ Sistemul de control al climatizării▶ Utilizarea controlului automat al climatizării

Continuare

Modele cu Display Audio

Modele cu buton SYNC

Utilizarea controlului automat al climatizării

 Apăsarea butonului  
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Climate Control System

Using Automatic Climate Control
The automatic climate control system maintains the interior temperature you select. 
The system also selects the proper mix of heated or cooled air that raises or lowers 
the interior temperature to your preference as quickly as possible.

Use the system when the engine is running.
1. Press the AUTO button.
2. Adjust the interior temperature using the temperature control dial.
3. Press the  (on/off) button to cancel.

1Using Automatic Climate Control

If any buttons are pressed while using the climate 
control system in auto, the function of the button 
that was pressed will take priority.

The AUTO indicator will go off, but functions 
unrelated to the button that were pressed will be 
controlled automatically.

During idle-stops, air-conditioning is suspended, and 
only the blower remains active.
If you do not want air-conditioning suspended, press 

 to cancel Auto idle stop.

To prevent cold air from blowing in from outside, the 
fan may not start immediately when the AUTO 
button is pressed.

If the interior is very warm, you can cool it down 
more rapidly by partially opening the windows, 
turning the system on AUTO, and setting the 
temperature to low. Change the fresh mode to 
recirculation mode until the temperature cools down.

When you set the temperature to the lower or upper 
limit, Lo or Hi is displayed.

Models with Auto Idle Stop

Models with colour audio system Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button
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 comută sistemul de 
control al climatizării între pornit și oprit. Când este 
pornit, sistemul revine la ultima dvs. selecţie.
În timp ce modul ECON este activ, sistemul de 
climatizare poate avea performanţe reduse de răcire.

Utilizaţi sistemul când motorul funcţionează.
1. Apăsaţi butonul AUTO.
2. Reglaţi temperatura interioară cu ajutorul cadranului șoferului sau al cadrului de 
comandă lateral al pasagerului.
3. Apăsaţi butonul  
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Climate Control System

Using Automatic Climate Control
The automatic climate control system maintains the interior temperature you select. 
The system also selects the proper mix of heated or cooled air that raises or lowers 
the interior temperature to your preference as quickly as possible.

Use the system when the engine is running.
1. Press the AUTO button.
2. Adjust the interior temperature using the temperature control dial.
3. Press the  (on/off) button to cancel.

1Using Automatic Climate Control

If any buttons are pressed while using the climate 
control system in auto, the function of the button 
that was pressed will take priority.

The AUTO indicator will go off, but functions 
unrelated to the button that were pressed will be 
controlled automatically.

During idle-stops, air-conditioning is suspended, and 
only the blower remains active.
If you do not want air-conditioning suspended, press 

 to cancel Auto idle stop.

To prevent cold air from blowing in from outside, the 
fan may not start immediately when the AUTO 
button is pressed.

If the interior is very warm, you can cool it down 
more rapidly by partially opening the windows, 
turning the system on AUTO, and setting the 
temperature to low. Change the fresh mode to 
recirculation mode until the temperature cools down.

When you set the temperature to the lower or upper 
limit, Lo or Hi is displayed.

Models with Auto Idle Stop

Models with colour audio system Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button
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 pentru a anula.
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■ Switching between the recirculation and fresh air modes

Press the  (recirculation) button and switch the mode depending on 
environmental conditions.
Recirculation mode (indicator on): Recirculates air from the vehicle’s interior through 
the system.
Fresh air mode (indicator off): Maintains outside ventilation. Keep the system in 
fresh air mode in normal situations.

Press the  (recirculation) or  (fresh air) button to switch the mode 
depending on environmental conditions.

 Recirculation mode (indicator on): Recirculates air from the vehicle’s interior 
through the system.

 Fresh air mode (indicator on): Maintains outside ventilation. Keep the system 
in fresh air mode in normal situations.

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

Models with SYNC button

Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button
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▶▶ Sistemul de control al climatizării▶ Utilizarea controlului automat al climatizării

Apăsaţi butonul 
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■ Switching between the recirculation and fresh air modes

Press the  (recirculation) button and switch the mode depending on 
environmental conditions.
Recirculation mode (indicator on): Recirculates air from the vehicle’s interior through 
the system.
Fresh air mode (indicator off): Maintains outside ventilation. Keep the system in 
fresh air mode in normal situations.

Press the  (recirculation) or  (fresh air) button to switch the mode 
depending on environmental conditions.

 Recirculation mode (indicator on): Recirculates air from the vehicle’s interior 
through the system.

 Fresh air mode (indicator on): Maintains outside ventilation. Keep the system 
in fresh air mode in normal situations.

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

Models with SYNC button

Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button
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 (recirculare) și comutaţi modul în funcţie de 
condiţiile de mediu. Modul de recirculare (indicatorul activat): Recirculă 
aerul din interiorul vehiculului prin sistem. Modul de aer proaspăt 
(indicatorul oprit): menţine ventilaţia în exterior. Păstraţi sistemul în regim 
de aer proaspăt în situaţii normale.

Apăsaţi butonul 
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■ Switching between the recirculation and fresh air modes

Press the  (recirculation) button and switch the mode depending on 
environmental conditions.
Recirculation mode (indicator on): Recirculates air from the vehicle’s interior through 
the system.
Fresh air mode (indicator off): Maintains outside ventilation. Keep the system in 
fresh air mode in normal situations.

Press the  (recirculation) or  (fresh air) button to switch the mode 
depending on environmental conditions.

 Recirculation mode (indicator on): Recirculates air from the vehicle’s interior 
through the system.

 Fresh air mode (indicator on): Maintains outside ventilation. Keep the system 
in fresh air mode in normal situations.

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

Models with SYNC button

Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button
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 (recirculare) sau 
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■ Switching between the recirculation and fresh air modes

Press the  (recirculation) button and switch the mode depending on 
environmental conditions.
Recirculation mode (indicator on): Recirculates air from the vehicle’s interior through 
the system.
Fresh air mode (indicator off): Maintains outside ventilation. Keep the system in 
fresh air mode in normal situations.

Press the  (recirculation) or  (fresh air) button to switch the mode 
depending on environmental conditions.

 Recirculation mode (indicator on): Recirculates air from the vehicle’s interior 
through the system.

 Fresh air mode (indicator on): Maintains outside ventilation. Keep the system 
in fresh air mode in normal situations.

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

Models with SYNC button

Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button
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 (aer proaspăt) pentru a 
comuta modul în funcţie de condiţiile de mediu.
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■ Switching between the recirculation and fresh air modes

Press the  (recirculation) button and switch the mode depending on 
environmental conditions.
Recirculation mode (indicator on): Recirculates air from the vehicle’s interior through 
the system.
Fresh air mode (indicator off): Maintains outside ventilation. Keep the system in 
fresh air mode in normal situations.

Press the  (recirculation) or  (fresh air) button to switch the mode 
depending on environmental conditions.

 Recirculation mode (indicator on): Recirculates air from the vehicle’s interior 
through the system.

 Fresh air mode (indicator on): Maintains outside ventilation. Keep the system 
in fresh air mode in normal situations.

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

Models with SYNC button

Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button
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 Modul de recirculare (indicatorul activat): Recirculă aerul din 
interiorul vehiculului prin sistem.
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■ Switching between the recirculation and fresh air modes

Press the  (recirculation) button and switch the mode depending on 
environmental conditions.
Recirculation mode (indicator on): Recirculates air from the vehicle’s interior through 
the system.
Fresh air mode (indicator off): Maintains outside ventilation. Keep the system in 
fresh air mode in normal situations.

Press the  (recirculation) or  (fresh air) button to switch the mode 
depending on environmental conditions.

 Recirculation mode (indicator on): Recirculates air from the vehicle’s interior 
through the system.

 Fresh air mode (indicator on): Maintains outside ventilation. Keep the system 
in fresh air mode in normal situations.

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

Models with SYNC button

Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button
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 Modul de aer proaspăt (indicatorul activat): menţine ventilaţia 
exterioară. Păstraţi sistemul în regim de aer proaspăt în situaţii normale.

Modele cu Display Audio

Modele fără buton SYNC

Modele cu Display Audio

Modele cu buton SYNC

Modele cu sistem audio color
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Trecerea între modurile de recirculare și aer proaspăt
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Pressing the  (windscreen demister) button 
turns the air conditioning system on and 
automatically switches the system to fresh air 
mode.

Press the  button again to turn off, the 
system returns to the previous settings.

■Defrosting the Windscreen and Windows 1Defrosting the Windscreen and Windows

For your safety, make sure you have a clear view 
through all the windows before driving.

Do not set the temperature near the upper or lower 
limit.
When cold air hits the windscreen, the outside of the 
windscreen may fog up.

If the side windows fog up, adjust the vents so that 
the air hits the side windows.

If you press the  button during auto idle stop, the
engine restarts automatically.

Models with Auto Idle Stop

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button

Models with Display Audio

Models with SYNC button
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▶▶ Sistemul de control al climatizării▶ Utilizarea controlului automat al climatizării

Continuare

Modele cu Display Audio

Modele fără buton SYNC

Modele cu sistem audio color

Dezgheţarea parbrizului și a geamurilor

Modele cu Display Audio

Modele cu buton SYNC

Apăsarea butonului 
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Pressing the  (windscreen demister) button 
turns the air conditioning system on and 
automatically switches the system to fresh air 
mode.

Press the  button again to turn off, the 
system returns to the previous settings.

■Defrosting the Windscreen and Windows 1Defrosting the Windscreen and Windows

For your safety, make sure you have a clear view 
through all the windows before driving.

Do not set the temperature near the upper or lower 
limit.
When cold air hits the windscreen, the outside of the 
windscreen may fog up.

If the side windows fog up, adjust the vents so that 
the air hits the side windows.

If you press the  button during auto idle stop, the
engine restarts automatically.

Models with Auto Idle Stop

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button

Models with Display Audio

Models with SYNC button
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 (dezaburire parbriz) 
transformă sistemul de aer condiţionat și 
comută automat sistemul în regim de aer 
proaspăt.
Apăsaţi din nou butonul 
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Pressing the  (windscreen demister) button 
turns the air conditioning system on and 
automatically switches the system to fresh air 
mode.

Press the  button again to turn off, the 
system returns to the previous settings.

■Defrosting the Windscreen and Windows 1Defrosting the Windscreen and Windows

For your safety, make sure you have a clear view 
through all the windows before driving.

Do not set the temperature near the upper or lower 
limit.
When cold air hits the windscreen, the outside of the 
windscreen may fog up.

If the side windows fog up, adjust the vents so that 
the air hits the side windows.

If you press the  button during auto idle stop, the
engine restarts automatically.

Models with Auto Idle Stop

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button

Models with Display Audio

Models with SYNC button
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 pentru a opri, 
sistemul revine la setările anterioare.

Dezgheţarea parbrizului și a geamurilor

 Pentru siguranţa dvs., asiguraţi-vă că aveţi o vedere 
clară prin toate geamurile înainte de a conduce. Nu 
setaţi temperatura în apropierea limitei superioare 
sau inferioare.
Când aerul rece atinge parbrizul, partea exterioară a 
parbrizului se poate aburii.
Dacă geamurile laterale se aburesc, reglaţi orificiile 
de ventilare astfel încât aerul să sufle spre geamurile 
laterale.

Modele cu funcţia oprire automată a motorului

Dacă apăsaţi butonul 

Continued 247
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Pressing the  (windscreen demister) button 
turns the air conditioning system on and 
automatically switches the system to fresh air 
mode.

Press the  button again to turn off, the 
system returns to the previous settings.

■Defrosting the Windscreen and Windows 1Defrosting the Windscreen and Windows

For your safety, make sure you have a clear view 
through all the windows before driving.

Do not set the temperature near the upper or lower 
limit.
When cold air hits the windscreen, the outside of the 
windscreen may fog up.

If the side windows fog up, adjust the vents so that 
the air hits the side windows.

If you press the  button during auto idle stop, the
engine restarts automatically.

Models with Auto Idle Stop

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button

Models with Display Audio

Models with SYNC button
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  în timpul opririi 
automate, motorul se repornește automat.
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■ To rapidly defrost the windows
1. Press the  button.
2. Press the  button.

1To rapidly defrost the windows

After defrosting the windows, switch over to fresh air 
mode. If you keep the system in recirculation mode, 
the windows may fog up from humidity. This 
impedes visibility.

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button

Models with Display Audio

Models with SYNC button
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▶▶ Sistemul de control al climatizării▶ Utilizarea controlului automat al climatizării

Modele cu Display Audio

Modele fără buton SYNC

Modele cu sistem audio color

Modele cu Display Audio
Modele cu buton SYNC
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a dezgheţa rapid ferestrele

1. Apăsaţi butonul 

Continued 247

uuClimate Control SystemuUsing Automatic Climate Control
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Pressing the  (windscreen demister) button 
turns the air conditioning system on and 
automatically switches the system to fresh air 
mode.

Press the  button again to turn off, the 
system returns to the previous settings.

■Defrosting the Windscreen and Windows 1Defrosting the Windscreen and Windows

For your safety, make sure you have a clear view 
through all the windows before driving.

Do not set the temperature near the upper or lower 
limit.
When cold air hits the windscreen, the outside of the 
windscreen may fog up.

If the side windows fog up, adjust the vents so that 
the air hits the side windows.

If you press the  button during auto idle stop, the
engine restarts automatically.

Models with Auto Idle Stop

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button

Models with Display Audio

Models with SYNC button
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■ Switching between the recirculation and fresh air modes

Press the  (recirculation) button and switch the mode depending on 
environmental conditions.
Recirculation mode (indicator on): Recirculates air from the vehicle’s interior through 
the system.
Fresh air mode (indicator off): Maintains outside ventilation. Keep the system in 
fresh air mode in normal situations.

Press the  (recirculation) or  (fresh air) button to switch the mode 
depending on environmental conditions.

 Recirculation mode (indicator on): Recirculates air from the vehicle’s interior 
through the system.

 Fresh air mode (indicator on): Maintains outside ventilation. Keep the system 
in fresh air mode in normal situations.

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

Models with SYNC button

Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button
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Pentru a dezgheţa rapid ferestrele

 După dezgheţarea geamurilor, comutaţi la modul 
aer proaspăt. Dacă ţineţi sistemul în modul de 
recirculare, geamurile se pot aburii. Acest lucru 
împiedică vizibilitatea.
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Synchronized Mode*

You can set the temperature synchronously for the driver’s side and the passenger’s 
side in synchronized mode.
1. Press the SYNC button.
u The system switches to synchronized mode.

2. Adjust the temperature using the driver’s side temperature control dial.

Press the SYNC button to return to dual mode.

1Synchronized Mode*

When the system is in dual mode, the driver’s side 
temperature and the passenger’s side temperature 
can be set separately.

SYNC Button

Driver Side 
Temperature 
Control Dial

Passenger 
Side 
Temperature 
Control Dial

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Sistemul de control al climatizării▶ Utilizarea controlului automat al climatizării

Mod sincronizat*

 Când sistemul este în modul dual, temperatura din 
partea laterală a conducătorului auto și temperatura 
laterală a pasagerului pot fi setate separat.

Mod sincronizat*

Puteţi seta temperatura în mod sincron pentru partea șoferului și pentru 
pasager în modul sincron.
1.  Apăsaţi butonul SYNC. 

▶ Sistemul trece în modul sincronizat.
2. Reglaţi temperatura cu ajutorul cadranului de control al temperaturii 
lateral al șoferului.
Apăsaţi butonul SYNC pentru a reveni la modul dual.

Controler de 
temperatură pe 
partea șoferului

Controler de 
temperatură 
pe partea 
pasagerului

Butonul SYNC

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Automatic Climate Control Sensors
The automatic climate control system is 
equipped with sensors. Do not cover or spill 
any liquid on them.Sensor

Models without automatic 
intermittent wiper

Sensor

Models with automatic intermittent wiper

Sensor
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▶▶ Sistemul de control al climatizării▶ Utilizarea controlului automat al climatizării

Senzori automaţi de control 
al climatizării

Modele cu ștergător intermitent automat

Senzori automaţi de control al climatizării

Sistemul automat de climatizare este 
echipat cu senzori. Nu acoperiţi sau nu 
vărsaţi lichide pe ele.Senzor

Senzor
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Sistem audio
Despre sistemul dvs. audio .....................252
Porturi USB...............................................253
Portul HDMITM * ....................................255
Protecţia împotriva furtului sistemului 
audio * ....................................................256
Controale audio de la distanţă ..............257

Modele cu sistem audio color
Sistemul audio funcţii de bază

Ecranul audio / informaţii ......................262
Reglarea sunetului .................................266
Setarea afișajului ................................... 267
Redarea radioului AM / FM ...................268
Redarea DAB  
(Digital Audio Broadcasting) * ..............274
Redarea unui iPod ..................................277

Redarea unei unităţi flash USB ..............280
Redarea sunetului Bluetooth® ..............283

Modele cu Display audio
Sistemul audio funcţii de bază

Ecran audio / informaţii .........................287
Reglarea sunetului .................................308
Setarea afișării ........................................309
Redarea radioului AM / FM ....................315
Redarea DAB  
(Digital Audio Broadcasting) * ...............318
Redarea unui iPod ...................................321
Redarea AhaTM * ...................................328
Redarea unei unităţi flash USB ..............329
Redarea sunetului Bluetooth® ..............332
Redarea unui videoclip  
utilizând HDMITM ..................................334

Aplicaţii la bord * ...................................336
Conexiunea pentru telefon....................337
Conexiune Wi-Fi .....................................340
Siri Eyes Free ...........................................342
Apple CarPlay .........................................343
Android Auto .........................................346
Eroare mesaje audio ..............................350
Informaţii generale despre sistemul
audio........................................................353
Funcţii personalizate ..............................359
Modele cu sistem audio color
Sistem de telefonie hands-free ..............394
Modele cu Display audio
Sistem de telefonie hands-free ..............415

Dotări
Acest capitol descrie modul de utilizare a funcţiilor tehnologice.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Audio System

About Your Audio System
The audio system features AM/FM radio. It can also play USB flash drives, and iPod, 
iPhone, Bluetooth®, and HDMITM* devices.

You can operate the audio system from the buttons and switches on the panel, the 
remote controls on the steering wheel, or the icons on the touchscreen interface*.

1About Your Audio System

iPod, iPhone and iTunes are trademarks of Apple Inc.

Remote Controls

iPod

USB 
Flash 
Drive

USB 
Flash 
Drive

iPod

HDMI

* Not available on all models
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Sistemul audio

Despre sistemul dvs. audio

IPod, iPhone și iTunes sunt mărci 
comerciale ale Apple Inc.

Despre sistemul dvs. audio

Sistemul audio are radio AM / FM. De asemenea, poate reda dispozitive flash USB 
și dispozitive iPod, iPhone, Bluetooth® și HDMITM *.

Puteţi acţiona sistemul audio de la butoanele și comutatoarele de pe panou, 
telecomenzile de pe volan sau pictogramele de pe interfaţa cu ecranul senzitiv *.

Telecomenzi

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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uuAudio SystemuUSB Port(s)
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USB Port(s)
Install the iPod USB connector or the USB flash 
drive to the USB port.

u The USB port (1.0A) is for playing audio 
files on a USB flash drive, connecting a 
mobile phone, and charging devices.

u The USB port (1.5A) is for charging 
devices, playing audio files and 
connecting compatible phones with 
smartphone connection, Apple CarPlay 
or Android Auto.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1USB Port(s)

• Do not leave the iPod or USB flash drive in the 
vehicle. Direct sunlight and high temperatures may 
damage it.

• We recommend using an extension cable with the 
USB port.

• Do not connect the iPod or USB flash drive using a 
hub.

• Do not use a device such as a card reader or hard 
disk drive, as the device or your files may be 
damaged.

• We recommend keeping your data backed up 
before using the device in your vehicle.

• Displayed messages may vary depending on the 
device model and software version.

If the audio system does not recognize the iPod, try 
reconnecting it a few times or reboot the device. To 
reboot, follow the manufacturer’s instructions 
provided with the iPod or visit www.apple.com/ipod.

The USB port can supply up to 1.0A/1.5A of power. It 
does not output 1.0A/1.5A unless requested by the 
device.
For amperage details, read the operating manual of 
the device that needs to be charged.
Turn the ignition switch to ACCESSORY (q or ON 
(w*1 first.

Under certain conditions, a device connected to the 
port may generate noise in the radio you are listening 
to.

USB charge

Models with 
colour audio 
system

Models with 
Display Audio

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio
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▶▶ Sistemul audio ▶ Porturi USB

Porturi USB

Instalaţi conectorul iPod USB sau unitatea 
flash USB la portul USB.

Modele cu sistem audio color
▶ Portul USB (1.0A) este destinat redării 

fișierelor audio de pe o unitate flash 
USB, conectarea unui telefon mobil și a 
dispozitivelor de încărcare.

Modele cu Display audio
▶ Portul USB (1.5A) este destinat încărcării 

dispozitivelor, redării fișierelor audio și 
conectării telefoanelor compatibile cu 
conexiune smartphone, Apple CarPlay sau 
Android Auto.

Modele cu 
sistem  
audio color

Modele cu 
Display audio

Porturi USB

•  Nu lăsaţi iPod-ul sau unitatea flash USB 
în vehicul. Lumina directă a soarelui și 
temperaturile ridicate îl pot deteriora.

•  Vă recomandăm să utilizaţi un cablu prelungitor 
cu portul USB.

•  Nu conectaţi unitatea USB sau unitatea flash 
USB utilizând un hub.

•  Nu utilizaţi un dispozitiv, cum ar fi un cititor de 
carduri sau o unitate HDD, deoarece dispozitivul 
sau fișierele dvs. pot fi deteriorate.

•  Vă recomandăm păstrarea datelor în siguranţă 
înainte de a utiliza dispozitivul în autovehicul.

•  Mesajele afișate pot varia în funcţie de modelul 
dispozitivului și de versiunea software.

Dacă sistemul audio nu recunoaște iPod-ul, 
încercaţi să îl reconectaţi de câteva ori sau să 
reporniţi dispozitivul. Pentru a reporni, urmaţi 
instrucţiunile producătorului furnizate împreună 
cu iPod-ul sau vizitaţi www.apple.com/ipod.

Încărcarea prin portul USB
Portul USB poate furniza energie de până la 1.0A 
/ 1.5A. Nu emite 1,0A / 1,5A dacă nu este solicitat 
de dispozitiv.
Pentru detalii despre amperaj, citiţi manualul de 
utilizare al dispozitivului care trebuie încărcat.
Rotiţi cheia de contact în ACCESSORY 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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.
În anumite condiţii, un dispozitiv conectat la port 
poate genera interferenţe canalului radioul pe 
care îl ascultaţi.* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton ENGINE START / STOP 

în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
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■ In the console compartment*

The USB port (1.0A) is for playing audio files 
on the USB flash drive, connecting a mobile 
phone, and charging devices.

u Move the removable beverage holder 
tray rearward.

In the console compartment for 
European models

In the console compartment for 
European models

In the console compartment for except 
European models

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Sistemul audio ▶ Porturi USB

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

În compartimentul consolei, 
pentru modelele europene

În compartimentul consolei,  
cu excepţia modelelor europene
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 În compartimentul consolei*
Portul USB (1.0A) este destinat redării 
fișierelor audio de pe unitatea flash 
USB, conectarea unui telefon mobil și 
a dispozitivelor de încărcare
.
În compartimentul consolei, 
pentru modelele europene
▶ Deplasaţi tava suportului pentru 
băuturi înapoi.
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HDMITM Port*

1. Open the cover.
2. Install the HDMITM cable to the HDMITM 

port.

1HDMITM Port*

• Do not leave the HDMITM connected device in the 
vehicle. Direct sunlight and high temperatures may 
damage it.

• We recommend keeping your data backed up 
before using the device in your vehicle.

• Displayed messages may vary depending on the 
device model and software version.

The terms HDMI and HDMI High-Definition 
Multimedia Interface, and the HDMI Logo are 
trademarks or registered trademarks of HDMI 
Licensing LLC in the United States and other 
countries.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Conducere în condiţii de siguranţă ▶ Portul HDMITM

Porturi HDMITM

•  Nu lăsaţi dispozitivul conectat HDMITM 
în vehicul. Lumina directă a soarelui și 
temperaturile ridicate îl pot deteriora.

•  Vă recomandăm păstrarea datelor în siguranţă 
înainte de a utiliza dispozitivul în autovehicul.

•  Mesajele afișate pot varia în funcţie de modelul 
dispozitivului și de versiunea software.

Termenii Interfaţă multimedia de înaltă definiţie 
HDMI și HDMI și Logo HDMI sunt mărci comerciale 
sau mărci comerciale înregistrate ale HDMI 
Licensing LLC în Statele Unite și în alte ţări.

Porturi HDMITM

1. Deschideţi capacul.
2.  Instalaţi cablul HDMITM în portul 

HDMITM.

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton ENGINE START / STOP 
în locul unui comutator de aprindere.

Continuare
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Audio System Theft Protection*

The audio system is disabled when it is disconnected from the power source, such as 
when the battery is disconnected or goes dead. In certain conditions, the system 
may display a code entry screen. If this occurs, reactivate the audio system.

■ Reactivating the audio system
1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Turn on the audio system.
3. Press and hold the audio system power button for more than two seconds.
u The audio system is reactivated when the audio control unit establishes a 

connection with the vehicle control unit. If the control unit fails to recognize 
the audio unit, you must go to a dealer and have the audio unit checked.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Sistemul audio ▶  Protecţia împotriva furtului sistemului audio*

Protecţia împotriva furtului sistemului audio*

Sistemul audio este dezactivat atunci când este deconectat de la sursa de 
alimentare, cum ar fi atunci când bateria este deconectată sau se descarcă. În 
anumite condiţii, sistemul poate afișa pe ecran introducerea codului. În acest caz, 
reactivaţi sistemul audio.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Reactivarea sistemului audio
1. Rotiţi cheia de contact în poziţia ON 

Continued 43

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts

Safe D
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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.
2. Porniţi sistemul audio.
3.  Apăsaţi și menţineţi apăsat butonul de pornire a sistemului audio timp de mai 

mult de două secunde. 
▶  Sistemul audio este reactivat atunci când unitatea de control audio stabilește 

o conexiune cu unitatea de comandă a vehiculului. Dacă unitatea de control 
nu recunoaște unitatea audio, trebuie să mergeţi la un dealer și să verificaţi 
unitatea audio.

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton ENGINE START / STOP 
în locul unui comutator de aprindere.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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uuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls

Continued
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Audio Remote Controls

Allow you to operate the audio system while driving.
SOURCE Button
Cycles through the audio modes as follows:
FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW* AM (MW*)

USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

(+ (-  (Volume) Buttons
Press (+ : To increase the volume.
Press (- : To decrease the volume.

  Buttons
• When listening to the radio

Press : To select the next preset radio station.
Press : To select the previous preset radio station.
Press and hold : To select the next station with strong reception.
Press and hold : To select the previous station with strong reception.

• When listening to an iPod, USB flash drive, or Bluetooth® Audio
Press : To skip to the next song.
Press : To go back to the beginning of the current or previous song.

• When listening to a USB flash or Bluetooth® Audio
Press and hold : To skip to the next folder.
Press and hold : To go back to the previous folder.

1Audio Remote Controls

Some modes appear only when an appropriate 
device or medium is used.

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some functions may not be available.

Models with information display

 Button

SOURCE Button

 Button

(+ Button

(- Button

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Sistemul audio ▶  Controale audio de la distanţă

Controale audio de la distanţă

Buton

Buton

Buton

Buton

Buton SOURCE

Modele cu afișare de informaţii
Puteţi utiliza sistemul audio în timp ce conduceţi.

Butonul SOURCE
Cicluri prin modurile audio după cum 
urmează:
FM1 → FM2 → DAB1* → DAB2* → LW* → AM 
(MW*) → USB → iPod → Bluetooth® Audio

Butoane (Volum) 

257

uuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls

Continued
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Audio Remote Controls

Allow you to operate the audio system while driving.
SOURCE Button
Cycles through the audio modes as follows:
FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW* AM (MW*)

USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

(+ (-  (Volume) Buttons
Press (+ : To increase the volume.
Press (- : To decrease the volume.

  Buttons
• When listening to the radio

Press : To select the next preset radio station.
Press : To select the previous preset radio station.
Press and hold : To select the next station with strong reception.
Press and hold : To select the previous station with strong reception.

• When listening to an iPod, USB flash drive, or Bluetooth® Audio
Press : To skip to the next song.
Press : To go back to the beginning of the current or previous song.

• When listening to a USB flash or Bluetooth® Audio
Press and hold : To skip to the next folder.
Press and hold : To go back to the previous folder.

1Audio Remote Controls

Some modes appear only when an appropriate 
device or medium is used.

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some functions may not be available.

Models with information display

 Button

SOURCE Button

 Button

(+ Button

(- Button

* Not available on all models
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uuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls
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Audio Remote Controls

Allow you to operate the audio system while driving.
SOURCE Button
Cycles through the audio modes as follows:
FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW* AM (MW*)

USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

(+ (-  (Volume) Buttons
Press (+ : To increase the volume.
Press (- : To decrease the volume.

  Buttons
• When listening to the radio

Press : To select the next preset radio station.
Press : To select the previous preset radio station.
Press and hold : To select the next station with strong reception.
Press and hold : To select the previous station with strong reception.

• When listening to an iPod, USB flash drive, or Bluetooth® Audio
Press : To skip to the next song.
Press : To go back to the beginning of the current or previous song.

• When listening to a USB flash or Bluetooth® Audio
Press and hold : To skip to the next folder.
Press and hold : To go back to the previous folder.

1Audio Remote Controls

Some modes appear only when an appropriate 
device or medium is used.

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some functions may not be available.

Models with information display

 Button

SOURCE Button

 Button

(+ Button

(- Button

* Not available on all models
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Apăsaţi 
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uuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls

Continued
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Audio Remote Controls

Allow you to operate the audio system while driving.
SOURCE Button
Cycles through the audio modes as follows:
FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW* AM (MW*)

USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

(+ (-  (Volume) Buttons
Press (+ : To increase the volume.
Press (- : To decrease the volume.

  Buttons
• When listening to the radio

Press : To select the next preset radio station.
Press : To select the previous preset radio station.
Press and hold : To select the next station with strong reception.
Press and hold : To select the previous station with strong reception.

• When listening to an iPod, USB flash drive, or Bluetooth® Audio
Press : To skip to the next song.
Press : To go back to the beginning of the current or previous song.

• When listening to a USB flash or Bluetooth® Audio
Press and hold : To skip to the next folder.
Press and hold : To go back to the previous folder.

1Audio Remote Controls

Some modes appear only when an appropriate 
device or medium is used.

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some functions may not be available.

Models with information display

 Button

SOURCE Button

 Button

(+ Button

(- Button

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a mări volumul.
Apăsaţi 
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uuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls
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Audio Remote Controls

Allow you to operate the audio system while driving.
SOURCE Button
Cycles through the audio modes as follows:
FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW* AM (MW*)

USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

(+ (-  (Volume) Buttons
Press (+ : To increase the volume.
Press (- : To decrease the volume.

  Buttons
• When listening to the radio

Press : To select the next preset radio station.
Press : To select the previous preset radio station.
Press and hold : To select the next station with strong reception.
Press and hold : To select the previous station with strong reception.

• When listening to an iPod, USB flash drive, or Bluetooth® Audio
Press : To skip to the next song.
Press : To go back to the beginning of the current or previous song.

• When listening to a USB flash or Bluetooth® Audio
Press and hold : To skip to the next folder.
Press and hold : To go back to the previous folder.

1Audio Remote Controls

Some modes appear only when an appropriate 
device or medium is used.

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some functions may not be available.

Models with information display

 Button

SOURCE Button

 Button

(+ Button

(- Button

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a micșora volumul.
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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 Butoane
•  Când ascultaţi radioul 

Apăsaţi 
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a selecta următoarul post radio. 
Apăsaţi 
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a selecta postul de radio presetat anterior. 
Ţineţi apăsat 
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a selecta următorul post de radio cu recepţie puternică. 
Ţineţi apăsat 
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a selecta postul de radio anterior cu recepţie puternică.
•  Când ascultaţi un iPod, o unitate flash USB sau Bluetooth® Audio 

Apăsaţi 
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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: pentru a trece la următoarea melodie. 
Apăsaţi 
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a reveni la începutul cântecului curent sau anterior. 
• Când ascultaţi un flash USB sau Bluetooth® Audio 
Ţineţi apăsat 
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a trece la următorul dosar. 
Ţineţi apăsat 
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a reveni la dosarul anterior.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Controale audio de la distanţă

Unele moduri apar doar atunci când se utilizează 
un dispozitiv sau un mediu adecvat.
În funcţie de dispozitivul Bluetooth® pe care îl 
conectaţi, este posibil ca unele funcţii să nu fie 
disponibile.

Continuare
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▶▶ Sistemul audio ▶  Controale audio de la distanţăuuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls
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Allow you to operate the audio system while driving. The information is shown on 
the driver information interface.

  Buttons
Press  or  to cycle through the audio mode as follows:

FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW AM (MW*) USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

FM DAB* LW* AM MW* USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio Apps* Audio 
Apps* AUX-HDMITM

1Audio Remote Controls

Some modes appear only when an appropriate 
device or medium is used.

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some functions may not be available.

Press the  (Hang-up/back) button to go back 
to the previous command or cancel a command.

Press the  (Display/information) button to switch 
the display.

2 Switching the Display P. 287

Models with driver information interface

 Button

ENTER Button

 Button

(+ (- Bar

 (Display/Information) 
Button

 Button3

 Button4

3 4

3 4

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

* Not available on all models
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Modele cu interfaţă de informaţii pentru șofer
Puteţi utiliza sistemul audio în timp ce conduceţi. Informaţiile sunt 
afișate pe interfaţa cu informaţii pentru driver.

Buton

Buton
Buton

Buton
Buton

Buton ENTER
Buton

Ecran/Informaţii
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The driver inform
ation interface show

s the odom
eter, trip m

eter, outside 
tem

perature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays im

portant m
essages such as w
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 pentru a trece prin modul audio după cum urmează:

Modele cu sistem audio color
FM1→FM2→DAB1*→DAB2*→LW→AM (MW *)→USB→iPod→Bluetooth® Audio.

Modele cu Display audio
FM→DAB*→LW*→AM→MW*→USB→iPod→Bluetooth® Audio→Apps*→Audio
Apps*→AUX-HDMITM

Controale audio de la distanţă

Unele moduri apar doar atunci când se 
utilizează un dispozitiv sau un mediu 
adecvat.

În funcţie de dispozitivul Bluetooth® pe 
care îl conectaţi, este posibil ca unele 
funcţii să nu fie disponibile.

Apăsaţi butonul 

uuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls

258

Featu
res

Allow you to operate the audio system while driving. The information is shown on 
the driver information interface.

  Buttons
Press  or  to cycle through the audio mode as follows:

FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW AM (MW*) USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

FM DAB* LW* AM MW* USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio Apps* Audio 
Apps* AUX-HDMITM

1Audio Remote Controls

Some modes appear only when an appropriate 
device or medium is used.

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some functions may not be available.

Press the  (Hang-up/back) button to go back 
to the previous command or cancel a command.

Press the  (Display/information) button to switch 
the display.

2 Switching the Display P. 287

Models with driver information interface

 Button

ENTER Button

 Button

(+ (- Bar

 (Display/Information) 
Button

 Button3

 Button4

3 4

3 4

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

* Not available on all models
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 (Hang-up / Back) 
pentru a reveni la comanda anterioară sau 
pentru a anula o comandă.

Apăsaţi butonul 

44

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts

Safe D
rivin

g

■ Rear seats*

Your vehicle monitors rear seat belt use. A 
driver information interface notifies you if any 
of the rear seat belts are used.

The display appears when:
• A rear door is opened or closed.
• Any of the rear passengers latches or 

unlatches their seat belt.
The beeper sounds if any rear passenger’s seat 
belt is unlatched while driving.

To see the display:
Press the  (display/information) button.

: Unlatched

: Latched

* Not available on all models
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 (Afișaj / Informaţii) 
pentru a comuta afișajul.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Comutarea afișajului P. 287

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele



259259

D
o

tări

259*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
259

uuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls

Continued

Featu
res

ENTER Button
• When listening to the radio
1. From the audio screen in the driver information interface, press ENTER to switch 

the display to a preset list you stored in the preset buttons.
2. Press  or  to select a preset, then press ENTER.
• When listening to a USB flash drive
1. From the audio screen in the driver information interface, press ENTER to display 

the folder list.
2. Press  or  to select a folder.
3. Press ENTER to display a list of tracks in that folder.
4. Press  or  to select a track, then press ENTER.
You can also swipe up or down to scroll through the list of tracks alphabetically.
• When listening to an iPod
1. From the audio screen in the driver information interface, press ENTER to display 

the iPod music list.
2. Press  or  to select a category.
3. Press ENTER to display a list of items in the category.
4. Press  or  to select an item, then press ENTER.
u Press ENTER and press  or  repeatedly until the desired mode you want 

to listen to is displayed.
You can also swipe up or down to scroll through the list of tracks alphabetically.
• When listening to Bluetooth® Audio
1. From the audio screen in the driver information interface, press ENTER to display 

the track list.
2. Press  or  to select a track, then press ENTER.

Models with Display Audio

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4

3 4
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▶▶ Sistemul audio ▶  Controale audio de la distanţă

Modele cu Display audio
Butonul ENTER
• Când ascultaţi radioul
1.  Din ecranul audio din interfaţa cu informaţii despre driver, apăsaţi 

ENTER pentru a comuta afișajul într-o listă presetată pe care aţi 
stocat-o în butoanele presetate.

2.  Apăsaţi 
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 pentru a selecta o presetare, apoi apăsaţi ENTER.
• Când ascultaţi o unitate flash USB
1.  Din ecranul audio din interfaţa cu informaţii despre driver, apăsaţi 

ENTER pentru a afișa lista de dosare.
2. Apăsaţi 
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3. Apăsaţi ENTER pentru a afișa o listă de piese din acel director.
4.  Apăsaţi  
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• Când ascultaţi un iPod
1.  Din ecranul audio din interfaţa cu informaţii despre driver, apăsaţi 

ENTER pentru a afișa lista de muzică iPod.
2. Apăsaţi  
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3. Apăsaţi ENTER pentru a afișa o listă de articole din categorie.
4.  Apăsaţi  
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▶  Apăsaţi ENTER și apăsaţi  
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portant m
essages such as w

arnings and other helpful inform
ation.
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  în mod repetat până când este 
afișat modul dorit pe care doriţi să-l ascultaţi.

De asemenea, puteţi să glisaţi în sus sau în jos pentru a derula lista de 
piese în ordine alfabetică.
• Când ascultaţi Bluetooth® Audio
1.  De pe ecranul audio din interfaţa cu informaţii despre driver, apăsaţi 

ENTER pentru a afișa lista de melodii.
2. Apăsaţi  
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  pentru a selecta o melodie, apoi apăsaţi ENTER.
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260 *Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

▶▶ Sistemul audio ▶  Controale audio de la distanţă
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uuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls

Featu
res

(+  (-  (Volume) Bar
Press (+ : To increase the volume.
Press (- : To decrease the volume.

Swipe down quickly to mute the volume or swipe up to cancel the mute.

  Buttons
• When listening to the radio

Press : To select the next preset radio station.
Press : To select the previous preset radio station.
Press and hold : To select the next strong station.
To select the next service (DAB).*

Press and hold : To select the previous strong station.
To select the previous service (DAB).*

• When listening to an iPod, USB flash drive, or Bluetooth® Audio
Press : To skip to the next song.
Press : To go back to the beginning of the current or previous song.

• When listening to a USB flash drive
Press and hold : To skip to the next folder.
Press and hold : To go back to the previous folder.

Models with Display Audio

* Not available on all models
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Butoane (Volum) 
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uuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls

Continued

Featu
res

Audio Remote Controls

Allow you to operate the audio system while driving.
SOURCE Button
Cycles through the audio modes as follows:
FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW* AM (MW*)

USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

(+ (-  (Volume) Buttons
Press (+ : To increase the volume.
Press (- : To decrease the volume.

  Buttons
• When listening to the radio

Press : To select the next preset radio station.
Press : To select the previous preset radio station.
Press and hold : To select the next station with strong reception.
Press and hold : To select the previous station with strong reception.

• When listening to an iPod, USB flash drive, or Bluetooth® Audio
Press : To skip to the next song.
Press : To go back to the beginning of the current or previous song.

• When listening to a USB flash or Bluetooth® Audio
Press and hold : To skip to the next folder.
Press and hold : To go back to the previous folder.

1Audio Remote Controls

Some modes appear only when an appropriate 
device or medium is used.

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some functions may not be available.

Models with information display

 Button

SOURCE Button

 Button

(+ Button

(- Button

* Not available on all models
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uuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls

Continued

Featu
res

Audio Remote Controls

Allow you to operate the audio system while driving.
SOURCE Button
Cycles through the audio modes as follows:
FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW* AM (MW*)

USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

(+ (-  (Volume) Buttons
Press (+ : To increase the volume.
Press (- : To decrease the volume.

  Buttons
• When listening to the radio

Press : To select the next preset radio station.
Press : To select the previous preset radio station.
Press and hold : To select the next station with strong reception.
Press and hold : To select the previous station with strong reception.

• When listening to an iPod, USB flash drive, or Bluetooth® Audio
Press : To skip to the next song.
Press : To go back to the beginning of the current or previous song.

• When listening to a USB flash or Bluetooth® Audio
Press and hold : To skip to the next folder.
Press and hold : To go back to the previous folder.

1Audio Remote Controls

Some modes appear only when an appropriate 
device or medium is used.

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some functions may not be available.

Models with information display

 Button

SOURCE Button

 Button

(+ Button

(- Button

* Not available on all models
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Continued

Featu
res

Audio Remote Controls

Allow you to operate the audio system while driving.
SOURCE Button
Cycles through the audio modes as follows:
FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW* AM (MW*)

USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

(+ (-  (Volume) Buttons
Press (+ : To increase the volume.
Press (- : To decrease the volume.

  Buttons
• When listening to the radio

Press : To select the next preset radio station.
Press : To select the previous preset radio station.
Press and hold : To select the next station with strong reception.
Press and hold : To select the previous station with strong reception.

• When listening to an iPod, USB flash drive, or Bluetooth® Audio
Press : To skip to the next song.
Press : To go back to the beginning of the current or previous song.

• When listening to a USB flash or Bluetooth® Audio
Press and hold : To skip to the next folder.
Press and hold : To go back to the previous folder.

1Audio Remote Controls

Some modes appear only when an appropriate 
device or medium is used.

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some functions may not be available.

Models with information display

 Button

SOURCE Button

 Button

(+ Button

(- Button

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a mări volumul.
Apăsaţi 
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uuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls

Continued

Featu
res

Audio Remote Controls

Allow you to operate the audio system while driving.
SOURCE Button
Cycles through the audio modes as follows:
FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW* AM (MW*)

USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

(+ (-  (Volume) Buttons
Press (+ : To increase the volume.
Press (- : To decrease the volume.

  Buttons
• When listening to the radio

Press : To select the next preset radio station.
Press : To select the previous preset radio station.
Press and hold : To select the next station with strong reception.
Press and hold : To select the previous station with strong reception.

• When listening to an iPod, USB flash drive, or Bluetooth® Audio
Press : To skip to the next song.
Press : To go back to the beginning of the current or previous song.

• When listening to a USB flash or Bluetooth® Audio
Press and hold : To skip to the next folder.
Press and hold : To go back to the previous folder.

1Audio Remote Controls

Some modes appear only when an appropriate 
device or medium is used.

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some functions may not be available.

Models with information display

 Button

SOURCE Button

 Button

(+ Button

(- Button

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a micșora volumul.

Modele cu Display audio
Butoane (VoluGlisaţi rapid pentru a dezactiva volumul sau glisaţi în sus 
pentru a anula mutarea.
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uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*

Continued
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a selecta următoarea post radio prestabilită. 
Apăsaţi 
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a selecta postul de radio presetat anterior. 
Ţineţi apăsat 
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a selecta următoarea staţie puternică. 
Pentru a selecta serviciul următor (DAB). * 
Ţineţi apăsat 
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display
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Button

Press , 
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Elapsed 
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OFF
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Messages

Speed 
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Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a selecta staţia puternică anterioară. 
Pentru a selecta serviciul anterior (DAB). *

•  Când ascultaţi un iPod, o unitate flash USB sau Bluetooth® Audio 
Apăsaţi 

155

uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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: pentru a trece la următoarea melodie. 
Apăsaţi 
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a reveni la începutul cântecului curent sau anterior.
•  Când ascultaţi o unitate flash USB 

Ţineţi apăsat 
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a trece la următorul dosar. 
Ţineţi apăsat 
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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: Pentru a reveni la dosarul anterior.
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or ON (w*1.
Use the selector knob or MENU/CLOCK 
button to access some audio functions.

Press  to switch between the normal and 
extended display for some functions.

Selector knob: Rotate left or right to scroll 
through the available choices. Press  to set 
your selection.

MENU/CLOCK button: Press to select any 
mode.
The available mode includes the wallpaper, 
display, clock, language setup, and play 
modes. Play modes can be also selected from 
scan, random, repeat, and so on.

 (Back) button: Press to go back to the 
previous display.

 (Sound) button*: Press to select the sound setting mode.
TA button*: Press to activate the TA station.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button, then adjust the brightness using .
u Each time you press the  button, the mode switches between the daytime 

mode, nighttime mode and OFF mode.
*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 

ignition switch.

Models with colour audio system 1Audio System Basic Operation

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.

Rotate  to select.

Press  to enter.

Menu Items
2 Adjust Clock P. 170
2 Wallpaper Setup P. 264
2 Display Setup P. 267
2 Scan P. 273, 282
2 Play Mode P. 279, 282
2 RDS Settings P. 269
2 Bluetooth P. 283

Press the SOURCE, , ,  or  button on the 
steering wheel to change any audio setting.

2 Audio Remote Controls P. 257

 (Back) Button
Selector Knob

MENU/
CLOCK 
Button

 (Day/Night) 
Button

 (Sound) Button* TA 
Button*

Menu Display

* Not available on all models
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Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio

Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio

Aceste indicaţii sunt folosite pentru a arăta cum 
să acţionaţi selectorul.
Rotiţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a selecta.
Apăsaţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Elemente de meniu
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uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Reglaţi ceasul P. 170
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Configurarea imaginii de fundal pag. 264
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Setarea afișajului pag. 267
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Scanarea P. 273, 282
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Modul de redare P. 279, 282
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Setări RDS P. 269
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Bluetooth P. 283

Elemente de meniu
Apăsaţi butonul SOURCE 

257

uuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls

Continued
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Audio Remote Controls

Allow you to operate the audio system while driving.
SOURCE Button
Cycles through the audio modes as follows:
FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW* AM (MW*)

USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

(+ (-  (Volume) Buttons
Press (+ : To increase the volume.
Press (- : To decrease the volume.

  Buttons
• When listening to the radio

Press : To select the next preset radio station.
Press : To select the previous preset radio station.
Press and hold : To select the next station with strong reception.
Press and hold : To select the previous station with strong reception.

• When listening to an iPod, USB flash drive, or Bluetooth® Audio
Press : To skip to the next song.
Press : To go back to the beginning of the current or previous song.

• When listening to a USB flash or Bluetooth® Audio
Press and hold : To skip to the next folder.
Press and hold : To go back to the previous folder.

1Audio Remote Controls

Some modes appear only when an appropriate 
device or medium is used.

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some functions may not be available.

Models with information display

 Button

SOURCE Button

 Button

(+ Button

(- Button

* Not available on all models
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uuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls

Continued
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Audio Remote Controls

Allow you to operate the audio system while driving.
SOURCE Button
Cycles through the audio modes as follows:
FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW* AM (MW*)

USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

(+ (-  (Volume) Buttons
Press (+ : To increase the volume.
Press (- : To decrease the volume.

  Buttons
• When listening to the radio

Press : To select the next preset radio station.
Press : To select the previous preset radio station.
Press and hold : To select the next station with strong reception.
Press and hold : To select the previous station with strong reception.

• When listening to an iPod, USB flash drive, or Bluetooth® Audio
Press : To skip to the next song.
Press : To go back to the beginning of the current or previous song.

• When listening to a USB flash or Bluetooth® Audio
Press and hold : To skip to the next folder.
Press and hold : To go back to the previous folder.

1Audio Remote Controls

Some modes appear only when an appropriate 
device or medium is used.

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some functions may not be available.

Models with information display

 Button

SOURCE Button

 Button

(+ Button

(- Button

* Not available on all models
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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butonul de pe volan pentru a schimba orice setare 
audio.
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uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Telecomenzi audio P. 257

Display meniu

Modele cu sistem audio color

Utilizaţi selectorul sau butonul MENU / 
CLOCK pentru a accesa unele funcţii audio.

Apăsaţi 

170

C
o

n
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a comuta între afișajul 
normal și cel extins pentru unele funcţii.

Buton selector: rotiţi spre stânga sau 
spre dreapta pentru a derula opţiunile 
disponibile. Apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a seta selecţia.

Butonul MENU / CLOCK: Apăsaţi pentru a 
selecta orice mod.
Modul disponibil include imaginea de fundal, 
afișarea, ceasul, setarea limbii și modurile de 
redare. Modurile de redare pot fi selectate 
și din scanare, aleatorie, repetare și așa mai 
departe.

261
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or ON (w*1.
Use the selector knob or MENU/CLOCK 
button to access some audio functions.

Press  to switch between the normal and 
extended display for some functions.

Selector knob: Rotate left or right to scroll 
through the available choices. Press  to set 
your selection.

MENU/CLOCK button: Press to select any 
mode.
The available mode includes the wallpaper, 
display, clock, language setup, and play 
modes. Play modes can be also selected from 
scan, random, repeat, and so on.

 (Back) button: Press to go back to the 
previous display.

 (Sound) button*: Press to select the sound setting mode.
TA button*: Press to activate the TA station.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button, then adjust the brightness using .
u Each time you press the  button, the mode switches between the daytime 

mode, nighttime mode and OFF mode.
*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 

ignition switch.

Models with colour audio system 1Audio System Basic Operation

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.

Rotate  to select.

Press  to enter.

Menu Items
2 Adjust Clock P. 170
2 Wallpaper Setup P. 264
2 Display Setup P. 267
2 Scan P. 273, 282
2 Play Mode P. 279, 282
2 RDS Settings P. 269
2 Bluetooth P. 283

Press the SOURCE, , ,  or  button on the 
steering wheel to change any audio setting.

2 Audio Remote Controls P. 257

 (Back) Button
Selector Knob

MENU/
CLOCK 
Button

 (Day/Night) 
Button

 (Sound) Button* TA 
Button*

Menu Display

* Not available on all models
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 (Înapoi): Apăsaţi pentru a reveni la 
afișajul anterior.

Pentru a utiliza sistemul audio, contactul de aprindere trebuie să fie în ACCESSORY 

30
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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 sau ON 

Continued 43

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts

Safe D
rivin
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or ON (w*1.
Use the selector knob or MENU/CLOCK 
button to access some audio functions.

Press  to switch between the normal and 
extended display for some functions.

Selector knob: Rotate left or right to scroll 
through the available choices. Press  to set 
your selection.

MENU/CLOCK button: Press to select any 
mode.
The available mode includes the wallpaper, 
display, clock, language setup, and play 
modes. Play modes can be also selected from 
scan, random, repeat, and so on.

 (Back) button: Press to go back to the 
previous display.

 (Sound) button*: Press to select the sound setting mode.
TA button*: Press to activate the TA station.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button, then adjust the brightness using .
u Each time you press the  button, the mode switches between the daytime 

mode, nighttime mode and OFF mode.
*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 

ignition switch.

Models with colour audio system 1Audio System Basic Operation

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.

Rotate  to select.

Press  to enter.

Menu Items
2 Adjust Clock P. 170
2 Wallpaper Setup P. 264
2 Display Setup P. 267
2 Scan P. 273, 282
2 Play Mode P. 279, 282
2 RDS Settings P. 269
2 Bluetooth P. 283

Press the SOURCE, , ,  or  button on the 
steering wheel to change any audio setting.

2 Audio Remote Controls P. 257

 (Back) Button
Selector Knob

MENU/
CLOCK 
Button

 (Day/Night) 
Button

 (Sound) Button* TA 
Button*

Menu Display

* Not available on all models
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 (Sunet)*: Apăsaţi pentru a selecta modul de setare a sunetului.
Buton TA*: Apăsaţi pentru a activa postul TA.
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or ON (w*1.
Use the selector knob or MENU/CLOCK 
button to access some audio functions.

Press  to switch between the normal and 
extended display for some functions.

Selector knob: Rotate left or right to scroll 
through the available choices. Press  to set 
your selection.

MENU/CLOCK button: Press to select any 
mode.
The available mode includes the wallpaper, 
display, clock, language setup, and play 
modes. Play modes can be also selected from 
scan, random, repeat, and so on.

 (Back) button: Press to go back to the 
previous display.

 (Sound) button*: Press to select the sound setting mode.
TA button*: Press to activate the TA station.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button, then adjust the brightness using .
u Each time you press the  button, the mode switches between the daytime 

mode, nighttime mode and OFF mode.
*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 

ignition switch.

Models with colour audio system 1Audio System Basic Operation

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.

Rotate  to select.

Press  to enter.

Menu Items
2 Adjust Clock P. 170
2 Wallpaper Setup P. 264
2 Display Setup P. 267
2 Scan P. 273, 282
2 Play Mode P. 279, 282
2 RDS Settings P. 269
2 Bluetooth P. 283

Press the SOURCE, , ,  or  button on the 
steering wheel to change any audio setting.

2 Audio Remote Controls P. 257

 (Back) Button
Selector Knob

MENU/
CLOCK 
Button

 (Day/Night) 
Button

 (Sound) Button* TA 
Button*

Menu Display

* Not available on all models
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 (Zi / Noapte): Apăsaţi pentru a modifica luminozitatea ecranului audio / informaţii.
Apăsaţi butonul 
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or ON (w*1.
Use the selector knob or MENU/CLOCK 
button to access some audio functions.

Press  to switch between the normal and 
extended display for some functions.

Selector knob: Rotate left or right to scroll 
through the available choices. Press  to set 
your selection.

MENU/CLOCK button: Press to select any 
mode.
The available mode includes the wallpaper, 
display, clock, language setup, and play 
modes. Play modes can be also selected from 
scan, random, repeat, and so on.

 (Back) button: Press to go back to the 
previous display.

 (Sound) button*: Press to select the sound setting mode.
TA button*: Press to activate the TA station.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button, then adjust the brightness using .
u Each time you press the  button, the mode switches between the daytime 

mode, nighttime mode and OFF mode.
*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 

ignition switch.

Models with colour audio system 1Audio System Basic Operation

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.

Rotate  to select.

Press  to enter.

Menu Items
2 Adjust Clock P. 170
2 Wallpaper Setup P. 264
2 Display Setup P. 267
2 Scan P. 273, 282
2 Play Mode P. 279, 282
2 RDS Settings P. 269
2 Bluetooth P. 283

Press the SOURCE, , ,  or  button on the 
steering wheel to change any audio setting.

2 Audio Remote Controls P. 257

 (Back) Button
Selector Knob

MENU/
CLOCK 
Button

 (Day/Night) 
Button

 (Sound) Button* TA 
Button*

Menu Display

* Not available on all models
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, apoi reglaţi luminozitatea folosind 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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.
U De fiecare dată când apăsaţi butonul 
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or ON (w*1.
Use the selector knob or MENU/CLOCK 
button to access some audio functions.

Press  to switch between the normal and 
extended display for some functions.

Selector knob: Rotate left or right to scroll 
through the available choices. Press  to set 
your selection.

MENU/CLOCK button: Press to select any 
mode.
The available mode includes the wallpaper, 
display, clock, language setup, and play 
modes. Play modes can be also selected from 
scan, random, repeat, and so on.

 (Back) button: Press to go back to the 
previous display.

 (Sound) button*: Press to select the sound setting mode.
TA button*: Press to activate the TA station.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button, then adjust the brightness using .
u Each time you press the  button, the mode switches between the daytime 

mode, nighttime mode and OFF mode.
*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 

ignition switch.

Models with colour audio system 1Audio System Basic Operation

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.

Rotate  to select.

Press  to enter.

Menu Items
2 Adjust Clock P. 170
2 Wallpaper Setup P. 264
2 Display Setup P. 267
2 Scan P. 273, 282
2 Play Mode P. 279, 282
2 RDS Settings P. 269
2 Bluetooth P. 283

Press the SOURCE, , ,  or  button on the 
steering wheel to change any audio setting.

2 Audio Remote Controls P. 257

 (Back) Button
Selector Knob

MENU/
CLOCK 
Button

 (Day/Night) 
Button

 (Sound) Button* TA 
Button*

Menu Display

* Not available on all models
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, modul trece între zile
Mod, modul de noapte și modul OFF.

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Buton (înapoi)

Buton selector

Buton 
TA*

Buton 
MENIU/ 
CEAS*

Buton
(Zi/Noapte)

Buton sunet*
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Informaţii Afișaj / Audio

262

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Featu
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Audio/Information Screen
Displays the audio status and wallpaper. From this screen, you can go to various 
setup options.

■ Switching the Display

Audio/Information Screen

Audio

Clock/Wallpaper
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Informaţii Afișaj / Audio

Afișează starea audio și imaginea de fundal. Din acest ecran, puteţi accesa 
diferite opţiuni de configurare.

Comutarea afișajului

Buton

Ceas / Imagine fundal
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă

263

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Continued

Featu
res

■ Audio
Shows the current audio information.

■ Clock/Wallpaper
Shows a clock screen or an image you import.

■ Change display
1. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
2. Rotate  to select Settings, then press .
3. Rotate  to select Display change, then press .
4. Rotate  to select Wallpaper, then press .
u If you want to return to the audio/information screen, select Audio.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Audio
Afișează informaţiile audio curente.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Ceas / fundal
Afișează un ecran de ceas sau o imagine pe care o importaţi.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Schimbaţi afișajul
1. Apăsaţi butonul MENU / CLOCK.
2. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Setări, apoi apăsaţi 

170
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n
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ls

Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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.
3. Rotiţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Modificare afișare, apoi apăsaţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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.
4.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Fundal, apoi apăsaţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
▶  Dacă doriţi să reveniţi la ecranul audio / informaţii,  

selectaţi Audio.

Continuare



264

D
o

tări

264

▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Informaţii Afișaj / AudiouuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

264

Featu
res

You can change, store, and delete the wallpaper on the audio/information screen.

■ Import wallpaper
You can import up to three images, one at a time, for wallpaper from a USB flash 
drive.

1. Connect the USB flash drive to the USB 
port.

2 USB Port(s) P. 253

2. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
3. Rotate  to select Settings, then press 

.
4. Rotate  to select Wallpaper, then press 

.
5. Rotate  to select Import, then press .
u The picture name is displayed on the list.

6. Rotate  to select a desired picture, then 
press .
u The selected picture is displayed.

7. Press  to save the picture.
8. Press  to select OK.
9. Rotate  to select a location to save the 

picture, then press .
u The display will return to the wallpaper 

setting screen.

■Wallpaper Setup 1Wallpaper Setup

• When importing wallpaper files, the image must be 
in the USB flash drive’s root directory. Images in a 
folder cannot be imported.

• The file name must be fewer than 64 characters.
• The file format of the image that can be imported 

is BMP (bmp) or JPEG (jpg).
• The individual file size limit is 2 MB.
• The maximum image size is 1,920 x 936 pixels. If 

the image size is less than 480 × 234 pixels, the 
image is displayed in the middle of the screen with 
the extra area appearing in black.

• Up to 255 files can be selected.
• If the USB flash drive does not have any pictures, 

the error message appears.
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Setarea imaginii de fundal

Puteţi schimba, stoca și șterge imaginea de fundal pe afişajul informaţii / audio.

36

Safe D
rivin
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Importaţi imaginii de fundal
Puteţi importa până la trei imagini, una câte una, pentru imagini de fundal de 
pe o unitate flash USB.

1. Conectaţi unitatea flash USB la portul USB.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Porturi USB P. 253
2. Apăsaţi butonul MENU / CLOCK.
3.  Rotiţi 

170

C
o
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Setări,  
apoi apăsaţi 

170
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o
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tro
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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.
4.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Fundal,  
apoi apăsaţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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5.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Import,  
apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
▶ Numele imaginii este afișat în listă.

6.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta imaginea dorită, 
apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
▶ Imaginea selectată este afișată.

7. Apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a salva imaginea.
8. Apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta OK.
9.  Rotiţi  

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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  pentru a selecta o locaţie 
pentru a salva imaginea, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
▶ Ecranul va reveni la ecranul de setare 
pentru fundal.

Setarea imaginii de fundal

•  Atunci când importaţi fișiere pentru 
fundal, imaginea trebuie să fie în 
directorul rădăcină al unităţii flash 
USB. Imaginile dintr-un dosar nu pot fi 
importate.

•  Numele fișierului trebuie să aibă mai 
puţin de 64 de caractere.

•  Formatul de fișier al imaginii care  
poate fi importat este BMP (bmp) sau 
JPEG (jpg).

•  Limita individuală a dimensiunii fișierului 
este de 2 MB.

•  Dimensiunea maximă a imaginii este 
de 1.920 x 936 pixeli. În cazul în care 
dimensiunea imaginii este mai mică de 
480 × 234 pixeli, imaginea este afișată 
în mijlocul ecranului, cu zona extra care 
apare în negru.

• Pot fi selectate până la 255 de fișiere.
•  Dacă unitatea flash USB nu are nicio 

imagine, apare mesajul de eroare.
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă

265

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen
Featu

res

■ Select wallpaper
1. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
2. Rotate  to select Settings, then press .
3. Rotate  to select Wallpaper, then press .
4. Rotate  to select Select, then press .
u The screen changes to the wallpaper list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired wallpaper, then press .

■ To view wallpaper once it is set
1. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
2. Rotate  to select Settings, then press .
3. Rotate  to select Display change, then press .
4. Rotate  to select Wallpaper, then press .
u The screen changes to the wallpaper list.

5. Rotate  to select a wallpaper that you want to set, then press .

■ Delete wallpaper
1. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
2. Rotate  to select Settings, then press .
3. Rotate  to select Wallpaper, then press .
4. Rotate  to select Delete, then press .
u The screen changes to the wallpaper list.

5. Rotate  to select a wallpaper that you want to delete, then press .
6. Rotate  to select Yes, then press .
u The display will return to the wallpaper setting screen.

1Wallpaper Setup

To go back to the previous screen, press the  
(Back) button.

When the file size is large, it takes a while to be 
previewed.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Selectaţi fundalul
1. Apăsaţi butonul MENU / CLOCK.
2. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Setări, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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3. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Fundal, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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4.  Rotiţi pentru a selecta Selectaţi, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
▶  Ecranul se schimbă în lista de fundaluri.

5. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta imaginea de fundal dorită, apoi 
apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a vizualiza imaginea de fundal odată setată
1. Apăsaţi butonul MENU / CLOCK.
2. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Setări, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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3. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Modificare afișare, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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4.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Fundal, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
▶  Ecranul se schimbă în lista de fundaluri.

5. Rotiţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta o imagine de fundal pe care doriţi să o 
setaţi, apoi apăsaţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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36

Safe D
rivin

g

For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Ștergeţi imaginea de fundal
1. Apăsaţi butonul MENU / CLOCK.
2. Rotiţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Setări, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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3. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Fundal, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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4.  Rotiţi 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Ștergere, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
▶  Ecranul se schimbă în lista de fundaluri.

5.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta o imagine de fundal pe care doriţi să o 
ștergeţi, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Da, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
▶ Ecranul va reveni la ecranul de setare pentru fundal.

Setarea imaginii de fundal

Pentru a reveni la ecranul anterior, apăsaţi 
butonul 

261

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or ON (w*1.
Use the selector knob or MENU/CLOCK 
button to access some audio functions.

Press  to switch between the normal and 
extended display for some functions.

Selector knob: Rotate left or right to scroll 
through the available choices. Press  to set 
your selection.

MENU/CLOCK button: Press to select any 
mode.
The available mode includes the wallpaper, 
display, clock, language setup, and play 
modes. Play modes can be also selected from 
scan, random, repeat, and so on.

 (Back) button: Press to go back to the 
previous display.

 (Sound) button*: Press to select the sound setting mode.
TA button*: Press to activate the TA station.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button, then adjust the brightness using .
u Each time you press the  button, the mode switches between the daytime 

mode, nighttime mode and OFF mode.
*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 

ignition switch.

Models with colour audio system 1Audio System Basic Operation

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.

Rotate  to select.

Press  to enter.

Menu Items
2 Adjust Clock P. 170
2 Wallpaper Setup P. 264
2 Display Setup P. 267
2 Scan P. 273, 282
2 Play Mode P. 279, 282
2 RDS Settings P. 269
2 Bluetooth P. 283

Press the SOURCE, , ,  or  button on the 
steering wheel to change any audio setting.

2 Audio Remote Controls P. 257

 (Back) Button
Selector Knob

MENU/
CLOCK 
Button

 (Day/Night) 
Button

 (Sound) Button* TA 
Button*

Menu Display

* Not available on all models
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 (Înapoi).

Când dimensiunea fișierului este mare, este 
nevoie de o perioadă de previzualizare.



266

D
o
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266

▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Reglarea sunetului

266

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound

Press the  (sound) button, and rotate  
to scroll through the following choices:

Press the MENU/CLOCK button and rotate 
 to select Sound, then press . Rotate 
 to scroll through the following choices:

Rotate  to adjust the sound setting, then 
press .

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

Selector Knob

 (Sound) Button*
Models with  (sound) button

Models without  (sound) button

MID is selectable. BAS

TRE

FAD

BAL

SVC

Bass

Treble

Fader

Balance

Speed-sensitive 
Volume 
Compensation

MID Middle

* Not available on all models
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Reglarea sunetului

Modele cu buton 

266

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound

Press the  (sound) button, and rotate  
to scroll through the following choices:

Press the MENU/CLOCK button and rotate 
 to select Sound, then press . Rotate 
 to scroll through the following choices:

Rotate  to adjust the sound setting, then 
press .

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

Selector Knob

 (Sound) Button*
Models with  (sound) button

Models without  (sound) button

MID is selectable. BAS

TRE

FAD

BAL

SVC

Bass

Treble

Fader

Balance

Speed-sensitive 
Volume 
Compensation

MID Middle

* Not available on all models
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 (sunet)

Apăsaţi butonul 

266

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound

Press the  (sound) button, and rotate  
to scroll through the following choices:

Press the MENU/CLOCK button and rotate 
 to select Sound, then press . Rotate 
 to scroll through the following choices:

Rotate  to adjust the sound setting, then 
press .

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

Selector Knob

 (Sound) Button*
Models with  (sound) button

Models without  (sound) button

MID is selectable. BAS

TRE

FAD

BAL

SVC

Bass

Treble

Fader

Balance

Speed-sensitive 
Volume 
Compensation

MID Middle

* Not available on all models
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 (sunet) și rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a derula următoarele opţiuni:

Modele fără buton 

266

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound

Press the  (sound) button, and rotate  
to scroll through the following choices:

Press the MENU/CLOCK button and rotate 
 to select Sound, then press . Rotate 
 to scroll through the following choices:

Rotate  to adjust the sound setting, then 
press .

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

Selector Knob

 (Sound) Button*
Models with  (sound) button

Models without  (sound) button

MID is selectable. BAS

TRE

FAD

BAL

SVC

Bass

Treble

Fader

Balance

Speed-sensitive 
Volume 
Compensation

MID Middle

* Not available on all models
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 (sunet)

Apăsaţi butonul MENU / CLOCK și rotiţi 

170
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n
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a selecta Sunet, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a derula următoarele opţiuni:

Compensarea 
volumului  
în funcţie de viteză

Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a regla setarea sunetului, 
apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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.

SVC are patru moduri: Off, Low, Mid și 
High. SVC ajustează nivelul volumului în 
funcţie de viteza vehiculului. Pe măsură ce 
mergeţi mai repede, crește volumul audio. 
În timp ce încetinești, volumul audio scade.

Reglarea sunetului

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Buton* (sunet)

Buton selector

MID este selectabil
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă

267

uuAudio System Basic OperationuDisplay Setup
Featu

res

Display Setup
You can change the brightness or colour theme of the audio/information screen.

1. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
2. Rotate  to select Settings, then press 

.
3. Rotate  to select Display adjustment, 

then press .
4. Rotate  to select Brightness, then press 

.
5. Rotate  to adjust the setting, then press 

.

1. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
2. Rotate  to select Settings, then press 

.
3. Rotate  to select Colour theme, then 

press .
4. Rotate  to select the setting you want, 

then press .

■ Changing the Screen Brightness 1Changing the Screen Brightness

You can change the Contrast and Black level 
settings in the same manner.

■ Changing the Screen’s Colour Theme
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Afișarea setărilor

Afișarea setărilor

Schimbarea luminozităţii afişajului

Puteţi schimba setările de contrast și negru 
în același mod.

Puteţi schimba tema de luminozitate sau culoare a ecranului pentru 
audio / informaţii.

1. Apăsaţi butonul MENU / CLOCK.
2.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Setări,  
apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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3.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Reglaj afișaj, 
apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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4.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Luminozitate, 
apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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5.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a regla setarea,  
apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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1. Apăsaţi butonul MENU / CLOCK.
2.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Setări,  
apoi apăsaţi. 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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3.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Culoare temă, 
apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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4.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta setarea dorită, 
apoi apăsaţi 

170
C

o
n

tro
ls

Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Schimbarea luminozităţii afişajului

Schimbarea temei culorii afişajului
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea radioului AM / FM

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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Redarea radioului AM / FM

Apasă și selectează  
o undă radio

Buton RADIO Informaţii afișaz / audio

Buton 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 VOL / (volum / putere)
Apăsaţi pentru a activa și 
dezactiva sistemul audio.
Rotiţi pentru a ajusta volumul.

Butoane 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 / 
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/ (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1.Tune to the selected station.
2.Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 (Skeep / Skip) 

Apăsaţi 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 sau 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/ (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1.Tune to the selected station.
2.Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a căuta în sus și în jos 
banda selectată pentru o staţie cu un semnal puternic.

Butoane presetate (1-6)
Pentru a stoca o staţie:
1. Acordaţi postul selectat.
2. Alegeţi un buton prestabilit și ţineţi-l până când auziţi un semnal sonor.
Pentru a asculta o staţie memorată, selectaţi o bandă, apoi apăsaţi butonul presetat.

Buton TA*
Apăsaţi pentru a activa 
funcţia de așteptare TA.

Butonul MENU / CLOCK
Apăsaţi pentru a afișa  
elementele de meniu.

261

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or ON (w*1.
Use the selector knob or MENU/CLOCK 
button to access some audio functions.

Press  to switch between the normal and 
extended display for some functions.

Selector knob: Rotate left or right to scroll 
through the available choices. Press  to set 
your selection.

MENU/CLOCK button: Press to select any 
mode.
The available mode includes the wallpaper, 
display, clock, language setup, and play 
modes. Play modes can be also selected from 
scan, random, repeat, and so on.

 (Back) button: Press to go back to the 
previous display.

 (Sound) button*: Press to select the sound setting mode.
TA button*: Press to activate the TA station.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button, then adjust the brightness using .
u Each time you press the  button, the mode switches between the daytime 

mode, nighttime mode and OFF mode.
*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 

ignition switch.

Models with colour audio system 1Audio System Basic Operation

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.

Rotate  to select.

Press  to enter.

Menu Items
2 Adjust Clock P. 170
2 Wallpaper Setup P. 264
2 Display Setup P. 267
2 Scan P. 273, 282
2 Play Mode P. 279, 282
2 RDS Settings P. 269
2 Bluetooth P. 283

Press the SOURCE, , ,  or  button on the 
steering wheel to change any audio setting.

2 Audio Remote Controls P. 257

 (Back) Button
Selector Knob

MENU/
CLOCK 
Button

 (Day/Night) 
Button

 (Sound) Button* TA 
Button*

Menu Display

* Not available on all models
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 (Butonul din spate)
Apăsaţi pentru a reveni la afișajul 
anterior sau pentru a anula o setare.
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă

Continued 269

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio
Featu

res

Provides text data information related to your selected RDS capable FM station.

■ To find an RDS station from Station List
1. Press  while listening to an FM station.
2. Rotate  to select the station, then press .

■ Update List
Updates your available station list at any time.
1. Press  while listening to an FM station.
2. Rotate  to select Update list, then press .

■ Radio text
Displays the radio text information of the selected RDS station.
1. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
2. Rotate  to select Settings, then press .
3. Rotate  to select RDS settings, then press .
4. Rotate  to select Radio text, then press .
u Select Radio text again to turn it off.

■ Radio Data System (RDS)* 1Playing AM/FM Radio

The ST indicator appears on the display indicating 
stereo FM broadcasts.
Stereo reproduction in AM is not available.

You can store 12 AM stations and 12 FM stations into 
the preset button memory. AM has two types of 
frequencies LW and MW, and each lets you store six 
stations. FM1 and FM2 let you store six stations each.

Switching the Audio Mode
Press the SOURCE button on the steering wheel.

2 Audio Remote Controls P. 257

1Radio Data System (RDS)*

When you select an RDS-capable FM station, the RDS 
automatically turns on, and the frequency display 
changes to the station name. However, when the 
signals of that station become weak, the display 
changes from the station name to the frequency.

Turning the Alternative Frequency (AF) function on 
and off turns the RDS on and off.

Pressing  switches the function between on and 
off.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea radioului AM / FM

Redarea radioului AM / FM

Sistemul de date radio (RDS)*

Indicatorul ST apare pe afișaj indicând emisiuni 
stereo FM.
Reproducerea stereo în AM nu este disponibilă.

Puteţi memora 12 posturi AM și 12 posturi FM 
în memoria cu buton prestabilită. AM are două 
tipuri de frecvenţe LW și MW și fiecare vă permite 
să stocaţi șase posturi. FM1 și FM2 vă permit să 
stocaţi câte șase posturi.
Comutarea modului audio
Apăsaţi butonul SOURCE de pe volan.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Telecomenzi audio P. 257

Atunci când selectaţi o staţie FM capabilă de RDS, 
RDS se aprinde automat și afișajul frecvenţei și se 
schimbă la numele postului. Totuși, atunci când 
semnalele staţiei devin slabe, afișajul se schimbă 
de la numele staţiei la frecvenţă.

Activarea și dezactivarea funcţiei de Frecvenţă 
Alternativă (AF) activează și dezactivează RDS.

Apăsarea 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 comută între activare și dezactivare.

Sistemul de date radio (RDS)*

Furnizează informaţii de date text legate de staţia dvs. FM  
cu funcţie RDS selectată.

36

Safe D
rivin

g

For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a găsi o staţie RDS din lista de posturi
1. Apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 în timp ce ascultaţi o staţie FM.
2. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta staţia, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Actualizare listă
Actualizează lista dvs. de posturi disponibile în orice moment.
1. Apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 în timp ce ascultaţi o staţie FM.
2. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Actualizare listă, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Text radio
Afișează informaţiile despre textul radio al postului selectat RDS.
1. Apăsaţi butonul MENU / CLOCK.
2. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Setări, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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3. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta setările RDS, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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4.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Text radio, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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▶  Selectaţi Text radio din nou pentru a îl dezactiva.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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270 *Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea radioului AM / FMuuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

270

Featu
res

■ Alternative Frequency (AF)
Automatically changes the frequency of the same programme as you enter different 
regions.
1. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
2. Rotate  to select Settings, then press .
3. Rotate  to select RDS settings, then press .
4. Rotate  to select AF, then press .
u Select AF again to turn it off.

■ Regional Programme (REG)
Keeps the same frequency of the stations within that region even if the signal gets 
weak.
1. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
2. Rotate  to select Settings, then press .
3. Rotate  to select RDS settings, then press .
4. Rotate  to select REG, then press .
u Select REG again to turn it off.

■ News Programme (News)
Automatically tunes to the news programme.
1. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
2. Rotate  to select Settings, then press .
3. Rotate  to select RDS settings, then press .
4. Rotate  to select News, then press .
u Select News again to turn it off.

1Radio Data System (RDS)*

If the system cannot find any station on Station list, 
a confirmation message for updating the list appears. 
Rotate  to select Yes, then press  to update the 
list.

Except AM/FM/DAB* mode

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Frecvenţa alternativă (AF)
Modifică automat frecvenţa aceluiași program pe măsură  
ce introduceţi diferite regiuni.
1. Apăsaţi butonul MENU / CLOCK.
2. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Setări, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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3. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta setările RDS, apoi apăsaţi
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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4.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta AF, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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▶  Selectaţi din nou AF pentru a o dezactiva.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Programe regionale (REG)
Păstrează aceeași frecvenţă a posturilor din acea regiune,  
chiar dacă semnalul devine slab.
1. Apăsaţi butonul MENU / CLOCK.
2. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Programe de știri (Știri)
Se potrivește automat cu programul de știri.
1. Apăsaţi butonul MENU / CLOCK.
2. Rotiţi 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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hour clock or 24 hour clock.
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moving.
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hour clock or 24 hour clock.
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You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.
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These indications are used to show how to operate 
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You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
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Sistemul de date Radio (RDS) *
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă

Continued 271

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio
Featu

res

■ Traffic announcement (TA) button
TA standby function allows the system to stand by for traffic announcements in any 
mode. The last tuned station must be an RDS-capable traffic programme station.

To turn the function on: Press the TA button. When a traffic announcement 
begins on your last tuned station, the system automatically switches to the FM 
mode. TA-INFO appears on the display. The system returns to your last selected 
mode after the traffic announcement is finished.

If you want to go back to your last selected mode during the traffic announcement, 
press the TA button again.

To cancel the function: Press the TA button.

1Radio Data System (RDS)*

TA*

When you press the TA button, the TA indicator 
appears on the display.

If you select Scan while the TA standby function is 
on, the system searches TP station only. 

Pressing the TA button while the traffic 
announcement is on does not cancel the TA standby 
function.

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Butonul pentru anunţurile de trafic (TA)
Funcţia TA de așteptare permite sistemului să stea în așteptare pentru 
anunţurile de trafic în orice mod. Ultima staţie reglată trebuie să fie o staţie de 
program cu trafic RDS.

Pentru a activa funcţia: Apăsaţi butonul TA. Când un anunţ de trafic începe la 
ultima dvs. staţie reglată, sistemul trece automat în modul FM. TA-INFO apare 
pe afișaj. Sistemul revine la ultimul mod selectat după terminarea anunţului de 
trafic.

Dacă doriţi să reveniţi la ultimul mod selectat în timpul anunţului de trafic, 
apăsaţi din nou butonul TA.

Pentru a anula funcţia: Apăsaţi butonul TA.

Sistemul de date Radio (RDS) *

TA*
Când apăsaţi butonul TA, pe afișaj apare 
indicatorul TA.

Dacă selectaţi Scanare în timp ce funcţia standby 
TA este activată, sistemul caută numai staţia TP.

Apăsarea butonului TA în timp ce anunţul 
de trafic este activat nu anulează funcţia de 
așteptare TA.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea radioului AM / FM
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

■ Programme type (PTY)/News interrupt function
Allows the system to interrupt with a newscast in any mode. The last tuned station 
must be the NEWS PTY coded station.

To activate the function: Select News from RDS settings and display the NEWS 
PTY before changing to other modes. When a newscast begins on your last tuned 
station, the system automatically switches to the FM mode.

2 News Programme (News) P. 270

The system returns to your last selected mode if changed to another programme, or 
signal gets weak.

■ PTY alarm
The PTY code, ALARM is used for emergency announcements, such as natural 
disasters. When this code is received, ALARM appears on the display and the system 
interrupts your audio operation.

Except AM/FM/DAB* mode

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Tipul programului (PTY) / funcţia de întrerupere a știrilor
Permite sistemului să întrerupă cu o știre în orice mod. Ultima staţie reglată 
trebuie să fie staţia codată NEWS PTY.

Pentru a activa funcţia: Selectaţi Știri din setările RDS și afișaţi NEWS PTY înainte 
de a trece la alte moduri. Când începe o emisiune de știri de la ultima postă 
reglată, sistemul trece automat în modul FM.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Programul de știri (Știri) P. 270

Sistemul revine la ultimul mod selectat dacă este schimbat în alt program sau 
dacă semnalul devine slab.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Alarmă PTY
Codul PTY, ALARM este utilizat pentru anunţurile de urgenţă, cum ar fi 
dezastrele naturale. Când acest cod este recepţionat, ALARMUL apare pe afișaj, 
iar sistemul vă întrerupe funcţionarea audio.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă

273

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio
Featu

res

Lists the strongest stations on the selected band.
1. Press  while listening to an AM station.
2. Rotate  to select the station, then press .

■ Update List
Updates your available station list at any time.
1. Press  while listening to an AM station.
2. Rotate  to select Update list, then press .

Samples each of the strongest stations on the selected band for 10 seconds.
1. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
2. Rotate  to select Scan, then press .

To turn off scan, press .

■ Station List

■ Scan

AM (LW/MW) mode

1Station List

If the system cannot find any station on Station list, 
a confirmation message for updating the list appears. 
Rotate  to select Yes, then press  to update the 
list.
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea radioului AM / FM

Lista de posturi

Scanarea

Afișează posturi cu cea mai bună frecvenţă din banda selectată.
1. Apăsaţi 

170

C
o

n
tro

ls

Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 în timp ce ascultaţi o staţie AM.
2. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta staţia, apoi apăsaţi 

170
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ls

Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Actualizare listă
Actualizează lista dvs. de posturi disponibile în orice moment.
1. Apăsaţi 

170

C
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 în timp ce ascultaţi o staţie AM.
2. Rotiţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Actualizare listă, apoi apăsaţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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.

Eșantionaţi fiecare dintre cele mai puternice staţii din  
banda selectată timp de 10 secunde.

1. Apăsaţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 butonul MENU / CLOCK.
2. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Scanare, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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.
Pentru a dezactiva scanarea, apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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.

Modul AM (LW/MW)

Dacă sistemul nu poate găsi nici o staţie pe lista 
de posturi, apare un mesaj de confirmare pentru 
actualizarea listei.
Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Da, apoi apăsaţi  
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a actualiza lista.

Lista de posturi
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)*

274

uu Audio System Basic Operation u Playing DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting) *

Features

Playing DAB (Digital Audio Broadca sting) *

* Not available on all models
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Redarea DAB (Difuzare audio digitală)*

Ecran informaţii / audio

Apăsaţi pentru a reveni la afișajul anterior 
sau pentru a anula o setare.

Apăsaţi pentru a afișa 
elementele din meniu.

Indicatorul intensităţii 
semnalului DAB apare pe 
afișaj atunci când banda 
DAB este selectată.

Buton de radio
Apăsaţi pentru a selecta un 
post de radio.

Buton 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 VOL / (volum / putere)
Apăsaţi pentru a activa și 
dezactiva sistemul audio.
Rotiţi pentru a ajusta volumul.

Butoane presetate (1-6)
Pentru a stoca o staţie:
1. Acordaţi postul selectat.
2. Alegeţi un buton prestabilit și ţineţi-l până când 
auziţi un semnal sonor.
Pentru a asculta o staţie memorată, selectaţi o bandă, 
apoi apăsaţi butonul presetat.

Apăsaţi și apoi rotiţi pentru 
a selecta un element. După 
aceea, apăsaţi din nou 
pentru a efectua selecţia.

Buton selector

261

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or ON (w*1.
Use the selector knob or MENU/CLOCK 
button to access some audio functions.

Press  to switch between the normal and 
extended display for some functions.

Selector knob: Rotate left or right to scroll 
through the available choices. Press  to set 
your selection.

MENU/CLOCK button: Press to select any 
mode.
The available mode includes the wallpaper, 
display, clock, language setup, and play 
modes. Play modes can be also selected from 
scan, random, repeat, and so on.

 (Back) button: Press to go back to the 
previous display.

 (Sound) button*: Press to select the sound setting mode.
TA button*: Press to activate the TA station.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button, then adjust the brightness using .
u Each time you press the  button, the mode switches between the daytime 

mode, nighttime mode and OFF mode.
*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 

ignition switch.

Models with colour audio system 1Audio System Basic Operation

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.

Rotate  to select.

Press  to enter.

Menu Items
2 Adjust Clock P. 170
2 Wallpaper Setup P. 264
2 Display Setup P. 267
2 Scan P. 273, 282
2 Play Mode P. 279, 282
2 RDS Settings P. 269
2 Bluetooth P. 283

Press the SOURCE, , ,  or  button on the 
steering wheel to change any audio setting.

2 Audio Remote Controls P. 257

 (Back) Button
Selector Knob

MENU/
CLOCK 
Button

 (Day/Night) 
Button

 (Sound) Button* TA 
Button*

Menu Display

* Not available on all models
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 Buton înapoi

Butonul MENU / CEAS

Butoane  

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 / 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/ (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1.Tune to the selected station.
2.Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 (Skeep / Skip) 

Apăsaţi 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 sau 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/ (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1.Tune to the selected station.
2.Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 pentru 
a acorda un ansamblu DAB.
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă

Continued 275

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)*
Featu

res

■ To find a DAB station from Service List or Ensemble List
To find a DAB station from the service list:
1. Press  while selecting the DAB mode.
2. Rotate  to select the station, then press .
u If you select Update list, the system update the station list.

To find a DAB station from the ensemble list:
1. Press  while selecting the DAB mode.
2. Rotate  to select Ensemble list, then press .
3. Rotate  to select the ensemble, then press .
u If you select Update list, the system update the ensemble list.

■ Scan
Samples each of the strongest stations on the selected band for 10 seconds.
1. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
2. Rotate  to select Scan, then press .

To turn off scan, press .

■ Radio Text:
Displays the radio text information of the selected DAB station.
1. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
2. Rotate  to select Settings, then press .
3. Rotate  to select DAB settings, then press .
4. Rotate  to select Radio text, then press .
u Select Radio text again to turn it off.

■ Service List and Ensemble List 1Service List and Ensemble List

You can store 12 DAB stations into the preset button 
memory. DAB1 and DAB2 let you store 6 stations 
each.

Switching the Audio Mode
Press the audio source selecting button on the 
steering wheel.

2 Audio Remote Controls P. 257

If the system cannot find a station, a confirmation 
message for updating the list appears. Rotate  to 
select Yes, then press  to update the list.

1Radio Text:

The TEXT indicator appears on the display indicating 
radio text information.
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)*

Lista de posturi

Continuare

Indicatorul TEXT apare pe afișaj, indicând 
informaţii despre textul radio.

Textul radio
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a găsi o staţie DAB din lista de servicii sau din lista de ansambluri
Pentru a găsi o staţie DAB din lista de servicii:
1. Apăsaţi 

170

C
o

n
tro

ls

Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 în timp ce selectaţi modul DAB.
2.  Rotiţi 

170

C
o

n
tro

ls

Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta staţia, apoi apăsaţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
▶  Dacă selectaţi Actualizare listă, sistemul actualizează lista de posturi.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a găsi o staţie DAB din lista ansamblului:
1. Apăsaţi 

170

C
o

n
tro

ls

Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 în timp ce selectaţi modul DAB.
2. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Ensemble list, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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3.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta ansamblul, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
▶  Dacă selectaţi Actualizare listă, sistemul actualizează lista ansamblurilor.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Scanare
Scanaţi fiecare dintre cele mai puternice staţii din banda selectată  
timp de 10 secunde.
1. Apăsaţi 

170

C
o

n
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 butonul MENU / CLOCK.
2. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Scanare, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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.
Pentru a dezactiva scanarea, apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Text radio
Afișează informaţiile despre textul radio al staţiei DAB selectate.
1. Apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 butonul MENU / CLOCK.
2. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Setări, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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3. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta setările DAB, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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4.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Text radio, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
▶  Selectaţi Text radio din nou pentru a îl dezactiva.

Puteţi memora 12 posturi DAB în memoria 
butonului prestabilit. DAB1 și DAB2 vă permit să 
stocaţi câte 6 staţii fiecare.
Comutarea modului audio
Apăsaţi butonul de selectare a sursei audio de pe 
volan.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Telecomenzi audio P. 257

Dacă sistemul nu poate găsi o staţie, apare un 
mesaj de confirmare pentru actualizarea listei. 
Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Da, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a actualiza lista.

Lista de posturi
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)*

Featu
res

■ DAB-Link:
Automatically searches for the same station from Ensembles, and switches to it.
1. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
2. Rotate  to select Settings, then press .
3. Rotate  to select DAB settings, then press .
4. Rotate  to select DAB-Link, then press .
u Select DAB-Link again to turn it off.

■ FM-Link:
If the system finds the same station from an FM band, it automatically switches the 
band.
1. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
2. Rotate  to select Settings, then press .
3. Rotate  to select DAB settings, then press .
4. Rotate  to select FM-Link, then press .
u Select FM-Link again to turn it off.

■ Band select:
You can select specific bands. This can reduce the time to update the lists, and 
search for a station.
1. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
2. Rotate  to select Settings, then press .
3. Rotate  to select DAB settings, then press .
4. Rotate  to select Band select, then press .
5. Rotate  to select Both, BandIII or L-Band, then press .
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)*
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 DAB-Link:
Căutare automată pentru aceeași staţie din ansamblu și comută la ea.
1. Apăsaţi butonul 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 MENU / CLOCK.
2. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Setări, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
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1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
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Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system
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These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 FM-Link:
Dacă sistemul găsește aceeași staţie dintr-o bandă FM,  
aceasta comută automat banda.
1. Apăsaţi butonul MENU / CLOCK.
2. Rotiţi 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio
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Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
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*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
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■Adjusting the Time
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The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio
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Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
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.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
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■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.
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You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio
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Models with colour audio system 
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These indications are used to show how to operate 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio
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Models with colour audio system 
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Selectarea benzii:
Puteţi selecta anumite benzi. Acest lucru poate reduce timpul pentru a 
actualiza listele și pentru a căuta o staţie.
1. Apăsaţi butonul MENU / CLOCK.
2. Rotiţi 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Ambii, BandIII sau Bandă L, apoi apăsaţi 

170

C
o
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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277Continuare

▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă

277

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying an iPod

Continued

Featu
res

Playing an iPod
Connect the iPod using your USB connector to the USB port, then press the MEDIA 
button.

2 USB Port(s) P. 253

USB Indicator
Appears when an iPod is connected.

MEDIA Button
Press to select iPod 
(if connected).

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to change songs.
Press and hold to move rapidly within a song.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Selector Knob
Turn to change songs.
Press and turn to select an item, 
then press to set your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

Album Art

Play Mode Buttons
Press to select a play mode.

Play Button
Press to resume a 
song.

Pause Button
Press to pause a 
song.
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea unui iPod

Redarea unui iPod

Conectaţi iPod-ul utilizând conectorul USB la portul USB, apoi apăsaţi butonul MEDIA.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist
Safe D

rivin
g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Porturi USB P. 253

Albumul 
artistului

Butonul MEDIA
Apăsaţi pentru a 
selecta iPod (dacă 
este conectat).

Indicator USB
Apare atunci când este conectat un iPod.

Buton 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 VOL / (volum / putere)
Apăsaţi pentru a activa și 
dezactiva sistemul audio.
Rotiţi pentru a ajusta volumul.

Butoane 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/ (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1.Tune to the selected station.
2.Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 (Skeep / Skip) 
Apăsaţi 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 sau 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/ (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1.Tune to the selected station.
2.Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a schimba melodiile. Apăsaţi  
și menţineţi apăsat pentru a vă deplasa rapid într-o melodie.

Butonul  
de redare
Apăsaţi pentru a 
relua o melodie.

Butonul  
de pauză
Apăsaţi pentru a 
întrerupe o melodie.

Butoanele  
modului de redare
Apăsaţi pentru a selecta un mod de redare.

Ecran informaţii / audio

Apăsaţi și apoi rotiţi pentru 
a selecta un element. După 
aceea, apăsaţi din nou pentru 
a efectua selecţia.

Buton selector

Apăsaţi pentru a afișa 
elementele din meniu.

Butonul MENU / CEAS

Apăsaţi pentru a reveni la 
afișajul anterior sau pentru a 
anula o setare.

261

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or ON (w*1.
Use the selector knob or MENU/CLOCK 
button to access some audio functions.

Press  to switch between the normal and 
extended display for some functions.

Selector knob: Rotate left or right to scroll 
through the available choices. Press  to set 
your selection.

MENU/CLOCK button: Press to select any 
mode.
The available mode includes the wallpaper, 
display, clock, language setup, and play 
modes. Play modes can be also selected from 
scan, random, repeat, and so on.

 (Back) button: Press to go back to the 
previous display.

 (Sound) button*: Press to select the sound setting mode.
TA button*: Press to activate the TA station.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button, then adjust the brightness using .
u Each time you press the  button, the mode switches between the daytime 

mode, nighttime mode and OFF mode.
*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 

ignition switch.

Models with colour audio system 1Audio System Basic Operation

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.

Rotate  to select.

Press  to enter.

Menu Items
2 Adjust Clock P. 170
2 Wallpaper Setup P. 264
2 Display Setup P. 267
2 Scan P. 273, 282
2 Play Mode P. 279, 282
2 RDS Settings P. 269
2 Bluetooth P. 283

Press the SOURCE, , ,  or  button on the 
steering wheel to change any audio setting.

2 Audio Remote Controls P. 257

 (Back) Button
Selector Knob

MENU/
CLOCK 
Button

 (Day/Night) 
Button

 (Sound) Button* TA 
Button*

Menu Display

* Not available on all models
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying an iPod

278

Featu
res

1. Press  to display the iPod music list.

2. Rotate  to select a category.

3. Press  to display a list of items in the 
category.

4. Rotate  to select an item, then press .
u Press  and rotate  repeatedly until a 

desired item you want to listen is 
displayed.

■How to Select a Song from the iPod Music List with the 
Selector Knob

1Playing DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)*

Available operating functions vary on models or 
versions. Some functions may not be available on the 
vehicle’s audio system.

If there is a problem, you may see an error message 
on the audio/information screen.

2 iPod/USB Flash Drive P. 350

Item 
Selection

Category 
Selection

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea unui iPod

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Cum să selectaţi o melodie din lista de muzică iPod  
cu ajutorul selectorului

Selecţie  
categorie

Selecţie  
elemente

Funcţiile de operare disponibile diferă pe modele 
sau versiuni. Este posibil ca unele funcţii să nu fie 
disponibile în sistemul audio al vehiculului.
Dacă există o problemă, este posibil să vedeţi un 
mesaj de eroare pe ecranul audio / informaţii.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Unitate flash USB pentru iPod / USB P. 350

Redarea DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)*

1. Apăsaţi 

170
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o
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a afișa lista de 
muzică iPod.

2. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta o categorie.

3.  Apăsaţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a afișa o listă de articole 
din categorie.

4.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta un element,  
apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
▶  Apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 și rotiţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 în mod repetat 
până când este afișat un element dorit pe 
care doriţi să-l ascultaţi.
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă

279

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying an iPod
Featu

res

You can select repeat and shuffle modes when playing a song.
Available mode icons appear above the play 
mode buttons.
Press the button corresponding to the mode 
you want to select.

■ To turn off a play mode
Press the selected button.

■How to Select a Play Mode 1How to Select a Play Mode

Play Mode Menu Items
 Shuffle albums: Plays all available albums in 

a selected category (playlists, artists, albums, songs, 
genres, or composers) in random order.

 Random all: Plays all available songs in a 
selected category (playlists, artists, albums, songs, 
genres, or composers) in random order.

 Repeat one track: Repeats the current song.

You can also select a play mode by pressing the 
MENU/CLOCK button.
Rotate  to select Play mode, then press . 
Rotate  to select a mode, then press .
To turn it off, rotate  to select Normal play, then 
press .

Play Mode Buttons
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea unui iPod

Cum să selectaţi un mod de redare

Puteţi selecta modurile de repetare și de amestecare la redarea unei melodii.
Modurile de selctare disponibile apar peste 
butoanele modurilor de redare.
Apăsaţi butonul corespunzător modului pe 
care doriţi să îl selectaţi.

36

Safe D
rivin

g

For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a dezactiva un mod de redare
Apăsaţi butonul selectat.

Articole din Modul de redare

279

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying an iPod
Featu

res

You can select repeat and shuffle modes when playing a song.
Available mode icons appear above the play 
mode buttons.
Press the button corresponding to the mode 
you want to select.

■ To turn off a play mode
Press the selected button.

■How to Select a Play Mode 1How to Select a Play Mode

Play Mode Menu Items
 Shuffle albums: Plays all available albums in 

a selected category (playlists, artists, albums, songs, 
genres, or composers) in random order.

 Random all: Plays all available songs in a 
selected category (playlists, artists, albums, songs, 
genres, or composers) in random order.

 Repeat one track: Repeats the current song.

You can also select a play mode by pressing the 
MENU/CLOCK button.
Rotate  to select Play mode, then press . 
Rotate  to select a mode, then press .
To turn it off, rotate  to select Normal play, then 
press .

Play Mode Buttons
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 Shuffle albums: Redă toate albumele 
disponibile într-o categorie selectată (playlisturi, 
artiști, albume, melodii, genuri sau compozitori) 
în ordine aleatorie.

279

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying an iPod

Featu
res

You can select repeat and shuffle modes when playing a song.
Available mode icons appear above the play 
mode buttons.
Press the button corresponding to the mode 
you want to select.

■ To turn off a play mode
Press the selected button.

■How to Select a Play Mode 1How to Select a Play Mode

Play Mode Menu Items
 Shuffle albums: Plays all available albums in 

a selected category (playlists, artists, albums, songs, 
genres, or composers) in random order.

 Random all: Plays all available songs in a 
selected category (playlists, artists, albums, songs, 
genres, or composers) in random order.

 Repeat one track: Repeats the current song.

You can also select a play mode by pressing the 
MENU/CLOCK button.
Rotate  to select Play mode, then press . 
Rotate  to select a mode, then press .
To turn it off, rotate  to select Normal play, then 
press .

Play Mode Buttons
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 Random All: Redă toate melodiile 
disponibile într-o categorie selectată (playlisturi, 
artiști, albume, melodii, genuri sau compozitori) 
în ordine aleatorie.

279

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying an iPod

Featu
res

You can select repeat and shuffle modes when playing a song.
Available mode icons appear above the play 
mode buttons.
Press the button corresponding to the mode 
you want to select.

■ To turn off a play mode
Press the selected button.

■How to Select a Play Mode 1How to Select a Play Mode

Play Mode Menu Items
 Shuffle albums: Plays all available albums in 

a selected category (playlists, artists, albums, songs, 
genres, or composers) in random order.

 Random all: Plays all available songs in a 
selected category (playlists, artists, albums, songs, 
genres, or composers) in random order.

 Repeat one track: Repeats the current song.

You can also select a play mode by pressing the 
MENU/CLOCK button.
Rotate  to select Play mode, then press . 
Rotate  to select a mode, then press .
To turn it off, rotate  to select Normal play, then 
press .

Play Mode Buttons
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 Repetaţi o piesă: repetă melodia curentă.

De asemenea, puteţi selecta un mod de redare 
apăsând butonul MENU / CLOCK.
Rotiţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta modul Redare, 
apoi apăsaţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta un mod,  
apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Pentru a o dezactiva, rotiţi 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta 
redarea normală, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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.

Cum să selectaţi un mod de redare

Continuare

Butoanele modului de redare
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280 * 1: Numai fișierele de format AAC înregistrate cu iTunes pot fi redate pe acest aparat.
280

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying a USB Flash Drive

Featu
res

Playing a USB Flash Drive
Your audio system reads and plays sound files on a USB flash drive in either MP3, 
WMA or AAC*1 format.
Connect your USB flash drive to the USB port, then press the MEDIA button.

2 USB Port(s) P. 253

*1:Only AAC format files recorded with iTunes are playable on this unit.

USB Indicator
Appears when a USB flash drive is connected.

MEDIA Button
Press to select USB flash drive 
(if connected).

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous display.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to change files.
Press and hold to move rapidly within a file.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Selector Knob
Turn to change files.
Press and turn to select an item, 
then press to set your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

Play Mode Buttons (1-6)
Press to select a play mode.
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea unui USB flash drive

Redarea unui USB flash drive

Sistemul dvs. audio citește și redă fișiere audio pe o unitate flash USB în format MP3, WMA sau AAC * 1.
Conectaţi unitatea flash USB la portul USB, apoi apăsaţi butonul MEDIA.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g
Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Porturi USB P. 253

Indicator USB
Apare când este conectată o unitate flash USB.

Butonul MEDIA
Apăsaţi pentru 
a selecta 
unitatea flash 
USB (dacă este 
conectată).

Buton 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 VOL / 
(volum / putere)
Apăsaţi pentru a 
activa și dezactiva 
sistemul audio.
Rotiţi pentru a 
ajusta volumul.

Butoane 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 / 
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/ (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1.Tune to the selected station.
2.Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 (Skeep / Skip) 
Apăsaţi 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 sau 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/ (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1.Tune to the selected station.
2.Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a schimba melodiile. Apăsaţi  
Ţineţi apăsat pentru a vă deplasa rapid într-un fișier.

Butoanele modului de redare (1-6)
Apăsaţi pentru a selecta un mod de redare.

Ecran informaţii / audio

Apăsaţi și apoi rotiţi pentru 
a selecta un element. După 
aceea, apăsaţi din nou pentru 
a efectua selecţia.

Buton selector

Apăsaţi pentru a afișa 
elementele din meniu.

Butonul MENU / CEAS

Apăsaţi pentru a reveni la afișajul anterior 
sau pentru a anula o setare.

261

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or ON (w*1.
Use the selector knob or MENU/CLOCK 
button to access some audio functions.

Press  to switch between the normal and 
extended display for some functions.

Selector knob: Rotate left or right to scroll 
through the available choices. Press  to set 
your selection.

MENU/CLOCK button: Press to select any 
mode.
The available mode includes the wallpaper, 
display, clock, language setup, and play 
modes. Play modes can be also selected from 
scan, random, repeat, and so on.

 (Back) button: Press to go back to the 
previous display.

 (Sound) button*: Press to select the sound setting mode.
TA button*: Press to activate the TA station.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button, then adjust the brightness using .
u Each time you press the  button, the mode switches between the daytime 

mode, nighttime mode and OFF mode.
*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 

ignition switch.

Models with colour audio system 1Audio System Basic Operation

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.

Rotate  to select.

Press  to enter.

Menu Items
2 Adjust Clock P. 170
2 Wallpaper Setup P. 264
2 Display Setup P. 267
2 Scan P. 273, 282
2 Play Mode P. 279, 282
2 RDS Settings P. 269
2 Bluetooth P. 283

Press the SOURCE, , ,  or  button on the 
steering wheel to change any audio setting.

2 Audio Remote Controls P. 257

 (Back) Button
Selector Knob

MENU/
CLOCK 
Button

 (Day/Night) 
Button

 (Sound) Button* TA 
Button*

Menu Display

* Not available on all models
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 Buton înapoi
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă

Continued 281

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying a USB Flash Drive
Featu

res

1. Press  to display a folder list.

2. Rotate  to select a folder.

3. Press  to display a list of files in that 
folder.

4. Rotate  to select a file, then press .

■How to Select a File from a Folder with the Selector Knob 1Playing a USB Flash Drive

Use the recommended USB flash drives.
2 General Information on the Audio System 

P. 353

Files in WMA format protected by digital rights 
management (DRM) cannot be played.
The audio system displays Unplayable file, and then 
skips to the next file.

If there is a problem, you may see an error message 
on the audio/information screen.

2 iPod/USB Flash Drive P. 350

Track 
Selection

Folder 
Selection
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea Redarea unui USB flash drive

Cum să selectaţi un fișier dintr-un dosar cu butonul selector

1. Apăsaţi 

170

C
o

n
tro

ls

Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a afișa lista de dosare.

2. Rotiţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta un dosar.

3.  Apăsaţi 

170

C
o

n
tro

ls

Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a afișa o listă de dosare.
4.  Rotiţi 

170

C
o

n
tro

ls

Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta un fișier,  
apoi apăsaţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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.

Selecţie  
dosar

Selecţie  
piesă

Utilizaţi unităţile flash recomandate USB.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Informaţii generale despre  
sistemul audio P. 353

Fișierele în format WMA protejate de gestionarea 
drepturilor digitale (DRM) nu pot fi redate. 
Sistemul audio afișează fișierul Unplayable și apoi 
trece la următorul fișier.

Dacă există o problemă, este posibil să vedeţi un 
mesaj de eroare pe ecranul audio / informaţii.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Unitate flash USB pentru iPod / USB P. 350

Redarea unei unităţi flash USB

Continuare
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying a USB Flash Drive

282

Featu
res

You can select repeat, random, and scan modes when playing a file.
Available mode icons appear above the play 
mode buttons.
Press the button corresponding to the mode 
you want to select.

■ To turn off a play mode
Press the selected button.

■How to Select a Play Mode 1How to Select a Play Mode

Play Mode Menu Items
Repeat

 Repeat one folder: Repeats all files in the 
current folder.

 Repeat one track: Repeats the current file.

Random
 Random in folder: Plays all files in the 

current folder in random order.
 Random all: Plays all files in random order.

Scan
 Scan folders: Provides 10-second sampling 

of the first file in each of the main folders.
 Scan tracks: Provides 10-second sampling of 

all files in the current folder.

You can also select a play mode by pressing the 
MENU/CLOCK button.
Rotate  to select Play mode, then press . 
Rotate  to select a mode, then press .
To turn it off, rotate  to select Normal play, then 
press .

Play Mode Buttons
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea Redarea unui USB flash drive

Cum să selectaţi un mod de redare

Puteţi selecta modurile repetate, aleatorii și de scanare la redarea unui fișier.
Modurile de afișare disponibile apar peste 
butoanele modurilor de redare.
Apăsaţi butonul corespunzător modului  
pe care doriţi să îl selectaţi.

36

Safe D
rivin

g

For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a dezactiva un mod de redare
Apăsaţi butonul selectat.

Butoanele modului de redare

Articole din Modul de redare
Repeta

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying a USB Flash Drive

282

Featu
res

You can select repeat, random, and scan modes when playing a file.
Available mode icons appear above the play 
mode buttons.
Press the button corresponding to the mode 
you want to select.

■ To turn off a play mode
Press the selected button.

■How to Select a Play Mode 1How to Select a Play Mode

Play Mode Menu Items
Repeat

 Repeat one folder: Repeats all files in the 
current folder.

 Repeat one track: Repeats the current file.

Random
 Random in folder: Plays all files in the 

current folder in random order.
 Random all: Plays all files in random order.

Scan
 Scan folders: Provides 10-second sampling 

of the first file in each of the main folders.
 Scan tracks: Provides 10-second sampling of 

all files in the current folder.

You can also select a play mode by pressing the 
MENU/CLOCK button.
Rotate  to select Play mode, then press . 
Rotate  to select a mode, then press .
To turn it off, rotate  to select Normal play, then 
press .

Play Mode Buttons
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 Repetaţi un singur director: Repetă toate 
fișierele din dosarul curent.

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying a USB Flash Drive

282

Featu
res

You can select repeat, random, and scan modes when playing a file.
Available mode icons appear above the play 
mode buttons.
Press the button corresponding to the mode 
you want to select.

■ To turn off a play mode
Press the selected button.

■How to Select a Play Mode 1How to Select a Play Mode

Play Mode Menu Items
Repeat

 Repeat one folder: Repeats all files in the 
current folder.

 Repeat one track: Repeats the current file.

Random
 Random in folder: Plays all files in the 

current folder in random order.
 Random all: Plays all files in random order.

Scan
 Scan folders: Provides 10-second sampling 

of the first file in each of the main folders.
 Scan tracks: Provides 10-second sampling of 

all files in the current folder.

You can also select a play mode by pressing the 
MENU/CLOCK button.
Rotate  to select Play mode, then press . 
Rotate  to select a mode, then press .
To turn it off, rotate  to select Normal play, then 
press .

Play Mode Buttons
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 Repetaţi o piesă: repetă fișierul curent.

Întâmplător

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying a USB Flash Drive

282

Featu
res

You can select repeat, random, and scan modes when playing a file.
Available mode icons appear above the play 
mode buttons.
Press the button corresponding to the mode 
you want to select.

■ To turn off a play mode
Press the selected button.

■How to Select a Play Mode 1How to Select a Play Mode

Play Mode Menu Items
Repeat

 Repeat one folder: Repeats all files in the 
current folder.

 Repeat one track: Repeats the current file.

Random
 Random in folder: Plays all files in the 

current folder in random order.
 Random all: Plays all files in random order.

Scan
 Scan folders: Provides 10-second sampling 

of the first file in each of the main folders.
 Scan tracks: Provides 10-second sampling of 

all files in the current folder.

You can also select a play mode by pressing the 
MENU/CLOCK button.
Rotate  to select Play mode, then press . 
Rotate  to select a mode, then press .
To turn it off, rotate  to select Normal play, then 
press .

Play Mode Buttons
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 Întâmplător în folder: Redă toate fișierele 
din dosarul curent în ordine aleatorie.

279

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying an iPod

Featu
res

You can select repeat and shuffle modes when playing a song.
Available mode icons appear above the play 
mode buttons.
Press the button corresponding to the mode 
you want to select.

■ To turn off a play mode
Press the selected button.

■How to Select a Play Mode 1How to Select a Play Mode

Play Mode Menu Items
 Shuffle albums: Plays all available albums in 

a selected category (playlists, artists, albums, songs, 
genres, or composers) in random order.

 Random all: Plays all available songs in a 
selected category (playlists, artists, albums, songs, 
genres, or composers) in random order.

 Repeat one track: Repeats the current song.

You can also select a play mode by pressing the 
MENU/CLOCK button.
Rotate  to select Play mode, then press . 
Rotate  to select a mode, then press .
To turn it off, rotate  to select Normal play, then 
press .

Play Mode Buttons
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 Întâmplător Toate: Redă toate fișierele în 
ordine aleatorie.

Scanare

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying a USB Flash Drive

282

Featu
res

You can select repeat, random, and scan modes when playing a file.
Available mode icons appear above the play 
mode buttons.
Press the button corresponding to the mode 
you want to select.

■ To turn off a play mode
Press the selected button.

■How to Select a Play Mode 1How to Select a Play Mode

Play Mode Menu Items
Repeat

 Repeat one folder: Repeats all files in the 
current folder.

 Repeat one track: Repeats the current file.

Random
 Random in folder: Plays all files in the 

current folder in random order.
 Random all: Plays all files in random order.

Scan
 Scan folders: Provides 10-second sampling 

of the first file in each of the main folders.
 Scan tracks: Provides 10-second sampling of 

all files in the current folder.

You can also select a play mode by pressing the 
MENU/CLOCK button.
Rotate  to select Play mode, then press . 
Rotate  to select a mode, then press .
To turn it off, rotate  to select Normal play, then 
press .

Play Mode Buttons
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 Scanare dosare: Oferă o eșantionare de 
10 secunde a primului fișier din fiecare dintre 
folderele principale.

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying a USB Flash Drive

282

Featu
res

You can select repeat, random, and scan modes when playing a file.
Available mode icons appear above the play 
mode buttons.
Press the button corresponding to the mode 
you want to select.

■ To turn off a play mode
Press the selected button.

■How to Select a Play Mode 1How to Select a Play Mode

Play Mode Menu Items
Repeat

 Repeat one folder: Repeats all files in the 
current folder.

 Repeat one track: Repeats the current file.

Random
 Random in folder: Plays all files in the 

current folder in random order.
 Random all: Plays all files in random order.

Scan
 Scan folders: Provides 10-second sampling 

of the first file in each of the main folders.
 Scan tracks: Provides 10-second sampling of 

all files in the current folder.

You can also select a play mode by pressing the 
MENU/CLOCK button.
Rotate  to select Play mode, then press . 
Rotate  to select a mode, then press .
To turn it off, rotate  to select Normal play, then 
press .

Play Mode Buttons
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 Scanarea melodiilor: Oferă o eșantionare de 
10 secunde a tuturor fișierelor din dosarul curent.
De asemenea, puteţi selecta un mod de redare 
apăsând pe

Butonul MENU / CLOCK.
Rotiţi 

170
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ls

Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta modul Redare,  
apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta un mod,  
apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Pentru a o dezactiva, rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta 
redarea normală, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Pentru a selecta un mod de redare
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă

283

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying Bluetooth® Audio

Continued

Featu
res

Playing Bluetooth® Audio
Your audio system allows you to listen to music from your Bluetooth-compatible 
phone.
This function is available when the phone is paired and connected to the vehicle’s 
Hands-Free Telephone (HFT) system.

2 Phone Setup P. 400

1Playing Bluetooth® Audio

Not all Bluetooth-enabled phones with streaming 
audio capabilities are compatible with the system.
To check if your phone is compatible, ask a dealer.

Only one phone can be used with HFT at a time. 
When there are more than two paired phones in the 
vehicle, the first paired phone the system finds is 
automatically connected.

If more than one phone is paired to the HFT system, 
there will be a delay before the system begins to play.

In some cases, the name of the artist, album, or track 
may not appear correctly.

Some functions may not be available on some 
devices.

MEDIA Button
Press to select 
Bluetooth Audio 
mode (if connected)

VOL/  
(Volume/
Power) Knob
Press to turn 
the audio 
system on 
and off.
Turn to 
adjust the 
volume.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the 
menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

Bluetooth Indicator
Appears when your phone is connected to HFT.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to change files.

Play Button (Preset 1)
Press to resume a file.

Pause Button (Preset 2)
Press to pause a file.

Selector Knob
Turn to change 
groups.
Press to display a 
music search list. 
Turn to select an 
item, then press to 
set your selection.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to 
the previous display.
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea audio Bluetooth®

Nu toate telefoanele compatibile Bluetooth cu 
capabilităţi audio streaming sunt compatibile cu 
sistemul.
Pentru a verifica dacă telefonul dvs. este 
compatibil, adresaţi-vă unui dealer.

Numai un telefon poate fi utilizat cu HFT la un 
moment dat.
Când există mai mult de două telefoane conectate 
în vehicul, primul telefon asociat pe care sistemul 
îl găsește este conectat automat.

Dacă sunt conectate mai multe telefoane la 
sistemul HFT, va exista o întârziere înainte de 
începerea redării sistemului.

În unele cazuri, numele artistului, al albumului 
sau al piesei poate să nu apară corect.
Este posibil ca unele funcţii să nu fie disponibile 
pe unele dispozitive.

Redarea audio Bluetooth®

Redarea audio Bluetooth®

Sistemul audio vă permite să ascultaţi muzică de pe telefonul compatibil  
Bluetooth.
Această funcţie este disponibilă când telefonul este cuplat și conectat la sistemul 
Hands-Free Telephone (HFT) al vehiculului..

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Setarea telefonului P. 400

Buton 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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VOL / (volum / 
putere)
Apăsaţi pentru 
a activa și 
dezactiva 
sistemul 
audio. Rotiţi 
pentru a ajusta 
volumul.

Butonul MEDIA
Apăsaţi pentru a selecta 
modul Bluetooth Audio 
(dacă este conectat)

Indicator Bluetooth
Apare atunci când telefonul este conectat la HFT.

Ecran informaţii / audio

Apăsaţi și apoi 
rotiţi pentru 
a selecta un 
element. După 
aceea, apăsaţi 
din nou pentru a 
efectua selecţia.

Buton selector

Apăsaţi pentru a afișa 
elementele din meniu.

Butonul MENU / CEAS

Apăsaţi pentru a 
reveni la afișajul 
anterior sau pentru a 
anula o setare.

261

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or ON (w*1.
Use the selector knob or MENU/CLOCK 
button to access some audio functions.

Press  to switch between the normal and 
extended display for some functions.

Selector knob: Rotate left or right to scroll 
through the available choices. Press  to set 
your selection.

MENU/CLOCK button: Press to select any 
mode.
The available mode includes the wallpaper, 
display, clock, language setup, and play 
modes. Play modes can be also selected from 
scan, random, repeat, and so on.

 (Back) button: Press to go back to the 
previous display.

 (Sound) button*: Press to select the sound setting mode.
TA button*: Press to activate the TA station.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button, then adjust the brightness using .
u Each time you press the  button, the mode switches between the daytime 

mode, nighttime mode and OFF mode.
*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 

ignition switch.

Models with colour audio system 1Audio System Basic Operation

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.

Rotate  to select.

Press  to enter.

Menu Items
2 Adjust Clock P. 170
2 Wallpaper Setup P. 264
2 Display Setup P. 267
2 Scan P. 273, 282
2 Play Mode P. 279, 282
2 RDS Settings P. 269
2 Bluetooth P. 283

Press the SOURCE, , ,  or  button on the 
steering wheel to change any audio setting.

2 Audio Remote Controls P. 257

 (Back) Button
Selector Knob

MENU/
CLOCK 
Button

 (Day/Night) 
Button

 (Sound) Button* TA 
Button*

Menu Display

* Not available on all models
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 Buton înapoi

Butoane 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 / 
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/ (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1.Tune to the selected station.
2.Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 (Skeep / Skip) 

Buton pauză (Presetare 2)
Apăsaţi pentru a  
întrerupe un fișier.

Buton pauză (Presetare 1)
Apăsaţi pentru a  
întrerupe un fișier.

Apăsaţi 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 sau 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/ (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1.Tune to the selected station.
2.Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a schimba fișierele.

Continuare
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying Bluetooth® Audio

284

Featu
res

1. Make sure that your phone is paired and 
connected to HFT.

2. Press the MEDIA button until the 
Bluetooth® Audio mode is selected.

If the phone is not recognized, another HFT-
compatible phone, which is not compatible 
for Bluetooth® Audio, may already be 
connected.

■ To pause or resume a file
Press the Play or Pause button to select a mode.

■ To Play Bluetooth® Audio Files 1To Play Bluetooth® Audio Files

To play the audio files, you may need to operate your 
phone. If so, follow the phone maker's operating 
instructions.

The pause function may not be available on some 
phones.

If any audio device is connected to the USB port, you 
may need to press the MEDIA button repeatedly to 
select the Bluetooth® Audio system.

Switching to another mode pauses the music playing 
from your phone.Play Button

Pause Button

MEDIA Button
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea audio Bluetooth®

Pentru a reda fișiere audio Bluetooth®

1.  Asiguraţi-vă că telefonul dvs. este cuplat și 
conectat la HFT.

2.  Apăsaţi butonul MEDIA până când este 
selectat modul Bluetooth® Audio.

Dacă telefonul nu este recunoscut, poate fi 
deja conectat un alt telefon compatibil HFT, 
care nu este compatibil cu Bluetooth® Audio.

36

Safe D
rivin

g

For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a întrerupe sau a relua un fișier
Apăsaţi butonul Redare sau Pauză pentru 
a selecta un mod.

Pentru a reda fișierele audio, este posibil să aveţi 
nevoie să utilizaţi telefonul. În caz afirmativ, 
urmaţi instrucţiunile de utilizare ale producătorului 
telefonului.

Este posibil ca funcţia de pauză să nu fie 
disponibilă pe unele telefoane.

Dacă vreun dispozitiv audio este conectat la 
portul USB, poate fi necesar să apăsaţi în mod 
repetat butonul MEDIA pentru a selecta sistemul 
Bluetooth® Audio.

Trecerea la alt mod întrerupe redarea muzicii de pe 
butonul de redare de pe telefon.

Pentru a reda fișiere audio Bluetooth®

Buton MEDIA

Buton PAUZĂ
Buton REDARE
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă

285

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying Bluetooth® Audio
Featu

res

1. Press  to display the music search list.

2. Rotate  to select a category.

3. Press  to display a list of items in the 
category.

4. Rotate  to select an item, then press .
u Press  and rotate  repeatedly until a 

desired item you want to listen is 
displayed.

■How to Select a Song from the Music Search List with the 
Selector Knob

1How to Select a Song from the Music Search List with the Selector 
Knob

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some or all of the categories may not be displayed.

Item 
Selection

Category 
Selection
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea audio Bluetooth®

Cum să selectaţi o melodie din lista de căutare 
muzicală cu butonul selector

Selecţie  
categoria

Selecţie  
articol

În funcţie de dispozitivul Bluetooth® pe care 
îl conectaţi, este posibil ca unele sau toate 
categoriile să nu fie afișate.

Cum să selectaţi o melodie din lista de 
căutare muzicală cu butonul selector

1.  Apăsaţi 

170
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a afișa lista de căutare 
muzicală.

2. Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta categoria.

3.  Apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a afișa o listă de 
elemente în categorie.

4.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta un fișier,  
apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
▶ Apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 și rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 în mod repetat 
până când este afișat un element dorit pe 
care doriţi să-l ascultaţi.
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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Funcţii de bază ale sistemului audio

Modele cu Display Audio
To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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Continued 43

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts

Safe D
rivin

g

■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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 (Acasă): Selectaţi pentru a accesa ecranul 
de pornire.
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uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Comutarea afișajului P. 287
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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 (Meniu): Selectaţi pentru a afișa opţiunile 
disponibile, inclusiv Sound, View Radio Text*2, 
Căutare muzică și moduri de redare.
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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 (Înapoi): Selectaţi pentru a reveni la 
ecranul anterior atunci când pictograma este 
aprinsă.
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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 (Zi / Noapte): Apăsaţi pentru a modifica 
luminozitatea ecranului audio / informaţii.
Apăsaţi 
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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 o dată butonul și selectaţi 
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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 pentru a efectua o ajustare.
▶  De fiecare dată când apăsaţi butonul 
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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, modul trece între modul zilnic, 
modul de noapte și modul oprit.

* 1: Modelele cu sistem keyless au un buton ENGINE START / STOP 
în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
* 2: Afișat numai când au fost primite informaţii text.

Elemente ale meniului audio
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Lista de căutare muzicală P. 322, 330
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Scanare P. 317, 331
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Modul de redare P. 323, 331

Funcţii de bază ale sistemului audio

Buton (Zi/Noapte)

Pictogramă (Acasă)

Pictogramă (Meniu)

Pictogramă (Înapoi)
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Continued

Featu
res

Audio/Information Screen
Displays the audio status and wallpaper. From this display, you can go to various 
setup options.

■ Using the  (display/information) button
Press the  (display/information) button to change the display.

■ Switching the Display

1Using the  (display/information) button

You can edit, add, and delete the contents shown on 
the driver information interface.

2 Customizing the Meter P. 291

Driver Information 
Interface

 (Display/Information) Button
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Ecran audio / informaţii

Ecran audio / informaţii

Afișează starea audio și imaginea de fundal. Din acest ecran, puteţi accesa 
diferite opţiuni de configurare.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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■ Rear seats*

Your vehicle monitors rear seat belt use. A 
driver information interface notifies you if any 
of the rear seat belts are used.

The display appears when:
• A rear door is opened or closed.
• Any of the rear passengers latches or 

unlatches their seat belt.
The beeper sounds if any rear passenger’s seat 
belt is unlatched while driving.

To see the display:
Press the  (display/information) button.

: Unlatched

: Latched

* Not available on all models
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 (afișare / informaţii)
Apăsaţi butonul 
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■ Rear seats*

Your vehicle monitors rear seat belt use. A 
driver information interface notifies you if any 
of the rear seat belts are used.

The display appears when:
• A rear door is opened or closed.
• Any of the rear passengers latches or 

unlatches their seat belt.
The beeper sounds if any rear passenger’s seat 
belt is unlatched while driving.

To see the display:
Press the  (display/information) button.

: Unlatched

: Latched

* Not available on all models
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 (afișare / informaţii) pentru a schimba afișajul.

Puteţi edita, adăuga și șterge conţinutul afișat pe 
interfaţa cu informaţii pentru șofer.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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Utilizând butonul 
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■ Rear seats*

Your vehicle monitors rear seat belt use. A 
driver information interface notifies you if any 
of the rear seat belts are used.

The display appears when:
• A rear door is opened or closed.
• Any of the rear passengers latches or 

unlatches their seat belt.
The beeper sounds if any rear passenger’s seat 
belt is unlatched while driving.

To see the display:
Press the  (display/information) button.

: Unlatched

: Latched

* Not available on all models
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 (afișare / informaţii)

Comutarea afișajului

Butonului 
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■ Rear seats*

Your vehicle monitors rear seat belt use. A 
driver information interface notifies you if any 
of the rear seat belts are used.

The display appears when:
• A rear door is opened or closed.
• Any of the rear passengers latches or 

unlatches their seat belt.
The beeper sounds if any rear passenger’s seat 
belt is unlatched while driving.

To see the display:
Press the  (display/information) button.

: Unlatched

: Latched

* Not available on all models
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 (afișare / informaţii)
Interfaţă informaţii  
pentru șofer
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

288
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■ Using the audio/information screen

Select  to go to the home screen.
Select Phone, Info, Audio, Settings, Navigation*, App Centre*, aha*, 
Smartphone Connection (Apple CarPlay, Android Auto), TA, App List* /  
(APPS icon)*, or Instrument Panel ( ).

■ Phone
Displays the HFT information.

2 Hands-Free Telephone System P. 415

1Using the audio/information screen

Touchscreen operation
• Use simple gestures - including touching, swiping 
and scrolling - to operate certain audio functions.

• Some items may be grayed out during driving to 
reduce the potential for distraction.

• You can select them when the vehicle is stopped or 
use voice commands*.

• Wearing gloves may limit or prevent touchscreen 
response.

You can change the touchscreen sensitivity setting.
2 Customized Features P. 359

Home Screen

Models without navigation system

Models with navigation system

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Ecran audio / informaţii

Operaţiunea ecranului tactil
•  Utilizaţi gesturi simple - inclusiv atingerea, 

deplasarea și derularea - pentru a acţiona 
anumite funcţii audio.

•  Unele articole pot fi șterse în timpul conducerii 
pentru a reduce potenţialul de distragere a 
atenţiei.

•  Puteţi să le selectaţi când autovehiculul este oprit 
sau să utilizaţi comenzi vocale*.

•  Purtarea mănușilor poate limita sau împiedica 
răspunsul ecranului tactil.

Puteţi schimba setarea ecranului senzitiv.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359

Utilizarea ecranului audio / informaţii
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Utilizarea ecranului audio / informaţii

Afișajul principal

Modele fără sistem de navigaţie

Modele cu sistem de navigaţie

Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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 pentru a merge la ecranul de pornire.
Selectaţi Telefon, Info, Audio, Setări, Navigare *, Centru de aplicaţii*, aha *, 
Conexiune Smartphone (Apple CarPlay, Android Auto), TA, Lista de aplicaţii * / 
(pictograma 

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

288
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■ Using the audio/information screen

Select  to go to the home screen.
Select Phone, Info, Audio, Settings, Navigation*, App Centre*, aha*, 
Smartphone Connection (Apple CarPlay, Android Auto), TA, App List* /  
(APPS icon)*, or Instrument Panel ( ).

■ Phone
Displays the HFT information.

2 Hands-Free Telephone System P. 415

1Using the audio/information screen

Touchscreen operation
• Use simple gestures - including touching, swiping 
and scrolling - to operate certain audio functions.

• Some items may be grayed out during driving to 
reduce the potential for distraction.

• You can select them when the vehicle is stopped or 
use voice commands*.

• Wearing gloves may limit or prevent touchscreen 
response.

You can change the touchscreen sensitivity setting.
2 Customized Features P. 359

Home Screen

Models without navigation system

Models with navigation system

* Not available on all models
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 APPS)* sau Panoul de instrumente 

152

uuGauges and DisplaysuInformation Display*
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Information Display*

The information display shows the odometer, trip meter, and other gauges.

Press the  (TRIP) knob to change the display.

Shows the total number of kilometres that your vehicle has accumulated.

■ Switching the Display

1Switching the Display

Each time you press the  knob, the information 
display changes as follows:

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Odometer, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Range, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy A, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy B, Trip Meter B, 
Outside Temperature

■Odometer

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Telefon
Afișează informaţiile HFT.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Continued
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■ Info
Displays Trip Computer or Clock/wallpaper. Select  on the Info Menu screen 
to see all available options: Trip Computer, Voice info*, Clock/wallpaper and 
System/Device Information.

Trip Computer:
• Current Drive tab: Displays the current trip information.
• History of Trip A tab: Displays information for the three previous drives. The 

information is stored every time you reset Trip A.
To delete the history manually, select Delete history on the History of Trip A 
tab. The confirmation message appears on the screen, then select Yes.

Voice info*: Displays a list of all voice commands.
Clock/wallpaper: Displays the clock and wallpaper.
System/Device Information:
• System Info: Displays the software version of the audio system.
• USB info: Displays the memory usage of the USB device.

■ Audio
Displays the current audio information.

■ Settings
Enters the customizing menu screen.

2 Customized Features P. 359

■ Navigation*

Displays the navigation screen.
2 Refer to the Navigation System Manual

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Info
Afișează computerul de bord sau ceas / fundal. Selectaţi din ecranul Info Menu 
pentru a vedea toate opţiunile disponibile: Computer de bord, Informaţii 
vocale *, Ceas / fundal și Informaţii sistem / dispozitiv.

Calculator de bord:
• Călătoria curentă: Afișează informaţiile despre călătoria curentă.
•  Istoricul călătoriei A: Afișează informaţii pentru cele trei unităţi anterioare. 

Informaţiile sunt stocate de fiecare dată când resetaţi Trip A.
Pentru a șterge manual istoricul, selectaţi Ștergere istoric din fila Istoric 
călătorii A. Mesajul de confirmare apare pe ecran, apoi selectaţi Da.
Info vocal*: Afișează o listă a tuturor comenzilor vocale.
Ceas / fundal: Afișează ceasul și imaginea de fundal.
Informaţii despre sistem / dispozitiv:
• Informaţii sistem: Afișează versiunea software a sistemului audio.
• Info USB: Afișează utilizarea memoriei dispozitivului USB.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Audio
Afișează informaţiile audio curente.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Setări
Intră în ecranul meniului de personalizare.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Navigare*
Afișează ecranul de navigare.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Consultaţi Manualul sistemului de navigaţie
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290 *Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Disponibil numai pe anumite telefoane. Adresaţi-vă unui specialist pentru a verifica  
compatibilitate telefoanelor și pentru detalii despre caracteristici.
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Featu
res

■ App Centre*

Connects with your smartphone*1 to play personalised music, information, and 
social media streams.

2 On Board Apps* P. 336

■ aha*

Displays the AhaTM screen.
2 Playing AhaTM* P. 328

■ Smartphone Connection
Displays the Apple CarPlay or Android Auto.

2 Apple CarPlay P. 343
2 Android Auto P. 346

■ TA
Turns on and off the traffic information.

■ App List ( )
Adds or removes apps or widgets on the home screen.

2 Home Screen P. 297

■ Instrument Panel ( )
Selects from three customizable settings for the driver information interface.

*1: Available on specific phones only. Ask a dear for compatible phones for feature details.

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 App Center *
Conectează telefonul smartphone *1 pentru a reda fluxuri personalizate  
de muzică, informaţii și streaming media.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Aplicaţii la bord* P. 336
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Aha*
Afișează ecranul AhaTM.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Redarea lui AhaTM* P. 328
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Conexiune smartphone
Afișează Apple CarPlay sau Android Auto.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 TA
Activează și dezactivează informaţiile despre trafic.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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■ Using the audio/information screen

Select  to go to the home screen.
Select Phone, Info, Audio, Settings, Navigation*, App Centre*, aha*, 
Smartphone Connection (Apple CarPlay, Android Auto), TA, App List* /  
(APPS icon)*, or Instrument Panel ( ).

■ Phone
Displays the HFT information.

2 Hands-Free Telephone System P. 415

1Using the audio/information screen

Touchscreen operation
• Use simple gestures - including touching, swiping 
and scrolling - to operate certain audio functions.

• Some items may be grayed out during driving to 
reduce the potential for distraction.

• You can select them when the vehicle is stopped or 
use voice commands*.

• Wearing gloves may limit or prevent touchscreen 
response.

You can change the touchscreen sensitivity setting.
2 Customized Features P. 359

Home Screen

Models without navigation system

Models with navigation system

* Not available on all models
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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Information Display*

The information display shows the odometer, trip meter, and other gauges.

Press the  (TRIP) knob to change the display.

Shows the total number of kilometres that your vehicle has accumulated.

■ Switching the Display

1Switching the Display

Each time you press the  knob, the information 
display changes as follows:

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Odometer, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Range, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy A, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy B, Trip Meter B, 
Outside Temperature

■Odometer

* Not available on all models
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Selectează din trei setări personalizabile pentru interfaţa  
cu informaţii pentru șofer.
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă
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1. Select .
2. Select and hold an icon.
u The screen switches to the customization 

screen.
3. Drag and drop the icon to where you want 

it to be.
4. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the home 

screen.

You can edit, add, or delete the meter contents on the driver information interface.
1.
2. Settings
3. System
4. Configuration of Instrument Panel

■ Changing the Home Screen Icon Layout

■ Customizing the Meter 1Customizing the Meter

You can store up to three customized configurations. 
To select or customize a configuration, select Swap 
Config..
When you select Swap Config. during 
customization, the settings you changed will be 
saved.
When you select  during customization, the 
settings you changed will not be saved and you will 
be returned to the Configuration of Instrument 
Panel screen.
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Schimbarea layout-ului pictogramei de pe ecranul iniţial

Personalizarea contorului
Puteţi modifica, adăuga sau șterge conţinutul contorului pe interfaţa cu informaţii pentru șofer.

1. Selectaţi 

286
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2.  Selectaţi și menţineţi apăsată o 

pictogramă. 
▶ Ecranul trece la afișajul  
personalizat.

3.  Trageţi și plasaţi pictograma în locul în 
care doriţi să fie.

4.  Selectaţi OK. 
▶ Ecranul va reveni la ecranul iniţial.

1. 
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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2. Setări
3. Sistem
4. Configurarea panoului de instrumente

Puteţi stoca până la trei configuraţii personalizate.
Pentru a selecta sau a personaliza o configuraţie, 
selectaţi Schimbare config..
Când selectaţi Configurare swap. În timpul 
personalizării, setările pe care le-aţi modificat vor 
fi salvate.
Când selectaţi 

Continued 291
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1. Select .
2. Select and hold an icon.
u The screen switches to the customization 

screen.
3. Drag and drop the icon to where you want 

it to be.
4. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the home 

screen.

You can edit, add, or delete the meter contents on the driver information interface.
1.
2. Settings
3. System
4. Configuration of Instrument Panel

■ Changing the Home Screen Icon Layout

■ Customizing the Meter 1Customizing the Meter

You can store up to three customized configurations. 
To select or customize a configuration, select Swap 
Config..
When you select Swap Config. during 
customization, the settings you changed will be 
saved.
When you select  during customization, the 
settings you changed will not be saved and you will 
be returned to the Configuration of Instrument 
Panel screen.
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 în timpul personalizării, 
setările pe care le-aţi modificat nu vor fi salvate 
și veţi reveni la ecranul Configurarea panoului de 
instrumente.

Personalizarea contorului
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■ Editing order
To change the order of the icons on the driver information interface, first select:

1. Edit Order

2. Select the icon you want to move.
u You will see arrows on both sides of the 

selected icon.

3. Select the left or right arrow repeatedly to 
move the icon to your desired position.

4. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the 

Configuration of Instrument Panel 
screen.

1Editing order

You can use an alternative method to change the 
order of the icons. First select:
1. Edit Order
2. Select and hold the icon you want to move.
3. Drag and drop the icon to where you want it to 

be.
4. Select OK.
uThe screen will return to the Configuration of 

Instrument Panel screen.

Edit Order

Select

Arrow icons OK
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Ecran audio / informaţii

Editaţi Ordinea

Selectaţi

Săgeţi pictograme OK

Puteţi utiliza o metodă alternativă pentru a 
schimba ordinea pictogramelor. Mai întâi selectaţi:
1. Editaţi Ordinea
2.  Selectaţi și ţineţi apăsată pictograma pe care 

doriţi să o mutaţi.
3.  Trageţi și plasaţi pictograma în locul în care 

doriţi să fie.
4.  Selectaţi OK. 

▶ Ecranul va reveni la ecranul Configurarea 
panoului de instrumente.

Ordine de editare
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Ordine de editare
Pentru a modifica ordinea pictogramelor de pe interfaţa cu informaţii pentru 
șofer, selectaţi mai întâi:

1. Editaţi Ordinea

2.  Selectaţi pictograma pe care doriţi să o 
mutaţi. 
▶ Veţi vedea săgeţi de pe ambele părţi ale 
pictogramei selectate.

3.  Selectaţi în mod repetat săgeata stânga sau 
dreapta pentru a muta pictograma  
în poziţia dorită.

4.  Selectaţi OK. 
▶ Ecranul va reveni la ecranul Configurarea 
panoului de instrumente.
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■ Adding contents
You can add up to 10 contents on the driver information interface. To add contents, 
first select:

1. Add

2. Select an icon you want to add.
u You will see a plus mark on the upper 

right hand corner of the selected icon.

3. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the 

Configuration of Instrument Panel 
screen.

1Adding contents

Icons that are grayed out cannot be selected.

If an icon has a plus mark in the upper-right corner, it 
means that the icon has already been added.

Add

Select

OK
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Continuare

Pictogramele care sunt goale nu pot fi selectate.

Dacă o pictogramă are o marcă de plus în colţul 
din dreapta sus, înseamnă că pictograma a fost 
deja adăugată.

Adăugarea conţinutului
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Adăugarea conţinutului
Puteţi adăuga până la 10 conţinuturi pe interfaţa cu informaţii pentru șofer. 
Pentru a adăuga conţinut, selectaţi mai întâi:

1. Adaugă

2.  Selectaţi o pictogramă pe care doriţi să o 
adăugaţi. 
▶ Veţi vedea o marcă de plus în colţul din 
dreapta sus al pictogramei selectate.

3.  Selectaţi OK. 
▶ Ecranul va reveni la ecranul Configurarea 
panoului de instrumente.

Adaugă

Selectaţi

OK
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■ Deleting contents
To delete contents on the driver information interface, first select:

1. Delete

2. Select an icon you want to delete.
u The icon with an X on the upper right 

hand corner can be deleted.

3. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the 

Configuration of Instrument Panel 
screen.

1Deleting contents

You can also delete contents by selecting:
1. Delete or Edit Order
2. Select and hold an icon you want to delete.
3. Drag and drop the icon to the trash icon.
4. Select OK.
uThe screen will return to the Configuration of 

Instrument Panel screen.

Delete

Select

OK
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Ștergerea conţinutului
Pentru a șterge conţinutul din interfaţa cu informaţii despre driver, selectaţi mai întâi:

1. Șterge

2.  Selectaţi o pictogramă pe care doriţi să o 
ștergeţi. 
▶ Pictograma cu un X în colţul din dreapta 
sus poate fi ștearsă.

3.  Selectaţi OK. 
▶ Ecranul va reveni la ecranul Configurarea 
panoului de instrumente.

Șterge

 Selectaţi

OK

Ștergerea conţinutului
De asemenea, puteţi șterge conţinutul selectând:
1. Ștergeţi sau editaţi comanda
2.  Selectaţi și ţineţi apăsată o pictogramă pe care 

doriţi să o ștergeţi.
3.  Trageţi și plasaţi pictograma în pictograma 

coșului de gunoi.
4.  Selectaţi OK. 

▶ Ecranul va reveni la ecranul Configurarea 
panoului de instrumente.
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You can change, store, and delete the wallpaper on the audio/information screen.

■ Import wallpaper
You can import up to five images, one at a time, for wallpaper from a USB flash 
drive.

1. Connect the USB flash drive to the USB 
port.

2 USB Port(s) P. 253

2. Select Settings.
3. Select Clock.
4. Select Clock/Wallpaper Type, then open 

the Wallpaper tab.
5. Select Add New.
u The picture name is displayed on the list.

6. Select a desired picture.
u The preview is displayed on the left side 

on the screen.
7. Select Start Import to save the data.
u The display will return to the wallpaper 

list.

■Wallpaper Setup 1Wallpaper Setup

The wallpaper you set up on Clock/Wallpaper Type 
cannot be displayed on the driver information 
interface.
• When importing wallpaper files, the image must be 

in the USB flash drive’s root directory.
Images in a folder cannot be imported.

• The file name must be fewer than 64 characters.
• The file format of the image that can be imported 

is BMP (bmp) or JPEG (jpg).
• The individual file size limit is 5 MB.
• The maximum image size is 4,096 × 4,096 pixels. If 

the image size is less than 800 × 480 pixels, the 
image is displayed in the middle of the screen with 
the extra area appearing in black.

• If the USB flash drive does not have any pictures, 
the No files detected. message appears.

After changing the screen interface design, you can 
change the wallpaper by following procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select and hold empty space on the home screen.

The pop-up menu appears on the screen.
4. Select Change wallpaper.
5. Select Gallery, Live wallpapers, or Wallpapers.
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Reglarea imaginii de fundal

Puteţi schimba, stoca și șterge imaginea de fundal pe ecranul audio / informaţii.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Importaţi imaginea de fundal
Puteţi importa până la cinci imagini, una câte una,  
pentru imagini de fundal de pe o unitate flash USB.

1.  Conectaţi unitatea flash USB la portul USB. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Porturi USB 253
2. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi Ceas.
4.  Selectaţi Ceas / Tip imagine de fundal, apoi 

deschideţi fila imagine de fundal.
5.  Selectaţi Adăugaţi nou. 

▶ Numele imaginii este afișat în listă.
6.  Selectaţi imaginea dorită. 

▶ Previzualizarea este afișată în partea 
stângă a ecranului.

7.  Selectaţi Start Import pentru a salva datele. 
▶ Afișajul va reveni la lista de fundaluri.

Imaginea de fundal pe care aţi configurat-o pe 
Tip ceas / fundal nu poate fi afișată pe interfaţa 
cu informaţii despre driver.
•  Atunci când importaţi fișiere de fundal, 

imaginea trebuie să fie în directorul rădăcină al 
unităţii flash USB.

Imaginile dintr-un dosar nu pot fi importate.
•  Numele fișierului trebuie să aibă mai puţin de 

64 de caractere.
•  Formatul de fișier al imaginii care poate fi 

importat este BMP (bmp) sau JPEG (jpg).
•  Limita individuală a dimensiunii fișierului este 

de 5 MB.
•  Dimensiunea maximă a imaginii este de 4.096 

× 4.096 de pixeli. În cazul în care dimensiunea 
imaginii este mai mică de 800 × 480 pixeli, 
imaginea este afișată în mijlocul ecranului cu 
zona extra care apare în negru.

•  Dacă unitatea flash USB nu are nicio imagine, 
fișierul Nu a fost detectat. Apare mesajul.

După modificarea designului interfeţei ecranului, 
puteţi modifica tapetul urmând procedura.
1. Selectaţi 

286
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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2. Selectaţi 
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You can change, store, and delete the wallpaper on the audio/information screen.

■ Import wallpaper
You can import up to five images, one at a time, for wallpaper from a USB flash 
drive.

1. Connect the USB flash drive to the USB 
port.

2 USB Port(s) P. 253

2. Select Settings.
3. Select Clock.
4. Select Clock/Wallpaper Type, then open 

the Wallpaper tab.
5. Select Add New.
u The picture name is displayed on the list.

6. Select a desired picture.
u The preview is displayed on the left side 

on the screen.
7. Select Start Import to save the data.
u The display will return to the wallpaper 

list.

■Wallpaper Setup 1Wallpaper Setup

The wallpaper you set up on Clock/Wallpaper Type 
cannot be displayed on the driver information 
interface.
• When importing wallpaper files, the image must be 

in the USB flash drive’s root directory.
Images in a folder cannot be imported.

• The file name must be fewer than 64 characters.
• The file format of the image that can be imported 

is BMP (bmp) or JPEG (jpg).
• The individual file size limit is 5 MB.
• The maximum image size is 4,096 × 4,096 pixels. If 

the image size is less than 800 × 480 pixels, the 
image is displayed in the middle of the screen with 
the extra area appearing in black.

• If the USB flash drive does not have any pictures, 
the No files detected. message appears.

After changing the screen interface design, you can 
change the wallpaper by following procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select and hold empty space on the home screen.

The pop-up menu appears on the screen.
4. Select Change wallpaper.
5. Select Gallery, Live wallpapers, or Wallpapers.
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.
3.  Selectaţi și menţineţi apăsat spaţiul gol din 

ecranul iniţial. 
Pe ecran apare meniul pop-up.

4. Selectaţi Schimbare fundal.
5.  Selectaţi Galerie, Imagini de fundal vii sau 

Imagini de fundal.

Reglarea imaginii de fundal

Continuare
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■ Select wallpaper
1. Select Settings.
2. Select Clock.
3. Select Clock/Wallpaper Type, then open the Wallpaper tab.
u The screen changes to the wallpaper list.

4. Select a desired wallpaper.
u The preview is displayed on the left side on the screen.
u The pop-up menu appears on the screen.

5. Select Set.
u The display will return to the wallpaper list.

■ To view wallpaper once it is set
1. Select .
2. Select Info.
3. Select .
4. Select Clock/wallpaper.

■ Delete wallpaper
1. Select Settings.
2. Select Clock.
3. Select Clock/Wallpaper Type, then open the Wallpaper tab.
u The screen changes to the wallpaper list.

4. Select a wallpaper that you want to delete.
u The preview is displayed on the left side on the screen.
u The pop-up menu appears on the screen.

5. Select Delete.
u A confirmation message appears on the screen.

6. Select Yes to delete completely.
u The display will return to the wallpaper list.

1Wallpaper Setup

From the pop-up menu, select Preview to see a 
preview at full-size screen.

To go back to the previous screen, select OK, or 
select .

When the file size is large, it takes a while to be 
previewed.

To delete all wallpapers you add, select Delete All, 
then Yes.
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Ecran audio / informaţii
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Selectaţi fundalul
1. Selectaţi Setări.
2. Selectaţi Ceas.
3.  Selectaţi Ceas / Tip fundal, apoi deschideţi fila Tapet. 

▶ Ecranul se schimbă în lista de fundaluri.
4.  Selectaţi imaginea de fundal dorită. 

▶ Previzualizarea este afișată în partea stângă a ecranului. 
▶ Pe ecran apare meniul pop-up.

5.  Selectaţi Setare. 
▶ Afișajul va reveni la lista de fundaluri.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a vizualiza imaginea de fundal odată setată
1. Selectaţi 
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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2. Selectaţi Info.
3. Selectaţi 
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■ Select wallpaper
1. Select Settings.
2. Select Clock.
3. Select Clock/Wallpaper Type, then open the Wallpaper tab.
u The screen changes to the wallpaper list.

4. Select a desired wallpaper.
u The preview is displayed on the left side on the screen.
u The pop-up menu appears on the screen.

5. Select Set.
u The display will return to the wallpaper list.

■ To view wallpaper once it is set
1. Select .
2. Select Info.
3. Select .
4. Select Clock/wallpaper.

■ Delete wallpaper
1. Select Settings.
2. Select Clock.
3. Select Clock/Wallpaper Type, then open the Wallpaper tab.
u The screen changes to the wallpaper list.

4. Select a wallpaper that you want to delete.
u The preview is displayed on the left side on the screen.
u The pop-up menu appears on the screen.

5. Select Delete.
u A confirmation message appears on the screen.

6. Select Yes to delete completely.
u The display will return to the wallpaper list.

1Wallpaper Setup

From the pop-up menu, select Preview to see a 
preview at full-size screen.

To go back to the previous screen, select OK, or 
select .

When the file size is large, it takes a while to be 
previewed.

To delete all wallpapers you add, select Delete All, 
then Yes.
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4. Selectaţi Ceas / fundal.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Ștergeţi imaginea de fundal
1. Selectaţi Setări.
2. Selectaţi Ceas.
3.  Selectaţi Ceas / Tip fundal, apoi deschideţi filafundal. 

▶ Ecranul se schimbă în lista de fundaluri.
4.  Selectaţi un fundal pe care doriţi să îl ștergeţi. 

▶ Previzualizarea este afișată în partea stângă a ecranului. 
▶ Pe ecran apare meniul pop-up.

5.  Selectaţi Ștergere. 
▶ Apare un mesaj de confirmare pe ecran.

6.  Selectaţi Da pentru a șterge complet. 
▶ Afișajul va reveni la lista de fundaluri.

Reglarea imaginii de fundal
Din meniul pop-up, selectaţi Previzualizare pentru 
a vedea o avanpremieră la ecranul de dimensiune 
completă.

Pentru a reveni la ecranul anterior, selectaţi OK sau 
selectaţi 

Continued 291
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1. Select .
2. Select and hold an icon.
u The screen switches to the customization 

screen.
3. Drag and drop the icon to where you want 

it to be.
4. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the home 

screen.

You can edit, add, or delete the meter contents on the driver information interface.
1.
2. Settings
3. System
4. Configuration of Instrument Panel

■ Changing the Home Screen Icon Layout

■ Customizing the Meter 1Customizing the Meter

You can store up to three customized configurations. 
To select or customize a configuration, select Swap 
Config..
When you select Swap Config. during 
customization, the settings you changed will be 
saved.
When you select  during customization, the 
settings you changed will not be saved and you will 
be returned to the Configuration of Instrument 
Panel screen.
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.

Când dimensiunea fișierului este mare, este nevoie 
de o perioadă de previzualizare.

Pentru a șterge toate imaginile de fundal pe care le 
adăugaţi, selectaţi Ștergeţi tot, apoi Da.
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă

Continued 297
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■ To change to a next screen

Selecting  or , or swiping the screen left or right changes to the next screen.

■Home Screen 1Home Screen

The home screen has 5 pages (fixed). You cannot add 
any more pages.

Select  to go directly back to the first page of the 
home screen from any page.

Swipe

Icon Icon Current page position
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Ecran audio / informaţii

Ecranul de start
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a trece la un ecran următor

Selectând 

Continued 295
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You can change, store, and delete the wallpaper on the audio/information screen.

■ Import wallpaper
You can import up to five images, one at a time, for wallpaper from a USB flash 
drive.

1. Connect the USB flash drive to the USB 
port.

2 USB Port(s) P. 253

2. Select Settings.
3. Select Clock.
4. Select Clock/Wallpaper Type, then open 

the Wallpaper tab.
5. Select Add New.
u The picture name is displayed on the list.

6. Select a desired picture.
u The preview is displayed on the left side 

on the screen.
7. Select Start Import to save the data.
u The display will return to the wallpaper 

list.

■Wallpaper Setup 1Wallpaper Setup

The wallpaper you set up on Clock/Wallpaper Type 
cannot be displayed on the driver information 
interface.
• When importing wallpaper files, the image must be 

in the USB flash drive’s root directory.
Images in a folder cannot be imported.

• The file name must be fewer than 64 characters.
• The file format of the image that can be imported 

is BMP (bmp) or JPEG (jpg).
• The individual file size limit is 5 MB.
• The maximum image size is 4,096 × 4,096 pixels. If 

the image size is less than 800 × 480 pixels, the 
image is displayed in the middle of the screen with 
the extra area appearing in black.

• If the USB flash drive does not have any pictures, 
the No files detected. message appears.

After changing the screen interface design, you can 
change the wallpaper by following procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select and hold empty space on the home screen.

The pop-up menu appears on the screen.
4. Select Change wallpaper.
5. Select Gallery, Live wallpapers, or Wallpapers.
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You can change, store, and delete the wallpaper on the audio/information screen.

■Import wallpaper
You can import up to five images, one at a time, for wallpaper from a USB flash 
drive.

1.Connect the USB flash drive to the USB 
port.

2USB Port(s) P.253

2.Select Settings.
3.Select Clock.
4.Select Clock/Wallpaper Type, then open 

the Wallpaper tab.
5.Select Add New.

uThe picture name is displayed on the list.
6.Select a desired picture.

uThe preview is displayed on the left side 
on the screen.

7.Select Start Import to save the data.
uThe display will return to the wallpaper 

list.

■Wallpaper Setup1Wallpaper Setup

The wallpaper you set up on Clock/Wallpaper Type 
cannot be displayed on the driver information 
interface.
•When importing wallpaper files, the image must be 

in the USB flash drive’s root directory.
Images in a folder cannot be imported.

•The file name must be fewer than 64 characters.
•The file format of the image that can be imported 

is BMP (bmp) or JPEG (jpg).
•The individual file size limit is 5 MB.
•The maximum image size is 4,096 × 4,096 pixels. If 

the image size is less than 800 × 480 pixels, the 
image is displayed in the middle of the screen with 
the extra area appearing in black.

•If the USB flash drive does not have any pictures, 
the No files detected. message appears.

After changing the screen interface design, you can 
change the wallpaper by following procedure.
1.Select .
2.Select .
3.Select and hold empty space on the home screen.

The pop-up menu appears on the screen.
4.Select Change wallpaper.
5.Select Gallery, Live wallpapers, or Wallpapers.
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, sau prin deplasarea ecranului la stânga sau la dreapta se trece 
la următorul ecran.

Poziţia curentă a paginiiPictogramăPictogramă

Ecranul de pornire are 5 pagini (fix). Nu puteţi 
adăuga alte pagini.
Selectaţi 
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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 pentru a reveni direct la prima 
pagină a ecranului de pornire din orice pagină.

Ecranul de start



298
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen
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■ To use apps or widgets
1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select App List ( ).
u The apps screen appears.

4. Select the app or widget you want to use.

Preinstall app list:
•  (Browser): Displays the web browser 

utilized by smartphone and Wi-Fi 
connection.

•  (Calculator): Displays Calculator.
•  (Gallery): Displays images.
•  (Downloads): Displays the data 

downloaded from the web browser and so 
on.

•  (App installer): Allows you to install 
apps.

•  (Search): Displays various retrieval 
screen.

1To use apps or widgets

You need to select  to add or widget icons to the 
home screen.

Select and hold a selected app or widget to add that 
app’s or widget’s shortcut on the home screen.

Pre-installed apps may not start up normally. If this 
occurs, you need to reset the system.

2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

If you perform Factory Data Reset, it may reset all 
the settings to their factory default.

2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

In case those apps still do not startup normally even 
after Factory Data Reset, contact your dealer.

There is a possibility that a browser is shut down in 
the situation of the use. In that situation, the screen 
will return to before the browser startup.

You can delete user installed apps by the following 
procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Others tab.
5. Select Detailed Information.
6. Select an App that you want to delete.
7. Select Delete.

Pre-installed apps cannot be deleted.

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

App List 
( ) Icon
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Ecran audio / informaţii

Pentru a utiliza aplicaţii sau widget-uri
Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia modelelor din Orientul Mijlociu
Trebuie să selectaţi 

Continued 295

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen
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You can change, store, and delete the wallpaper on the audio/information screen.

■ Import wallpaper
You can import up to five images, one at a time, for wallpaper from a USB flash 
drive.

1. Connect the USB flash drive to the USB 
port.

2 USB Port(s) P. 253

2. Select Settings.
3. Select Clock.
4. Select Clock/Wallpaper Type, then open 

the Wallpaper tab.
5. Select Add New.
u The picture name is displayed on the list.

6. Select a desired picture.
u The preview is displayed on the left side 

on the screen.
7. Select Start Import to save the data.
u The display will return to the wallpaper 

list.

■Wallpaper Setup 1Wallpaper Setup

The wallpaper you set up on Clock/Wallpaper Type 
cannot be displayed on the driver information 
interface.
• When importing wallpaper files, the image must be 

in the USB flash drive’s root directory.
Images in a folder cannot be imported.

• The file name must be fewer than 64 characters.
• The file format of the image that can be imported 

is BMP (bmp) or JPEG (jpg).
• The individual file size limit is 5 MB.
• The maximum image size is 4,096 × 4,096 pixels. If 

the image size is less than 800 × 480 pixels, the 
image is displayed in the middle of the screen with 
the extra area appearing in black.

• If the USB flash drive does not have any pictures, 
the No files detected. message appears.

After changing the screen interface design, you can 
change the wallpaper by following procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select and hold empty space on the home screen.

The pop-up menu appears on the screen.
4. Select Change wallpaper.
5. Select Gallery, Live wallpapers, or Wallpapers.
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 să adăugaţi pictograme sau 
widget la ecranul de pornire.

Selectaţi și menţineţi apăsată o aplicaţie sau 
un widget selectat pentru a adăuga comanda 
rapidă a aplicaţiei sau a widget-ului pe ecranul de 
întâmpinare.

Aplicaţiile preinstalate nu pot porni în mod normal. 
Dacă se întâmplă acest lucru, trebuie să resetaţi 
sistemul.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Dezactivarea tuturor setărilor P. 393

Dacă efectuaţi Resetarea datelor din fabrică, este 
posibil să resetaţi toate setările la valorile implicite 
din fabrică.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Dezactivarea tuturor setărilor P. 393

În cazul în care aceste aplicaţii încă nu pornesc în 
mod normal chiar și după Resetarea datelor din 
fabrică, contactaţi distribuitorul.

Există posibilitatea ca un browser să fie închis în 
situaţia utilizării. În această situaţie, ecranul va 
reveni înainte de pornirea browserului.

Puteţi șterge aplicaţiile instalate de utilizator prin 
următoarea procedură.
1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi System (Sistem).
4. Selectaţi fila Altele.
5. Selectaţi Informaţii detaliate.
6. Selectaţi o aplicaţie pe care doriţi să o ștergeţi.
7. Selectaţi Ștergere.
Aplicaţiile preinstalate nu pot fi șterse.

36

Safe D
rivin

g

For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a utiliza aplicaţii sau widget-uri

1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi 

Continued 295

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen
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You can change, store, and delete the wallpaper on the audio/information screen.

■ Import wallpaper
You can import up to five images, one at a time, for wallpaper from a USB flash 
drive.

1. Connect the USB flash drive to the USB 
port.

2 USB Port(s) P. 253

2. Select Settings.
3. Select Clock.
4. Select Clock/Wallpaper Type, then open 

the Wallpaper tab.
5. Select Add New.
u The picture name is displayed on the list.

6. Select a desired picture.
u The preview is displayed on the left side 

on the screen.
7. Select Start Import to save the data.
u The display will return to the wallpaper 

list.

■Wallpaper Setup 1Wallpaper Setup

The wallpaper you set up on Clock/Wallpaper Type 
cannot be displayed on the driver information 
interface.
• When importing wallpaper files, the image must be 

in the USB flash drive’s root directory.
Images in a folder cannot be imported.

• The file name must be fewer than 64 characters.
• The file format of the image that can be imported 

is BMP (bmp) or JPEG (jpg).
• The individual file size limit is 5 MB.
• The maximum image size is 4,096 × 4,096 pixels. If 

the image size is less than 800 × 480 pixels, the 
image is displayed in the middle of the screen with 
the extra area appearing in black.

• If the USB flash drive does not have any pictures, 
the No files detected. message appears.

After changing the screen interface design, you can 
change the wallpaper by following procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select and hold empty space on the home screen.

The pop-up menu appears on the screen.
4. Select Change wallpaper.
5. Select Gallery, Live wallpapers, or Wallpapers.
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.
3.  Selectaţi Listă de aplicaţii (

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

288
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■ Using the audio/information screen

Select  to go to the home screen.
Select Phone, Info, Audio, Settings, Navigation*, App Centre*, aha*, 
Smartphone Connection (Apple CarPlay, Android Auto), TA, App List* /  
(APPS icon)*, or Instrument Panel ( ).

■ Phone
Displays the HFT information.

2 Hands-Free Telephone System P. 415

1Using the audio/information screen

Touchscreen operation
• Use simple gestures - including touching, swiping 
and scrolling - to operate certain audio functions.

• Some items may be grayed out during driving to 
reduce the potential for distraction.

• You can select them when the vehicle is stopped or 
use voice commands*.

• Wearing gloves may limit or prevent touchscreen 
response.

You can change the touchscreen sensitivity setting.
2 Customized Features P. 359

Home Screen

Models without navigation system

Models with navigation system

* Not available on all models
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). 
▶ Apare ecranul Aplicaţii.

4.  Selectaţi aplicaţia sau widgetul pe care 
doriţi să îl utilizaţi.

Preinstalaţi lista de aplicaţii:
•  

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen
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■ To use apps or widgets
1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select App List ( ).
u The apps screen appears.

4. Select the app or widget you want to use.

Preinstall app list:
•  (Browser): Displays the web browser 

utilized by smartphone and Wi-Fi 
connection.

•  (Calculator): Displays Calculator.
•  (Gallery): Displays images.
•  (Downloads): Displays the data 

downloaded from the web browser and so 
on.

•  (App installer): Allows you to install 
apps.

•  (Search): Displays various retrieval 
screen.

1To use apps or widgets

You need to select  to add or widget icons to the 
home screen.

Select and hold a selected app or widget to add that 
app’s or widget’s shortcut on the home screen.

Pre-installed apps may not start up normally. If this 
occurs, you need to reset the system.

2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

If you perform Factory Data Reset, it may reset all 
the settings to their factory default.

2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

In case those apps still do not startup normally even 
after Factory Data Reset, contact your dealer.

There is a possibility that a browser is shut down in 
the situation of the use. In that situation, the screen 
will return to before the browser startup.

You can delete user installed apps by the following 
procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Others tab.
5. Select Detailed Information.
6. Select an App that you want to delete.
7. Select Delete.

Pre-installed apps cannot be deleted.

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

App List 
( ) Icon
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 (Motor de căutare): Afișează browserul 
web utilizat de telefonul smartphone și 
conexiunea Wi-Fi.

• 

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen
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■ To use apps or widgets
1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select App List ( ).
u The apps screen appears.

4. Select the app or widget you want to use.

Preinstall app list:
•  (Browser): Displays the web browser 

utilized by smartphone and Wi-Fi 
connection.

•  (Calculator): Displays Calculator.
•  (Gallery): Displays images.
•  (Downloads): Displays the data 

downloaded from the web browser and so 
on.

•  (App installer): Allows you to install 
apps.

•  (Search): Displays various retrieval 
screen.

1To use apps or widgets

You need to select  to add or widget icons to the 
home screen.

Select and hold a selected app or widget to add that 
app’s or widget’s shortcut on the home screen.

Pre-installed apps may not start up normally. If this 
occurs, you need to reset the system.

2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

If you perform Factory Data Reset, it may reset all 
the settings to their factory default.

2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

In case those apps still do not startup normally even 
after Factory Data Reset, contact your dealer.

There is a possibility that a browser is shut down in 
the situation of the use. In that situation, the screen 
will return to before the browser startup.

You can delete user installed apps by the following 
procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Others tab.
5. Select Detailed Information.
6. Select an App that you want to delete.
7. Select Delete.

Pre-installed apps cannot be deleted.

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

App List 
( ) Icon
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 (Calculator): Afișează Calculator.
• 

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen
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■ To use apps or widgets
1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select App List ( ).
u The apps screen appears.

4. Select the app or widget you want to use.

Preinstall app list:
•  (Browser): Displays the web browser 

utilized by smartphone and Wi-Fi 
connection.

•  (Calculator): Displays Calculator.
•  (Gallery): Displays images.
•  (Downloads): Displays the data 

downloaded from the web browser and so 
on.

•  (App installer): Allows you to install 
apps.

•  (Search): Displays various retrieval 
screen.

1To use apps or widgets

You need to select  to add or widget icons to the 
home screen.

Select and hold a selected app or widget to add that 
app’s or widget’s shortcut on the home screen.

Pre-installed apps may not start up normally. If this 
occurs, you need to reset the system.

2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

If you perform Factory Data Reset, it may reset all 
the settings to their factory default.

2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

In case those apps still do not startup normally even 
after Factory Data Reset, contact your dealer.

There is a possibility that a browser is shut down in 
the situation of the use. In that situation, the screen 
will return to before the browser startup.

You can delete user installed apps by the following 
procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Others tab.
5. Select Detailed Information.
6. Select an App that you want to delete.
7. Select Delete.

Pre-installed apps cannot be deleted.

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

App List 
( ) Icon
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 (Galerie): Afișează imaginile.
•  

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen
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■ To use apps or widgets
1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select App List ( ).
u The apps screen appears.

4. Select the app or widget you want to use.

Preinstall app list:
•  (Browser): Displays the web browser 

utilized by smartphone and Wi-Fi 
connection.

•  (Calculator): Displays Calculator.
•  (Gallery): Displays images.
•  (Downloads): Displays the data 

downloaded from the web browser and so 
on.

•  (App installer): Allows you to install 
apps.

•  (Search): Displays various retrieval 
screen.

1To use apps or widgets

You need to select  to add or widget icons to the 
home screen.

Select and hold a selected app or widget to add that 
app’s or widget’s shortcut on the home screen.

Pre-installed apps may not start up normally. If this 
occurs, you need to reset the system.

2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

If you perform Factory Data Reset, it may reset all 
the settings to their factory default.

2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

In case those apps still do not startup normally even 
after Factory Data Reset, contact your dealer.

There is a possibility that a browser is shut down in 
the situation of the use. In that situation, the screen 
will return to before the browser startup.

You can delete user installed apps by the following 
procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Others tab.
5. Select Detailed Information.
6. Select an App that you want to delete.
7. Select Delete.

Pre-installed apps cannot be deleted.

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

App List 
( ) Icon
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 (Descărcări): Afișează datele descărcate 
din browserul web și așa mai departe.

•  

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen
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■ To use apps or widgets
1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select App List ( ).
u The apps screen appears.

4. Select the app or widget you want to use.

Preinstall app list:
•  (Browser): Displays the web browser 

utilized by smartphone and Wi-Fi 
connection.

•  (Calculator): Displays Calculator.
•  (Gallery): Displays images.
•  (Downloads): Displays the data 

downloaded from the web browser and so 
on.

•  (App installer): Allows you to install 
apps.

•  (Search): Displays various retrieval 
screen.

1To use apps or widgets

You need to select  to add or widget icons to the 
home screen.

Select and hold a selected app or widget to add that 
app’s or widget’s shortcut on the home screen.

Pre-installed apps may not start up normally. If this 
occurs, you need to reset the system.

2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

If you perform Factory Data Reset, it may reset all 
the settings to their factory default.

2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

In case those apps still do not startup normally even 
after Factory Data Reset, contact your dealer.

There is a possibility that a browser is shut down in 
the situation of the use. In that situation, the screen 
will return to before the browser startup.

You can delete user installed apps by the following 
procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Others tab.
5. Select Detailed Information.
6. Select an App that you want to delete.
7. Select Delete.

Pre-installed apps cannot be deleted.

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

App List 
( ) Icon
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 (Instalator aplicaţie): vă permite să 
instalaţi aplicaţii.

•  

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen
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■ To use apps or widgets
1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select App List ( ).
u The apps screen appears.

4. Select the app or widget you want to use.

Preinstall app list:
•  (Browser): Displays the web browser 

utilized by smartphone and Wi-Fi 
connection.

•  (Calculator): Displays Calculator.
•  (Gallery): Displays images.
•  (Downloads): Displays the data 

downloaded from the web browser and so 
on.

•  (App installer): Allows you to install 
apps.

•  (Search): Displays various retrieval 
screen.

1To use apps or widgets

You need to select  to add or widget icons to the 
home screen.

Select and hold a selected app or widget to add that 
app’s or widget’s shortcut on the home screen.

Pre-installed apps may not start up normally. If this 
occurs, you need to reset the system.

2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

If you perform Factory Data Reset, it may reset all 
the settings to their factory default.

2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

In case those apps still do not startup normally even 
after Factory Data Reset, contact your dealer.

There is a possibility that a browser is shut down in 
the situation of the use. In that situation, the screen 
will return to before the browser startup.

You can delete user installed apps by the following 
procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Others tab.
5. Select Detailed Information.
6. Select an App that you want to delete.
7. Select Delete.

Pre-installed apps cannot be deleted.

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

App List 
( ) Icon
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 (Căutare): Afișează ecranul de recuperare 
diferit.

Lista de aplicaţii

Pictograma (

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen
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■ Using the audio/information screen

Select  to go to the home screen.
Select Phone, Info, Audio, Settings, Navigation*, App Centre*, aha*, 
Smartphone Connection (Apple CarPlay, Android Auto), TA, App List* /  
(APPS icon)*, or Instrument Panel ( ).

■ Phone
Displays the HFT information.

2 Hands-Free Telephone System P. 415

1Using the audio/information screen

Touchscreen operation
• Use simple gestures - including touching, swiping 
and scrolling - to operate certain audio functions.

• Some items may be grayed out during driving to 
reduce the potential for distraction.

• You can select them when the vehicle is stopped or 
use voice commands*.

• Wearing gloves may limit or prevent touchscreen 
response.

You can change the touchscreen sensitivity setting.
2 Customized Features P. 359

Home Screen

Models without navigation system

Models with navigation system

* Not available on all models
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■ To add app or widget icons on the home screen
App or widget icons can be added on the home screen.

1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select and hold empty space on the home 

screen.
u The pop-up menu appears on the screen.

4. Select Add App or Add Widget.
u The apps/widget screen appears.

1To add app or widget icons on the home screen

You need to select  to add or widget icons to the 
home screen.

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

Select and hold.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a adăuga pictograme pentru aplicaţii sau widgeturi pe ecranul de întâmpinare
Aplicaţiile sau widgeturile pot fi adăugate pe ecranul de pornire.

1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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You can change, store, and delete the wallpaper on the audio/information screen.

■ Import wallpaper
You can import up to five images, one at a time, for wallpaper from a USB flash 
drive.

1. Connect the USB flash drive to the USB 
port.

2 USB Port(s) P. 253

2. Select Settings.
3. Select Clock.
4. Select Clock/Wallpaper Type, then open 

the Wallpaper tab.
5. Select Add New.
u The picture name is displayed on the list.

6. Select a desired picture.
u The preview is displayed on the left side 

on the screen.
7. Select Start Import to save the data.
u The display will return to the wallpaper 

list.

■Wallpaper Setup 1Wallpaper Setup

The wallpaper you set up on Clock/Wallpaper Type 
cannot be displayed on the driver information 
interface.
• When importing wallpaper files, the image must be 

in the USB flash drive’s root directory.
Images in a folder cannot be imported.

• The file name must be fewer than 64 characters.
• The file format of the image that can be imported 

is BMP (bmp) or JPEG (jpg).
• The individual file size limit is 5 MB.
• The maximum image size is 4,096 × 4,096 pixels. If 

the image size is less than 800 × 480 pixels, the 
image is displayed in the middle of the screen with 
the extra area appearing in black.

• If the USB flash drive does not have any pictures, 
the No files detected. message appears.

After changing the screen interface design, you can 
change the wallpaper by following procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select and hold empty space on the home screen.

The pop-up menu appears on the screen.
4. Select Change wallpaper.
5. Select Gallery, Live wallpapers, or Wallpapers.
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3.  Selectaţi și menţineţi apăsat spaţiul gol  

din ecranul iniţial. 
▶ Pe ecran apare meniul pop-up.

4.  Selectaţi Adăugare aplicaţie sau  
Adăugare widget. 
▶ Apare ecranul aplicaţii / widget.

Selectaţi și menţineţi apăsat
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■ To use apps or widgets
1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select App List ( ).
u The apps screen appears.

4. Select the app or widget you want to use.

Preinstall app list:
•  (Browser): Displays the web browser 

utilized by smartphone and Wi-Fi 
connection.

•  (Calculator): Displays Calculator.
•  (Gallery): Displays images.
•  (Downloads): Displays the data 

downloaded from the web browser and so 
on.

•  (App installer): Allows you to install 
apps.

•  (Search): Displays various retrieval 
screen.

1To use apps or widgets

You need to select  to add or widget icons to the 
home screen.

Select and hold a selected app or widget to add that 
app’s or widget’s shortcut on the home screen.

Pre-installed apps may not start up normally. If this 
occurs, you need to reset the system.

2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

If you perform Factory Data Reset, it may reset all 
the settings to their factory default.

2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

In case those apps still do not startup normally even 
after Factory Data Reset, contact your dealer.

There is a possibility that a browser is shut down in 
the situation of the use. In that situation, the screen 
will return to before the browser startup.

You can delete user installed apps by the following 
procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Others tab.
5. Select Detailed Information.
6. Select an App that you want to delete.
7. Select Delete.

Pre-installed apps cannot be deleted.

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

App List 
( ) Icon
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  Pentru a adăuga pictograme pentru aplicaţii 
sau widgeturi pe ecranul de întâmpinare

Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia modelelor din Orientul Mijlociu

Trebuie să selectaţi 

Continued 295
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You can change, store, and delete the wallpaper on the audio/information screen.

■ Import wallpaper
You can import up to five images, one at a time, for wallpaper from a USB flash 
drive.

1. Connect the USB flash drive to the USB 
port.

2 USB Port(s) P. 253

2. Select Settings.
3. Select Clock.
4. Select Clock/Wallpaper Type, then open 

the Wallpaper tab.
5. Select Add New.
u The picture name is displayed on the list.

6. Select a desired picture.
u The preview is displayed on the left side 

on the screen.
7. Select Start Import to save the data.
u The display will return to the wallpaper 

list.

■Wallpaper Setup 1Wallpaper Setup

The wallpaper you set up on Clock/Wallpaper Type 
cannot be displayed on the driver information 
interface.
• When importing wallpaper files, the image must be 

in the USB flash drive’s root directory.
Images in a folder cannot be imported.

• The file name must be fewer than 64 characters.
• The file format of the image that can be imported 

is BMP (bmp) or JPEG (jpg).
• The individual file size limit is 5 MB.
• The maximum image size is 4,096 × 4,096 pixels. If 

the image size is less than 800 × 480 pixels, the 
image is displayed in the middle of the screen with 
the extra area appearing in black.

• If the USB flash drive does not have any pictures, 
the No files detected. message appears.

After changing the screen interface design, you can 
change the wallpaper by following procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select and hold empty space on the home screen.

The pop-up menu appears on the screen.
4. Select Change wallpaper.
5. Select Gallery, Live wallpapers, or Wallpapers.
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widget sau widget la ecranul de pornire.
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■ To add app or widget icons on the home screen
App or widget icons can be added on the home screen.

1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select and hold empty space on the home 

screen.
u The pop-up menu appears on the screen.

4. Select Add App or Add Widget.
u The apps/widget screen appears.

1To add app or widget icons on the home screen

You need to select  to add or widget icons to the 
home screen.

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

Select and hold.
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5. Select and hold an app or widget icon you 
want to add.
u The screen switches to the customization 

screen.
6. Drag and drop the icon to where you want 

it to be.
7. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the home 

screen.

Select and hold.

Drag and drop.
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Ecran audio / informaţii

Selectaţi și  
menţineţi apăsat

Tragere și plasare.

5.  Selectaţi și ţineţi apăsată o 
pictogramă de aplicaţie sau widget 
pe care doriţi să o adăugaţi. 
▶ Ecranul trece la ecranul de 
personalizare.

6.  Trageţi și plasaţi pictograma în locul 
în care doriţi să fie.

7.  Selectaţi OK. 
▶ Ecranul va reveni la ecranul iniţial.
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■ To move icons on the home screen
You can change location on the home screen.

1. Select and hold an icon.
u The screen switches to the customization 

screen.
2. Drag and drop the icon to where you want 

it to be.
3. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the home 

screen.

1To move icons on the home screen

You can also move the Phone, Info, Audio, 
Settings, Navigation*, App Centre*, aha*, 
Smartphone Connection, TA, App List ( ), and 
Instrument Panel ( ) icons in the same manner.

Select and hold.

Drag and drop.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Ecran audio / informaţii

Selectaţi și  
menţineţi apăsat

Tragere și plasare.

Puteţi, de asemenea, să mutaţi în același mod 
telefonul, Info, Audio, Setări, Navigare*, App 
Center*, aha*, Conexiune pentru smartphone, TA, 
Listă de aplicaţii (

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen
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■ Using the audio/information screen

Select  to go to the home screen.
Select Phone, Info, Audio, Settings, Navigation*, App Centre*, aha*, 
Smartphone Connection (Apple CarPlay, Android Auto), TA, App List* /  
(APPS icon)*, or Instrument Panel ( ).

■ Phone
Displays the HFT information.

2 Hands-Free Telephone System P. 415

1Using the audio/information screen

Touchscreen operation
• Use simple gestures - including touching, swiping 
and scrolling - to operate certain audio functions.

• Some items may be grayed out during driving to 
reduce the potential for distraction.

• You can select them when the vehicle is stopped or 
use voice commands*.

• Wearing gloves may limit or prevent touchscreen 
response.

You can change the touchscreen sensitivity setting.
2 Customized Features P. 359

Home Screen

Models without navigation system

Models with navigation system

* Not available on all models
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Information Display*

The information display shows the odometer, trip meter, and other gauges.

Press the  (TRIP) knob to change the display.

Shows the total number of kilometres that your vehicle has accumulated.

■ Switching the Display

1Switching the Display

Each time you press the  knob, the information 
display changes as follows:

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Odometer, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Range, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy A, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy B, Trip Meter B, 
Outside Temperature

■Odometer

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a muta pictogramele pe ecranul de întâmpinare
Puteţi modifica locaţia pe ecranul de pornire.

1.  Selectaţi și ţineţi apăsată o pictogramă. 
▶ Ecranul trece la ecranul de personalizare.

2.  Trageţi și plasaţi pictograma în locul în care 
doriţi să fie.

3.  Selectaţi OK. 
▶ Ecranul va reveni la ecranul iniţial.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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■ To remove icons on the home screen
You can delete the icons on the home screen.

1. Select and hold an icon.
u The screen switches to the customization 

screen.
2. Drag and drop the icon you want to remove 

to the trash icon.
u The icon is removed from the home 

screen.
3. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the home 

screen.

1To remove icons on the home screen

You cannot delete the Phone, Info, Audio, 
Settings, Navigation*, App Centre*, aha*, 
Smartphone Connection, TA, App List ( ), and 
Instrument Panel ( ) icons.

Apps or widgets will not be deleted by deleting the 
icon on the home screen.

Select and hold.

Drag and drop to 
trash icon.

* Not available on all models
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Selectaţi și  
menţineţi apăsat

Tragere și plasare în 
pictograma coș de gunoi

Ecranul de start
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a elimina pictogramele de pe ecranul iniţial
Puteţi șterge pictogramele de pe ecranul de întâmpinare.

1.  Selectaţi și ţineţi apăsată o pictogramă. 
▶ Ecranul trece la ecranul de personalizare.

2.  Trageţi și plasaţi pictograma pe care doriţi să 
o eliminaţi în pictograma coșului de gunoi. 
▶ Pictograma este eliminată din ecranul de 
pornire.

3.  Selectaţi OK. 
▶ Ecranul va reveni la ecranul iniţial.

Nu puteţi șterge pictogramele Telefon, Info, Audio, 
Setări, Navigare*, App Center*, aha*, Conexiune 
smartphone, TA, Listă de aplicaţii (

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen
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■ Using the audio/information screen

Select  to go to the home screen.
Select Phone, Info, Audio, Settings, Navigation*, App Centre*, aha*, 
Smartphone Connection (Apple CarPlay, Android Auto), TA, App List* /  
(APPS icon)*, or Instrument Panel ( ).

■ Phone
Displays the HFT information.

2 Hands-Free Telephone System P. 415

1Using the audio/information screen

Touchscreen operation
• Use simple gestures - including touching, swiping 
and scrolling - to operate certain audio functions.

• Some items may be grayed out during driving to 
reduce the potential for distraction.

• You can select them when the vehicle is stopped or 
use voice commands*.

• Wearing gloves may limit or prevent touchscreen 
response.

You can change the touchscreen sensitivity setting.
2 Customized Features P. 359

Home Screen

Models without navigation system

Models with navigation system

* Not available on all models
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Information Display*

The information display shows the odometer, trip meter, and other gauges.

Press the  (TRIP) knob to change the display.

Shows the total number of kilometres that your vehicle has accumulated.

■ Switching the Display

1Switching the Display

Each time you press the  knob, the information 
display changes as follows:

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Odometer, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, 
Range, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy A, Trip Meter A, 
Outside Temperature

Instant Fuel Economy, Average 
Fuel Economy B, Trip Meter B, 
Outside Temperature

■Odometer

* Not available on all models
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Aplicaţiile sau widgeturile nu vor fi șterse prin 
eliminarea pictogramei de pe ecranul de pornire.

Pentru a elimina pictogramele de pe ecranul iniţial

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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■ To change the home screen wallpaper
You can change a wallpaper of the home screen.

1. Select and hold empty space on the home 
screen.
u The pop-up menu appears on the screen.

2. Select Change wallpaper.
u The pop-up menu appears on the screen.

3. Select an app for selecting wallpapers.
4. Select the wallpaper you want to change.
5. Select Set wallpaper.
u The wallpaper is changed, then the 

screen will return to the home screen.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a schimba fundalul ecranului de pornire
Puteţi modifica o imagine de fundal a ecranului de pornire.

1.  Selectaţi și menţineţi apăsat spaţiul gol din 
ecranul iniţial. 
▶ Pe ecran apare meniul pop-up.

2.  Selectaţi Modificare imagine fundal. 
▶ Pe ecran apare meniul pop-up.

3.  Selectaţi o aplicaţie pentru a selecta imagini 
de fundal.

4.  Selectaţi imaginea de fundal pe care doriţi 
să o modificaţi.

5.  Selectaţi Set. 
▶ Imaginea de fundal este schimbată, apoi 
ecranul va reveni la ecranul de start.
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Featu
res

1. Swipe the upper area of the screen.
u The status area appears.

2. Select an item to see the details.
3. Select  or swipe up the bottom bar to 

close the area.

■ Status Area

Swipe

Status Area Bar
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Ecran audio / informaţii

Zona de stare

1.  Glisaţi zona superioară a ecranului. 
▶ Apare zona de stare.

2.  Selectaţi un element pentru a vedea 
detaliile.

3.  Selectaţi sau glisaţi în sus bara inferioară 
pentru a închide zona.

Zona de stare Linie

Glisaţi
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă

Continued 305

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen
Featu

res

You can change the screen interface design.
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Others tab.
5. Select Change Skin.
6. A confirmation message appears on the 

screen. Select Yes.

■ Changing the Screen Interface 1Changing the Screen Interface

After changing the screen interface design, you can 
change the wallpaper by following procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select and hold empty space on the home screen.

The pop-up menu appears on the screen.
4. Select Change wallpaper.
5. Select Gallery, Live wallpapers, or Wallpapers.

If you change the screen interface, some of the 
setting items will change.

2 Customized Features P. 359
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Ecran audio / informaţii

Schimbarea interfeţei ecranului
Puteţi schimba designul interfeţei ecranului.

1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi System (Sistem).
4. Selectaţi fila Altele.
5. Selectaţi Change Skin (Schimbaţi fundalul).
6.  Pe ecran apare un mesaj de confirmare. 

Selectaţi Da.

După modificarea designului interfeţei ecranului, 
puteţi modifica imaginea de fundal urmând 
procedura.
1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi 

Continued 295

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Featu
res

You can change, store, and delete the wallpaper on the audio/information screen.

■ Import wallpaper
You can import up to five images, one at a time, for wallpaper from a USB flash 
drive.

1. Connect the USB flash drive to the USB 
port.

2 USB Port(s) P. 253

2. Select Settings.
3. Select Clock.
4. Select Clock/Wallpaper Type, then open 

the Wallpaper tab.
5. Select Add New.
u The picture name is displayed on the list.

6. Select a desired picture.
u The preview is displayed on the left side 

on the screen.
7. Select Start Import to save the data.
u The display will return to the wallpaper 

list.

■Wallpaper Setup 1Wallpaper Setup

The wallpaper you set up on Clock/Wallpaper Type 
cannot be displayed on the driver information 
interface.
• When importing wallpaper files, the image must be 

in the USB flash drive’s root directory.
Images in a folder cannot be imported.

• The file name must be fewer than 64 characters.
• The file format of the image that can be imported 

is BMP (bmp) or JPEG (jpg).
• The individual file size limit is 5 MB.
• The maximum image size is 4,096 × 4,096 pixels. If 

the image size is less than 800 × 480 pixels, the 
image is displayed in the middle of the screen with 
the extra area appearing in black.

• If the USB flash drive does not have any pictures, 
the No files detected. message appears.

After changing the screen interface design, you can 
change the wallpaper by following procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select .
3. Select and hold empty space on the home screen.

The pop-up menu appears on the screen.
4. Select Change wallpaper.
5. Select Gallery, Live wallpapers, or Wallpapers.
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.
3.  Selectaţi și menţineţi apăsat spaţiul gol din 

ecranul iniţial.
Pe ecran apare meniul pop-up.
4. Selectaţi Schimbare fundal.
5.  Selectaţi Galerie, Imagini de fundal sau 

Wallpapers.

Dacă schimbaţi interfaţa ecranului, unele dintre 
elementele de setare se vor schimba.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359

Schimbarea interfeţei ecranului

Continuare
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You can change menu icons on the right side of the Audio, Phone, and Info screen.
1. Select and hold menu icon.

2. Select  or  icon, then Audio, Phone, 
or Info from Menu Customize.

3. Select and hold the menu icon you want to 
change, then drag and drop the icon to the 
bottom.

4. Select and hold the menu icon you want to 
add, then drag and drop the icon above.

5. Select OK.

■Menu Customize 1Menu Customize

You can also use the method below to change menu 
icon:
Select Settings System Home tab Menu Icon 
Position

Select and hold

Menu Icons

To change Menu Icon

To add

Drag and drop

Drag and drop
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Ecran audio / informaţii

Personalizarea meniului

Puteţi schimba pictogramele de meniu din partea dreaptă a ecranului Audio, Telefon și Info.
1.  Selectaţi și menţineţi pictograma 

meniului.

2.  Selectaţi pictograma 

155

uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*

Continued
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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 sau 
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uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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, apoi 
Audio, Telefon sau Informaţii din Meniu 
Particularizare.

3.  Selectaţi și ţineţi apăsată pictograma meniu 
pe care doriţi să o modificaţi, apoi glisaţi și 
fixaţi pictograma în partea de jos.

4.  Selectaţi și ţineţi apăsată pictograma meniu 
pe care doriţi să o adăugaţi, apoi glisaţi și 
fixaţi pictograma de mai sus.

5. Selectaţi OK.

Selectaţi și  
menţineţi apăsat

Tragere și plasaţi

Tragere și plasaţi

De asemenea, puteţi utiliza metoda de mai jos 
pentru a schimba pictograma meniu:
Selectaţi Setări → Sistem → Pagina principală → 
Poziţia pictogramei pentru meniu

Personalizarea meniului

Pictograme meniu

Pictograme meniuPentru schimbare

Pentru adăugare
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen
Featu
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You can close specific apps running in the background on the system.
1. Select and hold .
2. Select the Active tab.
u If you select the Active/History tab, you 

can close the apps that are currently 
running and delete the app activity 
history simultaneously.

3. Select an app you want to close.
4. Select Clear.
u The display will return to the app list.

■ Closing Apps 1Closing Apps

If you have a number of apps running in the 
background and something goes wrong with the 
audio system, some of those apps may not work 
properly. If this happens, close all the apps and re-
launch the app/apps that you want to use.

To close all apps on the system, select Clear All, then 
Yes.

You cannot close the AhaTM* and Garmin* apps.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Ecran audio / informaţii

Închiderea aplicaţiilor
Puteţi închide anumite aplicaţii care rulează în fundal pe sistem.

1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2.  Selectaţi pagina Activ. 

▶ Dacă selectaţi pagina Activ / Istoric, puteţi 
închide aplicaţiile care rulează în prezent și 
puteţi șterge simultan istoricul activităţilor 
aplicaţiei.

3. Selectaţi o aplicaţie pe care doriţi să o 
închideţi.
4.  Selectaţi Ștergeţi. 

▶ Afișajul va reveni la lista de aplicaţii.

Dacă aveţi un număr de aplicaţii care rulează în 
fundal și ceva nu merge bine în sistemul audio, 
unele dintre aceste aplicaţii ar putea să nu 
funcţioneze corect. Dacă se întâmplă acest lucru, 
închideţi toate aplicaţiile și relansaţi aplicaţia / 
aplicaţiile pe care doriţi să le utilizaţi.

Pentru a închide toate aplicaţiile din sistem, selectaţi 
Clear All, apoi Da.

Nu puteţi închide aplicaţiile AhaTM* și Garmin*.

Închiderea aplicaţiilor

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound
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Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Reglarea sunetului

Reglarea sunetului

1. Select 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Select Audio.
3. Select 

308

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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.
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
•   FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*
•  SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 

Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

SVC are patru moduri: Off, Low, Mid și High. SVC 
ajustează nivelul volumului în funcţie de viteza 
vehiculului. Pe măsură ce mergeţi mai repede, 
crește volumul audio. În timp ce încetinești, 
volumul audio scade.

Reglarea sunetului

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuDisplay Setup

Continued

Featu
res

Display Setup
You can change the brightness or colour theme of the audio/information screen.

1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Display tab.
5. Select Display Settings.
6. Select the setting you want.
7. Select OK.

1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Display tab.
5. Select Background Colour.
6. Select the setting you want.
7. Select OK.

■ Changing the Screen Brightness 1Changing the Screen Brightness

You can change the Contrast and Black Level 
settings in the same manner.

■ Changing the Screen’s Colour Theme
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Setarea ecranului

Setarea ecranului

Puteţi schimba tema de luminozitate sau culoare a ecranului audio / informaţii.

Schimbarea luminozităţii ecranului

Schimbarea temei culorii ecranului

1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
22. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi System (Sistem).
4. Selectaţi pagina Afișare.
5. Selectaţi Setări afișare.
6. Selectaţi setarea dorită.
7. Selectaţi OK.

1. Selectaţi 

286
Featu

res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi System (Sistem).
4. Selectaţi fila Afișare.
5. Selectaţi Culoare fundal.
6. Selectaţi setarea dorită.
7. Selectaţi OK.

Puteţi schimba setările Contrast și Negru  
în același mod.

Schimbarea luminozităţii ecranului

Continuare
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Select the current source icon, then select an icon on the source list to switch the 
audio source.

■ Selecting an Audio Source 1Selecting an Audio Source

If you startup preinstalled audio apps,  is 
displayed on the screen.
These preinstalled apps cannot be displayed on the 
source select screen.
You can startup those audio apps from .

When you are using the AhaTM screen and you want 
to select another source, select AUDIO on the upper 
left of the screen. The source select screen will 
appear. Select the source you want.

Select the source icon. Source Select Screen

Source List Icons
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Setarea ecranului

Personalizarea meniului
Dacă porniţi aplicaţiile audio preinstalate, 
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Select the current source icon, then select an icon on the source list to switch the 
audio source.

■ Selecting an Audio Source 1Selecting an Audio Source

If you startup preinstalled audio apps,  is 
displayed on the screen.
These preinstalled apps cannot be displayed on the 
source select screen.
You can startup those audio apps from .

When you are using the AhaTM screen and you want 
to select another source, select AUDIO on the upper 
left of the screen. The source select screen will 
appear. Select the source you want.

Select the source icon. Source Select Screen

Source List Icons
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 este 
afișat pe ecran.
Aceste aplicaţii preinstalate nu pot fi afișate pe 
ecranul de selectare a sursei.
Puteţi porni aceste aplicaţii audio de la 
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Select the current source icon, then select an icon on the source list to switch the 
audio source.

■ Selecting an Audio Source 1Selecting an Audio Source

If you startup preinstalled audio apps,  is 
displayed on the screen.
These preinstalled apps cannot be displayed on the 
source select screen.
You can startup those audio apps from .

When you are using the AhaTM screen and you want 
to select another source, select AUDIO on the upper 
left of the screen. The source select screen will 
appear. Select the source you want.

Select the source icon. Source Select Screen

Source List Icons
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.

Când utilizaţi ecranul AhaTM și doriţi să selectaţi o 
altă sursă, selectaţi AUDIO din partea stângă sus a 
ecranului. Va apărea ecranul de selectare a sursei. 
Selectaţi sursa dorită.

Personalizarea meniului

Selectaţi pictograma sursă curentă, apoi selectaţi o pictogramă din lista de surse 
pentru a comuta sursa audio.

Selectaţi pictograma sursă. Selectaţi ecranul sursă

Lista de pictograme  
din lista surselor
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1
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Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Controlul vocal*1

Continuare

Când apăsaţi butonul 
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Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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, o întrebare utilă vă 
întreabă ce doriţi să faceţi. Apăsaţi și eliberaţi din 
nou butonul 
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Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a ocoli această solicitare și a 
da o comandă.

Sistemul de control vocal poate fi utilizat numai 
de pe scaunul șoferului, deoarece unitatea 
de microfon elimină zgomotele de pe partea 
pasagerului din faţă.

Controlul vocal*1

Recunoaștere vocală

Modele europene cu sistem de navigaţie

Controlul vocal*1

Vehiculul dvs. are un sistem de control vocal care permite operarea fără 
comenzi manuale.

Sistemul de control vocal utilizează butoanele 

311
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Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 (Talk) și 
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Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 (suspendarea 
/ înapoi) de pe volan și un microfon lângă luminile hărţii din plafon.

Pentru a obţine o recunoaștere optimă a vocii atunci când utilizaţi sistemul de 
control vocal:
•  Asiguraţi-vă că este afișat ecranul corect pentru comanda vocală pe care o 

utilizaţi.
• Închideţi geamurile și trapa*.
•  Reglaţi bordul și fantele laterale astfel încât aerul să nu fie direcţionat în 

microfonul din tavan.
• Vorbiţi clar într-o voce naturală vorbind fără a întrerupere între cuvinte.
•  Reduceţi orice zgomot de fundal, dacă este posibil. Sistemul poate interpreta 

greșit comanda dvs. dacă mai multe persoane vorbesc în același timp.

Recunoaștere vocală

*1: Limba pe care le recunoaște sistemul de control vocal sunt engleza, ger-
mana, franceza, spaniola și italiana.
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When the  (Talk) button is pressed, 
available voice commands appear on the 
screen.
For a complete list of commands, say “Voice 
Help” after the beep or select Voice Help.

You can see the list of commands in Voice 
Info on the Info Menu screen. Select Info, 
then select .

The system only recognizes the commands 
on the following pages, at certain screens.
Free form voice commands are not 
recognized.

■ Voice Portal Screen* ■ Phone Call
This can be only used when the phone is 
connected. When the system recognizes the 
Phone call command, the screen will 
change to the voice recognition screen for 
phone commands.
• Dial by Number
• Call History
• Redial
• Call <Your Contact Name>
• Call <Phone Number>
Phone Call commands are not available if 
using Apple CarPlay.

■ Music Search
This can be only used when the iPod or USB 
device is connected.

■ Climate Control
When the system recognizes the Climate 
Control command, the screen will change 
the dedicated screen to the climate control 
voice recognition screen.

2 Climate Control Commands P. 314

■ Audio
When the system recognizes the Audio 
command, the screen will change to the 
audio voice recognition screen.
• Audio On*1

• Audio Off*1

• Radio FM
• Radio MW
• Radio LW
• iPod
• USB
• Other Sources

■ Navigation
The screen changes to the navigation 
screen.

2 Refer to the Navigation System Manual

■ Voice Setting
The screen changes to the Voice Recog. 
tab on the System Settings screen.

*1: These commands toggle the function on and 
off, so the command may not match your 
intended action.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Controlul vocal*1

Portalul ecranului de voce*

Când butonul 
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Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 (Talk) este apăsat, 
pe ecran vor apărea comenzi vocale 
disponibile.
Pentru o listă completă a comenzilor, 
spuneţi "Ajutor vocal" după bip sau 
selectaţi Ajutor vocal.

Puteţi vedea lista de comenzi din Info 
vocal pe ecranul meniului Informaţii. 
Selectaţi Info, apoi selectaţi 
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.

Sistemul recunoaște numai comenzile din 
paginile următoare, la anumite ecrane. 
Formatele vocale gratuite nu sunt 
recunoscute.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Apel telefonic
Acest lucru poate fi utilizat numai când 
telefonul este conectat. Când sistemul 
recunoaște comanda Apel telefonic, 
ecranul se va schimba în ecranul de 
recunoaștere vocală pentru comenzile 
telefonului.
• Formaţi după număr
• Istoric apeluri
• Reapelare
• Apelaţi <Numele dvs. de contact>
• Apelaţi <Număr de telefon>
Comenzile pentru apelurile telefonice 
nu sunt disponibile dacă utilizaţi Apple 
CarPlay.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Căutare muzicală
Acest lucru poate fi utilizat numai când 
dispozitivul iPod sau dispozitivul USB 
este conectat.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Controlul climatizării
Când sistemul recunoaște comanda 
Climate Control, ecranul va schimba 
ecranul dedicat ecranului de 
recunoaștere a vocii pentru controlul 
climatizării.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Comenzile de comandă  
a aerului P. 314
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Audio
Când sistemul recunoaște comanda 
audio, ecranul se va schimba în ecranul 
de recunoaștere vocală audio.
• Activare sunet*1

• Dezactivare audio*1

• Radio FM
• Radio MW
• Radio LW
• iPod
• USB
• Alte surse
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Navigare
Ecranul se modifică în ecranul de 
navigare.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Consultaţi Manualul sistemului  
de navigaţie
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Setarea vocii
Ecranul se schimbă în pagina 
Recunoaștere voce din ecranul Setări 
sistem.

* 1: Aceste comenzi activează și dezactivează 
funcţia, deci este posibil ca comanda să nu se 
potrivească cu acţiunea dorită.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Controlul vocal*1

Continuare
313

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued

Featu
res

■ Voice Help
You can see a list of the available 
commands on the screen.
• Useful Commands
• Phone Commands
• Audio Commands
• On Screen Commands
• Music Search Commands
• General Commands
• Climate Control Commands

The system accepts these commands on the 
voice portal top screen.
• Call <Phone Number>
• Call <Your contact Name>
• What time is it?
• What is today’s date?

The system accepts these commands on the 
dedicated screen for the voice recognition 
of the phone.
• Call by number
• Call by name
• Call <Phone Number>
• Call <Your contact Name>

■Useful Commands

■ Phone Commands

The system accepts these commands on the 
dedicated screen for the voice recognition 
of the audio.

■ Radio FM Commands
• Radio tune to <87.5-108.0> FM
• Radio FM preset <1-12>

■ Radio LW Commands
• Radio tune to <153-279> LW
• Radio LW preset <1-6>

■ Radio MW Commands
• Radio tune to <531-1602> MW
• Radio MW preset <1-6>

■ iPod Commands
• iPod play
• iPod play track <1-30>
• Music Search
• What album is this?
• What am I listening to?

■Audio Commands ■ USB Commands
• USB play
• USB play track <1-30>
• Music Search
• What album is this?
• What am I listening to?

■ DAB Commands
• DAB preset <1-12>

■ Bluetooth® audio Commands
• Bluetooth® audio play
NOTE:
Bluetooth® Audio commands may not work 
on some phones or Bluetooth® Audio 
devices.

■ HDMITM Commands
• HDMI Play
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Ajutor vocal
Puteţi vedea o listă a comenzilor 
disponibile pe ecran.
• Comenzi utile
• Comenzi telefon
• Comenzi audio
• Comenzi pe ecran
• Comenzi de căutare muzicală
• Comenzi generale
• Comenzile pentru controlul climatizării

Sistemul acceptă aceste comenzi pe 
ecranul superior al portalului vocal.
• Apelaţi <Număr de telefon>
• Apelaţi <Numele contactului dvs.>
• Cât este ceasul?
• Ce dată este azi?

Sistemul acceptă aceste comenzi pe 
ecranul dedicat pentru recunoașterea 
vocală a sunetului.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Comenzi radio FM
• Acordaţi radioul la <87.5-108.0> FM
• Presetare radio FM <1-12>
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Comenzi radio LW
• Acordaţi radioul la <153-279> LW
• Presetare radio LW <1-6>
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Comenzi radio MW
•  Reglaţi frecvenţa radio la <531-1602> 

MW
• Presetare radio MW <1-6>
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Comenzi iPod
• Redare iPod
• Pista de redare iPod <1-30>
• Căutare muzicală
• Ce album este acesta?
• Ce ascult?
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Comenzi USB
• Redare USB
• Piesa de redare USB <1-30>
• Căutare muzicală
• Ce album este acesta?
• Ce ascult?
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Comenzi DAB
• Presetare DAB <1-12>
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Comenzi audio Bluetooth®

• redare audio Bluetooth®

NOTĂ:
Este posibil ca comenzile audio 
Bluetooth® să nu funcţioneze pe anumite 
telefoane sau pe dispozitive audio 
Bluetooth®.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Comenzi HDMITM

• Redare HDMI

Sistemul acceptă aceste comenzi pe 
ecranul dedicat recunoașterii vocale a 
telefonului.
• Apelaţi după număr
• Apelaţi după nume
• Apelaţi <Număr de telefon>
• Apelaţi <Numele contactului dvs.>

Portalul ecranului de voce*

Comenzile audio

Comenzi telefonice
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Featu
res

When On Screen Commands is selected, 
the explanation screen is displayed.

The system accepts these commands on the 
Music Search screen.

■ Using Song By Voice
Song By VoiceTM is a feature that allows you 
to select music from your iPod or USB device 
using Voice Commands. To activate this 
mode, you must press the  (Talk) button 
and say: “Music search”.

■ Song By Voice Commands
• What am I listening to?
• Who am I listening to?
• Who is this?
• What’s playing?
• Who’s playing?
• What album is this?

■On Screen Commands

■Music Search Commands

■ Play Commands
• Play artist <Name>
• Play track/song <Name>
• Play album <Name>
• Play genre/category <Name>
• Play playlist <Name>
• Play composer <Name>

■ List Commands
• List artist <Name>
• List album <Name>
• List genre/category <Name>
• List playlist <Name>
• List composer <Name>

• What time is it?
• What is today’s date?

■General Commands

• Climate control on*1

• Climate control off*1

• Fan speed <1-7>
• Temperature max heat
• Temperature max cool
• Temperature <18-32> degrees
• Defrost On*1

• Defrost Off*1

• Air Conditioner On*1

• Air Conditioner Off*1

• More
• Vent
• Dash and floor
• Fan speed up
• Fan speed down
• Floor vents
• Floor and Defrost
• Temperature up
• Temperature down

*1: These commands toggle the function on and 
off, so the command may not match your 
intended action.

■ Climate Control Commands
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Controlul vocal*1

Comenzile pe ecran

Comenzi de căutare muzicală

Comenzi generale

Controlul climatizării

Când se selectează comenzile pe ecran,  
se afișează ecranul explicativ.

Sistemul acceptă aceste comenzi pe ecranul 
Căutare muzicală.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Utilizarea funcţiei Song By Voice
Song By VoiceTM este o caracteristică 
care vă permite să selectaţi muzică de pe 
dispozitivul iPod sau USB folosind Comenzi 
vocale. Pentru a activa acest mod, trebuie 
să apăsaţi butonul  

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued

Featu
res

Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 (Talk) și să spuneţi: 
"Căutare muzică".
■ Comenzi vocale
• Ce ascult?
• Cine ascult?
• Cine este aceasta?
• Ce se joacă?
• Cine joacă?
• Ce album este acesta?

36
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Comenzi de redare
• Redaţi artistul <Nume>
• Redaţi melodia / melodia <Nume>
• Redaţi albumul <Nume>
• Redaţi genul / categoria <Nume>
• Redaţi lista de redare <Nume>
• Redaţi compozitorul <Nume>
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Comenzi listate
• Listează artistul <Nume>
• Lista albumului <Nume>
• Genul / categoria <Name>
• Lista de redare <Nume>
• Listează compozitorul <Nume>

• Cât este ceasul?
• Ce dată este azi?

• Activarea sistemului de climatizare*1

• Dezactivarea sistemului de climatizare*1

• Viteza ventilatorului <1-7>
• Temperatură max
• Temperatură maximă rece
• Temperatură <18-32> grade
• Dezgheţarea pornită*1

• Dezgheţarea dezactivată*1

• Aer condiţionat activat*1

• Aer condiţionat dezactivat*1

• Mai Mult
• Ventilaţie
• Plafon și podea
• Viteza ventilatorului
• Viteza ventilatorului în jos
• Orificiile pentru podea
• Podea și dezgheţare
• Temperatura în sus
• Temperatura în jos

* 1: Aceste comenzi activează și dezactivează 
funcţia, deci este posibil ca comanda să nu se 
potrivească cu acţiunea dorită.
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea radioului AM / FM

Continuare* 1: Este posibil ca unele sau toate listele să nu fie afișate.
315

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Continued

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

*1:Some or all of the lists may not be displayed.

VOL (Volume) Icons
Select to adjust the volume.

 (Back) Icon
Select to go back to the previous display.

Seek Icons
Select  or  to search the 
selected band up or down for a 
station with a strong signal.

/AUDIO (Power/Audio) Icon
Select to turn the audio system 
on and off.

Open/Close Icon*1

Displays/hides the detailed 
information.

 (Menu) Icon
Select to display the menu items.

Tune Icons
Select  or  to tune the radio frequency.

Audio/Information Screen

Scan Icon
Select to scan each station with a strong signal.

Preset Icons
Tune the preset radio frequency. Select and hold the 
preset icon to store that station. Select  to display 
preset 7 onwards.

Driver Information Interface
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Redarea radioului AM / FM

Buton 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 VOL / (volum / putere)
Apăsaţi pentru a activa și 
dezactiva sistemul audio.
Rotiţi pentru a ajusta volumul.

Pictograma VOL (Volum) 
Selectaţi pentru a regla volumul.

Pictograma 

308

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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 (Meniu)
Selectaţi pentru a afișa elementele de meniu.

Pictograma 

Continued 291

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Featu
res

1. Select .
2. Select and hold an icon.
u The screen switches to the customization 

screen.
3. Drag and drop the icon to where you want 

it to be.
4. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the home 

screen.

You can edit, add, or delete the meter contents on the driver information interface.
1.
2. Settings
3. System
4. Configuration of Instrument Panel

■ Changing the Home Screen Icon Layout

■ Customizing the Meter 1Customizing the Meter

You can store up to three customized configurations. 
To select or customize a configuration, select Swap 
Config..
When you select Swap Config. during 
customization, the settings you changed will be 
saved.
When you select  during customization, the 
settings you changed will not be saved and you will 
be returned to the Configuration of Instrument 
Panel screen.
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 (Înapoi)
Selectaţi pentru a reveni la afișajul anterior.

Pictograma Scanare 
Selectaţi pentru a scana fiecare post cu un semnal puternic.

Pictograme reglare frecvenţa radio
Selectaţi 

155

uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*

Continued

In
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*

Continued
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a regla frecvenţa radio.

Interfaţa informaţii pentru șofer

Ecran audio / informaţii

Pictograma Deschidere/Închidere*1

Afișează / ascunde informaţiile detaliate.

Pictograme Căutare
Selectaţi 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Fe
at

u
re

s

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/ (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1.Tune to the selected station.
2.Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a căuta 
banda selectată în sus sau în jos pentru 
o staţie cu semnal puternic.

Pictograme presetate
Acordaţi frecvenţa radio presetată. Selectaţi și ţineţi 
apăsată pictograma presetată pentru a stoca acea staţie. 
Selectaţi 

315

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Continued

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

*1:Some or all of the lists may not be displayed.

VOL (Volume) Icons
Select to adjust the volume.

 (Back) Icon
Select to go back to the previous display.

Seek Icons
Select  or  to search the 
selected band up or down for a 
station with a strong signal.

/AUDIO (Power/Audio) Icon
Select to turn the audio system 
on and off.

Open/Close Icon*1

Displays/hides the detailed 
information.

 (Menu) Icon
Select to display the menu items.

Tune Icons
Select  or  to tune the radio frequency.

Audio/Information Screen

Scan Icon
Select to scan each station with a strong signal.

Preset Icons
Tune the preset radio frequency. Select and hold the 
preset icon to store that station. Select  to display 
preset 7 onwards.

Driver Information Interface
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 pentru a afișa presetarea 7 înainte.
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

316

Featu
res

To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Select and hold the preset number for the station you want to store.

You can also store a preset station by the following procedure.
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Select the open/close icon to display a list.
3. Select the Preset tab.
4. Select and hold the preset number for the station you want to store.

Lists the strongest stations on the selected band.
1. Select the open/close icon to display a list.
2. Select the Station List tab.
3. Select the station.

■ Manual update
Updates your available station list at any time.
1. Select the open/close icon to display a list.
2. Select the Station List tab.
3. Select Refresh.

■ Preset Memory

■ Station List

1Preset Memory

The ST indicator appears on the display indicating 
stereo FM broadcasts.
Stereo reproduction in AM is not available.

Switching the Audio Mode
Press the  or  button on the steering wheel or 
select SOURCE on the screen.

2 Audio Remote Controls P. 257

You can store 6 AM stations and 12 FM stations into 
preset memory.

You can store 12 AM stations and 12 FM stations into 
preset memory. AM has two types of frequencies LW 
and MW, and each lets you store six stations.

3 4

Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea radioului AM / FM

Memorie presetată
Indicatorul ST apare pe afișaj indicând emisiuni 
stereo FM.
Reproducerea stereo în AM nu este disponibilă.

Comutarea modului audio
Apăsaţi butonul 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Telecomenzi audio P. 257

Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel  și Turcia

Puteţi memora 6 posturi AM și 12 posturi FM în 
memoria prestabilită.

Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia modelelor din Orientul Mijlociu

Puteţi memora 12 posturi AM și 12 posturi FM 
în memoria prestabilită. AM are două tipuri de 
frecvenţe LW și MW și fiecare vă permite să stocaţi 
șase posturi.

Memorie presetatăMemorie presetată

Lista de posturi

Pentru memora un post:
1. Selectaţi postul.
2.  Selectaţi și menţineţi apăsat numărul presetat pentru postul pe care doriţi să îl 

memoraţi.
De asemenea, puteţi stoca un post presetat prin următoarea procedură.
1. Selectaţi postul.
2. Selectaţi pictograma deschidere / închidere pentru a afișa o pagină.
3. Selectaţi prezentare Presetare.
4.  Selectaţi și menţineţi apăsat numărul presetat pentru postul pe care doriţi să îl 

memoraţi.

Afișează cele mai puternice posturi din banda selectată.
1. Selectaţi pictograma deschidere / închidere pentru a afișa o listă.
2. Selectaţi pagina Listă staţii.
3. Selectaţi staţia.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Actualizare manuală
Actualizează lista dvs. de posturi disponibile în orice moment.
1. Selectaţi pictograma deschidere / închidere pentru a afișa o listă.
2. Selectaţi pagina Listă staţii.
3. Selectaţi Reîmprospătare.
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea radioului AM / FM

317

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio
Featu

res

Samples each of the strongest stations on the selected band for 10 seconds. To turn 
off scan, select Cancel or .

Provides text data information related to your selected RDS-capable FM station.

■ To find an RDS station from Station List
1. Select the open/close icon to display a list while listening to an FM station.
2. Select the Station List tab.
3. Select the station.

■ Manual update
Updates your available station list at any time.
1. Select the open/close icon to display a list while listening to an FM station.
2. Select the Station List tab.
3. Select Refresh.

■ Radio text
Displays the radio text information of the selected RDS station.
1. Select .
2. Select View Radio Text.

■ Scan
Samples each of the strongest stations on the selected band for 10 seconds.

To turn off scan, select Cancel or .

■ Scan

■ Radio Data System (RDS)* 1Radio Data System (RDS)*

When you select an RDS-capable FM station, the RDS 
automatically turns on, and the frequency display 
changes to the station name. However, when the 
signals of that station become weak, the display 
changes from the station name to the frequency.

* Not available on all models
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Scanare

Sistemul de date radio (RDS)*
Atunci când selectaţi o staţie FM compatibilă RDS, 
RDS se aprinde automat și afișajul frecvenţei se 
schimbă la numele postului. Totuși, atunci când 
semnalele staţiei devin slabe, afișajul se schimbă de 
la numele staţiei la frecvenţă.

Sistemul de date radio (RDS)*

Eșantionaţi fiecare dintre cele mai puternice staţii din banda selectată timp de 
10 secunde. Pentru a dezactiva scanarea, selectaţi Cancel sau 

Continued 291

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Featu
res

1. Select .
2. Select and hold an icon.
u The screen switches to the customization 

screen.
3. Drag and drop the icon to where you want 

it to be.
4. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the home 

screen.

You can edit, add, or delete the meter contents on the driver information interface.
1.
2. Settings
3. System
4. Configuration of Instrument Panel

■ Changing the Home Screen Icon Layout

■ Customizing the Meter 1Customizing the Meter

You can store up to three customized configurations. 
To select or customize a configuration, select Swap 
Config..
When you select Swap Config. during 
customization, the settings you changed will be 
saved.
When you select  during customization, the 
settings you changed will not be saved and you will 
be returned to the Configuration of Instrument 
Panel screen.
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.

Furnizează informaţii de date text legate de staţia dvs. FM selectată pentru RDS.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a găsi o staţie RDS din lista de posturi
1. Selectaţi pictograma Deschidere / Închidere pentru a afișa o listă în timp ce 
ascultaţi o staţie FM.
2. Selectaţi fila Listă staţii.
3. Selectaţi staţia.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Actualizare manuală
Actualizează lista dvs. de posturi disponibile în orice moment.
1. Selectaţi pictograma Deschidere / Închidere pentru a afișa o listă în timp ce 
ascultaţi o staţie FM.
2. Selectaţi fila Listă staţii.
3. Selectaţi Reîmprospătare.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Text radio
Afișează informaţiile despre textul radio al postului selectat RDS.
1. Selectaţi 
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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.
2. Selectaţi Vizualizare text radio.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Scanare
Eșantionaţi fiecare dintre cele mai puternice staţii din banda selectată timp de 10 
secunde.

Pentru a dezactiva scanarea, selectaţi Cancel sau  

Continued 291

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Featu
res

1. Select .
2. Select and hold an icon.
u The screen switches to the customization 

screen.
3. Drag and drop the icon to where you want 

it to be.
4. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the home 

screen.

You can edit, add, or delete the meter contents on the driver information interface.
1.
2. Settings
3. System
4. Configuration of Instrument Panel

■ Changing the Home Screen Icon Layout

■ Customizing the Meter 1Customizing the Meter

You can store up to three customized configurations. 
To select or customize a configuration, select Swap 
Config..
When you select Swap Config. during 
customization, the settings you changed will be 
saved.
When you select  during customization, the 
settings you changed will not be saved and you will 
be returned to the Configuration of Instrument 
Panel screen.
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*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)*

Featu
res

Playing DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)*

*1:Some or all of the lists may not be displayed.

VOL (Volume) Icons
Select to adjust the volume.

 (Back) Icon
Select to go back to the previous display.

Service Icons
Select  or  to tune the 
service component.

/AUDIO (Power/Audio) Icon
Select to turn the audio system 
on and off.

Open/Close Icon*1

Displays/hides the detailed 
information. (Menu) Icon

Select to display the menu items.

Ensemble Icons
Select  or  to tune the ensemble.
Select and hold  or  to search the selected service up to down for an 
ensemble until an receivable ensemble is found.

Audio/Information Screen

Scan Icon
Select to scan each receivable ensemble or service. Preset Icons

Tune the preset frequency. Select and hold the preset 
icon to store that station. Select  to display preset 7 
onwards.

Driver Information Interface

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)*

Redarea DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)*

Buton 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 VOL / (volum / putere)
Apăsaţi pentru a activa și 
dezactiva sistemul audio.
Rotiţi pentru a ajusta volumul.
Pictograma VOL (Volum) 
Selectaţi pentru a regla volumul.

Pictograma 

308

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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 (Meniu)
Selectaţi pentru a afișa elementele de meniu.

Pictograma 

Continued 291

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Featu
res

1. Select .
2. Select and hold an icon.
u The screen switches to the customization 

screen.
3. Drag and drop the icon to where you want 

it to be.
4. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the home 

screen.

You can edit, add, or delete the meter contents on the driver information interface.
1.
2. Settings
3. System
4. Configuration of Instrument Panel

■ Changing the Home Screen Icon Layout

■ Customizing the Meter 1Customizing the Meter

You can store up to three customized configurations. 
To select or customize a configuration, select Swap 
Config..
When you select Swap Config. during 
customization, the settings you changed will be 
saved.
When you select  during customization, the 
settings you changed will not be saved and you will 
be returned to the Configuration of Instrument 
Panel screen.
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 (Înapoi)
Selectaţi pentru a reveni la afișajul anterior.

Pictograma Scanare 
Selectaţi pentru a scana fiecare post cu un semnal puternic.

Pictograme reglare frecvenţa radio
Selectaţi 
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uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*

Continued
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a regla postul.
Selectaţi și menţineţi apăsat 
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uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*

Continued
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a căuta serviciul selectat de sus în jos 
pentru un post până când se găsește un post de radio cu frecvenţă puternică.

Pictograme presetate
Reglaţi frecvenţa radio presetată. Selectaţi și ţineţi 
apăsată pictograma presetată pentru a stoca acea staţie. 
Selectaţi 

315

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Continued

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

*1:Some or all of the lists may not be displayed.

VOL (Volume) Icons
Select to adjust the volume.

 (Back) Icon
Select to go back to the previous display.

Seek Icons
Select  or  to search the 
selected band up or down for a 
station with a strong signal.

/AUDIO (Power/Audio) Icon
Select to turn the audio system 
on and off.

Open/Close Icon*1

Displays/hides the detailed 
information.

 (Menu) Icon
Select to display the menu items.

Tune Icons
Select  or  to tune the radio frequency.

Audio/Information Screen

Scan Icon
Select to scan each station with a strong signal.

Preset Icons
Tune the preset radio frequency. Select and hold the 
preset icon to store that station. Select  to display 
preset 7 onwards.

Driver Information Interface
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 pentru a afișa presetarea 7 înainte.

Interfaţa informaţii pentru șofer

Ecran audio / informaţii

Pictograma Deschidere/Închidere*1

Afișează / ascunde informaţiile detaliate.

Pictorgrame Service
Selectaţi 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio
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Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/ (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1.Tune to the selected station.
2.Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 pentru 
a regla componenta service.

* 1: Este posibil ca unele sau toate listele să nu fie afișate.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)*

Continued 319

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)*
Featu

res

To store a service:
1. Tune to the selected service.
2. Select and hold the preset number for the service you want to store.

You can also store a preset service by the following procedure.
1. Tune to the selected service.
2. Select the open/close icon to display a list.
3. Select the Preset tab.
4. Select and hold the preset number for the service you want to store.

Lists the receivable ensembles on the selected service.
1. Select the open/close icon to display a list.
2. Select the Ensemble List tab.
3. Select the ensemble.

■ Manual update
Updates your available ensemble list at any time.
1. Select the open/close icon to display a list.
2. Select the Ensemble List tab.
3. Select Update List.

■ Preset Memory

■ Ensemble List

1Preset Memory

Switching the Audio Mode
Press the  or  button on the steering wheel or 
select SOURCE on the screen.

2 Audio Remote Controls P. 257

You can store 12 DAB stations into preset memory.

3 4
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Continuare

Memorie presetată

Lista ansamblurilor

Pentru a stoca un serviciu:
1. Acordaţi serviciului selectat.
2.  Selectaţi și menţineţi apăsat numărul prestabilit pentru serviciul pe care doriţi 

să îl memoraţi.
De asemenea, puteţi stoca un serviciu prestabilit prin următoarea procedură.
1. Acordaţi serviciului selectat.
2. Selectaţi pictograma deschidere / închidere pentru a afișa o listă.
3. Selectaţi pagina Presetare.
4.  Selectaţi și menţineţi apăsat numărul presetat pentru serviciul pe care doriţi 

să îl memoraţi.

Listează ansamblurile de primit pentru serviciul selectat.
1. Selectaţi pictograma deschidere / închidere pentru a afișa o listă.
2. Selectaţi fila Listă ansambluri.
3. Selectaţi ansamblul.

36

Safe D
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Actualizare manuală
Actualizează lista dvs. de ansamblu disponibilă în orice moment.
1. Selectaţi pictograma Deschidere / Închidere pentru a afișa o listă.
2. Selectaţipagina Listă ansambluri.
3. Selectaţi Actualizare listă.

Comutarea modului audio
Apăsaţi butonul 
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uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Telecomenzi audio P. 257

Puteţi memora 12 posturi DAB în memoria prestabilită.

Memorie presetată
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)*

Featu
res

Samples each of the receivable ensemble or service on the selected service for 10 
seconds.
1. Select Scan.
2. Select Scan Ensemble or Scan Service.
To turn off scan, select Cancel Scan.

Displays the radio text information of the selected DAB station.
1. Select .
2. Select View Radio Text.

■ Scan

■ Radio text
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea DAB (Digital Audio Broadcasting)*

Scanare

Text radio

Eșantionaţi fiecare ansamblu sau serviciu de încasat pentru serviciul selectat timp 
de 10 secunde.
1. Selectaţi Scanare.
2. Selectaţi Ansamblu de scanare sau Scanare.
Pentru a dezactiva scanarea, selectaţi Anulare scanare.

Afișează informaţiile despre textul radio al staţiei DAB selectate.
1. Selectaţi 

308

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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.
2. Selectaţi Vizualizare text radio.
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea unui iPod

321

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying an iPod

Continued

Featu
res

Playing an iPod
Connect the iPod using your USB connector to the USB port, then select the iPod 
mode.

2 USB Port(s) P. 253

*1:Some or all of the lists may not be displayed.

VOL (Volume) Icons
Select to adjust the volume.

 (Back) Icon
Select to go back to the previous 
display.

Song Icons
Select  or  to change songs.
Select and hold to move rapidly 
within a song.

/AUDIO (Power/Audio) Icon
Select to turn the audio system 
on and off.

Open/Close Icon*1

Displays/hides the detailed 
information.

 (Menu) Icon
Select to display the menu items.

Cover Art

Audio/Information Screen

Play/Pause Icon

Driver Information Interface
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Continuare* 1: Este posibil ca unele sau toate listele să nu fie afișate.

Redarea unui iPod

Conectaţi iPod-ul utilizând conectorul USB la portul USB, apoi selectaţi modul iPod.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Porturi USB P. 253

Interfaţa informaţii pentru șofer

Ecran audio / informaţii

Pictograma Deschidere/Închidere*1

Afișează / ascunde informaţiile detaliate.

Pictograme cântec
Selectaţi 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/ (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1.Tune to the selected station.
2.Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a 
modifica melodiile.
Selectaţi și menţineţi apăsat pentru a vă 
deplasa rapid într-o melodie.

Pictogramă Pornește / Pauză

Buton 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 VOL / (volum / putere)
Apăsaţi pentru a activa și dezactiva sistemul 
audio. Rotiţi pentru a ajusta volumul.

Pictograma VOL (Volum) 
Selectaţi pentru a regla volumul.

Pictograma 

308

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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 (Meniu)
Selectaţi pentru a afișa elementele de meniu.

Pictograma 

Continued 291

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Featu
res

1. Select .
2. Select and hold an icon.
u The screen switches to the customization 

screen.
3. Drag and drop the icon to where you want 

it to be.
4. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the home 

screen.

You can edit, add, or delete the meter contents on the driver information interface.
1.
2. Settings
3. System
4. Configuration of Instrument Panel

■ Changing the Home Screen Icon Layout

■ Customizing the Meter 1Customizing the Meter

You can store up to three customized configurations. 
To select or customize a configuration, select Swap 
Config..
When you select Swap Config. during 
customization, the settings you changed will be 
saved.
When you select  during customization, the 
settings you changed will not be saved and you will 
be returned to the Configuration of Instrument 
Panel screen.
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 (Înapoi)
Selectaţi pentru a reveni la afișajul anterior.

Copertă artist
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying an iPod

322

Featu
res

1. Select  and select Music Search.

2. Select the items on that menu.

■How to Select a Song from the Music Search List 1Playing an iPod

Available operating functions vary on models or 
versions. Some functions may not be available on the 
vehicle’s audio system.

If there is a problem, you may see an error message 
on the audio/information screen.

2 iPod/USB Flash Drive P. 350

If you operate any music app on your iPhone/iPod 
while the phone is connected to the audio system, 
you may no longer be able to operate the same app 
on the audio/information screen.
Reconnect the device if necessary.

If an iPhone is connected via Apple CarPlay, the iPod/
USB source is unavailable and audio files on the 
phone can only be played within Apple CarPlay.

Category 
Selection

Item Selection
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea unui iPod

Funcţiile de operare disponibile diferă pe modele 
sau versiuni. Este posibil ca unele funcţii să nu fie 
disponibile în sistemul audio al vehiculului.

Dacă există o problemă, este posibil să vedeţi un 
mesaj de eroare pe ecranul audio / informaţii.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Unitate flash USB pentru iPod / USB P. 350

Dacă utilizaţi o aplicaţie muzicală pe iPhone / 
iPod în timp ce telefonul este conectat la sistemul 
audio, este posibil să nu mai puteţi utiliza aceeași 
aplicaţie pe ecranul audio / informaţii.
Reconectaţi dispozitivul, dacă este necesar.

Dacă un iPhone este conectat prin Apple CarPlay, 
sursa iPod / USB nu este disponibilă și fișierele 
audio de pe telefon pot fi redate numai în Apple 
CarPlay.

Redarea unui iPodCum să selectaţi o melodie din lista de căutare muzicală

1. Selectaţi 

308

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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 și selectaţi Căutare muzică.

2. Selectaţi elementele din acel meniu.

Selecţie 
categorie

Selectarea 
elementelor
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea unui iPod

323

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying an iPod
Featu

res

You can select shuffle and repeat modes when playing a file.
Select a play mode.

■ To turn off a play mode
Select the mode you want to turn off.

■How to Select a Play Mode 1How to Select a Play Mode

Play Mode Menu Items
Shuffle All Songs: Plays all available files in a 
selected list (playlists, artists, albums, songs, 
podcasts, genres, composers, or audiobooks) in 
random order.
Shuffle Albums: Plays all available albums in a 
selected list (playlists, artists, albums, songs, 
podcasts, genres, composers, or audiobooks) in 
random order.
Repeat: Repeats the current track.
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Continuare* 1: Este posibil ca unele sau toate listele să nu fie afișate.

Cum să selectaţi un mod de redare

Puteţi selecta modurile de amestecare și repetare la redarea unui fișier.

36
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a dezactiva un mod de redare
Selectaţi modul pe care doriţi să îl dezactivaţi.

Selectaţi un mod de redare.

Articole din Modul de redare
Amestecaţi toate melodiile: Redă toate fișierele 
disponibile într-o listă selectată (playlisturi, artiști, 
albume, melodii, podcast-uri, genuri, compozitori sau 
cărţi audio) în ordine aleatorie.
Amestecaţi Albumele: Redă toate albumele 
disponibile într-o listă selectată (playlisturi, artiști, 
albume, melodii, podcast-uri, genuri, compozitori sau 
cărţi audio) în ordine aleatorie.
Repetare: Repetă piesa curentă.

Cum să selectaţi un mod de redare
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuSong By VoiceTM (SBV)*

Featu
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Song By VoiceTM (SBV)*

Use SBV to search for and play music from your USB flash drive or iPod using voice 
commands.

■ To enable SBV
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Voice Recog. tab.
5. Select Song by Voice.
6. Select On or Off.

1Song By VoiceTM (SBV)*

Setting options:
• On (factory default): Song By VoiceTM commands 
are available.

• Off: Disable the feature.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Song by Voice™ (SBV)*

Song by Voice™ (SBV)*Utilizaţi SBV pentru a căuta și reda muzică de pe unitatea flash USB sau iPod 
folosind comenzi vocale.

Redarea unui cântec prin comandă vocală - Song by Voice™ (SBV)*

36
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a activa SBV
1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi System (Sistem).
4. Selectaţi Recunoaștere vocală.
5. Selectaţi Song by Voice.
6. Selectaţi Activat sau Dezactivat.

Opţiuni de setare:
•  Activat (implicit din fabrică): Comenzile Song By 

Voice sunt disponibile.
• Dezactivat: Dezactivaţi caracteristica.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Song by Voice™ (SBV)*

Continued 325

uuAudio System Basic OperationuSong By VoiceTM (SBV)*
Featu
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■ Searching for music using SBV
1. Set the Song by Voice setting to On.
2. Press the  (Talk) button and say “Music 

Search” to activate the SBV feature for the 
USB flash drive and iPod.

3. Then, say a next command.
u Example 1: Say “(List) ‘Artist A’” to view a 

list of songs by that artist. Select the 
desired song to start playing.

u Example 2: Say “Play ‘Artist A’” to start 
playing songs by that artist.

4. To cancel SBV, press the  (hang-up/
back) button on the steering wheel. The 
selected song continues playing.

Once you have cancelled this mode, you need 
to press the  button and say “Music Search” 
again to re-activate this mode.

1Searching for music using SBV

Song By VoiceTM Commands List
2 Song By Voice Commands P. 314

NOTE:
Song By VoiceTM commands are available for tracks 
stored on the USB flash drive or iPod.

You can add phonetic modifications of difficult 
words so that it is easier for SBV to recognize artists, 
songs, albums, and composers in voice commands.

2 Phonetic Modification P. 326

SBV is not available when using Apple CarPlay. Use 
Siri Eyes Free instead.
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Continuare

Lista de comenzi Song By VoiceTM
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uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Comanda vocală prin voce P. 314

NOTĂ:
Comenzile Song By VoiceTM sunt disponibile pentru 
melodiile stocate pe unitatea flash USB sau iPod.
Puteţi adăuga modificări fonetice ale cuvintelor 
dificile, astfel încât SBV să fie mai ușor să recunoască 
artiști, melodii, albume și compozitori în comenzile 
vocale.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Modificare fonetică P. 326

SBV nu este disponibil atunci când utilizaţi Apple 
CarPlay. Utilizaţi în schimb Siri Eyes Free.

Căutarea muzicii folosind SBVCăutarea muzicii folosind SBV
1. Setaţi funcţia Song by Voice pe On.
2.  Apăsaţi butonul 

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued

Featu
res

Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 (Talk) și spuneţi 
"Music Search" pentru a activa 
caracteristica SBV pentru unitatea flash 
USB și iPod.

3.  Apoi, spuneţi următoarea comandă. 
▶ Exemplul 1: Spuneţi "(Artist A') 
("Listă") pentru a vedea o listă de 
melodii de către acel artist. Selectaţi 
melodia dorită pentru a începe redarea. 
▶ Exemplul 2: Spuneţi "Artist A" pentru 
"Redare" pentru a începe să redaţi 
melodii de către acel artist.

4.  Pentru a anula SBV, apăsaţi butonul 

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued

Featu
res

Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 (suspendare / înapoi) de pe 
volan. Cântecul selectat continuă să fie 
redat.

După ce aţi anulat acest mod, trebuie să 
apăsaţi din nou butonul  

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued

Featu
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Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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  și să reluaţi 
din nou "Music Search" pentru a reactiva 
acest mod.
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuSong By VoiceTM (SBV)*
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Add phonetic modifications of difficult or foreign words so that it is easier for SBV 
to recognize artists, songs, albums, and composers in voice commands when 
searching for music on the USB flash drive or iPod.

1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Voice Recog. tab.
5. Select Song by Voice Phonetic 

Modification.
6. Select New Modification.
7. Select USB or iPod.

■ Phonetic Modification 1Phonetic Modification

Song by Voice Phonetic Modification function is 
not available when Song by Voice is set to Off.

You can store up to 2,000 phonetic modification 
items.
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Song by Voice™ (SBV)*

Modificare fonetică

1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi System (Sistem).
4. Selectaţi Recunoaștere vocală.
5. Selectaţi Song by Voice Modificare fonetică.
6. Selectaţi Modificare nouă.
7. Selectaţi USB sau iPod.

Funcţia Song by Voice Modificare Fonetică nu este 
disponibilă când funcţia Song by Voice este setată 
pe Off (Dezactivat).
Aveţi posibilitatea să stocaţi până la 2.000 de 
elemente de modificare fonetică.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Adăugaţi modificări fonetice ale cuvintelor dificile sau străine, astfel încât SBV 
să-i fie mai ușor să recunoască artiștii, melodiile, albumele și compozitorii în 
comenzi vocale atunci când caută muzică pe unitatea flash USB sau iPod.

Modificare fonetică
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Song by Voice™ (SBV)*

327

uuAudio System Basic OperationuSong By VoiceTM (SBV)*
Featu

res

8. Select the item to modify (e.g., Artist).
u The list of the selected item appears on 

the screen.
9. Select an entry to modify.
u The pop-up menu appears on the 

screen.
u To listen to the current phonetic 

modification, select Play.
u To delete the current phonetic 

modification, select Delete.
10. Select Modify.
11. Select the phonetic spelling you want to 

use (e.g., “Artist A”) when prompted.
12. Select OK.

u The artist “No Name” is phonetically 
modified to “Artist A.” When in the SBV 
mode, you can press the  (Talk) 
button and use the voice command 
“Play ‘Artist A’” to play songs by the 
artist “No Name.”
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8.  Selectaţi elementul pe care doriţi să-l 
modificaţi (de ex. Artist). 
▶ Pe ecran apare lista elementelor selectate.

9.  Selectaţi o intrare pe care doriţi să o 
modificaţi. 
▶ Pe ecran apare meniul pop-up. 
▶ Pentru a asculta modificarea fonetică 
curentă, selectaţi Redare. 
▶ Pentru a șterge modificarea fonetică 
curentă, selectaţi Ștergere.

10. Selectaţi Modificaţi.
11.  Selectaţi ortografia vocală pe care doriţi să o 

utilizaţi (de ex. "Artist A") când vi se solicită.
12.  Selectaţi OK. 

▶ Artistul "No Name" este modificat din punct 
de vedere fonetic în "Artist A." În modul 
SBV, puteţi apăsa butonul (Talk) și utilizaţi 
comanda vocală "Play" Artist A"" pentru a 
reda melodii de către artist " Nume."
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AhaTM*

Featu
res

Playing AhaTM*

AhaTM can be displayed and operated on the audio/information screen when your 
smartphone is connected to the audio system by Wi-Fi.

2 Wi-Fi Connection P. 340

1Playing AhaTM*

AhaTM by Harman is a cloud-based service that 
organizes your favorite web content into live radio 
stations. You can access podcasts, internet radio, 
location-based services, and audio updates from 
social media sites.

Available operating functions vary on software 
versions. Some functions may not be available on the 
vehicle’s audio system.

The menu items vary depending on the station you 
selected.

You must have a previously set up AhaTM account 
prior to using the service in your vehicle. Visit 
www.aharadio.com for more information.

You want to select another source, select AUDIO on 
the upper left of the screen. The source select screen 
will appear. Select the source you want.

If there is an active connection to Apple CarPlay or 
Android Auto, AhaTM can only be accessed when the 
phone is connected through Wi-Fi.

Audio/Information Screen

VOL (Volume) Icons
Select to adjust the 
volume.

 (Back) Icon
Select to go back to the previous display.

/AUDIO (Power/
Audio) Icon
Select to turn the 
audio system on and 
off.

Driver Information 
Interface

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea AhaTM*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

AhaTM poate fi afișat și operat pe ecranul audio / informaţii atunci când 
telefonul dvs. smartphone este conectat la sistemul audio prin Wi-Fi.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g
Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Conexiune Wi-Fi P. 340

Redarea AhaTM*

Redarea AhaTM*

AhaTM de Harman este un serviciu bazat pe cloud 
care organizează conţinutul dvs. preferat de web în 
posturi de radio live. Puteţi accesa podcast-uri, radio 
pe internet, servicii bazate pe locaţie și actualizări 
audio de pe site-urile de socializare.

Funcţiile de operare disponibile diferă în funcţie de 
versiunile software. Este posibil ca unele funcţii să 
nu fie disponibile în sistemul audio al vehiculului.

Elementele de meniu diferă în funcţie de staţia pe 
care aţi selectat-o.

Trebuie să aveţi un cont AhaTM stabilit anterior 
înainte de a utiliza serviciul în vehiculul dvs. Vizitaţi 
www.aharadio.com pentru mai multe informaţii.

Doriţi să selectaţi o altă sursă, selectaţi AUDIO în 
partea stângă sus a ecranului. Va apărea ecranul de 
selectare a sursei. Selectaţi sursa dorită.

Dacă există o conexiune activă cu Apple CarPlay sau 
Android Auto, AhaTM poate fi accesată numai atunci 
când telefonul este conectat prin Wi-Fi.

Buton 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 Audio / 
(pornire sunet)
Apăsaţi pentru a 
activa și dezactiva 
sistemul audio. Rotiţi 
pentru a ajusta 
volumul.

Interfaţa informaţii 
pentru șofer

Pictograma VOL 
(Volum) 
Selectaţi pentru a 
regla volumul.

Pictograma 

Continued 291

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Featu
res

1. Select .
2. Select and hold an icon.
u The screen switches to the customization 

screen.
3. Drag and drop the icon to where you want 

it to be.
4. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the home 

screen.

You can edit, add, or delete the meter contents on the driver information interface.
1.
2. Settings
3. System
4. Configuration of Instrument Panel

■ Changing the Home Screen Icon Layout

■ Customizing the Meter 1Customizing the Meter

You can store up to three customized configurations. 
To select or customize a configuration, select Swap 
Config..
When you select Swap Config. during 
customization, the settings you changed will be 
saved.
When you select  during customization, the 
settings you changed will not be saved and you will 
be returned to the Configuration of Instrument 
Panel screen.
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 (Înapoi)
Selectaţi pentru a reveni la afișajul anterior.
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea unei unităţi flash USB
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying a USB Flash Drive

Continued

Featu
res

Playing a USB Flash Drive
Your audio system reads and plays sound and videos files on a USB flash drive in 
either MP3, WMA, AAC*1, WAV, or MP4 format.
Connect your USB flash drive to the USB port, then select the USB mode.

2 USB Port(s) P. 253

*1:Only AAC format files recorded with iTunes are playable on this unit.
*2:Some or all of the lists may not be displayed.

VOL (Volume) Icons
Select to adjust the volume.

 (Back) Icon
Select to go back to the previous 
display.

Track Icons
Select  or  to change files.
Select and hold to move rapidly within 
a track.

/AUDIO (Power/Audio) Icon
Select to turn the audio system on 
and off.

Open/Close Icon*2

Displays/hides the detailed 
information.

 (Menu) Icon
Select to display the menu items.

Folder Icons
Select  to skip to the next folder, and  to skip to the beginning of the previous folder.

Audio/Information Screen

Driver Information Interface
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Redarea unei unităţi flash USB

Sistemul dvs. audio citește și redă fișiere audio și video de pe o unitate flash USB în 
format MP3, WMA, AAC * 1, WAV sau MP4.
Conectaţi unitatea flash USB la portul USB, apoi selectaţi modul USB..
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uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Porturi USB P. 253

Buton 
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio
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Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 Audio / (pornire sunet) 
Selectaţi pentru a regla volumul.

Pictograma 

308

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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 (Meniu)
Selectaţi pentru a afișa elementele de meniu.

Pictograma 

Continued 291

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Featu
res

1. Select .
2. Select and hold an icon.
u The screen switches to the customization 

screen.
3. Drag and drop the icon to where you want 

it to be.
4. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the home 

screen.

You can edit, add, or delete the meter contents on the driver information interface.
1.
2. Settings
3. System
4. Configuration of Instrument Panel

■ Changing the Home Screen Icon Layout

■ Customizing the Meter 1Customizing the Meter

You can store up to three customized configurations. 
To select or customize a configuration, select Swap 
Config..
When you select Swap Config. during 
customization, the settings you changed will be 
saved.
When you select  during customization, the 
settings you changed will not be saved and you will 
be returned to the Configuration of Instrument 
Panel screen.
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 (Înapoi)
Selectaţi pentru a reveni la afișajul anterior.

Buton 
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 VOL / (volum / putere)
Apăsaţi pentru a activa și dezactiva sistemul 
audio. Rotiţi pentru a ajusta volumul.

Pictograma Folder (dosar)
Selectaţi 

155

uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a trece la următorul dosar și 
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uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a trece la începutul dosarului anterior.

Interfaţa informaţii pentru șofer

Ecran audio / informaţii

Pictograma Deschidere/Închidere*1

Afișează / ascunde informaţiile detaliate.

Pictogramă piesă
Selectaţi 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/ (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1.Tune to the selected station.
2.Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a 
schimba piesele.
Selectaţi și menţineţi apăsat pentru a vă 
deplasa rapid.

* 1: Numai fișierele de format AAC înregistrate cu iTunes pot fi redate pe acest aparat.
* 2: Este posibil ca unele sau toate listele să nu fie afișate.

Continuare
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying a USB Flash Drive

330

Featu
res

1. Select  and select Music Search.

2. Select Music or Movie.

3. Select a folder.

4. Select a track.

■How to Select a File from the Music Search List 1Playing a USB Flash Drive

Use the recommended USB flash drives.
2 General Information on the Audio System 

P. 353

WMA files protected by digital rights management 
(DRM) cannot be played.
The audio system displays Unplayable File, then 
skips to the next file.

If there is a problem, you may see an error message 
on the audio/information screen.

2 iPod/USB Flash Drive P. 350

Folder Selection

Track Selection
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea unei unităţi flash USB

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Cum să selectaţi un fișier din lista de căutare muzicală

Utilizaţi unităţile flash recomandate USB.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Informaţii generale despre  
sistemul audio P. 353

Fișierele WMA protejate de gestionarea drepturilor 
digitale (DRM) nu pot fi redate.
Sistemul audio afișează fișierul Unplayable, apoi 
trece la următorul fișier.

Dacă există o problemă, este posibil să vedeţi un 
mesaj de eroare pe ecranul audio / informaţii.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Unitate flash USB pentru iPod / USB P. 350

Cum să selectaţi un fișier din lista de căutare muzicală

1. Selectaţi 

308

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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 și selectaţi Căutare muzică.

2. Selectaţi Muzică sau Film.

3. Selectaţi un dosar.

4. Selectaţi o piesă.

Selectarea 
Dosarului

Selectarea piesei
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea unei unităţi flash USB

331

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying a USB Flash Drive
Featu

res

You can select scan, repeat, and random modes when playing a file.
■ Scan
1. Select .
2. Select Scan.
3. Select a play mode.

■ Random/Repeat
Select a play mode.

■ To turn off a play mode
To turn off Scan, select  or Cancel.
To turn off random or repeat, select the mode again.

■How to Select a Play Mode 1How to Select a Play Mode

Play Mode Menu Items
Scan
Scan Folders: Provides 10-second sampling of the 
first file in each of the main folders.
Scan Tracks: Provides 10-second sampling of all files 
in the current folder.

Random/Repeat
Random in Folder: Plays all files in the current 
folder in random order.
Random All Tracks: Plays all files in random order.
Repeat Folder: Repeats all files in the current folder.
Repeat Track: Repeats the current file.

When playing a video file:
Play/Pause: Plays or pauses the file.
Stop: Stops the file.
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Cum să selectaţi un mod de redare
Articole din Modul de redare
Scanare
Foldere de scanare: Oferă o eșantionare de 10 
secunde a primului fișier din fiecare dintre folderele 
principale.
Scanare piese: oferă o eșantionare de 10 secunde a 
tuturor fișierelor din dosarul curent.

Aleator / Repetare
Aleator în dosar: Redă toate fișierele din dosarul 
curent în ordine aleatorie.
Aleator toate piesele: Redă toate fișierele în ordine 
aleatorie.
Repetare dosar: Repetă toate fișierele din dosarul 
curent.
Repetare melodie: repetă fișierul curent.

Când redaţi un fișier video:
Redare / Pauză: Redă sau întrerupe fișierul.
Stop: Oprește fișierul.

Cum să selectaţi un mod de redare

Puteţi selecta modurile de scanare, repetare și aleatoare atunci când redaţi un fișier.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a dezactiva un mod de redare
Pentru a dezactiva scanarea, selectaţi 

Continued 291

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Featu
res

1. Select .
2. Select and hold an icon.
u The screen switches to the customization 

screen.
3. Drag and drop the icon to where you want 

it to be.
4. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the home 

screen.

You can edit, add, or delete the meter contents on the driver information interface.
1.
2. Settings
3. System
4. Configuration of Instrument Panel

■ Changing the Home Screen Icon Layout

■ Customizing the Meter 1Customizing the Meter

You can store up to three customized configurations. 
To select or customize a configuration, select Swap 
Config..
When you select Swap Config. during 
customization, the settings you changed will be 
saved.
When you select  during customization, the 
settings you changed will not be saved and you will 
be returned to the Configuration of Instrument 
Panel screen.
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 sau anulaţi.
Pentru a dezactiva întâmplările sau a repeta, selectaţi din nou modul.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Scanare
1. Selectaţi 

308

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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.
2. Selectaţi Scanare.
3. Selectaţi un mod de redare.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Aleatoriu / Repetare
Selectaţi un mod de redare.
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying Bluetooth® Audio

Featu
res

Playing Bluetooth® Audio
Your audio system allows you to listen to music from your Bluetooth-compatible 
phone.
This function is available when the phone is paired and connected to the vehicle’s 
Hands-Free Telephone (HFT) system.

2 Phone Setup P. 422

*1:Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, some or all of the lists may not 
be displayed.

1Playing Bluetooth® Audio

Not all Bluetooth-enabled phones with streaming 
audio capabilities are compatible, ask a dealer.

It may be illegal to perform some data device 
functions while driving.

Only one phone can be used with HFT at a time. 
When there are more than two paired phones in the 
vehicle, the first paired phone the system finds is 
automatically connected. 

The connected phone for Bluetooth® Audio can be 
different.

If more than one phone is paired to the HFT system, 
there may be a delay before the system begins to 
play.

In some cases, the name of the artist, album, or track 
may not appear correctly.

Some functions may not be available on some 
devices.

If a phone is currently connected via Apple CarPlay or 
Android Auto, Bluetooth® Audio from that phone is 
unavailable. However, a second previously paired 
phone can stream Bluetooth® Audio by selecting 
Connect  from the Bluetooth Device List screen.

2 Phone Setup P. 422

Audio/
Information 
Screen

VOL (Volume) 
Icons
Select to adjust 
the volume.

 (Back) Icon
Select to go back to the 
previous display.

/AUDIO (Power/
Audio) Icon
Select to turn the 
audio system on and 
off.

 (Menu) Icon
Select to display 
the menu items.

Group Icons
Select  or  to change group.Pause Icon

Play Icon

Bluetooth 
Indicator
Appears when 
your phone is 
connected to 
HFT.

Track Icons
Select  or  to change tracks.

Open/Close 
Icon*1

Displays/hides 
the detailed 
information.

Driver Information 
Interface
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea audio Bluetooth®

* 1: În funcţie de dispozitivul Bluetooth® pe care îl conectaţi, 
este posibil ca unele sau toate listele să nu fie afișate.

Redarea audio Bluetooth®

Nu sunt compatibile toate telefoanele Bluetooth cu 
capacităţi audio streaming, adresaţi-vă unui dealer.

Poate fi ilegal să efectuaţi anumite funcţii ale 
dispozitivelor de date în timp ce conduceţi. Numai un 
telefon poate fi utilizat cu HFT la un moment dat.

Când există mai mult de două telefoane împerecheate în 
vehicul, primul telefon asociat pe care sistemul îl găsește 
este conectat automat.

Telefonul conectat pentru Bluetooth® Audio poate fi 
diferit.

Dacă mai mult de un telefon este asociat sistemului HFT, 
este posibil să existe o întârziere înainte de începerea 
redării sistemului.

În unele cazuri, numele artistului, al albumului sau al 
piesei poate să nu apară corect.

Este posibil ca unele funcţii să nu fie disponibile pe unele 
dispozitive.

Dacă un telefon este în prezent conectat prin 
intermediul aplicaţiei Apple CarPlay sau Android Auto, 
Bluetooth® Audio de pe acel telefon nu este disponibil. 
Cu toate acestea, un al doilea telefon asociat anterior 
poate transmite streamul Bluetooth® audio selectând
conectaţi-vă de pe ecranul Listă dispozitive Bluetooth.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Configurare telefon P. 422

Sistemul audio vă permite să ascultaţi muzică de pe telefonul compatibil Bluetooth.
Această funcie este disponibilă când telefonul este cuplat și conectat la sistemul 
Hands-Free Telephone (HFT) al vehiculului.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Configurare telefon P. 422

Redarea audio Bluetooth®

Buton 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 Audio /  
(pornire sunet)
Apăsaţi pentru a activa și 
dezactiva sistemul audio. 
Rotiţi pentru a ajusta 
volumul.

Interfaţa informaţii 
pentru șofer

Pictograma 
VOL (Volum) 
Selectaţi pentru a 
regla volumul.

Pictograma 

Continued 291

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Featu
res

1. Select .
2. Select and hold an icon.
u The screen switches to the customization 

screen.
3. Drag and drop the icon to where you want 

it to be.
4. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the home 

screen.

You can edit, add, or delete the meter contents on the driver information interface.
1.
2. Settings
3. System
4. Configuration of Instrument Panel

■ Changing the Home Screen Icon Layout

■ Customizing the Meter 1Customizing the Meter

You can store up to three customized configurations. 
To select or customize a configuration, select Swap 
Config..
When you select Swap Config. during 
customization, the settings you changed will be 
saved.
When you select  during customization, the 
settings you changed will not be saved and you will 
be returned to the Configuration of Instrument 
Panel screen.
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(Înapoi) - Selectaţi pentru a 
reveni la afișajul anterior.

Pictograma 
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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(Meniu)- Selectaţi 
pentru a afișa 
elementele de meniu.

Pictograma 
Redare Pictograma Pauză

Pictograme de grup
Selectaţi 
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uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a schimba grupul.

Pictograme melodii 
Selectaţi 
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uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*

Continued
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a schimba melodii.

Pictograma 
Deschidere/
Închidere*1

Afișează 
/ ascunde 
informaţiile 
detaliate.

Indicator 
Bluetooth
Apare atunci 
când telefonul 
este conectat  
la HFT.

Ecran audio / 
informaţii
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea audio Bluetooth®

333

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying Bluetooth® Audio
Featu

res

1. Make sure that your phone is paired and 
connected to the system.

2 Phone Setup P. 422

2. Select the Bluetooth® Audio mode.

If the phone is not recognized, another HFT-
compatible phone, which is not compatible 
for Bluetooth® Audio, may already be 
connected.

■ To pause or resume a file
Select the play icon or pause icon.

1. Select .
2. Select Music Search.
3. Select a search category (e.g., Albums).
4. Select an item.
u The selection begins playing.

■ To Play Bluetooth® Audio Files 1To Play Bluetooth® Audio Files

To play the audio files, you may need to operate your 
phone. If so, follow the phone maker’s operating 
instructions.

Switching to another mode pauses the music playing 
from your phone.

You can change the connected phone in the 
Bluetooth® settings on the Audio Menu screen by 
the following procedure.
1. Select .
2. Select Setting.

■ Searching for Music 1Searching for Music

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some or all of the lists may not be displayed.
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Pentru a reda fișiere audio Bluetooth®

Căutarea muzicii

1.  Asiguraţi-vă că telefonul este asociat și 
conectat la sistem. 

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Configurare telefon P. 422
2. Selectaţi modul Bluetooth® Audio.

Dacă telefonul nu este recunoscut,  
poate fi deja conectat un alt telefon 
compatibil HFT, care nu este compatibil  
cu Bluetooth® Audio.

1. Selectaţi 

308

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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.
2. Selectaţi Căutare muzică.
3.  Selectaţi o categorie de căutare (de ex., 

Albume).
4.  Selectaţi un element. 

▶ Selecţia începe să fie redată.

36

Safe D
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a întrerupe sau a relua un fișier
Selectaţi pictograma de redare sau pictograma pauză.

Pentru a reda fișierele audio, este posibil să aveţi 
nevoie să utilizaţi telefonul. În caz afirmativ, 
urmaţi instrucţiunile de utilizare ale producătorului 
telefonului.

Trecerea la alt mod întrerupe redarea muzicii de pe 
telefon.

Puteţi modifica telefonul conectat în setările 
Bluetooth® din ecranul Meniul audio prin 
următoarea procedură.
1. Selectaţi 

308

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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.
2. Selectaţi Setare.

În funcţie de dispozitivul Bluetooth® pe care îl 
conectaţi, este posibil ca unele sau toate listele să nu 
fie afișate.

Pentru a reda fișiere audio Bluetooth®

Căutarea muzicii
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying a Video Using the HDMITM

Featu
res

Playing a Video Using the HDMITM

Your audio system allows you to play videos from an HDMI-compatible device.
Connect the device, using an HDMITM cable, then select the HDMITM mode.

2 HDMITM Port* P. 255

Driver Information Interface

 (Back) Icon
Select to go back to the previous display.

VOL (Volume) Icons
Select to adjust the volume.

 (Menu) Icon
Select to display the menu items.

/AUDIO (Power/Audio) Icon
Select to turn the audio system 
on and off. Audio/Information Screen

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea unui videoclip utilizând HDMITM

Sistemul audio vă permite să redaţi videoclipuri de pe un dispozitiv compatibil HDMI.
Conectaţi dispozitivul utilizând un cablu HDMITM, apoi selectaţi modul HDMITM.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Port HDMI * P. 255

Redarea unui videoclip utilizând HDMITM

Buton 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 Audio / (pornire sunet)
Apăsaţi pentru a activa și dezactiva sistemul 
audio. Rotiţi pentru a ajusta volumul.

Pictograma VOL (Volum) 
Selectaţi pentru a regla volumul.

Pictograma 

308

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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(Meniu)- Selectaţi 
pentru a afișa 
elementele de meniu.

Pictograma 

Continued 291

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Featu
res

1. Select .
2. Select and hold an icon.
u The screen switches to the customization 

screen.
3. Drag and drop the icon to where you want 

it to be.
4. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the home 

screen.

You can edit, add, or delete the meter contents on the driver information interface.
1.
2. Settings
3. System
4. Configuration of Instrument Panel

■ Changing the Home Screen Icon Layout

■ Customizing the Meter 1Customizing the Meter

You can store up to three customized configurations. 
To select or customize a configuration, select Swap 
Config..
When you select Swap Config. during 
customization, the settings you changed will be 
saved.
When you select  during customization, the 
settings you changed will not be saved and you will 
be returned to the Configuration of Instrument 
Panel screen.
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(Înapoi) - Selectaţi pentru a 
reveni la afișajul anterior.

Interfaţa informaţii 
pentru șofer

Ecran audio / 
informaţii

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Redarea unui videoclip utilizând HDMITM

335

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying a Video Using the HDMITM
Featu

res

1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select Audio.
4. Select the Video tab.
5. Select Aspect Ratio Adjustment.
6. Select the setting you want.
7. Select OK.

■ Changing the Screen Aspect 1Playing a Video Using the HDMITM

This feature is limited while driving. To play videos, 
stop your vehicle and apply the parking brake.
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Schimbarea aspectului ecranului

1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi Audio.
4. Selectaţi pagina Video.
5. Selectaţi Reglarea raportului de afișare.
6. Selectaţi setarea dorită.
7. Selectaţi OK.

Această caracteristică este limitată în timp ce 
conduceţi. Pentru a reda clipuri video, opriţi vehiculul 
și aplicaţi frâna de mână.

Redarea unui videoclip utilizând HDMITM
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuOn Board Apps*

Featu
res

On Board Apps*

Honda Connect has the capability of On Board Apps which may be created by 
Honda or by 3rd parties. Apps may be already installed or can be downloaded 
through Honda App Centre. Some Apps require internet access which can be 
established by Wi-Fi Connection.

2 Wi-Fi Connection P. 340

Please visit the below web address for further information:
https://ivhs.os.ixonos.com/honda/category/carApps.html

1On Board Apps*

Even if you change Background Colour on the 
System Settings screen, it will not be reflected on 
the Honda App Centre screen.

• Using the Display Audio system while driving can take your attention away from the road, causing a crash in which you could be 
seriously injured or killed. Only operate system controls when the conditions permit you to safely do so. Please always adhere to the 
laws of the territory when operating this device.

• Applications on the head unit are subject to change at anytime. This may mean that they are not available or operate differently. Honda 
shall not be liable to you in such instances.

• Applications available on the device may be provided by parties other than Honda to which 3rd party software licences and charges may 
apply.

• Data usage and roaming charges may result in using applications on the device in conjunction with your mobile phone and Honda is 
not liable for any costs you might incur from such use. Honda recommends you consult your mobile phone network provider in advance.

• Downloading applications from the Honda App Centre will be subject to Terms and Conditions which can be found at:
https://ivhs.os.ixonos.com/honda/category/carApps.html, and may also incur charges.

App Centre Icon
Honda App Centre provides 
access to a variety of App 
related services.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Aplicaţiile sistemului*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Aplicaţiile sistemului*

Chiar dacă schimbaţi culoarea de fundal în ecranul Setări 
de sistem, acesta nu va fi reflectat pe ecranul Honda App 
Center.

Honda Connect are capacitatea de a utiliza Apps On Board, care pot fi 
create de Honda sau de terţe părţi. Aplicaţiile pot fi deja instalate sau pot fi 
descărcate prin intermediul Honda App Center. Unele aplicaţii necesită acces la 
internet, care pot fi stabilite prin conexiunea Wi-Fi.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist
Safe D
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Conexiune Wi-Fi P. 340
Pentru mai multe informaţii, vizitaţi adresa web de mai jos:
https://ivhs.os.ixonos.com/honda/category/carApps.html

•  Utilizarea sistemului Display Audio în timpul conducerii vă poate îndepărta atenţia de la drum, provocând un accident în care puteţi fi 
grav rănit sau ucis. Utilizaţi comenzile sistemului numai atunci când condiţiile vă permit să faceţi acest lucru în siguranţă. Vă rugăm să 
respectaţi întotdeauna legile teritoriului atunci când operează acest aparat.

•  Aplicaţiile de pe unitatea centrală pot fi modificate oricând. Acest lucru poate însemna că acestea nu sunt disponibile sau funcţionează 
diferit. Honda nu va fi răspunzătoare în astfel de cazuri.

• Aplicaţiile disponibile pe dispozitiv pot fi furnizate de alte părţi decât Honda, cărora li se pot aplica licenţe și taxe software terţă parte.
•  Utilizarea datelor și taxele de roaming pot duce la utilizarea aplicaţiilor pe dispozitiv împreună cu telefonul dvs., iar Honda nu este 

răspunzătoare pentru niciun fel de costuri care ar putea fi suportate de o astfel de utilizare. Honda vă recomandă să consultaţi în 
prealabil furnizorul dvs. de telefonie mobilă.

•  Descărcarea de aplicaţii de la Honda App Center va fi supusă termenilor și condiţiilor care pot fi găsite la adresa:  
https://ivhs.os.ixonos.com/honda/category/carApps.html și pot implica și taxe.

Aplicaţiile sistemului*

App Center Icon
Honda App Center oferă acces la 
o varietate de servicii legate de 
aplicaţii.
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Conexiune pentru smartphone
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuSmartphone Connection

Continued

Featu
res

Smartphone Connection
Some of your smartphone apps can be displayed and operated on the audio/
information screen when the phone is connected to the audio system. You can 
connect your phone using a cable, or wirelessly.

2 Connecting Your iPhone P. 338
2 Connecting Your Smartphone P. 339
2 Wi-Fi mode (setting for the first time) P. 340

To use smartphone connection, you need to first pair your smartphone to the audio 
system via Bluetooth®.

2 Phone Setup P. 422

1Smartphone Connection

Park in a safe place before connecting your phone 
and while operating the displayed apps.

Not all phones are compatible with the system. The 
system does not display all the available apps on your 
smartphone, and some apps need to be preinstalled. 
Ask a dealer for details.

You need to switch the Bluetooth® connection to 
your smartphone if another electronic device is 
connected.

2 To change the currently paired phone 
P. 423

The following may vary by phone type:
• How to connect a smartphone to the system.
• Apps that can be operated on the screen.
• Display response time/update time.
We do not support every app operation on the audio 
system.
Ask the app provider for any queries on the app’s 
features.

Do not get drawn into the display while operating a 
vehicle.

Driver 
Information 
Interface

Arrow

VOL (Volume) Icons
Select to adjust the 
volume.

/AUDIO (Power/Audio) 
Icon
Select to turn the audio 
system on and off.

 (Back) Icon
Select to go back to 
the previous display.

 (Menu) Icon
Select to display the menu items.

Audio/
Information 
Screen
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Parcaţi într-un loc sigur înainte de a conecta 
telefonul și în timp ce utilizaţi aplicaţiile afișate.
Nu toate telefoanele sunt compatibile cu sistemul. 
Sistemul nu afișează toate aplicaţiile disponibile pe 
telefonul smartphone, iar unele aplicaţii trebuie 
să fie preinstalate. Adresaţi-vă unui dealer pentru 
detalii.
Trebuie să schimbaţi conexiunea Bluetooth® la 
telefonul smartphone dacă este conectat la un alt 
dispozitiv electronic.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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     Pentru a schimba telefonul asociat în prezent 
P. 423

Următoarele pot să difere în funcţie de tipul de 
telefon:
• Cum să conectaţi un smartphone la sistem.
• Aplicaţii care pot fi operate pe ecran.
• Timp de răspuns al afișajului / timp de actualizare.
Nu acceptăm fiecare operaţiune de aplicaţie din 
sistemul audio.
Întrebaţi furnizorul aplicaţiei pentru orice întrebări 
privind funcţiile aplicaţiei.
Nu intrăţi în afișaj în timpul funcţionării unui vehicul.

Redarea unui videoclip utilizând HDMITMUnele aplicaţii smartphone pot fi afișate și operate pe ecranul audio / 
informaţii atunci când telefonul este conectat la sistemul audio. Puteţi să vă 
conectaţi telefonul utilizând un cablu sau fără fir.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Conectarea dispozitivului dvs. iPhone P. 338
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Conectarea telefonului dvs. inteligent P. 339
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Modul Wi-Fi (setare pentru prima dată) P. 340
Pentru a utiliza conexiunea pentru smartphone, trebuie să împerecheaţi mai 
întâi telefonul smartphone cu sistemul audio prin Bluetooth®.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Configurare telefon P. 422

Conexiune pentru smartphone

Buton 

268

uuAudio System Basic OperationuPlaying AM/FM Radio

Featu
res

Playing AM/FM Radio

RADIO Button
Press to select a band.

 (Back) Button
Press to go back to the previous 
display or cancel a setting.

 /  (Seek/Skip) Buttons

Press  or  to search up and down 
the selected band for a station with a strong 
signal.

VOL/  (Volume/Power) Knob
Press to turn the audio system 
on and off.
Turn to adjust the volume.

Preset Buttons (1-6)
To store a station:
1. Tune to the selected station.
2. Pick a preset button and hold it until you hear a beep.
To listen to a stored station, select a band, then press the preset button.

Selector Knob
Turn to tune the radio frequency.
Press, and then turn to select an 
item. After that, press again to 
make your selection.

MENU/CLOCK Button
Press to display the menu items.

Audio/Information Screen

TA Button*

Press to activate the TA 
stand by function.

* Not available on all models
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 Audio / 
(pornire sunet)
Apăsaţi pentru a activa și 
dezactiva sistemul audio. 
Rotiţi pentru a ajusta 
volumul.

Pictograma  
VOL (Volum) 
Selectaţi pentru a 
regla volumul.

Pictograma 

Continued 291

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Featu
res

1. Select .
2. Select and hold an icon.
u The screen switches to the customization 

screen.
3. Drag and drop the icon to where you want 

it to be.
4. Select OK.
u The screen will return to the home 

screen.

You can edit, add, or delete the meter contents on the driver information interface.
1.
2. Settings
3. System
4. Configuration of Instrument Panel

■ Changing the Home Screen Icon Layout

■ Customizing the Meter 1Customizing the Meter

You can store up to three customized configurations. 
To select or customize a configuration, select Swap 
Config..
When you select Swap Config. during 
customization, the settings you changed will be 
saved.
When you select  during customization, the 
settings you changed will not be saved and you will 
be returned to the Configuration of Instrument 
Panel screen.
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(Înapoi) - Selectaţi pentru  
a reveni la afișajul anterior.

Interfaţa 
informaţii 
pentru șofer

Ecran audio / 
informaţii

Pictograma 

308

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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 (Meniu) - Selectaţi 
pentru a afișa elementele de meniu.

Săgeţi

Continuare
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuSmartphone Connection

338

Featu
res

1. Connect your phone to the audio system 
via Bluetooth®.

2 Phone Setup P. 422

2. Plug in the digital AV adapter to the 
HDMITM port.

3. Connect the digital AV adapter to your 
iPhone.
u Wait until an arrow appears on the home 

screen.
4. Select the arrow to display the available 

smartphone apps on the audio/information 
screen.
u You may need to operate from the 

phone.
5. Select an app you want to operate from the 

audio/information screen.
u To go back to the previous screen, select 

.

■ Connecting Your iPhone 1Connecting Your iPhone

Make sure to plug in the digital AV adapter to the 
HDMITM port first. If not, smartphone connection may 
not work properly.

To recharge your phone, connect it to the USB port, 
too.

Contact a dealer for the digital AV adapter or HDMITM 
purchasing information.

HDMI Cable

USB Cable

Digital AV Adapter
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Conectarea iPhone-ului

Conectarea iPhone-ului

1.  Conectaţi telefonul la sistemul audio prin 
Bluetooth®. 
▶ Configurare telefon P. 422

2.  Conectaţi adaptorul digital AV la portul 
HDMITM.

3.  Conectaţi adaptorul digital AV la iPhone. 
▶ Așteptaţi până când pe ecranul de 
pornire apare o săgeată.

4.  Selectaţi săgeata pentru a afișa 
aplicaţiile smartphone disponibile pe 
ecranul audio / informaţii. 
▶ Este posibil să trebuiască să accesezi de 
pe telefon.

5.  Selectaţi o aplicaţie pe care doriţi să o 
utilizaţi din ecranul audio / informaţii. 
▶ Pentru a reveni la ecranul anterior, 
selectaţi 

286
Featu

res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.

Conectarea iPhone-ului

Asiguraţi-vă că aţi conectat mai întâi adaptorul 
digital AV la portul HDMITM. Dacă nu, este posibil 
ca conexiunea pentru smartphone să nu funcţioneze 
corect.

Pentru a reîncărca telefonul, conectaţi-l și la portul USB.

Contactaţi un distribuitor pentru adaptorul digital AV 
sau informaţii despre cumpărarea HDMITM.

Adaptor digital AV

Cablu USB

Cablu HDMI
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Conectarea iPhone-ului

339

uuAudio System Basic OperationuSmartphone Connection
Featu

res

1. Connect your phone to the audio system 
via Bluetooth®.

2 Phone Setup P. 422

2. Plug in your phone to the USB jack.
u You may need to operate from the 

phone.
u Wait until an arrow appears on the home 

screen.
3. Select the arrow to display the available 

smartphone apps on the audio/information 
screen.

4. Select an app you want to operate from the 
audio/information screen.
u To go back to the previous screen, select 

.

■ Connecting Your Smartphone 1Connecting Your Smartphone

The phone is rechargeable while being connected to 
the USB jack. However, if the phone is overloaded 
with many operational tasks, the battery level may 
get lowered.

USB Cable
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Conectarea iPhone-ului

1.  Conectaţi telefonul la sistemul audio prin 
Bluetooth®. 
▶ Configurare telefon P. 422

2.  Conectaţi telefonul la mufa USB. 
▶ Este posibil să trebuiască să accesezi  
de pe telefon. 
▶ Așteptaţi până când pe ecranul de 
pornire apare o săgeată.

3.  Selectaţi săgeata pentru a afișa 
aplicaţiile smartphone disponibile pe 
ecranul audio / informaţii.

4.  Selectaţi o aplicaţie pe care doriţi să o 
utilizaţi din ecranul audio / informaţii. 
▶ Pentru a reveni la ecranul anterior, 
selectaţi 

286
Featu

res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.

Telefonul este reîncărcabil în timp ce este conectat 
la mufa USB. Cu toate acestea, dacă telefonul este 
supraîncărcat cu multe sarcini operaţionale, nivelul 
bateriei poate scădea.

Conectarea iPhone-ului

Cablu USB
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuWi-Fi Connection
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Wi-Fi Connection
You can connect the Display Audio to the Internet using Wi-Fi and browse websites 
or use online services on the audio/information screen. If your phone has wireless 
hotspot capabilities, the system can be tethered to the phone. Use the following 
steps to setup.

1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select Bluetooth / Wi-Fi.
4. Select the Wi-Fi tab.
5. Select Wi-Fi On/Off Status, then On.
6. Select Wi-Fi Device List.
u Make sure your phone’s Wi-Fi setting is 

in access point (tethering) mode.
u Select the phone you want to connect to 

the system.
u If you do not find the phone you want to 

connect in the list, select Scan.
7. Select Add.
u If needed, enter a password for your 

phone and select OK.
u When the connection is successful, the 

 icon is displayed on the top of the 
screen.

8. Select  to go back to the home screen.

■Wi-Fi mode (setting for the first time) 1Wi-Fi mode (setting for the first time)

You cannot go through the setting procedure while a 
vehicle is moving. Park in a safe place to setup the 
Wi-Fi connection.

Some mobile phone carriers charge for tethering and 
smartphone data use. Check your phone’s data 
subscription package.

Check your phone manual to find out if the phone 
has Wi-Fi connectivity.

You can confirm whether Wi-Fi connection is on or 
off with the  icon on the Wi-Fi Device List 
screen. Network speed will not be displayed on this 
screen.
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Conexiune Wi-Fi

Puteţi conecta Display Audio la Internet utilizând Wi-Fi și naviga pe site-uri 
sau utilizaţi servicii online pe ecranul audio / informaţii. Dacă telefonul dvs. 
are capabilităţi wireless hotspot, sistemul poate fi legat la telefon. Utilizaţi 
următorii pași pentru configurare.

Conexiune Wi-Fi

Modul Wi-Fi (setarea pentru prima dată) Modul Wi-Fi (setarea pentru prima dată)

Nu puteţi trece prin procedura de setare în timp ce 
vehiculul se mișcă. Parchează într-un loc sigur pentru a 
configura conexiunea Wi-Fi.

Unii operatori de telefonie mobilă percep costuri de 
tethering și de date pentru smartphone-uri. Verificaţi 
pachetul de abonament al telefonului.

Verificaţi manualul telefonului pentru a afla dacă 
telefonul are conectivitate Wi-Fi.

Puteţi confirma dacă conexiunea Wi-Fi este activată sau 
dezactivată cu pictograma  

340

uuAudio System Basic OperationuWi-Fi Connection
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Wi-Fi Connection
You can connect the Display Audio to the Internet using Wi-Fi and browse websites 
or use online services on the audio/information screen. If your phone has wireless 
hotspot capabilities, the system can be tethered to the phone. Use the following 
steps to setup.

1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select Bluetooth / Wi-Fi.
4. Select the Wi-Fi tab.
5. Select Wi-Fi On/Off Status, then On.
6. Select Wi-Fi Device List.
u Make sure your phone’s Wi-Fi setting is 

in access point (tethering) mode.
u Select the phone you want to connect to 

the system.
u If you do not find the phone you want to 

connect in the list, select Scan.
7. Select Add.
u If needed, enter a password for your 

phone and select OK.
u When the connection is successful, the 

 icon is displayed on the top of the 
screen.

8. Select  to go back to the home screen.

■Wi-Fi mode (setting for the first time) 1Wi-Fi mode (setting for the first time)

You cannot go through the setting procedure while a 
vehicle is moving. Park in a safe place to setup the 
Wi-Fi connection.

Some mobile phone carriers charge for tethering and 
smartphone data use. Check your phone’s data 
subscription package.

Check your phone manual to find out if the phone 
has Wi-Fi connectivity.

You can confirm whether Wi-Fi connection is on or 
off with the  icon on the Wi-Fi Device List 
screen. Network speed will not be displayed on this 
screen.
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  de pe ecranul Listă de 
dispozitive Wi-Fi. Viteza reţelei nu va fi afișată pe acest 
ecran.

1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi Bluetooth / Wi-Fi.
4. Selectaţi pagina Wi-Fi.
5. Selectaţi Stare On / Off Wi-Fi, apoi Pornit.
6.  Selectaţi Listă de dispozitive Wi-Fi. 

▶Asiguraţi-vă că setările telefonului dvs. 
Wi-Fi se află în modul punct de acces 
(tethering). 
▶Selectaţi telefonul pe care doriţi să îl 
conectaţi la sistem. 
▶Dacă nu găsiţi telefonul pe care doriţi să 
îl conectaţi în listă, selectaţi Scanare.

7.  Selectaţi Adăugaţi. 
▶Dacă este necesar, introduceţi o parolă 
pentru telefon și selectaţi OK. 
▶Când conexiunea este reușită, 
pictograma 

340

uuAudio System Basic OperationuWi-Fi Connection

Featu
res

Wi-Fi Connection
You can connect the Display Audio to the Internet using Wi-Fi and browse websites 
or use online services on the audio/information screen. If your phone has wireless 
hotspot capabilities, the system can be tethered to the phone. Use the following 
steps to setup.

1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select Bluetooth / Wi-Fi.
4. Select the Wi-Fi tab.
5. Select Wi-Fi On/Off Status, then On.
6. Select Wi-Fi Device List.
u Make sure your phone’s Wi-Fi setting is 

in access point (tethering) mode.
u Select the phone you want to connect to 

the system.
u If you do not find the phone you want to 

connect in the list, select Scan.
7. Select Add.
u If needed, enter a password for your 

phone and select OK.
u When the connection is successful, the 

 icon is displayed on the top of the 
screen.

8. Select  to go back to the home screen.

■Wi-Fi mode (setting for the first time) 1Wi-Fi mode (setting for the first time)

You cannot go through the setting procedure while a 
vehicle is moving. Park in a safe place to setup the 
Wi-Fi connection.

Some mobile phone carriers charge for tethering and 
smartphone data use. Check your phone’s data 
subscription package.

Check your phone manual to find out if the phone 
has Wi-Fi connectivity.

You can confirm whether Wi-Fi connection is on or 
off with the  icon on the Wi-Fi Device List 
screen. Network speed will not be displayed on this 
screen.
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 este afișată în partea 
superioară a ecranului.

8.  Selectaţi pentru a reveni la ecranul de 
pornire 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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▶▶ Centuri de siguranţă ▶  Prinderea unei centuri de siguranţă▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Conexiune Wi-Fi

341

uuAudio System Basic OperationuWi-Fi Connection
Featu

res

Make sure your phone's Wi-Fi setting is in access point (tethering) mode.

■Wi-Fi mode (after the initial setting has been made) 1Wi-Fi mode (after the initial setting has been made)

You may need to go through an initial setup for Wi-
Fi connection again after you boot your phone.

iPhone users
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Modul Wi-Fi (după ce a fost efectuată setarea iniţială)

Asiguraţi-vă că setările Wi-Fi ale telefonului se află în modul punct de acces 
(tethering).

Utilizatorii de iPhone
Poate fi necesar să treceţi din nou printr-o 
configurare iniţială pentru conexiunea Wi-Fi după ce 
porniţi telefonul.

Modul Wi-Fi (după ce a fost efectuată setarea iniţială)
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuSiri Eyes Free

Featu
res

Siri Eyes Free
You can talk to Siri using the  (Talk) button on the steering wheel when your 
iPhone is paired to the Hands-Free Telephone (HFT) system.

2 Phone Setup P. 422

■Using Siri Eyes Free

1Siri Eyes Free

Siri is a trademark of Apple Inc.

Check Apple Inc. website for features available for 
Siri.

We recommend against using Siri other than in Siri 
Eyes Free while operating a vehicle.

1Using Siri Eyes Free

Some commands work only on specific phone 
features or apps.

 (Talk) Button 
Press and hold until the display 
changes as shown.

 (Hang-up/back) Button
Press to deactivate Siri Eyes Free.

While in Siri Eyes Free:
The display remains the same. 
No feedback or commands 
appear.

Appears 
when Siri is 
activated in 
Siri Eyes Free
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Siri Eyes Free

Puteţi vorbi cu Siri folosind butonul 

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued

Featu
res

Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 (Talk) de pe volan atunci când  
iPhone-ul este asociat cu sistemul Hands-Free Telephone (HFT).

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g
Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Configurare telefon P. 422

Siri Eyes Free

Siri Eyes Free

Folosind Siri Eyes Free

Siri este o marcă comercială a Apple Inc.

Verificaţi site-ul Apple Inc. pentru funcţiile disponibile 
pentru Siri.

Vă recomandăm să nu utilizaţi Siri altfel decât în Siri 
Eyes Free în timpul operării unui vehicul.

Unele comenzi funcţionează numai pe anumite funcţii 
sau aplicaţii ale telefonului.

Folosind Siri Eyes Free

Buton (Oprire apel / Înapoi)
Apăsaţi pentru a dezactiva funcţia Siri Eyes Free.

În timp ce în Siri Eyes Free:
Ecranul rămâne același.
Nu apar feedback sau comenzi.

Apare când 
Siri este 
activat în Siri 
Eyes Free

Ţineţi apăsat până când afișajul se 
modifică după cum se arată.

Buton (Discuţie) 
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuApple CarPlay

Continued

Featu
res

Apple CarPlay
If you connect an Apple CarPlay-compatible iPhone to the system via the 1.5A USB 
port, you can use the audio/information screen, instead of the iPhone display, to 
make a phone call, listen to music, view maps (navigation), and access messages.

2 USB Port(s) P. 253

■ Phone
Access the contact list, make phone calls, or listen to voice mail.

■ Messages
Check and reply to text messages, or have messages read to you.

■ Music
Play music stored on your iPhone.

■Apple CarPlay Menu

1Apple CarPlay

Only iPhone 5 or newer versions with iOS 8.4 or later 
are compatible with Apple CarPlay.

Park in a safe place before connecting your iPhone to 
Apple CarPlay and when launching any compatible 
apps.

To use Apple CarPlay, connect the USB cable to the 
1.5A USB port. The USB port located in the centre 
console storage will not enable Apple CarPlay 
operation.

2 USB Port(s) P. 253

To directly access the Apple CarPlay phone function, 
select Phone on the home screen. While connected 
to Apple CarPlay, calls are only made through Apple 
CarPlay. If you want to make a call with the Hands-
Free Telephone system, turn Apple CarPlay OFF or 
detach the USB cable from your iPhone.

2 Setting Up Apple CarPlay P. 344

When your iPhone is connected to Apple CarPlay, it is 
not possible to use the Bluetooth® Audio or Hands-
Free Telephone system. However, other previously 
paired phones can stream audio via Bluetooth® while 
Apple CarPlay is connected.

2 Phone Setup P. 422

For details on countries and regions where Apple 
CarPlay is available, as well as information pertaining 
to function, refer to the Apple homepage.

: Go back to the 
home screen

Home screen

Apple CarPlay icon

Apple CarPlay menu screen

Go back to the Apple 
CarPlay menu screen
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Numai versiunile iPhone 5 sau mai noi cu iOS 8.4 sau 
versiuni ulterioare sunt compatibile cu Apple CarPlay.

Parcaţi într-un loc sigur înainte de a conecta iPhone-ul 
la Apple CarPlay și când lansaţi aplicaţii compatibile.

Pentru a utiliza Apple CarPlay, conectaţi cablul USB 
la portul USB de 1.5A. Portul USB aflat în memoria 
consolei centrale nu va permite operarea Apple 
CarPlay.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Porturi USB P. 253

Pentru a accesa direct funcţia telefonului Apple 
CarPlay, selectaţi Telefon pe ecranul de pornire. În 
timp ce sunteţi conectat (ă) la Apple CarPlay, apelurile 
sunt efectuate numai prin Apple CarPlay. Dacă doriţi 
să efectuaţi un apel cu sistemul de telefonie hands-
free, opriţi Apple CarPlay OFF sau detașaţi cablul USB 
de la iPhone.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Configurarea Apple CarPlay P. 344

Atunci când iPhone-ul este conectat la Apple CarPlay, 
nu este posibil să utilizaţi sistemul Bluetooth® 
Audio sau Hands-Free Phone. Cu toate acestea, alte 
telefoane asociate anterior pot transmite audio prin 
Bluetooth® în timp ce Apple CarPlay este conectat.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Configurare telefon P. 422

Pentru detalii despre ţările și regiunile în care este 
disponibil Apple CarPlay, precum și informaţii 
referitoare la funcţii, consultaţi pagina de pornire 
Apple.

Apple CarPlayDacă conectaţi un iPhone compatibil Apple CarPlay la sistem prin portul 
USB de 1.5A, puteţi utiliza ecranul audio / informaţii, în loc de ecranul 
iPhone, pentru a efectua un apel telefonic, a asculta muzică, a vizualiza hărţi 
(navigaţie) și mesaje de acces.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Porturi USB P. 253
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Telefon
Accesaţi lista de contacte, efectuaţi apeluri telefonice sau ascultaţi mesaje 
vocale.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Mesaje
Verificaţi și răspundeţi la mesajele text sau citiţi-vă mesajele.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Muzică
Redaţi muzică stocată pe iPhone.

Apple CarPlay

Meniul Apple CarPlay

Ecranul meniului Apple CarPlay

Reveniţi la ecranul 
meniului Apple CarPlay

Pictograma  
Apple CarPlay

: Reveniţi la  
ecranul de pornire

Continuare
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■ Maps
Display Apple CarPlay map and use the navigation function just as you would on 
your iPhone.

Only one navigation system (pre-installed navigation or Apple CarPlay) can give 
directions at a time. When you are using one system, directions to any prior 
destination set on the other system will be cancelled, and the system you are 
currently using will direct you to your destination.

After you have connected your iPhone to the system via the 1.5A USB port, use the 
following procedure to set up Apple CarPlay. Use of Apple CarPlay will result in the 
transmission of certain user and vehicle information (such as vehicle location, speed, 
and status) to your iPhone to enhance the Apple CarPlay experience. You will need 
to consent to the sharing of this information on the Display Audio Screen.

■ Enabling Apple CarPlay
Enable once: Allows only once. (Prompt 
shows again next time.)
Always enable: Allows anytime. (Prompt 
does not show again.)
Cancel: Does not allow this consent.

You may change the consent settings under 
the Smartphone settings menu.

■ Setting Up Apple CarPlay

1Apple CarPlay

Apple CarPlay Operating Requirements & 
Limitations
Apple CarPlay requires a compatible iPhone with an 
active cellular connection and data plan. Your 
carrier’s rate plans will apply.

Changes in operating systems, hardware, software, 
and other technology integral to providing Apple 
CarPlay functionality, as well as new or revised 
governmental regulations, may result in a decrease or 
cessation of Apple CarPlay functionality and services. 
Honda cannot and does not provide any warranty or 
guarantee of future Apple CarPlay performance or 
functionality.

It is possible to use 3rd party apps if they are 
compatible with Apple CarPlay. Refer to the Apple 
homepage for information on compatible apps.

Models with navigation system

1Setting Up Apple CarPlay

You can also use the method below to set up Apple 
CarPlay:
Select HOME Settings Smartphone Apple 
CarPlay

Use of user and vehicle information
The use and handling of user and vehicle information 
transmitted to/from your iPhone by Apple CarPlay is 
governed by the Apple iOS terms and conditions and 
Apple’s Privacy Policy.
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Apple CarPlay

Configurarea Apple CarPlay

Cerinţe și limite de operare Apple CarPlay
Apple CarPlay necesită un iPhone compatibil cu o 
conexiune mobilă activă și un plan de date. Planurile de 
tarifare ale operatorului de transport vor fi aplicabile.

Modificările în sistemele de operare, hardware, 
software și alte tehnologii integrate în furnizarea 
funcţionalităţii Apple CarPlay, precum și a unor 
reglementări guvernamentale noi sau revizuite, pot 
duce la scăderea sau la încetarea funcţionalităţii și 
serviciilor Apple CarPlay. Honda nu poate și nu oferă 
nicio garanţie a performanţei sau funcţionalităţii Apple 
CarPlay.

Este posibil să utilizaţi aplicaţii de la terţe părţi dacă 
acestea sunt compatibile cu Apple CarPlay. Consultaţi 
pagina de pornire Apple pentru informaţii despre 
aplicaţiile compatibile.

De asemenea, puteţi utiliza metoda de mai jos pentru a 
configura Apple
CarPlay:
Selectaţi HOME→ Setări→ Smartphone→ Apple CarPlay

Utilizarea informaţiilor utilizatorului și a vehiculului
Utilizarea și manipularea informaţiilor despre utilizatori 
și a vehiculelor transmise către / de pe iPhone de 
către Apple CarPlay este reglementată de termenii și 
condiţiile Apple iOS și de politica de confidenţialitate 
Apple.

Configurarea Apple CarPlay

36
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Hărţi
Afișaţi harta Apple CarPlay și utilizaţi funcţia de navigare la fel ca pe iPhone.

Modele cu sistem de navigaţie
Numai un sistem de navigaţie (navigaţie preinstalată sau Apple CarPlay) poate 
oferi instrucţiuni simultan. Când utilizaţi un sistem, indicaţiile direcţionate 
către orice destinaţie anterioară setată pe celălalt sistem vor fi anulate, iar 
sistemul pe care îl utilizaţi în prezent vă va îndruma către destinaţie.

După ce aţi conectat iPhone-ul la sistem prin portul USB de 1.5A, utilizaţi 
următoarea procedură pentru a configura Apple CarPlay. Utilizarea Apple 
CarPlay va duce la transmiterea anumitor informaţii despre utilizatori și 
vehicule (cum ar fi locaţia, viteza și starea vehiculului) pe iPhone pentru a 
îmbunătăţi experienţa Apple CarPlay. Va trebui să consimţiţi să împărtășiţi 
aceste informaţii pe ecranul Display Audio.

Activaţi o singură dată: Permite o singură 
dată. (Arată din nou data viitoare.)
Activaţi întotdeauna: Permite oricând.  
(Nu se afișează din nou.)
Anulare: nu permite acest consimţământ.

Puteţi schimba setările de consimţământ 
din meniul de setări pentru Smartphone.
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Press and hold the  (talk) button to activate Siri Eyes Free.

■Operating Apple CarPlay with Siri Eyes Free 1Operating Apple CarPlay with Siri Eyes Free

Below are examples of questions and commands for 
Siri Eyes Free.

• What movies are playing today?
• Call dad at work.
• What song is this?
• How’s the weather tomorrow?
• Read my latest email.

For more information, please visit 
www.apple.com/ios/siri.

 (Talk) button:
Press and hold to activate Siri Eyes Free.
Press again to deactivate Siri Eyes Free.
Press and release to activate standard voice recognition system.
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Mai jos sunt exemple de întrebări și comenzi pentru 
Siri Eyes Free.

• Ce filme sunt azi?
• Apelaţi tata la serviciu.
• Ce cântec este acesta?
• Cum este vremea mâine?
• Citește ultimul meu e-mail.

Pentru mai multe informaţii, vă rugăm să vizitaţi
www.apple.com/ios/siri.

Operarea Apple CarPlay cu Siri Eyes FreeOperarea Apple CarPlay cu Siri Eyes Free

Apăsaţi și menţineţi apăsat pentru a activa funcţia Siri Eyes Free.
Apăsaţi din nou pentru a dezactiva funcţia Siri Eyes Free.
Apăsaţi și eliberaţi pentru a activa sistemul de recunoaștere vocală 
standard.

Buton (Discuţie) 

Apăsaţi și ţineţi apăsat butonul 

311
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Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 (vorbește) pentru a activa funcţia Siri Eyes Free.
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Android Auto
When you connect an Android phone to the Display Audio system via the 1.5A USB 
port, Android Auto is automatically initiated. When connected via Android Auto, 
you can use the audio/information screen to access the Phone, Google Maps 
(Navigation), Google Play Music, and Google Now functions. When you first use 
Android Auto, a tutorial will appear on the screen.
We recommend that you complete this tutorial while safely parked before using 
Android Auto.

2 USB Port(s) P. 253
2 Auto Pairing Connection P. 348

NOTE:
Android Auto may not be available in your country or region. For details about 
Android Auto, please refer to the Google support site.

1Android Auto

To use Android Auto, you need to download the 
Android Auto app from Google Play to your 
smartphone.

Only Android 5.0 (Lollipop) or later versions are 
compatible with Android Auto.
Bluetooth® A2DP cannot be used with Android Auto 
phone.

Park in a safe place before connecting your Android 
phone to Android Auto and when launching any 
compatible apps.

To use Android Auto, connect the USB cable to the 
1.5A USB port. The USB port in the centre console 
storage will not enable Android Auto operation.

2 USB Port(s) P. 253

To directly access the Android Auto phone function, 
select Phone on the home screen.

2 Auto Pairing Connection P. 348

When your Android phone is connected to Android 
Auto, it is not possible to use the Bluetooth® Audio. 
However, other previously paired phones can stream 
audio via Bluetooth® while Android Auto is 
connected.

2 Phone Setup P. 422
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Când conectaţi un telefon Android la sistemul de afișare audio prin portul USB 
de 1,5 A, sistemul Android Auto este iniţiat automat. Când sunteţi conectat 
prin Android Auto, puteţi utiliza ecranul audio / informaţii pentru a accesa 
funcţiile Telefon, Hărţi Google (Navigare), Muzică Google Play și Google Now. 
Când utilizaţi pentru prima oară Android Auto, pe ecran va apărea un tutorial.
Vă recomandăm să finalizaţi acest tutorial în timp ce parcaţi în siguranţă 
înainte de a utiliza Android Auto.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Cuplarea automată a conexiunii P. 348

NOTĂ:
Este posibil ca Android Auto să nu fie disponibil în ţara sau regiunea dvs. 
Pentru detalii despre Android Auto, consultaţi site-ul de asistenţă Google.

Android Auto

Android Auto

Pentru a utiliza Android Auto, trebuie să descărcaţi 
aplicaţia Android Auto de pe Google Play pe telefonul 
smartphone.

Doar Android 5.0 (Lollipop) sau versiuni mai noi sunt 
compatibile cu Android Auto. Bluetooth® A2DP nu 
poate fi utilizat cu telefonul Android Auto.

Parcaţi într-un loc sigur înainte de a conecta telefonul 
Android la Android Auto și când lansaţi aplicaţii 
compatibile.

Pentru a utiliza Android Auto, conectaţi cablul USB la
Port USB de 1,5A. Portul USB din memoria consolei 
centrale nu va permite funcţionarea Android Auto.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Porturi USB P. 253
Pentru a accesa direct funcţia telefonului Android Auto, 
selectaţi Telefon pe ecranul de întâmpinare.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Cuplarea automată a conexiunii P. 348
Atunci când telefonul Android este conectat la Android 
Auto, nu este posibilă utilizarea Bluetooth® Audio.
Cu toate acestea, alte telefoane asociate anterior 
pot transmite audio prin Bluetooth® în timp ce este 
conectat Android Auto.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Configurare telefon P. 422
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a Maps (Navigation)
Display Google Maps and use the navigation function just as you would with your 
Android phone. When the vehicle is in motion, it is not possible to make keyboard 
entries. Stop the vehicle in a safe location to undertake a search or provide other 
inputs.

Only one navigation system (pre-installed navigation or Android Auto) can give 
directions at a time. When you are using one system, directions to any prior 
destination set on the other system will be cancelled, and the system you are 
currently using will direct you to your destination.
The audio/Information screen shows you turn-by turn driving directions to your 
destination.
b Phone (Communication)
Make and receive phone calls as well as listen to voicemail.
c Google Now (Home screen)
Display useful information organized by Android Auto into simple cards that appear 
just when they’re needed.

■Android Auto Menu 1Android Auto

For details on countries and regions where Android 
Auto is available, as well as information pertaining to 
function, refer to the Android Auto homepage.

Android Auto Operating Requirements & 
Limitations
Android Auto requires a compatible Android phone 
with an active cellular connection and data plan. 
Your carrier’s rate plans will apply.

Changes in operating systems, hardware, software, 
and other technology integral to providing Android 
Auto functionality, as well as new or revised 
governmental regulations, may result in a decrease or 
cessation of Android Auto functionality and services. 
Honda cannot and does not provide any warranty or 
guarantee of future Android Auto performance or 
functionality.

It is possible to use 3rd party apps if they are 
compatible with Android Auto. Refer to the Android 
Auto homepage for information on compatible apps.

: Go back to 
the home screen

Android Auto icon

6

Models with navigation system
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Pentru detalii despre ţările și regiunile în care este 
disponibil Android Auto, precum și informaţii 
referitoare la funcţii, consultaţi pagina principală 
Android Auto.

Cerinţe de funcţionare pentru Android Auto și limite
Android Auto necesită un telefon Android compatibil 
cu o conexiune mobilă și un plan de date activ.
Planurile de tarifare ale operatorului de transport vor 
fi aplicabile.

Schimbările în sistemele de operare, în hardware, 
software și alte tehnologii care au rolul de a 
furniza funcţionalitatea Android Auto, precum și 
reglementările guvernamentale noi sau revizuite, 
pot duce la scăderea sau la încetarea funcţionalităţii 
serviciilor Android Auto. Honda nu poate și nu oferă 
nicio garanţie a performanţei sau a funcţionalităţii 
Android Auto.

Este posibil să utilizaţi aplicaţii de la terţe părţi dacă 
acestea sunt compatibile cu Android Auto. Consultaţi 
pagina de pornire Android pentru informaţii despre 
aplicaţiile compatibile.

Android Auto

      Hărţi (Navigare)
Afișaţi Google Maps și utilizaţi funcţia de navigare la fel ca în cazul telefonului 
dvs. Android. Când vehiculul este în mișcare, nu este posibilă tastarea. Opriţi 
vehiculul într-o locaţie sigură pentru a efectua o căutare sau pentru a furniza 
informaţii.

Modele cu sistem de navigaţie
Numai un sistem de navigare (navigaţie preinstalată sau Android Auto) poate 
oferi instrucţiuni simultan. Când utilizaţi un sistem, indicaţiile direcţionate 
către orice destinaţie anterioară setată pe celălalt sistem vor fi anulate, iar 
sistemul pe care îl utilizaţi în prezent vă va îndruma către destinaţie.
Ecranul audio / informaţie vă arată că viraţi manual indicaţiile de orientare 
către destinaţie.
      Telefon (Comunicare)
Efectuaţi și primiţi apeluri telefonice și ascultaţi mesageria vocală.
     Acum Google (ecranul iniţial)
Afișaţi informaţiile utile organizate de Android Auto în cărţi simple care apar 
doar atunci când sunt necesare.

Pictograma Android Auto

:  Reveniţi la  
ecranul de pornire

Meniul Android Auto
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d Music and audio
Play Google Play Music and music apps that are compatible with Android Auto.
To switch between music apps, press this icon.
e Go back to the Home Screen.
f Voice
Operate Android Auto with your voice.

When you connect an Android phone to the unit via the 1.5A USB port, Android 
Auto is automatically initiated.

■ Enabling Android Auto
Enable once: Allows only once. (Prompt 
shows again next time.)
Always enable: Allows anytime. (Prompt 
does not show again.)
Cancel: Does not allow this consent.

You may change the consent settings under 
the Smartphone settings menu.

■Auto Pairing Connection

1Enabling Android Auto

Only initialize Android Auto when you safely parked. 
When Android Auto first detects your phone, you will 
need to set up your phone so that auto pairing is 
possible. Refer to the instruction manual that came 
with your phone.

You can use the method below to change Android 
Auto settings after you have completed the initial 
setup:
Select HOME Settings Smartphone Android 
Auto

Use of user and vehicle information
The use and handling of user and vehicle information 
transmitted to/from your phone by Android Auto is 
governed by the Google’s Privacy Policy.
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▶▶ Funcţiile de bază ale sistemului audio ▶  Android Auto

Activarea aplicaţiei Android Auto

Doar iniţializaţi Android Auto atunci când aţi parcat în 
siguranţă. Când aplicaţia Android Auto detectează mai 
întâi telefonul, va trebui să configuraţi telefonul astfel 
încât să fie posibilă asocierea automată. Consultaţi 
manualul de instrucţiuni livrat împreună cu telefonul.

Puteţi utiliza metoda de mai jos pentru a modifica 
setările Android Auto după ce aţi finalizat configurarea 
iniţială:
Selectaţi HOME → Setări → Smartphone → Android 
Auto

Utilizarea informaţiilor utilizatorului și a vehiculului
Utilizarea și manipularea informaţiilor despre utilizatori 
și a vehiculelor transmise către / de pe telefonul dvs. de 
către Android Auto sunt reglementate de Politica de 
confidenţialitate Google.

      Muzică și audio
Redaţi aplicaţia Muzică Google Play și aplicaţii muzicale compatibile cu Android 
Auto. Pentru a comuta între aplicaţii muzicale, apăsaţi această pictogramă.
      Reveniţi la ecranul iniţial.
      Voce
Operaţi Android Auto cu vocea dvs.

Când conectaţi un telefon Android la unitate prin portul USB de 1,5 A, Android
Automatul este iniţiat automat.

36
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Activarea aplicaţiei Android Auto

Conectarea automată

Activaţi o singură dată: Permite o singură 
dată. (Arată din nou data viitoare.)
Activaţi întotdeauna: Permite oricând.  
(Nu se afișează din nou.)
Anulare: nu permite acest consimţământ.

Puteţi schimba setările de consimţământ din 
meniul de setări pentru Smartphone.
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Press and hold the  (talk) button to operate Android Auto with your voice.

■Operating Android Auto with Voice Recognition 1Operating Android Auto with Voice Recognition

Below are examples of commands you can give with 
voice recognition:
• Reply to text.
• Call my wife.
• Navigate to Honda.
• Play my music.
• Send a text message to my wife.
• Call flower shop.

For more information, please refer to the Android 
Auto homepage.

You can also activate the voice recognition function 
by pressing the  icon in the upper-right corner of 
the screen.

 (Talk) button:
Press and hold to operate Android Auto with your voice.
Press and release to activate standard voice recognition system.

 (Hang-up/back) button:
Press to deactivate voice recognition.
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Meniul Android AutoOperarea Android Auto cu recunoaștere vocală

Apăsaţi și menţineţi apăsat pentru a utiliza Android Auto cu vocea dvs.
Apăsaţi și eliberaţi pentru a activa sistemul de recunoaștere vocală standard.

Buton (Discuţie) 

Apăsaţi și ţineţi apăsat butonul 

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1
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Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 (vorbește) pentru a opera Android Auto cu vocea ta.

Buton (Oprire apel / Înapoi)
Apăsaţi pentru a dezactiva recunoașterea vocii.

Mai jos sunt exemple de comenzi pe care le puteţi da 
cu recunoașterea vocii:
• Răspunde la text.
• Sună la soţia mea.
• Navighează la Honda.
• Redă muzica mea.
• Trimite un mesaj text soţiei mele.
• Apelează magazinul de flori.

Pentru mai multe informaţii, consultaţi pagina de 
pornire Android Auto.

De asemenea, puteţi activa funcţia de recunoaștere 
vocală apăsând pictograma 

349
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Press and hold the  (talk) button to operate Android Auto with your voice.

■Operating Android Auto with Voice Recognition 1Operating Android Auto with Voice Recognition

Below are examples of commands you can give with 
voice recognition:
• Reply to text.
• Call my wife.
• Navigate to Honda.
• Play my music.
• Send a text message to my wife.
• Call flower shop.

For more information, please refer to the Android 
Auto homepage.

You can also activate the voice recognition function 
by pressing the  icon in the upper-right corner of 
the screen.

 (Talk) button:
Press and hold to operate Android Auto with your voice.
Press and release to activate standard voice recognition system.

 (Hang-up/back) button:
Press to deactivate voice recognition.
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 din colţul din dreapta 
sus al ecranului.

Operarea Android Auto cu recunoaștere vocală
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Audio Error Messages

iPod/USB Flash Drive
If an error occurs while playing an iPod or USB flash drive, you may see the following 
error messages. If you cannot clear the error message, contact a dealer.

*1:Models with colour audio system
*2:Models with Display Audio

Error Message Solution

USB error*1

USB Error*2
Appears when there is a problem with the audio system. Check if the device is compatible 
with the audio system.

Incompatible USB device
Please check owners manual.*1

A charging error has occurred with the 
connected USB device. When safe please 
check the compatibility of the device and 
USB cable and try again.*2

Appears when an incompatible device is connected. Disconnect the device. Then turn the 
audio system off, and turn it on again. Do not reconnect the device that caused the error.

Unsupported ver*1

Unsupported Version*2
Appears when an unsupported iPod is connected. If it appears when a supported iPod is 
connected, update the iPod software to the newer version.

Retry connection*1

Connect Retry*2 Appears when the system does not acknowledge the iPod. Reconnect the iPod.
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Mesaje de eroare audio

iPod / USB Flash Drive

Dacă apare o eroare în timpul redării unui iPod sau a unei unităţi flash USB, este posibil să vedeţi 
următoarele mesaje de eroare. Dacă nu puteţi șterge mesajul de eroare, contactaţi un dealer autorizat.

Eroare USB *1

Eroare USB *2

Mesaj de eroare Soluţie

Dispozitiv USB incompatibil
Verificaţi manualul proprietarului.*1

A apărut o eroare de încărcare cu dispozitivul 
USB conectat. Când sunteţi în siguranţă, 
verificaţi compatibilitatea dispozitivului și a 
cablului USB și încercaţi din nou.*2

Versiune neacceptată*1

Versiune neacceptată*2

Reîncercaţi conexiunea*1

Conectaţi-vă reîncercaţi*2

Apare atunci când există o problemă cu sistemul audio.  
Verificaţi dacă dispozitivul este compatibil cu sistemul audio.

Apare când este conectat un iPod neacceptat. Dacă apare când un iPod  
compatibil este conectat, actualizaţi software-ul iPod la versiunea mai nouă.

Apare când sistemul nu recunoaște iPod-ul. Reconectaţi iPod-ul.

Apare atunci când este conectat un dispozitiv incompatibil. Deconectaţi 
dispozitivul. Apoi opriţi sistemul audio și porniţi-l din nou. Nu reconectaţi 
dispozitivul care a provocat eroarea.

* 1: Modele cu sistem audio color
* 2: Modele cu Display Audio
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*1:Models with colour audio system
*2:Models with Display Audio

Error Message Solution

Unplayable file*1

Unplayable File*2
Appears when the files in the USB flash drive are copyright protected or an unsupported 
format. This error message appears for about three seconds, then plays the next song.

No song*1

No Data*2

Appears when the iPod is empty.

Appears when the USB flash drive is empty or there are no MP3, WMA, AAC, WAV*2, or 
MP4*2 files in the USB flash drive.

Check that compatible files are stored on the device.

Unsupported*1, *2 Appears when an unsupported device is connected. If it appears when a supported device 
is connected, reconnect the device.

iPod

USB flash drive

iPod and USB flash drive
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Mesaj de eroare

Apare atunci când fișierele din unitatea flash USB sunt protejate prin drepturi de autor sau un format ne-
acceptat. Acest mesaj de eroare apare timp de aproximativ trei secunde, apoi redă următoarea melodie.

Apare atunci când este conectat un dispozitiv neacceptat. Dacă apare când un 
dispozitiv acceptat este conectat, reconectaţi dispozitivul.

Fișier corupt*1

Fișier corupt*2

Neacceptat*1, *2

Nici o melodie*1

Nu există date*2

iPod
Apare atunci când iPod-ul este gol.
Flash Drive USB
Apare atunci când unitatea flash USB este goală sau nu există fișiere MP3, WMA, 
AAC, WAV * 2 sau MP4 * 2 pe unitatea flash USB.
IPod și unitatea flash USB
Verificaţi dacă fișierele compatibile sunt stocate pe dispozitiv.

Soluţie

* 1: Modele cu sistem audio color
* 2: Modele cu Display Audio
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Android/Apps
If an error occurs while using the audio system or apps, you may see the following 
error messages. If you cannot clear the error message, contact a dealer.

*1:****part is variable characters, and will change depending upon where an error 
occurs.

Error Message*1 Solution

Unfortunately, **** has 
stopped.

Error has occurred within app, select OK on the screen to close the app.

**** is not responding. 
Would you like to close it?

App is not responding.
Select Wait if you can wait for a response from app a little longer. If it does not respond even if you keep 
waiting, select OK to close the app and start it up. If the error message continues, perform Factory Data 
Reset.

2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

Models with Display Audio
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Mesaj de eroare*1 Soluţie

Din pacate, ****  
s-a oprit.

**** nu răspunde.
Vrei să închizi?

Eroare a apărut în cadrul aplicaţiei, selectaţi OK pe ecran pentru a închide aplicaţia.

Aplicaţia nu răspunde.
Selectaţi Așteptaţi dacă mai puteţi aștepta un răspuns de la aplicaţie. Dacă nu răspunde chiar 
dacă așteptaţi, selectaţi OK pentru a închide aplicaţia și a porni aplicaţia. Dacă mesajul de eroare 
continuă, efectuaţi Resetarea datelor din fabrică.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Dezactivarea tuturor setărilor P. 393

* 1: Partea **** sunt caractere variabile și se vor schimba în funcţie de locul unde apare o eroare.

Android / Aplicaţii

Dacă apare o eroare în timpul utilizării sistemului audio sau a aplicaţiilor, este posibil să vedeţi următoarele 
mesaje de eroare. Dacă nu puteţi șterge mesajul de eroare, contactaţi un distribuitor.

Modele cu Display Audio

▶▶ Mesaje de eroare audio ▶  Android / Aplicaţii
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General Information on the Audio System

Compatible iPod, iPhone, and USB Flash Drives

*1:Models with Display Audio

• A USB flash drive of 256 MB or higher is recommended.
• Some digital audio players may not be compatible.
• Some USB flash drives (e.g., a device with security lockout) may not work.
• Some software files may not allow for audio play or text data display.
• Some versions of MP3, WMA, AAC, WAV*, or MP4* formats may be 

unsupported.

■ iPod and iPhone Model Compatibility

Model
iPod (5th generation)
iPod classic 80GB/160GB (launch in 2007)
iPod classic 120GB (launch in 2008)
iPod classic 160GB (launch in 2009)
iPod nano (1st to 7th generation) released between 2005 and 2012
iPod touch (1st to 5th generation) released between 2007 and 2012
iPhone 3G/iPhone 3GS/iPhone 4/iPhone 4S/iPhone 5/iPhone 5c*1/iPhone 5s*1/
iPhone 6*1/iPhone 6 Plus*1

■USB Flash Drives

1iPod and iPhone Model Compatibility

This system may not work with all software versions 
of these devices.

1USB Flash Drives

Files on the USB flash drive are played in their stored 
order. This order may be different from the order 
displayed on your PC or device.

* Not available on all models
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Informaţii generale despre sistemul audio

Compatibil iPod, iPhone și unităţi flash USB

Meniul Android Auto

Meniul Android Auto

Compatibilitatea modelului iPod și iPhone

Unităţi flash USB

Este posibil ca acest sistem să nu funcţioneze cu 
toate versiunile software ale acestor dispozitive.

Fișierele de pe unitatea flash USB sunt redate în 
ordinea stocată. Această comandă poate fi diferită 
de ordinea afișată pe PC sau pe dispozitiv.

Compatibilitatea modelului iPad și iPhone

Unităţi flash USB

Model
iPod (generaţia a 5-a)
iPod classic 80GB / 160GB (lansat în 2007)
iPod classic 120GB (lansat în 2008)
iPod classic 160GB (lansat în 2008)
iPod nano (generaţia 1 până la a 7-a) lansat între 2005 și 2012
iPod touch (generaţie 1 până la a 5-a) lansat între 2007 și 2012
iPhone 3G / iPhone 3GS / iPhone 4 / iPhone 4S / iPhone 5 / iPhone 5c*1 /  
iPhone 5s*1 / iPhone 6*1 / iPhone 6 Plus*1

• Este recomandată o unitate flash USB de 256 MB sau mai mare.
• Este posibil ca unele playere audio digitale să nu fie compatibile.
•  Este posibil ca unele unităţi flash USB (de exemplu, un dispozitiv  

cu blocare de securitate) să nu funcţioneze.
•  Este posibil ca unele fișiere software să nu permită redarea audio sau 

afișarea de date text.
•  Unele versiuni ale formatelor MP3, WMA, AAC, WAV* sau MP4*  

pot să nu fie acceptate.

*1: Modele cu Display Audio

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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■ Recommended Devices

Media USB Flash Drive
Profile (MP4 version) Baseline Level 3 (MPEG4-AVC), Simple Level 5 

(MPEG4)
File extension (MP4 version) .mp4/.m4v

Compatible audio codec AAC MP3
Compatible video codec MPEG4-AVC (H.264) MPEG4 (ISO/IEC 14496 

Part.2)
Bit rate 10 Mbps (MPEG4-AVC) 8 Mbps (MPEG4)

Maximum image 720 x 576 pixels

Models with Display Audio
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Modele cu Display Audio

▶▶ Informaţii generale despre sistemul audio ▶  Compatibil iPod, iPhone și unităţi flash USB

Dispozitive recomandate

Media
Profil (versiunea MP4)

Extensie de fișier (versiunea MP4)

Imaginea maximă

Compatibil audio codec

Compatibil audio codec

Rata de biţi

Unitate flash USB
Nivelul de bază 3 (MPEG4-AVC),  

Nivelul 5 simplu (MPEG4)

.mp4/.m4v

720 x 576 pixels

MP3

MPEG4  
(ISO/IEC 14496 Part.2)

8 Mbps (MPEG4)

AAC

MPEG4-AVC (H.264)

10 Mbps (MPEG4-AVC)
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Models with Display Audio

Legal Information on Apple CarPlay/Android Auto

USE OF APPLE CARPLAY IS SUBJECT TO YOUR AGREEMENT TO THE CARPLAY TERMS OF USE, WHICH ARE INCLUDED AS PART OF THE 
APPLE iOS TERMS OF USE. IN SUMMARY, THE CARPLAY TERMS OF USE DISCLAIM APPLE AND ITS SERVICE PROVIDERS’ LIABILITY IF THE 
SERVICES FAIL TO PERFORM CORRECTLY OR ARE DISCONTINUED, STRICTLY LIMIT APPLE AND ITS SERVICE PROVIDERS’ OTHER 
LIABILITIES, DESCRIBE THE KINDS OF USER INFORMATION (INCLUDING, FOR EXAMPLE, VEHICLE LOCATION, VEHICLE SPEED, AND 
VEHICLE STATUS) BEING GATHERED AND STORED BY APPLE AND ITS SERVICE PROVIDERS, AND DISCLOSE CERTAIN POSSIBLE RISKS 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE OF CARPLAY, INCLUDING THE POTENTIAL FOR DRIVER DISTRACTION. SEE APPLE’S PRIVACY POLICY FOR 
DETAILS REGARDING APPLE'S USE AND HANDLING OF DATA UPLOADED BY CARPLAY.

USE OF ANDROID AUTO IS SUBJECT TO YOUR AGREEMENT TO THE ANDROID AUTO TERMS OF USE WHICH MUST BE AGREED TO WHEN 
THE ANDROID AUTO APPLICATION IS DOWNLOADED TO YOUR ANDROID PHONE. IN SUMMARY, THE ANDROID AUTO TERMS OF USE 
DISCLAIM GOOGLE AND ITS SERVICE PROVIDERS’ LIABILITY IF THE SERVICES FAIL TO PERFORM CORRECTLY OR ARE DISCONTINUED, 
STRICTLY LIMIT GOOGLE AND ITS SERVICE PROVIDERS’ OTHER LIABILITIES, DESCRIBE THE KINDS OF USER INFORMATION (INCLUDING, 
FOR EXAMPLE, VEHICLE LOCATION, VEHICLE SPEED, AND VEHICLE STATUS) BEING GATHERED AND STORED BY GOOGLE AND ITS 
SERVICE PROVIDERS, AND DISCLOSE CERTAIN POSSIBLE RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH THE USE OF ANDROID AUTO, INCLUDING THE 
POTENTIAL FOR DRIVER DISTRACTION. SEE GOOGLE’S PRIVACY POLICY FOR DETAILS REGARDING GOOGLE’S USE AND HANDLING OF 
DATA UPLOADED BY ANDROID AUTO.

■OWNER’S MANUAL LICENCE/LIABILITY STATEMENTS
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Continuare

▶▶ Informaţii generale despre sistemul audio ▶  Informaţii juridice despre Apple CarPlay / Android Auto

Modele cu Display Audio

Informaţii juridice despre Apple CarPlay / Android Auto

Meniul Android AutoMANUALUL PROPRIETARULUI LICENŢE / DECLARAŢII DE RĂSPUNDERE 
UTILIZAREA PRODUSULUI APPLE CARPLAY ESTE SUBIECTATĂ de ACORDUL DVS. LA TERMENII DE UTILIZARE, CARE SUNT INCLUȘI 
ÎN PARTEA TERMENILOR DE UTILIZARE APPLE iOS. REZUMAT, TERMENII DE UTILIZARE SUNT DISCRIMINAREA RĂSPUNSURILOR 
DE JUSTIŢIE A SERVICIILOR ÎN CAZUL CĂ SERVICIILE NU SUNT UTILIZATE CORECT SAU SUNT ÎNCĂRCĂTATE, STRICT LIMITATE 
DE ALTE RĂSPUNDERI ALE FURNIZORII SERVICIILOR, DESCRIU MODELE DE INFORMAŢII A UTILIZATORILOR (INCLUSIV, LOCAŢIA 
VEHICULELOR, VITEZA VEHICULULUI ȘI STATUTUL VEHICULULUI) CARE SUNT COLECTATE ȘI STOCATE DE APPLE ȘI DE FURNIZORI 
DE SERVICI ȘI DESCRIEREA UNOR RISCURI POSIBILE ASOCIATE CU UTILIZAREA CARPLAY, INCLUSIV POTENŢIALUL PENTRU 
DISTRAGEREA ȘOFERULUI. VEZI POLITICA DE CONFIDENŢIALITATE APPLE PENTRU DETALII PRIVIND UTILIZAREA ȘI MANIPULAREA 
DATELOR APLICATE DE CARPLAY DE CĂTRE APPLE.

UTILIZAREA AUTO A ANDROID ESTE SUBIECTATĂ LA CONTRACTUL DUMNEAVOASTRĂ LA TERMENII DE UTILIZARE ANDROID 
AUTO, TREBUIE SĂ CONVENŢI CÂND APLICAŢIA AUTO ALE ANDROID ESTE DOWNLOADATĂ LA TELEFONUL DUMNEAVOASTRĂ. 
REZUMAT, TERMENII DE UTILIZARE ANDROID AUTORIZAŢI DACĂ GOOGLE ȘI RĂSPUNDEREA FURNIZORILOR SERVICIILOR DACĂ 
SERVICIILE NU SUNT UTILIZATE CORECT SAU ÎNREGISTRATE, STRICT LIMITĂ GOOGLE ȘI ALTE RĂSPUNDERI ALE FURNIZORILOR 
SERVICIILOR, DESCRISE MODELE DE INFORMAŢII A UTILIZATORULUI (INCLUSIV, PENTRU EXEMPLU, LOCAŢIA VEHICULULUI, VITEZA 
VEHICULULUI ȘI STATUTUL VEHICULULUI), CĂREAŢI ȘI GAMAŢI DE GOOGLE ȘI DE FURNIZORI DE SERVICIU ȘI DESCRIEREA UNOR 
RISCURI POSIBILE ASOCIATE CU UTILIZAREA AUTO ANDROID, INCLUSIV POTENŢIALUL PENTRU DISTRACŢIA DRIVERULUI. AVEŢI 
POLITICA DE CONFIDENŢIALITATE A GOOGLE PENTRU DETALII PRIVIND UTILIZAREA ȘI MANIPULAREA DATELOR GOOGLE DE 
URGENŢĂ DE AUTO-ANDROID.
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YOU EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT USE OF APPLE CARPLAY OR ANDROID AUTO (“THE APPLICATIONS”) IS AT YOUR 
SOLE RISK AND THAT THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO SATISFACTORY QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, ACCURACY AND EFFORT IS WITH YOU TO THE 
MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, AND THAT THE APPLICATIONS AND INFORMATION ON THE APPLICATIONS IS 
PROVIDED “AS IS” AND “AS AVAILABLE,” WITH ALL FAULTS AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, AND HONDA HEREBY 
DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE APPLICATIONS AND INFORMATION ON THE APPLICATIONS, 
EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES AND/OR CONDITIONS OF 
MERCHANTABILITY, SATISFACTORY QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ACCURACY, QUIET ENJOYMENT, AND NON-
INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. NO ORAL OR WRITTEN INFORMATION OR ADVICE GIVEN BY HONDA OR AN AUTHORISED 
REPRESENTATIVE SHALL CREATE A WARRANTY. AS EXAMPLES, AND WITHOUT LIMITATION, HONDA DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTY 
REGARDING THE ACCURACY OF DATA PROVIDED BY THE APPLICATIONS, SUCH AS THE ACCURACY OF DIRECTIONS, ESTIMATED 
TRAVEL TIME, SPEED LIMITS, ROAD CONDITIONS, NEWS, WEATHER, TRAFFIC, OR OTHER CONTENT PROVIDED BY APPLE, GOOGLE, THEIR 
AFFILIATES, OR THIRD PARTY PROVIDERS; HONDA DOES NOT GUARANTEE AGAINST LOSS OF APPLICATION DATA, WHICH MAY BE LOST 
AT ANY TIME; HONDA DOES NOT GUARANTEE THAT THE APPLICATIONS OR ANY SERVICES PROVIDED THROUGH THEM WILL BE 
PROVIDED AT ALL TIMES OR THAT ANY OR ALL SERVICES WILL BE AVAILABLE AT ANY PARTICULAR TIME OR LOCATION. FOR EXAMPLE, 
SERVICES MAY BE SUSPENDED OR INTERRUPTED WITHOUT NOTICE FOR REPAIR, MAINTENANCE, SECURITY FIXES, UPDATES, ETC., 
SERVICES MAY BE UNAVAILABLE IN YOUR AREA OR LOCATION, ETC. IN ADDITION, YOU UNDERSTAND THAT CHANGES IN THIRD PARTY 
TECHNOLOGY OR GOVERNMENT REGULATION MAY RENDER THE SERVICES AND/OR APPLICATIONS OBSOLETE AND/OR UNUSABLE.

TO THE EXTENT NOT PROHIBITED BY LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL HONDA OR ITS AFFILIATES BE LIABLE FOR PERSONAL INJURY, OR ANY 
INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR 
LOSS OF PROFITS, CORRUPTION OR LOSS OF DATA, FAILURE TO TRANSMIT OR RECEIVE ANY DATA, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION OR ANY 
OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THE APPLICATIONS OR YOUR USE OF OR INABILITY TO 
USE THE APPLICATIONS OR INFORMATION ON THE APPLICATIONS, HOWEVER CAUSED, REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY 
(CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE) AND EVEN IF HONDA WERE ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. SOME REGIONS AND 
JURISDICTIONS MAY DISALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES, SO THESE LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS 
MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS WILL APPLY EVEN IF THE ABOVE STATED REMEDY FAILS OF ITS ESSENTIAL 
PURPOSE.

■DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES; LIMITATION ON LIABILITY
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▶▶ Informaţii generale despre sistemul audio ▶  Informaţii juridice despre Apple CarPlay / Android Auto

Meniul Android AutoDECLINAREA DE GARANŢII; LIMITAREA RĂSPUNDERII
DVS. RECUNOAȘTEŢI ÎN MOD EXPRES ȘI SUNTEŢI DE ACORD CĂ FOLOSIREA APPLE CARPLAY SAU ANDROID AUTO ("APLICAŢIILE") ESTE RISCUL 
DUMNEAVOASTRĂ ȘI CĂ RISCUL GENERAL PRIVIND CALITATEA SATISFĂCĂTOARE, PERFORMANŢA, ACŢIUNEA ȘI EFORTUL ESTE CU DVS ÎN LIMITA 
MAXIMĂ PERMISĂ DE LEGEA APLICABILĂ, ȘI CĂ APLICAŢIILE ȘI INFORMAŢIILE PRIVIND APLICAŢIILE SUNT FURNIZATE "CA ATARE" ȘI "CÂND 
SUNT DISPONIBILE", CU TOATE DEFECTELE ȘI FĂRĂ NICIUN FEL DE GARANŢIE, ȘI HONDA DECLINĂ TOATE GARANŢIILE ȘI CONDIŢIILE CU PRIVIRE 
LA APLICAŢII ȘI INFORMAŢII PRIVIND APLICAŢIILE , EXPRESE, IMPLICITE SAU STATUTARE, INCLUZÂND, DAR FĂRĂ A SE LIMITA LA, GARANŢIILE 
IMPLICITE ȘI / SAU CONDIŢIILE DE COMERCIALIZARE, CALITATEA SATISFĂCĂTOARE, ADECVAREA PENTRU UN ANUMIT SCOP, ACCURACIUNEA, 
ÎNCĂRCAREA LUMINOASĂ ȘI NEÎNCĂLCAREA DREPTURILOR TERŢE. NU INFORMAŢII SAU INFORMAŢII ORALĂ SAU SCRISE, CĂTRE HONDA SAU 
UN REPREZENTANT AUTORIZAT, CREȘTE O GARANŢIE. CA EXEMPLE ȘI FĂRĂ LIMITARE, HONDA DECLINĂ ORICE GARANŢIE PRIVIND PRECIZIA 
DATELOR FURNIZATE DE APLICAŢII, CUM AR FI PRECIZIA DIRECŢIILOR, TIMPUL ESTIMAT DE CĂLĂTORIE, LIMITELE DE VITEZĂ, CONDIŢIILE 
RUTIERE, NOUTĂŢILE, TIMPUL, TRAFICUL SAU ALT CONŢINUT FURNIZAT DE APPLE , GOOGLE, AFILIAŢII ALE ACESTORA SAU FURNIZORI DE TERŢI; 
HONDA NU GARANTEAZĂ ÎMPOTRIVA PIERDERILOR DATELOR APLICABILE, CARE POT FI LFOLOSITE ÎN ORICE TIMP; HONDA NU GARANTEAZĂ 
CĂ APLICAŢIILE SAU ORICE SERVICII PREVĂZUTE PRIN ACEASTĂ SUNT FURNIZATE ÎN ORICE TIMP SAU CĂ SERVICIILE VOR FI DISPONIBILE ÎN 
ORICE TIMP SAU LOCARE SPECIALĂ. DE EXEMPLU, SERVICIILE POT FI SUSPENDATE SAU ÎNTRERUPTE FĂRĂ NOTIFICARE PENTRU REPARAŢII, 
ÎNTREŢINERE, FISE DE SECURITATE, ACTUALIZĂRI ETC., SERVICIILE NU POT FI DISPONIBILE ÎN ZONA SAU LOCAŢIA DVS. ETC. ÎN PLUS, ÎNŢELEGEŢI 
CĂ MODIFICĂRILE ADUSE TEHNOLOGIEI SAU REGLEMENTĂRII GUVERNAMENTALE POT ADUCE SERVICII ȘI / SAU APLICAŢII NESUSTENABILE ȘI / 
SAU INUTILE. ÎN MĂSURA ÎN CARE NU ESTE INTERZISĂ DE LEGE, HONDA SAU AFILIAŢII SĂI NU SUNT RESPONSABILI PENTRU DAUNE PERSONALE 
SAU PENTRU ORICE DAUNE ACCIDENTALE, SPECIALE, INDIRECTE SAU CONSECVENTE, INCLUSIV, FĂRĂ A SE LIMITA LA PAGUBE PENTRU PIERDERI 
DE PROFIT, CORUPŢIE SAU PIERDERI DE DATE , NECESITATEA TRANSMITĂRII SAU A PRIMEI ORICE DATE, ÎNTRERUPEREA AFACERILOR SAU ORICE 
ALTE DAUNE SAU PIERDERI COMERCIALE CÂȘTIGATE SAU RELATE ÎN CADRUL APLICAŢIILOR SAU A UTILIZĂRII SAU A NECESITĂŢII DE A UTILIZA 
APLICAŢIILE SAU INFORMAŢIILE PRIVIND APLICAŢIILE CAUZATE, FĂRĂ A FI DESPRE TEORIA RESPONSABILITĂŢII (CONTRACT, PENALIZARE SAU 
ALTFEL) ȘI, DACĂ HONDA A FOST AVERTIZATĂ DE POSIBILITATEA UNOR ASTFEL DE DAUNE. UNELE REGIUNI ȘI JURISDICŢII POT FI DESTINATE 
EXCLUDERII SAU LIMITĂRII RESPONSABILITĂŢII PENTRU DAUNE, PRIN ACESTE LIMITĂRI ȘI EXCLUDERI NU POT FI APLICATE PENTRU TINE. 
LIMITĂRILE URMĂTOARE SE APLICĂ ȘI ÎN CAZUL ÎN CARE REMEDIATUL MENŢIONAT DE MAI SUS S-A FĂCUT ÎN VEDEREA SCOPULUI ESENŢIAL.
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About Open Source Licences
To see the open source licences information, follow these steps.

1. Press the MENU/CLOCK button.
2. Rotate  to select Settings, then press .
3. Rotate  to select OSS Licenses, then press .

1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Others tab.
5. Select Detailed Information.
6. Select About device.
7. Select Legal information.
8. Select Open-source licences.

1About Open Source Licences

LICENCE: Copyright © 2001 Bob Trower, Trantor 
Standard Systems Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any 
person obtaining a copy of this software and 
associated documentation files (the “Software”), to 
deal in the Software without restriction, including 
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, 
merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell 
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to 
whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to 
the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission 
notice shall be included in all copies or substantial 
portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS”, WITHOUT 
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, 
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES 
OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT 
SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE 
LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER 
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, 
TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN 
CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR 
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio
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▶▶ Informaţii generale despre sistemul audio ▶  Despre licenţe pentru surse deschise

LICENŢĂ: Copyright © 2001 Bob Trower, Trantor 
Standard Systems Inc.

Dreptul de autor este acordat gratuit oricărei 
persoane care obţine o copie a acestui software și 
a fișierelor de documentaţie asociate ("Software"), 
pentru a folosi Software-ul fără restricţii, incluzând, 
fără limitare, drepturile de utilizare, copiere, 
modificare, îmbinare, să publicaţi, să distribuiţi, să 
sublicenţiezi și / sau să vindeţi copii ale Software-
ului și să permiteţi persoanelor cărora le este 
furnizat Software-ul să facă acest lucru, sub rezerva 
următoarelor condiţii:

Notificarea privind drepturile de autor de mai  
sus și această notificare de permisiune vor fi  
incluse în toate copiile sau părţi importante ale 
Software-ului.

SOFTWARE-UL ESTE FURNIZAT "CA ATARE", 
FĂRĂ NICIUN FEL DE GARANŢII, EXPRESE SAU 
IMPLICITE, INCLUZÂND, DAR FĂRĂ A SE LIMITA 
LA GARANŢIILE DE VANDABILITATE, ADECVARE 
PENTRU UN ANUMIT SCOP ȘI NEÎNCĂLCARE. 
ÎN NICI UN CAZ, AUTORI SAU DEŢINĂTORII NU 
VOR FI RĂSPUNZĂTOARE PENTRU ORICE DAUNE 
SAU ALTĂ RESPONSABILITATE, ÎN LEGĂTURĂ CU 
ACŢIUNEa DE CONTRACT, ÎNREGISTRARE SAU 
ALTFEL, CAUZATĂ DINTRE SAU ÎN CONFORMITATE 
CU UTILIZAREA SOFTWARE-ULUI.

Despre licenţele pentru surse deschise

Despre licenţele pentru surse deschise

Pentru a vedea informaţiile despre licentele open source, urmaţi acești pași.

Modele cu sistem audio color
1. Apăsaţi butonul MENU / CLOCK.
2. Rotiţi 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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1. Selectaţi 
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi System (Sistem).
4. Selectaţi pagina Altele.
5. Selectaţi Informaţii detaliate.
6. Selectaţi Despre dispozitiv.
7. Selectaţi Informaţii juridice.
8. Selectaţi licenţe Open-Source.
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Licence Information

For DTS patents, see http://patents.dts.com. Manufactured under license from DTS 
Licensing Limited. DTS, the Symbol, & DTS and the Symbol together are registered 
trademarks, and DTS Digital Surround and Neural Surround are trademarks of DTS, 
Inc. © DTS, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

■DTS

Models with Display Audio
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▶▶ Informaţii generale despre sistemul audio ▶  Informaţii despre licenţă

Modele cu Display Audio

Informaţii despre licenţă

Pentru brevetele DTS, consultaţi http://patents.dts.com. fabricat sub licenţă de 
la DTS Licensing Limited. DTS, Symbol, & DTS și simbolul împreună sunt mărci 
comerciale înregistrate, iar DTS Digital Surround și Neural Surround sunt mărci 
comerciale ale DTS, Inc. © DTS, Inc. Toate drepturile rezervate.

Meniul Android AutoDTS
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Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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Funcţii personalizate

Utilizaţi ecranul audio / informaţii pentru a particulariza anumite caracteristici.

36
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Cum să personalizaţi
În timp ce autovehiculul se oprește complet când contactul este în poziţia 
ON 

Continued 43
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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, apăsaţi butonul MENU / CLOCK, apoi selectaţi Settings. Pentru a 
particulariza setările telefonului, apăsaţi butonul 
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Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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, apoi selectaţi Phone setup.

Când particularizaţi setările:
• Asiguraţi-vă că autovehiculul se oprește complet.
Modele cu transmisie automată
• Treceţi la 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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.
Modele cu transmisie manuală
• Fixaţi frâna de mână.

Aceste indicaţii sunt folosite pentru a arăta cum să 
acţionaţi selectorul.
Rotiţi 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta.
Apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a intra.
Pentru a personaliza alte funcţii, selectaţi Setări, 
rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Lista opţiunilor personalizabile P. 363

Funcţii personalizate

Cum să personalizaţi
Buton (telefon)

Ecran audio / informaţii

Butonul MENU / CLOCK

Buton selector

* 1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE 
START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.

Continuare
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■ Customization Flow

*1: Except AM/FM/DAB* mode

Models with colour audio system

Press the MENU/CLOCK button.

Adjust clock

Settings

Bluetooth Add new device

Connect an audio device

Display adjustment Brightness

Contrast

Black level

RDS settings* Radio text

AF

REG

News*1

DAB settings* Radio text

DAB-Link

FM-Link

Band select

Sound* BAS

MID

TRE

FAD

BAL

SVC

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

Reglaţi ceasul

Sunet*

Setări

BAS

MID

TRE

FAD

BAL

SVC

Setări RDS*

Setări DAB*

Bluetooth

Afișarea ajustării

Text radio

AF

REG

ȘTIRI*1

Text radio

DAB-Link

FM-Link

Selectaţi banda

Adăugaţi un dispozitiv nou

Conectaţi un dispozitiv audio

Luminozitate

Contrast

Nivel negru

Flux personalizare
Apăsaţi butonul MENU / CLOCK.

Modele cu sistem audio color

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Cu excepţia modului AM / FM / DAB *
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uuCustomized Featuresu

Continued
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Display change Audio

Wallpaper

Wallpaper Select

Import

Delete

Colour theme Blue

Red

Amber

Grey

Language

Clock format 12h

24h

OSS Licenses

Rear camera* Camera guideline

Brightness

Contrast

Black level

Colour

Tint

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

ContinuareContinuare

Camera din spate*

Afișaţi schimbarea

Imagine fundal

Culoare temă

Limba

Format ceas

Licenţe OSS

Linii ghidaj cameră

Luminozitate

Contrast

Nivel Negru

Culoare

Tentă

Audio

Imagine fundal

Selectaţi

Importaţi

Șterge

Albastru

Roșu

Portocaliu

Gri

12h

24h

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Press the  button and rotate  to select Phone setup, then press .

Ringtone Fixed

Mobile phone

Bluetooth setup Add new device

Connect a phone

Connect an audio device

Disconnect all devices

Delete device

Pass-key

Speed dial

Caller ID info Name priority

Number priority

System clear
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

Setarea Bluetooth Adăugaţi un dispozitiv nou

Conectaţi un telefon

Conectaţi un dispozitiv audio

Deconectaţi toate dispozitivele

Ștergeţi dispozitivul

Parolă-cheie

Fix

Telefon mobil

Prioritatea numelui

Prioritatea numărului

Apelare rapidă

Ton de apel

Informaţii despre apelant

Curaţare sistem

Apăsaţi butonul 

359Continued
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Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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 și rotiţi 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Configurare telefon, apoi apăsaţi 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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■ List of customizable options

*1:Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

Adjust clock Adjusts clock.
2 Clock P. 170

—

Sound* Adjusts the sound.
2 Adjusting the Sound P. 266

BAS/MID/TRE/FAD/
BAL/SVC

Settings

RDS 
settings*

Radio text     Displays the radio text information of the selected RDS 
station. On/Off*1

AF 
Automatically changes the frequency of the same 
programme as you enter different region. On*1/Off

REG 
Keeps the same frequency of the stations within that 
region even if the signal gets weak. On*1/Off

News
Turns on and off to automatically to tune to the news 
programme. On/Off*1

DAB 
settings*

Radio text Displays the radio text information of the selected DAB 
station.

On/Off*1

DAB-Link Selects whether the system automatically searches for 
the same station from Ensembles, and switches to it.

On*1/Off

FM-Link
Selects whether the system finds the same station 
from an FM band, and automatically switches the 
band.

On*1/Off

Band select Selects specific bands to reduce the time to update the 
lists, and search for a station.

Both*1/BandIII/
L-Band

Models with colour audio system

Except AM/FM/DAB* mode

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

ContinuareContinuare*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Setare implicită

Modele cu sistem audio color
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Listă de opţiuni personalizabile

Grupul de configurare       Caracteristici personalizabile                Descriere                                                                         Setări selectabile

Reglaţi ceasul

Sunet*

Setări

Setări 
RDS*

Setări 
DAB*

Text radio

Reglează ceasul

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ceas P. 170 ̶

Reglează sunetul
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Reglarea sunetului P. 266
BAS/MID/TRE/ 
FAD/BAL/SVC

Pornit/Oprit*1

Pornit/Oprit*1

Pornit/Oprit*1

Pornit*1/Oprit

Pornit*1/Oprit

Pornit*1/Oprit

Ambele*1 /  
BandIII / L-Band

Pornit*1/Oprit

Afișează informaţiile despre textul radio al 
postului selectat RDS.

Modifică automat frecvenţa aceluiași program pe 
măsură ce intri în altă regiune.

Păstrează aceeași frecvenţă a posturilor din acea 
regiune, chiar dacă semnalul devine slab.

Se pornește și se oprește pentru a se acorda 
automat pentru programul de știri.

Afișează informaţiile despre textul radio al 
postului DAB selectat.
Selectează dacă sistemul caută în mod automat 
aceeași staţie din Ensembles și trece la el.

Selectează benzile specifice pentru a reduce timpul necesar 
pentru actualizarea listelor și căutarea unei posturi.

Selectează dacă sistemul găsește aceeași staţie 
dintr-o bandă FM și comută automat banda.

Text radio

DAB-Link

FM-Link

Selectaţi banda

AF

REG

Știri
Cu excepţia modului AM / FM / DAB*
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Featu
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*1:Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

Settings

Bluetooth
Add new device

Pairs a new phone to HFT, edits and deletes a paired 
phone, and create a code for a paired phone.

2 Phone Setup P. 400
—

Connect an audio device Connects, disconnects or pairs a Bluetooth® Audio 
device to HFT. —

Display 
adjustment

Brightness
Changes the brightness of the audio/information 
screen.

—

Contrast Changes the contrast of the audio/information screen. —

Black level
Changes the black level of the audio/information 
screen.

—

Rear 
camera*

Camera guideline
Selects whether the guidelines come on the audio/
information screen.

On*1/Off

Brightness
See Display adjustment on P. 364Contrast

Black level
Colour Changes the colour of the audio/information screen. —
Tint Changes the tint of the audio/information screen. —

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Grupul de configurare       Caracteristici personalizabile                Descriere                                                                         Setări selectabile

Setări

Bluetooth

Afișarea  
ajustării

Camera 
spate*

Adăugaţi un 
dispozitiv nou

Conectaţi un 
dispozitiv audio

Luminozitate

Nivel negru

Linii ghidaj  
camera 

Luminozitate
Contrast
Nivel negru
Culoare
Nuanţă

Contrast

Pereche un nou telefon pentru HFT, editează și șterge un 
telefon asociat și creează un cod pentru un telefon asociat.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Configurarea telefonului P. 400
Conectează, deconectează sau împerechează un dispozitiv 
audio Bluetooth® în HFT.

Modifică luminozitatea ecranului audio / informaţii.

Modifică contrastul ecranului audio / informaţii.

Modifică nivelul negru al ecranului audio / informaţii.

Selectează dacă indicaţiile apar pe ecranul audio / 
informaţii.

Modifică culoarea ecranului audio / informaţii.
Modifică nuanţa pe ecranul audio / informaţii.

Consultaţi Ajustarea afișajului la pag. 364

Pornit*1/Oprit

̶

̶

̶

̶

̶

̶

̶
̶

* 1: Setare implicită
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Continued

Featu
res

*1:Default Setting

Setup 
Group

Customizable 
Features

Description Selectable Settings

Settings

Display change Changes the display type. Audio*1/Wallpaper

Wallpaper

Select Changes the wallpaper type. Clock*1/Image 1/Image 2/Image 3

Import
Imports an image file for a new 
wallpaper.

2 Wallpaper Setup P. 264
—

Delete Deletes an image file for a wallpaper. Image 1*1/Image 2/Image 3

Colour theme
Changes the background colour of 
the audio/information screen.

Blue*1/Red/Amber/Grey

Language Changes the display language.
English (United Kingdom)*1 or Turkish*1

See other selectable languages on the screen.

Arabic*1/English

Clock format
Selects the digital clock display from 
12H to 24H.

12h*1/24h

OSS Licenses Shows the legal information. —

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

ContinuareContinuare

Descriere                                                                                           Setări selectabile

Setări

Afișaţi schimbarea Modifică tipul de afișare. Audio*1 / Imagine fundal

̶

̶

Ceas*1 / Imagine 1 / Imagine 2 / Imagine 3

Imagine 1*1 / Imagine 2 / Imagine 3

Albastru*1 / Roșu / Portocaliu / Gri

12h*1/24h

Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia modelelor 
din Orientul Mijlociu
Engleză (Marea Britanie)*1 sau Turcă*1

Vedeţi alte limbi care pot fi selectate pe ecran.
Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor 
din Israel și Turcia
Arabă * 1 / Engleză

Modifică tipul imaginii de fundal

Importează un fișier imagine pentru un nou tapet.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Configurarea tapetului P. 264

Șterge un fișier imagine pentru un imaginii de fundal.
Modifică culoarea de fundal a ecranului 
audio / informaţii.

Modifică limba de afișare.

Selectează afișarea ceasului digital de la 12H la 24H.

Afișează informaţiile juridice.

Imagine 
fundal

Selectaţi

Importaţi

Ștergeţi

Culoare temă

Limbă

Format ceasFormat ceas

Licenţe OSS

Grupul de 
configurare 

  Caracteristici 
personalizabile

* 1: Setare implicită
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uuCustomized Featuresu

Featu
res

*1:Default Setting

Setup 
Group

Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

Phone 
setup

Bluetooth 
setup

Add new device Pairs a new phone to HFT.
2 Phone Setup P. 400

—

Connect a phone
Pairs a new phone or connects a paired phone 
to HFT.

2 Phone Setup P. 400
—

Connect an audio device Connects a Bluetooth® Audio device to HFT. —
Disconnect all devices Disconnects a paired phone from HFT. —
Delete device Deletes a paired phone. —
Pass-key Inputs and changes a code for a paired phone. —

Speed dial Edits, adds or deletes a speed dial entry.
2 Speed Dial P. 409

—

Ringtone Selects the ring tone. Mobile phone*1/Fixed

Caller ID info
Prioritizes the caller’s name or phone number 
as the caller ID.

Name priority*1/Number 
priority

System clear
Cancels/Resets all customized items in the 
Phone setup group as default.

—
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

* 1: Setare implicită

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Configurarea 
telefonului

Setarea 
Bluetooth

Adăugaţi un 
dispozitiv nou

Conectează un telefon nou pentru HFT.
2 Configurarea telefonului P. 400

Conectează un nou telefon sau conectează 
un telefon asociat la HFT.
2 Configurarea telefonului P. 400

Conectează un dispozitiv audio Bluetooth® la HFT.
Deconectează un telefon asociat de HFT.
Șterge un telefon asociat.

Introduce și modifică un cod pentru un telefon asociat.

Modifică, adaugă sau șterge o intrare cu apelare rapidă.
2 Apelare rapidă P. 409
Selectează tonul de apel. Telefon mobil*1 / fix

Prioritatea numelui* 1 
/ Număr prioritate

Prioritizează numele sau numărul de telefon  
al apelantului ca ID-ul apelantului.

Anulează / resetează toate articolele personalizate  
din grupul de configurare a telefonului ca implicit.

Conectaţi un telefon

Conectaţi un dispozitiv audio
Deconectaţi toate dispozitivele
Ștergeţi dispozitivul
Parolă

Apelare 
rapidă
Ton de apel
Informaţii 
despre apelant
Curaţarea 
sistemului

  Caracteristici 
personalizabile

̶

̶

̶
̶
̶
̶

̶

̶
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uuCustomized Featuresu
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■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, select 

, and Settings, then select a setting item.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

To customize other features, select Settings.
2 List of customizable options P. 375

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

Models with Display Audio

Audio/Information 
Screen
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

Continuare

Când particularizaţi setările:
• Asiguraţi-vă că autovehiculul se oprește complet.
Modele cu transmisie automată
• Treceţi la 

30
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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.
Modele cu transmisie manuală
• Fixaţi frâna de mână.

Funcţii personalizateModele cu Display Audio

36
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Cum să personalizaţi
În timp ce autovehiculul se oprește complet, cu contactul On 

Continued 43

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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și Setări, apoi selectaţi un element de setare.

* 1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE 
START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
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■ Customization flow
Models with Display Audio

Select Settings. Clock
Wallpaper

Others

Clock/Wallpaper Type*1/Clock Type*2

Clock Adjustment

Clock Format

ClockClock

Auto Time Zone*

Clock Display
Overlay Clock Location

Clock Reset

Info Screen Preference

Clock
Wallpaper

Others

Clock/Wallpaper Type*1/Clock Type*2

Clock Adjustment

Clock Format

Clock

Auto Time Zone*

Clock Display
Overlay Clock Location

Clock Reset

Info Screen Preference

Info

*1: Does not appear when you change the screen interface design.
*2: Appears only when you change the screen interface design.

Default

Default

Auto Daylight Saving Time*

Auto Daylight Saving Time*

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

Modele cu Display Audio
Flux personalizare

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Nu apare când modificaţi 
designul interfeţei ecranului.
* 2: Apare numai când modificaţi 
designul interfeţei ecranului.
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uuCustomized Featuresu

Continued

Featu
res

Bluetooth On/Off Status
Bluetooth Device List

Edit Pairing Code
Wi-Fi On/Off Status

Wi-Fi Device List
Wi-Fi

BluetoothBluetooth / Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi Information

Bluetooth Device List
Edit Speed Dial

Ring Tone
Automatic Phone Sync

Phone

Fixed Guideline
Dynamic Guideline

Rear CameraCamera

Default

Default

TEL*

Enable Text/Email
Select Account

New Text/Email Alert

Text/Email*

Default

Cross Traffic Monitor*

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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Featu
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Home Screen Edit Order

Configuration of Instrument Panel
Tachometer Setting

System Home

*1: Does not appear when you change the screen interface design.
*2: Appears only when you change the screen interface design.

Menu Icon Position*2

Display Settings

Background Colour*1

Touch Panel Sensitivity

Brightness
Contrast

Black Level
Blue

Amber
Red

Violet
Blue Green

Audio Source Pop-Up
Cover Art

RDS Settings*Audio

Other

FM/AM

Default

Bluetooth Device ListBluetooth

Aspect Ratio Adjustment
Display Adjustment

DAB-FM Link
DAB-DAB Link

Band Range

DAB*

Video

Display

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Nu apare când modificaţi 
designul interfeţei ecranului.
* 2: Apare numai când modificaţi 
designul interfeţei ecranului.
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uuCustomized Featuresu

Continued

Featu
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Clock
Clock/Wallpaper Type*1/

Clock Type*2

Clock Adjustment

Clock Format

Auto Time Zone*

Clock Display
Overlay Clock Location

Clock Reset

Clock
Wallpaper

*1: Does not appear when you change the screen interface design.
*2: Appears only when you change the screen interface design.

Auto Daylight Saving 
Time*

Guidance VolumeSound/Beep

Verbal Reminder*

Beep Volume

Meter Volume - List Reading*

Meter Volume - Alphabetic Reading*

Text Message Volume*

Voice Recog. Volume

Voice Recog.* One Press Voice Operation
Voice Prompt

Voice Recog. Volume
Song by Voice

Song by Voice Phonetic Modification
Phonebook Phonetic Modification

Automatic Phone Sync

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Nu apare când modificaţi 
designul interfeţei ecranului.
* 2: Apare numai când modificaţi 
designul interfeţei ecranului.
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Featu
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Vehicle CancelDeflation Warning System*

Initialise

Language
Remember Last Screen*1

Memory Refresh
Refresh Time Adjustment

Swipe Direction

Change Skin
Factory Data Reset

Climate Screen Time Out

4way Switch Gesture
Volume Gestures

Detailed Information
Default

Others

Forward Collision Warning Distance
ACC Vehicle Ahead Detected Beep

Lane Keep Assist Beep

Driver Assist System Setup*

Road Departure Mitigation Setting
Blind Spot Information

ACC Cut-in Prediction Control

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Continued

Featu
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Keyless Access Light Flash
Keyless Access Beep Volume

Keyless Access Beep

Remote Start System ON/OFF

Adjust Outside Temp. Display
“Trip A” Reset Timing
“Trip B” Reset Timing

Meter Setup

Alarm Volume Control

Warning Message*

Fuel Efficiency Backlight

Tachometer

Turn by Turn Display
New Message Notifications*

Clock Function (Clock adjustment)*

Clock Function (Clock display)*

Traffic Sign Recognition System Display*

Language

Reverse Position Alert Tone*

Auto Idle Stop Display*

Door Unlock ModeKeyless Access Setup*

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Lighting Setup Interior Light Dimming Time
Headlight Auto Off Timer

Instrument Illumination Sensitivity*

Door/Window Setup

Apple CarPlay
Maintenance Info.

Android Auto

Headlight Integration With Wipers*

Keyless Lock Notification
Security Relock Timer

Walk Away Lock*

Smartphone

Auto Light Sensitivity*

Key And Remote Unlock Mode*

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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uuCustomized Featuresu

Continued

Featu
res

■ List of customizable options

*1:Does not appear when you change the screen interface design.
*2:Appears only when you change the screen interface design.

Setup 
Group

Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

Clock

Clock

Clock/Wallpaper 
Type*1/Clock Type*2

Clock

See Info on P. 376

Wallpaper

Clock Adjustment

Auto Time Zone*

Auto Daylight Saving Time*

Clock Format

Clock Display

Overlay Clock Location

Clock Reset

Others Info Screen Preference

Default
Cancels/Resets all customized items in 
the Clock settings group as default.

Yes/No

Models with Display Audio

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

Modele cu Display Audio

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

  Caracteristici 
personalizabile

Listă de opţiuni personalizabile

Ceas
Ceas

Ceas

Imaginii de fundal

Reglarea ceasului

Fus orar automat*

Format ceas

Afișajul ceasului

Ceas de suprapunere locaţie

Resetarea Ceasului

Alegerea ecranului preferat

Timp de economisire automată a luminii*

Altele

Mod implicit

Ceas / Tipul imaginii 
de fundal*1 / Tip ceas*2

Vezi Info pe pag. 376

Anulează / resetează toate articolele 
personalizate din grupul Setări ceas ca implicit. Da/Nu

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Nu apare când modificaţi designul interfeţei ecranului.
* 2: Apare numai când modificaţi designul interfeţei ecranului.

Continuare
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uuCustomized Featuresu

Featu
res

*1:Default Setting
*2:Does not appear when you change the screen interface design.
*3:Appears only when you change the screen interface design.

Setup 
Group

Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

Info Clock

Clock/
Wallpaper 
Type*2/
Clock 
Type*3

Clock Changes the clock display type.
Analog/Digital*1/
Small Digital/Off

Wallpaper
● Changes the wallpaper type.
● Imports an image file for a new wallpaper.
● Deletes an image file for a wallpaper.

Blank/Galaxy*1/
Metallic

Clock Adjustment Adjusts Clock. —

Auto Time Zone* Automatically adjusts the clock when driving 
through different time zones.

On*1/Off

Auto Daylight Saving Time*

Selects On to have the GPS automatically adjust 
the clock to daylight savings time. Select Off to 
cancel this function.

On*1/Off

Clock Format Selects the digital clock display from 12H to 24H. 12H*1/24H

Clock Display Selects whether the clock display comes on. On*1/Off

Overlay Clock Location Changes the clock display layout.
Right Upper*1/Left 
Upper/Right Lower/
Left Lower/Off

Clock Reset Resets the clock settings to the factory default. Yes/No

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Setare implicită
* 2: Nu apare când modificaţi designul interfeţei ecranului.
* 3: Apare numai când schimbaţi designul interfeţei ecranului.

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Caracteristici 
personalizabile

̶

Informaţii        Ceas

Tipul  
ceasului / 
Imagine 
fundal*2 
/ Tipul 
ceasului*3

Reglarea ceasului

Fus orar automat*

Timp de economisire 
automată a luminii *

Format ceas

Afișajul ceasului

Ceas de suprapunere 
locaţie

Resetare ceas

Modifică tipul de afișare a ceasului.

Reglează ceasul.

Reglează automat ceasul când 
conduceţi în diferite fusuri orare.

Selectează Activat pentru ca GPS-ul să ajusteze 
automat ceasul la ora de vară. Selectaţi Dezactivat 
pentru a anula această funcţie.

Selectează afișarea ceasului digital de la 12H la 24H.

Selectează dacă afișajul ceasului se va aprinde.

Modifică aspectul afișării ceasului.

Resetează setările de ceas la valorile implicite din fabrică.

̶

Analog / digital*1 /  
Small Digital / Oprit

Blank/Galaxy*1/ 
Metallic

Pornit*1/Oprit

Pornit*1/Oprit

12H*1 / 24h

Pornit*1/Oprit

Da/Nu

Dreapta superioară * 1 / Stânga
Partea inferioară / dreapta  

inferioară / Stânga jos / oprit

• Modifică tipul de fundal.
• Importarea unui fișier imagine pentru un nou tapet.
• Șterge un fișier imagine pentru o imagine de fundal.

Ceas

Imagine fundal
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Continued

Featu
res

*1:Default Setting

Setup 
Group Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

Info

Others Info Screen Preference

Selects the top menu when the  (display/
information) button is pressed.
● Info Top- A brief menu pops up.
● Info Menu- A full menu pops up.
● Off- A menu does not pop up.

Info Top/Info 
Menu*1/Off

Default
Cancels/Resets all customized items in the Info 
settings group as default.

Yes/No

Camera
Rear 
Camera

Fixed Guideline
Selects whether the fixed guidelines come on the 
rear camera monitor.

2 Multi-View Rear Camera* P. 589
On*1/Off

Dynamic Guideline
Selects whether the guidelines adjust to the 
movement of the steering wheel.

2 Multi-View Rear Camera* P. 589
On*1/Off

Default
Cancels/Resets all customized items in the Rear 
Camera setting group as default.

Yes/No

Cross Traffic Monitor* Turns on and off the cross traffic monitor. On*1/Off

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Setare implicită

Continuare

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Caracteristici 
personalizabile

Cameră 
video

Cameră 
video spate

Informaţii Altele
Ecran informaţii 
preferenţiale

Selectează meniul de sus când este apăsat 
butonul 

44

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts

Safe D
rivin

g

■ Rear seats*

Your vehicle monitors rear seat belt use. A 
driver information interface notifies you if any 
of the rear seat belts are used.

The display appears when:
• A rear door is opened or closed.
• Any of the rear passengers latches or 

unlatches their seat belt.
The beeper sounds if any rear passenger’s seat 
belt is unlatched while driving.

To see the display:
Press the  (display/information) button.

: Unlatched

: Latched

* Not available on all models
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 (afișare / informaţii).
• Info Top - apare un meniu scurt.
• Meniu Info - apare un meniu complet.
• Off - Un meniu nu apare.

Info Top / Info
Menu*1 / Oprit

Da / Nu

Da / Nu

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Anulează / resetează toate articolele personalizate 
din grupul de setări Info ca implicit.

Selectează dacă indicaţiile fixe apar  
pe monitorul camerei din spate.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Camera video spate multiplă* P. 589

Selectează dacă liniile directoare se ajustează  
la mișcarea volanului.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Camera video spate multiplă* P. 589

Activează și dezactivează monitorul de control trafic.

Anulează / resetează toate articolele personalizate din 
grupul de setări pentru camerele spate, ca implicit.

Ghidaj fix

Ghidaj dinamic

Mod implicit

Monitorul cross trafic*

Mod implicit
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uuCustomized Featuresu

Featu
res

*1:Default Setting

Setup 
Group

Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

Bluetooth 
/ Wi-Fi

Bluetooth

Bluetooth On/Off Status Changes the Bluetooth® status. On*1/Off

Bluetooth Device List
Pairs a new phone to HFT, edits or deletes a 
paired phone.

2 Phone Setup P. 422
—

Edit Pairing Code Edits a pairing code.
2 To change the pairing code setting P. 423

Random/Fixed*1

Wi-Fi

Wi-Fi On/Off Status Changes the Wi-Fi mode. On/Off*1

Wi-Fi Device List
Connects, disconnects, or deletes the Wi-Fi 
device.

—

Wi-Fi Information Shows the Wi-Fi information of the head unit. —

Default
Cancels/Resets all customized items in the 
Bluetooth / Wi-Fi group as default.

Yes/No
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Caracteristici 
personalizabile

̶

Bluetooth
/ Wi-Fi

Bluetooth

Wi-Fi

Mod implicit

Starea Bluetooth pornit / oprit

Lista de dispozitive Bluetooth

Editaţi codul de cuplare

Stare Wi-Fi pornit / oprit

Lista de dispozitive Wi-Fi

Informaţii Wi-Fi

Modifică starea Bluetooth®. Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Aleator / Fixat*1

Da / Nu

̶

̶

̶

Cuplează un nou telefon pentru HFT, 
editează sau șterge un telefon asociat.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Configurare telefon P. 422

Modifică un cod de asociere.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Pentru a schimba setarea codului 
de asociere P. 423

Modifică modul Wi-Fi.

Conectează, deconectează sau șterge 
dispozitivul Wi-Fi.

Afișează informaţiile Wi-Fi ale unităţii principale.

Anulează / resetează toate articolele personalizate 
din grupul Bluetooth / Wi-Fi ca implicit.

* 1: Setare implicită
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Continued

Featu
res

*1:Default Setting

Setup 
Group

Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

Phone

TEL*

Bluetooth Device List
Pairs a new phone to HFT, connects or 
disconnects a paired phone.

2 Phone Setup P. 422
—

Edit Speed Dial Edits, adds or deletes a speed dial entry.
2 Speed Dial P. 428

—

Ring Tone Selects the ring tone.
Fixed/Mobile 
Phone*1

Automatic Phone Sync
Sets a phonebook and call history data to be 
automatically imported when a phone is paired 
to HFT.

On*1/Off

Text/Email*

Enable Text/Email
Turns the text/e-mail message function on and 
off.

On*1/Off

Select Account Selects a text or e-mail message account. —

New Text/Email Alert
Selects whether a pop-up alert comes on the 
screen when HFT receives a new text/e-mail 
message.

On/Off*1

Default
Cancels/Resets all customized items in the Phone 
settings group as default.

Yes/No

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Caracteristici 
personalizabile

̶

* 1: Setare implicită

Telefon

Mod implicit

TEL*

Text / E-mail*

Lista de dispozitive Bluetooth
Cuplează un nou telefon pentru HFT, conectează 
sau deconectează un telefon asociat.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Configurare telefon P. 422

Stabilește o listă de agendă și datele din istoricul 
apelurilor pentru a fi importate automat când un 
telefon este asociat cu HFT.

Activează și dezactivează  
funcţia de mesaj text / e-mail.

Selectează un cont de mesaje text sau e-mail.

Selectează dacă pe ecran apare o alertă  
pop-up când HFT primește un mesaj text / 
e-mail nou.

Anulează / resetează toate articolele personalizate 
din grupul Setări telefon ca implicit.

Modifică, adaugă sau șterge o intrare cu apelare rapidă.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Apelare rapidă P. 428

Selectează tonul de apel.

Editaţi apelare rapidă

Ton de apel

Sincronizarea automată 
a telefonului

Activaţi Text / Email

Selectaţi Cont

Noua alertă text / e-mail

̶

̶

̶

Aleator / Fixat*1

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Da / Nu

Pornit / Oprit*1
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Featu
res

*1:Default Setting

Setup 
Group Customizable Features Description

Selectable 
Settings

Audio

FM/AM
RDS Settings*

TA 
Information

Turns on and off the traffic information. On/Off*1

News
Turns on and off to automatically to tune to the 
news programme.

On/Off*1

REG
Turns on and off to keep the same stations 
within that region even if the signal gets weak.

On*1/Off

AF
Turns on and off to automatically change the 
frequency of the same programme as you enter 
different regions.

On*1/Off

DAB

DAB-DAB Link
Selects whether the system automatically 
searches for the same station from Ensembles, 
and switches to it.

On*1/Off

DAB-FM Link
Selects whether the system finds the same 
station from an FM band, and automatically 
switches the band.

On*1/Off

Band Range
Selects specific bands to reduce the time to 
update the lists, and search for a station.

BOTH*1/
BAND III/
L-BAND

Bluetooth
Bluetooth Device List

Pairs a new phone to HFT, edits or deletes a 
paired phone.

2 Phone Setup P. 422
—

FM/AM mode

DAB mode

Bluetooth® mode

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Caracteristici 
personalizabile

Modul FM/AM
FM/AM

Modul DAB
DAB

Modul Bluetooth®

Bluetooth®

Setări RDS*

Link DAB DAB

Link DAB-FM

Semnal Slab

Lista de 
dispozitive 
Bluetooth

Audio

Informaţii TA Activează și dezactivează informaţiile despre trafic.

Se pornește și se oprește automat  
programul de știri.

Se pornește și oprește pentru a păstra aceleași posturi 
în acea regiune chiar dacă semnalul devine slab.

Activează și dezactivează automat schimbarea 
frecvenţei aceluiași program pe măsură ce intri în 
diferite regiuni.

Selectează dacă sistemul caută în mod automat la 
același post din Ensembles și trece la el.

Selectează dacă sistemul găsește aceeași staţie 
dintr-o bandă FM și comută automat banda.

Selectează benzile specifice pentru a reduce timpul 
necesar pentru actualizarea listelor și căutarea 
unei posturi.

Cuplează un nou telefon pentru HFT, editează sau 
șterge un telefon asociat.
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uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Configurare telefon P. 422

Știri

REG

AF

* 1: Setare implicită

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

AMBELE*1 /
BAND III /
L-BAND

Pornit / Oprit*1

Pornit / Oprit*1

̶
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uuCustomized Featuresu

Continued

Featu
res

*1:Default Setting

Setup 
Group Customizable Features Description

Selectable 
Settings

Audio
Video

Display 
Adjustment

Display

Brightness

See System on  P. 383Contrast

Black Level

Colour

Colour
Changes the colour of the audio/information 
screen.

—

Tint
Changes the tint of the audio/information 
screen.

—

Aspect Ratio Adjustment
Selects the display mode with a different 
aspect ratio from Original (only USB), 
Normal, Full and Zoom.

Original*1 
(only USB)/ 
Normal/
Full*1/
Zoom

USB or HDMITM 
mode
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Caracteristici 
personalizabile

Audio

* 1: Setare implicită

Mod USB 
sau HDMITM

Video

Afișare 
ajustare

Afișaz

Luminozitate

Contrast Vezi System on P. 383

Schimbă culoarea ecranului 
audio / informaţii.

Schimbă nuanţa ecranului 
audio / informaţii.

Selectează modul de afișare cu 
un raport de aspect diferit de 
original (USB numai), Normal, 
complet și Zoom.

Original*1

(Numai USB) /
Normal /
Full*1 /
Obiectiv cu zoom

Nivel de negru

Culoare

Nuanţe

Culoare

Reglarea 
raportului 
de aspect

̶

̶
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uuCustomized Featuresu
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res

*1:Default Setting
*2:Appears only when you change the screen interface design.

Setup 
Group Customizable Features Description

Selectable 
Settings

Audio

Other

[Your selected media]
Cover Art

Turns the cover art display on and off. On*1/Off

Audio Source Pop-Up
Selects whether the list of selectable audio source 
comes on when Audio is selected on the home 
screen.

On/Off*1

Default
Cancels/Resets all customized items in the Audio 
settings group as default.

Yes/No

System Home

Home Screen Edit Order Changes the home screen icon layout. —

Menu Icon Position*2 Changes the position of the menu icons on the 
Audio, Phone, and Info screen.

—

Configuration of Instrument 
Panel

Changes the Instrument Panel screen icon 
layout. 

—

Tachometer Setting Turns on and off the tachometer display. On*1/Off

iPod or USB mode
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Caracteristici 
personalizabile

* 1: Setare implicită
* 2: Apare numai atunci când modificaţi designul interfeţei de ecran.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Audio

Sistem Acasă

Altele

iPod sau modul USB
[Suportul selectat]
Ilustraţia copertei

Sursa audio Pop-Up

Se aprinde afișajul copertei 
pornit și oprit.

Dacă selectează lista sursei audio 
se aprinde atunci când sunetul este 
selectat pe ecranul de start.

Revocă / Restabilește toate elementele 
personalizate în setările grupului audio ca implicit.

Modifică pictograma aspectul ecranului de start.

Modifică poziţia pictogramele meniului de pe 
audio, telefon și Info ecran.

Panoul de instrumente modifică aspectul 
pictograma ecranului.

Pornește și oprește afișajul tarometru.

Editarea ecranului de start

Meniu Pictogramă Poziţie*2

Configurarea Instrument Panel

Setarea turometru

Implicit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit / Oprit*1

Da / Nu

̶

̶

̶
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uuCustomized Featuresu

Continued

Featu
res

*1:Default Setting
*2:Does not appear when you change the screen interface design.

Setup 
Group

Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

System

Display

Display 
Settings

Brightness
Changes the brightness of the audio/information 
screen.

—

Contrast
Changes the contrast of the audio/information 
screen.

—

Black Level
Changes the black level of the audio/information 
screen.

—

Background Colour*2 Changes the background colour of the audio/
information screen.

Blue/Amber/Red/
Violet/Blue Green*1

Blue/Amber/Red*1/
Violet/Blue Green

Touch Panel Sensitivity Sets the sensitivity of the touch panel screen. High/Low*1

Sound/
Beep

Guidance Volume
Changes the sound volume.
Adjusts the guidance volume of the navigation 
system.

00~6*1~11

Text Message Volume* Changes the text/e-mail message reading 
volume.

1~6*1~11

Voice Recog. Volume Changes the volume of the voice prompt. 1~6*1~11

RS grade models

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Caracteristici 
personalizabile

* 1: Setare implicită
* 2: Apare numai atunci când modificaţi designul interfeţei de ecran.

Sistem

Afișaj

Sunet / 
Semnal 
sonor

Setări de 
afișare

Culoare de fundal*2

Sensibilitate panou tactil

Volumul de orientare

Volum Mesaj text*

Volum recunoaștere voce

Luminozitate

Contrast

Nivel de negru

Modifică luminozitatea ecranului audio / 
informaţii.

Modifică contrastul ecranului audio / informaţii.

Modifică nivelul de negru al ecranului audio / 
informaţii.

Modifică culoarea de fundal a ecranului audio / 
informaţii.

Albastru / Portocaliu 
/ Rosu / Violet / 
Albastru Verde*1

Modele RS
Albastru / Portocaliur 
/ Red *1 / Violet / 
Albastru Verde

Modifică volumul sunetului.
Reglează volumul sistemului de 
ghidare de navigaţie.

Modifică volumul mesajului 
de citire text / e-mail.

Modifică volumul mesajului vocal.

Setează sensibilitatea ecranului panoului tactil. High / Low*1

00 ~ 6*1 ~ 11

1 ~ 6*1 ~ 11

1 ~ 6*1 ~ 11

̶

̶

̶
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uuCustomized Featuresu
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*1:Default Setting

Setup 
Group

Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

System

Sound/
Beep

Meter Volume - List 
Reading* Changes the list reading volume. 00~6*1~11

Meter Volume - Alphabetic 
Reading* Changes the alphabetic reading volume. 00~6*1~11

Verbal Reminder* Turns the verbal reminders on and off. On*1/Off

Beep Volume Changes the beep volume. Off/1/2*1/3

Voice 
Recog.*

One Press Voice Operation
Changes the setting of the  (Talk) button 
operation when using the voice operation.

On*1/Off

Voice Prompt Turns the voice prompt on and off. On*1/Off

Voice Recog. Volume Changes the volume of the voice prompt. 01~06*1~11

Song by Voice Turns the Song By VoiceTM on and off. On*1/Off

Song by Voice Phonetic 
Modification

Modifies a voice command for music stored in 
the system or an iPod/iPhone.

2 Phonetic Modification P. 326
—

Phonebook Phonetic 
Modification

Modifies a voice command for the phonebook.
2 Phonebook Phonetic Modification* P. 431

—

Automatic Phone Sync
Sets phonebook and call history data to be 
automatically imported when a phone is paired 
to HFT.

On/Off

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Caracteristici 
personalizabile

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Sistem

Sunet /
semnal 
sonor

Volum Meter -  
Citirea Listei*

Volum Meter -  
Citire în ordine alfabetică*

Memento verbal*

Volum semnal sonor

One Press Voice 
Operation

Voice Prompt

Volum recunoaștere vocală

Song By VoiceTM

Song by Voice 
Phonetic
Modification

Modificare fonetică  
a agendei telefonice

Sincronizarea automată 
a telefonului

Recunoaștere 
voce*

Modifică volumul de citire a listei.

Modifică volumul de lectură 
alfabetică.

Activează și dezactivează mementourile verbale.

Modifică volumul semnalului sonor.

Activează și dezactivează Voice Prompt.

Modifică volumul Voice Prompt.

Activează și dezactivează funcţia Song By VoiceTM.

Modifică o comandă vocală pentru muzica 
stocată în sistem sau pe un iPod / iPhone.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Modificare fonetică P. 326

Modifică o comandă vocală pentru agenda telefonică.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Modificare fonetică a agendei telefonice* P. 431

Stabilește agenda telefonică și datele din istoricul 
apelurilor pentru a fi importate automat când un 
telefon este asociat cu HFT.

Modifică setarea butonului 

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued

Featu
res

Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 (Discuţie) atunci 
când se utilizează operaţia vocală.

00 ~ 6*1 ~ 11

00 ~ 6*1 ~ 11

01 ~ 6*1 ~ 11

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit / Oprit

OFF / 1 / 2*1 / 3

̶

̶

* 1: Setare implicită
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Continued
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*1:Does not appear when you change the screen interface design.
*2:Appears only when you change the screen interface design.
*3:Default Setting

Setup 
Group

Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

System

Clock

Clock/Wallpaper 
Type*1/Clock Type*2

Clock

See Info on P. 376

Wallpaper

Clock Adjustment

Auto Time Zone*

Auto Daylight Saving Time*

Clock Format

Clock Display

Overlay Clock Location

Clock Reset

Others Language
Change the display 
language.

English (United Kingdom)*3 or Turkish*3

See other selectable languages on the 
screen.

English (United Kingdom)*3

See other selectable languages on the 
screen.

Turkish models

Except Turkish models

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Nu apare când modificaţi designul interfeţei ecranului.
* 2: Apare numai când modificaţi designul interfeţei ecranului.
* 3: Setare implicită

Continuare

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Caracteristici 
personalizabile

Sistem

Ceas

Altele

Ceas / Imagini fundal 
Tip*1 / Tip de ceas*2

Reglarea ceasului

Fus orar automat*

Timp de economisire automată a luminii*

Afișajul ceasului

Format ceas

Ceas de suprapunere locaţie

Resetare Ceas

Limbă

Ceas

Imagini fundal

Vezi Info pe pag. 376

Change the 
display
language.

Modele din Turcia
Engleză (Marea Britanie)*3 sau turcă*3

Vedeţi alte limbi care pot fi selectate pe ecran.

Cu excepţie modelele din Turcia
Engleză (Marea Britanie)*3

Vedeţi alte limbi care pot fi selectate pe ecran.
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res

*1:Default Setting
*2:Does not appear when you change the screen interface design.

Setup 
Group

Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

System Others

Remember Last Screen*2 Selects whether the device remembers the last 
screen.

On/Off*1

Memory Refresh
Turns on the audio system automatically and 
restores the fragmentation of a memory when 
the power mode is in VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).

On*1/Off

Refresh Time Adjustment Sets the time for Memory Refresh. —

Swipe Direction
Sets the vertical swipe direction on the audio 
remote controls.

Normal*1/Invert

4way Switch Gesture
Turns the vertical swipe direction on the audio 
remote controls on or off.

On*1/Off

Volume Gestures
Turns the volume swipe direction on the audio 
remote controls on or off.

On*1/Off

Change Skin Changes the screen interface design. Yes/No

Factory Data Reset Resets all the settings to their factory default.
2 Defaulting All the Settings P. 393

Yes/No
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Caracteristici 
personalizabile

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Setare implicită
* 2: Nu apare când modificaţi designul interfeţei ecranului.

Sistem

Sistem Altele

Amintiţi-vă ultimul ecran*2 Selectează dacă dispozitivul își 
amintește ultimul ecran.

Setează timpul pentru reîmprospătarea memoriei.

Setează direcţia verticală pe telecomenzi.

Activează sau dezactivează direcţia verticală 
a glisantului de pe telecomenzi.

Activează sau dezactivează direcţia de mișcare 
a volumului de pe telecomenzile audio.

Modifică designul interfeţei ecranului.

Resetează toate setările la valorile implicite din fabrică.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Dezactivarea tuturor setărilor P. 393

Activează automat sistemul audio și restabilește 
fragmentarea unei memorii atunci când modul de 
alimentare este în VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).

Refresh memorie

Actualizaţi timpul de ajustare

Glisaţi direcţia

Gest de comutare  
pe 4 direcţii

Schimbare volumui  
prin gesturi

Schimbaţi imaginea ecranului

Resetarea datelor din fabrică

Pornit / Oprit*1

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Da / Nu

Da / Nu

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Normal*1 / Inversare

̶
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Continued
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*1:Default Setting

Setup 
Group Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

System

Others

Climate Screen Time Out
Changes the length of time the climate control 
display stays on when you press the CLIMATE 
button.

Never/5 Seconds/
10 Seconds*1/
20 Seconds

Detailed Information Displays the details of the head unit and 
operating system information. —

Default Cancels/Resets all customized items in the 
System group as default. Yes/No
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

Continuare

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Caracteristici 
personalizabile

* 1: Setare implicită

Sistem

Mod implicit

Altele

Timpul  
de afișare  
al climei

Modifică durata afișării controlului climatizării 
când apăsaţi butonul Climatizare.

Niciodată / 5 secunde /
10 secunde*1 /
20 de secunde

Da / Nu

̶Afișează detaliile unităţii principale și ale 
informaţiilor despre sistemul de operare.

Anulează / resetează toate articolele 
personalizate din grupul Sistem ca implicit.

Informaţii 
detaliate
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*1:Default Setting

Setup 
Group Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

Vehicle

Deflation Warning System* Initialises the deflation warning system. Cancel*1/Initialise

Driver 
Assist 
System 
Setup*

Forward Collision Warning 
Distance

Changes Collision Mitigation Braking System 
(CMBS) alert distance. Far/Normal*1/Near

ACC Vehicle Ahead 
Detected Beep

Causes the system to beep when the system 
detects a vehicle, or when the vehicle goes out of 
the ACC range.

On/Off*1

Lane Keep Assist Beep Causes the system to beep when Lane Keeping 
Assist System (LKAS) is suspended. On/Off*1

Road Departure Mitigation 
Setting

Changes the setting for the road departure 
mitigation system.

Normal/Delayed*1/
Warning Only/Early

Blind Spot Information Changes the setting for the blind spot 
information.

Audible And Visual 
Alert*1/Visual Alert 
Only/Off

ACC Cut-in Prediction 
Control

Turns the ACC cut-in prediction control feature 
on and off.

On*1/Off

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Caracteristici 
personalizabile

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Vehicul Altele

Sistemul de avertizare pentru deflaţie* Iniţializează sistemul de avertizare pentru deflaţie. Anulare*1 / Iniţializare

Departe / Normal*1 / Aproape
Schimbă distanţa de alertă a sistemului de frânare 
pentru atenuarea coliziunilor (CMBS).

Cauzează sistemul să emită un semnal sonor atunci  
când Sistemul de asistare a benzii (LKAS) este suspendat.

Modifică setarea pentru informaţia privind unghiul orb.

Activează și dezactivează funcţia de control predefinit ACC.

Modifică setarea pentru sistemul de atenuare a plecării.

Cauzează sistemul să emită un semnal sonor când 
sistemul detectează un vehicul sau când vehiculul 
iese din zona ACC.

Distanţa de avertizare 
pentru coliziune înainte

ACC a detectat  
vehiculul înainte

Semnal sonor sistem  
păstrarea benzii de circulaţie

Înlăturarea stabilităţii  
la plecare

Informaţie  
unghi orb

Controlul anticipării  
ACC-Cut

Pornit / Oprit*1

Pornit / Oprit*1

Normal / Întârziat*1 /
Numai Avertizare / 
Devreme

Audibil și vizual
Alertă*1 / Numai  
Alertă vizuală / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

* 1: Setare implicită
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Continued
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*1:Default Setting

Setup 
Group

Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

Vehicle
Meter 
Setup

Clock Function (Clock 
adjustment)* Adjusts the time. —

Clock Function (Clock 
display)* Sets time display 12 hour or 24 hour. 12h*1/24h/Off

Traffic Sign Recognition 
System Display*

Selects whether the traffic sign small icons come 
on.

On*1/Off

Language
Changes the displayed language on the driver 
information interface.

English*1/German/
Italian/French/Spanish/
Portuguese/Dutch/
Danish/Swedish/
Norwegian/Finnish/
Russian/Polish/Turkish

 Arabic*1/English

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A 
and average fuel economy A.

When Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Israeli, Turkish, and except 
Middle Eastern models

Middle Eastern except 
Israeli and Turkish models

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

Continuare

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Caracteristici 
personalizabile

Funcţie ceas  
(ajustare ceas) * Adjusts the time.

Setează afișarea timpului de 
12 ore sau 24 de ore.

Selectează dacă pictogramele cu 
semne de circulaţie se aprind.

Modifică limba 
afișată pe interfaţa 
cu informaţii pentru 
șofer.

Reglează citirea temperaturii 
cu câteva grade.

Modifică setarea modului de 
resetare a contorului de zbor A și a 
consumului mediu de combustibil A.

Funcţie ceas  
(afișare ceas) *

Afișarea sistemului de recunoaștere 
a semnalizării traficului*

Limba

Limba

"Trip A" Resetarea temporizării

* 1: Setare implicită

Vehicul
Instalarea 
contoarelor

̶

12h*1 / 24h / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

-3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

Când sunt reîncărcate /  
când aprinderea este oprită / 
resetarea manuală *1

Modele din Israel, Turcia și 
cu excepţia modelelor din 
Orientul Mijlociu
Engleză *1 / germană / 
italiană / franceză / spaniolă 
/ portugheză / olandeză 
/ daneză / suedeză / 
norvegiană / finlandeză / 
rusă / poloneză / turcă
Orientul Mijlociu, cu 
excepţia modelelor din 
Israel și Turcia
Arabă *1 / Engleză
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*1:Default Setting

Setup 
Group

Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

Vehicle
Meter 
Setup

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B 
and average fuel economy B.

When Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone* Causes the beeper to sound when you move to R. On*1/Off

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. On*1/Off

Auto Idle Stop Display* Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop display comes 
on.

On*1/Off

Turn by Turn Display
Used to select whether the turn-by-turn display 
comes on during the route guidance.

On*1/Off

New Message 
Notifications*

Used to select whether a pop-up alert comes on 
the screen when HFT receives a new text/e-mail 
message.

On*1/Off

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer comes on the 
driver information interface.

On*1/Off

Warning Message* Selects whether the warning message comes on 
the driver information interface.

On/Off*1

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Caracteristici 
personalizabile

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Vehicul
Instalarea 
contoarelor

Modifică setarea modului de resetare a 
contorului de bord B și a consumului mediu de 
combustibil B.

Modifică volumul alarmei, cum ar fi sonerii, 
avertizările, sunetul de semnalizare și așa mai 
departe.

Activează și dezactivează contorului ambiental.

Selectează dacă se va afișa afișajul 
Auto Idle Stop.

Folosit pentru a selecta dacă afișajul pas cu pas 
se va aprinde în timpul ghidării pentru traseu.

Folosit pentru a selecta dacă pe ecran apare o 
alertă pop-up când HFT primește un mesaj text 
/ e-mail nou.

Selectează dacă turometrul apare pe interfaţa 
cu informaţii despre driver.

Selectează dacă mesajul de avertizare apare pe 
interfaţa cu informaţii pentru șofer.

Se aude semnalul sonor când treceţi la R.

"Trip B" Resetarea 
temporizării

Control al volumului alarmei

Tonul de alertă pentru  
poziţia inversă *

Iluminarea din spate a eficienţei 
consumului de combustibil

Afișare oprire automată 
a motorului *

Afisaj Pas cu Pas

Notificări  
mesaje noi*

Turometru

Mesaj de 
avertizare*

Când sunt reîncărcate /  
când aprinderea este oprită 
/ resetarea manuală*1

Max / Mid*1 / Min

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit / Oprit*1

* 1: Setare implicită
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Continued

Featu
res

*1:Default Setting

Setup 
Group

Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

Vehicle

Keyless 
Access 
Setup*

Door Unlock Mode
Changes which doors unlock when you 
grab the driver’s door handle.

Driver Door Only*1/All Doors

Keyless Access Beep
Causes the beeper to sound when you 
unlock/lock the doors.

On*1/Off

Keyless Access Beep 
Volume

Changes the keyless access beep volume. High*1/Low

Keyless Access Light Flash
Causes some exterior lights to flash when 
you unlock/lock the doors.

On*1/Off

Remote Start System ON/
OFF

Turns the remote engine start feature on 
and off.

On*1/Off

Lighting 
Setup

Interior Light Dimming 
Time

Changes the length of time the interior 
lights stay on after you close the doors.

60sec/30sec*1/15sec

Headlight Auto Off Timer
Changes the length of time the exterior 
lights stay on after you close the driver’s 
door.

60sec/30sec/15sec*1/0sec

Auto Light Sensitivity* Changes the timing for the headlights to 
come on.

Max/High/Mid*1/Low/Min

Instrument Illumination 
Sensitivity*

Changes the sensitivity of the brightness of 
the instrument panel when the headlight 
switch is in AUTO.

Max/High/Mid*1/Low/Min

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

Continuare

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Caracteristici 
personalizabile

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Setare implicită

Vehicul

Setarea 
accesului 
fără 
cheie*

Setarea 
iluminării

Modul de deblocare a ușilor

Semnal sonor acces fără cheie

Semnal lumino acces fără cheie

Sistem de pornire la distanţă 
ON / OFF

Timp de diminuare 
a luminii interioare

Temporizator de oprire 
automată a farurilor

Sensibilitate automată  
a luminii *

Sensibilitatea la iluminare  
a panoului de instrumente*

Volum semnal sonor acces 
fără cheie

Se deschid atunci când apucaţi  
mânerul ușii șoferului.

Se activează sunetul sonor atunci  
când deblocaţi / blocaţi ușile.

Cauzează unele lumini exterioare pentru  
a clipi când deblocaţi / blocaţi ușile.

Activează și dezactivează funcţia de pornire  
la distanţă a motorului.

Modifică durata de timp în care luminile 
interioare rămân aprinse după închiderea ușilor.

Modifică durata de timp în care lumina exterioară 
rămâne aprinsă după ce închideţi ușa șoferului.

Modifică momentul în care farurile se aprind.

Modifică sensibilitatea luminozităţii panoului 
de instrumente atunci când comutatorul 
farurilor este în poziţia AUTO.

Modifică volumul sonor de acces fără cheie.

Doar ușa șoferului*1 / Toate ușile

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit*1 / Oprit

60sec / 30sec*1 / 15sec

60sec / 30sec / 15sec*1  / o sec

Max/High/Mid*1/Low/Min

Max/High/Mid*1/Low/Min

Ridicat*1 / Scăzut
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*1:Default Setting

Setup 
Group

Customizable Features Description Selectable Settings

Vehicle

Lighting 
Setup

Headlight Integration 
With Wipers*

Used to automatically come on the headlights 
when the wipers are used several times within a 
certain number of intervals with the headlight 
switch is in AUTO.

On*1/Off

Door/
Window 
Setup

Walk Away Lock* Changes the settings for the auto lock function 
when you walk away from the vehicle.

On/Off*1

Key And Remote Unlock 
Mode*

Sets up the driver's door or all the doors to unlock 
on the first push of the remote.

Driver Door Only*1/All 
Doors

Keyless Lock 
Notification

LOCK/UNLOCK- The exterior lights flash.
LOCK (2nd push)- The beeper sounds.

On*1/Off

Security Relock Timer
Changes the time it takes for the doors to relock 
and the security system to set after you unlock 
the vehicle without opening any door.

90sec/60sec/30sec*1

Maintenance Info.
Used to reset the engine oil life display when the 
maintenance service has been performed.

—

Smart-
phone

Apple CarPlay Sets up the Apple CarPlay connection. —

Android Auto Sets up the Android Auto connection. —

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶

                                                Descriere                                                              Setări selectabileGrupul de 
configurare 

Caracteristici 
personalizabile

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Setare implicită

Folosit pentru a aprinde automat farurile 
atunci când ștergătoarele sunt utilizate de mai 
multe ori într-un anumit număr de intervale, 
când comutatorul farurilor este în AUTO.

Modifică setările pentru funcţia de blocare 
automată atunci când plecaţi de la vehicul.

Setează ușa șoferului sau toate ușile pentru a 
se debloca la prima apăsare a telecomenzii.

LOCK / UNLOCK- Luminile exterioare bliţ.
LOCK (a doua apăsare) - Sună semnalul sonor.

Setează conexiunea Apple CarPlay.

Setează conexiunea Android Auto.

Modifică timpul necesar pentru a porni ușile și a 
instala sistemul de securitate după ce aţi deblocat 
autovehiculul fără a deschide nici o ușă.

Se utilizează pentru a reseta afișarea duratei de 
viaţă a uleiului de motor atunci când serviciul de 
întreţinere a fost efectuat.

Integrarea farurilor 
cu ștergătoarele*

Așteptaţi în siguranţă *

Cheia și Modul de 
deblocare de la distanţă*

Notificarea accesului  
fără cheie

Securitate Relock

Informaţii despre întreţinere.

Apple CarPlay

Android Auto

Setarea 
iluminării

Setarea ușilor 
/ ferestrelor

Vehicul

Pornit*1 / Oprit

Pornit / Oprit*1

Doar ușa șoferului*1 / 
Toate ușile

Pornit*1 / Oprit

90sec/60sec/30sec*1

—

—

—

Smart- 
phone
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Defaulting All the Settings
Reset all the menu and customized settings as the factory defaults.

1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Others tab.
5. Select Factory Data Reset.
u A confirmation message appears on the 

screen.
6. Select Yes to reset the settings.
7. Select Yes again to reset the settings.
u A confirmation message appears on the 

screen. Select OK.
u After selecting OK, the system will 

reboot.

Models with Display Audio

1Defaulting All the Settings

When you transfer the vehicle to a third party, reset 
all settings to default and delete all personal data.

If you perform Factory Data Reset, it will reset the 
preinstalled apps to their factory default.
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▶▶ Funcţii personalizate ▶  Implicarea tuturor setărilor

Implicarea tuturor setărilor
Resetaţi toate meniurile și setările personalizate ca setări implicite din fabrică.

1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi System (Sistem).
4. Selectaţi pagina Altele.
5.  Selectaţi Resetarea datelor din fabrică. 

▶ Pe ecran apare un mesaj de confirmare.
6. Selectaţi Da pentru a reseta setările.
7.  Selectaţi din nou Da pentru a reseta setările. 

▶ Pe ecran apare un mesaj de confirmare. 
Selectaţi OK. 
▶ După selectarea OK, sistemul va reporni.

Când transferaţi autovehiculul către o terţă parte, 
resetaţi toate setările implicite și ștergeţi toate datele 
personale. 

Dacă efectuaţi Resetarea datelor din fabrică, acesta 
va reseta aplicaţiile preinstalate la valorile implicite 
din fabrică.

Implicarea tuturor setărilor

Modele cu Display audio
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Hands-Free Telephone System

Hands-Free Telephone (HFT) System allows you to place and receive phone calls 
using your vehicle's audio system, without handling your mobile phone.

Using HFT

 (Pick-up) button: Press to go directly to the phone screen or to answer an 
incoming call.

 (Hang-up) button: Press to end a call or to cancel a command.
 (Phone) button: Press to go directly to the phone screen.

Selector knob: Rotate  to select an item on the screen, then press .

■HFT Buttons

1Hands-Free Telephone System

Place your phone where you can get good reception.

To use HFT, you need a Bluetooth-compatible mobile 
phone. For a list of compatible phones, pairing 
procedures, and special feature capabilities, ask a 
dealer or your local Honda.

If you receive a call while using the audio system, the 
system resumes its operation after ending the call.

Up to 20 speed dial entries can be stored. If there is 
no entry in the system, Speed Dial is disabled.

2 Speed Dial P. 409

Up to 20 call histories can be stored. If there is no call 
history, Call History is disabled.

Bluetooth® Wireless Technology
The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered 
trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any 
use of such marks by Honda Motor Co., Ltd., is under 
license. Other trademarks and trade names are those 
of their respective owners.

HFT Limitations
An incoming call on HFT will interrupt the audio 
system when it is playing. It will resume when the call 
is ended.

Models with colour audio system

Volume up

Microphone

 (Hang-up) Button

 (Pick-up) Button

Volume down

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Sistemul hands-free de telefon (HFT) vă permite să plasaţi și să primiţi 
apeluri telefonice utilizând sistemul audio al vehiculului, fără a manipula 
telefonul mobil.

Modele cu sistem audio color

Sistem de telefonie hands-free

Plasaţi telefonul unde puteţi primi o recepţie bună.

Pentru a utiliza HFT, aveţi nevoie de un telefon mobil 
compatibil Bluetooth. Pentru o listă de telefoane 
compatibile, proceduri de asociere și capabilităţi 
speciale, adresaţi-vă unui dealer sau firmei locale 
Honda.

Dacă primiţi un apel în timp ce utilizaţi sistemul audio, 
sistemul își reia funcţionarea după terminarea apelului.

Pot fi stocate până la 20 intrări de apelare rapidă. 
Dacă nu există nici o intrare în sistem, Speed Dial este 
dezactivată.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Apelare rapidă P. 409

Pot fi stocate până la 20 de istorii ale apelurilor. Dacă 
nu există istoricul apelurilor, istoricul apelurilor este 
dezactivat.

Tehnologie wireless Bluetooth®

Marca și logo-urile verbale Bluetooth® sunt mărci 
comerciale înregistrate deţinute de Bluetooth SIG, 
Inc., iar orice utilizare a acestor mărci de către Honda 
Motor Co., Ltd. este sub licenţă. Alte mărci comerciale și 
denumiri comerciale sunt cele ale proprietarilor lor.

Limitări HFT
Un apel de intrare pe HFT va întrerupe sistemul audio 
atunci când este redat. Acesta va fi reluat la încheierea 
apelului.

Utilizarea HFT

Butoane HFT

Buton (Răspunde) Microfon

Buton telefon

Buton selector

Măriţi volumul

Micșoraţi volumul

Buton (Închide)

(Răspunde): Apăsaţi pentru a merge direct la ecranul telefonului sau pentru 
a răspunde la un apel primit.

(Închide): Apăsaţi pentru a termina un apel sau pentru a anula o comandă.
(Telefon): Apăsaţi pentru a merge direct la ecranul telefonului.

Buton selector: Rotiţi

170
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a selecta un element de pe ecran, apoi apăsaţi
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Sistem de telefonie hands-free
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The audio/information screen notifies you 
when there is an incoming call.

■HFT Status Display 1HFT Status Display

The information that appears on the audio/
information screen varies between phone models.

You can change the system language.
2 Customized Features P. 359

HFT Mode

Battery Level Status

Signal Strength

Bluetooth Indicator
Appears when your 
phone is connected 
to HFT.

Roam Status

Call Name
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Utilizarea HFT

Informaţiile care apar pe ecranul audio / informaţii 
variază între modelele de telefon.

Puteţi schimba limba sistemului.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359

Afișare stare HFT

Starea nivelului bateriei

Puterea semnalului

Starea de deplasare

Modul HFT

Indicator Bluetooth
Apare atunci când 
telefonul este  
conectat la HFT.

Numele apelului

Afișare stare HFT

Ecranul audio / informaţii vă anunţă când 
există un apel primit.
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uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus
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HFT Menus
The ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or ON (w  to use HFT.*1 1HFT Menus

To use HFT, you must first pair your Bluetooth-
compatible mobile phone to the system while the 
vehicle is parked.

 or 

Display the last 20 outgoing calls.

Display the last 20 incoming calls.

Display the last 20 missed calls.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.
*2: Appears only when a phone is connected to HFT.

Phone Speed dial*2 Add new

Select a phone number from the call history to 
store as a speed dial number.

Call history

Phonebook
Select a phone number from the phonebook to 
store as a speed dial number.

Phone number
Enter a phone number to store as a speed dial 
number.

Dialed calls

Received calls

Missed calls

Phonebook*2

Dial*2

Call history*2

Display the paired phone’s phonebook.

Enter a phone number to dial.

(Existing entry list)
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* 1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton  
ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
* 2: Apare numai când un telefon este conectat la HFT.

▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Meniu HFT
Comutatorul de aprindere trebuie să fie în  
ACCESORY 

30
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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 sau ON 

Continued 43

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a utiliza HFT. *1
Meniu HFT

Pentru a utiliza HFT, trebuie mai întâi să împerecheaţi 
telefonul mobil compatibil Bluetooth cu sistemul în 
timp ce autovehiculul este parcat.

Selectaţi un număr de telefon din istoricul apelurilor 
pentru a fi stocat ca număr de apelare rapidă.

Selectaţi un număr de telefon din agenda telefonică 
pentru a fi stocat ca număr de apelare rapidă.

Introduceţi un număr de telefon pentru a fi 
stocat ca număr de apelare rapidă.

Afișaţi ultimele 20 de apeluri expediate.

Redă ultimele 20 de apeluri primite.

Afișaţi ultimele 20 de apeluri nepreluate.

Afișaţi agenda telefonică asociată telefonului.

Introduceţi un număr de telefon pentru a apela.

sau
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*1: Appears only when a phone is connected to HFT.

Redial the last number dialed in the phone’s history.

Add new device

Connect a phone

Connect an audio device

Bluetooth setupPhone setup

Redial*1

Pair a phone to the system.

Connect a phone to the system.

Create a code for a paired phone.

Disconnect all devices

Delete device

Pass-key

Disconnect a paired phone from the system.

Delete a previously paired phone.

Connect a Bluetooth® Audio device to the 
system.
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Redaţi ultimul număr apelat în istoricul telefonului.

Asociaţi un telefon cu sistemul.

Conectaţi un telefon la sistem.

Conectaţi un dispozitiv audio  
Bluetooth® la sistem.

Deconectaţi un telefon asociat de sistem.

Ștergeţi un telefon asociat anterior.

Creaţi un cod pentru un telefon asociat.

* 1: Apare numai când un telefon este conectat la HFT.
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*1: Appears only when a phone is connected to HFT.

Call history

Phonebook

Phone number

Speed dial*1

Select a phone number from the phonebook 
to store as a speed dial number.

Select a phone number from the call history 
to store as a speed dial number.

Change speed dial

Delete speed dial

Enter a phone number to store as a speed 
dial number.

Delete a previously stored speed dial 
number.

Change a previously stored speed dial 
number.

Add New

Existing entry list
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

* 1: Apare numai când un telefon este conectat la HFT.

Adaugă nou

Selectaţi un număr de telefon din istoricul 
apelurilor pentru a fi stocat ca număr de 
apelare rapidă.

Selectaţi un număr de telefon din agenda 
telefonică pentru a fi stocat ca număr de 
apelare rapidă.

Introduceţi un număr de telefon pentru a fi 
stocat ca număr de apelare rapidă.

Modificaţi un număr de apelare rapidă 
stocat anterior.

Ștergeţi un număr de apelare rapid stocat 
anterior.

Lista de intrări existente
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Fixed

Mobile phone

System clear

Ringtone Select the ring tone stored in the connected 
mobile phone.

Name priority

Number priority

Caller ID info Prioritize the caller’s name as the caller ID.

Clear the system of all paired phones, phonebook entries, 
and security codes.

Prioritize the caller’s phone number as the 
caller ID.

Select the ring tone stored in HFT.
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Continuare

Selectaţi tonul de apel memorat în telefonul 
mobil conectat.

Selectaţi tonul de apel memorat în HFT.

Prioritizaţi numărul de telefon al apelantului 
ca ID-ul apelantului.

Ștergeţi sistemul de toate telefoanele conectate, înregistrările din agenda 
telefonică și codurile de securitate.

Prioritizaţi numele apelantului ca ID-ul apelantului.
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■ To pair a mobile phone (No phone has 
been paired to the system)

1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Yes, then press .
3. Make sure your phone is in search or 

discoverable mode, then press .
u HFT automatically searches for a 

Bluetooth® device.
4. When your phone appears on the list, select 

it by pressing .
u If your phone does not appear, select 

Phone not found? and search for 
Bluetooth® devices using your phone. 
From your phone, select Honda HFT.

5. The system gives you a pairing code on the 
audio/information screen.
u Confirm if the pairing code on the screen 

and your phone match.
This may vary by phone.

6. A notification appears on the screen if 
pairing is successful.

■ Phone Setup 1Phone Setup

Your Bluetooth-compatible phone must be paired to 
HFT before you can make and receive hands-free 
calls.

Phone Pairing Tips:
• You cannot pair your phone while the vehicle is 

moving.
• Up to six phones can be paired.
• Your phone’s battery may drain faster when it is 

paired to HFT.
• If your phone is not ready for pairing or not found 
by the system within three minutes, the system will 
time out and return to idle.

Once you have paired a phone, you can see it 
displayed on the screen with one or two icons on the 
right side.
These icons indicate the following:

: The phone can be used with HFT.
: The phone is compatible with Bluetooth® Audio.
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Configurarea telefonuluiConfigurarea telefonului

36
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a asocia un telefon mobil  
(Nu a fost asociat niciun telefon cu sistemul)

1. Apăsaţi butonul 

359Continued

Featu
res

Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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■ To pair a mobile phone (No phone has 
been paired to the system)

1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Yes, then press .
3. Make sure your phone is in search or 

discoverable mode, then press .
u HFT automatically searches for a 

Bluetooth® device.
4. When your phone appears on the list, select 

it by pressing .
u If your phone does not appear, select 

Phone not found? and search for 
Bluetooth® devices using your phone. 
From your phone, select Honda HFT.

5. The system gives you a pairing code on the 
audio/information screen.
u Confirm if the pairing code on the screen 

and your phone match.
This may vary by phone.

6. A notification appears on the screen if 
pairing is successful.

■ Phone Setup 1Phone Setup

Your Bluetooth-compatible phone must be paired to 
HFT before you can make and receive hands-free 
calls.

Phone Pairing Tips:
• You cannot pair your phone while the vehicle is 

moving.
• Up to six phones can be paired.
• Your phone’s battery may drain faster when it is 

paired to HFT.
• If your phone is not ready for pairing or not found 
by the system within three minutes, the system will 
time out and return to idle.

Once you have paired a phone, you can see it 
displayed on the screen with one or two icons on the 
right side.
These icons indicate the following:

: The phone can be used with HFT.
: The phone is compatible with Bluetooth® Audio.
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Da,  
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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.
3. Asiguraţi-vă că telefonul dvs. este în modul 
de căutare sau descoperire, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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.
▶  HFT caută automat un dispozitiv 

Bluetooth®.
4. Când telefonul dvs. apare pe listă, 
selectaţi-l apăsând 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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.
▶  Dacă telefonul nu apare, selectaţi 

Telefonul nu a fost găsit? Și căutaţi 
dispozitive Bluetooth® utilizând telefonul. 
Din telefonul dvs., selectaţi Honda HFT.

5.  Sistemul vă oferă un cod de asociere pe 
ecranul audio / informaţii. 
▶  Confirmaţi dacă codul de asociere pe 

ecran și telefonul dvs. se potrivesc. 
Acest lucru poate varia de la telefon.

6.  Pe ecran apare o notificare dacă reușirea 
de asociere este reușită.

Telefonul poate fi utilizat cu HFT.
Telefonul este compatibil cu Bluetooth® Audio.

Telefonul dvs. compatibil Bluetooth trebuie să fie 
asociat cu HFT înainte de a putea efectua și primi 
apeluri hands-free.

Sfaturi de perechere telefon:
•  Nu puteţi asocia telefonul în timp ce autovehiculul  

se mișcă.
• Pot fi asociate până la șase telefoane.
•  Bateria telefonului dvs. se poate scurge mai repede 

când este asociată cu HFT.
•  Dacă telefonul dvs. nu este pregătit pentru 

împerechere sau nu este găsit de sistem timp de trei 
minute, sistemul se va opri și va reveni la starea de 
repaus.

După ce aţi asociat un telefon, îl puteţi vedea afișat pe 
ecran cu una sau două pictograme în partea dreaptă.

Aceste pictograme indică următoarele:
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■ To pair a mobile phone (when a phone has already been paired to the 
system)

1. Press the  button or the  button.
u If a prompt appears asking to connect to 

a phone, select No and proceed with 
step 2.

2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 
press .

3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, 
then press .

4. Rotate  to select Add new device, 
then press .
u The screen changes to device list.
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Continuare
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a asocia un telefon mobil 
(când un telefon a fost deja asociat cu sistemul)

1.  Apăsaţi butonul 

359Continued

Featu
res

Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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■ To pair a mobile phone (No phone has 
been paired to the system)

1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Yes, then press .
3. Make sure your phone is in search or 

discoverable mode, then press .
u HFT automatically searches for a 

Bluetooth® device.
4. When your phone appears on the list, select 

it by pressing .
u If your phone does not appear, select 

Phone not found? and search for 
Bluetooth® devices using your phone. 
From your phone, select Honda HFT.

5. The system gives you a pairing code on the 
audio/information screen.
u Confirm if the pairing code on the screen 

and your phone match.
This may vary by phone.

6. A notification appears on the screen if 
pairing is successful.

■ Phone Setup 1Phone Setup

Your Bluetooth-compatible phone must be paired to 
HFT before you can make and receive hands-free 
calls.

Phone Pairing Tips:
• You cannot pair your phone while the vehicle is 

moving.
• Up to six phones can be paired.
• Your phone’s battery may drain faster when it is 

paired to HFT.
• If your phone is not ready for pairing or not found 
by the system within three minutes, the system will 
time out and return to idle.

Once you have paired a phone, you can see it 
displayed on the screen with one or two icons on the 
right side.
These icons indicate the following:

: The phone can be used with HFT.
: The phone is compatible with Bluetooth® Audio.
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. 
▶  Dacă apare o solicitare de conectare la 

un telefon, selectaţi Nu și continuaţi cu 
pasul 2.

2.  Rotiţi 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Configurare 
telefon, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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3.  Rotiţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta setarea 
Bluetooth, apoi apăsaţi 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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4.  Rotiţi 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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 pentru a selecta Adăugaţi un 
dispozitiv nou, apoi apăsaţi 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
▶  Ecranul se modifică în lista de 

dispozitive.
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5. Make sure your phone is in search or 
discoverable mode, then press .
u HFT automatically searches for a 

Bluetooth® device.

6. When your phone appears on the list, select 
it by pressing .
u If your phone does not appear, select 

Phone not found? and search for 
Bluetooth® devices using your phone. 
From your phone, select Honda HFT.

7. The system gives you a pairing code on the 
audio/information screen.
u Confirm if the pairing code on the screen 

and your phone match.
This may vary by a phone.
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

5.  Asiguraţi-vă că telefonul este în modul de căutare sau 
descoperire, apoi apăsaţi
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
▶ HFT caută automat un dispozitiv Bluetooth®.

6.  Când telefonul dvs. apare pe listă, selectaţi-l apăsând
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
▶  Dacă telefonul nu apare, selectaţi Telefonul nu a fost 

găsit? Și căutaţi dispozitive Bluetooth® utilizând telefonul. 
Din telefonul dvs., selectaţi Honda HFT.

7.  Sistemul vă oferă un cod de asociere pe ecranul audio / 
informaţii. 
▶  Confirmaţi dacă codul de asociere pe ecran și telefonul 

dvs. se potrivesc. Acest lucru poate varia de la un telefon.
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a schimba telefonul asociat în prezent
1. Apăsaţi butonul 

359Continued
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Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a selecta Configurare telefon,  
apoi apăsaţi
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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5.  Rotiţi
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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■ To change the pairing code setting 
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Pass-key, then press 
.

5. Input a new pairing code, then press .
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a schimba setarea codului de asociere
1. Apăsaţi butonul 

359Continued
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Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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■ To delete a paired phone 
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Delete device, then 
press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a phone you want to 
delete, then press .

6. A confirmation message appears on the 
screen. Rotate  to select Yes, then press 

.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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1. Apăsaţi butonul 
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Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a selecta Configurare telefon, apoi 
apăsaţi
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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3.  Rotiţi
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a selecta setarea Bluetooth, apoi 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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4.  Rotiţi
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a selecta Ștergere dispozitiv, apoi 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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▶ Ecranul se modifică într-o listă de dispozitive.
5.  Rotiţi
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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You can change the ring tone setting.
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Ringtone, then press 

.
4. Rotate  to select Mobile phone or 

Fixed, then press .

You can select a caller’s information to be displayed when you have an incoming 
call.

1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Caller ID info, then 

press .
4. Rotate  to select a mode you want, then 

press .

■ Ring Tone 1Ring Tone

Mobile phone: For certain connected phones, the 
ring tone stored in the phone sounds from the 
speakers.
Fixed: The fixed ring tone sounds from the speakers.

■ Caller’s ID Information 1Caller’s ID Information

Name priority: A caller’s name is displayed if it is 
stored in the phonebook.
Number priority: A caller’s phone number is 
displayed.
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Ton de apel

Informaţiile apelantului

Telefon mobil: Pentru anumite telefoane conectate, 
sunetul soneriei stocat în telefon se aude în difuzoare.
Fixed: Sunetul fix sună din difuzoare.

Prioritate nume: Numele unui apelant este afișat dacă 
acesta este stocat în agenda telefonică.
Prioritate număr: este afișat un număr de telefon al 
unui apelant.

Ton de apel

Informaţiile apelantului

Puteţi modifica setarea tonului de apel.

Puteţi selecta o informaţie a apelantului care să fie afișată atunci  
când aveţi un apel primit.

1. Apăsaţi butonul 

359Continued

Featu
res

Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a selecta Configurare 
telefon, apoi apăsaţi
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a selecta Ton de apel, apoi 
apăsaţi
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a selecta Telefonul mobil 
sau Fixed, apoi apăsaţi
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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1. Apăsaţi butonul 
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Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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3.  Rotiţi
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a selecta informaţiile 
despre ID apelant, apoi apăsaţi
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Pairing codes, paired phones, all speed dial entries, all call history data, and all 
imported phonebook data are erased.

1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select System clear, then 

press .
4. Rotate  to select Yes, then press .

5. A confirmation message appears on the 
screen. Rotate  to select Yes, then press 

.

6. A notification appears on the screen. Press 
.

■ To Clear the System
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Continuare

Pentru a șterge sistemul
Codurile de cuplare, telefoanele asociate, toate intrările de apelare rapidă, toate datele 
din istoricul apelurilor și toate datele din agenda telefonică importate sunt șterse.

1. Apăsaţi butonul 

359Continued

Featu
res

Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a selecta Configurare telefon, 
apoi apăsaţi
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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3.  Rotiţi
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a selecta System clear 
(Ștergere sistem), apoi apăsaţi
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a selecta Da, apoi apăsaţi
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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When your phone is paired, the contents of its phonebook and call history are 
automatically imported to HFT.

■Automatic Import of Cellular Phonebook and Call History 1Automatic Import of Cellular Phonebook and Call History

When you select a person from the list in the cellular 
phonebook, you can see up to three category icons. 
The icons indicate what types of numbers are stored 
for that name.

If a name has four or more numbers, ... appears 
instead of category icons.

On some phones, it may not be possible to import the 
category icons to HFT.

The phonebook is updated after every connection. 
Call history is updated after every connection or call.

Pref

Home

Mobile

Pager

Work

Fax

Car

Voice

Other
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Importul automat al agendei telefonice și al istoricului apelurilor
Atunci când telefonul este asociat, conţinutul agendei telefonice și istoricul 
apelurilor sunt importate automat la HFT.

Importul automat al agendei telefonice și al istoricului apelurilor

Când selectaţi o persoană din listă în agenda telefonică 
mobilă, puteţi vedea până la trei pictograme de 
categorie. Pictogramele indică ce tipuri de numere sunt 
stocate pentru acel nume.

Dacă un nume are patru sau mai multe numere, apare 
în loc de pictograme de categorie.

Pe unele telefoane, este posibil să nu puteţi importa 
pictogramele categoriei în HFT.

Agenda telefonică este actualizată după fiecare 
conexiune.
Istoricul apelurilor este actualizat după fiecare 
conexiune sau apel.

1. Apăsaţi butonul 
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Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Up to 20 speed dial numbers can be stored per phone.
To store a speed dial number:
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Speed dial, then press 

.
3. Rotate  to select Add new, then press 

.
4. Rotate  to select a place to choose a 

number from, then press .
From Call history:
u Select a number from the call history.
From Phonebook:
u Select a number from the connected 

mobile phone’s imported phonebook.
From Phone number:
u Input the number manually.

■ Speed Dial 1Speed Dial

You can use the audio preset buttons during a call to 
store a speed dial number:
1. Press and hold the desired audio preset button 

during a call.
2. The contact information for the active call will be 

stored for the corresponding speed dial.
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Apelare rapidă
Pot fi stocate până la 20 de numere de apelare rapidă pe telefon.

Pentru a stoca un număr de apelare rapidă:
1. Apăsaţi butonul 
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Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
Din istoricul apelurilor: 
▶ Selectaţi un număr din istoricul 
apelurilor. 
Din agenda telefonică: 
▶Selectaţi un număr din agenda telefonică 
importată a telefonului mobil conectat. 
De la numărul de telefon: 
▶ Introduceţi numărul manual.

Apelare rapidă

Puteţi utiliza butoanele de presetare audio în timpul 
unui apel pentru a stoca un număr de apelare rapidă:
1.  Apăsaţi și menţineţi apăsat butonul presetat audio 

dorit în timpul unui apel.
2.  Informaţiile de contact pentru apelul activ vor fi 

stocate pentru apelarea rapidă corespunzătoare.
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■ To edit a speed dial
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Speed dial, then press 

.
4. Select an existing speed dial entry.
5. Rotate  to select Change speed dial, 

then press .
6. Select a new speed dial number, then press 

.
■ To delete a speed dial number
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Speed dial, then press 

.
4. Select an existing speed dial entry.
5. Rotate  to select Delete speed dial, 

then press .
u A confirmation message appears on the 

screen. Rotate  to select Yes, then 
press .
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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1. Apăsaţi butonul 
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Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a șterge un număr de apelare rapidă
1. Apăsaţi butonul 

359Continued
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Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a selecta Configurare telefon, 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a selecta Apelare rapidă, apoi 
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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4. Selectaţi o intrare de apelare rapidă existentă.
5.  Rotiţi
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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You can make calls by inputting any phone number, or by using the imported 
phonebook, call history, speed dial entries, or redial.

■ To make a call using the imported 
phonebook

When your phone is paired, the contents of its 
phonebook are automatically imported to 
HFT.
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phonebook, then 

press .
3. The phonebook is stored alphabetically. 

Rotate  to select the initial, then press 
.

4. Rotate  to select a name, then press .
5. Rotate  to select a number, then press 

.
u Dialing starts automatically.

■Making a Call 1Making a Call

Once a call is connected, you can hear the voice of 
the person you are calling through the audio 
speakers.
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Continuare

Efectuarea unui apel
Puteţi efectua apeluri introducând orice număr de telefon sau utilizând agenda 
telefonică importată, istoricul apelurilor, intrările de apelare rapidă sau reapelarea.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a efectua un apel utilizând 
agenda telefonică importată

Când telefonul dvs. este asociat, conţinutul 
agendei sale telefonice este importat 
automat la HFT.
1. Apăsaţi butonul 

359Continued

Featu
res

Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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2.  Rotiţi
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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pentru a selecta Agenda 
telefonică, apoi apăsaţi 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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3.  Agenda telefonică este stocată în ordine 
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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5.  Rotiţi
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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. 
▶ Formarea se face automat.

Efectuarea unui apel

Odată ce un apel este conectat, puteţi auzi vocea 
persoanei pe care o apelaţi prin difuzoarele audio.
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■ To make a call using a phone number
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Dial, then press .
3. Rotate  to select a number, then press 

.
4. Rotate  to select , then press .
u Dialing starts automatically.

■ To make a call using redial
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Redial, then press .
u Dialing starts automatically.

■ To make a call using the call history
Call history is stored by Dialed calls, 
Received calls, and Missed calls.
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Call history, then press 

.
3. Rotate  to select Dialed calls, Received 

calls, or Missed calls, then press .
4. Rotate  to select a number, then press 

.
u Dialing starts automatically.

1To make a call using redial

Press and hold the  button to redial the last 
number dialed in your phone’s call history.

1To make a call using the call history

The call history appears only when a phone is 
connected to HFT, and displays the last 20 dialed, 
received, or missed calls.
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Pentru a efectua un apel utilizând reapelarea

Pentru a efectua un apel utilizând istoricul apelurilor

Apăsaţi și ţineţi apăsat butonul 

403
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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 pentru a 
reapela ultimul număr format din istoricul apelurilor 
telefonului.

Istoricul apelurilor apare numai când un telefon este 
conectat la HFT și afișează ultimele 20 de apeluri 
formate, primite sau pierdute.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a efectua un apel utilizând  
un număr de telefon

1. Apăsaţi butonul 

359Continued

Featu
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Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a efectua un apel utilizând reapelarea
1. Apăsaţi butonul 
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Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a efectua un apel utilizând  
istoricul apelurilor

Istoricul apelurilor este stocat prin Apeluri 
efectuate, Apeluri primite și Apeluri pierdute.
1. Apăsaţi butonul 

359Continued
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Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Clock

Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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■ To make a call using a speed dial entry
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Speed dial, then press 

.
3. Rotate  to select a number, then press 

.
u Dialing starts automatically.

When there is an incoming call, an audible 
notification sounds and the Incoming call 
screen appears.

Press the  button to answer the call.
Press the  button to decline or end the 
call.

1To make a call using a speed dial entry

On the Phone screen, the first six speed dials on the 
list can be directly selected by pressing the 
corresponding audio preset buttons (1-6).

Select Others to view another paired phone’s speed 
dial list.

■ Receiving a Call 1Receiving a Call

Call Waiting
Press the  button to put the current call on hold 
to answer the incoming call.
Press the  button again to return to the current 
call.
Select Ignore to ignore the incoming call if you do 
not want to answer it.
Press the  button if you want to hang up the 
current call.

You can select the icons on the audio/information 
screen instead of the  and  buttons. Rotate 

 to select the icon, then press .

HFT Mode

Caller’s Name
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Continuare

Primirea unui apel

Pentru a efectua un apel utilizând o intrare cu apelare rapidă

Primirea unui apel

În ecranul telefonului, primele șase numere rapide din 
listă pot fi selectate direct prin apăsarea butoanelor 
corespunzătoare presetării audio (1-6).

Selectaţi Altele pentru a vizualiza o listă de apelare 
rapidă a unui alt telefon asociat.

Apel în așteptare
Apăsaţi butonul 
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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 pentru a reveni la apelul 
curent.
Selectaţi Ignoră pentru a ignora apelul primit dacă nu 
doriţi să răspundeţi la acesta.
Apăsaţi butonul 
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■ To make a call using a speed dial entry
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Speed dial, then press 

.
3. Rotate  to select a number, then press 

.
u Dialing starts automatically.

When there is an incoming call, an audible 
notification sounds and the Incoming call 
screen appears.

Press the  button to answer the call.
Press the  button to decline or end the 
call.

1To make a call using a speed dial entry

On the Phone screen, the first six speed dials on the 
list can be directly selected by pressing the 
corresponding audio preset buttons (1-6).

Select Others to view another paired phone’s speed 
dial list.

■ Receiving a Call 1Receiving a Call

Call Waiting
Press the  button to put the current call on hold 
to answer the incoming call.
Press the  button again to return to the current 
call.
Select Ignore to ignore the incoming call if you do 
not want to answer it.
Press the  button if you want to hang up the 
current call.

You can select the icons on the audio/information 
screen instead of the  and  buttons. Rotate 

 to select the icon, then press .

HFT Mode

Caller’s Name
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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■ To make a call using a speed dial entry
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Speed dial, then press 

.
3. Rotate  to select a number, then press 

.
u Dialing starts automatically.

When there is an incoming call, an audible 
notification sounds and the Incoming call 
screen appears.

Press the  button to answer the call.
Press the  button to decline or end the 
call.

1To make a call using a speed dial entry

On the Phone screen, the first six speed dials on the 
list can be directly selected by pressing the 
corresponding audio preset buttons (1-6).

Select Others to view another paired phone’s speed 
dial list.

■ Receiving a Call 1Receiving a Call

Call Waiting
Press the  button to put the current call on hold 
to answer the incoming call.
Press the  button again to return to the current 
call.
Select Ignore to ignore the incoming call if you do 
not want to answer it.
Press the  button if you want to hang up the 
current call.

You can select the icons on the audio/information 
screen instead of the  and  buttons. Rotate 

 to select the icon, then press .

HFT Mode

Caller’s Name
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a efectua un apel utilizând  
o intrare cu apelare rapidă

1. Apăsaţi butonul 
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Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Când există un apel primit, se aude o 
notificare sonoră și apare ecranul  
Apel de intrare.
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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■ To make a call using a speed dial entry
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Speed dial, then press 

.
3. Rotate  to select a number, then press 

.
u Dialing starts automatically.

When there is an incoming call, an audible 
notification sounds and the Incoming call 
screen appears.

Press the  button to answer the call.
Press the  button to decline or end the 
call.

1To make a call using a speed dial entry

On the Phone screen, the first six speed dials on the 
list can be directly selected by pressing the 
corresponding audio preset buttons (1-6).

Select Others to view another paired phone’s speed 
dial list.

■ Receiving a Call 1Receiving a Call

Call Waiting
Press the  button to put the current call on hold 
to answer the incoming call.
Press the  button again to return to the current 
call.
Select Ignore to ignore the incoming call if you do 
not want to answer it.
Press the  button if you want to hang up the 
current call.

You can select the icons on the audio/information 
screen instead of the  and  buttons. Rotate 

 to select the icon, then press .

HFT Mode

Caller’s Name
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Numele apelantului

Modul HFT
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The following options are available during a call.
Swap call: Put the current call on hold to answer the incoming call.
Mute: Mute your voice.
Transfer call: Transfer a call from HFT to your phone.
Dial tones: Send numbers during a call. This is useful when you call a menu-driven 
phone system.

1. To view the available options, press the  
button.

2. Rotate  to select the option, then press 
.

u The check box is checked when Mute is 
selected. Select Mute again to turn it off.

■Options During a Call 1Options During a Call

Dial tones: Available on some phones.
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Opţiuni în timpul unui apel
Următoarele opţiuni sunt disponibile în timpul unui apel.
Schimb de apel: puneţi apelul curent în așteptare pentru a răspunde la apelul primit.
Mute: Dezactivează vocea.
Transferarea apelului: Transferaţi un apel de la HFT către telefon.
Sunete de apel: Trimiteţi numere în timpul unui apel. Acest lucru este util atunci când 
apelaţi un sistem de telefonie condus de meniuri.

1.  Pentru a vizualiza opţiunile disponibile, 
apăsaţi butonul 

359Continued
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Customized Features

Use the audio/information screen to customize certain features.

■ How to customize
While the vehicle is at a complete stop with the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
MENU/CLOCK button, then select Settings. To customize the phone settings, 
press the  button, then select Phone setup.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Customized Features

When you customize settings:
• Make sure that the vehicle is at a complete stop.

• Shift to (P.

• Set the parking brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1How to customize

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the selector knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

To customize other features, select Settings, rotate 
, then press .
2 List of customizable options P. 363

Models with colour audio system

Audio/Information Screen

MENU/CLOCK Button

Selector Knob

 (Phone) Button
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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Adjusting the Clock

You can adjust the time in the clock display with the ignition switch in ON (w*1.

■ Using the MENU/CLOCK button
1. Press and hold the MENU/CLOCK button.
u Adjust clock is selected.

2. Rotate  to change hour, then press .
3. Rotate  to change minute, then press 

.
4. To enter the selection, rotate  and select 

Set, then press .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Adjusting the Time

1Adjusting the Clock

The clock is automatically updated through the audio 
system, so the time does not need to be adjusted.

You can customize the clock display to show the 12 
hour clock or 24 hour clock.

2 Customized Features P. 359

You cannot adjust the time while the vehicle is 
moving.

Models with Display Audio

Models with Display Audio
Models with colour audio system 
with driver information interface

Models without navigation system

1Using the MENU/CLOCK button

These indications are used to show how to operate 
the Selector Knob.
Rotate  to select.
Press  to enter.

Models with colour audio system

Models with colour audio system
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▶ Caseta de selectare este bifată când este 
selectată opţiunea Mute. Selectaţi din nou 
opţiunea Dezactivare pentru a o dezactiva.

Opţiuni în timpul unui apel

Sunete de apel: Disponibile pe anumite telefoane.
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Hands-Free Telephone System

Hands-Free Telephone (HFT) System allows you to place and receive phone calls 
using your vehicle’s audio system, without handling your mobile phone.

Using HFT

■HFT Buttons

1Hands-Free Telephone System

Place your phone where you can get good reception.

To use HFT, you need a Bluetooth-compatible mobile 
phone. For a list of compatible phones, pairing 
procedures, and special feature capabilities, ask a 
dealer or your local Honda.

To use the system, the Bluetooth On/Off Status 
setting must be On. If there is an active connection to 
Apple CarPlay, HFT is unavailable.

2 Customized Features P. 359

Voice control tips
• Aim the vents away from the ceiling and close the 

windows, as noise coming from them may interfere 
with the microphone.

• Press the  button when you want to call a 
number using a stored voice tag. Speak clearly and 
naturally after a beep.

• If the microphone picks up voices other than yours, 
the command may be misinterpreted.

• To change the volume level, select the audio 
system’s VOL (Volume) or use the remote audio 
controls on the steering wheel.

Up to five speed dial entries can be displayed among 
a total of 20 that can be entered.

2 Speed Dial P. 428

Up to five previous calls can be displayed at a time 
among a total of 20 that can be entered. If there is no 
call history, Call History is disabled.

Models with Display Audio

 (Talk) Button

Volume up

Microphone

 (Hang-up/Back) Button
 (Pick-up) Button

ENTER Button

 (Display/Information) Button

    Buttons3 4

Volume down
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Continuare

Sistem telefonic hands-free

Modele cu Display Audio
Sistemul hands-free de telefon (HFT) vă permite să plasaţi și să primiţi apeluri 
telefonice utilizând sistemul audio al vehiculului, fără a manipula telefonul mobil.

Utilizarea HFT

Butoane HFT

Butoane

Buton ENTER

Măriţi volumul

Reduceţi volumul

Buton Afișaj / Informaţii
Buton (Discuţie)

Buton (Închide/Înapoi)

Buton (Răspunde)

Microfon

Sistem telefonic hands-free

Plasaţi telefonul unde puteţi primi o recepţie bună.

Pentru a utiliza HFT, aveţi nevoie de un telefon mobil 
compatibil Bluetooth. Pentru o listă de telefoane 
compatibile, proceduri de asociere și capabilităţi 
speciale, adresaţi-vă unui dealer sau firmei locale 
Honda.

Pentru a utiliza sistemul, setarea Bluetooth On / Off 
Status trebuie să fie Activată. Dacă există o conexiune 
activă la Apple CarPlay, HFT nu este disponibilă.

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359

Sfaturi pentru controlul vocal
•  Îndreptaţi gurile de ventilaţie către tavan și închideţi 

ferestrele, deoarece zgomotul provenit de la acestea 
poate interfera cu microfonul.

•  Apăsaţi butonul 

311
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Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 când doriţi să apelaţi un număr 
utilizând o indicaţie vocală stocată. Vorbiţi clar și 
natural după un bip.

•  Dacă microfonul preia alte voci decât ale dvs., 
comanda poate fi interpretată greșit.

•  Pentru a modifica nivelul volumului, selectaţi volumul 
VOL (volum) al sistemului audio sau utilizaţi comenzile 
audio de la volan.

Pot fi afișate până la cinci intrări de apelare rapidă 
dintr-un total de 20 care poate fi introduse.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist

Safe D
rivin

g

Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Apelare rapidă P. 428

Pot fi afișate până la cinci apeluri anterioare, dintr-un 
total de 20, care pot fi introduse. Dacă nu există un 
istoric al apelurilor, istoricul apelurilor este dezactivat.
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFTuuHands-Free Telephone SystemuUsing HFT

416

Featu
res

 (Pick-up) button: Press to go directly to the phone menu on the driver 
information interface, or to answer an incoming call.

 (Hang-up/back) button: Press to end a call, go back to the previous 
command, or cancel a command.

 (Talk) button: Press to access Voice Portal.

  buttons: Press to select an item displayed on the phone menu in the driver 
information interface.
ENTER button: Press to call a number listed in the selected item on the phone 
menu in the driver information interface.

 (Display/information) button: Select and press ENTER to display Speed 
Dial, Call History, or Phonebook on the phone menu in the driver information 
interface.

To go to the Phone Menu screen:
1. Select .
2. Select Phone to switch the display to the phone screen.
3. Select .

1Hands-Free Telephone System

Bluetooth® Wireless Technology
The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered 
trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any 
use of such marks by Honda Motor Co., Ltd., is under 
license. Other trademarks and trade names are those 
of their respective owners.

HFT Limitations
An incoming call on HFT will interrupt the audio 
system when it is playing. It will resume when the call 
is ended.

3 4
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uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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(Răspundeţi): Apăsaţi pentru a merge direct la meniul telefonului de pe 
interfaţa cu informaţii pentru șofer sau pentru a răspunde la un apel primit.

Buton 

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued

Featu
res

Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 (Închide / Înapoi): Apăsaţi pentru a termina un apel, pentru a 
reveni la comanda anterioară sau pentru a anula o comandă.

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued

Featu
res

Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 (Vorbește): Apăsaţi pentru a accesa Portalul vocal.
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: Apăsaţi pentru a selecta un element afișat în meniul telefonului din 
interfaţa cu informaţii pentru șofer.

Butonul ENTER: Apăsaţi pentru a apela un număr afișat în elementul selectat 
din meniul telefonului din interfaţa cu informaţii pentru șofer.

Buton 

44

uuSeat BeltsuAbout Your Seat Belts
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rivin
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■ Rear seats*

Your vehicle monitors rear seat belt use. A 
driver information interface notifies you if any 
of the rear seat belts are used.

The display appears when:
• A rear door is opened or closed.
• Any of the rear passengers latches or 

unlatches their seat belt.
The beeper sounds if any rear passenger’s seat 
belt is unlatched while driving.

To see the display:
Press the  (display/information) button.

: Unlatched

: Latched

* Not available on all models
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 (Afișare / Informaţii): Selectaţi și apăsaţi ENTER pentru a afișa 
Apelare rapidă, Istoric apeluri sau Agendă telefonică din meniul telefonului din 
interfaţa cu informaţii pentru șofer.

Pentru a accesa ecranul de meniu Telefon:
1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi Telefon pentru a comuta afișajul pe ecranul telefonului.
3. Selectaţi 

308

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
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Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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.

Sistem de telefonie fără fir

Tehnologie wireless Bluetooth®

Marca și logo-urile verbale Bluetooth® sunt mărci 
comerciale înregistrate deţinute de Bluetooth SIG, 
Inc., iar orice utilizare a acestor mărci de către Honda 
Motor Co., Ltd. este sub licenţă. Alte mărci comerciale 
și denumiri comerciale sunt cele ale proprietarilor 
respectivi.

Limitări HFT
Un apel de intrare pe HFT va întrerupe sistemul audio 
atunci când este redat. Acesta va fi reluat la încheierea 
apelului.
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uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuUsing HFT
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The audio/information screen notifies you when there is an incoming call.

■HFT Status Display 1HFT Status Display

The information that appears on the audio/
information screen varies between phone models.

You can change the system language.
2 Customized Features P. 359

Bluetooth Indicator
Appears when your phone is 
connected to HFT.

Signal Strength

HFT Mode

Battery Level Status

Caller’s Name

Caller’s Number

Roaming Status
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Continuare

Afișare stare HFT

Informaţiile care apar pe ecranul audio / informaţii 
variază între modelele de telefon.

Puteţi schimba limba sistemului.

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359

Butoane HFT

Ecranul audio / informaţii vă anunţă când există un apel primit.

Starea nivelului bateriei

Modul HFT

Numele  
apelantului

Numărul 
apelantului

Indicator Bluetooth Apare 
când telefonul este conectat 
la HFT.

Stare Roaming

Putere semnal

▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

418

uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus
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HFT Menus
The ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or ON (w  to use HFT.*1

■ Phone Settings screen
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select Phone.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1HFT Menus

To use HFT, you must first pair your Bluetooth-
compatible mobile phone to the system while the 
vehicle is parked.

Disconnect a paired phone 
from the system.

Bluetooth Device List (Existing entry list)

Disconnect

Delete Delete a paired phone.

Add Bluetooth Device Pair a new phone to the system.

Connect a paired device to 
the system.

Connect  
Connect 
Connect 

TEL*

* Not available on all models
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Meniu HFT

Comutatorul de aprindere trebuie să fie în ACCESSORY 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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 sau ON 
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■ Front seats
The seat belt system includes an indicator on 
the instrument panel to remind the driver or a 
front passenger or both to fasten their seat 
belts.
If the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1and 
a seat belt is not fastened, a beeper will sound 
and the indicator will blink. After a few 
seconds, the beeper will stop and the 
indicator will come on and remain illuminated 
until the seat belt is fastened.

The beeper will periodically sound and the 
indicator will blink while the vehicle is moving 
until the seat belt is fastened. 

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Seat Belt Reminder 1Seat Belt Reminder

The indicator will also come on if a front passenger 
does not fasten their seat belt within six seconds after 
the ignition switch is turned to ON (w*1.

When no one is sitting in the front passenger’s seat, 
the indicator will not come on and the beeper will not 
sound.

If the indicator comes on or the beeper sounds with 
no one sitting in the front passenger’s seat. Check if:
• There is nothing heavy placed on the front 

passenger seat.
• The driver's seat belt is fastened.

If the indicator does not light when the passenger is 
seated and is not fastened, something may be 
interfering with the occupant detection sensor. 
Check if:
• A cushion is placed on the seat.
• The front passenger is not sitting properly.

If none of these conditions exist, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

*

*

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a utiliza HFT. *1
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Afișarea setărilor telefonului

1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi Telefon.

Meniu HFT

Pentru a utiliza HFT, trebuie mai întâi să împerecheaţi 
telefonul mobil compatibil Bluetooth cu sistemul mobil 
în timp ce autovehiculul este parcat.

* 1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE 
START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Conectaţi un dispozitiv asociat 
la sistem.

Deconectaţi un telefon asociat 
de sistem.

Ștergeţi un telefon asociat.

Asociaţi un nou telefon cu sistemul.
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uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus

Continued

Featu
res

Manual InputNew Entry

Import from Call History

Import from Phonebook

Edit

Delete

(Existing entry list)Edit Speed Dial

Delete All

Enter a phone number to store as a speed 
dial number.

Select a phone number from the call history 
to store as a speed dial number.

Delete all of the previously stored speed dial numbers.

Select a phone number from the phonebook 
to store as a speed dial number.

Edit a previously stored speed dial number.
● Change a name.
● Change a number.
● Create or delete a voice tag.

Delete a previously stored speed dial number.

Ring Tone Select a fixed ring tone or the one from the connected mobile phone.

Automatic Phone Sync Set phonebook and call history data to be automatically imported when a phone is paired to HFT.

Text/Email* Enable Text/Email Turn the text/e-mail message function on and off.

Select a text or e-mail message account.

Select whether a pop-up alert comes on the screen when HFT receives a 
new text/e-mail message.

Select Account

New Text/Email 
Alert

Default Cancel/Reset all customized items in the Phone settings group as default.

* Not available on all models
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Continuare*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Editaţi un număr de apelare rapidă stocat anterior.
• Schimbaţi un nume.
• Modificaţi un număr.
• Creaţi sau ștergeţi o etichetă vocală.

Ștergeţi un număr de apelare rapid stocat anterior.

Introduceţi un număr de telefon pentru a fi stocat 
ca număr de apelare rapidă.

Selectaţi un număr de telefon din agenda telefonică 
pentru a fi stocat ca număr de apelare rapidă.

Ștergeţi toate numerele de apelare rapidă stocate anterior.

Selectaţi un ton de apel fix sau unul de pe telefonul mobil conectat.

Activaţi și dezactivaţi funcţia mesaj text / e-mail.

Selectaţi un cont de mesaje text sau e-mail.

Selectaţi dacă pe ecran apare o alertă pop-up atunci când 
HFT primește un mesaj text / e-mail nou.

Setaţi agenda telefonică și datele din istoricul apelurilor pentru a fi importate 
automat când un telefon este asociat cu HFT.

Anulaţi / Resetaţi toate articolele personalizate din grupul Setări telefon ca implicit.

Selectaţi un număr de telefon din istoricul apelurilor 
pentru a fi stocat ca număr de apelare rapidă.

▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

420

uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus

Featu
res

■ Phone Menu screen
1. Select .
2. Select Phone.
3. Select .

Select a phone number from the call history to 
store as a speed dial number.

Speed Dial

Manual InputNew Entry

Import from Call History

Import from Phonebook Select a phone number from the phonebook 
to store as a speed dial number.

Enter a phone number to store as a speed 
dial number.

(Existing entry list) Dial the selected number in the speed dial list.

Select a phone number from the call history to 
store as a speed dial number.

Manual InputNew Entry

Import from Call History

Import from Phonebook Select a phone number from the phonebook 
to store as a speed dial number.

Enter a phone number to store as a speed 
dial number.

(Existing entry list) Dial the selected number in the speed dial list.Edit Speed Dial
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Afișarea meniu telefon

1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi 

308

uuAudio System Basic OperationuAdjusting the Sound

Featu
res

Adjusting the Sound
1. Select .
2. Select Audio.
3. Select .
4. Select Sound.

Select a tab from the following choices:
• BAS-MID-TRE: Bass, Middle, Treble
• FAD-BAL*/FAD-BAL-SUBW*: Fader, 

Balance, Subwoofer*

• SVC*/SVC∙Neural*: Speed Volume 
Compensation, DTS Neural SoundTM*

1Adjusting the Sound

The SVC has four modes: Off, Low, Mid, and High.
SVC adjusts the volume level based on the vehicle 
speed. As you go faster, audio volume increases. As 
you slow down, audio volume decreases.

* Not available on all models
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.

Formaţi numărul selectat din lista de apelare rapidă.

Formaţi numărul selectat din lista de apelare rapidă.

Introduceţi un număr de telefon pentru a fi 
stocat ca număr de apelare rapidă.
Selectaţi un număr de telefon din istoricul apelurilor 
pentru a fi stocat ca număr de apelare rapidă.

Selectaţi un număr de telefon din agenda telefonică 
pentru a fi stocat ca număr de apelare rapidă.

Introduceţi un număr de telefon pentru a fi 
stocat ca număr de apelare rapidă.

Selectaţi un număr de telefon din istoricul apelurilor 
pentru a fi stocat ca număr de apelare rapidă.

Selectaţi un număr de telefon din agenda telefonică 
pentru a fi stocat ca număr de apelare rapidă.
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uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus

Continued

Featu
res

Display the last outgoing, incoming and missed calls.Call History All

Dialed

Received

Display the last outgoing calls.

Display the last incoming calls.

Missed Display the last missed calls.

Dial

Redial

Enter a phone number to dial.

Redial the last number dialed.

Phonebook Display the paired phone’s phonebook.

System reads received message aloud, or stop 
message from being read.

Text/Email* Read/Stop

See the previous message.

See the next message.

Reply Reply to a received message using one of six
fixed phrases.

(Existing entry list)

Dial Make a call to the sender.

Select Account Select a mail or text message account.

* Not available on all models
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Continuare

Afișaţi agenda telefonică asociată telefonului.

Redirecţionaţi ultimul număr format.

Introduceţi un număr de telefon pentru a apela.

Afișaţi ultimele apeluri de ieșire, de intrare și de nepreluate.

Afișaţi ultimele apeluri trimise.

Afișaţi ultimele apeluri primite.

Afișaţi ultimele apeluri nepreluate.

Sistemul citește mesajul recepţionat cu voce tare 
sau mesajul de oprire nu este citit.

Vedeţi mesajul anterior.

Vedeţi următorul mesaj.

Răspundeţi unui mesaj primit utilizând una 
dintre cele șase expresii fixe.

Apelaţi expeditorul.

Selectaţi un cont de e-mail sau text.

▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFTuuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus

422

Featu
res

■ To pair a mobile phone (when there is 
no phone paired to the system)

1. Select Phone.
2. Select Yes.
3. Make sure your phone is in search or 

discoverable mode, then select Continue.
u HFT automatically searches for a 

Bluetooth® device.
4. Select your phone when it appears on the 

list.
u If your phone does not appear, you can 

select Refresh to search again.
u If your phone still does not appear, select 

Phone Not Found and search for 
Bluetooth® devices using your phone.
From your phone, search for Honda 
HFT.

5. The system gives you a pairing code on the 
audio/information screen.
u Confirm if the pairing code on the screen 

and your phone match.
This may vary by phone.

■ Phone Setup 1Phone Setup

Your Bluetooth-compatible phone must be paired to 
the system before you can make and receive hands-
free calls.

Phone Pairing Tips:
• You cannot pair your phone while the vehicle is 

moving.
• Up to six phones can be paired.
• Your phone's battery may drain faster when it is 

paired to the system.
• If your phone is not ready for pairing or not found 
by the system within three minutes, the system will 
time out and return to idle.

Once you have paired a phone, you can see it 
displayed on the screen with one or two icons on the 
right side.
These icons indicate the following:

: The phone can be used with HFT.
: The phone is compatible with Bluetooth® Audio.

If there is an active connection to Apple CarPlay, 
pairing of additional Bluetooth-compatible devices is 
unavailable and Add Bluetooth Device is grayed 
out from the Bluetooth Device List screen.
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Configurarea telefonului
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a asocia un telefon mobil (când nu 
există niciun telefon asociat sistemului)

1. Selectaţi Telefon.
2. Selectaţi Da.
3.  Asiguraţi-vă că telefonul dvs. este în modul 

de căutare sau descoperit, apoi selectaţi 
Continuaţi. 
▶ HFT caută automat un dispozitiv 
Bluetooth®.

4.  Selectaţi telefonul când apare pe listă. 
▶ Dacă telefonul nu apare, puteţi selecta 
Reîmprospătare pentru a căuta din nou. 
▶ Dacă telefonul nu mai apare, selectaţi 
Telefonul nu a fost găsit și căutaţi dispozitive 
Bluetooth® utilizând telefonul.

Din telefonul dvs., căutaţi Honda HFT.
5.  Sistemul vă oferă un cod de asociere pe 

ecranul audio / informaţii. 
▶ Confirmaţi dacă codul de asociere pe ecran 
și telefonul dvs. se potrivesc. Acest lucru 
poate varia de la telefon.

Configurarea telefonului

Telefonul dvs. compatibil Bluetooth trebuie să fie 
asociat cu sistemul înainte de a putea efectua și primi 
apeluri Mâini libere.

Sfaturi pentru asocierea unui telefon:
•  Nu puteţi asocia telefonul în timp ce autovehiculul se 

mișcă.
• Pot fi asociate până la șase telefoane.
•  Este posibil ca bateria telefonului să se descarce mai 

repede când este asociată cu sistemul.
•  Dacă telefonul dvs. nu este pregătit pentru asociere 

sau nu este găsit de sistem timp de trei minute, 
sistemul se va opri și va reveni la starea de repaus.

După ce aţi asociat un telefon, îl puteţi vedea afișat pe 
ecran cu una sau două pictograme în partea dreaptă.

Aceste pictograme indică următoarele:

Telefonul poate fi utilizat cu HFT.
Telefonul este compatibil cu Bluetooth® Audio.

Dacă există o conexiune activă la Apple CarPlay, 
asocierea de dispozitive suplimentare compatibile cu 
Bluetooth nu este disponibilă, iar funcţia Adăugare 
dispozitiv Bluetooth este aprinsă din ecranul listei de 
dispozitive Bluetooth.
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Go to the Phone Settings screen.

2 Phone Settings screen P. 418

2. Select Bluetooth Device List.
3. Select a phone to connect.
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.

4. Select Connect  , Connect , or 
Connect .

■ To change the pairing code setting
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select Bluetooth / Wi-Fi.
4. Select the Bluetooth tab.
5. Select Edit Pairing Code.

6. Select Random or Fixed.

1To change the currently paired phone

If no other phones are found or paired when trying to 
switch to another phone, HFT will inform you that the 
original phone is connected again.

To pair other phones, select Add Bluetooth Device 
from the Bluetooth Device List screen.

1To change the pairing code setting

The default pairing code is 0000 until you change the 
setting.
To create your own, select Fixed, and delete the 
current code, then enter a new one.

For a randomly generated pairing code each time you 
pair a phone, select Random.
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Continuare

▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a schimba telefonul asociat  
în prezent

1.  Accesaţi ecranul Setări telefon. 

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ecranul setărilor telefonului P. 418
2. Selectaţi Bluetooth List Device.
3.  Selectaţi un telefon pentru conectare. 

▶ HFT deconectează telefonul conectat și 
începe să caute un alt telefon asociat.

4. Selectaţi Conectare 

Continued 423

uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Go to the Phone Settings screen.

2 Phone Settings screen P. 418

2. Select Bluetooth Device List.
3. Select a phone to connect.
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.

4. Select Connect  , Connect , or 
Connect .

■ To change the pairing code setting
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select Bluetooth / Wi-Fi.
4. Select the Bluetooth tab.
5. Select Edit Pairing Code.

6. Select Random or Fixed.

1To change the currently paired phone

If no other phones are found or paired when trying to 
switch to another phone, HFT will inform you that the 
original phone is connected again.

To pair other phones, select Add Bluetooth Device 
from the Bluetooth Device List screen.

1To change the pairing code setting

The default pairing code is 0000 until you change the 
setting.
To create your own, select Fixed, and delete the 
current code, then enter a new one.

For a randomly generated pairing code each time you 
pair a phone, select Random.
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, Conectare 
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Go to the Phone Settings screen.

2 Phone Settings screen P. 418

2. Select Bluetooth Device List.
3. Select a phone to connect.
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.

4. Select Connect  , Connect , or 
Connect .

■ To change the pairing code setting
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select Bluetooth / Wi-Fi.
4. Select the Bluetooth tab.
5. Select Edit Pairing Code.

6. Select Random or Fixed.

1To change the currently paired phone

If no other phones are found or paired when trying to 
switch to another phone, HFT will inform you that the 
original phone is connected again.

To pair other phones, select Add Bluetooth Device 
from the Bluetooth Device List screen.

1To change the pairing code setting

The default pairing code is 0000 until you change the 
setting.
To create your own, select Fixed, and delete the 
current code, then enter a new one.

For a randomly generated pairing code each time you 
pair a phone, select Random.
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uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus

Featu
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Go to the Phone Settings screen.

2 Phone Settings screen P. 418

2. Select Bluetooth Device List.
3. Select a phone to connect.
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.

4. Select Connect  , Connect , or 
Connect .

■ To change the pairing code setting
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select Bluetooth / Wi-Fi.
4. Select the Bluetooth tab.
5. Select Edit Pairing Code.

6. Select Random or Fixed.

1To change the currently paired phone

If no other phones are found or paired when trying to 
switch to another phone, HFT will inform you that the 
original phone is connected again.

To pair other phones, select Add Bluetooth Device 
from the Bluetooth Device List screen.

1To change the pairing code setting

The default pairing code is 0000 until you change the 
setting.
To create your own, select Fixed, and delete the 
current code, then enter a new one.

For a randomly generated pairing code each time you 
pair a phone, select Random.
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 sau Conectare 

Continued 423

uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Go to the Phone Settings screen.

2 Phone Settings screen P. 418

2. Select Bluetooth Device List.
3. Select a phone to connect.
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.

4. Select Connect  , Connect , or 
Connect .

■ To change the pairing code setting
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select Bluetooth / Wi-Fi.
4. Select the Bluetooth tab.
5. Select Edit Pairing Code.

6. Select Random or Fixed.

1To change the currently paired phone

If no other phones are found or paired when trying to 
switch to another phone, HFT will inform you that the 
original phone is connected again.

To pair other phones, select Add Bluetooth Device 
from the Bluetooth Device List screen.

1To change the pairing code setting

The default pairing code is 0000 until you change the 
setting.
To create your own, select Fixed, and delete the 
current code, then enter a new one.

For a randomly generated pairing code each time you 
pair a phone, select Random.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a schimba setarea codului  
de asociere

1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi Bluetooth / Wi-Fi.
4. Selectaţi pagina Bluetooth.
5. Selectaţi Editare cod de asociere.

6. Selectaţi Random sau Fixed.

Pentru a schimba telefonul asociat în prezent

Pentru a modifica setarea codului de asociere

Dacă nu sunt găsite sau asociate alte telefoane atunci 
când încercaţi să comutaţi la un alt telefon, HFT vă va 
informa că telefonul original este conectat din nou.

Pentru a asocia alte telefoane, selectaţi Adăugare 
dispozitiv Bluetooth din ecranul Listă dispozitive 
Bluetooth.

Codul implicit de asociere este 0000 până când 
modificaţi setarea.
Pentru a crea propria dvs. setare, selectaţi Fixat și 
ștergeţi codul curent, apoi introduceţi unul nou.

Pentru un cod de asociere generat aleator de fiecare 
dată când îţi împerechezi un telefon, selectează 
Random.
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT
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uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus
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■ To delete a paired phone
1. Go to the Phone Settings screen.

2 Phone Settings screen P. 418

2. Select Bluetooth Device List.
3. Select a phone you want to delete.

4. Select Delete.
5. A confirmation message appears on the 

screen. Select Yes.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a șterge un telefon asociat
1.  Accesaţi ecranul Setări telefon. 

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ecranul setărilor telefonului P. 418
2. Selectaţi Bluetooth List Device.
3. Selectaţi un telefon pe care doriţi să îl 
ștergeţi.

4. Selectaţi Ștergere.
5. Pe ecran apare un mesaj de confirmare. 
Selectaţi Da.
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■ To turn on or off the text/e-mail 
function

1. Go to the Phone Settings screen.
2 Phone Settings screen P. 418

2. Select the Text/Email tab, then Enable 
Text/Email.
u A pop-up menu appears on the screen.

3. Select On or Off.

■ To turn on or off the text/e-mail notice
1. Go to the Phone Settings screen.

2 Phone Settings screen P. 418

2. Select the Text/Email tab, then New Text/
Email Alert.
u A pop-up menu appears on the screen.

3. Select On or Off.

■ To Set Up Text Message/E-mail Options* 1To Set Up Text Message/E-mail Options*

To use the text message/e-mail function, it may be 
necessary to set up on your phone.

1To turn on or off the text/e-mail notice

On: A pop-up notification comes on every time you 
receive a new message.
Off: The message you receive is stored in the system 
without notification.

* Not available on all models
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Continuare

▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Pentru a configura mesaje text / Opţiuni e-mail*
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a activa sau dezactiva  
funcţia text / e-mail

1.  Accesaţi ecranul Setări telefon. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ecranul setărilor telefonului P. 418
2.  Selectaţi fila Text / Email, apoi Enable 

Text / Email. 
▶ Pe ecran apare un meniu pop-up.

3. Selectaţi Activat sau Dezactivat.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a activa sau a dezactiva 
notificarea text / e-mail

1.  Accesaţi ecranul Setări telefon. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ecranul setărilor telefonului P. 418
2.  Selectaţi fila Text / Email, apoi New Text / 

Alert e-mail. 
▶ Pe ecran apare un meniu pop-up.

3. Selectaţi Activat sau Dezactivat.

Pentru a configura mesaje text / Opţiuni e-mail*

 Pentru a activa sau a dezactiva notificarea text / e-mail

Pentru a utiliza funcţia de mesaje text / e-mail,  
este posibil să fie necesar să configuraţi telefonul.

Pornit: O notificare pop-up apare de fiecare dată când 
primiţi un mesaj nou.
Dezactivat: Mesajul pe care îl primiţi este stocat în 
sistem fără notificare.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFTuuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus
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You can change the ring tone setting.
1. Go to the Phone Settings screen.

2 Phone Settings screen P. 418

2. Select Ring Tone.
3. Select Fixed or Mobile Phone.

■ Ring Tone 1Ring Tone

Fixed: The fixed ring tone sounds from the speakers.
Mobile Phone: For certain connected phones, the 
ring tone stored in the phone sounds from the 
speakers.
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Ton de apel

Puteţi modifica setarea tonului de apel.

1. Accesaţi ecranul Setări telefon.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ecranul setărilor telefonului P. 418
2. Selectaţi Ton de apel.
3. Selectaţi Telefon fix sau mobil.

Ton de apel

Fixed: Sunetul fix sună din difuzoare.
Telefon mobil: Pentru anumite telefoane conectate, 
sunetul soneriei stocat în telefon se aude din difuzoare.
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■ When Automatic Phone Sync is set to 
On:

When your phone is paired, the contents of its 
phonebook and call history are automatically 
imported to the system.

■ Changing the Automatic Phone Sync 
setting

1. Go to the Phone Settings screen.
2 Phone Settings screen P. 418

2. Select Automatic Phone Sync.

3. Select On or Off.

■Automatic Import of Cellular Phonebook and Call History 1Automatic Import of Cellular Phonebook and Call History

When you select a name from the list in the cellular 
phonebook, you can see up to three category icons. 
The icons indicate what types of numbers are stored 
for that name.

On some phones, it may not be possible to import the 
category icons to the system.

The phonebook is updated after every connection.
Call history is updated after every connection or call.

Home

Mobile

Work

Pager

Fax

Car

Other

Voice

Pref

Blank
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Continuare

▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Importul automat al agendei telefonice și al istoricului apelurilor
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Când opţiunea Sincronizare automată a 
telefonului este setată la Activat:

Când telefonul dvs. este asociat, conţinutul 
listei telefonice și istoricul apelurilor sunt 
importate automat în sistem.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Modificarea setării pentru sincronizarea 
automată a telefonului

1. Accesaţi ecranul Setări telefon.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ecranul setărilor telefonului P. 418
2.  Selectaţi Sincronizare automată a 

telefonului.

3. Selectaţi Activat sau Dezactivat.

Importul automat al agendei telefonice și al istoricului apelurilor

Când selectaţi un nume din lista din agenda telefonică, 
puteţi vedea până la trei pictograme de categorie. 
Pictogramele indică ce tipuri de numere sunt stocate 
pentru acel nume.

Pe unele telefoane, este posibil să nu puteţi importa 
pictogramele categoriei în sistem.

Agenda telefonică este actualizată după fiecare 
conexiune. Istoricul apelurilor este actualizat după 
fiecare conexiune sau apel.
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFTuuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus

428

Featu
res

Up to 20 speed dial numbers can be stored per phone.
To store a speed dial number:
1. Go to the Phone Menu screen.

2 Phone Menu screen P. 420

2. Select Speed Dial.
3. Select New Entry.

From Import from Call History:
u Select a number from the call history.
From Manual Input:
u Input the number manually.
From Import from Phonebook:
u Select a number from the connected 

mobile phone’s imported phonebook.
4. When the speed dial is successfully stored, 

you are asked to create a voice tag for the 
number. Select Yes or No.

5. Select Record, or use the  button and 
follow the prompts to complete the voice 
tag.

■ Speed Dial 1Speed Dial

When a voice tag is stored, press the  button to 
call the number using the voice tag. Say the voice tag 
name.
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Apelare rapidă

Pot fi stocate până la 20 de numere de apelare rapidă pe telefon.
Pentru a stoca un număr de apelare rapidă:
1. Accesaţi ecranul Meniu telefon.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ecranul meniului telefonului P. 420
2. Selectaţi Speed Dial (Apelare rapidă).
3.  Selectaţi New Entry (Înregistrare nouă). 

Din importul din istoricul apelurilor: 
▶ Selectaţi un număr din istoricul apelurilor. 
Din intrarea manuală: 
▶ Introduceţi numărul manual. 
Din importul din agenda telefonică: 
▶ Selectaţi un număr din agenda telefonică 
importată a telefonului mobil conectat.

4.  Când apelarea rapidă este salvată, vi se cere 
să creaţi o etichetă vocală pentru număr. 
Selectaţi Da sau Nu

5.  Selectaţi Înregistrare sau utilizaţi  
butonul 

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued

Featu
res

Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 și urmaţi instrucţiunile pentru a 
finaliza eticheta vocală.

Apelare rapidă

Când este memorată o indicaţie vocală, apăsaţi  
butonul 

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued

Featu
res

Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a apela numărul utilizând 
indicativul vocal. Spuneţi numele etichetei vocale.
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■ To add a voice tag to a stored speed 
dial number

1. Go to the Phone Settings screen.
2 Phone Settings screen P. 418

2. Select Edit Speed Dial.
3. Select an existing speed dial entry.
u From the pop-up menu, select Edit.

4. Select Voice Tag.
u From the pop-up menu, select Record.

5. Select Record, or use the  button and 
follow the prompts to complete the voice 
tag.

■ To delete a voice tag
1. Go to the Phone Settings screen.

2 Phone Settings screen P. 418

2. Select Edit Speed Dial.
3. Select an existing speed dial entry.
u From the pop-up menu, select Edit.

4. Select Voice Tag.
u From the pop-up menu, select Clear.

5. A confirmation message appears on the 
screen. Select Yes.

1Speed Dial

Avoid using duplicate voice tags.
Avoid using “home” as a voice tag.
It is easier for the system to recognize a longer name. 
For example, use “John Smith” instead of “John.”
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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   Pentru a adăuga o etichetă vocală la un 
număr de apelare rapidă stocat

1.  Accesaţi ecranul Setări telefon. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ecranul setărilor telefonului P. 418
2. Selectaţi Edit Speed Dial.
3.  Selectaţi o intrare de apelare rapidă 

existentă. 
▶ Din meniul pop-up, selectaţi Editare.

4.  Selectaţi eticheta vocală. 
▶ Din meniul pop-up, selectaţi 
Înregistrare.

5. Selectaţi Înregistrare sau utilizaţi butonul 
și urmaţi instrucţiunile pentru a finaliza 
eticheta vocală.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a șterge o etichetă vocală
1.  Accesaţi ecranul Setări telefon. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ecranul setărilor telefonului P. 418
2. Selectaţi Edit Speed Dial.
3.  Selectaţi o intrare de apelare rapidă 

existentă. 
▶ Din meniul pop-up, selectaţi Editare.

4.  Selectaţi eticheta vocală. 
▶ Din meniul pop-up, selectaţi Ștergeţi.

5. Pe ecran apare un mesaj de confirmare. 
Selectaţi Da.

Apelare rapidă

Evitaţi utilizarea etichetelor vocale duplicate.
Evitaţi utilizarea "acasă" ca etichetă vocală.
Este mai ușor pentru sistem să recunoască un nume 
mai lung.
De exemplu, folosiţi "John Smith" în loc de "John".
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT
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uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus
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■ To edit a speed dial
1. Go to the Phone Settings screen.

2 Phone Settings screen P. 418

2. Select Edit Speed Dial.
3. Select an existing speed dial entry.
u From the pop-up menu, select Edit.

4. Select a setting you want.

■ To delete a speed dial
1. Go to the Phone Settings screen.

2 Phone Settings screen P. 418

2. Select Edit Speed Dial.
3. Select an existing speed dial entry.
u From the pop-up menu, select Delete.

4. A confirmation message appears on the 
screen. Select Yes.
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■ Pentru a edita o comandă rapidă
1.  Accesaţi ecranul Setări telefon. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ecranul setărilor telefonului P. 418
2. Selectaţi Edit Speed Dial.
3.  Selectaţi o intrare de apelare rapidă 

existentă. 
▶ Din meniul pop-up, selectaţi Editare.

4. Selectaţi o setare dorită.

■ Pentru a șterge o comandă rapidă
1.  Accesaţi ecranul Setări telefon. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ecranul setărilor telefonului P. 418
2. Selectaţi Edit Speed Dial.
3.  Selectaţi o intrare de apelare rapidă 

existentă. 
▶ Din meniul pop-up, selectaţi Ștergere.

4.  Pe ecran apare un mesaj de confirmare. 
Selectaţi Da.
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Add phonetic modifications or a new voice tag to the phone’s contact name so that 
it is easier for HFT to recognize voice commands.

■ To add a new voice tag
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Voice Recog. tab.
5. Select Phonebook Phonetic 

Modification.
6. Select the phone you want to add 

phonetic modification to.

■ Phonebook Phonetic Modification* 1Phonebook Phonetic Modification*

You can store up to 20 phonetic modification items.

* Not available on all models
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Continuare

▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Modificarea fonetică a agendei telefonice*

Adăugaţi modificări fonetice sau o nouă indicaţie vocală în numele de contact al 
telefonului, astfel încât să fie mai ușor ca HFT să recunoască comenzile vocale.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a adăuga o nouă indicaţie vocală
1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi System (Sistem).
4. Selectaţi Recunoaștere vocală. tab.
5. Selectaţi Agenda telefonică Modificare.
6.  Selectaţi telefonul la care doriţi să adăugaţi 

modificări fonetice.

Modificarea fonetică a agendei telefonice*

Puteţi stoca până la 20 de elemente de modificare 
fonetică.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

432

uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus
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7. Select New Voice Tag.
8. Select a contact name you want to add to.
u The pop-up menu appears on the 

screen.
9. Select Modify.

10. Using Record or the  button, follow 
the prompts to complete the voice tag.

11. You will receive a confirmation message 
on the screen, then select OK.
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7. Selectaţi New Voice Tag.
8.  Selectaţi numele de contact pe care doriţi să-l 

adăugaţi. 
▶ Pe ecran apare meniul pop-up.

9. Selectaţi Modificaţi.
10.  Folosind înregistrarea sau butonul 

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued

Featu
res

Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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, urmaţi 
instrucţiunile pentru a finaliza eticheta 
vocală.

11.  Veţi primi un mesaj de confirmare pe ecran, 
apoi selectaţi OK.
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■ To modify a voice tag
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Voice Recog. tab.
5. Select Phonebook Phonetic 

Modification.
6. Select the phone you want to modify 

phonetic modification.
7. Select a contact name you want to 

modify.
u The pop-up menu appears on the 

screen.
8. Select Modify.
9. Using Record or the  button, follow 

the prompts to complete the voice tag.
10. You will receive a confirmation message 

on the screen, then select OK.

1Phonebook Phonetic Modification*

You can only modify or delete contact names for the 
currently connected phone.

* Not available on all models
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Continuare

▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a modifica o etichetă vocală
1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi System (Sistem).
4. Selectaţi Recunoaștere vocală. tab.
5. Selectaţi Agenda telefonică Modificare.
6.  Selectaţi telefonul pe care doriţi să-l modificaţi 

modificarea fonetică.
7.  Selectaţi un nume de contact pe care doriţi să-l 

modificaţi.
▶ Pe ecran apare meniul pop-up.
8. Selectaţi Modificaţi.
9.  Folosind Record sau butonul 

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued
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Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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, urmaţi 
instrucţiunile pentru a finaliza eticheta vocală.

10.  Veţi primi un mesaj de confirmare pe ecran, 
apoi selectaţi OK.

Modificarea fonetică a agendei telefonice*

Puteţi modifica sau șterge numele de contact numai 
pentru telefonul conectat.
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

434

uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus
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■ To delete a modified voice tag
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Voice Recog. tab.
5. Select Phonebook Phonetic 

Modification.
6. Select the phone you want to delete 

phonetic modification.
7. Select a contact name you want to delete.
u The pop-up menu appears on the screen.

8. Select Delete.
u The selected contact name has been 

selected.
9. Select OK.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a șterge o etichetă vocală modificată
1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi System (Sistem).
4. Selectaţi Recunoaștere vocală. tab.
5. Selectaţi Agenda telefonică Modificare.
6. Selectaţi telefonul pe care doriţi să îl ștergeţi.
7.  Selectaţi un nume de contact pe care doriţi să 

îl ștergeţi. 
▶ Pe ecran apare meniul pop-up.

8.  Selectaţi Ștergere. 
▶ Numele de contact selectat a fost selectat.

9. Selectaţi OK.
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uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus
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■ To delete all modified voice tags
1. Select .
2. Select Settings.
3. Select System.
4. Select the Voice Recog. tab.
5. Select Phonebook Phonetic 

Modification.
6. Select the phone you want to delete 

phonetic modification.
u The contact name list appears.

7. Select Delete All.
8. You will receive a confirmation message on 

the screen, then select Yes.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a șterge toate etichetele vocale 
modificate

1. Selectaţi 

286

Featu
res

Audio System Basic Operation

To use the audio system function, the ignition switch must be in ACCESSORY (q  or 
ON (w*1.

 (Home): Select to go to the home screen.
2 Switching the Display P. 287

 (Menu): Select to display available options 
including Sound, View Radio Text*2, Music 
Search, and playback modes.

 (Back): Select to go back to the previous 
screen when the icon is illuminated.

 (Day/Night) button: Press to change the 
audio/information screen brightness.
Press the  button once and select (-  or 
(+  to make an adjustment.
u Each time you press the  button, the 

mode switches among the daytime 
mode, nighttime mode and off mode.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.
*2: Displayed only when text information has been received.

1Audio System Basic Operation

Audio Menu Items
2 Station List P. 316, 317
2 Music Search List P. 322, 330
2 Scan P. 317, 331
2 Play Mode P. 323, 331

Models with Display Audio

 (Home) Icon

 (Back) Icon

 (Menu) Icon

 (Day/Night) Button
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.
2. Selectaţi Setări.
3. Selectaţi System (Sistem).
4. Selectaţi Recunoaștere vocală. tab.
5. Selectaţi Agenda telefonică Modificare.
6.  Selectaţi telefonul pe care doriţi să îl ștergeţi. 

▶ Apare lista de nume de contacte.
7. Selectaţi Ștergeţi tot.
8.  Veţi primi un mesaj de confirmare pe ecran, 

apoi selectaţi Da.
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFTuuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus
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You can make calls by inputting any phone 
number, or by using the imported 
phonebook, call history, speed dial entries, or 
redial.

■Making a Call 1Making a Call

Any voice-tagged speed dial entry can be dialed by 
voice from most screens.

Press the  button and say the voice tag name.

Once a call is connected, you can hear the voice of 
the person you are calling through the audio 
speakers.

While there is an active connection with Apple 
CarPlay, phone calls can be made only from Apple 
CarPlay.
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Efectuarea unui apel

Puteţi efectua apeluri introducând orice 
număr de telefon sau utilizând agenda 
telefonică importată, istoricul apelurilor, 
intrările de apelare rapidă sau reapelarea.

Efectuarea unui apel

Orice intrare cu apelare rapidă poate fi formată prin 
voce din majoritatea ecranelor.
Apăsaţi butonul 

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued

Featu
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Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 și spuneţi numele etichetei vocale.

Odată ce un apel este conectat, puteţi auzi vocea 
persoanei pe care o apelaţi prin difuzoarele audio.

Deși există o conexiune activă cu Apple CarPlay, 
apelurile telefonice pot fi efectuate numai de la Apple 
CarPlay.
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■ To make a call using the imported 
phonebook

1. Go to the Phone Menu screen.
2 Phone Menu screen P. 420

2. Select Phonebook.
3. Select a name.
u You can also search by letter. Select 

Search.
u Use the keyboard on the touch screen for 

entering name, if multiple numbers exist 
select a number.

u You can also swipe up or down on the 
/  button on the steering wheel to 

scroll through the list of contacts 
alphabetically.

2 Audio Remote Controls P. 257

4. Select a number.
u Dialing starts automatically.

■ To make a call using a phone number
1. Go to the Phone Menu screen.

2 Phone Menu screen P. 420

2. Select Dial.
3. Select a number.
u Use the keyboard on the touch screen for 

entering numbers.
4. Select .
u Dialing starts automatically.

1To make a call using the imported phonebook

You can call a stored voice-tagged speed dial number 
using voice commands.

2 Speed Dial P. 428

3 4

1To make a call using a phone number

You can call a stored voice-tagged speed dial number 
using voice commands.

2 Speed Dial P. 428
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Pentru a efectua un apel utilizând agenda telefonică importată

Pentru a efectua un apel utilizând un număr de telefon

Puteţi apela un număr de apelare rapidă stocat cu 
ajutorul unei comenzi vocale.

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Apelare rapidă pag. 428

Puteţi apela un număr de apelare rapidă stocat cu 
ajutorul unei comenzi vocale.

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a efectua un apel utilizând agenda 
telefonică importată

1.  Accesaţi ecranul Meniu telefon. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ecranul meniului telefonului P. 420
2. Selectaţi Agendă telefonică.
3.  Selectaţi un nume. 

▶ De asemenea, puteţi căuta după literă. 
Selectaţi Căutare. 
▶ Utilizaţi tastatura de pe ecranul tactil pentru 
a introduce numele, dacă există mai multe 
numere, selectaţi un număr. 
▶ De asemenea, puteţi să glisaţi în sus sau în 
jos pe butonul 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Telecomenzi audio P. 257
4. Selectaţi un număr.
▶ Formarea se face automat.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a efectua un apel utilizând un număr 
de telefon

1.  Accesaţi ecranul Meniu telefon. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Ecranul meniului telefonului P. 420
2. Selectaţi Formare.
3.  Selectaţi un număr. 

▶ Utilizaţi tastatura de pe ecranul tactil pentru 
a introduce numere.

4. Selectaţi 

403

uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus

Continued

Featu
res

■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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.
▶ Formarea se face automat.
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFTuuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus

438

Featu
res

■ To make a call using redial
1. Go to the Phone Menu screen.

2 Phone Menu screen P. 420

2. Select Redial.
u Dialing starts automatically.

■ To make a call using the Call History
Call history is stored by All, Dialed, 
Received, and Missed.
1. Go to the Phone Menu screen.

2 Phone Menu screen P. 420

2. Select Call History.
3. Select All, Dialed, Received, or Missed.
4. Select a number.
u Dialing starts automatically.

■ To make a call using a Speed Dial entry
1. Go to the Phone Menu screen.

2 Phone Menu screen P. 420

2. Select Speed Dial.
3. Select a number.
u Dialing starts automatically.

1To make a call using the Call History

The call history displays the last 20 all, dialed, 
received, or missed calls.
(Appears only when a phone is connected to the 
system.)

1To make a call using a Speed Dial entry

When a voice tag is stored, press the  button to 
call the number using the voice tag.

2 Speed Dial P. 428

Any voice-tagged speed dial entry can be dialed by 
voice from any screen.
Press the  button and follow the prompts.
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Pentru a efectua un apel utilizând Istoricul apelurilor

Pentru a efectua un apel utilizând o intrare Speed Dial

Istoricul apelurilor afișează ultimele 20 de apeluri 
efectuate, apelate, primite sau pierdute. (Apare numai 
când un telefon este conectat la sistem.)

Când este memorată o indicaţie vocală, apăsaţi butonul

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued

Featu
res

Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a apela numărul utilizând indicativul vocal.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Apelare rapidă P. 428
Orice intrare cu apelare rapidă poate fi formată prin 
voce din orice ecran.
Apăsaţi butonul 

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued

Featu
res

Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 și urmaţi instrucţiunile.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a efectua un apel utilizând reapelarea
1.  Accesaţi ecranul Meniu telefon. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ecranul meniului telefonului P. 420
2.  Selectaţi Redial (Redirecţionare). 

▶ Formarea se face automat.

36

Safe D
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a efectua un apel utilizând  
Istoricul apelurilor

Istoricul apelurilor este stocat de toate, apelate, 
primite și pierdute.
1.  Accesaţi ecranul Meniu telefon. 

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ecranul meniului telefonului P. 420
2. Selectaţi Istoric apeluri.
3.  Selectaţi Toate, Formate, Primite sau Pierdute.
4.  Selectaţi un număr. 

▶ Formarea se face automat.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Pentru a efectua un apel utilizând  
o intrare Speed Dial

1.  Accesaţi ecranul Meniu telefon. 
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uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ecranul meniului telefonului P. 420
2. Selectaţi Speed Dial (Apelare rapidă).
3. Selectaţi un număr.
▶ Formarea se face automat.
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uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus
Featu
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When there is an incoming call, an audible 
notification sounds (if activated) and the 
Incoming call screen appears.

Press the  button to answer the call.
Press the  button to decline or end the 
call.

The following options are available during a call.
Mute: Mute your voice.
Transfer: Transfer a call from the system to your phone.
Touch Tones: Send numbers during a call. This is useful when you call a menu-
driven phone system.

The available options are shown on the lower 
half of the screen.

Select the option.
u The mute icon appears when Mute is 

selected. Select Mute again to turn it off.

■ Receiving a Call 1Receiving a Call

Call Waiting

Press the  button to put the current call on hold to 
answer the incoming call.

Press the  button again to return to the current 
call.
Select Ignore to ignore the incoming call if you do 
not want to answer it.
Press the  button if you want to hang up the 
current call.

You can select the icons on the audio/information 
screen instead of the  and  buttons.

■Options During a Call 1Options During a Call

Touch Tones: Available on some phones.

You can select the icons on the audio/information 
screen.

Mute Icon
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Continuare

▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Primirea unui apel

Opţiuni în timpul unui apel

Apel în așteptare
Apăsaţi butonul 

403

uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus

Continued

Featu
res

■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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 pentru a pune apelul curent în 
așteptare pentru a răspunde la apelul primit.
Apăsaţi din nou butonul 

403

uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus

Continued

Featu
res

■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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 pentru a reveni la apelul 
curent.
Selectaţi Ignoraţi pentru a ignora apelul primit dacă 
nu doriţi să răspundeţi la acesta.
Apăsaţi butonul 

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued

Featu
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Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 dacă doriţi să închideţi 
apelul curent.
Puteţi selecta pictogramele de pe ecranul audio / 
informaţii în locul butoanelor 

403

uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus

Continued

Featu
res

■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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 și 
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued
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Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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.

Touch Tonuri: Disponibil pe unele telefoane.

Puteţi selecta pictogramele de pe ecranul audio / 
informaţii.

Când există un apel primit, se aude o notificare 
sonoră (dacă este activată) și apare ecranul 
Apel de intrare.

Apăsaţi butonul 

403

uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus

Continued
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■ To change the currently paired phone
1. Press the  button or the  button.
2. Rotate  to select Phone setup, then 

press .
3. Rotate  to select Bluetooth setup, then 

press .

4. Rotate  to select Connect a phone, 
then press .
u The screen changes to a device list.

5. Rotate  to select a desired device name, 
then press .
u HFT disconnects the connected phone 

and starts searching for another paired 
phone.
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 pentru a răspunde la apel.
Apăsaţi butonul 

311

uuAudio System Basic OperationuVoice Control Operation*1

Continued
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Voice Control Operation*1

Your vehicle has a voice control system that allows hands-free operation.
The voice control system uses the  (Talk) and  (hang-up/back) buttons on 
the steering wheel and a microphone near the map lights in the ceiling.

To achieve optimum voice recognition when using the voice control system:
• Make sure the correct screen is displayed for the voice command that you are 

using.
• Close the windows and sunroof*.
• Adjust the dashboard and side vents so air does not blow onto the microphone in 

the ceiling.
• Speak clearly in a natural speaking voice without pausing between words.
• Reduce any background noise if possible. The system may misinterpret your 

command if more than one person is speaking at the same time.

*1: Language that the voice control system recognizes are English, German, French, Spanish, 
and Italian.

■ Voice Recognition

European models with navigation system

1Voice Control Operation*1

When you press the  button, a helpful prompt asks 
what you would like to do. Press and release the  
button again to bypass this prompt and give a 
command.

1Voice Recognition

The voice control system can only be used from the 
driver’s seat because the microphone unit removes 
noises from the front passenger’s side.

* Not available on all models
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 pentru a refuza sau a 
termina apelul.

Opţiunile disponibile sunt afișate în jumătatea 
inferioară a ecranului.
Selectaţi opţiunea.
▶ Pictograma Mute este afișată când este 
selectată opţiunea Mute. Selectaţi din nou 
opţiunea Dezactivare pentru a o dezactiva.

Următoarele opţiuni sunt disponibile în timpul unui apel.
Mute: dezactivaţi vocea.
Transfer: Transferaţi un apel din sistem către telefon.
Touch Tonuri: trimiteţi numere în timpul unui apel. Acest lucru este util atunci când 
apelaţi un sistem telefonic.

Primirea unui apel

Opţiuni în timpul unui apel

Pictogramă MUTE
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFTuuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus

440
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HFT can display newly received text or e-mail messages as well as 20 of the most 
recently received messages on a linked mobile phone. Each received message can be 
read aloud and replied to using a fixed common phrase.

1. A pop-up appears and notifies you of a new 
text message or e-mail.

2. Select Read to listen to the message.
u The text message or e-mail is displayed. 

The system automatically starts reading 
out the message.

3. To discontinue the message read-out, select 
Stop.

*1: Message will not be read out depending on the language.

■ Receiving a Text Message/E-mail*, *1 1Receiving a Text Message/E-mail*, *1

The system does not display any received messages 
while you are driving. You can only hear them read 
aloud.

The system can only receive massages that are sent a 
text (SMS) messages. The message sent using the 
data services will not be displayed in the list.

With some phones, you may be able to display up to 
20 most recent text messages and e-mails.

When you receive a text message or e-mail for the 
first time since the phone is paired to HFT, you are 
asked to turn the New Text/Email Alert setting to 
On.

2 To turn on or off the text/e-mail notice 
P. 425

* Not available on all models
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Primirea unui Mesaj Text / E-mail*,* 1

HFT poate afișa mesaje text sau e-mail primite recent, precum și 20 de mesaje 
recepţionate recent pe un telefon mobil conectat. Fiecare mesaj recepţionat 
poate fi citit cu voce tare și răspuns la utilizarea unei fraze comune fixe.

Primirea unui Mesaj Text / E-mail*,* 1

Sistemul nu afișează mesaje primite în timp ce 
conduceţi. Le puteţi auzi numai cu voce.

Sistemul poate primi doar mesaje lde tip text (SMS). 
Mesajul trimis prin intermediul serviciilor de date nu va 
fi afișat în listă.

Cu unele telefoane, este posibil să puteţi afișa până la 
20 de mesaje text și e-mail-uri mai recente.

Când primiţi un mesaj text sau un mesaj de poștă 
electronică pentru prima dată de când telefonul este 
asociat cu HFT, vi se solicită să activaţi setarea New Text 
/ Alert e-mail la Activat.

39
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Pentru a activa sau dezactiva notificarea  
text/e-mail P. 425

1.  Apare un pop-up și vă anunţă un nou 
mesaj text sau un e-mail.

2.  Selectaţi Citire pentru a asculta mesajul. 
▶ Este afișat mesajul text sau e-mailul. 
Sistemul începe automat să citească 
mesajul.

3.  Pentru a întrerupe citirea mesajelor, 
selectaţi Stop.

* 1: Mesajul nu va fi citit în funcţie de limbă.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus
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If a paired phone has text message or mail accounts, you can select one of them to 
be active and receive notifications.

1. Go to the Phone Settings screen.
2 Phone Settings screen P. 418

2. Select the Text/Email tab, then Select 
Account.
u A pop-up menu appears on the screen.

3. Select Text Messages or an e-mail account 
you want.

■ Selecting a Mail Account* 1Selecting a Mail Account*

You can also select a mail account from the folder list 
screen or the message list screen.

You can only receive notifications from one text 
message or mail account at a time.

Select 
Account

* Not available on all models
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Continuare

▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Selectarea unui cont de poștă electronică*

Dacă un telefon asociat are conturi de mesaje text sau poștă electronică, puteţi 
selecta una dintre ele să fie activă și să primească notificări.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

1. Accesaţi ecranul Setări telefon.

39

uuFor Safe DrivinguSafety Checklist
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Ecranul setărilor telefonului P. 418
2.  Selectaţi fila Text / Email, apoi Selectaţi 

cont. 
▶ Pe ecran apare un meniu pop-up.

3.  Selectaţi Mesaje text sau un cont de e-mail 
dorit.

Primirea unui apel

De asemenea, puteţi selecta un cont de poștă 
electronică din ecranul listei de foldere sau din ecranul 
listei de mesaje.

Puteţi primi notificări numai dintr-un singur mesaj text 
sau dintr-un cont de e-mail.

Selectaţi Cont
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFTuuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus
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■ Displaying text messages
1. Go to the Phone Menu screen.

2 Phone Menu screen P. 420

2. Select Text/Email.
u Select account if necessary.

3. Select a message.
u The text message is displayed. The 

system automatically starts reading the 
message aloud.

*1: Message will not be read out depending on the language.

■Displaying Messages*, *1 1Displaying Messages*, *1

The  icon appears next to an unread message.

If you delete a message on the phone, the message is 
also deleted in the system. If you send a message 
from the system, the message goes to your phone’s 
outbox.

To see the previous or next message, select  
(previous) or  (next) on the message screen.

Message List

Text Message

* Not available on all models
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Afișarea mesajelor*, * 1
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Afișarea mesajelor text
1. Accesaţi ecranul Meniu telefon.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Ecranul meniului telefonului P. 420
2.  Selectaţi Text / Email. 

▶ Selectaţi contul, dacă este necesar.
3.  Selectaţi un mesaj. 

▶ Mesajul text este afișat. Sistemul începe 
să citească mesajul cu voce tare.

* 1: Mesajul nu va fi citit în funcţie de limbă.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Afișarea mesajelor*, * 1

Pictograma 

uuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus

442

Featu
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■ Displaying text messages
1. Go to the Phone Menu screen.

2 Phone Menu screen P. 420

2. Select Text/Email.
u Select account if necessary.

3. Select a message.
u The text message is displayed. The 

system automatically starts reading the 
message aloud.

*1: Message will not be read out depending on the language.

■Displaying Messages*, *1 1Displaying Messages*, *1

The  icon appears next to an unread message.

If you delete a message on the phone, the message is 
also deleted in the system. If you send a message 
from the system, the message goes to your phone’s 
outbox.

To see the previous or next message, select  
(previous) or  (next) on the message screen.

Message List

Text Message

* Not available on all models
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 apare lângă un mesaj necitit.

Dacă ștergeţi un mesaj pe telefon, mesajul este, de 
asemenea, șters în sistem. Dacă trimiteţi un mesaj de la 
sistem, mesajul se duce în căsuţa poștală a telefonului.

Pentru a vedea mesajul anterior sau următor, selectaţi  

155

uuGauges and DisplaysuDriver Information Interface*
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■ Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■ Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio*Phone*Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize* Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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 (anterioară) sau 
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Driver Information Interface*

The driver information interface shows the odometer, trip meter, outside 
temperature indicator, and other gauges.
It also displays important messages such as warnings and other helpful information.

■Main displays
Press the  (display/information) button, and then press  or  to change 
the display. Press ENTER to see detailed information.

■Switching the Display

AAAAA

AA

 (Display/
Information) 
Button

Press , 
 or .

Press ENTER.

Range 
& Fuel

Navigation* 
& Compass*

Average 
Speed & 
Elapsed 
Time

Audio* Phone* Disp 
OFF

Warning 
Messages

Speed 
Alarm*

Turbo 
Meter*

Traffic Sign 
Recognition*

Customize*Rear Seatbelt 
Reminder*

Service 
Reminder*

* Not available on all models
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 (următor) pe ecranul mesajului.

Listă mesaje

Mesaj text
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Continued
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■ Displaying e-mails
1. Go to the Phone Menu screen.

2 Phone Menu screen P. 420

2. Select Text/Email.
u Select Select Account if necessary.

3. Select a folder.
4. Select a message.
u The e-mail is displayed. The system 

automatically starts reading the message 
aloud.

Folder List

Message List

E-mail
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Continuare

▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT

Listă dosare

Listă mesaje
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Afișarea mesajelor e-mail
1. Accesaţi ecranul Meniu telefon.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Ecranul meniului telefonului P. 420
2.  Selectaţi Text / Email. 

▶ Selectaţi Selectare cont, dacă este necesar.
3. Selectaţi un dosar.
4.  Selectaţi un mesaj. 

▶ Mesajul e-mail este afișat. Sistemul începe 
să citească mesajul cu voce tare.
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▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFTuuHands-Free Telephone SystemuHFT Menus
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■ Read or Stop reading a message
1. Go to the text or e-mail message screen.
u The system automatically starts reading 

the message aloud.
2 Displaying Messages*, *1 P. 442

2. Select Stop to stop reading.
Select Read again to start reading the 
message from the beginning.

■ Reply to a message
1. Go to the text or e-mail message screen.
u The system automatically starts reading 

the message aloud.
2 Displaying Messages*, *1 P. 442

2. Select Reply.
3. Select the reply message.
u The pop-up menu appears on the screen.

4. Select Send to send the message.
u Complete appears on the screen when 

the reply message was successfully sent.

1Reply to a message

The available fixed reply messages are as follows:
• Talk to you later, I’m driving.
• I’m on my way.
• I’m running late.
• OK
• Yes
• No

You cannot add, edit, or delete reply messages.

Only certain phones receive and send messages when 
paired and connected. For a list of compatible 
phones, ask a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Citiţi sau Opriţi citirea unui mesaj
1.  Accesaţi ecranul de mesaje text sau e-mail. 

▶ Sistemul începe să citească mesajul  
cu voce tare.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Afișarea mesajelor*, * 1  P. 442
2.  Selectaţi Oprire pentru a opri citirea. 

Selectaţi Citire din nou pentru a începe 
citirea mesajului de la început.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Răspundeţi la un mesaj
1.  Accesaţi ecranul de mesaje text sau e-mail. 

▶ Sistemul începe să citească mesajul  
cu voce tare.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Afișarea mesajelor *, * 1 P. 442
2. Selectaţi Răspundeţi.
3.  Selectaţi mesajul de răspuns. 

▶ Pe ecran apare meniul pop-up.
4.  Selectaţi Trimitere pentru a trimite mesajul. 

▶ Apare complet pe ecran când mesajul de 
răspuns a fost trimis cu succes.

Răspundeţi la un mesaj

Mesajele de răspuns fix disponibile sunt după cum 
urmează:
• Vorbește mai târziu, eu conduc.
• Sunt pe drum.
• Sunt târziu.
• O.K
• Da
• Nu

Nu puteţi adăuga, edita sau șterge mesajele de răspuns.

Numai anumite telefoane primesc și trimit mesaje când 
sunt asociate și conectate. Pentru o listă de telefoane 
compatibile, adresaţi-vă unui dealer.
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■ Making a call to a sender
1. Go to the text message screen.
2. Select Dial.
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Continuare

▶▶ Sistem de telefonie hands-free ▶  Meniu HFT
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Efectuarea unui apel către un expeditor
1. Mergeţi la ecranul cu mesaje text.
2. Selectaţi Formare.
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Înainte de a conduce
Pregătirea pentru conducere................448
Limita de încărcare................................451

Tractarea unei remorci *
Pregătirea remorcii ...............................452
Conducerea în condiţii de siguranţă  
cu o remorcă .........................................456
Când conduceţi
Pornirea motorului ...............................461
Precauţii în timp ce conduceţi .............466
Transmisie continuă variabilă * ...........467
Schimbarea ............................................468
Oprire automată în regim de oprire*...478
Butonul ECON .......................................483
Controlul vitezei de croazieră * ...........484
Limitator de viteză reglabil *................490
Limitator inteligent de viteză ..............494

Camera senzorului frontal * ................501
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)  
cu urmărire la viteză mică (LSF)*..........503
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) * ........ 518
Sistemul de atenuare a părăsirii părţii 
carosabil * ............................................ 532
Sistemul de recunoaștere  
a semnelor de circulaţie * ......................536
Sistemul de asistenţă  
pentru menţinerea banda (LKAS) * ......543
Sistemul de asistenţă pentru  
stabilitatea vehiculului (VSA) .................550
Asistenţă pentru manipularea agilă ......552
Sistemul informaţiilor  
la faţa locului (BSI) * ..............................553
Sistemul de avertizare privind deflaţia..556
Reglarea distribuirii farurilor .................559

Frânare
Sistemul de frânare ................................560
Sistem antiblocare frână (ABS) ..............566
Sistemul de asistenţă la frânare ............567
Semnal de oprire de urgenţă ................568

Parcarea vehiculului
Sistemul de frânare pentru atenuarea 
coliziunilor (CMBS) * ..............................569
Sistemul de senzori de parcare*.............583
Monitor de trafic transfrontalier*..........585
Multi-View Camera Spate * ...................589
Alimentarea cu combustibil ...................591
Economia combustibilului și  
emisiile de CO2 .......................................594
Vehicul cu motor turbo * .......................595

Conducere
Acest capitol discută despre conducere, alimentare cu combustibil 

și informaţii despre articole, cum ar fi accesoriile.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Before Driving

Driving Preparation
Check the following items before you start driving.

• Make sure there are no obstructions on the windows, door mirrors, exterior 
lights, or other parts of the vehicle.
u Remove any frost, snow, or ice.
u Remove any snow on the roof, as this can slip down and obstruct your field of 

vision while driving. If frozen solid, remove ice once it has softened.
u When removing ice from around the wheels, be sure not to damage the wheel 

or wheel components.
• Make sure the bonnet is securely closed.
u If the bonnet opens while driving, your front view will be blocked.

• Make sure the tyres are in good condition.
u Check air pressures, and check for damage and excessive wear.

2 Checking and Maintaining Tyres P. 649

• Make sure there are no people or objects behind or around the vehicle.
u There are blind spots from the inside.

■ Exterior Checks 1Exterior Checks

NOTICE
When doors are frozen shut, use warm water around 
the door edges to melt any ice. Do not try to force 
them open, as this can damage the rubber trim 
around the doors. When done, wipe dry to avoid 
further freezing.

Do not pour warm water into the key cylinder.
You will be unable to insert the key if the water 
freezes in the hole.

Heat from the engine and exhaust can ignite 
flammable materials left under the bonnet, causing a 
fire. If you’ve parked your vehicle for an extended 
period, inspect and remove any debris that may have 
collected, such as dried grass and leaves that have 
fallen or have been carried in for use as a nest by a 
small animal. Also check under the bonnet for 
leftover flammable materials after you or someone 
else has performed maintenance on your vehicle.
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Înainte de a conduce

Verificări externe

NOTă
Atunci când ușile sunt îngheţate, utilizaţi apă 
caldă în jurul marginilor ușii pentru a topi 
orice gheaţă. Nu încercaţi să le forţaţi să se 
deschidă, deoarece acest lucru poate deteriora 
ornamentele din cauciuc în jurul ușilor. După 
terminare, ștergeţi-l pentru a evita îngheţarea 
suplimentară.

Nu vărsaţi apă caldă în cilindrul cu cheie. Nu 
veţi putea introduce cheia dacă apa îngheaţă în 
orificiu.

Încălzirea motorului și evacuarea pot aprinde 
materiale inflamabile rămase sub capotă, 
provocând un incendiu. Dacă aţi parcat 
autovehiculul dvs. pentru o perioadă mai lungă 
de timp, inspectaţi și îndepărtaţi eventualele 
resturi care ar putea fi colectate, cum ar fi 
iarba uscată și frunzele care au căzut sau au 
fost transportate pentru a fi utilizate ca cuib 
de către un animal mic. De asemenea, verificaţi 
sub capotă pentru materialele inflamabile 
rămase, după ce dvs. sau altcineva aţi efectuat 
întreţinerea autovehiculului.

Pregătirea pentru conducere

Verificaţi următoarele elemente înainte de a începe să conduceţi.

•  Asiguraţi-vă că nu există obstacole în ferestrele, oglinzile exterioare, luminile 
exterioare sau alte părţi ale vehiculului. 
▶ Scoateţi orice îngheţ, zăpadă sau gheaţă. 
▶ Scoateţi orice zăpadă pe acoperiș, deoarece acesta poate aluneca și vă 
poate împiedica câmpul de vizibilitate în timp ce conduceţi. Dacă este solidă 
îngheţată, îndepărtaţi gheaţa odată ce aceasta se înmoaie. 
▶ Când scoateţi gheaţa din jurul roţilor, asiguraţi-vă că nu deterioraţi roata sau 
componentele roţilor.

•  Asiguraţi-vă că capota este bine închisă. 
▶ Dacă capota se deschide în timp ce conduceţi, vizorul din faţă va fi blocat.

•  Asiguraţi-vă că anvelopele sunt în stare bună. 
▶ Verificaţi presiunea aerului și verificaţi deteriorarea și uzura excesivă. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Verificarea și întreţinerea anvelopei P. 649
•  Asiguraţi-vă că nu există oameni sau obiecte în spatele sau în jurul vehiculului. 

▶ Posibilitate unghi orb din interior.

Verificări externe
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• Store or secure all items on board properly.
u Carrying too much luggage, or improperly storing it, can affect your vehicle's 

handling, stability, stopping distance, and tyres, and make it unsafe.
2 Load Limit P. 451

• Do not pile items higher than the seat height.
u They can block your view and may be thrown forward in the event of sudden 

braking.
• Do not place anything in the front seat footwells. Make sure to secure the floor 

mat*.
u An object or unsecured floor mat can interfere with your brake and accelerator 

pedal operation while driving.
• If you have any animals on board, do not let them move around in the vehicle.
u They may interfere with driving and a crash could occur.

• Securely close all doors and the boot.
• Adjust your seating position properly.
u Adjust the head restraint, too.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222
2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Adjust the mirrors and steering wheel properly for your driving.
u Adjust them while sitting in the proper driving position.

2 Adjusting the Mirrors P. 220
2 Adjusting the Steering Wheel P. 219

■ Interior Checks 1Interior Checks

The headlight aim is set by the factory, and does not 
need to be adjusted. However, if you regularly carry 
heavy items in the boot or tow a trailer, have the 
aiming readjusted at a dealer or by a qualified 
technician.

You can adjust the low beam headlight angle by 
yourself.

2 Headlight Adjuster* P. 211

Your vehicle is equipped with the automatic 
headlight adjusting system that automatically adjusts 
the vertical angle of the low beam headlights.

Models with headlight adjuster

Models with automatic headlight adjusting system

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Înainte de a conduce ▶ Pregătirea pentru conducere

•  Stocaţi sau asiguraţi-vă bine toate elementele aflate la bord. 
▶ Transportul prea multor bagaje sau depozitarea necorespunzătoare 
pot afecta manevrabilitatea, stabilitatea, distanţa de oprire și anvelopele 
vehiculului și îl pot face nesigur. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Limita de încărcare P. 451
•  Nu strângeţi obiecte mai mari decât înălţimea scaunului. 

▶Pot bloca vederea și pot fi aruncate înainte în eventualitatea unei frânări 
bruște.

•  Nu așezaţi nimic pe picioarele scaunelor din faţă. Asiguraţi-vă că aţi fixat 
covorașul *. 
▶Un obiect sau un covor de podea neasigurat poate interfera cu funcţionarea 
pedalei de frână și accelerator în timpul conducerii.

•  Dacă aveţi la bord vreun animal, nu lăsaţi-i să se deplaseze în vehicul. 
▶Acestea pot interfera cu conducerea și ar putea apărea un accident.

• Închideţi cu ușurinţă toate ușile și portbagajul.
•  Reglaţi poziţia corectă a scaunului. 

▶Reglaţi și tetiera. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Reglarea scaunelor P. 222 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Reglarea tetierelor frontale P. 226
•  Reglaţi corect oglinzile și volanul pentru a vă deplasa. 

▶Reglaţi-le în timp ce vă aflaţi în poziţia corectă de conducere. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Reglarea oglinzilor P. 220 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Reglarea volanului P. 219

Verificări în interior Verificări în interior

Scopul farurilor este setat de fabrică și nu este 
necesar să fie ajustat. Cu toate acestea, dacă 
transportaţi în mod obișnuit obiecte grele în 
portbagaj sau tractaţi o remorcă, direcţionaţi 
obiectivul la un dealer sau la un tehnician calificat.

Modele cu dispozitiv de reglare a farurilor
Puteţi regla singur unghiul farului de fază lungă.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Reglare faruri* P. 211

Modele cu sistem automat de reglare a farurilor
Vehiculul dvs. este echipat cu sistemul de reglare 
automată a farurilor care reglează automat 
unghiul vertical al farurilor cu fază lungă.

Continuare*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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• Be sure items placed on the floor behind the front seats cannot roll under the 
seats.
u They can interfere with the driver's ability to operate the pedals, or the 

operation of the seats.
• Everyone in the vehicle must fasten their seat belt.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Make sure that the indicators in the instrument panel come on when you start the 
vehicle, and go off soon after.
u Always have a dealer check the vehicle if a problem is indicated.

2 Indicators P. 94
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▶▶ Înainte de a conduce ▶ Pregătirea pentru conducere

•  Asiguraţi-vă că obiectele așezate pe podea în spatele scaunelor din faţă nu se 
pot răsuci sub scaun. 
▶ Acestea pot interfera cu capacitatea șoferului de a acţiona pedalele sau de 
funcţionarea scaunelor.

•  Toţi cei din vehicul trebuie să-și fixeze centura de siguranţă. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Fixarea centurii de siguranţă P. 46
•  Asiguraţi-vă că indicatoarele de pe panoul de instrumente se aprind când 

porniţi vehiculul și că veţi ieși imediat după aceea. 
▶ Aveţi întotdeauna un dealer să verifice vehiculul dacă este indicată o 
problemă. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Indicatori P. 94
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Load Limit
When you load luggage, the total weight of the vehicle, all passengers, and luggage 
must not exceed the maximum permissible weight.

2 Specifications P. 724

The load for the front and rear axles also must not exceed the maximum permissible 
axle weight.

2 Specifications P. 724

1Load Limit

3WARNING
Overloading or improper loading can affect 
handling and stability and cause a crash in 
which you can be hurt or killed.

Follow all load limits and other loading 
guidelines in this manual.
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▶▶ Înainte de a conduce ▶ Pregătirea pentru conducere

Când încărcaţi bagajele, greutatea totală a vehiculului, toţi pasagerii și bagajele 
nu trebuie să depășească greutatea maximă admisă.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Specificaţii P. 724

De asemenea, sarcina pentru punţile faţă și spate nu trebuie să depășească 
greutatea maximă admisă a osiei.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Specificaţii P. 724

Limita de încărcare

Limita de încărcare

Suprasolicitarea sau încărcarea necorespunzătoare 
pot afecta manevrabilitatea și stabilitatea și pot 
provoca un accident în care puteţi fi răniţi sau uciși.
Respectaţi toate limitele de încărcare și alte 
instrucţiuni de încărcare din acest manual.

AVERTIZARE
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Towing a Trailer*

Your vehicle is not designed to tow a trailer. Attempting to do so can void your 
warranties.

Towing Preparation

Your vehicle can tow a trailer if you carefully observe the load limits, use the proper 
equipment, and follow the towing guidelines. Check the load limits before driving.

■ Total trailer weight
Do not exceed the maximum towing weight 
of the trailer and towbar (with/without 
brakes), luggage and everything in or on it.

Towing loads in excess of the maximum 
towing weight can seriously affect vehicle 
handling and performance and can damage 
the engine and drivetrain.

■ Towing Load Limits

Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

1Towing Load Limits

Check if all loads are within limits at a public scale. If 
a public scale is not available, add the estimated 
weight of your luggage load to the weight of your 
trailer (as quoted by the manufacturer), and then 
measure the tongue load with an appropriate scale or 
tongue gauge or estimate it based on luggage 
distribution.
Refer to the trailer owner’s manual for additional 
information.

Break-in Period
Avoid towing a trailer during your vehicle's first 1,000 
km.

3WARNING
Exceeding any load limit or improperly 
loading your vehicle and trailer can cause a 
crash in which you can be seriously hurt or 
killed.

Check the loading of your vehicle and 
trailer carefully before starting to drive.

Total Load

* Not available on all models
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Tractarea unei remorci*

AVERTIZARE
Depășirea limitei de încărcare sau încărcarea 
necorespunzătoare a autovehiculului și a remorcii 
poate provoca un accident în care puteţi fi grav 
rănit sau ucis.

Verificaţi cu atenţie încărcarea autovehiculului și a 
remorcii înainte de a începe să conduceţi.

Limitele de încărcare a remorcilor

Verificaţi dacă toate încărcăturile se află în 
limite de încărcare. Dacă nu este disponibilă o 
scară publică, adăugaţi greutatea estimată a 
încărcăturii dvs. de bagaje la greutatea remorcii 
dvs. (după cum se menţionează de către 
producător) și apoi măsuraţi încărcătura cu o 
scară corespunzătoare sau estimaţi-o pe baza 
distribuţiei de bagaje .
Consultaţi manualul proprietarului remorcii 
pentru informaţii suplimentare.

Perioadă de întrerupere
Evitaţi remorcarea unei remorci în timpul 
primelor 1.000 km ale vehiculului.

Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor din Israel și Turcia

Israel, Turcia și cu excepţia modelelor din Orientul Mijlociu

Pregătirea remorcilor

Limitele de încărcare a remorcilor

Vehiculul dvs. nu este proiectat să tracteze o remorcă. Încercarea 
de a face acest lucru poate anula garanţiile dvs.

Vehiculul dvs. poate tracta o remorcă dacă respectaţi cu atenţie limitele de încărcare, 
utilizaţi echipamentul corespunzător și respectaţi instrucţiunile de remorcare. Verificaţi 
limitele de încărcare înainte de a conduce vehicule.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Greutatea totală a remorcii
Nu depășiţi greutatea maximă de remorcare 
a remorcii și a barei de remorcare (cu / fără 
frâne), a bagajelor și a celor din interiorul sau 
pe ele.

Tractarea încărcăturilor care depășesc 
greutatea maximă de tractare poate 
afecta serios manevrarea și performanţele 
vehiculului și poate deteriora motorul și 
sistemul de transmisie.

Sarcină încărcare
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■ Towbar down load
The trailer nose load should never exceed 
75 kg. This is the amount of weight the trailer 
puts on the towbar when it is fully-loaded. As 
a rule of thumb for trailer weights of less than 
500 kg, the trailer nose load should be 
10 percent of the total trailer package.

• Excessive trailer nose load reduces front tyre traction and steering control. Too 
little trailer nose load can make the trailer unstable and cause it to sway.

• To achieve a proper trailer nose load, start by loading 60 % of the load towards 
the front of the trailer and 40 % towards the rear. Readjust the load as needed.

1Towing Load Limits

If you tow a trailer in mountainous conditions, 
remember to reduce 10 % of the combined vehicle 
weights from the maximum towing weight for every 
1,000 metres of elevation.

Never exceed the maximum towing weight and 
specified load limit.

2 Specifications P. 724
Tongue LoadTrailer Nose Load
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▶▶ Tractarea unei remorci* ▶ Pregătirea remorcilor
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Greutatea remorcii la cârlig
Sarcina cuiului remorcii nu trebuie să 
depășească niciodată 75 kg. Aceasta este 
cantitatea de greutate pe care remorca o 
pune pe bara de remorcare atunci când este 
complet încărcată. Ca regulă generală pentru 
greutăţile remorcii mai mici de 500 kg, sarcina 
maximă a remorcii ar trebui să fie de 10% din 
pachetul total de remorci.

Limitele de încărcare a remorcilor

Dacă tractaţi o remorcă în condiţii de munte, nu 
uitaţi să reduceţi 10% din greutăţile combinate ale 
vehiculului faţă de greutatea maximă de tractare 
la fiecare 1.000 de metri altitudine.
Nu depășiţi niciodată greutatea maximă de 
remorcare și limita de încărcare specificată.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Specificaţii P. 724

• Încărcarea excesivă a ruloului remorcii reduce tracţiunea faţă și controlul direcţiei. 
Prea puţină încărcătură a remorcii poate face remorca instabilă și provoacă o 
influenţă.
• Pentru a obţine o încărcare adecvată a remorcii, începeţi prin încărcarea a 60% 
din sarcină spre partea din faţă a remorcii și cu 40% spre partea din spate. Reglaţi 
sarcina după cum este necesar.

Greutatea remorcii la cârlig

Continuare
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Towing equipment varies by the size of your trailer, how much load you are towing, 
and where you are towing.

■ Towbars
The towbar must be of an approved type and properly bolted to the underbody.

■ Safety chains
Always use safety chains when you tow a trailer. Leave enough slack to allow the 
trailer to turn corners easily, but do not allow the chains to drag on the ground.

■ Trailer brakes
If you are thinking of getting a trailer that has brakes, be sure they are electronically 
actuated. Do not attempt to tap into your vehicle’s hydraulic system. No matter how 
successful it may seem, any attempt to attach trailer brakes to your vehicle’s 
hydraulic system will lower braking effectiveness and create a potential hazard. 

■ Additional towing equipment
There may be laws requiring special outside mirrors when towing a trailer. Even if 
mirrors are not required in your locale, you should install special mirrors if visibility is 
restricted in any way.

■ Trailer light
Trailer lights and equipment must comply with the regulations of the country where 
you are driving. Check with your local trailer sales or rental agency for the 
requirements in the area where you plan to tow.

■ Towing Equipment and Accessories 1Towing Equipment and Accessories

Make sure that all equipment is properly installed and 
maintained, and that it meets the regulations of the 
country where you are driving.

Consult your trailer sales or rental agency if any other 
items are recommended or required for your towing 
situation.

Consult your trailer maker for proper installation and 
setup of the equipment.
Improper installation and setup can affect the 
handling, stability, and braking performance of your 
vehicle.

The lighting and wiring of trailers can vary by type 
and brand. If a connector is required, it should only 
be installed by a qualified technician.
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▶▶ Tractarea unei remorci* ▶ Pregătirea remorcilor

Echipament de remorcare și accesorii Echipament de remorcare și accesorii

Asiguraţi-vă că toate echipamentele sunt 
instalate și întreţinute corespunzător și că 
respectă reglementările ţării în care conduceţi.

Consultaţi agenţia de vânzări sau de închiriere a 
remorcilor dacă sunt recomandate sau necesare 
alte elemente pentru situaţia de remorcare.

Consultaţi producătorul de remorci pentru 
instalarea și configurarea corespunzătoare a 
echipamentului.
Instalarea și configurarea necorespunzătoare 
pot afecta manevrabilitatea, stabilitatea și 
performanţele de frânare ale vehiculului.

Iluminarea și cablarea remorcilor pot varia în 
funcţie de tipul și marca. Dacă este necesar un 
conector, acesta trebuie instalat numai de un 
tehnician calificat.

Echipamentul de remorcare variază în funcţie de mărimea remorcii dvs., de 
cantitatea de încărcare pe care o remorcaţi și de unde remorcaţi.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Bara de remorcare
Bara de remorcare trebuie să fie de tip omologat și să fie înșurubată 
corespunzător pe caroserie.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Lanţuri de siguranţă
Utilizaţi întotdeauna lanţuri de siguranţă când tractaţi o remorcă. Lăsaţi suficientă 
liberă pentru a permite ruloului să se rotească cu ușurinţă, dar nu lăsaţi lanţurile 
să tragă pe sol.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Frânarea remorcii
Dacă vă gândiţi să obţineţi o remorcă cu frâne, asiguraţi-vă că sunt acţionate 
electronic. Nu încercaţi să atingeţi sistemul hidraulic al vehiculului. Indiferent 
de cât de reușit s-ar părea, orice încercare de a atașa frânele remorcii la sistemul 
hidraulic al vehiculului va reduce eficacitatea frânării și va crea un pericol 
potenţial.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Echipament suplimentar de remorcare
Pot exista legi care necesită oglinzi exterioare speciale atunci când tractaţi o 
remorcă. Chiar dacă în localizarea dvs. nu sunt necesare oglinzi, ar trebui să 
instalaţi oglinzi speciale dacă vizibilitatea este limitată în orice mod.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Lumina remorcii
Luminile și echipamentele pentru remorci trebuie să respecte reglementările 
din ţara în care conduceţi. Verificaţi vânzările sau agenţiile de închiriere ale 
remorcilor locale pentru cerinţele din zona în care intenţionaţi să tractaţi.
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■ Continuously variable transmission fluid cooler
Install an additional CVTF (continuously variable transmission fluid) cooler to help 
prevent the transmission from overheating, and damaging.
An additional CVTF cooler is required to keep the transmission from overheating 
when towing more than 500 kg.

1.5 L engine models
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▶▶ Tractarea unei remorci* ▶ Pregătirea remorcilor
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Răcitor cu lichid de transmisie automate
Instalaţi un răcitor suplimentar CVTF (lichid de transmisie automate) pentru a 
împiedica transmisia de la supraîncălzire și deteriorare.
Un răcitor suplimentar CVTF este necesar pentru a menţine transmisia la 
supraîncălzire atunci când tractaţi mai mult de 500 kg.

Motoare de 1,5 litri
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Driving Safely with a Trailer

• Have the trailer properly serviced and keep it in good condition.
• Make sure that all the weights and load in the vehicle and trailer are within limits.

2 Towing Load Limits P. 452

• Securely attach the tow bar, safety chains, and other necessary parts to the trailer.
• Securely store all the items in and on the trailer so that they do not shift while 

driving.
• Check if the lights and brakes on the trailer are working properly.
• Check the pressures of the trailer tyres, including the spare.
• Check regulations concerning the maximum speed or driving restrictions for 

vehicles towing trailers. If you are driving across several countries, check each 
country’s requirements before leaving home, because regulations may vary.

■ Things You Need To Know Before Towing a Trailer 1Driving Safely with a Trailer

Operating speed when towing a trailer is restricted 
up to 100 km/h.

Parking
In addition to the normal precautions, place wheel 
chocks at each of the trailer's tyres.

We recommend you drive uphill or less than 12% 
slope. Follow the trailer association’s 
recommendations for suitable roads.

Winds caused by passing large vehicles can sway your 
trailer, keep a constant speed and steer straight 
ahead.

Always drive slowly and have someone guide you 
when reversing.
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▶▶ Tractarea unei remorci* ▶  Conduceţi în siguranţă cu o remorcă

Conduceţi în siguranţă cu o remorcă

Lucruri de care trebuie să știţi înainte de a cupla o remorcă

• Remontaţi bine remorca și păstraţi-o în stare bună.
•  Asiguraţi-vă că toate greutăţile și sarcina din vehicul și din remorcă se află în 

limite. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Limitele de încărcare a remorcilor P. 452
•  Fixaţi cu siguranţă la remorcă bara de tractare, lanţurile de siguranţă și alte 

componente necesare.
•  Stocaţi în siguranţă toate elementele din și pe remorcă, astfel încât să nu se 

schimbe în timpul conducerii.
• Verificaţi dacă luminile și frânele remorcii funcţionează corect.
• Verificaţi presiunile anvelopei remorcii, inclusiv piesele de rezervă.
•  Verificaţi regulile privind viteza maximă sau restricţiile de conducere pentru 

vehiculele remorcate remorcate. Dacă conduceţi în mai multe ţări, verificaţi 
cerinţele fiecărei ţări înainte de a pleca de acasă, deoarece reglementările pot 
varia.

Conduceţi în siguranţă cu o remorcă

Viteza de funcţionare unei remorci este limitată 
până la 100 km / h.

Parcare
Pe lângă măsurile de precauţie normale, plasaţi
cale pentru roţi la fiecare dintre roţile remorcii.

Vă recomandăm să vă deplasaţi în pantă sau 
mai puţin de 12%. Urmaţi recomandările 
asocierii remorcilor pentru drumurile adecvate.

Vânturile cauzate de trecerea vehiculelor mari 
pot influenţa remorca dvs., să menţină o viteză 
constantă și să îndrepte în faţă.

Întoarceţi întotdeauna încet și să vă îndrume  
cineva atunci când inversaţi.
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• Drive slower than normal.
• Obey posted speed limits for vehicles with trailers.
• Use the (D position when towing a trailer on level roads.

• Turn more slowly and with a wider turning arc than normal.
• Allow more time and distance for braking.
• Do not brake or turn suddenly.

• Monitor your temperature gauge. If it nears the white (Hot) mark, turn off the 
climate control system and reduce speed. Pull to the side of the road safely to cool 
down the engine if necessary.

• Shift to the (S  position and use the paddle shifter* to shift down when driving 
down hills.
This helps to increase engine braking efficiently and prevent the brake system 
from overheating.

■ Towing Speeds and Gears

■ Turning and Braking

■Driving in Hilly Terrain

1Towing Speeds and Gears

When towing a fixed-sided trailer (e.g., camper), do 
not exceed 88 km/h. At higher speeds, the trailer may 
sway or affect vehicle handling.

The shift down indicator* will not prompt to 
downshift to 1st gear. It is up to you to downshift to 
1st gear to increase engine braking. Avoid sudden 
engine braking.

Road and traffic conditions may require you to shift 
at times other than those indicated.

1Driving in Hilly Terrain

If you use the paddle shifters when driving uphill and 
downhill, select 3rd, 2nd, or 1st gear, depending on 
the vehicle speed and road conditions. Do not use 
4th and 5th gears.

Continuously variable transmission models with 5 
positions

Continuously variable transmission models

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Tractarea unei remorci* ▶  Conduceţi în siguranţă cu o remorcă

Viteze și trepte de tractare

Întoarcere și frânare

Conducerea în regiune de deal / munte

• Acţionaţi mai lent decât în mod normal.
• Respectaţi limitele de viteză pentru vehiculele cu remorci.
• Folosiţi poziţia 

142
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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 când tractaţi o remorcă pe șosele de la câmpie.

• Întoarceţi mai încet și cu un arc mai mare decât cel normal.
• Permiteţi mai mult timp și o distanţă mai mare pentru frânare.
• Nu frânaţi și nu întoarceţi brusc.

•  Monitorizaţi indicatorul de temperatură. Dacă se apropie marcajul alb 
(fierbinte), opriţi sistemul de control al climatizării și reduceţi viteza. Trageţi în 
siguranţă pe marginea drumului pentru a răci motorul, dacă este necesar.

Modele cu transmisie automată
•  Treceţi în poziţia 

142
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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 și utilizaţi comutatorul cu padele * pentru a vă deplasa în 
jos atunci când coborâţi dealuri. Acest lucru ajută la creșterea eficientă a frânării 
motorului și la prevenirea supraîncălzirii sistemului de frânare.

Viteze și trepte de tractare

Conducerea în regiune de deal / munte

Atunci când tractaţi o remorcă cu o latură fixă (de 
exemplu, camper), nu depășiţi 88 km / h. La viteze 
mai mari, remorca poate influenţa sau afecta 
manipularea vehiculului.

Indicatorul de deplasare * nu va determina trecerea 
la treapta 1 de viteză. Depinde de tine să treci 
la treapta de viteză 1 pentru a crește frânarea 
motorului. Evitaţi frânarea bruscă a motorului.

Condiţiile rutiere și de circulaţie pot necesita trecerea 
în alte momente decât cele indicate.

Modele cu transmisie automată cu 5 viteze
Dacă utilizaţi dispozitivele de schimbare a paletelor 
atunci când conduceţi în sus și în jos, selectaţi treapta 
a treia, a doua sau a treia, în funcţie de viteza 
vehiculului și de condiţiile de rulare. Nu folosiţi 
treapta a 4-a și a 5-a.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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When Driving

Starting the Engine
1. Make sure the electric parking brake is 

applied.
u The parking brake and brake system 

indicator comes on for 15 seconds when 
you pull up the electric parking brake 
switch.

2. Check that the shift lever is in (P , then 
depress the brake pedal.
u Although it is possible to start the vehicle 

in (N , it is safer to start it in (P.

2. Check that the shift lever is in (N . Then 
depress the brake pedal with your right 
foot, and the clutch pedal with your left 
foot.
u The clutch pedal must be fully depressed 

to start the engine.

Models without keyless access system

1Starting the Engine

Keep your foot firmly on the brake pedal when 
starting the engine.

The engine is harder to start in cold weather and in 
thinner air found at altitudes above 2,400 metres.

When starting the engine in cold weather, turn off all 
electrical accessories such as the lights, climate 
control system, and rear demister in order to reduce 
battery drain.

If the exhaust system sounds abnormal or you can 
smell exhaust gas inside the vehicle, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer. There may be a problem with 
the engine or exhaust system.

Brake Pedal
Continuously variable transmission models

Brake Pedal

Clutch Pedal Manual transmission models
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Când conduceţi

Pornirea motorului

Păstraţi ferm piciorul pe pedala de frână la 
pornirea motorului.

Motorul este mai greu de pornit pe vreme rece 
și într-un aer mai subţire, la altitudini mai mari 
de 2.400 de metri.

La pornirea motorului în condiţii de 
temperatură scăzută, opriţi toate accesoriile 
electrice, cum ar fi luminile, sistemul de 
climatizare și dispozitivul de dezaburire din 
spate, pentru a reduce scurgerea bateriei.

Dacă sistemul de evacuare emite un zgomot 
anormal sau dacă mirosiţi gazele de evacuare 
în interiorul autovehiculului, verificaţi 
autovehiculul de către un dealer. Este posibil să 
existe o problemă cu motorul sau sistemul de 
evacuare.

Pornirea motorului
Modele fără sistem de acces fără cheie

1.  Asiguraţi-vă că aţi acţionat frâna de parcare 
electrică. 
▶ Indicatorul frânei de mână și al sistemului 
de frânare se aprinde timp de 15 secunde 
când trageţi comutatorul frânei de mână.

Modele cu transmisie automată
2.  Verificaţi dacă pârghia de schimbare este în 

poziţia 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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, apoi apăsaţi pedala de frână. 
▶ Deși este posibil să porniţi vehiculul în 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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.

Modele cu transmisie manuală
2.  Verificaţi dacă maneta schimbătorului este 

în poziţia 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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. Apăsaţi apoi pedala de frână 
cu piciorul drept și pedala de ambreiaj cu 
piciorul stâng. 
▶ Pedala de ambreiaj trebuie apăsată 
complet pentru a porni motorul.

Pedală frână

Pedală frână

Pedală ambreiaj
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3. Turn the ignition switch to START (e  
without depressing the accelerator pedal.

1Starting the Engine

Do not hold the key in START (e for more than 10 
seconds.
• If the engine does not start right away, wait for at 

least 30 seconds before trying again.
• If the engine starts, but then immediately stops, 

wait at least 30 seconds before repeating step 3 
while gently depressing the accelerator pedal.
Release the accelerator pedal once the engine 
starts.

Do not wait until the engine start with the key in 
START (e.

The immobilizer system protects your vehicle from 
theft. If an improperly coded device is used, the 
engine's fuel system is disabled.

2 Immobilizer System P. 189

Models with Auto Idle Stop

All models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶  Pornirea motorului

Toate modelele
3.  Rotiţi cheia de contact în poziţia 

START 

134
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when you move the shift lever 
from (N  to any other position without 
depressing the clutch pedal while Auto Idle 
Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the 
battery charge becomes low. Shift to (N  
to avoid the battery charge becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop* P. 478

● Appears in white when you turn the 
ignition switch to START (e*1 before fully 
depressing the clutch pedal.

● Appears in white when the ambient 
conditions may cause the windows to fog 
up or may become different from the 
climate control settings you have selected 
while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following 
conditions are kept while Auto Idle Stop is 
in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N .

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat 
belt immediately, and continue to keep 
the shift lever in (N  next time Auto Idle 
Stop activates.

* Not available on all models
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 fără a apăsa pedala de 
acceleraţie.

Pornirea motorului

Nu ţineţi cheia în START 

134
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when you move the shift lever 
from (N  to any other position without 
depressing the clutch pedal while Auto Idle 
Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the 
battery charge becomes low. Shift to (N  
to avoid the battery charge becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop* P. 478

● Appears in white when you turn the 
ignition switch to START (e*1 before fully 
depressing the clutch pedal.

● Appears in white when the ambient 
conditions may cause the windows to fog 
up or may become different from the 
climate control settings you have selected 
while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following 
conditions are kept while Auto Idle Stop is 
in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N .

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat 
belt immediately, and continue to keep 
the shift lever in (N  next time Auto Idle 
Stop activates.

* Not available on all models
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 mai mult de 10 secunde.
•  Dacă motorul nu pornește imediat, așteptaţi cel 

puţin 30 de secunde înainte de a încerca din nou.
•  Dacă motorul pornește, dar apoi se oprește 

imediat, așteptaţi cel puţin 30 de secunde înainte 
de a repeta pasul 3, în timp ce apăsaţi ușor pedala 
de acceleraţie. Eliberaţi pedala de acceleraţie odată 
ce motorul pornește.

Modele cu oprire automată a motorului
Nu așteptaţi până când motorul pornește cu tasta 
START 
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when you move the shift lever 
from (N  to any other position without 
depressing the clutch pedal while Auto Idle 
Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the 
battery charge becomes low. Shift to (N  
to avoid the battery charge becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop* P. 478

● Appears in white when you turn the 
ignition switch to START (e*1 before fully 
depressing the clutch pedal.

● Appears in white when the ambient 
conditions may cause the windows to fog 
up or may become different from the 
climate control settings you have selected 
while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following 
conditions are kept while Auto Idle Stop is 
in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N .

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat 
belt immediately, and continue to keep 
the shift lever in (N  next time Auto Idle 
Stop activates.

* Not available on all models
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.

Sistemul de imobilizare protejează vehiculul 
împotriva furtului. Dacă se utilizează un dispozitiv 
codificat incorect, sistemul de alimentare cu 
carburant al motorului este dezactivat.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Sistemul de imobilizare P. 189

Continuare
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1. Keeping your right foot on the brake pedal, put the shift lever in (D . Select (R  
when reversing.

2. With the electric parking brake applied, release the brake pedal and gently 
depress the accelerator pedal.
u Make sure the parking brake and brake system indicator goes off.

2 Parking Brake P. 560

■ Hill start assist system
Hill start assist keeps the brake engaged briefly to help prevent the vehicle from 
rolling on inclines as you move your foot from the brake pedal to the accelerator.

Depress the clutch pedal, and shift to (1  when facing uphill, or (R  when facing 
downhill, then release the brake pedal.

Move the shift lever to (D  or (S or (L * when facing uphill, or (R when facing 
downhill, then release the brake pedal.

■ Starting to Drive 1Starting the Engine

You can also release the electric parking brake by 
pressing the electric parking brake switch while 
depressing the brake pedal. When facing downhill, 
you can start your vehicle more smoothly by manually 
releasing it with the electric parking brake switch 
than by releasing it with the accelerator pedal.

If the engine stalls, fully depress the clutch pedal 
within three seconds. The engine may automatically 
restart under certain conditions. Otherwise, follow 
the standard procedure.

1.5 L engine models with manual transmission

Continuously variable transmission models

1Hill start assist system

Hill start assist may not prevent the vehicle from 
rolling downhill on a very steep or slippery slope, and 
does not operate on small inclines.

Hill start assist is not a replacement for the electric 
parking brake.

Hill start assist will operate even when VSA is 
switched off.

Manual transmission models

Continuously variable transmission models

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶  Pornirea motorului

Începând a conduce

Modele cu transmisie automată
1.  Ţinând piciorul drept pe pedala de frână, puneţi pârghia de schimbare 
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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 când se inversează.
2.  Cu frâna de parcare electrică apăsată, eliberaţi pedala de frână și apăsaţi ușor 

pedala de acceleraţie. 
▶ Asiguraţi-vă că frâna de mână și indicatorul sistemului de frână se sting. 
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Frână de parcare P. 560
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Sistemul de asistare la pornirea în pantă
Sistemul de asistenţă la pornire la pornire menţine frâna cuplată pe o perioadă 
scurtă pentru a împiedica autovehiculul să se rostogolească pe pante în timp ce 
mutaţi piciorul de pe pedala de frână spre accelerator.

Modele cu transmisie manuală
Apăsaţi pedala de ambreiaj și treceţi la 
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1. Keeping your right foot on the brake pedal, put the shift lever in (D . Select (R  
when reversing.

2. With the electric parking brake applied, release the brake pedal and gently 
depress the accelerator pedal.
u Make sure the parking brake and brake system indicator goes off.

2 Parking Brake P. 560

■ Hill start assist system
Hill start assist keeps the brake engaged briefly to help prevent the vehicle from 
rolling on inclines as you move your foot from the brake pedal to the accelerator.

Depress the clutch pedal, and shift to (1  when facing uphill, or (R  when facing 
downhill, then release the brake pedal.

Move the shift lever to (D  or (S or (L * when facing uphill, or (R when facing 
downhill, then release the brake pedal.

■ Starting to Drive 1Starting the Engine

You can also release the electric parking brake by 
pressing the electric parking brake switch while 
depressing the brake pedal. When facing downhill, 
you can start your vehicle more smoothly by manually 
releasing it with the electric parking brake switch 
than by releasing it with the accelerator pedal.

If the engine stalls, fully depress the clutch pedal 
within three seconds. The engine may automatically 
restart under certain conditions. Otherwise, follow 
the standard procedure.

1.5 L engine models with manual transmission

Continuously variable transmission models

1Hill start assist system

Hill start assist may not prevent the vehicle from 
rolling downhill on a very steep or slippery slope, and 
does not operate on small inclines.

Hill start assist is not a replacement for the electric 
parking brake.

Hill start assist will operate even when VSA is 
switched off.

Manual transmission models

Continuously variable transmission models

* Not available on all models
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 când vă îndreptaţi spre în sus sau pe  
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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 când vă îndreptaţi spre în jos, apoi eliberaţi pedala de frână.

Modele cu transmisie automată
Deplasaţi maneta schimbătorului de viteze în poziţia 

142
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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1. Keeping your right foot on the brake pedal, put the shift lever in (D . Select (R  
when reversing.

2. With the electric parking brake applied, release the brake pedal and gently 
depress the accelerator pedal.
u Make sure the parking brake and brake system indicator goes off.

2 Parking Brake P. 560

■ Hill start assist system
Hill start assist keeps the brake engaged briefly to help prevent the vehicle from 
rolling on inclines as you move your foot from the brake pedal to the accelerator.

Depress the clutch pedal, and shift to (1  when facing uphill, or (R  when facing 
downhill, then release the brake pedal.

Move the shift lever to (D  or (S or (L * when facing uphill, or (R when facing 
downhill, then release the brake pedal.

■ Starting to Drive 1Starting the Engine

You can also release the electric parking brake by 
pressing the electric parking brake switch while 
depressing the brake pedal. When facing downhill, 
you can start your vehicle more smoothly by manually 
releasing it with the electric parking brake switch 
than by releasing it with the accelerator pedal.

If the engine stalls, fully depress the clutch pedal 
within three seconds. The engine may automatically 
restart under certain conditions. Otherwise, follow 
the standard procedure.

1.5 L engine models with manual transmission

Continuously variable transmission models

1Hill start assist system

Hill start assist may not prevent the vehicle from 
rolling downhill on a very steep or slippery slope, and 
does not operate on small inclines.

Hill start assist is not a replacement for the electric 
parking brake.

Hill start assist will operate even when VSA is 
switched off.

Manual transmission models

Continuously variable transmission models

* Not available on all models
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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 când vă îndreptaţi spre în jos, apoi eliberaţi pedala 
de frână.

Pornirea motorului

Sistemul de asistare la pornirea în pantă

De asemenea, puteţi elibera frâna de parcare 
electrică prin apăsarea comutatorului de frână 
electrică de parcare în timp ce apăsaţi pedala de 
frână. Când vă îndreptaţi spre coborâre, puteţi 
porni vehiculul mai ușor prin eliberarea manuală 
cu comutatorul frânei de mână electrică decât prin 
eliberarea cu pedala de acceleraţie.

Dacă motorul se oprește, apăsaţi complet pedala 
de ambreiaj în trei secunde. Motorul poate reporni 
automat în anumite condiţii. În caz contrar, urmaţi 
procedura standard.

Asistenţa la pornirea în pantă nu poate împiedica 
autovehiculul să se deplaseze în jos pe o pantă 
foarte abruptă sau alunecoasă și nu funcţionează 
pe înclinări mici.

Asistenţa la pornirea în pantă nu reprezintă o 
înlocuire a frânei de parcare electrice.

Asistenţa la pornirea în pantă va funcţiona chiar și 
atunci când VSA este oprită.

Motoarele de 1,5 litri cu transmisie manuală

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Starting the Engine
1. Make sure the electric parking brake is 

applied.
u The parking brake and brake system 

indicator comes on for 15 seconds when 
you pull up the electric parking brake 
switch.

2. Check that the shift lever is in (P , then 
depress the brake pedal.
u Although it is possible to start the vehicle 

in (N, it is safer to start it in (P .

2. Check that the shift lever is in (N . Then 
depress the brake pedal with your right foot, 
and the clutch pedal with your left foot.
u The clutch pedal must be fully depressed 

to start the engine.

Models with keyless access system

1Starting the Engine

Keep your foot firmly on the brake pedal when 
starting the engine.

The engine is harder to start in cold weather and in 
thinner air found at altitudes above 2,400 metres.

When starting the engine in cold weather, turn off all 
electrical accessories such as the lights, climate 
control system, and rear demister in order to reduce 
battery drain.

If the exhaust system sounds abnormal or you can 
smell exhaust gas inside the vehicle, have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer. There may be a problem with 
the engine or exhaust system.

Bring the keyless remote close to the ENGINE 
START/STOP button if the battery in the keyless 
remote is weak.

2 If the Keyless Remote Battery is Weak 
P. 693

The engine may not start if the keyless remote is 
subjected to strong radio waves.

Brake Pedal
Continuously variable transmission models

Brake Pedal

Clutch Pedal Manual transmission models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶  Pornirea motorului

Continuare

Pornirea motorului
Modele cu sistem de acces fără cheie

1.  Asiguraţi-vă că aţi acţionat frâna de parcare 
electrică. 
▶ Indicatorul frânei de mână și al sistemului 
de frânare se aprinde timp de 15 secunde 
când trageţi comutatorul frânei de mână.

Modele cu transmisie automată
2.  Verificaţi dacă pârghia de schimbare este în 

poziţia 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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, apoi apăsaţi pedala de frână. 
▶ Deși este posibil să porniţi vehiculul în 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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Modele cu transmisie manuală
2.  Verificaţi dacă maneta schimbătorului este 

în poziţia 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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. Apăsaţi apoi pedala de frână 
cu piciorul drept și pedala de ambreiaj cu 
piciorul stâng. 
▶ Pedala de ambreiaj trebuie apăsată 
complet pentru a porni motorul.

Pornirea motorului

Păstraţi ferm piciorul pe pedala de frână la pornirea 
motorului.

Motorul este mai greu de pornit pe vreme rece și 
într-un aer mai subţire, la altitudini mai mari de 
2.400 de metri.

La pornirea motorului în condiţii de temperatură 
scăzută, opriţi toate accesoriile electrice, cum ar fi 
luminile, sistemul de climatizare și dispozitivul de 
dezaburire din spate, pentru a reduce descărcarea 
bateriei.

Dacă sistemul de evacuare emite un zgomot 
anormal sau dacă mirosiţi gazele de evacuare în 
interiorul autovehiculului, verificaţi autovehiculul 
de către un dealer. Este posibil să existe o problemă 
cu motorul sau sistemul de evacuare.

Aduceţi telecomanda fără cheie în apropierea 
butonului START / STOP ENGINE dacă bateria 
telecomenzii fără cheie este slabă.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Dacă bateria telecomenzii fără cheie este 
slabă P. 693

Este posibil ca motorul să nu pornească dacă 
telecomanda fără cheie este supusă unor unde 
radio puternice.

Pedală frână

Pedală frână

Pedală ambreiaj
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3. Press the ENGINE START/STOP button 
without depressing the accelerator pedal.

You can turn the engine off when the vehicle is completely stopped.

1. Shift to (P .
2. Press the ENGINE START/STOP button.

• If the shift lever is in (N , press the ENGINE START/STOP button.
• If the shift lever is in any gear other than (N , depress the clutch pedal, then press 

the ENGINE START/STOP button.

1Starting the Engine

Do not hold the ENGINE START/STOP button to 
start the engine.
If the engine does not start, wait at least 30 seconds 
before trying again.

The immobilizer system protects your vehicle from 
theft. If an improperly coded key (or other device) is 
used, the engine’s fuel system is disabled.

2 Immobilizer System P. 189

All models

■ Stopping the Engine

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶  Pornirea motorului

Oprirea motorului
Puteţi opri motorul atunci când autovehiculul este oprit complet.

Modele cu transmisie automată
1. Treceţi la 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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2. Apăsaţi butonul START / STOP ENGINE.

Modele cu transmisie manuală
• Dacă maneta de schimbare este în 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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• Dacă maneta schimbătorului de viteze este în orice altă viteză decât 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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, apăsaţi 
pedala de ambreiaj, apoi apăsaţi butonul ENGINE START / STOP.

Toate modelele
3.  Apăsaţi butonul ENGINE START / STOP 

fără a apăsa pedala de acceleraţie.

Pornirea motorului

Nu ţineţi apăsat butonul ENGINE START / STOP 
pentru a porni motorul.
Dacă motorul nu pornește, așteptaţi cel puţin 30 
de secunde înainte de a încerca din nou.

Sistemul de imobilizare protejează vehiculul 
împotriva furtului. Dacă se utilizează o cheie 
codificată incorect (sau alt dispozitiv), sistemul 
de alimentare cu carburant al motorului este 
dezactivat.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Sistemul de imobilizare P. 189
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You can remotely start the engine using the  button on the keyless remote.

■ To start the engine

When started remotely, the engine automatically shuts off after 10 minutes of idling 
and the brake pedal and ENGINE START/STOP button have not been pressed 
simultaneously.
To extend the run time for another 10 minutes during the first run, press the  
button, then press and hold the  button.
u Some exterior lights flash six times if a 10-minute extension request was 

transmitted successfully.

■ Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback* 1Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback*

The remote engine start may violate local laws.
Before using the remote engine start, check your 
local laws.

If there are buildings and obstacles between your 
vehicle and the remote, the range will be reduced.
The range may be less the vehicle is running.
This distance may vary by external electrical 
interference.
The engine may not start by the remote engine start 
if:
• You have disabled a remote engine start setting 

using the audio/information screen*.
• The power mode is not in VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).
• The gear is in a position other than (P.
• The bonnet is open, or any door or the boot is 

unlocked.

3WARNING
Engine exhaust contains toxic carbon 
monoxide.

Breathing carbon monoxide can kill you or 
cause unconsciousness.

Never use the remote engine starter when 
the vehicle is parked in a garage or other 
area with limited ventilation.

Press the  button, then press and hold the 
 button.

Some exterior lights flash once.
Go within the range, 
and try again.

LED: Blinks when any button is pressed.

Some exterior lights flash six 
times if the engine runs 
successfully.

Some exterior lights will not 
flash if the engine runs 
unsuccessfully.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶  Pornirea motorului

Continuare

Pornirea motorului de la distanţă cu feedback de la vehicul*
Puteţi porni de la distanţă motorul folosind butonul 
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You can remotely start the engine using the  button on the keyless remote.

■ To start the engine

When started remotely, the engine automatically shuts off after 10 minutes of idling 
and the brake pedal and ENGINE START/STOP button have not been pressed 
simultaneously.
To extend the run time for another 10 minutes during the first run, press the  
button, then press and hold the  button.
u Some exterior lights flash six times if a 10-minute extension request was 

transmitted successfully.

■ Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback* 1Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback*

The remote engine start may violate local laws.
Before using the remote engine start, check your 
local laws.

If there are buildings and obstacles between your 
vehicle and the remote, the range will be reduced.
The range may be less the vehicle is running.
This distance may vary by external electrical 
interference.
The engine may not start by the remote engine start 
if:
• You have disabled a remote engine start setting 

using the audio/information screen*.
• The power mode is not in VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).
• The gear is in a position other than (P.
• The bonnet is open, or any door or the boot is 

unlocked.

3WARNING
Engine exhaust contains toxic carbon 
monoxide.

Breathing carbon monoxide can kill you or 
cause unconsciousness.

Never use the remote engine starter when 
the vehicle is parked in a garage or other 
area with limited ventilation.

Press the  button, then press and hold the 
 button.

Some exterior lights flash once.
Go within the range, 
and try again.

LED: Blinks when any button is pressed.

Some exterior lights flash six 
times if the engine runs 
successfully.

Some exterior lights will not 
flash if the engine runs 
unsuccessfully.

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a porni motorul

La pornirea de la distanţă, motorul se oprește automat după 10 minute de ralanti, 
iar pedala de frână și butonul START / STOP MOTOR nu au fost apăsate simultan.

Pentru a prelungi timpul de funcţionare timp de încă 10 minute în timpul primei 
runde, apăsaţi butonul 
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You can remotely start the engine using the  button on the keyless remote.

■ To start the engine

When started remotely, the engine automatically shuts off after 10 minutes of idling 
and the brake pedal and ENGINE START/STOP button have not been pressed 
simultaneously.
To extend the run time for another 10 minutes during the first run, press the  
button, then press and hold the  button.
u Some exterior lights flash six times if a 10-minute extension request was 

transmitted successfully.

■ Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback* 1Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback*

The remote engine start may violate local laws.
Before using the remote engine start, check your 
local laws.

If there are buildings and obstacles between your 
vehicle and the remote, the range will be reduced.
The range may be less the vehicle is running.
This distance may vary by external electrical 
interference.
The engine may not start by the remote engine start 
if:
• You have disabled a remote engine start setting 

using the audio/information screen*.
• The power mode is not in VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).
• The gear is in a position other than (P.
• The bonnet is open, or any door or the boot is 

unlocked.

3WARNING
Engine exhaust contains toxic carbon 
monoxide.

Breathing carbon monoxide can kill you or 
cause unconsciousness.

Never use the remote engine starter when 
the vehicle is parked in a garage or other 
area with limited ventilation.

Press the  button, then press and hold the 
 button.

Some exterior lights flash once.
Go within the range, 
and try again.

LED: Blinks when any button is pressed.

Some exterior lights flash six 
times if the engine runs 
successfully.

Some exterior lights will not 
flash if the engine runs 
unsuccessfully.

* Not available on all models
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You can remotely start the engine using the  button on the keyless remote.

■ To start the engine

When started remotely, the engine automatically shuts off after 10 minutes of idling 
and the brake pedal and ENGINE START/STOP button have not been pressed 
simultaneously.
To extend the run time for another 10 minutes during the first run, press the  
button, then press and hold the  button.
u Some exterior lights flash six times if a 10-minute extension request was 

transmitted successfully.

■ Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback* 1Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback*

The remote engine start may violate local laws.
Before using the remote engine start, check your 
local laws.

If there are buildings and obstacles between your 
vehicle and the remote, the range will be reduced.
The range may be less the vehicle is running.
This distance may vary by external electrical 
interference.
The engine may not start by the remote engine start 
if:
• You have disabled a remote engine start setting 

using the audio/information screen*.
• The power mode is not in VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).
• The gear is in a position other than (P.
• The bonnet is open, or any door or the boot is 

unlocked.

3WARNING
Engine exhaust contains toxic carbon 
monoxide.

Breathing carbon monoxide can kill you or 
cause unconsciousness.

Never use the remote engine starter when 
the vehicle is parked in a garage or other 
area with limited ventilation.

Press the  button, then press and hold the 
 button.

Some exterior lights flash once.
Go within the range, 
and try again.

LED: Blinks when any button is pressed.

Some exterior lights flash six 
times if the engine runs 
successfully.

Some exterior lights will not 
flash if the engine runs 
unsuccessfully.

* Not available on all models
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▶ Unele luminatoare exterioare bliţ de șase ori dacă o solicitare de prelungire de 
10 minute a fost transmisă cu succes.

Apăsaţi butonul 
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You can remotely start the engine using the  button on the keyless remote.

■ To start the engine

When started remotely, the engine automatically shuts off after 10 minutes of idling 
and the brake pedal and ENGINE START/STOP button have not been pressed 
simultaneously.
To extend the run time for another 10 minutes during the first run, press the  
button, then press and hold the  button.
u Some exterior lights flash six times if a 10-minute extension request was 

transmitted successfully.

■ Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback* 1Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback*

The remote engine start may violate local laws.
Before using the remote engine start, check your 
local laws.

If there are buildings and obstacles between your 
vehicle and the remote, the range will be reduced.
The range may be less the vehicle is running.
This distance may vary by external electrical 
interference.
The engine may not start by the remote engine start 
if:
• You have disabled a remote engine start setting 

using the audio/information screen*.
• The power mode is not in VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).
• The gear is in a position other than (P.
• The bonnet is open, or any door or the boot is 

unlocked.

3WARNING
Engine exhaust contains toxic carbon 
monoxide.

Breathing carbon monoxide can kill you or 
cause unconsciousness.

Never use the remote engine starter when 
the vehicle is parked in a garage or other 
area with limited ventilation.

Press the  button, then press and hold the 
 button.

Some exterior lights flash once.
Go within the range, 
and try again.

LED: Blinks when any button is pressed.

Some exterior lights flash six 
times if the engine runs 
successfully.

Some exterior lights will not 
flash if the engine runs 
unsuccessfully.

* Not available on all models
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You can remotely start the engine using the  button on the keyless remote.

■ To start the engine

When started remotely, the engine automatically shuts off after 10 minutes of idling 
and the brake pedal and ENGINE START/STOP button have not been pressed 
simultaneously.
To extend the run time for another 10 minutes during the first run, press the  
button, then press and hold the  button.
u Some exterior lights flash six times if a 10-minute extension request was 

transmitted successfully.

■ Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback* 1Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback*

The remote engine start may violate local laws.
Before using the remote engine start, check your 
local laws.

If there are buildings and obstacles between your 
vehicle and the remote, the range will be reduced.
The range may be less the vehicle is running.
This distance may vary by external electrical 
interference.
The engine may not start by the remote engine start 
if:
• You have disabled a remote engine start setting 

using the audio/information screen*.
• The power mode is not in VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).
• The gear is in a position other than (P.
• The bonnet is open, or any door or the boot is 

unlocked.

3WARNING
Engine exhaust contains toxic carbon 
monoxide.

Breathing carbon monoxide can kill you or 
cause unconsciousness.

Never use the remote engine starter when 
the vehicle is parked in a garage or other 
area with limited ventilation.

Press the  button, then press and hold the 
 button.

Some exterior lights flash once.
Go within the range, 
and try again.

LED: Blinks when any button is pressed.

Some exterior lights flash six 
times if the engine runs 
successfully.

Some exterior lights will not 
flash if the engine runs 
unsuccessfully.

* Not available on all models
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.
Unele lumini exterioare luminează o dată.

Unele luminatoare 
exterioare clipesc de 
șase ori dacă motorul 
pornește.

Unele luminatoare 
exterioare nu se vor 
aprinde dacă motorul 
nu pornește.

Du-te în raza de acţiune 
și încearcă din nou.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Pornirea motorului de la distanţă cu feedback de la vehicul*

Lansarea motorului la distanţă poate încălca legile 
locale. Înainte de a utiliza pornirea motorului la 
distanţă, verificaţi legile locale.

Dacă între autovehicul și telecomandă există clădiri și 
obstacole,  raza de acţiune va fi redusă.

Intervalul poate fi mai mic decât vehiculul care 
rulează. Această distanţă poate varia în funcţie 
de interferenţele electrice externe. Este posibil ca 
motorul să nu înceapă prin pornirea motorului la 
distanţă dacă:
•  Aţi dezactivat setarea de pornire la distanţă a 

motorului utilizând ecranul audio / informaţii*.
•  Modul de alimentare nu este în VEHICLE OFF 

(LOCK).
• Uneltele se află în altă poziţie decât 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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.
•  Capota este deschisă sau orice ușă sau portbagaj 

este deblocat.

AVERTIZARE
Evacuarea motorului conţine monoxid de carbon toxic.

Respiraţia monoxidului de carbon poate să vă omoare 
sau să provoace inconștienţă.

Nu folosiţi niciodată demarorul de la distanţă al 
autovehiculului atunci când autovehiculul este parcat 
într-un garaj sau în altă zonă cu ventilaţie limitată.
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■ To stop the engine 1Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback*

• You have already used the remote twice to start 
the engine.

• Another registered keyless remote is in the vehicle.
• There is an antenna failure.
• Door is unlocked with the built-in key.
• The engine oil pressure is low.
• The engine coolant temperature is extremely high.
• The security system alarm is not set.

While the engine is running, the vehicle will 
automatically activate climate control with a preset 
temperature of 22°C.
When it is warm outside:
• The air conditioning is activated in recirculation 

mode.
When it is cold outside:
• The defroster is activated at a moderately warm 

temperature.
• The rear demister and door mirror heaters* are 
activated.

Press and hold the 
 button for one 

second.

Go within the range, 
and try again.

The exterior lights flash once if the engine stops successfully.

The exterior lights will not flash when the remote is out of 
the keyless access system range.
The engine will not stop.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶  Pornirea motorului

Mergeţi în raza de acţiune și încercaţi din nou.

Luminile exterioare clipesc o dată dacă 
motorul se oprește cu succes.

Luminile exterioare nu vor clipi când telecomanda 
nu se află în gama de sisteme de acces fără cheie.
Motorul nu se va opri.

Apăsaţi și ţineţi apăsat 
butonul 

Continued 463
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You can remotely start the engine using the  button on the keyless remote.

■ To start the engine

When started remotely, the engine automatically shuts off after 10 minutes of idling 
and the brake pedal and ENGINE START/STOP button have not been pressed 
simultaneously.
To extend the run time for another 10 minutes during the first run, press the  
button, then press and hold the  button.
u Some exterior lights flash six times if a 10-minute extension request was 

transmitted successfully.

■ Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback* 1Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback*

The remote engine start may violate local laws.
Before using the remote engine start, check your 
local laws.

If there are buildings and obstacles between your 
vehicle and the remote, the range will be reduced.
The range may be less the vehicle is running.
This distance may vary by external electrical 
interference.
The engine may not start by the remote engine start 
if:
• You have disabled a remote engine start setting 

using the audio/information screen*.
• The power mode is not in VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).
• The gear is in a position other than (P.
• The bonnet is open, or any door or the boot is 

unlocked.

3WARNING
Engine exhaust contains toxic carbon 
monoxide.

Breathing carbon monoxide can kill you or 
cause unconsciousness.

Never use the remote engine starter when 
the vehicle is parked in a garage or other 
area with limited ventilation.

Press the  button, then press and hold the 
 button.

Some exterior lights flash once.
Go within the range, 
and try again.

LED: Blinks when any button is pressed.

Some exterior lights flash six 
times if the engine runs 
successfully.

Some exterior lights will not 
flash if the engine runs 
unsuccessfully.

* Not available on all models
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 pentru 
o secundă.

•  Aţi utilizat deja de două ori telecomanda pentru 
a porni motorul.

•  O altă telecomandă fără cheie este înregistrată 
în vehicul.

• Există o anomalie a antenei.
• Ușa este deblocată cu cheia încorporată.
• Presiunea uleiului de motor este scăzută.
•  Temperatura lichidului de răcire a motorului este 

extrem de ridicată.
•  Alarma sistemului de securitate nu este setată.

În timpul funcţionării motorului, autovehiculul 
va activa automat controlul climatizării cu o 
temperatură prestabilită de 22 ° C.
Când este cald afară:
•  Aerul condiţionat este activat în modul de 

recirculare.
Când este rece afară:
•  Aparatul de dezgheţare este activat la o 

temperatură moderată ridicată.
•  Încălzitoarele de dezaburire din spate și oglinzile 

exterioare* sunt activate.

Pornirea motorului de la distanţă cu feedback de la vehicul*
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Pentru a opri motorul
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1. Depress the brake pedal and press the ENGINE START/STOP button 
simultaneously.

2. Put the shift lever in (D . Select (R  when reversing.
3. With the electric parking brake is applied, release the brake pedal and gently 

depress the accelerator pedal.
u Make sure the parking brake and brake system indicator goes off.

4. Gradually release the brake pedal and gently depress the accelerator pedal to pull 
away.

■ Hill start assist system
Hill start assist keeps the brake engaged briefly to help prevent the vehicle from 
rolling on inclines as you move your foot from the brake pedal to the accelerator.

Depress the clutch pedal, and shift to (1  when facing uphill, or (R when facing 
downhill, then release the brake pedal.

Move the shift lever to (D  or (S  or (L * when facing uphill, or (R  when facing 
downhill, then release the brake pedal.

■ Starting to Drive 1Starting to Drive

The engine stops when the shift lever is moved out of 
(P before the ENGINE START/STOP button is 
pressed. Follow the step 1 when starting to drive.

When the engine was started using the  button on 
the keyless remote*Continuously variable transmission models

When the engine was started using the  button* on the keyless remote

When the engine was started in any case

1Starting the Engine

You can also release the electric parking brake by 
pressing the electric parking brake switch while 
depressing the brake pedal. When facing downhill, 
you can start your vehicle more smoothly by manually 
releasing it with the electric parking brake switch 
than by releasing it with the accelerator pedal.

If the engine stalls, fully depress the clutch pedal 
within three seconds. The engine may automatically 
restart under certain conditions. Otherwise, follow 
the standard procedure.

1.5 L engine models with manual transmission

1Hill start assist system

Hill start assist may not prevent the vehicle from 
rolling downhill on a very steep or slippery slope, and 
does not operate on small inclines.

Hill start assist is not a replacement for the electric 
parking brake.

Hill start assist will operate even when VSA is 
switched off.

Manual transmission models

Continuously variable transmission models

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶  Pornirea motorului

Începând a conduce

Modele cu transmisie automată

Când motorul a fost pornit folosind butonul 
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You can remotely start the engine using the  button on the keyless remote.

■ To start the engine

When started remotely, the engine automatically shuts off after 10 minutes of idling 
and the brake pedal and ENGINE START/STOP button have not been pressed 
simultaneously.
To extend the run time for another 10 minutes during the first run, press the  
button, then press and hold the  button.
u Some exterior lights flash six times if a 10-minute extension request was 

transmitted successfully.

■ Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback* 1Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback*

The remote engine start may violate local laws.
Before using the remote engine start, check your 
local laws.

If there are buildings and obstacles between your 
vehicle and the remote, the range will be reduced.
The range may be less the vehicle is running.
This distance may vary by external electrical 
interference.
The engine may not start by the remote engine start 
if:
• You have disabled a remote engine start setting 

using the audio/information screen*.
• The power mode is not in VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).
• The gear is in a position other than (P.
• The bonnet is open, or any door or the boot is 

unlocked.

3WARNING
Engine exhaust contains toxic carbon 
monoxide.

Breathing carbon monoxide can kill you or 
cause unconsciousness.

Never use the remote engine starter when 
the vehicle is parked in a garage or other 
area with limited ventilation.

Press the  button, then press and hold the 
 button.

Some exterior lights flash once.
Go within the range, 
and try again.

LED: Blinks when any button is pressed.

Some exterior lights flash six 
times if the engine runs 
successfully.

Some exterior lights will not 
flash if the engine runs 
unsuccessfully.

* Not available on all models
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* de pe telecomanda fără cheie
1. Apăsaţi pedala de frână și apăsaţi simultan butonul START / STOP ENGINE.

Când motorul a fost pornit
2. Puneţi maneta schimbătorului de viteze în 
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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 când se inversează.
3.  Cu ajutorul frânei de parcare electrice, eliberaţi pedala de frână și apăsaţi ușor 

pedala de acceleraţie. 
▶ Asiguraţi-vă că frâna de mână și indicatorul sistemului de frână se sting.

4.  Eliberaţi treptat pedala de frână și apăsaţi ușor pedala de acceleraţie  
pentru a vă retrage.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Sistemul de asistenţă la pornirea în pantă
Sistemul de asistenţă la pornire în pantă menţine frâna cuplată pe o perioadă 
scurtă pentru a împiedica autovehiculul să se miște în timp ce mutaţi piciorul de pe 
pedala de frână spre acceleraţier.

Modele cu transmisie manuală
Apăsaţi pedala de ambreiaj și treceţi la 
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1. Keeping your right foot on the brake pedal, put the shift lever in (D . Select (R  
when reversing.

2. With the electric parking brake applied, release the brake pedal and gently 
depress the accelerator pedal.
u Make sure the parking brake and brake system indicator goes off.

2 Parking Brake P. 560

■ Hill start assist system
Hill start assist keeps the brake engaged briefly to help prevent the vehicle from 
rolling on inclines as you move your foot from the brake pedal to the accelerator.

Depress the clutch pedal, and shift to (1  when facing uphill, or (R  when facing 
downhill, then release the brake pedal.

Move the shift lever to (D  or (S or (L * when facing uphill, or (R when facing 
downhill, then release the brake pedal.

■ Starting to Drive 1Starting the Engine

You can also release the electric parking brake by 
pressing the electric parking brake switch while 
depressing the brake pedal. When facing downhill, 
you can start your vehicle more smoothly by manually 
releasing it with the electric parking brake switch 
than by releasing it with the accelerator pedal.

If the engine stalls, fully depress the clutch pedal 
within three seconds. The engine may automatically 
restart under certain conditions. Otherwise, follow 
the standard procedure.

1.5 L engine models with manual transmission

Continuously variable transmission models

1Hill start assist system

Hill start assist may not prevent the vehicle from 
rolling downhill on a very steep or slippery slope, and 
does not operate on small inclines.

Hill start assist is not a replacement for the electric 
parking brake.

Hill start assist will operate even when VSA is 
switched off.

Manual transmission models

Continuously variable transmission models

* Not available on all models
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 când vă îndreptaţi spre în sus sau  
pe  
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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 când vă îndreptaţi spre în jos, apoi eliberaţi pedala de frână.

Modele cu transmisie automată
Deplasaţi maneta schimbătorului de viteze în poziţia 
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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1. Keeping your right foot on the brake pedal, put the shift lever in (D . Select (R  
when reversing.

2. With the electric parking brake applied, release the brake pedal and gently 
depress the accelerator pedal.
u Make sure the parking brake and brake system indicator goes off.

2 Parking Brake P. 560

■ Hill start assist system
Hill start assist keeps the brake engaged briefly to help prevent the vehicle from 
rolling on inclines as you move your foot from the brake pedal to the accelerator.

Depress the clutch pedal, and shift to (1  when facing uphill, or (R  when facing 
downhill, then release the brake pedal.

Move the shift lever to (D  or (S or (L * when facing uphill, or (R when facing 
downhill, then release the brake pedal.

■ Starting to Drive 1Starting the Engine

You can also release the electric parking brake by 
pressing the electric parking brake switch while 
depressing the brake pedal. When facing downhill, 
you can start your vehicle more smoothly by manually 
releasing it with the electric parking brake switch 
than by releasing it with the accelerator pedal.

If the engine stalls, fully depress the clutch pedal 
within three seconds. The engine may automatically 
restart under certain conditions. Otherwise, follow 
the standard procedure.

1.5 L engine models with manual transmission

Continuously variable transmission models

1Hill start assist system

Hill start assist may not prevent the vehicle from 
rolling downhill on a very steep or slippery slope, and 
does not operate on small inclines.

Hill start assist is not a replacement for the electric 
parking brake.

Hill start assist will operate even when VSA is 
switched off.

Manual transmission models

Continuously variable transmission models

* Not available on all models
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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 când vă îndreptaţi spre în jos, apoi eliberaţi 
pedala de frână.

Pornirea motorului de la distanţă cu feedback de la vehicul*

Pornirea motorului

Când motorul a fost pornit folosind  
butonul 

Continued 463
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You can remotely start the engine using the  button on the keyless remote.

■ To start the engine

When started remotely, the engine automatically shuts off after 10 minutes of idling 
and the brake pedal and ENGINE START/STOP button have not been pressed 
simultaneously.
To extend the run time for another 10 minutes during the first run, press the  
button, then press and hold the  button.
u Some exterior lights flash six times if a 10-minute extension request was 

transmitted successfully.

■ Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback* 1Remote Engine Start with Vehicle Feedback*

The remote engine start may violate local laws.
Before using the remote engine start, check your 
local laws.

If there are buildings and obstacles between your 
vehicle and the remote, the range will be reduced.
The range may be less the vehicle is running.
This distance may vary by external electrical 
interference.
The engine may not start by the remote engine start 
if:
• You have disabled a remote engine start setting 

using the audio/information screen*.
• The power mode is not in VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).
• The gear is in a position other than (P.
• The bonnet is open, or any door or the boot is 

unlocked.

3WARNING
Engine exhaust contains toxic carbon 
monoxide.

Breathing carbon monoxide can kill you or 
cause unconsciousness.

Never use the remote engine starter when 
the vehicle is parked in a garage or other 
area with limited ventilation.

Press the  button, then press and hold the 
 button.

Some exterior lights flash once.
Go within the range, 
and try again.

LED: Blinks when any button is pressed.

Some exterior lights flash six 
times if the engine runs 
successfully.

Some exterior lights will not 
flash if the engine runs 
unsuccessfully.

* Not available on all models
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* de pe telecomanda fără cheie

Motorul se oprește când schimbătorul este deplasat 
din 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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 înainte de apăsarea butonului START / STOP 
MOTOR. Urmaţi pasul 1 atunci când începeţi să 
conduceţi.

Sistemul de asistare la pornirea în pantă

De asemenea, puteţi elibera frâna de parcare 
electrică prin apăsarea comutatorului de frână 
electrică de parcare în timp ce apăsaţi pedala de 
frână. Când vă îndreptaţi spre coborâre, puteţi 
porni vehiculul mai ușor prin eliberarea manuală 
cu comutatorul frânei de mână electrică decât prin 
eliberarea cu pedala de acceleraţie.

Dacă motorul se oprește, apăsaţi complet pedala 
de ambreiaj în trei secunde. Motorul poate reporni 
automat în anumite condiţii. În caz contrar, urmaţi 
procedura standard.

Asistenţa la pornirea în pantă nu poate împiedica 
autovehiculul să se deplaseze în jos pe o pantă 
foarte abruptă sau alunecoasă și nu funcţionează 
pe înclinări mici.

Asistenţa la pornirea în pantă nu reprezintă o 
înlocuire a frânei de parcare electrice.

Asistenţa la pornirea în pantă va funcţiona chiar și 
atunci când VSA este oprită.

Motoarele de 1,5 litri cu transmisie manuală

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Precautions While Driving

Visibility becomes low when it is foggy. When you drive, turn on the low beam 
headlights even during the daytime. Slow down, using the road line in the centre, 
guard rails, and the taillights of the vehicle ahead of you as your driving guide.

If a strong side wind drifts your vehicle while driving, hold the steering wheel tight. 
Slowly decelerate your vehicle and keep your vehicle in the middle of the road. Be 
careful with wind gusts especially when your vehicle is exiting a tunnel, driving on a 
bridge or river bank, and driving through an open area like a quarry, and when a 
large truck is passing by.

The road is slippery when raining. Avoid hard braking, rapid acceleration, and 
abrupt steering and be more cautions when driving. It is likely to experience 
hydroplaning phenomenon if you are driving on a rutted road with puddles. Do not 
driving in deep water and on flooded roads. This can damage the engine or 
driveline, or cause electrical component failure.

■ In a Fog

■ In a Strong Wind

■ In Rain

1Precautions While Driving

CAUTION: Do not drive on the road where water is 
deep. Driving through deep water will cause damage 
to the engine and electrical equipment and the 
vehicle will break down.

NOTICE
Do not operate the shift lever while pressing the 
accelerator pedal. You could damage the 
transmission.

NOTICE
If you repeatedly turn the steering wheel at an 
extremely low speed, or hold the steering wheel in 
the full left or right position for a while, the electric 
power steering (EPS) system heats up. The system 
goes into a protective mode, and limits its 
performance. The steering wheel becomes harder 
and harder to operate. Once the system cools down, 
the EPS system is restored.
Repeated operation under these conditions can 
eventually damage the system.

Continuously variable transmission models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶  Precauţii în timpul conducerii

Precauţii în timpul conducerii

În condiţii de ceaţă

În condiţii de vânt puternic

În condiţii de ploaie

Vizibilitatea devine scăzută atunci când este ceaţă. Când conduceţi, activaţi 
farurile cu fază lungă chiar și în timpul zilei. Încetiniţi, folosiţi linia de drum 
din centru, șinele de protecţie și stopurile vehiculului înaintea dvs. ca ghid de 
conducere.

Dacă un vânt lateral puternic împinge vehiculul în timp ce conduceţi, ţineţi 
volanul strâns. Incetiniţi încet vehiculul și păstraţi vehiculul în mijlocul drumului. 
Aveţi grijă de rafalele de vânt, mai ales atunci când vehiculul dvs. iese dintr-un 
tunel, conducând pe o punte sau pe malul râului și condus printr-o zonă deschisă 
ca o carieră și când trece un camion mare.

Drumul este alunecos când plouă. Evitaţi frânarea puternică, acceleraţia rapidă 
și direcţia bruscă și aveţi mai multă atenţie atunci când conduceţi. Este probabil 
să experimentaţi fenomenul de hidroplanare dacă conduceţi pe un carosabil ud. 
Nu conduceţi în apă adâncă și pe drumuri inundate. Acest lucru poate deteriora 
motorul sau transmisia, sau poate provoca defectarea componentelor electrice.

ATENŢIE: Nu conduceţi pe drumuri în care apa 
este adâncă. Conducerea prin apă adâncă va 
cauza deteriorarea motorului și a echipamentului 
electric, iar autovehiculul se va strica.

Precauţii în timpul conducerii

Modele cu transmisie automată
NOTă
Nu acţionaţi schimbătorul în timp ce apăsaţi pedala 
de acceleraţie. Puteţi deteriora transmisia.

NOTă
Dacă rotiţi în mod repetat volanul la o viteză 
extrem de scăzută sau dacă ţineţi volanul în 
poziţia stângă sau dreaptă, pentru o perioadă de 
timp, sistemul de servodirecţie (EPS) se încălzește. 
Sistemul intră într-un mod de protecţie și îi 
limitează performanţa. Volanul devine mai greu și 
mai greu de operat. Odată ce sistemul se răcește, 
sistemul EPS este restabilit. Operarea repetată 
în aceste condiţii poate duce la deteriorarea 
sistemului.
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If there is a strong impact with something under the vehicle, stop in a safe location. 
Check the underside of the vehicle for damage or any fluid leaks.

Continuously Variable Transmission*

The engine runs at a higher idle speed and creeping increases.
Keep the brake pedal firmly depressed when stopped.

Quickly depressing the accelerator pedal while driving uphill may cause the 
transmission to drop to a lower gear, unexpectedly increasing vehicle speed. Depress 
the accelerator pedal carefully, especially on slippery roads and curves.

■Other Precautions

■ Creeping

■ Kickdown

1Precautions While Driving

If the ignition switch is turned to ACCESSORY (q*1 
while driving, the engine will shut down and all 
steering and brake power assist functions will stop, 
making it difficult to control the vehicle.

Do not put the shift lever in (N, as you will lose 
engine braking (and acceleration) performance.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE 
START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

During the first 1,000 km of operation, avoid sudden 
acceleration or full throttle operation so as not to 
damage the engine or powertrain.

Avoid hard braking for the first 300 km.
You should also follow this when the brake pads are 
replaced.

1In Rain

Be careful when hydroplaning phenomenon occurs. 
When you drive on a road covered with water at 
excessive speed, a layer of water builds between the 
tyres and the road surface. If this occurs, the vehicle 
cannot respond to control inputs such as steering, 
and braking.

Slowly decelerate when you shift down. If the road is 
slippery, sudden engine braking can cause the tyres 
to skid.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶  Transmisie automată

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Alte precauţii

Mers înfrânat

Retrogradare

Dacă există un impact puternic cu ceva sub vehicul, opriţi într-o locaţie sigură. 
Verificaţi partea inferioară a vehiculului pentru eventuale deteriorări sau 
pierderi de lichid.

Motorul funcţionează la o viteză mai mare de mers în gol și crește înfrânarea.
Menţineţi pedala de frână apăsată ferm când este oprită.

Apăsarea rapidă a pedalei de acceleraţie în timpul deplasării poate provoca 
schimbarea transmisiei la o treaptă inferioară, crescând în mod neașteptat viteza 
vehiculului. Apăsaţi pedala de acceleraţie cu atenţie, mai ales pe drumurile și 
curbele alunecoase.

Transmisie automată*

Precauţii în timpul conducerii

În condiţii de ploaie

Dacă comutatorul de aprindere este rotit în ACCESSORY 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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*1 în timp ce conduceţi, motorul se va opri și toate 
funcţiile de asistenţă a sistemului de direcţie și frânare se 
vor opri, ceea ce va face dificilă controlul autovehiculului.

Nu puneţi pârghia de schimbare în 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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, deoarece 
veţi pierde performanţa de frânare (și acceleraţie) a 
motorului.

* 1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton 
ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.

În timpul primelor 1000 km de funcţionare, evitaţi 
acceleraţia bruscă sau funcţionarea completă a clapetei, 
pentru a nu deteriora motorul sau sistemul de propulsie.

Evitaţi frânarea puternică pentru primele 300 km.
De asemenea, trebuie să urmaţi acest lucru atunci când 
plăcuţele de frână sunt înlocuite.

Aveţi grijă atunci când apare fenomenul de hidroplanare.
Când conduceţi pe un drum acoperit cu apă la o viteză 
excesivă, se formează un strat de apă între anvelope 
și suprafaţa drumului. Dacă se întâmplă acest lucru, 
autovehiculul nu poate răspunde la comenzi, cum ar fi 
direcţia și frânarea. Micșoraţi viteza când retrogradaţi. 
Dacă drumul este alunecos, frânarea bruscă a motorului 
poate provoca deplasarea anvelopelor.
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Shifting
Change the shift position in accordance with your driving needs.

■ Shift lever positions

Continuously variable transmission models with 6 positions

1Shifting

You cannot turn the ignition switch to LOCK (0*1 
and remove the key unless the shift lever is in (P.

The vehicle may move forward very slightly even in 
(N while the engine is cold.
Depress the brake pedal firmly and, when necessary, 
apply the electric parking brake.

When shifting positions in extremely low 
temperatures (-30°C), there may be a short delay 
before the shift position is displayed. Always confirm 
you are in the correct shift position before driving.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE 
START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Park
Used when parking or starting the 
engine

Reverse
Used when reversing

Neutral
Used when idling

Drive
Used for normal driving

Drive (S)
Used:
● For better acceleration
● To increase engine braking
● When going up or down hills

Low
● Used to further increase engine 

braking
● Used when going up or down hills

Release Button
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Schimbarea vitezelor

Modele cu transmisie automată cu 6 rapoarte

Schimbarea vitezelor
Schimbaţi poziţia schimbătorului în funcţie de necesităţile dvs. de conducere.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Poziţiile schimbătorului
Nu puteţi activa comutatorul de aprindere în 
poziţia LOCK 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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*1 și scoateţi cheia dacă nu este 
pârghia schimbătorului de viteze 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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.

Vehiculul se poate mișca înainte foarte ușor, chiar 
și în 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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 în timp ce motorul este rece.
Apăsaţi ferm pedala de frână și, dacă este necesar, 
acţionaţi frâna de parcare electrică.

La deplasarea poziţiilor la temperaturi extrem de 
scăzute (-30 ° C), este posibil să existe o întârziere 
scurtă înainte ca poziţia de schimbare să fie 
afișată. Confirmaţi întotdeauna că sunteţi în 
poziţia corectă de schimbare înainte de a conduce 
vehiculul.

* 1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un 
buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui contact 
de aprindere.

Schimbarea vitezelor

Parcare
Utilizat la parcare sau la pornirea 
motorului

Marșarier 
Folosit când se inversează

Neutru
Se folosește la ralanti

Conducere
Folosit pentru condusul normal

Conducere (S)
Folosit:
• Pentru o accelerare mai bună
• Pentru a crește frânarea motorului
•   Când mergeţi în sus sau în jos dealuri

Scăzut
•  Utilizat pentru a spori în continuare 

frânarea motorului
•  Folosit atunci când mergeţi regiune 

deluroasă

Butonul de eliberare
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■ Shift Lever Operation 1Shift Lever Operation

NOTICE
When you change the shift lever from (D to (R and 
vice versa, come to a complete stop and keep the 
brake pedal depressed.
Operating the shift lever before the vehicle has come 
to a complete standstill can damage the transmission.

Use the shift lever position indicator to check the 
lever position before pulling away.

Whichever position the shift lever is in when driving, 
blinking all shift lever position indicators indicate a 
transmission problem.
Avoid sudden acceleration and have the transmission 
checked by a dealer as soon as possible.

The fuel supply may be cut off if you drive at engine 
speeds in or over the tachometer’s red zone (engine 
speed limit). If this happens, you may experience a 
slight jolt.

It may not be possible to operate the shift lever if the 
brake pedal is applied while the shift lever release 
button is held down.
Depress the brake pedal first.

Shift Lever Position 
Indicator

Depress the brake pedal and press the shift lever release 
button to shift.

Shift without pressing the shift lever release button.

Press the shift lever release button and shift.

Tachometer’s 
red zone

Models with information display

Shift Lever Position 
Indicator

Tachometer’s 
red zone

Models with driver information interface
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Schimbarea vitezelor

Comutarea manetei schimbătorului

Modele cu afișaj de informaţii

Modele cu interfaţă de informaţii pentru șofer

Indicator de 
poziţie a manetei 
schimbătorului

Indicator de 
poziţie a manetei 
schimbătorului

Zona roșie a 
turometrului

Zona roșie a 
turometrului

Comutarea manetei schimbătorului

NOTă
Când schimbaţi maneta schimbătorului de viteze de la 
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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 și invers, opriţi complet și păstraţi pedala de frână 
apăsată.
Utilizarea schimbătorului înainte ca autovehiculul să se 
oprească complet poate deteriora transmisia.

Utilizaţi indicatorul de poziţie a manetei de schimbare 
pentru a verifica poziţia  schimbătorului înainte schimba 
viteza.

Indiferent de poziţia schimbătorului în timpul deplasării, 
clipesc toate indicatoarele de poziţie a manetei de 
schimbare indică o problemă de transmisie.
Evitaţi accelerarea bruscă și transportaţi cât mai repede 
autovehiculul către un dealer.

Alimentarea cu combustibil poate fi întreruptă dacă 
conduceţi la turaţia motorului în sau peste zona roșie 
a turometrului (limita de turaţie a motorului). Dacă se 
întâmplă acest lucru, s-ar putea să vă simţiţi o ușoară 
smucitură.

Este posibil să nu puteţi acţiona maneta de schimbare 
dacă pedala de frână este acţionată în timp ce butonul de 
eliberare al pârghiei de schimbare este apăsat.
Apăsaţi mai întâi pedala de frână.Apăsaţi pedala de frână și apăsaţi butonul de eliberare  

a manetei de schimbare pentru a schimba.

Schimbare fără apăsarea butonului de eliberare a manetei 
schimbătorului de viteze.

Apăsaţi butonul de eliberare a manetei de schimbare și 
schimbaţi.
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Shifting
Change the shift position in accordance with your driving needs.

■ Shift lever positions

Continuously variable transmission models with 5 positions

1Shifting

You cannot turn the ignition switch to LOCK (0*1 
and remove the key unless the shift lever is in (P.

The vehicle may move forward very slightly even in 
(N while the engine is cold.
Depress the brake pedal firmly and, when necessary, 
apply the electric parking brake.

When shifting positions in extremely low 
temperatures (-30°C), there may be a short delay 
before the shift position is displayed. Always confirm 
you are in the correct shift position before driving.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE 
START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Park
Used when parking or starting the 
engine

Reverse
Used when reversing

Neutral
Used when idling

Drive
Used:
● For normal driving
● When temporarily driving in the 

7-speed manual shift mode

Drive (S)
Used:
● For better acceleration
● To increase engine braking
● When going up or down hills
● When driving in the 7-speed manual 

shift mode

Release Button
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Schimbarea vitezelor

Modele cu transmisie automată cu 5 rapoarte

Schimbarea vitezelor
Schimbaţi poziţia schimbătorului în funcţie de necesităţile dvs. de conducere.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Poziţiile schimbătorului
Nu puteţi activa comutatorul de aprindere în 
poziţia LOCK 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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*1 și scoateţi cheia dacă nu este 
pârghia schimbătorului de viteze 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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.

Vehiculul se poate mișca înainte foarte ușor, chiar 
și în 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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 în timp ce motorul este rece.
Apăsaţi ferm pedala de frână și, dacă este necesar, 
acţionaţi frâna de parcare electrică.

La deplasarea poziţiilor la temperaturi extrem de 
scăzute (-30°C), este posibil să existe o întârziere 
scurtă înainte ca poziţia de schimbare să fie 
afișată. Confirmaţi întotdeauna că sunteţi în 
poziţia corectă de schimbare înainte de a conduce 
vehiculul.

* 1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un 
buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui contact 
de aprindere.

Schimbarea vitezelor

Parcare
Utilizat la parcare sau la pornirea 
motorului

Marșarier 
Folosit când se inversează

Neutru
Se folosește la ralanti

Conducere
Folosit:
• Pentru condusul normal
•  Când conduceţi temporar în modul 

de schimbare manuală cu 7 trepte

Conducere (S)
Folosit:
•  Pentru o accelerare mai bună
•  Pentru a crește frânarea motorului
•  Când mergeţi în regiune dealuroasă
•  Când conduceţi în modul de schimbare 

manuală cu 7 trepte

Butonul de eliberare
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■ Shift Lever Operation 1Shift Lever Operation

NOTICE
When you change the shift lever from (D to (R and 
vice versa, come to a complete stop and keep the 
brake pedal depressed.
Operating the shift lever before the vehicle has come 
to a complete standstill can damage the transmission.

Use the shift lever position indicator to check the 
lever position before pulling away.

Whichever position the shift lever is in when driving, 
blinking all shift lever position indicators indicate a 
transmission problem.
Avoid sudden acceleration and have the transmission 
checked by a dealer as soon as possible.

The fuel supply may be cut off if you drive at engine 
speeds in or over the tachometer’s red zone (engine 
speed limit). If this happens, you may experience a 
slight jolt.

It may not be possible to operate the shift lever if the 
brake pedal is applied while the shift lever release 
button is held down.
Depress the brake pedal first.

Tachometer's red zone

Shift Lever 
Position Indicator

M (Sequential Shift 
Mode) Indicator/
Gear position 
Indicator

Models with information display

Tachometer's red zone

Shift Lever Position 
Indicator

M (Sequential Shift 
Mode) Indicator/
Gear position 
Indicator

Models with driver information interface

Depress the brake pedal and press the shift lever 
release button to shift.

Shift without pressing the shift lever release 
button.
Press the shift lever release button 
and shift.
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Schimbarea vitezelor

Comutarea manetei schimbătorului

Modele cu afișaj de informaţii

Modele cu interfaţă de informaţii pentru șofer

Indicator de 
poziţie a manetei 
schimbătorului

Indicator de 
poziţie a manetei 
schimbătorului

Zona roșie a turometrului

Zona roșie a turometrului

Comutarea manetei schimbătorului

NOTă
Când schimbaţi maneta schimbătorului de viteze de la 
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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 și invers, opriţi complet și păstraţi pedala de frână 
apăsată.
Utilizarea schimbătorului înainte ca autovehiculul să se 
oprească complet poate deteriora transmisia.

Utilizaţi indicatorul de poziţie a manetei de schimbare 
pentru a verifica poziţia  schimbătorului înainte schimba 
viteza.

Indiferent de poziţia schimbătorului în timpul deplasării, 
clipesc toate indicatoarele de poziţie a manetei de 
schimbare indică o problemă de transmisie.
Evitaţi accelerarea bruscă și transportaţi cât mai repede 
autovehiculul către un dealer.

Alimentarea cu combustibil poate fi întreruptă dacă 
conduceţi la turaţia motorului în sau peste zona roșie 
a turometrului (limita de turaţie a motorului). Dacă se 
întâmplă acest lucru, s-ar putea să vă simţiţi o ușoară 
smucitură.

Este posibil să nu puteţi acţiona maneta de schimbare 
dacă pedala de frână este acţionată în timp ce butonul de 
eliberare al pârghiei de schimbare este apăsat.
Apăsaţi mai întâi pedala de frână.

Apăsaţi pedala de frână și apăsaţi butonul de eliberare  
a manetei de schimbare pentru a schimba.

Schimbare fără apăsarea butonului de eliberare a manetei 
schimbătorului de viteze.

Apăsaţi butonul de eliberare a manetei de schimbare și 
schimbaţi.

Indicator M (modul 
secvenţial de schimbare) 
/ Indicatorul poziţiei 
angrenajului

Indicator M (modul 
secvenţial de schimbare) 
/ Indicatorul poziţiei 
angrenajului
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Use the paddle shifters to change between 1st and 7th speeds without removing 
your hands from the steering wheel. The transmission switches to the 7-speed 
manual shift mode when you pull a paddle shifter while driving. This mode is useful 
when engine braking is needed.

■ When the shift lever is in (D:
The shift mode goes into the 7-speed manual shift mode temporarily, and the 
number is displayed in the shift indicator.
The 7-speed manual shift mode is cancelled automatically if you drive at constant 
speed or accelerate, and the number in the shift indicator goes off.
You can cancel this mode by pulling the  paddle shifter for a few seconds.
The 7-speed manual shift mode is especially useful when reducing the vehicle speed 
temporarily before making a turn.

■ When the shift lever is in (S:
The shift mode goes into the 7-speed manual shift mode. The M indicator and the 
speed number are displayed in the shift indicator. As the vehicle speed slows down, 
the transmission automatically shifts down accordingly. When the vehicle comes to 
a stop, it automatically shifts down into 1st.

If the vehicle speed increases and the engine speed reaches near the tachometer’s 
red zone, the transmission automatically shifts up.

You can only pull away in 1st speed.

When canceling the 7-speed manual shift mode, move the shift lever from (S  to 
(D . When the 7-speed manual shift mode is cancelled, the M indicator and shift 
indicator go off.

■ 7-Speed Manual Shift Mode 17-Speed Manual Shift Mode

To improve fuel economy, the transmission may shift 
up to a higher speed than the seventh under certain 
circumstances. In this case, the number in the shift 
indicator remains as 7.

In the 7-speed manual shift mode, the transmission 
shifts up or down by operating either paddle shifter 
under the following conditions:
Shift Up: The engine speed reaches the lowest 
threshold of the higher speed position.
Shift Down: The engine speed reaches the highest 
threshold of the lower speed position.

When the engine speed reaches near the 
tachometer’s red zone, the transmission shifts up 
automatically.
When the engine speed reaches the lowest threshold 
of the selected speed position, the transmission shifts 
down automatically.

Operating the paddle shifters on slippery surfaces 
may cause the tyres to lock up. In this case, the 7-
speed manual shift mode is cancelled and goes back 
to the normal D driving mode.
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Schimbarea vitezelor

Mod de schimbare manuală cu 7 trepte
Utilizaţi schimbătorii de palete pentru a schimba între viteze 1 și 7, fără a vă 
îndepărta mâinile de pe volan. Transmisia comută la modul de schimbare 
manuală cu 7 trepte atunci când trageţi un schimbător de zbaturi în timpul 
conducerii. Acest mod este util atunci când este necesară o frânare a motorului.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Când maneta de schimbare este în poziţia 
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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:
Modul de schimbare trece temporar în modul de schimbare manuală cu 7 trepte, 
iar numărul este afișat în indicatorul de schimbare.
Modul de schimbare manuală cu 7 trepte este anulat automat dacă conduceţi la 
viteză constantă sau acceleraţi și numărul din indicatorul de schimbare se stinge.
Puteţi anula acest mod tragând padelele 

uuWhen DrivinguShifting
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Use the paddle shifters to change between 1st and 7th speeds without removing 
your hands from the steering wheel. The transmission switches to the 7-speed 
manual shift mode when you pull a paddle shifter while driving. This mode is useful 
when engine braking is needed.

■ When the shift lever is in (D:
The shift mode goes into the 7-speed manual shift mode temporarily, and the 
number is displayed in the shift indicator.
The 7-speed manual shift mode is cancelled automatically if you drive at constant 
speed or accelerate, and the number in the shift indicator goes off.
You can cancel this mode by pulling the  paddle shifter for a few seconds.
The 7-speed manual shift mode is especially useful when reducing the vehicle speed 
temporarily before making a turn.

■ When the shift lever is in (S:
The shift mode goes into the 7-speed manual shift mode. The M indicator and the 
speed number are displayed in the shift indicator. As the vehicle speed slows down, 
the transmission automatically shifts down accordingly. When the vehicle comes to 
a stop, it automatically shifts down into 1st.

If the vehicle speed increases and the engine speed reaches near the tachometer’s 
red zone, the transmission automatically shifts up.

You can only pull away in 1st speed.

When canceling the 7-speed manual shift mode, move the shift lever from (S  to 
(D . When the 7-speed manual shift mode is cancelled, the M indicator and shift 
indicator go off.

■ 7-Speed Manual Shift Mode 17-Speed Manual Shift Mode

To improve fuel economy, the transmission may shift 
up to a higher speed than the seventh under certain 
circumstances. In this case, the number in the shift 
indicator remains as 7.

In the 7-speed manual shift mode, the transmission 
shifts up or down by operating either paddle shifter 
under the following conditions:
Shift Up: The engine speed reaches the lowest 
threshold of the higher speed position.
Shift Down: The engine speed reaches the highest 
threshold of the lower speed position.

When the engine speed reaches near the 
tachometer’s red zone, the transmission shifts up 
automatically.
When the engine speed reaches the lowest threshold 
of the selected speed position, the transmission shifts 
down automatically.

Operating the paddle shifters on slippery surfaces 
may cause the tyres to lock up. In this case, the 7-
speed manual shift mode is cancelled and goes back 
to the normal D driving mode.
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 timp de câteva secunde.
Modul de schimbare manuală cu 7 trepte este util în special atunci când reduceţi 
temporar viteza vehiculului înainte de a efectua un viraj.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Când maneta de schimbare este în poziţia 
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uu IndicatorsuDriver Information Interface Warning and Information Messages*
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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:
Modul de schimbare trece în modul de schimbare manuală cu 7 trepte. 
Indicatorul M și numărul de viteză sunt afișate în indicatorul de schimbare. Pe 
măsură ce viteza vehiculului este încetinită, transmisia se schimbă automat în 
mod corespunzător. Când autovehiculul se oprește, acesta se schimbă automat în 
primul.

Dacă viteza vehiculului crește și turaţia motorului atinge zona de roșu a 
turometrului, transmisia se schimbă automat în sus.

Poţi doar să te retragi în prima viteză.

Când anulaţi modul de schimbare manuală cu 7 trepte, deplasaţi maneta 
schimbătorului de viteze de la 
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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uu IndicatorsuDriver Information Interface Warning and Information Messages*
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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. Când modul de schimbare manuală cu 7 
trepte este anulat, indicatorul M și indicatorul de deplasare se sting.

Pentru a îmbunătăţi consumul de combustibil, 
transmisia se poate deplasa până la o viteză mai 
mare decât a șaptea în anumite circumstanţe. În 
acest caz, numărul în indicatorul de schimbare 
rămâne ca 7.

În modul de schimbare manuală cu 7 trepte, 
transmisia se deplasează în sus sau în jos prin 
acţionarea fiecărui schimbător de padele în 
următoarele condiţii:
Shift Up: Turaţia motorului atinge pragul cel mai 
scăzut al poziţiei de viteză superioară.
Shift Down: Turaţia motorului atinge pragul cel 
mai înalt al poziţiei de viteză inferioară.
Atunci când turaţia motorului ajunge în 
apropierea zonei roșii a turometrului, transmisia se 
schimbă automat.

Când turaţia motorului atinge pragul cel mai 
scăzut al poziţiei de viteză selectate, transmisia se 
deplasează automat.

Utilizarea schimbătorilor de padele pe suprafeţe 
alunecoase poate provoca blocarea anvelopelor. În 
acest caz, modul de schimbare manuală cu 7 trepte 
este anulat și revine la modul de funcţionare 
normal D.

Mod de schimbare manuală cu 7 trepte
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■ 7-Speed Manual Shift Mode Operation 17-Speed Manual Shift Mode Operation

Each paddle shift operation makes a single speed 
change.
To change continuously, release the paddle shifter 
before pulling it again for the next speed.

The shift indicator blinks when you cannot shift up or 
down. It indicates that your vehicle speed is not in its 
allowable shifting range.
Slightly accelerate to shift up and decelerate to shift 
down while the indicator is blinking.

Upshifting when pulling 
the  paddle shifter 
(Changes to higher speed 
number)

Downshifting when pulling 
the  paddle shifter (Changes 
to lower speed number)

 Paddle Shifter 
(Shift down)

 Paddle Shifter 
(Shift up)
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Schimbarea vitezelor

Mod de operare cu 7 trepte de deplasare manuală Mod de operare cu 7 trepte de deplasare manuală

Fiecare operaţie de schimbare a padelelor face o singură 
modificare a vitezei.
Pentru a schimba continuu, eliberaţi padelele înainte de 
al trage din nou pentru următoarea viteză.

Indicatorul de schimbare clipește când nu puteţi să vă 
deplasaţi în sus sau în jos. Aceasta indică faptul că viteza 
vehiculului nu se încadrează în domeniul de deplasare 
admisibil.
Acceleraţi ușor pentru a vă deplasa în sus și pentru a 
reduce viteza de deplasare în timp ce indicatorul clipește.

257

uuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls

Continued

Featu
res

Audio Remote Controls

Allow you to operate the audio system while driving.
SOURCE Button
Cycles through the audio modes as follows:
FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW* AM (MW*)

USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

(+ (-  (Volume) Buttons
Press (+ : To increase the volume.
Press (- : To decrease the volume.

  Buttons
• When listening to the radio

Press : To select the next preset radio station.
Press : To select the previous preset radio station.
Press and hold : To select the next station with strong reception.
Press and hold : To select the previous station with strong reception.

• When listening to an iPod, USB flash drive, or Bluetooth® Audio
Press : To skip to the next song.
Press : To go back to the beginning of the current or previous song.

• When listening to a USB flash or Bluetooth® Audio
Press and hold : To skip to the next folder.
Press and hold : To go back to the previous folder.

1Audio Remote Controls

Some modes appear only when an appropriate 
device or medium is used.

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some functions may not be available.

Models with information display

 Button

SOURCE Button

 Button

(+ Button

(- Button

* Not available on all models
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 Schimbător Padele 
(Retrogradaţi)

257

uuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls

Continued
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Audio Remote Controls

Allow you to operate the audio system while driving.
SOURCE Button
Cycles through the audio modes as follows:
FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW* AM (MW*)

USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

(+ (-  (Volume) Buttons
Press (+ : To increase the volume.
Press (- : To decrease the volume.

  Buttons
• When listening to the radio

Press : To select the next preset radio station.
Press : To select the previous preset radio station.
Press and hold : To select the next station with strong reception.
Press and hold : To select the previous station with strong reception.

• When listening to an iPod, USB flash drive, or Bluetooth® Audio
Press : To skip to the next song.
Press : To go back to the beginning of the current or previous song.

• When listening to a USB flash or Bluetooth® Audio
Press and hold : To skip to the next folder.
Press and hold : To go back to the previous folder.

1Audio Remote Controls

Some modes appear only when an appropriate 
device or medium is used.

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some functions may not be available.

Models with information display

 Button

SOURCE Button

 Button

(+ Button

(- Button

* Not available on all models
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 Schimbător Padele
(Schimbare în sus)

Retrogradaţi atunci când 
trageţi cursorul 

257

uuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls

Continued

Featu
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Audio Remote Controls

Allow you to operate the audio system while driving.
SOURCE Button
Cycles through the audio modes as follows:
FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW* AM (MW*)

USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

(+ (-  (Volume) Buttons
Press (+ : To increase the volume.
Press (- : To decrease the volume.

  Buttons
• When listening to the radio

Press : To select the next preset radio station.
Press : To select the previous preset radio station.
Press and hold : To select the next station with strong reception.
Press and hold : To select the previous station with strong reception.

• When listening to an iPod, USB flash drive, or Bluetooth® Audio
Press : To skip to the next song.
Press : To go back to the beginning of the current or previous song.

• When listening to a USB flash or Bluetooth® Audio
Press and hold : To skip to the next folder.
Press and hold : To go back to the previous folder.

1Audio Remote Controls

Some modes appear only when an appropriate 
device or medium is used.

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some functions may not be available.

Models with information display

 Button

SOURCE Button

 Button

(+ Button

(- Button

* Not available on all models
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 cu padele 
(Modificări la numărul de 
viteză redusă)

Schimbaţi în sus când trageţi 
cursorul 

257

uuAudio SystemuAudio Remote Controls

Continued
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Audio Remote Controls

Allow you to operate the audio system while driving.
SOURCE Button
Cycles through the audio modes as follows:
FM1 FM2 DAB1* DAB2* LW* AM (MW*)

USB iPod Bluetooth® Audio

(+ (-  (Volume) Buttons
Press (+ : To increase the volume.
Press (- : To decrease the volume.

  Buttons
• When listening to the radio

Press : To select the next preset radio station.
Press : To select the previous preset radio station.
Press and hold : To select the next station with strong reception.
Press and hold : To select the previous station with strong reception.

• When listening to an iPod, USB flash drive, or Bluetooth® Audio
Press : To skip to the next song.
Press : To go back to the beginning of the current or previous song.

• When listening to a USB flash or Bluetooth® Audio
Press and hold : To skip to the next folder.
Press and hold : To go back to the previous folder.

1Audio Remote Controls

Some modes appear only when an appropriate 
device or medium is used.

Depending on the Bluetooth® device you connect, 
some functions may not be available.

Models with information display

 Button

SOURCE Button

 Button

(+ Button

(- Button

* Not available on all models
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 cu padele 
(Modificări la numărul de 
viteză mai mare)

Continuare
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Come on while the vehicle is in the 7-speed 
manual shift mode to indicate when a speed 
change is appropriate to maintain the most 
fuel efficient driving style.

The shift up indicator: Comes on when 
shifting up is recommended.

The shift down indicator: Comes on when 
shifting down is recommended.

■ Shift Up/Down Indicators 1Shift Up/Down Indicators

The shift down indicator will not prompt you to 
downshift to increase engine braking. It is up to you 
to downshift to increase engine braking when driving 
downhill.

Always shift down at the appropriate vehicle speed.

When the ECON mode is on, ambient meter colour 
may change if you do not change speed positions 
when a shift indicator illuminates. This can result in a 
change in fuel economy.

Road and traffic conditions may require you to shift 
at times other than those indicated.

3WARNING
The shift indicator is only a guide to help 
you achieve better fuel economy. 
Never refer to the Shift Indicators when 
road and traffic conditions are unsuitable 
or when it may distract you.
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Schimbarea vitezelor

Indicatori de schimbare în sus / jos

Urcaţi în timp ce autovehiculul se află în 
modul de schimbare manuală cu 7 trepte 
pentru a indica când o schimbare de viteză 
este potrivită pentru a menţine stilul de 
conducere cel mai eficient din punct de 
vedere al consumului de combustibil.

Indicatorul de schimbare sus: Apare atunci 
când se recomandă schimbarea în sus.

Indicatorul de schimbare jos: Apare atunci 
când se recomandă schimbarea în jos.

AVERTIZARE
Indicatorul de schimbare este doar un ghid care 
vă ajută să obţineţi o economie de combustibil 
mai bună. Nu vă referiţi niciodată la indicatorii de 
schimbare atunci când condiţiile rutiere și de trafic 
sunt inadecvate sau când vă pot distrage atenţia.

Indicatori de schimbare în sus / jos

Indicatori de schimbare în jos nu vă va cere să 
retrogradaţi pentru a crește frânarea motorului. 
Depinde de dumneavoastră să retrogradaţi pentru 
a crește frânarea motorului atunci când conduceţi 
la vale.

Treceţi întotdeauna în jos la viteza 
corespunzătoare a vehiculului.

Când modul ECON este activat, culoarea 
contorului ambiental se poate schimba dacă nu 
schimbaţi poziţiile de viteză când se aprinde un 
indicator de schimbare. Acest lucru poate duce la 
o schimbare a consumului de combustibil.

Condiţiile rutiere și de circulaţie pot necesita 
trecerea în alte momente decât cele indicate.
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Shifting

Fully depress the clutch pedal to operate the shift lever and change gears, then 
slowly release the pedal.

Depress the clutch pedal, and pause for a few seconds before shifting into (R , or 
shift into one of the forward gears for a moment. This stops the gears so they do not 
“grind.”

When you are not shifting, do not rest your 
foot on the clutch pedal. This can cause your 
clutch to wear out faster.

■ Shift Lever Operation

Manual transmission models

1Shifting

NOTICE
Do not shift to (R before the vehicle comes to a 
complete stop.
Shifting to (R before stopping can damage the 
transmission.

NOTICE
Before downshifting, make sure the engine will not 
go into the tachometer's red zone. Should this occur, 
it can severely damage your engine.

There is a metallic part on the shift lever. If you leave 
the vehicle parked outside for a long time on a hot 
day, be careful before moving the shift lever. Because 
of heat, the shift lever may be extremely hot. If the 
outside temperature is low, the shift lever may feel 
cold.

If you exceed the maximum speed for the gear you 
are in, the engine speed will enter into the 
tachometer's red zone. When this happens, you may 
experience a slight jolt.
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Schimbarea vitezelor

Continuare

Modele de transmisie manuală

Schimbarea vitezelor

Comutarea manetei schimbătorului Schimbarea vitezelor

NOTă
Nu treceţi la 
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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 înainte ca vehiculul să se oprească 
complet.
Trecerea la 
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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 înainte de oprire poate deteriora 
transmisia.

NOTă
Înainte de retrogradare, asiguraţi-vă că motorul nu 
intră în zona roșie a turometrului. În acest caz, vă puteţi 
deteriora grav motorul.

Pe pârghia de schimbare există o parte metalică. Dacă 
lăsaţi vehiculul parcat în exterioar o perioadă lungă de 
timp într-o zi fierbinte, aveţi grijă înainte de a deplasa 
maneta schimbătorului de viteze. Din cauza căldurii, 
maneta schimbătorului de viteze poate fi extrem de 
fierbinte. Dacă temperatura exterioară este scăzută, 
maneta schimbătorului de viteze se poate simţi rece.

Dacă depășiţi viteza maximă pentru viteza în care 
vă aflaţi, turaţia motorului va intra în zona roșie a 
turometrului. Când se întâmplă acest lucru, este posibil să 
simţiţi o ușoară smucitură.

Apăsaţi complet pedala de ambreiaj pentru a acţiona maneta schimbătorului de 
viteze și schimbaţi vitezele, apoi eliberaţi încet pedala.

Apăsaţi pedala de ambreiaj și întrerupeţi câteva secunde înainte de a trece în 
poziţia 
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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 sau schimbaţi într-una din treptele de viteză înainte pentru o clipă), 
ceea ce oprește angrenajele astfel încât să nu se "macină".

Când nu vă deplasaţi, nu vă odihniţi piciorul 
pe pedala de ambreiaj. Acest lucru poate 
duce la uzura mai rapidă a ambreiajului.
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Come on to indicate when a gear change is 
appropriate to maintain the most fuel efficient 
driving style.

The shift up indicator: Comes on when 
shifting up is recommended.

The shift down indicator: Comes on when 
shifting down is recommended.

■ Shift Up/Down Indicators* 1Shift Up/Down Indicators*

This indicator will not prompt you to downshift to 
increase engine braking. It is up to you to downshift 
to increase engine braking when driving downhill.

Always shift down at the appropriate vehicle speed.

The shift down indicator does not come on when 
downshifting from (2 to (1.

When the ECON mode is on, ambient meter colour 
may change if you do not change gears when a shift 
indicator illuminates. This can result in a change in 
fuel economy.

Road and traffic conditions may require you to shift 
at times other than those indicated.

3WARNING
The shift indicator is only a guide to help 
you achieve better fuel economy. 
Never refer to the Shift Indicators when 
road and traffic conditions are unsuitable 
or when it may distract you.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Schimbarea vitezelor

Indicatori de schimbare în sus / jos *

Urmaţi când o schimbare de viteză este 
potrivită pentru a menţine stilul de 
conducere cel mai eficient din punct de 
vedere al consumului de combustibil.

Indicatorul de schimbare sus: Apare atunci 
când se recomandă schimbarea în sus.

Indicatorul de schimbare jos: Apare atunci 
când se recomandă schimbarea în jos.

AVERTIZARE
Indicatori de schimbare în sus / jos *

Modele cu afișaj de informaţii

Modele cu interfaţă de informaţii 
pentru șofer

Indicatorul de schimbare este doar un ghid care 
vă ajută să obţineţi o economie de combustibil 
mai bună. Nu vă referiţi niciodată la indicatorii de 
schimbare atunci când condiţiile rutiere și de trafic 
sunt inadecvate sau când vă pot distrage atenţia.

Indicatori de schimbare în jos nu vă va cere să 
retrogradaţi pentru a crește frânarea motorului. 
Depinde de dumneavoastră să retrogradaţi pentru 
a crește frânarea motorului atunci când conduceţi 
la vale.

Treceţi întotdeauna în jos la viteza 
corespunzătoare a vehiculului.

Indicatorul de deplasare în jos nu se aprinde 
atunci când se deplasează de la 
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Come on to indicate when a gear change is 
appropriate to maintain the most fuel efficient 
driving style.

The shift up indicator: Comes on when 
shifting up is recommended.

The shift down indicator: Comes on when 
shifting down is recommended.

■ Shift Up/Down Indicators* 1Shift Up/Down Indicators*

This indicator will not prompt you to downshift to 
increase engine braking. It is up to you to downshift 
to increase engine braking when driving downhill.

Always shift down at the appropriate vehicle speed.

The shift down indicator does not come on when 
downshifting from (2 to (1.

When the ECON mode is on, ambient meter colour 
may change if you do not change gears when a shift 
indicator illuminates. This can result in a change in 
fuel economy.

Road and traffic conditions may require you to shift 
at times other than those indicated.

3WARNING
The shift indicator is only a guide to help 
you achieve better fuel economy. 
Never refer to the Shift Indicators when 
road and traffic conditions are unsuitable 
or when it may distract you.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

* Not available on all models
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Come on to indicate when a gear change is 
appropriate to maintain the most fuel efficient 
driving style.

The shift up indicator: Comes on when 
shifting up is recommended.

The shift down indicator: Comes on when 
shifting down is recommended.

■ Shift Up/Down Indicators* 1Shift Up/Down Indicators*

This indicator will not prompt you to downshift to 
increase engine braking. It is up to you to downshift 
to increase engine braking when driving downhill.

Always shift down at the appropriate vehicle speed.

The shift down indicator does not come on when 
downshifting from (2 to (1.

When the ECON mode is on, ambient meter colour 
may change if you do not change gears when a shift 
indicator illuminates. This can result in a change in 
fuel economy.

Road and traffic conditions may require you to shift 
at times other than those indicated.

3WARNING
The shift indicator is only a guide to help 
you achieve better fuel economy. 
Never refer to the Shift Indicators when 
road and traffic conditions are unsuitable 
or when it may distract you.

Models with information display

Models with driver information 
interface

* Not available on all models
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.

Când modul ECON este pornit, culoarea contorului 
ambiental se poate schimba dacă nu schimbaţi 
treptele de viteză când se aprinde un indicator de 
schimbare. Acest lucru poate duce la o schimbare 
a consumului de combustibil.

Condiţiile rutiere și de circulaţie pot necesita 
trecerea în alte momente decât cele indicate.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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The manual transmission has a lockout mechanism that stops you from accidentally 
shifting into (R  from a forward gear while the vehicle is moving above a certain 
speed.

If you cannot shift to (R  when the vehicle is stopped, do the following:

1. Depress the clutch pedal, move the shift 
lever all the way to the left, and shift to (R .

2. If you still cannot shift into (R , apply the 
electric parking brake, and turn the ignition 
switch to ACCESSORY (q  or LOCK (0*1.

3. Depress the clutch pedal and shift into (R .
4. Keep depressing the clutch pedal and start 

the engine.

Have your vehicle checked by a dealer if you 
have to go through this procedure repeatedly.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Reverse Lockout
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Schimbarea vitezelor

Continuare

Indicatori de schimbare în sus / jos *

1.  Apăsaţi pedala de ambreiaj, deplasaţi 
pârghia de schimbare până la stânga și 
treceţi la 
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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2.  Dacă totuși nu puteţi trece în poziţia 
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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, 
apăsaţi frâna de parcare electrică și rotiţi 
cheia de contact în ACCESSORY 
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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What to Do If

The ignition switch does not turn from (0 
to (q. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
VEHICLE OFF (LOCK) to ACCESSORY. Why?

● The steering wheel may be 
locked.

● Try to turn the steering 
wheel left and right while 
turning the ignition key.

● Move the steering wheel left and right after 
pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button.

The ignition switch does not turn from (q 
to (0 and I cannot remove the key. Why?

The power mode does not change from 
ACCESSORY to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK). Why?

The shift lever should be 
moved to (P.

Why does the brake pedal pulsate slightly 
when applying the brakes?

This can occur when the ABS activates and does 
not indicate a problem. Apply firm, steady 
pressure on the brake pedal. Never pump the 
brake pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system
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3.  Apăsaţi pedala de ambreiaj și schimbaţi-o 

în 
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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4.  Ţineţi apăsată pedala de ambreiaj și 

porniţi motorul.

Verificaţi autovehiculul dvs. de către un 
dealer dacă trebuie să treceţi în mod repetat 
această procedură.

Transmisia manuală are un mecanism de blocare care vă oprește să schimbaţi în 
mod accidental în 
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*1: Default Setting

Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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 de la o treaptă de viteză înainte, în timp ce autovehiculul se 
mișcă peste o anumită viteză.

Dacă nu puteţi trece la 
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Setup Group Customizable Features Description Selectable settings

Meter Setup

Language Changes the displayed language.

ENGLISH*1/GERMAN/
ITALIAN/FRENCH/SPANISH/
PORTUGUESE/DUTCH/
DANISH/SWEDISH/
NORWEGIAN/FINNISH/
RUSSIAN/POLISH/TURKISH

Adjust Outside Temp. 
Display

Adjusts the temperature reading by a few degrees. -3°C ~ ±0°C*1 ~ +3°C

“Trip A” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter A, 
average fuel economy A, average speed A, and 
elapsed time A.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

“Trip B” Reset Timing
Changes the setting of how to reset trip meter B, 
average fuel economy B, average speed B, and 
elapsed time B.

When Fully Refueled/When 
Ignition Is Turned Off/
Manual Reset*1

Alarm Volume Control
Changes the alarm volume, such as buzzers, 
warnings, turn signal sound, and so on.

Max/Mid*1/Min

Fuel Efficiency Backlight Turns the ambient meter feature on and off. ON/OFF*1

Auto Idle Stop Display
Selects whether the Auto Idle Stop guidance screens 
comes on.

ON/OFF*1

Reverse Position Alert 
Tone*

Causes the beeper to sound once when the change 
the gear position to (R .

ON/OFF*1

Tachometer
Selects whether the tachometer is displayed on the 
driver information interface.

ON/OFF*1

* Not available on all models
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 când autovehiculul este oprit, procedaţi astfel:

* 1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton 
ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.
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Auto Idle Stop*

To help to maximise fuel economy, the engine automatically stops when the vehicle 
comes to a stop, depending on environmental and vehicle operating conditions. The 
indicator (green) comes on at this time. The engine then restarts once the vehicle is 
about to move again when you depress the clutch pedal, and the indicator (green) 
goes off.

A message associated with Auto Idle Stop 
appears on the driver information interface.

2 Indicators P. 94
2 Customized Features P. 359

Auto Idle Stop may activate less frequently in 
such conditions as a traffic jam.

If the driver’s door is opened while the 
indicator (green) is on, a buzzer sounds to 
notify you that the Auto Idle Stop function is 
in operation.

1Auto Idle Stop*

The 12-volt battery installed in this vehicle is 
specifically designed for a model with Auto Idle Stop. 
Using a 12-volt battery other than this specified type 
may shorten the battery life, and prevent Auto Idle 
Stop from activating. If you need to replace the 
battery, make sure to select the specified type. Ask a 
dealer for more details.

2 Specifications P. 724

The duration of the Auto Idle Stop operation:
• Increase in the ECON mode, compared to when 

the ECON mode is off, with climate control in use.

Auto Idle Stop may activate less frequently in such 
conditions as a traffic jam.

Auto Idle Stop 
Indicator (Green)

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Oprire automată a motorului*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Pentru a maximiza economia de combustibil, motorul se oprește automat când 
autovehiculul se oprește, în funcţie de condiţiile de funcţionare a mediului 
și a vehiculului. Indicatorul (verde) se aprinde în acest moment. Motorul 
se repornește odată ce vehiculul se apropie din nou de deplasarea pedalei 
ambreiajului și indicatorul (verde) se stinge.

Oprire automată a motorului*

Un mesaj asociat opţirii Auto Idle Stop apare 
pe interfaţa cu informaţii pentru șofer.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Indicatori P. 94
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359

Oprirea automată a ierarhiei poate fi activată 
mai rar în condiţii cum ar fi blocarea traficului.

Dacă ușa șoferului este deschisă în timp ce 
indicatorul (verde) este pornit, se aude un 
buzzer pentru a vă anunţa că funcţia Auto Idle 
Stop este în funcţiune.

Indcicator oprire 
automată a motorului 
(verde)*

Bateria de 12 volţi instalată în acest vehicul este 
proiectată special pentru un model cu oprire 
automată a iesirii. Utilizarea unei alte baterii de 12 
volţi decât acest tip specificat poate scurta durata 
de viaţă a bateriei și poate împiedica activarea 
funcţiei Auto Idle Stop. Dacă trebuie să înlocuiţi 
bateria, asiguraţi-vă că aţi selectat tipul specificat. 
Adresaţi-vă unui dealer pentru mai multe detalii.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Specificaţii P. 724

Durata operaţiunii Auto Idle Stop:
•  Creșterea modului ECON, comparativ cu modul 

ECON oprit, cu controlul climatizării în uz.

Oprirea automată a motorului poate fi activată 
mai rar în condiţii cum ar fi blocarea traficului.

Oprire automată a motorului*
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To turn the Auto Idle Stop system off, press 
this button. The Auto Idle Stop system stops. 
u Auto Idle Stop system will stop and the 

indicator (amber) will come on.

The Auto Idle Stop system is turned on every 
time you start the engine, even if you turned it 
off the last time you drove the vehicle.

■Auto Idle Stop System ON/OFF 1Auto Idle Stop System ON/OFF

Pressing the Auto Idle Stop OFF button restarts the 
engine during the Auto Idle Stop activated. 

Auto Idle Stop System 
Indicator (Amber)
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Oprire automată a motorului*

Continuare

Sistemul de oprire automată a pornirii / opririi

Pentru a dezactiva sistemul Auto Idle Stop, 
apăsaţi acest buton. Sistemul Auto Idle Stop 
se oprește.
▶ Sistemul Auto Idle Stop se va opri și 

indicatorul (chihlimbar) se va aprinde.

Sistemul Auto Idle Stop este pornit de 
fiecare dată când porniţi motorul, chiar 
dacă aţi oprit-o ultima dată când aţi condus 
vehiculul.

Indcicator oprire automată  
a motorului (portocaliu)

Sistemul de oprire automată a pornirii / opririi

Apăsarea butonului Auto Idle Stop OFF repornește 
motorul în timpul activării funcţiei Auto Idle Stop.
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After the vehicle moves forward, stopping with the brake, the clutch pedal is fully 
depressed, the shift lever in (N , and then the clutch pedal released.
u To restart the engine automatically, depress the clutch pedal.

■ Auto Idle Stop does not activate when:
• The driver’s seat belt is not fastened.
• The engine coolant temperature is low or high.
• The engine is started with the bonnet open.
u Turn off the engine. Close the bonnet before you restart the engine to activate 

Auto Idle Stop.
•  is on (indicator (amber) on).
• The battery charge is low.
• The internal temperature of the battery is 5°C or less.

•  is on (indicator on).
• The climate control system temperature is set to Hi or Lo.
• The climate control system is in use, and the outside temperature is below -20°C 

or over 40°C.
• The shift lever is in any position except (N .
• The engine restarts but the vehicle stops again before reaching 3 km/h.

■Auto Idle Stop Activates When: 1Auto Idle Stop Activates When:

Do not open a bonnet, during idling stop.
If the bonnet is opened, the engine will not restart 
automatically.

In this case, restart the engine with the ENGINE 
START/STOP button or turn the ignition switch to 
START (e.

2 Starting the Engine P. 458, 461

Pressing the ENGINE START/STOP button changes 
the power mode to ACCESSORY even while Auto Idle 
Stop is in operation. Once in ACCESSORY, the engine 
no longer restarts automatically. Follow the standard 
procedure to start the engine.

2 Starting the Engine P. 461

Even if you turn the ignition switch to START (e 
during the Auto Idle Stop activated, the engine does 
not start.

Models with keyless access system

Models without keyless access system
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Oprire automată a motorului*

Nu deschideţi capota în timpul opririi la ralanti.
Dacă capacul este deschis, motorul nu se va 
reporni automat.

În acest caz, reporniţi motorul cu butonul START / 
STOP ENGINE sau rotiţi cheia de contact în START 
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when you move the shift lever 
from (N  to any other position without 
depressing the clutch pedal while Auto Idle 
Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the 
battery charge becomes low. Shift to (N  
to avoid the battery charge becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop* P. 478

● Appears in white when you turn the 
ignition switch to START (e*1 before fully 
depressing the clutch pedal.

● Appears in white when the ambient 
conditions may cause the windows to fog 
up or may become different from the 
climate control settings you have selected 
while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following 
conditions are kept while Auto Idle Stop is 
in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N .

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat 
belt immediately, and continue to keep 
the shift lever in (N  next time Auto Idle 
Stop activates.

* Not available on all models
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Pornirea motorului P. 458, 461

Modele cu sistem de acces fără cheie
Apăsarea butonului START / STOP ENGINE modifică 
modul de alimentare în ACCESORIU chiar și în 
timp ce funcţia Auto Idle Stop este în funcţiune. 
Odată ce se află în ACCESSORY, motorul nu se mai 
repornește automat. Urmaţi procedura standard 
pentru a porni motorul.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Pornirea motorului P. 461

Modele fără sistem de acces fără cheie
Chiar dacă acţionaţi comutatorul de aprindere 
în poziţia START  
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when you move the shift lever 
from (N  to any other position without 
depressing the clutch pedal while Auto Idle 
Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the 
battery charge becomes low. Shift to (N  
to avoid the battery charge becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop* P. 478

● Appears in white when you turn the 
ignition switch to START (e*1 before fully 
depressing the clutch pedal.

● Appears in white when the ambient 
conditions may cause the windows to fog 
up or may become different from the 
climate control settings you have selected 
while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following 
conditions are kept while Auto Idle Stop is 
in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N .

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat 
belt immediately, and continue to keep 
the shift lever in (N  next time Auto Idle 
Stop activates.

* Not available on all models
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 în timpul opririi automate a 
opririi, motorul nu pornește.

Când se activează Oprirea automată a motorului:Când se activează Oprirea automată a motorului:

După ce vehiculul se deplasează înainte, oprind frâna, pedala de ambreiaj este 
apăsată complet, maneta de schimbare în 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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, apoi pedala de ambreiaj este 
eliberată.
▶ Pentru a reporni automat motorul, apăsaţi pedala de ambreiaj.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Oprirea automată a motorului nu se activează atunci când:
• Centura de siguranţă a șoferului nu este fixată.
• Temperatura lichidului de răcire a motorului este scăzută sau ridicată.
• Motorul este pornit cu capacul deschis.
▶  Opriţi motorul. Închideţi capota motorului înainte de a reporni motorul pentru 

a activa funcţia Auto Idle Stop.
• 
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Climate Control System

Using Automatic Climate Control
The automatic climate control system maintains the interior temperature you select. 
The system also selects the proper mix of heated or cooled air that raises or lowers 
the interior temperature to your preference as quickly as possible.

Use the system when the engine is running.
1. Press the AUTO button.
2. Adjust the interior temperature using the temperature control dial.
3. Press the  (on/off) button to cancel.

1Using Automatic Climate Control

If any buttons are pressed while using the climate 
control system in auto, the function of the button 
that was pressed will take priority.

The AUTO indicator will go off, but functions 
unrelated to the button that were pressed will be 
controlled automatically.

During idle-stops, air-conditioning is suspended, and 
only the blower remains active.
If you do not want air-conditioning suspended, press 

 to cancel Auto idle stop.

To prevent cold air from blowing in from outside, the 
fan may not start immediately when the AUTO 
button is pressed.

If the interior is very warm, you can cool it down 
more rapidly by partially opening the windows, 
turning the system on AUTO, and setting the 
temperature to low. Change the fresh mode to 
recirculation mode until the temperature cools down.

When you set the temperature to the lower or upper 
limit, Lo or Hi is displayed.

Models with Auto Idle Stop

Models with colour audio system Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button
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 este activat (indicatorul (chihlimbar) aprins).
• Încărcarea bateriei este scăzută.
• Temperatura internă a bateriei este de 5 ° C sau mai mică.
• 

Continued 247

uuClimate Control SystemuUsing Automatic Climate Control
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Pressing the  (windscreen demister) button 
turns the air conditioning system on and 
automatically switches the system to fresh air 
mode.

Press the  button again to turn off, the 
system returns to the previous settings.

■Defrosting the Windscreen and Windows 1Defrosting the Windscreen and Windows

For your safety, make sure you have a clear view 
through all the windows before driving.

Do not set the temperature near the upper or lower 
limit.
When cold air hits the windscreen, the outside of the 
windscreen may fog up.

If the side windows fog up, adjust the vents so that 
the air hits the side windows.

If you press the  button during auto idle stop, the
engine restarts automatically.

Models with Auto Idle Stop

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button

Models with Display Audio

Models with SYNC button
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 este activat (indicatorul este pornit).
• Temperatura sistemului de climatizare este setată la Hi sau Lo.
•  Sistemul de climatizare se află în funcţiune, iar temperatura exterioară este sub 

-20 ° C sau peste 40 ° C.
• Pârghia de schimbare este în orice poziţie, cu excepţia 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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.
• Motorul se repornește dar vehiculul se oprește din nou înainte  
de a ajunge la 3 km / h.
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■ Auto Idle Stop may not activate when:
• The steering wheel is operated.
• Altitude is high.
• The climate control system is in use, and there is a significant difference between 

the set temperature and the actual interior temperature.
• Humidity in the interior is high.
• The vehicle is repeatedly accelerated and decelerated at a low speed.
• The fan speed is high.
• The climate control system is in use, and humidity in the interior is hight.
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Oprire automată a motorului*

Continuare
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Oprirea automată a motorului nu se activează atunci când:
• Volanul funcţionează.
• Altitudinea este ridicată.
•  Sistemul de control al climatizării este în uz și există o diferenţă semnificativă 

între temperatura setată și temperatura interioară reală.
• Umiditatea din interior este mare.
• Vehiculul este accelerat în mod repetat și este decelerat la o viteză redusă.
• Viteza ventilatorului este ridicată.
•  Sistemul de control al climatizării este în uz și umiditatea din interior este mare.
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The clutch pedal is depressed.

■ The engine automatically restarts even if the clutch pedal is not depressed 
with the shift lever in (N  when:

• The Auto Idle Stop OFF button is pressed.
• Your vehicle is moved.
• The pressure on the brake pedal is repeatedly applied and released slightly during 

a stop.
• The battery charge becomes low.
• The steering wheel is operated.
•  is selected (indicator on).
• The climate control system is in use, and the difference between the set 

temperature and actual interior temperature becomes significant.
• The climate control system is being used to dehumidify the interior.

■ The Engine Automatically Restarts When: 1The Engine Automatically Restarts When:

If you are using an electronic device during Auto Idle 
Stop, the device may temporarily be turned off when 
the engine restarts. 

The engine does not restart automatically when there 
is a problem in the system. Follow the normal 
procedure to start the engine.

2 Starting the Engine P. 458, 461

The engine does not restart automatically when:
• The driver’s seat belt is unlatched.

Fasten the driver's seat belt to keep the Auto Idle 
Stop activated.

•  The shift lever is moved from (N to any other 
position.
Shift to (N.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning 
and Information Messages* P. 126

When the system stops operating, follow the normal 
procedure to start the engine.

2 Starting the Engine P. 458, 461

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Oprire automată a motorului*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Dacă utilizaţi un dispozitiv electronic în timpul 
opririi automate, dispozitivul poate fi oprit 
temporar atunci când motorul repornește.

Motorul nu se repornește automat când există o 
problemă în sistem. Urmaţi procedura normală 
pentru a porni motorul.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Pornirea motorului P. 458, 461

Motorul nu se repornește automat când:
•  Centura de siguranţă a șoferului este deblocată. 

Fixaţi centura de siguranţă a șoferului pentru a 
menţine opritorul de oprire automată activat.

•  Schimbătorul este deplasat din 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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 în orice altă 
poziţie. 
Treceţi la 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Mesaje de avertizare și informaţii privind 
interfaţa informaţiilor pentru șofer* P. 126

Când sistemul nu mai funcţionează, urmaţi 
procedura normală pentru a porni motorul.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Pornirea motorului P. 458, 461

Motorul se repornește automat când:Motorul se repornește automat când:

Pedala de ambreiaj este apăsată.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Motorul se repornește automat chiar dacă pedala de ambreiaj nu este apăsată 
cu maneta schimbătorului în 
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Pressing the electric parking brake switch 
does not release the parking brake. Why?

Press the electric parking brake switch with the 
brake pedal depressed.

Depressing the accelerator pedal does not 
release the parking brake automatically. 
Why?

● Fasten the driver’s seat belt.

● Check if the transmission is in (P or (N. If so, 
select any other position.

● Check if the transmission is in (N. If so, select 
any other position.

● Depress the clutch pedal fully. Then, while 
gently depressing the accelerator pedal, 
gradually release the clutch pedal.

Why do I hear a screeching sound when I 
apply the brake pedal?

The brake pads may need to be replaced. Have 
your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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 când:
• Este apăsat butonul Auto Idle Stop OFF.
• Vehiculul dvs. este mutat.
•  Presiunea pe pedala de frână se aplică în mod repetat și se eliberează ușor în 

timpul unei opriri.
• Încărcarea bateriei devine scăzută.
• Volanul funcţionează.
• 

Continued 247

uuClimate Control SystemuUsing Automatic Climate Control
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Pressing the  (windscreen demister) button 
turns the air conditioning system on and 
automatically switches the system to fresh air 
mode.

Press the  button again to turn off, the 
system returns to the previous settings.

■Defrosting the Windscreen and Windows 1Defrosting the Windscreen and Windows

For your safety, make sure you have a clear view 
through all the windows before driving.

Do not set the temperature near the upper or lower 
limit.
When cold air hits the windscreen, the outside of the 
windscreen may fog up.

If the side windows fog up, adjust the vents so that 
the air hits the side windows.

If you press the  button during auto idle stop, the
engine restarts automatically.

Models with Auto Idle Stop

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

Models without SYNC button

Models with Display Audio

Models with SYNC button
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 este selectat (indicatorul activat).
•  Sistemul de control al climatizării este în uz și diferenţa dintre temperatura 

setată și temperatura internă reală devine semnificativă.
• Sistemul de control al climatizării este utilizat pentru a dezumidifica interiorul.
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ECON Button

The ECON button turns the ECON mode on and off.
The ECON mode helps you improve your fuel economy by adjusting the 
performance of the engine, transmission, climate control system and cruise control*.

*1: Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*2: Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

1ECON Button

While in ECON mode, the climate control system has 
greater temperature fluctuations.

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

*1

*2

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Buton ECON

Modele cu afișaj de informaţii

Modele cu interfaţă de informaţii pentru șofer

Buton ECON

În modul ECON, sistemul de control al climatizării are 
fluctuaţii de temperatură mai mari.

* 1: Modele israeliene, turcești și cu excepţia modelelor din Orientul Mijlociu
* 2: Orientul Mijlociu, cu excepţia modelelor israeliene și turcești

Buton ECON

Butonul ECON activează și dezactivează modul ECON.
Modul ECON vă ajută să vă îmbunătăţiţi economia de combustibil 
prin ajustarea performanţelor motorului, transmisiei, sistemului de 
climatizare și a sistemului de control al vitezei de croazieră *.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Cruise Control*

Maintains a constant vehicle speed without having to keep your foot on the 
accelerator pedal. Use cruise control on motorways or open roads where you can 
travel at a constant speed with little acceleration or deceleration.

*1: Models with information display
*2: Models with driver information interface

Models without Adjustable Speed Limiter

1Cruise Control*

It may not be possible to maintain a constant speed 
when driving uphill or downhill.

When the engine speed slows down, try to 
downshift.
You can maintain the set speed if you change gear 
within fives seconds.

When not using cruise control:
Turn off cruise control by pressing the CRUISE 
button.

While in ECON mode, it may take relatively more time 
to accelerate to maintain the set speed.

3WARNING
Improper use of the cruise control can lead 
to a crash.

Use the cruise control only when travelling 
on open motorways in good weather.

Manual transmission models

■Shift positions for cruise control: 
In (D or (S

When to use

Always keep sufficient distance 
between you and the vehicle in 
front of you

Continuously variable transmission models

■Vehicle speed for cruise control: 
Desired speed in a range above 
roughly 40 km/h ~

How to use CRUISE MAIN is on in the 
instrument panel
Cruise control is ready to use.

■Press the CRUISE button on the 
steering wheel.

*1

*2

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Controlul vitezei de croazieră*

Modele fără limitator de viteză reglabil

Modele cu transmisie automată

Controlul vitezei de croazieră*
Menţine o viteză constantă a autovehiculului fără a vă menţine piciorul pe pedala de 
acceleraţie. Utilizaţi sistemul de control al vitezei de croazieră pe autostrăzi sau pe drumuri 
deschise, unde puteţi călători cu viteză constantă, cu puţină acceleraţie sau decelerare.

Când să utilizaţi

Cum să utilizaţi
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Viteza vehiculului pentru controlul vitezei de 
croazieră: Viteza dorită într-un interval mai 
mare de aproximativ 40 km / h
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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   Poziţii de schimbare a vitezei  
de croazieră: În 
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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Păstraţi întotdeauna o distanţă 
suficientă între dvs. și vehiculul 
din faţa dvs.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

* 1: Modele cu afișaj de informaţii
* 2: Modele cu interfaţă de informaţii pentru șofer

AVERTIZARE
Controlul vitezei de croazieră*

Utilizarea necorespunzătoare a regulatorului de 
croazieră poate duce la un accident.
Utilizaţi sistemul de control al vitezei de croazieră 
numai atunci când călătoriţi pe autostrăzile 
deschise la vreme bună.

Este posibil să nu fie posibilă menţinerea unei 
viteze constante atunci când conduceţi la deal sau 
în coborâre.

Modele cu transmisie manuală
Când turaţia motorului încetinește, încercaţi să 
schimbaţi viteza.

Puteţi menţine viteza setată dacă schimbaţi viteza 
în cinci secunde.

Când nu utilizaţi tempomatul:
Opriţi cruise control apăsând butonul CRUISE.
În modul ECON, poate dura mai mult timp pentru 
a accelera pentru a menţine viteza setată.

CRUISE MAIN este activat pe 
panoul de bord. Controlul vitezei de 
croazieră este gata de utilizare.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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   Apăsaţi butonul CRUISE 
de pe volan.
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Take your foot off the accelerator pedal and press the –/SET button when you reach 
the desired speed. 

The moment you release the –/SET button, the set speed is fixed, and cruise control 
begins. The CRUISE CONTROL indicator comes on.

During cruise control, Straight Driving Assist Function is activated. This control 
function is an EPS function and it helps reduce the steering effort to keep the 
steering angle on a straight road with cants.

■ To Set the Vehicle Speed

On when cruise control begins
*1: Models with information display
*2: Models with driver information interface

Press and release

–/SET Button
*1

*2

*1

*2
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Controlul vitezei de croazieră*

Retrageţi piciorul de pe pedala de acceleraţie și apăsaţi butonul - / SET când 
atingeţi viteza dorită.

În momentul în care eliberaţi butonul - / SET, viteza setată este fixă și începe 
cruise controlul. Indicatorul CRUISE CONTROL se aprinde.

În timpul controlului vitezei de croazieră, este activată funcţia de asistenţă 
directă. Această funcţie de control este o funcţie EPS și ajută la reducerea 
efortului de direcţie pentru a menţine unghiul de direcţie pe un drum drept cu 
marcaje.

La pornirea controlului de croazieră
* 1: Modele cu afișaj de informaţii
* 2: Modele cu interfaţă de informaţii pentru șofer

Apăsaţi și eliberaţi

Buton -/SET

Pentru a seta viteza vehiculului

Continuare
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Increase or decrease the vehicle speed using the RES/+ or –/SET buttons on the 
steering wheel.

• Each time you press the button, the vehicle speed is increased or decreased by 
about 1.6 km/h.

• If you keep the button pressed, the vehicle speed increases or decreases until you 
release it. This speed is then set.

To cancel cruise control, do any of the 
following:
• Press the CANCEL button.
• Press the CRUISE button.
• Depress the brake pedal.
• Depress the clutch pedal* for five seconds 

or more.
The CRUISE CONTROL indicator goes off.

■ To Adjust the Vehicle Speed 1To Adjust the Vehicle Speed

You can set the vehicle speed using the –/SET button 
on the steering wheel when adjusting the speed with 
the accelerator and brake pedals.

■ To Cancel

To decrease speed

To increase speed

1To Cancel

Resuming the prior set speed:
After cruise control has been cancelled, you can still 
resume the prior set speed by pressing the RES/+ 
button while driving at a speed of at least 40 km/h or 
more.

You cannot set or resume in the following situations:
• When vehicle speed is less than 40 km/h
• When the CRUISE button is turned off

At vehicle speeds of 35 km/h or less, cruise control is 
cancelled automatically.

CRUISE 
Button

CANCEL 
Button

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Controlul vitezei de croazieră*

Pentru a regla viteza vehiculului

Pentru a anula

Măriţi sau micșoraţi viteza vehiculului cu ajutorul butoanelor RES / + sau - / SET  
de pe volan.

•  De fiecare dată când apăsaţi butonul, viteza vehiculului crește sau scade cu 
aproximativ 1,6 km / h.

•  Dacă menţineţi butonul apăsat, viteza vehiculului crește sau scade până când îl 
eliberaţi. Această viteză este apoi setată.

Pentru a anula controlul vitezei de croazieră, 
efectuaţi oricare dintre următoarele acţiuni:
• Apăsaţi butonul CANCEL.
• Apăsaţi butonul CRUISE.
• Apăsaţi pedala de frână.
•  Apăsaţi pedala de ambreiaj * timp de cinci 

secunde sau mai mult.
Indicatorul CRUISE CONTROL se stinge.

Puteţi regla viteza autovehiculului utilizând 
butonul - / SET de pe volan când reglaţi viteza cu 
pedalele de acceleraţie și frână.

Reluarea vitezei setate anterior:
După ce aţi anulat sistemul de control al vitezei de 
croazieră, puteţi relua în continuare viteza setată 
anterior prin apăsarea butonului RES / + în timp ce 
conduceţi cu o viteză de cel puţin 40 km / h sau mai mult.

Nu puteţi seta sau relua în următoarele situaţii:
• Când viteza vehiculului este mai mică de 40 km / h.
• Când butonul CRUISE este oprit.

La viteze ale vehiculului de 35 km / h sau mai puţin, 
sistemul de control al vitezei de croazieră este anulat 
automat.

Pentru a regla viteza vehiculului

Pentru a anula

Pentru a crește viteza

Pentru a micșora viteza

Buton 
CANCEL

Buton
CRUISE

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Cruise Control*

Maintains a constant vehicle speed without having to keep your foot on the 
accelerator pedal. Use cruise control on motorways or open roads where you can 
travel at a constant speed with little acceleration or deceleration.

Models with Adjustable Speed Limiter

1Cruise Control*

It may not be possible to maintain a constant speed 
when driving uphill or downhill.

When the engine speed slows down, try to 
downshift.
You can maintain the set speed if you change gear 
within fives seconds.

When not using cruise control:
Turn off cruise control by pressing the MAIN button.

While in ECON mode, it may take relatively more time 
to accelerate to maintain the set speed.

You cannot use cruise control and the adjustable 
speed limiter at the same time.

3WARNING
Improper use of the cruise control can lead 
to a crash.

Use the cruise control only when travelling 
on open motorways in good weather.

Manual transmission models

■Shift positions for cruise control: 
In (D or (S

Always keep sufficient distance 
between you and the vehicle in 
front of you

Continuously variable transmission models

■Vehicle speed for cruise control: 
Desired speed in a range from 
about 30 km/h to about 200 km/h

The indicator is on in 
the instrument panel
Cruise control is ready to 
use.■Press the MAIN button 

on the steering wheel

If a different indicator comes on, press the LIM button to 
switch to cruise control.

When to use

How to use

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Controlul vitezei de croazieră*

Continuare

Modele cu limitator de viteză reglabil

Controlul vitezei de croazieră*
Menţine o viteză constantă a autovehiculului fără a vă menţine piciorul pe pedala de 
acceleraţie. Utilizaţi sistemul de control al vitezei de croazieră pe autostrăzi sau pe drumuri 
deschise, unde puteţi călători cu viteză constantă, cu puţină acceleraţie sau decelerare.

Modele cu transmisie automată

Când să utilizaţi
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Viteza vehiculului pentru controlul vitezei 
de croazieră: Viteza dorită în intervalul de la 
aproximativ 30 km/h la aproximativ 200 km/h
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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   Poziţii de schimbare a vitezei  
de croazieră: În 
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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uu IndicatorsuDriver Information Interface Warning and Information Messages*
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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Păstraţi întotdeauna o distanţă 
suficientă între dvs. și vehiculul 
din faţa dvs.

Cum să utilizaţi
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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   Apăsaţi butonul MAIN 
de pe volan.

Indicatorul este aprins în panoul 
de instrumente Tempomatul 
este gata de utilizare.

Dacă se aprinde un alt indicator, apăsaţi butonul LIM 
pentru a comuta la tempomat.

AVERTIZARE
Controlul vitezei de croazieră*

Utilizarea necorespunzătoare a regulatorului de 
croazieră poate duce la un accident.
Utilizaţi sistemul de control al vitezei de croazieră 
numai atunci când călătoriţi pe autostrăzile 
deschise la vreme bună.

Este posibil să nu fie posibilă menţinerea unei 
viteze constante atunci când conduceţi la deal sau 
în coborâre.

Modele cu transmisie manuală
Când viteza motorului încetinește, încercaţi să 
schimbaţi viteza.
Puteţi menţine viteza setată dacă schimbaţi viteza 
în cinci secunde.

Când nu utilizaţi tempomatul:
Opriţi cruise control apăsând butonul MAIN.

În modul ECON, poate dura mai mult timp pentru 
a accelera pentru a menţine viteza setată.

Nu puteţi utiliza în același timp sistemul de 
control al vitezei de croazieră și limitatorul de 
viteză reglabil.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Take your foot off the accelerator pedal and press the –/SET button when you reach 
the desired speed. 

The moment you release the –/SET button, the set speed is fixed, and cruise control 
begins. The set speed is displayed.

During cruise control, Straight Driving Assist Function is activated. This control 
function is an EPS function and it helps reduce the steering effort to keep the 
steering angle on a straight road with cants.

■ To Set the Vehicle Speed

The set speed 
appears when 
cruise control 
begins

Press and release

–/SET Button
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Controlul vitezei de croazieră*

Pentru a seta viteza vehiculului

Retrageţi piciorul de pe pedala de acceleraţie și apăsaţi butonul - / SET când atingeţi 
viteza dorită.

În momentul în care eliberaţi butonul - / SET, viteza setată este fixă și începe cruise 
controlul. Viteza setată este afișată.

În timpul controlului vitezei de croazieră, este activată funcţia de asistenţă directă. 
Această funcţie de control este o funcţie EPS și ajută la reducerea efortului de 
direcţie pentru a menţine unghiul de direcţie pe un drum drept cu marcaje.

Apăsaţi și eliberaţi

Buton - / SET

Viteza setată 
apare când 
începe cruise 
controlul
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Increase or decrease the vehicle speed using the RES/+ or –/SET buttons on the 
steering wheel.

• Each time you press the button, the vehicle speed is increased or decreased by 
about 1 km/h.

• If you keep the button pressed, the vehicle speed increased or decreased by about 
10 km/h.

To cancel cruise control, do any of the 
following:
• Press the CANCEL button.
• Press the MAIN button.
• Press the LIM button.
• Depress the brake pedal.
• Depress the clutch pedal* for five seconds 

or more.
The displayed set speed goes off.

■ To Adjust the Vehicle Speed 1To Adjust the Vehicle Speed

You can set the vehicle speed using the –/SET button 
on the steering wheel when adjusting the speed with 
the accelerator and brake pedals.

■ To Cancel

To decrease speed

To increase speed

1To Cancel

Resuming the prior set speed:
After cruise control has been cancelled, you can still 
resume the prior set speed by pressing the RES/+ 
button while driving at a speed of at least 30 km/h or 
more.

You cannot set or resume in the following situations:
• When vehicle speed is less than 30 km/h
• When the MAIN button is turned off

At vehicle speeds of 25 km/h or less, cruise control is 
cancelled automatically.MAIN Button

CANCEL 
Button

LIM Button

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Controlul vitezei de croazieră*

Pentru a regla viteza vehiculului

Pentru a anula

Măriţi sau micșoraţi viteza vehiculului cu ajutorul butoanelor RES / + sau - / SET de 
pe volan.

•  De fiecare dată când apăsaţi butonul, viteza vehiculului crește sau scade cu 
aproximativ 1 km/h.

•  Dacă menţineţi butonul apăsat, viteza vehiculului a crescut sau a scăzut cu 
aproximativ 10 km/h.

Pentru a anula controlul vitezei de croazieră, 
efectuaţi oricare dintre următoarele acţiuni:
• Apăsaţi butonul CANCEL.
• Apăsaţi butonul MAIN.
• Apăsaţi butonul LIM.
• Apăsaţi pedala de frână.
•  Apăsaţi pedala de ambreiaj* timp de cinci 

secunde sau mai mult.
Viteza setată afișată se stinge.

Puteţi regla viteza autovehiculului utilizând 
butonul - / SET de pe volan când reglaţi viteza cu 
pedalele de acceleraţie și frână.

Reluarea vitezei setate anterior:
După ce aţi anulat sistemul de control al vitezei de 
croazieră, puteţi relua viteza setată anterior apăsând 
butonul RES / + în timp ce conduceţi cu o viteză de cel 
puţin 30 km / h sau mai mult.

Nu puteţi seta sau relua în următoarele situaţii:
• Când viteza vehiculului este mai mică de 30 km/h.
• Când butonul MAIN este oprit.

La viteze ale vehiculului de 25 km / h sau mai puţin, 
sistemul de croazieră este butonul principal, anulat 
automat.

Pentru a regla viteza vehiculului

Pentru a anula

Pentru a crește viteza

Pentru a micșora viteza

Buton 
CANCEL

Buton MAIN

Buton LIM

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Adjustable Speed Limiter*

This system enables you to set a maximum speed that cannot be exceeded even if 
you are depressing the accelerator pedal.
The vehicle speed limit can be set from about 30 km/h to 250 km/h.

1Adjustable Speed Limiter*

The adjustable speed limiter may not hold the set 
speed limit when driving downhill. If this occurs, slow 
down by depressing the brake pedal.

When not using the adjustable speed limiter:
Turn off the adjustable speed limiter by pressing the 
MAIN button.

You cannot use the adjustable speed limiter and the 
cruise control*/Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with 
LSF*/Intelligent Speed Limiter* at the same time.

When the engine speed slows down, try to 
downshift.

3WARNING
Adjustable Speed Limiter has limitations.
It is always your responsibility to adjust the 
vehicle speed to obey the actual speed 
limit, and safely operate the vehicle.

3WARNING
Do not depress the accelerator pedal more 
than necessary.
Maintain an appropriate accelerator pedal 
position depending on the vehicle speed.

Manual transmission models

■Press the MAIN button 
on the steering wheel

The indicator is on 
in the instrument 
panel
Adjustable speed 
limiter is ready to use.

If a different indicator comes on, press the LIM button to 
switch to the adjustable speed limiter.

How to use

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Limitator de viteză reglabil*

AVERTIZARE

AVERTIZARE

Limitator de viteză reglabil*

Limitatorul de viteză reglabil are limitări.
Este întotdeauna responsabilitatea dvs. să reglaţi 
viteza vehiculului pentru a respecta limita de 
viteză reală și pentru a vă acţiona în siguranţă 
vehiculul.

Utilizarea necorespunzătoare a regulatorului de 
croazieră poate duce la un accident.
Utilizaţi sistemul de control al vitezei de croazieră 
numai atunci când călătoriţi pe autostrăzile 
deschise la vreme bună.

Limitatorul de viteză reglabil poate să nu deţină 
limita setată de viteză atunci când conduceţi în jos. În 
acest caz, încetiniţi prin apăsarea pedalei de frână.

Când nu utilizaţi limitatorul de viteză reglabil:
Opriţi limitatorul de viteză reglabil prin apăsarea 
butonului MAIN.

Nu puteţi utiliza simultan limitatorul de viteză 
reglabil și regulatorul de viteză * / Regulatorul 
de croazieră adaptivă (ACC) cu LSF * / Limitator 
inteligent de viteză*.

Modele cu transmisie manuală
Când turaţia motorului încetinește, încercaţi să 
schimbaţi viteza.

Nu apăsaţi pedala de acceleraţie mai mult decât 
este necesar.
Menţineţi o poziţie adecvată a pedalei de 
acceleraţie, în funcţie de viteza vehiculului.

Limitator de viteză reglabil*

Acest sistem vă permite să setaţi o viteză maximă care nu poate fi depășită chiar dacă aţi 
apăsat pedala de acceleraţie.
Limita de viteză a vehiculului poate fi setată de la aproximativ 30 km/h la 250 km/h.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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   Apăsaţi butonul MAIN 
de pe volan.

Dacă se aprinde un alt indicator, apăsaţi butonul LIM 
pentru a comuta la limitatorul de viteză reglabil.

Cum să utilizaţi Indicatorul este aprins 
în panoul de bord
Limitatorul de viteză 
reglabil este gata de 
utilizare.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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• Take your foot off the pedal and press the –/SET button when you reach the 
desired speed. 
The moment you release the –/SET button, the set speed is fixed, and the 
adjustable speed limiter is set. The set speed is displayed.

• You can set the previously set speed limit by pressing the RES/+ button.

■ To Set the Vehicle Speed 1To Set the Vehicle Speed

If you set the speed limit while travelling at less than 
30 km/h, the speed limit is set to 30 km/h.

The beeper sounds and the displayed speed limit 
blinks if the vehicle speed exceeds the limit by 3 km/h 
or more on a steep descent.

The adjustable speed limiter is set to the current 
speed if it is higher than the previously set speed limit 
when you press the RES/+ button.

On when the 
adjustable 
speed limiter 
is set

Press and release

–/SET Button
RES/+ Button
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Limitator de viteză reglabil*

Pentru a seta viteza vehiculului

•  Retrageţi piciorul de pe pedală și apăsaţi butonul - / SET când atingeţi viteza 
dorită. În momentul în care eliberaţi butonul - / SET, viteza setată este fixă și este 
setat limitatorul de viteză reglabil. Viteza setată este afișată.

• Puteţi seta limita de viteză setată anterior prin apăsarea butonului RES / +.

Este pornit 
când este setat 
limitatorul de 
viteză reglabil. Apăsaţi și eliberaţi

Buton - / SET
Buton + / SET

Dacă setaţi limita de viteză în timp ce călătoriţi cu 
mai puţin de 30 km/h, limita de viteză este setată 
la 30 km/h.

Sunetele sonore și limita de viteză afișată clipește 
dacă viteza vehiculului depășește limita cu 3 km/h 
sau mai mult la o coborâre abruptă.

Limitatorul de viteză reglabil este setat la viteza 
actuală dacă este mai mare decât limita de viteză 
setată anterior când apăsaţi butonul RES / +.

Pentru a seta viteza vehiculului

Continuare
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Increase or decrease the speed limit by using the RES/+ or –/SET buttons on the 
steering wheel.

• Each time you press the button, the speed limit increases or decreases by 1 km/h 
accordingly.

• If you keep the button pressed, the speed limit increases or decreases in 
increments of 10 km/h every 0.5 second until system limit is reached.

• The vehicle may accelerate or decelerate until the set speed is reached.

The speed limit can be exceeded by depressing the accelerator pedal fully.
u The displayed limit speed blinks.

The beeper sounds once the speed limit has been exceeded.

■ To Adjust the Speed Limit

■ Exceeding the Speed Limit Temporarily

To decrease speed

To increase speed

1Exceeding the Speed Limit Temporarily

The beeper sounds when the vehicle speed goes 
higher than the set speed limit with the acceleration 
pedal depressed completely.

The adjustable speed limiter resumes working once 
the vehicle speed goes lower than the set speed limit.
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Limitator de viteză reglabil*

Pentru a regla limita de viteză

Depășirea temporară a limitei de viteză

Măriţi sau micșoraţi limita de viteză utilizând butoanele RES / + sau - / SET de pe volan.

Limita de viteză poate fi depășită prin apăsarea completă a pedalei de acceleraţie.
▶ Viteza limită afișată clipește. 

Beeper-ul se aude odată ce limita de viteză a fost depășită.

•  De fiecare dată când apăsaţi butonul, limita de viteză crește sau scade cu 1 km/h în 
consecinţă.

•  Dacă menţineţi butonul apăsat, limita de viteză crește sau scade cu 10 km/h la fiecare  
0,5 secunde până la atingerea limitei sistemului.

• Vehiculul poate accelera sau încetini până la atingerea vitezei setate.

Beeper-ul se aude atunci când viteza vehiculului 
depășește limita de viteză stabilită, pedala de acceleraţie 
fiind apăsată complet.

Limitatorul reglabil al vitezei începe să funcţioneze odată 
ce viteza vehiculului scade sub limita de viteză setată.

Depășirea temporară a limitei de viteză

Pentru a crește viteza

Pentru a micșora viteza
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To cancel the adjustable speed limiter, do any 
of the following:
• Press the CANCEL button.
• Press the MAIN button.
• Press the LIM button.

■ To Cancel 1To Cancel

The adjustable speed limiter changes into cruise 
control if the LIM button is pressed.

If there is a problem with the system when you are 
using the adjustable speed limiter, the beeper sounds 
and OFF comes on. The adjustable speed limiter will 
be turned off.

MAIN Button

CANCEL 
Button

LIM Button
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Limitator de viteză reglabil*

Pentru a anula

Buton 
CANCEL

Buton LIM

Buton MAIN

Pentru a anula limitatorul de viteză reglabil, 
efectuaţi oricare dintre următoarele:
• Apăsaţi butonul CANCEL.
• Apăsaţi butonul MAIN.
• Apăsaţi butonul LIM.

Limitatorul reglabil de viteză se schimbă în modul 
de control al vitezei de croazieră dacă este apăsat 
butonul LIM.

Dacă există o problemă cu sistemul atunci când 
utilizaţi limitatorul de viteză reglabil, beep-ul se 
aude și se oprește. Limitatorul de viteză reglabil 
va fi oprit.

Pentru a anula
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Intelligent Speed Limiter
Automatically sets the speed limit that the traffic sign recognition system detects. 
And the speed limit cannot be exceeded even if you are depressing the accelerator 
pedal. If you fully depress the accelerator the speed limit can be exceeded.

2 Traffic Sign Recognition System* P. 536

Models with traffic sign recognition system

1Intelligent Speed Limiter

Depending on the amount of depression of the 
accelerator pedal, the vehicle will accelerate until it 
reaches the speed identified by the traffic sign 
recognition system.

3WARNING
Intelligent Speed Limiter has limitations. 
The Intelligent Speed Limiter may set itself 
to a speed above or below the actual speed 
limit, or may not work, particularly where 
the traffic sign recognition system does not 
operate correctly or where a road has no 
speed limit signs. It is always your 
responsibility to adjust the speed to obey 
the actual speed limit and to safely operate 
the vehicle.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Limitator inteligent de viteză

Modele cu sistem de recunoaștere a semnelor de trafic

Limitator inteligent de viteză
Setează automat limita de viteză detectată de sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de 
trafic. Iar limita de viteză nu poate fi depășită chiar dacă apăsaţi pedala de acceleraţie. Dacă 
acţionaţi complet pedala de acceleraţie, limita de viteză poate fi depășită.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de trafic* P. 536

AVERTIZARE
Limitator inteligent de viteză

Limitatorul inteligent de viteză are limitări. 
Limitatorul inteligent de viteză se poate seta 
la o viteză mai mare sau mai mică decât limita 
de viteză reală sau poate să nu funcţioneze, în 
special în cazul în care sistemul de recunoaștere 
a semnelor nu funcţionează corect sau când 
un drum nu are semne de limită de viteză. Este 
întotdeauna responsabilitatea dvs. să reglaţi 
viteza pentru a respecta limita de viteză reală și 
pentru a oma în siguranţă vehiculul.

În funcţie de cantitatea de presiune a pedalei de 
acceleraţie, autovehiculul va accelera până când atinge 
viteza identificată de sistemul de recunoaștere a 
semnelor de trafic.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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1Intelligent Speed Limiter

The system is designed to detect signs that follow the 
Vienna Convention standards. Not all signs may be 
detected, but any signs posted on roadsides should 
not be ignored. The system does not work on the 
designated traffic signs of all the countries you travel, 
nor in all situations.

2 Traffic Sign Recognition System* P. 536

If the intelligent speed limiter is set to the wrong 
speed limit, try one of the following:
To cancel
• Press the CANCEL button.
• Press the MAIN button.
• Press the LIM button.
To exceed the speed limit temporarily
• Depressing the accelerator pedal fully.

The intelligent speed limiter may not hold the set 
speed limit when driving downhill. If this occurs, slow 
down by depressing the brake pedal.

When not using the intelligent speed limiter, turn off 
the intelligent speed limiter by pressing the MAIN 
button.

You cannot use the intelligent speed limiter and ACC 
with LSF or adjustable speed limiter at the same time.

How to use

The indicator is on in 
the instrument panel
Intelligent speed limiter 
is ready to use.

■Press the MAIN button 
on the steering wheel

If a different indicator comes on, press the LIM 
button to change it to the intelligent speed limiter.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Limitator inteligent de viteză

Sistemul este conceput pentru a detecta semne 
care respectă standardele Convenţiei de la Viena. 
Nu toate semnele pot fi detectate, dar semnele 
postate pe marginea drumului nu trebuie 
ignorate. Sistemul nu funcţionează pe semnele 
de circulaţie desemnate ale tuturor ţărilor în care 
călătoriţi și nici în toate situaţiile.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de trafic* 
P. 536

Dacă limitatorul inteligent de viteză este setat 
la o limită de viteză greșită, încercaţi una dintre 
următoarele acţiuni:
A anula
• Apăsaţi butonul CANCEL.
• Apăsaţi butonul MAIN.
• Apăsaţi butonul LIM.
Pentru a depăși temporar limita de viteză
• Apăsaţi complet pedala de acceleraţie.

Este posibil ca limitatorul inteligent de viteză să nu 
ţină limita de viteză setată atunci când conduceţi 
în jos. În acest caz, încetiniţi prin apăsarea pedalei 
de frână.

Când nu utilizaţi limitatorul inteligent de viteză, 
opriţi limitatorul inteligent de viteză apăsând 
butonul MAIN.

Nu puteţi utiliza în același timp limitatorul 
inteligent de viteză și ACC cu LSF sau limitatorul 
de viteză reglabil.

Limitator inteligent de viteză
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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   Apăsaţi butonul MAIN 
de pe volan.

Cum să utilizaţi
Indicatorul este aprins 
în panoul de bord
Limitatorul inteligent 
de viteză este gata de 
utilizare.

Dacă se aprinde un alt indicator, apăsaţi butonul LIM  
pentru al modifica la limitatorul inteligent de viteză.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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• The moment you release the –/SET button or RES/+ button, the intelligent speed 
limiter is set to the speed limit that the traffic sign recognition system detects. The 
speed limit is displayed.

■ To Set the Speed Limit 1Intelligent Speed Limiter

When the engine speed slows down, try to 
downshift.

Do not use the intelligent speed limiter in areas of 
different units from the display unit of the intelligent 
speed limiter.
Change the displayed measurement of the set vehicle 
speed to the same units as the driving areas.

2 Customized Features P. 161

Manual transmission models

1To Set the Speed Limit

If you set the intelligent speed limiter when the speed 
limit that the traffic sign recognition system detects is 
less than 30 km/h, the speed limitation function and 
warning function may switch to pause.

If your vehicle speed is higher than the speed limit 
that the traffic sign recognition system detects, your 
vehicle decelerates slowly to the speed limit or less. If 
necessary, slow down by depressing the brake pedal.
And the beeper sounds and the displayed speed limit 
blinks if the vehicle speed exceeds the limit by 3 km/h 
or more.

On when the intelligent speed 
limiter is set to the speed limit 
that the traffic sign 
recognition system detects.

Press and release

−/SET Button

RES/+ Button
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Limitator inteligent de viteză

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Modele cu transmisie manuală
Când turaţia motorului încetinește, încercaţi să 
schimbaţi viteza.

Nu utilizaţi limitatorul inteligent de viteză în 
zonele cu unităţi diferite de la unitatea de afișare 
a limitatorului inteligent de viteză.
Modificaţi măsurarea afișată a vitezei setate 
a vehiculului la aceleași unităţi ca și zonele de 
condus.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 161

Dacă setaţi limitatorul inteligent de viteză 
când limita de viteză detectată de sistemul de 
recunoaștere a semnelor de trafic este mai mică de 
30 km/h, funcţia de limitare a vitezei și funcţia de 
avertizare pot trece la pauză.

Dacă viteza vehiculului este mai mare decât limita 
de viteză detectată de sistemul de recunoaștere a 
semnelor de trafic, autovehiculul dvs. încetinește 
încet la limita de viteză sau mai puţin. Dacă este 
necesar, încetiniţi prin apăsarea pedalei de frână. 
Iar sunetul sonor și limita de viteză afișată clipește 
dacă viteza vehiculului depășește limita cu 3 km/h 
sau mai mult.

Limitator inteligent de viteză

Pentru a regla limita de viteză

Pentru a regla limita de viteză

•  În momentul în care eliberaţi butonul - / SET sau butonul RES / +, limitatorul 
inteligent de viteză este setat la limita de viteză detectată de sistemul de 
recunoaștere a semnelor de trafic. Se afișează limita de viteză.

Apăsaţi și eliberaţi

Buton - / SET

Buton + / SET

Când limitatorul inteligent de viteză 
este setat la limita de viteză detectată 
de sistemul de recunoaștere a 
semnelor de trafic.
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■ When the traffic sign recognition system detects the new speed limit sign
The intelligent speed limiter is set to the new speed limit that the traffic sign 
recognition system detects.

■ The speed limitation function and warning function may switch to pause 
if there is no speed limit sign in the screen of the traffic sign recognition 
system when:

• The end of speed limit or other designated limit is detected.
• Your vehicle enters/exits motorway or highway.
• You make a turn with a turn signal to change direction at an intersection.

1To Set the Speed Limit

The intelligent speed limiter may also switch to pause 
when the traffic sign recognition system detects only 
additional speed limit signs.
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Limitator inteligent de viteză

Continuare
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Când sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de trafic detectează  
noul semn de limită de viteză

Limitatorul inteligent de viteză este setat la noua limită de viteză pe care o 
detectează sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de trafic.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Funcţia de limitare a vitezei și funcţia de avertizare pot trece la pauză dacă nu 
există semn de limită de viteză pe ecranul sistemului de recunoaștere a semnelor 
de trafic, atunci când:

• Se constată sfârșitul limitei de viteză sau altă limită desemnată.
• Vehiculul dvs. intră / iese de pe autostradă sau pe autostradă.
• Faceţi o rotire cu un semnal de direcţie pentru a schimba direcţia la o intersecţie.

De asemenea, limitatorul inteligent de viteză 
poate trece la pauză atunci când sistemul de 
recunoaștere a semnelor de trafic detectează 
numai semne suplimentare de limită de viteză.

Pentru a seta limita de viteză
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■ When the traffic sign recognition system detects the speed limit sign while 
the intelligent speed limiter is paused

The speed limitation function and warning function will be resumed automatically.

■ When the traffic sign recognition system does not detect the speed limit 
sign for a time while the intelligent speed limiter is activated

While driving, in addition to when the traffic sign recognition system detects no 
speed limit sign, the traffic sign recognition system may display no speed limit.
But, intelligent speed limiter functions continue.
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Limitator inteligent de viteză

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Când sistemul de recunoaștere a semnalizării de trafic detectează semnalul 
limită de viteză în timp ce limitatorul inteligent de viteză este întrerupt

Funcţia de limitare a vitezei și funcţia de avertizare vor fi reluate automat.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Atunci când sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de trafic nu detectează semnalul 
limită de viteză pentru o perioadă în timp ce limitatorul inteligent de viteză este activat

În timpul conducerii, pe lângă faptul că sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de trafic nu 
detectează semn de limită de viteză, sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de trafic nu 
poate afișa o limită de viteză. Dar funcţiile inteligente de limitare a vitezei continuă.
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Increase or decrease the speed limit by using the RES/+ or –/SET buttons on the 
steering wheel.

• Each time you press the button, the speed limit is increased or decreased by about 
1 km/h accordingly.

• You can increase the speed limit until +10 km/h on the basis of the speed limit 
that the traffic sign recognition system detects.

• You can decrease the speed limit until -10 km/h on the basis of the speed limit 
that the traffic sign recognition system detects.

• You can accelerate until the set speed is reached. If your vehicle speed is higher 
than the speed limit that the traffic sign recognition system detects, your vehicle 
decelerates slowly to the speed limit.

The speed limit can be exceeded by depressing the accelerator pedal fully.
u The displayed speed limit blinks.

The beeper sounds once the speed limit has been exceeded.

■ To Adjust the Speed Limit 1To Adjust the Speed Limit

A negative or positive offset with respect to the 
speed limit will be reset automatically when the 
traffic sign recognition system detects the new speed 
limit sign.

You cannot decrease the speed limit less than 
30 km/h.

■ Exceeding the Speed Limit Temporarily

To decrease speed

To increase speed

1Exceeding the Speed Limit Temporarily

The beeper sounds when the vehicle speed goes 
higher than the set speed limit with the acceleration 
pedal depressed completely.

The intelligent speed limiter resumes working once 
the vehicle speed goes lower than the set speed limit.
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Limitator inteligent de viteză

Continuare

Pentru a regla limita de viteză

Depășirea temporară a limitei de viteză

Măriţi sau micșoraţi limita de viteză utilizând butoanele RES / + sau - / SET de pe volan.

•  De fiecare dată când apăsaţi butonul, limita de viteză crește sau scade  
cu aproximativ 1 km/h în consecinţă.

•  Puteţi mări limita de viteză până la +10 km/h pe baza limitei de viteză detectată de 
sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de trafic.

•  Puteţi reduce limita de viteză până la -10 km/h pe baza limitei de viteză pe care o 
detectează sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de trafic.

•  Puteţi accelera până la atingerea vitezei setate. Dacă viteza vehiculului este mai mare 
decât limita de viteză detectată de sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de trafic, vehiculul 
dvs. încetinește încet limita de viteză.

Limita de viteză poate fi depășită prin apăsarea completă a pedalei de acceleraţie.
▶  Limita de viteză afișată clipește. 

Beeper-ul se aude odată ce limita de viteză a fost depășită.

O decalare negativă sau pozitivă cu privire la 
limita de viteză va fi resetată automat atunci când 
sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de trafic 
detectează noul semn de limită de viteză.

Nu puteţi scădea limita de viteză mai mică  
de 30 km/h.

Beeper-ul se aude atunci când viteza vehiculului 
depășește limita de viteză stabilită, pedala de 
acceleraţie fiind apăsată complet.

Limitatorul inteligent de viteză revine la 
funcţionare odată ce viteza vehiculului scade sub 
limita de viteză setată.

Pentru a regla limita de viteză

Depășirea temporară a limitei de viteză

Pentru a crește viteza

Pentru a micșora viteza
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To cancel the intelligent speed limiter, do any 
of the following:
• Press the CANCEL button.
• Press the MAIN button.
• Press the LIM button.

■ To Cancel 1To Cancel

The intelligent speed limiter changes into cruise 
control if the LIM button is pressed.

If there is a problem with the system or traffic sign 
recognition system when you are using the intelligent 
speed limiter, the beeper sounds and OFF comes on. 
The intelligent speed limiter will be turned off.

2 Traffic Sign Recognition System* P. 536

MAIN ButtonLIM Button

CANCEL Button

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Limitator inteligent de viteză

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Pentru a anula

Buton CANCEL

Buton LIM Buton MAIN

Pentru a anula limitatorul inteligent de viteză, 
efectuaţi oricare dintre următoarele acţiuni:
• Apăsaţi butonul CANCEL.
• Apăsaţi butonul MAIN.
• Apăsaţi butonul LIM.

Limitatorul inteligent de viteză se schimbă în 
modul de control al vitezei de croazieră dacă este 
apăsat butonul LIM.

Dacă există o problemă cu sistemul de 
recunoaștere a sistemului sau a semnelor de trafic 
atunci când utilizaţi limitatorul inteligent de 
viteză, sunetul sonor și oprit se aprind.
Limitatorul inteligent de viteză va fi oprit.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de trafic* 
P. 536

Limitator inteligent de viteză
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Front Sensor Camera*

The camera, used in systems such as Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS), Road 
Departure Mitigation System, Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed Follow 
(LSF)*, Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*, Traffic Sign Recognition System, Collision 
Mitigation Braking System (CMBS), and auto high-beam, is designed to detect an 
object that triggers any of the systems to operate its functions.

This camera is located behind the rearview 
mirror.

To help reduce the likelihood that high interior 
temperatures will cause the camera’s sensing 
system to shut off, when parking, find a shady 
area or face the front of the vehicle away from 
the sun. If you use a reflective sun shade, do 
not allow it to cover the camera housing. 
Covering the camera can concentrate heat on 
it.

■ Camera Location and Handling Tips

1Front Sensor Camera*

Never apply a film or attach any objects to the 
windscreen, the bonnet, or the front grill that could 
obstruct the camera’s field of vision and cause the 
system to operate abnormally.
Scratches, nicks, and other damage to the 
windscreen within the camera’s field of vision can 
cause the system to operate abnormally. If this 
occurs, we recommend that you replace the 
windscreen with a genuine Honda replacement 
windscreen. Making even minor repairs within the 
camera’s field of vision or installing an aftermarket 
replacement windscreen may also cause the system 
to operate abnormally.
After replacing the windscreen, have a dealer 
recalibrate the camera. Proper calibration of the 
camera is necessary for the system to operate 
properly.

Do not place an object on the top of the instrument 
panel. It may reflect onto the windscreen and prevent 
the system from detecting lane lines properly.

Front Sensor 
Camera

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Camera senzorului frontal*

Continuare

Camera senzorului frontal*

Senzorul, utilizat în sisteme cum ar fi Sistemul de asistenţă pentru menţinerea benzilor 
de circulaţie (LKAS), Sistemul de atenuare a plecării, Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu 
LSF *, Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) Sistemul de frânare de atenuare a emisiilor (CMBS) 
și de întâlnire automată este conceput pentru a detecta un obiect care declanșează 
oricare dintre sisteme pentru a-și exercita funcţiile.

Locaţia camerei și sfaturile de manipulare

Această cameră este amplasată în spatele 
oglinzii retrovizoare.

Pentru a reduce probabilitatea ca temperaturile 
interioare ridicate să ducă la oprirea sistemului 
de detectare al camerei, atunci când parcaţi, 
găsiţi o zonă umbroasă sau vă aflaţi în faţa 
vehiculului departe de soare. Dacă folosiţi o 
nuanţă reflectorizantă, nu lăsaţi-o să acopere 
carcasa aparatului foto. Acoperirea camerei 
poate focaliza căldura asupra acesteia.

Camera 
senzorului 
frontal*

Nu aplicaţi niciodată un film sau atașaţi obiecte 
pe parbriz, pe capotă sau pe grila din faţă care 
ar putea bloca câmpul de vizibilitate al camerei 
și ar putea cauza funcţionarea anormală a 
sistemului. Zgârieturile, găurile și alte deteriorări 
ale parbrizului din câmpul vizual al camerei pot 
provoca funcţionarea anormală a sistemului. În 
acest caz, vă recomandăm să înlocuiţi parbrizul 
cu unul original Honda. Efectuarea unor reparaţii 
minore în câmpul de vizibilitate al camerei sau 
instalarea unui parbriz aftermarket pot cauza, de 
asemenea, funcţionarea anormală a sistemului. 
După înlocuirea parbrizului, solicitaţi dealerului să 
recalibreze camera. Calibrarea corectă a camerei 
este necesară pentru ca sistemul să funcţioneze 
corect.

Nu așezaţi un obiect pe partea superioară a 
panoului de bord. Poate să se reflecte pe parbriz 
și să împiedice sistemul să detecteze corect liniile 
de banda.

Camera senzorului frontal*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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1Front Sensor Camera*

If the  message appears:
• Use the climate control system to cool down the 

interior and, if necessary, also use defroster mode 
with the airflow directed towards the camera.

• Start driving the vehicle to lower the windscreen 
temperature, which cools down the area around 
the camera.

If the  message appears:
• Park your vehicle in a safe place, and clean the 

windscreen. If the message does not disappear 
after you have cleaned the windscreen and driven 
for a while, have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Camera senzorului frontal*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Dacă apare mesajul 
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1Front Sensor Camera*

If the  message appears:
• Use the climate control system to cool down the 

interior and, if necessary, also use defroster mode 
with the airflow directed towards the camera.

• Start driving the vehicle to lower the windscreen 
temperature, which cools down the area around 
the camera.

If the  message appears:
• Park your vehicle in a safe place, and clean the 

windscreen. If the message does not disappear 
after you have cleaned the windscreen and driven 
for a while, have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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:
•  Utilizaţi sistemul de control al climatizării pentru 

a răci interiorul și, dacă este necesar, utilizaţi și 
modul de dezaburire cu fluxul de aer îndreptat 
către cameră.

•  Începeţi să conduceţi vehiculul pentru a coborî 
temperatura parbrizului, ceea ce răcește zona 
din jurul camerei.

Dacă apare mesajul

uuOperating the Switches Around the Steering WheeluAuto High-Beam (High Beam Support System)*
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■ To manually cancel the system temporarily
You can cancel the operation when you manually change the headlights to high 
beams. Push the lever forward until you hear a click, or lightly pull the lever towards 
you to flash high beams. The auto high-beam indicator goes off. 

If you want the auto high-beam operation to resume at once, pull and hold the lever 
towards you for a few seconds.

Disable the system when the vehicle is parked 
with the power mode in ON.
To disable the system: Press the auto 
button for about more than 40 seconds. The 
indicator blinks twice.
To enable the system: Press the auto button 
for about more than 30 seconds. The indicator 
blinks once.

■ To Disable the System

1To Operate the System

If the  message appears:
• Park your vehicle in a safe place, and clean the 

windscreen. If the message does not disappear 
after you have cleaned the windscreen and driven 
for a while, have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

1To Disable the System

The auto high-beam is in the previously selected 
disabled or enabled setting each time you start the 
engine.
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:
•  Opriţi vehiculul într-un loc sigur și curăţaţi 

parbrizul. Dacă mesajul nu dispare după ce aţi 
curăţat parbrizul și aţi condus o vreme, verificaţi 
autovehiculul de către un dealer.

Limitator inteligent de viteză
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Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed Follow (LSF)*

Helps maintain a constant vehicle speed and a set following interval behind a vehicle 
detected ahead of yours and, if the detected vehicle comes to a stop, can decelerate 
and stop your vehicle, without you having to keep your foot on the brake or the 
accelerator.
When ACC with LSF slows your vehicle by applying the brakes, your vehicle’s brake 
lights will illuminate.

Continuously variable transmission models

1Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed Follow (LSF)*

Important Reminder
As with any system, there are limits to ACC with LSF. 
Use the brake pedal whenever necessary, and always 
keep a safe distance between your vehicle and other 
vehicles.

3WARNING
Improper use of ACC with LSF can lead 
to a crash.

Use ACC with LSF only when driving on 
motorway and in good weather 
conditions.

3WARNING
ACC with LSF has limited braking 
capability and may not stop your vehicle 
in time to avoid a collision with a vehicle 
that quickly stops in front of you.

Always be prepared to apply the brake 
pedal if the conditions require.

When to use

■Vehicle speed for ACC with LSF: A vehicle is detected ahead within ACC with 
LSF range – ACC with LSF operates at speeds up to 180 km/h.
No vehicle is detected within ACC with LSF range – ACC with LSF operates at 
the speed of 30 km/h or above.

■Shift position for ACC with LSF: In (D or (S.

The radar sensor is in the 
lower bumper next to the 
fog light*.
Be careful not to hit the 
radar sensor cover. Strong 
impact can damage it.

The camera is 
located behind 
the rearview 
mirror.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu Low Speed Folow (LSF)*

Continuare

Modele cu transmisie automată

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu Low Speed Folow (LSF)*
Ajută la menţinerea unei viteze constante a autovehiculului și a unui set care 
urmează intervalul din spatele unui vehicul detectat în faţa voastră și, dacă 
autovehiculul detectat se oprește, poate decelera și opri autovehiculul, fără a vă 
menţine piciorul pe frână sau pe acceleraţie.
Când ACC cu LSF încetinește vehiculul prin aplicarea frânelor, se vor aprinde 
stopurile de frână ale autovehiculului.

AVERTIZARE

AVERTIZARE

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu Low Speed Folow (LSF)*

Utilizarea necorespunzătoare a ACC cu 
LSF poate duce la un accident.

Utilizaţi ACC cu LSF numai atunci când 
conduceţi pe autostradă și în condiţii 
meteorologice bune.

ACC cu LSF are o capacitate limitată de 
frânare și nu poate opri mașina în timp 
pentru a evita o coliziune cu un vehicul 
care se oprește rapid în faţa dvs.
Fiţi întotdeauna pregătit să aplicaţi 
pedala de frână dacă condiţiile cer.

De reţinut
Ca și în cazul oricărui sistem, există limite la ACC 
cu LSF.
Utilizaţi pedala de frână ori de câte ori este 
necesar și păstraţi întotdeauna o distanţă sigură 
între autovehicul și alte vehicule.

Camera este 
amplasată în spatele 
oglinzii retrovizoare.

Senzorul radar se află în bara 
de protecţie inferioară de lângă 
proiectoare*.
Aveţi grijă să nu atingeţi capacul 
senzorului radar. Un impact puternic îl 
poate deteriora.

Cum să utilizaţi

■  Viteza vehiculului pentru ACC cu LSF: un vehicul este detectat în avans în cadrul ACC cu o gamă 
LSF - ACC cu LSF funcţionează la viteze de până la 180 km/h. 
Nu este detectat niciun vehicul în cadrul ACC cu gama LSF - ACC cu LSF funcţionează la o viteză 
de 30 km/h sau mai mare.

■ Poziţia de schimbare pentru ACC cu LSF: în poziţia 
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D  or (S .

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC with LSF is in operation.

● ACC with LSF has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC with LSF cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 503

Models with ACC with LSF

* Not available on all models
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■ How to activate the system 1Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed Follow (LSF)*

When the MAIN button is pressed, both ACC with 
LSF and the Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS) are 
either turned on or off.

ACC with LSF may not work properly under certain 
conditions.

2 ACC with LSF Conditions and Limitations 
P. 509

When not using ACC with LSF: Turn off adaptive 
cruise by pressing the MAIN button. This also will 
turn off the Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS).

Do not use ACC with LSF under the following 
conditions:
• On roads with heavy traffic or while driving in 
continuous stop and go traffic.

• On roads with sharp turns.
• On roads with steep downhill sections, as the set 

vehicle speed can be exceeded by coasting. In such 
cases, ACC with LSF will not apply the brakes to 
maintain the set speed.

• On roads with toll collection facilities or other 
objects between lanes of traffic, or in parking 
areas, or facilities with drive through access.

How to use

■Press the MAIN button on 
the steering wheel.

ACC (green) is on in the instrument panel.
ACC with LSF is ready to use.

If a different instrument panel is 
displayed, press the LIM button 
to change it to ACC with LSF.

LIM
Button

MAIN 
Button

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu Low Speed Folow (LSF)*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Cum să utilizaţi
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Cum se activează sistemul
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Apăsaţi butonul 
MAIN de pe volan.

Dacă este afișat un alt panou 
de instrumente, apăsaţi 
butonul LIM pentru al modifica 
la ACC cu LSF.

ACC (verde) este aprinsă pe panoul 
de bord.
ACC cu LSF este gata de utilizare.

Buton 
LIM

Buton 
MAIN

Atunci când este apăsat butonul MAIN, ambele 
ACC cu LSF și LKAS sunt fie pornite, fie oprite.

ACC cu LSF poate să nu funcţioneze corect în 
anumite condiţii.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 ACC cu condiţii și limite LSF P. 509

Când nu utilizaţi ACC cu LSF: Opriţi croazieră 
adaptivă apăsând butonul MAIN. Acest lucru va 
opri, de asemenea, sistemul de asistenţă pentru 
menţinerea benzilor de circulaţie (LKAS).

Nu utilizaţi ACC cu LSF în următoarele condiţii:
•  Pe drumuri cu trafic intens sau în timp ce 

conduceţi în trafic continuu și ambuteiaj.
•  Pe drumurile cu viraje periculoase.
•  Pe drumurile cu secţiuni abrupte, deoarece 

viteza setată a vehiculului poate fi depășită prin 
coborâre. În astfel de cazuri, ACC cu LSF nu va 
aplica frânele pentru a menţine viteza setată.

•  Pe drumurile cu facilităţi de colectare a taxelor 
de circulaţie sau alte obiecte între benzile de 
circulaţie sau în zonele de parcare.

 Cum se activează sistemul
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When driving at 30 km/h or above: Take your foot off the pedal and press the –
/SET button when you reach the desired speed. The moment you release the 
button, the set speed is fixed, and ACC with LSF begins.
When driving slower than 30 km/h: If the vehicle is moving and the brake pedal 
is not depressed, pressing the button fixes the set speed to 30 km/h regardless of 
current vehicle speed. If your vehicle is stationary and a vehicle is detected ahead, 
your vehicle speed can be set, even with the brake pedal depressed.

When ACC with LSF starts operating, the 
vehicle icon, distance bars and set speed 
appear on the driver information interface.

During cruise control, Straight Driving Assist 
Function is activated. This control function is 
an EPS function and it helps reduce the 
steering effort to keep the steering angle on a 
straight road with cants.

■ To Set the Vehicle Speed

On when ACC with 
LSF begins

Press and release

−/SET button

Set Vehicle Speed

Set Vehicle Distance
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu Low Speed Folow (LSF)*

Continuare

Pentru a seta viteza vehiculului

La pornirea  
ACC cu LSF

Buton -/SET

Pentru a micșora viteza

Setaţi distanţa vehiculului

Setaţi distanţa vehiculului

Când conduceţi la 30 km / h sau mai mult: Scoateţi piciorul de pe pedală și apăsaţi butonul 
- / SET când atingeţi viteza dorită. În momentul în care eliberaţi butonul, viteza setată este 
fixă și începe ACC cu LSF.
Când conduceţi cu o viteză mai mică de 30 km / h: Dacă autovehiculul se mișcă și pedala 
de frână nu este apăsată, apăsarea butonului fixează viteza setată la 30 km / h, indiferent 
de viteza curentă a autovehiculului. Dacă autovehiculul este în staţionare și vehiculul este 
detectat înainte, viteza vehiculului poate fi reglată, chiar și cu pedala de frână apăsată.

Când ACC cu LSF începe să funcţioneze, pictograma 
vehiculului, barele de distanţă și viteza setată apar 
pe interfaţa cu informaţii despre driver.

În timpul controlului vitezei de croazieră, este 
activată funcţia de asistenţă directă. Această funcţie 
de control este o funcţie EPS și ajută la reducerea 
efortului de direcţie pentru a menţine unghiul de 
direcţie pe un drum drept cu linii de marcaj.
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■ There is a vehicle ahead
ACC with LSF monitors if a vehicle ahead of you enters the ACC with LSF range. If a 
vehicle is detected doing so, the ACC with LSF system maintains or decelerates your 
vehicle’s set speed in order to keep the vehicle’s set following interval from the 
vehicle ahead.

2 To Set or Change Following Interval P. 512

When a vehicle whose speed is slower than 
your set speed is detected in front of you, your 
vehicle starts to slow down.

■When in Operation 1When in Operation

If the vehicle ahead of you slows down abruptly, or if 
another vehicle cuts in front of you, the beeper 
sounds, a message appears on the driver information 
interface.
Depress the brake pedal, and keep an appropriate 
distance from the vehicle ahead.

Even if the distance between your vehicle and the 
vehicle ahead is short, ACC with LSF may start 
accelerating your vehicle under the following 
circumstances:
• The vehicle ahead of you is going at almost the 

same speed as, or faster than, your vehicle.
• A vehicle that cuts in front of you is going faster 

than your vehicle, gradually increasing the distance 
between the vehicles.

You can also set the system to beep when a vehicle in 
front of you comes in and goes out of the ACC with 
LSF detecting range. Change the ACC Vehicle 
Ahead Detected Beep setting.

2 Customized Features P. 359

Beep

ACC with LSF Range: 120 m

A vehicle icon appears on the 
driver information interface
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu Low Speed Folow (LSF)*

Când funcţionează
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Există un vehicul înainte
ACC cu monitoare LSF dacă un vehicul înaintea dvs. intră în zona ACC cu gama LSF. 
Dacă un vehicul este detectat în acest sens, sistemul ACC cu sistem LSF menţine sau 
decelerează viteza setată a vehiculului pentru a menţine setul vehiculului după 
intervalul de timp de la vehiculul din faţă.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Pentru a seta sau pentru a schimba următorul interval P. 512

Dacă vehiculul din faţa dvs. încetinește brusc 
sau dacă un alt vehicul se taie în faţa dvs., sună 
semnalul sonor, apare un mesaj pe interfaţa cu 
informaţii pentru șofer.
Apăsaţi pedala de frână și păstraţi-o adecvată
Distanţa faţă de vehiculul din faţă.

Chiar dacă distanţa dintre autovehicul și vehiculul 
din faţă este scurt, ACC cu LSF poate începe să 
accelereze vehiculul în următoarele situaţii:
•  Vehiculul din faţa dvs. se îndreaptă cu aproape 

aceeași viteză, sau mai repede decât cu 
autovehiculul dvs.

•  Un vehicul care taie in fata ta merge mai repede 
decat masina ta, crescand treptat distanta dintre 
vehicule.

De asemenea, puteţi seta sistemul să emită un 
semnal sonor când un vehicul din faţa dvs. intră și 
iese din ACC cu o gamă de detecţie LSF. Schimbaţi 
setarea Viteză detectată a vehiculului ACC.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359

Când funcţionează

Când un vehicul a cărui viteză este mai mică decât 
viteza setată este detectată în faţa dvs., vehiculul 
dvs. începe să încetinească.

Pe interfaţa cu informaţii pentru șofer 
va apărea o pictogramă pentru vehicul

Distanţă de funcţionare ACC cu LSF: 120 m
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■ There is no vehicle ahead
Your vehicle maintains the set speed without 
having to keep your foot on the brake or 
accelerator pedal.
If there previously was a vehicle detected 
ahead that kept your vehicle from travelling at 
the set speed, ACC with LSF accelerates your 
vehicle to the set speed, and then maintains it.

■ When you depress the accelerator pedal
You can temporarily increase the vehicle speed. In this case, there is no audible or 
visual alert even if a vehicle is in the ACC with LSF range.
ACC with LSF stays on unless you cancel it. Once you release the accelerator pedal, 
the system an appropriate speed for keeping the following interval while a vehicle 
ahead is within the ACC with LSF range.

1When in Operation

Limitations
You may need to use the brake to maintain a safe 
distance when using ACC with LSF. Additionally, 
ACC with LSF may not work properly under certain 
conditions.

2 ACC with LSF Conditions and Limitations 
P. 509

A vehicle icon with dotted-line 
contour appears on the driver 
information interface
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu Low Speed Folow (LSF)*

Continuare

Pe interfaţa de informaţii pentru 
șofer apare o pictogramă pentru 
vehicul cu contur liniar punctat.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Există nu este un vehicul înainte

Vehiculul dvs. menţine viteza setată fără a vă 
menţine piciorul pe pedala de frână sau de pe 
pedala de acceleraţie.
Dacă anterior a fost detectat un vehicul care a 
ţinut vehiculul în deplasare la viteza setată, ACC 
cu LSF accelerează vehiculul la viteza setată și 
apoi îl menţine.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Când apăsaţi pedala de acceleraţie
Puteţi crește temporar viteza vehiculului. În acest 
caz, nu există nici o avertizare sonoră sau vizuală, 
chiar dacă un vehicul este în zona ACC cu LSF.
ACC cu LSF rămâne în așteptare dacă nu îl 
anulaţi. Odată ce eliberaţi pedala de acceleraţie, 
sistemul are o viteză adecvată pentru a menţine 
intervalul următor în timp ce un vehicul înainte 
se află în zona ACC cu limită LSF.

Limitări
Poate fi necesar să utilizaţi frâna pentru a menţine 
o distanţă sigură atunci când utilizaţi ACC cu LSF. 
În plus, ACC cu LSF poate să nu funcţioneze corect 
în anumite condiţii.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Condiţii și limite ACC cu LSF P. 509

Când funcţionează
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■ A vehicle detected ahead is within ACC with LSF range and slows to a stop
Your vehicle also stops, automatically. The 

 message appears on the driver 
information interface.
When the vehicle ahead of you starts again, 
the vehicle icon on the driver information 
interface blinks. If you press the RES/+ or –/
SET button, or depress the accelerator pedal, 
ACC with LSF operates again within the prior 
set speed.
If no vehicle is ahead of you before you 
resume driving, depress the accelerator pedal 
and ACC with LSF will operate again within 
the prior set speed.

1When in Operation

3WARNING
Exiting a vehicle that has been stopped 
while the ACC with LSF system is 
operating can result in the vehicle 
moving without operator control.

A vehicle that moves without operator 
control can cause a crash, resulting in 
serious injury or death.

Never exit a vehicle when the vehicle is 
stopped by ACC with LSF.
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu Low Speed Folow (LSF)*
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Condiţii și limite ACC cu LSF În timpul funcţionării
Vehiculul dvs. se oprește, de asemenea, automat. 
Mesajul 
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■ A vehicle detected ahead is within ACC with LSF range and slows to a stop
Your vehicle also stops, automatically. The 

 message appears on the driver 
information interface.
When the vehicle ahead of you starts again, 
the vehicle icon on the driver information 
interface blinks. If you press the RES/+ or –/
SET button, or depress the accelerator pedal, 
ACC with LSF operates again within the prior 
set speed.
If no vehicle is ahead of you before you 
resume driving, depress the accelerator pedal 
and ACC with LSF will operate again within 
the prior set speed.

1When in Operation

3WARNING
Exiting a vehicle that has been stopped 
while the ACC with LSF system is 
operating can result in the vehicle 
moving without operator control.

A vehicle that moves without operator 
control can cause a crash, resulting in 
serious injury or death.

Never exit a vehicle when the vehicle is 
stopped by ACC with LSF.
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 apare pe interfaţa cu informaţii 
despre driver.

Când vehiculul din faţa dvs. începe din nou, 
pictograma vehiculului de pe interfaţa cu 
informaţii despre driver va clipi. Dacă apăsaţi 
butonul RES / + sau - / SET sau apăsaţi pedala de 
acceleraţie, ACC cu LSF funcţionează din nou în 
viteza setată anterior.

Dacă niciun autovehicul nu este în faţa voastră 
înainte de a vă relua conducerea, apăsaţi pedala de 
acceleraţie, iar ACC cu LSF va funcţiona din nou în 
cadrul vitezei setate anterior.

Ieșirea unui vehicul care a fost oprit în timp ce 
sistemul ACC cu sistem LSF funcţionează poate 
duce la deplasarea vehiculului fără comanda 
operatorului.

Un vehicul care se deplasează fără comanda 
operatorului poate provoca un accident, ceea 
ce poate duce la vătămări grave sau la deces.

Nu părăsiţi niciodată un vehicul atunci când 
vehiculul este oprit de ACC cu LSF.

AVERTIZAREAVERTIZARE
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The system may automatically shut off and the ACC indicator will come on under 
certain conditions. Some examples of these conditions are listed below. Other 
conditions may reduce some of the ACC functions.

2 Front Sensor Camera* P. 501

■ Environmental conditions
• Driving in bad weather (rain, fog, snow, etc.).

■ Roadway conditions
• Driving on a snowy or wet roadway (obscured lane marking, vehicle tracks, 

reflected lights, road spray, high contrast).

■ Vehicle conditions
• The outside of the windscreen is blocked by dirt, mud, leaves, wet snow, etc.
• An abnormal tyre or wheel condition (Wrong size, varied size or construction, 

improperly inflated, compact spare tyre*, etc.).
• The camera temperature gets too high.
• The electric parking brake is applied.
• When the lower bumper next to the fog light* is dirty.
• The vehicle is tilted due to a heavy load or suspension modifications.
• When tyre chains are installed.

■ACC with LSF Conditions and Limitations 1ACC with LSF Conditions and Limitations

The radar sensor for ACC with LSF is shared with the 
collision mitigation braking system (CMBS).

2 Collision Mitigation Braking System 
(CMBS)* P. 569

You can read about handling information for the 
camera equipped with this system.

2 Front Sensor Camera* P. 501

Always keep the radar sensor cover clean.

Never use chemical solvents or polishing powder for 
cleaning the sensor cover. Clean it with water or a 
mild detergent.

Do not put a sticker on the radar sensor cover or 
replace the radar sensor cover.

If you need the radar sensor to be repaired, or 
removed, or the radar sensor cover is strongly 
impacted, turn off the system by pressing the MAIN 
button and take your vehicle to a dealer.

Have your vehicle checked by a dealer if you find any 
unusual behaviour of the system (e.g., the warning 
message appears too frequently).

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu Low Speed Folow (LSF)*

Continuare

Condiţii și limite ACC cu LSF

Sistemul se poate opri automat și indicatorul ACC se va declanșa în anumite 
condiţii. Câteva exemple ale acestor condiţii sunt enumerate mai jos. Alte 
condiţii pot reduce unele dintre funcţiile ACC.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Cameră senzor frontal* P. 501
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Condiţii de mediu
•  Conducerea în condiţii meteorologice nefavorabile (ploaie, ceaţă,  

zăpadă etc.).
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Condiţii de rulare
•  Conducerea pe un carosabil înzăpezit sau umed (marcajul ascuns, piste ale 

autovehiculului, lumini reflectate, pulverizare pe șosea, contrast înalt).
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Condiţiile vehiculului
•  Partea exterioară a parbrizului este blocată de murdărie, noroi, frunze, 

zăpadă umedă etc.
•  Anvelope anormale sau condiţii ale anvelopei (dimensiuni greșite, dimensiuni 

sau construcţii variate, umflate necorespunzător, anvelope de rezervă 
compacte * etc.).

• Temperatura camerei devine prea ridicată.
• Se aplică frâna de parcare electrică.
• Când bara de protecţie de lângă proiectoare* este murdară.
• Vehiculul este înclinat datorită modificărilor greutăţii sau suspensiilor.
• Când sunt instalate lanţurile de anvelope.

Senzorul radar pentru ACC cu LSF este împărţit 
cu sistemul de frânare de atenuare a coliziunii 
(CMBS).
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Sistem de frânare de atenuare a coliziunii 
(CMBS) * P. 569

Puteţi citi informaţii despre manipularea 
informaţiilor pentru camera echipată cu acest 
sistem.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Cameră senzor frontal* P. 501

Păstraţi întotdeauna capacul senzorului radar 
curat.

Nu folosiţi niciodată solvenţi chimici sau pulbere 
de lustruit pentru curăţarea capacului senzorului. 
Curăţaţi-l cu apă sau cu un detergent slab.

Nu puneţi un autocolant pe capacul senzorului 
radar sau nu înlocuiţi capacul senzorului radar.

Dacă aveţi nevoie ca senzorul radar să fie reparat 
sau scos, sau dacă capacul senzorului radar este 
puternic afectat, opriţi sistemul apăsând butonul 
MAIN și luaţi legătura cu un dealer.

Verificaţi autovehiculul dvs. de către un 
distribuitor dacă descoperiţi un comportament 
neobișnuit al sistemului (de exemplu, mesajul de 
avertizare apare prea frecvent).

Condiţii și limite ale ACC cu LSF

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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■ Detection limitations
• A vehicle suddenly crosses in front of you.
• The interval between your vehicle and the vehicle ahead of you is too short.
• A vehicle cuts in front of you at a slow speed, and it brakes suddenly.
• When you accelerate rapidly and approach the vehicle ahead of you at high 

speed.
• The vehicle ahead of you is a motorcycle, bicycle, mobility scooter, or other small 

vehicle.
• When there are animals in front of your vehicle.
• When you drive on a curved or winding or undulating road that makes it difficult 

for the sensor to properly detect a vehicle in front of you.
• The speed difference between your vehicle and a vehicle in front of you is 

significantly large.
• An oncoming vehicle suddenly comes in front of you.
• Your vehicle abruptly crosses over in front of an oncoming vehicle.
• When driving through a narrow iron bridge.
• When the vehicle ahead of you brakes suddenly.
• When the vehicle ahead of you has a unique shape.
• When your vehicle or the vehicle ahead of you is driving on one edge of the lane.

1ACC with LSF Conditions and Limitations

If the front of the vehicle is impacted in any of the 
following situations, the radar sensor may not work 
properly. Have your vehicle checked by a dealer:
• The vehicle mounted onto a bump, curb, chock, 

embankment, etc.
• You drive the vehicle where the water is deep.
• Your vehicle has a frontal collision.
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) cu Low Speed Folow (LSF)*
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Limitări ale detecţiei
• Un vehicul trece brusc în faţa dvs.
• Intervalul dintre vehiculul dvs. și vehiculul din faţa dvs. este prea scurt.
• Un vehicul vă taie în faţa la o viteză redusă și se oprește brusc.
• Când acceleraţi rapid și vă apropiaţi de vehicul înaintea dvs. la viteză mare.
•  Vehiculul din faţa dvs. este o motocicletă, o bicicletă, un scuter mobil sau alt 

vehicul mic.
• Când există animale în faţa vehiculului.
•  Atunci când conduceţi pe un drum curbat, sinuos sau pe un drum îngust, care 

face dificilă detectarea corectă a unui vehicul în faţa dumneavoastră.
•  Diferenţa de viteză dintre vehiculul dvs. și un vehicul din faţa dvs. este 

semnificativ mare.
• Un vehicul care apare brusc în faţa ta.
• Vehiculul dvs. trece brusc în faţa unui vehicul care se apropie.
• Când conduceţi pe un pod de fier îngust.
• Când vehiculul din faţă frânează brusc.
• Când vehiculul din faţa dvs. are o formă unică.
•  Când vehiculul dumneavoastră sau vehiculul din faţa dvs. conduce la 

marginea benzii.

Dacă partea frontală a vehiculului este afectată în 
oricare dintre situaţiile următoare, este posibil ca 
senzorul radar să nu funcţioneze corect. Verificaţi 
autovehiculul de către un dealer:
•  Autovehiculul este parcat pe un șanţ, o bordură, 

un cioc, o talpă, etc.
•  Când conduceţi autovehiculul în apă adâncă.
• Vehiculul dvs. are o coliziune frontală.

Condiţii și limite ale ACC cu LSF
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Increase or decrease the vehicle speed using the RES/+ or –/SET button on the 
steering wheel.

• Each time you press the RES/+ or –/SET button, the vehicle speed is increased or 
decreased by about 1 km/h accordingly.

• If you keep pressing the RES/+ or –/SET button, the vehicle speed increases or 
decreases by about 10 km/h accordingly.

■ To Adjust the Vehicle Speed 1To Adjust the Vehicle Speed

If a vehicle detected ahead is going at a speed slower 
than your increased set speed, ACC with LSF may not 
accelerate your vehicle. This is to maintain the set 
interval between your vehicle and the vehicle ahead.

When you depress the accelerator pedal and then 
push and release the -/SET button, the current speed 
of the vehicle is set.

To increase speed

To decrease speed
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Continuare

Pentru a crește viteza

Pentru a micșora viteza

Dacă un vehicul detectat înainte merge cu o viteză 
mai mică decât viteza setată, ACC cu LSF nu poate 
accelera vehiculul. Acest lucru este de a menţine 
intervalul stabilit între vehiculul dumneavoastră și 
vehiculul din faţă.

Când apăsaţi pedala de acceleraţie și apoi apăsaţi 
și eliberaţi butonul - / SET, viteza curentă a 
vehiculului este setată.

Pentru a regla viteza vehicululuiPentru a regla viteza vehiculului

Măriţi sau micșoraţi viteza vehiculului cu ajutorul butoanelor  
RES / + sau - / SET de pe volan.

•  De fiecare dată când apăsaţi butonul RES / + sau - / SET, viteza vehiculului 
crește sau scade cu aproximativ 1 km / h în consecinţă.

•  Dacă menţineţi apăsat butonul RES / + sau - / SET, viteza vehiculului crește sau 
scade cu aproximativ 10 km / h în consecinţă.
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Press the  (Interval) button to change the 
ACC with LSF following interval.
Each time you press the button, the following-
interval (the interval behind a vehicle detected 
ahead of you) setting cycles through extra 
long, long, middle, and short following 
intervals.

Determine the most appropriate following-
interval setting based on your specific driving 
conditions. Be sure to adhere to any 
following-interval requirements set by local 
regulation.

■ To Set or Change Following Interval

Interval Button
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Pentru a seta sau a schimba intervalul următor

Apăsaţi butonul 
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Press the  (Interval) button to change the 
ACC with LSF following interval.
Each time you press the button, the following-
interval (the interval behind a vehicle detected 
ahead of you) setting cycles through extra 
long, long, middle, and short following 
intervals.

Determine the most appropriate following-
interval setting based on your specific driving 
conditions. Be sure to adhere to any 
following-interval requirements set by local 
regulation.

■ To Set or Change Following Interval

Interval Button
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 (Interval) pentru a schimba 
ACC cu intervalul următor LSF.
De fiecare dată când apăsaţi butonul, 
următoarea interval (intervalul din spatele 
unui vehicul detectat înaintea dvs.) stabilește 
cicluri prin intervale lungi, lungi, medii și scurte 
următoare.

Determinaţi cea mai potrivită setare de intervale 
de timp pe baza condiţiilor de conducere 
specifice. Asiguraţi-vă că respectaţi toate 
cerinţele de intervale de timp stabilite de 
reglementările locale.

Buton Interval
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The higher your vehicle’s following-speed is, the longer the short, middle, long or 
extra long following interval becomes. See the following examples for your 
reference.

When your vehicle stops automatically because a vehicle detected ahead of you has 
stopped, the distance between the two vehicles will vary based on the ACC with LSF 
distance setting.

Following Interval
When the Set Speed is:

80 km/h 104 km/h

Short
25 meters

1.1 sec
31.5 meters

1.1 sec

Middle
33 meters

1.5 sec
43.4 meters

1.5 sec

Long
47 meters

2.1 sec
60.8 meters

2.1 sec

Extra 
Long

62 meters
2.8 sec

81.4 meters
2.8 sec

1To Set or Change Following Interval

The driver must in all circumstances preserve a 
sufficient braking distance from the vehicle which 
precedes it and be aware that minimum distances or 
times of spacing can be provided by the provisions of 
the Motorway Code locally applicable and that it is 
the driver’s responsibility to respect those laws.
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Continuare

Cu cât este mai mare viteza vehiculului dvs., cu atât devine mai lung intervalul scurt, 
mediu, lung sau extra lung. Vedeţi următoarele exemple de referinţă.

Când autovehiculul se oprește automat deoarece vehiculul detectat în faţa dvs. s-a 
oprit, distanţa dintre cele două vehicule va varia în funcţie de setarea ACC cu setarea 
distanţei LSF.

După Interval
Când viteza setată este:

80 km/h 104 km/h

Scurtă

Mijlocie

Lungă

Foarte 
Lungă

25 de metri
1,1 sec

33 de metri
1,5 sec

47 de metri
2,1 sec

62 de metri
2,8 sec

31,5 metri
1,1 sec

43,4 metri
1,5 sec

60,8 metri
2,1 sec

81,4 metri
2,8 sec

Șoferul trebuie să păstreze în orice situaţie o 
distanţă suficientă de frânare faţă de vehiculul 
care o precede și să fie conștient de faptul că 
distanţele minime sau distanţele minime pot fi 
furnizate de dispoziţiile codului de autostradă 
aplicabile local și că este responsabilitatea 
șoferului de a respecta acele legi.

Pentru a seta sau a schimba intervalul următor
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To cancel ACC with LSF, do any of the 
following:
• Press the CANCEL button.
• Press the MAIN button.
u ACC with LSF indicator goes off.

• Press the LIM button.
• Depress the brake pedal.
u When the LSF function has stopped the 

vehicle, you cannot cancel ACC with LSF 
by depressing the brake pedal.

■ To Cancel 1To Cancel

Resuming the prior set speed: After you have 
cancelled ACC with LSF, you can resume the prior set 
speed while it is still displayed. Press the RES/+ 
button.

The set speed cannot be set or resumed when ACC 
with LSF has been turned off using the MAIN button. 
Press the MAIN button to activate the system, then 
set the desired speed.

CANCEL 
Button

MAIN 
Button

LIM 
Button
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Pentru a anula
Pentru a anula ACC cu LSF, efectuaţi oricare 
dintre următoarele acţiuni:
• Apăsaţi butonul CANCEL.
•  Apăsaţi butonul MAIN. 

▶ ACC cu indicatorul LSF se stinge.
• Apăsaţi butonul LIM.
•  Apăsaţi pedala de frână. 

▶ Când funcţia LSF a oprit autovehiculul, nu 
puteţi anula ACC cu LSF prin apăsarea pedalei 
de frână.

Reluarea vitezei setate anterior: După ce aţi anulat 
ACC cu LSF, puteţi relua viteza setată anterior în 
timp ce este încă afișată. Apăsaţi butonul RES / +.

Viteza setată nu poate fi setată sau reluată atunci 
când ACC cu LSF a fost oprită utilizând butonul 
MAIN.
Apăsaţi butonul MAIN pentru a activa sistemul, 
apoi setaţi viteza dorită.

Pentru a anula

Buton 
CANCEL

Buton 
LIM

Buton 
MAIN
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■ Automatic cancellation
The beeper sounds and a message appears on the driver information interface when 
ACC with LSF is automatically cancelled. Any of these conditions may cause the ACC 
with LSF to automatically cancel:
• Bad weather (rain, fog, snow, etc.)
• When the radar sensor in the lower bumper next to the fog light gets dirty.
• The vehicle ahead of you cannot be detected.
• An abnormal tyre condition is detected, or the tyres are skidding.
• Driving on a mountainous road, or driving off road for extended periods.
• Abrupt steering wheel movement.
• When the ABS, VSA or CMBS is activated.
• When the ABS or VSA system indicator comes on.
• When the vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.
• When you manually apply the electric parking brake.
• When the detected vehicle within the ACC with LSF range is too close to your 

vehicle.
• The camera behind the rearview mirror, or the area around the camera, including 

the windscreen, gets dirty.
• When the Maximum Load Limit is exceeded.
• When passing through an enclosed space, such as tunnel.

The ACC with LSF automatic cancellation can be also triggered by the following 
causes. In these cases, the electric parking brake will be automatically applied.
• The driver’s seat belt is unfastened when the vehicle is stationary.
• The vehicle stops for more than 10 minutes.
• The engine is turned off.

1Automatic cancellation

Even though ACC with LSF has been automatically 
cancelled, you can still resume the prior set speed. 
Wait until the condition that caused ACC with LSF to 
cancel improves, then press the –/SET button.
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Continuare
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Anulare automată
Semnalul sonor se aude și pe interfaţa informaţiilor pentru șofer apare un 
mesaj când ACC cu LSF este anulată automat. Oricare dintre aceste condiţii 
poate cauza ca ACC cu LSF să se anuleze automat:
• Vremea rea   (ploaie, ceaţă, zăpadă etc.)
•  Când senzorul radar din bara de protecţie de lângă proeictoare devine 

murdar.
• Vehiculul din faţa dvs. nu poate fi detectat.
• Este detectată o stare anormală a pneurilor sau anvelopele sunt derapante.
•  Conducerea pe un drum de munte sau pe teren accidentat pe perioade lungi 

de timp.
• Mișcarea bruscă a volanului.
• Când sunt activate ABS, VSA sau CMBS.
• Când se aprinde indicatorul sistemului ABS sau VSA.
• Când autovehiculul este oprit pe o pantă foarte abruptă.
• Când aplicaţi manual frâna de parcare electrică.
•  Când autovehiculul detectat în zona ACC cu LSF este prea aproape de 

autovehiculul dumneavoastră.
•  Camera din spatele oglinzii retrovizoare sau zona din jurul camerei, inclusiv 

parbrizul, se murdărește.
• Când limita maximă de încărcare este depășită.
• Când treceţi printr-un spaţiu închis, cum ar fi tunelul.

Anulare automată a ACC cu LSF poate fi declanșată și de următoarele cauze. În 
aceste cazuri, frâna de parcare electrică va fi aplicată automat.
•  Centura de siguranţă a șoferului este decuplată când autovehiculul este în 

staţionare.
• Vehiculul se oprește mai mult de 10 minute.
• Motorul este oprit.

Chiar dacă ACC cu LSF a fost anulată automat, 
puteţi relua în continuare viteza setată anterior.
Așteptaţi până când starea care a cauzat ACC cu 
LSF se îmbunătăţește, apoi apăsaţi butonul - / SET.

Anulare automată
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Provides an early prediction for a cut-in situation. The system detects that a vehicle 
running in the adjacent slower lane has an intention to cut in front of you and 
adjusts the speed of your vehicle in advance while ACC with LSF is activated.

■ How the system works

■ Intelligent Adaptive Cruise Control Function

The radar sensor in the lower bumper next to 
the fog light* detects vehicles ahead of you 
including those in the adjacent lane, and the 
camera behind the rearview mirror detects 
the lane markings.

This system improves ACC with LSF's 
following/tracking property; it adjusts your 
vehicle speed in advance predicting a 
situation that a vehicle running in the 
adjacent slower lane catches up with a slower 
vehicle ahead of it and changes the lane to 
cut in front of you early.
When such a cut-in situation is predicted, 
your vehicle speed decreases a little. When 
detected, your vehicle speed decreases 
according to the vehicle cutting in front of 
you.

As the speed is adjusted by the system, the 
cut in vehicle icon appears on the driver 
information interface to indicate that the 
system is activated.

Slow 
Vehicle

Cut-in 
Vehicle

Your 
Vehicle

* Not available on all models
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Senzorul radar din bara de protecţie inferioară 
de lângă proiectoare* detectează vehiculele din 
faţa dvs., inclusiv cele din banda adiacentă, iar 
camera din spatele oglinzii retrovizoare detectează 
marcajele benzilor de rulare.

Acest sistem îmbunătăţește ACC cu LSF; Acesta 
ajustează viteza vehiculului în avans, prezincând 
o situaţie în care un vehicul care rulează în banda 
adiacentă mai lentă cu un vehicul mai lent în faţa lui 
și schimbă banda de a tăia în faţa dvs. mai devreme.
Atunci când se prezice o astfel de situaţieîn care un 
vechicul vă taie calea, viteza vehiculului scade puţin. 
Când este detectată, viteza vehiculului scade în 
funcţie de autovehiculul din faţa dumneavoastră.

Pe măsură ce viteza este reglată de sistem, 
pictograma tăiat în vehicul apare pe interfaţa cu 
informaţii pentru șofer pentru a indica faptul că 
sistemul este activat.

Vehicul 
lent

Vehicul 
care îti 
taie calea

Vehiculul  
personal

Funcţie inteligentă de adaptare a vitezei de croazieră

Oferă o anticipare timpurie pentru o situaţie cut-in. Sistemul detectează că un 
vehicul care rulează în banda adiacentă mai lentă are intenţia de a tăia în faţa 
dvs. și ajustează în avans viteza vehiculului în timp ce ACC cu LSF este activat.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Cum funcţionează sistemul

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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■ How the system activates
When a vehicle cuts in front of you is going faster than the vehicle ahead of it, and 
your vehicle is going faster than the cut-in vehicle (i.e., when you need to slow 
down), ACC with LSF predicts the cutting-in and adjust your vehicle speed.

The system activates when all the following conditions are met:
• When ACC with LSF is activated.
• When you are driving on a multi-lane road.
• When your vehicle speed is between about 80 km/h and about 180 km/h.
• The vehicle is on a straight or slightly curved road.
• The turn signals are off.
• The brake pedal is not depressed.
• When a vehicle cuts in from a slower lane.

■ Intelligent adaptive cruise control on and off
You can turn the system on and off using the driver information interface.

2 Customized Features* P. 161, 359

1Intelligent Adaptive Cruise Control Function

When traffic changes from right hand side to left 
hand side, driving on a road where there is oncoming 
traffic for some distance automatically switches the 
lane to be detected from right to left.

Intelligent adaptive cruise control may not activate 
under the following conditions:
• When the speed difference between the cut-in 

vehicle and the vehicle ahead of it in the adjacent 
lane is small

• When the speed difference between the cut-in 
vehicle and your vehicle is small (i.e., when speed 
adjustment is not required)

• When a vehicle simply cuts in front of your vehicle 
with no vehicle ahead in the adjacent lane

• When a vehicle cuts in from a faster lane

* Not available on all models
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Cum se activează sistemul
Atunci când un autovehicul tăiat în faţa dvs. merge mai repede decât vehiculul în faţa 
acestuia și autovehiculul dvs. trece mai repede decât vehiculul tăiat (adică când trebuie 
să încetinești), ACC cu LSF prezice declanșarea și Ajustaţi viteza vehiculului.

Sistemul se activează atunci când sunt îndeplinite toate condiţiile următoare:
• Când este activat ACC cu LSF.
• Când conduceţi pe un drum cu mai multe benzi.
•  Când viteza vehiculului este cuprinsă între aproximativ 80 km / h și aproximativ 180 

km / h.
• Autovehiculul se află pe un drum drept sau ușor curbat.
• Semnalele de semnalizare sunt dezactivate.
• Pedala de frână nu este apăsată.
• Când un vehicul se taie dintr-o bandă mai lentă.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Comandă de croazieră inteligentă și adaptivă
Puteţi porni și opri sistemul folosind interfaţa de informaţii despre driver.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate* P. 161, 359

Atunci când traficul se schimbă de la partea 
dreaptă spre stânga, conducerea pe un drum în 
care există trafic care se apropie de o anumită 
distanţă comută automat banda pentru a fi 
detectată de la dreapta la stânga.

Controlul inteligent de croazieră adaptiv poate să 
nu se activeze în următoarele condiţii:
•  Când diferenţa de viteză dintre vehiculul tăiat 

și vehiculul din faţa acestuia în banda adiacentă 
este mic

•  Când diferenţa de viteză dintre vehiculul care vă 
taie calea și vehiculul dumneavoastră este mică 
(adică atunci când nu este necesară ajustarea 
vitezei)

•  Când un autovehicul schimbă pur și simplu în 
faţa autovehiculului, fără vehicul înainte în 
banda adiacentă.

•  Când un vehicul schimbă dintr-o bandă mai 
rapidă.

Funcţie inteligentă de adaptare a vitezei de croazieră

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*

Helps maintain a constant vehicle speed and a set following-interval behind a vehicle 
detected ahead of yours, without you having to keep your foot on the brake or the 
accelerator.
When ACC slows your vehicle by applying the brakes, your vehicle's brake lights will 
illuminate.

Manual transmission models

1Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*

Important Reminder
As with any system, there are limits to ACC. Use the 
brake pedal whenever necessary, and always keep a 
safe interval between your vehicle and other vehicles.

3WARNING
Improper use of ACC can lead to a crash.

Use ACC only when driving on motorways 
and in good weather conditions.

3WARNING
ACC has limited braking capability. When 
your vehicle speed drops below 25 km/h, 
ACC will automatically cancel and no 
longer will apply your vehicle’s brakes.
Always be prepared to apply the brake 
pedal when conditions require.

■Vehicle speed for adaptive cruise control: 
Desired speed in a range above roughly 
30 km/h ~

The radar sensor is in 
the lower bumper next 
to the fog light*.

When to use

The camera is 
located behind the 
rearview mirror.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

AVERTIZARE

AVERTIZARE

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*

Utilizarea necorespunzătoare a ACC poate duce  
la un accident. 
Utilizaţi ACC numai atunci când conduceţi pe 
autostrăzi și în condiţii meteorologice bune.

Utilizarea necorespunzătoare a regulatorului de 
croazieră poate duce la un accident.
Utilizaţi sistemul de control al vitezei de croazieră 
numai atunci când călătoriţi pe autostrăzile 
deschise la vreme bună.

De reţinut
Ca și în cazul oricărui sistem, există limite la ACC. 
Utilizaţi pedala de frână ori de câte ori este necesar 
și păstraţi întotdeauna undistanţă sigură între 
vehicul și alte vehicule.

ACC are o capacitate limitată de frânare. Când 
viteza vehiculului scade sub 25 km / h,
ACC va anula automat și nu va mai aplica frânele 
vehiculului.
Fiţi întotdeauna pregătit să aplicaţi pedala de 
frână când condiţiile o cer.

Ajută la menţinerea unei viteze constante a autovehiculului și a unui interval de 
urmărire stabilit în spatele unui vehicul detectat înaintea dvs., fără a fi nevoie să vă 
menţineţi piciorul pe frână sau pe accelerator.
Atunci când ACC încetinește vehiculul prin aplicarea frânelor, lămpile de frână ale 
autovehiculului se vor aprinde.

Cum să utilizaţi

Modele cu transmisie manuală

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*

Camera este 
amplasată în spatele 
oglinzii retrovizoare.

Senzorul radar se află în bara 
de protecţie inferioară de 
lângă proiectoare ceaţă*.

Viteza vehiculului pentru 
controlul croazierii adaptive: 
Viteza dorită într-un interval mai 
mare de aproximativ 30 km / h ~
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■Press the MAIN button 
on the steering wheel.

ACC (green) is on in 
the instrument panel.
ACC is ready to use.

How to use

If a different instrument panel is displayed, 
press the LIM button to change it to ACC.

LIM Button

MAIN 
Button

1Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*

ACC may not work properly under certain conditions.
2 ACC Conditions and Limitations P. 523

When not using ACC: Turn off adaptive cruise by 
pressing the MAIN button. This also will turn off the 
Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS).

When the MAIN button is pressed, ACC and Lane 
Keeping Assist System (LKAS) are both turned on or 
off.

Do not use the ACC under the following conditions:
• On roads with heavy traffic or while driving in 
continuous stop and go traffic.

• On roads with sharp turns.
• On roads with steep downhill sections, as the set 

vehicle speed can be exceeded by coasting. In such 
cases, ACC will not apply the brakes to maintain 
the set speed.

• On roads with toll collection facilities or other 
objects between lanes of traffic, or in parking 
areas, or facilities with drive through access.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Cum să utilizaţi

Buton LIM

Buton 
MAIN

Apăsaţi butonul MAIN  
de pe volan.

Dacă este afișat un alt panou de instrumente, 
apăsaţi butonul LIM pentru a îl schimba în ACC.

ACC (verde) este aprins 
pe panoul de bord.
ACC este gata de 
utilizare.

ACC poate să nu funcţioneze corect în anumite 
condiţii.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Condiţii și limitări ACC P. 523

Când nu utilizaţi ACC: Opriţi croazieră adaptivă 
apăsând butonul MAIN. Acest lucru va opri, 
de asemenea, sistemul de asistenţă pentru 
menţinerea benzilor de circulaţie (LKAS).

Când este apăsat butonul MAIN, sistemul ACC și 
LKAS sunt ambele pornite sau oprite.

Nu utilizaţi ACC în următoarele condiţii:
•  Pe drumuri cu trafic intens sau în timp ce 

conduceţi în trafic continuu și abuteiaj.
• Pe drumurile cu viraje ascuţite.
•  Pe drumurile cu secţiuni abrupte, deoarece 

viteza setată a vehiculului poate fi depășită prin 
coborâre. În astfel de cazuri, ACC nu va aplica 
frânele pentru a menţine viteza setată.

•  Pe drumurile cu facilităţi de colectare a taxelor 
de circulaţie sau alte obiecte între benzile de 
circulaţie sau în zonele de parcare.

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*

Continuare
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Take your foot off the pedal and press the –/SET button when you reach the desired 
speed.

The moment you release the –/SET button, 
the set speed is fixed, and ACC begins. 

When ACC starts operating, the vehicle icon, 
interval bars and set speed appear on the 
driver information interface.

During cruise control, Straight Driving Assist 
Function is activated. This control function is 
an EPS function and it helps reduce the 
steering effort to keep the steering angle on a 
straight road with cants.

■ To Set the Vehicle Speed 1Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*

When the engine speed slows down, try to 
downshift. You can maintain the set speed if you 
change gear within five seconds.

It may take more time to accelerate in ECON mode.

You cannot use cruise control and the adjustable 
speed limiter at the same time.

You cannot use the ACC and the adjustable speed 
limiter at the same time.

On when 
adaptive cruise 
control begins

Press and release

−/SET Button

Set Vehicle Speed

Set Vehicle Interval

* Not available on all models
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*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Pentru a seta viteza vehiculului

Retrageţi piciorul de pe pedală și apăsaţi butonul - / SET când atingeţi viteza dorită.

În momentul în care eliberaţi butonul - / SET, 
viteza setată este fixă și ACC începe.

Când ACC începe să funcţioneze, pictograma 
vehiculului, barele de intervale și viteza setată 
apar pe interfaţa cu informaţii despre driver.

În timpul controlului vitezei de croazieră, este 
activată funcţia de asistenţă directă. Această 
funcţie de control este o funcţie EPS și ajută la 
reducerea efortului de direcţie pentru a menţine 
unghiul de direcţie pe un drum drept cu canturi.

Buton - / SET

Pentru a micșora viteza
La începutul 
controlului de 
croazieră adaptiv

Când viteza motorului încetinește, încercaţi să 
schimbaţi viteza. Puteţi menţine viteza setată dacă 
schimbaţi viteza în cinci secunde.

Este posibil să dureze mai mult timp pentru a 
accelera în modul ECON.

Nu puteţi utiliza în același timp sistemul de control 
al vitezei de croazieră și limitatorul de viteză 
reglabil.

Nu puteţi utiliza ACC și limitatorul de viteză 
reglabil în același timp.

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*

Setaţi distanţa vehiculului

Setaţi distanţa vehiculului

▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*
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■ There is a vehicle ahead
ACC monitors if a vehicle ahead of you enters the ACC range. If a vehicle is detected 
doing so, the ACC system maintains or decelerates your vehicle’s set speed in order 
to keep the vehicle’s set following-interval from the vehicle ahead.

2 To Set or Change Following-interval P. 526

When a vehicle whose speed is slower than 
your set speed comes in or cuts in front of you 
and is detected by the radar and the camera, 
your vehicle starts to slow down.

■When in Operation 1When in Operation

If the vehicle ahead of you slows down abruptly, or if 
another vehicle cuts in front of you, the beeper 
sounds and a message appears on the driver 
information interface.
Depress the brake pedal, and keep an appropriate 
interval from the vehicle ahead.

Beep

ACC Range: 120 m

A vehicle icon appears on 
the driver information 
interface
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Există un vehicul înainte
ACC monitorizează dacă un vehicul înaintea ta intră în gama ACC. Dacă un vehicul 
este detectat în acest sens, sistemul ACC menţine sau decelerează viteza setată 
a autovehiculului pentru a menţine vehiculul setat după intervalul de timp de la 
vehiculul din faţă.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Pentru a seta sau a schimba intervalul următor P. 526

Dacă autovehiculul din faţa dvs. încetinește brusc 
sau dacă un alt vehicul schimbă în faţa dvs., sună 
semnalul sonor și apare un mesaj pe interfaţa cu 
informaţii pentru șofer.
Apăsaţi pedala de frână și păstraţi o distanţă 
adevată înainte de vehicul.

Când funcţionează

Atunci când un vehicul a cărui viteză este mai mică 
decât viteza setată vine sau schimbă în faţa dvs. și 
este detectată de radar și camera foto, vehiculul 
dvs. începe să încetinească.

Pe interfaţa cu informaţii pentru șofer 
va apărea o pictogramă pentru vehicul

Distanţă de funcţionare ACC: 120 m

▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*
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■ There is no vehicle ahead
Your vehicle maintains the set speed without 
having to keep your foot on the brake or 
accelerator pedal.
If there previously was a vehicle detected 
ahead that kept your vehicle from travelling at 
the set speed, ACC accelerates your vehicle to 
the set speed, and then maintains it.

■ When you depress the accelerator pedal
You can temporarily increase the vehicle speed. In this case, there is no audible or 
visual alert even if a vehicle is in the ACC range.
ACC stays on unless you cancel it. Once you release the accelerator pedal, the 
system resumes an appropriate speed for keeping the following interval while a 
vehicle ahead is within the ACC range.

1When in Operation

Even if the interval between your vehicle and the 
vehicle detected ahead is short, ACC may start 
accelerating your vehicle under the following 
circumstances:
• The vehicle ahead of you is going at almost the 

same speed as, or faster than, your vehicle.
• A vehicle that cuts in front of you is going faster 

than your vehicle, gradually increasing the interval 
between the vehicles.

You can also set the system to beep when a vehicle 
detected in front of you comes in and goes out of the 
ACC detecting range. Change the ACC Vehicle 
Ahead Detected Beep setting.

2 Customized Features* P. 161, 359

Limitations
You may need to use the brake to maintain a safe 
interval when using ACC.
Additionally, ACC may not work properly under 
certain conditions.

2 ACC Conditions and Limitations P. 523

A vehicle icon with dotted-line 
contour appears on the driver 
information interface

* Not available on all models
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*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Chiar dacă distanţa dintre vehiculul dvs. și 
vehiculul detectat înainte este scurtă, ACC 
poate începe să accelereze autovehiculul dvs. în 
următoarele situaţii:
•  Vehiculul din faţa dvs. se îndreaptă cu aproape 

aceeași viteză, sau mai repede decât cu 
autovehiculul dvs.

•  Un vehicul care schimbă în faţa ta merge mai 
repede decât mașina ta, crescând treptat 
distanţa dintre vehicule.

De asemenea, puteţi seta sistemul să emită un 
semnal sonor când un autovehicul detectat în 
faţa dvs. intră și iese din gama de detectare ACC. 
Schimbaţi setarea Viteză detectată a vehiculului 
ACC.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate* P. 161, 359

Limitări
Poate fi necesar să utilizaţi frâna pentru a menţine 
un interval sigur atunci când utilizaţi ACC.
În plus, ACC poate să nu funcţioneze corect în 
anumite condiţii.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Condiţii și limitări ACC P. 523

Când funcţionează
Vehiculul dvs. menţine viteza setată fără a vă 
menţine piciorul pe pedala de frână sau pe 
pedala de acceleraţie.
Dacă înainte a fost detectat un vehicul 
înainte ca vehiculul să nu poată călători la 
viteza setată, ACC accelerează autovehiculul 
la viteza setată și apoi îl menţine.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Când nu este un vehicul în faţă
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Când apăsaţi pedala de acceleraţie
Puteţi crește temporar viteza vehiculului. În acest caz, nu există nici o alertă 
sonoră sau vizuală, chiar dacă un vehicul este în gama ACC.
ACC rămâne fără să o anulaţi. Odată ce eliberaţi pedala de acceleraţie, 
sistemul revine la o viteză adecvată pentru a menţine intervalul următor în 
timp ce un vehicul în faţă se află în intervalul ACC.

Pe interfaţa de informaţii pentru 
șofer apare o pictogramă pentru 
vehicul cu contur liniar punctat.

▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*
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The system may automatically shut off and the ACC indicator will come on under 
certain conditions. Some examples of these conditions are listed below. Other 
conditions may reduce some of the ACC functions.

2 Front Sensor Camera* P. 501

■ Environmental conditions
Driving in bad weather (rain, fog, snow, etc.).

■ Roadway conditions
Driving on a snowy or wet roadway (obscured lane marking, vehicle tracks, reflected 
lights, road spray, high contrast).

■ Vehicle conditions
• The outside of the windscreen is blocked by dirt, mud, leaves, wet snow, etc.
• An abnormal tyre or wheel condition (Wrong sized, varied size or construction, 

improperly inflated, compact spare tyre*, etc.).
• The camera temperature gets too high.
• The parking brake is applied.
• When the lower bumper next to the fog light* is dirty.
• The vehicle is tilted due to a heavy load or suspension modifications.
• When tyre chains are installed.

■ACC Conditions and Limitations 1ACC Conditions and Limitations

The radar sensor for ACC is shared with the Collision 
Mitigation Braking System (CMBS).

2 Collision Mitigation Braking System 
(CMBS)* P. 569

You can read about handling information for the 
camera equipped with this system.

2 Front Sensor Camera* P. 501

Always keep the radar sensor cover clean.

Never use chemical solvents or polishing powder for 
cleaning the sensor cover. Clean it with water or a 
mild detergent.

Do not put a sticker on the radar sensor cover or 
replace the radar sensor cover.

If you need the radar sensor to be repaired, or 
removed, or the radar sensor cover is strongly 
impacted, turn off the system by pressing the MAIN 
button and take your vehicle to a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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Continuare

Condiţii și limitări ACC

Sistemul se poate opri automat și indicatorul ACC se va declanșa în anumite condiţii. 
Câteva exemple ale acestor condiţii sunt enumerate mai jos. Alte condiţii pot reduce 
unele dintre funcţiile ACC.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Cameră senzor frontal* P. 501
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Condiţii de mediu
Conducerea în condiţii meteo nefavorabile (ploaie, ceaţă, zăpadă etc.).
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Condiţii de rulare
Conducerea pe o carosabilă înzăpezită sau umedă (marcajul cu bandă ascunsă, piste de 
vehicule, lămpi reflectate, pulverizare pe șosea, contrast înalt).
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Condiţiile vehiculului
•  Partea exterioară a parbrizului este blocată de murdărie, noroi, frunze, zăpadă umedă 

etc.
•  Anvelope anormale sau condiţii de anvelopă (dimensiuni greșite, dimensiuni sau 

construcţii variate, umflate necorespunzător, anvelope de rezervă compacte * etc.).
• Temperatura camerei devine prea ridicată.
• Frâna de parcare este acţionată.
• Când bara de protecţie de lângă proiectoare* este murdară.
• Vehiculul este înclinat datorită modificărilor greutăţii sau suspensiilor.
• Când sunt instalate lanţurile de anvelope.

Senzorul radar pentru ACC este împărţit cu 
Sistemul de frânare pentru atenuarea coliziunilor 
(CMBS).
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Sistem de frânare de atenuare a coliziunii 
(CMBS) * P. 569

Puteţi citi informaţii despre manipularea 
informaţiilor pentru camera echipată cu acest 
sistem.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Cameră senzor frontal * P. 501

Păstraţi întotdeauna capacul senzorului radar 
curat.

Nu folosiţi niciodată solvenţi chimici sau pulbere 
de lustruit pentru curăţarea capacului senzorului. 
Curăţaţi-l cu apă sau cu un detergent slab.

Nu puneţi un autocolant pe capacul senzorului 
radar sau înlocuiţi capacul senzorului radar.

Dacă aveţi nevoie ca senzorul radar să fie reparate 
sau scos, sau dacă capacul senzorului radar este 
puternic afectat, opriţi sistemul apăsând butonul 
MAIN și luaţi legătura cu un dealer.

Condiţii și limitări ACC

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*
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■ Detection limitations
• A vehicle suddenly crosses in front of you.
• The interval between your vehicle and the vehicle ahead of you is too short.
• A vehicle cuts in front of you at a slow speed, and it brakes suddenly.
• When you accelerate rapidly and approach the vehicle ahead of you at high 

speed.
• The vehicle ahead of you is a motorcycle, bicycle, mobility scooter, or other small 

vehicle.
• When there are animals in front of your vehicle.
• When you drive on a curved or winding or undulating road that makes it difficult 

for the sensor to properly detect a vehicle in front of you.
• The speed difference between your vehicle and a vehicle in front of you is 

significantly large.
• An oncoming vehicle suddenly comes in front of you.
• Your vehicle abruptly crosses over in front of an oncoming vehicle.
• When driving through a narrow iron bridge.
• When the vehicle ahead of you brakes suddenly.
• When the vehicle ahead of you has a unique shape.
• When your vehicle or the vehicle ahead of you is driving on one edge of the lane.

1ACC Conditions and Limitations

Have your vehicle checked by a dealer if you find any 
unusual behavior of the system (e.g., the warning 
message appears too frequently).
If the front of the vehicle is impacted in any of the 
following situations, the radar sensor may not work 
properly. Have your vehicle checked by a dealer:
• The vehicle mounted onto a bump, curb, chock, 

embankment, etc.
• You drive the vehicle where the water is deep.
• Your vehicle has a frontal collision.
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*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Limitări ale detecţiei
• Un vehicul trece brusc în faţa dvs.
• Intervalul dintre vehiculul dvs. și vehiculul din faţa dvs. este prea scurt.
• Un vehicul vă taie în faţa la o viteză redusă și se oprește brusc.
• Când acceleraţi rapid și vă apropiaţi de vehicul înaintea dvs. la viteză mare.
•  Vehiculul din faţa dvs. este o motocicletă, o bicicletă, un scuter mobil sau alt 

vehicul mic.
• Când există animale în faţa vehiculului.
•  Atunci când conduceţi pe un drum curbat, sinuos sau pe un drum îngust, care 

face dificilă detectarea corectă a unui vehicul în faţa dumneavoastră.
•  Diferenţa de viteză dintre vehiculul dvs. și un vehicul din faţa dvs. este 

semnificativ mare.
• Un vehicul care apare brusc în faţa ta.
• Vehiculul dvs. trece brusc în faţa unui vehicul care se apropie.
• Când conduceţi pe un pod de fier îngust.
• Când vehiculul din faţă frânează brusc.
• Când vehiculul din faţa dvs. are o formă unică.
•  Când vehiculul dumneavoastră sau vehiculul din faţa dvs. conduce la 

marginea benzii.

Dacă partea frontală a vehiculului este afectată în 
oricare dintre situaţiile următoare, este posibil ca 
senzorul radar să nu funcţioneze corect. Verificaţi 
autovehiculul de către un dealer:
•  Autovehiculul este parcat pe un șanţ, o bordură, 

un cioc, o talpă, etc.
•  Când conduceţi autovehiculul în apă adâncă.
• Vehiculul dvs. are o coliziune frontală.

Condiţii și limite ale ACC

▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*
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Increase or decrease the vehicle speed using the RES/+ or –/SET buttons on the 
steering wheel.

• Each time you press the button, the vehicle speed is increased or decreased by 
about 1 km/h accordingly.

• If you keep the button pressed, the vehicle speed increases or decreases by about 
10 km/h accordingly.

■ To Adjust the Vehicle Speed 1To Adjust the Vehicle Speed

If a vehicle detected ahead is going at a speed slower 
than your increased set speed, ACC may not 
accelerate your vehicle. This is to maintain the set 
interval between your vehicle and the vehicle ahead.

When you depress the accelerator pedal and then 
push and release the –/SET button, the current speed 
of the vehicle is set.

To increase speed

To decrease speed
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Continuare

Pentru a regla viteza vehiculului

Măriţi sau micșoraţi viteza vehiculului cu ajutorul butoanelor RES / + sau - / SET  
de pe volan.

•  De fiecare dată când apăsaţi butonul, viteza vehiculului crește sau scade  
cu aproximativ 1 km/h în consecinţă.

•  Dacă menţineţi butonul apăsat, viteza vehiculului crește sau scade cu 
aproximativ 10 km/h în consecinţă.

Dacă un vehicul detectat înainte merge cu o 
viteză mai mică decât viteza setată, ACC nu poate 
accelera vehiculul. Acest lucru este de a menţine 
intervalul stabilit între vehiculul dumneavoastră și 
vehiculul din faţă.

Când apăsaţi pedala de acceleraţie și apoi apăsaţi 
și eliberaţi butonul - / SET, viteza curentă a 
vehiculului este setată.

Pentru a regla viteza vehiculului

Pentru a crește viteza

Pentru a micșora viteza

▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*
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Press the  (interval) button to change ACC 
following-interval.
Each time you press the button, the following-
interval (the interval behind a vehicle detected 
ahead of you) setting cycles through extra 
long, long, middle, and short following-
intervals.

Determine the most appropriate following-
interval setting based on your specific driving 
conditions. Be sure to adhere to any 
following-interval requirements set by local 
regulation.

■ To Set or Change Following-interval 1To Set or Change Following-interval

The driver must in all circumstances preserve a 
sufficient braking interval from the vehicle which 
precedes it and be aware that minimum intervals or 
times of spacing can be provided by the provisions of 
the Motorway Code locally applicable and that it is 
the driver’s responsibility to respect those laws.

Interval Button
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În toate situaţiile, șoferul trebuie să păstreze 
o distanţă suficientă pentru frânare de la 
autovehiculul care îl precede și să fie conștient 
de faptul că distanţele sau intervalele minime 
de distanţare pot fi furnizate de dispoziţiile 
codului de autostradă aplicabile local și că este 
responsabilitatea șoferului de a respecta acele legi.

Pentru a seta sau a schimba intervalul următorPentru a seta sau a schimba intervalul următor

Buton Interval

Apăsaţi butonul 
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Press the  (Interval) button to change the 
ACC with LSF following interval.
Each time you press the button, the following-
interval (the interval behind a vehicle detected 
ahead of you) setting cycles through extra 
long, long, middle, and short following 
intervals.

Determine the most appropriate following-
interval setting based on your specific driving 
conditions. Be sure to adhere to any 
following-interval requirements set by local 
regulation.

■ To Set or Change Following Interval

Interval Button
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 (interval) pentru a schimba 
intervalul următor ACC.
De fiecare dată când apăsaţi butonul, 
următoarea distanţă (distanţa din spatele unui 
vehicul detectat înaintea dvs.) stabilește cicluri 
prin distanţe lungi, lungi, medii și scurte.

Determinaţi cea mai potrivită setare de intervale 
de timp pe baza condiţiilor de conducere 
specifice. Asiguraţi-vă că respectaţi toate 
cerinţele de intervale de timp stabilite de 
reglementările locale.

▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*
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The higher your vehicle’s following-speed is, the longer the short, middle, long or 
extra long following-interval becomes. See the following examples for your 
reference.

Following Interval
When the Set Speed is:

80 km/h 104 km/h

Short
25 meters

1.1 sec
31.5 meters

1.1 sec

Middle
33 meters

1.5 sec
43.4 meters

1.5 sec

Long
47 meters

2.1 sec
60.8 meters

2.1 sec

Extra Long
62 meters

2.8 sec
81.4 meters

2.8 sec
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Continuare

După Interval
Când viteza setată este:

80 km/h 104 km/h

Scurtă

Mijlocie

Lungă

Foarte 
Lungă

25 de metri
1,1 sec

33 de metri
1,5 sec

47 de metri
2,1 sec

62 de metri
2,8 sec

31,5 metri
1,1 sec

43,4 metri
1,5 sec

60,8 metri
2,1 sec

81,4 metri
2,8 sec

Cu cât este mai mare viteza vehiculului, cu atât devine mai lungă distanţa următoare, 
scurt, mediu, lung sau extra lung. Vedeţi următoarele exemple de referinţă.

▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*
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To cancel ACC, do any of the following:
• Press the CANCEL button.
• Press the MAIN button.
u ACC indicator goes off.

• Press the LIM button.
• Depress the brake pedal.
• Depress the clutch pedal for five seconds or 

more.

■ To Cancel 1To Cancel

Resuming the prior set speed: After you have 
cancelled ACC, you can resume the prior set speed 
while it is still displayed. Press the RES/+ button 
when driving at a speed of at least 30 km/h or more.

The set speed cannot be set or resumed when ACC 
has been turned off using the MAIN button. Press 
the MAIN button to activate the system, then set the 
desired speed.LIM 

Button

CANCEL 
Button

MAIN 
Button
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Buton 
CANCEL

Buton 
LIM

Buton 
MAIN

Pentru a anula ACC, efectuaţi oricare dintre 
următoarele acţiuni:
• Apăsaţi butonul CANCEL.
•  Apăsaţi butonul MAIN. 

▶ Indicatorul ACC se stinge.
• Apăsaţi butonul LIM.
• Apăsaţi pedala de frână.
•  Apăsaţi pedala de ambreiaj timp de cinci 

secunde sau mai mult.

Reluarea vitezei setate anterior: După ce aţi anulat 
ACC, puteţi relua viteza setată anterior în timp ce 
este încă afișată. Apăsaţi butonul RES / + atunci 
când conduceţi cu o viteză de cel puţin 30 km / h 
sau mai mult.

Viteza programată nu poate fi setată sau reluată 
când ACC a fost oprită utilizând butonul MAIN. 
Apăsaţi butonul MAIN pentru a activa sistemul, 
apoi setaţi viteza dorită.

Pentru a anulaPentru a anula

▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*
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■ Automatic cancellation
The beeper sounds and a message appears on the driver information interface when 
ACC is automatically cancelled. Any of these conditions may cause the ACC is 
automatically cancelled.
• Bad weather (rain, fog, snow, etc.)
• When the radar sensor in the lower bumper next to the fog light* gets dirty.
• The vehicle ahead of you cannot be detected.
• An abnormal tyre condition is detected, or the tyres are skidding.
• Driving on a mountainous road, or driving off road for extended periods.
• Abrupt steering wheel movement.
• When the ABS, VSA or CMBS is activated.
• When the ABS or VSA system indicator comes on.
• When you manually apply the parking brake.
• When the detected vehicle within the ACC range is too close to your vehicle.
• The camera behind the rearview mirror, or the area around the camera, including 

the windscreen, gets dirty.
• When the Maximum Load Limit is exceeded.
• When passing through an enclosed space, such as tunnel.
• Ignoring shift down indication shown in the tachometer display will cancel the 

ACC after about 10 seconds.
• The engine speed goes into the tachometer’s red zone.
• The engine speed goes to below 1,000 rpm.
• You shift into neutral temporarily when shifting into a higher or lower gear.

1Automatic cancellation

Even though ACC has been automatically cancelled, 
you can still resume the prior set speed. Wait until the 
condition that caused ACC to cancel improves, then 
press the –/SET button.

* Not available on all models
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Continuare*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Chiar dacă ACC a fost anulată automat, puteţi 
relua în continuare viteza setată anterior. 
Așteptaţi până când starea care a cauzat 
anularea ACC va fi îmbunătăţită, apoi apăsaţi 
butonul - / SET.

 Anulare automată
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Anulare automată
Semnalul sonor se aude și pe interfaţa informaţiilor pentru șofer apare un mesaj când 
ACC este anulată automat. Oricare dintre aceste condiţii poate duce la anularea ACC.
• Vremea rea   (ploaie, ceaţă, zăpadă etc.)
•  Când senzorul radar din bara de protecţie inferioară de lângă proiectoare*  

se murdărește.
• Vehiculul din faţa dvs. nu poate fi detectat.
• Este detectată o stare anormală a pneurilor sau anvelopele sunt derapante.
• Conducerea pe un drum de munte sau pe drum accidentat pe perioade lungi de timp.
• Mișcarea bruscă a volanului.
• Când sunt activate ABS, VSA sau CMBS.
• Când se aprinde indicatorul sistemului ABS sau VSA.
• Când aplicaţi manual frâna de mână.
•  Când vehiculul detectat în intervalul ACC este prea aproape de vehiculul 

dumneavoastră.
•  Camera din spatele oglinzii retrovizoare sau zona din jurul camerei, inclusiv parbrizul, 

se murdărește.
• Când limita maximă de încărcare este depășită.
• Când treceţi printr-un spaţiu închis, cum ar fi tunelul.
•  Ignorarea indicaţiei de deplasare la vale afișată pe afișajul tahometrului va anula ACC 

după aproximativ 10 secunde.
• Viteza motorului intră în zona roșie a turometrului.
• Turaţia motorului este mai mică de 1.000 rpm.
• Treceţi temporar în neutru când treceţi într-o treaptă superioară sau inferioară.

▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*
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Provides an early prediction for a cut-in situation. The system detects that a vehicle 
running in the adjacent slower lane has an intention to cut in front of you and 
adjusts the speed of your vehicle in advance while ACC is activated.

■ How the system works

■ Intelligent Adaptive Cruise Control Function

The radar sensor in the lower bumper next to 
the fog light* detects vehicles ahead of you 
including those in the adjacent lane, and the 
camera behind the rearview mirror detects 
the lane markings.

This system improves ACC’s following/
tracking property; it adjusts your vehicle 
speed in advance predicting a situation that a 
vehicle running in the adjacent slower lane 
catches up with a slower vehicle ahead of it 
and changes the lane to cut in front of you 
early.
When such a cut-in situation is predicted, 
your vehicle speed decreases a little. When 
detected, your vehicle speed decreases 
according to the vehicle cutting in front of 
you.

As the speed is adjusted by the system, the 
cut in vehicle icon appears on the driver 
information interface to indicate that the 
system is activated.

Slow 
Vehicle

Cut-in 
Vehicle

Your 
Vehicle

* Not available on all models
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Senzorul radar din bara de protecţie inferioară 
de lângă proiectoare* detectează vehiculele din 
faţa dvs., inclusiv cele din banda adiacentă, iar 
camera din spatele oglinzii retrovizoare detectează 
marcajele benzilor de rulare.

Acest sistem îmbunătăţește ACC; Acesta ajustează 
viteza vehiculului în avans, prezincând o situaţie în 
care un vehicul care rulează în banda adiacentă mai 
lentă cu un vehicul mai lent în faţa lui și schimbă 
banda de a tăia în faţa dvs. mai devreme.
Atunci când se prezice o astfel de situaţieîn care un 
vechicul vă taie calea, viteza vehiculului scade puţin. 
Când este detectată, viteza vehiculului scade în 
funcţie de autovehiculul din faţa dumneavoastră.

Pe măsură ce viteza este reglată de sistem, 
pictograma tăiat în vehicul apare pe interfaţa cu 
informaţii pentru șofer pentru a indica faptul că 
sistemul este activat.

Vehicul 
lent

Vehicul 
care îti 
taie calea

Vehiculul  
personal

Funcţie inteligentă de adaptare a vitezei de croazieră

Oferă o anticipare timpurie pentru o situaţie cut-in. Sistemul detectează că un 
vehicul care rulează în banda adiacentă mai lentă are intenţia de a tăia în faţa 
dvs. și ajustează în avans viteza vehiculului în timp ce ACC este activat.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Cum funcţionează sistemul

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*
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■ How the system activates
When a vehicle cuts in front of you is going faster than the vehicle ahead of it, and 
your vehicle is going faster than the cut-in vehicle (i.e., when you need to slow 
down), ACC predicts the cutting-in and adjust your vehicle speed.

The system activates when all the following conditions are met:
• When ACC is activated.
• When you are driving on a multi-lane road.
• When your vehicle speed is between about 80 km/h and about 180 km/h.
• The vehicle is on a straight or slightly curved road.
• The turn signals are off.
• The brake pedal is not depressed.
• When a vehicle cuts in from a slower lane.

■ Intelligent adaptive cruise control on and off
You can turn the system on and off using the driver information interface.

2 Customized Features* P. 161, 359

1Intelligent Adaptive Cruise Control Function

When traffic changes from right hand side to left 
hand side, driving on a road where there is oncoming 
traffic for some distance automatically switches the 
lane to be detected from right to left.

Intelligent adaptive cruise control may not activate 
under the following conditions:
• When the speed difference between the cut-in 

vehicle and the vehicle ahead of it in the adjacent 
lane is small

• When the speed difference between the cut-in 
vehicle and your vehicle is small (i.e., when speed 
adjustment is not required)

• When a vehicle simply cuts in front of your vehicle 
with no vehicle ahead in the adjacent lane

• When a vehicle cuts in from a faster lane

* Not available on all models
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*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Atunci când traficul se schimbă de la partea 
dreaptă spre stânga, conducerea pe un drum 
în care există un trafic care se apropie de o 
anumită distanţă comută automat banda pentru 
a fi detectată de la dreapta la stânga.

Controlul inteligent de croazieră adaptiv poate 
să nu se activeze în următoarele condiţii:
•  Când diferenţa de viteză dintre vehiculul care 

schimbă banda și vehiculul din faţa acestuia în 
banda adiacentă este mică.

•  Când diferenţa de viteză dintre vehiculul care 
schimbă banda și vehiculul dumneavoastră 
este mică (adică atunci când nu este necesară 
ajustarea vitezei)

•  Când un autovehicul care schimbă banda pur 
și simplu în faţa autovehiculului, fără vehicul 
înainte în banda adiacentă

•  Când un vehicul scare schimbă banda dintr-o 
bandă mai rapidă.

Funcţie inteligentă de adaptare a vitezei de croazieră
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Cum se activează sistemul
Atunci când un autovehicul schimbă banda în faţa dvs. merge mai repede decât 
vehiculul din faţa acestuia și autovehiculul dvs. trece mai repede decât vehiculul care 
a schimbat banda (adică atunci când trebuie să încetinești), ACC prezice schimbarea și 
ajustarea Viteza vehiculului.

Sistemul se activează atunci când sunt îndeplinite toate condiţiile următoare:
• Când ACC este activat.
• Când conduceţi pe un drum cu mai multe benzi.
•  Când viteza vehiculului este cuprinsă între aproximativ 80 km / h și  

aproximativ 180 km / h.
• Autovehiculul se află pe un drum drept sau ușor curbat.
• Luminile de semnalizare sunt dezactivate.
• Pedala de frână nu este apăsată.
• Când un vehicul schimbă dintr-o bandă mai lentă.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Comandă de croazieră inteligentă și adaptivă
Puteţi porni și opri sistemul folosind interfaţa de informaţii despre driver.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate* P. 161, 359

▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC)*
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Road Departure Mitigation System*

Alerts and helps to assist you when the system detects a possibility of your vehicle 
unintentionally crossing over detected lane markings.

The front camera behind the rearview mirror 
monitors left and right lane markings (in white 
or yellow). If your vehicle is getting too close 
to detected lane markings without a turn 
signal activated, the system, in addition to a 
visual alert, applies steering torque and alerts 
you with rapid vibrations on the steering 
wheel, to help you remain within the detected 
lane.

2 Customized Features P. 359

As a visual alert, the  message appears on 
the driver information interface.

If the system determines that its steering input 
is insufficient to keep your vehicle on the 
roadway, it may apply braking.
u Braking is applied only when the lane 

markings are solid continuous lines.
The system cancels assisting operations when you turn the steering wheel to avoid 
crossing over detected lane markings.

If the system operates several times without detecting driver response, the system 
beeps to alert you.

■How the System Works

1Road Departure Mitigation System*

Important Safety Reminder
Like all assistance systems, the Road Departure 
Mitigation system has limitations.
Over-reliance on the Road Departure Mitigation 
system may result in a collision. It is always your 
responsibility to keep the vehicle within your driving 
lane.

The Road Departure Mitigation system only alerts you 
when lane drift is detected without a turn signal in 
use. The Road Departure Mitigation system may not 
detect all lane markings or lane departures; accuracy 
will vary based on weather, speed and lane marker 
condition. It is always your responsibility to safely 
operate the vehicle and avoid collisions.

You can read about handling information for the 
camera equipped with this system.

2 Front Sensor Camera* P. 501

The Road Departure Mitigation system may not work 
properly or may work improperly under the certain 
conditions:

2 Road Departure Mitigation Conditions and 
Limitations P. 534

There are times when you may not notice Road 
Departure Mitigation functions due to your operation 
of the vehicle, or road surface conditions. If the  
message appears repeatedly and you do not apply 
responsive actions, the beeper sounds and Road 
Departure Mitigation functions will be cancelled.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistem de asistare a menţinerii benzii de circulaţie cu intervenţie activă asupra traiectoriei*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Alertele și vă ajută când sistemul detectează posibilitatea ca vehiculul dvs.  
să treacă neintenţionat peste marcajele de bandă detectate.

Sistem de asistare a menţinerii benzii de circulaţie  
cu intervenţie activă asupra traiectoriei*

Cum funcţionează sistemul

Camera frontală din spatele oglinzii 
retrovizoare monitorizează marcajele benzii 
stânga și dreaptă (în alb sau galben). Dacă 
vehiculul dvs. se apropie prea mult de marcajele 
de bandă detectate fără ca un semnal de 
direcţie să fie activat, sistemul, în afară de o 
alertă vizuală, aplică cuplul de direcţie și vă 
alertează cu vibraţii rapide pe volan, pentru a 
vă ajuta să rămâneţi în banda detectată.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359

Ca o alertă vizuală, mesajul 
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Road Departure Mitigation System*

Alerts and helps to assist you when the system detects a possibility of your vehicle 
unintentionally crossing over detected lane markings.

The front camera behind the rearview mirror 
monitors left and right lane markings (in white 
or yellow). If your vehicle is getting too close 
to detected lane markings without a turn 
signal activated, the system, in addition to a 
visual alert, applies steering torque and alerts 
you with rapid vibrations on the steering 
wheel, to help you remain within the detected 
lane.

2 Customized Features P. 359

As a visual alert, the  message appears on 
the driver information interface.

If the system determines that its steering input 
is insufficient to keep your vehicle on the 
roadway, it may apply braking.
u Braking is applied only when the lane 

markings are solid continuous lines.
The system cancels assisting operations when you turn the steering wheel to avoid 
crossing over detected lane markings.

If the system operates several times without detecting driver response, the system 
beeps to alert you.

■How the System Works

1Road Departure Mitigation System*

Important Safety Reminder
Like all assistance systems, the Road Departure 
Mitigation system has limitations.
Over-reliance on the Road Departure Mitigation 
system may result in a collision. It is always your 
responsibility to keep the vehicle within your driving 
lane.

The Road Departure Mitigation system only alerts you 
when lane drift is detected without a turn signal in 
use. The Road Departure Mitigation system may not 
detect all lane markings or lane departures; accuracy 
will vary based on weather, speed and lane marker 
condition. It is always your responsibility to safely 
operate the vehicle and avoid collisions.

You can read about handling information for the 
camera equipped with this system.

2 Front Sensor Camera* P. 501

The Road Departure Mitigation system may not work 
properly or may work improperly under the certain 
conditions:

2 Road Departure Mitigation Conditions and 
Limitations P. 534

There are times when you may not notice Road 
Departure Mitigation functions due to your operation 
of the vehicle, or road surface conditions. If the  
message appears repeatedly and you do not apply 
responsive actions, the beeper sounds and Road 
Departure Mitigation functions will be cancelled.

* Not available on all models
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 apare pe 
interfaţa cu informaţii pentru șofer.
Dacă sistemul determină că intrarea sistemului 
de direcţie nu este suficientă pentru a vă 
menţine autovehiculul pe carosabil, se poate 
aplica frânare.

▶  Frânarea se aplică numai atunci când 
marcajele benzii sunt linii continue 
continue.

Sistemul anulează operaţiile de asistenţă atunci când rotiţi volanul pentru a evita 
trecerea marcajelor de bandă detectate.

Dacă sistemul funcţionează de mai multe ori fără a detecta răspunsul șoferului, 
sistemul emite un semnal sonor pentru a vă avertiza.

Remediere importantă pentru siguranţă
Ca toate sistemele de asistenţă, sistemul de atenuare a 
decolării rutiere are limitări. Suprasolicitarea sistemului de 
atenuare a plecării de pe șosea poate duce la o coliziune. 
Este întotdeauna responsabilitatea dvs. să păstraţi vehiculul 
în banda de navigaţie.

Sistemul de atenuare a plecării de pe șosea vă avertizează 
numai când deplasarea benzii de rulare este detectată fără 
utilizarea unui semn de semnalizare. Sistemul de atenuare 
a plecării de pe șosea nu poate detecta toate marcajele 
de bandă sau delimitarea benzilor de circulaţie; Precizia 
va varia în funcţie de condiţiile de vreme, de viteză și de 
marcajul benzii. Este întotdeauna responsabilitatea dvs. de 
a folosi în siguranţă vehiculul și de a evita coliziunile.

Puteţi citi informaţii despre manipularea informaţiilor 
pentru camera foto echipată cu acest sistem.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Cameră senzor frontal* P. 501

Sistemul de atenuare a decolării rutiere poate să nu 
funcţioneze corespunzător sau să funcţioneze în mod 
necorespunzător în anumite condiţii:
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Condiţii și limitări privind Sistem de asistare a 
menţinerii benzii de circulaţie cu intervenţie activă 
asupra traiectoriei* P. 534

Există momente în care este posibil să nu observaţi funcţii  
Sistem de asistare a menţinerii benzii de circulaţie  
cu intervenţie activă asupra traiectoriei datorită 
funcţionării vehiculului sau a condiţiilor de rulare a 
drumului. Dacă mesajul 
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Road Departure Mitigation System*

Alerts and helps to assist you when the system detects a possibility of your vehicle 
unintentionally crossing over detected lane markings.

The front camera behind the rearview mirror 
monitors left and right lane markings (in white 
or yellow). If your vehicle is getting too close 
to detected lane markings without a turn 
signal activated, the system, in addition to a 
visual alert, applies steering torque and alerts 
you with rapid vibrations on the steering 
wheel, to help you remain within the detected 
lane.

2 Customized Features P. 359

As a visual alert, the  message appears on 
the driver information interface.

If the system determines that its steering input 
is insufficient to keep your vehicle on the 
roadway, it may apply braking.
u Braking is applied only when the lane 

markings are solid continuous lines.
The system cancels assisting operations when you turn the steering wheel to avoid 
crossing over detected lane markings.

If the system operates several times without detecting driver response, the system 
beeps to alert you.

■How the System Works

1Road Departure Mitigation System*

Important Safety Reminder
Like all assistance systems, the Road Departure 
Mitigation system has limitations.
Over-reliance on the Road Departure Mitigation 
system may result in a collision. It is always your 
responsibility to keep the vehicle within your driving 
lane.

The Road Departure Mitigation system only alerts you 
when lane drift is detected without a turn signal in 
use. The Road Departure Mitigation system may not 
detect all lane markings or lane departures; accuracy 
will vary based on weather, speed and lane marker 
condition. It is always your responsibility to safely 
operate the vehicle and avoid collisions.

You can read about handling information for the 
camera equipped with this system.

2 Front Sensor Camera* P. 501

The Road Departure Mitigation system may not work 
properly or may work improperly under the certain 
conditions:

2 Road Departure Mitigation Conditions and 
Limitations P. 534

There are times when you may not notice Road 
Departure Mitigation functions due to your operation 
of the vehicle, or road surface conditions. If the  
message appears repeatedly and you do not apply 
responsive actions, the beeper sounds and Road 
Departure Mitigation functions will be cancelled.

* Not available on all models
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 apare în mod repetat și nu 
aplicaţi acţiuni receptive, sunetul sonor și funcţiile de 
atenuare a plecării vor fi anulate.
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Road Departure Mitigation System*

Alerts and helps to assist you when the system detects a possibility of your vehicle 
unintentionally crossing over detected lane markings.

The front camera behind the rearview mirror 
monitors left and right lane markings (in white 
or yellow). If your vehicle is getting too close 
to detected lane markings without a turn 
signal activated, the system, in addition to a 
visual alert, applies steering torque and alerts 
you with rapid vibrations on the steering 
wheel, to help you remain within the detected 
lane.

2 Customized Features P. 359

As a visual alert, the  message appears on 
the driver information interface.

If the system determines that its steering input 
is insufficient to keep your vehicle on the 
roadway, it may apply braking.
u Braking is applied only when the lane 

markings are solid continuous lines.
The system cancels assisting operations when you turn the steering wheel to avoid 
crossing over detected lane markings.

If the system operates several times without detecting driver response, the system 
beeps to alert you.

■How the System Works

1Road Departure Mitigation System*

Important Safety Reminder
Like all assistance systems, the Road Departure 
Mitigation system has limitations.
Over-reliance on the Road Departure Mitigation 
system may result in a collision. It is always your 
responsibility to keep the vehicle within your driving 
lane.

The Road Departure Mitigation system only alerts you 
when lane drift is detected without a turn signal in 
use. The Road Departure Mitigation system may not 
detect all lane markings or lane departures; accuracy 
will vary based on weather, speed and lane marker 
condition. It is always your responsibility to safely 
operate the vehicle and avoid collisions.

You can read about handling information for the 
camera equipped with this system.

2 Front Sensor Camera* P. 501

The Road Departure Mitigation system may not work 
properly or may work improperly under the certain 
conditions:

2 Road Departure Mitigation Conditions and 
Limitations P. 534

There are times when you may not notice Road 
Departure Mitigation functions due to your operation 
of the vehicle, or road surface conditions. If the  
message appears repeatedly and you do not apply 
responsive actions, the beeper sounds and Road 
Departure Mitigation functions will be cancelled.

* Not available on all models
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Sistem de asistare a menţinerii benzii de circulaţie  
cu intervenţie activă asupra traiectoriei*
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The system becomes ready to start searching for lane markings when all the 
following conditions are met:
• The vehicle is travelling between about 72 and 185 km/h.
• The vehicle is on a straight or slightly curved road.
• The turn signals are off.
• The brake pedal is not depressed.
• The wipers are not in continuous operation.
• The system makes a determination that the driver is not actively accelerating, 

braking or steering.

Press the Road Departure Mitigation button to 
turn the system on and off.
u The indicator in the button comes on and 

the message appears on the driver 
information interface when the system is 
on.

■How the System Activates

■ Road Departure Mitigation On and Off

1How the System Activates

The Road Departure Mitigation system may 
automatically shut off and the  indicator comes 
and stays on.

2 Indicators P. 94

Road Departure Mitigation system function can be 
impacted when the vehicle is:
• Not driven within a traffic lane.
• Driven on the inside edge of a curve, or outside of 
a lane.

• Driven in a narrow lane.

1Road Departure Mitigation On and Off

When you have selected Warning Only from the 
customized options using the audio/information 
screen, the system does not operate the steering 
wheel and braking.

Road Departure 
Mitigation Button

Indicator
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistem de asistare a menţinerii benzii de circulaţie cu intervenţie activă asupra traiectoriei*

Modul în care sistemul activează

Sistemul devine gata de a începe căutarea marcajelor de bandă atunci când sunt 
îndeplinite toate condiţiile următoare:
• Vehiculul se deplasează între aproximativ 72 și 185 km/h.
• Autovehiculul se află pe un drum drept sau ușor curbat.
• Semnalele de semnalizare sunt dezactivate.
• Pedala de frână nu este apăsată.
• Ștergătoarele nu funcţionează în mod continuu.
• Sistemul stabilește că șoferul nu accelerează activ, nu frânează sau nu conduce.

Oferă o anticipare timpurie pentru o situaţie 
cut-in. Sistemul detectează că un vehicul care 
rulează în banda adiacentă mai lentă are 
intenţia de a tăia în faţa dvs. și ajustează în 
avans viteza v
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The system becomes ready to start searching for lane markings when all the 
following conditions are met:
• The vehicle is travelling between about 72 and 185 km/h.
• The vehicle is on a straight or slightly curved road.
• The turn signals are off.
• The brake pedal is not depressed.
• The wipers are not in continuous operation.
• The system makes a determination that the driver is not actively accelerating, 

braking or steering.

Press the Road Departure Mitigation button to 
turn the system on and off.
u The indicator in the button comes on and 

the message appears on the driver 
information interface when the system is 
on.

■How the System Activates

■ Road Departure Mitigation On and Off

1How the System Activates

The Road Departure Mitigation system may 
automatically shut off and the  indicator comes 
and stays on.

2 Indicators P. 94

Road Departure Mitigation system function can be 
impacted when the vehicle is:
• Not driven within a traffic lane.
• Driven on the inside edge of a curve, or outside of 
a lane.

• Driven in a narrow lane.

1Road Departure Mitigation On and Off

When you have selected Warning Only from the 
customized options using the audio/information 
screen, the system does not operate the steering 
wheel and braking.

Road Departure 
Mitigation Button

Indicator
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Sistem de asistare a menţinerii benzii de circulaţie  
cu intervenţie activă asupra traiectoriei - pornit /oprit

Apăsaţi butonul sistemului de asistare 
a menţinerii benzii de circulaţie cu 
intervenţie activă asupra traiectoriei pentru 
a porni și opri sistemul.

▶  Indicatorul din buton se aprinde și 
mesajul apare pe interfaţa cu informaţii 
pentru șofer atunci când sistemul este 
pornit.

Buton asistare a menţinerii 
benzii de circulaţie cu intervenţie 
activă asupra traiectoriei

Sistemul de atenuare a plecării de pe șosea 
se poate opri automat și indicatorul apare și 
rămâne aprins.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Indicatori P. 94

Funcţia sistemului de atenuare a plecării poate fi 
afectată atunci când vehiculul este:
• Nu este condus într-o banda de circulaţie.
•  Acţionate pe marginea interioară a unei curbe 

sau în afara unei benzi.
• Este condus într-o bandă îngustă.

Când aţi selectat Numai Avertizare din 
opţiunile personalizate utilizând ecranul audio 
/ informaţii, sistemul nu acţionează volanul și 
frânarea.

Modul în care sistemul activează

Sistem de asistare a menţinerii benzii de circulaţie  
cu intervenţie activă asupra traiectoriei - pornit /oprit

Continuare
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The system may not properly detect lane markings and the position of your vehicle 
under certain conditions. Some examples of these conditions are listed below.

■ Environmental conditions
• Driving in bad weather (rain, fog, snow, etc.).
• Sudden changes between light and dark, such as an entrance or exit of a tunnel.
• There is little contrast between lane lines and the roadway surface.
• Driving into low sunlight (e.g., at dawn or dusk).
• Strong light is reflected onto the roadway.
• Driving in the shadows of trees, buildings, etc.
• Shadows of adjacent objects are parallel to lane markings.
• Roadway objects or structures are misinterpreted as lane markers.
• Reflections on the interior of the front windscreen.

■ Road Departure Mitigation Conditions and Limitations
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistem de asistare a menţinerii benzii de circulaţie cu intervenţie activă asupra traiectoriei*

Sistem de asistare a menţinerii benzii de circulaţie cu intervenţie 
activă asupra traiectoriei*

Este posibil ca sistemul să nu detecteze în mod corespunzător marcajele pe 
benzi și poziţia vehiculului în anumite condiţii. Câteva exemple ale acestor 
condiţii sunt enumerate mai jos.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Condiţii de mediu
•  Conducerea în condiţii meteorologice nefavorabile  

(ploaie, ceaţă, zăpadă etc.).
•  Schimbări bruște între lumină și întuneric, cum ar fi intrarea sau ieșirea  

dintr-un tunel.
• Există un contrast mic între liniile de benzi și suprafaţa de rulare.
• Conducerea în lumina soarelui scăzută (de exemplu, în zori sau în seară).
• Lumina puternică este reflectată pe carosabil.
• Conducerea în umbra copacilor, clădirilor etc.
• Umbrele obiectelor adiacente sunt paralele cu marcajele benzilor.
•  Obiectele sau structurile rutiere sunt interpretate greșit ca marcatori de 

banda.
• Reflecţii asupra interiorului parbrizului frontal.
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■ Roadway conditions
• Driving on a snowy or wet roadway (obscured lane marking, vehicle tracks, 

reflected lights, road spray, high contrast).
• Driving on a road with temporary lane markings.
• Faint, multiple, or varied lane markings are visible on the roadway due to road 

repairs or old lane markings.
• The roadway has merging, split, or crossing lines (e.g., such as at an intersection 

or crosswalk).
• The lane markings are extremely narrow, wide, or changing.
• The vehicle in front of you is driving near the lane lines.
• The road is hilly or the vehicle is approaching the crest of a hill.
• Driving on rough or unpaved roads, or over bumpy surfaces.
• When objects on the road (curb, guard rail, pylons, etc.) are recognized as white 

lines (or yellow lines).
• When driving on roads with double lines.

■ Vehicle conditions
• Headlight lenses are dirty or the headlights are not properly adjusted.
• The outside of the windscreen is streaked or blocked by dirt, mud, leaves, wet 

snow, etc.
• The inside of the windscreen is fogged.
• The camera temperature gets too high.
• An abnormal tyre or wheel condition (wrong sized, varied size or construction, 

improperly inflated, compact spare tyre*, etc.).
• The vehicle is tilted due to a heavy load or suspension modifications.
• When tyre chains are installed.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistem de asistare a menţinerii benzii de circulaţie cu intervenţie activă asupra traiectoriei*
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Condiţii de rulare
•  Conducerea pe un carosabil înzăpezit sau umed (marcajul banda ascunsă, piste ale 

autovehiculului, lumini reflectate, pulverizare pe șosea, contrast înalt).
• Conducerea pe un drum cu marcaje temporare de bandă.
•  Pe șosea sunt vizibile marcajele de bandă scurte, multiple sau variate datorită 

reparaţiilor rutiere sau marcajelor de banda veche.
•  Carosabilul are linii de îmbinare, împărţire sau traversare (de ex., cum ar fi la o 

intersecţie sau un intersecţie).
• Marcajele benzii sunt extrem de înguste, largi sau se schimbă.
• Vehiculul din faţa voastră se deplasează în apropierea liniilor de bandă.
• Drumul este deluros sau vehiculul se apropie de creasta unui deal.
• Conducerea pe drumuri accidentate sau neasfaltate sau pe suprafeţe accidentate.
•  Când obiectele de pe șosea (bordură, șină de protecţie, stâlpi etc.) sunt recunoscute 

ca linii albe (sau linii galbene).
• Când conduceţi pe drumuri cu linii duble.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Condiţiile vehiculului
• Lentilele farurilor sunt murdare sau farurile nu sunt reglate corespunzător.
•  Partea exterioară a parbrizului este străpunsă sau blocată de murdărie, noroi, frunze, 

zăpadă umedă etc.
• Partea interioară a parbrizului este estompată.
• Temperatura camerei devine prea ridicată.
•  Anvelope anormale sau condiţii de roată (dimensiuni greșite, dimensiuni sau 

construcţii variate, umflate necorespunzător, anvelope de rezervă compacte* etc.).
• Autovehiculul este înclinat datorită modificărilor greutăţii sau suspensiilor.
• Când sunt instalate lanţurile de anvelope.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Traffic Sign Recognition System*

Reminds you of road sign information, such as the current speed limit and that 
overtaking is prohibited, your vehicle has just passed through, showing it on the 
driver information interface.

When the camera located behind the rearview mirror captures traffic signs while 
driving, the system displays the ones that are recognized as designated for your 
vehicle. The sign icon will be displayed for a while, then until the vehicle reaches a 
predetermined time and distance.

The sign icon also may switch to another one, or disappear when:

• The end of speed limit or other designated limit is detected.
• Your vehicle enters/exists motorway or highway.
• You make a turn with a turn signal to change direction at an intersection.

■How the System Works

1Traffic Sign Recognition System*

The system is designed to detect signs that follow the 
Vienna Convention standards. Not all signs may be 
displayed, but any signs posted on roadsides should 
not be ignored. The system does not work on the 
designated traffic signs of all the countries you travel, 
nor in all situations.
Do not rely too much on the system. Always drive at 
speeds appropriate for the road conditions.

Never apply a film or attach any objects to the 
windscreen that could obstruct the camera’s field of 
vision and cause the system to operate abnormally.
Scratches, nicks, and other damage to the 
windscreen within the camera's field of vision can 
cause the system to operate abnormally. If this 
occurs, we recommend that you replace the 
windscreen with a genuine Honda replacement 
windscreen. Making even minor repairs within the 
camera's field of vision or installing an aftermarket 
replacement windscreen may also cause the system 
to operate abnormally. After replacing the 
windscreen, have a dealer recalibrate the camera.
Proper calibration of the camera is necessary for the 
system to operate properly.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de circulaţie*

Vă reamintește informaţii despre indicaţiile rutiere, cum ar fi limita actuală de 
viteză și că depășirea este interzisă, vehiculul dvs. a trecut, afișându-l pe interfaţa 
de informaţii pentru șofer.

Când camera situată în spatele oglinzii retrovizoare captează semnele de 
circulaţie în timp ce conduceţi, sistemul afișează semnele care sunt recunoscute ca 
fiind destinate vehiculului dvs. Pictograma semn va fi afișată pentru un timp, apoi 
până când vehiculul atinge un timp și o distanţă predeterminată.

Pictograma semn poate, de asemenea, să treacă la altul sau să dispară atunci când:
• Se constată sfârșitul limitei de viteză sau altă limită desemnată.
• Vehiculul dvs. intră / există autostradă sau autostradă.
• Faceţi o rotire cu un semnal de direcţie pentru a schimba direcţia la o intersecţie.

Sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de circulaţie*

Cum funcţionează sistemul

Sistemul este conceput pentru a detecta semne 
care respectă standardele Convenţiei de la Viena. 
Nu toate semnele pot fi afișate, dar semnele 
afișate pe marginea drumului nu trebuie ignorate. 
Sistemul nu funcţionează pe semnele de circulaţie 
desemnate ale tuturor ţărilor în care călătoriţi și 
nici în toate situaţiile.
Nu vă bazaţi prea mult pe sistem. Acţionaţi 
întotdeauna la viteze adecvate pentru condiţiile 
rutiere.

Nu aplicaţi niciodată un film sau atașaţi pe parbriz 
obiecte care ar putea bloca câmpul de vizibilitate 
al camerei și ar putea cauza funcţionarea anormală 
a sistemului. Zgârieturile, găurile și alte deteriorări 
ale parbrizului din câmpul vizual al camerei pot 
provoca funcţionarea anormală a sistemului. Dacă 
se întâmplă acest lucru, vă recomandăm să înlocuiţi 
parbrizul cu un parbriz original Honda. Efectuarea 
unor reparaţii minore în câmpul de vizibilitate al 
camerei sau instalarea unui parbriz aftermarket 
pot cauza, de asemenea, funcţionarea anormală 
a sistemului. După înlocuirea parbrizului, solicitaţi 
dealerului să recalibreze camera. Calibrarea corectă 
a camerei este necesară pentru ca sistemul să 
funcţioneze corect.

Sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de circulaţie*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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While driving, in addition to when there is no detected sign, you may also see the 
below screen when.

1Traffic Sign Recognition System*

To help reduce the likelihood that high interior 
temperatures will cause the camera's sensing system 
to shut off, when parking, find a shady area or face 
the front of the vehicle away from the sun. If you use 
a reflective sun shade, do not allow it to cover the 
camera housing.
Covering the camera can concentrate heat on it.

If  appears, the Traffic Sign Recognition 
System does not work, and  will be displayed.
• Use the climate control system to cool down the 

interior and, if necessary, also use demister mode 
with the air flow directed towards the camera.

• Start driving the vehicle to lower the windscreen 
temperature, which cools down the area around 
the camera.

If  appears, the Traffic Sign Recognition 
System does not work, and  will be displayed.
• Park your vehicle in a safe place, and clean the 

windscreen. If the message does not disappear 
after you have cleaned the windscreen and driven 
for a while, have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de circulaţie*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Pentru a reduce probabilitatea ca temperaturile 
interioare ridicate să ducă la oprirea sistemului 
de detectare al camerei, atunci când parcaţi, 
găsiţi o zonă umbroasă sau vă aflaţi în faţa 
vehiculului departe de soare. Dacă utilizaţi o 
nuanţă reflectorizantă, nu lăsaţi-o să acopere 
carcasa aparatului foto. Acoperirea camerei 
poate focaliza căldura asupra acesteia.

Dacă apare 

uuWhen DrivinguFront Sensor Camera*
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1Front Sensor Camera*

If the  message appears:
• Use the climate control system to cool down the 

interior and, if necessary, also use defroster mode 
with the airflow directed towards the camera.

• Start driving the vehicle to lower the windscreen 
temperature, which cools down the area around 
the camera.

If the  message appears:
• Park your vehicle in a safe place, and clean the 

windscreen. If the message does not disappear 
after you have cleaned the windscreen and driven 
for a while, have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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, sistemul de recunoaștere a 
semnelor de trafic nu funcţionează și va fi afișat 
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While driving, in addition to when there is no detected sign, you may also see the 
below screen when.

1Traffic Sign Recognition System*

To help reduce the likelihood that high interior 
temperatures will cause the camera's sensing system 
to shut off, when parking, find a shady area or face 
the front of the vehicle away from the sun. If you use 
a reflective sun shade, do not allow it to cover the 
camera housing.
Covering the camera can concentrate heat on it.

If  appears, the Traffic Sign Recognition 
System does not work, and  will be displayed.
• Use the climate control system to cool down the 

interior and, if necessary, also use demister mode 
with the air flow directed towards the camera.

• Start driving the vehicle to lower the windscreen 
temperature, which cools down the area around 
the camera.

If  appears, the Traffic Sign Recognition 
System does not work, and  will be displayed.
• Park your vehicle in a safe place, and clean the 

windscreen. If the message does not disappear 
after you have cleaned the windscreen and driven 
for a while, have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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.
•  Utilizaţi sistemul de control al climatizării 

pentru a răci interiorul și, dacă este necesar, 
utilizaţi și modul de dezaburire cu fluxul de 
aer îndreptat către cameră.

•  Începeţi să conduceţi vehiculul pentru a coborî 
temperatura parbrizului, ceea ce răcește zona 
din jurul camerei.

Dacă apare 
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■ To manually cancel the system temporarily
You can cancel the operation when you manually change the headlights to high 
beams. Push the lever forward until you hear a click, or lightly pull the lever towards 
you to flash high beams. The auto high-beam indicator goes off. 

If you want the auto high-beam operation to resume at once, pull and hold the lever 
towards you for a few seconds.

Disable the system when the vehicle is parked 
with the power mode in ON.
To disable the system: Press the auto 
button for about more than 40 seconds. The 
indicator blinks twice.
To enable the system: Press the auto button 
for about more than 30 seconds. The indicator 
blinks once.

■ To Disable the System

1To Operate the System

If the  message appears:
• Park your vehicle in a safe place, and clean the 

windscreen. If the message does not disappear 
after you have cleaned the windscreen and driven 
for a while, have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

1To Disable the System

The auto high-beam is in the previously selected 
disabled or enabled setting each time you start the 
engine.
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, sistemul de recunoaștere a 
semnelor de trafic nu funcţionează și va fi afișat 
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While driving, in addition to when there is no detected sign, you may also see the 
below screen when.

1Traffic Sign Recognition System*

To help reduce the likelihood that high interior 
temperatures will cause the camera's sensing system 
to shut off, when parking, find a shady area or face 
the front of the vehicle away from the sun. If you use 
a reflective sun shade, do not allow it to cover the 
camera housing.
Covering the camera can concentrate heat on it.

If  appears, the Traffic Sign Recognition 
System does not work, and  will be displayed.
• Use the climate control system to cool down the 

interior and, if necessary, also use demister mode 
with the air flow directed towards the camera.

• Start driving the vehicle to lower the windscreen 
temperature, which cools down the area around 
the camera.

If  appears, the Traffic Sign Recognition 
System does not work, and  will be displayed.
• Park your vehicle in a safe place, and clean the 

windscreen. If the message does not disappear 
after you have cleaned the windscreen and driven 
for a while, have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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.
•  Opriţi vehiculul într-un loc sigur și curăţaţi 

parbrizul. Dacă mesajul nu dispare după ce 
aţi curăţat parbrizul și aţi condus o vreme, 
verificaţi autovehiculul de către un dealer.

Sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de circulaţie*În timp ce conduceţi, pe lângă faptul că nu există nici un semn detectat, puteţi 
vedea și ecranul de mai jos când.

Continuare
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The Traffic Sign Recognition system may not be able to recognize the traffic sign in 
the following cases.

■ Vehicle conditions
• Headlight lenses are dirty or the headlights are not properly adjusted.
• The outside of the windscreen is blocked by dirt, mud, leaves, wet snow, etc.
• The inside of the windscreen is fogged.
• There are portions remaining to be wiped.
• An abnormal tyre or wheel condition (wrong sized, varied size or construction, 

improperly inflated, compact spare tyre*, etc.).
• The vehicle is tilted due to a heavy load or suspension modifications.

■ Environmental conditions
• Driving into low sunlight (e.g., at dawn or dusk).
• Strong light is reflected onto the roadway.
• Sudden changes between light and dark, such as an entrance or exit of a tunnel.
• When you drive in the shadows of trees, buildings, etc.
• Driving at night, in dark areas such as long tunnels.
• Driving in bad weather (rain, fog, snow, etc.).
• A vehicle in front of you is travelling flying up spray or snow.

■ Traffic Sign Recognition System Conditions and Limitations 1Traffic Sign Recognition System Conditions and Limitations

When the Traffic Sign Recognition System 
malfunctions,  appears on the driver information 
interface. If this message does not disappear, have 
your vehicle checked by a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de circulaţie*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Este posibil ca sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de circulaţie să nu poată 
recunoaște semnul de circulaţie în următoarele cazuri.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Condiţiile vehiculului
• Lentilele farurilor sunt murdare sau farurile nu sunt reglate corespunzător.
•  Partea exterioară a parbrizului este blocată de murdărie, noroi, frunze, zăpadă 

umedă etc.
• Partea interioară a parbrizului este estompată.
• Există porţiuni care trebuie să fie șterse.
•  Anvelope anormale sau condiţii de roată (dimensiuni greșite, dimensiuni  

sau construcţii variate, umflate necorespunzător, anvelope de rezervă  
compacte* etc.).

• Autovehiculul este înclinat datorită modificărilor greutăţii sau suspensiilor.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Condiţii de mediu
• Conducerea în lumina soarelui scăzută (de exemplu, în zori sau în seară).
• Lumina puternică este reflectată pe carosabil.
•  Schimbări bruște între lumină și întuneric, cum ar fi intrarea sau ieșirea  

unui tunel.
• Când conduceţi în umbrele copacilor, clădirilor etc.
• Conducerea pe timp de noapte, în zone întunecate, cum ar fi tunelurile lungi.
• Conducerea în condiţii meteorologice nefavorabile (ploaie, ceaţă, zăpadă etc.).
• Un vehicul în faţa voastră se deplasează prin apa sau zăpadă.

Condiţiile și limitele sistemului de recunoaștere a semnelor de circulaţie
Când sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor rutiere 
funcţionează defectuos, 

uuWhen DrivinguTraffic Sign Recognition System*
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The Traffic Sign Recognition system may not be able to recognize the traffic sign in 
the following cases.

■ Vehicle conditions
• Headlight lenses are dirty or the headlights are not properly adjusted.
• The outside of the windscreen is blocked by dirt, mud, leaves, wet snow, etc.
• The inside of the windscreen is fogged.
• There are portions remaining to be wiped.
• An abnormal tyre or wheel condition (wrong sized, varied size or construction, 

improperly inflated, compact spare tyre*, etc.).
• The vehicle is tilted due to a heavy load or suspension modifications.

■ Environmental conditions
• Driving into low sunlight (e.g., at dawn or dusk).
• Strong light is reflected onto the roadway.
• Sudden changes between light and dark, such as an entrance or exit of a tunnel.
• When you drive in the shadows of trees, buildings, etc.
• Driving at night, in dark areas such as long tunnels.
• Driving in bad weather (rain, fog, snow, etc.).
• A vehicle in front of you is travelling flying up spray or snow.

■ Traffic Sign Recognition System Conditions and Limitations 1Traffic Sign Recognition System Conditions and Limitations

When the Traffic Sign Recognition System 
malfunctions,  appears on the driver information 
interface. If this message does not disappear, have 
your vehicle checked by a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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 apare pe interfaţa 
cu informaţii despre driver. Dacă acest mesaj nu 
dispare, verificaţi vehiculul de către un dealer.

Condiţiile și limitele sistemului de recunoaștere a semnelor de circulaţie
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■ The position or the condition of the traffic sign
• A sign is hard to be found since it is in a complicated area.
• A sign is located far away from your vehicle.
• A sign is located where the beam of the headlight is hard to reach.
• A sign is on a corner or bend in the road.
• Faded or bent signs.
• Rotated or damaged signs.
• A sign is covered with mud, snow, or frost.
• A part of the sign is hidden by the trees, or the sign itself is hidden by a vehicle 

and others.
• Light (a streetlight) or a shadow is reflected on the surface of the sign.
• A sign is too bright or too dark (an electric sign).
• A sign of a small size.

■ Other conditions
• When you are driving at a high speed.
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de circulaţie*

Continuare
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Poziţia sau starea semnului de circulaţie
• Un semn este greu de găsit, deoarece se află într-o zonă complicată.
• Un semn este situat departe de autovehicul.
• Un semn este amplasat în cazul în care fasciculul farului este greu accesibil.
• Un semn se află pe un colţ sau în curbă.
• Semne stricate sau îndoite.
• Semne rotite sau deteriorate.
• Un semn este acoperit cu noroi, zăpadă sau îngheţ.
•  O parte a semnului este ascunsă de copaci, sau semnul în sine este ascuns de un 

vehicul și de alţi factori.
• Lumina (o lumină de stradă) sau o umbră se reflectă pe suprafaţa semnului.
• Un semn este prea luminos sau prea întunecat (un semn electric).
• Un semn de dimensiuni mici.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Alte condiţii
• Când conduceţi cu viteză mare.
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The Traffic Sign Recognition System may not operate correctly, such as displaying a 
sign that does not follow the actual regulation for the roadway or does not exist at 
all in the following cases.
u Regarding the speed limit sign, it may display higher or lower speed than the 

actual speed limit.
• There is a supplementary sign with further information such as weather, time, 

vehicle type, etc.
• Figures on the sign are hard to read (electric sign, numbers on the sign are 

blurred).
• A sign is in the vicinity of the lane you are driving even though it is not for the lane 

(speed limit sign situated at the junction between the side road and the main 
road, etc.).

• There are things that look similar to the colour or shape of the recognition object 
(similar sign, electric sign, signboard, structure, etc.).

• A lorry and others stuck with the sticker of the speed limit sign on the back are 
travelling in front of you.
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de circulaţie*

Este posibil ca sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de circulaţie să nu funcţioneze 
corect, cum ar fi afișarea unui semn care nu respectă reglementările actuale 
privind autostrada sau nu există deloc în următoarele cazuri.

▶  În ceea ce privește semnul limită de viteză, acesta poate afișa o viteză mai 
mare sau mai mică decât limita de viteză reală.

•  Există un semn suplimentar cu informaţii suplimentare, cum ar fi vremea, ora, 
tipul de vehicul etc.

•  Cifrele de pe semn sunt greu de citit (semnul electric, numerele de pe semn sunt 
neclare).

•  Un semn este în vecinătatea benzii pe care o conduci, chiar dacă nu este pentru 
banda (semnul limită de viteză situat la intersecţia dintre drumul lateral și 
drumul principal etc.).

•  Există lucruri care arată asemănătoare culorii sau formei obiectului de 
recunoaștere (semn similar, semn electric, panou, structură etc.).

•  Un camion și alte persoane lipite de autocolantul semnului de limită de viteză 
de pe spate călătoresc în faţa dvs.
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Two traffic signs can be simultaneously displayed next to each other when detected.
The speed limit sign icon is displayed on the right half of the screen. The overtaking 
prohibition sign icon appears on the left. Any additional sign that indicates speed 
limit based on weather (rain, snow, etc.) or specific period of time can appear on 
either side.

■ Signs Displayed on the Driver Information Interface

■When main mode is selected

■When main mode is not selected

Overtaking Prohibition Sign*1

Speed Limit Sign Additional Speed 
Limit Sign Based 
on Conditions*2

Overtaking Prohibition Sign*1

Speed Limit Sign

Depending on situation, *1 can be replaced with *2, or *2 can appear on the 
right side.

Speed Limit Sign
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de circulaţie*

Continuare

Două semne de trafic pot fi afișate simultan unul lângă celălalt atunci când sunt 
detectate. Pictograma semnului de limită de viteză este afișată în jumătatea 
dreaptă a ecranului. Pictograma semnului de interdicţie de depășire apare în 
stânga. Orice semn suplimentar care indică o limită de viteză bazată pe vreme 
(ploaie, zăpadă etc.) sau o anumită perioadă de timp poate apărea pe ambele părţi.

Semnele afișate pe interfaţa de informaţii pentru șofer

Când este selectat modul principal

Când modul principal nu este selectat

Semn limită de viteză

Semn depășirea interzisă*1

Semn depășirea 
interzisă*1

Semnal suplimentar de 
limită de viteză bazat 
pe condiţii meteo*2

Semn limită  
de viteză

Semn limită de viteză

În funcţie de situaţie, * 1 poate fi înlocuit cu * 2, sau * 2 poate apărea în partea dreaptă.
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The Traffic Sign Recognition System may not operate correctly, such as displaying a 
sign that does not follow the actual regulation for the roadway or does not exist at 
all in the following cases.
u Regarding the speed limit sign, it may display higher or lower speed than the 

actual speed limit.
• There is a supplementary sign with further information such as weather, time, 

vehicle type, etc.
• Figures on the sign are hard to read (electric sign, numbers on the sign are 

blurred).
• A sign is in the vicinity of the lane you are driving even though it is not for the lane 

(speed limit sign situated at the junction between the side road and the main 
road, etc.).

• There are things that look similar to the colour or shape of the recognition object 
(similar sign, electric sign, signboard, structure, etc.).

• A lorry and others stuck with the sticker of the speed limit sign on the back are 
travelling in front of you.
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de recunoaștere a semnelor de circulaţie*
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Selectarea pentru a afișa semnele de circulaţie atunci când  
modul principal este dezactivat

Puteţi continua să afișaţi pictograma semn de trafic redus pe interfaţa cu 
informaţii despre driver, chiar dacă nu este selectat modul principal.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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 Caracteristici personalizate P. 359
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Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS)*

Provides steering input to help keep the vehicle in the middle of a detected lane and 
provides audible and visual alerts if the vehicle is detected drifting out of its lane.

1Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS)*

Important Safety Reminders
The LKAS is for your convenience only. It is not a 
substitute for your vehicle control. The system does 
not work if you take your hands off the steering 
wheel or fail to steer the vehicle.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Do not place objects on the instrument panel. 
Objects may reflect on the front windscreen and 
prevent correct detection of the traffic lanes.

The LKAS only alerts you when lane drift is detected 
without a turn signal in use. The LKAS may not detect 
all lane markings or lane departures; accuracy will 
vary based on weather, speed, and lane marker 
condition.
It is always your responsibility to safely operate the 
vehicle and avoid collisions.

The LKAS is convenient when it is used on motorway.

The LKAS may not work properly or may work 
improperly under the certain conditions:

2 The LKAS Conditions and Limitations 
P. 548

You can read about handling information for the 
camera equipped with this system.

2 Front Sensor Camera* P. 501

When you operate the turn signals to change lanes, the system is suspended, and 
resumes after the signals are off.
() If you make a lane change without operating the turn signals, the LKAS 
alerts activate, and torque is applied to the steering.

■LKAS camera
Monitors the 
lane lines

■Tactile and visual alerts
Rapid vibrations on the steering wheel 
and a warning display alert you that 
the vehicle is drifting out of a detected 
lane.

■Steering input assist
The system applies torque to the steering to keep the vehicle between the left 
and right lane lines. The applied torque becomes stronger as the vehicle gets 
closer to either of the lane lines.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de asistenţă pentru menţinere bandă (LKAS) *

Oferă o intrare de direcţie pentru a menţine vehiculul în mijlocul unei benzi 
detectate și oferă alerte sonore și vizuale în cazul în care vehiculul este detectat  
în derivă din banda sa.

Sistemul de asistenţă pentru menţinere bandă (LKAS)*
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Asistenţa direcţiei
Sistemul aplică cuplul la direcţie pentru a menţine vehiculul între liniile de pe stânga 
și dreapta. Cuplul aplicat devine mai puternic, pe măsură ce vehiculul se apropie de 
oricare dintre liniile de benzi.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Camera LKAS
Monitorizează 
liniile de banda
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Alerte tactile și vizuale
Vibraţiile rapide pe volan și un afișaj de 
avertizare vă avertizează că vehiculul se 
deplasează dintr-o bandă detectată.

Când acţionaţi semnalele de direcţie pentru a schimba culoarul, sistemul este 
suspendat și se reia după ce semnalele sunt oprite.

 Dacă efectuaţi o schimbare a benzii de circulaţie fără a acţiona semnalele de 
semnalizare, alertele LKAS se activează și cuplul se aplică direcţiei.

Mementouri importante pentru siguranţă
LKAS este doar pentru comoditatea ta. Nu este un 
substitut pentru controlul vehiculului. Sistemul nu 
funcţionează dacă vă luaţi mâinile de pe volan sau 
nu conduceţi vehiculul.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Mesaje de avertizare și informaţii privind 
interfaţa informaţiilor pentru șofer * P. 126

Nu așezaţi obiecte pe panoul de bord. Obiectele 
pot reflecta pe parbrizul din faţă și pot impiedica 
detectarea corectă a benzilor de circulaţie.

LKAS vă avertizează numai când deplasarea benzii 
de rulare este detectată fără utilizarea unui semn 
de semnalizare. LKAS poate să nu detecteze toate 
marcajele benzilor de circulaţie sau delimitarea 
benzilor de circulaţie; Precizia va varia în funcţie 
de condiţia de vreme, de viteză și de marcajul 
benzii.
Este întotdeauna responsabilitatea dvs. de a folosi 
în siguranţă vehiculul și de a evita coliziunile.

LKAS este convenabil atunci când este utilizat pe 
autostradă.

LKAS poate să nu funcţioneze corespunzător sau 
să funcţioneze în mod necorespunzător în anumite 
condiţii:
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  Condiţiile și limitele LKAS P. 548
Puteţi citi despre manipularea informaţiilor pentru 
camera dotată cu acest sistem.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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  cameră senzor frontal* P. 501

Sistemul de asistenţă pentru menţinerea banda (LKAS)*

Continuare*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Provides assistance to keep the vehicle in the centre of the lane. When the vehicle 
nears a white or yellow line, steering force of the electric power steering will become 
stronger.

When the vehicle enters the warning area, the LKAS alerts you with slight steering 
wheel vibration as well as a warning display.

■ Lane Keep Support Function 1Lane Keeping Assist System (LKAS)*

The LKAS may not function as designed while driving 
in frequent stop and go traffic, or on roads with 
sharp curves.

When it fails to detect lanes, the system will 
temporarily be cancelled. When lane is detected, 
system will recover automatically.

■ Lane Departure Warning Function

Warning Area

Warning Area

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de asistenţă pentru menţinere bandă (LKAS) *

Oferă asistenţă pentru păstrarea vehiculului în centrul benzii. Când vehiculul se 
apropie de o linie albă sau galbenă, forţa de direcţie a servodirecţiei va deveni 
mai puternică.

Când vehiculul intră în zona de avertizare, LKAS vă alertează cu o ușoară vibraţie 
a volanului, precum și cu un afișaj de avertizare.

Funcţia păstrarea benzii de circulaţie

Funcţia de avertizare a plecării de pe bandă

LKAS poate să nu funcţioneze așa cum a fost 
proiectat în timp ce conduceţi în trafic aglomerat 
sau pe drumuri cu viraje ascuţite.

Atunci când nu reușește să detecteze benzile, 
sistemul va fi temporar anulat. Când se detectează 
o bandă, sistemul se va recupera automat.

Sistemul de asistenţă pentru menţinerea banda (LKAS) *

Zona de avertizare

Zona de avertizare

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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The system can be used when the following conditions are met.
• The lane in which you are driving has detectable lane markers on both sides, and 

your vehicle is in the centre of the lane.
• The vehicle speed is between 72 and 185 km/h.
• You are driving on a straight or slightly curved road.
• The turn signals are off.
• The brake pedal is not depressed.
• The wipers are not in continuous operation.

■ How to activate the system
1. Press the MAIN button.
u The LKAS is on in the driver information 

interface.
The system is ready to use.

2. Press the LKAS button.
u Lane outlines appear on the driver 

information interface.
The system is activated.

■When the System can be Used 1When the System can be Used

If the vehicle drifts towards either the left or right 
lane line due to the system applying torque, turn off 
the LKAS and have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

MAIN Button

LKAS Button
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de asistenţă pentru menţinere bandă (LKAS) *

Continuare

Sistemul poate fi utilizat atunci când sunt îndeplinite următoarele condiţii.
•  Banda pe care o conduceţi are marcaje de banda detectabile pe ambele părţi, iar 

autovehiculul dvs. se află în centrul benzii.
• Viteza vehiculului este între 72 și 185 km / h.
• Călătoriţi pe un drum drept sau ușor curbător.
• Semnalele de semnalizare sunt dezactivate.
• Pedala de frână nu este apăsată.
• Ștergătoarele nu funcţionează în mod continuu.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Cum se activează sistemul

Când sistemul poate fi utilizat

1. Apăsaţi butonul MAIN.
▶  LKAS este activat în interfaţa cu informaţii 

pentru șofer. 
Sistemul este gata de utilizare.

2. Apăsaţi butonul LKAS.
▶  Contururile benzii apar pe interfaţa cu 

informaţii pentru șofer. 
Sistemul este activat.

Butonul Main

Butonul LKAS

Când sistemul poate fi utilizat

Dacă autovehiculul se deplasează spre linia 
de banda din stânga sau din dreapta datorită 
sistemului care aplică cuplul, opriţi sistemul LKAS și 
verificaţi vehiculul de către un dealer.
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3. Keep your vehicle near the centre of the 
lane while driving.
u The dotted outer lines change to solid 

ones once the system starts operating 
after detecting the left and right lane 
markings.

To cancel the LKAS:
Press the MAIN or LKAS button.

The LKAS is turned off every time you stop the 
engine, even if you turned it on the last time 
you drove the vehicle.

■ To cancel

1When the System can be Used

The LKAS temporarily deactivates when it fails to 
detect lane lines. When the system detects the lines 
again, it comes back on automatically.

1To cancel

Pressing the MAIN button also turns ACC with LSF 
on and off.

Pressing the MAIN button also turns ACC on and off.

Models with ACC with LSF

Models with ACC

MAIN Button LKAS Button
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de asistenţă pentru menţinere bandă (LKAS) *

LKAS se dezactivează temporar atunci când nu 
reușește să detecteze liniile de banda. Când 
sistemul detectează din nou liniile, se va reactiva 
automat.

Modele cu ACC cu LSF
Prin apăsarea butonului MAIN se activează și  
se oprește ACC cu LSF.

Modele cu ACC
Prin apăsarea butonului MAIN se activează și  
se oprește ACC.

Când poate fi utilizat sistemul

Pentru a anula

Butonul Main Butonul LKAS

Funcţia păstrarea benzii de circulaţie

3. Păstraţi vehiculul în apropierea centrului 
benzii în timpul conducerii.
▶  Liniile exterioare punctate se schimbă la 

cele solide odată ce sistemul începe să 
funcţioneze după detectarea marcajelor 
benzii stânga și dreaptă.

Pentru a anula LKAS:
Apăsaţi butonul MAIN sau LKAS.

LKAS este oprit de fiecare dată când opriţi 
motorul, chiar dacă aţi pornit-o ultima dată 
când aţi condus vehiculul.
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■ The system operation is suspended if 
you:

• Set the wipers to continuous operation.
u Turning the wipers off resumes the 

LKAS.
• Decrease the vehicle speed to 64 km/h or 

less.
u Increasing the vehicle speed to 72 km/h 

or more resumes the LKAS.
• Depress the brake pedal.
u The LKAS resumes and starts detecting 

the lane lines again once you release the 
brake pedal.

• Set the wiper switch to AUTO to have the 
wipers operate continuously.
u The LKAS resumes when the wipers stop 

or operate intermittently.

■ The LKAS may automatically be suspended when:
• The system fails to detect lane lines.
• The steering wheel is quickly turned.
• You fail to steer the vehicle.
• The vehicle runs on a curved road over the speed limit.
• Driving through a sharp curve.
• Driving at a speed in excess of approximately 185 km/h.
Once these conditions no longer exist, the LKAS automatically resumes.

When the LKAS is suspended, 
the lane lines on the driver 
information interface change to 
contour lines, and the beeper 
sounds (if activated).

Models with automatic intermittent wipers
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de asistenţă pentru menţinere bandă (LKAS) *

Continuare

Atunci când LKAS este 
suspendat, liniile de pe interfaţa 
de informaţii ale șoferului se 
schimbă în linii de contur și 
sunetul sonor (dacă este activat).
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  Funcţionarea sistemului este suspendată 
dacă:

•  Setaţi ștergătoarele în regim continuu. 
▶ Oprirea ștergătoarelor reia LKAS.

•  Reduceţi viteza vehiculului la 64 km / h sau 
mai puţin. 
▶ Creșterea vitezei vehiculului la o viteză de 
72 km / h sau mai mult reia LKAS.

•  Apăsaţi pedala de frână. 
▶ LKAS se reia și începe să detecteze din nou 
liniile de banda odată ce eliberaţi pedala de 
frână.

Modele cu ștergătoare automate intermitente

•  Setaţi comutatorul ștergătorului în poziţia 
AUTO pentru ca ștergătoarele să funcţioneze 
continuu. 
▶ LKAS se reia când ștergătoarele se opresc 
sau funcţionează intermitent.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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  LKAS poate fi suspendat automat când:
• Sistemul nu detectează liniile de bandă.
• Volanul este rotit rapid.
• Nu reușiţi să conduceţi vehiculul.
• Autovehiculul rulează pe un drum curbat peste limita de viteză.
• Conducerea printr-o curbă periculoasă.
• Conducerea cu o viteză mai mare de aproximativ 185 km / h.
Odată ce aceste condiţii nu mai există, LKAS se reia automat.
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■ The LKAS may automatically be cancelled when:
• The camera temperature gets extremely high or low.
• The camera behind the rearview mirror, or the area around the camera, including 

the windscreen, gets dirty.
• The ABS or VSA system engages.
The beeper will sound if the LKAS is automatically cancelled.

The system may not detect lane markings and therefore may not keep the vehicle in 
the middle of a lane under certain conditions, including the following:

■ Environmental conditions
• Driving in bad weather (rain, fog, snow, etc.).
• Sudden changes between light and dark, such as an entrance or exit of a tunnel.
• There is little contrast between lane lines and the roadway surface.
• Driving into low sunlight (e.g., at dawn or dusk).
• Strong light is reflected onto the roadway.
• Driving in the shadows of trees, buildings, etc.
• Shadows of adjacent objects are parallel to lane markings.
• Roadway objects or structures are misinterpreted as lane markers.
• Reflections on the interior of the front windscreen.
• Driving at night or in a dark condition such as a tunnel.

■ The LKAS Conditions and Limitations
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de asistenţă pentru menţinere bandă (LKAS) *
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 LKAS poate fi anulată automat când:
• Temperatura camerei devine extrem de ridicată sau scăzută.
•  Camera din spatele oglinzii retrovizoare sau zona din jurul camerei, inclusiv 

parbrizul, se murdărește.
•  Sistemul ABS sau VSA se angajează.
Beeper-ul va suna dacă LKAS este anulat automat.

Este posibil ca sistemul să nu detecteze marcajele benzilor de circulaţie și, prin 
urmare, să nu ţină vehiculul în mijlocul unei benzi în anumite condiţii, inclusiv 
următoarele:
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Condiţii de mediu
• Conducerea în condiţii meteorologice nefavorabile (ploaie, ceaţă, zăpadă etc.).
• Schimbări bruște între lumină și întuneric, cum ar fi intrarea sau ieșirea unui tunel.
• Există un contrast mic între liniile de benzi și suprafaţa de rulare.
• Conducerea în lumina soarelui scăzută (de exemplu, în zori sau în seară).
• Lumina puternică este reflectată pe carosabil.
• Conducerea în umbra copacilor, clădirilor etc.
• Umbrele obiectelor adiacente sunt paralele cu marcajele benzilor.
• Obiectele sau structurile rutiere sunt interpretate greșit ca marcatori de banda.
• Reflecţii asupra interiorului parbrizului frontal.
• Conducerea pe timp de noapte sau într-o stare întunecată, cum ar fi un tunel.

Condiţiile și limitele LKAS
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■ Roadway conditions
• Driving on a snowy or wet roadway (obscured lane marking, vehicle tracks, 

reflected lights, road spray, high contrast).
• Driving on a road with temporary lane markings.
• Faint, multiple, or varied lane markings are visible on the roadway due to road 

repairs or old lane markings.
• The roadway has merging, split, or crossing lines (e.g., such as at an intersection 

or crosswalk).
• The lane markings are extremely narrow, wide, or changing.
• The vehicle in front of you is driving near the lane lines.
• The road is hilly or the vehicle is approaching the crest of a hill.
• Driving on rough or unpaved roads, or over bumpy surfaces.
• When objects on the road (curb, guard rail, pylons, etc.) are recognized as white 

lines (or yellow lines).
• When driving on roads with double lines.

■ Vehicle conditions
• Headlight lenses are dirty or the headlights are not properly adjusted.
• The outside of the windscreen is streaked or blocked by dirt, mud, leaves, wet 

snow, etc.
• The inside of the windscreen is fogged.
• The camera temperature gets too high.
• An abnormal tyre or wheel condition (wrong size, varied size or construction, 

improperly inflated, compact spare tyre, etc.).
• The vehicle is tilted due to a heavy load or suspension modifications.
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de asistenţă pentru menţinere bandă (LKAS) *

Continuare
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Condiţii de rulare
•  Conducerea pe un carosabil înzăpezit sau umed (marcajul banda ascunsă, piste ale 

autovehiculului, lumini reflectate, pulverizare pe șosea, contrast înalt).
• Conducerea pe un drum cu marcaje temporare de bandă.
•  Pe șosea sunt vizibile marcajele de bandă scurte, multiple sau variate datorită 

reparaţiilor rutiere sau marcajelor de banda veche.
•  Carosabilul are linii de îmbinare, împărţire sau traversare (de ex., cum ar fi la o 

intersecţie sau un intersecţie).
• Marcajele benzii sunt extrem de înguste, largi sau se schimbă.
• Vehiculul din faţa voastră se deplasează în apropierea liniilor de bandă.
• Drumul este deluros sau vehiculul se apropie de creasta unui deal.
• Conducerea pe drumuri accidentate sau neasfaltate sau pe suprafeţe accidentate.
•  Când obiectele de pe șosea (bordură, șină de protecţie, stâlpi etc.) sunt recunoscute 

ca linii albe (sau linii galbene).
• Când conduceţi pe drumuri cu linii duble.
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For Safe Driving

The following pages explain your vehicle's safety features and how to use them 
properly. The safety precautions below are ones that we consider to be among the 
most important.

Important Safety Precautions
■ Always wear your seat belt
A seat belt is your best protection in all types of collisions. Airbags are designed to 
supplement seat belts, not replace them. So even though your vehicle is equipped 
with airbags, make sure you and your passengers always wear your seat belts, and 
wear them properly.

■ Restrain all children
Children aged 12 and under should ride properly restrained in a back seat, not the 
front seat. Infants and small children should be restrained in a child restraint system. 
Larger children should use a booster seat and a lap/shoulder seat belt until they can 
use the belt properly without a booster seat.

■ Be aware of airbag hazards
While airbags can save lives, they can cause serious or fatal injuries to occupants 
who sit too close to them, or are not properly restrained. Infants, young children, 
and short adults are at the greatest risk. Be sure to follow all instructions and 
warnings in this manual.

■ Don't drink and drive
Alcohol and driving don't mix. Even one drink can reduce your ability to respond to 
changing conditions, and your reaction time gets worse with every additional drink. 
So don't drink and drive, and don't let your friends drink and drive, either.

1Important Safety Precautions

Some countries prohibit the use of mobile phones 
other than hands-free devices by the driver while 
driving.
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 Condiţiile vehiculului
• Lentilele farurilor sunt murdare sau farurile nu sunt reglate corespunzător.
•  Partea exterioară a parbrizului este străpunsă sau blocată de murdărie, noroi, frunze, 

zăpadă umedă etc.
• Partea interioară a parbrizului este estompată.
• Temperatura camerei devine prea ridicată.
•  Anvelope anormale sau condiţii de roată (dimensiuni greșite, dimensiuni sau 

construcţii variate, umflate necorespunzător, anvelope de rezervă compacte* etc.).
• Autovehiculul este înclinat datorită modificărilor greutăţii sau suspensiilor.
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Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) System
VSA helps to stabilise the vehicle during cornering if the vehicle turns more or less 
than what was intended. It also assists in maintaining traction on slippery surfaces. 
It does so by regulating engine output and selectively applying the brakes.

When VSA activates, you may notice that the 
engine does not respond to the accelerator. 
You may also notice some noise from the 
hydraulic system. You will also see the 
indicator blink.

■ VSA Operation

1Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) System

The VSA may not function properly if tyre types and 
sizes are mixed. Make sure to use the same size and 
type of tyre, and the air pressures are as specified.

When the VSA system indicator comes on and stays 
on while driving, there may be a problem with the 
system. While this may not interfere with normal 
driving, have your vehicle checked by a dealer 
immediately.

The VSA system indicator may come on after 
reconnecting the battery. Drive a short distance at 
more than 20 km/h. The indicator should go off. If it 
does not, have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

VSA cannot enhance stability in all driving situations 
and does not control the entire braking system. You 
still need to drive and corner at speeds appropriate 
for the conditions and always leave a sufficient 
margin of safety.

The main function of the VSA system is generally 
known as Electronic Stability Control (ESC). The 
system also includes a traction control function.

In certain unusual conditions when your vehicle gets 
stuck in shallow mud or fresh snow, it may be easier 
to free it with the VSA temporarily switched off.

VSA System 
Indicator
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistem de control al stabilităţii şi tracţiunii (VSA) 

VSA ajută la stabilizarea vehiculului în timpul virajelor în cazul în care vehiculul 
se transformă mai mult sau mai puţin decât a fost destinat. De asemenea, ajută 
la menţinerea tracţiunii pe suprafeţe alunecoase. Aceasta se face prin reglarea 
puterii motorului și prin aplicarea selectivă a frânelor.

Sistem de control al stabilităţii şi tracţiunii (VSA) 

Funcţionare VSA

Când se activează VSA, este posibil să 
observaţi că motorul nu răspunde la 
accelerator. De asemenea, puteţi observa un 
zgomot din sistemul hidraulic. De asemenea, 
veţi vedea că indicatorul clipește.

Indicator 
Sistem VSA

Este posibil ca VSA să nu funcţioneze 
corespunzător dacă tipurile de anvelope și 
dimensiunile sunt amestecate. Asiguraţi-vă că 
utilizaţi aceeași dimensiune și tipul de anvelopă, iar 
presiunile aerului sunt cele specificate.

Atunci când indicatorul sistemului VSA se aprinde 
și rămâne aprins în timpul conducerii, este posibil 
să existe o problemă cu sistemul. În timp ce acest 
lucru nu poate interfera cu conducerea normală, 
verificaţi imediat autovehiculul de către un dealer.

Indicatorul sistemului VSA se poate aprinde după 
reconectarea bateriei. Conduceţi o distanţă scurtă 
la peste 20 km / h. Indicatorul ar trebui să se stingă. 
Dacă nu, verificaţi vehiculul de către un dealer.

VSA nu poate spori stabilitatea în toate situaţiile 
de conducere și nu controlează întregul sistem 
de frânare. Totuși, trebuie să conduceţi și să vă 
deplasaţi la viteze adecvate condiţiilor și să lăsaţi 
întotdeauna o marjă de siguranţă suficientă.

Funcţia principală a sistemului VSA este în general 
cunoscută sub numele de Control electronic al 
stabilităţii (ESC). Sistemul include, de asemenea, o 
funcţie de control al tracţiunii.

În anumite condiţii neobișnuite, când autovehiculul 
se blochează în nisip puţin adânc sau în zăpadă 
proaspătă, poate fi mai ușor să îl eliberaţi cu VSA 
temporar oprită.

Sistem de control al stabilităţii şi tracţiunii (VSA)
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This button is on the driver side control panel. 
To partially disable VSA functionality/ features, 
press and hold it until you hear a beep.

Your vehicle will have normal braking and 
cornering ability, but traction control function 
will be less effective.

To restore VSA functionality/features, press 
the  (VSA OFF) button until you hear a beep.

VSA is turned on every time you start the 
engine, even if you turned it off the last time 
you drove the vehicle.

■ VSA On and Off 1Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) System

When the  button is pressed, the traction control 
function becomes less effective. This allows for the 
wheels to spin more freely at low speed. You should 
only attempt to free your vehicle with the VSA off if 
you are not able to free it when the VSA is on.

Immediately after freeing your vehicle, be sure to 
switch VSA on again. We do not recommend driving 
your vehicle with the VSA system switched off.

You may hear a motor sound coming from the 
engine compartment while system checks are being 
performed immediately after starting the engine or 
while driving. This is normal.

The VSA OFF indicator may come on after 
reconnecting the battery. Drive a short distance at 
more than 20 km/h. The indicator should go off. If it 
does not, have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

VSA OFF 
Indicator
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de control al stabilităţii (VSA)

Continuare

Acest buton se află pe panoul de control 
al șoferului. Pentru a dezactiva parţial 
funcţionalitatea / caracteristicile VSA, ţineţi 
apăsată tasta până când auziţi un semnal 
sonor.

Vehiculul dvs. va avea capacitatea de frânare 
și de virare normale, însă funcţia de control al 
tracţiunii va fi mai puţin eficientă.

Pentru a restabili funcţionalitatea / funcţiile 
VSA, apăsaţi butonul 
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This button is on the driver side control panel. 
To partially disable VSA functionality/ features, 
press and hold it until you hear a beep.

Your vehicle will have normal braking and 
cornering ability, but traction control function 
will be less effective.

To restore VSA functionality/features, press 
the  (VSA OFF) button until you hear a beep.

VSA is turned on every time you start the 
engine, even if you turned it off the last time 
you drove the vehicle.

■ VSA On and Off 1Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) System

When the  button is pressed, the traction control 
function becomes less effective. This allows for the 
wheels to spin more freely at low speed. You should 
only attempt to free your vehicle with the VSA off if 
you are not able to free it when the VSA is on.

Immediately after freeing your vehicle, be sure to 
switch VSA on again. We do not recommend driving 
your vehicle with the VSA system switched off.

You may hear a motor sound coming from the 
engine compartment while system checks are being 
performed immediately after starting the engine or 
while driving. This is normal.

The VSA OFF indicator may come on after 
reconnecting the battery. Drive a short distance at 
more than 20 km/h. The indicator should go off. If it 
does not, have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

VSA OFF 
Indicator
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 (VSA OFF) până când 
auziţi un semnal sonor.

VSA este pornit de fiecare dată când porniţi 
motorul, chiar dacă aţi oprit ultima dată când 
aţi condus vehiculul.

VSA pornit/oprit Sistem de control al stabilităţii şi tracţiunii (VSA)

Când butonul 
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This button is on the driver side control panel. 
To partially disable VSA functionality/ features, 
press and hold it until you hear a beep.

Your vehicle will have normal braking and 
cornering ability, but traction control function 
will be less effective.

To restore VSA functionality/features, press 
the  (VSA OFF) button until you hear a beep.

VSA is turned on every time you start the 
engine, even if you turned it off the last time 
you drove the vehicle.

■ VSA On and Off 1Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) System

When the  button is pressed, the traction control 
function becomes less effective. This allows for the 
wheels to spin more freely at low speed. You should 
only attempt to free your vehicle with the VSA off if 
you are not able to free it when the VSA is on.

Immediately after freeing your vehicle, be sure to 
switch VSA on again. We do not recommend driving 
your vehicle with the VSA system switched off.

You may hear a motor sound coming from the 
engine compartment while system checks are being 
performed immediately after starting the engine or 
while driving. This is normal.

The VSA OFF indicator may come on after 
reconnecting the battery. Drive a short distance at 
more than 20 km/h. The indicator should go off. If it 
does not, have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

VSA OFF 
Indicator
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 este apăsat, funcţia de control 
al tracţiunii devine mai puţin eficientă. Aceasta 
permite roţilor să se rotească mai liber la viteză 
mică. Trebuie doar să încercaţi să eliberaţi 
vehiculul cu VSA dacă nu îl puteţi elibera atunci 
când VSA este pornit.

Imediat după eliberarea autovehiculului,  
asiguraţi-vă că îl porniţi din nou pe VSA. Nu vă 
recomandăm să conduceţi vehiculul cu sistemul 
VSA oprit.

Este posibil să auziţi un sunet de motor provenind 
din compartimentul motorului, în timp ce 
verificările sistemului sunt efectuate imediat după 
pornirea motorului sau în timpul conducerii. Asta 
este normal.

Indicatorul VSA OFF se poate aprinde după 
reconectarea bateriei. Conduceţi o distanţă scurtă 
la peste 20 km / h. Indicatorul ar trebui să se 
stingă. Dacă nu, verificaţi vehiculul de către un 
dealer.

Indicator 
Sistem Oprit
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Agile Handling Assist
Lightly brakes selective wheels, as needed, when you turn the steering wheel, and 
helps support the vehicle’s stability and performance during cornering.

1Agile Handling Assist

The agile handling assist cannot enhance stability in 
all driving situations. You still need to drive and 
corner at speeds appropriate for the conditions and 
always leave a sufficient margin of safety.

When the VSA system indicator comes on and stays 
on while driving, the agile handling assist does not 
activate.

You may hear a sound coming from the engine 
compartment while the agile handling assist is 
activated. This is normal.
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Agile Handling Assist

Agile Handling Assist

Acesta aplică uşor frâna pe roţile din faţă, după cum este necesar, atunci când 
rotiţi volanul, şi ajută la păstrarea stabilităţii şi performanţei autovehiculului 
în viraje.

Agile Handling Assist

Sistemul de asistenţă la manevrare nu poate 
spori stabilitatea în orice situaţii de condus. Tot 
dumneavoastră sunteţi cel care are responsabilitatea de 
a conduce şi de a vira cu viteza corespunzătoare pentru 
toate condiţiile de drum şi de a păstra întotdeauna o 
marjă de siguranţă suficientă.

Atunci când se aprinde indicatorul sistemului VSA 
şi rămâne aprins în timpul condusului, sistemul de 
asistenţă la manevrare nu se activează.

Este posibil să auziţi un sunet dinspre motor în timp ce 
sistemul este activat. Acest lucru este normal.
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Blind spot information (BSI) System*

Is designed to detect vehicles in specified alert zones adjacent to your vehicle, 
particularly in harder to see areas commonly known as “blind spots.”

When the system detects vehicles approaching from behind in adjacent lanes, the 
appropriate indicator comes on for a few seconds, providing assistance when you 
change lanes.

1Blind spot information (BSI) System*

Important Safety Reminder
Like all assistance systems, BSI has limitations. Over 
reliance on BSI may result in a collision.

3WARNING
Failure to visually confirm that it is safe to 
change lanes before doing so may result in 
a crash and serious injury or death.
Do not rely only on the blind spot 
information system when changing lanes.

Always look in your mirrors, to either side 
of your vehicle, and behind you for other 
vehicles before changing lanes.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de informaţii despre punctul mort (BSI)*

Sistemul de informaţii despre punctul mort (BSI)*

Anunţ important pentru siguranţă
La fel ca toate celelalte sisteme de asistenţă, 
Sistemul de informaţii despre punctul mort are 
limitele sale. Încrederea prea mare în sistemul de 
informaţii despre punctul mort poate duce la o 
coliziune.

Acesta este conceput pentru a detecta vehiculele aflate în zonele specificate 
de alertă din jurul autovehiculului dumneavoastră, în special atunci când se 
află într-o zonă în care sunt dificil de detectat, aşa-numitul „punct mort”.

Când sistemul detectează vehicule care se apropie din spate în benzile 
adiacente, indicatorul corespunzător se aprinde pentru câteva secunde, 
oferind asistenţă atunci când schimbaţi benzile.

Sistemul de informaţii despre punctul mort (BSI)*

AVERTIZARE
Este deosebit de important să vă asiguraţi 
înainte vizual că puteţi schimba banda în 
condiţii de siguranţă, în caz contrar acest 
lucru putând duce la un accident, la rănirea 
gravă sau deces.

Nu vă folosiţi numai de sistemul de 
informaţii despre punctul mort atunci când 
schimbaţi benzile.
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■ How the system works 1Blind spot information (BSI) System*

The system is for your convenience only. Even if an 
object is within the alert zone, the following 
situations may occur.
• The BSI alert indicator may not come on due to 

obstruction (splashes, etc.) even without the Blind 
Spot Information Not Available driver 
information interface appearing.

• The BSI alert indicator may come on even with the 
message appearing.

The BSI alert indicator may not come on under the 
following conditions:
• A vehicle does not stay in the alert zone for more 

than two seconds.
• A vehicle is parked in a side lane.
• The speed difference between your vehicle and the 

vehicle you are passing is greater than 10 km/h.
• An object not detected by the radar sensors 
approaches or passes your vehicle.

• A vehicle running in the adjacent lane is a 
motorcycle or other small vehicle.

The system does not operate when in (R.
Continuously variable transmission models

● Radar sensors detect a 
vehicle in the alert zone 
when your vehicle is moving 
forward at 20 km/h or 
faster.

Alert zone range
A: Approx. 0.5 m
B: Approx. 3 m
C: Approx. 3 m

Alert Zone
A

B

C

Radar Sensors: 
underneath the 
rear bumper 
corners

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de informaţii despre punctul mort (BSI)*

Cum funcţionează sistemul

Senzorii radar detectează un 
vehicul aflat în zona de alertă, 
atunci când autovehiculul dvs. 
se deplasează înainte cu o viteză 
de minim 20 km/h (12 mph). Senzorii radar:

Sub colţurile barei 
de protecţie din 
spateRaza zonei de alertă

Zona de alertă

Sistemul este destinat numai pentru confortul dvs. Chiar 
dacă un obiect se află în zona de alertă, pot apărea 
următoarele situaţii.
•  Indicatorul de avertizare BSI poate să nu se aprindă 

din cauza obstrucţionării (stropi etc.), chiar dacă 
mesajul Blind Spot Information Not Available nu 
apare pe driver information interface.

•  Indicatorul de avertizare BSI poate să apară chiar și 
atunci când mesajul este afişat.

Indicatorul de alertă al sistemului de informaţii despre 
punctul mort poate să nu se aprindă în situaţiile 
următoare:
•  Un vehicul nu rămâne în zona de alertă mai mult de 

două secunde.
•  Un vehicul este parcat pe o bandă laterală.
•  Diferenţa de viteză între autovehiculul dumneavoastră 

şi vehiculul pe care îl depăşiţi este mai mare de 10 
km/h (6 mph).

•  Un obiect care nu este detectat de senzorii radar se 
apropie sau trece de autovehiculul dumneavoastră.

•  Vehiculul care se deplasează pe banda alăturată este 
motocicletă sau un alt vehicul de mici dimensiuni.

Sistemul nu funcţionează când autovehiculul este în       
(marşarier).

Sistemul de informaţii despre punctul mort (BSI)*

32TGG601 inset Sig 103 Front 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 103 Front 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 103 Front 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 103 Front 03_02_2017
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uuOperating the Switches Around the Steering WheeluWipers and Washers

Continued

Controls

The rear wiper and washer can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT, ON)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ Washer ( )
Sprays while you rotate the switch to this 
position.
Hold it to activate the wiper and to spray the 
washer. Once released, it stops operating 
after a few more sweeps.

■ Operating in reverse
When you shift the transmission to (R  with the windscreen wipers activated, the 
rear wiper operates automatically as follows even if its switch is off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Wiper/Washer*

INT: Intermittent

ON: Continuous wipe

OFF

Washer

Windscreen Wiper Operation Rear Wiper Operation
Intermittent Intermittent

Low speed wipe
High speed wipe

Continuous

* Not available on all models

Modele cu transmisie automată

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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■ When the system detects a vehicle 1Blind spot information (BSI) System*

You can change the setting for BSI.
2 Customized Features P. 359

Turn the system off when towing a trailer.
The system may not work properly for the following 
reasons:
• The added mass tilts the vehicle and changes the 

radar coverage.
• The trailer itself can be detected by the radar 

sensors, causing the BSI alert indicators to come on.

BSI may be adversely affected when:
• Objects (guard rails, poles, trees, etc,.) are detected.
• An object that does not reflect radio waves well, 

such as a motorcycle, is in the alert zone.
• Driving on a curved road.
• A vehicle is moving from a far lane to the adjacent 

lane.
• The system picks up external electrical interference.
• The rear bumper or the sensors have been improperly 

repaired or the rear bumper has been deformed.
• The orientation of the sensors has been changed.
• In bad weather (Heavy rain, snow, and fog).
• Making a turn at an intersection.
• Driving on a bumpy road.
• Making a short turn that slightly tilts the vehicle.

For proper BSI operation:
• Always keep the rear bumper corner area clean.
• Do not cover the rear bumper corner area with 

labels or stickers of any kind. 
• Take your vehicle to a dealer if you need the rear 
bumper corner area or the radar sensors to be repaired, 
or the rear bumper corner area is strongly impacted.

■Comes on when
● A vehicle enters the alert zone from behind 

to overtake you with a speed difference of 
no more than 50 km/h from your vehicle.

● You pass a vehicle with a speed difference 
of no more than 20 km/h.

BSI Alert Indicator: Located near the outside 
rearview mirror on both sides.

■Blinks and the beeper sounds when
You move the turn signal lever in the direction 
of the detected vehicle. The beeper sounds 
three times.

Comes On

Blinks

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de informaţii despre punctul mort (BSI)*

Detectarea unui vehicul

Indicatorul de alertă BSI: Este situat lângă oglinda 
retrovizoare, pe ambele părţi.

•   Un vehicul intră în zona de alertă din spate 
pentru a vă depăşi cu o diferenţă de viteză 
de maxim 50 km/h (31 mph) faţă de cea a 
autovehiculului dumneavoastră.

•   Depăşiţi un vehicul cu o diferenţă de viteză 
de maxim 20 km/h (12 mph).

Se aprinde atunci când:

Clipeşte şi se aude semnalul sonor când:
Mutaţi maneta semnalizatorului în direcţia 
vehiculului detectat. Semnalul sonor sună de 
trei ori.

Se aprinde

Clipeşte

Puteţi schimba setarea pentru sistemul BSI.
 Funcţii personalizate* P. 359
Opriţi sistemul atunci când tractaţi o remorcă*.
Este posibil ca sistemul să nu funcţioneze bine din 
următoarele motive:
•  Masa suplimentară înclină autovehiculul şi schimbă 

detectarea radar.
•  Remorca poate fi detectată de senzorii radar, ducând 

la aprinderea indicatorilor de alertă ai BSI.

Sistemul de informaţii despre punctul mort poate fi
 afectat atunci când:
•  Sunt detectate obiecte (balustrade, stâlpi, copaci, 

vehicule parcate, clădiri, pereţi etc.)
•  Un obiect care nu reflectă bine undele radio, precum o 

motocicletă, se află în zona de alertă.
•  Conduceţi pe un drum în curbă.
•  Un vehicul se deplasează de pe o bandă îndepărtată 

pe banda adiacentă.
•  Sistemul detectează interferenţe electrice externe.
•  Bara de protecţie din spate sau senzorii au suferit 

reparaţii inadecvate, sau bara de protecţie a fost 
deformată.

•  A fost schimbată orientarea senzorilor.
•  În condiţii meteorologice adverse (ploaie, zăpadă şi 

ceaţă).
•  Conduceţi pe un drum cu denivelări.
•  Virajele scurte în care autovehiculul se înclină uşor.
Pentru folosirea sistemului BSI:
•  Menţineţi în permanenţă colţurile barei de protecţie 

curate.
•  Nu acoperiţi colţurile barei de protecţie cu etichete sau 

autocolante de niciun fel.
•  Duceţi autovehiculul la reprezentanţă dacă sunt necesare 

reparaţii la colţurile barei de protecţie sau la senzorii 
radar, sau dacă bara de protecţie a fost lovită puternic.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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Deflation Warning System
Instead of directly measuring the pressure in each tyre, the deflation warning system 
on this vehicle monitors and compares the rolling radius and rotational 
characteristics of each wheel and tyre while you are driving to determine if one or 
more tyres are significantly under-inflated. This will cause the low tyre pressure/
deflation warning system indicator to come on and a message to appear on the 
driver information interface.

You must start deflation warning system calibration every time you:
• Adjust the pressure in one or more tyres.
• Rotate the tyres.
• Replace one or more tyres.

Before calibrating the deflation warning system:
• Set the cold tyre pressure in all four tyres.

2 Checking Tyres P. 649

Make sure:
• The vehicle is at a complete stop.

• The electric parking brake is applied.

• The shift lever is in (P.

• The ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■Deflation Warning System Calibration

Except Egyptian models

1Deflation Warning System

The system does not monitor the tyres when driving 
at low speed.

Conditions such as low ambient temperature and 
altitude change directly affect tyre pressure and can 
trigger the low tyre pressure/deflation warning 
system indicator to come on.

Tyre pressure checked and inflated in:
• Warm weather can become under-inflated in 
colder weather.

• Cold weather can become over-inflated in warmer 
weather.

The Low Tyre Pressure/Deflation Warning System 
indicator will not come on as a result of over inflation.

The deflation warning system may not function 
properly if tyre type and size are mixed. 
Make sure to use the same size and type of tyre.

2 Checking and Maintaining Tyres  P. 649

The low tyre pressure/deflation warning system 
indicator may come on with a delay or may not come 
on at all when:
• You rapidly accelerate, decelerate, or turn the 

steering wheel.
• You drive on snowy or slippery roads.
• Snow chains are used.

Manual transmission models

Continuously variable transmission models

All models
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de avertizare în caz de dezumflare

Sistemul de avertizare în caz de dezumflare
Exceptând modelele egiptene

În locul măsurării directe a presiunii din fiecare pneu, sistemul de avertizare în caz
de dezumflare al acestui autovehicul monitorizează şi compară raza de rulare şi
caracteristicile de rotaţie ale fiecărei roţi şi ale fiecărui pneu în timpul condusului,
pentru a stabili dacă unul sau mai multe pneuri sunt dezumflate semnificativ.
Acest lucru va duce la aprinderea indicatorului de presiune a pneurilor / al
sistemului de avertizare în caz de dezumflare şi la apariţia unui mesaj pe driver
information interface.

Trebuie să porniţi calibrarea sistemului de avertizare în caz de dezumflare de
fiecare dată când:
• Reglaţi presiunea din unul sau mai multe pneuri.
• Rotiţi pneurile între ele.
• Înlocuiţi unul sau mai multe pneuri.

Înainte de calibrarea sistemului de avertizare în caz de dezumflare:
Setaţi presiunea pneului rece în toate cele patru pneuri.
 Schimbarea pneurilor P. 649
Asiguraţi-vă:
• Că autovehiculul este complet oprit.

• Frâna de parcare este trasă.

•   Contactul de pornire este în poziţia ON      *1.

•   Maneta schimbătorului este în poziţia      .

Calibrarea sistemului de avertizare în caz de dezumflare
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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Modele cu transmisie manuală

Modele cu transmisie automată

Toate modelele
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uu IndicatorsuDriver Information Interface Warning and Information Messages

Instrum
ent Panel

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine coolant temperature gets
abnormally high. 2 Overheating P. 711

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the shift lever is moved out of (P .

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the parking brake is released.

2 Customized Features* P. 148

Models without
colour audio system

Models with colour 
audio system

Manual transmission models

* Not available on all models
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Sistemul de avertizare în caz de dezumflare

Sistemul nu monitorizează pneurile atunci când
deplasarea se face cu viteză mică.

Condiţii precum temperatura scăzută şi schimbarea de
altitudine pot afecta direct presiunea pneurilor şi pot
declanşa aprinderea indicatorului de presiune scăzută a
pneurilor/sistemului de avertizare în caz de dezumflare.

Pneurile verificate şi umflate în condiţii de:
• Temperatură ridicată pot deveni dezumflate la
temperatură mai coborâtă.
• Temperatură joasă pot deveni umflate prea mult la
temperatură mai ridicată.
Indicatorul de presiune scăzută a pneurilor nu se
aprinde în caz de umflare excesivă.

Este posibil ca sistemul de avertizare în caz de
dezumflare să nu funcţioneze în mod corespunzător
în cazul în care tipul şi dimensiunea pneurilor sunt
amestecate. Asiguraţi-vă că folosiţi pneuri de aceeaşi
dimensiune şi de acelaşi tip.
 Verificarea şi întreţinerea pneurilor P. 649

Indicatorul de presiune scăzută a pneurilor/sistemului
de avertizare în caz de dezumflare se poate aprinde cu
întârziere sau poate să nu se aprindă deloc atunci când:
• Acceleraţi, deceleraţi sau rotiţi rapid volanul.
• Conduceţi pe drumuri înzăpezite sau alunecoase.
• Folosiţi lanţurile de zăpadă.
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Safety Checklist
For the safety of you and your passengers, make a habit of checking these items 
each time before you drive.

2 Locking/Unlocking the Doors from the Inside P. 184

• Adjust your seat to a position suitable for driving. Be sure the front seats are 
adjusted as far to the rear as possible while allowing the driver to control the 
vehicle. Sitting too close to a front airbag can result in serious or fatal injury in a 
crash.

2 Adjusting the Seats P. 222

• Adjust head restraints to the proper position. Head restraints are most effective 
when the centre of the head restraint aligns with the centre of your head. Taller 
persons should adjust their head restraint to the highest position.

2 Adjusting the Front Head Restraints P. 226

• Always wear your seat belt, and make sure you wear it properly. Confirm that any 
passengers are properly belted as well.

2 Fastening a Seat Belt P. 46

• Protect children by using seat belts or child restraint systems according to a child's 
age, height and weight.

2 Child Safety P. 66

1Safety Checklist

If the door/boot open indicator is on, a door and/or 
the boot is not completely closed. Close all doors 
tightly until the indicator goes off.

2 Door and Boot Open Indicator* P. 105

If the door and boot open message appears on the 
driver information interface, a door and/or the boot is 
not completely closed. Close all doors and the boot 
tightly until the message disappears.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and 
Information Messages* P. 126

Models with information display

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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Press and hold the deflation warning system 
button until the low tyre pressure/deflation 
warning system indicator blinks twice, 
indicating the calibration process has begun.
• If the low tyre pressure/deflation warning 

system indicator does not blink, confirm the 
above conditions then press and hold the 
deflation warning system button again.

• The calibration process finishes 
automatically.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Deflation Warning System Calibration

The low tyre pressure/deflation warning system 
indicator may come on under the following conditions:
• There is a heavier and uneven load on the tyres, such as 

when towing a trailer, than the condition at calibration.
• Snow chains are used.
• The calibration process requires approximately 

30 minutes of cumulative driving at speeds 
between 40−100 km/h.

• During this period, if the ignition is turned on and 
the vehicle is not moved within 45 seconds, you 
may notice the low tyre pressure indicator comes 
on briefly. This is normal and indicates that the 
calibration process is not yet complete.

If the snow chains are installed, remove them before 
calibrating the deflation warning system.

If the low tyre pressure/deflation warning system 
indicator comes on even when the properly inflated 
specified regular tyres are installed, have the vehicle 
checked by a dealer.

We recommend that the tyres be replaced with the 
same brand, model, and size as the originals. Ask a 
dealer for details.

The low tyre pressure/deflation warning system 
indicator may come on after re-connecting the 
battery. Drive a short distance at more than 20 km/h. 
The indicator should go off. If it does not, have your 
vehicle checked by a dealer.

Deflation 
Warning System 
Button

Low Tyre Pressure/
Deflation 
Warning System 
Indicator

Models with information display
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de avertizare în caz de dezumflare

Apăsaţi şi ţineţi apăsat butonul sistemului de 
avertizare în caz de dezumflare până când 
indicatorul de presiune scăzută pneu / sistem 
de avertizare dezumflare clipeşte de două ori, 
aceasta însemnând că a început procesul de 
calibrare.
•  Dacă indicator nu clipeşte, asiguraţi-vă că 

sunt îndeplinite condiţiile de mai sus, apoi 
apăsaţi şi ţineţi apăsat din nou butonul.

• Procesul de calibrare se termină automat.

Calibrarea sistemului de avertizare în caz de dezumflare

Indicatorul de presiune scăzută a pneurilor/sistemului 
de avertizare în caz de dezumflare se poate aprinde în 
următoarele situaţii:
•  Există o sarcină mai grea şi neuniformă pe pneuri, 

care nu exista în momentul calibrării ca de exemplu în 
situaţia în care tractaţi o remorcă.

•  Folosiţi lanţurile de zăpadă.
•  Sistemul de calibrare necesită aproximativ 30 de 

minute de condus cumulat, cu o viteză între 48-105 
km/h (30-65 mph).

•  În această perioadă, în cazul în care contactul este 
pus, iar vehiculul nu este mutat în 45 de secunde, este 
posibil să observaţi martorul de presiune scăzută în 
anvelope că se aprinde pentru scurt timp. Acest lucru 
este normal şi indică faptul că procesul de calibrare nu 
este încă complet.

Dacă sunt instalate lanţurile de zăpadă, scoateţi-le 
înainte calibrarea sistemului.

Dacă martorul sistemului se aprinde chiar şi atunci când 
sunt instalate anvelope regulamentare, corect umflate, 
consultaţi o reprezentanţă.

Este recomandabil să înlocuiţi anvelopele cu unele cu 
aceeaşi marcă, model si dimensiune ca cele originale. 
Consultaţi o reprezentanţă pentru detalii.

Indicatorul de presiune scăzută a pneurilor/sistemului 
de avertizare în caz de dezumflare poate să se aprindă 
după reconectarea bateriei. Conduceţi o distanţă scurtă 
la peste 20 km/h (12 mph). Indicatorul ar trebui să se 
stingă. Dacă nu, verificaţi vehiculul la o reprezentanţă.

Indicatorul de presiune

Buton sistem 
de avertizare 
dezumflare

dezumflare

scăzută pneu / 
Sistem de avertizare

Modele cu afișaj de informaţii

* 1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton 
ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere. Continuare
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You can calibrate the system from the 
customized feature on the audio/information 
screen.
1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Select .
3. Select Settings.
4. Select Vehicle.
5. Select Deflation Warning System.
6. Select Cancel or Initialise.

• If the Failed message appears, repeat steps 
4-5.

• The calibration process finishes 
automatically.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

Models with Display Audio
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Sistemul de avertizare în caz de dezumflare

Modele cu Display Audio
Puteţi calibra sistemul din funcţiile 
personalizate de pe ecranul  
audio/informaţii.

Rotiţi contactul de pornire în poziţia ON      *1.
Selectaţi        .
Selectaţi Settings.
Selectaţi Vehicle.
Selectaţi Deflation Warning System.
Selectaţi Cancel sau Initialise.

Dacă apare mesajul Failed, repetaţi  
paşii 4-6.
Procesul de calibrare se termină automat.
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uuAudio System Basic OperationuAudio/Information Screen

Continued

Features

■ Using the audio/information screen

Select  to go to the home screen.
Select Phone, Info, Audio, Settings, Navigation*, Smartphone Connection 
(Apple CarPlay, Android Auto), aha, App Centre, TA, App List, or  
(instrument panel).

■ Phone
Displays the HFT information.

2 Hands-Free Telephone System P. 416

Home Screen

Models without navigation system

Models with navigation system

* Not available on all models
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.
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Adjusting Headlight Distribution
Driving the right-hand type vehicle in right-hand traffic, or the left-hand type vehicle 
in left-hand traffic causes headlight glare to oncoming vehicles. You need to alter 
the headlight beam distribution using masking tape.

1. Prepare for two rectangular pieces of masking tape, measuring 40 mm wide and 
80 mm long.
u Use masking tape that can shut out light, such as seal type waterproof vinyl.

2. Affix the tape to the lens as shown.

Models with LED headlights

1Adjusting Headlight Distribution

Be careful not to adhere the tape to an incorrect 
location. If the headlight beam is distributed 
incorrectly, it may not comply with your country’s 
legal requirements. Ask your dealer for details.

Centre point Centre point
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▶▶ Când conduceţi ▶ Reglarea distribuţiei farurilor

Modele cu faruri de tip LED

Reglarea distribuţiei farurilor
Conducerea autovehiculului cu volan pe partea dreaptă în ţări cu trafic pe partea 
dreaptă sau a autovehiculului cu volan pe partea stângă în ţări cu trafic pe partea 
stângă provoacă strălucire orbitoare vehiculelor care se apropie. Trebuie să 
modificaţi distribuţia fasciculului farurilor folosind o bandă de mascare.

Punct central Punct central

Fixaţi banda pe lentile așa cum este indicat.

Pregătiţi două bucăţi dreptunghiulare de bandă de mascare, cu dimensiunea  
de 40 mm (1,6 in) lăţime și 80 mm (3,1 in) lungime.

Utilizaţi o bandă de mascare prin care nu poate trece lumina, cum ar fi vinilul.

Reglarea distribuţiei farurilor

Aveţi grijă să nu lipiţi banda incorect. Dacă fasciculul 
farurilor este distribuit incorect, este posibil ca acesta 
să nu respecte cerinţele legale ale ţării dvs. Adresaţi-vă 
reprezentanţei pentru detalii.
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Braking

Brake System

Use the electric parking brake to keep the vehicle stationary when parked. You can 
manually apply and release, or automatically release it.

■ Manual operations
Use the electric parking brake switch to apply or release the electric parking brake. 
Manually releasing the electric parking brake using the switch helps your vehicle 
start slowly and smoothly when facing down hill on steep hills.

■ To apply manually
The electric parking brake can be applied any 
time the vehicle has battery, no matter which 
position the ignition switch*1 is in.

Pull the electric parking brake switch up gently 
and securely.
u The parking brake and brake system 

indicator comes on.
■ To release manually
The vehicle must be ON (w*1 in order to 
release the electric parking brake.
1. Depress the brake pedal.
2. Press the electric parking brake switch.
u The parking brake and brake system 

indicator goes off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Parking Brake 1Parking Brake

You may hear the electric parking brake system 
operating from the rear wheel area when you apply 
or release the electric parking brake. This is normal.

The brake pedal may slightly move due to the electric 
parking brake system operation when you apply or 
release the electric parking brake. This is normal.

You cannot apply or release the electric parking 
brake if the battery goes dead.

2 Jump Starting P. 695

If you pull up and hold the electric parking brake 
switch while driving, the brakes on all four wheels are 
applied by the VSA system until the vehicle come to a 
stop. The electric parking brake then applies, and the 
switch should be released.

In the following situations, the electric parking brake 
automatically operates.
• When the vehicle stops with the automatic brake 

hold system activated for more than 10 minutes.
• When the driver’s seat belt is unfastened while 

your vehicle is stopped and the brake hold system 
is applied.

• When the engine is turned off while the brake hold 
system is applied.

• When there is a problem with the brake hold 
system while brake hold is applied.

• When the vehicle is stops more than 10 minutes 
while ACC with LSF is activated.

Models with ACC with LSF

Electric Parking 
Brake Switch

Electric Parking 
Brake Switch
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Frânare

Sistemul de frânare

Frâna de parcare

Folosiţi frâna de parcare pentru a menţine autovehiculul staţionar după ce aţi 
parcat. O puteţi aplica şi elibera manual sau elibera automat.

Utilizaţi comutatorul frânei electrice de parcare pentru a acţiona sau elibera frâna 
de parcare. Eliberarea manuală a frânei de parcare cu ajutorul comutatorului ajută 
vehiculul să pornească încet și lin atunci când coboară pe un deal abrupt.

Detectarea unui vehicul

Frâna electrică de parcare se poate acţiona 
oricând vehiculul are acumulator, indiferent 
de poziţia în care se află contactul de 
pornire*1.

Pentru a elibera frâna electrică de parcare, 
vehiculul trebuie să fie în modul ON      *1.

Trageţi în sus, ușor și sigur, comutatorul 
frânei electrice de parcare.

Apăsaţi pedala de frână.
Apăsaţi comutatorul frânei electrice.

Indicatorul frânei de parcare se 
aprinde.

Indicatorul frânei de parcare şi al 
sistemului de frânare se stinge.

Aplicarea manuală

Eliberarea manuală
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.

Comutatorul frânei 
electrice de parcare

Comutatorul frânei 
electrice de parcare

Frâna de parcare

Este posibil să auziţi motorul sistemului frânei electrice 
de parcare care funcţionează în zona roţii din spate 
atunci când aplicaţi sau eliberaţi frâna de parcare. Este 
ceva normal.
Pedala de frână se poate mișca ușor datorită funcţionării 
sistemului frânei electrice de parcare atunci când aplicaţi 
sau eliberaţi frâna de parcare. Este ceva normal.
Nu puteţi aplica sau elibera frâna de parcare dacă 
bateria este consumată.
 Pornirea de la o baterie auxiliară P. 695 
Dacă trageţi în sus și ţineţi comutatorul frânei electrice 
de parcare în timpul conducerii, sunt aplicate frânele 
de pe cele patru roţi de sistemul VSA până când 
autovehiculul se oprește. Apoi se aplică frâna electrică 
de parcare și comutatorul trebuie eliberat.
În următoarele situaţii, frâna de parcare funcţionează 
automat.
•  Când autovehiculul se oprește, iar sistemul de aplicare 

automată a frânei este activ mai mult de 10 minute.
•  Când centura de siguranţă a șoferului este decuplată 

în timp ce autovehiculul este oprit și sistemul de 
aplicare automată a frânei este activ.

•  Când motorul este oprit în timpul acţionării sistemului 
de aplicare automată a frânei.

•  Când există o problemă cu sistemul de aplicare 
automată a frânei în timp ce se activează aplicarea 
automată a frânei.

•  Când vehiculul se oprește mai mult de 10 minute în 
timp ce ACC cu LSF este activat.

Modele cu ACC cu LSF
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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■ To release automatically
Use the accelerator pedal to release the electric parking brake when you are starting 
the vehicle facing uphill, or in a traffic jam.

Depressing the accelerator pedal releases the electric parking brake.

Depress the accelerator pedal while releasing the clutch pedal releases the electric 
parking brake.

Gently depress the accelerator pedal.
u The parking brake and brake system 

indicator goes off.

Gently depress the accelerator pedal and 
release the clutch pedal.
u The parking brake and brake system 

indicator goes off.

1Parking Brake

• When the driver's seat belt is unfastened while 
your vehicle is stopped automatically by ACC with 
LSF.

• When the engine is turned off while ACC with LSF 
is activated.

• When there is a problem with the electric parking 
brake switch, after you turn the ignition switch to 
LOCK (0*1.

If the electric parking brake cannot be released 
automatically, release it manually.

When the vehicle is travelling uphill, the accelerator 
pedal may need to be pressed farther to 
automatically release the electric parking brake.

The electric parking brake cannot be released 
automatically while the following indicators are on:
• Malfunction indicator lamp
• Transmission indicator

The electric parking brake may not be released 
automatically while the following indicators are on:
• Brake system indicator
• VSA system indicator
• ABS indicator
• Supplemental restraint system indicator

The clutch pedal is fully depressed before gently depress 
the accelerator pedal and release the clutch pedal.

Manual transmission models

Manual transmission models

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

Accelerator Pedal

Continuously variable transmission models

Accelerator Pedal

Clutch Pedal Manual transmission models
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▶▶ Frânare ▶ Sistemul de frânare

Eliberarea automată

Pedala de acceleraţie

Pedala de acceleraţie

Pedala de ambreiaj

Folosiţi pedala de acceleraţie pentru eliberarea frânei de parcare atunci când 
urcaţi o pantă sau sunteţi într-un blocaj în trafic.

Apăsarea pedalei de acceleraţie, eliberează frâna de parcare.

Apăsţi uşor pedala de acceleraţie.

Apăsţi uşor pedala de acceleraţie şi eliberaţi 
pedala de ambreiaj.

Indicatorul frânei de parcare şi al 
sistemului de frânare se stinge.

Indicatorul frânei de parcare şi al 
sistemului de frânare se stinge.

Apăsarea pedalei de acceleraţie în timp ce eliberaţi pedala de ambreiaj, 
eliberează frâna de parcare.

Modele cu transmisie automată

Modele cu transmisie automată

Modele cu transmisie manuală

Modele cu transmisie manuală

Frâna de parcare

•  Când centura de siguranţă a șoferului este decuplată 
în timp ce autovehiculul este oprit automat de către 
ACC cu LSF.

•  Când motorul este oprit în timp ce ACC cu LSF este 
activat.

•  Dacă există o problemă la comutatorul frânei electrice 
deparcare, după ce rotiţi comutaţi în poziţia  
LOCK      *1.

Dacă frâna de parcare nu poate fi eliberată automat, 
eliberaţi-o manual.
Când autovehiculul se deplasează pe o pantă, este 
posibil ca pedala de acceleraţie să fie apăsată mai mult 
pentru a elibera automat frâna electrică de parcare.
Frâna de parcare nu poate fi eliberată automat în timp 
ce sunt aprinse următoarele indicatoare:
•  Martorul indicării unei defecţiuni
•  Indicatorul sistemului de transmisie
Este posibil ca frâna de parcare să nu se elibereze 
automat în timp ce sunt aprinse următoarele 
indicatoare:
•  Indicator sistemului de frânare
•  Indicator sistemului VSA
•  Indicatorul ABS
•  Indicatorul sistemului suplimentar de reţinere

Pedala de ambreiaj este apăsată complet înainte de a 
apăsa ușor pedala de acceleraţie și eliberaţi pedala de 
ambreiaj.

Modele cu transmisie manuală

Modele cu transmisie manuală
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for about 15 seconds 
when you pull the electric parking 
brake switch while the ignition 
switch is in LOCK (0*1.

● Stays on for about 15 seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to LOCK 
(0*1 while the electric parking brake 
is set.

● Blinks and the parking brake and 
brake system indicator (amber) comes 
on at the same time - There is a 
problem with the electric parking brake 
system. The parking brake may not be 
set.
Avoid using the parking brake and have 
your vehicle checked by a dealer 
immediately.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
comes on or blinks at the same time 
when the Brake System Indicator 
(Amber) comes on P. 716

—

Automatic Brake 
Hold System 
Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold system is on.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571

Automatic Brake 
Hold Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold is activated.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571 —

(Red)

Continuare
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The electric parking brake automatically releases as you depress the accelerator 
pedal when:
• You are wearing the driver’s seat belt.
• The engine is running.

• The transmission is not in (P  or (N .

• The transmission is not in (N .

Your vehicle is equipped with disc brakes at all four wheels. A vacuum power assist 
helps to reduce the effort needed on the brake pedal. The brake assist system 
increases the stopping force when you depress the brake pedal hard in an 
emergency situation. The anti-lock brake system (ABS) helps you retain steering 
control when braking very hard.

2 Brake Assist System P. 567
2 Anti-lock Brake System (ABS) P. 566

■ Foot Brake

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

1Foot Brake

Check the brakes after driving through deep water, 
or if there is a buildup of road surface water. If 
necessary, dry the brakes by lightly depressing the 
pedal several times.

If you hear a continuous metallic friction sound when 
applying the brakes, the brake pads need to be 
replaced. Have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

Constantly using the brake pedal while going down a 
long hill builds up heat, which reduces the brake 
effectiveness. Apply engine braking by taking your 
foot off the accelerator pedal and downshifting to a 
lower gear/speed position. With manual transmission 
use a lower gear for greater engine braking.

Do not rest your foot on the brake pedal while 
driving, as it will lightly apply the brakes and cause 
them to lose effectiveness over time and reduce pad 
life. It will also confuse drivers behind you.
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▶▶ Frânare ▶ Sistemul de frânare

Frâna de parcare se eliberează automat prin apăsarea pedalei de acceleraţie 
când:
•  Centura de siguranţă a șoferului este cuplată.
•  Motorul este pornit.

Modele cu transmisie automatăModele cu transmisie automată
Transmisia nu este în poziţia      sau      .Transmisia nu este în poziţia      sau      .

Transmisia nu este în poziţia      .Transmisia nu este în poziţia      .
Modele cu transmisie manualăModele cu transmisie manuală
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine does not restart 
automatically due to the following reasons:
- The bonnet is open.
- There is a problem in the system that disables Auto 

Idle Stop.

● Follow the normal procedure to start the engine.
2 Starting the Engine P. 460, 463

● Appears when you move the shift lever from (N  to 
any other position without depressing the clutch 
pedal while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the battery charge 
becomes low. Shift to (N to avoid the battery charge 
becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop P. 479, 485

● Appears in white when you turn the ignition switch 
to START (e*1 before fully depressing the clutch 
pedal.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following conditions are 
kept while Auto Idle Stop is in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N.

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat belt 
immediately, and continue to keep the shift lever in (N 
next time Auto Idle Stop activates.

Models with auto idle stop with manual transmission
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine does not restart 
automatically due to the following reasons:
- The bonnet is open.
- There is a problem in the system that disables Auto 

Idle Stop.

● Follow the normal procedure to start the engine.
2 Starting the Engine P. 460, 463

● Appears when you move the shift lever from (N  to 
any other position without depressing the clutch 
pedal while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the battery charge 
becomes low. Shift to (N to avoid the battery charge 
becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop P. 479, 485

● Appears in white when you turn the ignition switch 
to START (e*1 before fully depressing the clutch 
pedal.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following conditions are 
kept while Auto Idle Stop is in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N.

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat belt 
immediately, and continue to keep the shift lever in (N 
next time Auto Idle Stop activates.

Models with auto idle stop with manual transmission
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Instrum
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine does not restart 
automatically due to the following reasons:
- The bonnet is open.
- There is a problem in the system that disables Auto 

Idle Stop.

● Follow the normal procedure to start the engine.
2 Starting the Engine P. 460, 463

● Appears when you move the shift lever from (N  to 
any other position without depressing the clutch 
pedal while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the battery charge 
becomes low. Shift to (N to avoid the battery charge 
becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop P. 479, 485

● Appears in white when you turn the ignition switch 
to START (e*1 before fully depressing the clutch 
pedal.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following conditions are 
kept while Auto Idle Stop is in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N.

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat belt 
immediately, and continue to keep the shift lever in (N 
next time Auto Idle Stop activates.

Models with auto idle stop with manual transmission
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine coolant temperature gets
abnormally high. 2 Overheating P. 711

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the shift lever is moved out of (P .

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the parking brake is released.

2 Customized Features* P. 148

Models without
colour audio system

Models with colour 
audio system

Manual transmission models

* Not available on all models
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine does not restart 
automatically due to the following reasons:
- The bonnet is open.
- There is a problem in the system that disables Auto 

Idle Stop.

● Follow the normal procedure to start the engine.
2 Starting the Engine P. 460, 463

● Appears when you move the shift lever from (N  to 
any other position without depressing the clutch 
pedal while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the battery charge 
becomes low. Shift to (N to avoid the battery charge 
becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop P. 479, 485

● Appears in white when you turn the ignition switch 
to START (e*1 before fully depressing the clutch 
pedal.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following conditions are 
kept while Auto Idle Stop is in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N.

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat belt 
immediately, and continue to keep the shift lever in (N 
next time Auto Idle Stop activates.

Models with auto idle stop with manual transmission
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine coolant temperature gets
abnormally high. 2 Overheating P. 711

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the shift lever is moved out of (P .

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the parking brake is released.

2 Customized Features* P. 148

Models without
colour audio system

Models with colour 
audio system

Manual transmission models

* Not available on all models

Frâna de serviciu

Autovehiculul dumneavoastră este echipat cu frâne cu disc la toate cele patru 
roţi. Un sistem de servofrânare reduce efortul necesar pentru apăsarea pedalei 
de frână. Sistemul de asistenţă la frânare creşte puterea de frânare atunci când 
apăsaţi pedala cu forţă într-o situaţie de urgenţă. Sistemul de frânare antiblocare 
(ABS) vă ajută să menţineţi controlul direcţiei atunci când frânaţi foarte puternic.
 Sistemul de asistenţă la frânare P. 567
 ABS (Sistemul de frânare antiblocare) P. 566
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Frâna de serviciu

Verificaţi frânele după aţi condus prin apă adâncă 
sau dacă observaţi o acumulare de apă la suprafaţa 
de rulare. Dacă este necesar, uscaţi frânele prin 
apăsarea uşoară a pedalei de câteva ori.
Dacă auziţi un sunet metalic de frecare permanent 
atunci când frânaţi, poate fi necesară înlocuirea 
plăcuţelor de frână. Autovehiculul trebuie să fie 
verificat la o reprezentanţă.
Folosirea constantă a pedalei de frână la coborârea 
unei pante generează căldură, ceea ce reduce 
eficienţa frânării. Nu mai apăsaţi pedala de frână 
şi folosiţi frâna de motor prin retrogradarea într-o 
treaptă inferioară. La transmisiile manuale, folosiţi 
treptele inferioare pentru o mai mare eficienţă a 
frânei de motor.
Nu vă rezemaţi piciorul de pedala de frână în timp ce 
conduceţi, deoarece aceasta rămân uşor apăsate, îşi 
pierd eficienţa în timp şi provoacă uzarea plăcuţelor 
de frână. În plus, lumina lămpilor de frână îi va 
deruta pe şoferii din spatele dumneavoastră.
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Keeps the brake applied after releasing the brake pedal until the accelerator pedal is 
pressed. You can use this system while the vehicle is temporarily stopped, like at 
traffic lights and in heavy traffic.

■Automatic Brake Hold 1Automatic Brake Hold

3WARNING
Activating the automatic brake hold system 
on steep hills or slippery roads may still 
allow the vehicle to move if you remove 
your foot from the brake pedal.

If a vehicle unexpectedly moves, it may 
cause a crash resulting in serious injury or 
death.

Never activate the automatic brake hold 
system or rely on it to keep a vehicle from 
moving when stopped on a steep hill or 
slippery roads.

3WARNING
Using the automatic brake hold system to 
park the vehicle may result in the vehicle 
unexpectedly moving.

If a vehicle moves unexpectedly, it may 
cause a crash, resulting in serious injury or 
death.

Never leave the vehicle when braking is 
temporarily kept by automatic brake hold 
and always park the vehicle by putting the 
transmission in (P and applying the parking 
brake.

Continuously variable transmission models

■Turning on the system

Fasten your seat belt 
properly, then start the 
engine. Press the 
automatic brake hold 
button.
● The automatic brake 

hold system indicator 
comes on. The system 
is turned on.

■Activating the system

Depress the brake pedal 
to come to a complete 
stop. The shift lever must 
not be in (P or (R.
● The automatic brake 

hold indicator comes 
on. Braking is kept for 
up to 10 minutes.

● Release the brake pedal 
after the automatic 
brake hold indicator 
comes on.

■Canceling the system

Depress the accelerator 
pedal while the shift 
lever is in a position 
other than (P or (N. The 
brake hold is disengaged 
and the vehicle starts to 
move.
● The automatic brake 

hold indicator goes 
off. The system 
releases the brake 
automatically.

Accelerator PedalBrake PedalAutomatic Brake 
Hold Button

Goes 
Off

On On On

On
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▶▶ Frânare ▶ Sistemul de frânare

Menţinerea automată a frânei

Menţine frâna aplicată după eliberarea pedalei de frână până când pedala de 
acceleraţie este apăsată. Puteţi utiliza acest sistem în timp ce autovehiculul este 
oprit temporar, cum ar fi la semafoare și în trafic intens.

Modele cu transmisie automată

Menţinerea automată a frânei

Acţionarea sistemului de menţinere automată a 
frânei pe dealuri abrupte sau pe drumuri alunecoase 
poate permite vehiculului să se deplaseze dacă luaţi 
piciorul de pe pedala de frână.

Dacă un vehicul se mișcă în mod neașteptat, poate 
provoca un accident care duce la vătămări grave sau 
la deces.

Nu activaţi niciodată sistemul automat de menţinere 
a frânei sau nu vă bazaţi exclusiv pe acesta pentru a 
menţine vehiculul oprit atunci când este pe un deal 
abrupt sau pe un drum alunecos.

Utilizarea sistemului menţinere automată a frânei 
pentru parcarea vehiculului poate duce la deplasarea 
neașteptată a autovehiculului.

Dacă un vehicul se mișcă în mod neașteptat, poate 
provoca un accident care duce la vătămări grave sau 
la deces.

Nu părăsiţi niciodată autovehiculul atunci când frâna 
este acţionată temporar de sistemul automat de 
menţinere a frânei și parcaţi întotdeauna vehiculul 
comutând transmisia în poziţia        și acţionând 
frâna de parcare.
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uu IndicatorsuDriver Information Interface Warning and Information Messages

Instrum
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine coolant temperature gets
abnormally high. 2 Overheating P. 711

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the shift lever is moved out of (P .

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the parking brake is released.

2 Customized Features* P. 148

Models without
colour audio system

Models with colour 
audio system

Manual transmission models

* Not available on all models

AVERTIZARE

AVERTIZARE

Continuare
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Keeps the brake applied after releasing the brake pedal until you change a gear to a 
position other than (N  and:
• Release the clutch pedal on a level road or when facing downhill.
• Release the clutch pedal and depress the accelerator pedal when facing uphill.
You can use this system while the vehicle is temporarily stopped, like at traffic lights 
and in heavy traffic.

Manual transmission models

■Turning on the system

Fasten your seat belt 
properly, then start the 
engine. Press the 
automatic brake hold 
button.
● The automatic brake 

hold system indicator 
comes on. The system 
is turned on.

■Activating the system

Depress the brake pedal 
to come to a complete 
stop.
● The automatic brake 

hold indicator comes 
on. Braking is kept for 
up to 10 minutes.

● Release the brake pedal 
after the automatic 
brake hold indicator 
comes on.

■Canceling the system

Shift into one of the 
gears other than (N and: 
● Release the clutch 

pedal on a level road 
or when facing 
downhill.

● Release the clutch 
pedal and depress the 
accelerator pedal 
when facing uphill.

The system is cancelled 
and the vehicle starts to 
move.
● The automatic brake 

hold indicator goes off. 
The system releases the 
brake automatically.

Accelerator Pedal
Brake PedalAutomatic Brake 

Hold Button

Goes 
Off

On
On On

On

Clutch Pedal
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▶▶ Frânare ▶ Sistemul de frânare

Menţine frâna aplicată după eliberarea pedalei de frână până când schimbaţi 
viteza în altă poziţie decât      şi:
•  Eliberaţi pedala de ambreiaj când sunteţi pe un drum drept sau în coborâre.
•   Eliberaţi pedala de ambreiaj şi apăsaţi pedala de acceleraţie când sunteţi pe un 

drum în urcare.
Puteţi utiliza acest sistem atunci când autovehiculul este oprit temporar, cum ar fi 
semafoare şi trafic intens.

Modele cu transmisie manuală
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uu IndicatorsuDriver Information Interface Warning and Information Messages

Instrum
ent Panel

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine does not restart 
automatically due to the following reasons:
- The bonnet is open.
- There is a problem in the system that disables Auto 

Idle Stop.

● Follow the normal procedure to start the engine.
2 Starting the Engine P. 460, 463

● Appears when you move the shift lever from (N  to 
any other position without depressing the clutch 
pedal while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the battery charge 
becomes low. Shift to (N to avoid the battery charge 
becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop P. 479, 485

● Appears in white when you turn the ignition switch 
to START (e*1 before fully depressing the clutch 
pedal.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following conditions are 
kept while Auto Idle Stop is in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N.

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat belt 
immediately, and continue to keep the shift lever in (N 
next time Auto Idle Stop activates.

Models with auto idle stop with manual transmission

Activarea sistemului Anularea sistemuluiPornirea sistemului

Butonul menţinere 
automată a frânei

Pedala de frână
Pedala de acceleraţie

Pedala de ambreiaj

Cuplaţi corect centura 
de siguranţă și porniţi 
motorul. Apăsaţi butonul 
de menţinere automată a 
frânei.
•  Indicatorul sistemului 

de menţinere automată 
a frânei se aprinde. 
Sistemul este pornit.

Apăsaţi pedala de frână 
până opriţi autovehiculul.
•  Indicatorul sistemului de 

menţinere automată a 
frânei se aprinde. Frâna 
este menţinută timp de 10 
minute.

•  Eliberaţi pedala de frână 
după ce indicatorul se 
aprinde.

Schimbaţi viteza în 
altă poziţie decât       . 
Menţinerea frânei este 
dezactivată şi autovehiculul 
începe deplasarea.
•  Eliberaţi pedala de 

ambreiaj când sunteţi 
pe un drum drept sau în 
urcare.

Sistemul este anulat şi 
autovehiculul începe 
deplasarea.
•  Indicatorul sistemului de 

menţinere automată a 
frânei se stinge. Sistemul 
eliberează frâna automat.
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uu IndicatorsuDriver Information Interface Warning and Information Messages

Instrum
ent Panel

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine does not restart 
automatically due to the following reasons:
- The bonnet is open.
- There is a problem in the system that disables Auto 

Idle Stop.

● Follow the normal procedure to start the engine.
2 Starting the Engine P. 460, 463

● Appears when you move the shift lever from (N  to 
any other position without depressing the clutch 
pedal while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the battery charge 
becomes low. Shift to (N to avoid the battery charge 
becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop P. 479, 485

● Appears in white when you turn the ignition switch 
to START (e*1 before fully depressing the clutch 
pedal.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following conditions are 
kept while Auto Idle Stop is in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N.

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat belt 
immediately, and continue to keep the shift lever in (N 
next time Auto Idle Stop activates.

Models with auto idle stop with manual transmission

AprinsAprinsAprins

Aprins Se 
stinge
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■ The system automatically cancels when:
• You engage the electric parking brake.

• You depress the brake pedal and move the shift lever to (P  or (R .

Under the following conditions, the system automatically cancels, and the electric 
parking brake is applied:
• Braking is kept for more than 10 minutes.
• The driver’s seat belt is unfastened.
• The engine is turned off.
• There is a problem with automatic brake hold system.
• The battery is disconnected.

• The engine stalls.

■ Turning off the automatic brake hold system
While the system is on, press the automatic 
brake hold button again.
u The automatic brake hold system 

indicator goes off.

If you want to turn off automatic brake hold 
while the system is in operation, press the 
automatic brake hold button with the brake 
pedal depressed.

1Automatic Brake Hold

While the system is activated, you can turn off the 
engine or park the vehicle through the same 
procedure as you normally do.

2 When Stopped P. 578

Whether the system is on, or the system is activated, 
the automatic brake hold turns off once the engine is 
off.

The system turns off if the engine stalls while 
automatic brake hold is active or the system is on.

Manual transmission models

Continuously variable transmission models

All models

Manual transmission models

1Turning on the system

Make sure to turn off the automatic brake hold 
system before using an automated car wash.

You may hear an operating noise if the vehicle moves 
while the automatic brake hold system is in 
operation.

Automatic Brake 
Hold Button

Goes 
Off
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▶▶ Frânare ▶ Sistemul de frânare

Butonul menţinere 
automată a frânei

Se 
stinge

Modele cu transmisie automată

Acţionaţi frâna de parcare.

Apăsaţi pedala de frână şi mutaţi chimbătorul de viteze în      sau      .

Sistemul se anuleată automat atunci când:
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uu IndicatorsuDriver Information Interface Warning and Information Messages

Instrum
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine coolant temperature gets
abnormally high. 2 Overheating P. 711

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the shift lever is moved out of (P .

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the parking brake is released.

2 Customized Features* P. 148

Models without
colour audio system

Models with colour 
audio system

Manual transmission models

* Not available on all models
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uuOperating the Switches Around the Steering WheeluWipers and Washers

Continued

Controls

The rear wiper and washer can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT, ON)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ Washer ( )
Sprays while you rotate the switch to this 
position.
Hold it to activate the wiper and to spray the 
washer. Once released, it stops operating 
after a few more sweeps.

■ Operating in reverse
When you shift the transmission to (R  with the windscreen wipers activated, the 
rear wiper operates automatically as follows even if its switch is off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Wiper/Washer*

INT: Intermittent

ON: Continuous wipe

OFF

Washer

Windscreen Wiper Operation Rear Wiper Operation
Intermittent Intermittent

Low speed wipe
High speed wipe

Continuous

* Not available on all models

Toate modelele

Frâna este menţinută mai mult de 10 minute.
Centura de siguranţă a şoferului este de decuplată.
Motorul este oprit.
Este o problemă la sistemul de menţinere automată a frânei
Bateria este deconectată.

În următoarele condiţii, sistemul se anulează automat şi frâna de parcare este 
aplicată:

Se opreşte motorul.
Modele cu transmisie manuală

Oprirea sistemului de menţinere automată a frânei
În timp ce sistemul este pornit, apăsaţi din nou 
butonul de menţinere automată a frânei.

Dacă doriţi să opriţi menţinerea automată a 
frânei în timp ce sistemul este în funcţiune, cu 
pedala de frână apăsată, apăsaţi butonul de 
menţinere automată a frânei.

Indicatorul de menţinere automată a 
frânei se stinge.

Menţinerea automată a frânei

Oprirea sistemului

În timp ce sistemul este activat, puteţi opri motorul sau 
puteţi parca vehiculul prin aceeași procedură ca și în 
mod normal.
 Când opriţi P. 578

Dacă sistemul este pornit sau este activat, menţinerea 
automată a frânei se oprește odată ce motorul este 
oprit.

Sistemul se oprește dacă motorul se oprește în timp ce 
menţinerea automată a frânei este activă sau sistemul 
este pornit.

Modele cu transmisie manuală
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Instrum
ent Panel

Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Asiguraţi-vă că opriţi sistemul de menţinere automată 
a frânei înainte de a intra într-o spălătorie automată de 
maşini.

Este posibil să auziţi un zgomot de funcţionare dacă 
vehiculul se deplasează în timp ce sistemul de menţinere 
automată a frânei este în funcţiune.
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Anti-lock Brake System (ABS)

Helps to prevent the wheels from locking up, and helps you retain steering control 
by pumping the brakes rapidly, much faster than you.

The electronic brake distribution (EBD) system, which is part of the ABS, also 
balances the front-to-rear braking distribution according to vehicle loading.

You should never pump the brake pedal. Let the ABS work for you by always 
keeping firm, steady pressure on the brake pedal. This is sometimes referred to as 
“stomp and steer.”

■ ABS operation
The brake pedal may pulsate slightly when the ABS is working. Keep holding the 
pedal firmly down. On dry pavement, you will need to press on the brake pedal very 
hard before the ABS activates. However, you may feel the ABS activate immediately 
if you are trying to stop on snow or ice.

When the vehicle speed goes under 10 km/h, the ABS stops.

■ABS 1Anti-lock Brake System (ABS)

NOTICE
The ABS may not function correctly if you use a tyre 
of the wrong size or type.

If the ABS indicator comes on while driving, there 
may be a problem with the system.
While normal braking will not be affected, there is a 
possibility that the ABS will not operating. Have your 
vehicle checked by a dealer immediately.

The ABS is not designed for the purpose of reducing 
the time or distance it takes for a vehicle to stop: It is 
designed to limit brake lockup which can lead to 
skidding and loss of steering control.

In the following cases, your vehicle may need more 
stopping distance than a vehicle without the ABS:
• When driving on rough road surfaces, including 

when driving on uneven surfaces, such as gravel or 
snow.

• When tyre chains are installed.

You may hear a motor sound coming from the 
engine compartment while system checks are being 
performed immediately after starting the engine or 
while driving. This is normal.
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▶▶ Frânare ▶ ABS (Sistemul antiblocare la frânare)

ABS (Sistemul antiblocare la frânare)

ABS

Sistemul de frânare antiblocare previne blocarea roţilor şi vă ajută să păstraţi 
controlul asupra direcţiei apăsând şi eliberând frânele cu o frecvenţă mai mare 
decât ar putea-o face şoferul.

Sistemul electronic de distribuţie a frânării (EBD), care face parte din ABS, 
echilibrează, la rândul său, distribuirea forţei de frânare între faţă şi spate în 
funcţie de încărcarea automobilului.

Nu acţionaţi niciodată în mod repetat pedala de frână. Lăsaţi sistemul ABS să 
lucreze în locul dumneavoastră, aplicând o apăsare fermă şi constantă asupra 
pedalei de frână. Această metodă este uneori numită „apasă şi ţine direcţia”.

Pedala de frână poate vibra uşor în cazul intervenţiei ABS. Menţineţi o apăsare 
fermă a pedalei. Pe asfalt uscat, apăsarea frânei trebuie să fie foarte puternică 
pentru a se activa ABS. Totuşi, veţi simţi că sistemul ABS se activează imediat 
atunci când veţi încerca să frânaţi pe zăpadă sau polei.

Atunci când viteza autovehiculului scade sub 10 km/h (6 mph), sistemul ABS nu 
intervine.

Funcţionarea ABS

ABS (Sistemul de antiblocare la frânare)

ABS poate să nu funcţioneze corect dacă utilizaţi 
pneuri de dimensiuni şi tip incorecte.

Dacă în timpul conducerii se aprinde indicatorul ABS, 
este posibil să fie apărut o defecţiune la sistem. Chiar 
dacă frânele continuă să funcţioneze în mod normal, 
este posibil ca sistemul ABS să nu funcţioneze. 
Autovehiculul trebuie să fie verificat imediat la 
reprezentanţă.

Sistemul ABS nu reduce timpul sau distanţa de 
frânare, ci ajută doar la păstrarea controlului asupra 
direcţiei în timpul unei frânări puternice.

În următoarele cazuri, autovehiculul dvs. poate avea 
nevoie de o distanţă de frânare mai mare decât cea 
a unui autovehicul fără ABS:
•  La conducerea pe suprafeţe de drum deteriorate, 

inclusiv pe suprafeţe neuniforme precum pietriş 
sau zăpadă.

•  Când sunt montate lanţuri de zăpadă. 

Este posibil să auziţi un sunet mecanic din 
compartimentul motorului în timp ce sunt executate 
verificări ale sistemului imediat după pornirea 
motorului sau în timpul conducerii. Acest lucru este 
normal.

NOTă
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Brake Assist System
Is designed to assist the driver by generating greater braking force when you depress 
the brake pedal hard during emergency braking.

■ Brake assist system operation
Press the brake pedal firmly for more powerful braking.

When brake assist operates, the pedal may wiggle slightly and an operating noise 
may be heard. This is normal. Keep holding the brake pedal firmly down.
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▶▶ Frânare ▶ Sistemul de asistenţă la frânare

Sistemul de sistenţă la frânare
Este proiectat să asiste şoferul prin generarea unei forţe mai mari de frânare la 
apăsarea puternică a pedalei de frână în timpul unei frânări de urgenţă.

Apăsaţi pedala cu fermitate pentru o frânare mai puternică.

La activarea asistenţei la frânare, pedala poate vibra uşor şi se poate auzi un 
zgomot de funcţionare. Acest lucru este normal. Continuaţi să apăsaţi pedala de 
frână cu fermitate.

Funcţionarea sistemului de asistenţă la frânare
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Emergency Stop Signal
Activates when you brake hard while driving at 60 km/h or above to alert drivers 
behind you about sudden braking by rapidly flashing hazard warning lights. This 
may help to alert drivers behind you to take appropriate means to avoid a possible 
collision with your vehicle.

■ When the system activates:

The hazard warning lights stop flashing when:
• You release the brake pedal.
• The ABS is deactivated.
• Your vehicle’s decelerating speed becomes moderate.
• You press the hazard warning button.

1Emergency Stop Signal

The emergency stop signal is not a system that can 
prevent a possible rear-end collision caused by your 
hard braking. It flashes the hazard warning lights at 
the time you are braking hard. It is always 
recommended to avoid hard braking unless it is 
absolutely necessary.

The emergency stop signal does not activate with the 
hazard warning button pressed in.

If the ABS stops working for a certain period of the 
during braking, the emergency stop signal may not 
activate at all.

Hard Braking

Brake Lights Come On
Hazard Warning Lights Flash

Hazard Warning Indicators Blink
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▶▶ Frânare ▶ Semnalul de oprire în caz de urgenţă

Semnalul de oprire în caz de urgenţă
Acesta se activează atunci când frânaţi puternic la viteză de minim 60 km/h (37 mph) 
pentru a-i alerta pe şoferii din spatele dumneavoastră cu privire la frânarea rapidă prin 
clipirea rapidă a luminilor de avarie. Acest lucru vă poate ajuta să îi anunţaţi pe şoferii 
din spatele dumneavoastră să ia măsurile necesare pentru a evita o posibilă coliziune 
cu autovehiculul dumneavoastră.

Activarea sistemului

Frână puternică

Se aprind luminile de frână

Indicatoarele de avarie clipesc

Luminile de avarie clipesc

Luminile de avarie se opresc din clipit atunci când:
•  Eliberaţi pedala de frână.
•  ABS-ul este dezactivat.
•  Viteza de frânare a autovehiculului devine moderată.
•  Apăsaţi butonul de avarie.

Semnalul de oprire în caz de urgenţă

Semnalul de oprire în caz de urgenţă nu este un sistem 
care poate preveni o posibilă coliziune în spate ca 
urmare a frânării puternice de către dumneavoastră. 
Acesta face să clipească luminile de avarie în momentul 
în care frânaţi puternic. Se recomandă în permanenţă 
evitarea frânării puternice exceptând cazul în care acest 
lucru este absolut necesar.

Semnalul de oprire în caz de urgenţă nu se activează 
dacă butonul de avarie este apăsat.

În cazul în care ABS-ul nu mai funcţionează o anumită 
perioadă pe durata frânării, este posibil ca Semnalul de 
oprire în caz de urgenţă să nu se activeze deloc.
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Collision Mitigation Braking System (CMBS)*

Can assist you when there is a possibility of your vehicle colliding with a vehicle or a 
pedestrian detected in front of yours. The CMBS is designed to alert you when a 
potential collision is determined, as well as to reduce your vehicle speed to help 
minimise collision severity when a collision is deemed unavoidable.

1Collision Mitigation Braking System (CMBS)*

Important Safety Reminder
The CMBS is designed to reduce the severity of an 
unavoidable collision. It does not prevent collision nor 
stop the vehicle automatically. It is still your 
responsibility to operate the brake pedal and steering 
wheel appropriately according to the driving 
conditions.

The CMBS may not activate or may not detect a 
vehicle in front of your vehicle under certain 
conditions:

2 CMBS Conditions and Limitations P. 574

You can read about handling information for the 
camera equipped with this system.

2 Front Sensor Camera* P. 501

Be careful not to hit the radar sensor.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Frânare ▶ Sistemul Collision Mitigation Braking (CMBS)*

Sistemul Collision Mitigation Braking (CMBS)*
Acesta vă poate ajuta atunci când există posibilitatea ca autovehiculul 
dumneavoastră să intre în coliziune cu un autovehicul sau un pieton detectat 
în faţa dumneavoastră. Sistemul CMBS este conceput pentru a vă alerta atunci 
când este detectată o posibilă coliziune, precum şi pentru a reduce viteza 
autovehiculului atunci când coliziunea este considerată imposibil de evitat, pentru 
a ajuta a reducerea gravităţii impactului.

Collision Mitigation Braking System (CMBS)*

Anunţ important pentru siguranţă
Sistemul CMBS este proiectat pentru a reduce 
gravitatea unui impact imposibil de evitat. Nu previne 
coliziunea şi nu opreşte autovehiculul automat. Este 
responsabilitatea dvs. de a acţiona pedala de frână şi de 
a manevra volanul în funcţie de condiţiile de mers.
Este posibil ca, în anumite condiţii, sistemul CMBS să nu 
se activeze sau să nu detecteze un vehicul din faţa dvs. 
  Limitări şi condiţii de funcţionare  

ale sistemului CMBS P. 574
Puteţi citi informaţii despre utilizarea camerei echipată 
cu acest sistem.
 Camera senzorului frontal* P. 501
Aveţi grijă să nu loviţi puternic capacul senzorului radar.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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■ How the system works 1How the system works

When the CMBS activates, it may automatically apply 
the brake. It will be cancelled when your vehicle stops 
or a potential collision is not determined.

The radar sensor is in 
the lower bumper 
next to the fog light.

The camera is located 
behind the rearview 
mirror.

The system starts monitoring the roadway ahead when your vehicle speed is about 
5 km/h and there is a vehicle in front of you.

When to use

The CMBS activates when:
● The speed difference between your vehicle and a vehicle or pedestrian detected 

in front of you becomes about 5 km/h and over with a chance of a collision.
● Your vehicle speed is about 100 km/h or less and the system determines there is a 

chance of a collision with:
 - Vehicles detected in front of you that are stationary, oncoming, or travelling in 
your same direction.
 - A pedestrian who is detected in front of you.
● Your vehicle speed is above 100 km/h, and the system determines there is a 

chance of a collision with a vehicle detected in front of you travelling in your 
same direction.
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▶▶ Frânare ▶ Sistemul Collision Mitigation Braking (CMBS)*

Funcţionarea ABS

Utilizare
Locaţia camerei este în spatele 
oglinzii retrovizoare.

Senzorul radar este dispus 
în bara de protecţie lângă 
proiectorul de ceaţă.

Sistemul începe să monitorizeze drumul când viteza vehiculului este de aproximativ 5 km/h  
(3 mph) și există un vehicul în faţa dumneavoastră.

CMBS se activează atunci când:
•  Diferenţa de viteză dintre vehiculul dvs. și un vehicul sau un pieton detectat în faţa dvs. 

devine aproximativ 5 km/h (3 mph) sau mai mare și există o posibilitate de coliziune.
•  Viteza vehiculului este de aproximativ 100 km/h (62 mph) sau mai puţin și sistemul 

determină o posibilitate de coliziune cu:
- Vehicule staţionate detectate în faţa dvs., cele care se deplasează sau călătoresc în aceeași 
direcţie cu dvs.
- Un pieton care este detectat în faţa ta.
•  Viteza autovehiculului este mai mare de 100 km/h (62 mph), iar sistemul determină că 

există o probabilitate de coliziune cu un vehicul detectat în faţa dvs. care se deplasează în 
aceeași direcţie.

Funcţionarea sistemului

Când se activează sistemul CMBS, se poate aplica 
automat frâna. Acesta va fi anulat atunci când vehiculul 
dvs. se oprește sau atunci când nu este detectată o 
posibilă coliziune.
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■ When the system activates

At system’s earliest collision alert stage, you can change the distance (Far/Normal/
Near) between vehicles at which alerts will come on through audio/information 
screen setting options.

2 List of customizable options P. 375

1When the system activates

The camera in the CMBS is also designed to detect 
pedestrians.
However, this pedestrian detection feature may not 
activate or may not detect a pedestrian in front of 
your vehicle under certain conditions.
Refer to the ones indicating the pedestrian detection 
limitations from the list.

2 CMBS Conditions and Limitations P. 574

The system provides visual and audible alerts of a possible collision, and stops if the 
collision is avoided.
u Take appropriate action to prevent a collision (apply the brakes, change 

lanes, etc.)

Visual Alerts

Beep Audible Alert
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▶▶ Frânare ▶ Sistemul Collision Mitigation Braking (CMBS)*

Activarea sistemului

Sistemul alertează vizual şi sonor o posibilă coliziune şi opreşte alertele atunci când 
coliziunea a fost evitată

Luaţi măsurile necesare pentru a evita o coliziune (aplicaţi frânele, schimbaţi 
benzile etc.)

Alerte vizuale

Alerte sonore

La prima etapă de alertă de coliziune a sistemului, puteţi schimba distanţa 
(Far/ Normal/Near) (departe/normal/aproape) între vehiculele la care vor 
apărea alertele în opţiunile de setare de pe ecranul audio/informaţii.
 Lista opţiunilor personalizabile P. 375
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Activarea sistemului

Camera din sistemul CMBS este proiectată și pentru 
detectarea pietonilor.
Cu toate acestea, această caracteristică de detectare a 
pietonilor poate să nu se activeze sau să nu detecteze 
un pieton în faţa vehiculului dvs. în anumite condiţii.
Consultaţi în listă cele care indică limitările detectării 
pietonilor. 
  Limitări şi condiţii de funcţionare  

ale sistemului CMBS P. 574
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Continuare
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The system has three alert stages for a possible collision. However, depending on circumstances, the CMBS may not go through all of the 
stages before initiating the last stage.

■ Collision Alert Stages

Distance between vehicles

CMBS

The radar sensor detects a 
vehicle

Audible & Visual WARNINGS Braking

Stage one
There is a risk of a collision 
with the vehicle ahead of 
you.

When in Far, visual and audible alerts come 
on at a longer distance from a vehicle ahead 
than in Normal setting, and in Near, at a 
shorter distance than in Normal.

—

Stage two
The risk of a collision has 
increased, time to respond 
is reduced.

Visual and audible alerts.

Lightly 
applied

Stage three 
The CMBS determines that 
a collision is unavoidable.

Forcefully 
applied

Your Vehicle

Vehicle 
Ahead

Normal
NearFar

Your 
Vehicle

Vehicle 
Ahead

Your 
Vehicle

Vehicle 
Ahead
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The system has three alert stages for a possible collision. However, depending on circumstances, the CMBS may not go through all of the 
stages before initiating the last stage.

■ Collision Alert Stages

Distance between vehicles

CMBS

The radar sensor detects a 
vehicle

Audible & Visual WARNINGS Braking

Stage 
one

There is a risk of a collision with 
the vehicle ahead of you.

When in Far, visual and audible alerts come 
on at a longer distance from a vehicle 
ahead than in Normal setting, and in 
Near, at a shorter distance than in 
Normal.

—

Stage 
two

The risk of a collision has 
increased, time to respond is 
reduced.

Visual and audible alerts.

Lightly applied

Stage 
three 

The CMBS determines that a 
collision is unavoidable.

Forcefully applied

Vehicle 
Ahead

Normal

NearFar

Your Vehicle

Your 
Vehicle

Vehicle 
Ahead

Your 
Vehicle

Vehicle 
Ahead

Etapele de alertă pentru prevenirea coliziunii

Sistemul are trei etape de alertă pentru o posibilă coliziune. Cu toate acestea, în funcţie de circumstanţe, CMBS nu poate trece prin 
toate etapele înainte de iniţierea ultimei etape.

Etapa 
1

Vehiculul dvs.

Vehiculul  
din faţă 

Vehiculul  
din faţă 

Vehiculul  
dvs.

Vehiculul  
din faţă 

Vehiculul  
dvs. 

Există un risc de coliziune cu 
vehiculul din faţa dvs.

Riscul de coliziune a crescut, 
timpul de răspuns a scăzut.

CMBS determină dacă coliziunea 
nu poate fi evitată

Alerte sonore şi vizuale.

Aplicare uşoară

Aplicare cu forţă

Când este în modul Far (departe), alertele 
vizuale şi sonore apar când distanţa faţă de 
vehicul este mai mare faţă de modul Normal, 
iar în modul Near, la o distanţă mai mică 
decât în Normal.

Etapa 
2

Etapa 
3

Distanţa între vehicule Senzorul radar detectează  
un vehicul ALERTE sonore şi vizuale Frânare

▶▶ Frânare ▶ Sistemul Collision Mitigation Braking (CMBS)*

Etapele de alertă pentru prevenirea coliziunii
Sistemul are trei etape de alertă pentru o posibilă coliziune. Cu toate acestea, în funcţie de circumstanţe, CMBS nu poate trece prin 
toate etapele înainte de iniţierea ultimei etape.
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Press this button until the beeper sounds to 
switch the system on or off.

When the CMBS is off:
• The beeper sounds.
• The CMBS indicator in the instrument panel 

comes on.
• A message on the driver information 

interface reminds you that the system is off.

The CMBS is turned on every time you start 
the engine, even if you turned it off the last 
time you drove the vehicle.

■ CMBS On and Off 1Collision Mitigation Braking System (CMBS)*

The CMBS may automatically shut off, and the CMBS 
indicator will come and stay on under certain 
conditions:

2 CMBS Conditions and Limitations P. 574

When the CMBS is activated, it will continue to 
operate even if the accelerator pedal is partially 
depressed. However, it will be cancelled if the 
accelerator pedal is deeply depressed.

The CMBS indicator may come on after re-
connecting the battery.
Drive a short distance at more than 20 km/h. The 
indicator should go off. If it does not, have your 
vehicle checked by a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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Oprirea şi pornirea sistemului CMBS

Apăsaţi şi ţineţi apăsat butonul până când 
auziţi semnalul sonor pentru a porni sau opri 
sistemul.

Sistemul CMBS este pornit la fiecare pornire 
a motorului indiferent de faptul că l-aţi oprit 
ultima dată când aţi condus autovehiculul.

Când CMBS este oprit:

Indicatorul CMBS de pe tabloul de bord se 
aprinde.

Se aude un semnal sonor.

Un mesaj pe driver information interface 
vă reaminteşte că sistemul este oprit.

Sistemul Collision Mitigation Braking (CMBS)*

În anumite condiţii, CMBS se poate opri automat și 
indicatorul CMBS se va aprinde și va rămâne aprins:
  Limitări şi condiţii de funcţionare  

ale sistemului CMBS P. 574

Când sistemul CMBS este activat, acesta va continua să 
funcţioneze chiar dacă pedala de acceleraţie este parţial 
apăsată. Totuși, acesta va fi anulat dacă pedala de 
acceleraţie este apăsată complet.

Indicatorul CMBS se poate aprinde după reconectarea 
bateriei.
Conduceţi o distanţă scurtă cu viteză de peste 20 km/h 
(12 mph). Indicatorul ar trebui să se stingă. Dacă nu se 
stinge, verificaţi autovehiculul la o reprezentanţă.
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Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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The system may automatically shut off and the CMBS indicator will come on under 
certain conditions. Some examples of these conditions are listed below. Other 
conditions may reduce some of the CMBS functions.

2 Front Sensor Camera* P. 501

■ Environmental conditions
• Driving in bad weather (rain, fog, snow, etc.).
• Sudden changes in ambient light, such as an entrance or exit of a tunnel.
• There is little contrast between objects and the background.
• Driving into low sunlight (e.g., at dawn or dusk).
• Strong light is reflected onto the roadway.
• Driving in the shadows of trees, buildings, etc.
• Roadway objects or structures are misinterpreted as vehicles and pedestrians.
• Reflections on the interior of the windscreen.

■ Roadway conditions
• Driving on a snowy or wet roadway (obscured lane marking, vehicle tracks, 

reflected lights, road spray, high contrast on a snowy or wet roadway).
• Driving on curvy, winding, or undulating roads.
• The road is hilly or the vehicle is approaching the crest of a hill.

■ CMBS Conditions and Limitations 1CMBS Conditions and Limitations

Do not put a sticker on the radar sensor cover or 
replace the radar sensor cover.

If you need the radar sensor to be repaired, or 
removed, or the radar sensor cover is strongly 
impacted, turn off the system by pressing the CMBS 
off button and take your vehicle to a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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Condiţii şi limitări ale sistemului CMBS

În anumite condiţii, sistemul se poate opri automat și indicatorul CMBS se va 
declanșa. Câteva exemple ale acestor condiţii sunt enumerate mai jos. Alte 
condiţii pot limita unele dintre funcţiile CMBS.
 Camera senzorului frontal* P. 501
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

•   Conduceţi în condiţii meteorologice adverse (ploaie, ceaţă, zăpadă etc.).
•   Dacă are loc o schimbare bruscă de luminozitate, de exemplu la intrarea sau 

ieşirea dintr-un tunel.
•   Dacă contrastul dintre obiecte şi fundal este mic.
•   Dacă vă deplasaţi pe lumină scăzută (ex. la răsărit sau la apus).
•   Pe carosabil este reflectată lumina puternică.
•   Dacă conduceţi în umbra copacilor, clădirilor etc.
•   Umbre ale obiectelor adiacente sunt paralele cu marcajele benzii.
•   Obiecte sau structuri sunt interpretate greşit ca fiind vehicule sau pietoni.
•   Reflecţii pe interiorul parbrizului.

Condiţii meteo

Condiţii de drum
•   Conducerea pe un carosabil înzăpezit sau umed (marcajul benzii nu se vede, 

urme ale autovehiculelor, lumini reflectate, contrast ridicat).
•   Conducerea pe drumuri în curbă sau văluros.
•   Drumul este deluros sau vehiculul se apropie de creasta unui deal.

Condiţii şi limitări ale sistemului CMBS

Nu lipiţi autocolant pe capacul senzorului radar şi nu 
înlocuiţi capacul senzorului radar.

Dacă senzorul radar necesită să fie reparat sau 
îndepărtat, sau dacă capacul senzorului radar a fost 
avariat grav, opriţi sistemul apăsând butonul de oprire 
CMBS și mergeţi cu autovehiculul la reprezentanţă.
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■ Vehicle conditions
• Headlight lenses are dirty or the headlights are not properly adjusted.
• The outside of the windscreen is blocked by dirt, mud, leaves, wet snow, etc.
• The inside of the windscreen is fogged.
• An abnormal tyre or wheel condition (wrong size, varied size or construction, 

improperly inflated, compact spare tyre, etc.).
• When tyre chains are installed.
• The vehicle is tilted due to a heavy load or suspension modifications.
• The camera temperature gets too high.
• Driving with the electric parking brake applied.
• When the radar sensor in the front grille gets dirty.

■ Detection limitations
• A vehicle or pedestrian suddenly crosses in front of you.
• The distance between your vehicle and the vehicle or pedestrian ahead of you is 

too short.
• A vehicle cuts in front of you at a slow speed, and it brakes suddenly.
• When you accelerate rapidly and approach the vehicle or pedestrian ahead of you 

at high speed.
• The vehicle ahead of you is a motorcycle, bicycle, mobility scooter or other small vehicle.
• When there are animals in front of your vehicle.
• When you drive on a curved, winding or undulating road that makes it difficult for 

the sensor to properly detect a vehicle in front of you.
• The speed difference between your vehicle and a vehicle or pedestrian in front of 

you is significantly large.
• An oncoming vehicle suddenly comes in front of you.
• Another vehicle suddenly comes in front of you at an intersection, etc.
• Your vehicle abruptly crosses over in front of an oncoming vehicle.
• When driving through a narrow iron bridge.
• When the lead vehicle suddenly slows down.
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•   Lentilele farurilor sunt murdare sau farurile nu sunt corect reglate.
•   Parbrizul este acoperit de murdărie, noroi, frunze, zăpadă umedă etc.
•   Interiorul parbrizului este aburit.
•   Anvelope improprii sau probleme la roţi (dimensiuni greșite, mărimi sau fabricaţie 

variate, umflate necorespunzător, anvelopă de rezervă compactă* etc.).
•   Când sunt instalate lanţurile pentru anvelope.
•   Vehiculul este înclinat datorită modificărilor greutăţii sau suspensiilor.
•   Temperatura camerei devine prea ridicată.
•   Conducerea cu frâna de parcare activă.
•   Când senzorul radar din bara de protecţie se murdăreşte.

•   Un vehicul sau un pieton apare brusc în faţa dvs.
•   Distanţa dintre autovehiculul dvs. şi un vehicul sau pieton din faţa dvs. este prea 

mică.
•   Un vehicul cu viteză redusă vă taie calea şi frânează brusc.
•   Când acceleraţi rapid şi vă aproapiaţi cu viteză mare de vehiculul sau pietonul din 

faţa dvs.
•   Vehiculul din faţa dvs. este o motocicletă, bicicletă, scuter sau alt vehicul mic.
•   În faţa autovehiculului dvs. sunt animale mici.
•   Când conduceţi pe un drum curbat sau văluros care face dificilă detectarea corectă de 

către senzor a unui vehicul în faţa dvs. 
•   Distanţa dintre autovehiculul dvs. şi un vehicul sau pieton din faţa dvs. este 

semnificativ de mare.
•   Un vehicul din sens opus apare brusc în faţa dvs.
•   Un alt vehicul apare brusc în faţa dvs într-o intersecţie etc.
•   Autovehiculul dvs. trece rapid în faţa unui vehicul de care se apropie.
•   Când conduceţi pe un pod îngust de fier.
•   Când vehiculul din faţă încetineşte brusc.

Condiţii ale autovehiculului

Limitări ale detectării

Continuare
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• When there is a group of people in front of your vehicle walking together side by 
side.

• Surrounding conditions or belongings of the pedestrian alter the pedestrian’s 
shape, preventing the system from recognizing that the person is a pedestrian.

• When the pedestrian is slouching or squatting.
• When the pedestrian is shorter than about 1 meter or taller than about 2 meters 

in height.
• When a pedestrian blends in with the background.
• When a pedestrian is bent over or squatting, or when their hands are raised or 

they are running.
• When several pedestrians are walking ahead in a group.
• When the camera cannot correctly identify that a pedestrian is present due to an 

unusual shape (holding luggage, body position, size).

■ Automatic shutoff
CMBS may automatically shut itself off and the CMBS indicator comes and stays on 
when:
• The temperature inside the system is high.
• You drive off-road or on a mountain road, or curved and winding road for an 

extended period.
• An abnormal tyre condition is detected (wrong tyre size, flat tyre, etc.).
• The camera behind the rearview mirror, or the area around the camera, including 

the windscreen, gets dirty.
Once the conditions that caused CMBS to shut off improve or are addressed (e.g., 
cleaning), the system comes back on.

Limitations applicable to pedestrian detection only
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•   Atunci când există în faţa vehiculului dvs. un grup de persoane care se 
deplasează împreună.

•   Condiţiile de mediu sau obiectele personale ale pietonilor modifică forma 
pietonilor, împiedicând sistemul să recunoască faptul că persoana respectivă 
este un pieton.

•   Când un pieton merge împleticit sau ghemuit.
•   Când pietonul este mai scund de aprox. 1 metru sau mai înal de aprox. 2 metri.
•   Când un pieton nu se deosebeşte de fundal.
•   Când un pieton stă aplecat sau ghemuit sau când are mâinile ridicate sau când 

aleargă.
•   Când mai mulţi pietoni se deplasează în grup.
•   Când camera nu poate identifica corect prezenţa unui pieton din cauza unei 

forme neobișnuite (ţinând bagaje, poziţia corpului, mărimea).

Limitări de detecţie ce se aplică doar pietonilor

Oprirea automată
Sistemul CMBS se poate opri automat şi indicatorul CMBS se aprinde şi rămâne 
aprins atunci când:
•   Temperatura sistemului devine prea ridicată.
•   Conduceţi o perioadă mai mare de timp pe un drum de munte, off-road, în 

curbă sau şerpuit.
•   Este detectată o stare anormală a unei anvelope (dimensiune greșită, pană de 

cauciuc etc.).
•   Camera din spatele oglinzii retrovizoare sau zona din jurul camerei, inclusiv 

parbrizul, se murdăreşte.
Odată cu eliminarea condiţiei care a cauzat CMBS să se oprească automat (de ex. 
curăţare), sistemul reporneşte.
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The CMBS may activate even when you are aware of a vehicle ahead of you, or 
when there is no vehicle ahead. Some examples of this are:

■ When Passing
Your vehicle approaches another vehicle ahead of you and you change lanes to pass.

■ At an intersection
Your vehicle approaches or passes another vehicle that is making a left or right turn.

■ On a curve
When driving through curves, your vehicle comes to a point where an oncoming 
vehicle is right in front of you.

■ Through a low bridge at high speed
You drive under a low or narrow bridge at high speed.

■ Speed bumps, road work sites, train tracks, roadside objects, etc.
You drive over speed bumps, steel road plates, etc., or your vehicle approaches train 
tracks or roadside objects (such as a traffic sign and guard rail) on a curve or, when 
parking, stationary vehicles and walls.

■With Little Chance of a Collision 1Collision Mitigation Braking System (CMBS)*

For the CMBS to work properly:

Always keep the radar sensor cover clean.

Never use chemical solvents or polishing powder for 
cleaning the sensor cover. Clean it with water or a 
mild detergent.

Do not paint, or apply any coverings or paint to the 
radar sensor area. This can impact CMBS operation.

Have your vehicle checked by a dealer if you find any 
unusual behaviour of the system (e.g., the warning 
message appears too frequently).

If the front of the vehicle is impacted in any of the 
following situations, the radar sensor may not work 
properly. Have your vehicle checked by a dealer:
• The vehicle mounted onto a bump, curb, chock, 

embankment, etc.
• You drive the vehicle where the water is deep.
• Your vehicle has a frontal collision.

* Not available on all models
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Când sunt şanse mici de coliziune
CMBS se poate activa chiar și atunci când observaţi un vehicul în faţa dvs. sau 
atunci când nu există nici un vehicul. Exemple:

•   Autovehiculul dvs. se apropie de un alt vehicul din faţă și schimbaţi benzile 
pentru a-l depăşi.

•   Vehiculul dvs. se apropie sau depăşeşte un alt vehicul care virează în stânga 
sau în dreapta.

•   Conduceţi cu viteză mare pe un pod de nivel mic sau îngust.

Treceţi peste opritoare de viteză, plăcile din oţel etc., sau autovehiculul dvs. se 
apropie, într-o curbă, de şinele de tren sau de obiecte de pe margine (cum ar fi 
un semn de circulaţie sau un gard de protecţie) sau, când parcaţi, de vehicule 
staţionare și pereţi.

•   Atunci când conduceţi într-o curbă, autovehiculul dvs. ajunge într-un punct în 
care un vehicul care se apropie este chiar în faţa dvs.

Când depăşiţi

Într-o intersecţie

Într-o curbă

Pe un pod de nivel mic, cu viteză mare

Opritoare de viteză, lucrări pe șosea, şine de tren, obiecte de pe șosea etc.

Sistemul Collision Mitigation Braking (CMBS)*

Pentru funcţionarea corectă a sistemului CMBS:

Păstraţi întotdeauna curat capacul senzorului radar.

Nu folosiţi niciodată solvenţi chimici sau praf de lustruit 
pentru curăţarea capacului senzorului. Curăţaţi-l cu apă 
sau cu un detergent de concentraţie slabă.

Nu vopsiţi și nu aplicaţi nimic în zona senzorului radar. 
Acest lucru poate afecta funcţionarea CMBS.

Verificaţ autovehiculul la reprezentanţă dacă observaţi 
un comportament neobișnuit al sistemului (de exemplu, 
mesajul de avertizare apare frecvent).

Dacă partea frontală a vehiculului este afectată în 
oricare dintre situaţiile următoare, este posibil ca 
senzorul radar să nu funcţioneze corect. Verificaţi 
autovehiculul la o reprezentanţă:
•  Autovehiculul avariat de o denivelare, o bordură, o 

pană, un dig etc.
•  Conduceţi autovehiculul în locuri unde este apă 

adâncă.
•  Vehiculul dvs. are o coliziune frontală.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Parking Your Vehicle

When Stopped
1. Depress the brake pedal firmly.
2. With the brake pedal depressed, slowly pull the electric parking brake switch all 

the way up.

3. Move the shift lever from (D  to (P.

3. Move the shift lever to (R or (1 .

4. Turn off the engine.
u The parking brake and brake system indicator goes off in about 15 seconds.

Always confirm that the electric parking brake is set, in particular if you are parked 
on an incline.

1Parking Your Vehicle

Do not park your vehicle near flammable objects, 
such as dry grass, oil, or timber.
Heat from the exhaust can cause a fire.

1When Stopped

NOTICE
The following can damage the transmission:
• Depressing the accelerator and brake pedals 

simultaneously.
• Holding the vehicle in place when facing uphill by 

depressing the accelerator pedal.
• Moving the shift lever into (P before the vehicle 

stops completely.

In extremely cold temperatures, the electric parking 
brake may freeze up if applied. If such temperatures 
are expected, do not apply the electric parking brake 
but, if parking on a slope, either turn the front wheels 
so they will contact the curb if the vehicle rolls down 
the slope or block the wheels to keep the vehicle 
from moving. If you do not take either precaution, 
the vehicle may roll unexpectedly, leading to a crash. 

Continuously variable transmission models

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

All models
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Parcarea autovehiculului

În staţionare
Apăsaţi ferm pedala de frână.
Cu pedala de frână apăsată, trageţi uşor până sus comutatorul frânei electrice 
de parcare.

Modele cu transmisie manuală

Toate modelele

Modele cu transmisie automată
Mutaţi schimbătorul de viteze din poziţia       în      .

Mutaţi schimbătorul de viteze în poziţia       sau      .

Opriţi motorul.
Indicatorul frânei de parcare se stinge în aprox. 15 secunde.

Verificaţi întotdeauna dacă frâna electrică de parcare este acţionată, mai ales 
atunci când aţi parcat pe o suprafaţă înclinată.
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Parking Your Vehicle

When Stopped
1. Depress the brake pedal firmly.
2. With the brake pedal depressed, slowly pull the electric parking brake switch all

the way up.

3. Move the shift lever from (D  to (P .

3. Move the shift lever to (R  or (1.

4. Turn off the engine.
u The parking brake indicator goes off in about 15 seconds.

Always confirm that the electric parking brake is set, in particular if you are parked
on an incline.

1Parking Your Vehicle

Do not park your vehicle near flammable objects,
such as dry grass, oil, or timber.
Heat from the exhaust can cause a fire.

1When Stopped

NOTICE
The following can damage the transmission:
• Depressing the accelerator and brake pedals

simultaneously.
• Holding the vehicle in place when facing uphill by

depressing the accelerator pedal.
• Moving the shift lever into (P before the vehicle

stops completely.

In extremely cold temperatures, the parking brake 
may freeze up if applied. If such temperatures are 
expected, do not apply the parking brake but, if 
parking on a slope, either turn the front wheels so
they will contact the curb if the vehicle rolls down the 
slope or block the wheels to keep the vehicle from
moving. If you do not take either precaution, the
vehicle may roll unexpectedly, leading to a crash.

Manual transmission models

All models
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Parking Your Vehicle

When Stopped
1. Depress the brake pedal firmly.
2. With the brake pedal depressed, slowly pull the electric parking brake switch all

the way up.

3. Move the shift lever from (D  to (P .

3. Move the shift lever to (R  or (1.

4. Turn off the engine.
u The parking brake indicator goes off in about 15 seconds.

Always confirm that the electric parking brake is set, in particular if you are parked
on an incline.

1Parking Your Vehicle

Do not park your vehicle near flammable objects,
such as dry grass, oil, or timber.
Heat from the exhaust can cause a fire.

1When Stopped

NOTICE
The following can damage the transmission:
• Depressing the accelerator and brake pedals

simultaneously.
• Holding the vehicle in place when facing uphill by

depressing the accelerator pedal.
• Moving the shift lever into (P before the vehicle

stops completely.

In extremely cold temperatures, the parking brake 
may freeze up if applied. If such temperatures are 
expected, do not apply the parking brake but, if 
parking on a slope, either turn the front wheels so
they will contact the curb if the vehicle rolls down the 
slope or block the wheels to keep the vehicle from
moving. If you do not take either precaution, the
vehicle may roll unexpectedly, leading to a crash.

Manual transmission models

All models
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Parking Your Vehicle

When Stopped
1. Depress the brake pedal firmly.
2. With the brake pedal depressed, slowly pull the electric parking brake switch all

the way up.

3. Move the shift lever from (D  to (P .

3. Move the shift lever to (R  or (1.

4. Turn off the engine.
u The parking brake indicator goes off in about 15 seconds.

Always confirm that the electric parking brake is set, in particular if you are parked
on an incline.

1Parking Your Vehicle

Do not park your vehicle near flammable objects,
such as dry grass, oil, or timber.
Heat from the exhaust can cause a fire.

1When Stopped

NOTICE
The following can damage the transmission:
• Depressing the accelerator and brake pedals

simultaneously.
• Holding the vehicle in place when facing uphill by

depressing the accelerator pedal.
• Moving the shift lever into (P before the vehicle

stops completely.

In extremely cold temperatures, the parking brake 
may freeze up if applied. If such temperatures are 
expected, do not apply the parking brake but, if 
parking on a slope, either turn the front wheels so
they will contact the curb if the vehicle rolls down the 
slope or block the wheels to keep the vehicle from
moving. If you do not take either precaution, the
vehicle may roll unexpectedly, leading to a crash.

Manual transmission models

All models
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Parking Your Vehicle

When Stopped
1. Depress the brake pedal firmly.
2. With the brake pedal depressed, slowly pull the electric parking brake switch all

the way up.

3. Move the shift lever from (D  to (P .

3. Move the shift lever to (R  or (1.

4. Turn off the engine.
u The parking brake indicator goes off in about 15 seconds.

Always confirm that the electric parking brake is set, in particular if you are parked
on an incline.

1Parking Your Vehicle

Do not park your vehicle near flammable objects,
such as dry grass, oil, or timber.
Heat from the exhaust can cause a fire.

1When Stopped

NOTICE
The following can damage the transmission:
• Depressing the accelerator and brake pedals

simultaneously.
• Holding the vehicle in place when facing uphill by

depressing the accelerator pedal.
• Moving the shift lever into (P before the vehicle

stops completely.

In extremely cold temperatures, the parking brake 
may freeze up if applied. If such temperatures are 
expected, do not apply the parking brake but, if 
parking on a slope, either turn the front wheels so
they will contact the curb if the vehicle rolls down the 
slope or block the wheels to keep the vehicle from
moving. If you do not take either precaution, the
vehicle may roll unexpectedly, leading to a crash.

Manual transmission models

All models

Parcarea autovehiculului

În staţionare

Nu parcaţi autovehiculul lângă obiecte inflamabile 
precum iarbă uscată, benzină sau cherestea.
Căldura provenită de la ţeava de eşapament poate 
provoca un incendiu.

Transmisia poate fi avariată în următoarele situaţii:
•  Apăsarea simultană a pedalelor de acceleraţie şi frână.
•  Menţinerea staţionară a autovehiculului în rampă prin 

apăsarea pedalei de acceleraţie.
•  Cuplarea schimbătorului de viteze în poziţia 

înainte de oprirea completă a autovehiculului.

La temperaturi extrem de scăzute, frâna de parcare 
poate îngheţa dacă este aplicată. Dacă sunt așteaptate 
astfel de temperaturi, nu aplicaţi frâna de parcare dar, 
dacă parcaţi pe o pantă, fie rotiţi roţile din faţă, astfel 
încât acestea să aplice o forţă de frânare în cazul în care 
vehiculul alunecă pe pantă sau blocaţi roţile pentru a 
evita deplasarea autovehiculului. Dacă nu luaţi nici o 
măsură de precauţie, vehiculul se poate deplasa în mod 
neașteptat, ceea ce poate duce la un accident.

Modele cu transmisie automată

NOTă
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uu IndicatorsuDriver Information Interface Warning and Information Messages

Instrum
ent Panel

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine coolant temperature gets
abnormally high. 2 Overheating P. 711

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the shift lever is moved out of (P .

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the parking brake is released.

2 Customized Features* P. 148

Models without
colour audio system

Models with colour 
audio system

Manual transmission models

* Not available on all models
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Parking Sensor System*

The corner and centre sensors monitor obstacles near your vehicle. The beeper and 
audio/information screen let you know the approximate distance between your 
vehicle and the obstacle.

■ The sensor location and range 

Models with 8 sensors

1Parking Sensor System*

Even when the system is on, always confirm if there is 
no obstacle near your vehicle before parking.

The system may not work properly when:
• The sensors are covered with snow, ice, mud or 

dirt, etc.
• The vehicle is on uneven surface, such as grass, 
bumpy road, or a hill.

• The vehicle has been out in hot or cold weather.
• The system is affected by devices that emit 

ultrasonic waves.
• Driving in bad weather.

The system may not sense:
• Thin or low objects.
• Sonic-absorptive materials, such as snow, cotton, 

or sponge.
• Objects directly under the bumper.

Do not put any accessories on or around the sensors.

Within about 75 cm or less

Front Corner Sensors
Rear Corner Sensors

Rear Centre Sensors

Front:Within about 105 cm or less
Rear:Within about 115 cm or less

Front Centre Sensors

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Parcarea autovehiculului ▶ Sistemul de senzori de parcare*

Sistemul de senzori de parcare*
Modele cu 8 senzori

Senzorii din colţuri şi centrali monitorizează obstacolele din spatele 
autovehiculului, iar avertizorul sonor şi ecranul audio/informaţii indică distanţa 
aproximativă între autovehiculul dumneavoastră şi obstacol.

Amplasarea şi raza de acţiune a senzorilor

Senzorii de pe colţurile spate

Distanţă de aprox. 75 cm sau mai puţin
Faţă: Distanţă de aprox. 105 cm 4sau mai puţin
Spate: Distanţă de aprox. 115 cm sau mai puţin

Senzorii centrali faţă
Senzorii de pe colţurile faţă Senzorii centrali spate

Sistemul de senzori de parcare*

Chiar şi atunci când sistemul este activ, verificaţi 
întotdeauna dacă nu există niciun obstacol în 
apropierea autovehiculului atunci când parcaţi.

Sistemul poate să nu funcţioneze corespunzător atunci 
când:
•  Senzorii sunt acoperiţi de zăpadă, gheaţă, noroi etc.
•  Autovehiculul se deplasează pe o suprafaţă 

neuniformă cum ar fi iarbă, movile sau în pantă.
•  Autovehiculul a stat afară în căldură sau frig.
•  Sistemul este afectat de anumite echipamente sau 

dispozitive electrice care generează unde ultrasonice.
•  În condiţii meteo nefavorabile.

Este posibil ca dispozitivul să nu detecteze:
•  Obiecte subţiri sau joase.
•  Materiale fonoabsorbante cum ar fi zăpada, 

bumbacul sau buretele.
•  Obiectele aflate imediat sub bara de protecţie.

Nu amplasaţi accesorii pe senzori sau în jurul acestora.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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■ Parking sensor system on and off
With the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
parking sensor system button to turn on or off 
the system. The indicator in the button comes 
on when the system is on.

The rear centre and corner sensors start to 
detect an obstacle when the transmission is in 
(R , and the vehicle speed is less than 8 km/h.

The front corner sensors start to detect an 
obstacle when the transmission is not in (P , 
and the vehicle speed is less than 8 km/h.

You also need to release the parking brake.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

Manual transmission models
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Când contactul de pornire este în poziţia  
ON      *1, apăsaţi butonul sistemului de 
senzori de parcare pentru activare şi 
dezactivare. Când sistemul este activ, 
indicatorul din buton se aprinde.

Senzorii centrali spate şi din colţuri 
încep să detecteze obstacole atunci când 
schimbătorul de viteze este în poziţia      , iar 
viteza autovehiculului este sub 8 km/h.

Senzorii din colţurile faţă încep să detecteze 
un obstacol când schimbătorul de viteze nu 
este în poziţia      , iar viteza autovehiculului 
este sub 8 km/h.

Este necesar, de asemenea, să eliberaţi frâna 
de parcare.
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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uu IndicatorsuDriver Information Interface Warning and Information Messages

Instrum
ent Panel

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine coolant temperature gets
abnormally high. 2 Overheating P. 711

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the shift lever is moved out of (P .

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the parking brake is released.

2 Customized Features* P. 148

Models without
colour audio system

Models with colour 
audio system

Manual transmission models

* Not available on all models
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uuOperating the Switches Around the Steering WheeluWipers and Washers

Continued

Controls

The rear wiper and washer can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT, ON)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ Washer ( )
Sprays while you rotate the switch to this 
position.
Hold it to activate the wiper and to spray the 
washer. Once released, it stops operating 
after a few more sweeps.

■ Operating in reverse
When you shift the transmission to (R  with the windscreen wipers activated, the 
rear wiper operates automatically as follows even if its switch is off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Wiper/Washer*

INT: Intermittent

ON: Continuous wipe

OFF

Washer

Windscreen Wiper Operation Rear Wiper Operation
Intermittent Intermittent

Low speed wipe
High speed wipe

Continuous

* Not available on all models

Modele cu transmisie manuală

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.

Activarea şi dezactivarea senzorilor de parcare
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■ When the distance between your vehicle and obstacles behind becomes shorter

*1: At this stage, only the centre sensors detect obstacles.

Length of the 
intermittent beep

Distance between the Bumper and Obstacle
Indicator Audio/information screen

Corner Sensors Centre Sensors

Moderate —
Front: About 105-65 cm
Rear: About 115-65 cm

Blinks in Yellow*1

Short About 75-50 cm About 65-50 cm 
Blinks in Amber

Very short About 50-40 cm About 50-40 cm 

Continuous About 40 cm or less About 40 cm or less Blinks in Red
Indicators light where the 
sensor detects an obstacle
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*1: În această etapă, doar senzorii centrali detectează obstacole.

Când distanţa dintre autovehicul şi obstacolele din spate se reduce

Durata semnalului 
sonor intermitent

Distanţa între bară şi obstacol

Senzorii din colţuri Senzorii centrali
Indicator Ecranul audio/informaţii

Moderată

Scurtă

Foarte scurtă

Continuă

Aprox. 75-50 cm Aprox. 65-50 cm

Clipeşte galben*1

Clipeşte portocaliu

Indicatorii se aprind acolo unde  
senzorul detectează un obstacol

Clipeşte roşu

Faţă: aprox. 105-65 cm
Spate: aprox. 115-65 cm

Aprox. 50-40 cm Aprox. 50-40 cm

Aprox. 40 cm  
sau mai puţin

Aprox. 40 cm  
sau mai puţin

Continuare
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1. Make sure that the parking sensor system is not activated. Turn the ignition 
switch to LOCK (0*1.

2. Press and hold the parking sensor system button, and turn the ignition switch to 
ON (w*1.

3. Keep pressing the button for 10 seconds. Release the button when the indicator 
in the button flashes.

4. Press the button again. The indicator in the button goes off.
u The beeper sounds twice. The rear sensors are now turned off.

To turn the rear sensors on again, follow the above procedure. The beeper sounds 
three times when the rear sensors come back on.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Turning off All Rear Sensors 1Turning off All Rear Sensors

When you set the gear position to (R, the indicator 
in the parking sensor system button blinks as a 
reminder that the rear sensors have been turned off.
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Dezactivarea tuturor senzorilor spate

Asiguraţi-vă că sistemul senzorilor de parcare nu este activat. Rotiţi contactul 
de pornire în poziţia LOCK      *1.
Ţineţi apăsat butonul sistemului senzorilor de parcare şi rotiţi contactul în 
poziţia ON      *1.
Ţineţi butonul apăsat timp de 10 secunde. Eliberaţi butonul când indicatorul 
din buton începe să clipească.
Apăsaţi butonul din nou. Indicatorul din buton se stinge.

Semnalul sonor sună de două ori. Senzorii spate sunt dezactivaţi.

Pentru a reactiva senzorii, urmaţi procedura de mai sus. Semnalul sonor se aude 
de trei ori atunci când senzorii spate sunt reactivaţi.
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uuIndicatorsu

Continued
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for about 15 seconds 
when you pull the electric parking 
brake switch while the ignition 
switch is in LOCK (0*1.

● Stays on for about 15 seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to LOCK 
(0*1 while the electric parking brake 
is set.

● Blinks and the parking brake and 
brake system indicator (amber) comes 
on at the same time - There is a 
problem with the electric parking brake 
system. The parking brake may not be 
set.
Avoid using the parking brake and have 
your vehicle checked by a dealer 
immediately.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
comes on or blinks at the same time 
when the Brake System Indicator 
(Amber) comes on P. 716

—

Automatic Brake 
Hold System 
Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold system is on.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571

Automatic Brake 
Hold Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold is activated.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571 —

(Red)
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Dezactivarea tuturor senzorilor spate

Atunci când cuplaţi în poziţia       , indicatorul din 
butonul sistemului senzorului de parcare clipeşte pentru 
a vă reaminti că senzorii spate au fost dezactivaţi.
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uuOperating the Switches Around the Steering WheeluWipers and Washers

Continued

Controls

The rear wiper and washer can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT, ON)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ Washer ( )
Sprays while you rotate the switch to this 
position.
Hold it to activate the wiper and to spray the 
washer. Once released, it stops operating 
after a few more sweeps.

■ Operating in reverse
When you shift the transmission to (R  with the windscreen wipers activated, the 
rear wiper operates automatically as follows even if its switch is off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Wiper/Washer*

INT: Intermittent

ON: Continuous wipe

OFF

Washer

Windscreen Wiper Operation Rear Wiper Operation
Intermittent Intermittent

Low speed wipe
High speed wipe

Continuous

* Not available on all models

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.
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Parking Sensor System*

The rear corner and centre sensors monitor obstacles behind your vehicle, and the 
beeper and information display*/driver information interface* let you know the 
approximate distance between your vehicle and the obstacle.

■ The sensor location and range 

■ Parking sensor system on and off
With the ignition switch in ON (w*1, press the 
parking sensor system button to turn on or off 
the system. The indicator in the button comes on 
when the system is on.

The system activates when the shift lever is in 
(R.

You also need to release the electric parking 
brake.

Models with 4 sensors

1Parking Sensor System*

Even the system is on, always confirm if there is no 
obstacle near your vehicle before parking.

The system may not work properly when:
• The sensors are covered with snow, ice, mud or 

dirt.
• The vehicle is on uneven surface, such as grass, 
bumps, or a hill.

• The vehicle has been out in hot or cold weather.
• The system is affected by devices that emit 

ultrasonic waves.
• Driving in bad weather.

The system may not sense:
• Thin or low objects.
• Sonic-absorptive materials, such as snow, cotton, 

or sponge.
• Objects directly under the bumper.

Do not put any accessories on or around the sensors.

Cover within about 75 cm or less Cover within about 115 cm or less

Corner Sensors Centre Sensors

1Parking sensor system on and off

When you turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1, the 
system will be in the previously selected condition.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE 
START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Manual transmission models

* Not available on all models
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Sistemul de senzori de parcare*
Modele cu 4 senzori

Amplasarea şi raza de acţiune a senzorilor

Senzorii din colţuri şi centrali monitorizează obstacolele din spatele autovehiculului, 
iar avertizorul sonor şi ecranul de informaţii*/driver information interface* indică 
distanţa aproximativă între autovehiculul dumneavoastră şi obstacol.

Distanţă de aprox. 75 cm sau mai puţin Distanţă de aprox. 115 cm sau mai puţin

Senzorii de pe colţuriSenzorii de pe colţuri Senzorii centrali

Activarea şi dezactivarea senzorilor de parcare
Când contactul de pornire este în poziţia  
ON      *1, apăsaţi butonul sistemului de 
senzori de parcare pentru activare şi 
dezactivare. Când sistemul este activ, 
indicatorul din buton se aprinde.

Sistemul se activează atunci când 
schimbătorul de viteze este în poziţia      .

Este necesar, de asemenea, să eliberaţi frâna 
de parcare.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
Modele cu transmisie manuală
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Continued

Controls

The rear wiper and washer can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT, ON)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ Washer ( )
Sprays while you rotate the switch to this 
position.
Hold it to activate the wiper and to spray the 
washer. Once released, it stops operating 
after a few more sweeps.

■ Operating in reverse
When you shift the transmission to (R  with the windscreen wipers activated, the 
rear wiper operates automatically as follows even if its switch is off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Wiper/Washer*

INT: Intermittent

ON: Continuous wipe

OFF

Washer

Windscreen Wiper Operation Rear Wiper Operation
Intermittent Intermittent

Low speed wipe
High speed wipe

Continuous

* Not available on all models

Sistemul de senzori de parcare*

Activarea şi dezactivarea senzorilor de parcare

Chiar şi atunci când sistemul este activ, verificaţi 
întotdeauna dacă nu există niciun obstacol în 
apropierea autovehiculului atunci când parcaţi.

Sistemul poate să nu funcţioneze corespunzător atunci 
când:
•  Senzorii sunt acoperiţi de zăpadă, gheaţă, noroi etc.
•  Autovehiculul se deplasează pe o suprafaţă 

neuniformă cum ar fi iarbă, movile sau în pantă.
•  Autovehiculul a stat afară în căldură sau frig.
•  Sistemul este afectat de anumite echipamente sau 

dispozitive electrice care generează unde ultrasonice.
•  În condiţii meteo nefavorabile.

Este posibil ca dispozitivul să nu detecteze:
•  Obiecte subţiri sau joase.
•  Materiale fonoabsorbante cum ar fi zăpada, 

bumbacul sau buretele.
•  Obiectele aflate imediat sub bara de protecţie.

Nu amplasaţi accesorii pe senzori sau în jurul acestora.

Atunci când rotiţi contactul de pornire în poziţia  
ON       *1, sistemul va fi în starea selectată anterior.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton 
ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de aprindere.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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■ When the distance between your vehicle and obstacles behind becomes shorter

*1: At this stage, only the centre sensors detect obstacles.

Length of the 
intermittent beep

Distance between the bumper and obstacle
Indicator Audio/information screen

Corner sensors Centre sensors

Moderate — About 115-65 cm Blinks in yellow*1

Short About 75-50 cm About 65-50 cm
Blinks in amber

Very short About 50-40 cm About 50-40 cm

Continuous About 40 cm or less About 40 cm or less Blinks in red
Indicators light where the 
sensor detects an obstacle.
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Durata semnalului 
sonor intermitent

Distanţa între bară şi obstacol

Senzorii din colţuri Senzorii centrali
Indicator Ecranul audio/informaţii

Moderată

Scurtă

Foarte scurtă

Continuă

Aprox. 75-50 cm Aprox. 65-50 cm

Clipeşte galben*1

Clipeşte portocaliu

Clipeşte roşu

Aprox. 115-65 cm

Aprox. 50-40 cm Aprox. 50-40 cm

Aprox. 40 cm  
sau mai puţin

Aprox. 40 cm  
sau mai puţin

Indicatorii se aprind acolo unde  
senzorul detectează un obstacol

*1: În această etapă, doar senzorii centrali detectează obstacole.

Când distanţa dintre autovehicul şi obstacolele din spate se reduce
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Cross Traffic Monitor*

Monitors the rear corner areas using the radar sensors when reversing, and alerts 
you if a vehicle approaching from a rear corner is detected.

The system is convenient especially when you are getting out of a parking space 
backwards.

1Cross Traffic Monitor*

3CAUTION
Cross Traffic Monitor cannot detect all 
approaching vehicles and may not detect 
an approaching vehicle at all.

Failure to visually confirm that it is safe to 
back up the vehicle before doing so may 
result in a collision.

Do not solely rely on the system when 
reversing; always also use your mirrors, and 
look behind and to the sides of your vehicle 
before reversing.

* Not available on all models
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Monitorul Cross Traffic*
Monitorizează zonele colţurilor din spate utilizând senzorii radar în timpul 
deplasării cu spatele şi vă alertează atunci când este detectat un autovehicul care 
se apropie dintr-un colţ din spate.

Sistemul este util în special atunci când ieşiţi cu spatele dintr-un loc de parcare.

Monitorul Cross Traffic*

Monitorul Cross Traffic nu poate detecta toate 
autovehiculele care se apropie şi poate să nu 
detecteze deloc un autovehicul care se apropie.

Dacă nu vă asiguraţi vizual că puteţi conduce 
autovehiculul în marşarier în condiţii de 
siguranţă, înainte de porni în marşarier, poate 
duce la o coliziune. 

Nu vă folosiţi numai de sistem atunci când 
mergeţi în marşarier; folosiţi-vă întotdeauna 
de oglinzi şi priviţi în spate şi în părţile laterale 
ale autovehiculului, înainte de a merge în 
marşarier.

AVERTIZARE

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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The system activates when:
• The power mode is in ON.
• The Cross Traffic Monitor system is turned 

on.
2 Cross Traffic Monitor On and Off P. 588

• The transmission is in (R.
• Your vehicle is moving at 5 km/h or lower.

When a vehicle is detected approaching from a rear corner, Cross Traffic Monitor 
alerts you with a buzzer and a displayed warning.

The system will not detect a vehicle that approaches from directly behind your 
vehicle, nor will it provide alerts about a detected vehicle when it moves directly 
behind your vehicle.

The system does not detect or provide alerts for a vehicle that is moving away from 
your vehicle, and it may not detect or alert for pedestrians, bicycles, or stationary 
objects.

■How the System Works 1Cross Traffic Monitor*

Cross traffic monitor may not detect or may delay 
detecting an approaching vehicle, or may alert 
detection without an approaching vehicle under the 
following conditions:
• An obstacle, such as another vehicle and a wall, 

near your vehicle's rear bumper, is blocking the 
radar sensor's scope.

• Your vehicle is moving at the speed of about 5 
km/h or higher.

• A vehicle is approaching at the speed other than 
between about 10 and 25 km/h.

• The system picks up external interference such as 
other radar sensors from another vehicle or strong 
radio wave transmitted from a facility nearby.

• Either corner of the rear bumper is covered with 
snow, ice, mud or dirt.

• When there is bad weather.
• Your vehicle is on an incline.
• Your vehicle is tilted due to a heavy load in the rear.
• Your vehicle is reversing towards a wall, a pole, a 

vehicle, and so on.
• The rear bumper or the sensors have been 

improperly repaired or the rear bumper has been 
deformed. Have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

For proper operation, always keep the rear bumper 
corner area clean.
Do not cover the rear bumper corner area with labels 
or stickers of any kind.

The parking sensor system's alerting buzzer overrides 
the Cross Traffic Monitor buzzer when the sensors 
are detecting obstacles at the closest range.

Radar sensors:
Underneath the rear bumper 
corners

* Not available on all models
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Funcţionarea sistemului

Sistemul se activează atunci când: 
•   Modul de funcţionare este ON.
•   Monitorul Cross Traffic este pornit.
  Pornirea şi oprirea monitorului  

Cross Traffic P. 588
•   Maneta schimbătorului este în poziţia      .
•   Autovehiculul dvs. se deplasează cu 5 km/h 

sau mai puţin.
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Continued

Controls

The rear wiper and washer can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT, ON)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ Washer ( )
Sprays while you rotate the switch to this 
position.
Hold it to activate the wiper and to spray the 
washer. Once released, it stops operating 
after a few more sweeps.

■ Operating in reverse
When you shift the transmission to (R  with the windscreen wipers activated, the 
rear wiper operates automatically as follows even if its switch is off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Wiper/Washer*

INT: Intermittent

ON: Continuous wipe

OFF

Washer

Windscreen Wiper Operation Rear Wiper Operation
Intermittent Intermittent

Low speed wipe
High speed wipe

Continuous

* Not available on all models
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine modelsSenzori radar:
Dispuşi sub colţurile barei de 
protecţie din spate

Atunci când se apropie un autovehicul dintr-un colţ din spate, monitorul Cross 
Traffic vă anunţă cu un semnal sonor şi prin afişarea unei avertizări. 

Sistemul nu va detecta autovehiculul care se apropie direct din spatele 
autovehiculului dumneavoastră şi nu va furniza alerte privind autovehiculul 
detectat dacă acesta se mişcă direct în spatele autovehiculului dumneavoastră.

Sistemul nu detectează şi nu furnizează alerte pentru un autovehicul care se 
îndepărtează de autovehiculul dumneavoastră şi poate detecta sau furniza alerte 
pentru pietoni, biciclete sau obiecte staţionare.

Dezactivarea tuturor senzorilor spate
Este posibil ca monitorul Cross Traffic să nu detecteze sau 
să detecteze cu întârziere un autovehicul care se apropie 
sau poate anunţa detectarea chiar dacă nu există niciun 
autovehicul care se apropie, în următoarele situaţii:
•  Un obstacol, cum ar fi un alt autovehicul şi un perete 

în apropierea barei de protecţie a autovehiculului 
dumneavoastră blochează raza de acţiune a senzorului 
radar.

•  Autovehiculul dumneavoastră se mişcă cu o viteză de 
aprox. 5 km/h sau mai mare.

•  Un autovehicul se apropie la o viteză care nu se află în 
intervalul de 10 km/h şi 25 km/h.

•  Sistemul detectează interferenţe externe, precum alţi 
senzori radar, de la un alt autovehicul, sau unde radio 
puternice transmise de la o unitate din apropiere.

•  Fiecare colţ al barei de protecţie din spate este acoperit 
cu zăpadă, gheaţă, noroi sau mizerie.

•  Atunci când vremea este nefavorabilă.
•  Autovehiculul dumneavoastră este pe o pantă.
•  Autovehiculul dumneavoastră este înclinat din cauza 

unei sarcini grele în partea din spate.
•  Autovehiculul dumneavoastră se deplasează în 

marşarier înspre un perete, un stâlp sau un autovehicul, 
ş.a.m.d.

•  Bara de protecţie din spate sau senzorii au fost reparaţi 
în mod necorespunzător sau bara de protecţie din 
spate a fost deformată. 

Pentru funcţionarea corespunzătoare, păstraţi în 
permanenţă zona din colţurile barei de protecţie din 
spate curată.
Nu acoperiţi zona din colţurile barei de protecţie cu 
etichete sau autocolante de niciun tip. Alerta sonoră 
a sistemului de senzori de parcare are prioritate faţă 
de cea a monitorului Cross Traffic atunci când senzorii 
detectează un obstacol la distanţă mică.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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An arrow icon appears on the side a vehicle is approaching on the audio/information 
screen.

■When the System Detects a Vehicle 1When the System Detects a Vehicle

If the  on the lower right changes to  in amber 
when the transmission is in (R, mud snow or ice and 
other debris may have accumulated in the vicinity of 
the sensor. The system is temporarily cancelled. 
Check the bumper corners for any obstructions, and 
thoroughly clean the area if necessary.

If the  comes on when the transmission is in (R, 
there may be a problem with the Cross Traffic 
Monitor system. Do not use the system and have your 
vehicle checked by a dealer.

If the display remains the same with the gear position 
in (R, there may be a problem with the rear camera 
system and the Cross Traffic Monitor system.
Do not use the system and have your vehicle checked 
by a dealer.

Arrow Icon

Normal View Wide View Top Down View
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Detectarea unui autovehicul de către sistem

Pictogramă de săgeată

Vizualizare largă Vizualizare normală Vizualizare de sus

Pe ecranul audio/informaţii apare o pictogramă de săgeată pe partea în care se 
apropie un autovehicul.

Detectarea unui autovehicul de către sistem

Dacă       din colţul dreapta jos se schimbă în         cu 
culoare portocalie, când treapta de viteză este în  
poziţia       , atunci este posibil ca zona de lângă senzor 
să fie acoperită cu noroi, zăpadă, gheaţă etc. Sistemul 
este oprit temporar. Verificaţi şi eliminaţi mizeria din 
colţurile barei de protecţie din spate.

Dacă se aprinde         când treapta de viteză este în 
poziţia       , atunci este posibil să fie o problemă cu 
sistemul. Nu utilizaţi sistemul şi verificaţi autovehiculul la 
o reprezentanţă.

Dacă afişajul rămâne neschimbat, cu treapta de viteză 
în poziţia       , atunci este posibil să fie o problemă la 
sistemul camerei din spate şi la sistemul Cross Traffic. 
Nu utilizaţi sistemul şi verificaţi autovehiculul la o 
reprezentanţă.
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An arrow icon appears on the side a vehicle is approaching on the audio/information 
screen.

■When the System Detects a Vehicle 1When the System Detects a Vehicle

If the  on the lower right changes to  in amber 
when the gear position is in (R, mud, snow, ice and 
other debris may have accumulated in the vicinity of 
the sensor. The system is temporarily cancelled. 
Check the bumper corners for any obstructions, and 
thoroughly clean the area if necessary.

If the  comes on when the gear position is in (R, 
there may be a problem with the Cross Traffic 
Monitor system. Do not use the system and have your 
vehicle checked by a dealer.

If the display remains the same with the gear position 
in (R, there may be a problem with the rear camera 
system and the Cross Traffic Monitor system.
Do not use the system and have your vehicle checked 
by a dealer.

Arrow Icon

Wide View Normal View Top Down View
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An arrow icon appears on the side a vehicle is approaching on the audio/information 
screen.

■When the System Detects a Vehicle 1When the System Detects a Vehicle

If the  on the lower right changes to  in amber 
when the gear position is in (R, mud, snow, ice and 
other debris may have accumulated in the vicinity of 
the sensor. The system is temporarily cancelled. 
Check the bumper corners for any obstructions, and 
thoroughly clean the area if necessary.

If the  comes on when the gear position is in (R, 
there may be a problem with the Cross Traffic 
Monitor system. Do not use the system and have your 
vehicle checked by a dealer.

If the display remains the same with the gear position 
in (R, there may be a problem with the rear camera 
system and the Cross Traffic Monitor system.
Do not use the system and have your vehicle checked 
by a dealer.

Arrow Icon

Wide View Normal View Top Down View
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An arrow icon appears on the side a vehicle is approaching on the audio/information 
screen.

■When the System Detects a Vehicle 1When the System Detects a Vehicle

If the  on the lower right changes to  in amber 
when the gear position is in (R, mud, snow, ice and 
other debris may have accumulated in the vicinity of 
the sensor. The system is temporarily cancelled. 
Check the bumper corners for any obstructions, and 
thoroughly clean the area if necessary.

If the  comes on when the gear position is in (R, 
there may be a problem with the Cross Traffic 
Monitor system. Do not use the system and have your 
vehicle checked by a dealer.

If the display remains the same with the gear position 
in (R, there may be a problem with the rear camera 
system and the Cross Traffic Monitor system.
Do not use the system and have your vehicle checked 
by a dealer.

Arrow Icon

Wide View Normal View Top Down View
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Controls

The rear wiper and washer can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT, ON)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ Washer ( )
Sprays while you rotate the switch to this 
position.
Hold it to activate the wiper and to spray the 
washer. Once released, it stops operating 
after a few more sweeps.

■ Operating in reverse
When you shift the transmission to (R  with the windscreen wipers activated, the 
rear wiper operates automatically as follows even if its switch is off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Wiper/Washer*

INT: Intermittent

ON: Continuous wipe

OFF

Washer

Windscreen Wiper Operation Rear Wiper Operation
Intermittent Intermittent

Low speed wipe
High speed wipe

Continuous

* Not available on all models
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Controls

The rear wiper and washer can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT, ON)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ Washer ( )
Sprays while you rotate the switch to this 
position.
Hold it to activate the wiper and to spray the 
washer. Once released, it stops operating 
after a few more sweeps.

■ Operating in reverse
When you shift the transmission to (R  with the windscreen wipers activated, the 
rear wiper operates automatically as follows even if its switch is off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Wiper/Washer*

INT: Intermittent

ON: Continuous wipe

OFF

Washer

Windscreen Wiper Operation Rear Wiper Operation
Intermittent Intermittent

Low speed wipe
High speed wipe

Continuous

* Not available on all models
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Controls

The rear wiper and washer can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT, ON)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ Washer ( )
Sprays while you rotate the switch to this 
position.
Hold it to activate the wiper and to spray the 
washer. Once released, it stops operating 
after a few more sweeps.

■ Operating in reverse
When you shift the transmission to (R  with the windscreen wipers activated, the 
rear wiper operates automatically as follows even if its switch is off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Wiper/Washer*

INT: Intermittent

ON: Continuous wipe

OFF

Washer

Windscreen Wiper Operation Rear Wiper Operation
Intermittent Intermittent

Low speed wipe
High speed wipe

Continuous

* Not available on all models

Continuare
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Tap to turn the system on and off. The indicator (green) comes on with the system 
on.
You can also switch on and off the system using the audio/information screen.

2 Customized Features P. 359

■ Cross Traffic Monitor On and Off

Icon
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Pornirea şi oprirea monitorului Cross Traffic

Apăsaţi pentru a porni şi a opri sistemul. Indicatorul (verde) se aprinde când porniţi 
sistemul.
De asemenea, puteţi porni sau opri sistemul folosind ecranul aufio/informaţii.
 Dotările personalizate P. 359
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Pictogramă
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Multi-View Rear Camera*

About Your Multi-View Rear Camera
The audio/information screen can display your vehicle’s rear view.
The display automatically changes to a rear view when the shift lever is moved to (R .

■Multi-View Rear Camera Display Area

1About Your Multi-View Rear Camera

The rear camera view is restricted. You cannot see 
the corner ends of the bumper or what is underneath 
the bumper. Its unique lens also makes objects 
appear closer or farther than they actually are.

Visually confirm that it is safe to drive before 
reversing. Certain conditions (such as weather, 
lighting, and high temperatures) may also restrict the 
rear view. Do not rely on the rearview display which 
does not give you all information about conditions at 
the back of your vehicle.

If the camera lens is covered with dirt or moisture, 
use a soft, moist cloth to keep the lens clean and free 
of debris.

You can change the Fixed Guideline and Dynamic 
Guideline* settings.

2 Customized Features P. 359

Fixed Guideline
On: Guidelines appear when you shift into (R.
Off: Guidelines do not appear.
Dynamic Guidelines*

On: Guidelines move according to the steering wheel 
direction.
Off: Guidelines do not move.

Guidelines

Bumper

Wide View Mode

Normal View Mode

Top Down View Mode

Camera

Approx. 3 m

Approx. 2 m

Approx. 1 m
Approx. 50 cm

* Not available on all models
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Camera retrovizoare*

Informaţii despre camera retrovizoare
Ecranul audio/informaţii poate prezenta o imagine a zonei din spatele 
autovehiculului. Afişajul se comută automat pe imaginea spate atunci când 
schimbătorul de viteze este cuplat în poziţia      .
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Controls

The rear wiper and washer can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT, ON)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ Washer ( )
Sprays while you rotate the switch to this 
position.
Hold it to activate the wiper and to spray the 
washer. Once released, it stops operating 
after a few more sweeps.

■ Operating in reverse
When you shift the transmission to (R  with the windscreen wipers activated, the 
rear wiper operates automatically as follows even if its switch is off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Wiper/Washer*

INT: Intermittent

ON: Continuous wipe

OFF

Washer

Windscreen Wiper Operation Rear Wiper Operation
Intermittent Intermittent

Low speed wipe
High speed wipe

Continuous

* Not available on all models

Zona acoperită de camera retrovizoare

Repere
Vizualizare largă

Vizualizare normală

Vizualizare de sus

Bara de
protecţie

Camera
Aprox. 50 cm
Aprox. 1 m

Aprox. 2 m

Aprox. 3 m

Informaţii despre camera retrovizoareInformaţii despre camera retrovizoare

Zona acoperită de camera retrovizoare este limitată. 
Nu aveţi vizibilitate la colţurile şi dedesubtul barei de 
protecţie. În plus, lentila poate crea iluzia apropierii sau 
depărtării unui obiect mai mult decât în realitate.

Verificaţi vizual dacă puteţi conduce cu spatele înainte 
de a porni. În anumite condiţii (vreme, nivel de lumină 
şi temperaturi ridicate), vizibilitatea spate poate fi 
restricţionată. Nu vă bazaţi pe imaginea spate, deoarece 
nu vă oferă informaţii complete despre condiţiile din 
spatele autovehiculului.

În cazul în care lentila camerei este acoperită cu 
murdărie, condens etc., folosiţi o cârpă moale şi uşor 
umezită pentru a o curăţa. 

Puteţi schimba setările Fixed Guideline (repere fixe) și ale 
Dynamic Guideline (repere dinamice).
 Dotările personalizate P. 359

Fixed Guideline
On: Reperele apar atunci când cuplaţi în       .
Off: Reperele nu apar.
Dynamic Guideline*
On: Reperele se mişcă în funcţie de direcţia de rotire a 
volanului.
Off: Reperele nu se mișcă.
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Continued

Controls

The rear wiper and washer can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT, ON)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ Washer ( )
Sprays while you rotate the switch to this 
position.
Hold it to activate the wiper and to spray the 
washer. Once released, it stops operating 
after a few more sweeps.

■ Operating in reverse
When you shift the transmission to (R  with the windscreen wipers activated, the 
rear wiper operates automatically as follows even if its switch is off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Wiper/Washer*

INT: Intermittent

ON: Continuous wipe

OFF

Washer

Windscreen Wiper Operation Rear Wiper Operation
Intermittent Intermittent

Low speed wipe
High speed wipe

Continuous

* Not available on all models
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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You can view three different camera angles on the rearview display.

Press the selector knob to switch the angle.

Touch the appropriate icon to switch the angle.
 : Wide view
 : Normal view
 : Top down view

• If the last used viewing mode was Wide or Normal, the same mode is selected the 
next time you shift into (R .

• If Top View was last used before you turned off the engine, Wide mode is 
selected next time you set the power mode to ON and shift to (R .

• If Top View was last used more than 10 seconds after you shift from (R , Wide 
mode is selected the next time you shift to (R .

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio
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Atingeţi pictograma corespunzătoare pentru a schimba unghiul.

Apăsaţi butonul selector pentru a schimba unghiul.

Puteţi vizualiza trei unghiuri diferite ale camerei pe afișajul pentru vederea în spate.

•   Dacă ultimul mod utilizat a fost vizualizare largă sau normală, același mod este selectat 
următoarea dată când cuplaţi în      .

•   Dacă vizualizarea de sus a fost utilizată ultima dată înainte de a opri motorul, modul 
de vizualizare largă va fi selectat data viitoare când setaţi modul de funcţionare în ON 
și cuplaţi în      .

•   Dacă vizualizarea de sus a fost utilizată ultima oară mai mult de 10 secunde după 
cuplarea în      , modul de vizualizare largă este selectat la următoarea cuplare în     .

Vizualizare largă
Vizualizare normală
Vizualizare de sus
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Continued

Controls

The rear wiper and washer can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT, ON)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ Washer ( )
Sprays while you rotate the switch to this 
position.
Hold it to activate the wiper and to spray the 
washer. Once released, it stops operating 
after a few more sweeps.

■ Operating in reverse
When you shift the transmission to (R  with the windscreen wipers activated, the 
rear wiper operates automatically as follows even if its switch is off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Wiper/Washer*

INT: Intermittent

ON: Continuous wipe

OFF

Washer

Windscreen Wiper Operation Rear Wiper Operation
Intermittent Intermittent

Low speed wipe
High speed wipe

Continuous

* Not available on all models
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Continued

Controls

The rear wiper and washer can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT, ON)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ Washer ( )
Sprays while you rotate the switch to this 
position.
Hold it to activate the wiper and to spray the 
washer. Once released, it stops operating 
after a few more sweeps.

■ Operating in reverse
When you shift the transmission to (R  with the windscreen wipers activated, the 
rear wiper operates automatically as follows even if its switch is off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Wiper/Washer*

INT: Intermittent

ON: Continuous wipe

OFF

Washer

Windscreen Wiper Operation Rear Wiper Operation
Intermittent Intermittent

Low speed wipe
High speed wipe

Continuous
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Continued

Controls

The rear wiper and washer can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT, ON)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ Washer ( )
Sprays while you rotate the switch to this 
position.
Hold it to activate the wiper and to spray the 
washer. Once released, it stops operating 
after a few more sweeps.

■ Operating in reverse
When you shift the transmission to (R  with the windscreen wipers activated, the 
rear wiper operates automatically as follows even if its switch is off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Wiper/Washer*

INT: Intermittent

ON: Continuous wipe

OFF

Washer

Windscreen Wiper Operation Rear Wiper Operation
Intermittent Intermittent

Low speed wipe
High speed wipe

Continuous

* Not available on all models
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Continued

Controls

The rear wiper and washer can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT, ON)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ Washer ( )
Sprays while you rotate the switch to this 
position.
Hold it to activate the wiper and to spray the 
washer. Once released, it stops operating 
after a few more sweeps.

■ Operating in reverse
When you shift the transmission to (R  with the windscreen wipers activated, the 
rear wiper operates automatically as follows even if its switch is off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Wiper/Washer*

INT: Intermittent

ON: Continuous wipe

OFF

Washer

Windscreen Wiper Operation Rear Wiper Operation
Intermittent Intermittent

Low speed wipe
High speed wipe

Continuous

* Not available on all models

Modele cu sistem audio color

Modele cu Display Audio

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.
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Refueling

Fuel Information
■ Fuel recommendation

Use of lower octane petrol can cause a persistent, heavy metallic knocking noise that 
can lead to engine damage.

Your vehicle is designed to operate on premium unleaded petrol with a research 
octane of 95 or higher.
If this octane grade is unavailable, regular Unleaded petrol with a research octane of 
91 or higher may be used temporarily.
The use of regular unleaded petrol can cause metallic knocking noises in the engine 
and will result in decreased engine performance. The long-term use of regular-grade 
petrol can lead to engine damage.

Your vehicle is designed to operate on premium unleaded petrol with a research 
octane of 95 or higher.
If this octane grade is unavailable, regular Unleaded petrol with a research octane of 
91 or higher may be used temporarily.
The use of regular unleaded petrol can cause metallic knocking noises in the engine 
and will result in decreased engine performance. The long-term use of regular-grade 
petrol can lead to engine damage.

■ Fuel tank capacity: 46.9 litres

Unleaded petrol, research octane number 91 or higher

Unleaded premium petrol, research octane number 95 or higher

Unleaded premium petrol/gasohol up to E10 (90% petrol and 
10% ethanol), research octane number 95 or higher

1Fuel Information

NOTICE
Use of petrol that contains lead presents the 
following risks:
• Damage to the exhaust system including the 
catalytic converter

• Damage to the engine and fuel system
• Detrimental effects on the engine and other 

systems

Oxygenated Fuels
Oxygenated fuels are blended with petrol and 
ethanol or other compounds. Your vehicle is also 
designed to operate on oxygenated fuels containing 
up to 10% ethanol by volume and up to 22% ETBE 
by volume, based on the EN 228 standards. For more 
information, ask your dealer.

1.6 L engine models for Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish

1.6 L engine models for Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern

1.5 L engine models
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Realimentare

Informaţii despre combustibil
Combustibil recomandat

Benzină fără plumb, cifră octanică RON 91 sau superioară

Benzină Premium fără plumb, cifră octanică RON 95 sau superioară

Benzină Premium fără plumb, cifră octanică RON 95 sau superioară

Modele cu motor de 1.6 l pentru Orientul Mijlociu, exceptând Israel şi Turcia

Modele cu motor de 1.6 l pentru Israel şi Turcia, exceptând Orientul Mijlociu

Modele cu motor de 1.5 l

Autovehiculul dumneavoastră este proiectat pentru a funcţiona cu benzină 
Premium fără plumb, cu cifra octanică minimum RON 95. 
Dacă această benzină nu este disponibilă, poate fi utilizată temporar benzină 
regular fără plumb cu o cifră octanică de minimum 91.
Utilizarea benzinei regular fără plumb poate provoca zgomote metalice în 
interiorul motorului şi scăderea performanţelor acestuia. Utilizarea pe termen 
lung a benzinei regular poate conduce la deteriorarea motorului.

Utilizarea benzinei cu cifră octanică mai mică poate provoca zgomote metalice 
persistente în interiorul motorului şi poate conduce la deteriorarea acestuia.

Autovehiculul dumneavoastră este proiectat pentru a funcţiona cu benzină 
Premium fără plumb, cu cifra octanică minimum RON 95. 
Dacă această benzină nu este disponibilă, poate fi utilizată temporar benzină 
regular fără plumb cu o cifră octanică de minimum 91.
Utilizarea benzinei regular fără plumb poate provoca zgomote metalice în 
interiorul motorului şi scăderea performanţelor acestuia. Utilizarea pe termen 
lung a benzinei regular poate conduce la deteriorarea motorului.

Capacitatea rezervorului de combustibil: 46,9 litri

Informaţii despre combustibil

Utilizarea benzinei care conţine plumb prezintă 
următoarele riscuri:
•   Deteriorarea sistemului de evacuare, inclusiv a 

convertorului catalitic
•  Deteriorarea motorului şi a sistemului de alimentare 

cu combustibil
•  Efecte negative asupra motorului şi a altor sisteme

Combustibili oxigenaţi
Combustibilii oxigenaţi sunt amestecaţi cu benzină 
şi etanol sau eter. De asemenea, autovehiculul 
dumneavoastră este proiectat să funcţioneze cu 
combustibili oxigenaţi conţinând etanol maximum 10% 
în volum şi maximum 22% ETBE în volum, conform 
standardului EN 228. Pentru informaţii suplimentare, 
contactaţi reprezentanţa.

NOTă
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How to Refuel
Your fuel tank is not equipped with a fuel filler cap. You can insert the filler nozzle 
directly into the filler neck. The tank seals itself again when you pull out the filler 
nozzle.

1. Stop your vehicle with the service station 
pump on the left side of the vehicle in the 
rear.

2. Turn off the engine.
3. Unlock the driver’s door using the master 

door lock switch or lock tab.
u The fuel fill door on the outer side of the 

vehicle will unlock.
4. Press on the edge of the fuel fill door to 

make it pop up slightly.

1How to Refuel

The fuel filler opening is designed to accept only 
service station filler nozzles for refueling. Use of 
smaller diameter tubes (e.g., those used to siphon 
fuel for other uses) or other non-service station 
devices can damage the area in and around the filler 
opening.

The filler nozzle automatically stops to leave space in 
the fuel tank so that fuel does not overflow as a result 
of changes in air temperature.

Use the lock tab or the master door lock switch to 
unlock the fuel fill door.
The vehicle doors and fuel fill door automatically 
relock if the remote unlock function is used. This can 
be deactivated by briefly opening then closing the 
driver’s door.

3WARNING
Petrol is highly flammable and explosive. 
You can be burned or seriously injured 
when handling fuel.

• Stop the engine, and keep heat, sparks, 
and flame away.

• Handle fuel only outdoors.
• Wipe up spills immediately.

Press
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Modul de realimentare
Rezervorul de combustibil nu este echipat cu un capac. Puteţi introduce pompa 
de combustibil direct în gâtul de umplere. Rezervorul se sigilează din nou când 
scoateţi pompa de combustibil.

Opriţi autovehiculul la staţia de 
alimentare astfel încât pompa de 
combustibil să fie pe partea stânga spate.

Opriţi motorul.

Uşa rezervorului de combustibil se va 
deschide.

Apăsaţi marginea clapetei rezervorului de 
combustibil pentru a o deschide uşor.

Descuiaţi uşa şoferului folosind comutatorul 
de deschidere sau butonul de deschidere.Apăsaţi

Modul de realimentare

Benzina este foarte inflamabilă şi explozivă.
Vă puteţi arde sau accidenta grav atunci când 
umblaţi cu combustibilul.

•  Opriţi motorul şi îndepărtaţi orice sursă de 
căldură, scântei sau foc deschid.

• Manipulaţi combustibilul numai în aer liber.
•  Îndepărtaţi imediat combustibilul scurs 

accidental.

AVERTIZARE

Deschiderea rezervorului de combustibil este proiectată 
pentru a accepta numai pompele staţiei de alimentare 
cu combustibil. Utilizarea pompelor cu diametru mai 
mic (de exemplu, cele utilizate pentru alimentarea cu 
combustibil pentru alte utilizări) sau a altor dispozitive 
din afara staţiei de alimentare poate deteriora zona în 
interiorul și în jurul orificiului de umplere.

Pompa se opreşte automat, lăsând astfel spaţiu
în rezervor pentru dilatarea combustibilului în
caz de modificare a temperaturii.

Utilizaţi clapeta de blocare sau comutatorul de blocare a 
ușii pentru a debloca ușa de umplere a rezervorului.
Ușile autovehiculului și clapeta rezervorului se închid 
automat dacă este utilizată funcţia de deblocare la 
distanţă. Acest lucru poate fi dezactivat deschizând 
scurt, apoi închizând ușa șoferului.
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5. Place the end of the filler nozzle on the 
lower part of filler opening, then insert it 
slowly and fully.
u Make sure that the end of the filler 

nozzle goes down along with the filler 
pipe.

u Keep the filler nozzle level.
u When the tank is full, the filler nozzle will 

click off automatically.
u After filling, wait about five seconds 

before removing the filler nozzle.
6. Shut the fuel fill door by hand.

1How to Refuel

The fuel fill door and its latching mechanism can be 
permanently damaged if the fuel fill door is forced 
closed when the driver’s door is locked.

Do not continue to add fuel after the nozzle has 
automatically stopped. Additional fuel can exceed 
the full tank capacity.

If you have to refuel your vehicle from a portable 
container, use the funnel provided with your vehicle.

2 Refueling From a Portable Fuel Container 
P. 721
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Modul de realimentare

Clapeta rezervorului și mecanismul de blocare pot fi 
deteriorate permanent dacă aceasta este închisă forţat 
când ușa șoferului este încuiată.

Nu continuaţi să pompaţi combustibil după ce pompa 
s-a oprit automat. Combustibilul suplimentar poate 
depăşi capacitatea rezervorului.

Dacă trebuie să realimentaţi folosind un rezervor 
portabil, folosiţi pâlnia furnizată împreună cu 
autovehiculul.
  Realimentare dintr-un rezervor  

portabil P. 721

După umplere, așteptaţi aproximativ 
cinci secunde înainte de a scoate pompa.

Asiguraţi-vă că, capătul pompei de 
combustibil coboară împreună  
cu tubul rezervorului.

Menţineţi nemişcată pompa.
Când rezervorul este plin, pompa se
opreşte automat.

Plasaţi capătul pompei pe partea de jos 
a orificiului, apoi introduceţi pompa de 
combustibil încet şi până la capăt.

Închideţi clapeta rezervorului cu mâna.
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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Fuel Economy and CO2 Emissions

Improving Fuel Economy and Reducing CO2 
Emissions
Achieving fuel economy and reducing CO2 emissions is dependent on several 
factors, including driving conditions, load weight, idling time, driving habits, and 
vehicle condition. Depending on these and other factors, you may not achieve the 
rated fuel economy of this vehicle.

You can optimize your fuel economy with proper maintenance of your vehicle. 
Follow the maintenance schedule and, if necessary, consult your warranty booklet. 
On vehicles without service reminder system, follow the Maintenance schedule.

2 Maintenance Schedule P. 610

• Use engine oil with the viscosity recommended by the ACEA or API Certification 
Seal.

• Maintain the specified tyre pressure.
• Do not load the vehicle with excess luggage.
• Keep your vehicle clean. A buildup of snow or mud on your vehicle's underside 

adds weight and increases wind resistance.

■Maintenance and Fuel Economy

1Improving Fuel Economy and Reducing CO2 Emissions

Direct calculation is the recommended method to 
determine actual fuel consumed while driving.

You can improve the mileage and reduce the CO2 
emissions of your vehicle by following these tips:
• Operate your vehicle correctly.
• Regularly maintain your vehicle.
• Maintain proper tyre pressure.
• Avoid carrying excessive loads.
• Adopt efficient driving techniques, such as driving 
at lower speeds, reducing idling time, and avoiding 
aggressive driving.

100
Litres of 

fuel

Kilometres 

driven
L per 100 km

Kilometres 

driven

Kilometres 

per Litre

Litres of 

fuel

GCC country models
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Economia de combustibil şi emisiile CO2

Creşterea economiei de combustibil şi  
reducerea emisiilor de CO2
Reducerea consumului şi a emisiilor de CO2 depinde, între altele, de condiţiile 
de drum, gradul de încărcare, stilul de condus, timpul de aşteptare, obiceiurile 
de conducere şi starea tehnică a autovehiculului. În funcţie de acestea şi de 
alţi factori, puteţi sau nu să atingeţi valorile de consum omologate pentru 
autovehiculul dumneavoastră.

Întreţinere şi economia de combustibil

Puteţi optimiza consumul printr-o bună întreţinere a autovehiculului. Urmaţi 
programul de întreţinere și, dacă este necesar, consultaţi broșura de garanţie. La 
autovehiculele fără sistem de informaţii pentru service, respectaţi programul de 
întreţinere indicat în cartea de service a autovehiculului.
 Planul de întreţinere* P. 610
•  Folosiţi ulei de motor având vâscozitatea recomandată de API Certification Seal.
• Menţineţi presiunea în pneuri conform specificaţiilor.
• Nu încărcaţi portbagajul cu bagaje în exces.
•  Păstraţi autovehiculul curat. Acumularea de zăpadă şi noroi pe partea inferioară 

a automobilului duce la creşterea greutăţii şi a rezistenţei la înaintare.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Creşterea economiei de combustibil şi reducerea emisiilor de CO2

Metoda recomandată de determinare a cantităţii reale 
de combustibil consumat este calculul direct.

litri de 
combustibil

litri de 
combustibil

kilometri 
parcurşi

kilometri 
parcurşi100 l/100 km

km/l

Puteţi reduce consumul de combustibil şi reduce 
emisiile CO2  ale autovehiculului dvs., urmând sfaturile:
•   Conduceţi autovehiculul dvs corect.
•  Efectuaţi întreţinerile la timp.
•  Menţineţi presiunea specificată în pneuri.
•  Evitaţi să încărcaţi cu greutăţi mari.
•  Adoptaţi tehnici de conducere eficiente, cum ar fi 

conducerea la viteze mai mici, reducerea timpului 
cu motorul pornit la relanti şi evitarea unui stil de 
condus agresiv.

Modele pentru ţările GCC
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Handling Precautions
The turbocharger is a high-precision device to obtain greater horsepower by 
delivering a large volume of compressed air into the engine using a turbine driven by 
the engine's exhaust gas pressure.

• When the engine is cold just after starting, avoid revving the engine or sudden 
acceleration.

• Always replace the engine oil and engine oil filter according to the Oil Monitor 
system. The turbine rotates at very high speeds over 100,000 rpm and its 
temperature reaches over 700°C. It is lubricated and cooled by engine oil. If you 
fail to replace the engine oil and filter at the scheduled distance or interval, 
deteriorated engine oil may cause failure such as sticking and abnormal noise of 
the turbine bearing.

*1: Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models
*2: Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

1Turbo Engine Vehicle*

The scheduled maintenance intervals for replacing 
the filter is indicated on the driver information 
interface. Follow the information of when to replace 
them.

2 Service Reminder System* P. 601
2 Oil Monitor System* P. 606

The temperature gauge pointer is at the  mark*1 or 
upper level*2 when you restart the engine after 
driving under high load conditions such as at high 
speed or in hilly terrain. This is normal. The gauge 
goes down after you idle or drive the vehicle for 
about one minute.

H

* Not available on all models
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Autovehicul cu motor turbo*

Precauţii de folosire
Turbocompresorul este un dispozitiv de înaltă precizie utilizat pentru a obţine 
o putere mai mare prin livrarea în motor a unui volum mare de aer comprimat 
folosind o turbină acţionată de presiunea gazului de evacuare al motorului.

•   Când motorul este rece, imediat după pornire, evitaţi turarea motorului sau 
accelerarea bruscă.

•   Înlocuiţi întotdeauna uleiul de motor și filtrul de ulei în conformitate cu 
programul de întreţinere. Turbina se rotește la viteze foarte mari de peste 
100.000 rpm și temperatura acesteia atinge peste 700 ° C. Este lubrifiată și 
răcită cu ulei de motor. Dacă nu înlocuiţi uleiul de motor și filtrul la distanţa 
sau intervalul programat de întreţinere, uleiul de motor deteriorat poate 
provoca defecţiuni, cum ar fi înfundarea și zgomotul anormal al rulmentului 
turbinei.

Autovehicul cu motor turbo*

Intervalele programate de întreţinere pentru înlocuirea 
filtrului sunt indicate pe driver information interface. 
Urmaţi informaţiile când doriţi să le înlocuiţi.
  Sistem de informaţii  

pentru mentenanţă* P. 601
  Sistemul de monitorizare  

a uleiului* P. 606

Indicatorul nivelului de temperatură se află la      *1 sau 
la nivelul superior*2 atunci când reporniţi motorul după 
ce aţi condus în condiţii de încărcare ridicată, cum ar fi 
la viteză mare sau în teren deluros. Acesta este un lucru 
normal. Nivelul scade după ce vă opriţi sau după ce 
conduceţi autovehiculul timp de aproximativ un minut.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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Turbo Engine Vehicle*

Handling Precautions
The turbocharger is a high-precision device to obtain greater horsepower by 
delivering a large volume of compressed air into the engine using a turbine driven by 
the engine's exhaust gas pressure.

• When the engine is cold just after starting, avoid revving the engine or sudden 
acceleration.

• Always replace the engine oil and engine oil filter according to the Oil Monitor 
system. The turbine rotates at very high speeds over 100,000 rpm and its 
temperature reaches over 700°C. It is lubricated and cooled by engine oil. If you 
fail to replace the engine oil and filter at the scheduled distance or interval, 
deteriorated engine oil may cause failure such as sticking and abnormal noise of 
the turbine bearing.

*1: Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models
*2: Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

1Turbo Engine Vehicle*

The scheduled maintenance intervals for replacing 
the filter is indicated on the driver information 
interface. Follow the information of when to replace 
them.

2 Service Reminder System* P. 601
2 Oil Monitor System* P. 606

The temperature gauge pointer is at the  mark*1 or 
upper level*2 when you restart the engine after 
driving under high load conditions such as at high 
speed or in hilly terrain. This is normal. The gauge 
goes down after you idle or drive the vehicle for 
about one minute.

H

* Not available on all models
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Turbo Engine Vehicle*

Handling Precautions
The turbocharger is a high-precision device to obtain greater horsepower by 
delivering a large volume of compressed air into the engine using a turbine driven by 
the engine's exhaust gas pressure.

• When the engine is cold just after starting, avoid revving the engine or sudden 
acceleration.

• Always replace the engine oil and engine oil filter according to the Oil Monitor 
system. The turbine rotates at very high speeds over 100,000 rpm and its 
temperature reaches over 700°C. It is lubricated and cooled by engine oil. If you 
fail to replace the engine oil and filter at the scheduled distance or interval, 
deteriorated engine oil may cause failure such as sticking and abnormal noise of 
the turbine bearing.

*1: Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models
*2: Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

1Turbo Engine Vehicle*

The scheduled maintenance intervals for replacing 
the filter is indicated on the driver information 
interface. Follow the information of when to replace 
them.

2 Service Reminder System* P. 601
2 Oil Monitor System* P. 606

The temperature gauge pointer is at the  mark*1 or 
upper level*2 when you restart the engine after 
driving under high load conditions such as at high 
speed or in hilly terrain. This is normal. The gauge 
goes down after you idle or drive the vehicle for 
about one minute.

H

* Not available on all models
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*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

*1: Modele pentru Orientul Mijlociu, exceptând Israel şi Turcia.
*2: Modele pentru Israel şi Turcia, exceptând Orientul Mijlociu
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Întreţinerea
Acest capitol prezintă operaţiunile de întreţinere de bază.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Operaţiuni prealabile întreţinerii
Verificare şi întreţinere..........................598
Siguranţa în timpul operaţiunilor de  
întreţinere...............................................599
Piese şi lichide folosite în intervenţiile de 
service......................................................600
Despre intervenţiile de service ..............600

Sistemul de informaţii pentru service*........601
Sistemul de monitorizare a uleiului*...........606
Planul de întreţinere......................................610 
Intervenţii de întreţinere compartiment motor

Elemente de întreţinere compartiment 
motor.......................................................617 
Deschiderea capotei................................619 

Ulei de motor recomandat.....................621 
Verificarea nivelului de ulei...................624 
Adăugarea de ulei de motor.................626 
Lichidul de răcire a motorului................627 
Lichidul de transmisie.............................630 
Lichidul de frână/ambreiaj*....................631 
Completarea lichidului pentru spălat 
parbrizul..................................................632 
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Înlocuirea becurilor.......................................634
Verificarea lamelor ştergătoarelor..............646
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Bateria............................................................656
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 Înlocuirea bateriei..................................661 
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Before Performing Maintenance

Inspection and Maintenance
For your safety, perform all listed inspections and maintenance to keep your vehicle 
in good condition. If you become aware of any abnormality (noise, smell, insufficient 
brake fluid, oil residue on the ground, etc.), have your vehicle inspected by a dealer. 
Refer to the Service Book that came with your vehicle/maintenance schedule in this 
owner’s manual for detailed maintenance and inspection information.

2 Maintenance Schedule P. 610

■ Daily inspections
Perform inspections before long distance trips, when washing the vehicle, or when 
refueling.

■ Periodic inspections
• Check the brake fluid level monthly.

2 Brake/Clutch* Fluid P. 631

• Check the tyre pressure monthly. Examine the tread for wear and foreign objects.
2 Checking and Maintaining Tyres P. 649

• Check the operation of the exterior lights monthly.
2 Replacing Light Bulbs P. 634

• Check the condition of the wiper blades at least every six months.
2 Checking and Maintaining Wiper Blades P. 646

■ Types of Inspection and Maintenance

* Not available on all models
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Operaţiuni prealabile întreţinerii

Verificare şi întreţinere

Pentru siguranţa dumneavoastră, efectuaţi toate verificările şi operaţiunile de 
întreţinere enumerate, astfel încât să păstraţi autovehiculul în bună stare. Dacă 
identificaţi aspecte anormale (zgomot, miros, lichid de frână insuficient, reziduuri 
de ulei pe sol etc.), autovehiculul dumneavoastră trebuie să fie verificat la o 
reprezentanţă. Consultaţi cartea de service/planul de întreţinere din prezentul 
manual pentru informaţii detaliate de întreţinere şi verificare.
 Planul de întreţinere* P. 610

Tipuri de verificare şi întreţinere

Efectuaţi verificările înainte de călătorii pe distanţe lungi, când spălaţi 
autovehiculul sau când realimentaţi.

Verificări zilnice

•  Verificaţi lunar nivelul lichidului de frână.
 Lichidul de frână/ambreiaj* P. 631
•   Verificaţi lunar presiunea în pneuri. Examinaţi banda de rulare pentru uzură şi 

obiecte străine.
 Verificarea şi întreţinerea pneurilor P. 649
•  Verificaţi lunar funcţionarea luminilor exterioare.
 Înlocuirea becurilor P. 634
•  Verificaţi starea lamelor ştergătoarelor cel puţin o dată la şase luni.
 Verificarea şi întreţinerea lamelor ştergătoarelor P. 646

Verificări periodice
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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Safety When Performing Maintenance
Some of the most important safety precautions are given here.
However, we cannot warn you of every conceivable hazard that can arise in 
performing maintenance. Only you can decide whether you should perform a given 
task.

• To reduce the possibility of fire or explosion, keep cigarettes, sparks, and flames 
away from the battery and all fuel related parts.

• Never leave rags, towels, or other flammable objects under the bonnet.
u Heat from the engine and exhaust can ignite them, causing a fire.

• To clean parts, use a commercially available degreaser or parts cleaner, not petrol.
• Wear eye protection and protective clothing when working with the battery or 

compressed air.
• Engine exhaust contains carbon monoxide, which is poisonous and can kill you.
u Only operate the engine if there is sufficient ventilation.

• The vehicle must be in a stationary condition.
u Make sure your vehicle is parked on level ground, the parking brake is set, and 

the engine is off.
• Be aware that hot parts can burn you.
u Make sure to let the engine and exhaust system cool thoroughly before 

touching vehicle parts.
• Be aware that moving parts can injure you.
u Do not start the engine unless instructed, and keep your hands and limbs away 

from moving parts.

u Do not open the bonnet while the Auto Idle Stop function is activated.

■Maintenance Safety

■ Vehicle Safety

1Safety When Performing Maintenance

3WARNING
Improperly maintaining this vehicle or 
failing to correct a problem before driving 
can cause a crash in which you can be 
seriously hurt or killed.

Always follow the inspection and 
maintenance recommendations and 
schedules in this owner's manual/Service 
Book.

3WARNING
Failure to properly follow maintenance 
instructions and precautions can cause you 
to be seriously hurt or killed.

Always follow the procedures and 
precautions in this owner's manual.

Models with Auto Idle Stop
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▶▶ Operaţiuni prealabile întreţinerii ▶ Siguranţa în timpul operaţiunilor de întreţinere

Siguranţa în timpul operaţiunilor de întreţinere

Siguranţa la operaţiunile de întreţinere

Siguranţa la întreţinerea autovehiculului

Aici sunt indicate câteva dintre cele mai importante măsuri de precauţie. 
Totuşi, nu vă putem avertiza cu privire la toate pericolele care pot apărea în 
timpul efectuării operaţiunilor de întreţinere. Numai dumneavoastră puteţi 
decide dacă puteţi sau nu să efectuaţi o anumită operaţiune de întreţinere.

•   Pentru a reduce riscul de incendiu sau explozie, feriţi de ţigări, scântei şi foc 
deschis bateria şi componentele care au legătură cu combustibilul.

•   Nu lăsaţi sub capotă cârpe, prosoape sau alte obiecte inflamabile.
▶ Încălzirea motorului și evacuarea le pot aprinde, provocând un incendiu.

•   Nu folosiţi benzină pentru curăţarea componentelor, ci doar agenţi degresanţi 
sau de curăţare disponibili în comerţ.

•   Folosiţi ochelari şi echipament de protecţie în timpul lucrului la baterie sau 
folosirii aerului comprimat. 

•   Gazul de eşapament conţine monoxid de carbon, care este otrăvitor şi poate fi 
letal. 
▶ Porniţi motorul doar dacă spaţiul în care vă aflaţi este suficient ventilat.

•   Autovehiculul trebuie să fie staţionat.
▶  Asiguraţi-vă că automobilul e parcat pe un loc drept, cu frâna de mână trasă 

şi motorul oprit.
•   Componente fierbinţi vă pot provoca arsuri.

▶  Asiguraţi-vă că motorul şi sistemul de evacuare s-au răcit complet înainte de 
a atinge componente ale autovehiculului.

•   Părţile în mişcare vă pot accidenta.
▶  Nu porniţi motorul decât dacă trebuie şi feriţi mâinile şi membrele de părţile 

în mişcare.

▶  Nu deschideţi capota în timp ce funcţia de oprire automată a motorului este 
activă.

Modele cu oprire automată a motorului

Siguranţa în timpul operaţiunilor de întreţinere

Neîntreţinerea corespunzătoare a 
automobilului sau neremedierea unei 
probleme înainte de a pleca la drum poate 
provoca accidente având drept consecinţă 
rănirea gravă sau pierderea vieţii.

Respectaţi întotdeauna planurile de 
verificare şi întreţinere din acest manual/ 
carnetul de garanţie.

AVERTIZARE

AVERTIZARE
Nerespectarea cu stricteţe a instrucţiunilor şi 
măsurilor de precauţie pentru operaţiunile de 
întreţinere poate duce la accidentarea gravă 
sau deces.

Respectaţi întotdeauna procedurile şi măsurile 
de precauţie cuprinse în acest manual.
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Parts and Fluids Used in Maintenance Service
The use of Honda genuine parts and fluids is recommended when maintaining and 
servicing your vehicle. Honda genuine parts are manufactured according to the 
same high quality standards used in Honda vehicles.

About Your Maintenance Service
If the service reminder system is available in your vehicle, you are informed by the 
driver information interface when your vehicle's maintenance services are due. Refer 
to the service book that came with your vehicle for an explanation of the service 
item codes that appear on the display.

2 Service Reminder System* P. 601

If the service reminder system is not available, follow the maintenance schedules in 
the service book that came with your vehicle.

If your vehicle is without the service book, follow the maintenance schedule in this 
owner's manual.

2 Maintenance Schedule P. 610

You are informed by the maintenance required indicator when your vehicle's 
maintenance services are due.

2 Service Reminder System* P. 601

Models with service reminder system

1About Your Maintenance Service

If you are planning to take your vehicle outside the 
service reminder system applied countries, consult a 
dealer for how to record your service reminder 
information and schedule your maintenance service 
under the conditions of that country. 

* Not available on all models
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Piese şi lichide folosite în intervenţiile de service

Despre intervenţiile de service

▶▶ Operaţiuni prealabile întreţinerii ▶ Piese şi lichide folosite în intervenţiile de service

Pentru intervenţiile de întreţinere şi service la autovehiculul dumneavoastră, 
recomandăm utilizarea pieselor şi fluidelor originale Honda. Piesele originale 
Honda sunt fabricate respectând aceleaşi înalte standarde de calitate folosite la 
autovehiculele Honda.

Modele cu sistem de informaţii pentru service

Dacă autovehiculul dumneavoastră este echipat cu sistemul de informaţii pentru 
service, apropierea intervalelor de service este menţionată pe driver information 
interface. Consultaţi carnetul de service al autovehiculului pentru explicarea 
codurilor de service care apar pe afişaj.
 Sistemul de informaţii pentru service P. 601

Dacă autovehiculul nu este dotat cu sistem de informaţii pentru service, 
respectaţi planul de întreţinere anexat carnetului de service al autovehiculului.

Dacă autovehiculul dumneavoastră nu are un carnet de service, respectaţi planul 
de întreţinere din prezentul manual.
 Planul de întreţinere* P. 610

Când este necesară întreţinerea service, veţi fi informat de indicatorul pentru 
întreţinere service.
 Sistemul de informaţii pentru service P. 601
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Despre intervenţiile service

Dacă intenţionaţi să conduceţi autovehiculul în afara 
ţărilor în care există obligativitatea sistemului de 
informaţii pentru service, consultaţi o reprezentanţă în 
ceea ce priveşte modul de înregistrare a informaţiilor 
de service şi planificaţi intervenţiile de service conform 
prevederilor din ţările respective.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Service Reminder System*

Provides information of which service items are to be performed. Service items are 
represented by a code and icon. The system tells you when to take your vehicle to a 
dealer by days remaining.

When the next maintenance service timing is near, coming or passed, a warning 
massage* will also appear on the driver information interface* every time you turn 
the ignition switch to ON (w*1.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Service Reminder System*

You can choose to have a corresponding warning 
message displayed with the warning icon on the 
driver information interface.

The maintenance schedule may not display correct 
information if you disconnect or remove the battery 
for an extended period. If this occurs, see a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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Sistemul de informaţii despre service*

Sistemul de informaţii pentru service*

Oferă informaţii privind intervenţiile de service care urmează a fi efectuate. 
Intervenţiile de service sunt reprezentate de un cod şi o pictogramă. Sistemul 
vă informează câte zile au rămas până când trebuie să duceţi autovehiculul la 
reprezentanţă.

Când următoarea intervenţie de service se apropie, urmează sau a trecut, pe 
driver information interface* apare un mesaj de avertizare de fiecare dată când 
rotiţi contactul în poziţia ON      *1.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare

Puteţi opta pentru afişarea unui mesaj de avertizare 
împreună cu pictograma de avertizare de pe driver 
information interface. 

Planul de întreţinere poate să nu afișeze informaţii 
corecte dacă deconectaţi sau scoateţi bateria pentru 
o perioadă mai lungă de timp. Dacă se întâmplă acest 
lucru, verificaţi la reprezentanţă.
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1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press the  button several times until  is displayed.
3. Press ENTER to go to the Service Reminder system information screen. The 

maintenance service item and the remaining days appears on the driver 
information interface along with maintenance items due soon.

The system message indicator ( ) stays on in the instrument panel after the 
maintenance period reached. Have the indicated maintenance done by a dealer 
immediately.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Displaying the Service Reminder Information 1Displaying the Service Reminder Information

Based on engine operating conditions and engine oil 
conditions, the system calculates the remaining days 
before the next service is to be performed.

Remaining Days
Day Icon

ENTER Button  (Display/Information) Button Maintenance Item Code(s)
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▶▶ Sistemul de informaţii pentru service* ▶

Afişarea informaţiilor pentru service

Butonul ENTER Butonul display/informaţii Coduri intervenţie întreţinere

Rotiţi contactul de pornire în poziţia ON      *1.
Apăsaţi butonul            (display/informaţii) de câteva ori până se afişează       .
Apăsaţi butonul ENTER pentru a accesa ecranul informaţii întreţinere. 
Intervenţiile de întreţinere şi zilele rămase apar pe driver information  
interface.
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1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press the  (display/information) button several times until  is displayed.
3. Press the ENTER button to go to the service reminder information screen. The 

maintenance item(s) appears on the driver information interface.

The system message indicator ( ) comes on along with the service reminder 
Information.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Displaying the Service Reminder Information 1Displaying the Service Reminder Information

Based on engine operating conditions and engine oil 
conditions, the system calculates the remaining days 
before the next service is to be performed.

Remaining Days

Day Icon

ENTER Button

Maintenance 
Item Code(s)

 (display/information) Button
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1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press the  (display/information) button several times until  is displayed.
3. Press the ENTER button to go to the service reminder information screen. The 

maintenance item(s) appears on the driver information interface.

The system message indicator ( ) comes on along with the service reminder 
Information.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Displaying the Service Reminder Information 1Displaying the Service Reminder Information

Based on engine operating conditions and engine oil 
conditions, the system calculates the remaining days 
before the next service is to be performed.

Remaining Days

Day Icon

ENTER Button

Maintenance 
Item Code(s)

 (display/information) Button
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Indicatorul pentru mesaje de sistem         rămâne aprins pe tabloul de bord după 
ce a trecut perioada de întreţinere. Efectuaţi imediat întreţinerea respectivă la o 
reprezentanţă.
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1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press the  (display/information) button several times until  is displayed.
3. Press the ENTER button to go to the service reminder information screen. The 

maintenance item(s) appears on the driver information interface.

The system message indicator ( ) comes on along with the service reminder 
Information.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Displaying the Service Reminder Information 1Displaying the Service Reminder Information

Based on engine operating conditions and engine oil 
conditions, the system calculates the remaining days 
before the next service is to be performed.

Remaining Days

Day Icon

ENTER Button

Maintenance 
Item Code(s)

 (display/information) Button

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.

Afişarea informaţiilor pentru service

În funcţie de condiţiile de funcţionare ale motorului şi 
de starea uleiului de motor, sistemul calculează zilele 
rămase până la efectuarea următoarei operaţiuni de 
service.

Zile rămase
Pictogramă zi
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■Warning Icons and Service Reminder Information on the 
Driver Information Interface

Warning Icon (Amber)
Service Reminder 

Information
Explanation Information

SERVICE DUE SOON One or more of the service items 
are required in less than 30 days. 
The remaining days are estimated 
based on your driving conditions.

The remaining days will be counted 
down per day.

SERVICE DUE NOW One or more of the service items 
are required in less than 10 days. 
The remaining days are estimated 
based on your driving conditions.

Have the indicated service performed 
as soon as possible.

SERVICE OVER DUE The indicated maintenance service 
is still not done after the remaining 
time reaches 0.

Your vehicle has passed the service 
required point. Immediately have the 
service performed and make sure to 
reset the service reminder system.

30
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▶▶ Sistemul de informaţii pentru service* ▶

Pictograme de avertizare şi informaţii pentru service  
pe driver information interface

Informaţii pentru  
service

Explicaţie InformaţiiPictogramă de avertizare 
(portocaliu)

(service necesar în curând)

(service necesar acum)

(momentul service a fost depăşit)

Una sau mai multe din intervenţiile 
de service sunt obligatorii în mai 
puţin 30 de zile. Zilele rămase sunt 
estimate pe baza condiţiilor de 
trafic.

Una sau mai multe din intervenţiile 
de service sunt obligatorii în mai 
puţin 10 de zile. Zilele rămase sunt 
estimate pe baza condiţiilor de 
trafic.

Intervenţia de service indicată nu 
a fost efectuată după ce distanţa 
rămasă atinge 0.

Zilele rămase vor fi indicate
pentru fiecare zi.

Intervenţiile indicate trebuie
efectuate cât mai repede posibil.

Autovehiculul a depăşit punctul 
necesar pentru service. Duceţi imediat 
autovehiculul pentru efectuarea 
operaţiunii de service şi nu uitaţi să 
resetaţi informaţiile pentru service.

Continuare
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Service items displayed on the driver information interface are in code and icon.
For an explanation of the service reminder codes and icons, refer to the service book 
that came with your vehicle.

■ Availability of the Service Reminder System
Even if the service reminder information appears on the driver information interface 
while pressing the  (display/information) button, this system is not available in 
some countries. Refer to the service book that came with your vehicle, or ask a 
dealer if you can use the service reminder system.

■ Service Reminder Items

1Availability of the Service Reminder System

If you are planning to take your vehicle outside the 
service reminder system applied countries, consult a 
dealer on how to record your service reminder 
information and schedule your maintenance service 
under the conditions of that country.
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▶▶ Sistemul de informaţii pentru service* ▶

Intervenţii de service afişate

Intervenţiile de service indicate pe driver information interface sunt prezentate 
sub formă de cod şi pictogramă. Pentru descrierea codurilor şi pictogramelor 
intervenţiilor de service, consultaţi carnetul de service al autovehiculului.

Disponibilitatea sistemului de informaţii pentru service
Chiar dacă informaţiile pentru service apar pe driver information interface la 
apăsarea butonului            (afişare/informaţii), acest sistem nu este disponibil 
în unele ţări. Consultaţi carnetul de service al autovehiculului sau întrebaţi 
reprezentanţa dacă puteţi utiliza sistemul de informaţii pentru service.
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1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press the  (display/information) button several times until  is displayed.
3. Press the ENTER button to go to the service reminder information screen. The 

maintenance item(s) appears on the driver information interface.

The system message indicator ( ) comes on along with the service reminder 
Information.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Displaying the Service Reminder Information 1Displaying the Service Reminder Information

Based on engine operating conditions and engine oil 
conditions, the system calculates the remaining days 
before the next service is to be performed.

Remaining Days

Day Icon

ENTER Button

Maintenance 
Item Code(s)

 (display/information) Button

Disponibilitatea sistemului de informaţii pentru service

Dacă urmează să ieşiţi cu autovehiculul din ţările care 
aplică sistemul de informaţii pentru service, întrebaţi la 
reprezentanţă cum puteţi înregistra informaţiile pentru 
service şi cum puteţi planifica operaţiunile de întreţinere 
în condiţiile din ţara respectivă.
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Reset the service reminder information display if you have performed the 
maintenance service.

1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press the  (display/information) button repeatedly until the  appears.
3. Press the ENTER button.
4. Press and hold the ENTER button for about 10 seconds to enter the reset mode.
5. Press  /  to select a maintenance item to reset, or to select All Due Items 

(You can also select Cancel to end the process).
6. Press the ENTER button to reset the selected item.
7. Repeat from step 4 for other items you wish to reset.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of 
an ignition switch.

■ Resetting the Display 1Resetting the Display

NOTICE
Failure to reset the service reminder information after 
a maintenance service results in the system showing 
incorrect maintenance intervals, which can lead to 
serious mechanical problems.

The dealer will reset the service reminder information 
display after completing the required maintenance 
service. If someone other than a dealer performs 
maintenance service, reset the service reminder 
information display yourself.

You can also reset the service reminder system 
information display using the customized features on 
the driver information interface.

2 Customized Features P. 161

You can reset the service reminder system 
information display using the audio/information 
screen.

2 Customized Features P. 359

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio
/  Button 

 (Display/Information) Button

ENTER Button 
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▶▶ Sistemul de informaţii pentru service* ▶

Resetarea afişajului Resetarea afişajului

Resetaţi informaţiile pentru service dacă aţi efectuat întreţinerea service.

Butonul ENTER

Butonul display/informaţii

Buton

Rotiţi contactul de pornire în poziţia ON     *1.
Apăsaţi butonul           (display/informaţii) de câteva ori până se afişează       .
Apăsaţi butonul ENTER.
Apăsaţi şi menţineţi butonul ENTER 10 secunde pentru a intra în modul reset.
Apăsaţi             pentru a selecta elementul pentru resetare sau pentru a selecta 
toate elementele All Due Items (Puteţi selecta şi Cancel pentru a anula).
Apăsaţi butonul ENTER pentru a reseta elementul selectat.
Repetaţi de la pasul 4 pentru a reseta alte elemente dorite.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press the  (display/information) button several times until  is displayed.
3. Press the ENTER button to go to the service reminder information screen. The 

maintenance item(s) appears on the driver information interface.

The system message indicator ( ) comes on along with the service reminder 
Information.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Displaying the Service Reminder Information 1Displaying the Service Reminder Information

Based on engine operating conditions and engine oil 
conditions, the system calculates the remaining days 
before the next service is to be performed.

Remaining Days

Day Icon

ENTER Button

Maintenance 
Item Code(s)

 (display/information) Button
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610
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1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press the  (display/information) button several times until  is displayed.
3. Press the ENTER button to go to the service reminder information screen. The 

maintenance item(s) appears on the driver information interface.

The system message indicator ( ) comes on along with the service reminder 
Information.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Displaying the Service Reminder Information 1Displaying the Service Reminder Information

Based on engine operating conditions and engine oil 
conditions, the system calculates the remaining days 
before the next service is to be performed.

Remaining Days

Day Icon

ENTER Button

Maintenance 
Item Code(s)

 (display/information) Button32TGG601 inset Sig 307 Front 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 307 Front 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 307 Front 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 307 Front 03_02_2017
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Reset the service reminder information display if you have performed the 
maintenance service.

1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press the  (display/information) button repeatedly until the  appears.
3. Press the ENTER button.
4. Press and hold the ENTER button for about 10 seconds to enter the reset mode.
5. Press /  button to select a maintenance item to reset, or to select All Due 

Items (You can also select Cancel to end the process).
6. Press the ENTER button to reset the selected item.
7. Repeat from step 4 for other items you wish to reset.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Resetting the Display 1Resetting the Display

NOTICE
Failure to reset the service reminder information after 
a maintenance service results in the system showing 
incorrect maintenance intervals, which can lead to 
serious mechanical problems.

The dealer will reset the service reminder information 
display after completing the required maintenance 
service. If someone other than a dealer performs 
maintenance service, reset the service reminder 
information display yourself.

You can reset also the oil monitor system information 
display using the audio/information screen.

2 Customized Features P. 357

Models with Display Audio

 (display/information) Button

ENTER Button

/  Button3 4

3 4

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.

Neresetarea informaţiilor pentru service după o 
intervenţie de service va conduce la afişarea de către 
sistem a unor intervale de service incorecte, ceea ce 
poate conduce la grave probleme mecanice.

După efectuarea operaţiunilor de service necesare, 
personalul tehnic de la reprezentanţă va reseta afişajul. 
Dacă operaţiunea de service este efectuată în altă parte 
decât la reprezentanţă, resetaţi personal informaţiile 
pentru service. 

Puteţi reseta, de asemenea, informaţiile despre sistem şi 
folosind dotările personalizate de pe driver information 
interface.
 Dotări personalizate P. 161 

Puteţi reseta, de asemenea, informaţiile despre sistem 
şi folosind dotările personalizate de pe ecranul audio/
informaţii.
 Dotări personalizate P. 359

Modele cu sistem audio color

Modele cu Display Audio

NOTĂ
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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Oil Monitor System*

If the remaining distance to the next engine oil maintenance period is less than 
3,000 km, you will see the maintenance required indicator every time you turn the 
ignition switch to ON (w*1. The indicator notify you when to change the engine oil, 
or when to bring your vehicle to a dealer for indicated maintenance services.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button 
instead of an ignition switch.

* Not available on all models
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Sistemul de monitorizare a uleiului*

Dacă distanţa rămasă până la următoarea perioadă de schimbare a uleiului 
de motor este mai mică de 3.000 km, veţi vedea indicatorul sistemului de 
monitorizare a uleiului de fiecare dată când rotiţi contactul în poziţia ON      *1. 
Indicatorul vă avertizează când să schimbaţi uleiul de motor sau când să aduceţi 
autovehiculul la reprezentanţă pentru serviciile de întreţinere indicate.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Displaying the Oil Monitor System Information
Certain maintenance items due soon, along with the estimated remaining oil life, 
appear on the driver information interface.
You can view them on the oil monitor system information screen at any time.

1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press the  (display/information) button several times until  is displayed.
3. Press ENTER button to go to the oil monitor system information screen. The 

maintenance service item and the remaining distance appears on the driver 
information interface along with maintenance items due soon.

The system message indicator ( ) stays on in the instrument panel after the 
maintenance period reached. Have the indicated maintenance done by a dealer 
immediately.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Displaying the Oil Monitor System Information

Based on the engine operating and engine oil 
conditions, the remaining distance to the next 
maintenance period is calculated and displayed.

By driving conditions, actual travel distance might be 
shorter than the displayed distance.

The type and content of the maintenance service 
items are as follows:
A. Replace engine oil
B. Replace engine oil and oil filter

Independent of the oil monitor system information, 
perform maintenance after 1 year has elapsed since 
the last oil change.

ENTER Button 
 (Display/

Information) 
Button

Remaining distance to 
the next engine oil 
maintenance period

Maintenance 
Service Item
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▶▶ Sistemul de monitoarizare a uleiului* ▶ Afişarea informaţiilor sistemului de monitoarizare a uleiului

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.

Afişarea informaţiilor sistemului de monitorizare a uleiului

Anumite elemente de întreţinere cum ar fi cu durata reziduală estimată a 
uleiului, apar pe driver information interface. Puteţi să le vizualizaţi oricând pe 
ecranul informaţiilor sistemului de monitorizare a uleiului.

Butonul ENTER Element pentru 
întreţinere

Distanţa rămasă  
până la schimbarea 
următoare a uleiului

Butonul
display/informaţii

Rotiţi contactul de pornire în poziţia ON     *1.
Apăsaţi butonul            (display/informaţii) de câteva ori până se afişează       .
Apăsaţi butonul ENTER pentru a intra în ecranul informaţiilor sistemului de 
monitorizare a uleiului. Elementul pentru întreţinere şi distanţa rămasă apar pe 
driver information interface împreună cu elementele ce urmează a fi schimbate 
la următoarea întreţinere.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press the  (display/information) button several times until  is displayed.
3. Press the ENTER button to go to the service reminder information screen. The 

maintenance item(s) appears on the driver information interface.

The system message indicator ( ) comes on along with the service reminder 
Information.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Displaying the Service Reminder Information 1Displaying the Service Reminder Information

Based on engine operating conditions and engine oil 
conditions, the system calculates the remaining days 
before the next service is to be performed.

Remaining Days

Day Icon

ENTER Button

Maintenance 
Item Code(s)

 (display/information) Button
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1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press the  (display/information) button several times until  is displayed.
3. Press the ENTER button to go to the service reminder information screen. The 

maintenance item(s) appears on the driver information interface.

The system message indicator ( ) comes on along with the service reminder 
Information.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Displaying the Service Reminder Information 1Displaying the Service Reminder Information

Based on engine operating conditions and engine oil 
conditions, the system calculates the remaining days 
before the next service is to be performed.

Remaining Days

Day Icon

ENTER Button

Maintenance 
Item Code(s)

 (display/information) Button

Indicatorul pentru mesaje de sistem         rămâne aprins pe tabloul de bord după 
ce a fost atinsă perioada limită pentru întreţinere. Efectuaţi repede întreţinerea 
indicată la reprezentanţă.
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1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press the  (display/information) button several times until  is displayed.
3. Press the ENTER button to go to the service reminder information screen. The 

maintenance item(s) appears on the driver information interface.

The system message indicator ( ) comes on along with the service reminder 
Information.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Displaying the Service Reminder Information 1Displaying the Service Reminder Information

Based on engine operating conditions and engine oil 
conditions, the system calculates the remaining days 
before the next service is to be performed.

Remaining Days

Day Icon

ENTER Button

Maintenance 
Item Code(s)

 (display/information) Button

Afişarea informaţiilor sistemului de monitorizare a uleiului

În funcţie de condiţiile de funcţionare a motorului și a 
uleiului de motor, se calculează și se afișează distanţa 
rămasă până la următoarea perioadă de întreţinere.

În funcţie de condiţiie de condus, distanţa efectivă 
poate fi mai mică decât distanţa afișată.

Tipul și conţinutul elementelor din serviciul de 
întreţinere sunt, după cum urmează:
A. Înlocuiţi uleiul de motor
B. Înlocuiţi uleiul de motor și filtrul de ulei

Independent de informaţiile sistemului de monitorizare 
a uleiului, efectuaţi întreţinerea după 1 an de la ultima 
schimbare a uleiului.

Continuare
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■Oil Monitor System Information on the Driver Information Interface

Warning Icon (Amber) Oil Life Display Explanation Information

NORMAL

—

When you select the oil monitor 
system information screen, it displays 
codes for maintenance items due at 
the next engine oil change, along 
with the percentage of engine oil life 
remaining.

—

SERVICE DUE SOON The engine oil life indicator starts to 
appear along with other due soon 
maintenance service item when the 
remaining distance to the next 
maintenance period is less than 
3,000 km.

The engine oil is approaching the 
end of its service life.

SERVICE DUE NOW The maintenance service item which 
distance to the next maintenance 
period is less than 1,000 km appears.

The engine oil has almost reached 
the end of its service life, and the 
maintenance service item should 
be inspected and serviced as soon 
as possible.

SERVICE OVER DUE The remaining engine oil life has 
passed its service life.

The engine oil life has passed. The 
maintenance service item must be 
inspected and serviced 
immediately.
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▶▶ Sistemul de monitoarizare a uleiului* ▶ Afişarea informaţiilor sistemului de monitoarizare a uleiului

Informaţiile sistemului de monitorizare a uleiului pe driver information interface

Pictogramă de avertizare 
(portocaliu)

Afişarea duratei  
reziduale a uleiului Explicaţie Informaţii

(service necesar în curând)

(service necesar acum)

(momentul service a fost depăşit)

Când selectaţi ecranul cu informaţii 
despre sistemul de monitorizare a 
uleiului, acesta afișează codurile pentru 
elementele ce urmează a fi întreţinere 
la următoarea schimbare a uleiului de 
motor, împreună cu procentajul de viaţă 
al uleiului de motor rămas.

Indicatorul de viaţă a uleiului de motor 
începe să apară alături de alte elemente 
ce urmează a fi shimbate când distanţa 
rămasă până la următoarea perioadă de 
întreţinere este mai mică de 3.000 km 
(1.870 mile).

Se afișează elementul serviciului de 
întreţinere a cărui distanţă până la 
următoarea perioadă de întreţinere este 
mai mică de 1000 km (630 mile).

Durata limită de viaţă rămasă a uleiului de 
motor a trecut.

Se apropie durata limită de viaţă a 
uleiului de motor.

Uleiul de motor aproape a ajuns la 
sfârșitul duratei sale de viaţă, iar 
elementul pentru întreţinere service 
trebuie verificat și schimbat cât mai 
curând posibil.

Durata limită de viaţă a uleiului de 
motor a trecut. Elementul pentru 
întreţinere service trebuie verificat și 
schimbat imediat.
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Reset the engine oil monitor system information if you have performed the 
maintenance service.

1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press the  (display/information) button repeatedly until the  appears.
3. Press the ENTER button.
4. Press and hold the ENTER button for about 10 seconds to enter the reset mode.
5. Press  /  button to select Reset.
6. Press the ENTER button to reset the selected item.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Resetting the Display 1Resetting the Display

NOTICE
Failure to reset the engine oil life after a maintenance 
service results in the system showing incorrect 
maintenance intervals, which can lead to serious 
mechanical problems.

The dealer will reset the engine oil life display after 
completing the required maintenance service. If 
someone other than a dealer performs maintenance 
service, reset the engine oil life display yourself.

You can also reset the oil monitor system information 
display using the customized features on the driver 
information interface.

2 Customized Features P. 161

You can reset the oil monitor system information 
display using the audio/information screen.

2 Customized Features P. 359

Models with colour audio system

Models with Display Audio

/  Button 

 (Display/Information) Button

ENTER Button 
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▶▶ Sistemul de monitoarizare a uleiului* ▶ Afişarea informaţiilor sistemului de monitoarizare a uleiului

Resetarea afişajului
Resetaţi informaţiile sistemului de monitorizare a uleiului dacă aţi efectuat 
întreţinerea service.

Butonul ENTER

Butonul display/informaţii

Buton

Rotiţi contactul de pornire în poziţia ON     *1.
Apăsaţi butonul           (display/informaţii) de câteva ori până se afişează       .
Apăsaţi butonul ENTER.
Apăsaţi şi menţineţi butonul ENTER 10 secunde pentru a intra în modul reset.
Apăsaţi             pentru a selecta Reset.
Apăsaţi butonul ENTER pentru a reseta elementul selectat.
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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uuService Reminder System*u

610

M
aintenance

1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press the  (display/information) button several times until  is displayed.
3. Press the ENTER button to go to the service reminder information screen. The 

maintenance item(s) appears on the driver information interface.

The system message indicator ( ) comes on along with the service reminder 
Information.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Displaying the Service Reminder Information 1Displaying the Service Reminder Information

Based on engine operating conditions and engine oil 
conditions, the system calculates the remaining days 
before the next service is to be performed.

Remaining Days

Day Icon

ENTER Button

Maintenance 
Item Code(s)

 (display/information) Button
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uuService Reminder System*u

610

M
aintenance

1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press the  (display/information) button several times until  is displayed.
3. Press the ENTER button to go to the service reminder information screen. The 

maintenance item(s) appears on the driver information interface.

The system message indicator ( ) comes on along with the service reminder 
Information.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■Displaying the Service Reminder Information 1Displaying the Service Reminder Information

Based on engine operating conditions and engine oil 
conditions, the system calculates the remaining days 
before the next service is to be performed.

Remaining Days

Day Icon

ENTER Button

Maintenance 
Item Code(s)

 (display/information) Button32TGG601 inset Sig 307 Front 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 307 Front 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 307 Front 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 307 Front 03_02_2017
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uuService Reminder System*u

M
aintenance

Reset the service reminder information display if you have performed the 
maintenance service.

1. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1.
2. Press the  (display/information) button repeatedly until the  appears.
3. Press the ENTER button.
4. Press and hold the ENTER button for about 10 seconds to enter the reset mode.
5. Press /  button to select a maintenance item to reset, or to select All Due 

Items (You can also select Cancel to end the process).
6. Press the ENTER button to reset the selected item.
7. Repeat from step 4 for other items you wish to reset.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Resetting the Display 1Resetting the Display

NOTICE
Failure to reset the service reminder information after 
a maintenance service results in the system showing 
incorrect maintenance intervals, which can lead to 
serious mechanical problems.

The dealer will reset the service reminder information 
display after completing the required maintenance 
service. If someone other than a dealer performs 
maintenance service, reset the service reminder 
information display yourself.

You can reset also the oil monitor system information 
display using the audio/information screen.

2 Customized Features P. 357

Models with Display Audio

 (display/information) Button

ENTER Button

/  Button3 4

3 4

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.

Resetarea afişajului

Neresetarea informaţiilor pentru service după o 
intervenţie de service va conduce la afişarea de către 
sistem a unor intervale de service incorecte, ceea ce 
poate conduce la grave probleme mecanice.

După efectuarea operaţiunilor de service necesare, 
personalul tehnic de la reprezentanţă va reseta afişajul. 
Dacă operaţiunea de service este efectuată în altă parte 
decât la reprezentanţă, resetaţi personal informaţiile 
pentru service. 

Puteţi reseta, de asemenea, informaţiile despre sistem şi 
folosind dotările personalizate de pe driver information 
interface.
 Dotări personalizate P. 161 

Puteţi reseta, de asemenea, informaţiile despre sistem 
şi folosind dotările personalizate de pe ecranul audio/
informaţii.
 Dotări personalizate P. 359

Modele cu sistem audio color

Modele cu Display Audio

NOTĂ
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Instrum
ent Panel

Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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Instrum
ent Panel

Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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Maintenance Schedule

If your vehicle comes with the service book, the maintenance schedule for your vehicle is available in the book. For vehicles without the 
service book, refer to the following maintenance schedule.

The maintenance schedule outlines the minimum required maintenance that you should perform to ensure the troublefree operation of 
your vehicle. Due to regional and climatic differences, some additional servicing may be required. Please consult your warranty booklet for 
a more detailed description.

Maintenance work should be performed by properly trained and equipped technicians. Your authorised dealer meets all of these requirements.
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Planul de întreţinere

Dacă pentru autovehiculul dumneavoastră este furnizat un carnet de service, planul de întreţinere este conţinut în acesta. În cazul 
autovehiculelor fără carnet de service, consultaţi următorul plan de întreţinere.

Planul de întreţinere specifică operaţiunile minime de întreţinere pe care trebuie să le efectuaţi pentru a asigura funcţionarea fără 
probleme a autovehiculului. Datorită diferenţelor regionale şi climatice, este posibil să fie necesare unele operaţiuni suplimentare. 
Consultaţi carnetul de garanţie pentru o descriere mai detaliată.

Lucrările de întreţinere trebuie să fie efectuate de tehnicieni corespunzător pregătiţi şi echipaţi. Reprezentanţa dumneavoastră 
autorizată întruneşte toate aceste condiţii.
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*1:Only severe schedule is required in some countries: refer to local warranty booklet.
*2:Sensory Method 

Adjust the valves during service 120,000 km if they are noisy.
*3:Refer to page 633 for replacement information under severe driving conditions.

Service at the indicated distance or time - 
whichever comes first.

km X 1,000 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
months 12 24 36 48 60 72 84 96 108 120

Replace engine oil*1 Normal Every 10,000 km or 1 year
Severe Every 5,000 km or 6 months

Replace engine oil filter*1 Normal Every 20,000 km or 2 years
Severe Every 10,000 km or 1 year

Replace air cleaner element Every 30,000 km
Inspect valve clearance*2 Every 120,000 km
Replace fuel filter*3 • •
Replace spark plugs Every 100,000 km
Inspect drive belts • • • • •
Inspect idle speed •
Replace engine coolant At 200,000 km or 10 years, thereafter every 100,000 km or 5 

years
Replace transmission fluid MT Normal •

Severe • • •
CVT • • • • •

Inspect front and rear brakes Every 10,000 km or 6 months
Replace brake fluid Every 3 years
Replace dust and pollen filter (If equipped) • • • • • • • • • •
Rotate tyres (Check tyre inflation and condition at least once per month) Every 10,000 km

GCC country models
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▶▶ Planul de întreţinere ▶

Modele pentru ţările GCC

Service la distanţa sau perioada
indicată - care intervine mai repede. luni

km x 1.000

Înlocuire ulei motor*1

Înlocuire filtru ulei motor*1

Verificare supape*2

Înlocuire element purificare aer*1

Înlocuire bujii

Verificare ralanti

Înlocuire lichid transmisie

Înlocuire filtru ulei*3

Verificare curea de transmisie

Înlocuire lichid răcire motor

Verificare frâne faţă şi spate

Înlocuire filtru praf şi polen (dacă există)
Înlocuire lichid frână

Rotaţie pneuri (se verifică presiunea şi starea pneurilor o dată pe lună)

Normal

Normal

Normal

Sever

Sever

Sever

La fiecare 10.000 km sau 1 anLa fiecare 10.000 km sau 1 an

La fiecare 30.000 km
La fiecare 120.000 km

La fiecare 100.000 km

La fiecare 20.000 km sau 2 ani
La fiecare 10.000 km sau 1 an

La fiecare 5.000 km sau 6 luni

La fiecare 10.000 km sau 6 luni

La 200.000 km sau 10 ani, apoi la fiecare 100.000 km sau 5 ani

La fiecare 3 ani

La fiecare 10.000 km

*1: În unele ţări este necesar doar regimul sever: consultaţi carnetul de garanţie local.
*2:  Metoda senzorială 

Reglaţi supapele în timpul întreţinerii de 120.000 km dacă acestea sunt zgomotoase.
*3: Consultaţi pagina 633 pentru datele despre înlocuirea în regim de conducere sever.

Continuare
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Service at the indicated distance or time - 
whichever comes first.

km X 1,000 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
months 12 24 36 48 60 72 84 96 108 120
Visually inspect the following items:

Tie rod ends, steering gear box, and boots

Every 10,000 km or 6 months
Suspension components
Driveshaft boots
Battery electrolyte level
Brake hoses and lines (including ABS)

• • • • • • • • • •
All fluid levels and condition of fluid
Exhaust system
Fuel lines and connections
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▶▶ Planul de întreţinere ▶

Service la distanţa sau perioada
indicată - care intervine mai repede. luni

km x 1.000

Capete bară direcţie, casetă direcţie şi manşoane
Componente suspensie
Manşoane coloană de direcţie
Nivel electrolitic al bateriei

Furtunuri şi conducte sistem frânare (inclusiv ABS)
Nivelul şi starea tuturor lichidelor
Sistemul de eşapament
Conductele şi racordurile de combustibil

Verificarea vizuală a următoarelor elemente:

La fiecare 10.000 km sau 6 luni
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ce*1:Only severe schedule is required in some countries: refer to local warranty booklet.
*2:Sensory Method

Adjust the valves during service 120,000 km if they are noisy.
*3:Refer to page 633 for replacement information under severe driving conditions.

Service at the indicated distance or 
time - whichever comes first.

km X 1,000 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
months 12 24 36 48 60 72 84 96 108 120

Replace engine oil*1 Non Turbo Normal Every 10,000 km or 1 year
Severe Every 5,000 km or 6 months

Turbo When indicator comes on or 1 year
Replace engine oil filter*1 Non Turbo Normal Every 20,000 km or 2 years

Severe Every 10,000 km or 1 year
Turbo When indicator comes on or 2 years

Replace air cleaner element Every 30,000 km
Inspect valve clearance*2 Every 120,000 km
Replace fuel filter*3 • •
Replace spark plugs Iridium Every 100,000 km
Inspect drive belts • • • • •
Inspect idle speed •
Replace engine coolant At 200,000 km or 10 years, thereafter every 100,000 km or 5 

years
Replace transmission fluid MT Normal •

Severe • • •
CVT • • • • •

Except European and GCC country models
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▶▶ Planul de întreţinere ▶

Exceptând modelele europene şi cele pentru ţările GCC

Service la distanţa sau perioada
indicată - care intervine mai repede. luni

km x 1.000

Înlocuire ulei motor*1

Înlocuire filtru ulei motor*1

Verificare supape*2

Înlocuire element purificare aer

Înlocuire bujii

Verificare ralanti

Înlocuire filtru ulei*3

Verificare curea de transmisie

Înlocuire lichid transmisie

Înlocuire lichid răcire motor

Normal

Normal

Normal

Sever

Sever

Sever

Iridiu

La fiecare 10.000 km sau 1 an

La fiecare 30.000 km
La fiecare 120.000 km

La fiecare 100.000 km

La fiecare 20.000 km sau 2 ani
La fiecare 10.000 km sau 1 an

La fiecare 5.000 km sau 6 luni
Când se apinde indicatorul sau la 1 an

Când se apinde indicatorul sau la 2 ani

La 200.000 km sau 10 ani, apoi la fiecare 100.000 km sau 5 ani

*1: În unele ţări este necesar doar regimul sever: consultaţi carnetul de garanţie local.
*2:  Metoda senzorială 

Reglaţi supapele în timpul întreţinerii de 120.000 km dacă acestea sunt zgomotoase.
*3: Consultaţi pagina 633 pentru datele despre înlocuirea în regim de conducere sever.

Continuare
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Service at the indicated distance or time - 
whichever comes first.

km X 1,000 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
months 12 24 36 48 60 72 84 96 108 120

Inspect front and rear brakes Every 10,000 km or 6 months
Replace brake fluid Every 3 years
Replace dust and pollen filter (If equipped) • • • • • • • • • •
Check expiry date for tyre repair kit bottle (If equipped) • • • • • • • • • •
Rotate tyres (Check tyre inflation and condition at least once per month) Every 10,000 km

Visually inspect the following items:
Tie rod ends, steering gear box, and boots

Every 10,000 km or 6 monthsSuspension components
Driveshaft boots
Brake hoses and lines (including ABS)

• • • • • • • • • •
All fluid levels and condition of fluid
Exhaust system
Fuel lines and connections
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▶▶ Planul de întreţinere ▶

Service la distanţa sau perioada
indicată - care intervine mai repede. luni

km x 1.000

Verificare frâne faţă şi spate

Înlocuire filtru praf şi polen (dacă există)
Înlocuire lichid frână

Rotaţie pneuri (se verifică presiunea şi starea pneurilor o dată pe lună)
Verificare dată expirare sticlă din kitul de reparare roată (dacă există)

Capete bară direcţie, casetă direcţie şi manşoane
Componente suspensie
Manşoane coloană de direcţie

Furtunuri şi conducte sistem frânare (inclusiv ABS)
Nivelul şi starea tuturor lichidelor
Sistemul de eşapament
Conductele şi racordurile de combustibil

Verificarea vizuală a următoarelor elemente:

La fiecare 10.000 km sau 6 luni
La fiecare 3 ani

La fiecare 10.000 km

La fiecare 10.000 km sau 6 luni
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If you drive your vehicle under severe conditions, you must have the following items 
served to the maintenance schedule indicated as Severe.

Items Condition
Engine oil and filter A, B, C, D and E
Transmission fluid B, D

1Maintenance Schedule

The condition is considered as severe when you drive:
A. less than 8 km, or less than 16 km in freezing 
temperatures per trip.
B. In extremely hot temperature above 35°C.
C. With extensive idling or long periods of stop-and-
go.
D. With a trailer towing*, or loaded roof rack, or in 
mountains.
E. On muddy, dusty or de-iced roads.

Except European models

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Planul de întreţinere ▶

Exceptând modelele europene
Dacă exploataţi automobilul în condiţii severe, următoarele elemente vor fi 
verificate şi înlocuite conform planului indicat la rubrica „Sever”.

Articol Situaţia
Ulei motor şi filtru ulei A, B, C, D şi E

B, DLichid transmisie

Planul de întreţinere

Condiţiile sunt considerate severe în următoarele cazuri:
A: Deplasări mai scurte de 8 km sau la temperaturi sub 
limita de îngheţ pe distanţe mai mici de 16 km.
B: Exploatarea la temperaturi deosebit de ridicate,
de peste 35ºC.
C: Rulare timp îndelungat la ralanti sau perioade lungi 
de deplasare cu opriri şi porniri frecvente.
D: Tractare remorci*, rulare cu portbagajul de pe 
acoperiş încărcat sau deplasare în zone montane.
E: Rulare pe drumuri cu noroi, praf sau polei.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Maintenance Record
Have your servicing dealer record all required maintenance below. Keep receipts for all work done on your vehicle.

Km or Month Date Sign or Stamp

20,000 km (or 12 Mo.)

40,000 km (or 24 Mo.)

60,000 km (or 36 Mo.)

80,000 km (or 48 Mo.)

100,000 km (or 60 Mo.)

120,000 km (or 72 Mo.)

140,000 km (or 84 Mo.)

160,000 km (or 96 Mo.)

180,000 km (or 108 Mo.)

200,000 km (or 120 Mo.)

Except European models
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▶▶ Planul de întreţinere ▶

Evidenţa operaţiunilor de întreţinere
Solicitaţi mecanicului să înscrie toate operaţiunile de întreţinere efectuate în tabelul de mai jos. Păstraţi chitanţele pentru toate lucrările

 efectuate la autovehicul.Exceptând modelele europene

km sau luni Data Semnătura sau ştampila
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Maintenance Under the Bonnet

Maintenance Items Under the Bonnet
1.5 L engine models

Brake Fluid 
(Black Cap)

Engine Coolant 
Reserve Tank

Washer Fluid (Blue Cap)

Engine Oil Dipstick 
(Orange)

Engine Oil Fill Cap

Battery

Reserve Tank Cap
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Intervenţii de întreţinere compartiment motor

Elemente de întreţinere compartiment motor

Modele cu motor de 1.5 l

Lichid spălare (buşon albastru)

Rezervor lichid 
de răcire

Capac rezervor lichid
Buşon ulei motor

Jojă ulei motor 
(portocaliu)

Baterie

Lichid de frână 
(buşon negru)

Continuare
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1.6 L engine models

Engine Oil Dipstick 
(Orange)

Engine Coolant 
Reserve Tank

Washer Fluid 
(Blue Cap)

Brake Fluid 
(Black Cap)

Engine Oil Fill Cap

Battery

Reserve Tank Cap
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▶▶ Intervenţii de întreţinere compartiment motor ▶ Elemente de întreţinere compartiment motor

Modele cu motor de 1.6 l

Lichid spălare 
(buşon albastru)

Rezervor lichid 
de răcire

Capac rezervor lichid

Buşon ulei motor
Jojă ulei motor 
(portocaliu)

Baterie

Lichid de frână 
(buşon negru)
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Opening the Bonnet
1. Park the vehicle on a level surface, and set 

the parking brake.
2. Pull the bonnet release handle under the 

driver’s side lower outside corner of the 
dashboard.
u The bonnet will pop up slightly.

3. Pull up the bonnet latch lever (located 
under the front edge of the bonnet to the 
centre) and raise the bonnet. Once you 
have raised the bonnet slightly, you can 
release the lever. 

4. Remove the support rod from the clamp 
using the grip. Mount the support rod in 
the bonnet.

When closing, remove the support rod, and 
stow it in the clamp, then gently lower the 
bonnet. Remove your hand at a height of 
approximately 30 cm and let the bonnet close.

1Opening the Bonnet

NOTICE
Do not open the bonnet when the wiper arms are 
raised.
The bonnet will strike the wipers, and may damage 
either the bonnet or the wipers.

When closing the bonnet, check that the bonnet is 
securely latched.

If the bonnet latch lever moves stiffly, or if you can 
open the bonnet without lifting the lever, the latch 
mechanism should be cleaned and lubricated.

3WARNING
The bonnet support rod can become 
very hot due to heat from the engine.

To ensure against possible burns, do not 
handle the metal section of the rod:
Use the foam grip instead.

Bonnet Release Handle

Pull

Lever

Support Rod Grip

Clamp
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Deschiderea capotei

Maneta de deschidere a capotei

Trageţi

Maneta

Suport

Tijă de susţinere Mâner

Parcaţi autovehiculul pe o suprafaţă 
dreaptă şi trageţi frâna de parcare.
Trageţi maneta de deschidere a capotei 
de lângă şofer spre exteriorul colţului 
inferior al bordului.

Capota se va ridica puţin.

Trageţi maneta de blocare (de sub 
marginea centrală a capotei) şi ridicaţi 
capota. După ce aţi ridicat puţin capota, 
puteţi elibera maneta.

Scoateţi tija de susţinere din suport prin 
tragerea mânerului. Introduceţi tija de
susţinere în capotă.

Pentru închidere, scoateţi tija de susţinere şi 
fixaţi-o de suport, apoi coborâţi uşor capota. 
Scoateţi mâna la o înălţime de aprox. 30 cm 
şi lăsaţi capota să se închidă.

Deschiderea capotei

Tija de susţinere pentru capotă se poate 
încălzi foarte tare din cauza căldurii emanate 
de motor.

Pentru a vă proteja de eventualele arsuri, nu 
apucaţi de secţiunea metalică a tijei: Utilizaţi 
în schimb partea de mâner cu spumă.

AVERTIZARE

Nu deschideţi capota când braţele ştergătoarelor 
sunt ridicate. Capota va lovi ştergătoarele, iar 
ambele se pot deteriora. 

Când închideţi capota, verificaţi dacă este bine 
închisă. 

În cazul în care mânerul manetei se mişcă greu 
sau puteţi deschide capota fără a trage în sus de 
mâner, mecanismul trebuie curăţat şi uns. 

NOTĂ

Continuare
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1Opening the Bonnet

Do not open the bonnet while the Auto Idle Stop 
function is activated.

• Grab the foam.
• The support rod gets very hot.
• Refer to the owner's manual.

Models with Auto Idle Stop

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
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Deschiderea capotei

Modele cu oprire automată a motorului

Modele pentru Israel, Turcia, exceptând Orientul Mijlociu

Nu deschideţi capota în timp ce funcţia de oprire 
automată a motorului este activă.

• Apucaţi de zona cu spumă.
• Tija de susţinere devine foarte fierbinte.
• Consultaţi manualul de utilizare.
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Recommended Engine Oil
Oil is a major contributor to your engine's performance and longevity. If you drive 
the vehicle with insufficient or deteriorated oil, the engine may fail or be damaged.

Use a Genuine Honda Motor oil or another 
commercial engine oil of suitable viscosity for 
the ambient temperature as shown.

If 0W-20 is not available, use 5W-30 or 0W-30.

● Genuine Honda Motor Oil
● ACEA A3/B3
● ACEA A5/B5

1Recommended Engine Oil

Engine Oil Additives
Your vehicle does not require oil additives. In fact, 
they may adversely affect the engine performance 
and durability.

ACEA viscosity oil is available for European models 
only.

1.6 L engine models with service reminder system

Ambient Temperature
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Uleiul de motor recomandat
Uleiul este un element de importanţă majoră pentru asigurarea performanţelor şi 
longevităţii motorului. Atunci când conduceţi autovehiculul cu ulei insuficient sau 
uzat, motorul se poate gripa sau avaria.
Modele cu motor de 1.6 l şi sistem de informaţii pentru service

Ulei de motor original Honda

Folosiţi ulei de motor original Honda sau 
un ulei comercial cu o vâscozitate adecvată 
temperaturii mediului ambiant, conform
figurii.

Dacă nu este disponibil 0W-20, folosiţi 5W-30 
sau 0W-30.

Temperatura mediului ambiant

Uleiul de motor recomandat

Aditivi pentru ulei de motor
Autovehiculul dumneavoastră nu necesită aditivi pentru 
ulei. De fapt, aceştia pot afecta negativ performanţa şi 
durabilitatea motorului.

Uleiul cu gradul de vâscozitate ACEA este disponibil 
exclusiv pentru modelele europene.

Continuare
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Use a Genuine Honda Motor oil or another 
commercial engine oil of suitable viscosity for 
the ambient temperature as shown. 

If 0W-30 is not available, use 5W-30.

● Genuine Honda Motor Oil
● ACEA A1/B1
● ACEA A3/B3
● ACEA A5/B5

Macedonian, Montenegrin, and Serbian models with 1.6 L engine

Ambient Temperature
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Modele cu motor de 1.6 l pentru Macedonia, Muntenegru şi Serbia

Ulei de motor original Honda

Folosiţi ulei de motor original Honda sau 
un ulei comercial cu o vâscozitate adecvată 
temperaturii mediului ambiant, conform
figurii.

Dacă nu este disponibil 0W-30, folosiţi 5W-30.

Temperatura mediului ambiant
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Use a Genuine Honda Motor oil or another 
commercial engine oil of suitable viscosity for 
the ambient temperature as shown.

0W-20 oil is formulated to improve fuel 
economy.

If Honda Engine Oil Type 2.0 is not available, use 
0W-30 or 5W-30.

Use a Genuine Honda Motor oil or another 
commercial engine oil of suitable viscosity for 
the ambient temperature as shown. 

0W-20 oil is formulated to improve fuel 
economy.

● Genuine Honda Motor Oil*1

● ACEA A3/B3
● ACEA A5/B5
*1:If you use 0W-20, you should use “Honda Engine Oil Type 2.0”.

European models with 1.5 L engine

Ambient Temperature

● Genuine Honda Motor Oil
● API service SM or higher grade fuel-efficient oil

Except European models

Ambient Temperature
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Modele europene cu motor de 1.5 l

Cu excepţia modelelor europene

Ulei de motor original Honda*1

Ulei de motor original Honda

*1: Dacă utilizaţi 0W-20, ar trebui să utilizaţi “Honda Engine Oil Type 2.0”.

Temperatura mediului ambiant

Temperatura mediului ambiant

Folosiţi ulei de motor original Honda sau 
un ulei comercial cu o vâscozitate adecvată 
temperaturii mediului ambiant, conform
figurii.

Uleiul 0W-20 are o formulă care 
îmbunătăţeşte economia de carburant.

Dacă nu este disponibil “Honda Engine Oil 
Type 2.0“, folosiţi 0W-30 sau 5W-30.

Folosiţi ulei de motor original Honda sau 
un ulei comercial cu o vâscozitate adecvată 
temperaturii mediului ambiant, conform
figurii.

Uleiul 0W-20 are o formulă care 
îmbunătăţeşte economia de carburant.

Ulei API service SM sau alt ulei de grad superior
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Oil Check
We recommend that you check the engine oil level every time you refuel.
Park the vehicle on level ground.
Wait approximately three minutes after turning the engine off before you check the 
oil.

1. Remove the dipstick (orange).
2. Wipe the dipstick with a clean cloth or 

paper towel.
3. Insert the dipstick back all the way into its 

hole.

1Oil Check

If the oil level is near or below the lower mark, slowly 
add oil, being careful not to overfill.

The amount of oil consumed depends on how the 
vehicle is driven and the climatic and road conditions 
encountered. The rate of oil consumption can be up 
to 1 litre per 1,000 km.
Consumption is likely to be higher when the engine is 
new.

1.5 L engine models

1.6 L engine models
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Verificarea nivelului uleiului
Vă recomandăm să verificaţi nivelul uleiului de fiecare dată când realimentaţi.
Parcaţi autovehiculul pe o suprafaţă plană. 
Opriţi motorul şi aşteptaţi timp de 3 minute înainte de a verifica nivelul uleiului.

Modele cu motor de 1.5 lModele cu motor de 1.5 l

Modele cu motor de 1.6 l

Scoateţi joja (portocaliu).
Ștergeţi joja cu o cârpă curată sau cu un 
prosop de hârtie.
Introduceţi joja până la capăt înapoi în 
gaură.

Verificarea nivelului uleiului

Dacă nivelul este aproape de semnul inferior sau sub 
acesta, adăugaţi încet ulei, având grijă să nu depăşiţi 
nivelul de preaplin.

Cantitatea de ulei consumat depinde de modul de 
exploatare a automobilului şi de condiţiile de drum 
şi climatice întâmpinate. Consumul de ulei poate fi 
de până la 1 litru la 1000 km. 
De regulă, consumul este mai mare când motorul 
este nou.
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4. Remove the dipstick again, and check the 
level. It should be between the upper and 
lower marks. Add oil if necessary.

Upper Mark

Lower Mark

1.5 L engine models

Upper Mark
Lower Mark

1.6 L engine models
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Modele cu motor de 1.5 l

Modele cu motor de 1.6 l

Semnul 
superior
Semnul 
inferior

Semnul superior
Semnul inferior

Scoateţi din nou joja de ulei și verificaţi 
nivelul. Ar trebui să fie între semnele 
superior și cel inferior. Adăugaţi ulei  
dacă este necesar.

Scoateţi din nou joja de ulei și verificaţi 
nivelul. Ar trebui să fie între semnele 
superior și cel inferior. Adăugaţi ulei  
dacă este necesar.
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Adding Engine Oil
1. Unscrew and remove the engine oil fill cap.
2. Add oil slowly.
3. Reinstall the engine oil fill cap, and tighten 

it securely.
4. Wait for three minutes and recheck the 

engine oil dipstick.

1Adding Engine Oil

NOTICE
Do not fill the engine oil above the upper mark. 
Overfilling the engine oil can result in leaks and 
engine damage.

If any oil spills, wipe it away immediately. Spilled oil 
may damage the engine compartment components.

1.5 L engine models

Engine Oil 
Fill Cap

Engine Oil 
Fill Cap

1.6 L engine models
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Adăugarea de ulei de motor

Adăugarea de ulei de motorModele cu motor de 1.5 l

Modele cu motor de 1.6 l

Buşonul pentru 
ulei de motor

Buşonul pentru 
ulei de motor

Deşurubaţi şi scoateţi buşonul uleiului de motor.

Puneţi la loc buşonul pentru uleiul de 
motor şi strângeţi-l bine.
Aşteptaţi 3 minute, apoi verificaţi nivelul  
uleiului cu joja.

Turnaţi încet ulei.

Nu umpleţi cu ulei peste semnul superior.  
Umplerea excesivă poate provoca scurgeri şi deteriora 
motorul.

Curăţaţi imediat orice urmă de ulei scurs. Uleiul scurs 
poate deteriora componentele din compartimentul 
motor.

NOTĂ
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Engine Coolant

This coolant is premixed with 50% antifreeze and 50% water. Do not add any 
straight antifreeze or water.

We recommend you check the engine coolant level every time you refuel. Check the 
reserve tank. Add the engine coolant accordingly.

1. Make sure the engine and radiator are cool.
2. Check the amount of coolant in the reserve 

tank.
u If the coolant level is below the MIN 

mark, add the specified coolant until it 
reaches the MAX mark.

3. Inspect the cooling system for leaks.

Specified coolant: Honda All Season Antifreeze/Coolant Type 2

■ Checking the Coolant

1Engine Coolant

If Honda antifreeze/coolant is not available, you may 
use another major brand of non-silicate coolant as a 
temporary replacement. Check that it is a high quality 
coolant recommended for aluminium engines. 
Continued use of any non-Honda coolant can result 
in corrosion, causing the cooling system to 
malfunction or fail. Have the cooling system flushed 
and refilled with Honda antifreeze/coolant as soon as 
possible.

Do not add rust inhibitors or other additives to your 
vehicle's cooling system. They may not be compatible 
with the coolant or with the engine components.

If temperatures consistently below -30°C are 
expected, the coolant mixture should be changed to 
a higher concentration. Consult your Honda dealer 
for details about a suitable coolant mixture.

3WARNING
Removing the reserve tank cap while the 
engine is hot can cause the coolant to spray 
out, seriously scalding you.

Always let the engine and radiator cool 
down before removing the reserve tank 
cap.

Reserve 
Tank Cap

MAX

MIN
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Lichidul de răcire a motorului

Lichid de răcire specificat: antigel/lichid de răcire Honda All Season tip 2

Acest lichid de răcire este un amestec de 50% antigel şi 50% apă. Nu adăugaţi 
niciodată antigel pur sau apă pură.

Vă recomandăm să verificaţi nivelul lichidului de răcire a motorului de fiecare 
dată când realimentaţi. Verificaţi mai întâi rezervorul. Adăugaţi lichidul de 
răcire necesar.

Verificarea lichidului de răcire

Verificaţi cantitatea de lichid de răcire  
din rezervor.

Asiguraţi-vă că motorul şi radiatorul sunt reci.

Verificaţi dacă sistemul de răcire prezintă 
scurgeri.

Dacă nivelul lichidului de răcire este sub
semnul MIN, adăugaţi lichid de răcire 
până când ajunge la semnul MAX.

Buşonul 
rezervorului

Lichidul de răcire a motorului

Dacă scoateţi buşonul rezervorului când
motorul este cald, lichidul de răcire poate
ţâşni, opărindu-vă grav.

Lăsaţi întotdeauna motorul şi radiatorul 
să se răcească înainte de a scoate buşonul 
rezervorului.

AVERTIZARE

Dacă antigelul/lichidul de răcire Honda nu este 
disponibil, puteţi utiliza temporar un alt lichid de 
răcire fără silicaţi produs de una din companiile mari 
din acest domeniu. Verificaţi dacă acest lichid are 
calitatea înaltă recomandată pentru motoarele din 
aluminiu. Utilizarea continuă a unui lichid de răcire 
non-Honda poate conduce la coroziune, provocând 
defectarea sau avarierea sistemului de răcire. Sistemul 
de răcire trebuie să fie purjat şi umplut cu antigel/
lichid de răcire Honda cât mai repede posibil.

Nu adăugaţi inhibitori de coroziune sau alţi aditivi 
în sistemul de răcire. Este posibil ca aceştia să nu fie 
compatibili cu lichidul de răcire sau cu componentele 
motorului. 

Dacă se așteaptă temperaturi de sub -30° C, 
amestecul de răcire trebuie schimbat cu unul la o 
concentraţie mai mare. Consultaţi reprezentanţa 
Honda pentru detalii despre un amestec adecvat de 
lichid de răcire. 

Continuare
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1. Make sure the engine and radiator are 
cool.

2. Turn the reserve tank cap 1/8 turn 
anticlockwise and relieve any pressure in 
the coolant system.

3. Push down and turn the reserve tank cap 
anticlockwise to remove it.

4. Pour coolant into the reserve tank until it 
reaches the MAX mark.

5. Put the reserve tank cap back on, and 
tighten it fully.

■Adding the Coolant 1Adding the Coolant

NOTICE
Pour the fluid slowly and carefully so you do not spill 
any. Clean up any spills immediately; they can 
damage components in the engine compartment.

Reserve Tank Cap
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Adăugarea lichidului de răcire

Buşonul rezervorului

Asiguraţi-vă că motorul şi radiatorul sunt
reci.
Slăbiţi buşonul rezervorului rotindu-l 1/8 în 
sens invers acelor de ceasornic pentru a elibera 
restul de presiune din sistemul de răcire.

Scoateţi buşonul rezervorului apăsându-l în jos 
şi rotindu-l în sens invers acelor de ceasornic.
Adăugaţi lichid de răcire în vasul de 
expansiune până la atingerea reperului MAX.
Puneţi buşonul vasului de expansiune la loc  
şi strângeţi-l până la capăt.

Adăugarea lichidului de răcire

Turnaţi lichidul încet şi cu grijă să nu vărsaţi. Îndepărtaţi 
imediat orice urmă de lichid scurs, întrucât ar putea 
deteriora componentele din compartimentul motor.

NOTĂ
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• Never open when hot.
• Hot coolant will scald you.
• Relief pressure valve begins to open at 

108kPa.

■ Engine Coolant Reserve Tank Cap*

Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

* Not available on all models
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Eticheta rezervorului lichidului de răcire*

Modele pentru Israel, Turcia, exceptând Orientul Mijlociu

Nu deschideţi niciodată când este fierbinte.
Lichidul de răcire fierbinte vă va arde.
Supapa de presiune începe să se deschidă la 
108 kPa.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Transmission Fluid

Have a dealer check the fluid level and replace if necessary.
Follow your vehicle’s maintenance service timing of when to change continuously 
variable transmission fluid.

2 Maintenance Schedule P. 610

Do not attempt to check or change the continuously variable transmission fluid 
yourself.

Have a dealer check the fluid level and replace if necessary.
Follow your vehicle’s maintenance service timing of when to change manual 
transmission fluid.

2 Maintenance Schedule P. 610

Do not attempt to check or change the manual transmission fluid yourself.

■ Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) Fluid

Specified fluid: Honda HCF-2 Transmission Fluid

■Manual Transmission Fluid

Specified fluid: Honda Manual Transmission Fluid (MTF)

1Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT) Fluid

NOTICE
Do not mix Honda HCF-2 transmission fluids.
Using a transmission fluid other than Honda HCF-2 
may adversely affect the operation and durability of 
your vehicle’s transmission, may even damage it.
Any damage caused by using a transmission fluid that 
is not equivalent to Honda HCF-2 is not covered by 
Honda’s new vehicle limited warranty.

1Manual Transmission Fluid

If Honda MTF is not available, you may use the API 
certificated SAE 0W-20 or 5W-20 viscosity motor oil 
as a temporary measure.
Replace with MTF as soon as possible. Motor oil does 
not contain the proper additives for the transmission 
and continued use can cause decreased shifting 
performance and lead to transmission damage.
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Lichidul de transmisie

Lichidul de transmisie automată

Lichidul de transmisie manuală

Lichid specificat: Lichid de transmisie Honda HCF-2

Verificaţi la reprezentanţă nivelul lichidului şi înlocuiţi-l dacă este necesar.
Urmaţi timpul până la întreţinerea periodică a autovehiculului dvs. pentru 
înlocuirea lichidului de transmisie automată.
 Planul de întreţinere P. 610

Nu încercaţi să verificaţi sau să înlocuiţi singur lichidul de transmisie automată.

Verificaţi la reprezentanţă nivelul lichidului şi înlocuiţi-l dacă este necesar.
Urmaţi timpul până la întreţinerea periodică a autovehiculului dvs. pentru 
înlocuirea lichidului de transmisie manuală.
 Planul de întreţinere P. 610

Nu încercaţi să verificaţi sau să înlocuiţi singur lichidul de transmisie manuală.
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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Instrum
ent Panel

Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Lichid specificat: Lichid de transmisie manuală Honda (MTF)

Lichidul de transmisie automată

Nu amestecaţi lichidul de transmisie Honda HCF-2 cu alte 
lichide de transmisie. 
Utilizarea unui lichid de transmisie diferit de Honda 
HCF-2 poate avea efecte negative asupra funcţionării şi 
fiabilităţii transmisiei autovehiculului dumneavoastră şi 
poate deteriora transmisia.
Orice avarii provocate de un lichid de transmisie care 
nu este echivalent cu lichidul Honda HCF-2 nu sunt 
acoperite de garanţia Honda pentru autovehicule noi.

Dacă lichidul Honda MTF nu este disponibil, puteţi 
folosi temporar uleiul de motor API certificat SAE cu 
vâscozitate 0W-20 sau 5W-20.
Înlocuiţi cu MTF cât mai repede posibil. Uleiul de motor 
nu conţine aditivii corespunzători pentru transmisie, iar 
utilizarea continuă poate duce la o schimbare mai rigidă 
a vitezelor şi la avarierea transmisiei.

NOTĂ

Lichidul de transmisie manuală
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Brake/Clutch* Fluid

Use the same fluid for both the brakes and clutch*.

The fluid level should be between the MIN 
and MAX marks on the side of the reserve 
tank.

The brake fluid reserve tank is also used for 
your vehicle’s clutch fluid.
As long as you keep the brake fluid level as 
instructed above, there is no need for 
checking the clutch fluid level.

Specified fluid: Brake Fluid with DOT 3 or DOT 4

■ Checking the Brake Fluid

1Brake/Clutch* Fluid

NOTICE
Brake fluid marked DOT 5 is not compatible with your 
vehicle's braking system and can cause extensive 
damage.

We recommend using a genuine product.

If the brake fluid level is at or below the MIN mark, 
have a dealer inspect the vehicle for leaks or worn 
brake pads as soon as possible.

Brake Reserve Tank

MIN
MAX

Manual transmission models

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Intervenţii de întreţinere compartiment motor ▶ Lichidul de frână/ambreiaj*

Lichidul de frână/ambreiaj*

Verificarea lichidului de frână

Lichid specificat: Lichid de frână cu DOT 3 sau DOT 4

Folosiţi acelaşi lichid pentru frâne şi pentru ambreiaj*.

Rezervorul lichidului de frână

Nivelul lichidului trebuie să se situeze 
între reperele MIN şi MAX de pe pereţii 
rezervorului.

Rezervorul pentru lichidul de frână este de 
asemenea utilizat pentru lichidul de ambreiaj 
al autovehiculului dvs. Atâta timp cât 
menţineţi nivelul lichidului de frână conform 
instrucţiunilor de mai sus, nu este nevoie să 
verificaţi nivelul lichidului de ambreiaj.

Modele cu transmisie manuală

Lichidul de frână/ambreiaj*

Lichidul de frână marcat cu DOT 5 nu este compatibil cu 
sistemul de frânare al automobilului dumneavoastră şi 
poate provoca avarii grave.

Recomandăm utilizarea unui produs original.

Dacă nivelul este sub reperul MIN, duceţi automobilul 
la service pentru verificarea etanşeităţii sistemului de 
frânare şi uzurii plăcuţelor de frână.

NOTĂ

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Refilling Window Washer Fluid
Check the amount of window washer fluid by looking at the reservoir.

If the level is low, fill the washer reservoir.

If the washer fluid is low, a symbol appears on 
the driver information interface.

Pour the washer fluid carefully. Do not overflow the reservoir.

1Refilling Window Washer Fluid

Do not use engine antifreeze or a vinegar/water 
solution in the windscreen washer reservoir.
Antifreeze can damage your vehicle's paint. A 
vinegar/water solution can damage the windscreen 
washer pump.
Use only commercially available windscreen washer 
fluid.
Avoid prolonged use of hard water to prevent lime 
scale build up.

Except models with 1.6 L engine and Turkish 
models

All models
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▶▶ Intervenţii de întreţinere compartiment motor ▶ Completarea lichidului pentru spălat parbrizul

Completarea lichidului pentru spălat parbrizul

Completarea lichidului pentru spălat parbrizulVerificaţi cantitatea de lichid de spălare a parbrizului privind rezervorul.
Dacă nivelul este scăzut, umpleţi rezervorul.

Cu excepţia modelelor cu motor de 1.6 l şi  
a celor pentru Turcia

Dacă nivelul lichidului de spălare este redus, 
apare un simbol pe driver information 
interface.

Toate modelele
Turnaţi lichidul de spălare cu atenţie. Nu umpleţi rezervorul peste măsură.

Nu puneţi antigel sau soluţie de oţet cu apă în rezervorul 
spălătorului de parbriz. Antigelul poate ataca vopseaua 
caroseriei, în timp ce soluţia de oţet şi apă poate 
deteriora pompa spălătorului de parbriz.
Utilizaţi numai lichid de spălare a parbrizului disponibil 
în comerţ.
Evitaţi utilizarea prelungită a apei dure pentru a preveni 
acumularea de calcar.
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Fuel Filter
Replace the fuel filter according to the time and distance recommendations in the 
maintenance schedule.

It is recommended to replace the fuel filter every 40,000 km, or 2 years, if you 
suspect the fuel you are using is contaminated. In a dusty environment, the filter 
may become clogged sooner.

Have a qualified technician change the fuel filter. Fuel in the system can spray out 
and create a hazard if all fuel line connections are not handled correctly.

1Fuel Filter

The fuel filter should be replaced according to the 
service reminder indication.

Models with service reminder system

Except European models
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▶▶ Intervenţii de întreţinere compartiment motor ▶ Filtrul de combustibil

Filtrul de combustibil

Filtrul de combustibil trebuie să fie înlocuit la intervalele şi distanţele 
recomandate în planul de întreţinere.

Se recomandă înlocuirea filtrului de combustibil la fiecare 40.000 km sau o dată 
la 2 ani, dacă suspectaţi că benzină folosită este contaminată. În mediile cu mult 
praf, filtrul se poate înfunda mai repede.

Solicitaţi schimbarea filtrului unui mecanic calificat. Combustibilul se poate 
împrăştia generând un potenţial pericol dacă racordurile conductei de 
combustibil nu sunt manevrate corect.

Cu excepţia modelelor europene

Filtrul de combustibil

Modele cu sistem de informaţii pentru service
Filtrul de combustibil trebuie să fie înlocuit în 
conformitate cu indicaţiile sistemului de informaţii 
pentru service.
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Replacing Light Bulbs

Headlight Bulbs
When replacing, use the following bulbs.

1. Push the tab to remove the coupler.
2. Rotate the old bulb anticlockwise to 

remove.
3. Insert a new bulb into the headlight 

assembly and turn it clockwise.
4. Insert the coupler into the connector of the 

bulb.

High beam headlight: 60 W (HB3 for halogen bulb type)*

LED type*

Low beam headlight: 55 W (H11 for halogen bulb type)*

LED type*

■High Beam Headlights

1Headlight Bulbs

NOTICE
Halogen bulbs get very hot when lit.
Oil, perspiration, or a scratch on the glass can cause 
the bulb to overheat and shatter.

The headlight aim is set by the factory, and does not 
need to be adjusted. However, if you regularly carry 
heavy items in the boot, have the aiming readjusted 
at a dealer or by a qualified technician.

When replacing a halogen bulb, handle it by its base, 
and protect the glass from contact with your skin or 
hard objects. If you touch the glass, clean it with 
denatured alcohol and a clean cloth.

Headlights are LED type. Have an authorized Honda 
dealer inspect and replace the light assembly.

Models with halogen headlights

Models with LED headlights

Models with halogen headlights

Tab

Coupler

Bulb

* Not available on all models
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Înlocuirea becurilor

Becurile farurilor
Pentru înlocuire, folosiţi următoarele becuri.

Lumini de drum:         60 W (becuri cu halogen tip HB3)* 
tip LED*

Lumini de întâlnire:    55 W (becuri cu halogen tip H11)* 
tip LED*

Lumini de drum

Modele cu faruri cu halogen

Împingeţi clema pentru a scoate racordul.
Rotiţi becul în sensul invers acelor de ceas 
pentru al scoate.
Introduceţi un bec nou în ansamblul  
farurilor și rotiţi-l în sensul acelor de ceas.
Introduceţi racordul în conectorul becului.

Racord

Bec

Clemă

Becurile farurilor

Becurile cu halogen se încălzesc foarte tare când sunt 
aprinse.
Prezenţa urmelor de ulei sau transpiraţie sau a 
unei zgârieturi pe partea de sticlă poate cauza 
supraîncălzirea şi spargerea becului. 

Fasciculul farurilor este reglat în fabrică şi nu trebuie să 
fie modificat. Totuşi, în cazul în care transportaţi în mod 
frecvent bagaje grele în portbagaj, fasciculul trebuie 
ajustat la o reprezentanţă sau de către un tehnician 
calificat. 

Când schimbaţi un bec cu halogen, ţineţi becul nou de 
la bază, ferindu-l de contactul cu pielea sau cu obiecte 
dure. Dacă aţi atins partea de sticlă, curăţaţi-o cu alcool 
denaturat şi o cârpă curată. 

Farurile sunt de tip LED. Pentru inspecţie şi înlocuire 
apelaţi la o reprezentanţă Honda.

NOTĂ

Modele cu faruri cu halogen

Modele cu faruri LED

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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1. Push the tab to remove the coupler.
2. Rotate the old bulb anticlockwise to 

remove.
3. Insert a new bulb into the headlight 

assembly and turn it clockwise.
4. Insert the coupler into the connector of the 

bulb.

■ Low Beam Headlights
Models with halogen headlights

Tab Coupler

Bulb
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▶▶ Înlocuirea becurilor ▶ Becurile farurilor

Lumini de întâlnire

Împingeţi clema pentru a scoate racordul.
Rotiţi becul în sensul invers acelor de ceas 
pentru al scoate.
Introduceţi un bec nou în ansamblul  
farurilor și rotiţi-l în sensul acelor de ceas.
Introduceţi racordul în conectorul becului.

Racord

Bec

Clemă

Modele cu faruri cu halogen
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Front Fog Light Bulbs*

When replacing, use the following bulbs.

1. Remove the clips using a flat-tip 
screwdriver, remove the bolt, and push up 
the under cover.

Front Fog Light: 35 W (H8 for halogen bulb type)*

LED*

1Front Fog Light Bulbs*

Front fog lights are LED type. Have an authorized 
Honda dealer inspect and replace the light assembly.

NOTICE
Halogen bulbs get very hot when lit. Oil, perspiration, 
or a scratch on the glass can cause the bulb to 
overheat and shatter.

When replacing a halogen bulb, handle it by its 
plastic case, and protect the glass from contact with 
your skin or hard objects. If you touch the glass, clean 
it with denatured alcohol and a clean cloth.

Models with LED front fog lights 

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Înlocuirea becurilor ▶ Becurile proiectoarelor de ceaţă*

Becurile proiectoarelor de ceaţă*
Pentru înlocuire, folosiţi următoarele becuri.

Proiector de ceaţă:     35 W (becuri cu halogen tip H8)* 

LED*

Scoateţi şuruburile cu o şurubelniţă 
cu capăt plat, scoateţi piuliţele, apoi 
împingeţi capacul inferior.

Becurile proiectoarelor de ceaţă*

Proiectoarele de ceaţă sunt de tip LED. Pentru inspecţie 
şi înlocuire apelaţi la o reprezentanţă Honda.

Becurile cu halogen se încălzesc foarte tare când sunt 
aprinse. Prezenţa urmelor de ulei sau transpiraţie 
sau a unei zgârieturi pe partea de sticlă poate cauza 
supraîncălzirea şi spargerea becului. 

Când schimbaţi un bec cu halogen, ţineţi becul nou de 
carcasa de plastic, ferind sticla de contactul cu pielea 
sau cu obiecte dure. Dacă aţi atins partea de sticlă, 
curăţaţi-o cu alcool denaturat şi o cârpă curată. 

NOTĂ

Modele cu proiectoare de ceaţă LED

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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2. Push the tab to remove the coupler.
3. Rotate the old bulb anticlockwise to 

remove.
4. Insert a new bulb into the fog light 

assembly and turn it clockwise.
5. Insert the coupler into the connector of the 

bulb.

1Front Fog Light Bulbs*

Insert a flat-tip screwdriver, lift and remove the centre 
pin to remove the clip.

Insert the clip with the centre pin raised, and push 
until it is flat.

Push until the pin 
is flat.

Tab

Coupler
Bulb

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Înlocuirea becurilor ▶ Becurile proiectoarelor de ceaţă*

Becurile proiectoarelor de ceaţă*

Racord
Bec

Clemă

Împingeţi pinul 
până la capăt.

Împingeţi clema pentru a scoate racordul.
Rotiţi becul în sensul invers acelor de ceas 
pentru al scoate.
Introduceţi un bec nou în ansamblul  
proiectorului și rotiţi-l în sensul acelor de ceas.
Introduceţi racordul în conectorul becului.

Introduceţi o şurubelniţă cu cap plat, ridicaţi şi scoateţi 
pinul central pentru a îndepărta clema.

Introduceţi clema cu pinul central ridicat, apoi împingeţi 
până la capăt.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Front Turn Signal Light Bulbs
When replacing, use the following bulbs.

1. Turn the socket anticlockwise and remove 
it.

2. Remove the old bulb and insert a new bulb.

Front Turn Signal Light: 21 W (Amber)*

LED*

1Front Turn Signal Light Bulbs

Front turn signal lights are LED type. Have an 
authorized Honda dealer inspect and replace the light 
assembly.

Models with LED front turn signal lights

Socket Bulb

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Înlocuirea becurilor ▶ Becurile de semnalizare faţă

Becurile de semnalizare faţă

Becurile de semnalizare faţăPentru înlocuire, folosiţi următoarele becuri.

Bec semnalizare faţă:    21 W (portocaliu)* 

LED*

BecPriză Rotiţi priza invers acelor de ceas pentru a 
o scoate.
Scoateţi becul vechi şi introduceţi unul nou.

Luminile de semnalizare faţă sunt de tip LED. Pentru 
inspecţie şi înlocuire apelaţi la o reprezentanţă Honda.

Modele cu lumini de semnalizare faţă LED

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Front Side Marker Light Bulbs
When replacing, use the following bulbs.

1. Push the tab to remove the light assembly.
2. Push the tab to remove the coupler.

3. Turn the socket anticlockwise to remove it, 
then remove the old bulb.

4. Insert a new bulb.

Front Side Marker Light: 5 W (Amber)

Tab

Socket

Bulb

Driver side
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▶▶ Înlocuirea becurilor ▶ Becurile de poziţie laterale faţă

Becurile de poziţie laterale faţă
Pentru înlocuire, folosiţi următoarele becuri.

Bec

Clemă

Priză

Bec de poziţie laterală: 5 W (portocaliu)

Împingeţi clema pentru a scoate ansamblul luminos.
Împingeţi clema pentru a scoate racordul.

Rotiţi priza în sensul invers acelor de ceas 
pentru a o scoate, apoi scoateţi becul vechi.
Introduceţi un bec nou.

Pe partea şoferului

Continuare
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3. Turn the socket clockwise to remove it, 
then remove the old bulb.

4. Insert a new bulb.

Position/Daytime Running Lights
Position/daytime running lights are LED type. Have an authorized Honda dealer 
inspect and replace the light assembly.

Side Turn Signal/Emergency Indicator Lights
Side turn signal lights are LED type. Have an authorized Honda dealer inspect and 
replace the light assembly.

Bulb

Socket

Passenger side
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▶▶ Înlocuirea becurilor ▶ Becurile pentru poziţii/de conducere pe timp de zi

Pe partea pasagerului
Rotiţi priza în sensul acelor de ceas pentru 
a o scoate, apoi scoateţi becul vechi.
Introduceţi un bec nou.

Bec

Priză

Becurile pentru poziţii/de conducere pe timp de zi

Becurile de semnalizare laterale/indicator de urgenţă

Becurile pentru poziţii/de conducere pe timp de zi sunt de tip LED. Pentru inspecţie 
şi înlocuire apelaţi la o reprezentanţă Honda.

Becurile de semnalizare laterale sunt de tip LED. Pentru inspecţie şi înlocuire apelaţi 
la o reprezentanţă Honda.
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Brake Light, Taillight, Rear Turn Signal Light, Rear 
Fog Light* and Back-Up Light Bulbs
When replacing, use the following bulbs.

1. Use a Phillip-head screwdriver or socket to 
remove the bolts.

2. Pull the light assembly out of the rear pillar.

3. Turn the socket anticlockwise and remove 
it.

4. Remove the old bulb and insert a new bulb.
5. Slide the light assembly onto the guide on 

the body.
6. Align the pins with the body grommets, 

then push in until they fully seat.

Brake Light: 21 W
Taillight: LED
Rear Turn Signal Light: 21 W (Amber)
Rear Fog Light: LED
Back-Up Light: 16 W

1Brake Light, Taillight, Rear Turn Signal Light, Rear Fog Light* and 
Back-Up Light Bulbs

Taillights and rear fog light are LED type. Have an 
authorized Honda dealer inspect and replace the light 
assembly.

Bolt

Bulb Socket

Bulb

Socket

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Înlocuirea becurilor ▶ Becurile de frână, de poziţie spate, de semnalizare spate, stopuri de ceaţă* şi pentru marşarier

Rotiţi priza în sensul invers acelor de ceas 
pentru a o scoate.
Scoateţi becul vechi şi introduceţi unul nou.
Glisaţi ansamblul luminos pe ghidajul de 
pe caroserie.
Aliniaţi pinii cu garniturile corpului, apoi 
împingeţi-i până se fixează complet.

Şurub

Bec Priză

Priză

Bec

Becurile de frână, de poziţie spate, de semnalizare spate, 
stopuri de ceaţă* şi pentru marşarier

Pentru înlocuire, folosiţi următoarele becuri.

Bec frână: 21 W
Bec poziţie spate: LED
Bec semnalizare spate: 21 W (portocaliu)
Stop de ceaţă: LED
Bec marşarier: 16 W

Utilizaţi o șurubelniţă stea pentru a scoate 
şuruburile.
Trageţi ansamblul luminos din coloana 
spate.

Becurile de frână, de poziţie spate, de semnalizare spate,  
stopuri de ceaţă* şi pentru marşarier

Luminile de poziţie spate şi stopul de ceaţă sunt 
de tip LED. Pentru inspecţie şi înlocuire apelaţi la o 
reprezentanţă Honda.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Taillights
Taillights are LED type. Have an authorized Honda dealer inspect and replace the 
light assembly.

Rear Licence Plate Light
Rear licence plate light is LED type. Have an authorized Honda dealer inspect and 
replace the light assembly.

High-Mount Brake Light Bulb
When replacing, use the following bulb.

1. Open the boot.
2. Turn the socket anticlockwise and remove 

it.
3. Remove the old bulb and insert a new bulb.

High-Mount Brake Light: 21 W

Bulb

Socket
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▶▶ Înlocuirea becurilor ▶ Becurile pentru poziţie spate

Becurile pentru poziţie spate

Becul pentru plăcuţa de înmatriculare

Becul pentru lampa de frână superioară

Becurile pentru poziţie spate sunt de tip LED. Pentru inspecţie şi înlocuire apelaţi la 
o reprezentanţă Honda.

Becul pentru plăcuţa de înmatriculare este de tip LED. Pentru inspecţie şi înlocuire 
apelaţi la o reprezentanţă Honda.

Pentru înlocuire, folosiţi următoarul bec.

Bec lampă frână superioară: 21 W 

Deschideţi portbagajul.
Rotiţi priza invers acelor de ceas pentru a 
o scoate.
Scoateţi becul vechi şi introduceţi unul nou.

Priză

Bec
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Other Light Bulbs

When replacing, use the following bulb.

1. Pry on the edge of the cover using a flat-
tip screwdriver to remove the cover.
u Wrap the flat-tip screwdriver with a 

cloth to prevent scratches.

2. Remove the old bulb and insert a new 
bulb.

■ Ceiling Light Bulb

Ceiling Light: 8 W

Bulb

When replacing, use the following bulbs.

1. Push on the lens of the opposite side you 
are replacing.

2. Pry on the edge of the cover using a flat-
tip screwdriver to remove the cover.
u Wrap the flat-tip screwdriver with a 

cloth to prevent scratches.

■Map Light Bulbs

Map Light: 8 W

Models with Multi-View Rear Camera

3. Remove the old bulb and insert a new 
bulb.

Bulb
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▶▶ Înlocuirea becurilor ▶ Alte becuri

Bec

Bec

Alte becuri

Becul pentru plafonieră
Becuri pentru lecturăPentru înlocuire, folosiţi următorul bec.

Pentru înlocuire, folosiţi următoarele becuri.Bec plafonieră: 8 W
Bec lectură: 8 W

Ridicaţi marginea capacului folosind  
o şurubelniţă cu capăt plat.

Înveliţi şurubelniţa într-o bucată de 
pânză pentru a preveni zgârieturile.

Scoateţi becul vechi şi introduceţi unul 
nou.

Scoateţi becul vechi şi introduceţi unul 
nou.

Modele cu cameră retrovizoare

Apăsaţi lentila pe partea opusă  
părţii pe care o înlocuiţi. 
Ridicaţi marginea capacului folosind  
o şurubelniţă cu capăt plat.

Înveliţi şurubelniţa într-o bucată de 
pânză pentru a preveni zgârieturile.

Continuare
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When replacing, use the following bulbs.

1. Push on the lens of the opposite side you 
are replacing.

2. Pry on the edge between the lenses using 
a flat-tip screwdriver to remove the cover.
u Wrap the flat-tip screwdriver with a 

cloth to prevent scratches.

3. Remove the old bulb and insert a new bulb.

■Map Light Bulbs

Map Light: 8 W

Models without Multi-View Rear Camera

Bulb

When replacing, use the following bulbs.

1. Pry on the edge of the cover using a flat-
tip screwdriver to remove the cover.
u Wrap the flat-tip screwdriver with a 

cloth to prevent scratches.

2. Remove the old bulb and insert a new 
bulb.

■ Vanity Mirror Light Bulbs*

Vanity Mirror: 1.8 W

Bulb

When replacing, use the following bulb.

1. Pry on the edge of the cover using a flat-
tip screwdriver to remove the cover.
u Wrap the flat-tip screwdriver with a 

cloth to prevent scratches.

2. Remove the old bulb and insert a new 
bulb.

■ Boot Light Bulb

Boot Light: 5 W

Bulb

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Înlocuirea becurilor ▶ Alte becuri

Modele fără cameră retrovizoare

Becuri pentru lectură
Becurile oglinzii din parasolar* Becurile pentru portbagaj

Pentru înlocuire, folosiţi următoarele becuri.
Pentru înlocuire, folosiţi următoarele becuri. Pentru înlocuire, folosiţi următorul bec.

Bec lectură: 8 W
Bec oglindă: 1.8 W Bec portbagaj: 5 W

Apăsaţi lentila pe partea opusă  
părţii pe care o înlocuiţi. 
Ridicaţi marginea capacului folosind  
o şurubelniţă cu capăt plat.

Ridicaţi marginea capacului folosind  
o şurubelniţă cu capăt plat.

Ridicaţi marginea capacului folosind  
o şurubelniţă cu capăt plat.

Înveliţi şurubelniţa într-o bucată de 
pânză pentru a preveni zgârieturile.

Înveliţi şurubelniţa într-o bucată de 
pânză pentru a preveni zgârieturile.
Înveliţi şurubelniţa într-o bucată de 
pânză pentru a preveni zgârieturile.

Înveliţi şurubelniţa într-o bucată de 
pânză pentru a preveni zgârieturile.

Scoateţi becul vechi şi introduceţi unul 
nou.

Scoateţi becul vechi şi introduceţi unul 
nou.

Scoateţi becul vechi şi introduceţi unul 
nou.

Bec

Bec

Bec

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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If you need a bulb replacement, consult a 
dealer.

■Glove Box Light Bulb*

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Înlocuirea becurilor ▶ Alte becuri

Becul pentru torpedou*

Pentru înlocuire, consultaţi reprezentanţa.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Checking and Maintaining Wiper Blades

Checking Wiper Blades
If the wiper blade rubber has deteriorated, it will leave streaks and the hard surfaces 
of the blade may scratch the window glass.

Changing the Wiper Blade Rubber
1. Turn the ignition switch to OFF (0*1.
2. While holding the wiper switch in the 

MIST position, turn the ignition switch to 
ON (w*1, then to LOCK (0*1.
u Both wiper arms are set to the 

maintenance position as shown in the 
image.

3. Lift both wiper arms.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Changing the Wiper Blade Rubber

NOTICE
Avoid dropping the wiper arm onto the windscreen, 
it may damage the wiper arm and/or the windscreen.
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Verificarea lamelor ştergătoarelor

Verificarea lamelor ştergătoarelor

Înlocuirea lamelor ştergătoarelor

Dacă partea din cauciuc a lamelor ştergătoarelor s-a deteriorat, va lăsa urme, iar 
suprafeţele tari ale lamelei pot zgâria suprafaţa geamului.

Rotiţi contactul de pornire în OFF      *1.
În timp ce ţineţi comutatorul ștergătorului 
în poziţia MIST, rotiţi contactul în poziţia 
ON      *1, apoi în LOCK      *1.

Ambele braţe ale ștergătoarelor sunt 
fixate în poziţia de întreţinere așa 
cum se arată în imagine.

Ridicaţi ambele ştergătoare.
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for about 15 seconds 
when you pull the electric parking 
brake switch while the ignition 
switch is in LOCK (0*1.

● Stays on for about 15 seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to LOCK 
(0*1 while the electric parking brake 
is set.

● Blinks and the parking brake and 
brake system indicator (amber) comes 
on at the same time - There is a 
problem with the electric parking brake 
system. The parking brake may not be 
set.
Avoid using the parking brake and have 
your vehicle checked by a dealer 
immediately.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
comes on or blinks at the same time 
when the Brake System Indicator 
(Amber) comes on P. 716

—

Automatic Brake 
Hold System 
Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold system is on.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571

Automatic Brake 
Hold Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold is activated.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571 —

(Red)
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for about 15 seconds 
when you pull the electric parking 
brake switch while the ignition 
switch is in LOCK (0*1.

● Stays on for about 15 seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to LOCK 
(0*1 while the electric parking brake 
is set.

● Blinks and the parking brake and 
brake system indicator (amber) comes 
on at the same time - There is a 
problem with the electric parking brake 
system. The parking brake may not be 
set.
Avoid using the parking brake and have 
your vehicle checked by a dealer 
immediately.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
comes on or blinks at the same time 
when the Brake System Indicator 
(Amber) comes on P. 716

—

Automatic Brake 
Hold System 
Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold system is on.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571

Automatic Brake 
Hold Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold is activated.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571 —

(Red)

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.

Becurile de semnalizare faţă

Evitaţi căderea cu putere a braţului ştergătorului; 
aceasta poate deteriora braţul / parbrizul.

NOTĂ
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4. Press and hold the tab, then slide the 
holder off the wiper arm.

5. Pull the end of the wiper blade in the 
direction of the arrow in the image until it 
is out of the holder’s end cap.

6. Pull the wiper blade in the opposite 
direction to slide it out of the holder.

Tab

Blade

End cap at 
the bottom

Blade

Holder
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▶▶ Verificarea lamelor ştergătoarelor ▶ Înlocuirea lamelor ştergătoarelor

Apăsaţi şi ţineţi apăsat butonul de 
blocare, apoi glisaţi lama de pe braţul 
ştergătorului.

Trageţi de capătul lamei ştergătorului în 
direcţia indicată de săgeată în imagine 
până când iese din capătul suportului.

Trageţi lama ștergătorului în direcţia 
opusă pentru a aluneca din suport.

Buton

Lamă

Lamă

Suport

Continuare
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7. Insert the flat side of the new wiper blade 
onto the bottom part of the holder. Insert 
the blade all the way.

8. Install the end of the wiper blade into the 
cap.

9. Slide the holder onto the wiper arm until it 
locks.

10. Lower both wiper arms.
11. Turn the ignition switch to ON (w*1 and 

hold the wiper switch in the MIST position 
until both wiper arms return to the 
standard position.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

Holder

Blade

Cap
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▶▶ Verificarea lamelor ştergătoarelor ▶ Înlocuirea lamelor ştergătoarelor

Capac

Lamă

Suport

Introduceţi partea plată a noii lame 
a ștergătorului pe partea inferioară a 
suportului. Introduceţi lama până la capăt.

Montaţi capătul lamei ștergătoarelor în 
capacul suportului.
Glisaţi suportul pe braţul ștergătorului 
până când acesta se blochează.
Coborâţi ambele ștergătoare.
Rotiţi contactul de pornire în ON      *1 şi 
ţineţi comutatorul ștergătorului în poziţia 
MIST până când ambele ştergătoare revin 
în poziţia standard.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.
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Checking and Maintaining Tyres

Checking Tyres
To safely operate your vehicle, your tyres must be of the proper type and size, in 
good condition with adequate tread, and properly inflated.

■ Inflation guidelines
Properly inflated tyres provide the best combination of handling, tread life, and comfort. 
Refer to the driver’s doorjamb label for the specified pressure.

Underinflated tyres wear unevenly, adversely affect handling and fuel economy, and 
are more likely to fail from overheating.

Overinflated tyres make your vehicle ride harshly, are more prone to road hazards, 
and wear unevenly.

Every day before you drive, look at each of the tyres. If one looks lower than the 
others, check the pressure with a tyre gauge.

At least once a month or before long trips, use a gauge to measure the pressure in 
all tyres, including the spare*. Even tyres in good condition can lose 10-20 kPa (0.1-
0.2 kgf/cm2, 1-2 psi) per month.

■ Inspection guidelines
Every time you check inflation, also examine the tyres and valve stems.
Look for:
• Bumps or bulges on the side or in the tread. Replace the tyre if you find any cuts, 

splits, or cracks in the side of the tyre. Replace it if you see fabric or cord.
• Remove any foreign objects and inspect for air leaks.
• Uneven tread wear. Have a dealer check the wheel alignment.
• Excessive tread wear.

2 Wear Indicators P. 650

• Cracks or other damage around valve stem.

1Checking Tyres

Measure the air pressure when tyres are cold. This 
means the vehicle has been parked for at least three 
hours, or driven less than 1.6 km. If necessary, add or 
release air until the specified pressure is reached.

If checked when hot, tyre pressure can be as much as 
30–40 kPa (0.3–0.4 kgf/cm2, 4–6 psi) higher than if 
checked when cold.

Whenever tyre pressure is adjusted, you must 
calibrate the deflation warning system*.

2 Deflation Warning System P. 556

3WARNING
Using tyres that are excessively worn or 
improperly inflated can cause a crash in 
which you can be seriously hurt or killed.

Follow all instructions in this owner’s 
manual regarding tyre inflation and 
maintenance.

* Not available on all models
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Verificarea şi întreţinerea pneurilor

Verificarea pneurilor
Pentru exploatarea automobilului în condiţii de siguranţă, pneurile trebuie să 
fie de tipul şi dimensiunile corespunzătoare, în bună stare, cu o cale de rulare 
adecvată şi corect umflate.

Pneurile corect umflate asigură combinaţia optimă de manevrabilitate, rezistenţă 
a căii de rulare şi confort în deplasare. Presiunile specificate sunt marcate pe
eticheta de pe tocul uşii şoferului.

Pneurile umflate prea puţin se uzează neuniform, afectează manevrabilitatea şi 
consumul de combustibil şi cedează mai uşor în caz de supraîncălzire.

Pneurile umflate excesiv amortizează mai puţin şocurile, se deteriorează mai uşor 
din cauza denivelărilor drumului şi se uzează neuniform.

Inspectaţi vizual pneurile în fiecare zi înainte de a vă urca la volan. Dacă un pneu 
pare dezumflat, verificaţi presiunea cu un manometru.

Măsuraţi presiunea fiecărui pneu şi a rezervei* cu manometrul, cel puţin o dată 
pe lună sau înainte de călătoriile lungi. Chiar şi pneurile în stare bună pot pierde  
10 – 20 kPa (0,1 – 0,2 bari, 1 – 2 psi) pe lună.

Instrucţiuni de umflare

Atunci când verificaţi presiunea în pneuri, verificaţi, de asemenea, pneurile şi 
suporturile valvelor. Căutaţi:
•   Deformări sau umflături ale căii de rulare sau pe părţile laterale. Înlocuiţi pneul 

dacă găsiţi tăieturi, desprinderi sau crăpături pe feţele laterale ale pneului. Dacă 
sunt vizibile pânza sau sârmele de armare, înlocuiţi pneul.

•   Îndepărtaţi toate obiectele străine şi căutaţi eventuale orificii în pneuri.
•   Uzură neuniformă a căii de rulare. Verificaţi alinierea roţilor la o reprezentanţă.
•   Uzură excesivă a căii de rulare.
 Indicatoarele de uzură P. 650
•   Crăpături sau alte deteriorări în jurul valvei.

Instrucţiuni de verificare

Verificarea pneurilor

Folosirea de pneuri cu un grad excesiv de 
uzură sau umflate necorespunzător poate 
cauza accidente soldate cu rănirea gravă 
sau deces.

Respectaţi toate instrucţiunile din 
manualul de utilizare privind umflarea şi 
întreţinerea pneurilor.

AVERTIZARE

Verificaţi presiunea când pneurile sunt reci, adică 
după ce automobilul a staţionat minimum trei ore 
sau dacă s-a mers mai puţin de 1,6 km. Dacă este 
necesar, introduceţi sau scoateţi aer pentru a ajunge la 
presiunea specificată.

Dacă verificaţi presiunea când pneurile sunt calde, veţi 
obţine valori cu 30 – 40 kPa (0,3 – 0,4 kgf/cm2, 4 – 6 psi) 
mai mari decât cele măsurate la rece.

Ori de câte ori este reglată presiunea în anvelope, 
trebuie să calibraţi sistemul de avertizare în caz de 
dezumflare.
  Sistemul de avertizare în caz  

de dezumflare P. 556
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Wear Indicators
The groove where the wear indicator is 
located is 1.6 mm shallower than elsewhere 
on the tyre. If the tread has worn so that the 
indicator is exposed, replace the tyre. Worn 
out tyres have poor traction on wet 
roads.

Tyre Service Life
The life of your tyres is dependent on many factors, including driving habits, road 
conditions, vehicle loading, inflation pressure, maintenance history, speed, and 
environmental conditions (even when the tyres are not in use).

In addition to regular inspections and inflation pressure maintenance, it is 
recommended that you have annual inspections performed once the tyres reach five 
years old. All tyres, including the spare*, should be removed from service after 10 
years from the date of manufacture, regardless of their condition or state of wear.

1Checking Tyres

Have a dealer check the tyres if you feel a consistent 
vibration while driving. New tyres and any that have 
been removed and reinstalled should be properly 
balanced.

High speed driving
We recommend that you do not drive faster than the 
posted speed limits and conditions allow. If you drive 
at sustained high speeds (over 160 km/h), adjust the 
cold tyre pressures as shown below to avoid excessive 
heat build up and sudden tyre failure.

Tyre Size 215/50R17 91V
Pressure Front: 240 kPa (2.4 kgf/cm2, 35 psi)

Rear: 230 kPa (2.3 kgf/cm2, 33 psi)

Example of a Wear 
Indicator mark

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Verificarea şi întreţinerea pneurilor ▶ Indicatoarele de uzură

Indicatoarele de uzură

Durata de viaţă a pneului

Canelura indicatorului de uzură are o 
adâncime de 1,6 mm faţă de suprafaţa 
pneului. Înlocuiţi pneul atunci când calea 
de rulare este suficient de uzată pentru a 
expune indicatorul.
Pneurile uzate au o aderenţă foarte scăzută 
pe suprafeţe de rulare umede.

Exemple de indicatoare
de uzură

Durata de viaţă a pneurilor depinde de mai mulţi factori, între care se numără 
stilul de conducere, condiţiile de drum, încărcarea autovehiculului, presiunea în 
pneuri, istoricul de întreţinere, viteză şi condiţiile de mediu (chiar şi atunci când 
pneurile nu sunt folosite).

Pe lângă verificări regulate şi menţinerea presiunii în pneuri, se recomandă 
verificarea anuală a pneurilor mai vechi de cinci ani. Toate pneurile, inclusiv 
rezerva*, trebuie să fie scoase din uz după 10 ani de la data fabricaţiei, indiferent 
de starea şi gradul lor de uzură.

Verificarea pneurilor
Duceţi autovehiculul la reprezentanţă pentru 
verificarea pneurilor şi în cazul în care simţiţi o vibraţie 
constantă în timp ce conduceţi.
Pneurile noi şi cele demontate şi remontate trebuie să 
fie echilibrate corespunzător. 
Conducere cu viteză mare
Vă recomandăm să nu conduceţi mai rapid decât 
limitele de viteză și decât permite condiţiile de drum. 
Dacă conduceţi susţinut cu viteze mari (peste 160 km/h), 
ajustaţi presiunile pentru anvelopele reci, după cum se 
arată mai jos, pentru a evita acumularea excesivă de 
căldură și deteriorarea bruscă a pneului.

Dimensiune
Presiune Faţă:

Spate:

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Tyre and Wheel Replacement
Replace your tyres with radials of the same size, load range, speed rating, and 
maximum cold tyre pressure rating (as shown on the tyre's sidewall). Using tyres of 
a different size or construction can cause certain vehicle systems such as the ABS 
and Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) system to work incorrectly.

It is best to replace all four tyres at the same time. If that isn’t possible, replace the 
front or rear tyres in pairs.

Make sure that the wheel’s specifications match those of the original wheels.

1Tyre and Wheel Replacement

3WARNING
Installing improper tyres on your vehicle 
can affect handling and stability. This can 
cause a crash in which you can be seriously 
hurt or killed.

Always use the size and type of tyres 
recommended in the tyre information label 
on your vehicle.
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▶▶ Verificarea şi întreţinerea pneurilor ▶ Înlocuirea pneurilor şi a roţilor

Înlocuirea pneurilor şi a roţilor

Înlocuiţi pneurile cu pneuri radiale de aceeaşi mărime, indice de greutate, indice 
de viteză şi indice de presiune maximă la rece a pneului (după cum se indică
pe bordura laterală a pneului). Folosirea de pneuri de mărimi sau construcţie 
diferită poate duce la funcţionarea incorectă a ABS şi VSA (sistemul de asistenţă
la stabilitatea autovehiculului).

Se recomandă înlocuirea simultană a tuturor celor patru pneuri. În cazul în care 
acest lucru nu este posibil, înlocuiţi, în pereche, pneurile din faţă şi pneurile din 
spate.

Asiguraţi-vă că specificaţiile roţii se potrivesc cu cele ale roţilor originale.

Înlocuirea pneurilor şi a roţilor

Instalarea de pneuri necorespunzătoare 
poate afecta manipularea şi stabilitatea 
autovehiculului. Acest fapt poate provoca 
accidente, în urma cărora se pot produce 
răniri grave sau decese.

Folosiţi întotdeauna pneuri de aceleaşi 
mărimi şi tipuri cu cele recomandate pe 
eticheta cu informaţii referitoare la pneuri, 
de pe autovehiculul dumneavoastră.

AVERTIZARE
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Tyre Rotation

Rotating tyres according to the maintenance messages on the driver information 
interface* helps to distribute wear more evenly and increase tyre life.

Rotating tyres according to the maintenance schedule helps to distribute wear more 
evenly and increase tyre life.

■ Tyres without rotation marks
Rotate the tyres as shown here.

■ Tyres with rotation marks
Rotate the tyres as shown here.

1Tyre Rotation

Tyres with directional tread patterns should only be 
rotated front to back (not from one side to the other).
Directional tyres should be mounted with the 
rotation indication mark facing forward, as shown 
below.

When the tyres are rotated, make sure the air 
pressures are checked.

Whenever tyre pressure is adjusted, you must 
calibrate the deflation warning system*.

2 Deflation Warning System P. 556

FRONT

Rotation Mark

European models with service reminder system

European models without service reminder system

Models with a compact spare tyre or tyre repair kit

Front

Front

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Verificarea şi întreţinerea pneurilor ▶ Permutarea pneurilor

Permutarea pneurilor

Rotirea pneurilor în conformitate cu planul de întreţinere permite o uzură mai
uniformă şi creşterea duratei de viaţă a pneului.

Rotirea pneurilor în conformitate cu mesajele de întreţinere de pe driver information 
interface* permite o uzură mai uniformă şi creşterea duratei de viaţă a pneului.

Modele europene cu sistem de informaţii pentru service

Modele europene fără sistem de informaţii pentru service

Modele cu rezervă compactă sau cu trusă de reparare a pneului
Pneuri fără marcaje de permutare

Pneuri cu marcaje de permutare

Permutaţi pneurile conform ilustraţiei.

Permutaţi pneurile conform ilustraţiei.

Faţă

FAţĂ

Faţă

Permutarea pneurilor

Pneurile având cale de rulare direcţională trebuie să  
fie permutate numai din faţă în spate (nu şi de pe o 
laterală pe alta). Pneurile direcţionale trebuie să fie 
montate cu indicatorul direcţiei de rotaţie spre înainte, 
conform ilustraţiei.

Indicatorul 
direcţiei de 

rotaţie

Atunci când pneurile sunt mutate, nu uitaţi să verificaţi 
presiunea acestora.

Ori de câte ori este reglată presiunea în anvelope, 
trebuie să calibraţi sistemul de avertizare în caz de 
dezumflare.
  Sistemul de avertizare în caz  

de dezumflare P. 556
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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■ Your Vehicle’s Tyre Rotation Pattern
Rotate the tyres as shown here.

Rotate the tyres, including a spare, as shown here.

Tyres without rotation mark Tyres with rotation mark

Tyres without rotation mark Tyres with rotation mark

Models with a full-size spare tyre

Front Front

Front Front
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▶▶ Verificarea şi întreţinerea pneurilor ▶ Permutarea pneurilor

Modele cu roată de rezervă standard
Modelul de permutare a pneurilor vehiculului dvs.

Permutaţi pneurile conform ilustraţiei.

Permutaţi pneurile, inclusiv rezerva, conform ilustraţiei.

Faţă

Faţă

Pneuri fără marcaj de rotaţie Pneuri cu marcaj de rotaţie

Pneuri fără marcaj de rotaţie Pneuri cu marcaj de rotaţie

Faţă

Faţă
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Snow Traction Devices
If driving on snowy or frozen roads, mount winter tyres, or tyre chains; reduce 
speed; and maintain sufficient distance between vehicles when driving.

Be particularly careful when operating the steering wheel or brakes to prevent skidding.

Use tyre chains, winter tyres, or all season tyres when necessary or according to the law.

When mounting, refer to the following points.

For winter tyres:
• Select the size and load ranges that are the same as the original tyres.
• Mount the tyres to all four wheels.
For tyre chains:
• Consult a dealer before purchasing any type of chains for your vehicle.
• Install them on the front tyres only.
• Because your vehicle has limited tyre clearance, we strongly recommend using the 

chains listed below:

*1:Original tyre size is mentioned on the tyre information label on the driver’s 
doorjamb.

Original Tyre Size*1 Chain Type
215/55R16 93H

RUD-matic classic 48489
215/50R17 91V

1Snow Traction Devices

NOTICE
Traction devices that are the wrong size or improperly 
installed can damage your vehicle's brake lines, 
suspension, body, and wheels. Stop driving if they are 
hitting any part of the vehicle.

According to the EEC Directive for tyres, when winter 
tyres are used, it is necessary to affix a sticker with the 
allowable max. speed of the winter tyres clearly in the 
field of view of the driver, if the designed max. speed 
of vehicle is higher than the allowed max. speed of 
winter tyre. A sticker is obtainable from your tyre 
dealer. If you have any question, consult a dealer.

When tyre chains are mounted, follow the chain 
manufacturer's instructions regarding vehicle 
operational limits.

3WARNING
Using the wrong chains, or not properly 
installing chains, can damage the brake 
lines and cause a crash in which you can be 
seriously injured or killed.

Follow all instructions in this owner’s 
manual regarding the selection and use of 
tyre chains.
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▶▶ Verificarea şi întreţinerea pneurilor ▶ Pneurile de iarnă

Pneurile de iarnă

Atunci când conduceţi pe drumuri înzăpezite sau cu polei, montaţi pneuri 
de iarnă sau lanţuri; reduceţi viteza; menţineţi o distanţă suficientă faţă de 
autovehiculul din faţă.
Acţionaţi direcţia şi frânele cu deosebită prudenţă, astfel încât să evitaţi 
deraparea.

Folosiţi lanţuri, pneuri de iarnă sau pneuri all-season, în funcţie de necesităţi şi 
conform prevederilor legale.

Înainte de montare, consultaţi următoarele puncte.
Pentru pneuri de iarnă:
•   Selectaţi aceeaşi dimensiune şi indice de greutate al pneurilor originale.
•   Montaţi pneurile pe toate roţile.
În cazul lanţurilor:
•   Consultaţi reprezentanţa înainte de a achiziţiona orice tip de lanţuri pentru 

autovehiculul dumneavoastră.
•   Instalaţi lanţurile numai la pneurile din faţă.
•   Deoarece spaţiul dintre pneuri şi autovehicul este limitat, recomandăm 

utilizarea următoarelor lanţuri:

Dimensiunea originală a pneului*1 Tip de lanţ

*1: Dimensiunea originală a pneului este menţionată pe eticheta de pe montantul şoferului.

Pneurile de iarnă

Folosirea unor lanţuri neadecvate sau 
instalarea incorectă a acestora poate 
provoca avarierea circuitului de frânare şi 
provoca un accident care se poate solda cu 
răniri grave sau deces.

Respectaţi toate instrucţiunile din 
prezentul manual privind alegerea şi 
utilizarea lanţurilor.

AVERTIZARE

Dispozitivele de tracţiune cu dimensiuni neadecvate 
sau montate incorect pot deteriora circuitul de frânare, 
suspensia, caroseria şi roţile autovehiculului. Opriţi 
condusul dacă acestea lovesc părţi ale autovehiculului. 

Conform Directivei CEE privind pneurile, la folosirea 
pneurilor de iarnă, este necesară lipirea unui autocolant 
cu viteza maximă permisă pentru pneurile de iarnă, 
care să fie afişată clar, în câmpul vizual al şoferului, în 
cazul în care viteza maximă proiectată a autovehiculului 
este mai mare decât viteza maximă permisă a pneului. 
Autocolantul se poate obţine de la magazinul de la care 
cumpăraţi pneurile. Dacă aveţi nelămuriri, adresaţi-vă 
unei reprezentanţe. 

Dacă aţi montat lanţuri, respectaţi instrucţiunile 
producătorului lanţurilor privind limitele de exploatare 
ale autovehiculului.

NOTĂ
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• Follow the chain manufacturer's instruction when installing. Mount them as 
tightly as you can.

• Check that the chains do not touch the brake lines or suspension.
• Drive slowly.

1Snow Traction Devices

Use tyre chains only in an emergency or when they 
are legally required for driving through a certain area.

Use greater caution when driving with tyre chains on 
snow or ice. They may have less-predictable handling 
than good winter tyres without chains.

If your vehicle is equipped with summer tyres, be 
aware that these tyres are not designed for winter 
driving conditions. For more information, contact a 
dealer.
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▶▶ Verificarea şi întreţinerea pneurilor ▶ Pneurile de iarnă

Pneurile de iarnă•   Respectaţi instrucţiunile de montare ale producătorului. Montaţi lanţurile 
cât mai strâns posibil.

•   Verificaţi dacă lanţurile ating circuitul de frânare sau suspensia.
•   Conduceţi cu viteză moderată.

Folosiţi lanţuri de zăpadă numai în caz de urgenţă sau 
dacă sunt prevăzute de lege pentru condusul într-o 
anumită zonă.

Conduceţi cu grijă sporită cu lanţurile pe gheaţă sau 
zăpadă. Acestea pot avea o manevrabilitate redusă 
comparativ cu pneurile de iarnă de bună calitate, fără 
lanţuri. 

Dacă autovehiculul dvs. este echipat cu anvelope 
de vară, aveţi în vedere că aceste anvelope nu sunt 
proiectate pentru condiţii de conducere în timpul 
iernii. Pentru mai multe informaţii, contactaţi o 
reprezentanţă.
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Battery

Checking the Battery

Check the battery condition by looking at the 
fluid level. The upper and lower level marks 
are shown on the battery case. If the fluid level 
is below the lower mark, contact a dealer.

The condition of the battery is monitored by a 
sensor located on the negative terminal of the 
battery. If there is a problem with this sensor, 
the driver information interface will display a 
warning message. If this happens, have you 
vehicle inspected by a dealer. 

Check the battery terminals for corrosion 
monthly.

If your vehicle's battery is disconnected or goes dead:
• The audio system is disabled.

2 Audio System Theft Protection* P. 256

• The clock resets.
2 Clock P. 170

1Battery

3WARNING
The battery gives off explosive hydrogen 
gas during normal operation.

A spark or open flame can cause the 
battery to explode with enough force to 
kill or seriously hurt you.

Keep all sparks, open flames, and smoking 
materials away from the battery.

Wear protective clothing and a face shield, 
or have a skilled technician do any battery 
maintenance.

3WARNING
The battery contains sulfuric acid 
(electrolyte) which is highly corrosive and 
poisonous.

Getting electrolyte in your eyes or on your 
skin can cause serious burns. Wear 
protective clothing and eye protection 
when working on or near the battery.

Swallowing electrolyte can cause fatal 
poisoning if immediate action is not taken.

KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN

Models with Information display

Models with driver information interface

All type

* Not available on all models
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Bateria

Verificarea bateriei

Verificaţi starea bateriei uitându-vă la nivelul 
lichidului. Semnele nivelului de sus şi cel de 
jos sunt vizibile pe carcasa bateriei. Dacă 
nivelul lichidului este sub semnul de jos, 
contactaţi o reprezentanţă. 

Starea bateriei este monitorizată de 
senzorul de pe borna negativă. În cazul 
unei defecţiuni a senzorului, pe driver 
information interface apare un mesaj de 
avertizare. Autovehiculul trebuie să fie 
verificat la reprezentanţă.

Verificaţi lunar dacă bornele bateriei 
prezintă urme de coroziune.

Modele cu afişaj de informaţii

Modele cu driver information interface

Toate modelele

Dacă bateria autovehiculului este deconectată sau se 
descarcă:
•  Sistemul audio* este dezactivat.
 Protecţia antifurt a sistemului audio P. 256
•  Ceasul se resetează.
 Setarea ceasului P. 170
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Bateria

Bateria emană hidrogen exploziv în timpul 
funcţionării normale.
O scânteie sau o flacără deschisă poate 
provoca explozia bateriei cu o forţă 
îndeajuns de mare pentru a vă răni grav 
sau provoca decesul.
ţineţi scânteile, flăcările deschise şi 
materialele care emană fum departe de 
baterie.
Purtaţi echipament de protecţie şi o mască 
de protecţie a feţei atunci când lucraţi 
la baterie, sau adresaţi-vă unui mecanic 
priceput.

Bateria conţine acid sulfuric (electrolit) care 
este extrem de corosiv şi otrăvitor.
În cazul în care electrolitul ajunge în 
contact cu ochii sau piele dumneavoastră, 
acesta vă poate provoca arsuri severe. 
Purtaţi echipament de protecţie pentru 
corp şi ochi atunci când lucraţi la baterie 
sau lângă aceasta.
Înghiţirea de electrolit poate cauza 
otrăvirea mortală, dacă nu se acţionează 
imediat.
A NU SE ţINE LA ÎNDEMÂNA COPIILOR

AVERTIZARE

AVERTIZARE
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Charging the Battery
Disconnect both battery cables to prevent damaging your vehicle's electrical system. 
Always disconnect the negative (–) cable first, and reconnect it last.

1Battery

Emergency Procedures
Eyes: Flush with water from a cup or other container 
for at least 15 minutes. (Water under pressure can 
damage the eye.) Call a physician immediately.
Skin: Remove contaminated clothing. Flush the skin 
with large quantities of water. Call a physician 
immediately.
Swallowing: Drink water or milk. Call a physician 
immediately.

When you find corrosion, clean the battery terminals 
by applying a baking powder and water solution. 
Clean the terminals with a damp towel. Cloth/towel 
dry the battery. Coat the terminals with grease to 
help prevent future corrosion.

When replacing the battery, the replacement must be 
of the same specifications.
Consult a dealer for more information.

The battery installed in this vehicle is specifically 
designed for a model with Auto Idle Stop. Using a 
battery other than this specified type may shorten the 
battery life, and prevent Auto Idle Stop from 
activating. If you need to replace the battery, make 
sure to select the specified type. Ask a dealer for 
more details.

2 Specifications P. 724

Models with Auto Idle Stop
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▶▶ Bateria ▶ Încărcarea bateriei

Încărcarea bateriei

Deconectaţi ambele cabluri pentru a preveni avarierea sistemului electric al 
autovehiculului. Deconectaţi întotdeauna cablul negativ (-) primul şi conectaţi-l 
ultimul.

Bateria

Proceduri de urgenţă
Ochii: clătiţi cu apă turnată dintr-un pahar sau dintr-un 
alt recipient timp de cel puţin 15 minute. (Jetul de apă 
cu presiune poate răni ochiul). Chemaţi imediat un 
medic.
Pielea: scoateţi hainele contaminate. Clătiţi pielea cu 
multă apă. Chemaţi imediat un medic.
Înghiţirea: beţi apă sau lapte. Chemaţi imediat un 
medic.

Atunci când găsiţi urme de coroziune, curăţaţi bornele 
bateriei folosind o soluţie de bicaronat de sodiu şi apă. 
Clătiţi bornele cu apă, apoi ştergeţi-le cu o pânză sau 
un prosop. Gresaţi bornele cu vaselină pentru a preveni 
reapariţia coroziunii. 

Atunci când înlocuiţi bateria, bateria nouă trebuie să 
aibă specificaţii identice.
Vă rugăm să consultaţi reprezentanţa pentru informaţii 
suplimentare.

Autovehiculul este dotat cu un anumit tip de
baterie, adecvat funcţionării în regimul de
oprire automată a motorului. Utilizarea unei alte 
baterii decât tipul specificat poate scurta durata de 
viaţă a bateriei și poate împiedica activarea funcţiei 
de oprire automată. Atunci când înlocuiţi bateria, 
bateria nouă trebuie să aibă specificaţii identice. Vă 
rugăm să consultaţi reprezentanţa pentru informaţii 
suplimentare.
 Specificaţii P. 724

Modele cu funcţie de oprire automată
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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Replacing the Battery
When you remove and replace the battery, always follow the maintenance safety 
and the warnings for when checking the battery to prevent potential hazards.

2 Maintenance Safety P. 599
2 Checking the Battery P. 656

1. Turn the ignition switch to LOCK (0*1. 
Open the bonnet.

2. Loosen the nut on the negative battery 
cable, then disconnect the cable from the 
negative (–) terminal.

3. Open the positive battery terminal cover. 
Loosen the nut on the positive battery 
cable, then disconnect the cable from the 
positive (+) terminal.

4. Loosen the nut on each side of the battery 
bracket with a wrench.

5. Pull the bottom end of each battery stay out 
of the hole on the battery base, and remove 
the combination of the battery bracket and 
the stays.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Replacing the Battery

NOTICE
An improperly disposed of battery can be harmful to 
the environment and human health. Always confirm 
local regulations for battery disposal.

This symbol on the battery means that this product 
must not be treated as household waste.

Nut

Cover Nut

Nuts

Stays
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▶▶ Bateria ▶ Înlocuirea bateriei

Înlocuirea bateriei
Atunci când demontaţi şi înlocuiţi bateria, pentru a preveni posibilele accidente, 
respectaţi întotdeauna recomandările de siguranţă a întreţinerii şi avertismentele 
de verificare a bateriei.
 Siguranţa întreţinerii P. 599
 Verificarea bateriei P. 656
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

1.  Rotiţi contactul în poziţia LOCK      *1. 
Deschideţi capota.

2.  Deşurubaţi piuliţa de la cablul negativ 
al bateriei, apoi deconectaţi cablul de la 
borna negativă (-).

3.  Deschideţi capacul bornei pozitive a 
bateriei. Deşurubaţi piuliţa de la cablul 
pozitiv al bateriei, apoi deconectaţi cablul 
de la borna pozitivă (+).

4.  Folosind o cheie de piuliţe, slăbiţi piuliţa 
de pe fiecare parte a bateriei.

5.  Trageţi capătul inferior al fiecărei tije a 
bateriei din ori ciul de pe soclul bateriei, 
apoi demontaţi consola şi tijele bateriei.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for about 15 seconds 
when you pull the electric parking 
brake switch while the ignition 
switch is in LOCK (0*1.

● Stays on for about 15 seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to LOCK 
(0*1 while the electric parking brake 
is set.

● Blinks and the parking brake and 
brake system indicator (amber) comes 
on at the same time - There is a 
problem with the electric parking brake 
system. The parking brake may not be 
set.
Avoid using the parking brake and have 
your vehicle checked by a dealer 
immediately.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
comes on or blinks at the same time 
when the Brake System Indicator 
(Amber) comes on P. 716

—

Automatic Brake 
Hold System 
Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold system is on.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571

Automatic Brake 
Hold Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold is activated.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571 —

(Red)

Capac

Tije

Piuliţă

Piuliţă

Piuliţe

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.

Înlocuirea bateriei

Bateriile aruncate într-un mod necorespunzător pot 
afecta mediul înconjurător şi sănătatea oamenilor.
Verificaţi întotdeauna reglementările locale pentru 
bateriile uzate.

Acest simbol pe baterie înseamnă că produsul nu 
trebuie tratat ca deşeu menajer.

NOTĂ
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6. Remove the battery cover.
7. Take out the battery carefully.

1Replacing the Battery

Always disconnect the negative (-) cable first, and 
reconnect it last.

To install a new battery, reverse this procedure.
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▶▶ Bateria ▶ Încărcarea bateriei

Înlocuirea bateriei6.  Demontaţi capacul bateriei.
7.  Scoateţi bateria cu atenţie. Deconectaţi întotdeauna cablul negativ (-) primul şi 

conectaţi-l ultimul. 

Pentru instalarea unei baterii noi, urmaţi procedura 
invers.
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Battery Label
1Battery Label

DANGER
• Keep flames and sparks away from the battery.

The battery produces explosive gas that can cause 
an explosion.

• Wear eye protection and rubber gloves when 
handling the battery to avoid risk of burns or loss of 
eyesight if exposed to battery electrolyte.

• Do not allow children to handle the battery, under 
any circumstance. Ensure that anyone handling the 
battery has a proper understanding of the hazards 
and correct handling procedures involved.

• Handle battery electrolyte with extreme care, as it 
contains dilute sulfuric acid. Exposure to eyes or 
skin can cause burns or loss of eyesight.

• Read this manual carefully, and understand it 
before handling the battery. Failure to do so can 
cause personal injury and damage to the vehicle.

• Do not use the battery if the level of electrolyte is at 
or below the recommended level. Using the battery 
with low electrolyte can cause it to explode, 
causing serious injury.

Example
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▶▶ Bateria ▶ Eticheta bateriei

Eticheta bateriei

Exemplu

PERICOL
•  Protejaţi bateria împotriva flăcărilor şi scânteilor. 

Bateria emană gaze inflamabile care pot provoca 
explozii.

•  Purtaţi ochelari de protecţie şi mănuşi din cauciuc 
atunci când manipulaţi bateria; în caz contrar, vă 
puteţi arde sau pierde vederea ca urmare a contactului 
cu electrolitul din baterie.

•  Nu permiteţi copiilor sau altor persoane să atingă 
bateria dacă nu cunosc foarte bine modul corect de 
manipulare şi riscurile caracteristice bateriilor.

•  Manipulaţi electrolitul din baterie cu deosebită 
atenţie, deoarece conţine acid sulfuric diluat. 
Contactul cu pielea sau ochii poate provoca arsuri sau 
pierderea vederii.

•  Citiţi cu atenţie şi înţelegeţi acest manual înainte de 
a manipula bateria. Neglijarea instrucţiunilor poate 
provoca rănire şi avarierea autovehiculului.

•  Nu folosiţi o baterie a cărei electrolit este la nivelul 
minim sau sub acesta. Aceasta poate exploda şi 
provoca răni grave.

Eticheta bateriei
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Remote Transmitter Care

Replacing the Button Battery
If the indicator does not come on when the button is pressed, replace the battery.

1. Remove the upper half of the cover by 
carefully prying on the edge with a coin.
u Wrap a coin with a cloth to prevent 

scratching the retractable key.

2. Remove the button battery with the small 
flat-tip screwdriver.

3. Make sure to replace the battery with the 
correct polarity.

■ Retractable Key*

1Replacing the Button Battery

NOTICE
An improperly disposed of battery can damage the 
environment. Always confirm local regulations for 
battery disposal.

Replacement batteries are commercially available or 
at a dealer.

This symbol on the battery means that this product 
must not be treated as household waste.

Battery type: CR2032

Battery

* Not available on all models
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Întreţinerea telecomenzii

Baterie

Înlocuirea bateriei
Dacă ledul indicator nu se aprinde la apăsarea butonului, înlocuiţi bateria.

Tipul bateriei: CR2032

Demontaţi jumătatea superioară ridicând cu 
atenţie marginea cu ajutorul unei monede.

Scoateţi bateria cu ajutorul unei 
şurubelniţe mici cu cap plat. 
Asiguraţi-vă că înlocuiţi bateria  
respectând polaritatea.

Folosiţi o monedă învelită în pânză  
pentru a evita zgârierea cheii 
retractabile.

Înlocuirea bateriei

Bateriile aruncate într-un mod necorespunzător pot 
afecta mediul înconjurător şi sănătatea oamenilor.
Verificaţi întotdeauna reglementările locale pentru 
bateriile uzate.

Bateriile de rezervă sunt disponibile în comerţ sau la 
reprezentanţe.

Acest simbol pe baterie înseamnă că produsul nu 
trebuie tratat ca deşeu menajer.

NOTĂ

Cheia retractabilă*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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1. Remove the built-in key.

2. Remove the upper half by carefully prying 
on the edge with a coin.
u Wrap a coin with a cloth to prevent 

scratching the keyless remote.
3. Make sure to replace the battery with the 

correct polarity.

■ Keyless Remote*

Battery type: CR2032

Battery

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Întreţinerea telecomenzii ▶ Înlocuirea bateriei

Telecomanda fără cheie*

Tipul bateriei: CR2032

Demontaţi jumătatea superioară ridicând cu 
atenţie marginea cu ajutorul unei monede.

Scoateţi cheia incorporată.

Asiguraţi-vă că înlocuiţi bateria  
respectând polaritatea.

Folosiţi o monedă învelită în pânză  
pentru a evita zgârierea cheii retractabile.Baterie

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Climate Control System Maintenance

Air Conditioning*

For proper and safe operation of the climate control system, the refrigerant system 
should only be served by a qualified technician.

Never repair or replace the air conditioning evaporator (cooling coil) with one 
removed from a used or salvaged vehicle.

1Climate Control System Maintenance

NOTICE
Vented refrigerant is harmful to the environment.
To avoid refrigerant from venting, never replace the 
evaporator with one removed from a used or 
salvaged vehicle.

Refrigerant in your vehicle’s air conditioning system is 
flammable and can be ignited during servicing if 
proper procedures are not followed.

The air conditioner label is found under the bonnet:

: Caution

: Flammable Refrigerant

: Requires Registered 
Technician to Service

: Air Conditioning 
System

* Not available on all models
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Întreţinerea sistemului de climatizare

Aerul condiţionat*

Pentru funcţionarea corectă și sigură a sistemului de climatizare, sistemul de 
refrigerare trebuie întreţinut numai de un tehnician calificat.

Nu reparaţi şi nu înlocuiţi vaporizatorul aerului condiţionat (bobină de răcire) cu 
unul scos dintr-un vehicul utilizat sau dezmembrat.

Întreţinerea sistemului de climatizare

Agentul de răcire ventilat este dăunător pentru mediul 
înconjurător. Pentru a evita evacuarea agentului de 
răcire, nu înlocuiţi niciodată vaporizatorul cu unul de la 
un vehicul utilizat sau dezmembrat.

Agentul de răcire din sistemul de aer condiţionat al 
autovehiculului este inflamabil și se poate aprinde în 
timpul întreţinerii, dacă nu se respectă procedurile 
corespunzătoare.

Eticheta aerului condiţionat se găsește sub capotă:

NOTĂ

Atenţie

Agent frigorific inflamabil

Necesită un tehnician 
calificat pentru service

Sistemul de aer 
condiţionat

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Dust and Pollen Filter

Replace the dust and pollen filter according to your vehicle’s recommended 
maintenance schedule. It is recommended to replace the filter even sooner if the 
vehicle has been driven in a dusty environment.

2 Maintenance Schedule P. 610

1. Open the glove box.

2. Push the stop on the driver’s side of the 
glove box to detach it from the glove box.

3. Disengage the two tabs by pushing on each 
side panel.

4. Pivot the glove box out of the way.

■When to Replace the Dust and Pollen Filter

■How to Replace the Dust and Pollen Filter

1Dust and Pollen Filter

Using an air freshener may reduce the deodorizing 
effect of the dust and pollen filter, and may reduce its 
life.

If the airflow from the climate control system 
deteriorates noticeably, and the windows fog up 
easily, the filter may need to be replaced.

The dust and pollen filter collects pollen, dust, and 
other debris in the air.

Handle

Pull

Tab

stop
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▶▶ Întreţinerea sistemului de climatizare ▶ Filtrul de praf şi polen

Filtrul de praf şi polen

Înlocuiţi filtrul de praf şi polen în conformitate cu planul recomandat de 
întreţinere al autovehiculului. Se recomandă înlocuirea înainte de termen atunci 
când autovehiculul a fost condus în condiţii frecvente de praf.
 Planul de întreţinere P. 610

Momentul înlocuirii filtrului de praf şi polen

Înlocuirea filtrului de praf şi polen

Mâner

Trageţi

Opritor

Colţuri

Deschideţi torpedoul.

Împingeţi opritorul dinspre partea  
şoferului din torpedou pentru a-l detaşa.
Detaşaţi cele două colţuri împingând 
panourile laterale.
Desfaceţi torpedoul prin pivotare.

Filtrul de praf şi polen

Folosirea unui odorizant pentru aer poate reduce 
efectul dezodorizant al filtrului de praf şi polen, 
scurtându-i astfel durata de viaţă.

Dacă debitul de ar al sistemului de climatizare se reduce 
în mod evident şi ferestrele se aburesc uşor, poate fi 
necesară înlocuirea filtrului.

Filtrul de praf şi polen colectează polen, praf şi alte 
reziduuri din aer.
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5. Push in the tabs on the corners of the filter 
case cover, and remove it.

6. Remove the filter from the case.
7. Install a new filter in the case.
u Put the AIR FLOW arrow directed side 

down.

1Dust and Pollen Filter

If you are not sure how to replace the dust and pollen 
filter, have it replaced by a dealer.

NOTICE
When to install the dust and pollen filter:
1. Install the filter case cover.
2. Remove the driver's side claw at the bottom of the 

glove box.
3. Pivot the glove box up into position. Install the 

tabs back in place.
4. Open the glove box to angle of about 30 °.
5. Install the hook portion of the stop to the glove box.

When Installing the stop, put a hand from the 
bottom of the glove box.

6. Install the claw at bottom of the glove box.

After installing the glove box, open and close several 
times and make sure the glove box is installed properly.

Models with glove box damper

Claws

Tabs
Push

PushCover

Dust and Pollen 
Filter
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▶▶ Întreţinerea sistemului de climatizare ▶ Filtrul de praf şi polen

Împingeţi

Împingeţi
Filtrul de praf şi polenApăsaţi colţurile capacului carcasei  

filtrului, apoi scoateţi-l.

Scoateţi filtrul din carcasă.

Săgeata de lângă inscripţia AIR FLOW 
trebuie să fie orientată în jos.

Montaţi un filtru nou în carcasă.

Capac

Colţuri

Filtrul de praf şi 
polen

Când instalaţi filtrul de praf și polen:
1. Montaţi capacul filtrului.
2.  Scoateţi clema laterală din partea șoferului din partea 

inferioară a torpedoului.
3.  Pivotaţi torpedoul în poziţie. Montaţi la loc colţurile.
4.  Deschideţi torpedoul la un unghi de aprox. 30°.
5.  Montaţi partea de cârlig a opritorului în torpedou. 

Când instalaţi opritorul, ţineţi cu mâna din partea 
inferioară a torpedoului.

6. Montaţi clema în partea de jos a torpedoului.
După montarea torpedoului, deschideţi-l și închideţi-l 
de mai multe ori și asiguraţi-vă că este montat corect.

Dacă nu sunteţi sigur cum să înlocuiţi filtrul de praf şi 
polen, apelaţi la un specialist de la reprezentanţă.

NOTĂ
Modele cu amortizare pentru torpedou

Cleme
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Cleaning

Interior Care
Use a vacuum cleaner to remove dust before using a cloth.
Use a damp cloth with a mixture of mild detergent and warm water to remove dirt. 
Use a clean cloth to remove detergent residue.

Use a soft brush with a mixture of mild soap and warm water to clean the seat belts. 
Let the belts air dry. Wipe the loops of the seat belt anchors using a clean cloth.

Wipe using a glass cleaner.

■ Cleaning Seat Belts

1Interior Care

Do not spill liquids inside the vehicle. Electrical 
devices and systems may malfunction if liquids are 
splashed on them.

Do not use silicone based sprays on electrical devices 
such as audio devices and switches.
Doing so may cause the items to malfunction or 
cause a fire inside the vehicle.
If a silicone based spray is inadvertently used on 
electrical devices, consult a dealer.

Depending on their composition, chemicals and 
liquid aromatics may cause discolouration, wrinkles, 
and cracking to resin-based parts and textiles.
Do not use alkali solvents or organic solvents such as 
benzene or petrol.

After using chemicals, make sure to gently wipe them 
away using a dry cloth.
Do not place used cloths on top of resin based parts 
or textiles for long periods of time without washing.

Be careful not to spill a liquid type air freshener.

Loop

■ Cleaning the Window

1Cleaning the Window

Wires are mounted to the inside of the rear window.
Wipe along the same direction as the wires with a 
soft cloth so as not to damage them.

Be careful not to spill fluids, such as water or glass 
cleaner, on or around the cover of both the front 
sensor camera and the rainfall/light sensor.
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Curăţare

Întreţinerea interiorului

Folosiţi un aspirator pentru a curăţa praful înainte de a şterge cu o bucată de pânză.
Pentru a curăţa murdăria, folosiţi o pânză umezită cu un amestec de detergent
slab şi apă caldă.
Folosiţi o cârpă curată pentru a şterge resturile de detergent.

Curăţarea centurilor de siguranţă
Pentru a curăţa centurile de siguranţă, folosiţi o perie moale şi o soluţie de săpun
slab şi apă caldă. Lăsaţi-le să se usuce. Curăţaţi deschizăturile inelelor de prindere
cu ajutorul unei cârpe curate.

Deschizătură

Curăţarea geamurilor

Ştergeţi folosind produse dedicate sticlei.

Întreţinerea interiorului

Curăţarea geamurilor

Nu vărsaţi lichide în interiorul autovehiculului.
Dispozitivele şi sistemele electrice se pot defecta dacă 
sunt udate de lichide.

Nu folosiţi spray-uri pe bază de silicon la dispozitive 
electrice precum aparate audio şi comutatoare. 
În caz contrar, puteţi provoca defectarea dispozitivului 
sau provoca un incendiu în interiorul autovehiculului. 
Dacă pe aparatele electrice se utilizează în mod 
necorespunzător un spray pe bază de silicon, consultaţi 
o reprezentanţă.

În funcţie de compoziţia lor, substanţele chimice 
şi aromatizantele lichide pot provoca decolorarea, 
încreţirea şi crăparea pieselor pe bază de răşini şi a 
textilelor. 
Nu folosiţi solvenţi alcalini sau organici precum benzen 
sau benzină.

După ce aţi folosit substanţe chimice, ştergeţile uşor 
folosind o cârpă.
Nu aşezaţi cârpe folosite pe piesele pe bază de răşini 
sau pe textile pentru perioade lungi de timp fără a le 
spăla.

Aveţi grijă să nu vărsaţi odorizantele pe bază de lichid.

Pe interiorul lunetei sunt montate fire. Ștergeţi în 
aceeași direcţie cu firele cu o cârpă moale, pentru a nu 
le deteriora.

Aveţi grijă să nu vărsaţi lichide, cum ar fi apă sau agent 
de curăţare a sticlei pe sau în jurul capacului camerei 
senzorului frontal și a senzorului de ploaie/lumină.
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The driver’s floor mat hooks over floor 
anchors, which keep them from sliding 
forward. To remove a mat for cleaning, turn 
the anchor knobs to the unlock position. 
When reinstalling the mat after cleaning, turn 
the knobs to the lock position.

Do not put additional floor mats on top of 
the anchored mat.

To properly clean leather:
1. Use a vacuum or soft dry cloth first to remove any dirt or dust.
2. Clean the leather with a soft cloth dampened with a solution comprised of 90% 

water and 10% neutral soap.
3. Wipe away any soap residue with a clean damp cloth.
4. Wipe away residual water and allow leather to air dry in the shade.

■ Floor Mats* 1Floor Mats*

If you use any floor mats that were not originally 
provided with your vehicle, make sure they are 
designed for your specific vehicle, fit correctly, and 
are securely anchored by the floor anchors.
Position the rear seat floor mats properly. If they are 
not properly positioned, the floor mats can interfere 
with the front seat functions.Lock

Unlock

■Maintaining Genuine Leather* 1Maintaining Genuine Leather*

It is important to clean or wipe away dirt or dust as 
soon as possible. Spills can soak into leather resulting 
in stains. Dirt or dust can cause abrasions in the 
leather. In addition, please note that some dark 
coloured clothing can rub onto the leather seats 
resulting in discolouration or stains.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Curăţire ▶ Întreţinerea interiorului

Covoraşele de podea*

Covorașul de podea al șoferului este prins 
în ancorele podelei, ceea ce îl împiedică să 
alunece înainte. Pentru a îndepărta un covor 
pentru curăţare, rotiţi butoanele de ancorare 
în poziţia de deblocare.
Când reinstalaţi covorașul după curăţare, 
rotiţi butoanele în poziţia de blocare.

Nu puneţi covorașe suplimentare peste 
covorașul ancorat.

Întreţinerea pielii instalate în fabrică*

Pentru a curăţa pielea corect:
1.   Utilizaţi mai întâi un aspirator sau o cârpă moale uscată pentru a îndepărta 

murdăria sau praful.
2.   Curăţaţi pielea cu o cârpă moale umezită cu o soluţie care conţine 90% apă și 

10% săpun neutru.
3.   Ștergeţi orice urmă de săpun cu o cârpă umedă curată.
4.   Ștergeţi apa reziduală și lăsaţi pielea să se usuce la aer, la umbră.

Covoraşele de podea*

Întreţinerea pielii instalate în fabrică*

Dacă utilizaţi covorașe care nu au fost livrate iniţial 
cu autovehiculul dvs., asiguraţi-vă că acestea sunt 
proiectate pentru autovehiculul dvs., se potrivesc corect 
și sunt fixate în siguranţă de ancorele de podea.
Poziţionaţi corect covorașele din spate. Dacă acestea 
nu sunt poziţionate corect, covorașele pot interfera cu 
funcţiile scaunului din faţă.

Este important să curăţaţi sau să ștergeţi murdăria sau 
praful cât mai curând posibil. Lichidele vărsate se pot 
infiltra în piele, ducând la pete. Praful sau mizeria pot 
cauza crăpături în piele. În plus, vă rugăm să reţineţi că 
unele haine de culoare închisă frecate pe scaunele din 
piele pot duce la decolorare sau pete.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Exterior Care
Dust off the vehicle body after you drive.
Regularly inspect your vehicle for scratches on painted surfaces. A scratch on a 
painted surface can result in body rust. If you find a scratch, promptly repair it.

Wash the vehicle regularly. Wash more frequently when driving in the following 
conditions:
• If driving on roads with road salt.
• If driving in coastal areas.
• If tar, soot, bird droppings, insects, or tree sap are stuck to painted surfaces.

• Make sure to follow the instructions indicated on the automated car wash.
• Fold in the door mirrors.
• Automatic intermittent wiper equipment vehicles, wipers switch to OFF.

• Keep sufficient distance between the cleaning nozzle and the vehicle body.
• Take particular care around the windows. Standing too close may cause water to 

enter the vehicle interior.
• Do not spray high pressure water directly into the engine compartment. Instead, 

use low pressure water and a mild detergent.

■Washing the Vehicle

■Using an Automated Car Wash

■Using High Pressure Cleaners

1Washing the Vehicle

Do not spray water into the air intake vents. It can 
cause a malfunction.

Do not spray water onto the fuel fill door directly. A 
high-pressure spray may cause it to open.

Do not spray water onto the capless unit when the 
fuel fill door is open. It can cause damage to the fuel 
system or engine.

Air Intake Vents
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▶▶ Curăţire ▶ Întreţinerea exteriorului

Întreţinerea exteriorului

Ştergeţi caroseria de praf de fiecare dată după ce conduceţi. Verificaţi în mod 
regulat dacă pe suprafeţele vopsite au apărut zgârieturi. O astfel de zgârietură 
poate provoca ruginirea caroseriei. Dacă găsiţi o zgârietură, reparaţi-o imediat.

Spălarea autovehiculului

Spălaţi autovehiculul în mod frecvent. În plus, asiguraţi-vă că spălaţi 
autovehiculul în următoarele cazuri:
•  Atunci când conduceţi pe drumuri acoperite cu sare.
•  Atunci când conduceţi în zone de coastă.
•   Dacă suprafeţele vopsite sunt acoperite de smoală, cenuşă, excremente de 

păsări, insecte sau sevă din arbori.

Folosirea unei spălătorii automate

•   Respectaţi instrucţiunile afişate la spălătoria automată.
•   Glisaţi oglinzile uşilor.
•   Pentru autovehiculele cu ştergătoare automate intermitente, opriţi (OFF) 

ştergătoarele.

Folosirea spălătoarelor cu înaltă presiune

•   Păstraţi o distanţă suficientă între gura spălătorului şi autovehicul.
•   Acordaţi o atenţie deosebită zonei din jurul geamurilor. Dacă staţi prea 

aproape, apa poate intra în interior. 
•   Nu spălaţi compartimentul motorului folosind apă cu presiune. Folosiţi apă cu 

presiune mică şi un detergent slab.

Spălarea autovehiculului

Nu direcţionaţi apa spre grilele de intrare a
aerului. În caz contrar, puteţi provoca defecţiuni.

Nu pulverizaţi apă direct pe clapeta rezervorului. Un jet 
cu presiune ridicată poate cauza deschiderea acesteia.

Nu pulverizaţi apă în interiorul unităţii de alimentare 
când clapeta rezervorului este deschisă. Poate cauza 
deteriorarea sistemului de alimentare cu combustibil 
sau a motorului.

Grilele de intrare a aerului
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A good coat of automotive body wax helps to protect your vehicle’s paint from the 
elements. Wax will wear off over time and expose your vehicle’s paint to the 
elements, so reapply as necessary.

If you get petrol, oil, engine coolant, or battery fluid on resin coated parts, they may 
be stained or the coating may peel. Promptly wipe it away using a soft cloth and 
clean water.

Wipe using a glass cleaner.

Aluminium is susceptible to deterioration caused by salt and other road 
contaminants. When necessary, as early as possible use a sponge and mild detergent 
to wipe away these contaminants. Do not use a stiff brush or harsh chemicals 
(including some commercial wheel cleaners). These can damage the protective finish 
on aluminium alloy wheels, resulting in corrosion. Depending on the type of finish, 
the wheels also may lose their luster or appear burnished. To avoid water stains, 
wipe the wheels dry with a cloth while they are still wet.

■Applying Wax

■Maintaining the Bumpers and Other Resin Coated Parts

■ Cleaning the Window

■Maintaining Aluminium Wheels

1Applying Wax

NOTICE
Chemical solvents and strong cleaners can damage 
the paint, metal, and plastic on your vehicle. Wipe 
away spills immediately.

1Maintaining the Bumpers and Other Resin Coated Parts

Ask a dealer about the correct coating material when 
you want to repair the painted surface of the parts 
made of resin.
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▶▶ Curăţire ▶ Întreţinerea exteriorului

Ceruirea

Curăţarea geamurilor

Întreţinerea jantelor din aluminiu

Un strat suficient de ceară auto ajută la protejarea vopselei autovehiculului 
împotriva intemperiilor. Ceara se va consuma în timp şi va expune vopseaua la 
intemperii, deci reaplicaţi după cum este necesar.

Dacă părţile acoperite cu răşini sunt contaminate cu benzină, ulei, lichid de răcire 
sau electrolit, acestea se pot păta sau exfolia. Ştergeţi-le imediat cu o cârpă 
moale şi apă.

Aluminiul este susceptibil la deteriorare provocată de sare şi alţi contaminanţi 
existenţi pe suprafeţele de rulare. Folosiţi un burete şi un detergent slab pentru 
curăţare imediată. Nu folosiţi substanţe chimice agresive (inclusiv soluţii de 
curăţare a jantelor din comerţ) sau perii aspre. Acestea pot deteriora stratul 
protector al jantelor care previne coroziunea şi decolorarea aluminiului. În 
funcţie de tipul de finisare, roţile pot, de asemenea, să își piardă luciul. Pentru a 
evita petele de apă, ștergeţi roţile cu o cârpă în timp ce acestea sunt încă ude.

Curăţaţi folosind o soluţie de curăţare a geamurilor.

Întreţinerea barelor de protecţie şi a altor părţi acoperite cu răşină

Ceruirea

Întreţinerea barelor de protecţie

Solvenţii chimicii şi agenţii puternici de curăţare 
pot distruge vopseaua, metalul şi plasticul de pe 
autovehicul. Ştergeţi imediat lichidele vărsate.

NOTĂ

Informaţi-vă la reprezentanţă în privinţa materialului de 
acoperire corect atunci când doriţi să reparaţi suprafaţa 
vopsită a părţilor fabricate din răşină.

Continuare
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The inside lenses of exterior lights (headlights, brake lights, etc.) may fog temporarily 
if you have driven in the rain, or after the vehicle has been run through a car wash. 
Dew condensation also may build up inside the lenses when there is a significant 
enough difference between the ambient and inside lens temperatures (similar to 
vehicle windows fogging up in rainy conditions). These conditions are natural 
processes, not structural design problems in the exterior lights.
Lens design characteristics may result in moisture developing on the light lens frame 
surfaces. This also is not a malfunction.
However, if you see large amounts of water accumulation, or large water drops 
building up inside the lenses, have your vehicle inspected by a dealer.

■ Fogged Exterior Light Lenses
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▶▶ Curăţire ▶ Întreţinerea exteriorului

Aburirea farurilor pe interior
Interiorul lentilelor luminilor exterioare (faruri, stopuri etc.) se pot aburi 
temporar dacă aţi condus prin ploaie sau după ce aţi fost la spălătorie. Condensul 
se poate creea atunci când este o diferenţă destul de mare de temperatură între 
interiorul farurilor si exterior (similar cu aburirea geamurilor pe timp de ploaie). 
Acesta este un proces natural si nu reprezintă un viciu de fabricaţie.
Acelaşi fenomen poate apărea şi pe rama farurilor. De asemenea, nu este un 
defect.
În orice caz, dacă observaţi o mare acumulare de apă sau picături mari de apă 
formându-se în interiorul farurilor, consultaţi o reprezentanţă.
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Accessories and Modifications

Accessories
When installing accessories, check the following:
• Do not install accessories on the windscreen. They can obstruct your view and 

delay your reaction to driving conditions.
• Do not install any accessories over areas marked SRS Airbag, on the sides or backs 

of the front seats, on front or side pillars, or near the side windows.
Accessories installed in these areas may interfere with proper operation of the 
vehicle’s airbags or may be propelled into you or another occupant if the airbags 
deploy.

• Be sure electronic accessories do not overload electrical circuits or interfere with 
proper operation of your vehicle.

2 Fuses P. 710

• Before installing any electronic accessory, have the installer contact a dealer for 
assistance. If possible, have a dealer inspect the final installation.

Modifications
Do not modify your vehicle in a manner that may affect its handling, stability, or 
reliability, or install non-genuine Honda parts or accessories that may have a similar 
effect.

Even minor modifications to vehicle systems can affect overall vehicle performance.
Always make sure all equipment is properly installed and maintained, and do not 
make any modification to your vehicle or its systems that might cause your vehicle 
to no longer meet your country’s and local regulations.

Do not modify or attempt to repair any of the electrical components.

1Accessories and Modifications

When properly installed, mobile phones, alarms, two-
way radios, radio antennas, and low-powered audio 
systems should not interfere with your vehicle’s 
computer controlled systems, such as your airbags 
and anti-lock brakes.

Honda Genuine accessories are recommended to 
ensure proper operation on your vehicle.

3WARNING
Improper accessories or modifications can 
affect your vehicle's handling, stability, and 
performance, and cause a crash in which 
you can be seriously hurt or killed.

Follow all instructions in this owner's 
manual regarding accessories and 
modifications.
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Accesorii şi modificări

Accesorii

Modificări

Atunci când instalaţi accesorii, verificaţi următoarele:
•   Nu instalaţi accesorii pe parbriz. Acestea vă pot obstrucţiona vizibilitatea şi 

întârzia reacţia la condiţiile de drum.
•   Nu instalaţi accesorii pe zonele marcate SRS Airbag, pe lateralele sau spatele 

scaunelor, pe stâlpii frontali sau laterali sau aproape de geamurile laterale. 
Accesoriile instalate în aceste zone pot împiedica buna funcţionare a 
airbagurilor autovehiculului sau pot fi propulsate în dumneavoastră sau în alt 
pasager dacă airbagurile sunt activate.

•   Asiguraţi-vă că accesoriile electronice nu supraîncarcă circuitele electrice şi nu 
afectează buna funcţionare a autovehiculului.

 Siguranţe P. 710
•   Înainte de instalarea oricărui accesoriu electronic, aveţi grijă ca tehnicianul să 

contacteze un service pentru asistenţă. Dacă este posibil, efectuaţi o verificare 
a instalării finale la un service autorizat.

Nu modificaţi autovehiculul şi nu utilizaţi componente care nu sunt produse de
Honda şi care pot afecta manevrabilitatea, stabilitatea şi fiabilitatea.

Chiar modificări minore pot afecta performanţele generale ale autovehiculului. 
Asiguraţi-vă întotdeauna că toate echipamentele sunt corect instalate şi 
întreţinute şi că acestea îndeplinesc reglementările naţionale şi locale.

Nu modificaţi şi nu încercaţi să reparaţi nicio componentă electrică.

Accesorii şi modificări

Accesoriile sau modificările 
necorespunzătoare pot afecta 
manevrabilitatea, stabilitatea şi 
performanţele automobilului, provocând 
accidente în care puteţi fi rănit sau ucis.

Respectaţi toate instrucţiunile din 
manualul de utilizare privind accesoriile şi 
modificările.

AVERTIZARE

Dacă sunt instalate corect, telefoanele mobile, 
alarmele, aparatele de radiocomunicaţii, antenele 
radio şi sistemele audio de mică putere nu trebuie 
să genereze interferenţe cu sistemele computerizate 
ale automobilului, cum ar fi airbagurile şi frânele 
antiblocare.

Pentru o funcţionare corectă a autovehiculului 
dumneavoastră, recomandăm folosirea accesoriilor 
originale Honda.
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Tools
Types of Tools .................................. 674

If a Tyre Goes Flat
Changing a Flat Tyre* ...................... 675
Temporarily Repairing a Flat Tyre*.... 683

Engine Does Not Start
Checking the Engine........................ 692
If the Keyless Remote Battery is Weak....693
Emergency Engine Stop ................... 694

Jump Starting.................................... 695
Shift Lever Does Not Move .............. 698
Overheating ...................................... 699

Indicator, Coming On/Blinking
If the Low Oil Pressure Indicator Comes 
On ............................................. 702

If the Charging System Indicator Comes 
On ................................................. 702

If the Malfunction Indicator Lamp Comes 
On or Blinks ................................... 703

If the Brake System Indicator (Red) Comes 
On or Blinks ................................... 704

If the Brake System Indicator (Red) comes on or 
blinks at the same time when the Brake System 
Indicator (Amber) comes on................... 705

If the Electric Power Steering (EPS) System 
Indicator Comes On ....................... 706

If the Low Tyre Pressure/Deflation Warning 
System Indicator* Comes On or Blinks ...708

If the Low Oil Level Symbol Appears*...709
If the Low Oil Level Indicator Comes On* .... 709

Fuses
Fuse Locations ................................. 710
Inspecting and Changing Fuses........ 716

Emergency Towing........................... 717
When You Cannot Unlock the Fuel Fill 
Door................................................. 719

When You Cannot Open the Boot .. 720
Refueling........................................... 721

* Not available on all models
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Situaţii neprevăzute
Acest capitol explică modul de gestionare a problemelor neaşteptate.

Scule
Tipuri de scule.........................................674

Dacă aveţi o pană de anvelopă
Schimbarea unei anvelope  
dezumflate* ...........................................675
Repararea temporară a unei  
anvelope* ...............................................683

Motorul nu porneşte
Verificarea motorului.............................692
Dacă bateria telecomenzii este  
descărcată................................................693
Oprirea de urgenţă a motorului............692

Pornirea cu ajutorul unei baterii auxiliare...695
Schimbătorul de viteze nu se mişcă............698
Supraîncălzirea..............................................699

Aprinderea/Clipirea indicatoarelor
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Tools

Types of Tools
1Types of Tools

The tools were stored in the boot.

Wheel Nut Wrench/
Jack Handle*

Jack*

Jack Handle Bar*

Detachable 
Towing Hook

Flat-tip Screwdriver*

Funnel

* Not available on all models
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Scule

Tipuri de scule

Tipuri de scule

Sculele sunt depozitate în portbagaj.

Cric

Cârlig de remorcare 
detaşabil

Cheie de roată/
Mâner cric

PâlnieTijă mâner de cric*

Şurubelniţă cu cap plat*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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If a Tyre Goes Flat

Changing a Flat Tyre*

If a tyre goes flat while driving, grasp the steering wheel firmly, and brake gradually 
to reduce speed. Then, stop in a safe place. Replace the flat tyre with a compact 
spare tyre*/full-size spare tyre*. Go to a dealer as soon as possible to have the full-
size tyre repaired or replaced.

1. Park the vehicle on firm, level, and non-slippery surface and apply the parking 
brake.

2. Move the shift lever in (P .

2. Move the shift lever in (R .

3. Turn on the hazard warning lights and turn the ignition switch to LOCK (0*1.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Changing a Flat Tyre*

Follow compact spare precautions:
Periodically check the tyre pressure of the compact 
spare*. It should be set to the specified pressure. 
Specified Pressure: 420 kPa (4.2 kgf/cm2, 60 psi)

When driving with the compact spare tyre, keep the 
vehicle speed under 80 km/h. Replace with a full-size 
tyre as soon as possible.

The compact spare tyre and wheel in your vehicle are 
specifically for this model. Do not use them with 
another vehicle. Do not use another type of compact 
spare tyre or wheel with your vehicle.

Do not mount tyre chains on a compact spare tyre. If 
a chain-mounted front tyre goes flat, remove one of 
the full-size rear tyres and replace it with the compact 
spare tyre. Remove the flat front tyre and replace it 
with the full-size tyre that was removed from the 
rear. Mount the tyre chains on the front tyre.

A compact spare tyre gives a harsher ride and less traction 
on some road surfaces. Use greater caution while driving.
Do not mount the compact spare* on the front. If 
mounted on the front, the compact spare, smaller in size 
than the full-size tyre, may damage the differential.

Do not use more than one compact spare tyre at the 
same time.

The compact spare tyre is smaller than the regular 
tyre. Your vehicle's ground clearance reduces when 
the compact spare tyre is installed. Driving over road 
debris or bumps could possibly damage the 
underside of your vehicle.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

All models

* Not available on all models
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Dacă aveţi o pană de anvelopă

Schimbarea unei anvelope dezumflate*
În cazul dezumflării unui cauciuc în timpul condusului, ţineţi bine volanul 
şi frânaţi progresiv pentru a reduce viteza. Apoi, opriţi într-un loc sigur. 
Înlocuiţi anvelopa dezumflată cu o anvelopă compactă de rezervă. Mergeţi la 
o reprezentanţă cât mai curând posibil pentru a repara sau înlocui anvelopa 
standard.

Parcaţi autovehiculul pe teren tare, drept şi nealunecos şi cuplaţi frâna de 
parcare.

Modele cu transmisie automată

Modele cu transmisie manuală

Toate modelele
Aprindeţi luminile de avarie şi rotiţi contactul de pornire în poziţia LOCK      *1.

32TGG601 inset Sig 47 Front 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 47 Front 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 47 Front 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 47 Front 03_02_2017
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uuIndicatorsu
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Instrum
ent Panel

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for about 15 seconds 
when you pull the electric parking 
brake switch while the ignition 
switch is in LOCK (0*1.

● Stays on for about 15 seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to LOCK 
(0*1 while the electric parking brake 
is set.

● Blinks and the parking brake and 
brake system indicator (amber) comes 
on at the same time - There is a 
problem with the electric parking brake 
system. The parking brake may not be 
set.
Avoid using the parking brake and have 
your vehicle checked by a dealer 
immediately.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
comes on or blinks at the same time 
when the Brake System Indicator 
(Amber) comes on P. 716

—

Automatic Brake 
Hold System 
Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold system is on.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571

Automatic Brake 
Hold Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold is activated.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571 —

(Red)

Puneţi schimbătorul de viteză în poziţia      .

Puneţi schimbătorul de viteză în poziţia      .

32TGG601 inset Sig 59 Back 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 59 Back 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 59 Back 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 59 Back 03_02_2017
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uu IndicatorsuDriver Information Interface Warning and Information Messages

Instrum
ent Panel

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine coolant temperature gets
abnormally high. 2 Overheating P. 711

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the shift lever is moved out of (P .

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the parking brake is released.

2 Customized Features* P. 148

Models without
colour audio system

Models with colour 
audio system

Manual transmission models

* Not available on all models
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uuOperating the Switches Around the Steering WheeluWipers and Washers

Continued

Controls

The rear wiper and washer can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT, ON)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ Washer ( )
Sprays while you rotate the switch to this 
position.
Hold it to activate the wiper and to spray the 
washer. Once released, it stops operating 
after a few more sweeps.

■ Operating in reverse
When you shift the transmission to (R  with the windscreen wipers activated, the 
rear wiper operates automatically as follows even if its switch is off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Wiper/Washer*

INT: Intermittent

ON: Continuous wipe

OFF

Washer

Windscreen Wiper Operation Rear Wiper Operation
Intermittent Intermittent

Low speed wipe
High speed wipe

Continuous

* Not available on all models

Respectaţi măsurile de prevedere privind rezerva 
compactă:
Verificaţi periodic presiunea pneului de rezervă*. Acesta 
trebuie să aibă presiunea indicată.
Presiunea indicată: 420 kPa (4,2 kgf/cm2, 60 psi)
Atunci când conduceţi având rezerva compactă 
montată, menţineţi viteza autovehiculului sub 80 km/h 
(50 mph). Înlocuiţi-o cu un cauciuc standard cât mai 
curând posibil.
Pneul şi roata de rezervă compactă din autovehiculul 
dvs. sunt create special pentru acest model. Nu le 
utilizaţi pentru un alt autovehicul. Nu utilizaţi un alt tip 
de pneu sau roată de rezervă pentru autovehiculul dvs.
Nu montaţi lanţuri pentru cauciucuri pe cauciucul 
compact de rezervă. În cazul în care un cauciuc din 
faţă pe care s-au montat lanţuri se dezumflă, scoateţi 
un cauciuc standard din spate şi înlocuiţi-l cu cauciucul 
compact de rezervă. Scoateţi cauciucul dezumflat din 
faţă şi înlocuiţi-l cu cauciucul standard din spate. Montaţi 
lanţurile pe cauciucul din faţă.
Acest cauciuc face ca deplasarea să fie mai dificilă şi 
tracţiunea mică pe anumite suprafeţe ale drumului. 
Aveţi grijă deosebită atunci când conduceţi. Nu montaţi 
rezerva compactă* pe partea faţă a autovehiculului. 
Dacă o montaţi pe partea faţă, rezerva compactă, care 
are o dimensiune mai mică decât cea standard, poate 
deteriora diferenţialul. 
Nu utilizaţi mai mult de un cauciuc compact de rezervă 
simultan.
Rezerva compactă este mai mică decât anvelopa 
standard. Garda la sol a autovehiculului dvs. se reduce 
atunci când se montează rezerva compactă. În cazul în 
care conduceţi peste reziduuri de asfalt sau pe teren 
accidentat, partea inferioară a autovehiculului dvs. 
poate fi avariată.

Schimbarea unei anvelope dezumflate*

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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1. Open the boot floor lid.

2. Take the tool case out of the boot. Take the 
jack and wheel nut wrench out of the tool 
case.

3. Unscrew the wing bolt, and remove the 
spacer cone. Then, remove the spare tyre.

4. Place a wheel block or rock in front and rear 
of the wheel diagonal to the flat tyre.

■Getting Ready to Replace the Flat Tyre 1Getting Ready to Replace the Flat Tyre

WARNING: The jack can only be used for helping an 
emergency vehicle breakdown, not for changing the 
regular seasonal tyre or any other normal 
maintenance or repair operation.

NOTICE
Do not use the jack if it doesn’t work properly. Call 
your dealer or a professional towing service.

Tool Case

Spare Tyre

Wheel 
Blocks

The tyre to be replaced.
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▶▶ Dacă aveţi o pană de anvelopă ▶ Schimbarea unei anvelope dezumflate*

Pregătiri pentru schimbarea cauciucului dezumflat

Deschideţi capacul de pe podeaua 
portbagajului.

Scoateţi trusa de scule din portbagaj. 
Scoateţi cricul și cheia pentru piuliţele  
roţii din trusa de scule.

Deșurubaţi șurubul și scoateţi conul 
distanţator. Apoi, scoateţi roata de  
rezervă.

Puneţi blocaje pentru roţi sau o piatră în
faţa şi în spatele roţii aflată în diagonală
faţă de cauciucul dezumflat.

Trusa de scule

Roata de rezervă

Blocaje 
pentru roţi

Anvelopa care trebuie înlocuită.

Pregătiri pentru schimbarea cauciucului dezumflat

AVERTIZARE: Cricul poate fi utilizat doar pentru ajutor 
de urgenţă în cazul defectării autovehiculului, şi nu 
pentru a schimba anvelopa sezonieră standard sau 
pentru orice altă operaţie de întreţinere normală sau 
de reparaţie.

Nu utilizaţi cricul dacă acesta nu funcţionează 
corespunzător. Sunaţi reprezentanţa sau un serviciu 
specializat de tractare.

NOTĂ
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5. Place the spare tyre (wheel side up) under 
the vehicle body, near the tyre that needs to 
be replaced.

6. Put the flat tip of the jack handle bar into 
the edge of the wheel cover. Carefully pry 
the edge and remove the cover.
u Wrap a cloth around the flat tip of the 

jack handle bar to prevent scratches on 
the cover.

7. Loosen each wheel nut about one turn 
using the wheel nut wrench.

Jack Handle Bar
Wheel Nut

Wheel 
Cover

Models with wheel cover

All models
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▶▶ Dacă aveţi o pană de anvelopă ▶ Schimbarea unei anvelope dezumflate*

Capacul 
roţii

Piuliţă
Tija cricului 

Aşezaţi roata de rezervă (cu faţa în sus) 
sub caroserie, aproape de cauciucul care 
trebuie înlocuit.

Desfaceţi fiecare piuliţă a roţii cu 
aproximativ o rotire a cheii de roată.

Toate modelele

Modele cu capac pentru roată
Aşezaţi capătul plat al tijei cricului pe 
marginea capacului roţii. Desfaceţi cu 
grijă capacul.

Înfăşuraţi cu o pânză capătul plat 
al tijei pentru a preveni zgârierea 
capacului.

Continuare
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1. Place the jack under the jacking point 
closest to the tyre to be changed.

2. Turn the end bracket clockwise as shown in 
the image until the top of the jack contacts 
the jacking point.
u Make sure that the jacking point tab is 

resting in the jack notch.

■How to Set Up the Jack 1How to Set Up the Jack

WARNING: The jack shall be placed on a flat and 
stable surface on the same level as the vehicle is 
parked.

The jack that came with your vehicle has the 
following label.

1. See Owner's Manual.
2. Never get under vehicle when supported by jack.
3. Place jack underneath reinforced area.

3WARNING
The vehicle can easily roll off the jack, 
seriously injuring anyone underneath.

Follow the directions for changing a tyre 
exactly, and no person should place any 
portion of their body under a vehicle that is 
supported by a jack.

For some countries

Jacking 
Points

Jacking Point
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▶▶ Dacă aveţi o pană de anvelopă ▶ Schimbarea unei anvelope dezumflate*

Cum se instalează cricul

Plasaţi cricul sub punctul de suspendare 
aflat cel mai aproape de anvelopa care va 
fi schimbată.

Rotiţi inelul din capăt în sensul acelor de 
ceas până când marginea de sus a cricului 
atinge punctul de suspendare.

Asiguraţi-vă că agăţătoarele punctului 
de suspendare sunt în lăcaşul cricului.

Puncte de 
suspendare

Punct de suspendare

Cum se instalează cricul

Autovehiculul se poate răsturna foarte uşor
de pe cric, rănind grav pe oricine s-ar afla
dedesubt.

Urmaţi îndrumările pentru schimbarea
anvelopei cu exactitate şi nicio persoană nu
trebuie să-şi aşeze nicio parte a corpului sub
autovehicul dacă acesta se sprijină pe cric.

AVERTIZARE

Cricul care v-a fost furnizat împreună cu autovehiculul 
are eticheta de mai jos.

AVERTIZARE: Cricul trebuie utilizat doar pe o suprafaţă 
plană şi stabilă la acelaşi nivel cu autovehiculul parcat.

1. A se vedea cartea tehnică a proprietarului.
2.  Nu vă aşezaţi niciodată sub autovehicul atunci când 

acesta se sprijină pe cric.
3. Plasaţi cricul sub punctele întărite.

Pentru anumite ţări
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3. Raise the vehicle, using the jack handle bar 
and the jack handle, until the tyre is off the 
ground.

Do not use the jack with people or luggage in the 
vehicle.

Use the jack provided in your vehicle.
Other jacks may not support the weight (“load”) or 
their shape may not match.

The following instructions must be followed to use 
the jack safely:
• Do not use while the engine is running.
• Use only where the ground is firm and level.
• Use only at the jacking points.
• Do not get in the vehicle while using the jack.
• Do not put anything on top of or underneath the 
jack.

Jack 
Handle 
Bar

Wheel Nut
 Wrench as Jack Handle
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▶▶ Dacă aveţi o pană de anvelopă ▶ Schimbarea unei anvelope dezumflate*

Ridicaţi autovehiculul utilizând tija cricului 
şi mânerul cricului, până când roata este 
ridicată de la sol.

Tija 
cricului Cheia de roată

folosită ca mâner pentru cric

Nu utilizaţi cricul atunci când în autovehicul se află 
persoane sau bagaje.

Utilizaţi cricul cu care este dotat autovehiculul 
dumneavoastră. Este posibil ca alte cricuri să nu poată 
susţine greutatea („încărcătura”), sau formele acestora 
să nu coincidă.

Pentru o utilizare sigură a cricului, urmaţi instrucţiunile 
de mai jos.
• Nu-l utilizaţi în timp ce motorul este pornit.
•  Utilizaţi-l doar în locurile unde terenul este tare şi 

drept.
• Utilizaţi-l doar în cadrul punctelor de suspendare.
• Nu intraţi în autovehicul în timp ce utilizaţi cricul.
• Nu plasaţi obiecte pe sau sub cric. 

Continuare
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1. Remove the wheel nuts and flat tyre.

2. Wipe the mounting surfaces of the wheel 
with a clean cloth.

3. Mount the spare tyre.
4. Screw the wheel nuts until they touch the 

lips around the mounting holes, then stop 
rotating.

5. Lower the vehicle and remove the jack. 
Tighten the wheel nuts in the order 
indicated in the image. Go around, 
tightening the nuts, two to three times in 
this order.
Wheel nut torque:
108 N∙m (11 kgf∙m, 80 lbf∙ft)

■ Replacing the Flat Tyre 1Replacing the Flat Tyre

Do not over tighten the wheel nuts by applying extra 
torque using your foot or a pipe.

Make sure the wire support ring is hooked into the 
clips around the edge of the wheel cover.

Align the valve mark on the wheel cover to the tyre 
valve on the wheel, then install the wheel cover.

Models with wheel cover

Clips Clips

Valve Mark
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▶▶ Dacă aveţi o pană de anvelopă ▶ Schimbarea unei anvelope dezumflate*

Înlocuirea anvelopei dezumflate

Scoateţi piuliţele şi anvelopa dezumflată.

Ştergeţi suprafeţele de montare ale roţii  
cu o cârpă curată.
Montaţi roata de rezervă.
Înşurubaţi piuliţele până ating marginile
găurilor de montare, apoi opriţi rotirea.

Coborâţi autovehiculul şi scoateţi cricul. 
Strângeţi piuliţele în ordinea ilustrată 
în imagine. Strângeţi piuliţele în sens 
circular, de câte două sau de trei ori.

Cuplu de strângere a piuliţelor:
108 N.m (11 kgf.m, 80 lbf.ft)

Înlocuirea unei anvelope dezumflate

Nu strângeţi în exces piuliţele prin aplicarea unui 
cuplu de strângere suplimentar cu piciorul sau 
utilizând o ţeavă. 

Asiguraţi-vă că inelul din sârmă este prins în 
clemele de pe marginea capacului roţii.

Aliniaţi semnul pentru valvă de pe capac cu valva 
roţii, apoi montaţi capacul roţii.

Modele cu capac pentru roată

Cleme Cleme

Semnul pentru valvă
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1. Remove the centre cap.

2. Place the flat tyre face down in the spare 
tyre well.

3. Remove the spacer cone from the wing 
bolt, flip it over, and insert it back on the 
bolt. Secure the flat tyre with the wing bolt.

4. Securely put the jack and wheel nut wrench 
back in the tool case. Store the case in the 
boot.

■ Storing the Flat Tyre 1Replacing the Flat Tyre

Make sure the wire support ring is on the outer side 
of the tyre valve as shown.

Models with wheel cover

Tyre Valve

Wire Support Ring

1Storing the Flat Tyre

3WARNING
Loose items can fly around the interior in a 
crash and can seriously injure the 
occupants. 
Store the wheel, jack, and tools securely 
before driving.

Spacer Cone
Wing Bolt

For full-
size tyre

For 
compact 
spare tyre

Centre Cap
Models with aluminium wheels

All models
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▶▶ Dacă aveţi o pană de anvelopă ▶ Schimbarea unei anvelope dezumflate*

Asiguraţi-vă că inelul din sârmă este pe partea 
exterioară a valvei roţii, ca în imagine.

Modele cu capac pentru roată

Capacul central

Valva roţii

Inelul de sârmăŞurub
Conul distanţator

Depozitarea roţii dezumflate

Scoateţi capacul central.

Așezaţi bine anvelopa dezumflată cu faţa 
în jos în roata de rezervă.

Puneţi în siguranţă tija cricului și cheia 
pentru roată înapoi în trusă. Aşezaţi  
trusa în portbagaj.

Scoateţi conul distanţator din șurub, 
răsturnaţi-l și introduceţi-l înapoi pe șurub. 
Fixaţi roata dezumflată cu șurubul.

Modele cu roţi din aluminiu

Toate modelele

Pentru 
roată de 
rezervă 
compactă

Pentru 
roată de 
rezervă 
standard

Înlocuirea anvelope dezumflate*

Înlocuirea roţii dezumflate

Obiectele care nu sunt bine prinse 
pot zbura în interior în cazul unui 
accident rănindu-i grav pe ocupanţii 
autovehiculului.
Asiguraţi-vă că roata, cricul şi uneltele sunt 
bine prinse înainte de a porni la drum.

AVERTIZARE

Continuare
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If you replace a flat tyre with the spare tyre, the  indicator comes on while you 
are driving. After driving for a few kilometers, the indicator will start blinking for a 
short time and then stay on.  appears on the driver information interface*, but 
this is normal.

Calibrate the deflation warning system when you replace the tyre with a specified 
regular tyre.

2 Deflation Warning System Calibration P. 556

■Deflation Warning System and the Spare Tyre*

* Not available on all models
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Sistemul de avertizare pentru dezumflare şi roata de rezervă*

Dacă înlocuiţi o anvelopă dezumflată cu anvelopa de rezervă, indicatorul        
se aprinde în timp ce conduceţi. După ce aţi parcurs câţiva kilometri, indicatorul 
va începe să clipească pentru o perioadă scurtă de timp și apoi va rămâne aprins. 
Pe driver information interface* apare       , dar acest lucru este unul normal.

Calibraţi sistemul de avertizare pentru dezumflare când înlocuiţi anvelopa cu o 
anvelopă standard.
 Calibrarea sistemului de avertizare pentru dezumflare P. 556
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If you replace a flat tyre with the spare tyre, the  indicator comes on while you 
are driving. After driving for a few kilometers, the indicator will start blinking for a 
short time and then stay on.  appears on the driver information interface*, but 
this is normal.

Calibrate the deflation warning system when you replace the tyre with a specified 
regular tyre.

2 Deflation Warning System Calibration P. 556

■Deflation Warning System and the Spare Tyre*

* Not available on all models
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If you replace a flat tyre with the spare tyre, the  indicator comes on while you 
are driving. After driving for a few kilometers, the indicator will start blinking for a 
short time and then stay on.  appears on the driver information interface*, but 
this is normal.

Calibrate the deflation warning system when you replace the tyre with a specified 
regular tyre.

2 Deflation Warning System Calibration P. 556

■Deflation Warning System and the Spare Tyre*

* Not available on all models
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Instrum
ent Panel

Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Temporarily Repairing a Flat Tyre*

If the tyre has a large cut or is otherwise severely damaged, you will need to have 
the vehicle towed. If the tyre only has a small puncture, from a nail for instance, you 
can use the temporary tyre repair kit so that you can drive to the nearest service 
station for a more permanent repair.

If a tyre goes flat while driving, grasp the steering wheel firmly, and brake gradually 
to reduce speed. Then stop in a safe place.

1. Park the vehicle on firm, level, and non-slippery surface and apply the parking 
brake.

2. Change the gear position to (P .

2. Move the shift lever to (R .

3. Turn on the hazard warning lights and turn the ignition switch to LOCK (0*1.
u When towing a trailer, unhitch the trailer.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Temporarily Repairing a Flat Tyre*

The kit should not be used in the following situations. 
Instead, contact a dealer or roadside assistant to have 
the vehicle towed.
• The tyre sealant has expired.
• More than one tyre is punctured.
• The puncture or cut is larger than 4 mm.
• The tyre side wall is damaged or the puncture is 

outside the tyre area.

• Damage has been caused by driving with the tyres 
extremely under inflated.

• The tyre bead is no longer seated.
• The rim is damaged.

Do not remove a nail or screw that punctured the 
tyre. If you remove it from the tyre, you may not be 
able to repair the puncture using the kit.

Contact 
Area

When the puncture is: Kit Use

Smaller than 4 mm Yes

Larger than 4 mm NoContinuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

All models

* Not available on all models
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Repararea temporară a anvelopei dezumflate*

Parcaţi autovehiculul pe teren tare, drept şi nealunecos şi cuplaţi frâna de 
parcare.

Modele cu transmisie automată

Toate modelele
Aprindeţi luminile de avarie şi rotiţi contactul de pornire în poziţia LOCK      *1.

Puneţi schimbătorul de viteză în poziţia      .

Puneţi schimbătorul de viteză în poziţia      .
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Instrum
ent Panel

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine coolant temperature gets
abnormally high. 2 Overheating P. 711

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the shift lever is moved out of (P .

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the parking brake is released.

2 Customized Features* P. 148

Models without
colour audio system

Models with colour 
audio system

Manual transmission models

* Not available on all models
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uuOperating the Switches Around the Steering WheeluWipers and Washers

Continued

Controls

The rear wiper and washer can be used when 
the ignition switch is in ON (w*1.

■ Wiper switch (OFF, INT, ON)
Change the wiper switch setting according to 
the amount of rain.

■ Washer ( )
Sprays while you rotate the switch to this 
position.
Hold it to activate the wiper and to spray the 
washer. Once released, it stops operating 
after a few more sweeps.

■ Operating in reverse
When you shift the transmission to (R  with the windscreen wipers activated, the 
rear wiper operates automatically as follows even if its switch is off.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

■ Rear Wiper/Washer*

INT: Intermittent

ON: Continuous wipe

OFF

Washer

Windscreen Wiper Operation Rear Wiper Operation
Intermittent Intermittent

Low speed wipe
High speed wipe

Continuous

* Not available on all models

Modele cu transmisie manuală
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for about 15 seconds 
when you pull the electric parking 
brake switch while the ignition 
switch is in LOCK (0*1.

● Stays on for about 15 seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to LOCK 
(0*1 while the electric parking brake 
is set.

● Blinks and the parking brake and 
brake system indicator (amber) comes 
on at the same time - There is a 
problem with the electric parking brake 
system. The parking brake may not be 
set.
Avoid using the parking brake and have 
your vehicle checked by a dealer 
immediately.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
comes on or blinks at the same time 
when the Brake System Indicator 
(Amber) comes on P. 716

—

Automatic Brake 
Hold System 
Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold system is on.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571

Automatic Brake 
Hold Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold is activated.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571 —

(Red)

Dacă pneul are o tăietură mare sau este avariat sever în orice alt mod, va fi 
necesară tractarea autovehiculului. Dacă pneul este perforat uşor, de exemplu 
din cauza unui cui, puteţi utiliza trusa de reparare temporară, astfel încât să 
puteţi conduce în siguranţă până la cea mai apropiată staţie de service pentru o 
reparaţie permanentă.

Dacă un pneu se dezumflă în timp ce conduceţi, strângeţi volanul cu putere şi 
frânaţi progresiv pentru a reduce viteza. Opriţi apoi într-un loc sigur.

Repararea temporară a anvelopei dezumflate*

Trusa nu trebuie utilizată în următoarele situaţii.
În schimb, contactaţi o reprezentanţă sau un
asistent de deplasare pentru a tracta autovehiculul.
• Lichidul de etanşare a expirat.
• Au fost perforate mai mult de două cauciucuri.
•  Perforaţia are un diametru mai mare de 4 mm.
•  Bordura laterală a pneului este avariată, sau 

perforaţia se află în afara profilului pneului.

Zona de 
contact

Atunci când perforaţia este: Utilizarea trusei
Mai mică de 4 mm
Mai mare de 4 mm

Da
Nu

•  Avarierea a fost cauzată de condusul cu pneuri 
dezumflate accentuat.

• Marginea anvelopei este deplasată.
•  O jantă este avariată. 

Nu scoateţi cuiul sau şurubul care a perforat pneul. 
Dacă le scoateţi din pneu, este posibil să nu puteţi 
repara pneul utilizând trusa.

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.
*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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1. Open the boot floor lid.
2. Take the kit out of the tool case.
3. Place the kit, face up, on flat ground near 

the flat tyre, away from traffic. Do not place 
the kit on its side.

■Getting Ready to Temporarily Repair the Flat Tyre

Air Compressor Instruction ManualSealant Bottle

Speed Limit Label

Wheel Label 

Expiration Date
Deflation Button

Air Compressor Switch

1Getting Ready to Temporarily Repair the Flat Tyre

When making a temporary repair, carefully read the 
instruction manual provided with the kit.

Boot Floor Lid

Tyre Repair Kit
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Pregătiri pentru repararea temporară a anvelopei dezumflate

Comutatorul compresorului de aer

Buton de dezumflare
Data expirării

Sticla cu lichid
de etanşare

Compresor de aer

Capac podea portbagaj

Trusa de reparare pneu

Autocolant viteză 
maximă

Autocolant roată
Manual de instrucţiuni

Deschideţi capacul din portbagaj.
Scoateţi kitul din trusa de scule.
Aşezaţi kitul cu faţa în sus pe o suprafaţă 
plană lângă roata dezumflată şi departe 
de trafic. Nu aşezaţi kitul înclinat pe o 
parte.

Pregătiri pentru repararea temporară a anvelopei dezumflate

Când efectuaţi o reparare temporară, citiţi cu atenţie 
manualul de instrucţiuni furnizat împreună cu trusa.
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1. Remove the valve cap from the tyre valve 
stem.

2. Shake the sealant bottle.
3. Attach the air compressor hose onto the 

bottle tyre valve. Screw it until it is tight.

4. Upside down the sealant bottle, then 
attach the bottle into the cutout of the air 
compressor.

5. Attach the sealant/air hose onto the tyre 
valve stem. Screw it until it is tight.

■ Injecting Sealant and Air 1Injecting Sealant and Air

Keep the sealant bottle out of the reach of children.

In cold temperatures, the sealant may not flow easily. 
In this situation, warm it up for five minutes before 
using.

The sealant is latex based and can permanently stain 
clothing and other materials. Be careful during 
handling and wipe up any spills immediately.

3WARNING
Tyre sealant contains substances that are 
harmful and can be fatal if swallowed.

If accidentally swallowed, do not induce 
vomiting. Drink plenty of water and get 
medical attention immediately.

For skin or eye contact, flush with cool 
water and get medical attention if 
necessary.

Tyre Valve Stem

Valve Cap

Bottle Tyre 
Valve

Air Compressor 
Hose

Sealant/air hose

Tyre Valve Stem

Sealant Bottle
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Suportul valvei

Capacul ventilului

Sticla cu lichid  
de etanşare

Valva anvelopei

Furtun lichid/aer

Valva sticlei

Injectarea lichidului de etanşare şi a aerului

Scoateţi capacul ventilului de pe  
suportul valvei anvelopei. 

Agitaţi sticla lichidulului de etanşare.
Atașaţi furtunul compresorului de aer  
pe ventilul anvelopei. Înșurubaţi-l până 
se strânge.

ţineţi sticla cu capul în jos, apoi aşezaţi-o 
în decupajul compresorului de aer.

Atașaţi furtunul de etanșare/furtunul 
de aer pe suportul valvei anvelopei. 
Înșurubaţi-l până se strânge.

Furtunul
compresorului 
de aer

Injectarea lichidului de etanşare şi a aerului

Lichidul de etanșare conţine substanţe 
nocive și pot fi letale în caz de 
înghiţire.

În caz de înghiţire accidentală, nu 
provocaţi voma. Beţi multă apă și 
mergeţi imediat la medic.

Pentru contactul cu pielea sau cu ochii, 
spălaţi cu apă rece și dacă este necesar, 
consultaţi medicul.

AVERTIZARE

Păstraţi sticla cu lichidul de etanșare departe de copii.

La temperaturi scăzute, lichidul de etanșare poate să nu 
curgă cu ușurinţă. În această situaţie, încălziţi-l timp de 
cinci minute înainte de utilizare.

Lichidul de etanșare este pe bază de latex și poate 
pătrunde permanent în îmbrăcăminte și alte materiale. 
Fiţi atenţi în timpul manipulării și ștergeţi imediat orice 
scurgere.

Continuare
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6. Plug in the compressor to the accessory 
power socket.
u Be careful not to pinch the cord in a 

door or window.
2 Accessory Power Socket P. 237

7. Turn the ignition switch to START (e*1 
without depressing the accelerator pedal, 
then start the engine.

2 Carbon Monoxide Gas P. 90

8. Turn the air compressor on to inflate the 
tyre.
u The compressor starts injecting sealant 

and air into the tyre.
9. After the air pressure reaches to specified 

pressure, turn off the kit.
u Check the air pressure gauge on the air 

compressor.
u Refer to the driver’s doorjamb label for 

the specified pressure.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead 
of an ignition switch.

1Injecting Sealant and Air

NOTICE
Do not operate the temporary tyre repair kit compressor 
for more than 15 minutes. The compressor can overheat 
and become permanently damaged.

Until the sealant injection is complete, the pressure 
shown on the pressure gauge will appear higher than 
actual. After the sealant injection is complete the pressure 
will drop and then begin to rise again as the tyre is 
inflated with air. This is normal. To accurately measure the 
air pressure using the gauge, turn the air compressor off 
only after the sealant injection is complete.

If the required air pressure is not reached within 10 
minutes, the tyre may be too severely damaged for 
the kit to provide the necessary seal and your vehicle 
will need to be towed.

See a Honda dealer for a replacement sealant bottle 
and proper disposal of an empty bottle.

3WARNING
Running the engine with the vehicle in an 
enclosed or even partly enclosed area can 
cause a rapid build-up of toxic carbon 
monoxide.
Breathing this colourless, odourless gas can 
cause unconsciousness and even death. 
Only run the engine to power the air 
compressor with the vehicle outdoors.

Air Compressor Switch
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Comutatorul compresorului de aer

Cuplaţi compresorul la priza pentru 
accesorii.

Rotiţi contactul de pornire în poziţia 
START      *1 fără a apăsa pedala de 
acceleraţie, apoi porniţi motorul.
    Monoxidul de carbon P. 90

Porniţi compresorul de aer pentru a 
umfla anvelopa.

După ce presiunea aerului atinge 
presiunea specifică, opriţi compresorul.

Verificaţi manometrul de aer al 
compresorului.
Consultaţi eticheta de pe stâlpul uşii 
șoferului pentru presiunea specificată.

Compresorul începe să injecteze lichid 
de etanşare şi aer în anvelopă.

Aveţi grijă să nu prindeţi cablul în uşă 
sau geam. 
    Priza pentru accesorii P. 237
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when any of the rear seat belts are latched 
or unlatched, or either rear door is opened and 
closed.

2 Seat Belt Reminder P. 45

● Appears when the vehicle speed reaches the set 
speed. You can set two different speeds for the 
alarm.

2 Speed Alarm P. 145

● Appears when the starter system has a problem. ● As a temporary measure, hold the ignition switch to 
START (e*1 for up to 15 seconds while pressing the 
brake pedal and manually start the engine.
Have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

● Appears if there is a problem with the service 
reminder system*/oil monitor system*.

● Have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

*

1.0 L engine models

* Not available on all models
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.

Injectarea lichidului de etanşare şi a aerului

Rularea motorului cu vehiculul într-o zonă 
închisă sau chiar parţial închisă poate 
provoca o acumulare rapidă de monoxid 
de carbon toxic.

Respiraţia acestui gaz incolor şi 
inodor poate cauza inconștienţă și 
chiar deces. Porniţi motorul pentru a 
alimenta compresorul de aer numai cu 
autovehiculul în aer liber.

AVERTIZARE

Nu utilizaţi compresorul kitului de reparare a 
anvelopelor pentru mai mult de 15 minute. Compresorul 
se poate supraîncălzi și se poate deteriora permanent.

Până la finalizarea injecţiei de etanșare, presiunea 
indicată pe manometrul va apărea mai mare decât cea 
reală. După ce injecţia de etanșare a fost finalizată, 
presiunea va scădea și apoi va începe să crească din 
nou, deoarece anvelopa este umflată cu aer. Este ceva 
normal. Pentru a măsura cu exactitate presiunea aerului 
cu manometrul, opriţi compresorul de aer numai după 
ce injecţia de etanșare a fost finalizată.

Dacă presiunea aerului necesară nu este atinsă în decurs 
de 10 minute, anvelopa poate fi deteriorată prea mult 
pentru ca trusa să furnizeze sigiliul necesar și vehiculul 
dvs. va trebui să fie remorcat.

Consultaţi un dealer Honda pentru o sticlă de etanșare 
de rezervă și returnarea celei goale.

NOTĂ
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10. Unplug the kit from the accessory power 
socket.

11. Unscrew the sealant/air hose from the tyre 
valve stem. Reinstall the valve cap.

12. Apply the wheel label to the flat surface of 
the wheel.
u The wheel surface must be clean to 

ensure the label adheres properly.

Wheel Label
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▶▶ Dacă aveţi o pană de anvelopă ▶ Repararea temporară a anvelopei dezumflate*

Autocolantul 
pentru roată

Scoateţi cablul de alimentare din priza 
pentru accesorii.
Scoateţi cablul de alimentare din priza 
pentru accesorii.
Deşurubaţi furtunul din suportul valvei 
anvelopei. Înşurubaţi capacul ventilului.
Deşurubaţi furtunul din suportul valvei 
anvelopei. Înşurubaţi capacul ventilului.
Lipiţi autocolantul pentru roată pe 
suprafaţa dreaptă a roţii.
Lipiţi autocolantul pentru roată pe 
suprafaţa dreaptă a roţii.

Suprafaţa roţii trebuie să fie curată 
pentru ca autocolantul să aibă aderenţă.
Suprafaţa roţii trebuie să fie curată  
pentru ca autocolantul să aibă aderenţă.

Continuare
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1. Apply the speed limit label to the location 
as shown.

2. Drive the vehicle for about 10 minutes.
u Do not exceed 80 km/h.

3. Stop the vehicle in a safe place.

4. Recheck the air pressure using the gauge 
on the air compressor.
u Do not turn the air compressor on to 

check the pressure.
5. If the air pressure is:

• Less than 130 kPa (19 psi):
Do not add air or continue driving. The 
leak is too severe. Call for help and have 
your vehicle towed.

2 Emergency Towing P. 717

• Specified pressure more:
Continue driving for another 10 minutes 
or until you reach the nearest service 
station. Do not exceed 80 km/h.

u If the air pressure does not go down after 
the 10 minute driving, you do not need 
to check the pressure any more.

■Distributing the Sealant in the Tyre 1Distributing the Sealant in the Tyre

Stop and recheck the air pressure after every 10 
minutes of driving as necessary until you reach the 
nearest service station where you should have the 
tyre permanently repaired or replaced.

Refer to the driver’s doorjamb label for the specified 
pressure.

Speed Limit Label
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▶▶ Dacă aveţi o pană de anvelopă ▶ Repararea temporară a anvelopei dezumflate*

Distribuirea lichidului de etanşare în anvelopă

Lipiţi autocolantul viteza maximă în  
locaţia din imagine.
Conduceţi timp de 10 minute.

Opriţi autovehiculul într-un loc sigur.
Nu depăşiţi 80 km/h.

Verificaţi din nou presiunea aerului cu 
manometrul din compresorul de aer.

Nu porniţi compresorul de aer pentru  
a verifica presiunea.

Dacă presiunea aerului este:

Mai mare decât cea specificată:
Continuaţi să conduceţi încă 10 minute 
până ajungeţi la primul service. Nu 
depăşiţi 80 km/h.
Dacă presiunea aerului nu coboară 
după 10 minute de condus, nu mai este 
nevoie să verificaţi presiunea.

Mai puţin de 130 kPa (19 psi):
Nu adăugaţi aer şi nu continuaţi să 
conduceţi. Scurgerea este prea severă. 
Apelaţi la asistenţă și remorcaţi 
autovehiculul.
      Remorcarea de urgenţă P. 717
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Autocolant viteză maximă

Distribuirea lichidului de etanşare în anvelopă

Opriţi şi verificaţi presiunea după fiecare 10 minute 
de condus până când ajungeţi la o staţie service unde 
trebuie să reparaţi anvelopa permanent sau să o 
schimbaţi.

Consultaţi eticheta de pe stâlpul uşii șoferului pentru 
presiunea specificată.
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• Greater than 130 kPa (19 psi), but less than 
specified pressure:
Turn the air compressor switch on to inflate 
the tyre until the tyre pressure reaches 
specified pressure.

2 Injecting Sealant and Air P. 685

Then drive carefully for 10 more minutes or 
until you reach the nearest service station.
Do not exceed 80 km/h.
u You should repeat this procedure as long 

as the air pressure is within this range.
6. Repackage and properly stow the kit.

Air Compressor Switch

1Distributing the Sealant in the Tyre

Refer to the driver’s doorjamb label for the specified 
pressure.
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▶▶ Dacă aveţi o pană de anvelopă ▶ Repararea temporară a anvelopei dezumflate*

Distribuirea lichidului de etanşare în anvelopă

Consultaţi eticheta de pe stâlpul uşii șoferului pentru 
presiunea specificată.

Comutatorul compresorului de aer

Mai mare de 130 kPa (19 psi), dar mai mică 
decât cea specificată:
Porniţi compresorul de aer şi umflaţi 
anvelopa până când presiunea atinge 
valoarea specificată.
      Injectarea lichidului de etanşare  

şi a aerului P. 685 
Apoi continuaţi să conduceţi cu  
atenţie încă 10 minute până ajungeţi  
la primul service. Nu depăşiţi 80 km/h.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Repetaţi procedura cât timp presiunea 
aerului se află între aceste limite.

Reambalaţi și depozitaţi corespunzător 
trusa.

Continuare
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You can use the kit to inflate a non-punctured under-inflated tyre.
1. Open the boot floor lid.
2. Remove the kit from the case.
3. Place the kit, face up, on flat ground near 

the flat tyre, away from traffic. Do not 
place the kit on its side.

4. Remove the valve cap.

5. Attach the air hose onto the tyre valve 
stem.
Screw it until it is tight.

■ Inflating An Under-inflated Tyre 1Inflating An Under-inflated Tyre

NOTICE
Do not operate the temporary tyre repair kit 
compressor for more than 15 minutes. The 
compressor can overheat and become permanently 
damaged.

Floor Lid

Tyre Repair Kit

Tyre Valve Stem

Valve Cap

Air Hose

Tyre Valve Stem
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▶▶ Dacă aveţi o pană de anvelopă ▶ Repararea temporară a anvelopei dezumflate*

Umflarea anvelopei

Puteţi utiliza trusa pentru a umfla un pneu neînţepat desumflat.
Deschideţi capacul din portbagaj.

Scoateţi capacul ventilului.

Scoateţi kitul din trusa de scule.
Aşezaţi kitul cu faţa în sus pe o suprafaţă 
plană lângă roata dezumflată şi departe 
de trafic. Nu aşezaţi kitul înclinat pe o 
parte.

Fixaţi capătul furtunului pe suportul 
valvei anvelopei. 
Înșurubaţi-l până se strânge.

Capacul podelei

Kitul de reparare

Valva roţii

Capacul ventilului

Furtun aer

Suportul valvei

Umflarea anvelopei

Nu utilizaţi compresorul kitului de reparare a 
anvelopelor pentru mai mult de 15 minute. Compresorul 
se poate supraîncălzi și se poate deteriora permanent.

NOTĂ
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6. Plug in the compressor to the accessory 
power socket.
u Be careful not to pinch the cord in a 

door or window.
2 Accessory Power Socket P. 237

7. Turn the ignition switch to START (e*1 
without depressing the accelerator pedal, 
then start the engine.

2 Carbon Monoxide Gas P. 90

8. Turn the air compressor switch on to 
inflate the tyre.
u The compressor starts to inject air into 

the tyre.
u If you have started the engine, leave it 

running while injecting air.
9. Inflate the tyre to the specified air 

pressure.
10. Turn off the kit.

u Check the pressure gauge on the air 
compressor.

u If overinflated, press the deflate button.
11. Unplug the kit from the accessory power 

socket.
12. Unscrew the air hose from the tyre valve 

stem. Reinstall the valve cap.
13. Repackage and properly stow the kit.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition 
switch.

1Inflating An Under-inflated Tyre

3WARNING
Running the engine with the vehicle in an 
enclosed or even partly enclosed area can 
cause a rapid build-up of toxic carbon 
monoxide.
Breathing this colourless, odourless gas can 
cause unconsciousness and even death. 
Only run the engine to power the air 
compressor with the vehicle outdoors.

Air Compressor Switch
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▶▶ Dacă aveţi o pană de anvelopă ▶ Repararea temporară a anvelopei dezumflate*

Umflarea anvelopei

Comutatorul compresorului de aer

Cuplaţi compresorul la priza pentru 
accesorii.

Rotiţi contactul de pornire în poziţia 
START      *1.
Rotiţi contactul de pornire în poziţia 
START      *1 fără a apăsa pedala de 
acceleraţie, apoi porniţi motorul.
    Monoxidul de carbon P. 90

Aveţi grijă să nu prindeţi cablul în uşă 
sau geam. 
     Priza pentru accesorii P. 237
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when any of the rear seat belts are latched 
or unlatched, or either rear door is opened and 
closed.

2 Seat Belt Reminder P. 45

● Appears when the vehicle speed reaches the set 
speed. You can set two different speeds for the 
alarm.

2 Speed Alarm P. 145

● Appears when the starter system has a problem. ● As a temporary measure, hold the ignition switch to 
START (e*1 for up to 15 seconds while pressing the 
brake pedal and manually start the engine.
Have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

● Appears if there is a problem with the service 
reminder system*/oil monitor system*.

● Have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

*

1.0 L engine models

* Not available on all models

Porniţi compresorul de aer pentru a 
umfla anvelopa.

Umflaţi anvelopa la presiunea de aer 
specificată.
Opriţi compresorul.

Compresorul începe să pompeze aer 
în anvelopă.
Dacă aţi pornit motorul, lăsaţi-l pornit 
cât timp se pompează aerul.

Verificaţi manometrul de aer al 
compresorului.
Dacă este prea umflat, dezumflaţi.

Scoateţi cablul de alimentare din priza 
pentru accesorii.
Deşurubaţi furtunul din suportul valvei 
anvelopei. Înşurubaţi capacul ventilului.
Reambalaţi și depozitaţi corespunzător 
trusa.

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.

Rularea motorului cu vehiculul într-o zonă 
închisă sau chiar parţial închisă poate 
provoca o acumulare rapidă de monoxid 
de carbon toxic.

Respiraţia acestui gaz incolor şi 
inodor poate cauza inconștienţă și 
chiar deces. Porniţi motorul pentru a 
alimenta compresorul de aer numai cu 
autovehiculul în aer liber.

AVERTIZARE
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Engine Does Not Start

Checking the Engine
If the engine does not start, check the starter.

Starter condition Checklist
Starter doesn’t turn or turns 
over slowly.
The battery may be dead. Check 
each of the items on the right and 
respond accordingly.

Check for a message on the driver information interface*.
● If the To Start, Hold Remote Near Start Button message appear

2 If the Keyless Remote Battery is Weak P. 693
uMake sure the keyless remote is in its operating range

2 ENGINE START/STOP Button Operating Range P. 198

Check brightness of the interior lights.
Turn on the interior lights and check the brightness.
● If the interior lights are dim or do not come on at all

2 Battery P. 656
● If the interior lights come on normally 2 Fuses P. 710

The starter turns over normally 
but the engine doesn’t start.
There may be a problem with the 
fuse. Check each of the items on 
the right and respond accordingly.

Review the engine start procedure.
Follow its instructions, and try to start the engine again. 2 Starting the Engine P. 458, 461

Check the immobilizer system indicator.
When the immobilizer system indicator is blinking, the engine cannot be started.

2 Immobilizer System P. 189

Check the fuel level.
There should be enough fuel in the tank. 2 Fuel Gauge P. 151

Check the fuse.
Check all fuses, or have your vehicle checked by a dealer.

2 Inspecting and Changing Fuses P. 716

If the problem continues:
2 Emergency Towing P. 717

1Checking the Engine

If you must start the vehicle immediately, use an 
assisting vehicle or booster battery to jump start it.

2 Jump Starting P. 695

Do not hold the ENGINE START/STOP button* for 
more than 15 seconds.

Models with keyless access system

* Not available on all models
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Motorul nu porneşte

Verificarea motorului

Dacă motorul nu porneşte, verificaţi demarorul.

Verificarea motorului

Dacă trebuie să porniţi motorul imediat, utilizaţi un 
autovehicul auxiliar pentru pornirea sa cu o baterie 
auxiliară.
  Pornirea cu ajutorul unei  

baterii auxiliare P. 695 
Nu ţineţi apăsat butonul ENGINE START/STOP* mai 
mult de 15 secunde.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Starea demarorului Listă de verificare
Demarorul nu porneşte sau 
demarorul funcţionează foarte 
încet.
Este posibil ca bateria să fie 
descărcată. Verificaţi fiecare 
dintre elementele din dreapta şi 
acţionaţi corespunzător.

Verificaţi mesajul de pe driver information interface*.
Modele cu sistem de acces fără cheie

Dacă apare mesajul To Start, Hold Remote Near Start Button
Dacă bateria telecomenzii este descărcată P. 693

Raza de operare a butonului ENGINE START/STOP P. 198
Asiguraţi-vă că telecomnda este în raza de operare

Dacă lumina este scăzută sau luminile nu se aprind

Verificaţi luminozitatea luminilor interioare.

Bateria P. 656
Dacă luminile interioare se aprind ca de obicei

Aprindeţi luminile interioare şi verificaţi luminozitatea.

     Siguranţe P. 710
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Demarorul funcţionează normal, 
dar motorul nu porneşte. 
Este posibil să fie o problemă 
cu siguranţele. Verificaţi fiecare 
dintre elementele din dreapta şi 
acţionaţi corespunzător.

Urmaţi instrucţiunile și încercaţi să porniţi din nou motorul.         Pornirea motorului P. 458, 461
Analizaţi procedura de pornire a motorului. 
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Când indicatorul sistemului de imobilizare clipește, motorul nu poate fi pornit.
Verificaţi indicatorul sistemului de imobilizare.

Sistemul de imobilizare P. 189

Ar trebui să existe suficient combustibil în rezervor.         Indicatorul de combustibil P. 151
Verificaţi nivelul de combustibil.
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Verificaţi toate siguranţele sau mergeţi la reprezentanţă pentru verificare.
Verificarea şi schimbarea siguranţelor P. 716

Verificaţi siguranţele.

Remorcarea de urgenţă  P. 717
Dacă problema persistă:

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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If the Keyless Remote Battery is Weak
If the beeper sounds, the To Start, Hold Remote Near Start Button message 
appears on the driver information interface, and the ENGINE START/STOP button 
flashes, and the engine won't start, start the engine as follows.

1. Touch the centre of the ENGINE START/
STOP button with the H logo on the keyless 
remote while the ENGINE START/STOP 
button is flashing. The buttons on the 
keyless remote should be facing you.
u The ENGINE START/STOP button 

flashes for about 30 seconds.

2. Depress the brake pedal (Continuously 
variable transmission) or clutch pedal 
(manual transmission) and press the 
ENGINE START/STOP button within 10 
seconds after the beeper sounds and the 
ENGINE START/STOP button changes 
from flashing to on.
u If you do not depress the pedal, the 

mode changes to ACCESSORY.

Model with keyless access system
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▶▶ Motorul nu porneşte ▶ Dacă bateria telecomenzii este descărcată

Modele cu sistem de acces fără cheie

Dacă bateria telecomenzii este descărcată
În cazul în care se aude semnalul sonor, pe driver information interface apar 
mesajele To Start, Hold Remote Near Start Button şi indicatorul butonului ENGINE 
START/STOP clipeşte, iar motorul nu porneşte, porniţi motorul după cum urmează.

Atingeţi centrul butonului ENGINE START/
STOP cu logo-ul H de pe telecomanda fără
cheie, în timp ce butonul ENGINE START/
STOP clipeşte. Butoanele telecomenzii
fără cheie ar trebui să fie îndreptate către dvs.

Indicatorul butonului ENGINE START/
STOP clipeşte timp de aproximativ
30 de secunde. 

Apăsaţi pedala de frână (transmisie 
automată) sau pedala de ambreiaj 
(transmisie manuală) şi apăsaţi butonul 
ENGINE START/STOP în termen de 
10 secunde din momentul declanşării 
semnalului sonor, iar indicatorul  
se schimbă de la clipit la aprins.

Dacă nu apăsaţi pedala, modul se va
schimba în ACCESSORY.
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Emergency Engine Stop
The ENGINE START/STOP button may be used to stop the engine due to an 
emergency situation even while driving. If you must stop the engine, do either of the 
following operations:
• Press and hold the ENGINE START/STOP button for about three seconds.
• Firmly press the ENGINE START/STOP button twice.

The steering wheel will not lock.

The power mode is in ACCESSORY when the engine is stopped.
To change the mode to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK), move the shift lever to (P  after the 
vehicle comes to a complete stop. Then press the ENGINE START/STOP button 
twice without depressing the brake pedal.

The power mode changes to VEHICLE OFF (LOCK).

Model with keyless access system

1Emergency Engine Stop

Do not press the button while driving unless it is 
absolutely necessary for the engine to be turned off.

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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▶▶ Motorul nu porneşte ▶ Oprirea de urgenţă a motorului

Modele cu sistem de acces fără cheie

Oprirea de urgenţă a motorului
Oprirea de urgenţă a motoruluiChiar dacă conduceţi, într-o situaţie de urgenţă, puteţi opri motorul prin 

apăsarea butonului ENGINE START/STOP. Dacă trebuie să opriţi motorul, 
efectuaţi oricare dintre următoarele operaţiuni:

Apăsaţi şi menţineţi butonul ENGINE START/STOP timp de două secunde.
Apăsaţi ferm butonul ENGINE START/STOP de trei ori.

Volanul nu se va bloca.

Modele cu transmisie automată

Modele cu transmisie manuală

Modul de alimentare este în ACCESSORY atunci când motorul este pornit.
Pentru a schimba modul în VEHICLE OFF, mutaţi maneta schimbătorului de 
viteze în poziţia       după ce autovehiculul se opreşte complet. Apoi apăsaţi de 
două ori butonul ENGINE START/STOP fără a apăsa pedala defrână.

Modul de alimentare se schimbă în VEHICLE OFF.
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine coolant temperature gets
abnormally high. 2 Overheating P. 711

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the shift lever is moved out of (P .

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the parking brake is released.

2 Customized Features* P. 148

Models without
colour audio system

Models with colour 
audio system

Manual transmission models

* Not available on all models

Apăsaţi butonul în timp ce conduceţi numai în cazul în 
care este absolut necesar să opriţi motorul.
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Jump Starting

Turn off the power to electric devices, such as audio and lights. Turn off the engine, 
then open the bonnet.

1. Open the fuse box cover on your vehicle’s 
battery positive + terminal.

2. Connect the first jumper cable to your 
vehicle's battery + terminal.

3. Connect the other end of the first jumper 
cable to the booster battery + terminal.
u Use a 12-volt booster battery only.
u When using an automotive battery 

charger to boost your 12-volt battery, 
select a lower charging voltage than 15-
volt. Check the charger manual for the 
proper setting.

4. Connect the second jumper cable to the 
booster battery - terminal.

■ Jump Starting Procedure 1Jump Starting

NOTICE
If a battery sits in extreme cold, the electrolyte inside 
can freeze. Attempting to jump start with a frozen 
battery can cause it to rupture.

Securely attach the jumper cables clips so that they 
do not come off when the engine vibrates. Also be 
careful not to tangle the jumper cables or allow the 
cable ends to touch each other while attaching or 
detaching the jumper cables.

3WARNING
A battery can explode if you do not follow 
the correct procedure, seriously injuring 
anyone nearby.

Keep all sparks, open flames, and smoking 
materials away from the battery.

Booster Battery

1.5 ℓ engine models
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Pornirea cu ajutorul unei baterii auxiliare

Pornirea cu ajutorul unei baterii auxiliareProcedura pornirii cu ajutorul unei baterii auxiliare

Opriţi alimentarea dispozitivelor electrice, precum cele audio şi luminile. Opriţi 
motorul, apoi ridicaţi capota.

Conectaţi al doilea cablu la borna      a 
bateriei auxiliare.

Deschideţi capacul cutiei de siguranţe de 
pe borna pozitivă      a bateriei.
Conectaţi primul cablu la borna      a 
bateriei autovehiculului.
Conectaţi celălalt capăt al primului cablu 
la borna       a bateriei auxiliare.

Utilizaţi numai o baterie auxiliară de 12 volţi.
Când utilizaţi un redresor pentru baterii 
auto pentru a încărca bateria dvs. de 12 
volţi, selectaţi o tensiune de încărcare 
mai mică de 15 volţi. Verificaţi manualul 
de încărcare pentru setarea corectă.
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Jump Starting

Turn off the power to electric devices, such as audio and lights. Turn off the engine, 
then open the bonnet.

1. Open the fuse box cover on your vehicle’s 
battery positive + terminal.

2. Connect the first jumper cable to your 
vehicle's battery + terminal.

3. Connect the other end of the first jumper 
cable to the booster battery + terminal.
u Use a 12-volt booster battery only.
u When using an automotive battery 

charger to boost your 12-volt battery, 
select a lower charging voltage than 15-
volt. Check the charger manual for the 
proper setting.

4. Connect the second jumper cable to the 
booster battery - terminal.

■ Jump Starting Procedure 1Jump Starting

NOTICE
If a battery sits in extreme cold, the electrolyte inside 
can freeze. Attempting to jump start with a frozen 
battery can cause it to rupture.

Securely attach the jumper cables clips so that they 
do not come off when the engine vibrates. Also be 
careful not to tangle the jumper cables or allow the 
cable ends to touch each other while attaching or 
detaching the jumper cables.

3WARNING
A battery can explode if you do not follow 
the correct procedure, seriously injuring 
anyone nearby.

Keep all sparks, open flames, and smoking 
materials away from the battery.

Booster Battery

1.5 L engine models
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Jump Starting

Turn off the power to electric devices, such as audio and lights. Turn off the engine, 
then open the bonnet.

1. Open the fuse box cover on your vehicle’s 
battery positive + terminal.

2. Connect the first jumper cable to your 
vehicle's battery + terminal.

3. Connect the other end of the first jumper 
cable to the booster battery + terminal.
u Use a 12-volt booster battery only.
u When using an automotive battery 

charger to boost your 12-volt battery, 
select a lower charging voltage than 15-
volt. Check the charger manual for the 
proper setting.

4. Connect the second jumper cable to the 
booster battery - terminal.

■ Jump Starting Procedure 1Jump Starting

NOTICE
If a battery sits in extreme cold, the electrolyte inside 
can freeze. Attempting to jump start with a frozen 
battery can cause it to rupture.

Securely attach the jumper cables clips so that they 
do not come off when the engine vibrates. Also be 
careful not to tangle the jumper cables or allow the 
cable ends to touch each other while attaching or 
detaching the jumper cables.

3WARNING
A battery can explode if you do not follow 
the correct procedure, seriously injuring 
anyone nearby.

Keep all sparks, open flames, and smoking 
materials away from the battery.

Booster Battery

1.5 L engine models
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Jump Starting

Turn off the power to electric devices, such as audio and lights. Turn off the engine, 
then open the bonnet.

1. Open the fuse box cover on your vehicle’s 
battery positive + terminal.

2. Connect the first jumper cable to your 
vehicle's battery + terminal.

3. Connect the other end of the first jumper 
cable to the booster battery + terminal.
u Use a 12-volt booster battery only.
u When using an automotive battery 

charger to boost your 12-volt battery, 
select a lower charging voltage than 15-
volt. Check the charger manual for the 
proper setting.

4. Connect the second jumper cable to the 
booster battery - terminal.

■ Jump Starting Procedure 1Jump Starting

NOTICE
If a battery sits in extreme cold, the electrolyte inside 
can freeze. Attempting to jump start with a frozen 
battery can cause it to rupture.

Securely attach the jumper cables clips so that they 
do not come off when the engine vibrates. Also be 
careful not to tangle the jumper cables or allow the 
cable ends to touch each other while attaching or 
detaching the jumper cables.

3WARNING
A battery can explode if you do not follow 
the correct procedure, seriously injuring 
anyone nearby.

Keep all sparks, open flames, and smoking 
materials away from the battery.

Booster Battery

1.5 L engine models
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Jump Starting

Turn off the power to electric devices, such as audio and lights. Turn off the engine, 
then open the bonnet.

1. Open the fuse box cover on your vehicle’s 
battery positive + terminal.

2. Connect the first jumper cable to your 
vehicle's battery + terminal.

3. Connect the other end of the first jumper 
cable to the booster battery + terminal.
u Use a 12-volt booster battery only.
u When using an automotive battery 

charger to boost your 12-volt battery, 
select a lower charging voltage than 15-
volt. Check the charger manual for the 
proper setting.

4. Connect the second jumper cable to the 
booster battery - terminal.

■ Jump Starting Procedure 1Jump Starting

NOTICE
If a battery sits in extreme cold, the electrolyte inside 
can freeze. Attempting to jump start with a frozen 
battery can cause it to rupture.

Securely attach the jumper cables clips so that they 
do not come off when the engine vibrates. Also be 
careful not to tangle the jumper cables or allow the 
cable ends to touch each other while attaching or 
detaching the jumper cables.

3WARNING
A battery can explode if you do not follow 
the correct procedure, seriously injuring 
anyone nearby.

Keep all sparks, open flames, and smoking 
materials away from the battery.

Booster Battery

1.5 L engine models

Bateria auxiliară

Modele cu motor de 1,5 l

O baterie poate exploda în cazul în care 
nu urmaţi procedura corectă, provocând 
rănirea gravă a persoanelor din apropiere.

Aveţi grijă să nu ajungă nici o scânteie, 
flacără deschisă sau material din care iese 
fum lângă baterie.

AVERTIZARE

În cazul în care bateria este ţinută la temperaturi 
extrem de joase, electrolitul din interior poate îngheţa. 
Pornirea cu ajutorul unei baterii îngheţate poate 
provoca diverse probleme.

Fixaţi clemele cablurilor astfel încât să nu se desprindă 
din cauza vibraţiei motorului. De asemenea, aveţi 
grijă să nu se încurce cablurile sau capetele acestora 
să se atingă unul de celălalt în timp ce le ataşaţi sau 
deconectaţi.

NOTĂ

Continuare
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5. Connect the other end of the second 
jumper cable to the engine mounting bolt 
as shown. Do not connect this jumper cable 
to any other part.

6. If the jumper cable is connected to another 
vehicle, start the assisting vehicle's engine 
and increase engine's revolution slightly.

7. Attempt to start your vehicle's engine. If it 
turns over slowly, check that the jumper 
cables have good metal-to-metal contact.

1Jump Starting

Battery performance degrades in cold conditions and 
may prevent the engine from starting.

1.6 ℓ engine models

Booster Battery

1.5 ℓ engine models

1.6 ℓ engine models
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▶▶ Pornirea cu ajutorul unei baterii auxiliare ▶

Modele cu motor de 1,6 l

Modele cu motor de 1,6 l

Modele cu motor de 1,5 l

Bateria auxiliară

Conectaţi celălalt capăt al celui de-al doilea 
cablu la suportul motorului, conform 
ilustraţiei. Nu conectaţi acest cablu la nicio 
altă parte a motorului.

În cazul în care cablul este conectat la un 
alt autovehicul, porniţi motorul vehiculului 
de asistenţă şi turaţi-l încet.

Încercaţi să porniţi motorul autovehiculului 
dumneavoastră. În cazul în care porneşte 
greu, verificaţi cablurile să aibă un contact 
bun metal la metal.

Pornirea cu ajutorul unei baterii auxiliare

În condiţii de temeraturi mici, performanţele bateriei 
scad şi pot împiedica pornirea motorului.
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Once your vehicle's engine has started, remove the jumper cables in the following 
order.

1. Disconnect the jumper cable from your vehicle's ground.
2. Disconnect the other end of the jumper cable from the booster battery - 

terminal.
3. Disconnect the jumper cable from your vehicle's battery + terminal.
4. Disconnect the other end of the jumper cable from the booster battery + 

terminal.

Have your vehicle inspected by a nearby service station or a dealer.

■What to Do After the Engine Starts
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▶▶ Pornirea cu ajutorul unei baterii auxiliare ▶

Ce trebuie făcut după ce motorul porneşte

Odată ce motorul autovehiculului dumneavoastră a pornit, îndepărtaţi cablurile
în ordinea următoare.

1. Deconectaţi cablul de la împământare.
2.  Deconectaţi celălalt capăt al cablului de la borna      a bateriei auxiliare.
3. Deconectaţi cablul de la borna       a bateriei autovehiculului dumneavoastră.
4.  Deconectaţi celălalt capăt al cablului de la borna       a bateriei auxiliare.

Autovehiculul trebuie verificat la o staţie service din apropiere sau la 
reprezentanţă.
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Jump Starting

Turn off the power to electric devices, such as audio and lights. Turn off the engine, 
then open the bonnet.

1. Open the fuse box cover on your vehicle’s 
battery positive + terminal.

2. Connect the first jumper cable to your 
vehicle's battery + terminal.

3. Connect the other end of the first jumper 
cable to the booster battery + terminal.
u Use a 12-volt booster battery only.
u When using an automotive battery 

charger to boost your 12-volt battery, 
select a lower charging voltage than 15-
volt. Check the charger manual for the 
proper setting.

4. Connect the second jumper cable to the 
booster battery - terminal.

■ Jump Starting Procedure 1Jump Starting

NOTICE
If a battery sits in extreme cold, the electrolyte inside 
can freeze. Attempting to jump start with a frozen 
battery can cause it to rupture.

Securely attach the jumper cables clips so that they 
do not come off when the engine vibrates. Also be 
careful not to tangle the jumper cables or allow the 
cable ends to touch each other while attaching or 
detaching the jumper cables.

3WARNING
A battery can explode if you do not follow 
the correct procedure, seriously injuring 
anyone nearby.

Keep all sparks, open flames, and smoking 
materials away from the battery.

Booster Battery

1.5 L engine models
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Jump Starting

Turn off the power to electric devices, such as audio and lights. Turn off the engine, 
then open the bonnet.

1. Open the fuse box cover on your vehicle’s 
battery positive + terminal.

2. Connect the first jumper cable to your 
vehicle's battery + terminal.

3. Connect the other end of the first jumper 
cable to the booster battery + terminal.
u Use a 12-volt booster battery only.
u When using an automotive battery 

charger to boost your 12-volt battery, 
select a lower charging voltage than 15-
volt. Check the charger manual for the 
proper setting.

4. Connect the second jumper cable to the 
booster battery - terminal.

■ Jump Starting Procedure 1Jump Starting

NOTICE
If a battery sits in extreme cold, the electrolyte inside 
can freeze. Attempting to jump start with a frozen 
battery can cause it to rupture.

Securely attach the jumper cables clips so that they 
do not come off when the engine vibrates. Also be 
careful not to tangle the jumper cables or allow the 
cable ends to touch each other while attaching or 
detaching the jumper cables.

3WARNING
A battery can explode if you do not follow 
the correct procedure, seriously injuring 
anyone nearby.

Keep all sparks, open flames, and smoking 
materials away from the battery.

Booster Battery

1.5 L engine models
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Jump Starting

Turn off the power to electric devices, such as audio and lights. Turn off the engine, 
then open the bonnet.

1. Open the fuse box cover on your vehicle’s 
battery positive + terminal.

2. Connect the first jumper cable to your 
vehicle's battery + terminal.

3. Connect the other end of the first jumper 
cable to the booster battery + terminal.
u Use a 12-volt booster battery only.
u When using an automotive battery 

charger to boost your 12-volt battery, 
select a lower charging voltage than 15-
volt. Check the charger manual for the 
proper setting.

4. Connect the second jumper cable to the 
booster battery - terminal.

■ Jump Starting Procedure 1Jump Starting

NOTICE
If a battery sits in extreme cold, the electrolyte inside 
can freeze. Attempting to jump start with a frozen 
battery can cause it to rupture.

Securely attach the jumper cables clips so that they 
do not come off when the engine vibrates. Also be 
careful not to tangle the jumper cables or allow the 
cable ends to touch each other while attaching or 
detaching the jumper cables.

3WARNING
A battery can explode if you do not follow 
the correct procedure, seriously injuring 
anyone nearby.

Keep all sparks, open flames, and smoking 
materials away from the battery.

Booster Battery

1.5 L engine models
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Shift Lever Does Not Move

Follow the procedure below if you cannot move the shift lever out of the (P  
position.

1. Set the parking brake.

2. Remove the key from the ignition switch.

2. Remove the built-in key from the keyless 
remote.

3. Move the armrest rearward.
4. Wrap a cloth around the tip of a small flat-

tip screwdriver. Put it into the shift lock 
release slot as shown in the image, and 
remove the cover.

5. Insert the key into the shift lock release slot.
6. While pushing the key down, press the shift 

lever release button and place the shift lever 
into (N.
u The lock is now released. Have the shift 

lever checked by a dealer as soon as 
possible.

■ Releasing the Lock

Continuously variable transmission models

Slot

Cover Models without keyless access system

Models with keyless access system

All models

Release 
Button

Shift Lock 
Release Slot
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Schimbătorul de viteze nu se mişcă

Modele cu transmisie automată
Urmaţi procedura de mai jos dacă nu puteţi muta schimbătorul de viteze din 
poziţia      .
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine coolant temperature gets
abnormally high. 2 Overheating P. 711

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the shift lever is moved out of (P .

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the parking brake is released.

2 Customized Features* P. 148

Models without
colour audio system

Models with colour 
audio system

Manual transmission models

* Not available on all models

Deblocare

Trageţi frâna de parcare.

Mutaţi cotiera spre spate.

Introduceţi cheia în fanta de deblocare a schimbătorului.

Modele fără sistem de acces fără cheie

Modele cu sistem de acces fără cheie

Scoateţi cheia din contact.

Scoateţi cheia din telecomandă.

Toate modelele

Înveliţi vârful unei şurubelniţe mici cu 
capăt plat. Introduceţi vârful şurubelniţei 
în fanta de deblocare a schimbătorului, ca 
în imagine, şi scoateţi capacul.

În timp ce împingeţi cheia, apăsaţi 
butonul de eliberare a schimbătorului şi 
deplasaţi maneta în poziţia      .

Schimbătorul este deblocat.  
Verificaţi schimbătorul la  
reprezentanţă cât mai curând.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine does not restart 
automatically due to the following reasons:
- The bonnet is open.
- There is a problem in the system that disables Auto 

Idle Stop.

● Follow the normal procedure to start the engine.
2 Starting the Engine P. 460, 463

● Appears when you move the shift lever from (N  to 
any other position without depressing the clutch 
pedal while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the battery charge 
becomes low. Shift to (N to avoid the battery charge 
becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop P. 479, 485

● Appears in white when you turn the ignition switch 
to START (e*1 before fully depressing the clutch 
pedal.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following conditions are 
kept while Auto Idle Stop is in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N.

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat belt 
immediately, and continue to keep the shift lever in (N 
next time Auto Idle Stop activates.

Models with auto idle stop with manual transmission

Capac

Fantă

Butonul de 
deblocare

Fanta de deblocare 
a schimbătorului
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Overheating

How to Handle Overheating
Overheating symptoms are as follows:
• The temperature gauge pointer is at the  mark*1 or upper level*2 or the engine 

suddenly loses power.
• Stop Driving When Safe. Engine Temperature Too Hot message appears on 

the driver information interface.*

• Steam or spray is comes out of the engine compartment.

■ First thing to do
1. The Immediately park the vehicle in a safe place.
2. The Turn off all accessories and turn on the hazard warning lights.
u No steam or spray present: Keep the engine running and open the bonnet.
u Steam or spray is present: Turn off the engine and wait until it subsides. 

Then open the bonnet.

*1: Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models
*2: Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

1How to Handle Overheating

NOTICE
Continuing to drive with the temperature gauge 
pointer at the  mark*1 or upper level*2 may damage 
the engine.

3WARNING
Steam and spray from an overheated 
engine can seriously scald you.

Do not open the bonnet if steam is coming 
out.

H

H

* Not available on all models
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Supraîncălzirea

În caz de supraîncălzire
Semnele de supraîncălzire sunt următoarele:
•   Acul indicatorului de temperatură este la nivelul      *1 sau la nivelul de sus*2  

sau motorul pierde brusc din putere.
•   Pe driver information interface* apare mesajul Stop Driving When Safe. 

Engine Temperature Too Hot.
•  Ies aburi din compartimentul motorului.

Parcaţi imediat autovehiculul într-un loc sigur.
Opriţi toate accesoriile şi aprindeţi indicatoarele de avarie.

Nu ies aburi: Lăsaţi motorul pornit şi deschideţi capota.
Ies aburi: Opriţi motorul şi aşteptaţi să se risipească aburul, apoi deschideţi 
capota.

Primele măsuri

În caz de supraîncălzire

Aburul şi jetul de la un motor supraîncălzit 
vă pot răni grav.

Nu deschideţi capota dacă din motor ies 
aburi.

AVERTIZARE

Condusul cu acul indicatorului de temperatură la 
nivelul       *1 sau la nivelul de sus*2 poate cauza avarii la 
motor.

NOTĂ
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Overheating

How to Handle Overheating
Overheating symptoms are as follows:
• The temperature gauge pointer is at the  mark*1 or upper level*2 or the engine 

suddenly loses power.
• Stop Driving When Safe. Engine Temperature Too Hot message appears on 

the driver information interface.*

• Steam or spray is comes out of the engine compartment.

■ First thing to do
1. The Immediately park the vehicle in a safe place.
2. The Turn off all accessories and turn on the hazard warning lights.
u No steam or spray present: Keep the engine running and open the bonnet.
u Steam or spray is present: Turn off the engine and wait until it subsides. 

Then open the bonnet.

*1: Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models
*2: Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

1How to Handle Overheating

NOTICE
Continuing to drive with the temperature gauge 
pointer at the  mark*1 or upper level*2 may damage 
the engine.

3WARNING
Steam and spray from an overheated 
engine can seriously scald you.

Do not open the bonnet if steam is coming 
out.

H

H

* Not available on all models
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Overheating

How to Handle Overheating
Overheating symptoms are as follows:
• The temperature gauge pointer is at the  mark*1 or upper level*2 or the engine 

suddenly loses power.
• Stop Driving When Safe. Engine Temperature Too Hot message appears on 

the driver information interface.*

• Steam or spray is comes out of the engine compartment.

■ First thing to do
1. The Immediately park the vehicle in a safe place.
2. The Turn off all accessories and turn on the hazard warning lights.
u No steam or spray present: Keep the engine running and open the bonnet.
u Steam or spray is present: Turn off the engine and wait until it subsides. 

Then open the bonnet.

*1: Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models
*2: Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

1How to Handle Overheating

NOTICE
Continuing to drive with the temperature gauge 
pointer at the  mark*1 or upper level*2 may damage 
the engine.

3WARNING
Steam and spray from an overheated 
engine can seriously scald you.

Do not open the bonnet if steam is coming 
out.

H

H

* Not available on all models
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*1: Modele pentru Orientul Mijlociu, exceptând Israel şi Turcia.
*2: Modele pentru Israel şi Turcia, exceptând Orientul Mijlociu.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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■ Next thing to do
1. Check that the cooling fan is operating and 

stop the engine once the high temperature 
gauge pointer comes down.
u If the cooling fan is not operating, 

immediately stop the engine.
2. Once the engine has cooled down, inspect 

the coolant level and check the cooling 
system components for leaks.
u If the coolant level in the reserve tank is 

low, add coolant until it reaches the 
MAX mark.

u If there is no coolant in the reserve tank, 
check that the radiator is cool. Cover the 
reserve tank cap with a heavy cloth and 
open the cap. If necessary, add coolant 
up to the base of the filler neck, and put 
the cap back on.

■ Last thing to do
Once the engine has cooled sufficiently, restart it and check the temperature gauge.
If the temperature gauge pointer has gone down, resume driving. If it has not gone 
down, contact a dealer for repairs.

1How to Handle Overheating

If the coolant is leaking, contact a dealer for repairs.

Use water as an emergency/temporary measure only. 
Have a dealer flush the system with proper antifreeze 
as soon as possible.

3WARNING
Removing the reserve tank cap while the 
engine is hot can cause the coolant to spray 
out, seriously scalding you.

Always let the engine and radiator cool 
down before removing the reserve tank 
cap.

MAX

Reserve 
Tank MIN
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▶▶ Supraîncălzirea ▶  În caz de supraîncălzire

Următoarele măsuri

Dacă ventilatorul nu funcţionează,  
opriţi imediat motorul.

Dacă nivelul lichidului de răcire din 
rezervor este scăzut, completaţi până 
când atinge nivelul MAX.

Dacă în rezervor nu există lichid de 
răcire, verificaţi dacă radiatorul este 
rece. Acoperiţi buşonul radiatorului 
cu o cârpă groasă şi deschideţi-l. Dacă 
este necesar, adăugaţi lichid până la 
baza gâtului de umplere şi reînşurubaţi 
buşonul.

Verificaţi dacă ventilatorul funcţionează  
şi opriţi motorul după ce acul de indicare  
a temperaturii coboară.

După ce motorul s-a răcit, controlaţi nivelul 
lichidului de răcire şi verificaţi dacă există 
scurgeri la componentele sistemului de răcire.

Rezervor

După ce motorul s-a răcit suficient, reporniţi-l şi verificaţi indicatorul de 
temperatură. Dacă acul indicatorului a coborât, reluaţi condusul. În caz contrar, 
contactaţi o reprezentanţă pentru reparaţii.

La sfârşit

În caz de supraîncălzire

Scoaterea capacului radiatorului cu  
motorul fierbinte poate cauza producerea 
unui jet de lichid de răcire, care vă poate 
răni grav.

Lăsaţi întotdeauna motorul şi radiatorul 
să se răcească înainte de a scoate capacul 
rezervorului de expansiune.

AVERTIZARE

Dacă există pierderi de lichid de răcire, contactaţi o 
reprezentanţă pentru reparaţii.

Completaţi cu apă doar ca măsură temporară/de 
urgenţă. Adresaţi-vă cât mai repede unei reprezentanţe 
pentru a purja sistemul cu antigel adecvat.
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■ The Stop Driving When Safe. Engine Temperature Too Hot Message 
Appears On The Driver Information Interface.*

The Stop Driving When Safe. Engine Temperature Too Hot message appears 
on the driver information interface when the engine temperature is high.

2 Driver Information Interface Warning and Information Messages* P. 126

1. Immediately park the vehicle in a safe place.
u Move the shift lever to (P , and set the parking brake. Turn off all accessories 

and turn on the hazard warning lights.
2. Keep the engine running, and wait until the message disappears.
u If the message does not disappear, have the vehicle inspected at a dealer.

1How to Handle Overheating

Continuing to drive with the Stop Driving When 
Safe. Engine Temperature Too Hot message on 
the driver information interface may damage the 
engine.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Supraîncălzirea ▶  În caz de supraîncălzire

  Pe driver information interface* apare mesajul Stop Driving When Safe. 
Engine Temperature Too Hot.

Parcaţi imediat autovehiculul într-ul loc sigur.

Lăsaţi motorul pornit şi aşteptaţi până când mesajul va dispărea.

Mutaţi schimbătorul de viteză în poziţia      şi cuplaţi frâna de parcare. 
Opriţi toate accesoriile şi aprindeţi luminile de avarie.

Dacă mesajul nu dispare, verificaţi autovehiculul la o reprezentanţă.

 Pe driver information interface* apare mesajul Stop Driving When Safe. Engine 
Temperature Too Hot atunci când temperatura motorului este mare.
         Mesaje de informare şi avertizare pe driver information interface* P. 126

În caz de supraîncălzire
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine coolant temperature gets
abnormally high. 2 Overheating P. 711

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the shift lever is moved out of (P .

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the parking brake is released.

2 Customized Features* P. 148

Models without
colour audio system

Models with colour 
audio system

Manual transmission models

* Not available on all models

Condusul cu mesajul Stop Driving When Safe. Engine 
Temperature Too Hot afişat pe driver information 
interface poate cauza avarii la motor.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Indicator, Coming On/Blinking

If the Low Oil Pressure Indicator Comes On
■ Reasons for the indicator to come on
Comes on when the engine oil pressure is low.
■ What to do as soon as the indicator comes on
1. Immediately park the vehicle on level ground in a safe place.
2. If necessary, turn the hazard warning lights on.
■ What to do after parking the vehicle
1. Stop the engine and let it sit for about three minutes.
2. Open the bonnet and check the oil level.

2 Oil Check P. 624

3. Start the engine and check the low oil pressure indicator.
u The light goes out: Start driving again.
u The light does not go out within 10 seconds: Stop the engine and 

contact a dealer for repairs immediately.

If the Charging System Indicator Comes On
■ Reasons for the indicator to come on
Comes on when the battery is not being charged.
■ What to do when the indicator comes on
Turn off the climate control system, rear demister, and other electrical 
systems, and immediately contact a dealer for repairs.

1If the Low Oil Pressure Indicator Comes On

NOTICE
Running the engine with low oil pressure can cause 
serious mechanical damage almost immediately.

1If the Charging System Indicator Comes On

If you need to stop temporarily, do not turn off the 
engine. Restarting the engine may rapidly discharge 
the battery.
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Aprinderea/Clipirea indicatoarelor

Dacă se aprinde indicatorul de presiune scăzută a uleiului

Motive ale aprinderii indicatorului

Primele măsuri după aprinderea indicatorului

După parcarea autovehiculului

Se aprinde atunci când presiunea uleiului din motor este scăzută.

Parcaţi imediat autovehiculul într-un loc sigur şi plat.
Dacă este necesar, aprindeţi luminile de avarie.

Opriţi motorul şi aşteptaţi trei minute.

Indicatorul se stinge: reluaţi condusul.
Indicatorul nu se stinge în 10 secunde: opriţi motorul şi  
contactaţi imediat o reprezentanţă pentru reparaţii.

Porniţi motorul şi verificaţi indicatorul de presiune redusă a uleiului.

Deschideţi capota şi verificaţi nivelul uleiului.
Verificarea nivelului de ulei P. 624

Dacă se aprinde indicatorul sistemului de încărcare

Motive ale aprinderii indicatorului

Primele măsuri după aprinderea indicatorului
Se aprinde atunci când bateria nu se încarcă.

Opriţi sistemul de climatizare, dezaburitorul de lunetă şi alţi 
consumatori electrici şi contactaţi imediat o reprezentanţă pentru 
reparaţii.

Dacă se aprinde indicatorul de presiune scăzută a uleiului

Dacă se aprinde indicatorul sistemului de încărcare

Funcţionarea motorului când presiunea la ulei este 
scăzută poate cauza aproape imediat defecţiuni 
mecanice grave.

NOTĂ

Dacă trebuie să staţionaţi pentru scurt timp, nu opriţi 
motorul. Repornirea motorului poate descărca rapid 
bateria.
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If the Malfunction Indicator Lamp Comes On or Blinks
■ Reasons for the indicator lamp to come on or blink
• Comes on if there is a problem with the engine emissions control 

system.
• Blinks when engine misfiring is detected.
■ What to do when the indicator lamp comes on
Avoid high speeds and immediately get your vehicle inspected at a 
dealer.
■ What to do when the indicator lamp blinks
Park the vehicle in a safe place with no flammable items and wait at least 
10 minutes or more with the engine stopped until it cools.

1If the Malfunction Indicator Lamp Comes On or Blinks

NOTICE
If you drive with the malfunction indicator lamp on, 
the emissions control system and the engine could be 
damaged.

If the malfunction indicator lamp blinks again when 
restarting the engine, drive to the nearest dealer at 
50 km/h or less. Have your vehicle inspected.
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▶▶ Aprinderea/Clipirea indicatoarelor ▶  Dacă lampa indicatorului de defecţiune se aprinde sau clipeşte

Dacă lampa indicatorului de defecţiune se aprinde sau clipeşte

Dacă lampa indicatorului de defecţiune se aprinde sau clipeşte
Motive ale aprinderii sau clipirii indicatorului
Se aprinde atunci când există o defecţiune la sistemul de control al 
emisiilor.

Evitaţi să rulaţi cu viteză ridicată şi duceţi imediat autovehiculul la
reprezentanţă pentru verificare.

Parcaţi autovehiculul într-un loc sigur, ferit de articole inflamabile,
şi lăsaţi motorul oprit să se răcească timp de cel puţin 10 minute.

Clipeşte când este detectată o problemă de pornire a motorului.
Măsuri în cazul în care lampa indicatorului rămâne aprinsă

Măsuri în cazul în care lampa indicatorului clipeşte

În cazul în care conduceţi cu indicatorul de defecţiune 
aprins, sistemul de control al emisiilor şi motorul pot fi 
grav avariate.

Dacă lampa indicatorului de defecţiune clipeşte din 
nou la repornirea motorului, conduceţi la cea mai 
apropiată reprezentanţă cu o viteză de 50 km/h sau 
mai puţin. Autovehiculul trebuie să fie verificat.

NOTĂ
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If the Brake System Indicator (Red) Comes On or 
Blinks

■ Reasons for the indicator to come on
• The brake fluid is low.
• There is a malfunction in the brake system.
■ What to do when the indicator comes on while driving
Press the brake pedal lightly to check pedal pressure.
• If normal, check the brake fluid level the next time you stop.
• If abnormal, take immediate action. If necessary, downshift the 

transmission to slow the vehicle using engine braking.
■ Reasons for the indicator to blink
• There is a problem with the electric parking brake system.
■ What to do when the indicator blinks
• Avoid using the parking brake and have your vehicle checked by a 

dealer immediately.

1If the Brake System Indicator (Red) Comes On or Blinks

Have your vehicle repaired immediately.
It is dangerous to drive with low brake fluid. If there 
is no resistance from the brake pedal, stop 
immediately in a safe place. If necessary downshift 
the gears.

If the brake system indicator and ABS indicator come 
on simultaneously, the electronic brake distribution 
system is not working. This can result in vehicle 
instability under sudden braking.
Have your vehicle inspected by a dealer immediately.

If the Brake System Indicator (Red) blinks at the same 
time when the Brake System Indicator (Amber) comes 
on, the parking brake may not work.
Avoid using the parking brake and have your vehicle 
checked by a dealer immediately.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) comes 
on or blinks at the same time when the 
Brake System Indicator (Amber) comes on 
P. 705

If you repeatedly operate the electric parking brake in 
a short period of time, the brake stops operating to 
prevent heating of the system and the indicator 
blinks.
It returns to its original state in approximately 1 
minute.

(Red)
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▶▶ Aprinderea/Clipirea indicatoarelor ▶  Dacă indicatorul sistemului de frânare (roşu) se aprinde sau clipeşte

Dacă indicatorul sistemului de frânare (roşu)  
se aprinde sau clipeşte

(Roşu)

Motive ale aprinderii indicatorului

Măsuri în cazul în care indicatorul se aprinde în timpul condusului

Măsuri în cazul în care indicatorul clipeşte

Nivelul lichidului de frână este scăzut.

Dacă este normală, verificaţi nivelul lichidului de frână la oprire.
Dacă nu este normală, luaţi imediat măsuri. Dacă este necesar, schimbaţi 
într-o treaptă inferioară pentru a încetini cu ajutorul frânei de motor.

Apăsaţi pedala de frână uşor pentru a verifica presiunea în pedală.

Există o defecţiune a sistemului de frânare.

Există o defecţiune a sistemului electric de frânare.
Motive ale clipirii indicatorului

Evitaţi să folosiţi frâna de parcare şi duceţi imediat autovehiculul la
reprezentanţă pentru verificare.

Dacă indicatorul sistemului de frânare (roşu) se aprinde sau clipeşte

Reparaţi autovehiculul imediat. Condusul cu un nivel 
scăzut de lichid de frână este periculos. Dacă pedala de 
frână nu prezintă rezistenţă, opriţi imediat într-un loc 
sigur. Dacă este necesar, schimbaţi în trepte inferioare 
de viteză.

Dacă indicatorul sistemului de frânare şi al
ABS-ului se aprind simultan, sistemul electronic de 
distribuţie a frânării nu funcţionează. Aceasta poate 
provoca instabilitatea autovehiculului în caz de frânare 
bruscă. Autovehiculul trebuie să fie verificat imediat la 
o reprezentanţă. 

Dacă indicatorul sistemului de frânare (roșu) clipește în 
același timp când se aprinde indicatorul sistemului de 
frânare (portocaliu) este posibil ca frâna de parcare să 
nu funcţioneze.
Evitaţi să folosiţi frâna de parcare și verificaţi imediat 
autovehiculul dvs. la o reprezentanţă.
  Dacă indicatorul sistemului de frânare (roșu) 

se aprinde sau clipește în același timp când 
se aprinde indicatorul sistemului de frânare 
(portocaliu) P. 705

Dacă acţionaţi în mod repetat frâna electrică de parcare 
într-o perioadă scurtă de timp, frâna se oprește din 
funcţionare pentru a preveni încălzirea sistemului și 
indicatorul clipește.
Se întoarce la starea iniţială în aproximativ 1 minut.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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If the Brake System Indicator (Red) comes on or 
blinks at the same time when the Brake System 
Indicator (Amber) comes on

■ If the Brake System Indicator (Red) comes on or blinks at the 
same time when the Brake System Indicator (Amber) comes on, 
release the parking brake manually or automatically
2 Parking Brake P. 560

• If the Brake System Indicator (Red) continuously comes on or blinks at 
the same time when the Brake System Indicator (Amber) comes on, 
stop the vehicle in a safe place and have it inspected by a dealer 
immediately.
2 Preventing the vehicle from moving

Move to shift lever to (P.

Move to shift lever to (1 or (R .

• If only the Brake System Indicator (Red) is turned off, avoid using the 
parking brake and have your vehicle checked by a dealer immediately.

1If the Brake System Indicator (Red) comes on or blinks at the 
same time when the Brake System Indicator (Amber) comes on

If you apply the parking brake, you may not be able 
to release it.

If the Brake System Indicator (Red) and the Brake 
System Indicator (Amber) come on at the same time, 
the parking brake is working.

If the Brake System Indicator (Red) blinks at the same 
time when the Brake System Indicator (Amber) comes 
on, the parking brake may not work because it is 
checking the system.

(Red)

(Amber)

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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▶▶ Aprinderea/Clipirea indicatoarelor ▶  Dacă indicatorul sistemului de frânare (roșu) se aprinde sau clipește în 
același timp când se aprinde indicatorul sistemului de frânare (portocaliu)

Dacă indicatorul sistemului de frânare (roșu) se aprinde  
sau clipește în același timp când se aprinde indicatorul 
sistemului de frânare (portocaliu)

Dacă indicatorul sistemului de frânare (roşu) se aprinde sau clipeşteDacă indicatorul sistemului de frânare (roșu) se aprinde/ clipește în 
același timp când se aprinde cel al sistemului de frânare (portocaliu)

(Roşu)

(Portocaliu)

Dacă indicatorul sistemului de frânare (roșu) se aprinde sau 
clipește în același timp când se aprinde indicatorul sistemului 
de frânare (portocaliu) eliberaţi manual sau automat frâna de 
parcare
     Frâna de parcare P. 560

Dacă indicatorul sistemului de frânare (roșu) se aprinde sau clipește 
în continuare în același timp când se aprinde indicatorul sistemului 
de frânare (portocaliu) opriţi autovehiculul într-un loc sigur şi 
consultaţi imediat o reprezentanţă. 

Preveniţi mişcarea autovehicului.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

Dacă numai indicatorul sistemului de frânare (roșu), se stinge 
evitaţi folosirea frânei de parcare şi duceţi imediat autovehiculul la
reprezentanţă pentru verificare. 

Modele cu transmisie automată

Mutaţi schimbătorul de viteze în poziţia      sau în      .
Modele cu transmisie manuală
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine does not restart 
automatically due to the following reasons:
- The bonnet is open.
- There is a problem in the system that disables Auto 

Idle Stop.

● Follow the normal procedure to start the engine.
2 Starting the Engine P. 460, 463

● Appears when you move the shift lever from (N  to 
any other position without depressing the clutch 
pedal while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the battery charge 
becomes low. Shift to (N to avoid the battery charge 
becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop P. 479, 485

● Appears in white when you turn the ignition switch 
to START (e*1 before fully depressing the clutch 
pedal.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following conditions are 
kept while Auto Idle Stop is in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N.

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat belt 
immediately, and continue to keep the shift lever in (N 
next time Auto Idle Stop activates.

Models with auto idle stop with manual transmission
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If the Brake System Indicator (Red) comes on or 
blinks at the same time when the Brake System 
Indicator (Amber) comes on

■ If the Brake System Indicator (red) comes on or blinks at the 
same time when the Brake System Indicator (amber) comes on, 
release the parking brake manually or automatically.
2 Parking Brake P. 568

• If the Brake System Indicator (red) continuously comes on or blinks at 
the same time when the Brake System Indicator (amber) comes on, 
stop the vehicle in a safe place and have it inspected by a dealer 
immediately.
u Preventing the vehicle from moving.

Move to shift lever to (P .

Move the shift lever to (1  or (R .

• If only the Brake System Indicator (Red) is turned off, avoid using the 
parking brake and have your vehicle checked by a dealer immediately.

1If the Brake System Indicator (Red) comes on or blinks at the 
same time when the Brake System Indicator (Amber) comes on

If you apply the parking brake, you may not be able 
to release it.

If the Brake System Indicator (red) and the Brake 
System Indicator (amber) come on at the same time, 
the parking brake is working.

If the Brake System Indicator (red) blinks at the same 
time when the Brake System Indicator (amber) comes 
on, the parking brake may not work because it is 
checking the system.

(Red)

(Amber)

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models

Mutaţi schimbătorul de viteze în poziţia      .
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine coolant temperature gets
abnormally high. 2 Overheating P. 711

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the shift lever is moved out of (P .

● Appears while you are customizing the settings and
the parking brake is released.

2 Customized Features* P. 148

Models without
colour audio system

Models with colour 
audio system

Manual transmission models

* Not available on all models

Dacă aplicaţi frâna de parcare, este posibil să nu o 
puteţi elibera.

Dacă se aprinde simultan indicatorul sistemului de 
frânare (roșu) și indicatorul sistemului de frânare 
(portocaliu), frâna de parcare funcţionează.

Dacă indicatorul sistemului de frânare (roșu) clipește în 
același timp când se aprinde indicatorul sistemului de 
frânare (portocaliu), este posibil ca frâna de parcare să 
nu funcţioneze deoarece verifică sistemul.
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If the Electric Power Steering (EPS) System Indicator 
Comes On

■ Reasons for the indicator to come on
• Comes on if there is a problem with the EPS system.
• If you depress the accelerator pedal repeatedly to increase the engine 

speed while the engine is idling, the indicator comes on, and 
sometimes the steering wheel becomes harder to operate.

• Comes on when EPS steering angle centre point memory is lost. This 
could be due to a number of problems to include: battery disconnect, 
main fuse blow, low battery causing reset of the EPS system, wire 
damage to EPS harness. Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA), VSA OFF, and 
low tyre pressure/deflation warning system* indicators also come on 
with EPS indicator.

The Drive Carefully Systems Initializing... message appears on the 
driver information interface.

Models with driver information interface

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Aprinderea/Clipirea indicatoarelor ▶  Dacă indicatorul sistemului de servodirecţie electrică (EPS) se aprinde

Dacă indicatorul sistemului de servodirecţie  
electrică (EPS) se aprinde

Se aprinde atunci când există defecţiuni la sistemul EPS.

Mesajul Drive Carefully Systems Initializing... apare pe driver information 
interface.

Dacă apăsaţi pedala de acceleraţie în mod repetat pentru a creşte 
turaţia motorului la ralanti, indicatorul se aprinde şi, uneori, acţionarea 
direcţiei devine greoaie.

Se aprinde atunci când se pierde memoria punctului central al unghiului 
de direcţie EPS. Acest lucru poate fi cauzat de o serie de probleme care 
includ: deconectarea bateriei, arderea siguranţei, descărcarea bateriei care 
provoacă resetarea sistemului EPS, deteriorarea cablului EPS. Indicatoarele: 
Asistenţa pentru stabilitatea autovehiculului (VSA), VSA OFF, Sistemul de 
frânare pentru prevenirea coliziunilor (CMBS)* și sistemul de avertizare 
presiune scăzută/dezumflare se aprind în acelaşi timp cu indicatorul EPS.

Modele cu driver information interface

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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■ What to do when the indicator comes on
• Stop the vehicle in a safe place and restart the engine.

If the indicator comes on and stays on, immediately have your vehicle 
inspected by a dealer.

• If the EPS indicator, VSA indicator, VSA OFF indicator, and low tyre 
pressure/deflation warning system* indicator come on 
simultaneously, you need to calibrate the VSA and EPS systems.
Drive a short distance at more than 20 km/h to calibrate the VSA and 
EPS systems.
If the indicators come on and stay on, park your vehicle in a safe 
place, turn off and restart the engine, then repeat the above 
operation.
If the indicators still come on and stay on, immediately have your 
vehicle inspected by a dealer.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Aprinderea/Clipirea indicatoarelor ▶  Dacă indicatorul sistemului de servodirecţie electrică (EPS) se aprinde

Măsuri în cazul în care indicatorul se aprinde
Opriţi autovehiculul într-un loc sigur şi reporniţi motorul. Dacă 
indicatorul se aprinde şi rămâne aprins, autovehiculul trebuie să fie
verificat imediat la o reprezentanţă.

Dacă indicatoarele: EPS, sistemul VSA, VSA OFF, CMBS* și sistemul 
de avertizare presiune scăzută/dezumflare se aprind în acelaşi timp, 
trebuie să calibraţi sistemele VSA şi EPS. 
Conduceţi drept la viteză mai mare de 20 km/h (12 mph) pentru mai 
puţin de 10 secunde pentru a calibra sistemele VSA și EPS.
Dacă indicatoarele se aprind și rămân aprinse, parcaţi vehiculul  
într-un loc sigur, opriţi și reporniţi motorul, apoi repetaţi operaţiunea 
de mai sus.
În cazul în care indicatorii continuă să se aprindă și să rămână aprinşi, 
duceţi imediat autovehiculul la reprezentanţă pentru verificare. 

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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If the Low Tyre Pressure/Deflation Warning System 
Indicator* Comes On or Blinks

■ Reasons for the indicator to come on/blink
A tyre pressure is significantly low, or the deflation warning system has 
not been calibrated. If there is a problem with the deflation warning 
system or the compact spare tyre* is installed, the indicator blinks for 
about one minute, and then stays on.
■ What to do when the indicator comes on
Drive carefully and avoid abrupt cornering and hard braking.
Stop your vehicle in a safe place. Check the tyre pressure and adjust the 
pressure to the specified level. The specified tyre pressure is on a label on 
the driver side doorjamb.
u Calibrate the deflation warning system after the tyre pressure is 

adjusted.
2 Deflation Warning System Calibration P. 556

■ What to do when the indicator blinks, then remains on
Have the tyre inspected by a dealer as soon as possible. If the compact 
spare tyre* causes the indicator to blink, change the tyre to a full-size 
tyre.
The indicator goes off after driving for a few kilometres.
u Calibrate the deflation warning system after a full-size tyre is 

reinstalled.
2 Deflation Warning System Calibration P. 556

1If the Low Tyre Pressure/Deflation Warning System Indicator* 
Comes On or Blinks

NOTICE
Driving on an extremely underinflated tyre can cause 
it to overheat. An overheated tyre can fail. Always 
inflate your tyres to the prescribed level.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Aprinderea/Clipirea indicatoarelor ▶  Dacă indicatorul presiune scăzută pneuri/sistemului de avertizare dezumflare se aprinde sau clipeşte

Dacă indicatorul presiune scăzută pneuri/sistemului  
de avertizare dezumflare* se aprinde sau clipeşte

Motive ale aprinderii/clipirii indicatorului
Presiunea unui pneu poate fi semnificat scăzută sau sistemul de 
avertizare dezumflare nu a fost calibrat. În cazul unei erori la sistemul 
de avertizare dezumflare sau este montată anvelopa compactă*, 
indicatorul clipeşte aprox. un minut, apoi rămâne aprins.

Conduceţi prudent şi evitaţi luarea bruscă a virajelor şi frânarea 
bruscă. Opriţi autovehiculul într-un loc sigur. Verificaţi care dintre 
pneuri a pierdut presiune şi umflaţi până la presiunea necesară. 
Presiunea necesară este scrisă pe eticheta de pe stâlpul şoferului.

Duceţi cât mai repede posibil autovehiculul la reprezentanţă pentru 
verificare. Dacă anvelopa compactă* este cauza pentru clipirea 
indicatorului, schimbaţi-o cu una standard.
Indicatorul se va stinge după ce conduceţi câţiva kilometri (mile).

Calibraţi sistemul de avertizare dezumflare după ce presiunea 
anvelopei a fost ajustată.
     Calibrarea sistemului de avertizare dezumflare P. 556

Calibraţi sistemul de avertizare dezumflare după ce aţi montat 
anvelopa standard.
     Calibrarea sistemului de avertizare dezumflare P. 556

Măsuri în cazul aprinderii indicatorului

Măsuri în cazul în care indicatorul clipeşte, apoi rămâne aprins
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Dacă indicatorul presiune scăzută pneuri/sistemului  
de avertizare dezumflare se aprinde sau clipeşte

Conducerea cu un pneu foarte dezumflat poate 
provoca supraîncălzirea acestuia. Un pneu supraîncălzit 
poate ceda. Umflaţi întotdeauna pneurile la presiunea 
specificată.

NOTĂ
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If the Low Oil Level Symbol Appears*

■ Reasons for the symbol to appear
Appears when the engine oil level is low.
■ What to do as soon as the symbol appears
1. Immediately park the vehicle on level ground in a safe place.
2. If necessary, turn the hazard warning lights on.
■ What to do after parking the vehicle
1. Stop the engine and let it sit for about three minutes.
2. Open the bonnet and check the oil level.

2 Oil Check P. 624

If the Low Oil Level Indicator Comes On*

■ Reasons for the symbol to come on
Comes on when the engine oil level is low.
■ What to do as soon as the indicator comes on
1. Immediately park the vehicle on level ground in a safe place.
2. If necessary, turn the hazard warning lights on.
■ What to do after parking the vehicle
1. Stop the engine and let it sit for about three minutes.
2. Open the bonnet and check the oil level.

2 Oil Check P. 624

1If the Low Oil Level Symbol Appears*

NOTICE
Running the engine with low oil level can cause 
serious mechanical damage almost immediately.

This system activates after the engine warms up. If 
the outside temperature is extremely low, you may 
have to drive for a long time until the system senses 
the engine oil level.

If the indicator appears again, stop the engine and 
contact a dealer for repairs immediately.

1If the Low Oil Level Indicator Comes On*

NOTICE
Running the engine with low oil level can cause 
serious mechanical damage almost immediately.

This system activates after the engine warms up. If 
the outside temperature is extremely low, you may 
have to drive for a long time until the system senses 
the engine oil level.

If the indicator comes on again, stop the engine and 
contact a dealer for repairs immediately.

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Aprinderea/Clipirea indicatoarelor ▶  Dacă apare simbolul de nivel scăzut al uleiului*

Dacă apare simbolul de nivel scăzut al uleiului*

Dacă se aprinde indicatorul de nivel scăzut al uleiului*

Motive ale apariţiei simbolului

Motive ale aprinderii indicatorului

Se aprinde când nivelul uleiului de motor este redus.

Se aprinde când nivelul uleiului de motor este redus.

Parcaţi imediat autovehiculul într-un loc plat şi sigur.

Parcaţi imediat autovehiculul într-un loc plat şi sigur.

Dacă este necesar, porniţi luminile de avarie.

Dacă este necesar, porniţi luminile de avarie.

Măsuri în cazul apariţiei simbolului

Măsuri în cazul aprinderii indicatorului

După parcarea autovehiculului

După parcarea autovehiculului

Opriţi motorul şi aşteptaţi trei minute.

Opriţi motorul şi aşteptaţi trei minute.

Deschideţi capota şi verificaţi nivelul uleiului.

Deschideţi capota şi verificaţi nivelul uleiului.

Verificarea nivelului de ulei P. 624

Verificarea nivelului de ulei P. 624

Dacă apare simbolul de nivel scăzut al uleiului*

Funcţionarea motorului cu un nivel redus de ulei poate 
provoca avarii mecanice grave aproape imediat. 

Sistemul se activează după ce motorul se încălzeşte. 
Dacă temperatura exterioară este foarte scăzută, va 
trebui să conduceţi un timp mai îndelungat până când 
sistemul detectează nivelul uleiului de motor. 

Dacă simbolul apare din nou, opriţi motorul şi 
contactaţi imediat reprezentanţa. 

Funcţionarea motorului cu un nivel redus de ulei poate 
provoca avarii mecanice grave aproape imediat. 

Sistemul se activează după ce motorul se încălzeşte. 
Dacă temperatura exterioară este foarte scăzută, va 
trebui să conduceţi un timp mai îndelungat până când 
sistemul detectează nivelul uleiului de motor. 

Dacă indicatorul se aprinde din nou, opriţi motorul şi 
contactaţi imediat reprezentanţa. 

NOTĂ

NOTĂ

Dacă se aprinde indicatorul de nivel scăzut al uleiului*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Fuses

Fuse Locations
If any electrical devices are not working, turn the ignition switch to LOCK (0*1 and 
check to see if any applicable fuse is blown.

Located near battery. Push the tabs to open the box.
Fuse locations are shown on the image below.
Locate the fuse in question by the fuse number in the image and chart.

*1:  Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button 
instead of an ignition switch.

■ Engine Compartment Fuse Box
Models without fuse label

Fuse Box

Tab
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Siguranţele

Locurile siguranţelor

În cazul în care un dispozitiv electric nu funcţionează, rotiţi contactul de pornire
în poziţia LOCK      *1 şi verificaţi dacă siguranţa corespunzătoare nu este arsă.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for about 15 seconds 
when you pull the electric parking 
brake switch while the ignition 
switch is in LOCK (0*1.

● Stays on for about 15 seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to LOCK 
(0*1 while the electric parking brake 
is set.

● Blinks and the parking brake and 
brake system indicator (amber) comes 
on at the same time - There is a 
problem with the electric parking brake 
system. The parking brake may not be 
set.
Avoid using the parking brake and have 
your vehicle checked by a dealer 
immediately.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
comes on or blinks at the same time 
when the Brake System Indicator 
(Amber) comes on P. 716

—

Automatic Brake 
Hold System 
Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold system is on.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571

Automatic Brake 
Hold Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold is activated.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571 —

(Red)

Cutia de siguranţe din compartimentul motorului

Se află lângă baterie. Apăsaţi clapetele pentru a deschide cutia.
Locurile siguranţelor sunt indicate în imaginea de mai jos.
Localizaţi siguranţa respectivă pe baza numărului siguranţei din imagine şi din tabel.

Modele fără etichetă pentru siguranţă

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.

Cutie siguranţe

Clemă
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■ Circuit protected and fuse rating

Circuit Protected Amps

1

− (60 A)
− (30 A)

Cooling Fan (30 A)
Premium Amp (30 A)

IG Main (30 A)
Headlight High Beam Main 30 A

Battery (100 A)

2

EPS 70 A

IG Main
30 A*1

50 A*2

Fuse Box Option (40 A)
Fuse Box 60 A

Front Wiper Motor 30 A
Headlight Low Beam Main 30 A

3

Rear Defroster 40 A
Starter Motor (30 A)

Fuse Box 40 A
ABS/VSA Motor 40 A

ABS/VSA FSR 40 A
Blower Motor 40 A

4

− −
− −
− −
− −

5 Cooling Fan (5 A)

6 Washer 15 A
7 FI Main 15 A
8 Stop Lights 10 A
9 FI Sub 15 A

10 Injector 15 A
11 LAF 5 A
12 FI ECU 10 A
13 Hazard 15 A
14 Rear Heated Seat (15 A)
15 IG Coil (15 A)
16 Transmission*3 (15 A)
17 Daytime Running Lights (10 A)
18 Back Up 10 A
19 Audio (15 A)
20 Position Lights 10 A
21 Interior Lights 10 A
22 Front Fog Lights (15 A)
23 A/C Compressor (10 A)
24 Horn 10 A
25 Audio 10 A
26 Left Headlight Low Beam 10 A
27 Right Headlight Low Beam 10 A
28 Back Up 2 (5 A)
29 Left Headlight High Beam 10 A
30 Right Headlight High Beam 10 A
31 − −
32 Headlight Washer (30 A)

Circuit Protected Amps

*1:Models with keyless access system
*2:Models without keyless access system
*3:Continuously variable transmission 

models

33 VB ACT (5 A)
Circuit Protected Amps
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▶▶ Siguranţele ▶  Locurile siguranţelor

Circuitul protejat şi intensitatea siguranţelor

Circuitul protejat
Circuitul protejat Circuitul protejat

Amperi
Amperi Amperi

Ventilator răcire
Premium Amp

IG principală
Lumini de drum principală

Baterie

Dezaburitor spate

FI principală
VB ACT

FI Sub

LAF

Avarie

Bobina IG

Audio

Audio

Lumini de întâlnire far drept

Lumini de drum far stâng

Lumini interior

Compresor A/C

Lumini de zi

Motor demarou

Cutie siguranţe
Motor ABS/VSA

ABS/VSA FSR

Motor ventilator

Motor răcire

EPS

IG principală

Spălător

Lumini stop

Injector

FI ECU

Încălzire scaune spate

Transmisie*3

Rezervă

Rezervă 2

Lumini de drum far drept

Spălător faruri

Lumini poziţie

Proiectoare ceaţă

Claxon

Lumini de întâlnire far stâng

Cutie siguranţe opţiune
Cutie siguranţe

Motor ştergătoare faţă
Lumini de întâlnire principală

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie
*2: Modelele fără sistem de acces fără cheie
*3: Modelele cu transmisie automată

Continuare
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Fuse locations are shown on the fuse box 
cover.
Locate the fuse in question by the fuse 
number and box cover number.
Located near the battery. Push the tabs to 
open the box.

Models with fuse label

Tab

Fuse Box

■ Circuit protected and fuse rating

Circuit Protected Amps

1

− (60 A)

− (30 A)

Cooling Fan 30 A

Premium Amp (30 A)

IG Main (30 A)
Headlight High Beam 

Main
30 A

Battery (100 A)

2

EPS 70 A

IG Main
30 A*1

50 A*2

Fuse Box Option* (40 A)

Fuse Box 60 A

Front Wiper Motor 30 A
Headlight Low Beam 

Main
30 A

3

Rear Defroster 40 A

Starter Motor (30 A)

Fuse Box 40 A

ABS/VSA Motor 40 A

ABS/VSA FSR 40 A

Blower Motor 40 A

*1:Models with keyless access system
*2:Models without keyless access system
*3:Continuously variable transmission 

models

4

− (40 A)

− (40 A)

− (40 A)

− (40 A)

5 Cooling Fan (5 A)

6 Washer 15 A

7 FI Main 15 A

8 Stop Lights 10 A

9 FI Sub 15 A

10 Injector (15 A)

11 LAF (5 A)

12 FI ECU (10 A)

13 Hazard 15 A

14 Rear Heated Seat (15 A)

15 IG Coil 15 A

16 Transmission*3 (15 A)

17
Daytime Running 

Lights
(10 A)

Circuit Protected Amps

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Siguranţele ▶  Locurile siguranţelor

Modele cu etichetă pentru siguranţă

Cutie siguranţe

Clemă

Locurile siguranţelor sunt indicate pe 
capacul cutie de siguranţe.
Localizaţi siguranţa respectivă pe baza 
numărului siguranţei şi numărul de pe 
capacul cutiei. Se află lângă baterie. 
Apăsaţi clemele pentru a deschide cutia.

Circuitul protejat şi intensitatea siguranţelor

Circuitul protejat

Circuitul protejat

Amperi

Amperi

Ventilator răcire

Ventilator răcire

FI principală

FI Sub

LAF

Avarie

Bobină IG 

Lumini de zi

Spălător

Lumini stop

Injector

FI ECU

Încălzire scaune spate

Transmisie*3

Premium Amp

IG principală

Baterie

Dezaburitor spate

Motor demarou

Cutie siguranţe

Motor ABS/VSA

ABS/VSA FSR

Motor ventilator

EPS

IG principală

Cutie siguranţe opţiune*

Cutie siguranţe

Motor ştergătoare faţă

Lumini de întâlnire 
principală

Lumini de drum  
principală

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie
*2: Modelele fără sistem de acces fără cheie
*3: Modelele cu transmisie automată

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Circuit Protected Amps
18 Back Up 10 A

19 Audio (15 A)

20 Position Lights 10 A

21 Interior Lights 10 A

22 Front Fog Lights (15 A)

23 A/C Compressor 10 A

24 Horn 10 A

25 Audio (10 A)

26
Left Headlight Low 

Beam
10 A

27
Right Headlight Low 

Beam
10 A

28 Back Up 2 (5 A)

29
Left Headlight High 

Beam
10 A

30
Right Headlight High 

Beam
10 A

31 − − −
32 − Headlight Washer −
33 VB ACT (5 A)

Located under the dashboard.
Fuse locations are shown on the image 
below.
Locate the fuse in question by the fuse 
number in the image and chart.

■ Interior Fuse Box
Models without fuse label

Fuse Box
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▶▶ Siguranţele ▶  Locurile siguranţelor

Cutie siguranţe

Circuitul protejat Amperi

Audio

Audio

VB ACT

Lumini interioare

Compresor A/C

Lumini de întâlnire far 
drept

Lumini de drum far  
stâng

Lumini de drum far  
drept

Rezervă

Lumini poziţie

Proiectoare de ceaţă

Spălător faruri

Lumini de întâlnire far 
stâng

Claxon

Rezervă 2

Cutia de siguranţe interioară

Este dispusă sub bord.
Locurile siguranţelor sunt indicate în 
imaginea de mai jos.
Localizaţi siguranţa respectivă pe 
baza numărului siguranţei din 
imagine şi din tabel.

Continuare

Modele fără etichetă pentru siguranţă
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■ Circuit protected and fuse rating

Circuit Protected Amps
1 Accessory 10 A
2 Key Lock (5 A)
3 − (10 A)

4
Front Sensor Camera*1

Transmission*2, *3

(5 A)
(10 A)

5 Option 10 A
6 SRS Indicator 10 A
7 Meter 10 A
8 Fuel Pump 15 A
9 AIRCON 10 A

10 − (20 A)
11 IG1 Monitor 5 A
12 Right Side Door Lock 10 A
13 Left Side Rear Door Unlock 10 A
14 Rear Left Side Power Window (20 A)

15
Front Passenger’s Side Power 

Window
20 A

16 Door Lock 20 A

17
Transmission*1, *3

Front Sensor Camera*2

(10 A)
(5 A)

18 − (10 A)
19 Sunroof* (20 A)
20 IG1 Starter (10 A)
21 ACG 10 A
22 Daytime Running Lights (10 A)
23 Rear Fog Light 10 A

*1:Models with keyless access system
*2:Models without keyless access system
*3:Continuously variable transmission 

models

24 Front Sensor Camera* (5 A)
25 Driver’s Door Lock (10 A)
26 Right Side Door Unlock 10 A

27
Rear Right Side Power 

Window
(20 A)

28 Driver’s Power Window 20 A
29 Front Accessory Power Socket 20 A

30
Keyless Entry*1

STS*2

(10 A)
(5 A)

31 Driver’s Power Seat Reclining* (20 A)
32 Front Seat Heater* (20 A)
33 Driver’s Power Seat Sliding* (20 A)
34 VSA/ABS 10 A
35 SRS 10 A
36 − −
37 Option (10 A)
38 Left Side Rear Door Lock (10 A)
39 Driver’s Door Unlock (10 A)

Circuit Protected Amps
Located under the dashboard.
Fuse locations are shown on the image 
below.
Locate the fuse in question by the fuse 
number in the image and chart.

■ Circuit protected and fuse rating

Models with Idlling stop system

Fuse Box

Circuit Protected Amps
1 ACC 10 A
2 EOP 10 A
3 Back Up2 Main 10 A
4 Audio VST 15 A
5 ACC OUT 10 A
6 IG1 Relay 10 A
7 Stop Switch 2 5 A

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Siguranţele ▶  Locurile siguranţelor

Circuitul protejat şi intensitatea siguranţelor

Circuitul protejat şi intensitatea siguranţelor

Circuitul protejat

Circuitul protejat

Circuitul protejat

Amperi

Amperi

Amperi

Accesorii

Opţiune

Contor

AIRCON

IG1 Monitor

Deblocare uşă stânga spate

Blocare uşă şofer

Priză accesorii frontală

Înclinare scaun şofer*

Deblocare uşă şofer

Glisare scaun şofer*

SRS

Opţiune

ACC

Rezervă 2 principală

ACC OUT

Comutator Stop 2

EOP

Audio VST

IG1 Relay

Geam electric dreapta 
spate

Geam electric pasager  
faţă

Key Lock

Camera senzorului frontal*1

Camera senzorului frontal*

Acces fără cheie*1

Încălzire scaun faţă*

VSA/ABS

STS*2

Deblocare uşă dreapta

Geam electric şofer

Blocare uşă stânga spate

Transmisie*2, *3

Indicator SRS

Pompă combustibil 

Blocare uşă

IG1 Starter

Blocare uşă dreapta

Geam electric stânga spate

Lumini de zi

Transmisie*1, *3

Trapă*

Stop ceaţă

ACG

Camera senzorului frontal*2

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie
*2: Modelele fără sistem de acces fără cheie
*3: Modelele cu transmisie automată

Modele cu oprire automată a motorului

Este dispusă sub bord.
Locurile siguranţelor sunt indicate în 
imaginea de mai jos.
Localizaţi siguranţa respectivă pe 
baza numărului siguranţei din 
imagine şi din tabel.

Cutie siguranţe

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Located under the dashboard.

Fuse locations are shown on the label on 
the side panel.
Locate the fuse in question by the fuse 
number and label number.

■ Circuit protected and fuse rating

Models with fuse label

Circuit Protected Amps
1 Accessory 10 A

2 Key Lock (5 A)

3 − (10 A)

4
Front Sensor Camera*1

Transmission*2

(5 A)
(10 A)

5 Option (10 A)

6 SRS Indicator (10 A)

7 Meter 10 A

8 Fuel Pump 15 A

Fuse Label

Fuse Box

9 AIRCON 10 A

10 − (20 A)

11 IG1 Monitor 5 A

12 Right Side Door Lock 10 A

13
Left Side Rear Door 

Unlock
10 A

14
Rear Left Side Power 

Window
(20 A)

15
Front Passenger’s Side 

Power Window
20 A

16 Door Lock 20 A

17
Transmission*1

Front Sensor Camera*2

(10 A)
(5 A)

18 − (10 A)

19 Sunroof* (20 A)

20 IG1 Starter (10 A)

21 ACG 10 A

22 Daytime Running Lights (10 A)

23 Rear Fog Light* (10 A)

24 Front Sensor Camera* (5 A)

25 Driver’s Door Lock (10 A)

26 Right Side Door Unlock (10 A)

27
Rear Right Side Power 

Window
(20 A)

28 Driver’s Power Window 20 A

Circuit Protected Amps

*1:Models with keyless access system
*2:Models without keyless access system

29
Front Accessory Power 

Socket
20 A

30
Keyless access*1

STS*2

(10 A)
(5 A)

31
Driver’s Power Seat 

Reclining* (20 A)

32 Front Seat Heater* (20 A)

33
Driver’s Power Seat 

Sliding* (20 A)

34 VSA/ABS 10 A

35 SRS 10 A
36 − − −
37 Option (10 A)

38
Left Side Rear Door 

Lock
10 A

39 Driver’s Door Unlock (10 A)

Circuit Protected Amps

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Siguranţele ▶  Locurile siguranţelor

Circuitul protejat şi intensitatea siguranţelor

Circuitul protejat

Circuitul protejat Circuitul protejat

Amperi

Amperi Amperi

Accesorii

AIRCON

IG1 Monitor

Transmisie*1

Trapă*

SRS

Opţiune

Deblocare uşă şofer

Stop ceaţă*

ACG

Blocare uşă şofer

Camera senzorului frontal*2

Deblocare uşă stânga  
spate

Geam electric pasager  
faţă

Priză accesorii frontală

Înclinare scaun şofer*

Glisare scaun şofer*

Geam electric dreapta  
spate

Blocare uşă dreapta

Blocare uşă

Blocare uşă stânga  
spate

Acces fără cheie*1

Încălzire scaun faţă*

VSA/ABS

STS*2

IG1 Starter

Deblocare uşă dreapta

Geam electric şofer

Lumini de zi

Camera senzorului frontal*

Geam electric stânga  
spate

Opţiune

Contor

Key Lock

Camera senzorului frontal*1

Transmisie*2

Indicator SRS

Pompă combustibil

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie
*2: Modelele fără sistem de acces fără cheie

Cutie siguranţe

Etichetă siguranţe

Modele cu etichetă pentru siguranţă

Locurile siguranţelor sunt indicate 
eticheta de pe panoul lateral.
Localizaţi siguranţa respectivă pe baza 
numărului siguranţei şi numărului 
etichetei.

Este dispusă sub bord.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Inspecting and Changing Fuses
1. Turn the ignition switch to LOCK (0*1. Turn 

headlights and all accessories off.
2. Remove the fuse box cover.
3. Check the large fuse in the engine 

compartment.
u If the fuse is blown, use a Phillips-head 

screwdriver to remove the screw and 
replace it with a new one.

4. Inspect the small fuses in the engine 
compartment and the vehicle interior.
u If there is a burned out fuse, remove it 

with the fuse puller* and replace it with a 
new one.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch.

1Inspecting and Changing Fuses

NOTICE
Replacing a fuse with one that has a higher rating 
greatly increases the chances of damaging the 
electrical system. 

Replace fuse with a spare fuse* or new one of the 
same specified amperage.
Use the charts to locate the fuse in question and 
confirm the specified amperage.

2 Fuse Locations P. 710, 713

There is a fuse puller* on the back of the engine 
compartment fuse box cover.

Combined 
Fuse

Blown Fuse

Fuse Puller*

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Siguranţele ▶  Verificarea şi înlocuirea siguranţelor

Verificarea şi înlocuirea siguranţelor

Rotiţi contactul de pornire în poziţia LOCK 
     *1. Stingeţi farurile şi opriţi accesoriile.
Scoateţi capacul cutiei de siguranţe.
Verificaţi siguranţa mare din 
compartimentul motorului.

Verificaţi siguranţele mici din compartimentul 
motorului şi din interiorul autovehiculului.

Dacă siguranţa este arsă, folosiţi o
şurubelniţă în cruce pentru a scoate
şurubul şi a o înlocui cu una nouă.

Dacă există o siguranţă arsă, scoateţi-o 
cu ajutorul cleştelui* şi înlocuiţi-o cu o 
siguranţă nouă.
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for about 15 seconds 
when you pull the electric parking 
brake switch while the ignition 
switch is in LOCK (0*1.

● Stays on for about 15 seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to LOCK 
(0*1 while the electric parking brake 
is set.

● Blinks and the parking brake and 
brake system indicator (amber) comes 
on at the same time - There is a 
problem with the electric parking brake 
system. The parking brake may not be 
set.
Avoid using the parking brake and have 
your vehicle checked by a dealer 
immediately.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
comes on or blinks at the same time 
when the Brake System Indicator 
(Amber) comes on P. 716

—

Automatic Brake 
Hold System 
Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold system is on.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571

Automatic Brake 
Hold Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold is activated.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571 —

(Red)

Siguranţă arsă

Cleşte*

Siguranţă 
combinată

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.

Verificarea şi înlocuirea siguranţelor

Înlocuirea siguranţei cu una de o intensitate mai mare 
creşte riscul avarierii sistemului electric.

Înlocuiţi siguranţa cu o siguranţă de rezervă* având 
acelaşi amperaj.
Folosiţi tabelele pentru a găsi siguranţa în cauză şi a 
confirma amperajul specificat pe eticheta siguranţei.
 Locaţia siguranţelor P. 710, 713

Există un cleşte* pe spatele cutiei de siguranţe din 
compartimentul motor.

NOTĂ
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Emergency Towing

Call a professional towing service if you need to tow your vehicle.

■ Flat bed equipment
The operator loads your vehicle on the back of a truck.
This is the best way to transport your vehicle.

■ Wheel lift equipment
The tow truck uses two pivoting arms that go under the front tyres and lift them off 
the ground. The rear tyres remain on the ground. This is an acceptable way to 
tow your vehicle.

1Emergency Towing

NOTICE
Trying to lift or tow your vehicle by the bumpers will 
cause serious damage. The bumpers are not designed 
to support the vehicle's weight.

Never tow your vehicle with just a rope or chain.
It is very dangerous since ropes or chains may shift 
from side to side or break.
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Remorcarea de urgenţă

Dacă trebuie să remorcaţi autovehiculul, adresaţi-vă unui serviciu de remorcare 
profesionist.

Operatorul încarcă autovehiculul pe un camion-platformă.
Aceasta este cea mai bună metodă de transport a autovehiculului.

Camionul de remorcare foloseşte două braţe pivotante care intră sub roţile
faţă şi le ridică de pe sol. Roţile spate rămân pe sol. Aceasta este o metodă
acceptabilă de remorcare a autovehiculului.

Platformă

Remorcare prin ridicarea roţilor

Remorcarea de urgenţă

Dacă încercaţi să ridicaţi sau să tractaţi autovehiculul de 
barele de protecţie, acest lucru va cauza avarii grave. 
Barele de protecţie nu sunt proiectate pentru a susţine 
greutatea autovehiculului. 

Nu tractaţi niciodată autovehiculul doar cu o funie 
sau cu un lanţ. Este foarte periculos, deoarece funiile 
şi lanţurile pot aluneca dintr-o parte în alta sau se pot 
rupe.

NOTĂ

Continuare
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■ If your vehicle must be towed with the front wheels on the ground:

1. Check for any fluid leaks on the ground, 
underneath the transmission housing.
u If you find a leak, call a professional 

towing service and have your vehicle 
inspected by a dealer.

2. Hook the towing device to the towing 
hook.

3. Start the engine.
u If it is difficult to turn on the engine, put the ignition switch in ACCESSORY (q*1 

or ON (w*1.

4. Depress the brake pedal.
5. Shift to (D  and hold for five seconds, then to (N .
6. Release the parking brake.

4. Shift to (N .
5. Release the parking brake.

*1: Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an 
ignition switch

1If your vehicle must be towed with the front wheels on the 
ground:

Towing a vehicle is prohibited by law in some countries.
Check and follow the legal requirements of the 
country you are driving before towing your vehicle.

If you cannot follow the exact procedure, do not tow 
your vehicle with the front wheels on the ground.

If you cannot turn on the engine, you may experience 
the following while your vehicle is being towed.
• Braking may become difficult since the brake 

system’s power assist is disabled.
• Steering wheel becomes heavy as the power 

steering system is disabled.

• Turning the ignition switch to LOCK (0*1 locks the 
steering wheel.

Going down a long slope heats up the brakes. This 
may prevent the brakes from working properly. If 
your vehicle needs to be towed on an incline, call a 
professional towing service.

With the front wheels on the ground, it is best to tow 
the vehicle no farther than 80 km, and keep the 
speed below 55 km/h.

NOTICE

If you cannot shift the transmission or turn on the 
engine, will damage the transmission. Your vehicle 
must be transported with the front wheels off the 
ground.

Manual transmission models

Continuously variable transmission models

Towing Hook
Continuously variable transmission models

All models

Continuously variable transmission models

Manual transmission models
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▶▶ Tractarea de urgenţă ▶

Dacă autovehiculul dvs. trebuie tractat cu roţile faţă neridicate 
Modele cu transmisie automată

Modele cu transmisie automată

Modele cu transmisie manuală

Modele cu transmisie manuală

Modele cu transmisie manuală
NOTĂ

Verificaţi dacă sunt scurgeri sub autovehicul, 
în dreptul cutiei de transmisie.

Remorcaţi autovehiculul de cârligul de 
tractare.

Porniţi motorul.

Apăsaţi pedala de frână.

Schimbaţi în      .

Eliberaţi frâna de parcare.

Eliberaţi frâna de parcare.

Mutaţi schimbătorul în      şi menţineţi cinci secunde, apoi mutaţi-l în      .

Dacă motorul nu porneşte, rotiţi contactul de pornire în ACCESORY      *1 sau 
în ON      *1.

Dacă sunt scurgeri, chemaţi un serviciu  
de tractări şi verificaţi autovehiculul la  
o reprezentanţă.

Toate modelele

32TGG601 inset Sig 63 Front 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 63 Front 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 63 Front 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 63 Front 03_02_2017
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when you open the driver’s door while the 
ignition key is in ACCESSORY (q .

● Turn the ignition switch to LOCK (0 , then remove the 
key.

● Appears when you open the driver’s door while the 
ignition key is in LOCK (0.

● Remove the key from the ignition switch.

● Appears when the ignition key is turned to 
ACCESSORY (q  from ON (w . (The driver’s door is 
closed.)

—

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the ignition switch is turned to START 
(e  without depressing the clutch pedal.

● Turn the ignition switch with depressing the clutch 
pedal.

Models without keyless access system

Models without keyless access system with manual transmission

32TGG601 inset Sig 46 Back 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 46 Back 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 46 Back 03_02_201732TGG601 inset Sig 46 Back 03_02_2017
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Indicators

*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off if the parking 
brake has been released.

● Comes on when the parking brake is 
applied and goes off when it is 
released.

● Comes on when the brake fluid level 
is low.

● Comes on if there is a problem with 
the brake system.

● The beeper sounds and the indicator 
comes on if you drive with the 
parking brake not fully released.

● Comes on while driving - Make sure 
the parking brake is released. Check the 
brake fluid level.

2 What to do it comes on while 
driving P. 715

● Comes on along with the ABS 
indicator - Have your vehicle checked by 
a dealer.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
Comes On or Blinks P. 715

● Comes on along with the parking 
brake and brake system indicator 
(amber) - Immediately stop in a safe 
place. Contact a dealer for repair. The 
brake pedal becomes harder to operate. 
Depress the pedal further than you 
normally do.

(Red) 1.0 L engine models
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine does not restart 
automatically due to the following reasons:
- The bonnet is open.
- There is a problem in the system that disables Auto 

Idle Stop.

● Follow the normal procedure to start the engine.
2 Starting the Engine P. 460, 463

● Appears when you move the shift lever from (N  to 
any other position without depressing the clutch 
pedal while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the battery charge 
becomes low. Shift to (N to avoid the battery charge 
becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop P. 479, 485

● Appears in white when you turn the ignition switch 
to START (e*1 before fully depressing the clutch 
pedal.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following conditions are 
kept while Auto Idle Stop is in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N.

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat belt 
immediately, and continue to keep the shift lever in (N 
next time Auto Idle Stop activates.

Models with auto idle stop with manual transmission
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the engine does not restart 
automatically due to the following reasons:
- The bonnet is open.
- There is a problem in the system that disables Auto 

Idle Stop.

● Follow the normal procedure to start the engine.
2 Starting the Engine P. 460, 463

● Appears when you move the shift lever from (N  to 
any other position without depressing the clutch 
pedal while Auto Idle Stop is in operation.

● The engine will not start even when the battery charge 
becomes low. Shift to (N to avoid the battery charge 
becomes low.

2 Auto Idle Stop P. 479, 485

● Appears in white when you turn the ignition switch 
to START (e*1 before fully depressing the clutch 
pedal.

● Depress the clutch pedal.

● Appears in amber when the following conditions are 
kept while Auto Idle Stop is in operation:
- You are not wearing a seat belt.
- The shift lever is in any position except (N.

● Depress the clutch pedal. Wear the seat belt 
immediately, and continue to keep the shift lever in (N 
next time Auto Idle Stop activates.

Models with auto idle stop with manual transmission
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Message Condition Explanation

● Appears when the shift lever is moved into any 
position other than (D or (S  while ACC is in 
operation.

● ACC has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 509

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
shift lever is in any position other than (D or (S .

● ACC cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 509

● Appears when the vehicle is stopped on a very steep 
slope while ACC is in operation.

● ACC has been automatically cancelled.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 509

● Appears when pressing the –/SET button while the 
vehicle is stopped on a very steep slope.

● ACC cannot be set.
2 Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) with Low Speed 

Follow (LSF)* P. 509

* Not available on all models

*1: Modelele cu sistem de acces fără cheie au un buton ENGINE START / STOP în locul unui comutator de 
aprindere.

Dacă autovehiculul dumneavoastră trebuie tractat cu roţile faţă 
neridicate 

Tractarea unui vehicul este interzisă de lege în unele 
ţări.
Verificaţi și respectaţi cerinţele legale ale ţării în care 
conduceţi înainte de a vă remorca vehiculul.
Dacă nu puteţi urma procedura exactă, nu tractaţi 
autovehiculul cu roţile din faţă pe teren.
Dacă nu puteţi porni motorul, puteţi observa 
următoarele în timp ce autovehiculul dvs. este 
remorcat.
•  Frânarea poate deveni dificilă din cauză sistemul de 

asistenţă la frânare este dezactivat.
•  Volanul devine greu de manevrat din cauză că 

sistemul de servodirecţie este dezactivat.

Conducerea pe o pantă lungă duce la încălzirea 
frânelor. Acest lucru poate împiedica funcţionarea 
corectă a frânelor. Dacă vehiculul dvs. trebuie remorcat 
pe un drum înclinat, chemaţi un serviciu de remorcare 
profesionist.
Cu roţile din faţă pe pământ, remorcaţi vehiculul pe o 
distanţă mai mică de 80 km și să menţineţi viteza sub 
55 km/h.

•  Rotirea contactului de pornire în LOCK       *1 va bloca 
volanul. 

Dacă nu puteţi schimba viteza sau nu puteţi porni 
motorul, veţi deteriora transmisia. Autovehiculul dvs. 
trebuie transportat cu roţile din faţă desprinse de sol. 
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*1:Models with the keyless access system have an ENGINE START/STOP button instead of an ignition switch.

Indicator Name On/Blinking Explanation Message

Parking Brake 
and Brake 
System Indicator 
(Red)

● Comes on for about 15 seconds 
when you pull the electric parking 
brake switch while the ignition 
switch is in LOCK (0*1.

● Stays on for about 15 seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to LOCK 
(0*1 while the electric parking brake 
is set.

● Blinks and the parking brake and 
brake system indicator (amber) comes 
on at the same time - There is a 
problem with the electric parking brake 
system. The parking brake may not be 
set.
Avoid using the parking brake and have 
your vehicle checked by a dealer 
immediately.

2 If the Brake System Indicator (Red) 
comes on or blinks at the same time 
when the Brake System Indicator 
(Amber) comes on P. 716

—

Automatic Brake 
Hold System 
Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold system is on.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571

Automatic Brake 
Hold Indicator

● Comes on for a few seconds when 
you turn the ignition switch to ON 
(w*1, then goes off.

● Comes on when the automatic brake 
hold is activated.

2 Automatic Brake Hold P. 571 —

(Red)

Cârlig de remorcare
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When You Cannot Unlock the Fuel Fill Door

If you cannot unlock the fuel fill door, use the following procedure.
1. Open the boot.
2. Pull the release cord beneath the rear tray 

to the right.
u The release cord unlocks the fuel fill door 

when it is pulled.

1When You Cannot Unlock the Fuel Fill Door

After taking these steps, contact a dealer to have 
your vehicle checked.

Release Cord
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Dacă nu puteţi deschide clapetă rezervorului de combustibil

Dacă nu puteţi deschide clapeta rezervorului, urmaţi procedura următoare.
Deschideţi portbagajul.
Trageţi de cureaua de sub partea 
superioară a portbagajului spre dreapta.

Când este trasă, cureaua de eliberare  
va debloca clapeta rezervorului.

Dacă nu puteţi deschide clapetă rezervorului de combustibil

După efectuarea acestor pași, contactaţi o 
reprezentanţă pentru a verifica autovehiculul.
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When You Cannot Open the Boot

If you cannot open the boot, use the following procedure.
1. Remove the cover with a key.
u Wrap a key with a cloth to prevent 

scratching the cover.

2. Pull the release lever.
3. Replace the cover.

1When You Cannot Open the Boot

Following up:
After taking these steps, contact a dealer to have 
your vehicle checked.

Boot Release Cover

Boot Release Lever
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Dacă nu puteţi deschide portbagajul

Scoateţi capacul cu ajutorul unei chei.

Trageţi mânerul de eliberare.
Înlocuiţi capacul.

Înfăşuraţi cheia cu o pânză pentru a 
evita zgârieturile.

Dacă nu puteţi deschide portbagajul, urmaţi procedura următoare.

Capacul pentru eliberare

Mâner de eliberare

Dacă nu puteţi deschide portbagajul

După efectuarea acestor pași, contactaţi o 
reprezentanţă pentru a verifica autovehiculul.
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Refueling

Refueling From a Portable Fuel Container
If you have run out of fuel and need to refuel your vehicle from a portable fuel 
container, use the funnel provided with your vehicle.

1. Turn off the engine.
2. Press on the edge of the fuel fill door to 

make it pop up slightly.
u The fuel fill door opens.

3. Take the funnel out of the tool case in the 
boot.

2 Types of Tools P. 674

4. Place the end of the funnel on the lower 
part of filler opening, then insert it slowly 
and fully.
u Make sure that the end of the funnel 

goes down along with the filler pipe.
5. Fill the tank with fuel from the portable fuel 

container.
u Pour fuel carefully so you do not spill any.

6. Remove the funnel from the filler neck.
u Wipe up any fuel from the funnel before 

storing it.
7. Shut the fuel fill door by hand.

1Refueling From a Portable Fuel Container

NOTICE
Do not insert the nozzle of a portable fuel container 
or any funnel other than the one provided with your 
vehicle. Doing so can damage the fuel system.
Do not try to pry open or push open the sealed fuel 
tank with foreign objects. This can damage the fuel 
system and its seal.

Make sure the fuel in the portable fuel container is 
petrol before you refuel.

3WARNING
Petrol is highly flammable and explosive.
You can be burned or seriously injured 
when handling fuel.

• Stop the engine, and keep heat, sparks, 
and flame away.

• Handle fuel only outdoors.
• Wipe up spills immediately.

Funnel
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Realimentare

Realimentarea cu ajutorul unei canistre
Dacă aţi rămas fără combustibil şi trebuie să realimentaţi cu ajutorul unei 
canistre, folosiţi pâlnia livrată împreună cu autovehiculul.

Opriţi motorul.

Clapeta rezervorului se deschide.

Asiguraţi-vă că, capătul pâlniei coboară 
împreună cu conducta de umplere.

Turnaţi cu atenţie pentru a evita vărsarea.

Ştergeţi combustibilul rămas pe pâlnie
înainte de a o depozita.

Apăsaţi pe marginea clapetei rezervorului 
de combustibil pentru a o deschide.

Așezaţi capătul pâlniei în partea inferioară 
a orificiului de umplere, apoi introduceţi-o 
încet și complet.

Umpleţi rezervorul cu combustibil din
canistră.

Scoateţi pâlnia din gâtul rezervorului.

Închideţi capacul rezervorului cu mâna.

Scoateţi pâlnia din trusa de scule din 
portbagaj.
     Tipuri de scule P. 674

Realimentarea cu ajutorul unei canistre

Combustibilul este foarte inflamabil şi 
exploziv.
Vă puteţi arde sau accidenta grav atunci când 
umblaţi cu combustibilul.

•  Opriţi motorul şi îndepărtaţi orice sursă de 
căldură, scântei sau foc deschis.

•  Manipulaţi combustibilul numai în aer liber.
•  Îndepărtaţi imediat combustibilul scurs 

accidental.

AVERTIZARE

Nu introduceţi pâlnia unei canistre sau alte pâlnii 
diferite de cea livrată împreună cu autovehiculul. În 
caz contrar, există riscul să deterioraţi sistemul de 
alimentare.
Nu încercaţi să forţaţi deschiderea cu obiecte străine a 
rezervorului închis ermetic. Puteţi deteriora sistemul de 
alimentare şi etanşeitatea acestuia.

Asiguraţi-vă că, înainte de realimentare, în canistră se 
află benzină.

NOTĂ
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Informaţii
Acest capitol indică specificaţiile autovehiculului, locurile numerelor

de identificare şi alte informaţii prevăzute de lege.

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Specificaţii.....................................................724
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Numărul de identificare al  
autovehiculului (VIN), seria motorului  
şi seria transmisiei .................................728

Acord de utilizare*
Dispozitive care emit unde radio..........729

Conţinutul Declaraţiei de  
conformitate CE*..........................................732
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Specifications

■Vehicle Specifications

*1: Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models with 1.6 L 
engine

*2: Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models
*3: 1.5 L engine models except Turkish
*4: Turkish models with 1.5 L engine
*5: Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models without 

sunroof, with continuously variable transmission
*6: Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models with sunroof 

and continuously variable transmission
*7: Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models with manual 

transmission
*8: Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models

Model Civic

Curb Weight

MT
1,226 - 1,239 kg*1

1,236 - 1,239 kg*2

1,279 - 1,321 kg*3

CVT

1,247 - 1,258 kg*1

1,253 - 1,291 kg*2

1,307 - 1,348 kg*3

1,313 kg*4

Maximum permissible weight

1,635 kg*7

1,680 kg*5

1,715 kg*6

See the certification label on the 
driver's doorjamb*8

Maximum permissible 
axle weight

Front

855 kg*7

885 kg*5

910 kg*6

See the certification label on the 
driver's doorjamb*8

Rear

795 kg*7

800 kg*5

810 kg*6

See the certification label on the 
driver's doorjamb*8

■Engine Specifications

*1: GCC country and Iraqi models
*2: Manual transmission models
*3: Continuously variable transmission models
*4: 1.6 L engine models
*5: 1.5 L engine models

■Fuel

*1: 1.6 L engine models for Middle Eastern except Israeli and 
Turkish

*2: 1.6 L engine models for Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle 
Eastern

*3: 1.5 L engine models

Type

Water cooled 4-stroke DOHC VTEC-TURBO 
in line, 4-cylinder petrol engine*5

Water cooled 4-stroke SOHC VTEC in line, 
4-cylinder petrol engine*4

Bore x Stroke
73.0 x 89.5 mm*5

81.0 x 77.5 mm*4

Displacement
1,498 cm3*5

1,597 cm3*4

Compression ratio
10.6 : 1*5

10.7 : 1*4

Max. Power*1 92 kw (123 HP)/6,500 rpm
Max. Torque*1 151 N·m (15.4 kgf·m)/4,300 rpm

Max. Speed*1 203 km/h*2

195 km/h*3

Spark Plugs NGK
SILZKR7C11S*4

SILZKR7C11DS*4

ILZKAR8H8S*5

Fuel:
Type

Unleaded petrol, Research octane number 
of 91 or higher*1

Unleaded premium petrol, Research octane 
number of 95 or higher*2

Unleaded premium petrol/gasohol up to 
E10 (90% petrol and 10% ethanol), 
research octane number 95 or higher*3

Fuel Tank Capacity 46.9 L

■Battery

*1: 1.6 L engine models
*2: Turkish models with 1.5 L engine
*3: 1.5 L engine models with continuously variable transmission 

except Turkish
*4: 1.5 L engine models with manual transmission except Turkish
Idle Stop:
The battery installed in this vehicle is specifically designed 
for a model with Auto Idle Stop. If you need to replace the 
battery, make sure to select the specified type. Ask a dealer 
for more details.

■Washer Fluid

Capacity/Type
36AH(5)/47AH(20)*1,*2

48AH(5)/60AH(20)*3

48AH(5)60AH(20)/L2*4

Tank Capacity 3.5 L
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Specificaţii

Model

Tip

Capacitate

Putere maximă*1

Capacitate/Tip

Viteză maximă*1

Cuplu maxim*1

Bujii

Greutate maximă
autorizată

Consultaţi eticheta de pe 
stâlpul şoferului*8

Benzină fără plub, cifră octanică 91 
sau mai mare*1

Benzină fără plub, cifră octanică 95 
sau mai mare*2

Benzină fără plub/carburant cu etanol 
până la E 10 (90% benzină şi 10% 
etanol), cifră octanică 95 sau mai mare*2

Consultaţi eticheta de pe 
stâlpul şoferului*8

Consultaţi eticheta de pe 
stâlpul şoferului*8

Greutate la gol Alezaj x Cursă

Raport de 
compresie

Faţă

Spate

Civic

Greutate maximă
autorizată pe ax

Capacitate rezervor

Capacitate rezervor

Specificaţii autovehicul Specificaţii motor

Combustibil

Lichid de spălare

Baterie

*1:  Modelele cu motor de 1.6 l pentru Israel şi Turcia, 
exceptând Orientul Mijlociu 

*2:  Modelele pentru Orientul Mijlociu, exceptând Israel 
şi Turcia

*3: Modelele cu motor de 1.5 l, exceptând Turcia
*4: Modelele cu motor de 1.5 l, pentru Turcia
*5:  Modelele fără trapă, cu transmisie automată, pentru 

Orientul Mijlociu, exceptând Israel şi Turcia
*6:  Modelele cu trapă, cu transmisie automată, pentru 

Orientul Mijlociu, exceptând Israel şi Turcia
*7:  Modelele cu transmisie manuală, pentru Orientul 

Mijlociu, exceptând Israel şi Turcia
*8:  Modelele pentru Israel şi Turcia, exceptând Orientul 

Mijlociu

*1:  Modelele pentru ţările GCC şi Iraq 
*2:  Modelele cu transmisie manuală
*3:  Modelele cu transmisie automată
*4:  Modelele cu motor de 1,6 l
*5:  Modelele cu motor de 1,5 l

*1:  Modelele cu motor de 1,6 l pentru Orientul Mijlociu, 
exceptând Israel şi Turcia

*2:  Modelele cu motor de 1,6 l pentru Israel şi Turcia, 
exceptând Orientul Mijlociu

*3:  Modelele cu motor de 1,5 l

*1:  Modelele cu motor de 1,5 l
*2:  Modelele cu motor de 1,5 l pentru Turcia
*3:  Modelele cu motor de 1,5 l, cu transmisie automată, 

exceptând Turcia
*4:  Modelele cu motor de 1,5 l, cu transmisie manuală, 

exceptând Turcia
Oprirea automată:
Bateria instalată în acest autovehicul este proiectată special 
pentru un model cu oprire automată a motorului. Dacă trebuie 
să înlocuiţi bateria, asiguraţi-vă că aţi selectat tipul specificat. 
Adresaţi-vă unei reprezentanţe pentru mai multe detalii.
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■Light Bulbs

Headlights (Low Beam)
55W (H11)*

LED*

Headlights (High Beam)
60W (HB3)*

LED*

Front Fog Lights * 35 W (H8)*

LED*

Front Turn Signal Lights
21 W (Amber)*

LED*

Front Side Marker Lights 5 W (Amber)
Position/Daytime Running Lights LED
Side Turn Signal Lights LED
Brake Light 21 W
Taillights LED
Rear Turn Signal Lights 21 W (Amber)
Back-Up Lights 16W
Rear Fog Light* LED
High-Mount Brake Light 21 W
Rear Licence Plate Lights LED
Interior Lights

Map Lights 8 W
Ceiling Light 8 W
Vanity Mirror Lights* 1.8 W
Glove Box Light* 3.4 W
Boot Light 5 W

■Brake/Clutch* Fluid

■Continuously Variable Transmission 
Fluid

*1: 1.6 L engine models
*2: 1.5 L engine models

■Manual Transmission Fluid

*1: 1.6 L engine models
*2: 1.5 L engine models

■Air Conditioning

*1: Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*2: Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models

Specified Brake Fluid with DOT3 or DOT4

Specified Honda HCF-2 Transmission Fluid

Capacity Change
3.5 L*1

3.7 L*2

Specified Honda Manual Transmission Fluid (MTF)

Capacity Change
1.4 L*1

1.9 L*2

Refrigerant Type HFO-1234yf (R-1234yf)*1

HFC-134a (R-134a)*2

Charge Quantity 375 - 425 g*1, *2

■Engine Oil

*1: 1.5 L engine models
*2: 1.6 L engine models
*3: If you use 0W-20, you should use “Honda Engine Oil Type 2.0”.

Recommended

Genuine Honda Motor Oil
ACEA A3/B3, A5/B5 or higher grade 0W-20

Genuine Honda Motor Oil
ACEA A3/B3, A5/B5 or higher grade 0W-20*3

Genuine Honda Motor Oil
API service SM or higher grade 0W-20, 0W-30, 
5W-30, 10W-30

Genuine Honda Motor Oil
ACEA A1/B1,A3/B3,A5/B5 or higher grade 0W-
30

Capacity
Change

3.2 L*1

3.5 L*2

Change including filter
3.5 L*1

3.7 L*2

1.6 L engine models with service 
reminder system

European models with 1.5 L 
engine

Except European models

Macedonian, Montenegrin, and 
Serbian models with 1.6 L engine

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Specificaţii ▶  

Faruri (lumini de întâlnire)

Proiectoare de ceaţă*

Lumini de poziţie laterale faţă 

Faruri (lumini de drum)

Capacitate

Cantitate încărcare

Capacitate

Capacitate

Schimbare

Schimbare

Schimbare  
inclusiv filtru

Schimbare

Lumini de semnalizare faţă
(portocaliu)

(portocaliu)

(portocaliu)

Lumini de semnalizare laterale

Lumini de poziţie spate

Lumini de marşarier

Specificat

Recomandat

Lichid de frână cu DOT 3 sau DOT 4

Lichid de transmisie Honda HCF-2

Lichid Honda de transmisie manuală MTF

Specificat

Specificat

Agent de răcire
Lumini de interior

Lumini de lectură
Lumină plafonieră
Lumini oglizi parasolar*
Lumină torpedou*
Lumină portbagaj

Lumini de frână bara de sus

Lumini de poziţie/de zi

Lumini de frână

Lumini de semnalizare spate

Lumină plcăcuţă înmatriculare

Stop de ceaţă*

Becuri Lichid de frână/ambreiaj* Ulei de motor

Lichid de transmisie  
automată

Lichid de transmisie manuală

Aer condiţionat

*1:  Modelele Israel şi Turcia, exceptând Orientul Mijlociu 
*2:  Modelele pentru Orientul Mijlociu, exceptând Israel 

şi Turcia

*1: Modelele cu motor de 1,6 l 
*2: Modelele cu motor de 1,5 l 

*1: Modelele cu motor de 1,6 l 
*2: Modelele cu motor de 1,5 l 

*1: Modelele cu motor de 1,5 l 
*2: Modelele cu motor de 1,6 l 
*3:  Dacă folosiţi 0W-20, ar trebui să utilizaţi  

“HONDA ENG OIL Type 2.0” 

Modele cu motor de 1,6 l cu 
sistem de informaţii service

Modele cu motor de 1,6 l pentru 
Macedonia, Muntenegru şi Serbia

Modele europene cu motor 
de 1,5 l

Modele exceptând cele europene

(original)

(original)

(original)

(original)

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele Continuare
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■Engine Coolant

*1: 1.5 L engine models with manual transmission
*2: 1.5 L engine models with continuously variable transmission
*3: 1.6 L engine models with manual transmission
*4: 1.6 L engine models with continuously variable transmission

■Tyre

*1: Models with 17 inch wheel
*2: Models with 16 inch wheel

Specified Honda All Season Antifreeze/Coolant Type2
Ratio 50/50 with distilled water

Capacity

4.84 L*1

4.92 L*2

5.94 L*3

5.97 L*4

(change including the remaining 0.58 L in the 
reserve tank)

Regular
Size

215/50R17 91V*1

215/55R16 93H*2

Pressure
See the label on driver’s 
doorjamb.

Compact 
Spare*

Size T125/80D16 97M
Pressure
kPa (kgf/cm2 [psi])

420 (4.2 [60])

Spare*

(Full-size tyre)

Size
215/50R17 91V
215/55R16 93H

Pressure
Same as the regular tyre. See 
the label on driver’s doorjamb.

Wheel Size

Regular
16X7J*2

17X7J*1

Compact Spare* 16X4T

Full-size Spare*
16X7J*2

17X7J*1

■Honda TRK Air Compressor*1

*1: Models with tyre repair kit

■Brake

■Vehicle Dimensions

*1: Middle Eastern except Israeli and Turkish models
*2: Israeli, Turkish, and except Middle Eastern models
*3: Except Egyptian models
*4: Egyptian models
*5: Middle Eastern except Egyptian, Israeli and Turkish models

A weighted emission sound pressure level 75dB (A)
A weighted sound power level 95dB (A)

Type Power assisted
Front Ventilated disc
Rear Solid disc
Parking Electric Parking Brake

Length
4,630 mm*1

4,648 mm*2

Width 1,799 mm

Height
1,416 mm*3

1,432.8 mm*4

Wheelbase
2,698 mm*2

2,700 mm*1

Track

Front
1,543 mm*2,*4

1,547 mm*5

Rear
1,557 mm*2

1,557.1 mm*4

1,563 mm*5

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Specificaţii ▶  

Lichid de răcire motor Compresorul de aer Honda TRK*

Frâne

Dimensiuni autovehicul

Pneuri

Specificat

Normale
Dimensiune

Dimensiune

Dimensiune

Presiune

Presiune

Presiune

Normală

Compactă*
Rezervă 
normală

Consultaţi eticheta de 
pe stâlpul şoferului.

Identică cu cea normală. Consultaţi 
eticheta de pe stâlpul şoferului.

(schimbarea include cei 0.58 L rămaşi  
în rezervor)

Antigel/lichid de răcire Honda All Season tip 2

Capacitate
Tip

Lungime

Înălţime

Ecartament

Faţă

Spate

Ampatamentul

Lăţime

Asistate mecanic

DiscSpate

Raport

Faţă Disc ventilat

Sistem electric de parcareParcare

Roată de 
rezervă 
compactă*

Dimensiune 
roată

Roată de 
rezervă 
normală*

50/50 cu apă distilată

*1: Modelele cu motor de 1,5 l şi transmisie manuală
*2: Modelele cu motor de 1,5 l şi transmisie automată
*3: Modelele cu motor de 1,6 l şi transmisie manuală
*4: Modelele cu motor de 1,6 l şi transmisie automată

*1: Modelele cu roţi de 17 inci
*2: Modelele cu roţi de 16 inci

Nivel zgomot pentru presiune 75dB (A)
Nivel zgomot pentru presiune 95dB (A)
*1:  Modele cu kit de reparare roată

*1:  Modelele pentru Orientul Mijlociu, exceptând Israel 
şi Turcia

*2:  Modelele pentru Israel şi Turcia, exceptând Orientul 
Mijlociu 

*3: Exceptând modelele pentru Egipt
*4: Modelele pentru Egipt
*5:  Modelele pentru Orientul Mijlociu, exceptând Egipt, 

Israel şi Turcia
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■The mounting point/rear over hang of 
coupling device*1

NOTE:
1.   marks show towbar fixing points.
2.   mark shows towbar coupling point.

(4)

(3)

(1)

(5)

(11)

(8)

(2)

(6) (9)(7) (10)

*1: European and Turkish models

■Max. Towing Weight*1

*1: European and Turkish models
*2: 1.6 L engine models
*3: 1.5 L engine models

No. Dimensions
(1) 552 mm (21.7 in)
(2) 675 mm (26.6 in)
(3) 757 mm (29.8 in)
(4) 817 mm (32.2 in)
(5) 915 mm (36.0 in)
(6) 925 mm (36.4 in)
(7) 986 mm (38.8 in)
(8) 1,045 mm (41.1 in)
(9) 1,055 mm (41.5 in)
(10) 1,076 mm (42.4 in)
(11) 1,124 mm (44.3 in)

Trailer with 
brakes

Manual Transmission 
Models

1,200 kg (2,646 Ibs)*2

1,400 kg (3,086 Ibs)*3

Continuously Variable 
Transmission Models

800 kg (1,764 Ibs)*2

1,000 kg (2,205 Ibs)*3

Trailer without brakes 500 kg (1,102 Ibs)
The maximum permissible vertical load on 
the coupling device

75 kg (165 Ibs)
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▶▶ Specificaţii ▶  

Punct de fixare/suspendare în spate  
a dispozitivului de cuplare*1

DimensiuniNr.

Greutatea maximă de tractare*1

Remorcă  
cu frâne

Modele cu 
transmisie manuală
Modele cu 
transmisie automată

Remorcă fără frâne
Greutatea maximă admisă sarcină 
verticală pe dispozitivul de cuplare
*1: Modelele pentru Europa şi Turcia
*2: Modelele cu motor de 1,6 l 
*3: Modelele cu motor de 1,5 l 

*1: Modelele pentru Europa şi Turcia

indică punctele de fixare ale barei de remorcare.
indică punctul de cuplare a barei de remorcare.
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Identification Numbers

Vehicle Identification Number (VIN), Engine Number 
and Transmission Number
Your vehicle has a 17-digit vehicle identification number (VIN) used to register your 
vehicle for warranty purposes, and for licensing and insuring your vehicle.
The locations of your vehicle’s VIN, engine number and transmission number are 
shown as follows.

1Vehicle Identification Number (VIN), Engine Number and 
Transmission Number

The interior vehicle identification number (VIN) is 
located under the cover.

Vehicle Identification Number

Certification Plate/ Vehicle 
Identification Number

Engine Number

Manual Transmission 
Number

Continuously Variable 
Transmission Number

1.5 L engine models

Vehicle Identification Number

Certification Plate/ Vehicle 
Identification Number*/ 
Chassis Number*

Engine Number

Manual Transmission 
Number

Continuously Variable 
Transmission Number

1.6 L engine models

* Not available on all models
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Numere de identificare

Numărul de identificare al autovehiculului (VIN),  
seria motorului şi seria transmisiei

Autovehiculul dumneavoastră are un număr de identificare format din 17 
cifre (VIN), folosit pentru înregistrarea în scopuri de garanţie, înmatriculare 
şi asigurare. Locurile de afişare a VIN, seria motorului şi seria transmisiei sunt 
prezentate în ilustraţia următoare.

Modele cu motor de 1,5 l

Modele cu motor de 1,6 l

Seria motorului

Seria motorului

Numărul de identificare al autovehiculului

Numărul de identificare al autovehiculului

Plăcuţa de certificare /
Numărul de identificare  
al autovehiculului

Plăcuţa de certificare /
Numărul de identificare  
al autovehiculului*

Seria transmisiei 
automate

Seria transmisiei 
automate

Seria transmisiei 
manuale

Seria transmisiei 
manuale

Numărul de identificare al autovehiculului (VIN),  
seria motorului şi seria transmisiei

Numărul de identificare al autovehiculului (VIN) este 
situat sub capac.
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Utility Compliance*

Devices that Emit Radio Waves
The following products and systems on your vehicle emit radio waves when in 
operation.

Remote Transmitter* Immobilizer System
Keyless Access 

System*

European 
models

U.A.E. 
models

KEY

BCM

Serbian 
models

− − or

1Devices that Emit Radio Waves

EC Directives
Each of the items in the table complies with the 
essential requirements and other relevant provisions 
of R & TTE (Radio equipment and 
Telecommunications Terminal Equipment and the 
mutual recognition of their conformity) Directive 
1999/5/EC.

See the following URLs for Declaration of conformity:
http://www.techinfo.honda-eu.com

European models
Models with remote transmitter
Models with keyless access system

* Not available on all models
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Acord de utilizare*

Modele europene
Modele cu telecomadă
Modele cu sistem de acces fără cheie

Dispozitive care emit unde radio
Atunci când funcţionează, următoarele produse şi sisteme de pe autovehiculul 
dumneavoastră emit unde radio.

Telecomandă* Sistem de imobilizare Sistem de acces  
fără cheie*

Modele 
europene

Modele  
sârbe

Modele 
E.A.U.

Directive CE
Fiecare dintre dispozitvele din tabel este în 
conformitate cu cerinţele principale şi alte dispoziţii 
relevante din Directiva 1999/5/CE R&TTE (Echipamente 
radio şi terminale de telecomunicaţii). 

Accesaţi următorul link pentru a vizualiza Declaraţia 
de conformitate:
http://www.techinfo.honda-eu.com

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele

Dispozitive care emit unde radio
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Keyless Access System*

Israeli 
models

Hands-Free 
Telephone

Adaptive Cruise 
Control (ACC) 

with Low Speed 
Follow (LSF)*/ 

Adaptive Cruise 
Control (ACC)*/ 

Collision 
Mitigation 

Braking System 
(CMBS)*

European 
models

U.A.E. 
models

−

Serbian 
models

or −

1Devices that Emit Radio Waves

EC Directives
Each of the items in the table complies with the 
essential requirements and other relevant provisions 
of R & TTE (Radio equipment and 
Telecommunications Terminal Equipment and the 
mutual recognition of their conformity) Directive 
1999/5/EC.

See the following URLs for Declaration of conformity:
http://www.techinfo.honda-eu.com

European models
Models with Hands-Free Telephone System
Models with Adaptive Cruise Control/Collision 
Mitigation Braking System

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Acord de utilizare* ▶  Dispozitive care emit unde radio

Sistem de acces fără cheie*

Hands-free 
pentru telefon

Modele 
pentru 
Israel

Modele  
sârbe

sau

Modele  
europene

Modele 
E.A.U.

Modele europene
Modele cu hands-free pentru telefon
Modele cu sistem Adaptive Cruise Control/
Frânare pentru evitarea coliziunilor (CMBS)
Directive CE
Fiecare dintre dispozitvele din tabel este în 
conformitate cu cerinţele principale şi alte dispoziţii 
relevante din Directiva 1999/5/CE R&TTE (Echipamente 
radio şi terminale de telecomunicaţii). 

Accesaţi următorul link pentru a vizualiza Declaraţia 
de conformitate:
http://www.techinfo.honda-eu.com

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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Hands-Free Telephone

Israeli 
models

Blind spot information 
System*/Cross Traffic Monitor*

European 
models

1Devices that Emit Radio Waves

EC Directives Each of the items in the table complies 
with the essential requirements and other relevant 
provisions of R & TTE (Radio equipment and 
Telecommunications Terminal Equipment and the 
mutual recognition of their conformity) Directive 
1999/5/EC.

See the following URLs for Declaration of conformity:
http://www.techinfo.honda-eu.com

European models
Models with Blind spot information System/Cross 
Traffic Monitor

Models with colour audio system Models with Display Audio

* Not available on all models
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▶▶ Acord de utilizare* ▶  Dispozitive care emit unde radio

Hands-free pentru telefon

Modele 
pentru 
Israel

Modele 
europene

Modele cu sistem audio color Modele cu display audio

Directive CE
Fiecare dintre dispozitvele din tabel este în 
conformitate cu cerinţele principale şi alte dispoziţii 
relevante din Directiva 1999/5/CE R&TTE (Echipamente 
radio şi terminale de telecomunicaţii). 

Accesaţi următorul link pentru a vizualiza Declaraţia 
de conformitate:
http://www.techinfo.honda-eu.com

Modele europene
Modele cu sistem de informaţii punct mort/ 
Cross Traffic Monitor

Dispozitive care emit unde radio

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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EC Declaration of Conformity Content Outline*

* Not available on all models
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Conţinutul Declaraţiei de conformitate CE*

*Nu este disponibil pentru toate modelele
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ABS (sistem de frânare anti-blocare)  ...........  566
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Sistem Eco Assist  ................................................  9

Semnale direcţionale (semnalizator)  ...........  202

Setarea afişajului  .................................... 267, 309

Sistem avertizare dezumflare pneu ..............  556

Calibrare  ......................................................  556

Indicator  ...............................................  106, 107

Suport băuturi  ................................................ 235

Sistem frânare pentru prevenirea 

coliziunilor (CMBS)  ......................................  569

Sistem recunoaştere semne de circulaţie  .....  536

Activare/dezactivare pictograme mici  .......  542

Sistem de control al climatizării  ...................  244

Schimbarea modului  ..................................  244

Dezgheţarea parbrizului şi a geamurilor  ... 247

Filtrul de praf şi polen  ................................  664

Modul recirculare/aer din exterior  ............  246

Senzori  ........................................................  250

Utilizarea controlului automat 

al climatizării  ..............................................  244

Sistem reţinere copii  .......................................  66

Înălţătoare scaune  ........................................ 88

Sistem de reţinere sugari  .............................  69

Sistem de reţinere pentru copii mici  ............  71

Instalarea unui sistem de reţinere pentru 

copii cu ajutorul unei centuri  ......................  83

Copii mari  ......................................................  87

Sistem de reţinere orientat spre spate  ........  69

Alegerea unui sistem de reţinere  ................. 72

Folosirea tetierelor  .......................................  86

Siguranţa copiilor  ............................................  66

Sistemul de frânare  .......................................  560

Sistem antiblocare (ABS)  ............................  566

Menţinerea automată a frânei  ..................  563

Sistem asistare la frânare  ...........................  567

Lichid  ............................................................  631

Frâna de serviciu  .........................................  562

Indicator  ........................................................  94

Frâna de parcare ..........................................  560

Sistem informaţii punct mort (BSI)  ...............  553

Sistemul audio  ................................................ 252

Reglarea sunetului  .............................  266, 308

Ecranul audio/informaţii  ..................... 262, 287

Schimbarea pictogramei ecranului 

de pornire  ....................................................  291

Schimbarea interfeţei ecranului  ................  305

Închiderea aplicaţiilor  ................................  307

Personalizarea indicatoarelor  .....................  291

Reglarea afişajului  ............................... 267, 309

Mesaje de eroare  ........................................  350

Informaţii generale  ..................................... 353

Portul HDMITM  ..............................................  255

Ecranul de pornire  ....................................... 297

iPod  ....................................................... 277, 321

Limitările operării manuale  .......................  309

Personalizarea meniului  .............................  306

MP3/WMA/AAC  ...................................  280, 329

Reactivarea  .................................................  256

Dispozitive recomandate  ...........................  354

Controale la distanţă  ................................... 257
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Codul de securitate  ....................................  256

Selectarea unei surse audio  ........................ 310

Statusul zonei  .............................................  304

Protecţie antifurt  ......................................... 257

USB Flash Drives  ..................................  280, 329

Porturi USB  ................................................... 253

Setarea fundalului  ..............................  264, 295

Sistem antiblocare (ABS)  ...............................  566

Indicator  ........................................................  97

Sistem aer condiţionat (sistem

de control al climatizării)  ...........................  244

Schimbarea modului  ..................................  246

Dezgheţarea parbizului şi a geamurilor  .... 247

Filtrul de praf şi polen  ................................  664

Modul de recirculare/aer din exterior  .......  246

Senzori  ........................................................  250

Utilizarea controlului automat al 

climatizării  ..................................................  244

Sistem aer condiţionat (sistem de încălzire)

Dezgheţarea parbizului şi a geamurilor  ....  241

Filtrul de praf şi polen  ................................  664

Senzori  ......................................................... 243

Utilizarea încălzirii automate  ....................  239

Sistem de amortizoare adaptive  ................... 491

Buton  ............................................................ 491

Sistem suplimentar de reţinere (SRS)  .............  54

Sistem de securitate  ....................................... 189

Indicator sistem de imobilizare  ..................  110

Indicator alarmă sistem de securitate  ........   111

Sistem informaţii service  ................................ 601

Siri Eyes Free  ................................................... 342

Spălătoare .......................................................  213

Completare lichid  .......................................  632

Comutator  ....................................................  213

Specificaţiile becurilor  .................................... 725

Song By VoiceTM (SBV)  .................................. 324

Specificaţii  ....................................................... 724

SRS Airbaguri  ...................................................  54

Superîncuierea ...............................................  180

Suport de băuturi  ........................................... 235

Supraîncălzirea  ..............................................  699

Ş
Ştergătoare şi spălătoare  ...............................  213

Verificare şi schimbare lame  ......................  646

T
Tabel specificaţii  ............................................. 724

Tabloul de bord  ...............................................  93

Controlul luminozităţii  ................................  216

Tahometru  ......................................................  151

Temperatură

Afişarea temperaturii exterioare  ......... 158, 161

Telecomanda  .................................................  180

Treaptă de viteză  ............................................  96

Transmisie manuală  ......................................  475

Tetiere faţă  ..................................................... 216

Timp scurs  .......................................................  157

Torpedou  ........................................................ 233

Transmisia automată .............................  468, 470

Alunecarea  ..................................................  468

Lichid  ...........................................................  630

Kickdown  ....................................................  467

Utilizarea schimbătorului

de viteză  .........................  25, 468, 469, 470, 471

Schimbătorul este blocat  ........................... 698

Schimbarea vitezelor  ..........................  468, 470

Comenzi  ....................................................... 169

Licihid de răcire (motor)  .............................. 627

Completarea la radiator  .............................  632

Completarea rezervorului  ...........................  631

Supraîncălzirea  ...........................................  699

Transportul bagajelor  ............................ 449, 451

Trusă reparare temporară (TRK)  ..................  683

Timp (setări) .................................................... 160

Tractarea unei remorci ..................................  454

Echipament şi accesorii  ..............................  454

Limite de încărcare  .....................................  452

Transmisie  ......................................  468, 470, 475

Modul 7-Speed Manual Shift  ...................... 472

Transmisia automată  ..........................  468, 470

Lichid  ...........................................................  630

Indicator treaptă  ........................... 98, 469, 471

Manuală  ......................................................  475

Serie  .............................................................  728

Indictator poziţie schimbător 

de viteze  ......................................... 98, 469, 471

Trip Meter  ................................................ 153, 156

TRK (trusă reparare temporară)  ...................  683
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U
Ulei (motor)  .................................................... 621

Completare  .................................................  626

Verificare  .....................................................  624

Indicator nivel scăzut ulei  ..........................  709

Indicator presiune scăzută ulei .............  96, 702

Sistem monitorizare ulei  ............................  606

Ulei de motor recomandat  .........................  621

Vâscozitate  ...................................................  621

Ulei de motor  ................................................  626

Completare  .................................................  630

Verificare  .....................................................  628

Indicator nivel scăzut ulei  ..........................  720

Indicator presiune scăzută ulei  .............  95, 713

Ulei de motor recomandat  ........................  626

Urgenţe  ...........................................................  717

Uşile .................................................................  173

Indicator uşă deschisă  ........................... 39, 105

Chei  ..............................................................  173

Încuirea/descuierea uşilor din interior  ....... 184

Încuirea/descuierea uşilor din exterior  .......  176

USB Flash Drives  .............................  279, 328, 352

V
Vâscozitate (ulei)  .................................... 626, 735

Verificări de siguranţă  ....................................  39

Viteza medie ...................................................  157

Volanul  ............................................................ 219

Reglare  .........................................................  219

VSA (asistenţă la stabilitate)  .........................  550

W
Watts  ............................................................... 725

WMA  ......................................................  280, 329
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